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’’The Tempest” -- Mighty
Pagan and Spectacular -

Ignites Und^r the Fury
of Van Heflin.......
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FILM DAILY REVIEWS OF NEW FEATURES *
Vertigo”

(An Alfred Hitchcock Production in TECHNICOLOR and VistaVision)

With James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel Geddes, Tom Helmore and
Henry Jones

Paramount (San Francisco Preview) 120 Mins.

ACE HITCHCOCK THRILLER COULD OUT-GROSS "REAR
WINDOW." BUILDS TO A SHOCKING, BREATH-TAKING
CLIMAX. SPLENDID PERFORMANCES BY STEWART AND
NOVAK. BRILLIANT PHOTOGRAPHY.

“llot Spell”
with Shirley Booth, Anthony Quinn, Shirley MacLaine.

Paramount (VistaVision) 86 Min.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF A LADY'S ILLUSION. SUPERBLY
CAST AND ACTED DRAMA. BETTER-QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

DIRECTION: Perceptive. PHOTOGRAPHY: Fine.

DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY: Tops.

Alfred Hitchcock has done it again, and by that is meant that the cinema

and television master of suspense has achieved another great triumph in

the type of story he specializes in. Paramount's "Vertigo," from the eerie,

surrealistic titles down to its shocking, breath-taking climax, bids fair to

outgross "Rear Window," the most successful of Hitchcock's previous efforts.

For marquee material, Hitchcock has James Stewart and Kim Novak, who
rank high among the nation's box office attractions and who here do most

effective jobs in their roles. While fine performances are standard with

Stewart, it is Miss Novak whose work surprises. She scores in her dual role,

and under the guidance of Hitchcock emerges as a fine actress. The pro-

ducer-director makes excellent use of Miss Novak's type of beauty, even to

the extent of using her large eyes as part of the main title backgrounds.

Hitchcock took the French novel "D'Entre Les Morts" ("Amongst the

Dead"), by Pierre Boileau and Thomas Narcejec, and had Alec Coppel

and Samuel Taylor do a screenplay with San Francisco as the background,

and the time, the present. Stewart plays a police officer who resigns the

force when a fellow officer dies in a fall when Stewart is powerless to act

because of his acrophobia (fear of heights).A friend, shipbuilding magnate,

hires him to shadow his wife (played by Miss Novak), who, he says, has

suicidal tendencies.

The shadowing leads through an art gallery, an old mission, a flower

shop until she goes to a pier and attempts to kill herself. Stewart rescues her,

I and they fall in love. But this is ended when Miss Novak runs up into the

f tower of a mission, and Stewart, unable to follow her up the steps because

of his phobfa, sees her body hurtling down to the adjacent roof.

After the inquest, Stewart goes to a mental institution, and upon his

discharge takes up the hunt for Miss Novak, refusing somehow to believe

that she is dead. In his quest, he finds a girl with darkened hair, more make-

up but bearing an amazing resemblance to his love. The tragic conclusion

is a thriller, and a sure audience shocker, in the best Hitchcock tradition.

What faults there are lie chiefly in the slow start of the story and the

attention paid to the various historic spots in San Francisco and surrounding

territory, all of which are interesting but serve to impede the action.

The other players are finely cast and come to life under Hitchcock's di-

rection. Barbara Bel Geddes as co-star shines as the sophisticated girl friend

of Stewart (her first screen appearance in about six years); Tom Helmore,

is fine as the shipbuilder; Henry Jones etches a fine performance as the

coroner; Ellen Corby is great as the manager of a small, run-down hotel.

Raymond Bailey, Konstantin Shayne and Lee Patrick also do well.

Photographed in VistaVision and Technicolor, the picture reflects the

artistry of cinematographer Robert Burks, art directors Hal Pereira and
Henry Bumstead; special photographic effects by John P. Fulton and process

photography by Farciot Edouart and Wallace Kelley.

Music by Bernard Herrmann, conducted in England by Muir Mathieson,

contributed greatly to the eerie quality of the film.

All in all, the picture is an artistic and entertainment triumph. It should

be a commercial triumph, also.

CAST: James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel Geddes, Tom Helmore,

Henry Jones, Raymond Bailey, Ellen Corby, Konstantin Shayne, Lee Patrick.

CREDITS: Producer-director, Alfred Hitchcock; Screenplay by Alec Coppel

and Samuel Taylor; based upon the novel D'Entre Les Morts by Pierre

Boileau and Thomas Marcejec; Director of Photography, Robert Burks; Tech-

nicolor color consultant, Richard Mueller; Art Directors, Hal Pereira and
Henry Bumstead; Special Photographic Effects, John P. Fulton; Process pho-

tography, Farciot Edouart and Wallace Kelley; Titled designed by Saul

Bass; Editor, George Tomasini; Special sequence by John Ferren; Music by

Bernard Herrmann; conducted by Muir Mathieson; Associate producer,

Herbert Coleman.

L. /

The story of a woman who sidesteps the realities surrounding her husband
and children and takes refuge in pleasant illusions, is stroked out in touch-

ing drama in "Hot Spell." This Hal Wallis production is blessed by brilliant

performances dominated by Shirley Booth and Anthony Quinn. As the

mother who clucks dotingly over her wayward husband and her children

Miss Booth distills the ironic sadness out of her role while Quinn as the

crude, self-posturing father brings a convincing realism to his characteriza-

tion.

James Poe's screenplay is based on a play by Lonnie Coleman and the

film unfolds largely like a photographed play. What it has to say is poig-

nant, penetrating and dramatic. As a motion picture it should do much
to bring out those patrons who visit the theatre only when the fare has

greater than ordinary appeal.

The three children, who have their own problems romantic, and other-

wise, are Clint Kimbrough, sensitive, groping; Shirley MacLaine, pretty and

shy; and Earl Holliman, outspoken and ambitious. When Miss MacLaine

attempts to wring a marriage proposal from Warren Stevens, following the

prodding of her mother, it is Quinn who botches things up with his clumsy

thrust.

Against all evidence Miss Booth continues to believe in her husband until

he runs off with his new and young "love." An excess of liquor and affec-

tion behind the wheel causes a fatal automobile accident.

The father is buried but it is a sure thing that Miss Booth will remember

him through illusioned eyes.

The film was set in Louisiana and the "hot spell" of the title is stamped

all over the atmosphere.

The professionally competent performances all around are a credit to

director Daniel Mann. And the photography by Loyal Griggs and the music

score by Alex North reinforce the proper mood effectively.

We have here a picture that is intelligent and probing in approach and

often touches the core of the emotions'. Bright bits of comedy ignite through-

out to round out the presentation.

CAST: Shirley Booth, Anthony Quinn, Shirley MacLaine, Earl Holliman,

Eileen Heckart, Clint Kimbrough, Warren Stevens, Jody Lawrence, Harlan

Warde, Valerie Allen, Stafford Repp, Irene Tedrow, Bill Walker, Louise

Franklin, Anthony Jochim, Johnny Lee, Elsie Weller, Len Hendry, John In-

drisano, Watson H. Downs, William Duray, Tony Merrill, Fred Zendar.

CREDITS: Produced by Hal. B. Wallis; Directed by Daniel Mann; Screen-

play by James Poe; Based on a play by Lonnie Coleman; Director of pho-

tography, Loyal Griggs; Music score by Alex North; Associate producer,

Paul Nathan.
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HIGHSPOTS OF THE

MOUNTING vVORLD

TRIUMPH OF "THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS ft

The towering business reports
on box-office records achieved by
"The Ten Commandments" are almost
more than can be kept pace with in

a monthly publication. Hence our
aim to tell the success story of

this greatest of all motion pict-
ures more by pictures than by mere
words. Some of these success rep-
orts — like those of Osaka, Bang-
kok and Brisbane — are radiantly
new. Others, like those of London,
Paris, berlin, Lima and many other
cities, are a little older, but
none the less radiant ... .V/hat we
desire most of all to say is that
the magnificent accomplishments
with this picture are known, app-
reciated and will be enduringly
remembered in Hollywood and New
York.

RIGHT

SYDNEY - Another phase of
the extensive showmanship camp-
aign for "The Ten Commandments"
at the Prince Edward Theatre
conducted under the direction of
Joe Joel, was this very effect-
ive window in Angus and Robert-
son's, Sydney's premier book
store. Credit for this attractive
placement goes to Frank Deane of
the Sydney Publicity Department.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA - Now in the
11th week of "The Ten Command-
ments," this is what the spacious
lobby of the Prince Edward looks
like these days. Crowds! Crowds!
Nothing but crowds - and capacity
box-office returns.

OSAKA, JAPAN - The mighty display
for "The Ten Commandments" has now
moved along from Tokyo to this great
city where it is housed in the Osalca
Namba Daigekijo - one of the world's

f
reat department stores. Announcing
ts presence is the display shown
above. This presentation, which is a
display in depth, is 60 feet wide, by
45 feet deep. Even so, you might not
fully appreciate this size, so we are
moving to the picture below for a
close-up.

...Here's a close view of the very
spell-binding display on the front of
the Osaka Namba Daigekijo that Messrs
Metori. Ise and Sakamoto are so proud
of. It's a wonderful piece of show-
manship, inspiring and big. How big?
We told you above. You want some sort
of comparison? Well, take a look at
the man in lower left, indicated by
the arrow. That's how big!

BERLIN - Announcement which is part of this mag-

|

nificent front-of-house display indicates that at
the time of the photograph "The Ten Commandments"
was in its 11th Berlin week (which includes the
opening 8 weeks at the Zoo Palast). This front is
of the Atelier am Zoo, which is in the same prem-
ises as the Zoo Palast, and this decoration repres-
ents the most important an<i spectacular display in
the theatre's history. The Cecil B. DeMille produc-
tion is continuing at the Atelier indefinitely.

Bangkok Has Dazzling Royal
Premiere for ’’Ten Commandments”

Climaxing months of meticulous preparation, the Royal Premiere
of "The Ten Commandments" took place the evening of May 3rd in the
Grand Theatre, Bangkok, in the presence of Their Majesties the King
and Queen of Thailand. The event was an awe-inspiring success. Para-
mount representatives S. A. Henriksen, Far East Supervisor, and
Chana Chaikijkarana, Thailand Manager, helped contribute a glowing
page to Paramount's international prestige. An indication of this is
contained in the following cable sent by Mr. Henriksen, and addressed
to the president of Paramount International, James E. Perkins:

ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE "TEN COMMANDMENTS" BANGKOK LAST NIGHT
MAGNIFICENT EVENT. KING AND QUEEN AND PRACTICALLY ALL MEMBERS ROYAL
FAMILY, MINISTERS OF STATE, AMBASSADORS MOST COUNTRIES PRESENT . PRESS
COVERAGE FANTASTIC AND REACTION EXCELLENT. HEAVIEST ADVANCE BOOKINGS
IN HISTORY OF BUSINESS. GREATEST SUCCESS GUARANTEED.

Photographs and press despatches were en route to New York at
time of our going to press. They will be made fitting use of in next
month's issue.
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Today’s Thought
ONLY THE first companies — the

leaders — can survive. There Is no
longer any room for second-rate com-
panies, second-rate actors or second-
rate stories. Everything really must be
bigger and better.

—BARNEY BALABAN, in an interview

published yesterday in the New York
World Telegram & Sun.

THE BUSINESS ART-
icle in the New York
World Telegram from
which the item at the
left is an excerpt,
had this lead-off op-
ion to offer: "Barney
Balaban, president of
Paramount Pictures
Corp. , is convinced

' == that the film business
is close to learning how to utilize TT finan-
cially* The day of filmdom's subordination to
TV is nearly over, he believes. He adds cann-
ily , however, that two factors should make
this possible: Hollywood has learned that the
•spectacular' - a high-cost, big star picture
can record unprecedented grosses. . .Theatre
owners themselves are getting more selective
in their picture demands. They've learned
that quality, not quantity, determines prof-
its..." These were but two of many statements
of top importance in the three—column story on
the first page of the newspaper's financial
section.

LOCAL LAD MAKES GOOD — In commenting on
Latin American business generally following
his return to New York, and on the glowingly
fine performance of "The
Ten Commandments" at the
Tacna Theatre in Lima,
Peru, James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount
International, who was
in Lima last month, gave
full and absolute cred-
it for the towering
success of the engage-
ment to Paramount Mana-
ger Lennart Bjorck,
whose executive driving
power was a 24-hours-a-
day operation from a
point months in advance

Paramount World
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-

oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36 , New York, USA.
Issued by and for members of the Paramount organizat-
ion around the world who believe in the entertainment
appenl of their motion picture product and in the
business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Volume 4, Number 5 May, 1958

FROM DENMARK we have further evidence of
the fact that showmanship is to our business
what oxygen is to air. Denmark has in the past
couple of years been through a very tough time,
with American productions prevented from reach-
ing Danish screens for a multiplicity of quite
difficult reasons.

Even when the product resumed screening,
there remained a number of difficulties. Para-
mount Manager John Aarshoj has detailed several
of these in his reports showing that showman-
ship remains alive. One concerns the Bagsvaerd
Bio, in Bagsvaerd, a town of 15,000 inhabit-
ants. This cinema had to close down, and the
nearest one was in Villabyemes, five miles
away. Mr. Aarshoj and Manager Fisker of Villa-
byemes conferred on a host of plans, the out-
come of which was the purchase of a 72-passen-
ger bus to bring the Bagsvaerd moviegoers to
Villabyemes — particularly to see "Artists

and Models," the Martin
and Lewis humdinger. The
whole affair was made a
gala one, with the Mayor
and his wife among the
passengers, and business
companies distributing
smokes and chocolate to
the passengers. There
were many other facets
to the stunt, but the
main consideration was
that spirited showman-
ship triumphed - and at

no expense to Paramount.

of release right through this is indeed showmanship

to the termination of 008 of the many glorious things accomplished by "The Ten

+ he en era ^pmont Ar> oner Commandments" has been the new sense of force, direction andune engagement. An eng
dignity it has t0 croative showmanship around the

agement, by the way, world. A particularly fine instance in point is this front of

which registered a box— the Hollywood Theatre in Basle, Switzerland

almost, ieet vriae. n
and covered almost 4C# ance i8 16 f

-
eet wid«)*

of the city's population— a figure so far beyond the previous Peruv-
ian record of any company at any time that
actually there is no comparison Bravo,
Lennart

!

.....And while we have

Mr. Aarshoj under review

it is interesting to
note that when American

films returned to Danish

screens, Paramount's

manager was johnny-on

-

the |spot, along with
.. Publicity Manager Mrsi

Anderson in providing the Danish Radio with a

host of records covering upcoming Paramount pro-

ductions, and in making it an insistent stipula-
4 •? aw 4-Vio-f 4- Via nomft rtf * urOTTl filinf TTlftnt.i OTlfid intion that the name of ‘ar

advance of every playing
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"THE TEMPEST," PARAMOUNT
RELEASE BY PRODUCER OF

"WAR AND PEACE," BEING

FILMED IN YUGOSLAVIA

Our cover picture, full of fury, violence
and spectacular thrill (all typified by the
artistry of Van Heflin), is symbolic of the en-
tertainment greatness of the Dino De Laurentiis
production for Paramount which presently bears
the title of “The Tempest." The picture has en-
tered its third month of production in Yugosla-
via, and has further Months of production in
Italy before its completion and its release by
Paramount throughout most of the world.

Meanwhile there have
been many cables attesting
to the greatness of the
production sent by Param-
ount's representative with
the company. This repres-
entative is Luigi Zaccardi.
Here are some excerpts
from his reports:
" SHOOTING PRINCIPAL
BATTLE SEQUENCES IN WHICH
PUGACHOV IS DEFEATED BY
CATHERINE'S TROOPS. USING
FIVE THOUSAND MEN AND AN
EQUAL NUMBER OF HORSES....
AMOUNT OF TRACK LAID FOR
CAVALRY CHARGE AGAINST
PUGACHOV WILL PRODUCE THE
LONGEST ACTION TRUCKING
SHOT EVER MADE... EXPECT
TO SEE NEXT WEEK ROUGH
CUT OF EVERYTHING MADE TO
DATE.... EVERYTHING ABOUT
PICTURE MASSIVE AND EX-
CITING.

SILVANA MANGANO
Stately and warmly mag'

netic in the role of the
compelling 'Masha.

•

Erected outside of Belgrade, this is a view of tht
Church, left, and the house of Captain Miranoff. There
has just been a snowstorm, which has made all inhabit-
ants of the giant Fort Bjelogorsk snow-bound. This
massive fort, covering many acres, is of strategic im-
portance in Pushkin's celebrated story.

The Players
* * * *

Here are the top person-
alities in the wonderful cast
already assembled by Dino De
Laurentiis, producer:

SILVANA MANGANO
VAN HEFLIN
VIVECA LINDFORS
GEOFFREY HORNE
ROBERT KEITH
OSCAR HOMOLKA
AGNES MOOREHEAD
HELMUT DANTINE
FINLAY CURRIE
VITTORIO GASSMAN

More names to follow as
the production progresses.

VIVECA LINDFORS

This talented actress
makes a magnificent and
magnetic Catherine the
Great of Russia in this
stirring picture.

(RIGHT) Silvana Mangano
as Masha is dragged bef-
ore Empress Catherine the
Great, whose palace BELOW
blazes with riotous rev-
elry and feasting.

VAN HEFLIN
An actor of masterly

competence, will emerge
with new honors in the
role of 'Pugachov.*

I

ALDO TONTI, Director •

of Cinematography for WAR
AND PEACE, has a like re-
sponsibility in the film-
ing of THE TEMPEST.

"THE TEMPEST" IS NOT THE
FINAL TITLE FOR THIS PRODUCT-
ION A WORLD-WIDE CONTEST
AMONG PARAMOUNTEERS FOR A

MORE EFFECTIVE BOX-OFFICE
TITLE IS UNDER WAY WHILE THIS
ISSUE OF PARAMOUNT WORLD IS
IN THE PRESS THE WINNER,
WHO WILL ALSO RECEIVE A BOND
VALUED AT $100, WILL BE PIC-
TURED IN THE JUNE ISSUE.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...
One of the airlines

recently introduced a
special half-fare rate
for wives accompanying
their husbands on busin-
ess trips. Anticipating
some valuable testimoni-
als, the publicity dep-
artment of the airline
sent out letters to all
the wives of businessmen
who used the special
rates, asking how they
enjoyed their trip.

Responses are still
pouring in asking, "What
trip?"

The mobile face of the
glamorous Sophia Loren in
put to wonderfully effec-
tive use all the way
through "The Black Oxhid."

People may differ in

tradition, language and

religion, but they all

have one common denomin-

ator — a desire to be

treated like human beings.

- Stanley C.Allyn

Effective,eye-catching
poster devised by the
Paramounteers of Brussels
as part of the showmanship
campaign for selling "The
Buster Keaton Story."

KANSAS Cl TY Ve have been so busy here
in Kansas City that we haven't really taken
time to properly welcome our new Student
Booker, Don Genova. Don was formerly in our
Shipping Dept. We would also like to welcome
back Charles Breshears who took over Don's job
in Shipping The Motion Picture Industry,
in cooperation with the Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce, played host to 18 high school boys
and girls for a day during Business Education
Week. The young people from several Kansas
City high schools met in the Paramount screen-
ing room and then proceeded on a tour of film
row to learn about the distribution end of the
Motion Picture Industry Of course, vaca-
tion time is upon us again and everyone is buj^i

making plans to have a wonderful vacation
On April 28, the Shipping and Inspection De-
partments celebrated Daisy Zeh's 31st year with

Paramount. Everyone enjoyed cake and ice cream.

Incidentally, the cake was baked by the Head
Shipper, Bob Jackson.

—Susan Marsh

IWASH I NGT 0 N | On the day of one of our
big snowstorms, February 17, we had a visit
from Traveling Auditor, Mr. A. C. Brown, who
left us April 17. When asked if he enjoyed
his stay, he told us he "had a wonderful time."

Branch Manager, Herb Gillis, is now re-
covered from a kidney attack.

Clark Gable and his wife, Kay, were in
town April 2 for a special showing of
"Teacher's Pet" at the Ontario Theatre. Un-
fortunately, "The King" didn't make it up to
the office, though.

Former employee, Anne Bates, visited us
on April 4, just for a short viiile. She
resigned in January to take up her household
duties r and she says she enjoys every bit of
it. Looks like it took a liking to her, too.

Stevie Gillis was here on April 4th, also
Ihe five-year-old son of our Branch Manager,
Herb Gillis, came in with his Daddy to "get a

Marlon Brando’s First
to be "Guns Up!”

Pennebaker, Inc. have acquired a new
Western entitled "Guns Up!" for the first Mar-
lon Brando picture for Paramount release and

will have the property before
the cameras by June 9. Frank P.

Rosenberg has been signed as the
producer by Pennebaker executive
producers George Glass and Walter
Seltzer. No director has been
announced yet, nor the supporting
cast.

Pennebaker is moving back
until next spring its previously

announced Brando starrer tentatively titled
'"Ride, Comanchero." Before this production is
[started it will be given another title.

BRANDO

PARAMOUNTSH^)!VMANSH/PMANUAL

UNTHINKABLE
fN MOVIES A
FEW TEARS
BACK! **—

fvMCNl

Desire

Under
The
Elms
sowuwoi
MflWWV «!*S
Bum ms

' *VHgw>BWN5 ’bares

SEE INSIDE PAGES FOR OTHER

SENSATIONAL ADS TO SELL

THIS SENSATIONAL PRODUCTION! |

COVER OF THE SUPERB showmanship manual for
booking, selling and exhibiting one of the
finest dramatic motion pictures ever to carry
the Paramount Trade Mark — Don Hartman's pro-

duction of Eugene O'Neill's "Desire Under the
Elms," co-starring Sophia Loren, Anthony Perk-
ins and Burl Ives.

UUUUUUUUUttimUUUUllilUtUJlIU UMMilM
ffffnTnrfffffWnTrWWn nun 7Tunn urfn

job, just for the day," and fascinated all of
us.

After plenty of snow for the winter,
spring is finally beginning. Of course, this
means "vacation time," and we find Helen
Schultze, booker's clerk, leaving for Florida
on May 16th for three weeks.

—Marie Rutter
(formerly Marie Franks)

Stanley Kubrick, young director of "Paths of

will direct Marlon Brando in the star's
independent movie, "Guns Up," for Para-
release. Filming starts in July.mount

:alism for "HOUSFBOAT"

One of the many scenes filmed in Washing-

>n, D.C. Background is provided by the majestic

enity of the Lincoln Memorial. In the closer
& ^ « ___ a. I Dmil Patmrcpn.
c./are~Caiy Grant and moppets Paul Petersen,

larles Herbert and Mirai Gibson.
"
This is the

of Cary's task of winning his three film

iidren back to him.
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JAMES E. PERKINS,

PARA. INT'L. PRES.

MAKES FINE UPBEAT
REPORT FOLLOWING
STH. AMER. SURVEY

Paramount International President James E. Perkins

returned to New York earlier this month with the rep-

ort that Paramount's South and Central American busin-

ess is not only presently great, but is continuing on

the upbeat.

He further stated that the potential for "The Ten
Commandments," based on accomplishments to date, is so
fabulous that there exists no comparable yardstick to
evaluate it. Also in the realm of "big pictures," Mr.
Perkins stated that the company's matchless organizat-
ions in the various countries visited have accomplish-
ed new all-time records with "War and Peace" and "Gun-
fight at the O.K. Corral." All of this in the face of
serious local econoijic difficulties in several of the
more important countries.

A r r i v a 1 3

One engagement of

"The Ten Commandments"
is reported on editor-
ially on Page 4. This
is the one at Lima's
Tacna Theatre, an ace
accomplishment of top
magnitude . Another has

been the engagement at

Georgetown, British
Guiana, where the Cecil

B.DeMille production
has, in a single eng-
agement, returned to
Paramount the equivil-
ent of a full year's
film rental. In the
case of Caracas,where
local turmoil began at

the same time as the
picture's premiere,

SANTIAGO^ CHILE - Mr»"Heniy Gordon
"The Ten Commandments"

and Mrs. J.E. perkins, left. Mr. Perkins will be brought back
shaking hands with Manager Juan Laup-
heimer, Mr. Gordon between them. In for a repeat engage-
foreground. Hugo Frank, territorial
representative of "The Ten Command- menu,
ments." MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY (at top): One Other mighty

le
*
t
A-c,M?Bae?»SalSs "T.T.C.'" engagement inManager, Glucksmann Organization; Hugo por.u„ e iStramer, Paramount Managing Director; Perkins report

Mrs. Gordon, Mrs. Perkins, Latin Amer- was the fabulously
successful one still

SSifilih!
rnart0 siucks"ara’. M°u° running in Puerto Rico.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Group on hand to meet the
travellers as they arrived from Sao Paulo. From
the left: Messrs. P.S.Germano, A. L. Cesar , Dr. Vital

Moura de Castro, Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Gordon, Mr. and

Mrs. J.E.Perkins, Messrs. Harry Stone (MPEA) and
Stuart B. Dunlap.

SAO PAULO - Gathering at Sao Paulo Airport to
greet Mr. and Mrs. Perkins and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
on arrival from Montevideo. Reading from left:
Manager M.A.Mancini, Julio ^lorente, Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. Perkins, Mrs. Mancini,General
Manager Stuart B. Dunlap, Snr. Araujo Almeida, and
Florentino Llorente.

21 Weeks i n the Tacna

!

That's the simple story of the accomplishment
of Cecil B. DeMille's production of "The Ten Command-
ments" in the Tacna Theatre, Lima, Peru.

But the story is more than that - much morel

In its 21 weeks in the Tacna the picture grossed
a figure which seems absolutely unmatchable. The fig-
ure was more than five times what "The Greatest Show
on Earth" did in 6 weeks; almost four times what "War
and Peace" did in 9 weeks.

Aggregate attendance was 299,866, which is more
than 3Q£ of Lima's total population. Paramount Mana-
ger Lennart Bjorck, who prepared a masterly report on

the whole engagement, stated that there was proof that
many attendees were five- and six-time repeaters. A
lot of them had come from far away and had never been
in the Tacna before.

Only other pictures in history to get into the
Million-Soles class have been "The Robe" and "Around
the World in 80 Days." First of these played 16 weeks
to less than of "Commandments" figure; "80 Days"
is about to close after 16 weeks, with a figure a bit
under 50^ of the record established by Mr. DeMille's
masterwork. Both of these other-company productions
played in theatres considerably smaller than the
Tacna.

And so we have another instance of the miracle
appeal of "The Ten Commandments." 'Tis a story that
we shall be telling, lo these many years

1



Wore World Esteem of

"The Ten Coirnandments"

BOMBAY, INDIA - His Excellency the Governor
of Bombay, Sri Prakasa, saw "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Regal in mid-April and expressed
his appreciation of the film's powerful theme.

Shown in the group above, in the Regal'sbhown in the group above, in tne negal's
lobby, are, from left: Miss Sharat Kumari; Mrs.
K.K.Moghe; His Excellency the Governor; Mr.F.H.
Sidhwa, Managing Director, Globe Theatres; Mr.
Virjee, Regal Tne
Devi

leatre Manager;
(niece of the Governor

lrya
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General Manager K. S. Vaidyanathan; Lt. f. . R.
Cambatta, ADC to the Governor.

"The Ten Commandments" began its 17th week
at the Regal on May 16th. Previous record for
length of run as well as attendance is held by
Cecil B. DeMille's own "Samson and Delilah,"
which played 12 weeks in Bombay in 1930-

The engagement of "The Ten Commandments"
at the Regal will continue indefinitely.

High praise from Bombay
Mr. F. H. Sidhwa, Managing Director of

Globe Theatres Private Ltd., (he is pictured in

group above) has written to Cecil B. DeMille in

Hollywood a most unusual exhibitor-to-producer

letter based on the record-breaking engagement

of "The Ten Commandments" in his Regal Theatre.

T le letter was written at the moment when Mr.

Penile's production became the longest-running

fo'-ilgn film in Indian motion picture history,
tvt give you herewith excerpts from this most

gratifying letter:

"On Friday, April 18th, your monumental
production or 'Tne Ten Commandments' entered
the thirteenth record-breaking week of its pre-
miere Asian release at our Regal Theatre. On
the occasion of this unique success of vour
picture, I send you our felicitations with the
ardent hope that it may go on and on for weeks
and weeks. As one veteran to another in our
allied fields, I sincerely wish it... The retur-
ns of some of the later weeks have been even
better than those of the beginning weeks. This
only goes to prove that the production is in-
deed a colossus; its dynamic message that 'All
men are brothers and religion is mankind's
only salvation' is bound to strike deeply into

a these

"My continued study of patron reaction to
r theatre and formal

"Anyway, believe it or not, ever since ]

have seen tne picture, I have oecome a more
cheerful, more happy and more healthy man.
Little wonder therefore, that I am very proud
of having been the first to acquire the Asian

ranftjc iflflfto cnrcticmxdTtf-
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PUERTO RICO ** A
trio of scenes connected with
the showing of "The Ten Comm-
andments" at the Saint Joseph
School which was attended by
over 200 sisters of various
Catholic orders. Majority of than
were teachers in schools repr-

BERLIN - When Cecil B. DeMille was
here last October, he was given a ci-
tation by the German League of Human
Rights for his great film contributions
over the years, and particularly for
his production of "Tne Ten Command-
ments." In addition, the film itself
was given the League's special citat-
ion, which is reproduced above. This
citation is displayed at all theatres
in Germany when the engagement of the
picture is announced, and remains on

display up to, and throughout the en-
tire engagement.

esenting more than 20,000 pup-
1 ' ” ’ ~ ntils. Here, above. Paramount
Manager Frank J.Planas speaks
with sisters from Saint Anthony
School and finds that 18 sist-
ers, representing 1,300 pupils,
were attending.

the hearts of everyone who sees it; anc
will pass the good word to the others, and so
on ana so on, thus gaining universal acceptance
for it.

your production at my theatre and my till
contact with some of them augurs well for 'The
Ten Commandments,' and it looks as though the

f
icture is well set for a long run. Personally
have bfeen quite thrilled by 'The Ten Command-

ments.' Never in my Ul years in the exhibition
field have I seen anything so big. I am so
obsessed with it that my people at home say
that I don't do anything else these days except
think, talk and dream of 'The Ten Commandments.'

OSAKA, Japan -

A billboard for

"The Ten Commard-

ments" in a com-

manding spot in

front of the

Osaka Railway
Station

Here are Father Albert
Schmidt, in charge of project-
ion; Sister Ancilla Marie, of
the Order of Nortre Dame; and
Mr. Planas.

exhibition rights for this gigantic film mast-
erpiece. Recently we had the honour to receive
a
as

LloGve UCLviJ “au vnw uwiiwui vv * X l
personal request from the Governor of Bombay
tlcing for seats for himself and his household

to see 'The Ten Commandments.' This is not only
* very rare but the only solitary instance of

kin
• * ' - '— " 1

its kind in the case of a foreign film."

Partial view of the
throng witnessing the
Cecil B. DeMille products

ion. In foreground are
some of the lav teacher*
who also attended the
showing.

luctr

•e

ier*
'
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INTERNATIONAL FILM
NOTABLES SNAPPED

BY OUR CAMERAS

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD - Honored guests at
premiere of "The Ten Commandments" being greeted
in main lounge of the De Luxe Theatre. From the
left: His Excellency Lord Hailes, Governor Gen-
eral of the West Indies: Mr. Teelucksing; Lady
Hailes; Mrs. Mahndir ana Paramount Manager Peter
Moreno. The date: March 2$, 1958.

RIO DE JANEIRO
- Among those
on hand to wel-
come Mr. J.E.
Perkins to Braz-
il was eminent
exhibitor Vital
Moura de Castro.
Scene is Rio
Airport.

PARIS - Charlton Heston is
interviewed by the Paris press
on the subject of "The Ten
Commandments," with Odette
Ferry, ace Paramount publicist,
left centre, serving as inter-
preter.

MEXICO CITY - Prior to his departure for
London in mid-April, Jerry Lewis was in this
city in connection with final editing of his
uproarious comedy, "Rock-A-Bye Baby." He is
shown here at a cocktail party held in his
honor at the Reforma Hotel. He was a wonder-
ful guest and won a great deal of newspaper
space for himself, his pictures and Paramount.

From left: Mr. Jorge Uriza. Mexican rep-
orter; Paramount Manager Antonio Sastre; J.
Lewis: Paramount General Manager Arthur L.
Pratchett; Mr. Davidson, Chief of Production;
Assistant Paramount Manager Arturo Villan-
ueva; Jack Keller, Jerry's press agent.

HOLLYWOOD - James Stewart (1.) and Alfred
Hitchcock, a couple of colorful and talented
guys who never have been accused of moving
(themselves) at anything approaching jet speed,

• durm
i "Vert
i liter

Snsefilm
c lighting fixture is not —

ig a

take it even easier during a recess in the
filming of Mr. H.'s "Vertigo." Or is it that
they have taken too literally the dizziness of
the thriller-suspensefilm's title. Be that as
it may, the angelic lighting fixture is not —
repeat 'not' growing out of Mr. Hitchcock's
shoulder; nor is it shedding light on the dark
subject of "Vertigo."

HOLLYWOOD - Dr.Stephen
Kayser, curator of the
Jewish Museum at Jewish
Theological Seminary of
America in New York City,
confers with Cecil B.
DeMille at the studio re-
garding "The Ten Command-
ments." Dr. Kayser is a
leading art authority.

GCOli D «
DeMille has as a luncheon
guest in the Paramount
commissary Mr. Shodja-Ed-
Din-Malayeri, Director
uen.eral of the Ministry
of the Interior of Iran,
at Teheran.

HOLLYWOOD - George V. Allen, head of the
United States Information Agency, was hono-
red recently at a luncheon at tne Paramount
Studio here. From left, clockwise: Producer
william Perlberg, Producer-Director Cecil B.

DeMille; Y. Frank Freeman, Vice President
and head of Paramount Studio: Mr. Allen;
George Sidney, President of the Screen Dir-
ectors' Guild; Producer-Director George
Seaton, who is also President of the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences; and
Edmund Hartmann, President of the Writers
Guild of America-West.
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Personnel News From the Paramount Building:
VistaVision League Winds Season and Parties

Comes Spring, comes the bowlers' final fling at Sal Taba-
rin and "April showers"— rain —and "May flowers," lilacs, any-

May 12th was lilac day atway.

Paramount. On 10th floor recep-
tionist Joseph Coote presented
bouquet to Messrs. Perkins and
Piper's secretaries. Next door
in Traffic wrere Vera Guilfoylefe

lilacs. On 8th floor Account-
ing's Percy Lockwood gave dou-

ble-size bouquet to Lillian
Hampton just before door opened
and Accounting head William
Clark walked in with a lilac
armful. On 9th floor Mr. Bala-
ban' s secretary, Aldyth Rei-
chenbach got lilacs from Lillian

in exchange for some vases.

I.Q. PLUS ENERGY: Susan
Schur, daughter of
Branch Operations head
George Schur. was among

i.Y.students pictured in N
Times Magazine feature
on Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, April
27th. In leisure riours
she edits student technical
magazine, is production
manager for stage shows.

Newsbits: Contract's Ron-

nie Gerard is sunning in Aca-

pulco, Mexico.... Lucille Geno-

va Cardone, James Greenleaf's

sec'y, left to await visit of

"Sir Stork" and was presented

with check from the "gang" for

layette shopping. . . .Treasury

Dept, added accountant Charles

Gordon in Mr. Greenleaf ' s 10th

floor office. And Medical Dept,

welcomed Mrs. Sally Kreger, R.N.

.... Catherine Miner, head of

switchboard, still regrettably
convalescing at Presbyterian
Hospital's Harkness Pavilion...

Bob McKeown, Mail Dept., got

editorial pat on back from
Bowling World for innovating
"Potluck League" idea

FOR THE RECORD

BROTHER & SISTER
ACT: Joseph, Jr.
and Maureen Di-
ana pose for
photographer

—

their dad, Joe
Diana. Int'l
Traffic Dept.
Two sliest chil-
dren, both girls,

VistaVision League - '57- '58:

Champion team: ANNA MaG-
NANI (pictured right) . #2: HEN-
RY FONDA (r.) High Average:
Anna Isokait, 140; Mary Brady,
132. Bob McKeown. 160; A1 Lo-
Presti, 159. Hign Series: KajKay
Burke, '473; Anna Isokait, 467.
Bob McKeown, 607; A1 LoPresti,
567. High Game: Anna Isokait,
194; Doris Rossi, 189. Bob
McKeown, 246; John Rubinich,
224. Bowlers of the Year:
Jeanne Nolander; Mike Novara.
N.Y. bowling association awards
for high game to Doris Rossi aid
Bob McKeown (Isokait ineligible).
WIBC Championship Patches:
Jeanne Nolander. Sue Dorman.ABC
Championship Patches: Joe Bis-
dale; Ralph Rosello; John McKean.

American Bowling Congress
Award to Most Improved Bowler:
Alfred Conti, 15-85 pins. And
ABC Award for Triplicate to
Steve Kolankovski (133, 133,133).

NEW YORK BRANCH
—from Nat Stern.

NEWS

"helped" Dai

Baby' s 2 nos. old.

Vacation plans a-brewing:

Mr. Sattler's secretary Lorrie

Green to Mexico; Pearl Assissio

to Las Vegas (all contributions

for the gambling tables being

accepted); Office Mgr. Richard
Magan to Rockaways again; Max
Schreiber driving the family to

Florida; and Stanley Kalman's

saving his vacation for the

World Series.

(Mr. Stern's secretary re-

vealed that he has set out 700

seedlings for the "co-op"

apartment where he lives! 700.)

BUTTONS & BOVS:

That song was a
solo by Grace
Ganguzza In
charity benefit
musical revue,
"Go Vest, "pre-
sented by the
McGowan Ladies
Club of Vest
New York, N.J.
Grace also
danced as cho-
rus girl. Lots
of fun, she s^-s.

AT THE TOP: the top team in the Vis-

taVLsion League for ' 57-' 58 season
includes Tl.-r.) Ralph Rosello:

“ iland«
Tincludes ll.-r.J naipn nosexxo:

Jeanne Nolander; Joe Bisdale, Capt.,

Sue Dorman end John McKeown. Pic-
tured next the #2 team of (l.-r.)
A1 LoPresti, Capt.; Bernie Marks;
Catherine Burke; Ernie Casazza;
Michael Novara. And next year?

HANDSHAKE and a token of appreciation
to Charles Hickey (r.) who has pre-
sided for five years over Paramount®
club activities. Handshaker is Bob
McKeown, editor of bowling bulletin.

FLAMENCO DANCER
was Joan Aretas
before marriage

Dept. Nine years
of study, during
which she danced
in Cuba, in
Vashington for
Spanish Ambas-
sador and in
metropolitan
area. Does both
classic and
folk dance.

u
-

Memo for Memorial Day:

Safe Driving — the "live"

way to celebrate.
Page by Ann Usher.
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APPOINTED EXPLOITATION
MANAGE

NEW YORK - Appointment of

Joseph Friedman as exploitation
manager of Paramount Pictures
was announced April 21st by-

Jerome Pickman, vice-president
of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. , in charge of Paramount's
advertising, publicity and ex-
ploitation. Appointment became
effective immediately.

Friedman had earlier resigned
as assistant director of field
exploitation for Warners. He
had been with that company since
1945.
David Judson. with the Para-

mount exploitation department
since 1950, is serving as
assistant to Friedman.

I

j

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH - The
splendid showmanship implicit
in the Perlberg-Seaton plan of
having national motion picture
critics on the sets during the
making of "Teacher's Pet," and
actually appearing in the film,
is now paying off handsomely.

Here is how co-workers on the
Salt Lake News 'embellished' a
portrait of Film Critic Howard
Pearson, who was one of the 69
newsmen and newswomen who took
part in the making of the fine
comedy. At right is a scene
from the film, with an arrow in-
dicating 'Actor' Pearson.

PICTURE NEWS

COVERAGE OF

THE U.S. AND

CANADA SCENE

HOLLYWOOD - It was a cinch
that anybody with a name like
Abbe Lane would be tapped for a
publicity stunt like this one.
Anybody knows that a thorough-
fare named Abbe Lane is much
more intriguing than one called
2nd. St. So the stunt was a good
one. We fell for it. It got
space here, plus a mention of
Cornel Wilde's "Maracaibo," in
which the sultry, voluptuous
Abbe has such a slinky role.

VENICE, CALIFORNIA - Jean Wallace appears to have
heard of 'Samson' as she strikes this interesting pose

on a Pacific beach after having completed her fascinat-
ing role in her husband's (Cornel Wilde) thrilling epic

of the Venezuelan oilfields, "Maracaibo."

RIGHT

WASHINGTON, D.C.-
During his national
tour in behalf of
"Teacher's Pet,"
Clark Gable met Mrs.
John (Barbara) Eis-
enhower and Major
John Eisenhower
(daughter-in-law and

son of President
Eisenhower)

.

SAN FRANCISCO - "Vertigo" topp-
ers arrive at the Stage Door Thea-
tre for the press preview showing
of this top suspense-thriller.From
left are James Stewart. Alfred
Hitchcock and Kim Novak, with stu-
dio publicitv manager Bob GoodfWed
completing tne quartette. Picture
won the complete admiration of the
reviewers

.

@@@@@@

: BOSTON - Here for a personal app-
earance in connection with "St. Louis
Blues," Nat 'King' Cole is shown with
Jack Brown (L) Boston's City Greeter,
and Dan deNvboe, manager of the Sher-
aton Plaza Hotel.
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DUSSELDORF - The noted
German actor, Paul Kling-
er, reads a special mess-
age from the stage of the
Savoy-Theater at the pre-
miere of "The Ten Command-
ments," Mr. Klinger spoke

Cecil B, DeMille's words
in German at the commence-
ment of the film, and the
perfection of the dubbing
was a source of great sat-

isfaction to Mr.DeMille.

BASLE, SWITZERLAND - A

close shot of the throngs
at the box office of the
Cinema Hollywood, Star-
Film General Manager Jules

Gendre reports that this
Hollywood Theatre engage-
ment is one of the most
thrilling events of his
long and interesting film
career.

VIENNA - Serialization
of "Loving You" in top
Austrian magazine"Funktnd

highlights this
\ust
Film,"

Pages were
with

creening' de-
1 theatre.

IN JUGOSLAWIEN WIRD
HEFTIGST AN DER
UEBERWAELTIGENDEN
PARAMOUNTPRODUKTION
"THE TEMPEST"
GEARBE I TET

*********
Eine weitere ueberwaeltigende Produktion,

die das Pararaountr-Warenzeichen traegt und die

ein neuer Beweis fuer die Faehigkeit Dino De

Laurentiis als Produzent ist, befindet sich in

Produktion. Die Anfang Maerz in Belgrad in Ju-
goslawien aufgenommenen Drehsrbeiten fuer THE

TEMPEST sind weiterhin in vollem Schwunge. An

anderer Stelle f'inden Sie Aufnahmen ueber den

Arbeitsbeginn an diesem Film, der in den HaupL-
rollen Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano, Viveca
Lindfors, Geoffrey Home, Oscar Homolka, Agnes

Moorehead, Helmut Dantine und Robert Keith un-

ter der Leitung von Alberto Lattuada zeigt. THE

TRiPEST basiert auf zwei Novellen des beruehm-

ten Alexander Puschkin ueber den dramatischen

Aufstand der Kosaken im 18. Jahrhundert gegen

Russland' s Katharina die Grosse. Wir werden Ih-

nen monatlich ueber die Fortschritte dieser

hervorragenden Produktion berichten, die von

den Produzenten des hoechst erfolgreichen Films

KRI2G UND FRIEDEN hergestellt wird.

Wir berichten Ihnen in der heutigen Ausgabe

ueber die ausgedehnte Reise, von der der Prae-

sident von Paramount International, Mr. James

E. Perkins, inzwischen zurueckgekehrt ist. Mr.

Perkins ist ueber die Entwicklung des Geschaef-

tes in Sued- und Zentralamerika sehr optimi-

stisch, besonders ueber den inzwischen auch

dort schon sensationellen Erfolg der ZEHN GEBO-

TE. Er sagte, dass noch niemals von seiten des

Publikums ein so grosses Intcresse an einem be-

stimraten Film gezeigt worden waere, wie im Fal-

le dieser groessten aller Cecil B. de-Mille
Produktionen.

DUSSELDORF - Distinguished group in lobby

of the Savov-Theater as "The Ten Commandments"
Was premiered with great success. From left:
Mr. G. Heilbrun, Dusseldorf Publicity Manager)

Mrs. Goldermann; Mr. Paul Klinger .distinguish-
ed German actor, who handled the opening cere-
mony; Mr. Goldermann, owner of the Savoy; Mr.
Boris Jankolovics, Supervisor for Germany. In
rear at right are Mrs. Jankolovics, and nr.H.
H. Roth, Paramount's Technical Manager.

Unt'-rdessen haben weitere grosse Premieren
der ZEHN GE30TE in verschiedenen Teilen der
Welt stattgefunden. Besonderer Erwaehnung be-
duerfen die Eroeffnungsvorstellungen in Bangkok,

Dublin und Brisban, wo Reklame und Werbung her-

vorragende Leistungen auf hohem Niveau waren.

So werden tfonat fuer i-ionat dem Schoepfer dieses

meisterhaften Films, der schon jetzt der raeist-

gepriesene Film aller Zeiten ist, Ehrenbezeu-

gungen aussergewoehnlichen Charakters erwiesen.

Aus vielen Laendem der Welt erhalten wir
weiterhin Berichte ueber die grosse Beliebtheit,
deren sich GUNFIuHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL erfreut.
Es duerfte daher alien Paramountianem eine
freudige Botschaft sein zu hoeren, dass Hal
Wallis diesem grossen Scnlager einen noch groes-
seren folgen laesst, naemlich SHOWDOWN AT GUN
HILL. Schon aus dem Manuskript war ersichtlich,
und Berichte aus dem Studio, wo die ersten
fertiggestellten Folgen durchgesehen wurden,
bestaetigen, dass dieser Film das Publikum bis
zum Schluss in aufregender Spannung halten wird.

Die Hauptdr.rsteller sind Kirk Douglas und
Anthony Quinn.

TEACHER'S PET, das die New Yorker am Broad-
way entzueckte, erweist sich Jetzt im Odeon in
London als ebenso erfolgreich. Ein weiterer
grosser Schlager in London ist DESIRE UNDER

cable, SWITZERLAND - Close-up of entrance
to the Hollywood Cinema pictured so effectiv-
ely on Page 4. This is superb showmanship,and
the display of flags serves to heighten the
massive international appeal of the attraction

"The Ten Commandments."

THE ELMS im Leicester Square Theater. Wir brln-
gen Ihnen heute Bildberichte ueber diese bel-
den grossen Erfolge.

Die Reclame- und ,Werbetaetigkeit im Zusam-
menhang mit der Auffuehrung der ZEHN GEBOTE in
den verschiedensten Teilen der Welt war von
hoechstem Niveau. Wir hsben, soweit der Raum
das zuliess, Berichte darueber gebracht, und
wir wuenschten nur, dass wir noch mehr veroef-
fcntlichen koennten. Ein Moment, das bei der
Auswahl von Material bestimmend wirkte, war
das Vorhandensein von Menschenmengen auf den
Bildem, denn wir unterstuetzen die Theorie,
dass der Zweck aller Werbung und Reklame der
ist, breite Massen anzuziehen -und sie so stark
zu beeinflussen, dass sie den Film sehen wol-
len. Es ist daher unsere Meinung, dass die
beste Werbung das darstellen sollte, was ihr
Hauptziel ist, naemlich breite Massen angezo-
gen zu haben. Darum verwenden wir, soweit das

moeglich ist, Werbebilder, die grosse Menschen-
mengen zeigen.



CAIRO, EGYPT - A very line

front of house display, in both
English and Arabic, done in the
best showmanship tradition of

the Diana Palace. The picture:
THE TIN STAR, which was very
well received.

CAIRO - Again the Diana, and
this time the premiere of
"Spanish Affair." From left:
Mr. Hassaan, manager of the
Diana: the owner, Mr. Spiro
Raissi; Mrs. Donald Hunter;
Mrs. Smila.a guest; Paramount
Manager H. Donald Hunter.

BELOW
BOLOGNA, ITALY - "The Ten

Commandments" attracts the mul-
titudes. Two glimpses of the
numanity-packed lobby of the
Arena Sol Cinema during recent
days of this enormously success-
ful engagement of the Cecil B.

CeMille production.
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TOP CINEMATIC
ACTIVITIES IN

THE CONTINENTAL
DIVISION

'MUNICH - On March 27th, in this city's ren-
owned Haus der Kunst, there was opened the Int-
ernational Exhibition of Film Arts. Important
space was given to outstanding modem achieve-
ments in tne art of film production, with of
course notable attention being paid to Cecil B.
DeMille's production of "The Ten Commandments."
Here a guide is giving details of the giant
plastic art tableau created by France's famed
art director, Mr. Mayo.

BELGRADE, YUGOSLAVIA - Silvana
Mangano (Mrs. Dino De Laurentiis) .the
star of her husband's production for
Paramount release, "The Tempest," in
an informal pose on location here.
The picture is based on tempestuous_ ~

(Theepiscodes of Czarina Catherine .

Great) of Russia. Miss Mangano, how-
ever, does not play the role of the
Empress; she is the daughter of the
commander of Fort Bjelogorsk.

MUNICH - Two other glimpses of the great art
on "The Ten Commandments" on display before the
German people in the imposing Haus der Kunst. At
left, the guide is explaining the War Chariot of
Rameses in the picture. At right, visitors are
examining one of the massive photographic enlar-
gements from the Cecil B. DeMille production ,and
at right of the scene are the granite reproduct-
ions of the original tablets bearing The Ten
Commandments as received by Moses on Mount Sinai.

DUSSELDORF, GERMANY - Crowds entering
Savoy-Theater for the evening showing of
Ten Commandments." Local restrictions sever-
ely reduced the front-of-house display, this
being in part compensated for by tne pair of
over-dimensional reproductions of the Tablets
of The Laws either side of the entrance.

CABLE FROM STOCKHOLM,via Paris:
"TIN STAR" OPENED ANGLAIS THEATRE
MAY THIRD. FULL-PACKED HOUSES , EXCEL-
LENT PRESS. ( sgd. ) FLODIN... "Tin Star"
has been a hit all over Europe.
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The
Hollywood
Reporter. .

.

- reviewing Paramount 1 s

"The Matchmaker," said

in part:

If you love to laugh,
you'll love "The Match-
maker."

Combining farce, phil-
osophy and hilariously
stylized period acting,
this Don Hartman prod-
uction seems sure to be
a box-office gold mine.

"The Matchmaker"
should suit every taste— it is both rare and
well done.

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL - An
idea that ' s a good idea is

f
ood the world over. Here
s the throng-crowded

entrance to the Metropole
Theatre in Tel-Aviv,where
Jerry Lewis' "Delicate
Delinquent" smashed plenty
of records. If you look at

the entrance closely you
will see a reproduction of

that piece of showmanship
of Jerry on the lamppost.

And here we give you a

closer look at this show-
manship item which has
proven so successful the
world over.

As the X-ray special-

ist walked down the aisle

to say the marriage vows

with a former patient,
someone whispered: "I

wonder what he saw in

her?"

Chicago Sales
Meeting Held.

A two-day Midwestern division sales meet

opened at the Paramount office in Chicago on

May 13th. George Weltner, Paramount Pictures

vice-president in charge of world-wide sales;

Jerone Pickman, vice-president of Paramount Film

Distributing Corp. , in charge of advertising,

publicity and exploitation; and Sidney G.Ebn^au,

Western sales manager, headed the meeting.

J. H. Stevens, Midwestern division manager,

attended, as did branch managers Robert Allen,
Chicago; Thomas F. Duane, Detroit: Howard
DeTamble ,

Indianapolis: Ward Penning^'”', Milwau-
kee, and Jess T. McBride, Minneapolis

Pictures that were discussed included "Mar-
acaibo," "Another Time, Another Place , ""Vertigo,"

"Hot Spell," "Space Children," "Colossus of New
York," "King Creole," "Rock-A-Bye Baby" and "Ihe

Matchmaker."

’’The Matchmaker” is given

the following ace endorsement by The Film Daily

*DELIGHTFUL FARCE BASED ON THE THORNTON

WILDER HIT PLAY. EXCELLENT PERFORMANCES BY

A TOP CAST. A SMASH FOR THE SELECTIVE FILM

GOER.

Walter Mattnau, Vic Morrow and Elvis
Presley in one of the film's scores
of dramatic moments.

Elvis acts

!

There’s no doubt of

this after seeing the

ace performance he del-

ivers in ’’King Creole.”
This is entertainment
plus. . . .Song- wise
Drama- w i se. . .Punch-wi se

and Suspense-w i se . . . Top
performances from every

member of an ace- Wallis
cast

.

New Productions

Those of you who've seen Jerry Lewis on TV
should have no doubts any more as to why he
acts the way he does. He's not only that way on

the television screen, but also on the antenna.
Or at least that's how he is in one of his many
fun-filled roles in "Rock-A-Bye Baby." Part of
the picture's about Jerry as a moony youth crazy
about a star; part of it's about him as a tele-
vision mechanic: but most of it is about him as
a nurse, baby-sitter and what-have-you for five
babies that ne 'inherits,' but whicn are no£
even remotely related to him.

Mostly, however, it's rip-roaring fun!

You'll really rock with "Rock-A-Bye Baby"!

"As Young As We Are" runs the __

the emotions of youth. It has been made for

Paramount release by William Alland with all
the zest of youth, and with a cast of fresh
young faces all seeking fame and careers. The

names attached to the chief of these new faces

are Phillipa "Pippa" Scott, Robert Harland,
Majel Barrett, Carla Hoffman, Mack Williams,
Stafford Repp, James Anderson, Ellen Corby ana

Ty Hungerfora. Bernard Girard directed.
I* V V W V V « V V w >11 * r
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RUNS OF "WAR AND PEACE"

NOW BEING MEASURED
INTERNATIONALLY BY

YEARS RATHER THAN BY

WEEKS AND MONTHS.
* * * * * *

“WAR AND PEACE" has not yet premiered

in such South and Central American capitals

as Mexico City, Buenos Aires, Rio De

Janeiro because of regulations affecting
admission price scales. When modifications
eventuate, "WAR AND PEACE" will precede "THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS" into these centres, the

two productions being separated by a most

reasonable spacing commensurate with the im-
portance of the two giant films.

BERLIN - This giant billboard on a heavily travelled
thoroughfare announces the Second Year of WAR AND PEACE at
the Kurbel Theatre. Volume of business is such that the end
of the highly successful run is nowhere in sight.

Cable from Gen. Mgr. N. Metori: COMMANDMENTS
OPENED VERY SUCCESSFULLY NAMBA DA1GEKIJ0,
OSAKA. NEVER BEFORE SUCH ENTHUSIASTIC OPENING'
ENJOYED BY ANY PICTURE IN KANSAI . EXPECT
CONTINUANCE GOOD BUSINESS.

Thus we have the second magnificent prem-
iere in Japan Business at the Piccadilly
in Tokyo continues at an absolutely fantastic
pitch.

HOLLYWOOD - Recently a t

of 70 foreign editors completec
a convention in Washington and
came here. The group was divided
between the top studios and 14
of the number visited Paramount.
Some of this number are shown
above with Valerie Allen, one of
Paramount's younger players who
recently completed a fine role
in "Hot Spell."

The following were the edit-
ors who visited Paramount:

Alf Schiottz-Christensen

,

Aalborg Stiftstiende, Aalborg,
Denmark; Paul Fieschl,Joumal
de la Corse, Presse et Publidte.
Paris; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Schulze, Politik und Wirtschaft,
Bonn, Germany; Dr. Fritze Schu-
lze, Rhein-Nechar-Zeitung, Heid-
elberg. Germany: Otoo Yoshida,
Sanyo Shimbun. Okayama, Japan;
M.A.Kwiatowski. Lens, France;
Rudolf Stickeloerger, Luzemer
Neueste Nachrichten, Lucerne,
Switzerland: Dr. Otto Wanner,
Badener Tagolatt, Baden; Faruk
Gurtunca, Hergun, Istanbul,Tur-
key; Ahmed Bmln Yalman, Vatan,

MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA — Crowds thronging
the box office of the Radio City Theatre for
tickets for "War and Peace." In the left fore-
ground (x) is Ace Argentine Exhibitor Clemente
Lococo, Jr., who naturally is highly delighted
with the success of the Paramount-Ponti-DeLaur-
entiis production.Istanbul; Mr. and Mrs. Peter

Galliner. The Financial Times,
London; James Holburn, Glasgow
Herald, Scotland: Herbert G.
Klein, The San Diego Union, San
Diego, California; Alfred Sch-
iller, St.Galler Tageblatt ,Ber- /X)
lin, Germany.

Also accompanying the party @
were Betty Stewart, Betty Selmer
and Edward J. McCormick of
United Air Lines.

OSAKA - Prominently
associated with the spec-
tacular success of the
premiere of "The Ten Com-
mandments" here were the
five men here seen. They
are, from left: Mr.Hashi,
Paramount Osaka publicity
dept.; Mr. Sakamoto, Par-
amount Osaka manager; Mr.
Migami, managing director
of Nankai Kaikan; Param-
ount General Manager N.
Metori: Mr. Komaki, Para-
mount Osaka publicity
manager.
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The Paramount Fan Clubs
of J^P^^* + *******

Illustrated in this column are two of the cowers of

Paramount Fan Club Bulletin, the regular official public-
ation of the Paramount Fan Clubs of Japan. This is an in-

dependent organization with head-
quarters in Tokyo and branches in

seven other cities. It was formed

oh a permanent basis in 1952, with
Paramount's publicity manager, T.

Iso, its principal organizer. It

now has 600 permanent members, who

contribute 50 Yen (about ,14cts.)

per year, which makes possible the

publication of the 16-page magazine

illustrated. The one at left,with
William Holden on the cover, is an

issue of 1955; the one below,which
features "The Ten Commandments, "is

the latest issue. All contents of each issue of the pub-

lication bear on Paramount productions, past, present and

in production.
One feature of the Paramount Fan Club is that its

members (at least those living in Tokyo) are invited to
special Paramount screenings at least four times a year.
At these screenings, well-known film
critics are invited guests, and they
interpret the films, while Mr. Ise

also is allowed special time in which

to advise the audience of forthcoming
Paramount attractions. The Club also
has the advantage of having as exec-
utive members some of the top intel-
lectuals of the nation, and these
personalities can be counted on far

special talks on interpretative
writing and the various dramatic and

other forms found in motion pictures.

The majority of the members are students around the

age of twenty. The Paramount Fan Club holds its regular
executive meeting once a month to study its management
and the editing of the Club bulletin. They also plan

picnics, sports and round-table talks. Their two-desk
office is in one comer of the Paramount publicity dep-

artment .

(In 1921, when Paramount was first established in
Japan, a fan magazine called "Paramount 11 was bom in
Kobe. It was edited by five devoted fans. It lasted
only two years; but today those five men are either
presidents or members of the boards of the major film
companies of Japan. Mr. Ise, who is Chairman of the
Paramount Fan Clubs, often, and with pride, tells the
members this outstanding success story).
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HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs.
Sindian Djajadingrat are guests
of ‘roducer-Director Alfred
Hitchcock on the set of "Vert-
igo." Mr. Sindian Djajadingrat
is an official of the Indones-
ian Finance Ministry.

High Praise for
Paramount eers
of Japan

Below are highspots of a
wonderful letter from Tokyo to
President Barney Balaban .writt-
en by Jules Stein, President of
hiiw.xc Corporation of America
f al- owing his business visit to
Japan £ month or so ago.

Mr. Barney Balaban,
New York
Dear Barney:

I am enclosing a
copy of this letter for George
Weltner since I want him to
know our appreciation for all
the fine efforts of your great
Paramount organization in our

I had the privilege
of telling George when I saw
him in Bangkok now wonderful
your representatives have been
to us everywhere. Your Mr. Moh
called me in Hong Kong and off-
ered his services but I did not
get a chance to see him. I did
meet Mr. Henriksen in Hong Kong
and saw him again at the open-
ing of "The Ten Commandments"
here in Tokyo. (I wanted bo cable

ratul

since Doris and I enjoyed the
picture even more the second
t ime )

.

I am writing this
f rom Tokyo as I cannot leave
here without thanking your org-
anization and representatives
here over and over again for all
their assistance, fine efforts
and entertainment in our behalf
during our ten days in Japan.
Mr. Metori, who heads your oper-
ation in Tokyo, and his associ-
ates, have gone completely out
of tneir way to take care of us.
He has also been most helpful in
making contacts and appointments
with Industrial and governmental
people I wished to see I
could not expect more if it were
our own office. He arranged for
your Osaka head (Mr.Sakamoto)to
meet us at Kyoto with his car,
chauffeur and guide,and assigned
both to us during our three days
in that district. Doris, Susan
and I are most grateful.

I plan to be in New
York in ten days, at which time
1 will tell you In person of our
appreciation. You should make

this trip yourself and meet the
fine organization and staff you
have built up over the years.
You should be proud of many of
the individuals who have and
continue to serve your Company.

Sincerely,
(sgd.) Jules.

HOLLYWOOD - Lin Dai, one of the
Chinese film world's most popular
stars, and a luminary of greatest
brilliance in the Cathay Organization
of Singapore and Hong Kong, is made
welcome at the Paramount Studio by
Kirk Douglas, who has just stepped off
the set of Hal Wallis' "Showdown at
Gun Hill."

MANILA, PHILIPPINES - This cover
of the noted Kislap Graphic set an
extraordinary precedent - it was the
first time in the history of the pub-
lication that such a cover, and esp-
ecially one for a motion picture,had
been used. The cover was of course
in magnificent color; and Pages 8-9,
referred to on the cover, likewise
depicted magical moments from "The
Ten Commandments" in color.

Another noted Philippines magaz-
ine, Boys World, had a 2-page illus-
trated review, praising tne DeMille
picture magnificently.

That's great work, Messrs Velas-
quez and Javier.

TOKYO - Extraordinarily fine showmanship
vas put forth by the management of the Tokyo
Theatre in connection with the release of the
Martin and Lewis comedy, "The Caddy." In addit-
ion to street publicity, posters, screenings
for radio and television commentators, there
were the two splendid examples of showmanship
depicted above. At top, immediately in front of

the theatre, was a totem-pole-like cutout of
Jerry and Dean, 30 feet high. Then on a lawn in

front of the house, members of the renowned
Humor Club of Japan staged a burlesque game of
golf, each member attired in a "Caddy Happy-
coat." As can be noted, the game attracted a

big crowd, and naturally was reported in detail
in the Tokyo press.

RANGOON (Burma) reports that

"Gunfight At the O.K. Corral," which

opened last month at the Excelsior

here, achieved the highest gross of

any Paramount picture in Burma '

s

history, with the sole exception of

Cecil B. DeMille 's "Samson and Del-

ilah."

NEWS OF PEOPLE
AND SHOWMANSHIP
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The most powerful
single imperative imposed

on corporate management
is that it must tell the

truth and so conduct it-
self that it retains the
confidence of its custom-

ers, its labor, its supp-

liers and the section of

the public with whom it

deals... If ever corporate

managers base their cont-

inued tenure on power and

not on reason, the end is

disaster.
- Adolf Berle
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COPENHAGEN - There is
still plenty of thrilling
talk about the superb job
of showmanship that was
done on the Danny Kaye
picture when "The Court
Jester" brought American
films back to Denmark in
full force a while back.
Above, for instance, is a
tie-up between the pict-
ure and a top travel
agency.

Money is like an arm
or a leg - use it or lose
it.

- Henry Ford

COPENHAGEN — And here
is a wonderful window for
"The Court Jester" in the
establishment of a top
perfume and jewelry score
in the Danish capital.

INVALO, FINLAND - This is the exterior of

the Cinema Elokuvat, which is situated 100
kilometers above the Polar (Arctic) Circle.
Showing at the Elokuvat was Paramount's "The
Desperate Hours." Although the picture was
taken in broad daylight, the actual hour was
10:30 p.m. No wonder the "Hours" were "Des-
perate."

THE TEMPEST
- NY STORFILM
UNDER I NSPELN I NG

I JUGOSLAV I EN *********

Dino De Laurentiis - mannen bakom "Krig
och Fred" - Sr sam bfist i ffird mad lnspelning
av annu en starfilm, vilken kommer att bar

a

Paramount s mfirke . Filmningen av THE TEMPEST,
son titeln lyder, pAbBrjades i Belgrad de for-
sta dagarna i mars och fortskrider i stor ska-

la och i raskt tempo. Regissor hr Alberto
Lattuada och i huvudrollerna spela Van Heflin,
Silvana Mangano, Viveca Lindfors, Geoffrey
Horne, Oscar Homolka, Agnes Moorehead , Helmut
Dentine and Robert Keith. THE TEMPEST &r base-
rad pA tvA romaner av den berdmde ryske f8rfat-
taren Alexander Pushkin och handler om det dra-

matiska kosackupproret under Katarina den Sto-

re nAgon gAng pA 1700-talet. Vi Aterkommer i

de nfirmaste numren med nyheter kring inspel-
ningen.

James E. Perkins fir nu tillbaka i New York
frAn sin vidstrfickta resa i Latin-Amerika, om
vilken ni kan lfisa i detta nuramer. Mr. Perkins
ser mycket optlmistiskt pA ett framtida samar-

bete med de s8dra och centrala delarna av Ame-

rika och hfinvisar i detta sammanhang till den

store framgAng, som DE TIO BUDORDEN haft dfir.

Aldrig tidigare har vfil publiken sA uppenbart
demonstrerat sin iver att se en film, sfiger Mr.

Perkins. Dess success dfir fir ett faktum.

PA tal om DE TIO BODORDEN sA har sedan vArt
f8rra numner ytterligare premifirer figt rum i

olika delar av vfirlden. Speciellt uppmfirksammad
blev filmen i Bangkok, Dublin och Brisbane, pA

vllka platser en ytterst vfilskbtt reklamkampanj
i god tid fbrberedde publiken pA evenemanget.

MAnad after mAnad fA vi bevis f8r den entrfigna

uppmfirksamhet som fignas denna mfisterliga film,

vilken redan nu framstAr som den most omtalade

i filmhistorien.

Alltjfimt nAr oss frAn skilda hAll bevis f8r

publikens store uppskattning av GUNFIGHT AT THE

COPENHAGEN - At the
time of the picture's re-
lease at the World Cinema
it was impossible to be
anywhere in the city and
not be aware of Danny
Kaye's "The Court Jester."

OK CORRAL. En glad Sverraskning fir dfirfor att

Hal Wallis gSr finnu en film i samma genre,men
en som fir finnu bfittre, finnu mar spanningsfylid.

Enligt forhandsuppgifter blir SHtWDCWN AT GUN

HILL en sAdan dfir vAldsamt rafflande sak som

slukar AskAdaren med hull och hAr. Ledande namn

fir Kirk Douglas och Anthony Quinn.

TEACHER'S PET, som sA f8rt Juste Broadway-

publiken, har i liknande grad roat londonboma

pA Odeon. DESIRE UNEER THE ELMS fir en annan Pa-

ramountfilm som man talar om i London. FrAn bA-

da evenemangen finns bilder i tidningen.

Reklamkampanjema for DE TIO BUDORDEN ha
genomgAende varit av fornfimligaste mfirke. I

den mAn utrymmet det medgivit ha vi lAtit er

ta del av materialet.men vi 8nska att vi kunde
publicera finnu mera. Hfirvid har det varit oss

angelfiget att i fSrsta hand ta med s.k. pub11k-

bilder. Vi ha hyllat principen.att findamAlet

med en reklamkampanj fir att dra folk till blo-

graferna och fA dem att se en speciell film
- f81Jaktligen vill vi heist ha sAdana bilder

som visar dels biografens utsmycknlng, dels
1

de

publlkkBer som fir en f81Jd av en verkningsfull

reXlam och propaganda. En sAdan bild fir, ur vAr

synpunkt, den bfista reklambilden.

Deep Appr ec i at i on
Mr. Streiber, a postal clerk of Stuttgart .Germany

,

was so impressed by Cecil B. DeMille's production of

"The Ten Commandments" when he saw it at the Atrium

Theatre, that a few weeks later he appeared at the cin-

ema with this true-to-scale model of a combination of

the Gates of Per-Rameses and the outer area of Pharaohb

court. Mr. Streiber, here shown, loaned his model to the

theatre management for free-of-charge exhibition.
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HOLLYWOOD STUDIO, WHICH

MAKES THE PRODUCT, ALSO

DEDICATED TO POLICY OF

"KNOW YOUR PRODUCT!"

Paramount's Hollywood Studio, as it has
for a great many years, employs hundreds of

highly skilled workers in all manner of capac-
ities connected with the intricate business of

making motion pictures. Each and every one has
contributed to each and every picture, yet de-
spite this intense personal interest, only a

miniscule portion of the employees have had an

opportunity of seeing the completed pictures

prior to their public release.

All of this, however, has now been chan-
ged. Now, through the inauguration of weekly
screenings for all studio employees, those who
"make the product" are getting to "know their
product" at the time of its actual completion.
As Studio Publicity Manager Bob Goodfried says
so aptly: "We expect these previews to be of
great benefit as these are early viewers and
obviously salesmen and saleswomen for Fhramount
product. The plan also creates a great deal of
interest and appreciation among our employees."

PASADENA PREVIEW
CATCHES MAGIC OF

ELVIS PRESLEY'S "KING CREOLE"
Quoted below ie the full text of a telegram sent by prod-

ucer Hal Wallis to co-partner Joseph H. Hazen in New York foll-

owing the sneak preview in Pasadena of their Elvis Presley pic-

ture, "King Creole." Actually Mr. Wallis was so excited over

the film that he called Mr. Hazen at 2 a.m. New York time to

pass along the news. Please note that we have given you every
word of Mr. Wallis' message, which reads:

COPY TELETYPE MESSACE May 2 1958

JOSEPH H. HAZEN

HAD REALLY FABULOUS PREVIEW PASADENA LAST NICHT. HOUSE WAS NOT FULL

BUT ENTHUSIASM OF AUDIENCE MADE UP FOR LACK OF SOME CUSTOMERS.

I
PRESLEY DEFINITELY ESTABLISHED HIMSELF AS IMPORTANT ACTOR AND

DRAMATIC STAR AND COMPLETELY TOOK OVER AUDIENCE. EACH SONG WAS

APPLAUDED WITH "KING CREOLE" TITLE SONG RECEIVING TREMENDOUS BURST OF

APPLAUSE. AT END OF PICTURE ALSO FAR BIGGER APPLAUSE THAN CUSTOMARILY

EVIDENCED AT PREVIEWS. PICTURE HELD AND PLAYED SO WELL THAT WE WILL

CUT ONLY FOUR OR FIVE MINUTES OF FILM BEFORE PUTTING THROUCH FOR

PRINTING. OF 156 CARDS PICKED UP IN LOBBY WITH MORE TO COME 110

1 WERE EXCELLENT AND OUTSTANDING 28 VERY GOOD 16 GOOD 2 FAIR 3 POOR

WHICH IS PHENOMENAL. WE REALLY HAVE A WONDERFUL AUDIENCE PICTURE IN

1

"K1NC CREOLE* AND ONE THAT SHOULD PROVE A REAL BLOCKBUSTER.

HAL WALLIS

here is an indication of the size and calibre of attend-
ances at these very important studio showings of completed
Paramount product.

u

e e e PARAMOUNT PICTURES' RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT of a

substantial product backlog and a sharp step-up in picture-making

and releases, struck a note of optimism that rang loud for exhibitors

and for film biz in general. . . . It's no secret that theatre operators

at this time regard Paramount, with its solid financial foundation and
intensified productjpn activity, as a principal guide to future industry

prosperity. . . . Paramount's disclosure of its impressive product posi-

tion was heartening news at a time when heartening news couldn't

have been more welcome.

V V
"n.'r... f ,v.TUt T tr. t iM nPP-T. . "| don't helieve

;

v

a

u

Cable . . •from Cannes:

JAMES E, PERKINS FROM JOHN B, NATHAN

"DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS" EXCELLENTLY
RECEIVED AND ENTHUSIASTICALLY APPLAUDED
AT CANNES FESTIVAL. LOREN SENSATIONALLY
SUCCESSFUL, BOTH PERSONALLY AND IN FILM.
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This view of the "Ten Commandments" exposition in the fam-

ous Bon Marche Department Store, and the scene below, give an

excellent impression of the wealth of valuable merchandising

space that the store management set aside as a tribute to the

great Paramount picture.

BRUSSELS SHOWED WITH

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

WHAT BRUSSELS COULD DO

WITH A WORLD’S FAIR

We mean no disrespect to the World's Fair.

It is abundantly wonderful, and we know there
is yearning in everybody's heart to see it.

What we do imply is that showmanship always

has been demonstrated on a magnificent scale

in Brussels, and that the advance plans for

"The Ten Commandments" were in the truest

traditions of showmanship. Not only at the

Cinema l'Etoile, but in the Bon Marche Depart-

I

The portion of the exposition shown here was devoted to a

most interesting contest. Displayed on the boards on both

sides of the picture are scenes from every motion picture made

by Cecil B. DeMille throughout his entire fabulous career in

films. Entry blanks were available at the desk, and throughout

the store, and for the three lists identifying, the titles of

the 8 pictures at right, as well as the stars in five of them,

there were prizes of 5,000, 3,000 and 2,000 francs. An extra

point to the contest was that the entrants had to indicate in

which photographs Mr* DeMille himself was present* The contest

attracted tens of thousands of entries, and in addition to the

three prize winners, the next twenty on the list received auto-

graphed photos of Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner.

ment Store. Highlights of the wonderful work

in both centres highlight this page, and also

pay tribute to the wonderful workers respons-

ible for it.

RIGHT

Imposing sign on
front of Bon Marche
Dept. Store announc-
ing the "Ten Command-
ments" exposition and
also the free showing
of films and the con-
test on Mr. DeMille'

s

productions.

BELOW

In the Brussels
Town Hall.to which
they had been invited
by the Mayor, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlton Heston
are received by Mrs.
van Lynsele,Deputy-
Mayor of Fine Arts. At
right is Paramount's
Manager for Belgium,
Julian Binstock.

AT LEFT

The fruits of all of the won-

derful showmanship — the crowds

pouring into the Etoile Cinema.

AT RIGHT

Charlton Heston performing
the ceremony of cutting the rib-

bon which officially opened the
"Ten Commandments" exposition in

the Bon Marche Department Store.
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PARIS - The awe-inspiring facade
of the Paramount Theatre has becomes
favorite spot for members of the all-
star cast of Cecil B. DeMille's film
to be photographed alongside. A few
weeks ago we had Yul Brynner posed
beside the 20—ft. figure of himself as
'Rameses.' Now we see above Charlton
Heston beside the figure of himself as
'Moses, Prince of Egypt.'

There's a
fine story of
a viewing
overseas of
"The Ten
Commandments"
by a former
Paramounteer
who is now in
the Armed
Forces of the
United States,
appearing on
Page 38.
Report, from
Germany, was
written by Hy
Smith, formerly
assistant to
John Guilfoyle,
in the Advert-
ising Produc -

tion Department

.

SINGAPORE SIGNING

Loke Wan Tho, governing head of
the giant Cathay Organisation, signs
the contract for presentation of "The
Ten Commandments" at the Cathay in
Singapore next month. The DeMille
masterwork will have a gala charity
premiere June 25th in the presence of
His Majesty the King of Malaya; and
public presentations will begin the
following day.

Looking on, and obviously pleased,
is Singapore Manager Roy McAree.

MALACANANG
MANILA

It is with pleasure that I congratulate Mr. Cecil B. De
Mille of Paramount Pictures for his latest -- and acknowledged
his greatest -- production: THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.

With the showing of this picture in the Philippines, we can

judge for ourselves its artistic merits and the relevance of its

spiritual message to the lives of our people. The quest for eternal

values has always engaged mankind even before the Prophet Moses
received at Mt. Sinai the immutable laws of God. It should hence
be a rare experience for us to witness the screen presentation of

this religious epic which seeks to provide the answers to every man's
longing for inner peace.

May THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, the profits from which
will accrue to a charitable, religious and educational trust fund, be
a lasting tribute to the genius of Mr. De Mille who conceived it and
gives it now to the world without any thought of personal gain. He
deserves to be commended not only for his genius but for his humanity
and zeal.

t of the. ilippines

GOOD NEWS
department

Friday, May 2, 1958

TOKYO (By Air Mail) — Cecil B.
DeMille’s “The Ten Commandments”
has been playing to an extraordinary
97.6 per cent of capacity since its
opening at the Shochiku Piccadilly in
Tokyo, is reported here by Para-
mount. In less than six weeks, TTC
showed a total gross of 36,140,943
yen ($100,000) and 134,245 admis-
sions.

BRUSSELS - There was no
missing the exposition on
"The Ten Commandments" in
the Bon Marche Department
Store. Note the four solid
announcements placed at the

escalators - and this was
repeated on every floor.

MORE WORLD-WIDE
PICTURES FOR THE

ENDURING ALBUM
OF "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"
BELOW

This wonderful message of congrat-

ulations to the producer-director of

"The Ten Commandments" represents the

first written approbation of a motion
picture by President Carlos Garcia of

the Philippines Republic since he

assumed this high and respected office.



"Your boat i s only

big enough for one to

play ’house 1
i n--m i ne

is big enough for two

,

says Cary Grant to

Sophia Loren in one of

a host of gay and

sparkling moments in

"Houseboat

.

M
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The Allen and Stark de-

partment store in Bris-

bane, Australia, had so
wonderful a display of

"Ten Commandments" mater-

ial that one of the top
hewspapers in the city
ran a cash prize contest
for best amateur photos

of the display.

GLOBALLYHOO IS STILL

A MIGHTY POTENT
BUSINESS-GETTER

ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT -The
front of the Rio Theatre,
always put to excellent
showmanship use, is here
provided with a towering
cut-out for cut-up Audrey
Hepburn in "Funny Face."

SANTIAGO. CHILE - Any
and every store in this
city was a tie-up target
when Juan Laupheimer's
showmanship campaign for
"Loving You" got rolling.
Even, as is shown here,

a

laundry was included.

BEL 0 W

MANILA, PHILIPPINES - The theme of "The Devil's
Hairpin" inspired a motorcade of sports cars in and
around the city, termir.aling, of course, at the
Avenue Theatre where the Cornel Wilde production was
playing. Top scene shows the automobile parade near-
ing the Avenue. Group in the Paramount screening
room comprises officers and members of The Philipp-
ine Racers Association and The Philippine Safety
Council. The screening room is in the Ever Theatre.
The Safety Council was headed by Mr. Celso Proclaro,
Vice-president and Mr. Brimo, member of the Board of
Directors. The Racers Association was headed by
Attorney Arsenio Laurel, President; Greg Gutierrez,
Esting Espititu, Ernie Chua, Boy Severino, Ely Gen-
eroso, Boy Reyes, Bamby Sumulong, Manoling Albert,
Francisco Teodoro, Alex Prieto, Junior Suarez, Jorge
Marcelo, £. Sandel and E. Barredo. (At right front
is Paramount's show-minded Ric Javier).

NEW YORK - One of the most note-
worthy instances of top magazine pub-
licity ever given to a motion picture
was tne 4-page picture review of "St.
Louis Blues" given in the May issue

of "Ebony," the extraordinarily fine
illustrated Negro magazine. The four
ages of this review are reproduced
elow, and the magazine describes the
Paramount picture as being "one of
the top musical events of the year."

TOKYO - When "The Caddy" had its
belated release here on April 1st, it
was given some very expert showmanship
service. Much of tne showmanship was
of the outdoor variety, and the show-
men of Paramount were fortunate to
have the cooperation of the Tokyo
Humor Club, whose members love to be
able to link up with a very humorous

E
icture - as all of the Martin and
ewis pictures have proven to be in

Japan.

Above are some members of the Club
performing with much relish in one of
the public areas of Tokyo, just prior
to the film's premiere at tne Theatre
Tokyo, where it was a big success.

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD - Part of
the showmanship campaign prior to
the premiere of "The Ten Commandments"
at the Be Luxe Theatre here consisted
of exhibiting the tablets bearing the
text of the Commandments not only in
the city itself, but in. some of the
churches throughout Trinidad. Above,
the tablets are on display in the
Presbyterian Church in Woodbrook.
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LE BAISER

ABOVE

One does not think
too much about the urbane
Jimmy Stewart as an auth-
ority on kissing. But in
this "Vertigo" scene with
Kim Novak he seems to be
doing alright. Likewise,

BELOW

Anthony Quinn appears
to be getting along fam-
ously with Sophia Loren
in tnis scene from "The
Black Orchid."

A man can usually
tell what kind of a time

he is having at a party
by the look on his wife's

face.

PARIS - Top right this
page is a shot of Legion
of Honor school students
at a special Paramount
Theatre screening of "The
Ten Commandments." Mere
are the students entering

PARIS - At right are a

couple of conspiratorial
shots of Alfred Hitchcock
(you guess which one is he)

and tne two authors of the
book, "From Amongst the
Dead" (Messrs. Boileau and
Narcejae). from which he
made the fascinatingly ex-
citing Paramount picture,
"Vertigo."

"LA TEMPETE", FILM
GIGANTESQUE QUE VA

DISTRIBUER PARAMOUNT,
EST ACTUELLEMENT EN

COURS DE TOURNAGE
*********

Lee prises de vues de "La TempSte", cette
autre production gigantesque qui doit porter
la marque Paramount et confirmer la grandecom-
petence du producteur Dino de Laurentiis, sont
d4jA fort avancees. Le tournage de ce film,
qui a commenc4 a Belgrade (Yougoslavie) d4but
Mars, se poursuit a un rythme accel4re et sur
une grande 4chelle. Voub trouverez plus loin,
dans ce num4ro, les premi4res photos de ce film
que dirige Alberto Lattuada et dont les vedet-
tes sont Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano, Viveca
Lindfors, Geoffrey Horne, Oscar Homolka, Agnes

forehead, Helmut Dantine et Robert Keith.

"La Tempgte" est bas4 sur deux romans du c4le-

bre Pouchkine qui relaterrt la sanglante insur-

rection cosaque dirigie au XVIIl4me siecle con-

tre la grande Catherine de Russie. Nous conti-

nuerons 4 vous donner chaque mois des nouvel-

les de ce film magistral du producteur 4 qui

nous devons le grand succes de "Guerre et Paix"

M. James E. Perkins, president de Para-

mount International, vient de rentrer 4 New
York apres le long voyage d'etude qu'il avait

entrepris en Amerique Latine et nous vous ren-

dons compte de ce voyage dans le pr4sent rru-

m4ro. M. Perkins se raontre tres optimiste quant

aux r4sultats obtenus en Am4rique du Sud et en

Am4rique Centrale et le succes que remporte

d4j4 le film "Les Dix Commanderaents" est des

plus encourageants. II d4clare meme que ja-

mais auparavant le public n'a manifest4 une

telle impatience 4 voir un film, comme c'est

le caa pour la grande production de Cecil B.

De^ille.

Depuis la parution de notre dernier rxu-

m4ro de nouvelles "Premieres" des "Dix Com-

mandements" ont eu lieu dans plusieurs parties

du monde. Notons particulierement la sortie

du film 4 Bangkok, Dublin et Brisbane ou dans

chacun des caa nous avons regu une campagne

de publicit4 digne d'4loges. Et tous les mois

des t4moignages d'un caractere exceptionnel

sont adresses au cr4ateur de ce film reraar-

quable. Jamais encore, dans l'lrstoire du ci-

nema, un film n' avait 4t4 aussi glorifi4J

PARIS - Some of the 800 students from the
leading Catholic orphanage (Legion of Honour)
schools who saw "The Ten Commandments" at the
Paramount Theatre as guests of the Ministry
of Education. *

nuons 4 recevoir des rapports consacres au
lancement de "Gunfight at the O.K. Corral"
qui est accueilli partout avec le plus grand
enthousiasme. C'est done avec joie que tous

les Paramountiers aporendront que Hal Wallis
va faire suivre ce film d'un autre grand West-
ern "Showdown At Gun Hill". A la lecture du
decoupage et d'apres les premieres impressions
recueillies dans les studios apres la projec-
tion des "rushes" on peut d4ja pr4voir que ce
film, interpr4t4 par Kirk Douglas et Anthoqy
Quinn, fera fremir les spectateurs.

"Teacher's Pet", qui avait revi le public
de Broadway lors de sa sortie 4 New York rsm-
ports actuellement 4 l'0d4on de Londres un
tres vif succes. C'est 4galement le cas de
"Desire Under the Elms" dont la sortie au
Leicester Square Theatre -toujours 4 Londres-
a fait 4galement sensation. Nous reproduisons
des photos de ces deux sorties triomphales
dans ce numero.

La publicit4 qui a 4t4 faite dans tous
les pays pour le lancement des "Dix Comraande-

ments" est vraiment une publicite de tout pre-

mier ordre. Nous publions ici autant de photos
et de compte-rendus qu'il nous est possible,
mais nous aurions aim4 en faire paraitre enco-
re davantage. Nous avons voulu insister, dans

notre pr4sentation, sur les photos reprodui-
sant des foules. Nous avons cherch4 par 14 4

d4montrer 4 nouveau qu'une publioit4 bien fai-

te doit amener le plus grand nombre possible
de gens dans lea cin4mas et d' inciter ces me-
re s gens 4 voir le spectacle. Par cons4quent,
notre r4daction estims que la meilleure publi-

cit4 est celle qui prouve son efficacit4 en

montrant la foule qu'elle a attir4e. C'est

pourquoi il nous arrive souvent de reproduire
des photos qui temoignent de I'affluenoe du

public.De tous les coins du monde, nous conti-

I
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Australian Notables

Make Important Visit

to Paramount Studio

Early this month, the Hon. J. J 0

Cahill, Premier of New South Wales, and

an official party accompanying him to

New York and Washington, visited Para-

mount’s Hollywood studio, watched prod-

uction on a massive Hal Wallis product-

ion, and conferred with Studio Head Y.

Frank Freeman and Producer-Director
Cecil B. DeMille. The visitors were -very

much impressed by what they saw as well

as by what they heard about upcoming
Paramount production plans.

On Brisbane's opening day of "The Ten Comm-

andments, " due to the tremendous crowds which
filled the streets in front of and surrounding the

theatre, preventing ticket-holders from reaching
"

* ats, police officials insisted that doorstheir seat
be opened two hours before the^scheduled ogeninj^
time That's the calibre of business ----

Cecil B. DeMille production is registering at the

Brisbane Wintergarden - and is Joe Joel happyl

40 Paramount Years
For Arthur W.L. Naylor

It was in early April 1918 that the initials

"A.W.L.N." entered the Paramount picture in

Australia. Paramount in Sydney in those days was

just a fledgling known as Feature Films Limited.

But the company was growing, and it continued to

grow, largely because of the

unstinted, devoted service of

men like Arthur Naylor. Today,

Arthur's work embraces not only

statistics and the administrati-

on of many service matters, but

also the correlation of release

details in the far-flung terri-

tories embraced by Australia andArthur Naylor

New Zealand. Working immediately under the dir-

ection of Secretary-Treasurer James A.Sixsmith,
Arthur Naylor thus also shares honors with one

who also has 40-years-plus in the matter of

Paramount service in Australia.

Premier Cahill, who began his
working career an an engineer,
learns that the giant locomotive
on the set cf "Showdown at Gun
Hill" is the real thing. Watch-
ing him are the other members of
his official party. These-L D3
from left: A.W.B.Coadv, Under-
secretary and Controller of
ounts , Treasury Dept.; Peter
secretary and Controller of Acc-

Stevens. Premier's Secretary; Ian
Smith, Publicity Officer of the
Premier's Dept.; and Wallace
Wurth, Chairman of the Public
Service Board of New South Wales.

Premier Cahill had seen "The Ten Commandments"

at a special Paramount screening in his honour be-

fore leaving Sydney. Now he hears at first hand

from Producer-Director Cecil B. DeMille ,left , and

Studio Head Y. Frank Freeman, some of the details

connected with the making of the mighty picture.

Messrs Cahill and Freeman in

a joint reflective moment in the
latter's office. The New South
Wales premier learned quite a
bit about film producing prob-
lems during his studio visit,and
Mr. Freeman learned about Austr-
alian politics.

On the set of "Showdown at Gun
Hill," Premier Cahill meets Kirk
Douglas, co-star of the Wallis

F
roduction, and Carolyn Jones, a
eatured player. The premier is

obviously amused by an off-screen
comment that he "ought to be in
the movies."

This photo was radioed from
Hollywood to Sydney and appeared
within hours in the local press.

Premier Cahill and Vice Presi-
dent Y. Frank Freeman are joined
by Producer-Director George Seat-
on, in centre, who is also Presi-
dent of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

BRISBANE,AUSTRALIA - Part of

the superlative show window dis-
play for "The Ten Commandments"
in the Allen and Stark Store,the
city's best. Display was part of

Joe Joel's ace showmanship camp-
aign for the Wintergarden opening.
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THE HOLLYWOOD SCENE

CONTINUES TO BE OF

PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE

For one as masterfully 'built 1 as

Kim Norak, she has to put up with an

awful lot of 'manhandling' in Alfred

Hitchcock's "Vertigo." She is pushed

around, has to jump into San Francis-

co Bay and be rescued, is dragged up

a belfry staircase and thrown twice

from the tower, and for extra measure

is virtually choked to death. Here,in

rehearsals, she is her own stand-in

for the techniques of both Director

Hitchcock and co-star Jimmy Stewart.

Every sportscar driver with a yen for some-

thing other than his present car, years for a

Mercedes 300-SL Roadster. Producer Hal Wallis,

who has driven just about everything else in

the world, got his Mercedes 300-SL when he was

in Europe recently, and now proudly displays it

on the outdoor set of "Showdown At Gun Hill."

The fabulously equipped technical
/• r 1 _ J _ — A wa

department of Supervising Art Director

Hal Pereira is here visited by a young

Bud Fraker, the studio's
ace photographer, knows how
to ' cover' a good picture ••

Sometimes it's with a lens;

but at a time like the above
— at an important Hollywood
premiere — an umbrella is

what's called for. The star:

the lovely Ann Blyth.

weight in emeralds.

He is Simeon Dee, an architect in

Manila, who sees an average of temiu;
movies a week. Partly because he is

planning and building homes in the
Philippines, and seeks ideas. In the

shot above, Mr. Pereira is showing him

some of the sketches 'already prepared

for "The Mountain Is Young. 1' authored

by Han Suyin, which property Paranwunt

recently purchased. ^Miss Han will be

well remembered for an earlier film
success - "Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing.")

RIGHT

Whatever the identity of

the 'sleeping beauty' on the
set of Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertigo," Barbara Bel Geddes
and Jimmy Stewart seem unable
to stirnim into action.... At
approximately the same time

.

however, Mr. H.
was producing
plenty of dir-
ectorial respo-
n5e f

it?£ 8£ak.star
HITCHCOCK A " RO LL I NG STONE'’

’Vertigo," Alfred Hitchcock's new Paramount

VistaVision production, is the eleventh one of his last

17 pictures to be made away from Hollywood. His last

five productions were all made on location -- To Catch

A Thief" in Cannes, "The Trouble With Harry" in Vermont,

"The Wrong Man" in New York, "The Man Who Knew Too Much"

in Marrakech, French Morocco, and now 'Vertigo, starring

James Stewart and Kim Novak, in San Francisco.

""•"Hitch" may bo a 'rolling stone,' but hie hithrillere

certainly gather plenty of Golden Moss at the Box Office.
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SPARKLING PARAMOUNT

PREMIERES ILLUMINE

THE BRITISH SCENE

LONDON - This is the exterior of the Leicester

Square Theatre, where "Desire Under the Elms" has

been presented so successfully, and where queues

of picturegoers have been setting something new

in the matter of queue-long records

! 1

Here, for instance, at the right-hand
side of the entrance, is where the Five Shilling
3ueue begins. And of course the HOUS.L FULL u
is not there just for fun. The queue stretches to

t,he right

....Then it turns down Whitcomb Street ... .And

in the picture at right), down St. Martins St.
.nto Orange Street

I

....Meanwhile, the queue at left of the main
mtrance had its own pattern of patient waiting,
nd here you see the queue in place, by day and

y night, waiting to see "Desire Under the Elms,'
me or the finest film dramas to be released in
>1 eland in years.

LONDON - No doubt at

all as to when "Teacher's
Pet" is being shown at
Odeon, either on weekdays
or Sundays. .. .Neither is

there any doubt,at right

as to the popularity of

the Clark Gable-Doris Day
comedy.

MANCHESTER -Last month
we reported the interest-
ing visit of Charlton
Heston to the Kemsley
Newspaper Organisation in
this city. Here are pict-
ures showing him actively
at work as a linotype op-
erator (without pay) ,and
also as a reader looking
over the results of his
own work. From the criti-
cal look on his face it
would appear that he will
stick to film acting for
the time being espec-
ially as he has been able
to see, in London, Manch-
ester, Dublin. Paris,Rome
and Brussels (to mention
just a few cities), the
magnificent success being
achieved by "The Ten Com-
mandments."

RIGHT

LONDON - One of the
many important film events
Charlton Heston attended
during his very active
stay in London was the
Royal World Premiere of
the British film, "Dunkirk,"
presented before Her Maj-
esty the Queen and the
Duke of Edinbu. gh. Shown
here at right are Heston
and D.P. Evans, a veteran
of Dunkirk.

LONDON - This is an 'extension
course' in the study of "Teacher's Pet"
at the Odeon, and is designed to show
that the queues for the picture were in
front of the theatre by night as well
as by day.
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RIGHT

Producer ("War Sc Peace")
Dino De Laurentiis has
learned the profitable
habit of being on the set
every time a major scene
is filmed. It paid off
superbly in "War and reaoe"
and he's following the
pattern in "The Tempest."

Director Martin Ritt
is showing somebody off-
screen (presumably Tony
Quinn), just how the arm
should be put around the
shoulders of a loved one.

The model: Sophia Loren.
The film: "The Black Or-
chid."

Most men hope that
their lean years are
behind them; women hope
that theirs are ahead.

BERLIN - Street kiosk
advertising for "The Ten
Commandments" continues
to command the attention
of pedestrians in this
city. This particular pos-
ter announces the DeMille
film's move-over to the
Atelier am Zoo after eight
weeks at the Zoo Palast.

Let thy speech be

better than silence, or

be silent.

- Dionysius,the Elder

"THE TEMPEST", PARA
DISTRIBUICAO PARAMOUNT,
EM PRODUCED NA

I UGOSLAV I A OUTRAS NOTAS
*****

Outra grande produqeo, que se exibira sob o

pendao de "A marca das estreias", e a que Dino
De Laurentiis esta concluindo. 2ste filme, des-
tinado a grande sucesso, e "A Tempestade", que
esta a se terminar em telgrado, na Iugoslavia,

e

cuja raarcha de produqao andou con grande acele-
raqao . 3m outra parte deste numero damos alguns
comentarios e fotos sobre a obra. Dispoe de um
elenco adrairavel: Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Viveca Lindfor s , Geoffrey Horne, Oscar Homolka,
Agnes Mooi’ehead, Helmut Dantine e Robert Keith,
sendo dirigida por Alberto Lattuada. "A Tempes-
tade" se baseia em duas novelas do famoso autor
xusso Alexandre Pushkin e se reporta ao levante
revolucionario que no seculo 18 os Cossacos le-
varam a cabo contra a poderosa Catarina, a Gran-
de. A partir de agora, daremos outras nctas so-

bre esta produqao, que esta sendo consumadape-
lo esplendido realizador de "Guerra e laz", que
ainda continue na sua marcha de sucesso.

### James S. Perkins, presidents da Paramount -

International, ja regressou a Nova York.de sua
extensa viagem de inspeqao e negocio pela Ame-
rica Latina, fa to que noticlamos em outra seqao

desta revlsta. Mr. Perkins trouxe ob melhoreelm-
pressBes dos negocios nas Americas do Sul e Cen-
tral, e muito especialmente , dos resultados ob-
tldos pelo OS DBZ MANDA'COTOS - onde ja foi ex-

lbldo. ile nos disse que nunca, em toda a histv
ria do cinema, havla havldo tamanha e mais gra-
ta expectatlva por um filme, como la lhe coube

notar com relaqao a obra de Cecil B. DeMille.

### Snquanto isto, vale a pena lembrar que como
adlqao a nota acima, houve novas estreias de OS
DEZ MANDAMEOTOS em diversas partes do raundo. De

particular lnteresse sao as estreias em Bangek,
Dublim e Brisbane, onde o showmanship, como lo-

go ae ve, desempenhou um grande papel. E de mSs
em m8s, crescem os tributos prestados ao reali-
zador deste filme excepcional, que ja provou ear

o mais elogiado de toda a histrfria do cinema,

### De muitos pafses estaqios recebendo notfcias
do exito obtido pelo filme "Sem Lei e Sem Alma".

Deve portanto -ser motivo de satisfaqao para to-
dos os paramounteses o saber qua Hal Kallis es-

ta seguindo o mesmo padrao de agrado popular na
sua nova produqao "Showdown at Gun Hill". Pelo
que se nota do "script" e vem confirmado peloa
que tern visto os primeiros "rushes" o elemento
de "tensao" e tambem predominante neste filme, o

qual conta entre outros artistas, com o admira-
vel Kirk Douglas e o estupendo Anthony Quinn.

### 0 filme "Uto 'Amor' de Professors" , que tan-
to deleitou o pessoal cinemeiro na Eroadway, es-
ta agora repetindo o seu exito no cihe-teatro

—

"Odeon", de Londres. 3 outro grande sucesso na
capital ingle sa a "Desejo", que se exibe no Lei-

cester Square Theatre. Nesta ediqao damos notes
sobre ambos os acontecimentos.

tiffl 0 "showmanship", relacionaio a apresentaqao
de OS DEZ MANDAMSNTOS pelo raundo, e um fa to no-
tavel. Ja demos sobre lsso notes abundentea, ou
quantas o espaqo nos permltla; e oxala tivesse-
mos pod ldo publlcar mais. Um fato que tem regu-
lado a divulgaqao desse material e a presenqa a

manlfestaqao das masses populares. Como tem si-
do tantae vezee frisado aqui, o obtejo do show-
manship e atralr as masses atraves dos recursos
de que se lance mao. E ainda inaistimoe em que
esse e o unico flm de toda boa propaganda. Por-
tanto, contlnuem com o bom trabelho e os resul-
tados serao compensadores.

is*'
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A Mr. and Mrs. Interview: 2?

HOW "MARACAIBO” WAS MADE
Blond and beautiful actress

gazed at her director, tall,
dark and hundsome man.

Scene? Not Stage 5 at Para-
mount Studios. But the quiet
recording studio at Home Office

A mike separated actress
Jean Wallace and her director,
co-producer, leading man—and
in private life her husband

—

Cornel Wilde.

As interviewer Cornel
Wildes read excellent MARACAIBO trade
review. Both had California tans, but
Jean's added ettractive fleck of rreo-
kles across the cheekbones. Jean wore played a Mike Wallace role but

STSf'JSSf SKifS
suit “d vith all the warm* Wilde charm.

Can you answer this? asks Int'l Pub-
licity head Paul Ackerman as he
gives the Wildes a "sneak preview"
of questions he'll ask. Also inter-
ested: U.S. Publicist Zac Freedman (r.).

Jean sat up, right on the edge
of her chair, and retorted pertLy
and quickly, shot back ques-
tions. Cornel, cool and calm,
replied carefully. The Wildes'
personalities make a dramatic
contrast off-screen as well.

They discussed - frankly -

on-the-set problems. Most unique
tape recording and good publici-
ty for MARACAIBO. It also might
be called a lesson in how to dis-
agree agreeably. For example:

Cornel: "You expressed an opin-
ion that I rehearsed too much."

Jean: "Oh, I don't say you re-
hearse too much, just rehearse
too much for me."

And later on:

FIRE AND WATER AND SMOKE mingle in
the demolition, underwater, of a
flaming oil well. Cornel Wilde (be-
low) as fire fighter Vic Scott at-
tempts it. The well is sunk into
Venezuela's Lake Maracaibo. In tech-
nicolor— scenes of vivid, terrifying
beauty. And hand-clutching suspense.

Jean: "I feel that. . .constant
full rehearsal is exhausting."

NO WORDS NEEDED. Jean Wallace and Coi'-

Vilde create a memorable love scene in
their roles for MARACAIBO. Exotic setting
offshore fire, will anyone notice?

Cornel: "It can wear you out.

Exactly."

Jean: "I agree with you in
everything else, and as you
know, I've done it. ... You
have often said to me: 'All

right, Jeannie, come on now,
let's see exactly what you're
going to do.' Right?"

Cornel: "Right."

Jean: "Well, I get tired of do-
ing exactly what I'm going to
do."

Cornel: "... As a result, in the

rehearsal I can't always feel
that this is going to be good
enough."

Jean: "I see."

The Wildes presented a vivid'

sketch of how a movie is made.
Long rehearsal for technique and
emotion. Inter-relationships be-
tween actors and the director
and the crew. Tension of the fi-

nal "take." The director's aim
for a "100%" mark — and his
compromises.

Cornel explained he really
prefers his triple job of produ-
cer, director and actor because
there's "unanimity of opinion"
as to what is done. The Wildes
formed Theodora Productions in
'53* If they have a formula,
it's a potent combination of
color—action—romance. Right
now it spells M-A-R-A-C-A-I-B-0

.

—Ann Usher
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Music is the only
language in which you
cannot say a mean or

sarcastic thing.
- John Erskine

SANTIAGO. CHILE - Very
effective display stand
for Elvis Presley's "Lov-
ing You" in the lobby of

the Rex Theatre here.

BUENOS AIRES - Three
more phases of the trem-
endously effective show-
manship campaign for the
Elvis Presley film staged
by Managing Director Hugo
Stramer and Publicity Di-
rector Alida Gonzalez....
Here is one of the Four
Rhythmsters performing
you-know-what in no uncer-
tain fashion

. ...Her,e are the Friends
of Elvis gathered before
the Cine Metropolitan....

....And here is the type
of audience which filled
the Metropolitan to capa-
city to see Elvis Presley
in "Loving You."

Paramount World

iffective show-
moving You"

The Four
Rh
CrOob • ML icl 1/ ol c umcc wi x v/ixa mv* » . i

hvthmsters" who staged a terrific dance. Other members or the
Elvis Presley Fan Club paraded the main streets and handed out
leaflets. At top is an RCA window, containing actual Presley
shirt and shoes secured in New York by Manager A. M.Mackenzie

.

LA F I LMAC I ON DE "LA
TEMPESTAD" SE ACTIVA
EN YUGOESLAV I A

********
Otra ingente produccidn que llevard la nsrca

de la Lfentafla y laa Estrellas, y la cual ven-
drd a comprobar, una vez mfis, que Dino de Lau-
rentiis, su realizador, no se duerme en sue lau-

reles, serrf la intitulada "Le Tempested", lea

escenas de la cual empezaron a rodarse en Bel-
grado, Yugoeslavie, a principios de marzo y
contimlan roddndose a grendes pa sob. . • En o-
tro lugar de este nilmero reproducimos elgunas
fotos de los inicioa de esta magna producci<5n,

com laa estrellas Silvana Mangano, Vivace Lind-
fors, Geoffrey Horne, Oscar Homolka, Agnes Mo-
orehead, Helmut Dantine y Robert Keith. Su di-
rector es Alberto Lattuada. "La Tempested" es-
t& basada en dos novelas originales del cllebre
autor ruse Alexander Pushkin durante la dramd-
tica sublevaciin de los cosacos en el rainado de

Catalina la Grande, en el aiglo XVIII. A medida

que avancen los trebajos de filmacirfn de esta

monumental pelfcula iremos informando al lector
paramountista. Su realizador De Laurentiis se

superara a si mismo,
mientras los exitos
de "La Guerra y la

Paz" continuan sin

merma en todas las

pantallas del mundo
...James E. Perkins,
presidents de Para-
mount International,
se ha reintegrado
a su oficina de

Nueva York despues

de un extenso y bien aprovechado recorrido por

le mayor parte de los paises la tinoameri canos.

Mr. Perkins se mueatra muy optimista, pues ha

sido testigo personal de los progresos de la

Paramount en los paises visitados y, muy par—

tlcularmente ,
de la inmenaa acogida de "Los

Diez Mandamlentos" en <.«iantas partes se esta

exhiblendo. Jamrfs el p&blico habia demoatrado

tan uninime entusiasmo para ver una pelicula,

como el que demueatre diariamente para diafru-

tar del sia igual e 3pectdculo que le ofrece la

fantdstica producci<5n de Cecil B. DeKille. . •

Ademis de los pefses de este continents, "Los

Diez Mandamientos" se ha estrenado, recientemen-

te, en Bangkok (Indochina), Dublin (Irlanda) y

Brisbane (Australia). En todos eatos lugares

el espiritu de "showmanship" se ha demostrado

en forma verdaderamente encomlable. A medida

que "Los Diez Jiiandamiec tos" se extiende por to-

dos los confines de la tierra aumenta la segu-

ridad de que ninguna otra pelicula aupererd a

esta en resultados econ6micos y ertlsticos. .

De difer antes partes del mundo nos llegan no-

ticias de la gran popularidad que en todas par-

tes obtiene la pelicula "Gunfight at the O.K.

Corral" ("Duelo de titenes"). Esto nos lleva e

creer que el anuncio de otra pelicula en plan

de produccl6n, del mismo g6nero, serd de gran

interns para el paramountista. Hal Wallis es el

realizador de "Showdown at Gun Hill" 7 por in-

formes que nos llegan del eatudio, la exhibiciai

de loe "rushes" ha llenado de entusiasmo a loe

que los vieron en su forma todavie "cruda". Dos

nombrea — el de Kirk Douglas y Anthony Quinn

-

que por si solos euguran su dxlto, figiraran a

la cabeze del reparto de esta pelfcula. . .

"Teacher’s Pet" ("Ensdname a querer"), comedia

dramfitica, que en el Broadway ha hecho las de-

licies de millares de neoyorquinos, ha sido es-

trenada, con igual buen Ixito, en el 0de6n de

Londres. Otro triunfo de la Paramount en la

capital ingle aa es "Deseo bajo los olmos" que

engalana la pant alia' del Teatro Leicester 3jueob.

Vfianse fotos de ambas producciones en este nu-

mero. . . El "showmanship", con relacion a "Los

Diez Mandamientos", ha sido de la nfes alte ca-

Udad imaginable en todaa partea. Las multitude*

que aparecen en las fotoa qie publicamoa hablan

mAs elocuentemente que las palabras. Esto nos

halaga, pues el objeto primordial del "show-

manship" es atraer al publico al teatro y con-

vene erle a que entre en 4l para ver le pelicula

que se exhibe. Las fotoa que muestran este re-

sultedo son, de consiguiente, las mds elective*,

pues los resultados estdn a la vista. La foto

que mueatra multitudes tiene un valor mds posl-

tivo que la que mueatra los anuncios, por he-

llos que seen, f rente el teatro con la call#

vacia.

YOU ARE ASKED
TO REMEMBER THE
CLAIM THAT LATIN
AMERICA WILL MORE
SUCCESSFULLY DIS-
TRIBUTE "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS"
THAN ANY OTHER
PART OF THE WORLD.



HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs.
Eduardo Santos, of Bogota,
Colombia (where he is an
eminent exhibitor)

, meet
Kirk Douglas on one of the
sets of the Hal Wallis
thriller, "Showdown at Gun
Hill."

Mr. and Mrs. Santos also
lunched with Cecil B.DeMiHe
during their most interest-
ing studio visit.

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD -
Lord Hailes, Governor Gen-
eral of the West Indies,
and Lady Hailes entering
the De Luxe Theatre with
Managing Director Teeluck-
singn for the spectacular
premiere of "The Ten Conmn
andments."

NOTE THE AWE-INSPIRING
figure of Moses to the
right.... A few days ago
this entire business
area of Port of Spain,
Trinidad was demolished
in a $20,000,000 fire.
But the figure of Moses
remained untouched and
unharmed through all of
the turmoil... And of
course became again a
dominant figure as the
newspaper cameras caught

I

the scene for the Trin-
j

idad Guardian.
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LATIN AMERICAN PIX

OF FILM PEOPLE AND

SHOWMANSHIP EVENTS

MEXICO CITY - Comedy star Jerry Lewis, in
the Mexican capital on production business
connected with "Rock-A-Bye Baby," is met at
the airport by Roberto Cantu Robert, from
"Cinema Reporter," Jorge Salazar from the
Paramount office, Mr. Davidson, and,barely
discemable in Jerry's shadow, is Mr. GlucJc-
sman.

PANAMA - Central American Manager Mario
Ghio very smartly tied the Isthmian Sports
Car Club, an enthusiastic local group,to
the premiere of "The Devil's Hairpin." Par-
ading through Panama's streets to the Lux,
the cars later lined up outside the theatre
where they were inspected by the interested
populace. Inside the lobby of the Lux was a
comprehensive display detailing the activit-
ies of the Club. Before and during the run
of the Cornel Wilde production, an MG car
was made available to Paramount by the local
dealer for distribution of heralds. There
were also some good record store tie-ups. A
case of good all-around showmanship.

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD - You'd travel far
and wide before you'd encounter a more striking
symbol than this statue of Moses, created by a

local Trinidadian artist, and erected in the
business centre of Port of Spain to attract
still further attention to the local presentat-
ion of "The Ten Commandments" at the De-Luxe.

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD - Ornate exterior
of the De Luxe Theatre here, decorated for
the premiere of "The Ten Commandments." Note
particularly the massive reproductions of the
white sphinxes. These, along with the massive
statue of Moses pictured on another page, are
fine evidence indeed of the great showmanship
policy of the De Luxe management.

BOGOTA ,COLOMBIA - Paramount Manager Juan
Sastre reports that Bogota picturegoers are
very proud of the magnificent new Olympia
Theatre, here shown presenting "Spanish Aff-
air." Scene below is of the spacious lobby.
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” A . Z

.

M on

MARACA I BO . . .

Everyone knows that
use of the initials A.Z.

is an affectionate ref-

erence to Adolph Zukor.

In this instance it

is a quote on Mr. Zukor
from the columns of the

Hollywood Reporter, to
wit:

"Adolph Zukor 's note

to producer-director-
star Cornel Wilde: 'I

was immensely impressed
by MARACAIBO - a wonder-

ful job'."

ROME - Another splendid
bookstore window tie-up
displaying the Art Cohn
biography of Joe E. Lewis
on which Frank Sinatra's
"The Joker Is Wild" was
based in the Hal Wallis
production.

MILAN - Here's another
fine window (one that gets

the crowds) for Frank
Sinatra's "The Joker Is
Wild," this one in a top
record and radio store In
this city.

JOLLY EII IMMZZITO

ALL THE WXy
"CHICAGO'

P Mi V

CAPITOL F 5»3

"LA TEMPESTA",
GRAND I 0S0 FILM
CHE SARA’

DISTRIBUITO
DALLA PARAMOUNT,

IN CORSO D

I

LAVORAZ I ONE IN

YUGOSLAVIA
Un'altre coloasale pellioole che sarb nffi

date alia distribuzione della nostra Casa e che

etteaterb ancora una volte la f^ande abilitb di

Dlno Da Laurentiis in fatto di produzione cine-

rotografica b in corao di lavorazione. Si trat_

ta di "LA TEMPESTA" La cui prime scene sono at£

te girate a Belgrodo in Yugjelavie in marzo. In

eltra parte del presents numero troverete qual-

che illustrazione di qualcuna di dette scene di

questa mastodontica produzione interpretata da

Van Heflin, Silvan® Mengano, Viveca Lindfors,

Geoffrey Horne, Oscar Homolks ,
Agnea Moorahead,

Helmut Dantina, Robert Keith a diretta da Alber

to Lettuada. "LA TEMPESTA" b tratto da due ro-

manzi del celebre autore Alexander Puahkin eul-

la drammatioa ri volta Coaacca contro la Russia

di Catarina la Grande, nel XVIII* secolo. Non

man cher emo di tenervi di rase in mese informa

-

ti dree il progresao di quests podarosa pelli-

cola che lo steaao produttore dell'ornai famo-

ao GUHtRA E PACK eta preparando per noi.

II presidente della Paranount International

James E. Perkins b rientrato in Sede dal suo

eateao viaggio d'ispezione in America Latina,

viagglo di cui vi diamo parti co lari in questo

numero. Mr. Perkina b molto ottimista aill'an-

d amen to genera le del nostri affari in Sud e

Centro America a apecialmente aul aicceaao, che

b gib innanao, di "I DIECI COMANDAMENTI ". Bgli

ha affermato che in tutta la atorla del cin®a
non s' era mai notato lo steaao unanime entuaia-

ano del pubblico per un film come quello deata-

to ora dal capolavoro di Cecil B. DeMille.

Nel frattempo, diverse altre mamarabill

premieres di "I DUCI COMANDAMENTI" hanno evuto

luogo in parecchie parti del mondo . Notiamo in

modo parti cola re quelle di Bangkok, Dubllno e

Brisbane La quail sono state ciaacuna precedute

da landementi di primiaaimo ardine. Coal, di

ROME - Punchy showmanship for Art Cohn's

book, "The Joker is Wild" is demonstrated in

these two displays for the Frank Sinatra film.

At left is a show-window in the H. M. V. Rec-

ord Store; at right, a noted bookstore window.

rose in rose, aurontaio sempre pid gli onori

lnvero eccezionali resi al realizzatore di que-

sta superbe opera d'arte che al b or nel plazza-

ta in prltno posto in tutta la storla del cinema

tografo.

Da molte parti del mondo cantinuano a giun

gerci dati e notlzie circa lo atrepitoao succee

so di "GUNPICHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL". Dev'easere

perci 6 motivo di grande soddisfazi one per tutti

i paramount isti quello di sapere che Hal Wallis

fard seguito a questo negnifico lavoro con un

altro del genera, ancora piZl bello, intitolato

"SHOWDOWN AT GUN HILL" a interprets to da Kirk

Douglas ed Anthony Quinn. Soltanto a loggers

la Bceneggiatura si cepisce che A un film pleno

di quel "suspense" che tento piece al pubblico,

cib che del reato ci b stato confernato del no

stri dirigentl di Hollywood che hanno vlaiona-

to le prime scene girate.

"TEACHER'S PET" che ha delizlato 11 pubbll

co cinema tografi oo di New York sta ora riscuo-

tecdo lo stesao plauao all'Odeon d i Londra.

Altro grande successo londinese b "DESIDTOIO

SOTTO <3,1 OLMI" al Teatro Leicester Square.

Troverete illustrazioni di entrambi queatltrion i

fi nel pre sente numero.

Indistintanente in tutte le perti del mon-

do I DIECI COMANDAMENTI ha avuto del land pub-

blicitarl di primiaaima categoria ed in tutto

degii di questa eccezionale produzione. Da

parte nostra ebbiamo sempre cercato di pubbli-

cere quanto pih possiblle in rorlto na, s’inten

de, per motlvi di apezlo, non alamo ogni volta

rtueciti ed includere tutto qumto avreomo de-

oiderato. A questo propoaito vi diramo anzi

che nello scegliere le fotografie da riprodur-

re abbiamo geceralronte cercato di dare la pre-

fer® za a quelle che moatravano fblle di gente

perefab, in definitive, lo acopo precipuo di un

abile lenciamento b proprio quello di far veni-

re la voglia di vedere il film e attrarre le

masse al botteghino del cinema dove lo si pre-

sents. Donde il criterio che ci ha guideti

nell'illuetrare apedalronte quel land che,

oltre al reato, erano in gredo di dimoetrsr#

che lo acopo era atato ragglunto in pi®o, die

le irnseae di pubblico erano state effbttivamm-

te attratte.

I
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" Cab i r i a” i

s

a Tr i umph
in B . A i res

!

Here's a resounding
cable from Buenos Aires
regarding the Dino De

Laurentiis production,
"Nights of Cabiria":

YESTERDAY'S SHOWING
OF "CABIRIA" TREMENDOUS
SUCCESS. BIGGEST ATTEND-
ANCE OF INTERNATIONAL
FILM WEEK. AFTER PERFOR-
MANCE LOUDEST AND GREAT-
EST OVATION EVER HEARD

sgd. (HUGO) STRAMER

STOCKHOLM — Not only
the public but the stage
and screen stars of Swed-
en enjoy the film antics
of Jerry Lewis and Dean
Martin. Here is the very
famous Swedish comedian,
Elof Ahrle taking his son
to see "Hollywood or Bust"
at the Anglais Theatre.

"YOUNG CAPTIVES 1'

Andrew J.Fenady and
Irvin Kershner,youthful
producing-writing-and-
directing team, have
been signed by Paramount
to make the tentatively-
titled "Young Captives,"
a teen-age suspense
drama. Fenady will prod-
uce,and Kershner will
direct.

"Young Captives" con-
cerns a teen-age couple
who elope only to be
held hostage by a young
killer.

Scheduled start is

mid-June.

AMSTERDAM - Manager K.F.J .Wijsmuller went

right to the garages of this city for some of

his most effective tie-ups on Cornel Wilde s

"The Devil's Hairpin. Here's a typical example.

"THE TEMPEST", EEN

GROOTSE PARAMOUNT FILM,

THANS IN JOEGOSLAVIE
IN PRODUCT IE...

Wederom een kolossale productie,
die het Paramount handelsmerk zal dra-
gen, en waarmede het bewijs gele-
verd wordt van Dino De Laurentiis'
capaciteiten , is thane in wording. De
opnamen van "The TempestW begonnen be-
gin Maart in Belgrado in Joegoslavi*,
en gaan sindedien ononderbroken door.
Elders in dit nummer vindt U foto's
v»a de start van deze productie, waar-
in de hoofdrollen gespeeld worden door
Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano, Viveca
Lindfors, Geoffrey Horne, Oscar Homol-
ka, Agnes Moo rehead, Helmu/(t Dantine
en Robert Keith onder regie van Alber-
to Lattuado. "The Tempest" is geba-
seerd op twee verhalen van de beroemde
Alexander Po.sjkin over de dramatische
Kozakkenopstand tijdens de regering
van Catherina d. Grote in de 18k eeuw.
Wij zullen U elke maand van de vorde-
ringen van deze belangrijl© film op de
hoogte houden, een film die door de
zelfde producer wordt gemaakt als het
imposante "Oorlog en Vrede".

James E. Perkins, president van Para-
mount International, is van zijn uit-
gebreide Zuid Amerikaanse zakentournee
naar het hoofdkantoor teruggekeerd , en
elders in dit nummer vindt U hierover
een verslag. Kr. Perkins is zeer opti-
mistisch over de gang van zaken in
Zuid en Centraal Amerika, en in het

bijzonder over het reeds spectaculaire
succes van "De Tien Geboden". Hi 3 ver-
klaarde, dat er nimmer te voren van de
zijde van het publiek eo een geconcen-
treerde belangstelling was om een be-
paalde film te zien als in dit geval
ten opzichte var. Cecil B.DeLIille's
grootste productie.

Ondertussen hebben er in verschil-
lenie delen van de wereld weer een aan-'
tal luisterrijke premieres van "De
Tien Geboden" plaatsgevonden. Speciaal
vermeld dienen te worden de premieres
in Bangkok, Dublin en Brisbane, waar
showmanship van de hoogste orde werd
gedemonstreerd. En maand in, maand uit,
worden aan de maker van deze meester-
lijke film de meest uitzonderli jke
huldebetui faingen aangeboden; de film
is thane reeds de beroemdste in de ge-
schiedenis geworden.

Dit vele delen van de wereld ont-
vangen wij berichten, die blijk geven
van de grote populariteit van "Gun-
fight at the O.K. Corral". Het moet
daarom voor vele Paramounteers een

Orote vidoening zijn te weten, dat
Hal '.Tallis na deze machtige en span-
nende film een nog grotere gaat maken

t

- "Showdown at Gun Hill". Te oordelen
naar het scenario en naar de berichten
omtrent het doorzien van de "rushes"
in de studio, wordt dit een film met
een maximum aan spanning, die de toe-
schouwer compleet in zijn ban zal
houden. De film heeft ..irk Douglas
en Anthony ^uinn in de hoofdrollen.

"Teacher's Pet", welke film het
bioscooppubliek van Broadway in New
Ycrk in verrukking heeft gebracht,
heeft bewezen een even groot succes
te zijn in het Odeon. in Londen. Een
ander groot succes in Londen is

"Desire under the Elms" in het Leiceste
Square Theater. Wij brengen een foto-
reportage van beide gebeurtenissen
in dit nummer.

Showmanship ten aanzien van het

uitbrengen -van "De Tien Geboden" over

de gehele wereld is van het hoogste
belang. Wij hebben hierover zo veel
mogelijk gepubliceerd, - voorzover de

ruimte ons dit toeliet -, en wij

wensen, dat wij mkfer hadden kunnen
plaatsen. E^n element diende ons als

leidraad bij de publicatie van het ma-

teriaal, nl. de aanwezigheid van pu-

bliek op de foto's. Wij hebben steeds
getracht duidelijk naar voren te

brengen, dat het doel van showmanship
is publiek naar het theater te krijgen
en het als het ware te dwingen naar
binnen te gaan. Daarom is, naar onze

mening, de beste soort showmanship
die, welke zijn waarde bewijst door
tegeli jkerti jd de mensenmenigten te

tonen. Dat is de reden, waarom wij al-

tijd, indiens* enigszins mogelijk, die

foto's plaatsen, waarop tevens het
publiek goed zichtbaar is.

In view of your fine showmanship on "The
Devil's Hairpin," Mr. Wijsmuller, we would like

to advise you that Cornel Wilde's newest film,
"Maracaibo," is even more exciting entertain-
ment. It's about the petrol industry, so the
same garages are bound to be interested.
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CHURCHES OF FRANCE
LENDING INSPIRING
AND DIGNIFIED
SUPPORT TO "THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS"

Paramount head office in Paris has
been given the exceptional authorizat-
ion, through the good offices of the
Centrale Catholique du Cinema, to post
on the gates and doors of 80 important
churches of ^aris and suburbs the
special poster printed by the ADIC
(Agence de Documentation et d' Infor-
mations Cinematographiques) for this
purpose, as well as Paramount’s own
poster (60 x 80 cm.) wherever the pan-
els are large enough for the purpose.
It marks the first time in history
that such a public information step
has been authorized in connection with
a motion picture.

Additionally, identical posterage
has been authorized in connection with
30 Christian Schools of Paris.

This dignified special Paramount poster for "The Ten Command-
ments" is on one door panel of the main entrance to the Cathedral
of Notre-Dame, Paris, one of the most revered edifices in the
whole world.

We present on this page a repres-
entative illustration of this remark-
able endorsement of the film industry^
paramount masterwork.

At right in this school scene (in which four
posters for "The Ten Commandments" appear) is the
»eneral Manager of the Christian Schools of Paris,
gather Bernard Marie. No secret of his enthusiasm
or "The Ten Commandments" is made by Father Marie,
[ho has been one of the most devoted workers for the
•ecil B. DeMille production ever since its initial
screening in Paris a year and a half ago.

RIGHT

First two scenes at right are exterior and inter-
ior views of the Church of St-Severin, Paris. Third
scene shows poster for the film within the Church of
Notre-Dame de Passy....All of the posterage on this
page has been in place since January 15th last.

Here is the Church of St. Thomas d'Aquin in the centre of
Paris, and to the right is the entrance with its special announ-
cements. Poster at lower left is the Paramount one; the poster
being viewed by the young people is the one issued by the ADIC.



Front of Loew's State Theatre as arrayed for the premiere of
"Another Time, Another Place. "(The young lady in front is not pick-
eting the house: she is simply a showmanship 'instrument' announcing
the fact that the first 100 young ladies purchasing tickets would
receive, free, an Asquatum raincoat similar to the one worn so con-
stantly by Lana Turner in the Lantum Production, a Paramount release).

the raincoat shown in the scene
above. With her is Clyde
Fuller, manager of the State.
All of the details are on the
two posters, and one of the
posters is on the model.

Named as Senior Assistant to

Paramount Treasurer James H. Rich-

ardson earlier this month, Fred

Koehner has had a deep and signi-

ficant insight into the motion

picture industry for the past two

decades.
He has come to Paramount from

fifteen years with Price, Water-
house, during which time he was
brought into the very closest
touch with administration, prod-
uction, exhibition and distribut-
ion operations as they affect the
majority of organizations in our
industry.

In short, a remarkably well-r

informed addition to Paramount's
administration ranks - and a
gentleman to whom we are happy to
extend a warm welcome.

— nees i a—eg— ' a=!

L.)Jimmy Stewart, Kim Novak and
roducer—Dire ctor Alfred Hitchcock
s they'll be seen when "Vertigo"
pens at the New York Capitol later
nis month.
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Barney Balaban, president of Para-
mount

, receives from the Cruiser
Olympia Association a plaque in recog-
nition of his aid in having preserved
as a national shrine the cruiser
"Olympia," flagship of Admiral Dewey
at the Battle of Manila Bay. Present-
ation was made in Mr. Balaban 's office,

with Charles R. Fish,Jr. ,vice-pres. of

the assocation making the presentation

At right is Franklin S. Roberts, a
director of the association.

(Mr. Balaban was the first person
to pledge a substantial sum to the
citizens' group formed to save the
Olympia in 195A at the beginning
of a 3-year fight to rescue her
from the scrap heap).

N£W YORK DAILY NEWS, in reviewing "Short Cut

to Hell," says, in part:

James Cagney switches from fore to aft of

the camera for "Short Cut to Hell," making
his debut as a successful director for a

suspenseful story about a killer for hire...
In a preface for the movie, Cagney also app-
ears with a personal plug for two new stars,
Robert Ivers and Georgann Johnson, whose
subsequent performances prove most worthy of

his recommendation.
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ANOTHER TIME,

ANOTHER PLACEI

ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE

ANOTHER TIME,

ANOTHER PLACE
ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE

ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE

ANOTHER TIME,

ANOTHER PLACE
ANOTHER TIME,

ANOTHER PLACE
ANOTHER TIME,

ANOTHER PLACE:

ANOTHER TIME,

Another PLACE
another TIME,

Another PLACE:

ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE1

ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE
ANOTHER TIME,
Mother PLACE
ANOTHER TIME,

MOTHER PLACE]

Lana
Turner's
Most
Appealing

^^^^*****

Scenes below from the
made-in-England picture
show Lana Turner, Barry
Sullivan, Sean Connery,
Glynis Johns,Sidney James,
Terrence Longdon, Doris
Hare and Martin Stephens.

Daily Cinema of London said: "The cast
has obvious box-office appeal. A happy
blend of good star material and an int-
eresting family story which cannot fail
to find a ready market anywhere."

HIGHSPOTS OF NEW YORK REVIEWS:

photography.
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PARAMOUNT PEOPLE
IN THE NEWS

HOLLYWOOD - On the set of "Show-
down At Gun Hill," Producer Hal Wallis

welcomes a couple of official visit-
ors from Australia, visiting the stud-

io as guests of Vice-President Frank
Freeman. Second from left is Premier
J.J. Cahill, of New South Wales, Aus-
tralia. Directly behind him is Wallace

Wurth, CMG, LLB, Chairman of the NSW

Public Service Board. Mr. Freeman is
in light suit, and directly behind
him is Luigi Luraschi, Studio's Head

of Censorship and Paramount Internat-
ional liaison.

WEDDING BELLS
-tHHHHHKHHHHt-S-fr

Denver - Betty Christian,
booking secretary at Par-

amount, is engaged to
Ronnie Giseburt,assistant
shipper at the exchange.

- Film Daily
May 6th, 1958

Announcing the publication of

Patchwork
by Lucy Mouring McGriff

“No heart ever bares iisclf without revealing something of beauty

and truth, without bringing something of lasting worth to other*.’* —
From the Foreword written by Sneed Ogburn.

For seventeen years prior to moving to Alabama in November
1957, Mrs. McGriff resided in Charlotte. She has been a member of the

North Carolina Poetry Society, serving as secretary the past live years.

This little volume—beautifully designed, printed, and bound—is

being offered fpv two dollars plus twenty-five cents lor tax and shipping.

Address all orders direct to Mrs. Lucy Mooring VfcGn’H. Columbia.
Alabama.

We reproduce this publication
announcement because Mrs. Lucy McGriff
is a former Paramounteer whose regu-
lar despatches from the Charlotte,NC,
branch to our columns brightened our
every issue for quite a spell of jrearcc
No longer a Paramounteer In fact,Lucy
McGriff will always be one in heart.
We earnestly recommend her book of
verses to all lovers of true beauty.

A G.I. SEES "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS'* IN STUTTGART, GERMANY

By HY SMITH, now with
the U.S.Military Forces in

Europe, on service leave
from his post as assistant
to John Guilfoyle, Adver-
tising Dept., production
manager. Hy's letter is a

report to Ann Usher, sec-
retary to the editor of
Paramount World.

Rvihe

Balkon

Sonrabd.. -5. April 58
1500

5 Apr. 58

Hello Ann,

Greeting from « Paramounteer gone G.I.

You may well be surprised at this letter 3ince

it 1 a been nine months since I left Paramount.

The purpose of this letter Is twofold.

Flrsi I would like to receive a copy of Para-

mount World each month if possible. My second

reason for writing this letter is to report my

feelings upon seeing'The Ten Commandments in

Stuttgart, Germany.

I was granted a three day pass to Stutt-

gsrt this weekend. Last night I arrived with

two friends (GI's) and as is our custom toured

the town seeking out places of interest. When

I passed the Atrium Theatre I noticed two

things, the long line near the box office and

the massive signs and posters advertising "Die

Zehn Gebote" (The Ten Commandments) . I made up

my mind that I would see it today (Sat.). So

at 3 p.m. this afternoon X paid my six marks

($1.44) and saw "The Ten Commandments" for the

third time. The first, however, in German. I

feel, after seeing it today, that language is

no barrier. I caught words here and there and

of course I know the picture well. However, it

did not merely entertain me, it inspired me.

The dubbing was excellent, the sound excellent,

and just about everything else was excellent.

I experienced the same the same goosepim-

ies during this showing that I had experienced

t my two earlier showings. In other words

The Ten Commandments" is still the powerful

ovie it was in English. I was not the only

ne spellbound today. During intermission and

t the end of the movie people all around me

eld their seats and discussed the movie. I m

orry I do not know enough German to have gone

ver to them and held my own interview with

hem. I'm sure their comments would have been

uite enlightening. I enclose the ticket stub

6 show you the similarity to the ticket used

n the States.
Regards,

Hy Smith (signature)

Brussels Conclave
The Paramounteers of Belgium held

a sales convention in Brussels on
April 8,9,10. Continental General
Manager John B. Nathan attended from
Paris.

This was one side of the table at
the closing dinner. Facing the camera
are: Mr. Salmon, Mrs. Mahieu, Mr.
Mahieu, Mr. Jankolovics, Mr. Nathan,
Mr. Binstock, Mr. Vaes, Mrs. Smets,
Mr. Van Laetem.

The other side of the Brussels din-
ner table, and this time reading fran
the left we see Mr. Malkolm, Mrs.
Straetemens, Mr. Rigaux, Miss Stern,
Mr. Hemptinne, Mr. Bogaert,Mr.Meert,
Miss Royer and Mr. Couvreur.

BRUSSELS - fop trio at the sales
convention held here early in April.
Manager for Belgium, Julian Binstock
is in centre. John B. Nathan,General
Manager for Continental Europe, is al

left. At right is Boris Jankolovics,
Supervisor for Belgium and Germany.
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Keeping the

’’Big Picture”
Policy Before
The Industry

m.
lRAMATIC TITLE PAGE and double-spread in

'film industry trade press thundered to

the world that Paramount is in the "Big

Pictures" business with all of the combined

forces at our command* ... .And for not just a

few theatres, or a few hundred, but for "The

Theatres of the World. .. .Note, too, the glow-

ing tribute paid "The Ten Commandments" as

the 'Rock of Ages', the timeless foundation,

of this product announcement.
ffffnuWWffnnfrfrnlTniT

‘Paramount

HAS RESOLVED

TO GO FORWARD

WITH A BROAD

AND EXPANDED

PRODUCTION

PROGRAM OF

OUTSTANDING

ATTRACTIONS’’..
Barney Balaban

This great company's vast resources are your guarantee of a
product- plenty future .. in which Paramount is dedicated to
supply the theatres of the world with every type of screen enter-
tainment possessing a built-in profit potential . . with emphasis
on top calibre motion pictures Evidence of this determination is

Paramount's 58 -'59 program of 25 pictures described here
with the highest proportion of boxoffice blockbusters ever

offered in one season Examine the ingredients carefully. Each
and every one listed is important to your theatre's future

Paramount charts the way for the theatres of the world;
rheasc STATUS DESCRIPTION RELEASE STATUS TITLE DESCRIPTION CAST

THE SAD
SACK

Arm* (MM* » KING
CREOLE

WILD IS

THE WIND
ANNA MAONANl
ANTHONY QUINN
ANTHONY RAANClC

ROCK-A-BYE
BABY

HIGH HELL LAIN* traWAAT COMPLETED HOUSEBOAT , O C a

JUST RELEASED
DESIRE UNDER
THE ELMS

SOAMIA LOACH. THE
MATCHMAKER

AMT RELEASED
COUNTRY MUSIC
HOLIDAY

THE BLACK
ORCHID

ITHONV QUINN

1UST RELEASED
TEACHER’S
PET

THE HOT
ANGEL

JUST RELEASED
ST. LOUIS
BLUES

•Altar. CAS CALLOWAY.
IUA R IT ZOINALD,
HAHALIA JACKSON

COMPLETED
WHEN HELL
BROKE LOOSE

MARACAIBO

HOT SPELL

COMPLETED
AS YOUNG
AS WE ARE

ANTHONY QUINN. SHOWDOWN AT
GUN HILL

ANTmONV QUINN.

•»« V«ltV>m«

VERTIGO THE TEMPEST
MANOANO MlLHUT
OANT.HI VIV«CA LNOIOM
OSCAR HOUOLRA AONIt
MOOAC Nf AO (AOMRIY
"ORW VITTORIO OASSAAAN

ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE

A C-.'A-C Jn AOlH.nll. «V SULLIVAN, THE
BUCCANEER

rUL IRTNNIR
CHARLTON was TON.
CHARLIS SO va A

SPACE
CHILDREN

And All This Profit-Product Is Ersctsd On Ths Firm Foundation Of

THE BIGGEST GROSSING ATTRACTION OF ALL TIME

J

— THE COLOSSUS
OF NEW YORK

Cecil B.DeMillesA MB PRODUCTION

ThElfeN Commandments
TECHNICOLOR '

• VISTAViSlON



How to

succumb to

"VERTIGO".

Look

long - and

longingly -

enough at

Kim Novak!

i
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EPOCHAL STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT

PARAMOUNT 1 S FAITH IN THE FUTURE

OF THE FILM INDUSTRY STRONGER

THAN AT ANY TIME IN HISTORY

FOLLOWING IS THE TEXT OF
A STATEMENT MADE BY BARNEY
BALABAN, PRESIDENT OF PARA-
MOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION,
TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUS-
TRY PRESS IN NEW YORK CITY,
AUGUST 26th, 1958.

IT IS NEARLY THREE MONTHS since I
made my last statement on conditions
and developments at Paramount Pict-
ures at our June 3rd annual stockhol-
ders meeting.

Much that comes under the heading of progress has happened
since then, and a number of my associates have urged me to speak
again for the record — to translate into specifics some of the
many motion picture projects we have been busy with.

I need not remind you that today the industry is in its
most challenging transitional period — is undergoing numerous
changes. Yet, I can tell you and our exhibitor customers quite
frankly that Paramount's faith in the future of this industry
is stronger now than it has ever been.

We know that the industry has had its "problem” periods
since its inception. The one we have been experiencing of late

is perhaps more formidable than any of the others. Nevertheless,

Interesting moment during the actual press lnterriew In Para-

mount's board room. At the left are reporters, listening to an

actual statement by Mr. Balaban. At the Paramount president's

right is George Weltner; to his left are Adolph Zukor and Paul

Ralbourn. Packages of three books apiece on the table contain cop-

ies of "The Mountain Is Toung," "The World of Susie Wong" and

"The Counterfeit Traitor."

it is my firm conviction
that our industry will emer-
ge from this one stronger
and healthier than it has
ever been. Recent months
have produced evidence that
more than justifies this
position. The motion picture
never will relinquish its
long held place of leadership
in the broad sphere of enter-
tainment •

I sincerely believe that
today the upswing in the
index of our industry's busi-
ness is at hand. We are on
the way to a renaisance that
can dwarf all the others we
have enjoyed following econ-
omic dips. I now urge that
every member of this giant of

an industry face the future
with confidence and relish
for the hard work ahead of us.

Our new, greater prosperity
is by no means "around the
comer," and it could remain

out of reach if we failed to exer-

cise to the full the business and

artistic talents, and merchandising
genius that are ours.

Paramount is equipped and ready

to lend its full force to the up-

swing — it is ready and eager for

the shoulder-to-shoulder push to

greater heights of prosperity and

entertainment achievement.

This is how ready we are: we

are underwriting our faith in the

future of the motion picture busin-

ess with the biggest single-ye&r in-

ventory of multi-million dollar pro-

ductions since Paramount Pictures

became a separate entity as a motion

picture production and distribution

organization. I can tell you now

that our company's 1959 release

schedule, exclusive of THE TEN COMM-

ANDMENTS, will include at least 20

pictures, and hopefully more, in the
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million-dollar-plus category. These pictures will be

augmented by a number of smaller-budgeted pictures for
which there is a proven world-wide market - a voracious
market. But let me hasten to assure you that we are by
no means limiting our confidence in the future to the
year just ahead. We have been and are planning zealously
for the years that follow.

Our production and merchandising organizations have
been given unlimited room for wider flexibility of act-
ion. No fetters have been imposed on either. We are int-
ent on producing and acquiring product and marketing and
mercahdising it to the full advantage of ourselves and
our exhibitor customers. We are more active than ever in

our search for boxoffice properties, and for important
independently made pictures.

To this end I have made many trips to our Studio
this year. In fact, I believe I have spent more time in
Hollywood in 1958 than in any year in the past. I can
now report that these trips have been fruitful and have
been climaxed by the finalization of several very impor-
tant projects during the past weeks. Many others are in
their final stages of negotiation and will be announced
in due course. Not only were my west coast visits devoted
to discussions with Studio executives on plans for acc-
eleration of the Paramount production program, but I
also examined and analyzed a group of other outside pro-
duction projects that have the potential entertainment
value qualifying them for inclusion in the Paramount
program.

(At this point. Mr. Balaban examined individ-
ually all of the picture properties you will
find on subsequent pages of this issue.)

The faith in the future of the industry I have ex-
pressed on behalf of Paramount and for myself is, I need
not remind you, a truly profound one. So deeply do I be-
lieve that our industry will attain greater stature and

prosperity than it had ever enjoyed, that I have asked
leorge Weltner, Paramount Pictures' vice-president in
charge of worl sales, personally to take my message of
faith and confidence to the far comers of the United
States and the world.

Mr. Weltner will meet with company executives and
personnel in all our U.S. and Canadian divisional off-
ices, in the Far East, in Latin America, and in Europe.
These are to be enlarged meetings, to include exhibitors,
nembers of the press and other opinion makers, persons
*hose dedication to the strengthening of the motion pic-
ture industry is indispensible.

Our message, including the information that we will

support all future productions with
promotion of unprecedented proport-
ions in every possible manner, will
be carried in turn by local Paramount
executives to every by-way of their
respective territories.

I should also like to report at
this time that Paramount has a num-
ber of unusual devices that we are
confident will make substantial con-
tributions to the merchandising of
our company's product. We know that
the exhibitors of the world are
alert to the important need at this
time for selling and promotion ideas
that rise above the standard and
routine. They want ideas (see P.5)
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A Special Issue
This is a special and rather extraordinary issue of

Paramount World. It is dedicated to President Barney

Balaban's epochal statement of Paramourt's film production

plans, the details of that statement, and the carrying of the

president's statement to all parts of the world by George

Weltner, vice president in charge of world wide sales. All
other regular departments of the publication have been susp-

ended for this issue. They- will be resumed and coordinated

with the October and November issues, which also will carry

reports on Mr. Weltner' s world meetings.

Af f i rmat ion of Faith
FFIRMATION OF FAITH is a serious point of
arrival, whether in a project, an individ-
ual life, or a business.

It expresses a wholly sincere conviction
of belief in all that shall follow.

It is taken in this spirit by all in the
Paramount organization who have been thrilled
and heartened by the unequivocal statement of
our President's complete faith in the future
of the film industry in general and our Para-
mount company in particular.

In a way it is like getting that precious
'second wind'; or like feeling the security of

a vehicle's ratchet brake which locks against
a receding movement and assures a forward
progression.

Above all, this particular affirmation of

faith by Mr. Balaban not only allows us to
know where we are, and where we are heading,
but our president has implemented his state-
ment by naming and listing, not merely numeri-
cally but by actual titles and particulars,
the very vital productions that are the instr-
uments of our progress.

He has also wisely called attention to
the established fact that we have had periods
of great stress before, and that even though
we are breasting our way through the present
one with the moral support of the finest line-
up of solidly made and substantial entertain-
ment films, we still are not around the comer
to prosperity yet. He has made very clear that
having great films is not enough: there is a
partnership participation which has to be
consummated, and that until we have sold and
distributed and merchandised these great new
films to the very limits of our physical re-
sources, we will not have fully discharged our
responsibilities.

For there also exists an affirmation of
faith on our part as well - an affirmation of

### The product Information contained in this issue of Paramount World is
intended solely for information purposes, and in no sense is to be consid-
ered official advertising for the productions themselves: especially with
respect to official billing requirements, the majority or which have not, in
any event, been set yet.

Paramount World
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corporation,

1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, USA. Issued by and for

members of the Paramount organization around the world who

believe in the entertainment appeal of their product and in

the business future of their company.
- Albert Deane , Editor

Volume U, Number 9 September, 1958

the faith that was reposed in us when the

enormous responsibility incurred by Mr. Bala-

ban and his immediate executive associates was

undertaken with the making of these new films.

We must, and we shall, do our uttermost

best with the great responsibility entrusted

to us.
@@@@@

HOWMANSHIP AND THE MAKING OF MONEY have
one big and important factor in common— hard work. In neither case is there

an easy way, a short cut, especially is the
end result is to be a lasting one, a thing of

permanence. Of course there are times when the
elements can be considered favorable. In the
showmanship sense this happens to be, when,
for instance, the items to which the showman-
ship is to be applied are productions of the
calibre of those you are about to find in this
Paramount announcement.

However, there's a reason for this. The

pictures herein listed have their own built-in
showmanship. They were conceived by showmen,
have been produced by showmen, will be sold
and distributed by showmen, and their present-
ation to the world will be aided and guided by

skilled showmen.
However, the job doesn't end with a pat

announcement. These productions brought forth

in an affirmation of faith represent every-
body's business.

Everybody is going to have to pitch in

and get them to the attention of the most fans

in history; get them into the most theatres in

history; and have them produce a torrent of

returns that can make possible the creation of
an endless supply of top calibre showmanship
films.

This month it is four years since Cecil

B. DeMille set forth to commence actual filming

of "The Ten Commandments" in Egypt and Sinai.

It is two years since the great film had its

first public exhibition. Yet even today the

great potential of this towering motion picture

has been barely scratched. We expect our col-

umns to go on reporting the unprecedented ach-

ievements of Mr. DeMille 's enduring masterwork
for more years than most of us will remember.
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EORGE WELTNER, whose dynamic sales adminis-

tration has carried him to the heights of

vice-president in charge of world-wide

sales, has made many journeys into the far parts

of the globe. He has circled the world on other

occasions, and has logged more air miles than

perhaps 95% of the world's travelling executes.
But never before in his almost 38 years of

Paramount service has

Mr

.

Weltner 1 s

Trip Schedule

Sept. 25 TORONTO

" 29-30 NEW YORK

Oct. 2-3 LOS ANGELES

" 9-12 TOKYO

" 13-16 HONG KONG

" 16-19 SINGAPORE

" 19-22 BOMBAY

" 23-25 ISTANBUL

" 25-Nov .1 ROME

Nov. 1-5 PARIS

" 5-10 LONDON

" 15 Arr. NEW YORK CITY

he undertaken a journ-
ey of such paramount
importance. And never
has he been better arm-
ed with the tools that
make our business poss-
ible.

Beginning with the
initial meeting in Toronto,Sept

.

25 , and continuing through those
in New York (29-30) and Los Ang-
eles (Oct. 2-3), Mr. Weltner will
be an envoy extraordinary in
proclaiming Paramount's affirmat-
ion of faith in the future of the
meetings clear around the world.

The basic meeting points are indicated in the schedule on this
page. At these places, Mr. Weltner will duplicate in every sense the
spirit and substance of the inaugural meeting. All Paramounteers in
charge of territorial areas will convene, as will principal exhibitors
and outstanding members of the press. A vital section (Turn to Rage 31)

Paramount President Barney Balaban entrusts
to George Weltner. World-wide Sales Manager,the
vital mission of informing Paramount personnel,
the world press, and the world's top exhibitors,
of Paramount's affirmation of faith in the
future of the motion picture. Mr. Weltner carries
with him the full details of the greatest prog-
ram of entertainment pictures ever announced by
a single film company.

motion picture in a pattern of

A Mission of
Paramount Importance

BARNEY BALABAN'S AFFIRMATION OF
FAITH IN FILM INDUSTRY'S FUTURE
IS ENTRUSTED TO GEORGE WELTNER
TO BE CARRIED AROUND THE WORLD.

BARNEY BALABAN'S AFFIRMATION OF
FAITH (Continued from Page 3)

that accept the challenge of the time.

In this connection, by way of illustration
let me say that Paramount has undertaken to
prepare an elaborate manual. presentation of
merchandising ideas which will be printed in
many languages and distributed to exhibitors
throughout the world.

Paramount Pictures believes firmly in the
importance of and need for the industry-
sponsored "Business-Building Program." Yet, I

must qualify this expression of belief. The
high objectives of such an effort can only be
realized if solidly backed up by product —
f
ood product. On tnat score. Paramount is
elivering l

Although we wish the Business-Building Pro-
gram a constructive and effective life , this
effort of course is not the exclusive respon-

sibility of any single company. However, we at
Paramount re-state our determination to con-
tinue our intensive activity looking to the
production of topflight pictures in our own
all-out effort to support the Business-Building
Program.

It has been quite some time since you gent-
lemen and I have met for a conference. We have
with us today also a number of other Paramount
executives - Adolph Zukor, George Weltner,Paul
Raiboum, Jerry Pickman and Russell Holman -
and this might be a good time for us to attenpt
to answer any questions concerning Paramount
that you may have had in mind.

Before we begin, however, I would like to
call upon Mr. Zukor - who in his 86 years has
survived more crises in our industry and the
world than he could care to recall - to make
any observations he might wish.

(Some of Mr. Zukor 's comments are
printed on Page 38)

.
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"....The motion picture never will relinquish its long held
place of leadership in the broad sphere of entertainment "

- Barney Balaban

BEGINNING ON THE

OPPOSITE PAGE IS

THE PRODUCT STORY

AFFIRMING

PARAMOUNT'S FAITH

IN THE FUTURE OF

THE MOTION PICTURE
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THE BUCCANEER
IN HIS BY NOW CELEBRATED statement

to the press, Mr. Balaban had this to

say of "THE BUCCANEER";

"....Let me read to you portion of
a preview report issued by a major
motion picture circuit following a
public ’sneak' preview:

"A highly commercial picture. .cards
of the rave variety. . .This lavish re-
make of the earlier DeMille picture is
superior to the original in cast, story
ana production values. This new picture
is an expansive production in the
DeMille tradition which producer Henry
Wilcoxon and director Anthony Quinn
have tailored more to the public
taste."

The eyes of Cecil B. DeMille
that have guided the making of

70 great Paramount pictures in

more than 46 years, were on the

making of "THE BUCCANEER" from
start to finish.

BRYNNEK, BLOOM and BOYER are three

of a quartette of stars who lend box-
office stature to this swashbuckling
saga of sea, piracy and romance. Com-
pleting the stellar quartette is
Charlton HESTON (below).

Quotes from the

’’Buccaneer” Cards
Here are simple statements of fact from

the cards turned in by viewers at the previews
of "The Buccaneer" at Salt Lake City and Long
Beach, California:

....It kept me so enthralled, I didn't
even hold my girl's hand. .. .Fabulous 1 The
most fast-moving show for ages....This
picture rates with the 10 best of all
time. .. .Excellent portrayal of history.
Need more like it to appreciate our
heritage. .. .An Oscar for Heston I'd
like to see Brynner in more roles with
hair. He is really very handsome with it.
I would like to see more movies that are
so magnificent I have been going to
movies since I was five and have seen most
of the greatest pictures produced. I can
honestly say that this is one of them
The type of picture you don't like to see
come to an end.... Am certainly going to
see it again when it's released. . .Wonder-
ful, authentic, wholesome, exciting adven-
turous entertainment Brynner snould
keep the hair: he was definitely all man..
....Quinn deserves a dozen Oscars. . .Great
talents of Yul Brynner and Chariton fleston
hypnotic The two girls - Claire Bloom
and Inger Stevens — were wonderful
Terrific adventure show. Done in the great
DeMille style. Wilioxon should have a won-
derful career as a producer. . .Positively
will see it again when it is regularly
released.

RIGHT

The heroic dash of the
Kilties at the Battle of New
Orleans is a spellbinding high-
light of "The Buccaneer.'' Tne
picture abounds in spectacular
action throughout.
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A MISSION TO COVER THE WORLD

World-wide Sa].e3 Manager George Weltner
indicates the international scope of his
journey by pointing to Tokyo, one of the
sales focal spots, with him, reading to the
right, are: Jerome Pickman, Hugh Owen,
Sidney G. Deneau and James E. Perkins.

PRESENTATION OF PRODUCT

WILL BE DELIVERED TO THE

INDUSTRY ON A BASIS OF

COMPLETE GLOBAL COVERAGE
World-wide Sales Manager George Weltner' s mission of carrying President

Barney Balaban's product message to the world will in every essence be one of

world-wide scope. Nothing quite like it has ever been seen before within our

industry. Without going into multitudinous details, here are the essentials:

Mr. Weltner will inaugurate the series of meetings in Toronto, Canada,

with General Manager Gordon Lightstone as the local host. Following this meet-

ing, the Canadian managers will depart for their respective branches and pro-

ceed to hold local staff meetings, with exhibitors and press present. This, in

essence, is the pattern for local meetings.

Next major meeting will be held in New York City, with Eastern Sales Mana-

ger Hugh Owen as host. This will be on September 29-30, with of course all top

exhibitors present. In the radial pattern, local district meetings will be

held in Boston, Philadelphia and Atlanta, and from these points the Division

Managers will hold branch meetings in their respective branches.

The same pattern will be applied to the Western area, with Western Sales

Manager Sidney G. Deneau hosting the Los Angeles meeting on October 2-3. Then

there will be Divisional meetings in Dallas and Chicago, and the Division
Managers will carry the messages to the branches in a planned series of branch

meetings, with of course all prominent exhibitors present in every instance.

The pattern then will be carried overseas, with focal-point meetings in

Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Bombay, Istanbul, Rome, Paris and London. In the

assembling of delegates and representatives, no Paramount area of the world is

to be overlooked. Every Paramounteer will have a representative at one of the

meetings, and at the earliest possible moment will be informed directly of the

Paramount product story. All overseas meetings, and their related sub-meetings,

will have exhibitors and influential press representatives present, so that the

important development which has inspired this important innovation in the
dissemination of good news, will in every way serve the best possible purpose.



FROM GUN HILL

KIRK DOUGLAS

ANTHONY QUI NN

EARL HOLLIMAN

CAROLYN JONES
and Direction

by
JOHN STURGES

(Above) The Marshal,
played by Kirk Douglas,at
long last has his prison-
er, played by Earl Holli-
man.

At right

The moment of the crime
for which the young man
pays with his life - the
rape of the marshall's
young wife by the son of
his lifelong friend.

LEFT
The toughest,trigger-

finger arrest in the long
and hair-raising history
of the screen. In fact,
this Hal Wallis production
is the most razor-edge

,

tense and taut drama of
the West in our long and
thrill-etched memory.

The world's box-offices still are
reverberating to the thumping success
of "Gunfight At the O.K. Corrall."
Never a man to let success alone, Hal
Wallis has lavished even more show-
manship on "Last Train From Gun Hill"
and has come up with the all-time
great dynamic drama of the West.

(We have published the above nos-
talgic scene from "Gunfight" just
to nave it as a take-off spring-
board for "Last Train From Gun
Hill.")

LAST TRAIN
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GREAT AUTHORS ARE

SHARING IN PARAMOUNT'S
AFFIRMATION OF FAITH
IN MOTION PICTURES

DR. HAN SUTIN

Wrote an international
success - "Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing" - which had

an international success as a

motion picture.
Her newest book, "The

Mountain Is Young," is now
destined to become one of the

greatest Paramount pictures of

all time.

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

One of the greatest cont-

ributors of literary successes

to the screen in all the his-
tory of motion pictures. His
contribution to the present
array of Paramount product is

"Summer and Smoke." Above he

is glimpsed with director
Daniel Mann during the making
of "The Rose Tattoo."

The World’s Greatest Story-tellers
have added their talents to Paramount’s
at i

i mat i on of faith to make this the

film industry's most shining array of

entertainment product. Below are a few

of these great writers.

-

THE
MoUNTAIN

IS

YOUNG
A Novel

HAN SUYIN
author of A ,WA\Y SPlENDPRfP THINC

x r

THE WORLD OF

SuS’E
WONG-
a novel by

Richard Mason

FOUR of the world's great

contemporary novels which are

emerging as great contempor-

ary Paramount pictures
•' nm m ii t
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Co-Starring

SOPHIA LOREN
and
ANTHONY QUINN

A Warm, Tender,
Endearing Film
of a Love that
Vanquished Sad
Memories

-JHHHHHHfr

THE BLACK ORCHID
WRONG LOVE MADE HER GLOOMY — Right Love

made her gay. That's the dramatic transition
that Sophia Loren makes in this passionate drama

of a fine woman who almost lost the art of
happy living.

VENICE - Sophia Loren with the celebrated
Volpi Cup after having been adjudged the Great-
est Actress of all the world's entries, for her
brilliant performance in "The Black Orchid."

World’s Best Actress...
At the Venice Film Festival, on September

7th, Sophia Loren was awarded the Volpi Cup as
"Best Actress" on the basis of her performance
in Paramount's "The Black Orchid. Reporting on
the event, General Manager Pilade Levi in Rome
cabled New York:

LOREN AWARDED VOLPI CUP FOR BEST ACTRESS
PERFORMANCE. PUBLIC REACTION AND ACCLAIM
TERRIFIC.
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK

Will make a major contribution with "No

Bail For the Judge."

CARLO PONTI and MARCELLO GIROSI

(5th and 6th from left) during a con-
ference on "The Black Orchid." They have

since completed "That Kind of Woman," and
will make "Heller With A Cun," "Blaze of
the Sun" and "Two Women," all with Sophia
Loren.

PINO DE LAURENTIIS

Has followed "War and Peace" with the
magnificent, stirring and spectacular

"Tempest" - one of the mightiest pictures

ever made anywhere in the world.

P R 0 D U C E R S

and 0 i R E C T 0 R S

Stars and stories of themselves do

not make great pictures. There must be

practical producers and discerning dir-

ectors. Paramount has assembled a fine

array of both for its new program, as a

look below will indicate.

HAL WALLIS
- and partner, Joseph Hazen,

have a number of great ones in

Paramount 1 s new array of product.

mount's array of great films.
An early one will be Jerry
Lewis' "Don't Give Up the Ship."
Wallis' "Last Train From Gun
Hill" already is completed. He
has Tennessee Williams' "Summer
and Smoke" in work, also anoth-
er Jerry Lewis comedy.

WILLIAM PERLBERG and GEORGE SEATON
Co-producers of many rememberable hits

will contribute "But Not For Me," "The Rat
Race," "Carnet Du Bal," among others.

NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN FRANK

Their production of "The Trap" is al-
ready completed. They are about to begin
"Thirteen Sinners," segments of which will
be filmed in many parts of the world.

Left

Jurow and Shepherd, with a string
of independent hits to their credit,are

already in the course of producing The

Fabulous Showman , epic picturization of

the life and career of the 'Fabulous'
P. T. Bamum.
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THE TRAP
Starring

RICHARD WIDMARK
TINA LOUISE
EARL HOLLIMAN
LEE J. COBB

THE HANGMAN

ROBERT TAYLOR comes to the Para-
mount lot before starring in "The Hangman."
He will be co-starred with Tina Louise,
Lee J. Cobb and Earl Holliman in this Frank
Freeman, Jr. Production based on a story by
Luke Short.

Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
have expertly teamed Richard Widmark,
Lee J. Cobb, Tina Louise and Earl
Holliman in this electrifying, tense
action drama of an off-beat lawyer
whose home town proves to be a hell-
hole he didn't bargain for. Panama
has directed the taut action-drama.

DEFINITELY ONE OF THE
ACE THRILLERS OF THE
UPCOMING SEASON

iUUUUUC
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ROTTERDAM - Masterful display by

the Arena Theatre transformed an en-

tire neighborhood, and resulted in

really fabulous business for the

great Cecil B.DeMille production.

GRAVENHAGE, Netherlands —- Great
Metropole Palace of the Tuschineki
organization became a mighty symbol
of "The Ten Commandments" when the
Cecil B. DeMille production opened
there to a towering success.

ANTWERP, Belgium - A new all-time

record for the Rex Cinema has been

achieved by "The Ten Commandments."

The magnificent theatre front here

shown because nationwide news after

the picture opened to outsold reailta.

WORLDWIDE MIGHTINESS
OF "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"
CONTINUES UNABATED

$$$$$$$$$$
No announcement of new product

could be considered complete without a

few words on the current status of the
mightiest motion picture ever created.
From an avalanche of news and informat-
ion pouring in from all parts of the
world we have selected the representat-
ive items on this page. They surely are
indicative of the fact that Mr.DeMille'

s

towering production gains still greater

NOTE
We have a

veritable wealth
of "Ten Command-
ments" news and

pictures avail-
able for the next

several issues.

Just be patient

1

stature every day.

Helsinki
and Quito...

Two more world capitals
have been added as 'triumph

spots' on the global map of

"The Ten Commandments." They
are the capitals of Finland
and Ecuador. This is the cable

from Helsinki relayed via
Paris

•

OPENING "TEN COMMANDMENTS"
HELSINKI CAN EASILY BE
ADDED TO LONG LIST OF
TRIUMPHS. EVENING SHCWS
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
SOLD OUT. UNPRECEDENTED
VOLUME ADVANCE SALES FORE-
TELLS BIG SUCCESS.

- MICHAUD

IHHk

In Quito, a showing of
the great film to His Excell-
ency the President of Ecuador
inspired the following cable
from him to Mr. DeMille:

I APPRECIATE YOUR KIND TELE-
GRAM ASKING ME TO PRESIDE AT
THE SHOWING OF "THE TEN COMM-
ANDMENTS...! CONGRATULATE
YOU SINCERELY. I HAVE ADMIRED
THE FORMIDABLE TECHNICAL AND
ARTISTIC MERITS OF YOUR PIC-
TURE AND I HAVE APPLAUDED ITS
MAGNIFICENT SPIRITUAL BACK-
GROUND WHICH IS THE REAL
VOICE OF ETERNAL TRUTH AND
GOOD. IN THIS AGE IN WHICH
MANKIND FORGETS THE TABLETS CF

THE LAW OF GOD TO VENERATE
THE GOLDEN CALF YOU ARE REM-
INDING THE WORLD OF THE PATH
OF TRUE LIBERTY AND OF THE
TRUE DIGNITY OF MAN. PLEASE
RECEIVE MY BEST WISHES FOR
YOUR HAPPINESS.

-Presidents Ponce
Enriquez.

UNLIMITED APPEAL IS KEY TO SUCCESS

SYDNEY, Australia - This page from

The Film Weekly shows the wonderful
use made here of the special trains
to bring patrons into the city. In

this case, the Prince Edward Theatre
(now in its 29th week) was the benef-
iting house.

The trade paper story also tells
of Catholic groups approaching Para-
mount for permission to have the film
shown to selected groups. This was

f
iven. Approval also has been granted

y the State's Education Department
for the pupils of all schools to see

"The Ten Commandments" during school
hours. However, Paramount is not tak-
ing advantage of this permission to
boost the city runs of the film, but

will make it available to suburban and

country exhibitors for subsequent en-
gagements.

This will give exhibitors (accor-

ding to the trade paper story), seme

4,431 schools and 714,981 pupils as

certain admissions, over and above

the enormous adult patronage the pro-

duction will certainly draw.
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i

A cast of true international imp-

ortance has brought to spectacular
reality in this Dino ^e Laurentiis
production a flashing chapter in 18th

Century Russian history. Starred are:

VAN HEFLIN SILVANA MANGANO
VIVECA LINDFORS GEOFFREY HORNE
OSCAR HOMOLKA HELMUT DANTINE
AGNES MOOREHEAD ROBERT KEITH

E
S
T

TEMPEST

VAN HEFLIN «S PERFORMANCE
AN ALL-TIME GREAT...SURE
OF ACADEMY AWARD ATTENTION

Messrs Barney Balaban (at
right) and George Weltner con-
gratulating Dino Do Laurentiis
on his tremendous courage and
vision at the time he commenced
production on "Tempest."
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GORDON LIGHTSTONE

General Manager of

Paramount Film Service of
Canada, who will host the
meeting in Toronto, first
of George Weltner' s world
wide meetings on the new
Paramount product.

Matchless
"Matchmaker”
The Matchmaker," Para-

mount's Joyous comedy co-

starring Shirley Booth
and Anthony Perkins, goes
for its 8th week at the

Little Carnegie Theatre
in New York as we go to
press.

The Carnegie's capac-
ity business has contin-
ued unabated, and the
production or the late Don
Hartman has proven to be
one of the most successful
films ever to play the
noted New York cinema.

Just another instance
of Para]&OUnt success in
Nineteen Fiftyeight.

ASSOLUTA DEC I S I ONE Dl PRODURRE
DEI FILM CHE CREERANNO UNA NUOVA
E PIU’ GRANDE PARAMOUNT

*********
Questo numaro di Paramount World i fbrse il plu impartante che abbiate mal

lotto in quanto eaao segno une svolta vitale nella storia della nostra Case. Infettl
68so annunzie a voi, ad al mondo intero, che l'organizzazione Paremount a detarminets
a pronta a dadicare tutti i propri afarzi alia produzione dalle m*gliori pellicole
che siano mai usdte dal suoi studl

.

II nostro presidents Barney Balaban ha chiaremente espresso quests determlna-
zione in una sua di chiara zione riguardo ai futuri piani e propositi della Paraaount.
In tale di chiarazione

, egli ha non solo asserito fernemente e inaquivocabilmante che

il fine precipuo e fondementale della Casa Paramount b quello di produrre una continua

serie di grandi pellicole per i cinematografi del mondo, ma ha anche corroborate le

sue affermazionl nominando gli attuali film in via di realizzazi one a quelli di proa-
sima l8vorazione. Ha inoltre tenuto a mettere in chiaro che questo pro gramma non
verrd limitato ad un aolo anno, nd a due, me durerd per anni ed anni a venire.

E a rafforzare tali proponimenti ed impartire agli stessi un carattere pid
dlretto a petsonale, Nr. Balaban ha delegato Mr. George Weltner a farsl lnterprete del

suo messaggio partandolo personalmente a tutti i nostri uffici del mondo. La pertenza

di Mr. Weltner da Nuova York d fissata per il 29 Settembre, si cchd molti di voi non
solo leggeranno il messaggio di Nr. Balaban nelle pegine di questo numaro, me anche lo

sentiranno dalle viva voce dl Mr. Weltner. Cosf saprete con asaoluta certezza che

l'organizzazione Paramount b decisa 8 dedicarsi unlcaoenta alia produzione dal migliorl

spettacoli cinema tografici del mondo.

GEORGE WELTNER SERA PORTADOR DE

IMPORTANTE MENSAJE DE Mr. BALABAN

Sate ndmero da Paramount World ea indudablemanta el m2 a important* qua ha llega-
do a manoa del paramountista, pues sefiala un hito traecendente an la hietoria da nues
tra Compefila qua advierte al paramountista y a todo el mondo, qua se lntereaa por la
cinemetogrefla an general, qua la Paramount eatd dlapuesta, con inqoebrantable deter-
mlnacidn, a produclr las mejores pellculaa qua Jamie hayan salldo da au eatudio,

Nueatro presidents Mr. Barney Balaban express aata determlnael^n an au declare

-

ei<5n acerca da loa futuroa planes y prop<$altos de la Paramount. En au declaraci&i,
Mr. Balaban ratifies el prop<5eito da la Compaflla da continuer pxoduciendo laa mejores
pellculaa para loa teatroa del mnndo. Y no s<Slo ratifies eat* propSslto, sino qua nan-

done las pellculaa en visa da realizaeltfn y aquellas qua estln an plan de producclln,

Ademla, Mr. Balaban declare que eata propoaito no se limits a un afio, ai a doe, sino

que se extlend* a loa eBoe por vanir.

Para impartir mayor firmeza a eats declerecion y darl* un cardcter de mayor in-

tlmidad, Mr. Balaban ha delegado al aeBor George Weltner para que personalmente trans-

mits este important* menaaje a loa paramountista* alradedor dal mundo. La facha da sa-

lida de Mr. Weltner de Nueva York aatrf fijada para el 28 de setiembr*. Da aarta manara

loa paramountlata a tendrdn oportunidad, no bSIo da leer le deolaraeiln da Mr. Balaban

en eataa pdginaa, sino que tambiin podrdn escucharla an todoa sua datallaa da labioa

de Mr. Weltner. Repetimos una vez mis qua Paramount esti datermlnada, como tinieo pro*

pdaito, a produclr las mejores pellculaa que an al mundo se exhiban.

PARAMOUNT MOT EN NY STORHETSTID
***************

Detta nummer av Paramount World, kanske det allra viktigaste ni ndgonsin taglt

del av, markerar en betydelsefull vdndpunkt i vdrt bolags historia. Dess innehAll

g8r nfimligen klart,sdv&l fbr er som fOr vfirlden i bvrigt, att Paramount satt till

alia resurser fbr att fd fram en topp-produktion, den absolut bdsta i dess historia.

President Barney Balaban tillk&nnager i klara och tydliga ordalag den nya givens

mil och medel. Han inte bare understryker med skfirpa, att Paramount s forsta och frfim-

sta syfte fir att fortsdtta att gbra stora filmer fbr vfirldens alia biografer, ban ger

ocksd tyngd dt sitt uttalande genom att rfikna upp alia de nyheter vi har att fbrvfin-

(Tum to Page 28)
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GEISHA BOY IS BY ALL ODDS THE JUNNIEST, FINEST AND MOST HUMAN COMEDY

JERRY LEWIS HAS MADE IN HIS DISTINGUISHED FUNMAKING CAREER.

You >11 laugh with

JERRY LEWIS

marie McDonald

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
NOBU ATSUMI MCCARTHY

BARTON MacLANE
SUZANNE PLESHETTE
and the
LOS ANGELES DODGERS

" Paramount has a number of unusual devices that we
are confident will make substantial contributions to the merchan-
dising of our company's product. We know that the exhibitors of
the world are alert to tne important need at this time for sell-
ing a^d promotion ideas that rise above the standard and routine.
They want ideas that accept the challenge of the time. In this
connection, by way of illustration let me say that Paramount has
undertaken to prepare an elaborate manual presentation of merch-
andising ideas which will be printed in many languages and dis-
tributed to exhibitors throughout the world.

Barney Balaban

GEISHA BOY
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Paramount World

Carrying the

Word Forward
* *

Following the

meeting in Toronto,

Canada, where the

pattern was set for

carrying Mr. Bala-
ban’s message right

down the line to
every Paramounteer

,

meetings were sche-
duled for New York
and Los Angeles, and

in a chain right
around the globe...

HUGH OWEN
Vice President of

Paramount Film Distribut-
ing Company, and Eastern
Sales Manager, will host
the New lork City meeting

at which Mr. Weltner will

deliver Mr. Balaban's
production statement on

Paramount's faith in the

industry's future.

SIDNEY G. DENEAU

Western Sales Manager,
who will host the Los

Angeles meeting at which
Mr. Weltner will impart

Mr. Balaban's message on

Paramount's faith in the

industry's future.

AEUSSERSTE KONZENTR AT I ON AUF DIE

HERSTELLUNG VON FILMEN SCHAFFT EIN NEUES

UNO GROESSERES PARAMOUNT ****************
Die vorliegende Ausgabe der Paramount World ist vielleicht die wichtigste,

die Sie je gelesen haben. Sie stellt einen Wendepunkt in der Geschichte unserer
Firma dar. Sie gibt Ihnen und der Welt bekannt, dass Paramount sich ausschliess-
lich und von ganzem Herzen der Herstellung der besten Filme seit Bestehen der
Gesellschaft widmet.

Praesident Barney Balaban stellt diese Tatsache ganz klar in seiner Erklae-
rung heraus. Er hebt darin nicht nur besonders und eindeutig hervor, dass der
Sinn der Paramountorganisation nicht allein darin besteht, fortlaufend grosse
Filme fuer die Filmtheater in der ganzen Welt herzustellen, sondern er erhaer-
tet seine Erklaerung durch die Namhaftmachung einiger Filme, die zurzeit in Be-
arbeitung sind und anderer, die in Kuerze in Angriff genommen werden sollen.
Er betont ferner, dass es sich hier nicht um Richtlinien handelt, die nur fuer
ein oder fuer zwei Jahre Gueltigkeit haben, sondern vielmehr um Geschaef tsprin-
zipien, die fuer die Zukunft gelten sollen.

Und als einen weiteren Schritt, der gleichzeitig dazu dienen soil, die
neuen Prinzipien in einer hoechst wuenschenswerten und persoenlichen Weise
"Gestalt" werden zu lassen, hat Mr. Balaban Mr. George Weltner dazu berufen,
diese Botschaft persoenlich um die Welt zu tragen. Mr. Weltners Abreise ist
fuer den 28. September ab New York vorgesehen, so dass viele von Ihnen Mr. Ba-
labans Erklaerung nicht nur in dieser Ausgabe lesen, sondern sie persoenlich
von Mr. Weltner hoeren koennen. Es besteht daher keine Frage

,
dass Sie davon

Unterrichtet werden, dass Paramount als Organisation sich der Aufgabe - und
nur ihr allein - widmet, die besten Filme der Welt herzustellen.

I NTENS I EVE CONCENTRAT I E OP DE PRODUCTIE

VAN FILMS DIE EEN NIEUW EN GROTER

PARAMOUNT ZULLEN CREEREN.
****************

Dit nummer van Paramount World is zeer waarechi jnli jk de belang-
rijkste aflevering, die U ooit gelezen heeft. Het kenmerkt een vitaal
keerpunt in de geschiedenis van onze maatschappij . Het kondigt U,

alsmede de gehele wereld aan, dat de Paramount organisatie zich vol-
ledig, uitsluitend en oprecht zal wijden aan het vervaardigen van de

beste films in zijn gehele historie.

President Barney Balaban maakt dit feit kristal helder in zijn
uiteenze tting van de richtlijnen en doeleinden. Hij verklaart niet
alleen nadrukkeli j£ en onmiskenbaar dat het voornaamste grondbeginsel
/an de Paramount maatschappij is het vervaardigen van een onafgebroken
reeks grote films voor de theaters over de gehele wereld, doch hij
vult deze verklaring aan met het noemen van de films, die thans in

productie zijn en die, welke binnenkort vervaardigd zullen worden.
Bovendien stelt hij zeer duidelijk, dat dit niet slechts een beleid
voor een jaar of twee jaar is, doch een gedragslijn, die tot in de

verre toekomst gehandhaafd zal blijven.

En als een volgende stap, een die zal dienen om dit hele beleid

te "beschaven" in een zeer wenselijke, en persoonli jke ,
vorm, heeft

Mr. Balaban de Heer George V/eltner afgevaardigd om persoonlijk deze

boodschap de wereld door te dragen. Mr. Weltner vertrekt op 28 Septem-

ber uit New York, zodat velen van U niet alleen Mr. Balaban's bood-

schaip op de pagina's van dit nummer zullen lezen, doch deze ook uit

de mond van Mr. Weltner zullen vernemen. Zodoende zult U, boven alle

twijfel verheven, weten dat Paramount, als een organisatie, zichzelf

thans opgedragen heeft 's werelds beste ononderbroken reeks top-
entertainment te vervaardigen — en dat is haar enige doel.
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HOUSEBOAT

Billboard, the show-biz
newspaper that can be a real
'toughie' when it comes to
critiques, headed its review of

"Houseboat" with these words:
"'Houseboat' Floats on Sea Of
Laughs, Loren and Music." It

continued with this important
comment:

"Cary Grant and Sophia Loren
whirl thru this light comsc|r
in high style and in so
doing succeed in disproving
the old showbiz adage 'It's
murder to work with child-
ren,' Actually three kids,
Mimi Gibson, Peul Petersen
and Charles Herbert, add

T
uch to the proceedings."
They are shown above with
Cary Grant).

The review ends on this note:

"It's a highly enjoyable film
with good music, yocks and Lcrai

to gaze upon. What more can a
guy want?"

BELOW (right)

i'his scene
involving
Gary Grant
and Sophia
Loren, is in
Technicolor,
in Vista-
Vi sion, and
intense

Having quoted Billboard above, here’s
a nice assist from Variety:

The voyage of ’’Houseboat " is one
to a nearly extinct era in motion

g
ictures when screens and hearts
ubbled over with the warmth of orig-
inal family humor. Wholly new and
superbly lensed, it is, by all means,
a welcome return trip, captained by
Cary Grant who will have little
trouole guiding the Paramount film to
a welcome return at the boxoffice. . .

.

One of the best things about "HOUSEBOAT”
is that there really is a houseboat. And the
things that happen aboard this homely old craft
make for the best fun bounced off a movie
screen in more months than you can easily rem-
ember.

Chief ’bouncers’ of this fun are CARY
GRANT, SOPHIA LOREN and MARTHA HYER.

Cary is an old hand at funmaking and joy-
giving, but this is Sophia’s first real fling
at hilarity, and she comes through right merrily.

Nothing strikes a more optimistic note for
the future with greater zingggi than does this
happiness-filled "HOUSEBOAT."
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SOME- OF THE SCREEN’S TOP STARS

]

PARTICIPATING IN

PARAMOUNT’S AFFIRMATION OF FAITH,
These are not all the

sta

pro

be

eve

pr e

her

hi b

rs in the Par amoun
duct story. More w

added from day to

n while we are in

ss. But enouch are

e to satisfy any e

i tor , anywhere

.

SILVAVA MANGANO
- star of a host of

triumphs, now at her glittering

best in the mighty Dino De Laur-

entiis spectacle, "TEMPEST."

DANNY KAYE
- he'll really strike

a new note in a story that's

definitely 'different,' "THE

FIVE PENNIES."

RICHARD WIDMARK
- who gives another cf

his dynamic and unforgettable
performances in the tense ,tom-
adic,terrific thriller, "THE TRAP."

VAN HEFLIN
- an actor's actor of

the highest calibre , in the apex

performance of his career ,
his

characterization in "TEMPEST."

SOPHIA LOREN
-contributes Six (6).

"HOUSEBOAT," "THE BLACK ORCHID",

"THAT KIND OF WOMAN, " "TOO WOMDV
"HELLER WITH A GUN, ""BLAZE CFSUN,"

CLARK GABLE
- his "Teacher's Pet"

an international favorite,he
will win new laurels in "BUT
NOT FOR ME."

The fact that several of the pro-

ductions in this product line-up yet

have to be cast is an index to the

fact that the stellar line-up on the

two pages here shown will be multi-

plied in the next few months.

Si
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JEFF CHANDLER
- as a man of great

singleness of purpose in the

spectacular and thrilling "THUN-

DER IN THE SUN."

CARY GRANT and
SOPHIA LOREN

- seen as they charm

the whole wide world in the gay

and lively "HOUSEBOAT".

ROBERT TAYLOR
- who will star with

Tina Louise in the Y. Frank
Freeman production of "THE
HANGMAN."

CHARLES BOYER
- international favoi'-

ite, he gives undoubtedly his

top performance in the exciting

romance, "THE BUCCANEER."

KIRK DOUGLAS
- will be long remember-

ed for his magnificent role as

the sheriff in Hal Wallis' "THE

LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL."

JERRY LEWIS
- whose contributions to

Paramount ' s affirmation of faith
in the future include "GEISHA
BOY" and "DON'T GIVE UP THE SOP.*

A ,0N BRANDO
- brings his renowned

u .stry and world appeal to

£ unount in the highly excit-

i "GUNS UP1"

fl BRYNNER and

:: [RE BLOOM
- as they appear in the

4<| ry Wilcoxon production of
" ,!

S BUCCANEER."

U! J HAYWARD
- gay, glamorous

ni sassionate as the centre of

i and fury in "THUNDER IN
•H SUN."
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THE EXHIBITORS - SINEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY - LAUD COURAGE OF

BARNEY BALABAN
0000000000009998

EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE
HAVE RAISED THEIR VOICES
[IN PRAISE AND THANKS

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING UPON MR. BALABAN 'S STATEMENT

TO THE PRESS OF THE NATION, FORTHRIGHT EXHIBITORS EVERY-

WHERE VOICED THEIR PRAISE AND THEIR THANKS TO PARAMOUNT'S

PRESIDENT. BY WIRE, BY LETTER AND BY PHONE (and by many

personal visits), THEIR SENTIMENTS POURED INTO PARAMOUNT

HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK. WHAT WE GIVE YOU BELOW REPRES-

ENTS BUT A MINISCULE SEGMENT OF THE CONGRATULATORY BARR-

AGE:

EDWARD L. HYMAN voiced the sentiments of ABC-Para-

mount Theatres when he wired: "Your statement to the

press concerning the future plans of Paramount Pictures

was wonderful news. The production and release program
you mapped out must encourage even the most disheartened,
since it is not only concrete evidence of your faith and
confidence in the future of our industry, but also per-
mits us to look forward to more of the wonderful quality
product we have become accustomed to from Paramount Pict-
ures. You are entitled to, and I am certain you will
have, the commendation and applause of all in our indus-
try." From Boston, over the signature of MARTIN J.
MULLIN, this wire: "May I, on behalf of the Allied Thea-
tres of New England, composed of 200 outstanding theatres
here in New England, convey our thanks for your state-
ment. This is a reaffirmation of faith and confidence in
our industry for which we all thank you." From
Texas, over the signature of KYLE ROREX: "Exhibitors of
Texas are indeed pleased with your statement and pledge
their cooperation to substantiate your faith in our great
industry." HAROLD H. BROWN, speaking for United
Detroit Theatres Corp., wired: "Congratulations to you
and Paramount on your great forward step in announcing
your 1959 production schedule. We share your confidence
in the future of this business. We at United ^etroit will
do everything possible to make 1959 the big year for both
your company and ours." J. MYER SCHINE wrote to
Mr. Balaban from Gloversville saying, in part: "...It is
most encouraging at this time to know that your company
has 3uch boundless confidence in the future of this ind-

" I now urge that every member of this giant of an

industry face the future with confidence and relish for the hard
work ahead of us. Our new, greater prosperity is by no means
'around the comer,' and it could remain out of reach if we
failed to exercise to the full the business and artietic talents,
and merchandising genius that are ours.

- Barney Balaban

ustry that you are backing up your
convictions with this ambitious
schedule. As far as our circuit is
concerned, your expression of faith
in this business came at a most
propitious time, since just a month
ago we held a circuit meeting. At

that meeting we tried to instill in

the minds of our managers that
there was a bright future in store
for everyone who had faith in the
industry and was willing to put
greater effort into his job. I feel
that your company is now backing up
our predictions by releasing prod-
uct that gives added incentive and
stimulation to our organization, as
well as to the industry as a while.
Please be assured of our whole-hear-
ted cooperation and assistance.,.."

WALTER READE,Jr.". .1 need not

tell you how delighted we are that

you feel as we do, and wish to ass-
ure you of outstanding playing time

in outstanding theatres, and that

they are presented with outstanding
showmanship so that we can give you
outstanding grosses " From

COMMONWEALTH THEATRES OF KANSAS
CITY, ( sgd) RICHARD OREAR, this
message: "...The announcement of
Paramount's intention to produce
more pictures, and the announcement
of high budget pictures, is most
reassuring. Now as never before,the
people of our industry need encour-
aging words from its leaders. Please

accept our heartfelt thanks for this

expression of faith in the future of

our business...." From RINZLER AND*

FRISCH, of Randforce, Brooklyn,this
message: "All of us here at Rand-
force were thrilled and delighted
with your announcement. In these
troubled times the message of faith
and optimism is both encouraging
and inspirational. With leadership
of such calibre, the industry will
certainly go forward to solve its
ipany problems. Congratulations for
a continued flow of good product..."
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"
i

Marlon Brando, whose extraordinary acting
skill has found many screen outlets and brought
him many honors, turns now to a Western

„

It is "Guns Up!" and its electrifying
title is just what Brando’s talents need in
this internationally popular field of entertain-
ment.

Karl Malden, who was with Brando in both
"Streetcar Named Desire" and "On the Waterfront,"
is also in "Guns Upi"

Picture will be directed by Stanley Kubrick,
and produced by Pennebaker, Inc., Brando's own
organization.
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THE FILM INDUSTRY PRESS
HAS WHOLE-HEARTEDLY
ENDORSED BARNEY BALABAN'S
VISION AND COURAGE EDITORIAL.
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After 'Agonizing Reappraisal

Balaban Bullish On Pix Futu
New York, Aug. 26. — Barney Balaban uttered the most encour

words for the picture business heard from the Paramount pre
(who has a reputation for conservatism) in years.

We’re beginning to see the light,” said Balaban, on tbftjw*
D g(

Motion Pictures Are

Business of Para.

By Shertvin Kane

ERHAPS the most significant news

to come out of Barney Balaban’s

press conference, reported in

these columns yesterday, was the

« Paramount president’s unqualified as-

1 9 S y I * sertion that motion picture production

and distribution is and will continue

to be the company’s main business.

None of its corporate diversification

of recent years was undertaken with

the thought that it would supplant

motion pictures as the mainstay of

^Paramount, he told his questioners,

and even in the liquidation of what

were considered to be non-profitable

assets, the company turned the cash

realized into channels which strength-

ened its cash position.

By doing so, it improved its position

as a motion picture producer.

4..

JohnTlaxon will star in “To
(Continued on Page 4)
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Films’ Future In Theatres: Barney Balaban

By GENE ARNEEL

Noting that theatrical film grosses “have been

pretty fair” of late, Barney Balaban, the president

of Paramount Pictures declared:

"I sincerely believe that today the upswing

in the index of industry’s business is at hand.

We are on our way to a renaissance that can

dwarf all the others we have enjoyed following

economic dips. 1 now urge that every member

of this giant of an industry face the future with

confidence and relish for the hard walk ahead

Of us. Our new, greater prosperity is by no

means around the corner, and it could remain

out of reach if we failed to exercise to the
i
full

the business and artistic talents and merchan-

dising genius that are ours. .

The Paramount chief sat back, relaxed, in

New York office and uttered these and other ei

couraging words. Coming from a veteran with

reputation for conservatism, he waa in effect, sayni

the industry’s “transitional period” vU-a-vis vide

(Continued on page 18)

Months back, when Paramount dis-

posed of its British theatre leaseholds,

its newsreel operation, its New York

laboratory, its pre-1948 film library,

and other assets deemed unprofitable

or non-productive, many in the trade

inclined to the belief that Paramount

was definitely committed to a policy

under which motion pictures would

have a position of secondary import-

ance.

They cited the company’s diversifi-

cation, its enthusiasm for its Intema-I

:ional Telemeter interest, its numeric-

illy reduced production schedules.

Balaban’s statements of Tuesday

removed all grounds for such fears and

speculation.

•

It is Paramount’s strengthened cash

position, referred to above, which has

made possible the increased produc-

tion of top-quality films which Bala-

ban announced for 1959. It will be

the largest number of multi-million

dollar productions Paramount has re-

leased in any year since its 1950 di-
;

vorcement from its theatres.

And the company’s planning goes

well beyond 1959. “We have mo-

mentum now,” Balaban said, and we

intend to keep on going forward.”

So confident is he of the future,

that he predicts unmatched years of

prosperity lie ahead, not only for his

company but for the entire industry.

He is expressing that confidence in

the most convincing way a man can-

by acting in keeping with it.
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THAT!

IDKIN

MOF

WOMAN

This is the story of a woman of
many loves who hardly knew how to
handle the real thing when it came
along. Picture was filmed in its en-

tirety against the colorful back-
ground of New York City.

Starred are SOPHIA LOREN, TAB
HUNTER, GEORGE SANDERS, KEENAN
WYNN and BARBARA NICHOLS.

NEW YORK CITY HAS NEVER PROVIDED
A MORE GLORIOUS BACKGROUND (AND
IN COLOR) THAN IN THIS GAY ROMANCE
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" Our production and merchandising organizations have
been given unlimited room for wider flexibility of action. No
fetters have been imposed on either. We are intent on producing
and acquiring product and marketing and merchandising It to the
full advantage of ourselves and our exhibitor customers. We are
more active than ever in our search for boxoffice properties,and
for important independently made pictures....."

- Barney Balaban

Paramount Policy on

Showmansh ip

JEROME PICKMAN
Vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

,

and director of Paramount's advertising, publicity and exp-

loitation departments, will play a major role in merchandis-

ing the new Paramount product and in maintaining throughout

the industry the full force of showmanship.

....AS INDICATED IN KEYNOTE SALES
PRESENTATION ADDRESS BY WORLD-WIDE
SALES MANAGER GEORGE WELTNER

M Paramount can be counted on for

outstanding merchandising with particular

emphasis on pre-selling. The company's approach

to merchandising will be all-encompassing —

attractions from Paramount will be backed up

with momentum, with manpower, and with money.

Paramount merchandising efforts will be demon-

strated specifically and tangibly in support of

each and every one of this company's million

dollar-plus productions ti
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THUNDER IN THE SUN

Action romance of the great cav-
alcade across the nation to take the
grape industry to California. Told in

the time when a package of young vines

was much more precious than a human
life. But romance and passion fought
their battles just the same.

Starred are SUSAN HAYWARD, JEFF
CHANDLER and JACQUES BERGERAC.

We want one studio wire in Jthis

product announcement, and this is

it:

WE ARE GETTING A 'VERY BIG PICTURE
IN THIS SUSAN HAYWARD-JEFF CHANDEER
STARRER. AFTER VISITING LOCATION I

NEVER THOUGHT THEY COULD CATCH ON
FIIM THE MAGNIFICENCE OF THE GREAT
WESTERN PLAINS, THE GRUELLING DESERT
AND THE RAW MOUNTAINOUS VIRGIN
FOREST COUNTRY. BUT AFTER SEEING
ONE HOUR OF BREATHTAKING TECHNICOLOR

FOOTAGE, AM DELIGHTED TO REPORT
THAT THEY COMPLETELY CAPTURED THESE
SURROUNDINGS. SUSAN HAYWARD HAS
NEVER BEEN MORE ALLURING AND IS

MAGNIFICENT OPPOSITE JEFF CHANDLER,
'WHO iS GIVING A GREAT AND RUGGED
PERFORMANCE. ONE OF THE HIGHLIGHTS
WILL BE A MOST UNUSUAL HAND-TO-HAND
STRUGGLE BETWEEN A BAND OF INDIANS
AND THE BASQUE SETTLERS AGAINST THE
BACKDROP OF RAGING WATERFALLS AND
RAPIDS AND TOWERING ROCKY PEAKS.

THIS UNIQUE FIGHT IS PUNCTUATED BY
THE MOST EERIE BATTLE CRY, CERTAIN
TO BE PICKED UP BY EVERY KID WHO
HEARS IT. ADD TO THIS THE PERSONAL-
ITY OF JACQUES BERGERAC, WHO IS
GIVING THE PERFORMANCE OF HIS CAR-
EER. "THUNDER IN THE SUN" IS A
BIG, LUSH SWEEPING ADVENTURE WITH
A GREAT INTIMATE LOVE STORY AND
OUTDOOR BRILLIANCE REMINISCENT OF
"SHANE.

*

THE FABULOUS SHOWMAN
Pictured here are co-producers Martin Jurow

and Richard Shepherd completing the production
details on their filming of "The Fabulous Showman"
(The P.T.Bamum Story). Note that they already
have a completed script.

The story of Phineas T. Barnum is the
story of Show Business — and what better time
than now for telling it.

One of many things that you can be
certain about in this project is that the film
will be told through the medium of a completely
showmanship cast of stars and featured players.

CARNET
DU BAL

As told through tne medium of a Continental film
several years ago, this theme is a completely fascinat-
ing one. Skilled producers William Perlberg and George
Seaton will make an American version of Julien Duvivier's
fine production that will thrill all adult picturegoers.
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"His son has cost him
everything he has ever
achieved in his life

and new the son is deadj"

Anthony Quinn and Earl
Holliman in a dramatic
scene from the Hal Wallis
production, "Last Train
From Gun Hill." The great
film also co-stars Kirk
Douglas and Carolyn Jones.

VENICE - Sophia Loren
proudly holds aloft the

Volpi Cup, won by her
performance in "The Black

Orchid" as she leaves the
Cinema Palace of the
Venice Film Festival.

VENICE - Sophia Loren,

arriving at Treviso Air-

port for the Film Festi-

val (at which she won the

Volpi Cup as best actress

in all the world entries),

is welcomed by John B.

Nathan, General Manager

for Paramount in Contin-

ental Europe.
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PARAMOUNT MOT EN NY STORHETSTID
(From Page 16)

ta, filmer under inspelning och s&dana som kommer. Saratidigt fir Mr. Balaban angelfi-

gen framhAlla, att detta inte fir en linje som Paramount kommer att ffilja under ett el-
ler ett par dr, det fir ett program pd ldng sikt.

Som ett ffirsta steg pd den nya vfigen har Mr. Balaban uppdragit At Mr. George Welt-
ner att personligen och om man sA fAr sfiga i mere konkret form ffira det nya program-
mets talan. Den 28 September avreser Mr. Weltner frAn New York pA sin jordenruntresa,
varfbr mAnga av er.som i Paramount World lfiser Mr. Balabans uttalande, ocksA fAr hSra
de stora nyheterna frAn Mr. Weltner personligen. Ett fir sfikert, ni blir pA det klara
med att Paramount, som organisation betraktat, kan presentera v&rldens bfista underhAll-

ning - och mfirk vfil, bare den allra bfista.

LES EFFORTS DE PARAMOUNT SE CONCENTRENT
A VEC ARDEUR SUR LA PRODUCTION DE FILMS QUI
EN FERONT UNE SOCIETE JEUNE ET. GRANDE

C« numAro de Paramount World eat probablement l'un des plus important® qua tctub

ayez Jamais lus. II marque un tournant dAolslf dans l'hlatolre de notre SociAtA. II toub

annonce, A toub en partloulier, et au moods en gAnAral, que 1 'organisation frimmount eet

entiAreasnt et exoluslTemsnt consacrAe A la production des plus beaux spectacles olnAaa-

tographiquee depuls la naiBsanoe de cette Industrie.

Le PrAsident Barney Balaban a Anone A arec une grande clartA la politique et lee

buts de la coapagnle. Non seuleaent 11 dAclare arec insistence et sans contestation pos-

sible que le but essentlel et fondaaental de Paramount conslste A produlre une sArle de

grands files pour lea cinemas du aonde mals 11 donne Agalement la lists des films actuel-

lement en cours de toumage et de ceux qul sont en preparation. En outre, 11 a aJoutA

que cette politique n'est llmitAe nl A 1'annAe prochalne nl aux annAee qul vont sulrre

iamAdiatenent, mals qu'elle s'Atendra sur une trAs longue pArlode.

Et, pour aarquer sa position d'une manlAre encore plus nette et pour, en quelque

eorte "huaanleer" davantage la politique de la SoclAtA tout entiAre, Hr. Balaban a dA-

lAguA Mr. George Weltner, pour porter son message personnel A trarers le mende. Mr. Welt-

ner quitters New-York le 28 Septeabre, ai bien que beaucoup d'entre toub, non seuleaent

liront le message de Mr. Balaban dans ce numAro, aais l'entendront de la bouche asms de

Hr. Weltner. Ainsi vous saurez avec certitude que Paranount, en tant qu' orga nlsatlon,

est consacrAe A la production des neilleura files du aonde et que seul 1 'accompli ssement

de cette tAche lui importe.
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BUT NOT FOR ME

Producers William Ferlberg and
George Seaton have linked CLARK GABLE,
CARROLL BAKER, LILLI PALMER and LEE J.

COBB in a fascinating comedy about a

Broadway producer.
They have also given their prod-

uction the valuable directorial serv-
ices of Walter Lang, who has, among
other fine productions, the direction
of "The King and I" to his credit.

"....I need not remind you that today the industry is in its

most challenging transitional period - is tindergoing numerous

changes. Yet, I can tell you and our exhibitor customers quite

frankly that Paramount 1 s faith in the future of this industry is

stronger now than it has ever been...."

Barney Balaban to industry
trade press, August 26,1958
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TWO WOMEN
Starring SOPHIA LOREN, and

another great actress shortly to

be named, this Ponti-Girosi pic-

ture will be filmed in Italy in

the next few months, with George

Cukor directing. Based on Alber-

to Moravia's novel, it tells of

a mother and daughter forced to

leave Rome during the war to

seek food and safety in the

mountains. Both suffer great

hardship and make big sacrifices.

VAHE KATCHA

As you can see from the

cover of the book, this stems

from a French novel of striking

importance. It is the story of

three American soldiers off the

Korean coast faced with the pro-

blem of whether or not to kill

their Communist prisoner.

L’HAMEgON
roman

PLON

The Book

Thr i lied France

The Film Will

Thr ill the World . .

.

The Cast Wi 11 Make

Box-Off i ces Happy
Everywhere

!
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GETTING THE

ACROSS WITH

P E R M A N

PARAMOUNT MESSAGE
PUNCH, POWER AND

E N C E

George Weltner's transmittal of President Barney Balaban's affirmation

of faith in the motion picture to the world will not be a one-shot matter.

The message will be given personally by Mr. Weltner in each and every one

of the world capitals listed on Page 5 of this issue. But, more than this,

it will be carried to every Paramounteer everywhere in the world; and not

in part, or in sections, but in precisely the same form, and text, as

delivered by Paramount's world-wide sales manager.

In other words, the presentation has been developed in a permanent

form. The text is identical with Mr. Weltner's, and the punchy high-spots

are in slide form so that they can be projected before the audience in a

manner which will retain them in memory. In this way, audiences will be

made aware of the fact, as proclaimed by Mr. Balaban, that "WE ARE UNDER-

WRITING OUR FAITH WITH MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR PRODUCTIONS!" Also, that

"PARAMOUNT'S BASIC BUSINESS IS TO MAKE PROFIT PICTURES FOR THEATRES ."

There are many such statements in the presentation, all with point, and

all calculated to make Mr. Weltner's presentation an epochal event in

motion picture history the world over.

A Mission of

EiCiHoyQt importance
(Continued from Page 5) of the proceedings will be devoted to
a full briefing of the press on Paramount's plans, objectives
and product. The product details themselves will be projected
as a practical adjunct to Mr. Weltner's presentation. The dis
tribution of the present issue of Paramount World, with its
official information on the product, will also be a part of
every individual presentation by Paramount's world-wide sales
head.

In every sense, each presentation will be a forceful,
practical exemplification of the greater new Paramount which
has come into being through Mr. Balaban's widely recognized

affirmation of faith in the industry's future.
(We shall reserve the basics of Mr. Weltner's presentation
for our next issue as we would not wish any premature
divulgement of its details. At that time, also, we shall
again present the product - but compacted and brought
still more up to date by later casting facts).
We can, however, report that each meeting held under Mr.

Weltner's direction will in turn create its own network of
local territorial meetings. The same procedural technique will
prevail in these, and the same vital information will be
broadcast to all local Paramounteers. So, in the final analysis,
a^- Paramounteers

, all exhibitors, all important sections of
the press will be made aware, conclusively, of what Paramount
is, what Paramount has, and where Paramount is going.

Such will be, in the overall, the purpose and signific-
ance of Mr. George Weltner's mission around the world.
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A new and even more
wonderful DANNY KAYE
brings to glowing life
the real-life story of
Jazzdom’s immortal "Red’'

Nichols, and the magnif-
icent sacrifice he made
for a little girl.

This should defini-
tely be a picture to be
talked about importantly
at Academy Awards time.O

THE PICTURE WITH THE MOST HEART

YOU EVER SAW ON THE SCREEN

"Paramount is equipped and ready to lend its full force to
the upswing — it is ready and eager for the shoulder-to-shoulder
push to greater heights of prosperity and entertainment achieve-
ment "

- Barney Balaban

THIRTEEN
SINNERS

Based on "If I Had a Million," a

Paramount hit of 1932, this is to be

an omnibus-type picture, telling in

vignette form what happens to 13

people who suddenly receive great

wealth, Norman Panama and Melvin Frank

are producing it, and its very nature

calls for an all-star cast.
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GIRLS OF SUMMER
This Hal Wallis production will

be based on the play by N. Richard
Nash, creator of many 3tage successes.

The story concerns two sisters, one

30 who has been both mother and sister

to the other who is eighteen. They
find themselves in emotional conflict
when a self-confident man in his early

thirties walks into their lives.

THE JAT RACE
New York saw, and enjoyed,

Garson Kanin's romantic comedy
of the same name. Kanin himself
is doing the screen adaptation,
and William Perlberg and George
Seaton, with their renowned
skill, will bring it forth as
solid box-office entertainment.

THE JAYHAWKERS
What co-producers Norman Panama and

Melvin Frank are here examining is a set
model. It represents one of the major
sets of their forthcoming production of
'•The Jay-hawkers."

What is a 'Jay-hawker'?

Well, the picture will be a guerilla-
type drama of the Kansas plains following
the Civil War. It will tell of a prisoner
serving a life sentence who is offered a
pardon if he brings in a bandit chief... ..

After many dangerous adventures, our
jayhawker-hero completes the job
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Tennessee Williams has
given many great works to
the stage and screen
From our viewpoint, "The
Rose Tattoo" has been the
greatest to date But
now comes "Summer and
Smoke," already a stage
triumph, and destined to
be one of the most remem-
berable films of all time.

SMOKE
Producer HAL WALLIS will give

this great property one of his
traditionally powerful boxoffice
casts of sterling players.

HELLER WITH A GUN
teller’ is Sophia Loren, and where

she wields the gun is in California
the California of those red-blooded days
of 1849 when men were men. . .and women
made the most of it.

At right, with a portrait
of SOPHIA LOREN, is Director
George Cukor, who will make
the picture for Ponti-Girosi

.

(He also directed "Wild Is
the Wind".)

BLAZE OF THE SUN
The land that was Indo-China -

and is now Vietnam - is the setting

of this powerful French novel....The

fact that the novel has reached the

astounding number of 150 editions is

indisputable proof of its popularity.

This Ponti-Girosi production,

to star SOPHIA LOREN, will be filmed

in its actual locale. The story deals

with a doctor who flees France to es-

cape prosecution for the murder of

his wife.



0 BAIL FOR THE JUDGE
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, Alfred Hitchcock

makes a film that scares even him a little.

Yord is slithering through the "Hitch”
grapevine that "No Bail For the Judge" has
him quiwering just a mite as he reads the
script

.

Frankly, we can hardly wait to see it

ourselves.

As for the cast — can you ever recall
a Hitchcock film that was not perfectly
cast from the marquee and boxoffice stand-
points?

"NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE" will be no ex-
ception.

Next case, please!

DAVH) MBtatCK

SEVEN ACTS PIODUGIONS. INC 1 MANSflElD rtOOUCTlONS

th JOSHUA LOGAN ftOOUCTlON Of

THE WORLD OF

SuSiE WONG
A new play by PSUl 0SbOM
Ba«d on the novel by lnhonJ Mown

FRANCE WILLIAM

NUYEN SHATNER

0PEMSTUES.EVE.0CT.14

Mill OMRS MOW

BROADHURST THEATRE

RON
SARAH

MARSHALL

RANDELL
NOEL STEPHEN
LESLIE CHENG

1 by Joshua Logan

SettiRgs and Lifting by Jo Mielziner

Costmm designed by Dorothy Jeakins

THE WORLD OF
SUSIE WONG

We have illustrated the great
importance of the Joshua Logan play
based on Richard Mason's book. Play is
about to open and seems destined for
success. It tells of an English artist
who unwittingly moves into a Hongkong
brothel and falls in love with one of
the girls.

Picture will have a top-flight
cast in keeping with its importance.

THE WORLD OF

a novel by

Richard Mason

DON’T
GIVE

UP

THE

SHIP

Jerry has been promoted. He
is now an officer. Not a very
high officer, but one you sal-
ute just the same. He even gets
a ship — but he loses it. So
far as we know, nobody' loses
anything so spectacularly and
so completely as Jerry loses
this ship. Hal Wallis, who is
producing the picture, also has
to supply the ship that Jerry
loses. But don't worry, Hal has
a string on the ship. He doesn't
really lose it - but tens of
millions of fans are going to
lose their composure laughing
at the picture.

P.S. The Jerry we are ref-
erring to above is JERRY LEWIS.
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THE COUNTERFEIT
TRAITOR

» •••• •••• ••••
» —• ••••

Those countless thousands who have
read the book (and all of them are movie
fans) , know full well that truth in many
instances can be far more breathless
than fiction. And this book by Alexander
Klein is all truth, and pretty close to

home for a lot of Paramounteers.

The picture (which will have a fine
cast), will live completely up to the
statement on the book's jacket: THE
EXCITING AND AUTHENTIC STORY OF THE
ALLIES * GREATEST ESPIONAGE COUP OF
WORLD WAR II.

TUB NWW YORK TIMES. itvpAY, StfTtMttH It US

THE PLEASURE OF
HIS COMPANY

October playgoers in New York will be

gladdened by this play. Samuel Taylor and

Cornelia Otis Skinner have written it,and

skilled fi lmcraftsmen William Perlberg

and George Seaton are going to film it

with one of their customary superb casts.

A note of particular interest to Par-

amounteers is that Dolores Hart, charming

young Hal Wallis co-star of "Loving You"

and "King Creole," will co-star in the

play with Cyril Ritchard and Miss Skinner,

ee*.ee..ee..e«.. ee • • ee • • ee •

the Pleasure
of his company

A new oomety by

Samuel Taylor ond Cornelia Otis ShinneP

Walter AM
w>'k

George Peppard

Dolores Wart

i 4#« in«o •«* ifhM DonoM Ornslagcr

l wlvmm ttr Ed rib I load

>r«<M it* MrRltchflrd

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR THESE DATES BY MAIL HOW
Oil.r OIIT^

^ ^ ^ ^

Premiere Wed. Ive., Oct. 22

LONGACRE Theatre
220 West 4ith St., New York 36, N. Y.

0 NCW MAVCN. SMMrl TWlrt lei I Un « • BOtTOM. »
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THERE HAVE BEEN TWO

great "casting sensations"

in the last 40 film ye&rs.

The casting of "The

Mountain Is Young" will be

the Third.... It will be

press-stopping news all

over the world.

THE MOUNTAIN

IS YOUNG
Never before in film history has

a story of this type been filmed un-
der the very shadows of the Himalaya

Mountains - mightiest range of peaks

in the world.

(Below) Dr. Han at work at her
desk in Singapore, and (above) the
most prized novel of the year which
Paramount will film in its actual
locale, Nepal, with a dazzling cast
and bountiful production.

The bewitching magic of Nepal,the
most story-book of all the world's
countries today, will come beguiling-
ly alive in Paramount's fascinating
production of "The Mountain Is Young."

Mystery and enchantment seem to be
everywhere apparent in Nepal, locale
of Han Suyin's bewitching story of
how commonplace people react, in pur-
pose and in passion, to the spell of
Khatmandu.
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ADOLPH ZUKOR, the film

industry's top elder statesman, was

present at Mr. Balaban's press inter-

view, and at its conclusion was asked

some very pertinent questions. His sage

and salty comments made trade press

headlines also. Here are some of them:

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Today's rewards for the producers of the right pictures and

the superior showmen can be as great or greater than ever before

in the industry's history, Adolph Zukor told the press confer-

ence (as reported in Motion Picture Daily). "It's a showman's

paradise today," the industry's elder statesman declared. "Big

pictures today can bring out more people than ever before." In

speaking of the various crises through which the industry has

passed, he said: "I always believed that in spite of everything,

even the advent of television, that if you can give the public

good pictures nothing will prevent you from doing good business.

The public always smells out the good ones and will leave every-

thing, including their television sets, to go to see them. ..I am

convinced that we have a better future today than ever before,"

he 3aid. "And we at Paramount are fortunate in having a younger

generation with us that is enthusiastic and forward-looking....

History repeats itself," he added in connection with some of the

earlier crises. "We overcame adversity and went on to better

days. That's what Paramount is doing today."
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There is in Paramount's
Affirmation of Faith in the

Future, a tangible item

marked " D e,Vj_ 1

1

e Secret
Project.” It is tangible
because the project is act-

ually on paper; because it

is being treated in every
way as an upcoming motion
picture; and because it al-

ready has an aura of tower-
ing greatness surrounding
it.... A' hen the appropriate
time arrives, all will be

told. And it will be wond-

erful news!
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Paramount World

PARAMOUNT ! S AFFIRMATION OF FAITH MESSAGE

GOES OUT TO THE WORLD: GEORGE WELTNER

STARTS DELIVERY WITH NEW YORK MEETING OF

TOP INDUSTRY EXHIBITION PERSONALITIES

The series of great and heartening

Paramount messages, affirming stead-

fast faith in the industry's future,

began in Toronto, moved to New York

and Los Angeles, and then spread all

around the world. Our cover begins

the telling of this story, and from

here on you will find it throughout

this i ssue

.

At the Astor Hotel in New York, the very-

important and influential gathering of exhibi-

tors heard that an "unending stream" of big,

important, successful entertainment pictures

for all the theatres of the world was the goal

Paramount has set for itself in substantiation

of the affirmation of faith expressed recently
by Barney Balaban, president of the company.

This presentation of proof was made by George
Weltner, vice-president in charge of world
sales.

Paramount's future "is in the theatre with
you," Weltner assured the approximately 125

circuit executives and independent theatre ow-

ners. This was one of the more than 100 such

gatherings scheduled around the world by Para-

mount in order that Mr. Balaban's message might

reach every exhibitor as well as every Para-

mounteer. In the course of his message, which

was accompanied by colored illustrations on a

The Cover
George Weltner, vice-president in charge of

world-wide sales, glances to the screen at left
as he informs many of the nation's top exhibit-
ors of the details of .Pa r^mount's upcoming pro-
duct. Locale: Mew York '

3

Astor Hotel.

The sales group is located in Paramount's
3oard Room in Home Office, and comprises sales
heads of the cistern Division gathered under
the leadership of Vice-President of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. Hugh Owen, and also
Home Office executives. They are being address-
ed by George Weltner following the exhibitor
meeting. Clockwise around the table they are:

Gordon Bradley, Foster Hotard, William Holliday,
Fred Mathis, Eugene Jacobs, John Moore, Edmund
De3erry, George Weltner, Hugh Owen, Dan Houli-
han, Hugh Maguire, Henry Germaine, Donald Hicks,
Myron Sattler, Ulrik Smith.

In the rear, from left: Gasper Urban, Jack
Roper, Sam Sigman, Arthur J. Dun^e

,
Howard

Nicholson, Edward Chumley, Fred Leroy, Jack
Perley, Mike Weiss, Howard Smidt.

MEW YORK MEETING

Eastern Sales Manager Hugh Owen declares the meeting open
at the Hotel Astor, and speaks the introduction of World-wide
Sales Manager George Weltner. Those seated at the head table,

from the left: James H. Richardson, Treasurer; James E. Perkins,

President of Paramount International Films; Louis Phillips,

Paramount Pictures Vice-Ptesident and General Counsel; Barney

Balaban, President of Paramount; George Weltner, Vice-President

of Paramount Pictures; Adolph Zukor, Chairman of the Board of

Paramount; Paul Raiboum, Vice-President of Paramount Pictures;

Jerome Pickman, Vice-President of Paramount Film Distributing

Corp.; Russell Holman, Eastern Production Manager.

screen in rear
of him,Mr .Welt-
ner named by
title, subject
matter and cast
(where known),

30 big-scale
pictures for
1959. The news
was received
amid greatest
enthusiasm. And
despite the fact

that Mr.Welt-
ner,and Mr.

Owen who int-
roduced him,
were scheduled as the sole speakers, one of the

nation's top exhibitors, Harry Brandt, arose
and made a dramatic and deeply moving affirm-
ation of thanks to Mr. Balaban, and to Para-
mount, for the towering service they had rend-
ered to the industry at a climactic moment in

its history. Although completely unscheduled,
the speech was keyed to the very serious busi-

( Continued on Page 23)

The message on the screen at the
back of the picture concerns what is
expected to be one of the greatest
films of the next decade — "The
Mountain Is Young." This was one of
almost one hundred messages imparted
to the gathering: of exhibition execut-
ives at the New York luncheon held in
the Hotel Astor



Audience of exhibitors and Para-

mount sales personnel in the Ambassa-

dor Hotel, Los Angeles, as the product

was announced by George Weltner.

Western Sales Manager Sidney G.
Deneau addressing the Los Angeles
meeting. Reading to the right from the
speaker: Jerome Pickman, George Welt-
ner, Y. Frank Freeman, H. Neal East.

Advertising, Publicity and Exploi-
tation Director Jerome Pickman telling
the Western Paramounteers the extent
to which the new Paramount product is
to be backed by ace showmanship.

PARAMOUNT ' S

AFFIRMATION OF FAITH

IS NOW WORLD-WIDE

Reverberations of the success of

local meetings followed Mr. Weltner

by cable around the world. Earliest

that we know of was Eastern Division

Manager John Moore’s f rom-Boston-t o-

Tokyo cable, printed elsewhere this

i s s u e .

Then from Atlanta, South-east Division

Manager Gordon Bradley cabled Mr. Weltner in

Singapore: "Have just concluded most success-
ful product meeting conducted by Hugh covering
Mr. Balaban's affirmation of faith in future
of our industry. Enthusiasm of exhibitors and
press equalled your great NewYork meeting. The
South is going forward together for Paramount."

One thing most notable about thfcse messa-
ges, apart from their glowing enthusiasm, is
that they symbolize the truly international
nature of our organization. Registering Boston
enthusiasm in Tokyo, or Atlanta enthusiasm in
Singapore, has become normal procedure. In our
issue of next month, when the evidence of Mr c

Weltner' s meetings in the Orient, in Europe
and England, is displayed, we will again find
that registering Bombay enthusiasm in Dallas,
and Rome enthusiasm in Charlotte, likewise
have become normal procedure.

More than ever we are a world-wide organi-
zation, with objectives of concern to each and
every one of us.

Tokyo Toast to Success
In Tokyo, the first of Mr. Weltner' s international

luncheon meetings comes to a successful conclusion
with the traditional end-of-meal water toast. Offering
the toast was Mr. I. Mori, managing director of Toho
Co. Ltd. Shown in our picture are: Mr.K.Takamura
(partly hidden), director of Shochiku. Then Mr.S.Kido,
president of Shochiku; Mr. Weltner; and Mr.N.Metori,
general manager of Paramount in Japan.

We will have a full report on the Japan
meeting in next month's comprehensive cover-
age of the Affirmation of Faith meetings all
around the world.
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pjOXOFFICE, one of the foremost and most
^^authoritative trade paper voices in the

industry today, has paid us the high
compliment of basing an editorial on a show-
manship doctrine set forth in our issue last
month. Reproduced below is Boxoffice's editor-

ial from their October 6th issue:

P^Blood Transfusion'

Paramount’s product and merchandising

J meeting on September 29 in New York was, as

Harrv Brandt put it, a blood transfusion. It

gave a lift to the exhibitors present and, as one

theatreman expressed himself, “It’s one more

proof that television will have to take a back

seat.”
^

By that he meant that the product lineup for

next year, not only from Paramount, but from

all companies, looks like a world-beater and

that TV cannot compete with it. Take a look at

what 20th Century-Fox, Columbia, United Art-

ists, MGM and the others have on their 1959

dockets and you will see what we mean.

Here are some quotes from Paramount’s house

organ, Paramount World : *

“Showmanship and the making of money have ]

one big and important factor in common—hard

work. In neither case is there an easy way, a short

cut, especially if the end result is to be a lasting

one, a thing of permanence.”

“The job doesn’t end with a pat announce-

ment. These productions (Paramount’s) brought

forth in an affirmation of faith represent every-

body’s business.”

“Everybody is going to have to pitch in and

get them to the attention of the most fans in

history; get them into the most theatres in his-

tory; and have them produce a torrent of re-

turns that can make possible the creation of an

endless supply of top-calibre showmanship
films.”

That’s the tonic to cure the blues: A blending

of top product and promotion, vigorously

applied.

$)'
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line-up of product, became top priority news.

They took over the entire September issue, as

you will already have noted.

And so now, for October, we have a wealth

of branch news, edited to cover the time gap.

It has given us remarkably fine U.3. represen-
tation, and we thank all who cooperated so

splendidly in providing the news. We haven't

printed all that we received, but what you

don't find this month, you'll find next month.

We hope for a continuation of this fine

representation.

URING AUGUST the flow of news from the
[United States branches was magnificent.
The response to an appesl from headquart-

ers was overwhelming, and we were all set for
a September issue literally brimming with news
about Paramounteers and their personal activ-
ities and aspirations.

Then the unexpected happened. President
Barney Balaban's statement of faith in the
future, backed by our company's most wonderful

rp^EPORT FROM THE STUDIO ON,PRODUCT has it

that Mr. Weltner saw "Last Train From Gun
(*v

^*Hill" in Hollywood on his sales sweep
around the world and that he was "terrifically
impressed by the exciting Hal Wallis product-
ion." The picture has since been previewed to
a reaction best described as "sizzlingl"

®S
OZENS OF EDITORIALS, scores of telegrams
and hundreds of letters from exhibitors
have been scanned to select one expression

of satisfaction which best reveals the uplift
that the film industry received from President
Barney Balaban's affirmation of faith,and then
from the series of luncheon meetings inaugura-
ted by George Weltner. Our selection is a let-
ter from the Smith Management Company of Bos-
ton, written by Richard A. Smith to Hugh Owen
following the luncheon in Boston pictured
elsewhere. In part, Mr. Smith said:

"When Barney Balaban tells the world there

is a solid dollar return to be made in
large-scale motion picture production and
when he backs it up with a program of
twenty or more major pictures in one year,

those of us with substantial interests in
theatres can feel a tremendous new reass-
urance for our own future . solvency. Para-
mount and its customers will certainly
have their share of blockbusters out of

the large-scale program that has been an-
nounced, but more important to the exhib-
itor is the solid fact that another major
supplier is committed to quantity as well
as quality production and the long stand-
ing unbalance between supply and demand
of motion pictures seems to be righting
itself "
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PRODUCT
....Here is the new Paramount
line-up, as announced in last

month's issue, repeated in a

condensed "f o r m a t ,, M t , f t ,, t , t1 tt ,, lt tl ,,

THE BUCCANEER
Supervised by Cecil B. DeMille,

produced by Henry Wilcoxon and
directed by Anthony Quinn, this
towering, action-filled romance
stars Yul Brynner, Charles Boyer,
Charlton Heston and Claire Bloom.

"The Buccaneer" will
have its world premiere
in New Orleans on Dec.
11th . It will be a gala

®Y§Dl_iB_§ver^_way;^

THE TRAP
A Panama-Frank thriller that

stacks climax on climax. Starring
Richard Widmark, Lee J. Cobb, Earl
Holliman and that red-haired
siren - Tina Louise - here's real,
red-blooded excitement.

GEISHA BOY
Several authentic sneak prev-

iews have already established that
here is the funniest Jerry Lewis
comedy of them all. Jerry receives
ace support from Nobu McCarthy,
Sessue Hayakawa and Marie McDonald.

SUMMER AND SMOKE
It has been said that all of

Tennessee Williams' plays were but
dramatic exercises for the power
and pungency of "Summer and Smoke."
Hal Wallis is picking up the proj-
ect from this significant point.
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LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL
This thunderbolt of

passions stored to the
breaking point, then
exploded, has no yard-
stick for comparison
in screen history... It
is safe to say that you
will never forget Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn,
Carolyn Jones and Earl
Holliman after this
Hal Wallis 'sockeroo.'

HOUSEBOAT
What happens

when the girl
you've hired to
be a maid, can't
be l . .Cary Grant
finds out to his
great discomfort
when the maid is

Sophia Loren...

o

The nation is
already finding
out to its great
delight, also in
a picture made
solely for fun.

HARRY GUARDINO
(above), who scored
such a resounding hit
as Cary Grant's rival
for Sophia Loren in
"Houseboat," has been
signed to a 7-year
Paramount contract.
He had been signed to
appear with Danny
Kaye in "The Five
Pennies, now being
filmed, before the
new contract was neg-
otiated.

CARNET DU BAL

This great picture - one of
the greatest ever made - came to
the world a couple of decades
back, and was seen by a limited
audience throughout the world. It
is now to be remade in Hollywood
by George Seaton and William
Perlberg, not only for the benefit
of those audiences which appreci-
ated it earlier, but for the vast
legion of new generation picture-
goers who have come to the world
since then. It will have a superb
cast, matchless production, and
international appeal.

NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE

Alfred Hitchcock is
really a 'royal male'
when it comes to making
majestic suspense-films
about thoroughly fascin-
ating people... And the
'Judge' in this thriller
is someone in thic cate-
gory.... Just wait until
you see the calibre of
this film's cast.



Product which says: "There will
always be motion pictures for
the peoples of the world!"

THE MOUNTAIN
IS YOUNG

Han Suyin (at right) authored
"Love Is a Many Splendored Thing."
Her newest, "The Mountain Is Young,"
is a bookseller's bonanza. Casting
of film will be world-wide news.

THE HANGMAN
Robert Taylor's first for Para-

mount is a tense thriller. Lee J.Cobb
and Tina Louise are a couple of pow-
erful added punches. Taylor's is a
characterization such as takes you
back to William S. Hart for parallel
performance.

CAREER
Any stage property that has enter-

tainment packed into it, becomes a
target for the showmanship of Hal
Wallis. "Career" was a play last year
that Hal believes will make a wonder-
ful picture. And you may be sure of
the cast - if it's Wallis I

HELLER WITH A GUN
Sophia Loren has been proving of

late (and particularly in "Houseboat")
that she is capable of just about
everything in the line of characteriz-
ation. This time she's a poker-eyed
lass with a six-shooter - who really
gets what she goes after.



s The Happiest Product in the
Long, Long Life of Paramount!

THE BLACK
Two matters of

great power stand
out in regard to
this picture co-
starring Sophia
Loren and Anthony
Quinn — first, it
is a picture very
much concerned
with happiness...
and secondly, its

magnificent drama
brought to Sophia
the Venice Film
Festival award as

"Greatest Actress"

THUNDER IN THE SUN

Susan Hayward,Jeff
Chandler (shown here
in conflict), and
Jacques Bergerac are

starred in a most un-
usual drama of a trek

to the West. Scenic-
ally and romantically
thrilling - and in

radiant Technicolor.

PINA PELLICER is

the new Cinderella of

the screen. She is

the obscure girl from

Mexico City who has

Just been signed as

leading woman for
Marlon Brando in his

new Paramount picture
— "0ne-I5yed Jacks."

THE FABULOUS
SHOWMAN*

* * * *

Here are co-producers Martin
Jurow and Richard Shepherd, who

will tell, through a massive Par-

amount picture, the everlasting
story of P. T. Bamum's saga in

building The Greatest Show on

Earth — the mightiest circus I

DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP
Jerry Lewis never

before has mixed up
love, duty and absent
mindedness more hil-
ariously than in this
scatter-brained saga
of an officer who
misplaced a battle-
ship, and remembered
just where on his
wedding night - of
all nights.
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TEMPEST
Dino De Laurentiis, who gave us

"War and Peace," has truly topped
that box-office juggernaut with his
"Tempest," starring Van Heflin,
Silvana Mangano, Geoffrey Horne,Oscar
Homolka, Viveca Lindfors, Robert
Keith and a host of others.

THE RAT RACE
Broaaway presented "The Rat Race,"

but the play's audiences came from
across the nation and around the wide
world. That's why co-producers Seaton
and Perlberg believe that a rip-roar-
ing comedy riot will come from this
stage success.

BLAZE OF THE SUN
Sophia Loren, who is really seeing

the world these days, travels into a
searing spot in the Orient - Saigon -
for this tale of a murderer who could
come to but one end - the arms of a
betraying woman. It chills - even in
the Blaze of the Sun.

THE COUNTERFEIT
TRAITOR

Penalty for reading so engrossing
a book as "The Counterfeit Traitor"
is the agonizing wait for it to come
out as a movie. Perlberg and Seaton
are taking all hit-making steps.
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Publ i shers 1

Weekly
...the Bible of the book
trade, had this to say of
"The World Of Suzie Wong"
in its Oct. 20 issue:

New American Library
has gone back to press
for the fourth time with
"The World of Suzie Wong,"
a Signet book released in

THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
This is the

Broadhurst in
New York, right
in the shadow
of the Para-
mount Building,
where "Suzie W"

has become a
national "must-
see." Be sure
and read quote
at left & right.

August. Sales have been
stimulated by publicity

E
re ceding the opening on
roadway of the play based

on the book which already
has a $750,000 advance
ticket sale. NAL has alm-
ost three quarters of a
million copies in print.
The book is selling like
wildfire in New York... In-
cidentally. the dramatiz-
ation of "The World of
Sizie Wong" has recently
been featured in Life
Magazine.

ONE-EYED JACKS

History will
indeed be made
with the comp-
letion of the
first Marlon
Brando picture
for Paramount;
and this is
expected to be

before the end of this year. On
another page is a picture of the
lovely 'exican girl selected to
be Brando's leading woman in the
characteristically-titled "One-
Eyed Jacks" - saga of the men who
live longest, shoot first.

JEFF CHANDLER
(above), who co-stars
so effectively with
Susan Hayward and

Jacques Bergerac in

"Thunder In the Sun,"

a Paramount release,
will report to Para-

mount next month to
star in "The Jayhawk-
ers" for Panama-Frank
production.

THAT KIND OF WOMAN

Sophia Loren,
Tab Hunter,
George Sanders,
Keenan Wynn ....
Filmed IOC# in
New York against
a New York back-
ground. . .modern
comedy romance
• . .and all the
cast ,particul-
arly Sophia,
giving gemlike
performances! !

!

Dolores Hart is
one of its stars.

THE PLEASURE
OF HIS COMPANY

Delightful Comedy Is

Staged at Longacre

By BROOKS ATKINSON

THANKS to everyone con-
cerned, “The Pleasure of

His Company,” acted at the
Longacre last evening, turns
out to be thoroughly delight-
ful.

Those concerned are Sam-

uel Taylor, who wrote the

play “with (Cornelia Otis
Skinner),” as the program
bills it with tiresome exacti-

tude But “The Pleasure of

His Company” is the sort of

gay and silken comedy of

manners that puts everyone
at ease on and off the stage.

Those to whom thanks are
due include everyone in the
cast, and particularly Cyril

Ritchard, who has staged it

perfectly.

THE NEW YORK TIMES, OCTOBER 23, 1958.
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Pictures Wh

the Portals
ch Wake Box-offices
to a Better World!

BUT NOT FOR ME

Wonderful names have been added to

that of Clark Gable in this riotous

comedy. ACTING - Carroll Baker, Lilli

Palmer, Lee J. Cobb; PRODUCTION -

George Seaton and William Perlberg;

DIRECTION - Walter Lang. And the

story itself* s a scream.

TWO WOMEN
Sophia Loren is to be teamed with

another great international actress,
under George Cukor's masterly direct-
ion, in this dramatic picturization
of a mother and daughter caught in
the toils of war and compelled to do
such things they'd never dreamed of.

GIRLS OF SUMMER
Hal Wallis, who knows the box-

offices of the world in thoroughly

omniscient fashion
f
pidked this play

as a b-o certainty. It's the story

of an older and a younger sister who

find themselves in emotional conflict

over a self-confident man.

THE JAYHAWKERS
Panama and frank, who hit the

bulls-eye with "The Trap," have some-

thing just as dynamic with "The Jay-
Hawkers," saga of men who lived des-
perate lives in the middle of the
Civil War....Jeff Chandler has been
given a starring role in the film.

\
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THE FIVE PENNIES
With only just

"Five Pennies" as our

stake we’re going to
go out on a limb and

say that - Twenty or
more years hence,when
pi cture s-to-remember
is a topic, this
Danny Kaye 'sentimen-

tal journey' will be

top of the list.

The sort of film
they invented movies for.

THIRTEEN SINNERS

An omnibus-type dramatization of

what happens to thirteen different
individuals who have sinned,and who
suddenly receive wealth beyond even

their wildest, sin-filled dreams. A

popular theme, for sure!

DANWT KAYE already
is at work on "The

Five Pennies." On the

basis of footage seen

to date, as well as

knowledge of the

script, many in Holly-

wood are predicting
that for the first
time a comedian will
win an Academy Award

THE

The hot and
turbulent Or-
ient comes to
the screen
again in this
electrifying
story of lovt
and compassion
in a small
boat off the
Coast of emb-
attled Korea.
Adapted from a
French novel.

"TARZAN” COMES In addition

TO PARAMOUNT hL^enlL
ounced to this

point, there will be two top-flight "Tarzan"
pictures for Paramount, in color. First there
will be a world-wide search for a new "Tarzan,"

and then the first of the two, titled "Tarz-
an's World Adventure," will get under way be-
fore the end of the year ~ and it will be

filmed in a score of locations all around the
world. A true international picture]

HOOK

VAHfi KATCHA

L’HAMEgON

PLON
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ENTHUSIASM-PACKED
CARRIED THE MAJOR

MEETINGS
MESSAGE

TO THE WHOLE INDUSTRY

As you came to the bottom of

Page 12 (opposite) you again com-

pleted a resume of the truly fine

upcoming product. But there is no

ending to the resounding enthusi-

asm that this product has gener-

ated throughout the Paramount

sales force. The page you now are

reading has some evidence of this:

other pages throughout the issue

carry it forward. Our new product

has gathered the greatest sales

momentum in our company's history.

TORONTO, Canada — Paramounteers from across
the nation meet with World-wide Sales Manager
George Weltner at the meeting in the Park Plaza
Hotel. From left: William Kelly, Calgary Branch
Manager; Syl Gunn, Winnipeg Branch Manager;
Mickey Stevenson, Ontario Branch Manager;Jim Rae,

Calgary Salesman; Mr. Weltner; Gordon Lightstone,
General Manager for Canada; Norman Simpson, St.
John, N.B.,Branch Manager.

BOSTON - Eastern Sales
Manager Hugh Owen telling
the press of Boston and
the exhibitors of New
England the wonderful news
about Paramount's new
product

.

INDIANAPOLIS - This was the scene in the
Sheraton-Lin coin Hotel as Branch Manager H.M.
DeTamble gathered exhibitors and members of
the press in the Indianapolis and Kentucky
area at luncheon to hear the message of optim-
ism brought back from the Los Angeles meeting
by Mid Western Division Manager J. Harold
Stevens. The above luncheon-meeting was held
on October 7th, and Mr. Stevens was the recip-
ient of many congratulations from the assembl-
ed exhibitors. Messrs Stevens and DeTamble are
seated at the rear right, immediately beneath
the significant words, "The Future."

WASHINGTON, D.C.- The
'new' Paramount is outli-
ned to eminent newspaper-
men here by Eastern Divi-
sion Manager John G.Moore
at Mayflower Hotel lunch-
eon on Oct. 16 . Reading
from left: TTorman Clark,
Baltimore News Post Rich-
ard Coe, Washington Post;
Mr. Moore; Jay Carmody,
Washington Star.

- Top
ists lunch with Paramount executives at the
Sheraton Plaza Hotel on the occasion of the ann-
ouncement of new Paramount product. Clockwise
from left: Peggy Doyle, Boston Record & American;
Mabel Fullerton, Quincy Patriot Ledger: Allan
Fraser, columnist of Boston American; Kevin Kelly,
Boston Globe; Alta Majoney, Boston Traveler; Cy
Durgin, Boston Globe; Hugh Owen; Iyon Phelps,
Boston Herald; Fifi Harding, Trade papers rep.

WASHINGTON,D.C. - Head
table at Paramount's May-
flower Hotel luncheon.

BOSTON - The Paramount line-up for the del-
ivery of the big product news. Place - Sheraton
Plaza Hotel. Audience - largest group of exhib-

Division Manager: Robert
Denton, Paramount Pict-
ures' Washington Represen-
tative; Mike weiss. Mid-
Eastern Merchandising Rep.

ramount
astern
Manager.

p TORONTO - View of Paramount's Affirmation
of faith luncheon in the Park Plaza Hotel here.
(Below): From left - Mr. R. Salmon. Executive
Vice-president of Odeon Theatres of Canada Ltd.;
Frank Fisher, Vice-president of Odeon Theatres;
John J. Fitzgibbons, C.B.E., President of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.

; Mr. George Weltner; Nat
Taylor, President. Twinex Century Theatres Ltd.;
and Gordon Lightstone, Paramount '3 Canadian
General Manager.

MORE PICTURES AND NEWS RELATING TO THE PAR-
AMOUNT "AFFIRMATION OF FAITH" MEETINGS WILL BE
FOUND ON PAGES 21 AND 23.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES* * *

Few shoes into which

envious men would step

indicate how hot and hurt

are their wearer's feet.

-Henry S. Haskins

Ranch Baron Anthony
Quinn, bargaining for the
life of his worthless son,
reckons without the
implacable sense of just-
ice of Sherriff Kirk
Douglas in "Last Train
From Gun Hill." The fury
that springs from this
seemingly quiet moment is
virtually unmatched in
screen history.

ARNOLD SHARTIN, sales-
man par excellence, and

a 3~time member of the
Paramount 100^ Club, on
Monday, October 13th,
moved from his salesman
post in Los Angeles to
the Branch Managership of

Salt Lake City.
He succeeded, through

merit, to the post made
vacant by the retirement
of Frank Smith.

Shartin's appointment
was announced October 7
by Sidney G. Deneau, Wes-
tern Sales Manager.

[SAN F i\ A \ C I oCD Vacation time is still here

end Mrs. Jessie Cole, Assistant Cashier, and

husband are bound for parts unknown lor a period

of three weeks. Mrs. Oriette Philpott, Booker's

Stenographer, is spenoing her two-week vacation

with relatives in various parts of California .

. . . Back from a three-week vacation is Forty-

Year Parumounteer ruby Silvennan, alter a won-

derful time with relatives ana friends in Cal-

ifornia.

Screenings of THE BLOB and HOUSEBOaT vere

held for exhibitors and also attended by Branch

Manager Stevenson, Sales rtana6er Anderson, Sales

men Trimble and Ross and Head Booker Carmone.

All felt thi t THE bJOb would re6ister tremen-

dous box office grosses in this territory - so

the boys are out setting saturation bookings.

The reception also on HOUSrUOi.T was unanimous

that here's another blockbusting winner, and

you can be sure that the word is being spread.

-Esther Richter

C I N C I IV N A T I We, of the Cincinnati Branch,
are very much "excited about our forthcoming sat-
uration on "The Blob" and "I Married A Monster
From Outer Space" opening October 15th. We are
contacting all our important accounts in order
to get the most out of this run.

"The Matchmaker" gave us a sensational per-
formance in its first run at the Keith Theatre.
As a result, we have been able to set every key
situation top terms and top playing time.

Don Benning, Booker, and Charles Scully,
Shipper, returned to their posts healthy, tanned
and ambitious after spending their vacation at

Miami Beach. Jane Holmes (formerly Jane Spade)

our receptionist, returned from her honeymoon at
Clearwater, Florida. Jane was married august
16th to Mr. nichard Holmes. Ve all went to the
wedding and reception and had a great time.

Favorite topic of conversation of Ceshier
Louise Vinson is her new grandson, two months
old weighing 142 pounds. Louise is mighty proud
of him June Gardner, Steno., postcards
from the Srookey Mountains about her wonderful
vacation.

V.e are still talking about the terrific pio-
nic we had this summer. Ve all went to Mt. Airy
Forest. Had lunch ana refreshments served by a

Catering Service - Played baseball - Pitcher Mrs.
Don Hicks' team winning 8 to 6 Ronnie
Ante, booking clerk, now has a new Chevrolet.

- Lillian Ahem
HHHt*

Vacations are still in full

Mi stele, Steno, attending the

VOMPI convention in Denver; Tom Gooch, Office
Manager-Head Booker, going to St. Louis and
Cairo, Illinois; Don Genova, Booker, visiting
Qnporia, Kansas; and Mary Neff, Branch Manager's
Secretary, spending a leisurely two weeks in

Dallas.

KANSAS CITY
swing with Billie

Wnat Steve Mario, one of the leads of "The
Young Captives," is here about to do to this
unnamed blonde couldn't by any stretch of the
imagination be guessed by you. It is one of the
stunningest surprise episodes you have ever
seen in pictures.

Kansas City Branch identifies these
two gentlemen as their "new salesmen."
But they are Paramounteers with long
and distinguished sales records. They
are: Duane Becker(]eft) and Joe Murphy.

sit from Mr. George Schur in connection with the

new accounting system.

We extend our deepest sympathy to Irene
Malone, Ledger Clerk, whose husband passed away

September 22.

Mr. Hamburg is attending the Branch Man-

agers' meeting in Los Angeles - we know he will

return all excited over Paramount's forthcoming
product The salesmen and bookers are busy

getting THE BLOB! and I MARRIED A MONSTER FROM

OUTER SPACE set for the saturation starting Nov-

ember 13. - Mary Neff

MINNEAPOLIS Harold Schneider, Office

Manager, slipped away quietly

to Florida on his vacation and surprised every-
one by bringing back a Florida gal as his bride.

Not to be outdone by her boss, Ann Wilder,
our Booker, combined her vacation with a honey-
moon and returned as Mrs. Krekelberg. Congratul-
ations to all!

Our Branch Manager, Mr. McBride, has been

working hard in his spare time with the distrib-

utors and exhibitors of Minnesota, in an effort

to repeal Daylight Saving Times in the next

(Continued on Page 34)The Branch was recently honored with a vi-
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"THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"
DOMINATES THE

WORLD'S FILM
SCENE

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @

SINGAPORE - The scene above in a

powerful sense epitomizes the almost

overpowering greatness of the engage-

ment of "The Ten Commandments" at the

Cathay Theatre here.

The front-of-house display at the
Cathay was altered daily, at no exp-
ense to Paramount, and the mounting
tabulation of days made a profound Im-
pression on the cinemagoers of Singa-
pore .

Actual length of run was 84 days.
Previous long-run record-holder at the

Cathay was Paramount-DeMille's "Samson
and Delilah" - 49 days. Box-office
receipts on "Ten Commandments" - a bit

more than twice those of "Samson."

Normal average run of a picture at

the Cathay is 5 days. "Ten Command-
ments" ran 17 times as long. It also
took in at the box office 23 times as
much revenue as an average picture

.

Longest previous run of any Amer-
ican picture in any Singapore theatre
in history, was 54 days - by "Around
the World m Eighty Days."

"The Ten Commandments" ran for 84
days!

WwESPfclfli

BUfifli

LOS ANGELES - "The Ten Command-

ments," with superimposed subtitles in

Spanish is proving a tremendous succ-

ess at the Mayan Theatre here.

The Mayan is renowned as "The Home
of Mexican Films." and, according to
Paramount's Los Angeles Manager. A1
Taylor, the house took the mighty
DeMille production on an e xperimental
basis. First week registered a gross
many thousands of dollars ahead of
management' 3 expectations, so that
second, third and fourth weeks foll-
owed, with a fifth expected.

Important sidelight: Management of
the Mayan is now interested In other
top Paramount product with Spanish
superimposed titles.

"The Ten Commandments" returned

to the London (England) are for a

season of 4 weeks commencing Oct.

12th. Participating theatres were

the Odeons at Swiss Cottage, Mile

End Road and Croydon, and the Gaum-

ont at Hammersmith.

AMSTERDAM - The world has seen
many fine, completely dignified
theatre fronts inspired by Cecil
B.DeMille's masterwork. "The Ten
Commandments." In the forefront
of the finest must be placed this
one created by the Corso Theatre
here, where tne production is
still being presented,and where
it will be shown seemingly for a
very long time to come.

@@@@@@@@@

And as Roy McAree, Paramount Gen-
eral Manager in Singapore says: "We
aim to set up similar records in our
engagements throughout the territory."

MANILA, Philippines - This majestic
figure of Rameses, made of aluminum,
stands on the Manila-Quezon City boun-
dary. And it stands 40 feet high. The

F
emits for its erection were a
or almost four months before t

lease of "The Ten Commandments"
le re-
and

CONCERNING MANILA

A small segment only of the truly
wonderful array of Manila showman-
ship on "The Ten Commandments" is
being published in this number. The
exceptional campaign commands large
space - and this it will get in our
issue of next month.

were approved Sept. 15,1958 and to re-
main until November 10th next. All
necessary precautionary measures were
taken to prevent the huge figure from
collapsing due to heavy rains and
strong winds.

Special sign, itself 12 feet high,
names the Galaxy Theatre and the open-
ing date of the film, October 1st.

From
NEW DELHI

"COMMANDMENTS" NEW DELHI
OPENING TRULY PHENOMENAL
STOP OPENING DAY AUDIENCES
IN NATION'S CAPITAL REPRE-
SENTING PEOPLE OF ALL
FAITHS AND ALL WALKS OF
LIFE FROM ALL PARTS OF
INDIA RECEIVED DE MILLE'S
MONUMENTAL PRODUCTION WITH
GREAT ENTHUSIASM. EXPECT
RECORD BREAKING RUN.

-VA I D Y ANATHAN



NEWS OF PARAMOUNTEERS
AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE WORLD
October was World Series month and, likewise,
there was a lot of excitement and rooting
around the home office, which had its usual
share of baseball pools.

Some of the Paramounteers who profi-

ted from the Yankee-Brave rivalry were: Mary

Brady, Eileen Huber, Barbara Landau, James

Greenleaf, A1 LoPresti, Bob Guilfoyle and the

writer, on the tenth floor. Some eleventh

floor winners were: Mary DeGirard and Charlie

Stroebel

.

Newcomers: Mr. Clug has a new secre-

tary. She is Anne McPolin, who began working

September 22. Rosemary Pascale has joined

Paramount as Mr. DeBerry’s secretary, and the

writer is replacing Ann Usher, who left early

in August.

Vacations - going and coming: Evelyn

Seeff boarded the SS "Caronia" for a two-week

cruise to the British West Indies, October 17,

ana Constance Bachman left October 10 for a

trip to Pennsylvania Honeymooning in

Miami to the envy of everyone else in the

Traffic Department was Dick Goodman and his

bride of September 28, the former Rosemary

Kelly. The newly-wed pair enjoyed the warm

Florida sunshine for two weeks. Off on a

three-week escape-from-it-all is Margaret
Stolfi, Branch Operations, who is sunning at

Virginia Beach. Mary Brady of 1005 back from

a one-weex cruise in Nassau, Bahamas, where

she soaked up all the available sunshine, and

there was loads, she reports. Catherine
Burke has returned from a two-week tour

through Washington, Philadelphia, Atlantic

City, Burlington (Vermont), Newport and Prov-

idence (P..I.)

Helen Cohen, Sid Deneau’ s secretary, is

currently cruising on the CARONIA and will
visit Martinique, Trinidad, Barbados, St.

Thomas and Nassau ann Baaolati's boss,

Mr. Piper, gave her a pink madeira linen tray

set as a farewell gift October 17, when she

left after being with Paramount for many years.

....Aurthur Coehlo of the Translation Dept, was
made a granddad for the third time October 19,
when his daughter Ann gave birth to a 9-lb.
baby girl Condolences to Linda Salzberger
for the unfortunate loss of her brother.

John Rubinich holds all the honors in

the men’ s division, with 164 average, 229

game and 542 series.

Gals’ honors are split, Helene Cole-

man being tops in average with 136, Helen
Dumbra holding hi-game of 179 ana Sue Dor-

man boasting top series of 455*

Charlton Heston leads the league with

21 points, two ahead of Shirley Booth.

Mary Tripler was presented with a $15
check from a number of the girls on the tenth
floor when she said goodbye to Paramount Oct-
ober 10, after working for Mr. Kiralfy for twc

years.

Some of the girls on the tenth floor
pooled their cash and bought Sandra Gordon,

statistical clerk, a bulk-knit, white carti-

gan as a farewell gift. Sandy had worked for

Mr. Kiralfy for three years.

On the eye-brow raising side: Diana
Mockeliunas reports that she crashed a dance
last month only to win a poker (I mean polka)
contest. The prize was $5 cash and a blue
ribbon Caught making some side comments
at the wrong time, Howard Haines of Publicity
was overheard remarking that he thought the
eleventh floor’s Sandy is Paramount’s answer
to Brigette Bardot.

Welcome back to Joe Diana of Traffic, who

has recovered from a long illness.

Condolences are extended to Helen Cole-
man, Bidding, for the loss of her brother re-

cently.

Henry Gordon, Latin-American Division
Manager, here on a flying visit to Home Of-

fice.

We are sorry to hear that Vincent Gram-

aglie, 8th floor receptionist went to the
hospital for surgery October 8, and wish him
a speedy recovery.

Harry Doldus, Traffic, left the 13th for

his two-week vacation which will be spent
moving to his new place. It is hoped by all

that he will have some time left to relax as

well.

News and pictures very welcome at Room

1010. —Page by Helen Kwartler
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THE HOLLYWOOD SCENE

Looking on as "C.B." simultaneously blows
out the candles and cuts the birthday cake with
a sword, are Anthony Quinn, his son-in-law;
Henry Wilcoxon, his associate producer and long-
time co-worker; Mary Pickford and Bob Hope.

CECIL B. DeMILLE AT 77

RECEIVES BIRTHDAY

TRIBUTES FROM THE WORLD

AND ANNOUNCES HE WILL

MAKE MORE PICTURES

Our September issue,
devoted in its entirety
to new product, had to
defer by one month all
general news. So on this

page we go back to Aug-
ust the 12th, when his
legion of loving friends

paid warm and wonderful
tribute to Mr. DeMille.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY, repor-
ting the memorable event, said
in part:

Y. Frank Freeman, who
opened the ceremonies with a
silent tribute to the late
Jesse L. Lasky, claimed the
success of Paramount rests
more on DeMille' s shoulders
than on anyone else in the
company, and that DeMille 's
70 films, which have played
every comer of the world,
have had the deepest influ-
ence on the minds of the
world

.

Here one can speculate as to whether Mr.
DeMille is kissing the sword or tasting the
frosting. He certainly has an ace audience —at
left are Danny Kaye, X. Frank Freeman, and Mary
Pickford (partly hidden). At right, Bob Hope.

Scene in the Paramount Commissary as 150 friends and associ-
ates gathered to honor Cecil B. DeMille on his 77th birthday
anniversary. Standing at the head table are: Mr. DeMille (dark
suit) and Y. Frank Freeman, in centre, Mary Pickford at left and
Samuel Goldwyn at right.

A kiss from his daughter is one
of the rewards Anthony Quinn collects
for a fine piece of direction during
the making of "The Buccaneer." Miss
Quinn obviously isn't camera-shy.

Airport welcome for eminent Japan-
ese visitors: Nagamisa Kawakita,left,
Masashi Shimizu, 3rd from left. Also,
Ely Levy, Columbia Pictures; Clark
Wales, MPAA, Hollywood; Edmund Gold-
man, exhibitor; Ed Schellhom, Para-
amount International Studio rep.

Yul Brynner, one of the
world's top amateur photograph-
ers, was on the set an a snap-
s hotter on those days when he
was not acting in "The Bucca-
neer." Here he is with Loyal
Griggs, chief cameraman of the
spectacular romance. Mr.Griggs
also photographed "The Ten
Commandments," "Shane" and many
other great films.

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S very
latest production is a whiz
of a trailer for "The Bucca-
neer." It has been made in

the same masterful fashion a3

was the magnificent trailer
for "The Ten Commandments,"
with the master producer app-
earing personally, and speak-
ing the commentary throughout.

This trailer will be one

of the ace showmanship 'tools'

in selling "The Buccaneer" in

all parts of the world.
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Sophia Loren's "That Kind of Woman" was

really shot in New York. And in its entirety...

Here's one of the 'infomals' made on one of the

Central Park lakes, with Central Park West apar-

tments in the background. In the boat, which

Director Sidney Lumet is rowing, are Kennan

Wynn (in the bow), Tab Hunter, Barbara Nicholls

and the lady who loves to go barefooted, Sophia

Loren

.

Here's another shot, equally idyllic, this
time featuring only Sophia and Director Lumet..

And the water belongs to the same Central Park
lake .... symbol of a gay, light-hearted picture.

THE "MATCHMAKER"
HITS 10th WEEK
IN NEW YORK 1ST

RELEASE
JHHHHHHHfr

"The Matchmaker"
has proven to be a

hit of top importan-
ce in its first rel-
ease in New York....
As we go to press,
the fine production
of the late Don
Hartman is in its
10th week at the

Little Carnegie The-
atre, and the del-
ightful flavor of the

picture is a byword

around the city.

Seems that "The

Matchmaker" is also
by way of being a

record-maker.

PHILADELPHIA -At right,
Barney Balaban,president
of Paramount Pictures,
and a director of the
Cruiser Olympia Assoc'n,
is aboard the historic
battleship as the Olympia
proceeds up the Delaware
River to become a natio-
nal shrine. With him in
the second picture is his
assistant, Arthur Israel,
Jr., whose camera secured
these pictures.

LEFT
Completion of a signed

agreement to show upcoming
Paramount product in the

*

Loew Circuit. At right is
Eugene Picker, executive
vice-president of Loew's.

Smiling also is Hugh
Owen, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distribut-
ing Corp., and Paramount
Eastern Sales Manager.

THE NEW YORK SCENE
HAS CONTAINED MANY
EVENTS OF

PARAMOUNT INTEREST

Departure of Private Elvis Presley, of the
United States Forces, for service in Germany,
was one of the biggest turnouts of press repres-
entatives in years. Most prominent in this scene
is the redoubtable Gonzalo de Palacio, corresp-
ondent for many Latin American newspapers and
magazines.

Another glimpse of section of the mass of

press representatives, momentarily hushed as the

singer-tumed-3oldier prepares to speak to the
nation. At right in the group is Paul E. Acker-
man, Paramount International's Director of Adv-
ertising and Publicity. Presley's arrival in

Germany was even more tumultuous.
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Cecil B. DeMille at the time
that he announced that the 'new'
Yul Brynner (photos) would star
in the 'new' production of "The
Buccaneer," and that Anthony
Quinn, at right, would be tne
director, ana Henry Wilcoxon,at
left, its producer.

xxxxx

Cecil B. DeMille, whose keen
eyes watched every scene, every
set-up. every take and every
'rush,' cheerily discusses one
of the scenes with Anthony
Quinn, the epic film's directcr.

Director Anthony Quinn emph-
asizes to Claire Bloom the very
fiery nature of the role she is
playing in "The Buccaneer."

GENESIS OF "THE BUCCANEER"

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Barney Balaban
and Adolph Zukor headed a delegation
of industry leaders who recently att-

Dreview of "The Buccaneer" at
Sq\J

With^them, at left, is Tony Williams,

ended a p
the Stanley Theatre in Journal Square.

O • 13 IVIljr W J.-L_L.LdUll3 y
Stanley Warner assistant zone manager.

This sextette around a script
of the picture includes Jesse
Lasky Jr., who co-authored the
script; then, clockwise, Henry
Wilcoxon, producer: Anthony
Quinn, director, Cnico Day,
assistant producer; Charlton
Heston and Charles Boyer, stars.

The Quinn family in discuss-
ion with Yul Brynner reveals
the fact that little tfiss Quinn
aspires to be something of an
actress herself. Mrs. Quinn is
the former Katherine DeMille,
daughter of Cecil B. DeMille.
Scene is on the set of "The
Buccaneer."

"THE BUCCANEER" IS

RICH, ROUSING, RACY

ROMANTIC AND

RIP-RIP-ROARING

TONIGHT
,
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GUAYAQUIL, Ecuador - A

striking night shot of the
exterior of the Presidente
Theatre where "The Ten
Commandments" premiered so

spectacularly, and where
it is continuing with
unabnt.ed success.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Many
of the principal objects
of art and major propert-
ies used in tne filming
of "The Ten Commandments"
were displayed in the
Museu de Arte Modema of
Rio de Janeiro in connec-
tion with the recent Film
festival. Here examining
the celebrated tablets of
red granite from Mt. Sinai
are: Sr. Carlos Fonseca,
member of the Cinemateca
of the Museu; Mr. Arthur
Coelho, Paramount's Port-
uguese translator from
New York,vacationing in
Brazil; and Sr. Oswaldo
Leite Rocha, Paramount's
Publicity Director in Rio,.

LIMA. Peru - This mass-
ive looby display erected
by the Cine El Pacifico
stood no less that 10 ft.
high. It was part of the
theatre's showmanship
campaign on "The Joker Is
Wild," and Paramount Man-
ager Lennart Bjorck advi-
ses that it caused trem-
endous interest

PARAMOUNT ANUNCIA AL MUNDO
UN IMPONENTE GRUPO DE SUS
MAS GRANDES PEL I CULAS,„ * * ,

Paramount World del mea pasado anunclo al mundo la mas imponente llsta de nuevas
pellculas en la hlstorla de la Compafiia. Tamblen publlcamos la trascendental de-
clare cion de Mr. Barney Belaban y la relaclon de programacion inicial del nuevo pro-
ducto en reunions s en el Canada y a traves de los Estados Unidos. La edlcion de
setlembre de Paramount World no ha sido distribuida en ninguna pa rte del mundo en
anticipacion a la visita de Mr. George Weltner, o de los qua ha delegado como porta-
dores del importante mensaje de lir. Belaban.

Ur. Weltner partio de Nueva York el dia 1 de octubre despuls de un important®
lunch-reunion en el Hotel Astor de Nueva York, durante el cual se anuncio el nuevo
producto a los exhibidores mas repreaentativos de la Industrie cinematografica reu-
nidos en esa memorable fecha. Los dies 2 y 3 del inlsmo mes, lir. Weltner se reunio
en Los Angeles con otro importante grupo de prominentes exhibidores y Jefes de pro-
duccion. Del 9 al 12 de octubre eran las fechas sefSaladas para reuniones seme Jantea

en Tokio; del 13 al 16^ en Hong-Kong; del 17 al 19, en 3ingapuT| y en Bombay, del
20 al 22. Luego seguiran reuniones en Fbma, las cuales comenzaran el 25 de octubre,

para trasladarse a Paris, empezando el 1 de noviembre, y luego en Londres, el 5 de

ese mismo mss, para regresar a Nueva York el 15 de noviembre.

Hemos hecho una recapitulacion en ocho paginas de este numero de Paramount World

dando noticia, hasta donde nos ha sido posible, de cada una de las peliculas hasta la

fecha. Ita nuestro numero del mes pr6xlmo daremos a conocer el producto total hasta

la fecha con un informs completo del agitado viaje de lir. Weltner alrededor del mundo.

Fratarenos de esforzamos en dar al paremount1sta la relacion mas complete del gran

acopio de noticlas recogldas durante los meses de setlembre y octubre rscalcando una

vex mas la importancia de nuestro magnifico producto.

A PARAMOUNT ANUNCIA AO MUNDO A S U A

MAIOR PRODUClO D! FITAS
0 "Paramount World" tewe a honra de o win paasado anunciar ao mundo o mala lmpresalo-

nante programa de fltaa da hiatoria da noaaa companhia. Na meama edlqao foi inaertaaen-
tuaiaatlca deelaraqao do preaidente Barney Balaban, na qual se eontlnha uma relaqao dea
landsmento a doa novoa produtoa no Canada e noa Batados Unidos, aegundo flcou decldldo em
uma reuniao havida no pais vizinho. Cumpre-noa adiantar, porem, qua aquela edlqao do "Pa

remount World" nao sera dada a publico, em nenbuma parte do nundo, antes da visita amn-
ciada de Mr. George teltner ou das pessoaa por Jle delagadaa para o fim de tranamitlr ao

exterior a aua mensagem.
Mr. Veltner partiu de Nova York a prime iro de outubro, depola de ter tornado parte nun

lauto almSqo, dado no Hotel lator, com a particlpaqao de altoa representantea da lndua-

tria e de exibidorea, quando o nosso novo programa foi anunciado item por item. A doia e

tree do corrente, Ja em Los Angeles, Mr. Veltner preaidiu conferenciaa com os liderea da

produqSo e doa exibidorea. Os diaa 9 e 12 eatavam marcadoa para ldentlcaa conferences air

Toquio. B a seguir, Hongkong (13-16 de cut.), Singapore (diaa 17-19), Bombaim (20-22), e,

mala tarda, conferencias em Roma, comeqando a 25 de outubrd; Paris, comeqando a 1° de n>
vembro, e Londres a 5 do masmo mes. Mr. Veltner eapera estar de volta em Nova York a 15

de novembro proximo.
Xm outre parte desta ediqao damoa una re senha de 8 paginas daa produqoea aoima referi-

ias a uma sfntese do "plot" de algumas delaa. No mes proximo voltaremos a tratar de no-

vo deste assunto e entao o completaremoa com oa pormsnore a da viagem de Mr. Veltner, aa-

saz importante, ao redor do nundo. Poremos em dia, tambem, outras notlcias importantes e

que foram preteridaa em ediqoea paasadaa, notadamente em setembro e outubro, pola que ti-

nhamoa que dar mais espaqo e enfaee ao nosso magniflco novo programa.

Quinn Wins Rio

Award for M W i Id Is

The Wind’*
General Manager Stuart B. Dunlap

has cabled from Rio De Janeiro in the
following laudatory terms:

RIO FILM FESTIVAL CONCLUDED AUG-
UST 30th WITH ANTHONY QUINN
AWARDED GOLD PLACQUE FOR BEST
MALE STAR PERFORMANCE IN "WILD IS

THE WIND."
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MORE PICTORIAL EVIDENCE

OF ENTHUSIASM-PACKED
MEETINGS ACROSS THE

NATI0N* + * +++ ** + * ++ *****

PHILADELPHIA - General view or
the enthusiastic luncheon held here
at the Hotel Warwick. Pleased exhibi-
tors in the foreground, purpose of the
gathering in the background. Branch
Manager Ulrik Smith at right rear.

BOSTON - Glimpsed at
the Paramount Affirmation
of Faith Sales meeting in
the Sheraton Plaza Hotel— eminent exhibitor Mar-
tin J. Mullin, President
of New &igland Theatres
Corp. , with John Moore.
Paramount Mid-Eastern Div-
ision Manager.

BOSTON - At the meeting
at which Paramount Eastern
Sales Manager Hugh Owen
announced the wonderful
new product — Samuel
Pinanski, left, President
of American Theatres Corp.,
and Paramount Mid-Eastern
Division Manager John
Moore.

Telegram from
JOHN MOORE, Boston
To
GEORGE WELTNER. Tokyo

FEcL YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW
THAT HUGH OWEN'S BOSTON
LUNCHEON-PRODUCT MEETING,COV-
ERING MR. BALABAN'S AFFIRMAT-
ION OF FAITH, REPEATED THE
ENTHUSIASM AND SUCCESS OF YOUR
NEW YORK MEETING. FULLY 90% OF
ALL THEATRES IN BOSTON TERRIT-
ORY REPRESENTED in 85 ATTEND-
ANCE. HIGH PRAISE QUOTES BY
LEADING EXHIBITORS FOR TRADE
PAFERS.

RIGHT

MONTREAL - Luncheon at the-

Ruby Foo Restaurant launch-
ing Paramount's Affirmation
of Faith here.

THE CALGARY (Can.) ROUND-UP

Calgary Branch Manager Bill Kelly
carried tne enthusiasm of Toronto
home with him and in no time brought
to actuality what he (and The Calgary
Herald) describe as "the most enthus-
iastic luncheon in a long time."

Shown above, clockwise from lower
left: W..G. Sharp,Sharp Theatre Supplies;
Frank Ke’ttner -Kettner & Ross Booking;
Paramount Booker Larry Gibson; Don Fox,

CFAC Radio Station; Don Thomas,CFCN
Radio Station; Art Evans,Calgary Her-
ald: Bill Drever, Editor of Herald;
Paul Cardell, Famous Players Calgary
Rep.; Frank Kershaw, Western Drive-
Ins; Ken Leach- Strand,Variety and
Hitchin' Post Theatres; Paramount
Manager Kelly; Don Menzies,Manager of
Palace,Calgary: Ralph Mitcneltree,
Manager of Capitol. Calgary: Sam
Slutlcer, Owner of Plaza, Calgary; A1
Genaski, Personal Booking Agency.

(Frank McCool, Managing Editor of
Calgary Albertan, and Bill Ivens,City
Morning Editor of the Albertan, were
inadvertently omitted from left of
the picture by the photographer).

AT TOP - A closer look at Messrs
Menzies, Mitchletree, Kelly, Leach,
Kershaw and Cardell — and photos of
the three men who inspired the event.

PHILADELPHIA - Quartette at Para-
mount's Affirmation of Faith luncheon
at the Warwick Hotel. From left: John
Moore, Eastern Division Manager; Hugh
Owen . vice-president , Paramount Film
Distributing Corp.; Jack Harris, exh-
ibitor and producer of "The Blob":
Jerry Gaghan, columnist for the Phil-
adelphia Daily News.

As mentioned
earlier,we could
not include all
the wonderful
U.S. and Canada
material in this
issue (nor even
in 20 issues)..,
but next month

£ we will recapit-

$ ulate all of the

i meetings,as well
PHILADELPHIA - Eastern

Sales Manager Hugh Owen
at the very successful
meeting is here shown with

£ as those abroad,
eminent exhibitor William ,, , ,

*

Goldman. t and dt this time

t we hope to try
£ and satisfy all
£ who did so nobly
t in making a liv-

t ing reality of

t Paramount's

t Affirmation of

t Faith in the

£ Future of our

$ Industry.

i

|
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VIENNA, Austria - This
car with a public-addres3
system, and un-missable
posters, was used to tra-
verse all of the city's
main streets and spread
the news of the coming of
Anna Magnani in "Wild Is
thft Wind*."

Susan Hayward is back
in a Paramount picture,
and "Thunder In the Sun"
is an excellent medium in
which to welcome her back.
She co-stars with Jeff
Chandler and Jacques Berg-
erac in this epic story of
a momentous trek to the
West.

Some idea of the very
great public interest in

"The Ten Commandments"
throughout England is to
be gleaned from the huge
batch of press clippings
on the Cecil B.DeMille
film received from Jack
Upfold, the public relat-
ions director on the film

for that important terr-
itory.

The material is dist-
inguished not alone for
its bulk (which is most
considerable), but also
for the importance of the

publications represented.

PARAMOUNT KUENDIGT DER WELT DIE GROESSTE
FOLGE NEUER F I LMSCHOEPFUNGEN ALLER ZE I TEN AN

******
Im vorigen Monat gab Paramount der Welt die eindrucksvollste Reihe neuer Filme seit

Bestehen der Gesellschaft bekannt. Gleichzeitig erschien Mr. Barney Balabans interessan-
te Bekanntmachung zusammen mit einem Bericht ueber das erste Erscheinen neuer Produktio-
nen gelegentLich der in Kanada und ueberall in USA abgehaltenen Tagungen. Diese September-
Ausgabe der PARAMOUNT WORLD wird nirgendwo herausgegeben werden, bevor Mr. Weltner dort
seinen Besuch abgestattet hat, es sei denn, dass Mr. Weltner jemanden ernennt, der die
Nachricht an seiner statt uebermittelt.

Mr. Weltner verliess New York am 1. Oktober nach einem hoechst erfolgreichen Frueh-
stueck der Filmindustrie im Astor Hotel in New York, in dessen Verlauf die kuenftigen
Filmproduktionen vor erlesenen Vertretern der Vergnuegungsindustrle bekanntgegeben wurden.
Am 2. und 3« Oktober hielt er eine nicht weniger erfolgreiche Tagung in Los Angeles ab,

zu der Vertreter der Vergnuegungsindustrle und Produktionsleiter erschienen waren. Der
9. und 12. Oktober waren fuer Veranstaltungen in Tokio vorgesehen, danach Hongkong vom
13--16. Oktober, Singapur vom 17. -19*, Bombay vom 20.-22. Danach ab 25. Oktober Zusammen-
kuenfte in Rom, ab 1. November in Paris, ab 5* November in London. Seine Rueckkehr nach
New York ist fuer den 15- November vorgesehen.

In der heutigen Ausgabe haben wir Ihnen auf acht Seiten einen Ueberblick ueber die

kommenden Produktionen gegeben, und sofern das moeglich war, haben wir angegeben, wie weit

die Arbeit an den einzelnen Filmen fortgeschritten ist. Im naechsten Heft werden wir Ih-

nen ein vollstaendigeres Bild geben, zusammen mit einem ausfuehrlichen Bericht Mr. Welt-

ners ueber seine Geschaeftsreise urn die Welt. Dadurch, dass wir .uns im September und Ok-

tober so sehr auf die neuen Filmwerke konzentriert haben, mussten viele andere wichtige

N achrichten zurueckstehen; aber wir werden unser Bestes tun, Sie auch damit wieder auf

dem laufenden zu halten.

ROME - Anna Magnani
and Paramount General
Manager Pilade Levi, as
the noted star signs the
visitor's book at the
German Qnbassy after hav-
ing been presented with
the Silver Bear for her
performance in "Wild Is
the Wind."

PARAVOUNTS NYR

PARAMOUNTS NYA PRODUKTION
KUNGORES FOR VARLDEN,...

F8rra mAnadens Paramount World Agnades halt den omfattande nya Paramount-produkti o-
nen, den stBrsta i bolagets historla. Det innehbll ocksA Mr. Barney Balabans viktiga
uttalande like can en redogbrelse f8r den f5rsta lanceringen av de nya filmerna sAdan den
utformats vid konferenser i Kanada och runtom i FUrenta Staterna. Detta septembemummer
av Paramount World kommer inte att distribueras nAgonstans i vfirlden fdre Mr. Weltners,
eller hens ombuds, besOk.

Mr. Weltner lAmnade New York den 1 oktober efter att vid en lunch pA Astor Hotel i
New York ha presenterat det nya programmet fBr ett utvalt uppbAd av biografAgare. En
liknande, aven den mycket lyckad, samnankomst med toppman inom bransohen hfills i Los An-
geles den 2 och 3 oktober. Oktoberkonferenser h8Us fSr Ovrigt ocksA i Tokio den 9-12,
i Hongkong den 13-16, Singapore den 17-19, Bombay 20-22 och Rom den 25 oktober. Paris-
konferensen tog sin bOrJan den 1 november, den 5 var det Londons tur. Mr. Weltner berBk-
nas Aterkomaa till New York den 15 november.

I an sammanfattande Attasidig artikel i detta nummer ha vi tillAtit oss Ateruppre-
pa samtliga nya fi liner, vl ha att se fram emot , och sA lAngt det varit mBJligt ha vi Bven

sflkt fA med de allra farskaste nyheterna. I detta nummer hoppas vl kunna ge en full-

standig Cversikt av produktionen tills dato, jamsides med en utfOrlig rapport om Mr.

Weltners Jordenruntresa. Vi lovar ocksA att g8ra vArt bAsta fttr att fA med det vikti-

gaste av allt det nyhetsmaterial av allmMnt intresse som hunnit hope sig under September

och oktober, dA vi Ju uteslutande Agnat oss At att presenters den nya produktionen.
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Texas Hears the A. of F. News

DALLAS, Texas - Luncheon in the Statler Hilton Hotel
here as Western Sales Manager Sidney G. Deneau relayed Para-
mount's Affirmation of Faith message to the top showmen of
Texas. Reading from left: Harold (Buster) Novy, of Trans-Te«s
Theatres; Phil Isley, Isley Theatres; Mr. Deneau; Forrest
Tucker, former Paramount player now appearing in "The Music
Man"; Bob O'Donnell, president of Interstate Theatres; and
Raymond Willie, Interstate Theatres.

Massive Press Coverage...
For a little while after the regional meetings

began in the U.S. and Canada we thought we'd be able
to cope with the columns upon columns of press space
that Paramount's Affirmation of Faith commanded. But
we soon gave up: the evidence came in by the bale...
So if some stories are here, and your '

s

is not, please
try and understand why.

The main thing is that the industry, and the
peoples of all of North America know the good news,
and are looking forward to the great new Paramount
product.

DALLAS - The Affirmation of Faith message now is at the
branch-dissemination level - and Branch Manager Frank V. Rule
is delivering it. On the receiving end, in the second picture,
are Dallas Bookers Bill Dickenson, James Broyles, Dorothy
Mealer, James Steele and Madee Bradley. In tne third picture,
Manager Rule is with Booking Manager Bob Williams and Assist-
ant Booker Bill Wood.

ui-.J

,

i

THE MEETINGS AFFIRMING
PARAMOUNT'S FAITH IN THE FUTURE
(Continued from Page 2)

-ness in hand and made a deep and significant impression on

all present. The trade press gave heavy and continuing edit-
orial attention to this New York meeting, and carried it on

into the other meetings in Los Angeles and all of the divis-
ional headquarters.

We are attempting in this issue to crystalize the spir-

it and the widespread nature of the national meetings, and

next month will carry this forward into the international
field as we give a general look at all of the meetings and

their international significance.
Unmistakable already is the fact that as world-wide

sales representative in implementing Mr. Balaban's epochal
pronouncement, Mr. Weltner has emerged as a towering industry

figure, one commanding the attention and the confidence of

everyone in our industry.
This impression was likewise unmistakable within our

own organization as Mr. Weltner followed the Astor meeting
with a sales conference in the Head Office Board Room (cover)

at which many matters of supreme importance were presented, .

discussed, resolved and implemented to the complete satisfa-

ction of all concerned. The spirit of unity and harmony at

all times evident merely served to Heighten the satisfaction.
During the discussions many sincere tributes were paid

to Home Office Paramounteers, notably to Fred Leroy, George
Schur, Ben Shectman, Arthur J. Dunne, Jack Roper and Sam
Sigman. A particular highlight was a penetrating and most
constructive talk made by Robert J. Rubin on matters of veiy
vital concern to all present.

A very-much-missed absentee from the meeting was Branch
Manager Lawrence Terrell, hospitalized in Charlotte, N.C.,
with an appendectomy. A stirring message from all present
must have cheered him up a lot.

And so the meetings have gone on around the world ,
and

are continuing even as we go to press. They are carrying the
most important news we have ever disseminated, and we trust
that next month we will be able to give you an overall pict-
ure of the news itself, and who received it right around
the world — and howl

TORONTO, Ontario — Gathering in the Park Plaza Hotel as
press, exhibitors and Paramount executives from across Canada
attended a luncheon to hear world-wide sales head George Welt-
ner deliver president Barney Balaban's affirmation of faith
message to the film industry.

ATLANTA) On Friday, October 10 the Atlanta Branch was
host for Paramount's "AFFIRMATION OF FaITH IN THE FUTULc."
luncheon. Leading Exhibitors, the press, radio and TV rep-
resentatives and the sales and booking personnel from our
Branch attended. Assistant Division Manager Gordon Bradley
introduced Mr. Hugh Owen who brought the "message." Not in
many years has such a spirit of optimism and enthusiasm beer
evident. Paramount has, indeed, given the industry a tre-
mendous lift by the action it has taken in assuring theat-
res the world over of top product in a steady continuous
flow. Exhibition and distribution both are heartened and
inspired by this great manifestation of faith in the future
of the industry that we have loved and for >hich ve have
labored so many years. Never has the label of "LEADERSHIP"
been more deserving for our great company.

We are fortunate and are appreciative of the fact that
we have men of such business character and courage es Mr.
Barney Balaban, Mr. George Weltner, Mr. Hugh Owen and other
top executives guiding the destiny of the good ship PARA-
MOUNT.

We of the field have every confidence that with the
pictures forthcoming we will do an even better Job of main-
taining our place of leadership in the field of distribu-
tion. We have the "know how". We are now given the "tools."
We will go forward - together.

- W. R. Word, Jr.

JOHN MOORE CABLED MR. WELTNER IN SINGAPORE
that Philadelphia meeting was enormously
successful and that "Eastern Branches pledge
you greater effort and delivery than ever
before."
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Em j nent
Stud i o

Guests
At right are glimpses

of the interesting visit

to Paramount Studio made

by four executives of the

celebrated Toho Company

of Japan — Mr. Masashi

Shimizu, President; Mr,

Yutaka Shibayama and Mr.

Nagamasa Kawakita, direc-

tors; and Mr. Goro Uzaki,

the Toho representative in

Hollywood.
First: Mr. Shimizu,

Dick Powell, and Paramount
Vice President Y. Frank
Freeman, Studio head
Then Mr. Shibayama, Mr.
Kawakita, Mr. Freeman,Mr.
Shimizu, and Mr. Ed Mannix,
MGM Studio head.. In Third
scene, Mr.Shimizu and Miss
Nobu McCarthy are very
much amused by one of
Danny Kaye's antics.

TOKYO - Mr. Weltner.on
his tremendously important
sales journey around the
world, is welcomed at the
airport by General Manager
N. Metorl.

AMSTERDAM - The record
stores of this city went
for displays on "Wild Is
the Wind" in a big way.
Here's one, with a big men-
tion of the Anna Magnani
picture being at the very
popular Tuschinski.

In a country well gov-

erned, poverty is some-
thing to be ashamed of.

In a country badly gov-
erned, wealth is some-
thing to be ashamed of.

- Confucius
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PARAMOUNT KONDIGT DE WERELD Zl JN

GROOTSTE REEKS VAN f
r

l LMS AAN * * * * * * 4c 4c 4" 4c :

De Paramount world van aigelopen maana kondigde de wereia de meest
indrakwekken.de reeks van nieuwe films in de gehele gesciiiedenis van de
naatschappij aan. Het bevatte ook kr. Barney Balaban's opzienbarende
aankondiging, en voorts een verslag van de eerste vertoning van het
nieuwe product tijdens bi jeenkomsten in Canada en in de Ver. Staten.
Dat September nummer van laramount World zal echter niet verzonden
worden voordat het bezoek hetzij van kr . George Weltner of van degenen,
die hi j afgevaardigd heeft om zijn boodschap te verspreiden, heeft
plaatsgevonden.

Kr. '.Veltner vertrok op 1 October uit New York na een zeer succesvolle

bedrijf slunch in het Astor Hotel te New York, bij welke gelegehheid

aan de meest vooraanstaande groep van exploitanten in de geschiedenis

van dit bedrijf het product werd aangekondigd. Op 2 en 3 October belegde

hij een eveneena zeer succesvolle bijeenkomst in Los Angeles, waarbij

zijn gehoor zowel uit belangrijke exploitanten als uit leidende figuren

van de productie bestond. De periode van 9 tot 12 October werd gereser—

veerd vibor bi jeenkomsten in Tokio. Vervolgens Hongkong (13-16 Oct.),

Singapore (17-19), Bombay (20-22), en daarna bi jeenkomsten in Rome, te

beginnen op 25 October, Parijs te beginnen op 1 November en London

vanaf 5 November. ken verwacht, dat hij op 15 November naar New York

zal terugkeren .
(Continued on Page 36)



AUSTRALIA PREPARING TO

HAIL MAGNIFICENT NEW

THEATRE WITH PREMIERE
OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

SYDNEY - Internationally popu-
lar singer Billy Eckstine is In-
terviewed in Paramount's theatr-
ette by 2CH (radio) Studio Mana-
ger Ken Evans prior to a special
preview of Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertigo." Eckstine has recorded
a very popular version of the
theme song of this film.

Next issue we will have a
picture story of the very fine
showmanship preview of "Vertigo' 1

aboard the Matson liner "Mari-
posa" in Sydney. An enormously
successful function, tool

MELBOURNE - Mighty proud of the New Barclay are

Norman B. Rydge, left, Governing Director of Greater

Union Theatres, Ltd., of Australia, and Robert Graham,

Paramount Managing Director in Australia and New Zeal-

and.

The Barclay has been built over the old King's
Theatre, which had been Paramount's first-release in

thi 3 city for several years. It is now the pride of
Mr. Rvdge. and when it opens on December 5th, with
"The Ten Commandments," it will be one of the most
modem cinemas in the entire world.

At left, Mr. Rydge
speaks to the radio
audience of Melbourne
about the new cinema.

CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand - Part of
the Regent Theatre's fine showmanship
campaign on "The Sad Sack" consisted
of a contest among children to paint
Jerry Lewis. Contestants were ranged
in tnree age classifications, and the
entries ran into the hundreds. Shown
here are some of the winners.

BELOW

Mr. Graham, on the
eve of his departure
for New York, also
speaks about the new
venture, and about
some of the aspects
of the making of "The
Ten Commandments."

Artist’s impression of the new Barclay Theatre, Melbourne,

now being constructed on the site of the old King's Theatre

in Russell Street. Barclay will open late November with the

Melbourne premiere of Paramount’s ‘‘The Ten Commandments.”

BRISBANE - One great aid to the Group Selling
campaign on "The Ten Commandments" here was the
permission given by Archbishop Duhig for Catholic
school children to attend the showings at the
Winter Garden Theatre during school hours. Above
is one such shoring, with tne photograph made 30
minutes before screening time, with every seat
occupied when the picture begaLn.

The Winter Garden concluded its initial eng-
agement of "The Ten Commandments" on July 24 (it
will return there later), after a 12-week period.
This is by far the longest run in the 35-year
history of the theatre, and total admissions am-
ounted to well over a quarter of the population
of Brisbane.

WEEKS!!!
SYDNEY ended with a seas-

of on 32 weeks on "The Ten
Commandments"; BRISBANE
did 12 weeks; ADELAIDE has
19 weeks already, with ex-
pectation of 40 weeks;
PERTH expects no less than’

26 weeks; MELBOURNE engage-
ment about to commence.
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MORE EVIDENCE OF THE

BUS I NESS-GETTI NG

POWER OF SHOWMANSHIP

BOSTON - Several fine
'Matchmaker' contests were
staged here by Field Rep.
Arnold Van Leer in conn-
ection with the local re-
lease of "The Matchmaker.
One (above) was with the
Wilson Line which runs
excuBsions to Province-
town. Text of poster reads
"The Wilson Line and Par-
amount Studios present a
Matchmaker Contest
Should YOUR Match be Tall,
Dark and Handsome,Blonde
or Brunette. Write Wilson
in 25 Words or Less Your
Idea of a Match."

This is cover of the stunning
Columbia Records album of the sound-
track music from the Sophia Loren-
Cary Grant romantic comedy, "Houseboat."

Album cover is in full color and mates

a most attractive display item.

CARY GRANT
SOPHIA LOREN
HOUSEBOAT

Songs by Jay Livingston and «•» Evans Musical score by George Dunmg

OKLAHOMA CITY - Cooperation between

the Harber Theatre and a store for
very young people known as Storkville
paid off handsomely here when Jerry
Lewis' "Rock-A-Bye Baby" played the
Harber. The theatre's show-minded
Farris Shanbour arranged for Stork-
ville 's management to fill the lobby
with furniture and other articles us-
ually associated with babies,and set
up a regular nurse to take care of
babies while their parents enjoyed
the picture. Paramount merchandising
representative Bob Bixler, who parti-
cipated in the showmanship, pointed
particularly to the device of printing
the film's title and the star's name
on baby diapers and stretching them
across the street from the theatre as
^ 1 liiot raf Ari u hnvft .

DAVENPORT, Iowa - Above is

one of three uses of a basic

and very worthwhile showmanship
idea for "Desire Under the

Elms." Other two are at right,

and all have originated in the

Tri-States Circuit. One above

is at the Capitol Theatre here,

Bill Haver Manager.

Idea consists of a contin-
uous outline of a great spread-
ing tree, devoid or leaves but
with the bare branches reaching
across the front, was painted
on the glass doors. Under this,
paper cutouts of the two fig-
ures from the 24-sheet poster
were mounted. RIGHT

DES MOINES, Iowa - Here's a
further treatment of the "Des-
ire Under the Elms" display at
the es Moines Theatre (Tony
Abramovich, Manager).

RIGHT

ROCK ISLAND, Illinois - And
still another "Desire Under the
Elms" example, this one from
the Fort Theatre (Bill Towey,

r). This one stresses tne
stars.

Manager
film's

DONT MISS
THIS

CUKES MIDNIGHT

AUGusrar

Doubled Showmanship
IN LAST MAY's issue we editorialized about

a superb piece of showmanship engineered in a

couple of small towns in Denmark by Paramount
Manager John Aarshoj. As reported, the cinema
in the town of Bagsvaerd closed down, leaving
the populace without movies. Nearest cinema
was in Villabyemes, and was run by an enter-
prising exhibitor. Manager Fisker. This gentle-
man promptly bought a bus for the express pur-
pose of transporting the Bagsvaerd film fans
the 5 miles to Villabyemes, and the stunt was
a major success right from the start.

So much of a success was it that Manager
Fisker, a few weeks ago, sent to England and

putchased a double-decker bus, which replaced
the old single-decker one.

Tied in with this switch was the enormous

business being registered in Mr. Fisker's
theatre by "War and' Peace" - one of the might-

iest cinema successes ever to be registered in

Denmark.
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"OUTSOLD" IS THE WORD

FOR "WAR AND PEACE"

IN DENMARK The

DeLaurenti is-Paramount
Spectacle Maintains
Top Audience-Winning
Pace Everywhere!

WORLD WIDE FILM NEWS!
A comprehensive, 30-page bulletin entit-

led "The New Complete A, B, C Outline of
Paramount International's Publicity, Exploi-
tation and Advertising Services" is now in
the mails en route to Paramount branch off-
ices the world over. As indicated by Paul
Ackerman, Director of the Department, this
A,B,C Outline is "..the open book of your
Home Office Advertising and Publicity Dep-
artment's activities on your behalf."

It is a mighty solid informative and
useful publication, packed with practical
material just waiting to be put in motion
by Paramount showmen around the world.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - The Globe is
the only air-conditioned cinema in
Indonesia, and it was one of the two
theatres which released "Funny Face"
day and date. The other was the Ment-
ang. Both events followed a wonderful
showmanship build-up, expertly detai-
led in an exemplary campaign hook
forwarded by General Manager Cornelius
Vlug. One phase of the campaign was
the impressive publicity carried by
the three top newspapers - Merdeka,
Sin Po and Indonesian Observer,

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Massive showman-
ship via postering on the exterior of
the Shin Sheng demonstrates how eff-
ectively this draws masses of filrn-

6
oers to see "War and Peace." Mighty
e Laurentiis-Paramount spectacle has

proven one of the most towering box-
office attractions ever shown here.

TAIPEI. Taiwan - By night the main
showmanship side of the Shin Sheng
Theatre literally glowed with the ap-
peal of "War and Peace."

Paramount's Far East Supervisor ,S.
A. Henriksen, was on hand for the pre-
miere, and it was his pleasure to in-
clude the following comment in his
report to New York: "I am hqppy to sqy
that Mr. Fan (Andrew T. Fan, Para-
mount's Taiwan Manager) has handled
'War and Peace' exceptionally well in
all respects."

Grosses on the picture were descr-
ibed by Mr. Henriksen as "absolutely
fantastic," stating that it did four
times the business of "To Catch A
Thief," and three and a half times
that of "Court Jester," despite the
fact of Danny Kave being such a great
favorite in the Orient.

"War and Peace" in its Taipei run
did twice the business of the previous
record-holder at the Shin Sheng.

iHHBHfr

MORE NEWS ABOUT THE SUCCESS
OF "WAR AND PEACE” IN DENMARK,
TAIWAN AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES
NEXT MONTH. THIS RECORD-BREAKER
GOES ON AND ON AND ON.

Now Calcutta
There's another triumph for "The Ten Comm-

andments" in India, as evidenced from the foll-

owing cable received by Paramount Internation-

al's president, James E. Perkins, from General
Manager K.S.Vaidyanathan:

OCTOBER SECOND GALA PREMIERE OF "COMM-
ANDMENTS" AT LIGHTHOUSE THEATRE CALCUTTA
A TRULY MAGNIFICENT EVENT ATTENDED BY
CHIEF MINISTER DR ROY, TOP COVcRNMENT OF-
FICIALS, CONSULAR CORPS AND PROMINENT
CITIZENS. ADVANCE BOOKINGS AND AUDIENCE
REACTION EXCELLENT. EXPECT RECORD RUN.

BOGOTA, Colombia - This display is
in the lobby of the Tequendama Hotel
here and is an invaluable aid to the
engagement of "War and Peace" at both
the El Cid and Palermo Theatres. The
artist's illustration is done in a
luminous paint which becomes most eff-
ective under the hotel's illumination.

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Day and night
glimpses of the giant title of the
picture at the Shin Sheng Theatre.

We have received from
Colombia Manager Juan A.

Sastre a copy of the
comprehensive brochure
on "War and Peace" being
mailed to all exhibitors,
newspaper editors, maga-
zine writers, mu-icipal
authorities and educat-
ional leaders throughout
the country. It i3 a

fine, constructive piece
of information about a

great picture and must
be of invaluable aid to
the film both before and
during release.



SINGAPORE - The Cathay Organisation, which
encompasses most of South East Asia in film ex-
hibition, distribution and production activities,
recently produced in the wilds and longhouses of
Borneo, in Eastmancolor, a thrilling feature
film bearing the title, "The Virgin of Borneo."
When the production was edited and ready for re-
lease, Cathay (which is the first-release orga-
nization handling Paramount productions through-
out this part of the world), brought six of tne
principal Borneo members of the cast to Singa-
pore.

PEOPLE AND EVENTS
IN THE FAR EAST
CINEMA NEWS

HOLLYWOOD - With Cecil B. DeMille in this
Paramount studio scene are Mr. and Mrs. Domina-
dor B. Ambrosio of Manila, Philippines. Photo
was made just prior to the Ambrosios embarking
on a round-the-world trip, which is a combinat-
ion honeymoon and official tour. Mrs. Ambrosio
is the newly elected president of the Internat-
ional Federation of Women Lawyers, and will
visit 18 countries in this capacity as well ds
serving as personal envoy of goodwill for Pres-
ident Carlos P. Garcia of the Philippines. Mr.
Ambrosio is also an attorney, and is a lay-

reader of the United Church of Christ in the
Philippines.

In the top picture they are shown with the
"Miss Elizabeth Taylor" of Singapore, who is in
private life Mrs. Laurie Friedman, wife of the
Cathay Organisation's chief cameraman. In centre
of the picture is the film's star, Narang, who
celebrated her 19th birthday in Singapore.

The lower picture shows Narang cutting her
birthday cake. Seated, from left, are: Upah,one
of the Borneo stars; Narang; Lim Keng Hor, of
the Cathay Organisation: and Bawang, another of
the Borneo stars. Standing at right is Mr. Ho
Ah Loke, Cathay executive producer, who produced
the picture, "The Virgin of Borneo."

YUAN KAO, whose
Paramount service
covers many years
of great endeavors
in the Orient, and
who for the past
few years has been
a member of the Head
Office staff of Par-
amount International
in New York,has just
been appointed mana-
ger of Paramount Films

of Vietnam, Inc. in
Saigon, Vietnam.

DJAKARTA - "Gunfight At the 0. K.
Corral" premiered simultaneously in
four first-run theatres — Astoria,
Grand, Cinema and Happy. The premiere
was advertised, in part, by the above
street ballyhoo. Note the motive
power which guided the huge cart to
all parts of the city.

The four cinemas showing "Gunfight"
and the two premiering "Funny Face"
marked the first time in history that
one film company was able to book,
with just two pictures, all six houses
of A33ociated Cinemas.

HOLLYWOuu - The nimble
faced 'elf' shown both at
top and below is Frankie
Sakai, who has been iden-
tified as the "Mickey
Rooney of Japan's show
business." Above he is
with the Japanese wrestler
Ryuzo Demura, who has a
most important part in the -

Jerry Lewis comedy, "The
Geisna Boy." Below, he is
listening to one of Jerry
Lewis' gags, and appears
to be turning it over in
his mind before responding.

LEFT

Important Japanese film
visitors on the Paramount
lot. (l) On set of "The
Hangman": Gary Cooper,
Jack Lord.Nobu McCarthy,
Masashi Shimizu ,Fess Par-
ker, Tina Louise .Robert
Taylor ,Nagamasa Kawakita,
Goro Uzaki,Yutaka Shiba-

. (2) Therama ae official
Luncheon in the Paramount

Hayakawa ,Kawakita ,Cooper
and Shimizu.
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KONA, Hawaii - Hal Wallis not only
makes "the big ones" for the world's
screens - he also catches the "big
ones" when he goes fishing. On a
Hawaiian vacation after completing
"The Last Train from Gun Hill," here
is what he hooked into -- and lande 4 '

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Branch Manager
Herb Gillis was hospitalized follow-
ing a spine operation when this pic-
ture of him dictating Paramount matt-
ers to his secretary, Mrs. Ruth Smith,
was made. But nothing prevented his
being present at the sales meeting in

New York (see cover) a couple of
weeks later.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
NOTABLES IN

THE PARAMOUNT
SCENE

HELSINKI, Finland - At the
premiere of "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Aloha Theatre,
Mrs. I. Viljanen is greeted by
Paramount Manager Kurt Troupp.
In the background are Army Com-
mander (deputy) General I.Vil-
janen and Consul General A.Him-
berg.

MEXICO CITY - James E. Per-

kins, president of Paramount
International Films (at left),
is met at Mexico City Airport
by Antonio Sastre, Paramount
Manager in Mexico.

ATLANTA ,Ga. - Division
Manager Gordon Bradley
and Mrs. Bradley at a
Paramount party held to
celebrate a recent sales

ctory.

A good leader takes a

little more than his
share of blame; a little
less than his share of
credit.

- Arnold H.Glasgow

N&fYCRK - Paul
E. Ackerman,
Paramount Int-
ernational's
Director of Ad-
vertising, Publ-
icity ana Expl-
oitation, who
has been elect-
ed chairman of
the Internatio-
nal Film Relat-
ions Committee
of the MPEA
(Motion Picture
Export Ass'n).

TORONTO - At Paramount '

s

memorable product meeting at the

Park Plaza, John J.Fitzgibbons,
President of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. , stresses a show-
manship point to George Weltner
and Gordon Lightstone, while, at
left, Jerome Pickman and Win
Barron listen with interest.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Latin Am-

erican Division Manager Henry
B. Gordon, left, greets Carlos
Casavilla, who recently joined

the Paramount organization in

Colombia as Assistant Manager.

STOCKHOLM - Paramounteers of Swed-
en were eager for autographs of Inger
Stevens when the co-star of "The Buc-
caneer" visited this city recently on
a family visit. Standing beside her
in the Paramount office as she writes
are General Manager Paul Flodin and
Publicity Manager Mrs. Karl Thom^e.

HOLLYWOOD - Danny Kaye, making "The Five Pen-

nies," shares a good joke with Miss Kazuko Kom-
ori, who was visiting the studio on behalf of
Japan's eminent film publication,Eiga-no-Tomo.



THE CONTINENTAL
CINEMA SCENE
AWAITS WITH
INTEREST PARA-

MOUNT'S GREAT
PRODUCT NEWS

BELOJ

AMSTERDAM - Four famous Dutch act-
resses gather in Paramount's project-
ion room for a screening of "Wild Is
the Wind." Reading from left: Enny
Mols-de Leeuwe, Mimi Boesnach ,Peronne
Hosang and Elise Homans.

CAIRO, Egypt - Management of the
Rivoli Theatre here made excellent
use of a radio equipped publicity car
in telling the Cairo film fans about
Lana Turner's "Another Time,Another
Place." Here's the car against a typ-
ical Cairo background (with part of
the landscape quite reminiscent of a
major scene in "The Ten CommandmentsJi

PARIS - Crowd
scenes at one of
the three Paris
cinemas showing
"The Ten Comm-
andments" follo-
wing the 32 won-
derful weeks at
Le Paramount ....
This is the Gaite
-Roche chouart,
one of the best
cinemas in Mont-
martre .

.

AT TOP
Crowds at the
Miramar.

HELSINKI - Last month's issue
recorded Finland's capital as a
new success centre for "The Ten
Commandments." Latest news from
Helsinki is even
Shown above are,
the renowned Aloha
(b) one of the many top store
windows announcing the greatness
of the Cecil B. DeMille film....

in more up-be
1

, (a) exteri
.oha Theatre

,

beat,
erior of

and

The Aloha Theatre is strategic-
ally situated at the curve of a
main street 60 that it can be
seen 15 blocks away - hence the
importance of the front-of-house
display.

SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain -

Fine, reverent view of
Alfred Hitchcock in one cf
this city's 14th Kentury
churches. Photograph was
made when Mr. Hitchcock
was here a few weeks ago
seeing his "Vertigo"given
a high award at the Filn
Festival.

SAN SEBASTIAN - While
Alfred Hitchcock was here
attending the Film Festi
val, and seeing "Vertigo"
honored with a high award,
he and his wife were also
honored by being allowed
to enter the Festival
theatre under this canopy
of swords.

j n no o i ±ci
record based on Anna Mar-
nani's "Wild Is the Wind"
proved to be a best-sell-
er in this city, and got
a big advertising play in
windows of ti , uop record
shops. Here's one of them.
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Exhibitors React

By Shencin Kane
|

XHIBITOR reaction to Para-

mount’s announcement of its in-

creased schedule of high budget
productions for the coming year at

the meetings held in New York, Los
Angeles and Toronto has been, as

might reasonably be expected, one
that evidences added encouragement
and increased determination to help

1

themselves by seeking the maximum
audiences for all such product avail-

able to them.
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f Ot0^ Vtv V product program that he is

1
^r^gress. ... The consensus appears to be

ffhcT discussion accompanied by slide projections
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Af)Vls ^tOWuTpose. . . . That purpose, of course, is to

c,x- G2-rY^ewith the spirit of "faith in the future" enunciated by Presi-

entBarney Balaban. holds that the industry could be

in store for a great renaissance, and Weltner, who has set 100 sim-

ilar meetings throughout the U. S., and the world, obviously has taken

the industry recession bull by the horns and is about to throw that

ugly animal for what could amount to a big loss. . . . The Paramount

|
campaign can only succeed, the way^P hil M^sees it.

^ Oct 3, 1958

In a sense, Paramount thus has not

only reaffirmed its own confidence in

the industry’s future but also has en-

dowed many an exhibitor thereby

with renewed faith in his own theatre

and its potential.

It is fair to assume, too, that there

will be a comparable exhibitor re-

action in each area in which the re-

maining 97 exhibitor luncheon meet-

ings are convened to hear the Para-

mount message from world sales head

George Weltner and his aides. The
itemization of more product and more
important product always is basic, in-

sofar as exhibition is concerned

PARAMOUNT PERKS TRi

WITH BIG NEW LINEUP

THE
Mon.,

S, 195*

Bv FR1TZI BLOCKI

To further emphatically con-

Paramount’s enthusiastic

faith in

tion picture

expressed on

firm Paramount
the future of the mo

business, as first

August 26, by

prexy Barney Balaban Para_

mount held the second^ > a

nronosed schedule of 10O sum

Par meetings which will be held

alt oTr the world, yesterday at

the Ambassador Hotel>-

^ At the .spea^g**^

ducing at least 20
|

dollar productions

The Paramount 1

-| chief said also, ‘‘thej

budget limitations/

mount producti/

justify its ini

tion of the li|

“House);

Grant

ftofoban Offers

A Chall

When that message comes on th,

heels of fairly widespread apprehen-

sion among exhibitors that Paramount

may have elected to liquidate its

major motion picture assets in favor

of concentration on the electronics

and communications fields, it is that

much more welcome and reassuring,

especially to those who are present

to hear it at first hand.

The net result of Paramount’s 100

exhibitor meetings must inevitably be .

of real value to the industry at large, I

as well as to the company.

From Barney Balaban’s message re-

affirming his own and his company’s

faith in the future of motion pictures

must flow, in ever-widening circles

as it is heard by exhibitors the world

around, a re-birth of showmanship

and a renewal of down-to-earth pic-

ture selling.

It is, in fact, a business^

message thi

B7- DEV$finane

Mr.
The p"?nu«le Pcople 11
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SHOWMANSHIP EFFORTS ON

"KING CREOLE" AND OTHER

PARAMOUNT HITS HAS BEEN

TERRIFIC - AS YOU'LL SEE

NEXT MONTH
-JBHBHBBBBBBHBHBf-tt-

CINEMA SCENE IN

GREAT BRITAIN
HIGHLIGHTED BY

"VERTIGO" AND

OTHER TOP HITS

II "JJK V
I-*
[a VC

r/'l

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE - One of

the most effective botJk windows
we have seen pictured in any
part of the world is this New-
castle one. Note particularly
the effective card in the back-
ground which tells one and all
that "THE BIBLE continues to be

the World's Best Seller."

DONCASTER - One of the city's

foremost department stores dev-
oted a prominent window to this
very effective and very dignif-
ied presentation of the 'Feast
of the Passover' in observance
of the local showing of "The
Ten Commandments" at the Odeon
Theatre.

LONDON - A closer shot of the vast
and seemingly endless queues all fee-
ding into the Odeon' s fascinating
offering — Alfred Hitchcock's best
thriller, "Vertigo."

LONDON
-

- This slightly out-of-focus

picture reveals that the photographer

was still rocking with laughter from

"Rock-A-Bye Baby" when he clicked the

shutter across the street from the

Plaza.

RIGHT

LONDON - In the interim since

our last general issue, the Odeon

Theatre also had a huge success
with Elvis Presley's "King
Creole," as these pictures show.

Next month we'll have a comp-
rehensive showmanship on "King
Creole" in Britain. It's honeyl

LONDON1 - Striking front of the
Odeon on Leicester Square reflects
the excitement generated by Alfred
Hitchcock's production of ’’Vertigo."
The queues, stretching in both direct-
ions, can be seen in back of the arr-
iving cars which are bringing still
more customers to the Odeon.
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Exhi bi tor
Pra i se

Here's a telegram
received by Mr. Weltner

from Mrs. Vera L.CocJcrill

- eminent exhibitor, of

the Denham Theatre in

Denver:

TODAY'S "FAITH IN THE
FUTURE" LUNCHEON HAS IN-
SPIRED AND ENTHUSED ALL
OF US. THE DrJIHAM AND
DENVER JOIN THE CHEERS
OF THE NATION FOR PARA-
MOUNT FOR 1959.SINCERELY

ATLANTA, Ga. - Sales

Manager W.R. (Willie )Word

at tne recent Paramount
party here celebrating a

victory in the matter of
film shipments. And with
him is Mrs. Word.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

legislature's session. He is very confident of

the outcome, since success would be a great boon

to show business. ,
Terry Bohiem, Cashier in St. Louis branch,

is spending her vacation in Minneapolis, and was

in to say hello. We all hope she'll come back.

Laura McGuire, Branch Manager's Secretary,

helped her parents celebrate their 25th Wedding

Anniversary by presenting them with a China

plate engraved with silver.

PHI LAULLPH I A| Newcomer Stanley Smithers

welcomed to the booking department this week.

Smithers, a veteran in the industry, should add

a lot of help to the department .... "HOUSE-

BOAT" was screened for the employees; each and

every person agreed that here was a picture we

all had been waiting for consensus of

opinion was that the picture must wind up with

the top grossers of the company .... Vice

President Hugh Owen a very welcome visitor to

the branch Cashier Beverly Wish

leaving our midst to move way out west with her

folks the branch wishes (no pun in-

tended) Beverly and her hubby good luck in their

new location. . .

- John Kane

lB U F F ALQ| Fran Lynch, who joined our staff

from albany, has accomplished the impossible;

he has found a house in Buffalo, and we eager-

ly await the early arrival of the Lynch family.

ST. LOUIS - Our lead-off picture shows
Branch Manager Harry Haas catching up with the
mail that accumulated during his sales meeting
trip to Los Angeles. Second snap has Salesman
Joe Benedick looking up from his wprk just lnnjjust long

the third

snap°shows Jerry Bafiner, Office Manager-Head
Booker, shaking hands with exhibitor Charlie
Beninati, who Is all smiles over completion of
his contract for showing "The Ten Commandments."

Benedick looking up ---

enough to have his picture taken. And
’

Ban:

our company the iinest in the business.

We held a sneak in the Carolina Theatre
recently on "HOUSEBO/.T". The theatre was packed
and the audience reaction was great. There was
no doubt but that everyone was thoroughly enter-

tained.

It was encouraging to read Mr. Balaben's

impressive and timely statement regarding the

future of Paramount and the great motion pic-

tures to be released within the near future.

Certainly it is a great challenge to all of us

to turn in e performance in keeping with the

finest Paramount tradition.
- Joe Cutrell

Greetings from the TAP. HEEL STATE . • •

Mrs. Myrtle Parker, Secretary to Lawrence Ter-

rel], Eranch Manager, Denver, Colo, to attend

the c th annual convention of the Association of

the Vomen of the Motion Picture Industry. She

is Vice-President of the Association.

Miss f.uth Brown, booking clerk, went to

Myrtle Beach, S. C. and also attended the Sou-

thern 500 haces at Darlington, S. C.

NEW ORLEANS - The world
premiere of "The Buccan-
eerM has been set for Eec*

llth at the Saenger Thea-
tre. Victor H. Sniro (l.)»
councilman-at-large and
acting mayor of New Orle-
ans, presents Henry G.

Plitt, president of Para-
mount Gulf Theatres Inc.

,

with a scroll honoring
Cecil B. DeMille and pro-
claiming December llth as
Jean Lafitte Day.

BRAZIL'S new announce-
ment portfolio,detailing
the glowing new product

for 1959, is a handsome
document from the artiat-
ic standpoint, a solid
document from the prest-
ige standpoint, and a

priceless document from
the exhibitor's stand-
point.

It reflects enormous
credit on all concerned
with its production.

Ken Reuter, Booker, togetner with Jo-Anne,

has returned from vacationing at Schroon Lake,

N. Y Mr. George Schur was a recent and

most welcome visitor.

Ve are happy to have Jake Neil, Booker, back

with us after several weeks absence due to in-

jured back. His face is a welcome sight around

the office.

Frank Saviola, city salesman, is progress-

ing satisfactorily from his recent accident in

which he unfortunately fractured both legs.

Frank's address is - Meyer Memorial Hospital,

Section H-2, Room A04, Grider Street in Buffalo,

New York. We know that Frank would greatly ao-

preciate hearing from his many Paramount asso-

ciates.

Salesman Mike Jusko has found his winter

weekend project. He is remodelling his base-

ment into a recreation room. We all hope it is

completed before he starts changing diapers

when the expected fourth arrival comes along.

His time will be at a premium after that.

—Hugh A. MaGuire

CHMM jTTE
experience v;as a

such as "VERTIGO

Summer is over and our business

happy one with blockbusters

", "KING CREOLE", and "RQCK-A-

BYE BaBY". Pictures of this caliber have maae

"House r'ull" describes the Carolina The-

atre when HOUSEBOAT was shown at a sneak preview.

Judging from the laughter, and remarks, have a

sure hit with this delightful family picture.

—

M

ildred Hoover

| W A S H I NGTQN ,
U.C.j Mr. Herbert Gillis,

Branch Manager, has shown rapid recovery fol-

lowing surgery. So much so, he was able to

attend the Paramount Affirmation of Faith sales

meeting in New York.

Mrs. Josephine Evans, Booker's Clerk for

many years, has resigned to join the Navy De-

partment as a civilian employee Mrs. Mil-

dred Donn joined our office staff as Booker's

Clerk, succeeding Mrs. Josephine Evans.

Our vacationers for the month of Septem-

ber were George Kelly, Salesman; Albert Land-

continued on Page 38.
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MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS
HIGHLIGHT THE NEWS

FROM LATIN AMERICA

W INCHES f

BUENOS AIKES, Argentina — Scenes like the
one above, ar'd the other lower on thi 3 page,
were responsible for Managing Director Hugo
Strainer seeding the following cable to Paramount
International President James E. Perkins:

"NIGHTS OF CABIRIA" FIRST WEEK BUENOS AIRES
200*! OVER FIRST WEEK "LA STRADA". CRITICS
AND PUBLIC RAVING. CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL.

MEXICO CITY - Paramount International Presi-
lent James E. Perkins was here on a business
,rip early last month. He is shown at luncheon
tested between two eminent showmen of Mexico —
Sr. Gabriel Alarcon. Sr., and his son. Gabriel,
r. Seated at right is Arthur L. Pratchett,
’aramount's General Manager in Mexico.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Following completion of his
o-starring role in the Paramount release,
Thunder In the Sun," Jacques Bergerac visited
his Brazilian metropolis and called at the
aramount head office. He was accompanied by
cademy-Award-winning Dorothy Malone (who was
sading lady in the Martin and Lewis comedy.
Artists and Models"), and they are shown above
ith Oswaldo Leite Rocha, Paramount's ace pub-
icity and advertising director for Brazil.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Latin
American Division Manager
Henry B. Gordon, and Mrs.
Gordon, at right, arrive
here en route to New York.
At the airport to meet them
were Juan A. Sastre ,Manager
for Colombia, and,at left,
Carlos Casavilla, newly
appointed Assistant Managa:.

BELOW

RIO DE JANEIRO - Messrs
Arthur Coelho, Carlos Fon-
seca and Oswaldo Leite
Rocha examining the actual
properties used in making
"The Ten Commandments",and
sent here in connection
with Brazil' 3 Film Festi-
val.

GUAYAQUIL, Ecuador - Latin Amer-
an Division Manager Henry B. Gordon
rives here for the premiere of "The
n Commandments" at the Presidente
eatre. From left: Sr. Hector Espinel
ndoza,owner of the Presidente; Par-
ount's Central America Manager,
rio Ghio; Dr.Teodoro Alvarado Olea;
ss Elida Gonzalez, in charge of
tin American publicity on "The Ten
mmandments; Mrs. H. B. Gordon: Sra.
varado Olea; Mr. Gordon; Sr. Xavier
varado, Editor of Vistazo.

ly not only in the Metropolitan and
Normandie (pictured;, but also in the Astor.and

l2eJUrs
$ ,

four days of this release, a total
of 5R,700 tickets had been sold.

The mighty campaign of showmanship on "The
Nights of Cabiria" had followed on a similar
massive campaign on "Wild Is the Wind," which
had premiered or. September 16th simultaneously
in the Opera and the Premier. Thus Mr. Stramer
had been able to commence his report with this
incisive sentence:

"This week Paramount is illuminating the
marquees of the five best release houses of
the Lococo circuit."
Mr. Stramer' s report emphasized the powerful

showmanship campaigns which had accompanied
both premieres. In the case of "Wild Is the
Wind," magazines carried pictures and stories of
Anna Magnani for months, while her record of
"Scapricciatello" was played on all important
radio stations. All of this, and much other vey
commendable showmanship effort paid most hand-
somely at the five box offices already menticned.

(BELOW) Exterior of the
Normandie ,Buenos Aires,
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BRUSSELS - Another very
effective example of the
high degree of showman-
ship infused into the pos-

ters of Paramount product
by the ace publicity staff

here. Picture in this in-
stance is the Clark Gable
-Doris Day mirthfilm,
"Teacher's Pet."

HOLLYWOOD - Awards are

rolling in for Hal Wallis.
Here he is chatting with
Jerry Lewis while each is
holding an award won by a

Wallis production.
Wallis holds the Bombay

(India) Film Critics'
Award for "The Rainmaker.'
The critics voted this
Burt Lancaster-Katharine
Hepburn co-starrer "the
best foreign picture of
the year" to be shown in
their area. Jerry Lewis
holds the "Picture of the
Month" award from the mag-
azine Seventeen, for Hal
Wallis' "The Sad Sack"
which starred Lewis.

ROME - Scene at German
Embassy as Anna Magnani
received Silver Bear won
at Berlin Film Festival
for "Wild Is the Wind."
From left: Ambassador von

^estival rep. in Rome:and
Herr Sattler, cultural
attache of the German
Embassy in Rome.

LA PARAMOUNT ANNUNZIA AL MONDO
LA SUA P I

U

’

GRANDE SERIE 01 FILM ..........
II nostro bollettino dello soorso mese annunziavs al mondo quails cha ooatitulrfe la

pi6 splendida sfilza di nuovi lavori cha la nostra Casa rioordi d'ever mai possaduto.
Pubbllcava altresi il poderoso annunzio di Mr. Barney Belaben a conteneva anche une rela
zione sulle varie riunioni tenutesi in Canadfe a in diversi punti degli Stati Uniti per 1

lancio dei primi film della nuova stagione. Senonchfe quel numero di Settembre dal noatr
Paramount World non verrh distribuito in nessuna parte del mondo trine della visita di

Mr. George Weltner o di chi sarfc da lui delegate a portarvi il suo measaggio.

Mr. Weltner ha lasciato Nuovs York 11 gl orno 1° Ottobre dopo un rluaciti aslmo pran 2

ufficiale in suo onore all’Hotel Aatcr durante il quale una dalle piu lmponenti rappreae
tanze degli Esercenti cine one to graft ci b state mass al corrente di tutte la nostra nuove
pellicole. Il 2 e 3 Ottobre Mr. Weltner ha partecipato ad une simile ed altrettento riv;

acita riunione a Los Angeles alia quale hanno presen ziato importanti personality ala del

remo produzione che di quello dei geatori di sale. E coal di ae®iito, lungo tutto il
viaggio, con date fissate per il 9 al 12 Ottobre per le riunioni a Tokio, e poi Hong Kor

(13-16 Ottobre), Singapore (17-19j, Bombay (20-22), Roue a iniziare dal 25 Ottobre, Pari

gi del 1° Novembre e Londra dal 5 Novembre. Dopo di che Mr. Weltner dovrebbe far ritorr

a Nuova York il 15 Novembre.

Come vedete, otto paglne del presents nur®ro aono state dedicate alia ri capitolazic

ne della nostra nuova produzione, con tutti i dati poeaibili su ogni singolo film fino t

quest o momento. Nel numero del prossimo mese completeremo la storia mettendovi a giornc

sul resto dei lavori e vi daremo nello stesso tempo tutti i dettagli dell'eccezionale

viaggio d'efferi di Mr. Weltner in tutte le parti del mondo- Faremo anche del nostro m<

glio per includere tutte le notizie di carattere generals che si sono nan mano andate

accumulando durante qussti ultimi mBai di Settemtre e Ottobre che abbiamo preferito dedi

care in messime parte ai nostri oegniflci nuovi film.

NOW
THAT
THE
HURRICANE
SEASON
IS
OVER
PREPARE
FOR
it <p

E
M
P

E
S
•pit

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24)

Wij hebben in 8 bladzijden van dit nummer het gehele product in het
kort samengevat en wij hebben getracht zoveel mogelijk het laatste
nieuws over elke film te brengen. he volgende maand zullen wij het
complete productie-verhaal publiceren, gelijk met een volledig over-
zicht van Lur. Weltner' s opwindende wereldtournee . Wij zullen dan ook
proberen zoveel mogelijk algemeen nieuws te brengen, dat zich gedurende
de maanden September en October opgehoopt heeft, daar wij toen onze
volledige aandacht geconcentreerd hebben op het prachtige nieuwe produc -
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"THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG"
ALREADY THRILLING WORLD
AS A NOVEL. . .REVIEWS ON
THIS PAGE REVEAL THIS.

Well Met in Nepal
farce in the

suvin is very
British style, Miss *

he antics
good at it; impa'!!

t^ho has a
of a U. N bur^ucratwhOationa,

vested interest comic L
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w«
ty combines

1
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By FREDERIC MORTON
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den of Mis, Suyin' s novel.

Novel? Miss Suyin has ere
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written.

libretto, liltingly

with gorgeous stage

directions Miss Suyin's prose

leaps to all visual nuances. from
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of Mount Everest and it* »
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that's abrupt and

Miss Suyin some

note of theoretical

bothers to dramati

Our heroine s hu

most soddenly midd

uniformly repulsiv|

who ever abused tl

vow. Our heroines

exhaustive catalog*

virtues: slim, tall,

divine lighter of ci|

scholar whose read

from Catholic hagio:

the last

NEW YORK - Ranking Nepalese representatives to the United
Nations are guests of Paramount Pictures Corporation -at a

banquet in the Cotillion Room. Present, clockwise from left:
Mr. N.P.Thapa, Nepal; Mrs. Fay Allport, Russell Holman, East-

ern Production Mgr.; Mrs. George Weltner; H.E. P.B.Shah,
Foreign Minister of Nepal; Adolph Zukor; Miss Madhuri Shah,
daughter of Foreign Minister; James E. Perkins; S.B.Shah^
brother of Foreign Minister; Hiller Inne3, Paramount; Mrs.
Mildred Loew, daughter of Mr. Zukor; H.E. R.B.Shaha, Nepal-
ese Ambassador to the United Nations; George Weltner, Mrs.
J.E. Perkins, Dayaram Bhakta, First Secretary to the King of
Nepal; Miss Toshi Suzuki, of Tokyo.
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“7 Tie Mountain Is Young*" by Han
Suyin (Putnam. 511 pp. $4.95), tells

about the romance of a cool English-

woman and a Nepalese engineer, in the

exotic land of the Himalayas. Anglo-

Indian critic and novelist, Aubrey

Menen is the author of
l,

The Backward
Bride" and “The Abode of Love"

By Aubrey Menen

THE trouble with Han Suyin is

that there are two persons inside

her and they do not blend.
Let me at once make clear what I

mean. I am not speaking of the fact

that Han Suyin, like the writer of this

review and every person who reads it,

has mixed blood. I mean something
much more interesting, namely, that
Han Suyin is a writer of extraordinary
talent, but at the same time she has
the misfortune of being a woman.
This is always a difficult state of

affairs, especially when the writer is

not content with producing

book, but wishes to write

George Eliot succeeded (but

a woman?), w’hereas most
writers give up. or repeat thei

Han Suyin. in her third no\^

not repeat herself. She is

original. In 1956 she was inv

witness the coronation of the King of

Nepal. She decided to put down her
observations of the people and the

country in the form of a novel. The
result is a piece of descriptive writing

as fine as anyone would wish to read.

At first she gives way to a mountain
mood: “Everything becomes colorfuT

significant, charged with

meaning when you are up
But soon her deep sense

begins to assert itself and she becoi*..

aware that “this is by no means
Shangri-La, but merely another un-
developed Asian country with . . .

great wealth for a handful of aristo-

crats, misery for most of the popula-
tion, sanitation nonexistent, disease

rife, pi-dogs and filth, sacred fat cows

iSSTue!
T.1K

lx>ts of ec

\e pr°se

4&*"

*>k°0r

Han

a fa
an Indian, p.

I am interested

strange lot, with whom
connection. But Unni is

-
ful^

,

manly virtues and has no fault what

A many-spiendored woman
Suyin, Far East specialist in sex and
socialism, has been accused by various
critics—not necessarily literary—of
being vain, successful, selfish, domi-
neering, arrogant, and immoral. She
also has been called an exhibitionist
and a Communist. But nobody has
ever accused her of not being interest-

e]3 mg. She is.

I first met her at a cocktail party
in Hong Kong in January

. 1951

plainly pleased by this turn of events.

She was writing a book and wanted
me to read the manuscript. While I

read she sat on the edge of her chair*
in my room at the Gloucester Hotel.
After two chapters I handed the man-
uscript back to her. I didn’t know
much about her, except that she was a
doctor and there was something about
a love affair with Ian Morrison, the
London Times correspondent who was
killed in the Korean war. But she
could write.

The book, of course, was “A Many-
Splendored Thing,” a thinly disguised
account of her Hong King idyll with
the blue-eyed Englishman before he
went off to Korea and got blown up
by a land mine. “A Many-Splendored
Thing” did rather well for both its

publisher and Hollywood, not to men-
tion its author. Its impact on Morri-
son’s wife and children, who were
living in Singapore at the time he was
killed, went unreported.
Now, seven years later, Suyin, or

Dr. Elizabeth K. Comber as she
is known to Western friends, sat in

h
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TEXAS has courageously
met the crisis precipit-
ated by the inclusion of
Alaska in the Union as a

state. In a column cont-
ributed to Paramount
World from Dallas there
occurs this sentiment:

Texas may not be the
biggest State now, but,
we are still the best]

Jeff Chandler i3 a

tall and dangerous adver-
sary in "Thunder In the

Sun." in which he co-stars
witn Susan Hayward and
Jacques Bergerac. Picture
tells of an epic dash ac-
ross the Western plains
to bring the first grape-
vines to California.

HELSINKI'S launching

of "The Ten Commandments"

was accompanied by one of

the most outstanding cam-

paigns of publicity that

Finland's capital has

ever seen for any film.

Finland Manager Kurt
Troupp and the Paramount
publicists can well be
proud of the mountain of
material which ha3 been
given NswYork inspection
and passed on to Holly-
wood for Mr. DeMille's
attention.

ATLANTA, Ga. — The ParamounLeers of the
world home of a certain soft drink recently wen
a 'shipments' contest, and celebrated with,

a

party. Here are two glimpses of that party. At
left, the ladies: Virginia Rich, contract: Sue
Hammock, stenographer: Katie Lewis, As3't cash-
ier: Wyolene Denny, picture report; Louise
Catny, cashier; Betty Kitchings, telephone op-
erator; Marilyn Contlno, accounting. The men:
B.W. Smith, salesman; John L.Huff, office mana-

f
er: Foster Hotard, branch manager: Virgil
opkins, booker; W.J. Andre (seated) booker:

Dewey Bently, accounting: Paul Morgan, booker;
Frank Folger, salesman; Norris Gazaway , booker.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34

graf, Booker; Cecelia Shanholtz, Booker's Clerk;
and Ida Green, Cashier.

Few of us in the office realized it, but
George Mamakos, Shipper, is quite a bowler. His
name appears quite frequently in our local news-

papers for high set or high game.

—Bill Fischer

ATL A NT A
I
The big news in the Atlanta Branch

was the victory dinner held September 12 at

"Mammy' s Shanty" celebrating our first place
finish in the recent "Operation Jackpot". In

a few words we all had a "ball". We had almost
a 100$ turn-out of employees for this gala af-

fair and it will be long remembered by all.

The welcome mat is out for traveling Aud-

itor Henry "Kelly" Goldberg. Atlanta is al-
most like home to Henry and we hope he will en-

joy his stay here among his many long time
friends. In fact, Henry found his lovely wife

in Atlanta.

This reporter had the pleasure of spend-

ing several days in Charlotte during his Sep-

tember vacation with Office Manager Weber Ho-

well and his family, long time friends. The
visit was most enjoyable and everyone there
helped to make it one to be remembered. They
are a swell bunch of Guys and Dolls.

We have had several enthusiastic meetings
with the local Manager, attended by the book-

ers and salesmen, the results of which were
more and better ideas and plans for putting

our team in first place in Paramount's For-

ward March.

The news of the forthcoming parade of

blockbusters for 1959 really has the office
(and exhibitors) humming. It is always wel-

come news to hear of the great plans which

our company has for the future to keep us al-

ways PARAMOUNT and we are nil oroud to r.ble

to be part of its future.
—John Huff

Elvis Presley is still King in the

playtime end film rentals from

KING CPEOLE will attest. Our first estimate

' E M P H I S
mid- south as

Frank H . Smi th
^

We record with heart-deep
sorrow and regret the passing
of Frank H. Smith from among
us on October 16th last. Less
than a week before that date
he had retired from the post
of Branch Manager in Salt Lake
City after just exactly 40
years of Paramount service.

Beginning in 1918, Frank
had progressed up the Paramount
ladder from assistant booker to
highly esteemed Branch Manager.
His record of service in Home
Office contains nothing but
commendations.

He already is sorely missed
by a legion of friends. Our
deepest sympathy goes to his
^widow, three 3ons eand daughter^

was that KING GREOLE would do about 25$, less
business than the fabulous earnings of LOVING
YOU, but astounding returns are still coming in
from precincts which had not yet been counted,
and KING CREOLE is gaining every day. In fact,
we have revised upward our estimate to a point
where there is some doubt about the final win-
ner I

All Memphis was* saddened by the death of
Elvis' Mother. It was a Mother-Son relation-
ship seldom equaled and had become a part of
our thoughts about Elvis.

The TEN COMMANDMENTS is in the midst of
drive-in engagements here and proving that it
can stay in there as long and as well as it has
already proved in conventional theatres.

Our correspondent, Tom Donahue, is on vaca-
tion and when he returns, we shall have more
news about our personnel.

—Howard Nicholson

Happy Sailing with

"Houseboat”..
Houseboat had a most happy 'launching'

at Philadelphia's Arcadia Theatre.

Review in Philadelphia's top newspaper,
The Inquirer, lead off with: "Should be happy
sailing all the way for 'Houseboat.' A wond-
erfully witty, warm-hearted comedy Loren
adds glamor to a performance which reveals
her as one of the screen's most able comedi-
ennes "

©

Robert Taylor is "The
Hangman" in the Frank
Freeman, Jr. production of

that name. It is Taylor's
first picture ever on the
Paramount lot, and the
advance word on its box-
office potential is very
laudatory.

1.1
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Adolph Zukor flanked by Mr. J.

E. Perkins, at left, and Mr. Steve
Clug, with showmanship material
relating to the two All-Time-Great
Paramount productions which he is
personally sponsoring in their
world-wide release.

The pictures are both Cecil B.
DeMille productions — "Union
Pacific" and "North West Mounted
Police."

V Against a background already
renowned throughout the world,
Mr. DeMille is photographed
with the brochure relating to
Paramount International's plan
to bring back to the world some
of the great films of yester-
year. The two lead-ofr films in
this project are Cecil B.
DeMille 's "North West Mounted
Police" and "Union Pacific."

PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
SALES DRIVE HAS THE

SOLID ENDORSEMENT OF

ADOLPH ZUKOR AND

CECIL B. DeMILLE

Cecil B. DeMille already has

evinced deepest interest in the

distribution plans of Paramount

International regarding the

All-Time Greatest Productions.

Sales campaign for
the world-wide release
of Paramount's All-Time-
Greatest Productions is
already moving into high
gear. Several countries
are ready with all mat-
erial and will have the
first two films in rel-
ease by early December.
Others will start roll-
ing a few weeks later.
Enthusiasm everywhere
is at the highest level.

Suggestion to have
Mr. Zukor sponsor world
wide sales of UNION PAC-
IFIC and NORTH WEST
MOUNTED POLICE - the
lead-off pair of films
in Paramount's All-Time-
Greatest hits - origina-
ted with Paul Ackerman.
It's an idea which Para-
mounteers all around the
world will endorse and
applaud — and for which
they will produce top
results.

UNTAPPED
MILLIONS

OF

FILMFANS

Paramount's World-wide sales drive in connection
with the group of eternal motion pictures known as
Paramount's All-Time-Greatest is but another mani-
festation of our always-present belief that great
pictures -- truly great films -- are not for today
or for tomorrow, but for always And it is not
without special significance that our lead-off
productions are two of the ever-great Cecil B.
DeVille productions, "North West Mounted Police”
and "Union Pacific."

i
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Sage Words from the

Co-star of

"HOUSEBO

Here's a star doing

what exhibitors the world

over should do - getting

close to the people, the

picturegoers, the fans.

A lot of exhibitors
are of course doing just

this - but it's something

every showman worthy of

the name showman should

be doing — and doing all

j

the time... getting to

know the people who are

responsible for his being

a showman in the first

place....the film fans.
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Figure of Moses, made
of aluminum and 27 feet
tall, directed powerful
attention to "The Ten
Commandments" from atop
the Mercedes Building at
Plaza Miranda, Quiapo.
Name of the Galaxy Theatre
was displayed prominently.

No place around Manila
was too remote for reach-
ing the populace. Here is
a Sit-sheet poster in a
distant suburban spot with
its message about "The
Ten Commandments."

Wherever Manila travel-
ers congregated to take
their buses, there was a
powerful reminder about
"The Ten Commandments."

Superbly dressed front of the
Galaxy Theatre, with imposing
figures of four of the DrinciDal
characters of the film, and names
of the 15 featured players displ-
ayed across the theatre entrance.

Inspired by the upcoming eng-
agement of "Tne Ten Commandments'!
at the Galaxy Theatre was the
?50 .oo-a-plate dinner given by
tne Metropolitan Cathedral Board
at Jai Alai. Purpose was to raise
a fund for the reconstruction of
Manila Cathedral.

Other facets of the
truly wonderful showman-
ship campaign in Manila
on "The Ten Commandments"
will be found on the
Global Showmanship Page
(Page 22).

This i3 a tiny section of the
600-plus buses of the La Mallorca
-Pambusco de-luxe bus fleet that
carried banners on both sides,
massive stickers on the bumpers,
stickers on the rear windows ana
pennants above the hoods — all
announcing "The Ten Commandments."
The buses penetrate even the re-
motest Barrios of Northern Luzon
five large provinces - Tarlac,

Nueva Ecija, Bataan
ican.

r

MANILA SHOWMANSHIP FOR

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
POWERFUL CONTENDER FOR

'FINEST I N THE WORLD'

!

The showmanship campaign for "The Ten
Commandments" in Manila, beginning in dig-
nity but with absolute forcefulness many
months in advance of the glowing premiere
at the Galaxy Theatre, achieved its objec-
tive within days of the opening - an all-
time, ringing and resounding record that
has thrilled everyone concerned. We have
examined many campaigns on "The Ten Comm-
andments" since the mighty Cecil B.DeMille
production commenced its glorious career,
V/e have found few to approach, and none to
top, the comprehensive and thoroughly in-
spiring work performed by Paramounteers
A, S. Velasquez, Ric Javier and their tire-
less co-workers in Manila.

This page records but a fragment of

their work. It would take many pages to do

the campaign full justice.

Group of notables at the special preview of "The

Ten Commandments" at the Galaxy Theatre under sponsor-
ship of the Metropolitan Cathedral Board. From left:
Mr. Ernesto Rufino, Paramount Manager A. S. Velasquez,
Far East Supervisor S.A.Henriksen , His Grace .Monsignor
Rufino J. Santos, Archbishop of Manila; Don Guillermo
Dy Buncio, Chairman of the Metropolitan Cathedral
Board and Mrs. Rosita de la Concepcion of the Metrop-
olitan Cathedral Board Secretariat.
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"THE BUCCANEER" RECEIVING
HIGHEST COMMENDATION IN

ADVANCE OF RELEASE

TREMENDOUS
PROMOTIONAL
CAMPAIGN IS
UNDER WAY. .

.

FAMILY MOVIE GUIDE

NEW YORK - Adolph Zukor, Paramount

Pictures board chairman, receives in

his office from George J. Hecht pres-
ident and publisher of Parents' Maga-
zine, the publication's top merit
award for "The Buccaneer." The prod-
uction supervised by Cecil B.DeMille
has been cited as the Family Medal
Film for November, and is so designa-
ted in that issue of the magazine,al-
ong with an extensive description of
the spectacular romantic film. (There
is a reproduction of the page from
Parents' Magazine elsewhere on this
page of Paramount World).

The tribute by Parents' Magazine
appears to be but the beginning of a
mounting surge of compliments to this
mighty picture. The December and Jan-
uary issues of many national magazines
are preparing editorial endorsement of
"The Buccaneer" as an outstanding film
depicting a glorious page in history,
and at the same time being wonderful
entertainment

.

Next month we also expect to cover
the great premiere in New Orleans,and
to have details available on the plans
for the New York premiere.

NEW ORLEANS - Planning luncheon for launch-
ing "The Buccaneer" at the Saenger Theatre on
December 11. Clockwise from left: Buddy Felt,
city editor. Times-Picayune: Frank Allen, city
editor, States-Item; Admiral J.R.Rigg3 , pres-
ident, New Orleans Chamber of Commerce;Maurice
Barr, public relations chief, Paramount-Gulf
Theatres; Seymour Weiss, managing director ofTheatres: Seymour Weiss, managing director of
Roosevelt Hotel; Acting Mayor Victor H.Schiro;
Henry Plitt, president of Paramount-Gulf Thea-
tres; Frank Allen, Chamber of Commerce; Herb
Steinberg, Paramount studio director of adver-
tising and publicity; Jack Parker, president,
New Orleans Junior Chamber of Commerce; Anthony
Davoney,Jr., president, Young Men's Business
Club; Mrs. J .R.Robinson , chairman of Louisiana
Landmarks Society: Sam Wilson, board chairman
of the Society* At the luncheon it was decided
that proceeds of the premiere will go to the
Landmarks Society, with the Mayor heading the
official committee

Plans which have been
under way for months are
set to make "The Buccan-
eer" a tremendous natio-
nal topic by year’s end.

Radio and television
coverage is expected to
be precedent setting,
climaxing in the personal
appearance of Cecil B.
DeMille on the Ed Sulli-
van Show on December 14.

Network coverage is
expected to be constant,
and heavy, with the prem-
iere in New Orleans on
December 11th radiating
tp all comers of the land.

FOR JAPAN AND SWEDEN

This scene will help
spread news on "The Bucca-
neer" in both Japan and
Sweden. Because Swedish-
born Inger Steven3, right,
is telling Japanese writer
Miss Kazuko Komori, of the
celebrated Japanese film
magazine, Eiga-no-Tomo.all
about her experiences in
the mighty picture, which
Cecil B. DeMille is presen-
ting to the world. Scene is
in Paramount Internation-
al's radio studio in New
York, and standing in rear
is Armand Cardea, who pro-
duced the radio interview.

@®@

Commendation Page of Parents' Magazine in
which "The Buccaneer" is lauded as "November
Family Medal Film." The ending to the tribute
says: "Historically accurate as to the battle,
with a charming romance, this is perfect fami^
movie fare."

The Cover:
These day and night shots of the towering

Cathay Building in Singapore represent what is

an unprecedented tribute to a film executive.

The tribute was paid to George Weltner on the

occasion of his visit to Singapore on his world

journey - and the tribute was paid by an exhib-
itor, one of the world '3 pre-eminent showmen,

|

Loke Wan Tho.
The Cathay is Singapore's loftiest and

most readily identifiable structure. It is
visible from many miles at sea, so that Mr.
Weltner' s name and the Paramount Trade Mark be-
came true beacons lighting the way to a fruit-
ful and prosperous future for all concerned.

Personnel of "The Buccaneer" attending
the premiere of the mighty film at the Saenga*
Theatre in New Orleans on December 11th will
be - Cecil B. DeMille, Henry Wilcoxon and
Anthony Quinn.
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S ^Exceptional NEWS of a completely unprece-

J ir\ dented nature continues to reach us from

^""the Philippines on "The Ten Commandments.1 ’

We received one exhibit just around press time,

and rather than give it ordinary attention we

are saving it for next month, when it will be

feature. We think you will agree with us that

enters an area of industry cooperation the

like of which you have never before seen. But

in the meantime, let us give you this quotat-

ion from one of Manager A. S. Velasquez’s many

uplifting letters to New York:
n ....It is interesting to note the character
of the crowd we have everyday at the Galaxy.
Many old men and old women, some so old they
can barely walk, and have to be attended by
their sons, daughters or servants. Many in
the attire of provincial folks who have
never seen the interior of a first-class
theatre — poor people who have saved centa-
vos just to see the picture, and many have
quite seriously remarked that now that they
have seen THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, they can die
happy. Most of these people have used their
hard-savings to buy the high-priced balcony
and loge seats... One movie fan, an octogen-
arian who cannot walk, was brought in a
wheelchair. ..Whole families come to see the
picture, and in one case a whole household of

15 persons, including the servants, bought
tickets.. . .One gratifying sight I havewitn-
essed every day takes place either at inter-
mission, or after the show -— fans rushing
to the advance sale ticket window to purchase
tickets for future shows for other members of
the family, for friends, or for themselves to
see the picture over again.... In my 24 years
with Paramount, I have not seen the likes
of it ”

EORGE WELTNER'S epochal, trail-blazing
journey around the world is now a matter

of history. And like history, it will go

on and on, making still greater history. We

have never before seen any Paramount institut-

ional undertaking produce such an overwhelming

Paramount World
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corporation,

1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, USA. Issued by and for

members of the Paramount organization around the world who

believe in the entertainment appeal of their product and in

the business future of their company.
- Albert Deane, Editor

Volume 4, Number 11 November, 1958

manifestation of approval, with cables and
wires running into the hundreds, letters into
the thousands, and newspaper inches running to
the tens of thousands. The actual story begins
on the page opposite, but first let us quote a
Hollywood Reporter editorial:

Several weeks ago Barney Balaban .Para-
mount president, issued his statement of
“Reaffirmation in the future” of the motion
picture business. It was an upbeat story and
was given world-wide coverage by the press.
To back up that statement, George Weltner,
the company's v-p and global sales manager,
started on a tour of the most important cap-
itals of the world, in an effort to prove up,
insofar as Paramount is concerned,the truth
of Balaban' s statement .. .We 've received rep-
orts from Tokyo,Singapore,Rome,Paris and
London, after Weltner made his pitch to ex-
hibitors, producers and distributors,and we 're

here to tell you that Mr. Weltner has done a
grand job, not only for Paramount but the
picture industry throughout the whole Free
World. Those in attendance at his meetings,
reportedly, left with greater enthusiasm for
the picture business than they have had for
some time. The press was just as enthusiast-
ic in its reporting "

W:
MILLE SECRET PROJECT was not listed

(last month in the recapitulation of up-
coming Paramount product. There was a

reason for this, but that is 'secret' too. Of

this you can be sure, however, Mr. DeMille's
next picture after "The Buccaneer” is released

will truly amaze the entire world.

Sincerest Thanks

IN MY MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE years with

Paramount I have never known a more exciting

and thrilling business journey than the one I

have just completed around the world. It was
made exciting primarily because of the vital
importance of the message I was delivering on

behalf of President Barney Balaban. But at the

same time it was made most rememberable through
the magnificently heartening support and coop-
eration I received everywhere — from Paramount
managers and staffs, from the lay and industry
press, and from the sheer receptivity of the

exhibitors in every land visited.

I could not hope to thank everyone indiv-
idually for this cooperation from the heart. I

most sincerely trust that these few humble
words will reach down to everybody concerned
with the ace arrangements, the unforgettable
hospitality, the infinite pains taken to assure

the comfort of the traveller. It was all very,
very wonderful.

I would, however, like to make a single
exception by naming Jerry Juroe, and thanking
him most warmly for a matchless accomplishment
as 'advance man' on the tour.
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A MESSAGE
IS CARRIED

AND DELI VERED!
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This was the beginning,
just two months ago,

when President Barney
Balaban deputed World-
wide Sales Manager George
Weltner to go forth

across the United States and
Canada, and to continue clear
around the world, to inform
Par amount eers , exhibitors and

i

picturegoers that Paramount’s
’Faith in the Future’ of our
industry was to be implemented
by the greatest program of top
production in motion picture
history In those two
months there has eventuated the
magnificent panorama
of upsweep i ng optim-
ism and sheer enthu-
siasm pictured on the

following pages
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THIS IS WHERE IT BEGAN

IT WAS IN CANADA, at Toronto on September 25th.,

that this whole wonderful story began to unfold. So

it is only fitting and proper that we begin this

recapitulation of the great mission of carrying the

message around the world, by starting in Canada. In

this way we can also report, pictorially, the various

local meetings which have since been held, and which

in their own important way repeat the successes of

the key meetings. We are very grateful to all who

have supplied us with the material shown on this and

subsequent pages.

VANCOUVER - Canada's Western metropolis held a very fine and
constructive luncheon meeting, with the above film figures the
chief protagonists. They are, from left: M. C. McLeod, Exhibitor,
Powell River: Robert Lightstone, Paramount Branch Manager; J.
McCausland, Interior Supervisor, Famous Players Corp. ;

Charlie
Doctor, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Vancouver; G. Sutherland,Distr-
ict Supervisor, Odeon Theatres; 0. Bird, Marager, West Coast Book-
ings: I. Ackerv, Manager, Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver; S.McClimon,
Exhibitor, 'White Horse, Yukon Territory; M. Joiner, District Sup-
ervisor, Famous Players; T. Ross, Booker, Famous Players; E.Haytsr,
Head Booker, Odeon Theatres; L. Karp, Booker, West Coast Booking;
H. Howard, Exhibitor, Kitimat.

In St. John, N.B., Brancn Manager Norman Simpson held a fine

luncheon meeting on October 8th in the Admiral Beatty Hotel.
More then twenty top exhibitors attended and gave Mr.Balaban's
message an enthusiastic reception. Event also got a good press.

CALGARY, Alberta - Six of the principals at
the Paramount lunchein held here under the chair-
manship of Paramount Manager William Kelly. From
the left: Don Menzies, Manager, Palace Theatre;
Ralph Mitcheletree, Manager, Palace Theatre; Mr.
Kelly: Ken Leach, strand, Variety and Hltchin'
Post Theatres: Frank Kershaw, Western Drive-In;
Paul Cardell (standing) Famous Players Representa-
tive in Calgary.

General view of the Calgary luncheon, Manager
Bill Kelly being fifth from right in rear row.

WINNIPEG - Section of the group assembled here
to hear Branch Manager Syl Gunn impart Paramount's
Affirmation of Faith statement. From left, rear,
clockwise: B.K. Beach, Sec.-Treas. Western Theatres
and Sec. ,Manitoba Exhibitors' Ass'n; Frank Morriss,
Winnipeg Free Press; Somer James, President, Asso-
ciated Theatres; Richard Miles, Gen. Mgr. Western
Theatres: H. Hurwitz, Gen. Mgr. Odeon-Morton Thea-
tres, ana President of Manitoba Exhibitors' Ass'n;
Branch Manager Gunn; D. Rothstein,Gen. Mgr. Roth-
stein Theatres; John Ferguson, District Mgr. ,Famtws
Players; W. Burton, Winnipeg Tribune; Dave Carr,
Supervisor, We 3tem Theatres; George Dowbiggin,
District Booker, Famous Players.

LEFT

SASKATOON - From left: George R. Miller, Vogue
Theatre, Wynyard; W.E.Winterton, Famous Players;
Jack Lundholm. president and owner of Lyric Theatre
Company in Swift Current, Sask.; Syl Gunn, Winnipeg
Branch Manager; H. Hurwitz, gen. mgr. Odeon-Morton
Theatres of Manitoba and Saskatchewan; Barney
Brookler, gen. mgr. Associated Theatres; H. Swartz;
chief buyer and booker for Rothstein Theatres Ltd.
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NEW YORK and LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES and NEW YORK

These were the two towering meetings which sparked the series of
regional meetings through which the Division Managers spread the Affirm-'

ation of Faith Message clear across the United States of America. Last
month we picture the two major events; this month, on this page and the
one following, we picture-report some of the regional meetings, and in
our captions seek to capture some of the spirit of satisfaction shown by
the members of the industry in attendance.

U. S. A.

aramounts affirmation
OF FAITH IN THE FUTURE

NEW YORK and LOS ANOKT.Rq

, Eh® 3® are glances back to the basic meetingsin New York (top) and Los Angeles. These were
8

^~nt3 anrounced to the industry and
3S 0f
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ountry that Paramount is in
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dK 8arnest
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and is troplementing this faith with
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hift
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DES MOINES
This was the gathering of exhibitors and

press here. Division Manager Tom Bridge is at
lower right; Branch Manager Dick Frank to his left.

BUFFALO, N.Y. — Honoring
the man who started it all. At
the Buffalo luncheon, admiring
photograph of Paramount's pres-
ident, Barney Balaban, are, from
left: Joseph Harmon. Strand-
Cataract Theatres, Niagara Rails;
Edmund C. DeBerry, Assistant
Eastern Sales Manager of Para-
mount; Andrew Gibson, Dipson
Theatres; Robert C. Hayman,
Strand-Cataract Theatres; Arthur
Krolick, United Paramount Thea-
tres District Manager.

CHARLOTTE. N.C.

This was the scene in the Charlotte Hotelon October 13th as Division Manager Gordon
Bradley brought the Paramount Message to 35top exhibitors. Standing in rear, named from
left, are: Southeastern Division Manager W.G.Bradley; Uwrence Terrell, Charlotte Branch

A1
i!nf Southeastern Merchan-dising Rep.: Emery Wister, Motion Picture

Editor of tne Charlotte News.

PLEASE NOTE - ONLY A CROSS SECTION OF THEMEEflNGS HELD IN THE UNITED STATES ARE REPOR-
TED ON THIS PAGE AND THE PAGE FOLLOWING.
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On another ri a „

OF TOWERING IMPORTANCE in all
of the meetings — in Canada,
in the United States of America,
and in all of the other countries
where Affirmation of Faith meet-
ings have been held — has been
the enormously impressive result
measured in inches of newspaper
space o All of this a glowing
testimony to the importance of
this epochal film industry event
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. . . . ./miu then the locale ucuamc
international, as Mr. Weltner
flew the Pacific to Tokyo, Japan.
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COVERING THE PACIFIC - ASIAN MARKETS

THE BIGGEST GROSSING ATTRACTION Of All TIME

CecilBDeMili.es

TheTen Commandments

TOKYO

President S.Kido of tne
renowned Shochiku organi-
zation, congratulates
Paramount on its new and
wonderfully constructive
plan for tne film industry
of the world.

General Manager N.Met-
ori making the opening
speech. (Publicity Direc-
tor T.Ise in foreground).

General view of the impressive
industry luncheon held at the Nikkatsu
Hotel, Tokyo.

I

Mr. Weltner delivering the famous
message concerning Paramount's prod-
uct, and what it means to exhibitors
the world over.

At the luncheon m the Nikkatsu
w

Hotel. Reading from left: Mr.S.Kido,

6
resident of Shochiku; Mr. Weltner,
r. N. Metori, Mr. I. Mori, managing

director of Toho Co.; Mr. Irving Maas,
MPEA representative; Mr.S.A.Henriksen.

Letters and cables in praise of Mr.
Weltner' s address, written by top Indus-
try figure s,numbered more than a bandied.

Luncheon audience looking at the
•screen during the presentation of the
upcoming new product

4 Sign says "Paramount *s
Affirmation of Faith in the Future."

.And here is one of the illus-
trations they were looking at, in
this instance a scene from "The Bucca-

" showing Charlton Heston.neer,

IN TOKYO, on October 10th, began the
series of great international meetings
dedicated to informing the world of Par-
amount's Affirmation of Faith in the
Future of the motion picture industry.
It was a most appropriate global spot to
receive such a message, and no better
film personality existed than George
Weltner to be Paramount's spokesman. The
thriving and far-seeing Japanese motion
picture industry was enormously receptive
to Mr. Weltner 's message.

Far East Film News
devoted many pages of its
October 10th issue to
the Paramount meeting...
Here are the cover and
three typical pages. Ed-
itor of F.E.F.N. devoted
his editorial to George
Weltner, and we are pub-
lishing this fine tribute
in another column.
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HONGKONG
....Second stop in the
Orient again witnessed
enthusiasm rampant.
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Every newspaper in Hongkong
covered Mr. Weltner's arrival
and the substance of his busin-
ess meeting. The Chinese langu-
age press in particular devoted
heavy space, including pictures
(such as this one showing arri-
val of Messrs Weltner and Henr-
iksen).

Endorsement. .

.

Even before he left Hong-

kong after delivering his now
celebrated message ,Mr.Weltner
had received the following

telegram from a noted exhibit-

or who had been present:

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
WONDiHFUL MESSAGE DELIVERED
ON OCTOBER 13th.

-Robert Chung,
Hongkong Office
Cathay Orgarizatim

BELCH

Mr. Weltner delivering the

celebrated message affirming
Paramount's complete faith in
the film industry's future.

Managing Director C.H. Liang of the King's Theatre
is shown addressing the gathering. Listening,from the
left, are: Mr. Weltner, Eric Hotung, Director of the
Princess Theatre and Ernesto Rufino, eminent Philipp-
ines exhibitor. It was subsequent to this event that
Jerry Juroe cabled New York in the following terms:

BEFORE EVERY EXHIBITOR IN HONGKONG HEADED BY C H
LIANG MANAGING DIRECTOR KINGS THEATRE AND ERIC
HOTUNG DIRECTOR PRINCESS THEATRE WELTNER PRESENTED
AFFIRMATION MESSAGE THIS AFTERNOON AT PENINSULA
HOTEL ASSEMBLAGE. ERNESTO RUFINO LEADING EXHIBITOR
OF PHILIPPINES FLEW HERE JUST TO HEAR WELTNER....
PRESS TV RADIO TURNOUT HONGKONG BEST YET STOP AT
CONCLUSION SPEECH LIANG (see above) MENTIONED
LONG ASSOCIATION WITH PARAMOUNT AND WELTNER DATING
TO EARLIEST DAYS FAR EASTERN FILM EXHIBITION" ALSO
SAID PARAMOUNTS STATEMENT BEST NEWS HE HAS HEARD
FROM ANY AMERICAN FILM COMPANY IN YEARS.

General view of the more than 70 exhibitors, press
representatives and others gathered in the assemblage
at the Peninsula Hotel.

Mr. Weltner is welcomed at
Kai Tak Airport bv Hongkong
Manager H.S.Moh. In rear are, at
left, Philippines Manager A.S.
Velasquez, and Taiwan Manager
Andrew T. Fan.

In group above,also at the
airport, are, rear row from
left: K. Dick,Office Boy: C.Yuen,
Film Inspector; C.H.Chui .Stat-
istical Clerk; S.H.Wong,Shipper
and Stockkeeper; Andrew T.Fan;
H.S.Moh, S.A.Henriksen and Jerry
Juroe. Front Row: K.F.Tso,Acc-
ountant; Master Hufino,Manila;
Run Run Shaw, of Shaw' s; Ernesto
Rufino,Philippines: Mrs.Henrik-
sen; Mrs. Ruiino; George Welt-
ner; A.S. Velasquez; Louis Chang
of Capitol and Star Theatres;
George Sun of King's Theatre,
and C.H.Wong. Assistant and
Booker, Hongkong Branch.

Robert Chung, Chief of Loke
Wan Tho's Cathay Organization
in Hongkong, thanks Mr.Weltner
for the wonderful news he has
brought to the Orient. Standing
between them is Hongkong Manag-
er H.S.Moh. At right in profile
is Far East Supervisor S.A.Hen-
riksen.

In addition to the Hongkong
press covering the meeting,Mr.
Weltner chatted informally with
individual members of the press.
He is shown here with Mrs. J.
Tancock of the South Chini Mor-
ning Post and Mr. John Luff of
the China Mail.

LEFT

In the VIP Room of the Kai
Tak Airport, immediately prior
to take-off for Singapore, Mr.
Weltner chats with four lovely
ladies - Mrs. V. I.Shaw, Mrs.
Ernesto Rufino, Mrs. Run Run
Shaw and Mrs. S.A.Henriksen.



SINGAPOREAn Exhibitor Speaks
MR. LOKE WAN THO
WELCOMES MR . JI/ELTNER

As you all know, when television
came to the United States in a big way,
the movie industry was knocked for six;
or if George would prefer me to sound
less English, the Hollywood side was
hit for a home run. A number of the
studios closed in consequence. But Par-
amount, traditionally a conservative
company, decided when business was at
its worst to take a bold step: it inv-
ested nearly U.S.H6 million in two
pictures. One of these pictures was
"War and Peace", and the other "The
Ten Commandments": the former was a
splendid achievement, and the latter,
because of its terrific box-office
success,has,if I may use the phrase,
bust the block off every other block-
buster.

That in a sense was the beginning.
And now George Weltner has given us a
synopsis of the second chapter of the

?
ost-T.V. story of Paramount. If the
irst chapter was entitled "Ten Comm-

andments", the second chapter could
well be called "The Paramountain is
still Young."

As an exhibitor who thought he saw
famine in the industry,' it of course
delights me to hear from George Weltner
that we may instead expect a time of
plenty - at any rate so far as his own

George Weltner is going round the
world to tell people what his studio
has set out to do. He has given us
visual evidence of its programme. Being
a conservative company I know that
Paramount is not given to making wild
claims, and that by going out in person
to deliver his message George is offer-
ing us a double guarantee that the
films he has named will be produced. In
welcoming him, therefore, I not only
welcome film as an old ana much-loved
friend, but as the harbinger of a new

F
irit in the movie industry - a spirit
confidence and optimism and the will

to fight back.
I congratulate Mr. Balaban on tte

stand he nas taken, and the lead he has
iven the industry. I wish him and Mr.
eltner every success in their attempt

to make their company a paramount power
in the world of entertainment.

A really Paramount group who have all
expressed their sincere Affirmation of
Faith in the Future. From left: Chana
Chaikijkarana, Thailand Manager; Loke
Wan Tho, George Weltner, Ernesto Rufino,
S. A. Henriksen, Cornelius Vlug, Indonesia
General Manager; Roy McAree, Malaya
General Manager.

THE SPIRIT OF THE SINGAPORE WEL-
come is exemplified by our cover.

It was the kind of a welcome that
left no doubt its sincerity. And the
same Cathay Building which blazoned forth the welcome, by
day and by night, also housed the meeting at which George
Weltner delivered the famous message which has since been
heard clear around the world — a message which spontaneously
inspired the kind of a tribute we have printed at left.

In Singapore, General Manager Roy McAree was a splendid
host, and the Singapore Paramounteers, as always, were del-
ighted to again welcome Paramount's Vice-President in Charge
of World-wide Sales. At the important meeting itself ,exhib-
itors of Malaya arose to applaud Mr. Weltner' s presentation
of Paramount's Affirmation of Faith Message.

A fine airport welcome was given Messrs Welt-
ner, Henriksen and Juroe at this hospitable met-
ropolis. Reading from left: John Ede, Cornelius
Vlug, Chana Chaikijkarana, Jerry Juroe, Ernest
Rufino, Jr., Ernesto Rufino, 8 . A.Henriksen,
George Weltner, Loke Wan Tho, Mrs. Rufino, Roy
McAree, Mrs. Roy McAree, Harry Chow, V.Kannappan-
Mrs. Peggy Komlosy, Paul Yui, Oswald Henry, Lee
Say Keng.

Repeaters

!

Ernesto Rufino, eminent ex-
hibitor of the Philippines Re-
public. and his son, attended
Mr. Weltner' s Affirmation of
Faith luncheon in Hongkong and
were greatly affected by its
sincerity as well as its impact.

So much so, that they both
flew on to Singapore so that
they could attend that meeting
also.

A3 our correspondent repor-
ted: "So they could once again
attend, absorb and express the
affirmation of faith in the
future of Paramount."

BELOW

Speaker's table
at Cathay Hotel.
From left,clock-
wiserMessrs. Lim
Eng Kwan (Exec.
Mgr. ,South-East
Asia Film Co.)

,

Mrs.Rufino, Loke
Wan Tho,George
Weltner jioy McAree,
Runme Shaw, S.A.
Henriksen, Mrs.
Cynthia Koek(Fllm
Censor) ,Ernesto
Rufino (Manila).

Look back to the cover
again! How large are those
signs? Here you can see. for
here are the "George Weltner"
and Paramount Trade Mark sec-
tions of the enormously impr-
essive display. In the fore-

f
round, high up on the build-
ng, are George Weltner, left,

and world-renowned showman
Loke Wan Tho.

A photo credit that we are
delighted to give because it
seems so appropriate is the
one for the Singapore studio
that made the pictures on
this page - Happy Photo
Studio.



BOMBAY

"I have had enormous pleasure dealing consistently with Paramount

for the last thirty years. Not just because of their quality product,

but because of the upright, straightforward, honest and friendly manner

in which they do business. I have met them all: Mr. Zukor, Mr. Balaban,

Mr. Weltner, Mr. Perkins, and Mr. Freeman. They are all gentlemen. In

Hollywood, I have visited their studio many times and met their top

producers," Mr. Modi said.

"Studio chief Freeman has planned the wonderful schedule of

pictures shown us here today," he added. "His studio's future pro-

ductions as presented here today by Mr. Weltner are not exaggerated.

THE PATTERN of the
meetings set so magni-

ficently in Tokyo,
Hongkong and Singapore

was carried forward and

even enhanced in the

arrangements made in

Bombay by Acting Gene-
ral Manager K. S.

very wonderful corps
L___
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Lpm delivered his important product message. At the head table,
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^ immediately beneath the screen, are, from left: Mr. Charles

laSd Si nrpJent Egan, **PEA representative in India; Mr. Framji H. Sidhwa,
*, Chairman of Globe Theatres; Mr. Keki Modi, Chairman of Westr

Mr. Weltner also ern India Theatres; Mr. Jabir A.Cader, Chairman of Liberty
convenea a secona meetr* Cinemas, Ltd., of Colombo; and Mr. K.S.Vaidyanathan,Acting
ing while in this part * *

of the world at
General Manager for Paramount in India.

Karachi, Pakistan, after leaving Bombay, and here once
more there was general and glowing endorsement of Par-
amount's Affirmation of Faith in the motion picture
industry.

Several great industry figures responded to Mr.
Weltner' s address in Bombay. We quote below excerpts
from just one of these.

EMINENT EXHIBITOR KEKI MODI, SHOWN ON THIS PAGE,
USED THE SENTIMENTS EXPRESSED BELOW TO CONVEY TO MR.
WELTNER THE FEELINGS OF THE FILM INDUSTRY OF INDIA.

The fine spirit of the Bombay
meeting is well exemplified by
this luncheon group.

From the left: Mr. Mehtab
Chand Goloha, owner of Goloha
Theatres, Bombay and New Delhi;
Mr. Framji H. Sidhwa, Chairman
of Globe Theatres, Bombay; Mr.
Weltner; Mr. Keki Modi,Chairman
of Western India Theatres, Bom-
bay; and Mr. Jabir A. Cader,
Chairman of Liberty Cinemas, Ltd.,

Colombo.

Mr, Weltner is here being

greeted by Mr. Jehangir Hcrrausji,

owner of the Plaza and Dream-

land Theatres, Secunderabad.

because these gentlemen are not in the habit of exaggeration. Through-

out the world I have noted that Paramount has the knack of selecting the

best personnel, including our own India manager Vaidyanathan. As I said

before, this is a company of honesty. I wish them all the success they

so richly deserve for making these wonderful pictures during this time

of transition," Mr. Modi concluded.

BOMBAY - Some of the Paramounteers who atten-
ded Mr. Weltner' s Affirmation of Faith Meeting
in the Taj Mahal Hotel, grouped with Paramount's
World-wide Sales Head. From left, standing: Mr.

N.D.Qureshi, Mr.P.M.Nair, Mr.B.S.Ramaswamy, Mr.
T.A.Parameswaran , Mr.T.B. Shankar, Mr.B.B.Bnatt-
acharjee, Mr.K.S.Rao, Mr.D.V.Nayak, Mr.C.V.R.
Nath, Mr.G.Ramchandran, Mr. A. Shankar Narayan,Mr.
M.D.Kumpta. Seated: Mr.C.A.Ramchardran, Mr.L.B.
Mukherjee. Mr.S.A.Henriksen, Mr .George Weltner,
Mr. K.S.Vaidyanathan, Mr. Jerry Juroe.
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The Rome gathering assembled to
hear Mr. Weltner’s presentation of

the policy stemming from President
Barney Balaban’s pronouncement, heard

and understood every fact perfectly.

General Manager Pilade Levi, as host,

had taken the mechanical steps to
make absolutely sure of this.

A technique made practical and effective «t

the United Nations in New York enabled all pres-
ent to hear Mr. Weltner in Italian at the very
moment of his speaking in English. An instant
translation of his remarks and statements into
Italian reached those at the tables who did not

speak English. (Mr. Weltner is here shown with
his back to the camera).

Visible, and facing Mr. Weltner, are: Lello
Bersani, Italian radio commentator; Gianfranco
Calderoni, correspondent of II Giomo, Milan;
Isaac Baruch, Paramount office, Paris; Genoa
Branch Manager Bruno Massaro; Milan Branch Man-
ager and Sales Supervisor Mario Gambino: Office
Manager and Chief Accountant Mario Jacchia;
Milan Exhibitor Franco De Sarro; Mr. Weltner;
Rome Exhibitor Giovanni Amati.

In continuing scene at right, are.from left:
Marquis Incisa dl Camerana. Genoa exhibitor; Mr.
Harry Bruckman, assistant to General Manager
Levi; Genoa Manager Bruno Massaro; Film Daily
Rome correspondent John Perdicari; Rome Manager
Mario Bruni; Rome Daily American Editor Ed Hill.

Heart en i ng :

Typical of reaction experienced by exhibi-
tors attending the Rome meeting was this tele-

?
ram received by General Manager Pilade Levi
rora Franco Disarro, owner of the Corso Cinema

in Milan, and of 30 other cinemas in Milan:

HAVE RETURNED TO MILAN WITH ENTHUSIASTIC
REMEMBRANCE OF THE WONDERFUL SPEECH THAT YOUR
VICE PRESIDENT MR. WELTNER MADE ABOUT THE
FUTURE CF PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION WHICH REPRESENTS
CONTINUOUS GREATNESS OF YOUR COMPANY.WITH THE
WISH THAT THIS WILL MEAN BETTER FUTURE AND
FORTUNE FOR THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
SINCERELY YOURS

- FRANCO DISARRO

Another glimpse of the int-
ense interest manifested in Mr.
Weltner's informative message.
Those minus earphones of course
understand ftiglish.

Mr. Weltner elaborates on
Paramount policy, and industry
matters generally, with Italo
Gemini, president of Italian

Exhibitors' Association,centre,
and Frank Gervasi, MPEA director
for Italy.

ROME

As Mr. Weltner outlined Par-
amount's new policy,in English,
Rome exhibitors Giovanni Amati
and Bruno Pazzi listen intently
to an instantaneous translation
in Italian.

In this case, Mr. Weltner, at
left, and John B. Nathan ,General
Manager for Continental Europe,
are listening to the remarks or
Mr. Pilade Levi made in Italian.

Notables at the Excelsior Hotel.
From left: Aw. Nicola De Pirro,
Pilade Levi, Undersecretary of State
Hon. Egidio Ariosto, George Weltner
and exhibitor Baroness Anita Blanc.

Aw. Nicola De Pirro responds
on behalf of the Italian motion
picture industry, as Mr.Weltner
applauds, and Mr.Nathan adjusts
headphones for the translation.



PARIS 14

The Paris gathering in the

Hotel Ritz on November Fourth

brought together top French exh-

ibitors, eminent press represen-

tatives, Head Office executives

and a number of Paramount repre-

sentatives from various European

countries.
During the course of his re-

marks, Mr. Weltner praised the

film industry's achievements

highly. In turn, Weltner himself

was applauded and praised by the

representatives of French exhib-,

ition when he set forth Paramount

president Barney Balaban's affir-

mation of faith. Among the French

leaders of the film industry in

the audience were Adrien Remauge

of Pathe, Marcel Richard of So-

gec, and Louis Sallard of Gaumont.

A candid camera shot of Mr. Welt-
ner in conversation with Mr.Sallard,
General Manager of S.N.E.G. .Gaumont.
In right foreground is Mr. John Nathai.

In background: left, Jules Gendre ,of

Star Film, Switzerland; right, Frank
A. Siter, Supervisor for Spain, Portu-
gal and Middle East.

Another section of the attendees.
Clockwise; Mr. Levy.Motion Picture
Herald; Mr.S.Siritzky,Manager of Soc-
iete Exploitation Cinema Paris-
Province; Mr.Emilio Prister, Portugal;
Mr.Goldman, Paris Branch Manager: Mr.
Gail, Circuit Manager; Mr.Michel,Mar-
seilles Branch; Mr. Bernstein; Mr. Ep-
stein; Mr. Quen^epoix,Lille Branch Mgr.;

Mr. Alzial,Bordeaux Branch Manager;
Mr.Maillet; Mr. Autre; Mr.Verheye; Mr.
Gueldof; Mr. Siter.

One section of the attendees. Reading clockwise from top left: Mr. Edouard
de Segonzac; Mr.E.Perier, Director of Bobosse; Mr. Daix, Le Figaro; Mrs. Ferry;
Mr. Boris Jankolovics, Germany and Belgium; Mr. J.de Plunkett: Mr. Wibaux,
Sub-Manager of Exploitation, Gaumont; Mr. Julian Binstock, Belgium; Mr. Des-
champs, Manager, Gaumont Circuit; Mr. P.A.Harld', Cinematographic Francaise;
Mr. Bechet, Paramount, Paris; Mr. Higbee, Unitea Press; Mr. Herisse, Arts:
Mr. Arzoumanov, Manager, Elyse'e3-Cineina; Mr. Isy Front; Mr. Moskowitz,Variety;
Mr. Thuillier, Manager, Editions Cinegraphiques.

Another section of the attendees (and note that some are making use of the

headphone translation service). Clockwise, beginning in centre: Mr.T.J.Benn&t;
Mr. Jules A. Gendre, Switzerland; Mr.K.F.J .Wijsmuller, Holland; Mr.M.Faraud,
Algiers; Mme Jacqueline Michel, Le Parisien Libere: Mr. Autre, Le Film Fran-
cais; Mr. Verheye, Manager of Technique du Cinema Familial, Lille: Mr.Gueldof,
Manager Circuit Roubaix-Tourcoing; Mr. Maillet; Mr. Aubrv, Paris-Joumal; Mr.

Heron, Manager of Exploitation and Programmation Pathe'; Mr. Frank A. Siter,
Spain and Middle East; Mr. Valensi, l'Aurore; Mr. Robert Rochefort; Mr.Ritman,
Manager Miramar-Mistral; Mrs. Yvonne Baby. Le Monde.

An eye-witness story

covering all of the in-

ternational meetings,
written by Jerry Juroe,

who accompanied Mr.

Weltner around the world,

begins on Page 16.

Mr. Weltner addressing the gath-

ering. At right: Henri Michaud; Mr.

Gronich, Continental Manager,MPEA.and

John B. Nathan. At left: Mr.Thirriot,
President General Manager of Societes

Nord-Est.
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LONDON

LONDON'S MEETING, actually
as well as chronologically,
climaxed Mr. Weltner's global
tour. Like each of the other

f
reat events around the world,
t was a brilliant affair, com-

pletely representative of the
film and newspaper industries,
attended by top film personal-
ities, and conducted with pre-
cision attuned to the import-
ance of the occasion. In every
way it represented a triumph
in planning, and deservedly
earned plaudits for Managing
Director F.E. Hutchinson, ana
every member of his staff .What ====== British h03t Fred E> Hutch_
we are able to show on this page, and else— inson speaking to the gathering

where in this issue, represents but a fract- arid about to intr*duce George

ion of the enthusiasm made manifest through- i^.l^Bem^
out the British film world by Paramount's stein, Managing Director of

Affirmation of Faith in the industry's future. S^agt^a^y
L
^irSn ancj

In particular, John Davis, Deputy Chairman of the Rank Managing Director of the Rank

Organisation, paid Mr. Weltner and Paramount great complim- T^Hinge , President^^Cinema-
ent, saying, in part: " The news Mr. Weltner has ann- tograpners' Association.
ounced is exciting to us within the industry here because it

establishes this is not a dying industry. ...Paramount faith

in the future that has a raultimillion dollar production pro-

gramme is positive confirmation of faith at any time, but it

is particularly so today with so many people trying to knock

our industry. .. .We are honoured that Mr. Weltner thought it

worth while to travel the miles to tell all the world and us

here of this reaffirmation of faith in the industry. We at

Rank have been trading with Paramount continuously since

1939 It is a great comfort to me, and I know to you here,

to hear Mr. Weltner describe the great films Paramount has

finished and in production. Product is the life blood of our

business. Paramount emphasizes in a practical way its faith

in the business by giving details of this programme, which
we know they will sell intelligently as always. Mr.Weltner
has consequently brought us very good news which we badly
need here. I have known him many years, and hold him in the

highest possible regard as a man who always keeps his word.

It wa3 a pleasure to be here and I thank him and Paramount

for the story he has brought us. I know all industry people

here will join me in wishing him and Paramount good luck,

and assure him we will give Paramount our every support."

I ndustry
Compl i merit

.

Throughout Mr. Weltner's
world journey the press, both
lay and industry, has paid
wonderful compliment to both
Paramount's world-wide sales
head and the substance of the

message he has carried. Repre-

sentative of this acclaim is

the salute of The Daily Cinema
of London, which we have rep-
roduced on Page 39.

General view of Paramount's
Faith in the Future Luncheon
Meeting in the Dorchester Hotel
on November 7th. Personalities
at the head table are indenti-
ied elsewhere on this page.

Mr. John Davis, Deputy
Chairman of Rank, speaking
the remarks .quoted at left.

Jerry Juroe, Special Repr-
esentative on Mr. Weltner's
sales mission around the world;
and Lawrence P. Bachmann, Man-
aging Director, Paramount
British Productions.

Mr. Douglas Cornwell, sec-
retary and Director of Para-
mount Film Service; and Mr.
James H. Richardson, Treasurer
of Paramount Pictures Corp.

John Davis, Deputy Chairman
and Managing Director of the
Rank Organisation, is welcomed
to the function by Mr.Weltner.
In centre is Paramount's Mana-
ging Director F.E. Hutchinson.

Mr. Hutchinson,in centre,is
happy to have Mr. Weltner meet
ExnlDitor J. Prendergast,of
the Rialto Theatre, York.

Also present at the meeting, in addition to the exploi-
teera shown on Page 21) were: Messrs R. Knights, London Branch;
F.J. Reed .London Exploiteer; C.L.Flitcroft .Birmingham Branch
Mgr.; G.Hawksbee,Cardiff Branch Mgr.; N. Barfield,Dublin Br.
Mgr.; J;A.Gibson,Glasgow,Br. Mgr.; H. Class, Liverpool Branch
Mgr.; H.S.Marshall,Leeds Br. Mgr.; J.L.Thomley,Manchester
Br. Mgr.; T.Ainsworth,Newcastle Br. Mgr.; F.Gill and N.Wild,
Head Office, London. Also from Publicity Dept., Messrs L.
Pound, P.Bames,J.S.Upfold, R.Coulson. And Secretaries —
Mrs . B.Kerr, Miss J. Lay.
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EYE WITNESS STORY

By JERRY JUROE

THE PARAMOUNT
AFFIRM A TION-OF-FAITH
WORLD-WIDE JOURNEY
OF GEORGE WELTNER

**********

III VERNE wrote his now famous
I classic, he had his hero, the all-
I accomplishing Phileas Fogg, achieve a

y very great amount of derring-do in many
far and exotic places in all of eighty

days. But, combine the speed of today's air-
liner and the special talents of the equally
all-accomplishing George Weltner, and you have
a towering amount of accomplishment won in
even more places than Jules Verne imagined,and
in only half the time!

Even the famous slogan of the United States Post Office,
saying in part "Neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow — ," was
topped as Mr. Weltner met with and survived such varying
opposition as a monsoon in Hongkong; the toppling of the
government in Pakistan; the election of a new Pope in Rome;
All-Saints Day in Paris, one of the biggest national holi-
days; and Guy Fawkes Day in London, when small-fry fire
firecrackers at a rate that pales by comparison any Fourth
of July an American county fair can offer.

All that, and more couldn't stop what was certainly one
of the most gratifying business journeys in George Weltner's
long and successful Paramount association.

Like a modern day "Message to Garcia," he was given the
\ffjrmation of Paramount's Faith in the Future Message pro-

claimed by President Barney Balaban
in New York last August 26th, and was
entrusted by its author with the
mission of carrying it to the far
comers of the world. And carry it he
didl The overwhelmingly enthusiastic
response from industry leaders all
around the globe has been music to
Paramount ears. Cables, letters and
telegrams are still literally pouring
into the New York offices of Messrs
Balaban and Weltner. All of them say-
ing basically the same thing, whether
their writers be exhibitors from a
Toronto or a Singapore, producers
from a Rome or a Paris , or industry
leaders from a Los Angeles or a Lon-
don. All saying that they are insp-

ired by what they have been told and what they have been
shown. The knowledge that the most respected and financially
sound motion picture company in the business today will con-
tinue to be just that Respected for its wonderful world-
wide organization and the men who manage it, and inspired by
the type of product recently finished, currently in product-
ion, and also planned for production shortly.

Paramount News was called "The Eyes and Ears of the
World." It was to the eyes and ears of the world that Mr.
Weltner brought his message via a thrilling speech which
told his listeners what Mr. Balaban 's remarks meant and what
Paramount is planning in the production of new pictures. It
was heard as a speech of hope, a speech of determination, a
speech of solid planning, a speech of what the future held
for them from Paramount, and, most of all, a speech of our

A particularly fine
and stirring vote of
thanks and appreciation
by Supervisor Svend A.

Henriksen, on behalf of

the entire Far East
Division, appears on

the Japanese page

Page 3A.
Please be sure and

read it, for it is an

inspired summation of

what Mr. Weltner's
Journey means to the

entire Paramount orga-
nization.

John B. Nathan’s Enthusiasm
John B. Nathan, General Manager for Continental Europe,

North Africa and the Middle East, has written to Vice Pres-
ident George Weltner an appraisal of the global Affirmation
of Faith tour which can well speak for all parts of the
world visited by Mr. Weltner. Here's his declaration:

"....Material continues to pile in from the dailies
and trades, both Italian and French, covering your meet-
ings, There is no question that this trip of yours has
had indescribable advantages for Paramount. It would be
pretty hard to evaluate this trip in actual figures,but
in addition to the definite lift it has given to the
exhibitors and, of course, to the Paramount personnel,
the value of the actual newspaper space itself is trem-
endous.

"I consider this trip a terrifically well conceived
one, with nothing but advantages deriving therefrom."

faith in the future of the motion picture industry.

Not only did they listen, they saw...via the special
full-color film strip projected at every presentation. As

each star was named, a famous face went with it; a3 each

top-entertainment picture was talked about, there was a

still highlighting its size and scope; and as each upcoming

production wa3 discussed, there was a scene of the best-

selling book, or some other index to the film's origin. All

of this was Showmanshipl Paramount in the person of George

Weltner had a message to bring - and bring it he didl Never

have thirty-five minutes of top salesmanship gone so fast.

Interest was held from start to finish. Even in Tokyo

where there was need for a full translation to Japanese,

General Manager Nobuo Metori decided that industry leaders
would listen with full interest as Mr. Ise, Paramount's
publicity director, read the product section of the speech,
a"d Mr . Kai Hagashima, a leading Tokyo public relations
officer, read the policy remarks in the local language ,foll-
owing the entire speech given in English by Mr. Weltner.

Momentum of the Far East Division coverage carried
right on through Hongkong, Singapore and Bombay. Supervisor
S. A. Henriksen brought A. S. Velasquez from Manila, Andrew T.

Fan from Taiwan and Yuan Kao from
Vietnam into Hongkong to join with
H.S. Moh to hear the famous speech
and to renew acquaintance with Mr.
Weltner. All have since gone back
to their countries with the speech
and the film strip so that they
can pass on the good news to their

|

local exhibitors and the press.
Part of Mr. Velasquez's job was
made a little easier by the atten- LONDON DEPARTURE
dance in Hongkong of Ernesto Ruf-
ino, principal Philippines exhib-
itor. Mr. Rufino was so delighted
at what he heard and saw in H.K.,
that he and his family flew on to
Singapore to see and hear again.
(And rumor has it that he has
since turned up again at the
Manila meeting of Mr. Velasquez)

.

Roy McAree's Singapore pro- =
gramme was a triumph from the moment the lights flashed on
high atop the tallest structure in the city, the Cathay Org-
anisation's Cathay Building and Theatre. Turn back t6 the
cover of this issue and understand why. A welcome to George
Weltner in letters 30-feet high, many stories in the sky.
And any unknowing soul in Singapore who might have wondered
who George Weltner was, certainly found out the day after
the speech, for every newspaper gave such space to the Welt-
ner luncheon as has never before been given the industry.

Attending the Singapore presentation were Chana Chaik-
ijkarana from Thailand, and Cornelius Vlug from Indonesia,
who also came, saw, and having heard and seen., couldn't wait
to get back to Bangkok and Djakarta respectively to give
their own "Affirmation" message.

Into Bombay, Mr. Henriksen brought L.B.Mukherjee from
Calcutta and K.S.Rao from Rangoon, to join with Acting Gen-
eral K.S. Vaidyanathan and his executive aides, to be present
for the Bombay speech. Mr. Vaidyanathan had the famous Taj
Mahal Hotel ballroom bursting at the, seams with virtually
every important exhibitor in India, ^either the heat nor the
crowd dimmed the enthusiasm.

At Karachi, Paramount's exhibitor, gracious Mr. Baig
Mohammed, took charge of the Pakistan function due to the
illness of Manager Abdul Latif, and did a yeoman job at the

Final au'voir of the
great world journey was
said in London, as Hr.and
Mrs. Weltner (centre)took
the boat train from Wat-
erloo. At right - Mr. and
Mrs.Russell W. Hadley. At
left, Jerry Juroe and Man-
aging Director Hutchinson.
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"The Road To Karachi”
The events which transpired at this Pakistani capital

when Mr . Weltner prepared to address a group of exhibitors
at a buffet supper, might well have supplied a full script
for a Hope—Crosby—Lamour ’Road' comedy. Fortunately every-
thing ended on the right note , and the function was a com-
plete success.

First of the unpredictables was the very-much-regretted
illness of Paramourt Manager Abdul Latif. However, such is
the goodwil enjoyed by Paramount in this important part of
the world, that with a distributor ill, an exhibitor stepped
in to pick up direction of the event. This exhibitor happened
to be Mr. Humayan Baigmohamed, whose showmanship activities
and progress exhibition policies we have been most happy to
report on in the past. This fine gentleman organized tne
meeting, gathered the party together, informed the press,and
in masterful fashion coped with a pack of emergencies which
were not on the calendar. In every way it was an unforgett-
able event.

Thanks to hi3 aid, all present were most enthusiastically
Pro-Paramount when the function was all over, and garlanded
Mr. Weltner in traditional fashion at Karachi Airport as he
took off for Istanbul, Rome, Paris, London and Mew York.

World Approval
On Page U we state editorially that Mr. Weltner* s world

Journey has produced "cables and wires running into the
hundreds, letters into the thousands, and newspaper inches
in the tens of thousands." Above we show Mr. Weltner surr-
ounded by Just a fraction of that evidence, but with even
this much representative of all the world.

Luxury Beach Hotel. (See separate story in box).

The speeches in Hongkong, Singapore, Bombay and Kar-
achi were all rendered in English; but John Matha"'s Europ-
ean Division came up with the device which not only halved
the time necessary for translation, but also got much addit-
ional space in the local dailies. Ever see a newsreel of
the United Nations in session, with delegates equipped with
earphones listening to a running, instantaneous translation

of the speaker's remarks - the translation being in the
language of the listener? Well, that's what was done in Rome
and Paris. (See pictures elsewhere). As Mr. Weltner spoke,
his remarks were simultaneously and expertly translated into
Italian and r rench respectively, to the listeners. Earphones
were at every seat, to be used or not. The idea did double
duty. For when in Rome Mr . dq Pirro, the Italian Minister
for Entertainment in the Under Secretary of State's Office,
spoke in Italian following Mr. Weltner, the latter heard tne
minister's remarks in English.

Pilade Levi, Italian General Manager, brought all of
his branch managers into Rome. Also attending the Rome pres-
entation was James Richardson, Paramount Pictures Corporation
Treasurer, in Europe on company business. He also later att-
ended the London presentation.

France's luncheon naturally was a culinary triumph,but
the piece de resistance was the really amazing reaction to
Mr. Weltner's speech from the assembled exhibitors, produc-
ers and trade ana daily press. Faris see3 many U.S. film
leaders, but rarely does it react as it did when George
Weltner told of raramount's bold planning for the future.

Henri Klar3feld'3 managers came from as far as Algiers to
also be inspired by what their company vice-president had to
sav. And the Paris attendance included virtually all of
John Nathan's fine sales crew. In for the speech, and to
renew acquaintance with Mr. Weltner, were Paul Flodin from
Sweden, Boris Jankolovics from Germany, Frank A.Siter repre-
senting his Spain and Middle East district; Kurt Troupp from
Finland: Jules A. uendre of Starfilm in Switzerland; Louis
Kanturefe of AFEX in Austria; K.F. J.Wijsmuller from The
Netherlands, Qnilio Prister from Portugal, Julian Binstock
from Belgium, and John Aarshoj from Denmark.

All have since returned to their own countries to give
the speech and to present the film strip in the same manner
as Mr . Weltner did in Paris.

Finally, London 1 Fred Hutchinson and Russell Hadley
used a horseshoe table setting for more than 130 leaders of
the British film industry and press at London's Dorehester
Hotel. And what a lucky omen it was! The spontaneous appl-
ause, and the chorus of "Hear-Hear's" (that only sound right
when voiced by Britishers as an index of complete approval)

,

punctuated the speech from start to finish. And when John
Davis, Deputy Chairman and Managing Director of the Rank
Organisation, spoke following Mr. Weltner's speech, and on
behalf of all present, he put the icing on the cake, so to
speak. Read his remarks in the London-meeting section of
this issue and you will know why everyone present from all
over the United Kingdom and the Republic of Eire thrilled to
the final one of a long and so very successful series of
"Affirmation of Faith" speeches made clear across the world
by Mr. George Weltner for Mr . Bamey Balaban.

And that he was the man for the job was 30 very prop-
erly answered in an editorial written by the editor of the
very important trade paper, The Far East Film News of Tokyo.
It stated: "George Weltner. .. .Statesman-salesman."

NEXT MONTH

IN PICTURES AND DETAILED REPORT,
LATIN AMERICAN DIVISION MANAGE* H.B.
GORDON'S MEETINGS IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH
AMERICA, AND MANAGING DIRECTOR R.L.
GRAHAM'S MEETINGS IN AUSTRALIA.

..ALSO REGIONAL MEETINGS
IN FAR EAST,CO!TriNENTAL
EUROPE AND THROUGHOUT
THE BRITISH ISLES.... AN
INSPIRING, CONTINUING STORY.

STUDIO'S Y. FRANK FREEMAN GIVES HIGH PRAISE
Vice-president Y. Frank Freeman, in charge of the Hollywood

Studio, was kept well posted on Mr. Weltner's world-wide tour by a
progressive report prepared by James E. Perkins, president of Para-
mount International. This report went first to President Barney
Balaoan , and was circulated *to Mr. Freeman by him. When the business
section terminated with the London meeting, Mr. Perkins received the
following memo, hand-written by Mr. Freeman on his own stationery:

”George Weltner has done a Wonderful Job , ever y where

.

We here at the Studio, are proud to be associated
with him and his Organization.”
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES***
1~N E W ORLEANSl Mr. Holliday, our branch

manager, returned from New York meeting with

Messrs. Weltner and Owen bursting with wonder-

ful and exciting news about the Paramount pro-

duct for 1959. The excitement has caught on

and after the marvelous meeting and luncheon

Mr. Bradley, division manager, and Leonard

Allen ,
advertising representative, conducted

in New Orleans last week not only the branch

but exhibitors el so are looking forward to a

most satisfying 1959 season. By the way, Mr.

Holliday returned from New York and entered

the hospital for a minor operation but is now

back at the office and feeling fine which ev-

eryone is glad to see.

We, in New Orleans, are looking forward

to the world premiere of "The Buccaneer" which

promises to be a really big thing in our city.

Automobile business is really booming

with ledger clerk Blaine Montalbano and ca-

shier Ann Balencie both sporting '58 Chevro-

lets. Ann is also happy with the arrival of

her 1st little niece as heretofore she had

only nephews. Joan Escarra, Secty. to branch

manager, welcomed a little nephew and is doub-

ly pleased as this is her only nephew or niece.

With the New Orleans branch winning 5th

place in Paramount's "Operation Jackpot", our

branch manager, office manager, salesmen and

bookers, are giving the rest of the office

force a delightful seafood party as their way

of saying "thank you" for the help they re-
•'

. _ , j Tl I c mir till

YUL BRYNNER will be a

most central figure thr-
oughout December, since

"The Buccaneer" will have

a world premiere in New

Orleans early in the month

and an equally glittering
Broadway premiere 10 days

later.

When speculation has

done its worst, two and

two still make four.

—Samuel Johnson

SAN FRANCISCO

[PES~ M Q I N ES| On Monday, October 13, a lun-

cheon was held at the Hotel Savery for exhibi-
tors and members of the press for the present-
ation of Paramount's "Affirmation of Faith."

Mrs. Mildred Babcock, cashier, and her
better half have returned to work after a week's

vacation in St. Louis, Missouri and the Ozarks.

Jerry Welter, Contract Clerk, is leaving

Paramount November 1st to become a "Fireman"

and in a few months will then take a short trip

with the good ole' Army.
Chuck Caligiuri, Salesman, went to Omaha

to sell our latest product to Theatre Booking

Service und Coop Theatre Services. Mr. Frank

joined Chuck for a few days for the opening of

the new Cooper Theatre.

Vanita Goddard, Inspectress, spent a won-

derful three weeks vacation in sunny Califor-

nia.

ceived in achieving their goal. It's turn

now to thank them for such a nice thought.

Jane McDonnell, booker assistant, re-

turned* from the WOMPI Convention in Denver,

Colorado. With all the news of the conven-

tion. Most exciting, of course, was that the

New Orleans gals had come home with a trophies

- 1 for publicity and 1 for service. Congra-

tulations girls.

Mrs. Nettie Wamick has left us to await

the arrival of little Mitch's brother or sis-

ter. -Mrs. Joan Escarra

All hands are jubilant

DENVER Pauline Hall, branch manager's

secretary, has returned from a wonderful va-

cation - three weeks of living it up in pic-

turesque Canada We are very sorry to

see two of our ledger clerks leaving, Mary Lou

Higgins who left on October 17th and Betty

Giseburt who left November 7th. Lots of luck

to both of them.

Our office manager, Bill Peregrine, has

taken up golf. Consequently, most of his

spare time has been spent on the golf course.

Best of luck, Bill, on a low score Frank

Carbone, booking manager, is one of the lead-

A Comedy ’Riot 1

The trade press is really going to town

Ion Jerry Lewis' "The Geisha Boy". The Film
Daily calls it "A Comedy Riot of Commercial
Stature." Motion Picture Daily says, in lead-

ing off: "Let it be said at the outset that

this is true blue Jerry Lewis." The New York

sneak preview at the Mayfair Theatre also gave

conclusive proof of the Lewis power to make

|
tens of millions laugh 1

One of the things that
are pretty certain about
"Last Train From Gun Hill"

is that the sizzling Hal
Wallis thunderbolt brings
new acting honors to young
Earl Holliman ( above J.

If you want to get the

best out of a man, you
must look for the best

that is in him.
-Bernard Haldane

over coming in second in the recent 'Jackpot'

contest end are looking forward to enjoying
the fruits of their labor.

Vacation News: Head Booker George Car-
mone returned from a trip to Seattle, Branch
Manager's Secretary Esther Richter from a

trip to the East Coast and Ledger Clerk Daisy
Kehoe from a trip to Old Mexico.

Mrs. Milda East, wife of Division Manage:
Neal East, was suddenly taken ill while visit-
ing her family in lone, California and was
rushed to Amador Hospital, in Jackson, where
an emergency appendectony was successfully
performed. Patibnt has now completely re-

covered. -Jack L. Stevenson

ing bowlers in this area. He presently car-

ries an average of 186. Nice work, Frank.

Frank Burke, husband of Mildred Burke,

our head inspectress, was recently defeated

in the political race of Colorado Secretary

of State. Mildred, who worked very hard to

help her husband, is feeling very sad about

his defeat. Cheer up, Mildred, happier days

are coming.
-Frank Carbone and Betty uiseburt

CHARLOTTE! ve were very happy to see our

manager, Lawrence Terrell, return to his desk

after undergoing surgery.

Mrs. Ann Eivenberk, ledger clerk, took

her first plane trip last week when she flew

to Washington, D. C. to spend her vacation

with her husband, Jack, who is working there

temporarily.

The proudest person in this branch is

Yates Pryor, booker, whose wife, Sarah, pre-

sented him with a baby girl, Elizabeth Ann.

She weighed in at 8 lbs. 7 ozs. and arrived

the morning of Sept. 27 . (continued on Page 28)
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VITAL NEWS ABOUT

"WAR AND PEACE"
and

PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME****
GREATEST
PRODUCTIONS

THE FILM WEEKLY. November 13. 1958

NORTH WEST MOUNTED
TO CIRCLE AUSTRALIA
In the early 19*0's Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor pro-

duction “North West Mounted Police" created many
records (or showmanship and business that have stood for

years.

With the intervening years, interest (or this popular

him has still held that with its reissue soon contracts have

been signed (or all Stales, thus “North West Mounted Police"

will virtually circle Australia.

Norman B. Bydge. managing director. Greater Union Group,
signing (or re-presentation of “North West Mounted Police"

at Capitol, Sydney, and State. Melbourne, with Paramount's
general sales manager George Nacard.

Film buyer Roy Barmby recalls the earlier success of

“North West Mounted Police” when he signs on behalf of

Northern Amusements and Coalfields Circuit for re-

presentation of Cecil B. DeMille’s masterpiece.

Cliff Searl. managing di

rector of City Theatres

Company, is seen here

with Paramount’s Western
Australian branch man-
ager Jack Edwards signing

the contract for the re-

release of “North West
Mounted Police” at the

Royal Theatre. Perth, next
January.

As the Wintergarden. Bris-

bane. has been slated to

commence a long run of

“North West Mounted
Police." commencing De-
cember II. Bill Winter-

flood. general manager of

the Birch. Carroll and
Coyle Circuit of six big

Queensland theatres,
signs on the dotted line.

Claude Henderson, managing director of Tasmanian Thea-

tres. is very happy to sign a contract for the return of

“North West Mounted Police" to the Avalon Theatre. Hobart,

and Plaza, Launceston. Pictured with Henderson is Para-

mount’s local manager Bert Kelly.

Royal Democracy
COPENHAGEN, Denmark - During

the past few months. Paramount
Manager John Aarshoj had offered

to show the Danish Royal Family
"War and Peace." Phoning recent-
ly to repeat the invitation, he

was informed by the King that
the Queen had been to the Palads
Theatre once, and the Crown
Princess a~d the other two Prin-
cesses had attended the perform-
ance twice.

It seems that the Royal Family
bought their tickets the same as
the regular audience, and when
Mr. Aarshoj deplored the necess-
ity of this, he was informed
that this was the way the Royal
Family wanted it, because they
were not interested in publicity.

But they obviously were very
much interested in "War and
Peace."

m
r rv;

JOHORE BAHRU, Malaya - This is
the exterior of the magnificent new
Cathay Cinema which opened here rec-
ently with "War and Peace" (and to
sensational business). The house was
visited by Paramount Pictures Vice-
president George Weltner on his world
tour. With him is Mr. Richard Yeo,
manager of the theatre.

©@©
LEFT

SYDNEY, Australia - All but one of
the Australian states are set to see
"North West Mounted Police" as this
opening attraction of Paramount's All-
Time-Greatest series of attractions is
launched. In our reproduced news sect- —
ion of The Film Weekly are shown five
of the country's top exhibitors sign-
ing for Cecil B. DeMille's exciting
action picture with a wonderful cast— Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll,
Paulette Goddard, Robert Preston and
Preston Foster.

FLASH

A cable is just in announcing that
Manager Chick Arnold of the Majestic
Theatre, Adelaide, has signed to show
"North West Mounted Police" following
the run of "The Ten Commandments"(now
in its 29th week).

THIS MAKES IT 100* FOR ALL OF THE
AUSTRALIAN STATES FOR PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST. SWELL WORK 1

1

COPENHAGEN - Last month we told
you about the former London bus that
the manager of the Villabyemes Bio
here purchased for the showmanship
purpose of bringing the picturegoers
of a nearby community to his cinema.
This community had lost its theatre,
and with so wonderful an attraction
as "War and Peace" offering, the
Villabyemes Bio manager knew that a
course of drastic action was necess-
ary. He had a powerful ally in Para-
mount Manager John Aarshoj. Working
as a team they put this new bus into
service (replacing a smaller one),and
they decorated the bus in a fashion
that left no doubt about Audrey Hep-
bum being in a picture entitled "War
and Peace."

This was many, many months ago,
and we understand that the* great Dino
De Laurentiis-Paramount picture still
is running.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Exterior of El
Cid Cinema on the occasion of the gala
premiere a couple of weeks ago of
"War and Peace." As we go to press it
is still doing marvelous business, and'
Paramount Manager Juan A. Sastre rep-
orts that "W&P" has outgrossed "The
Greatest Show on Earth" (a record-
holder up to now), and also that the
picture will remain at El Cid "for
some time to come."

We are much inclined to the
belief that "Houseboat," which
co-stars Cary Grant and Sophia
Loren, will be one of the most
successful Paramount pictures,
world wide, in years. It is a
glorious comedy - and the world
cannot have too much laughter.

Gremlins went wild on Page 39 last month.
In two separate cases we incorrectly identi-
fied a pair of All-Time-Greatest Paramount

pictures that are being sponsored by Adolph

Zukor. The correct pictures, which we should

have named, are "The Plainsman" and "Lives

of a Bengal Lancer."
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SANTIAGO, Chile - One
of 20 wonderful window
displays for "Las Noches
de Cabiria," which Para-
mount is releasing all
throughout Latin America
with virtually unparall-
eled success. Paramount
Manager Juan Laupheimer
has provided us with much
wonderful showmanship ev-
idence attesting to the
enthusiasm with which the
Giulietta Masina picture
was received.

MR. GEORGE WELTNER ES
PORTADOR DE UN MENSAJE
ALREDEDOR DEL MUNDO

************
Sl principal objeto de este nilmero de Para-

mount '.Yorld es el de describir, por orden cro-
nologico, la preeentaci6n individual de la "A—
firmacidn de Fe", proclamada por Kr. Barney
Balaban, en un mensaje llevado alrededor del
mundo por Li. George .7eltner. Este mensaje y
lo que §1 signifies para nuestra organizacidn
son tan importentes que hemos crefdo convenien
te retroceder al comienzo de este evento, o see

la reuni6n inicial celebrada en Toronto, Cana-
d4, y desde alii seguir peso a peso hasta la
celebraci<Jn de la reunion en Londres. Asl, en
un solo informe, daremos al paramountista une
explicacidn de edmo origin^ el gran mensaje y
a quilnes fu4 tranamltido por medio de mis pe-
quenas reuniones, pero no menos importentes,
todo lo cual nos conduciri a una interpreta-
cion fiel del futuro de nuestra Compenfa. sin
embargo, a pesar de la extension que damos a

este asunto, forzosamente habrfi de ser incom-
plete. Por esta razdn queremos asegurar a to-
dos aquellos paramountistas que participaton
en los actos mencionados, y que, por une ra-
zin u otra, no conste en esta crinica, que no
por ello es menor el aprecio y reconocimiento
de los seiiores Balaban y Weltner, al cual a-
nadimos el nuestro, por su contribuciin a1 gran

Axito de uno de los acontecimientos mas impor-
ts ntes en la historia de la Paramount. . . El
principal objeto de este gran mensaje — el
nuevo producto Paramount — continila tomando
forma por el nilmero de grandes pelfcules en
vfas de producciin. Entre elles, "The Bucca-
neer" (”E1 Bucanero")

,
esti despertando gran

interis. Esta pelfcula se estrenari en Nueva
Orleans el die 11 de diciembre, al cual se-
guiri, diez dies mis tarde, su estreno en Nue-
va York. "Last Train from Gun Hill" ("El dlti-
mo tren de Gun Hill") ha sido proyectada en
Nueva York y la opinibn general es que es "la
pelfcula del Oeste mis grande que se ha produ-
cido". "Geisha Boy". ("Til, mi cone jo y yo"),
hari refr al mis serio, segun aseguran los que
la han visto. "That l.ind of ;oman" ("Aquella
cierta mujer") provisional, con Sophia Loren,
es precisamente la pelfcula que el pilblico an-
sfa ver en la pantalla. jenny Kaye, en la pe-
lfcula "The Five Pennies" ("Los cinco cents -

vos)
,

es otro triunfo artfstico para el gran
comediante y un ixito seguro de taquilla para
el exhibidor. . . Y, como es de esperarse,"los
Diez l.'andamientos" continila dando la vuelta al
mundo con ixitos nunca igualados y que diffcil-
mente serin superados. Nos llegan informes que,
por su importencia, msrecen la mayor extension,
especialmente el que procede de Filipinas. No
hay duda que esta magna realizaciin de Cecil B.

Del.'llle seguiri ocupando nuestra etenciin por
dicadas a venir.

REPORTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS of the
regional meetings in Europe are to
hand, and we can promise you a com-
rehensive coverage of these meet-
ngs in next month's issue.

MR. G. WELTNER A PORTE
UN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
AUTOUR DU MONDE,,..,,.,

L# principal but de ce Numero de Paramount
World eat de dicrire dans l'ordre chronologique
comment Ur. George Weltner a transmis personnel-
lament au monde le message affirmant la foi pro-
fonde de Ur. Balaban en l'avenir du cin4ma. Ce

message, et ce qu'il signifie pour notre organi-
sation, est si important que, contrairement k

nos habitudes, nous faisona un retour en arriAre
et nous commenqons par le dibut de ce voyage - la

premi&re reunion ayant eu lieu k Toronto au Ca-

nada - et ensuite nous suivons ce voyage pas k

pas jusqu'4 la reunion de Londres. Ainsi, en une

seule presentation, nous montrons en detail cess-

ment ce grand message a pis nalssance, k qui il

a 4t4 prisenti, 4 quel pays il a 4t4 apport4,

cone il a 4t4 requ, comment il a 4t4 transmis

au cours de r4unions parfois plus r4duites num4-

riquement mais d'une importance 4gale , et ce

a ajout4 4 l'avenir de notre compagnie. Cepen-

dant, cette presentation, si explicite soit-

elle, comportera quelques lacunes. C'est pour-

quoi nous tenons A rassurer tous les membres de

1 ' organisation Paramount qui 4 travers le monde

ont particip4 4 ces 4v4nements et ne sont pas

mentionnAs dans notre article. Qu Ils soient cer-

tains que leur contribution au grand succ&a de

notre entreprise a eu une valeur considerable et

qu'elle a 4te profondement appr4ci4e par Mr. BA-

LABAN et Ur. WELTNER.

Pendant ce temps-14, on continue 4 tourner

dans nos Studios des films spectaculaires, dont

la lists formait la partie essentielle de ce

grand message.

"The Buccaneer" pr4sente un int4ret passion-

nant et la Premiere aura lieu 4 la Nouvelle-Qr-

14ans le II Decembre et 4 New-York 10 jours plus

tard.

On a vu "Last Train from Gun Hill" a New-

York et ce film a 4t4 acclamA comma "Le Plus

grand Western qui ait jamais 4t4 fait". On a mon-

tr4 en priv4 "GEISHA BOY", et ce film a rempor-

t4 un tel succAs que le public 4tait secou4 d'e-

clats de rire. "That Kind of Woman" avec Sophia

Loren est une comedie romanesque qui r4 pond exac-

tsment au godt du public actual. Les Studios ont

annonc4 qu'avec le film ds Danny Kays "Ths Five

Pennies" se r4alisent tous les espoirs qu'on a-

ait fondes sur cette raerveilleuse histoire.

ARRIVAL FROM ROME

Scene at Le Bourget as
Mr. and Mrs. Weltner,and
Jerry Juroe arrived for
the Paris meeting. From
left: Mr. Juroe ,Mr.Weltner,
Mrs.H.Klarsfeld, Mr.John
B,Nathan, Mrs.Henri Mich-
aud, Richard Edelstein,
Mrs.Weltner, Mr.Klarsfeld,
Henri Michaud, Mrs.Edel-
stein, Marcel Hamel.

Et naturellement parmi tous ces films, les

"Dix Commandements" continue 4 travers le monds
sa carriAre. La plus grand film de tous les

temps. Nous anr one d'autrea merveilleuses nouvel-

les 4 cs sujst dans cs numero. En sffet, quel-

ques rapports sont tellement exceptionnels que

nous leur avons consacrA une place suppl4mentai-
re, notamment 4 celui qui nous arrive des Phi-

lippines. Vou3 pouvei 8tre stirs que pendant lee

annees 4 venir nous aurons constamment des comp-

te rendus sur le film le plus puissant de Mr.

DeMills.



One of the very finest of hundreds of personal and

business messages received by l#r. Weltner a3 a result of

the London meeting was from Philip Hyams,an outstanding
industry figure. It said, in part:

"Dear George - You were really outstanding at the
luncheon yesterday. You put over very heartening and Ill-
uminating propaganda not only for Paramount , but for the
trade generally. It was inspiring to hear some optimis-
tic observation instead of the usual pessimistic groans.
...Your listeners will not readily forget the occasion.
....I wish you continued success for your Company, and
an abundance of good health for yourself."

LONDON - Interesting trio
at George Weltner' s Affirmat-
ion of Faith in the Industry
luncheon at the Dorechester
Hotel. Mr. Weltner is at right.
Managing Director Fred E. Hut-
chinson in centre, and at left
is Booking Manager W.J.McAree,
of the Wood Circuit,Liverpool,
and father of Roj

” ‘

mount's General
Singapore.

, _ rpc
ov McAree.Para-
Manager in

BRITISH FILM INDUSTRY
ENTHUSIASM-ALERTED BY

PARAMOUNT PLANS* * * * * *

LONDON - Paramount's ace field representatives were
present at the dynamic Dorchester Hotel meeting at which
Vice-president George Weltner presented President Barney
Balaban's celebrated message of faith. They are shown
here with Assistant Managing Director Russell Hadley ,Jr.
(3rd from right). Reading from left: Messrs H. Freeman
(Newcastle), J. Burnell (Manchester-Liverpool) ,E.Sullings
(Leeds), C.Wilson (Cardiff), and A. F.Youngs (Glasgow).

Crowds leaving the Plaza
following the premiere of "The
Matchmaker."

LONDON - Managing Director
F.E. Hut chin son, left, and Russ-
ell W. Hadley,Jr., Assistant
Managing Director, in the lobby
of the Plaza Theatre a3 "The
Matchmaker" was premiered.

LONDON - Messrs Cecil
Bernstein (Managing Director of
Granada Theatres Ltd.), L.Elli-
man (Managing Director.Odeon
Theatres, Northern Ireland) and
Tony Redain (Paramount Director
of Adv. and Publicity), at the
Paramount luncheon at. the Dor-
chester Hotel under the chair-
manship of George Weltner.LONDON - At the Dorchester

Hotel function, Mr. Weltner,at
right, meets Mr.Richard Hamer,
Director of C.M.A.,at left,with
Mr. F.E. Hutchinson introducing.

Danny Kaye seconds the gen-
eral sentiment at Paramount's
studio that one of the overseas
correspondents always most wel-
come is Britain's Nora Laing.
Above. she has just been talxing

flora Laing.
nos juau been talxir

with Danny about his current
production, "The Five Pennies."

LONDON - Industry notables at the premiere
of "The Matchmaker" at the Plaza. From left:
Mrs. Sam King, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Hutchinson

,

Mrs. Edward Danziger, Mr. Sam King, Mr. Edward
Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Danziger.

The British press had some wonderful things to say

about "The Matchmaker." Here are typical excerpts:

( Picturegoer) : . . .it ' s the daffiest, dandiest comedy

Hollywood has sent us this year (News Chronicle)

...a happy and often hilarious bit of whimsy with
perfect performances (Weekly Sporting Review):

....there are 30 many praiseworthy points about
#

this sparkling comedy that it is a puzzle deciding
in what order to mention them. .. .(Daily Mail):...

a

very cosy, infectious and personal family joke....
(What's On) :... .excuse me while I adulate. A highly
polished, wonderfully written entertaining 101
minutes of movie. .. .(The People) :.. .should bring
back that lost audience - and family.



MORE EVIDENCE OF THE
BUSINESS-GETTING
POWER OF SHOWMANSHIP

GUAYAQUIL, Ecuador -The
moat important department
store in the city carried
this spectacular display
for "The Ten Commandments"
in it3 main window. Store
is Tossi's. and the disp-
lay consisted on the fam-
ous statuette reproduction
of Michelangelo's 'Moses'
mounted on a revolving
base carrying colored
transparencies from the
Cecil B.DeMille production.

BELOW
CHICAGO - This house-

boat was used effectively
both on land and water
here to focus attention
on Paramount's "House-
boat" at the Esquire The-
atre. Its 'crew' was made
up of members of the Chi-
cago Uptown Boys Club .and
among the 'passengers'
carried were Chicago col-
umnists and movie critics^
and the members of a
much-publicized fashion
show. Manager Stan Lezer-
itz of the Esquire promo-
ted this fine showman ship.

MELBOURNE - "Teacher's Pet" was
given one of the solidest and most
comprehensive showmanship campaigns
ever accorded any film in this city.
Paramount Publicity Manager Jim Will-
iams was on from Sydney to lend weight
and power to the enormously effective
efforts of the Greater Union Theatres
staff, with the result that all eyes
turned to the State Theatre.

Scene above was one of the attent-
ion getters outside of Foy and Gibson
store. Young man in cap and gown was
manager of the record department. A
noted model, Beverley Stewart, wears
the mortar board: top disc jockey,
Geoff Manion of 3AW, wearA dunce's
cap. Procession leading to this event
is pictured below.

MELBOURNE - Two Isetta cars bearing
model Beverley Stewart and disc joctey
Geoff Manion traverse the city's main
streets bearing signs announcing the
title, "Teacher's Pet."

All of these activities and count-
less others were kept continually be-
fore the attention of the people of
Melbourne by press stories, window
tie-ups, radio broadcasts and popular
telecasts. Both broadcast media also
featured Doris Day records.

In every sense a showmanship cam-

paign that did not miss a single bet.

LONDON - The advent of "The Matchmaker" at the Plaza

saw at least one piece of showmanship that was without

precedent — a cooperative advertising spread bv the

top British matrimonial agencies. While too small in

this reproduction to be read, the individual advertise-

ments were most intriguing, and the fact of a Plaza &d

being among them sent flocks of couples off to see the

Don Hartman production.

NEW YORK - This is the "River Queen"Houseboat
that travelled all the way by trailer truck from
the River Queen Boat Works in Gary. Indiana, to be
on hand in all of the boroughs of New York to call
attention to Paramount's cinematic "Houseboat.That
it could travel 30 well on both land and water was
a tribute to Builder R.J. Peterson. In New York the
craft, on a trailer, made the rounds of every Loew
theatre in the five boroughs, taking nine days for
the trek. It came complete with an attractive bally-
hoo girl, who told assembled crowds about the Cary
Grant-Sophia Loren picture coming to the Capitol
Theatre on Broadway. Zac Freedman wa3 Paramount pub-
licist on this showmanship endeavor.

EXHIBITORS WAITING FOR THEIR SHIP TO
COME IN, SHOULD NOTE THAT THE NAME OF
THEIR SHIP IS SHOWMAN SHIP .
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NEWS AND VIEWS

OF PARAMOUNTEERS
AT THE HOME OFFICE
Vith the vacation season going down, the Home
Office seems to be in store for a winter wed-
ding season.

An office party was held November 10th
in Room 957B for Jeanne Nolander, Secretary
to Sid Herman, who was married the following
evening to Edward Fox. Her co-workers gave
her a portable folding table as a gift. Ev-
erything from cashew nuts and wine to music
and the groom were present. John McKeown,
Contract Clerk, attended their Saturday night
affair and sang at the ceremony and reception.
The couple spent a week in Bermuda and a week
at home.

Richard Nathan, previously with the Pa-
nama Branch and Donald Nathan's brother, was
married November 5th to Miriam Goldstein at
the Hotel Pierre in New York. After a week's
honeymoon in the Virgin Islands;, the couple
departed for El Salvador, where the groom
will settle down as manager of the Paramount
Branch.

Personnel changes; John Wright, who has
been with Paramount for 28 years, left this
month in order to go into his own business.
A luncheon was given for him by his co-work-
ers November 10th at the Famous Kitchen, with
forty people in attendance Anne De Le-
onardis has been hired to replace Anne Badol-
ati as Mr. Piper's secretary Pamela Ann
Priestley and Doris Pfeiffer are two tenth
floor newcomers Switched from Domestic
TEN COMMANDMENTS to Foreign, where he is as-
sisting Milton Goldstein, was John Rubinich

DEPARTMENT OF
"TELLING THE WORLD"

INGER STEVENS INTERVIEWED
IN HOME OFFICE FOR IMPORTANT
JAPANESE FAN MAGAZINE

Dressed in a tan, fur overcoat, a grey tweed skirt and a
black shapely sweater, scintillating Inger Stevens, currently -

starring in the Paraaount production, THE BUCCANEER, was escor-
ted into the ninth floor radio room by Howard Haines of the Ad-
vertising Department, Roveaber 10th, for a tape-recorded inter-
view with Miss Kazuko Konorl, who writes for the prominent Jap-
anese film publication, Eiga-no-Toao. The tape, produced by
International Publicist Araand Cardea, will be used on radio
stations in Japan.

Miss Stevens greeted those present with a friendly smile
that revealed sparkling dimples and radiant, white teeth. After
removing her coat, she sat down near Miss Komori. Shortly, the
interview began, and a very 'absorbing session of conversation,

questions and answers was under way. Succumbing to the prevail-

ing informal atomosphere. Miss Stevens sat back and slipped out
of her shoes. The natural charm of personality and diction neo-
essary to a performer, which she bad evidenced from the first
minute she entered the studio, was even more ostensible during
the interview.

Miss Komori, who possesses fully the Oriental charm, first

asked.her questions in English. Then, a .'ter the blonde, svelte

film star gave her answers, the distinguished Japanese magazine
writer translated both questions and answers into her native
tongue, for the benefit of the Japanese radio audience. The
interview flowed as smoothly as natural conversation, end thzou^k

out most of the recording, that' s what it seemed to be, except

that it had an added magnetic quility, caused by the casual, wiV
ty comments that resulted.

When asked to describe her role in THE BUCCANEER, Miss Ste-

vens answered enthusiastically on both her role and the picture.

"But I can't tell you what the ending is," she replied. "That's

for everyone to find out for themselves." Miss rfomori asked her

how she manages to keep so beautiful. Her reply was "the; way

one looks is Just a reflection of one' s state of mind, and I

am happy." "What is your favorite picture out of all those you

have nmde," whs another question. "My favorite picture is al-

ways the current one, Just as my favorite director is always the

one I happen to be currently working with."

When the interview ended, Miss Komori thanked the actress

for her participation and Miss Stevens thanked Miss Komori with

the Japanese word for "thank you," then added "Sayonara." Later,

both were given an issue of Paramount World to look at.

-Helen Kwartler

Richard Goodman of the Traffic Dep-
artment and his bride of last month
had this snapshot taken in Miami
where they were honeymooning for two
weeks.

t

"DO YOU HAVE AN APPOINTMEHT, SIR?"

This official-looking toddler is 9-

month old Jeffrey, and he belongs to

Sally Henig, Mr. Piper's former sec-

retary.

t

Mae Bagwell, who left this month to

await a new arrival, is shown above

with Russell Holman who presented her
with a baby carriage and a bassinet
from her co-workers.
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SCANDINAVIAN P ARAMOUNTEERS
AT THE PARIS MEET I NG

PARIS - Prominent in the
foreground at the Ritz
Hotel meeting to hear Mr.
Weltner's great message,
are the three top Param-
ounteers from Scandinavia— from left: Paul Flodin
( Sweden ) ,Kurt Troupp ( Fin-
land), and John Aarshoj
(Denmark)

.

Others in the group.be-
ginning clockwise at top,
are: Julian Binstock( Bel-
gium)

,
Mr.Deschamps (Mgr.

Circuit Sud-Ouest) , Mr.
Harld" (Cinematographic
Francaise), Mr.J.Lebretcn.
Mr.M.Hamel,Mr.G.Chapal,
Mr. Roux^Lyon Branch Man-
ager), ^Mr.J.Siritzky(Mgr.
Societe' Exploitation Cin-
ema Paris-Province) , Mr.
Andre Martin, Mr. Hudson
(AP), and, at left, Mr.
Higbee (UP).

ROME - Glimpsed at the
tremendously successful
meeting held by Mr. Welt-
ner at the Hotel Excelsia-
here. f rom left: Pilade
Levi. Mr. Weltner, Baron-
ess Anita Blanc, eminent
theatre owner; and Para-
mount Sales Manager
Renato Cammarota.

©

MR. WELTNER RESER
VARLDEN RUNT,,,,,

* * * * *

Syftet med detta nummer av Paramount V/orld
dr framst att i kronologisk ordning sbka lagga
fram full standigast mojliga fakta om hur Air.

Barney Balabans viktiga produktionsmeddelande
genom Mr. George Weltners personliga medverkan
fbrts ut i viirlden. Arendet har befunnits vara
av s&dan viktig natur, att vi tagit det nagot
ovanliga steget att g£ tillbaka till den inle-
dande konferensen i Toronto, Canada. Fran den-
na utgangspunkt ha vi sedan sbkt folja utveck-
lingen fram till konferensen i London. Genom
en sadan enhetlig bversikt vlll vi fcrsbka ge
er en uppfattning om hur det hela borjade.vil-
ka personer och vilka lfinder som delgivits den
nya given, hur den mottagits och hur den via
sammankomster av mindre format men for den
skull av inte mindre betydelse g£tt vidare ut
i vSrlden. Hur detaljerad en dylik resume an
ma vara, kan den dock knappast bli fullstlindig.
Det fir oss for den skull angelaget att forsak-
ra varje paramountar runtom i vSrlden att hans,
eller hennes, medverkan till ett lyckat resul-
tat uppskattas till fullo av Air. Balaban sa-

val som av Air. Weltner, liven om detta inte kom-
mit till synes i vdr rekapitulation.

Under tiden som allt detta skett har nya
filmer undan for undan lamnat var Studio. THE
BUCCANEER raotses med spand forvantan, varldspre-
miaren blir i New Orleans den 11 december med

New York-premiar tio dagar efterat. LAST TRAIN
FROM GUN HILL har visats i New York och be-
tecknas som "den storsta vasternfilm som n£gon-
sin gjorts" En "preview" av GEISHA BOY utlos-
te stormande skrattsalvor. Sophia Lorens THAT
KIND OF WOMAN Sr en komedi av det romantiska
slag som publiken ISngtar efter Just nu. Danny

Kayes THE FITE PENNIES infriar de hoga forvant-

ningar man stSllt pa filmen, meddelas fran Stu-

dion.

The wise man is informed
in what is right. The

inferior man is informed

in what will pay.

-Ccnfucius

I egenskap av den storsta filmen genom ti-

derna fortsatter DE TIO BUDORDEN att visas

v&rlden bver. Vi har en mfingd nyheter om den

i detta nummer, nigra si pass ovanliga att de

beretts extra utrymme, framfor allt den fran

Filippinerna. Vi kommer att ha nytt att berat-

ta om Cecil B. DeMilles stbrsta storfilm under
ir framat.

MR. GEORGE WELTNER E 0

PORTADOR DE UMA MENS AGEV
PARA TODO 0 MUNDO

***********
0 principal interesse do Paramount World, ac

lanqar esta ediqao, e estampar cronologicamen-
te as apresentaqoes individuals do "Testeminhc
de Fe" de Mr. Barney Balaban no futuro da Para
mount, mensagem de que se fez ported or para to
do o raundo Mr. George Weltner. Essa mensagem t

o que ela represents para a organizaqao , sao d«
tal signiflcaqao

,
que nos sentimos na obriga-

qao, ao historiar este fato, de nos reportar-
mos a ideia inlcial — surgida naquela histo-
ries reuniao da Paramount em Toronto, Canada—
seguindo-a depots de ponto a ponto ate a rauitc

lembrada conferencla de Londres. Assim,numa u-
nica apresentaqao , mostramos corao se origimua
ideia desse grande documento, em que paises Ja
foi ele apresentado, como foi recebido, a come
foi transmltido, em pequenas reunloes, aos eeui

receptores, que dessa forma ficaram partlcipan
tes daquela grande fe no futuro da companhia.B
a despeito dessa meticulosldade na apreciaqao a

menqao dos fatos, ainda restam multas facetas
que a nossa pictorizaqao nao registrou.Portan-
to, cabe-nos assegurar aqul a todos aqueles a-
llados da organizaqao, que tomaram parte das-
sa demonstraqao de fe, e cujos retratos por a-
caso nao salram na nossa reportagem, que a sua

contribuiqao para o exlto obtido foi apreciada
por Mr. Balaban e Mr. Weltner no mesmo piano da-

queles que se acham representados nas fotos.

Enquanto isto, o objeto baaico dessa deela-

raijSo de fe no futuro da corapanhia, que sao os

proprios filmes por ela produzidos, estes, nao

tenham duvlda, contlnuam a sair dos nossos es-

dudios num franco atestado de que a Paramount,

corao serapre, segue na vanguards da melhor pro-

duqao de fitas de aceitaqao mundial. "ThaBuo-
caneer" esta despertando tremendo interesse n»
queles que Ja gozaram do privlleglo de var suas

primeiras "provas" postas na tela. A sua por -

tentosa estreia mundial tera lugar am Nova Or

leans, a 11 de dezembro proximo, com a estreia

de Nova York a se seguir dias depots. E depots

temos "Las Train From Gun Hill", que Ja foi a-

presentado em Nova York, sendo considerado pe-

ls crftica como "the greatea Western ever malel

"Geisha Boy" foi igualmente recebida com gran-

des elogios como vibrante comedia. Da esplerdl-

da Sophia Loren temos "That Kind of Woman", que

a uma corned ia-romance daqualas que os ppblidoa

de todas as partes recebem com delei te. Ha ain

da "The Five Pennies", comedia de Danny Kaye e

que pod e ser conslderada como a sua melhor fi-

ts ate hoje produzlda.

Esta claro, no melo de tanto esplendor, pra

cisa-se frisar qua OS DEZMANDAMEOTOS continue

fazer suoesao por todos os pafses onda o film*

a sua fame recebem o tributo do publico. A pre

poslto, tamos notlclas recentas, estampadas a

outra parte desta ediqao, reportagem eeaa qua

lei tor dave lar para a sua propria informaqao

delei ta. Uma dessas notfeias vam das Flllplnai

a nao tenhamos duvidas — a maravilhosa produ

qao da Mr. DeMllle estare despertando lgual it

teresae por varios anos futuros.



CONTINENTAL EUROPE

ATHENS, Greece - No project in this

venerable, and venerated, city ever
proceeds without receiving the prior
benign influence of the Parthenon.
And so we have this group at the his-
toric edifice as Continental General
Manager John B. Nathan pays a business
visit to the Greek capital.

From left: (Unidentified guide),
Cairo Manager H. Donald Hunter; Leban-
on Manager William Goldenthal, Super-
visor for Spain .Portugal and the
Middle East Franlc A. Siter, Mr. Nathan
and Mr. Savas Pylarinos, Paramount
Distributor in Greece.

ROME - Dais of the horseshoe table at the Excel-

sior Hotel as George Weltner's Affirmation of Faith

mission around the world came to its brilliant

i Italian climax.
Reading from left: James H. Richardson,Treasurer

of Paramount Pictures Corp., Dino De Laurentiis,
producer of "Tempest"; Frank Gervasi, MPEA Repres-
entative in Italy; Eitel Monaco, President of ANICA;

Paramount General Manager Pilade Levi; Nicola De
Pirro, Director General of Entertainment Dept.; Mr.

Weltner; John B. Nathan, General Manager of Contin-
1 entatl Division; Italo Gemini, President of AGIS;
Rome exhibitors Baroness Anita Blanc and Giovanni
Amati. In foreground, Jerry Juroe.

A great deal of wonderful evidence of
the continuing success of "The Ten Comm-
andments" in Europe is being held for pub-

ith.lication next morn You know why!

ATHENS - Principals in
the recent film business
meeting here were John B.

Nathan (left) Paramount's
General Manager for Con-
tinental Europe; and Saws
A. Pylarinos, Distributor
for Paramount in Greece.

La Paramount conferma la propria ftducia

oel futuro del Cinema, dichiara George Weltner

II I Irr I’rrmidralt- tirlln Paramaun! ha Irnula an
applaudlto dlmrormtt alia /iffmm:a ill nutnrromr prr-
monallta ilrl I'lnrma llallatto. t'mrrrmll r l.lornalimti

AMSTERDAM - Two great Russian artists of
he film world

, in Holland for the Dutch premi-
re of the Russian picture, "Don Quichot," also
!f~» U3e 8^ their limited and valuable time to
iee An-a Magnani in "Wild Is the Wind" at the
ihambra Theatre. The film figures are Grigory
23 . ?

ev
»,.

3t right, director of "Don Quicnot,"
nd actor Nicolai Cnarkasov, who plays the title
'ole in the film. On the day in which they
ere to have attended a concert, they preferred
o witness the Magnani picture, about, which
hey were most enthusiastic. They stated that in

,2c rw 0p.
rl

?n the best scene of the picture
'as the taming of the wild horse."

ATHENS - Here in the office of
Paramount distribution. Mr. Pylarinos
greets members of the Greek press. In
the background are Messrs. J.B. Nathan,
Thanos J. Mosconas (sales manager for
the distributor), and Frank A. Siter.

ROME - Although not legible for
reading purposes, this is the entire
page oi the eminent newspaper Araldo
dello Spettacolo devoted to the Para-
mount Affirmation of Faith Meeting in
this city.

HEARS MUCH
CONCERNING
I NDUSTRY '

S

OPTIMISM
FILM
FUTURE
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Premiers of "Houseboat" was a benefit in aid of
the Beth David Hospital. That institution's comm-
ittee certainly got out and worked for the opening.
Three of its most energetic workers are shown abow
just after making a ticket sale to Mayor Robert F.

Wagner. These co-chairwomen are (L-R) Mrs. Buddy
Engel, Mrs. Harry E. Gould and actress Joan Crawford.

ONE OF THE HUNDREDS OF fine tributes received

following Mr. Balaban's affirmation of Faith was a

letter to Kansas City Branch Manager Harry Hamburg

reading: "Thanks very much for the 50 copies of

Paramount World with Mr. Balaban's special message.

We are sending these to the principal theatres in

our division with the feeling that it will give our

managers the same lift which we experienced when we

heard Tom Bridge, (sgd.) Richard Brous, Fox Midwest

Amusement Corporation."

Massive advertisement in a recent
issue of The New York Times for "The
Mountain Is Young." Note the line at

bottom of the ad which says:

In preparation for motion picture
production by Paramount Pictures.

flHHIBST-SOHNiESr..
Movie of the Year!

CINCINNATI, Ohio - While the Par-
amount screen version of Thornton
Wilder's "The Matchmaker" is tickling
the ribs of picturegoers across the
nation, the stage play itself still
is going strong. It was playing at
the Cincinnati Summer Playhouse when
the above three members of the stage
cast were invited to a local film
theatre for a look at the Don Hartman
production.

The three are: Ann B. Davis, who
also can be seen as 'Schultzie' in
the Bob Cummings TV show: Carol Stone
and Lyle Talbot, whose film credits
r umber in the hundreds.

^ HORNTON WILDf
»«-vr a rmr

RIGHT

Susan Hayward gets a real lift

from Jacques Bergerac in one of the

many tespestuous scenes from the

highly exciting "Thu-der in the

Sun," soon to be released by Para-

mount.

SIDNEY G. DENEAU has
been appointed a vice-

F
resident of Paramount
ilm Distributing Corpor-

ation, it was announced
November 20, by George
Weltner, president. Deneau
is “aramount *3 Western
Sales Manager, and will
continue in that position.
The appointment is effec-
tive Immediately.

Deneau joined Paramount
in 1953 in an executive
sales capacity, and in
1956 was appointed Western
Sales Manager.

Prior to joining Para-
mount, Deneau was vice-
president in charge of
sales for the Selznick Re-
leasing Organization. Pre-
viously he was general
manager of the Schine
Theatre Circuit.

Paramount's "Houseboat" is proving to be one of
the happiest transports of fun Broadway has had In
ages. When the merry craft, with Cary Grant as its
skipper, and Sophia Loren as its/his mate, moored
at the Capitol, vast throngs came aboard and
laughed their fool heads off. "Houseboat" is cert-
ainly a pace-setter for happier times.

NEW YORK GREETS
"HOUSEBOAT" AND
PHENOMENAL U.S.
ACCLAIM REPEATS

r



SHOWMANSHIP AND PEOPLE
IN THE LATIN AMERICAN

CINEMA SCENE

BU&NOS AIRES - The Impact
of "Teacher's Pet" wa3 so very
solid when the Clark Gable-
Doris Day comedy opened at the
Opera Theatre tnat a second
week was assured before the
first one was more than a few
hours old.

According to Managing Dir-
ector Hugo Straraer, the press
screenings of the picture in
advance of release paid off
handsomely, for the advance
press notices were extraordi-
nary. He also reported: "The
most important part of the
campaign was the song 'Teach-
er's Pet.' Columbia Records
released the disc six weeksin
advance and every radio stat-
ion played the record contin-
uously. Also, Fermata publish-
ed the sheet music and they
also made up heralds as per

the attached samples. These
were distributed to all music
shops throughout the city. The
cartoon characters are reading
the title of both the song ana
the picture."

The French Paramount organization's head, Henri Klars-
feld. speaking at the imposing luncheon meeting at the Ritz
Hotel, Paris. Seated from left are: Mr. Gronich, Continental
Manager ,MPEA; John B. Nathan; Mr. Remauge, General Manager
of Pathe; George Weltner; Mr. Sallard ,Gen.Mgr.SN£G Gaumont.

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador -
View of exterior of the Caribe
Theatre by night as a special
fashion snow premiere or "Funny
Face" was held. All attendees
were recipients of special gifts
from such firms as Max Factor of
Hollywood. The event was a huge
success and materially benefit-
ed the release of "Funny Face"
throughout Central America. The
officially-sponsored event aid-
ed the Red Cross.

MEXICO CITY - At the recent Mexi-
can Film Festival, Paramount's "The
Black Orchid" won one of the top
awards. Here, General Manager A. L.
Pratchett, at right, accepts both ci-
tation and trophy from Don Jorge
Ferretis, President of the Cinemato-

, graphic Commission.

The mighty success of "The
Ten Commandments" in Quito,
Ecuador, is attested to by a
mountainous stack of tear-
sheets forwarded by Central
America Manager Mario Ghio. In-
cluded was a copy of the cele-
brated publication ,Vistazo,
which carried Othon Castillo's
fine interview with Cecil B.
DeMille, and also 4 beautiful
color plate of Moses with The
Ten Commandments. A Most im-
pressive issue.

WE TAKE YOU BACK FOR A FEW MOMENTS
TO MR. WELTNER 'S WONDERFUL PARIS MEETING

BOGOTA, Colombia - Highly
effective front of the El Cid
Cinema during the sensationally
successful engagement of "War
and Peace," a run which i3 con-
tinuing at the time that we went
to press.

MOV a >0 C a AN l-M MKW PABAMOUN1

LA CENICIENTA EN PARIS
-auobcv HiPButN 1 roco ama.bi

Division Manager
Meetings will be

H.B. Gordon's Latin American
fully reported next month....
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Never give a man up

u-til he has failed at

something he likes.

-Lewis E. Lawes

ABOVE

Carolyn Jones (who
was so wonderful in the
Hal Wallis production of
Elvis Presley's "King
Creole") ,

has an anguish-
ed choice to make in
"Last Train From Gun Hill'

(also a Wallis product-
ion). She can stay with
Anthony Quinn, or whose
life she has long been a
part, orF * BELOW

...she can
become important in the
life of Xirk Douglas jwho
represents respectability
ana the law.

NEWS FROM THE

U.S. BRANCHES
(Continued from P.18)

Hiss Jessie Ross Morris, president of the

Charlotte Music Club, and sister of Miss Polly

Morris, won a trip for twe to Bermuda, by sel-

ling the highest number of opera tickets in a

recent contest.
Miss Ruth Brown, booking department clerk,

is wearing a beautiful diamond on the third

finber, left hand.
-Mildred Hoover

Exhibitor reaction to our future releases,

as announced by Mr. Balaban, is tremendous.

It is obvious, from the amount of money Para-

mount has invested in these pictures, that the

company has faith in the future of our business

It is inspiring, not only to company personnel,

but to our customers as well, and we intend to

justify the faith placed in us.

After a great summer season on TUI COM-

MANDMENTS in the Drive-Ins, we are once again

concentrating on the four wall theatres. We

have only played a few engagements this fall,

however, the grosses indicate that THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS is still the mightiest of all

motion pictures. It is still further evidence,

that if handled properly, the gross is only li-

mited by the capacity of the theatre.

-h. L. Harnes

B 0 S T 0 N
| fjow that Drive-Ins are closing and

vacations are finally over, we have time to

do the best job of securing sales and booking^

of our first (9) pictures in the a-18 series

that Paramount has seen in years in this area

Everyone is working to 6ether in order that we

will get the most out of these blockbusters.

With the response we have been getting from

exhibitors, this looks like Paramount's year.

Buck Spurr, booker, is home convalescing
from a recent nose operation, we are all look-
ing forward to seeing Bucky and his new nose.

With the closing of the New Haven and the

Albany branches things have been booming all

summer. But the situation is well under con-

trol now. In the office here oil Norton has

been changed from booking the office zone to

take over the functions of booking the New

Haven section. Etta Glazin has been promoted

from booking steno
fe
rapher to booker to take

over the opening vacated by Gil Norton. Our

two new bookers who started training last

November have been here almost a year now and

they are coming along very fast. Gil Norton

and Bill Hepburn have been very cooperative

in helping these new bookers. I will close

SALT LAKE CITY Dark clouds have hung
over the Salt Lake Branch the last two months
because of the illness and death of Frank H.

Smith. Although "the show must go on," we
would like to pause just a moment to pay tri-
Dute to a wonderful man vho was deeply loved
and respected by those with whom hg worked.
Our deep felt sympathy goes out to Mr*. Smith
and to their family. We hope they won't for-
get us.

Every cloud has a silver lining, and our
silver lining came in the form of Arnold C.

Shartin, who was transferred from Los Angeles
to spread a little of that California sunshine
in this office. Mr. Shartin, we welcome you
to Salt Lake City and hope you will be happy
here. You may find things a little different.
For example, winter is sli^itly colder, but

that just adds a glow to your face and a

spring to your walk; spring is wet, but that
brings the flowers; summer is hot, which will
give you a greater appreciation and love for

the office (air conditioning); autumn is beau-

tiful, «hich enables you to endure the cold,

cruel winter. May you and your family learn
to love our fair city as we do.

-Employees of the Salt Lake Branch

with the note that I am now taking my vaca-
tion, so that I may be home to 6reet my wife
with the new arrival.

-Bob Moore

JACKSON V I LLE Since last writing, the

Jacksonville Branch participated in a big

party on Lake Geneva at Keystone Heights,

Florida. Somebody "goofed" and failed to

take a camera; otherwise we would have some

pictures to send along to show off some of

our "bathing beauties." A very good time

was enjoyed by all.

It is apparent that one of our bookers

may be serving in the Armed forces with Elvis

shortly. Harold Turbyfill is being voluntee-

red to look for a new home in the Army, kho

knows, being a bright boy, he could end up

being President of the U. S.

Our branch manager, Fred Mathis, returned

enormously enthused from New York where, as

everyone knows, the big meeting was held.

One of the stalwarts in our office re-

cently resigned to handle her duties at home.

I know that many people in the organization
(Continued on Page 36,

As somebody in Home Office said at

the end of a screening of the Sophia

Lor en-Ant hony Quinn film, ’’The Black

Orchid”: - ” That’s my idea of perfect
entertainment - an absorbing family

film with unforgettable performances.”
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AUSTRALIA DISPLAYS
SUPERB SHOWMANSHIP
IN "VERTIGO" DEBUT

Because the locale of Alfred Hitch-
cock's "Vertigo" is so magnificently San
Francisco and the lovely environs of that
city, it seemed to be a 'natural' to hold
a special Australian preview of the thrill

film aboard the Matson luxury-cruise
i liner
"Mariposa"
while the
vessel was
in Sydney's
harbor , one

which vies
with that
of San
Francisco
in beauty.

Under the direction of Paramount Pub-

licity Manager Jim Williams, and his assi-

stant, Frank Deane, Paramount supplied the

screening, provided the decoration and org-

anized the radio and television coverage.

The Matson Line provided the ship, the

buffet and oocktail party. The Naughty

Nineties committee sold the tickets and

organized the newspaper and magazine publ-

icity. An enormously successful event was

the result of this cooperation.

Television cameramen from
Channels 7 a^d 9 picture vistas
of wonderful food prepared for
the buffet supper which followed
the screening of "Vertigo." Six
of the liner's chefs spent ten
days planning and preparing the
supper.

HOLLYWOOD - Sir Lionel
Hooke and Cecil B.DeMillfi,
in centre, Lady Hooke ana
John Hooke, all are very
much interested in some-
thing happening in the
Paramount Studio Cafe. It
was most likely the entr-
ance of Danny Kave from
the set of "The Five Pen-
nies."

Sir Lionel is Managing
Director of Amalgamated
Wireless of Australia, and
he, Lady Hooke and their
son visited Paramount in
the course of a worldwide
business tour.

SYDNEY - Distinguished group
of citizens gathered in the
shipboard theatre of the li^er

"Mariposa" for special preview

of Paramount's "Vertigo."

A 'good luck' telegram is
read by Matson Vice-president
r.E. Rowe just before screen-
ing of "Vertigo" began. Look-
ing on, from left, are: Par-
amount Managing Director R.
L.Graham; Mr. Thomas, cruise
director for the "Mariposa";
Captain Malcolm Peters, the
ship's chief executive; and
Mrs. Robert L. Graham.

SYDNEY - The obviously pleased
gentleman at right is internationally
renowned singer Billy Eckstine. The
locale is Paramount's theaterette in
Sydney Head Office, and the occasion
was a preview of "Vertigo" for seventy
winners of a song identification con-
test presented on Radio Station 2CH's
breakfast session. Eckstine has made
a very popular recording of the hit
tune of "Vertigo," inspired by the
Alfred Hitchcock Paramount production.
With the singer in the picture are,
from left, George Grief,Larry McKenna
and Bobby Tucker.

Following screening of
"Vertigo" in- Paramount's
projection room in Sydney,
Noreen Anderson imparts
some very complimentary
observations on the film
to Ken Evans. Studio Man-
ager of Radio Station 2CH.
Her comments were among
those later broadcast on
a special "Vertigo" prog-
ram.

Another group of celebri-
ties aboard the "Mariposa"
for the "Vertigo" screening.
From left: Mr. Gordon John-
ston; Mrs. Rydge; Mr. Norman
B. Rydge, Chairman of Direc-
tors of Greater Union Theat-
res: Mr. Frank Waring,United
States Consul-General; Mrs.
Waring; Paramount Managing
Director Robert L.Graham.
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Here's cover of the
current issue of Frank-
furt's always effective
publication. Paramount
In Wort Und Bild. Issue
has fine space devoted
to "Desire Under the
Elms," "St. Louis Blues"
and of course "The Ten
Commandments .

"

There is also a fine

page picture story of
Mr. DeMille's Birthday
Party. Another page de-
tails the arrival in

Germany of Private Elvis

Presley of the United
States Armed Forces,and
his meeting with Boris
Jankolovics, Paramount
Supervisor for Germany
and Belgium.

COLOGNE - Exterior of
Universum in Schwerthof as
"The Ten Commandments" was
in it 3 10th week. Mighty
DeMille production was in
its THIRD wave of releases
througnout Germany at this
time.

HAMBURG - The refreshment bar of the Savoy
Theatre was certainly put to very effective use
with these star enlargements from "The Ten
Commandments." plus tne smaller scenes below
from the Cecil B. DeMille production. Display
was up for 4 weeks in advance, and during the
entire run of the picture. This too place dur-
ing the THIRD round of release of the mighty
film in Germany.

EINE BOTSCHAFT GEHT UM

DIE WELT ---

MIT MR. G. WELTNER
***********

Die Hauptaufgabe der heutigen PARAMOUNT
WORLD besteht darin, bildlich darzustellen,
vie Mr. Weltner persoenlich die Vertrauensbot-
3chaft Mr. Balabans in die einzelnen Laender
der Welt traegt. Die Botschaft und ihre Bedeu-
tung fuer unsere Organisation sind von sdcher

Wichtigkeit, dass wir etwas Ungewoehnliches
getan haben, naemlich wir sind zurueckgegangen
bis auf die erste Sitzung in Toronto, Kanada,
dann Schritt fuer Schritt weiter bis zum Tref-
fen in London. Dadurch wird einraal festgehelten,
wie die grosse Botschaft entstand, wer sie ent-
gegennahm, in welche Laender sie getragen und
wie sie aufgenoramen vurde, wie sie inkleineren,
aber darum nicht weniger wichtigen Sitzungen
weitergegeben wurde und besonders, was sie fuer
die Zukunft unserer Gesellschaft bedeutet.
Aber trotz dieser umfassenden Wiedergabe konn-
ten nicht alle Einzelheiten bildlich erfasst
werden. Wir moechten daher alien Mitgliedem
der Paramountorganisation in der ganzen Welt,

die bei dieser Sache mitgewirkt haben, aber

deren Bilder in unserer Wiedergabe nicht aufge-

nommen werden konnte, versichern, dass ihr

Beitrag zu dem grossen Erfolg dieses Unterneh-
mens von grossem Wert fuer uns ist, und dass

er von den Herren Balaban und Weltner sehr an-

erkannt wird.

Inzwischen kommen die neuen Paramountproduk-

tionen, die Hauptge'genstand der grossen Bot-

schaft sind, nacheinander heraus. THE BUCCANEER

hat groesstes Interesse erweckt und wird seine

Weltpremiere am 11. Dezember in New Orleans er-

leben und die New Yorker Premiere 10 Tage spae-

ter. LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL wurde in Nev Ycrk

aufgefuehrt und als "groesster Wildwest-Filn"

NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE, AS MENTIONED

ELSEWHERE, WILL CONTAIN REPORTS ON

ALL REGIONAL MEETINGS WHICH WILL
HAVE FOLLOWED THE PARIS ONE. THIS

OF COURSE WILL INCLUDE GERMANY.

HAMBURG - Part of the
unusual billboard campaign
undertaken during the 3rd.
round of German releases
on "The Ten Commandments."
Billboards of this type
were used in thirty major
spots for 3 weeks in adv-
ance and through into the
second week of the run.

bezel chnet. GEISHA BOY war bei der probevel sen
Auffuehrung ein solcher Schlnger, dass das Pu-
blikum vor Lachen erschoepft war. THAT KIND OF
WOMAN ist eine lustige Liebesgeschichte, wie
das Publikum sie sich immer sehnlichst wuenschl
Aus dem Studio verlautet, dess Danny Kayes
THE FIVE PENNIES alle Erwartuhgen erfuellt, die
men in dlesen Film gesetzt hat.

Und inraitten all dieser Ereignisse ziehen
DIE ZEHN GEBOTE ihre Bahn als groesstes Film-
werk aller Zeiten. Wir haben diesmal wieder ei-
nige ausgezeicnnete Berichte, z.T. sind sie so
aussergewoehnlich, dass wir ihnen mehr Platz
eingereeumt haben, besonders dem Bericht von

den Philippinen. Wir sind sicher, dess wir
ueber Cecil B. DeMilles groessten Film noch
viele Jahre zu berichten haben.

PARIS - The cocktail hour at the Hotel
Ritz a few minutes before Mr. Weltner'

s

momentous meeting got under way. Many Par-
amounteers are readily recognizable: and
for this German section of Paramount World
we note Supervisor Boris Jankolovics in
the centre rear. Mr. Weltner is with a
group of five towards the right rear.

L



MANILA AND BANGKOK ,,

' ARE.PRJME.EXAMPLES
J

I REGIONAL MEETINGS HAVE

FURTHERED THE SPIRIT
i OF PARAMOUNT'S "AFFIRM-

”AFF I RMAT ION OF FAITH”

The basic meetings held by Mr. Weltner

following President Barney Balaban's "Affirm-

ation of Faith in the Future of the Industry"

were held in Toronto, New York, Los Angeles,

Tokyo, Hongkong, Singapore, Bombay, Rome,

Paris and London. Radiating from these meet-
ings were, in turn, a series of just as enth-
usiastic local meetings which carried forward

the message of confidence and progress. Shown

on this page are glimpses of several of these

inspired meetings.

RUFINO'S THIRD MEETING

BANGKOK - Notables in tne exhibition and
press world of Thailand's capital who attended
Paramount's Affirmation of Faith luncheon and
message at the Hoi Thien Lau restaurant on Oct.
28th. Reading from left:

Paramount Manager Chana; Mr.Lamoon Atipayak,
Editor of Thai Raiwan; Mr. Boon Thiragomen .Man-
ager of Grard Theatre: Mr. Vira Sirisap, Proprie-
tor of New Odeon Theatre; Mr. Srisuk Paorohit,
Proprietor of Sri Rajwongse Theatre; Mr.Sanguan,
Advertising Manager of Queen's Theatre; Police
Major Pncna Chongchareon, Censor Officer; Mr.
Agsom Chuapanya, Editor of Phadungsil Newspap-
er; Mr. Smith Yamasmith, Managing Director of
Queen's Theatre: Mr. Phisit Tansaja, Managing
Director of Chalerm Thai Theatre; Mr. Kamthom
Iamsuri, Proprietor of Grand Theatre; Mr. K. L.
Lee, Bangkok Representative of Cathay Organisa-
tion of Singapore.

I.F.FT

MANILA - Scene in
the Narra Room of the
Manila Hotel on Nov.
6th as Manager A. S.
Velasquez convened
his Affirmation of
Faith in the Future
meeting. Seated from
left are: Mr. John D.
Young (Vision, Rene,
Liberty and Rex Thea-
tres), Cebu City; Mr.
Ernesto Rufino (Aven-
ue .Capitol,Ever,Lyric
and State), Manila;
Mr.Velasquez ;Mr.Will-
iam Gruenberg (Holly-
wood and Boulevard),
Manila.

This Was Mr. Rufina's
THIRD meeting, he hav-
ing also attended the
ones in Hongkong and
Singapore.

Taipei , too I

The exhibitors of Taiwan got to
know about Paramount's Affirmation of
Faith also. When Manager Andrew T.Fsn
got back to Taipei from the Hongkong
meeting, he held one of his own, at
the conclusion of which the following
message was sent to Mr. Weltner in
New York:

TRADE PRESS CONFERENCE HELD IN
THIRD FRIENDS CHINA CLUB ATTENDED
BY OVER 70 INCLUDING PRESS REPRESEN-
TATIVES EXHIBITORS FROM TAIPEI AND
OVER 30 OUTPORT CITIES. YOUR STATE-
MENT AFFIRMATION FAITH AROUSED GREAT
ENTHUSIASM STRENGTHENING CONFIDENCE
IN PARAMOUNT FUTURE. AMONG SPEAKERS
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION OFFICIAL LEE
CHIEH

, CENTRAL MOTION PICTURES COR-
PORATION MANAGING DIRECTOR WON SING
CHOW, SHIN SHENG PRESIDENT YU SHUH
CHOW EXTENDED HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
BARNEY BALABAN AND YOURSELF. NEWS-
PAPER COVERAGE EXTENSIVE, PUBLIC
REACTION EXCELLENT.

- FAN

HOW IT READS IN THAI

Manager Chana stands beside
his meeting's sign which reads
"Paramount's Affirmation of
Faith In the Future" in both
English and Thai. With him, at
right, is Mr.Oab Tailanga, Para-
mount Accountant in Bangkok.

MANILA - General view of the
attendees at the Philippines
Paramount luncheon meeting in
the Manila Hotel, November 6th.

MISSED THE MESSAGE
IN SINGAPORE
BUT CAUGHT IT IN

BANGKOK
ft ft ft ft f» tf ff ft ft ff ft ft

Mr. Boon Thiragomen is Manager of

the celebrated Grand Theatre in Bang-
kok. In this post he has contributed
materially to the success of many Par-

amount pictures, notably the current
triumph of "The Ten Commandments."
He has just written Mr. Weltner in

New York for reasons set forth in the
following letter:

Although I was not in time to hear
your message in Singapore due to un-
forseen cancellation of plane flight,
I must thank you very much for the
privilege of a special audience in
view of your precious time. The whole
aspect of Paramount's policy,and the
advancement which it plans .nave since
been enhanced by Mr. Ghana's illus-
trated speech here, to which demons-
tration I was invited. I can assure
you that not only was I impressed by
Paramount's courage, but all others
present felt as I did. Perhaps Para-
mount will be the initiator of a
plan to be followed by all other
companies I take off my hat in
wishing you ali the best.

(sgd.) Boon Thiragomen.
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CLARK GABLE will be

starred in "Bay of

Naples" to be filmed in
Italy next year for Par-
amount by Melville Shav-
elson, who will direct,
and jack Rose, producer.

TURIN, Italy - Again

we are delighted to show

you the exterior of the
famous Lux Cinema, this

time with an arresting
display for "Wild Is the

Wind."

HOLLYWOOD - Marika Aba,
local correspondent for
Incom Illustrata of Rome

,

and Film Szinhaz Muzsika
of Budapest, visits the
set of "The Hangman" and
chats with Michael Curtiz,
director of the picture
which stars Robert Taylor.

PRODUCTION
FLASHES

Marlon Brando will be

both star and director

of his forthcoming own

production, "One-Eyed

Jacks" H al Wallis

is assembling a fine

cast for his production,

"Career." Already set

for the picture, which
is to start in February,
are Dean Martin,Anthony
Franciosa, Shirley
MacLaine and Carolyn
Jones.

Paramount World

MR. G. WELTNER
ORAAGT EEN BOODSCHAP
DE WERELD ROND
Het voornaamste doel van deze uitgave
van Paramount ./orld is om in chrono-
logische volgorde een beschrijving te
geven van de meetings, waarop Lr.
George Weltner persoonlijk aan de we-
reld Lr. Barney Balaban' s boodschap
betreffende de "Bevestiging van zijn
Vertrouwen" melding maakt. Deze bood—
schap, en de betexenis daarvan voor
onze caganisatie , is zo belangrijk, dat
wij tegen onze gewoonte in een stap
terug gegaan zijn naar het alzereerste
begin — de eerste bijeenkomst in
Toronto, Canada — en vandaar volgen
wij de gebeurtenis sen stap voor stap
tot aan de bijeenkomst in Londen.
Zo konnen wij U in e4n keer een com-
pleet overzicht geven hoe deze grote
boodschap ontstaan is, aan wie zij
werd medegedeeld ,

in welke landen zulks
gebeurde, hoe deze werd ontvangen, op
welke wijze zij werd doorgegeven naar
kleinere, doch eveneens belangrijke
meetings, en wat dit alles betekent
voor de toekomst van onze maatschappij

•

Toch, zelfs in dit zeer uitgebreide
overzicht, kunnen wij niet alle facet-
ten belichten. .Vi j willen das nogmaals
ieder lid van de Paramount organisatie
over de gehele wereld, die op enigerlei
wijze deelhad aan deze gebeurtenissen

,

op het hart drukken, dat alhoewel mis-
schien niet vermoemd in ons verslag,
zij er toch absoluut zeker van kunnen
zijn, dat zijnof haar bijdrage tot het
grote succes van de onderneming van
enorm grote waarde is geweest en zowel
door mr. Balaban als door Lr. Weltner
ten zeerste wordt geapprecieerd.

net voornaamste onderwerp van deze

grote boodschap - de nieuwe Paramount
films - komen ondertussen de een na de

ander uit de studio. "The Buccaneer"
i 3 een van de belangri jlkste daarvan en

zal op 11 December zijn wereldpremiere
in New Orleans beleven en tien dagen
daarna volgt de Lew Yor-kse ^remiere.

Len heeft "Last Train Prom Gun Hill"
in Lew York gezien en de film toege-
juicht als "de grootste Western ooit

gemaakt". Tijdens de voorvertoning van

"Geisha Boy" was het gelach niet van de

lucht. Sophia Loren's "That Kind of

Woman" is een romantische komedie van

het soort waar het publiek heden ten

dage reikhalzend naar uitkijkt.
En de studio deelt mede, dat Danny
Kaye's "The Five Pennies" alle ver-
wachtingen die men van deza film had,
nog verre overtreft .

En natuurlijk staat temidden van
dit alles "De Tien Geboden", die de
wereld doorgaat als de grootste film
aller tijden. Elders in dit nummer
vindt U meer belangwekkende gegevens
hierover, waarvan er een paar zo
exceptioneel zijn, dat wij er extra
plaatsruimte aan hebben verleend, voor-
al aan het verslag afkomstig van de

MR. WELTNER RORTATORE
01 UN MESSAGG I 0
INTORNO AL MONDO 1

Scopo principals dl quo eto numero dal no-
| i

atro bollettino A quallo di descrl Terri , in or
dina cronologlco, la slngole praaantazloni fat
ta peraonalmemte al aondo da Mr. Valtnar dal
aaaaaggio di Afferaaziona di Jade di Barnay
Balabm. Queato aaaaaggio, nonchA 11 auo impl
cito aignificato nai rigaardi dalla nostra or-
ganizzazlone ao no dl un’ impartanza tala cha ab
biaao paraino roluto riaalira alia crlginl dal
l'ercnto, cioA alia prloa ri unions tonutaai a
Toronto nal CanadA, per poi prosegiire paaao
par paaao da quel punto fino alia rlunlona di
Londra* Coal vi daremo tutta in ma Tolta la
ralaziona oompleta di coins al A inlzlata la
atorla dl queato grande maaaagglo, a chi a in
quail paaai aaao ala state praaentato, cons si

atato accolto a poi di volta in rolta rltrama
ao a mezzo di rlunlonl pib piccolo me non mane
lmportmtl , ad lnfine 11 auo iomsmao valors
nal rlguardl dalla noatra Casa a dal auo futu*
ro. SenonchA, per qunto eataaa a dettagllata
eaaa ala, la noatra deacrlzione non potrl mai
eaaere aaaolutememte completa. Per quaato mo-
tiro taniamo ad aaalcurare tuttl quel paramour
tlstl di qualalaal parte dal mondo cha, pur
arando partecipato alia auddatta manlfeatazlo*
ni, non slano statl segnalatl nolle nostra ra-
lazlone, di star pur carti cha 11 loro contrlbt
to al auccesso di queato aremto A atato d'enox
oo ralora nonchA profondamenta epprezzato da
Mr. Balaban a da Mr. Weltnar.

Nal frattempo, quallo cha in definitive )

l'oggetto del maaaagglo in queatlone, doA la

nuova produzione Paramount, continue ad uacir<

dal nostrl Studl pib bella a pib lmponenta chc

mai . "The Buccaneer* ate deatendo un intereai

inm«DSo. ArrA la sua prime mondlala a New
Orleans I'll Dicembra a usolrA poi a Nuova
York died glornl dopo • "Last Train from Cun
Hill" A atato rlaionato a Nuova York a troratc

11 pib bal Western mai fatto. "Oalaha Boy"
ha fatto abellicare dalla riaa 11 pubblloo ch«

ultimamanta l'ha via to in anteprloa. II nuovo

film dl Sophia Loren, "That Kind of Women", A

una di quelle come die roman tiche che 11 pub-
blioo adore e di eul oggl A proprlo aeeeteto.

Circa "Fire Pennies" di Danny Kaye, lo Studio
ha giA fatto aapere cha at a rlusoendo proprlo

coma ai deaiderava par un coal bal tipo dl

atorla.

A tutto queato A paraino auperfluo agglui

gera che "I Died Comandamentl" ata oontinuan-

do ad affermarai nal mondo intaro ooma una dal

la opera pib famoae cha lo schermo abbla mai

praaentato. In quaato numero abbiamo altre
splendl de notizie in marl to. Infatti qua leuni

della relazlonl perrenutacl, spade quelle deO

la Fillppina, A talmante eccezionala che ahblj

mo roluto riaerrare alia steasa 11 maggloxe epj

zio poaalbila. Dal reato potete eaaar alcurl
cha aul poderoao lararo di DeMllle arremo tan-

to da raccontarri par moltl a moltl annl amoo

ra.

min
Philippi jnen. U kunt er van verzekerd
zijn, dat wij in de komende jaren
steeds weer nieuws zullen brengen van
Mr. Cecil B.DeMille's machtigste film!



KUALA LUMPUR - Three vistas of the same
theatre, magnificently arrayed for an en-
gagement of "The Ten Commandments" that
blockbusted all local records. Theatre is
the Cathay's Odeon, and the three contig-
uous views above snow the front by night,
the front and side by day, and the side
by night. It is believed in Kuala Lumpur
that no other theatre in the world can
match this sign for size and effective-
ness. The sign is 100 feet wide, and dis-
plays the title of the Cecil B. DeMille
production in four languages - Malay,Eng-
lish, Chinese and Tamil.
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MANILA -His Excellency,Carlos P.Garcia,

President of the Philippines, receives a
bronze figure of Mose3 from Paramount
Manager A. S. Velasquez on the day of the
premiere of "The Ten Commandments" at the
Galaxy Theatre. President is at left, and
admiring the figure are, from rear left,
Guillermo Teomico, of the Galaxy Theatre,
Assistant Executive Secretary Enrique
Quema and Ric Javier of Paramount.
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THE ARTIST IS ONLY SIX YEARS OLD

The artist is 6-year-old Daphne Iynn,
daughter of one of Cecil B. DeMille'

s

secretaries, Edith Lynn. Sketch in crayon
was made by Daphne without any help from
her parents, after she had seen "The Ten
Commandments." At right is Moses' sister
Miriam, and left of the ark, of course, is
the Pharaoh's daughter and behind her, her
ladies in waiting. Above, the good angel
watches over the infant Moses, which is
the one addition made by the ‘child.

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" MOUNTS

RECORD ON RECORD AS MIGHTIEST

MOTION PICTURE IN ALL HISTORY

We see this fact reflected in so many wonderful ways.
In, for instance, the marvelous scrapbook of press clippings
from the Philippines, so weighty it sagged our editorial
desk right down to our knees. And in the campaign book from
Germany, where the mighty Cecil B. DeMille production is now
on its third records-smashing round of releases. All around
the world, in fact, "The Ten Commandments" is proving to be
a symbol of something that people want to visit again and
again. It has already come to be something far more than
just a motion picture.

Something of this sublime
greatness is to be found in the
recent summation of achievement
by the picture in Great Britain,
released to 1,000 publications
by the press department of Para-
mount in London. This release
marked the completion of the first

year of triumph of Cecil B.

DeMille 's production in Britain.
The release, prepared and distr-
ibuted by Jack Upfold, Public
Relations Officer for the mighty
film, tabloids the mighty busin-
ess achievement of the film, but
even more importantly it stresses
the enormous impact it has had on

the populace at a time when such
a benign influence is so needed.
Final paragraph in the release;

The potential of "THE TEN
COMMA MOMENTS" knows no bounds
and with the passing of its first
year in the British Isles the
nigh claims made for it follow-
ing the Plaza, London presentat-
ion have been more than substan-
tiated by the overwhelming pub-
lic appreciation of the film and
its presentation policy.

LONDON - Window of the
,Chiswick
wonder-
The Ten
splay

stayed for 3 full weeks.

Masey Music Store
High Road, with a
ful display for "

Commandments." Di

Ben
i
gn I nf luence of

M The Ten Command'nent s”

The wonder of Cecil B. DeMille 's prod-
uction shines forth in every letter that we
get from the Philippines. Here's testimony
in a letter from Manager A. S.Velasquez:

"The aged, the infirm and the poor con-
tinue to troop to the Galaxy to see 'The
Ten Commandments' on its 27th day of show-
ing (this was October 28). Today ends the
Fourth Fabulous Week and tomorrow starts
the Fifth Marvelous Week. Our vocabulary is
running short of adjectives to designate
the week's showing. •

"The dailv advance sales still exceed

VIENNA, Nov. 14. "COMMANDMENTS" opened
HERE WITH SMASHING SUCCESS TO SOLD OUT HOUSES WITH ATTEND-
ANCE AT NIGHT PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL PERSONALITIES INCLUDING
PRIME MINISTER WHO FOLLOWED PICTURE WITH RAPTURE UNDERSCOR-
ING MOST MOMENTOUS SCENES WITH MURMURS OF ADMIRATION
ADVANCE SALE TREMENDOUS ALL SHOWS BOOKED TO CAPACITY FAR
BEYOND WEEKEND. RECORD RUN A CERTAINTY." (sgd.) MICHAUD
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SI DEL I GHTS ON

THE JAPANESE
CINEMA SCENE

Since he had just com-
pleted a starring role in
a comedy with a Japanese
locale, Jerry Lewis was a

person of great interest to

these Shochiku stars making
their first visit to Holly-
wood. They are Miss Yukiji
Asaoka and Mr. Masahiko
Tsugawa, and on meeting
Jerry tney both wanted to
know all about the making
of "Geisha Boy."

(Jerry is in the uniform
of a U.S. naval officer for
his role in the current
production, "Don't Give Up
Che Ship."*

Later, Miss Asaoka and
Mr. Tsugawa met Danny Kaye
on the 3et of "The Five
Pennies." Danny is one of
the absolutely outstanding
favorites of the screen in
Japan

.

So highly is Cecil B.
DeMille esteemed in Japan,
that his 77th Birthday Anni-
versary was publicly celebr-
ated. One of many displays,
this was in the Shochikuza in
Sapporo. . .

.

...And this one was in the
lobby of the Piccadilly in
Tokyo, where "The Ten Comm-
andments" achieved such a
record-breaking engagement.

IN LIEU OF the regular column in Japanese,
which appears to have gone astray in the mail,

we present some further sidelights on the very

wonderful reception accorded Mr a Weltner in

his Tokyo presentation of Paramount policy.
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This ipage
story in the
Tokyo newspa-
per Chunicni
is indicative
of the impor-
tance paid to
Mr.Weltner'

s

visit to Japan
in October.
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FAR EAST DIVISION’S THANKS
Far East Supervisor S.A.Henriksen wrote Mr. Weltner in

London:

"I want you to know how happy and grateful we all are
for what you have done for us in this Division during this
trip I know of no other person in the industry who
could possibly accomplish what you have done.... it was
exactly what we needed and at tne right time. We are now
looking forward to a new era for our Company. I am sure
that most of the praise and congratulations which will be
conveyed to our Company and to our top executives from exh-
ibitors from all over the world for taking over the leader-
ship of our Industry, should go to you personally!

"These last two weeks with you have been one of the most
inspiring events in ny many years with Paramount. . .Congratu-
lations to you and many many thanks from each and everyone
in the Far i^st Division."

Double-spread in The
Far *ast Film News has a
very significant heading
to greet the attendees
at Paramount's vital
Tokyo meeting.

LEFT Notables at the
luncheon's top table....
'ram left: Mr.K.Takamure
director of ShochikujMr,
K.Hori,president of
Nikkatsu; Mr.S.Kido,pres
iddnt of Shochiku: Mr.
Weltner and Mr.Metorl.
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FAR EAST REVEALS
GREAT SHOWMANSHIP
ACTIVITIES AS THE
PARAMOUNT MESSAGE
REACHES EXHIBITORS

MANILA - Scene during the presentation of
the Paramount product at the Manila Hotel. Man-
ager A. S. Velasquez says that the event "was a
resounding success because the most important
exhibitors and theatre circuit bookers were there
along with the press, and there was an ovation
after my delivery of Mr. Weltner's speech. Mr.
Rufino gave a very nice response, too. Also our
leading exhibitor in the Visayas, Mr.John Young,
requested the privilege of saying a few words,
and he paid Paramount some flattering complim-
ents. .. .Exhibitors and press were unanimous in
saying that the meeting raised industry morale."

MANILA **** The magnifi-
cent float, and the parade
of jeep-nies, which carried
the message of "The Ten
Commandments" all the way
from the Galaxy Theatre to
the surroundings of Manila
and back again. Part of the
spellbinding story which
begins on Page 2 of this
issue ana which will
continue for many months.

iy
il.i

BANGKOK - A trio of
'Grand' guys. At left is
Mr.Kamthom Iamsuri .Pro-
prietor of the Grand
Theatre ,Paramount 's excl-
usive Bangkok release
house. At right is Mr.
Boon Thiragomen,whose in-
teresting letter is pub-
lished on Page 31. Centre:
Paramount Manager Chana
Chaikijkarana.

in connection with
ation of Faith message. World-wide Sales Manager
George Weltner was most happy to meet up againwith so many friends among tne Paramounteers of
Singapore.

Seated, from left: Cornelius Vlug, General

^ > s.A.HenriKsen, Super*
visor; Jerry Juroe, Special Representative acc-
ompanying Mr. Weltner; V. Kannapan, Singapore.
Standing: Leong Chow Kiat, Teoh Khoon Gfiee.V.R.
Govindan, Chia Whay Yam, Tan Choon Chye, Sam
Govinden. Koh Whay Seow, Chuah Teong Choon,
Frederick Tan, Henry Kway, Asmawi bin Palong,Ong
Kuan Seong.

DJAKARTA - "Hollywood Or Bust" played three
first-run cinemas of this city day-and-date ,and
shattered a lot of important records. Word about
the Martin and Lewis comedy penetrated to all
parts of the city, one of the methods of penetr-
ation being illustrated above . The three cinemas
that felt the comedy's solid impact were the
Grand, Mentang and Cinema.

The impact of the Paramount pro-

duction message, as conveyed by World
Wide Sales Manager George Weltner,has
been tremendous. We have reported on

it pictorially on other pages, and

below will be found some more side-

lights indicative of the fine spirit

in which the exhibitors of the Orient

received the upcoming product news.

BANGKOK - One of many
news items in the press
of this city announcing
Manager Chana Chaikij-
karana's Paramount meet-
ing, and paying tribute
to Mr. Weltner.

BOMBAY - In honour of Mr. Weltner, and his
business journey around the world, Mr.Keki Modi,
chairman of Western India Theatres, arranged a
dinner at his residence, Kamal Mahal,Carmichael
Road, on Oct. 20th. Photo shows Miss Maxie Modi,
Mrs. Ellen Modi (Mr. Modi's daughter and wife,
respectively), Mr. Weltner and Mr. Modi.
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BANGKOK
cables

DESPITE HEAVY RAIN

"DEVIL'S HAIRPIN” OPENED

TO HIGHEST GROSS SINCE

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

-Henriksen

DJAKARTA, Indonesia —
Paramount headquarters in

this city did its share

in making known the vast
entertainment appeal of

Hal Wallis' massive prod-
. . __ i JJ rr • M a

U. S. BRANCH NEWS

(Continued from Page 28)

know 11113 wonderful person - Marian Stowe.

Ve, of course, miss Marion very much, but can

understand her reason for leaving us.

NOTE TO THE NOkTHEhN BhANCHmS: When the

snow is umpteen feet deep and the ice is slick

on the sidewalks and the temperature is very

low, think of us poor souls sweating in this

terrible hot sun in Florida (HaVE FUN).

NOTE TO THE OLD TIMERS: I am sure that

most of the old timers will be interested in

hearing of a very recent experience we had in

the Jacksonville Branch. The building which

was located next to our shipping station was

being vacated necessitating a new water meter

for the shipping station. Upon calling the

City Hall, we found that the water meter was

listed in the name of "FAMOUS PLAYERS". I

am sure this invokes many memories to many

people now connected with our Company.
-Herman Allen

uction by displaying this
poster for "Gunfight at
Che O.K. Corral." Note the

extra prominence given the

trade mark atop the huge
poster, which was on show
for two weeks in advance
of the film's day-and-date
premiere in four first-
run cinemas.

Albums
Elmer Bernstein's

sound-track score for

"The Buccaneer" will be

issued on an album by

Columbia Records. The re-

cording company will also

issue a single record of

"Love Song from 'The

Buccaneer'" ( "Lover Gold")

an exploitation song

written by Bernstein and

Mack David Jubilee

Records will issue an

album of the sound-track

from "The Geisha Boy,"

and a single exploitation

record of "Song from

•The Geisha Boy'^"

SALT LAKE CITY Our office manager-

head booker, Bert Tur6eon, has on display on

the top of his desk a small trophy that was

awarded him last evening for having bowled

the second highest 6ume in a bowling league

consisting of numerous exchange and theatre

employees in the Salt Lake area. Bert was

only nosed out by one man, Sid Cohen of Film

Service Corporation, who bowled a high bijne

of 238. Bert's hignest game was 236. This

league has only been going for a few weeks.

Josephine Shults, our bookkeeper, is

presently on vacation and has changed her

name to Mrs. Josephine Berry. She was mar-

ried the day before she left for vacation.

We welcome Mr. A. L. (Bus) Campbell into

the Paramount organization. Mr. Campbell is

replacing Dick Stafford, who resigned to ac-

cept another position. Bus is an old timer

in the entertainment business here in Salt

Lake. He has had considerable experience in

selling motion pictures, as well as the oper-

ation of theatres. Ve all wish Bus great

success in his new position.

ATLANTA Hi', to y' all from the Gate City

Ve hope the other members of

tmily have enjoyed the same
of the South.

the Pt remount „ -- - - .

beautiful weather we nave been blessed vi-n

RIGHT

Three of the princip-
als of "Tempest" — Van
Heflin, in the foreground,

Silvana Mangano and Geof-

frey Home — meet for a

dramatic moment in the

dungeon where Heflin meets

a grim fate.

LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL

A shooting-it-out saga that will raw the

toughest nerves is this one between Kirk Dougle

and Anthony Quinn. It takes place night beside

the 'Train' itself, and the action has a tense-

ness the like of wfiich you'll find it hard to

recall.

for the last month; October with all its cole

was truly wonderful.
Speakin fa of color; as Halloween and Oc-

tober pass from the scene, PahaMOUNT'S "AFFIP

MATION OF FaITH" will tike care of this item

for all of us during the winter months ahead,

and ‘those beyond, with its colorful array of

product. The current glitter of HOUSEBOAT

will soon be brightened with GEISHA BOY, and

the market will truly be thrilled by THE BUC-

CANEER. This is only the beginning; you know

what the future holds, and are aware of what

I speak - truly a bright picture'.

The writer is soon to lose his 'backer- 1

upper' - Rachel Clements, who will soon leave

to keep a pre-arranged engagement with that

old long-legged bird. *«e will miss you, ha-

chell Come back and visit when your heir ar-

rives, y'alll Often, as goodbyes are said,

welcomes are in order, and such is the case

here - to Barbara Worsham. We extend a heert

welcome and are happy to have you with us.

-Paul Morgan

[KANSAS CITY We welcome the following tc

the Paramount Family - - -Duane Becker, sale:

man for Northern Missouri and Northern Xansa*
Duane formerly worked in our Milwaukee offict
and replaces Dwight Borin Joe Murphy,
salesman for Southern Missouri and Southern
Kansas. Joe comes to Kansas City from Mem-

phis where he was with Universal Margaret

Dawson, contract clerk, and Johnnie Cobb, se-

cond shipper We bid a fond farewell to Su

san Marsh, contract clerk, who left us to

make her home in Akron, Ohio.

Recent vacationers in the Kansas City B

(Continued on Page 3®
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KUALA LUMPUR - During inter-
mission at the highly success-
ful premiere of "The Ten Comm-
andments" at the Odeon Theatre
here. Prime Minister Tunku
Abdul Rahman (at right) enjoys
a chat and a snack with Para-
mount General Manager RoyMcAree.

MANILA - Monsignor Rufino J.

Santos (r.). Archbishop of Man-
ila, presents appreciation
plaque to Paramount's Far East
Supervisor, Svend A.Henriksen,
for making possible the special

,

preview of "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Galaxy Theatre in
behalf of the Metropolitan Cath-
edral Board. At left is Para-

. mount Manager A. S. Velasquez.

SINGAPORE - Three interesting
personalities at the beautiful
home of Mr. Loke Wan Tho

,
head

of the far-flung Cathay Organi-
sation. Mr. Loke is in centre;

i

George Weltner, Paramount Pict-
ures Vice-President in charge
of world sales, is at left. At
right is His Royal Highness
Prince Thondup Namgyal, the
Maharaj-Kumar (ruler) of the
Kingdom of Sikkim.

HOLLYWOOD - Robert L.Graham,
Managing Director in Australia,
lunches with Cecil B.DeMille,
right, and Producer Jack Rose.

MEXICO CITY - Airport
welcome re-unites Latin
American Division Manager
Henry B. Gordon, right,
and Mexico General Mana-
ger A. L. Pratchett.

Mr. Gordon was in the
Mexican capital to deli-
ver. on behalf of George
Weltner, the Paramount
Affirmation of Faith
message in a series of
events depicted elsewhere
in this issue.

SYDNEY - Two of Sydney

top television and radio
pe reonalitie s ,Jacque line
Kott and Del Cartwright,
at the special preview of
"Vertigo" aboard the
Matson liner "Mariposa."
Event is reported on
29 of this issue.

Hill

INTERNATIONAL
NOTABLES IN

THE PARAMOUNT
SCENE********

ROME - Maria-Claudia Sann-
azzari, 18, daughter of Colombo
San^azzari, recently had a very
unique experience. She was off-
icially presented to President
Gronchiafthe Republic of Italy.
Maria-Claudia' s father is the
chief projectionist of the Par-
amount Theatre in Paris, and a
member of the Company's 25-Year
Club: and of course the Sannaz-
zari's have lived in France fof
many years.

However, in Rome there is
an annual reception for Italians
living abroad, and Maria-Claudia
happened to be in Rome at this
time. And when the press covered
the reception, the charm of Miss
Sannazzari caused the photogra-
pher to withhold his flash until
the moment when the President
spoke with Maria-Claudia. If we
had been the photographer, we
should have done likewise.

And when the young lady later
went to her Chiavari home town,
where there were many celebrat-
ions being held, she was unani-
mously elected "Miss Lido," and
became the recipient of many
honors and presents.

OSAKA - This lady is Miss
Yoshi Kawai, and she participa-
ted in the observance of Cecil
B.DeMille 's 77th birthday anni-
versary because she, too, was
bom on August 12th, 1881, the
very same day as Mr. DeMille.
She was invited to the Namba
Daigekijo, where "The Ten Comm-
andments" was being presented,
and enjoyed herself very muchas
the theatre's guest.

HONGKONG - Happiness appeared
to be generally evident follow-
ing Mr. George Weltner 's Affir-
mation of Faith message to the
Hongkong film world. Shown here,
from left: Run Run Shaw, inter-
nationally renowned exhibitor;
Paramount Far East Supervisor
3. A. He^riksenj Philippines Cin-
ema Impres^arao Ernesto Rufino;
Mrs. Henriksen and Mrs. Rufino.

BOMBAY - During an interlude
in the Paramount meeting here,
Mr. Framji H. Sidhwa, Chairman
of the Globe Theatres Circuit,
is most happy to meet once more
Paramount Pictures Vice-Presid-
ent George Weltner.

Hill
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The quickest way to
correct the other fellow's

attitude is to correct
your own. Try it. It

LILLI PALMBt has been
signed to appear with
Clark Gable in the Seaton
and Perlberg production
of "But Not For Me."

APOLOGIES to Nat Stem,
New York Branch Sales
Manager, for giving him
someone else '3 name in

the caption identifying
those on last month's
cover. Nat was standing
at right in the lower
cover picture - and was
certainly standing on his

rights in requesting thi3
correction.

ANTHONY FRANCIOSA has

been signed to co-star
with Dean Martin in Hal
Wallis' "Career," which is

scheduled to start at

Paramount in mid-February.

The Saturday Evening
Post of November 22nd
carries a most interest-
ing interview with Yul
Brynner in course of
which the colorful star
pays high tribute to
Cecil B. DeMille and to
Y. Frank Freeman, Studio
head.

MORE NEWS FROM THE NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36)

ranch include - - - Ruth Corless, ledger clerk,
who toured Colorado, California and all points
West Irma Woods, booker, and Iva Keen,
steno, also enjoyed vacations in Colorado
Mr. Cole spent his vacation in Michigan. Ro-
bert Jackson, had shipper, is "fishing" in
the Ozarks. Daizy Zeh, inspectress, spent
her vacation in Colorado and the Southwest....
"Stcy-at-homers" included Anne O'Toole, cash-
ier, Mary Lou Goss, Steno, Don Genova, stu-
dent booker, and Edith Treadway, head inspec-
tress.

Mr. Hamburg inaugurated a "Variety" week
for Drive-Ins and Conventional Theatres, a
different program each night. Don Foster,
sales manager, came up with over #500.00 from
the Heart Drive-In for repeat bookings the
first week. Congratulations!

-Mary Lou Goss

LOS A NGELESl As many of you Paramounteers
have never visited Los Angeles, you may be in-
terested in learning sonte thing about the scope
of our activities and the area which we serve.

Some people sre still inclined to think
of Los Angeles as a frontier town. It's true
that we are sprawled out over an area of 455
square miles, and that there is a great deal
of land yet to be developed. It's true also
that we are not as cosmopolitan as some of
the older cities in the United States, but we
are fast developing our own traditions. Of
these traditions our proudest is that Los An-
geles is the birthplace of the movies as a
world-wide form of entertainment, still reach-
ing more people than any other medium.

When Cecil B. DeMille produced THE SQUAW
MAN here in 1913j Los Angeles was a small
agrarian community. Now our population is
*» 393,600, which makes us the third largest
city in the country, and the County of Los
Angeles has 5,709,000 people.

To show you what this growth means to
PARAMOUNT, we should like to use as a compa-
rison the year 1952, when THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EaRTH opened in seven theatres for the first
multiple .run in Los Angeles theatrical his-
tory. At that time our population wti,

2,050,000, while the County had 4,466,000.
In 1955 we, expanded our multiples to 10

theatres, with the run of FAR HORIZONS. In
1957 we played THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE in 11
theatres. In July, 1958, we increased the
multiples to 18 for our excellent engagements
of KING CREOLE and ROCK-A-BYE BABY.

Now we are preparing to open THE BLOB in
40 theatres all over Southern California, with
the greatest exploitation ever given a PARA-
MOUNT picture. We are looking forward to re-
turns commensurate with the campaign, and
with the audience-growth of Los Angeles.

If vigorous selling and exploitation ore
the keys to audience expansion, you may be
sure that we shall increase to new heights
the number of people seeing PARAMOUNT pic-
tures. We still believe that IF IT'S a PaRa-
MOUNT PICTURE, IT'S THE BEST 310V IN LOS AN-
GELES.

QSTQ N| Veil, vacations are over and the
gang are back from the resorts, soBe anaburnec
some tanned and some with shoes laden with
sand but ell rested and ready for the winter 1

ahead.

We're all overjoyed at the new addition
to Bob Moore's family. His attractive wife
Ruth gave birth to a lovely baby girl and re-
ports have both parents and newborn resting
comfortably

.

Dan Houlihan, our new branch manager, is

a real go-getter, commanding the respect and
support of all cohorts-. Jt's a privilege to
work with a fellow like Mr. Houlihan because
you find him right beside you digging in him-
self. Make a carbon copy on this for Gasper
Urban. "UBB", a former Notre Dame gridiron
great, carries on his sales duties with the
same enthusiasm that made him such a big fa-

vorite out at South Bend. Gil Norton, a 25-
year Paramounteer has charge of the newly ac-

quired territory of New Haven and when you
couple "Gil" with salesman Henry Germaine,
you've formed an unbeatable duo.

Margaret Finnimore, the young lady hand
ling accounts in our collection department,
has been doubling as a housewife and busines
girl. Her husband, Earle, recently underwen
a leg operation, and this put him out of com
mission. We all wish him well and hope he'l
be back to par soon.

Booker Bill Hepburn plays golf in the 1

"70' s" when it gets hotter than that,
Bill quits. A short time ago salesman Bud
Lewis became grandfather to his daughter's
child; congrats Gramp. Incidentally, Bud is

no kin to the real Jerry Lewis althoufeji he
sparkles with wit and we sometimes notice a

strong resemblance. And speaking of hard-
workers, Dick Manning, our ace shipper com-
pletes a full day at the branch, then hustle
off to perform his tasks at the Drive-In at
Kingston, Mass. - one of the largest E. M.

Loew houses on the Cape. Dick attributes hi

overload of strength to his swimming prowess
He trained for quite some time as a "mailmai

in Venice."

Local columnists are tabbing publicity
man Arnold Van Leer - hn. uIIIVAC 1958, the
nickname resulting from fine promotional jo

he did on "The Matchmaker" contest wherein :
•

mantic couples were matched throughout the

state by the complex IBM mechanical brain.

Did you hear about the Texas newspaper
mem who ended his column 30-000-000-000-000
Guess that's about it from here. We'll hav-

more in the next edition of the Paramount

Beantown Banter.
-"Buck" Spurr

OUR BRANCH NEWS COVERAGE WILL
BE EVEN MORE EXTENSIVE NEXT MONTH.

WE ALREADY HAVE MUCH SPLENDID MAT-
ERIAL TO HAND

-Howard koolfan JHBBBBHHBBHHBBHHHHHHHt
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BRITISH INDUSTRY
PRESS LAUDS GEORGE
WELTNER'S GLOBAL
MESSAGE MISSION
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Mark Oatrer. The death of Mark announcement made by Barney If ever a man s journey was

Ostrer came with shocking sudden- Balaban in New York two months really necessary, surely Weltner’s

ness. On Tuesday he had been ago it electrified an audience which has been He has lighted new
attending to his business affairs included circuit and independent torches of hope in many countries,

and appeared in normal health; exhibitors from all over the John Davis, speaking after the

before next morning he had sue- country statement, put it simply when he

cumbed to a swift heart attack It was an exciting showmanship declared that the Paramount VP
He was celebrating his 65th presentation, backed up by a had " done the right thing in

birthday on that very day. One coloured slide exhibition of scenes moving across the world to tell

would have thought him to be and personalities from the great about his production program

still full of years program.

Memo to George Weltner: You r
His name, like those of his How good j, *,35 to ^ear referred to the fact that the .. Ae^ * Fatah." i

illustrious brothers, is woven into weltner so firmly squashing the American trade periodicals have
the fabric of the industry. With that Paramount might fully reported the tribulations of for quite a long time. It even led
Isidore he played a leading part

jQ jn other unfortunate concerns in the industry. to exaggerated reports that Lion
in building up the vast Gaumont- self-liquidation So obviously, in The British trade Press has also International were courting Rank
British organisation, which was

face Qf jj,e p reSent policy, nothing performed the same sad duty, as on a much larger scale
the first of the film empires in this cou|d be further from the truth, it has done in relation to our •• \Ve proposed this deal for a

very simple reason." Victor Hoare
told me yesterday **

It seemed to

us that a Kenneth More film

should logically go through the
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country.

After it gravitated into the Rank

Group he remained with it and

was active in the management
not only of GB itself but also of

its numerous associated com-

panies.

Nobody was more shocked by

the news than John Davis. He
had a great respect and regard for

his colleague, as his tribute on

newspapers

to impart the sad information.

It was a gesture of respect which

I found most touching.

There is bound to be a tremen-

dous turn out from the industry

at Golders Green Crematorium

this afternoon This was a man
blessed with many friends, both

high and low

I would like to add my own to

the great volume of expressions

of sympathy which Mrs. Ostrer

jis receiving, and to say as much

1BC London Release DEC. 8

THE

TROLLENBERG
CALL

TERROR

.

GIRLSx
(EnCUSH SUBTITLES)

staning

FORREST TUCKER
CLAUS HOLM INGMAR ZEIStERG

JANET MUNRO Directed by Arthur Maris Rabanalt

R*Imm
Production by Halmut Back

Distributed with Erot Film* Ltd.

RITZ LEICESTER SQUARE—NOW

company which is offering some
of his greatest successes, a feeling

in which both Harry Norris and
Ken Hargreaves concurred

"

Great Day. There can have
been few trade occasions more
impressive than the magnificent

reception which Nat Cohen gave
following the wedding of h.s

daughter. Angela, to Martyn
Silver on Wednesday It was like

a cross between a Variety Club
annual dinner and a CEA Con^
ference.

I gave up after counting the

first 500 heads. That was a long
way from the finish Everybody
who is everybody was there

After the nuptials the cele-

bration began at the Dorchester

Hotel at 6 o'clock At II p.m. it

was still going strong.

All the greats of the industry

vie withi fiscally sound of all companies.

On the contrary, the revenue own difficulties here. That is

to Mark’s two sons. Geoffrey and from sale of disposal assets pro- why. with great joy. we report so
wgre (here jn force en ;oym _

,he
fedward and^.>*^stepdaugh ter v.des Jresh^ working capital Jo fully jnjhis i“u

«J®
ur company ^

* buffet supper and dancing None
rmoi.nn r. o.i

were more resplendent than Jimmysupport production activities. No reaffirmation of faith,

wonder Paramount today

Weltner^ regarded as one of the most Outside MB. \kn Hargreaves

has. I just clo^d his first

dea^^^ American 2^bution
information which througnBhe Rank Organisation of

Carreras and Jack Goodlatte in

the glory of full morning dress

and black toppers

"-”5 $. >5 .«• f>.;
4a?VS .

‘

spent that time circling

and cairying the good news
key

It takes a great pict

Conclud i ng
line

The radiant bride had nothing

fnph How proud
isband must have

mmense a gather-

in celebrating

l/.to practically all the major cities by great exploitatioi

° the woHd more than a million

only 64 cinemas.

What wonderful news it is! As wonderful reaffirmatit

an extension of the courageous can be done.

enjoy, too. was
id to them by the

everal of these

ng pictures which
tangible memen-

on pate 6

In a precedental action,

the Daily Cinema has devoted

almost all of its editorial

page to a tribute to Paramount

and to George Weltner. Final

sentence of editorial says:

"....That is why, with
great joy, we report so
fully in this issue your
company's reaffirmation of
faith."

Let it be said again that there is
much more to be reported about the
far-reaching effects of Mr. Weltner’s
message. Next month we shall report
more of the regional meetings in the

East, all of those in Europe and
Great Britain, many of those in Latin
America, and all of those in Australia



"TEMPEST" IS TERRIFIC!

It seems inevitable

that Van Heflin, shown

here (right) with

Geoffrey Home, will be

in the forefront of
Academy Award nominees
next year

MR. WELTNER HAS

WRITTEN A WONDERFUL

LETTER TO THE FIELD

CONCERNING THIS OUT-

STANDING PRODUCTION.

A special executive screening
of "T E M P E S T" on Tuesday aft-
ernoon, November 18th, at the

Criterion Theatre in New York
established beyond all question
that this Dino De Laurentiis
production for Paramount world
release in

Ml G H T Y

MAGNIFICENT
SPECTACULAR

as well as being

HUMAN
]

HUMAN, SENTIMENTAL,
PASSIONATE and GLOR-
I OUS ENIERIAJ.NMENT. . .

Again we as an organization are

being paid the high compliment of

being privileged to sell, to handle

and to value highly one of the t r u ]

all-time-great motion pictures.



’Psychiatrist’ Hitchcock, Amid

Switzerland’s Snows, Investigates
A Split Personal i ty

.
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HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5 - Y. Frank Freeman, vice-
president and studio head of Paramount Pict-
ures, announced today that hereafter operations

of the Paramount Sunset lot will be consolid-
ated with the Paramount Marathon Street Studio,

so that there would be available a complete in-

tegrated service to independent theatrical and
television motion picture producers regardless
of their distribution affiliation.

MERGER OF PARAMOUNT AND SUNSET

SINGLE MIGHTY PRODUCTION FORCE

IMPLEMENTATION OF ASSURED FLOW

NEW PARAMOUNT PICTURES

STUDIOS AS

IS POWERFUL

OF GREAT

This is the renowned Paramount
Studio at 5451 Marathon Street in
the heart of Hollywood

The main studio is one of the most complete
and best equipped in the industry with 18 mod-
ern sound stages, permanent outdoor sets and a

full complement of production departments such
as wardrobe, props, set construction, etc.

Since acquiring the Sunset Studio, Paramount

has developed it into a new, modern, streamlined

and compact operation in which theatrical and television films may be produced at realistic
below-the-line budgets on its refurbished stages.

Through its association with television station KTLA, whose studios are located on the Sun-
set property, a full video and audio tape recording service with the latest and most modem
equipment is now available at the Sunset Studios for the use of those television producers who
find it economically advantageous.

Commenting on the new Paramount policy of affording the entire combined Paramount facilities

to independent producers, Freeman said: "We believe the physical plant and equipment together
with our highly skilled manpower in this new operation will provide the basis for attractive
deals to substantial film producers in the television and theatrical fields."

James Schulke continues as vice-president and general manager of Paramount Television Prod-

uctions Inc., headquartering at KTLA premises on the Sunset lot, where Paramount's own broad-

casting and television unit will continue.

Freeman further stated that under the new organization plan Joseph L. Kramer, former prod-
uction manager of Sunset, will direct negotiations
with television and theatrical producers for the
combined facilities of the two lots with Frank
Caffey, production manager of the Marathon lot,
assuming the usual production control for both lots.

Freeman further stated that organization plans
have been worked out to coordinate this new activity
and provide close liaison between the studio and the
outside producers utilizing their facilities.

This new program will in no way affect or change

Paramount's plans for the production of its own pic-

tures or for the motion pictures that are being
produced in association with the several top indepen-

dent producers releasing through Paramount.

and this is the Paramount
Sunset Corporation's Studio, also in
the heart of Hollywood!

The Cover
Prior to returning to Hollywood to commence working on "No

Bail For the Judge" for Paramount, Alfred Hitchcock enjoyed a

brief vacation in Switzerland. Amid the snows he posed for some

of the most original publicity pictures we have ever seen. Cover

picture is one of these. Others will appear in future issues.



He Makes Pictures for

A World-Wide Audience

3

And "I_§_m_g_e_s_t" is

His Mi ght i est Accompl-
ishment to date. .Mighty
i n Scope Mi ghty i n

Spectacle ... .Mi ghty in

Drama. ..and Mightiest
of All in Top- I mportant
Audience Appeal

w @ 'w 'w
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ETTING TO THE TOP of the film distribut-
ion peak in each individual territory
(and staying there), seems to have deve-

loped into an old Paramount custom. Over the
years we have seen it materialize in such
countries as Japan, England, Sweden, Australia
and many others. Now it is showing up in still
others. A case in point is Taiwan, where Para-
mount is not only tops, but Manager Andrew T.

Fan has put us ahead of the next company by at
least 2056. And all of this without benefit,
yet, of "The Ten Commandments.”

We have another barrage of inspiring ev-
idence from Italy in the form of a copy of the
eminent film industry publication Cineraundus

which carries an appraisal of the entire film
industry of Italy for the year 1958. Rating as

the industry's documented authority,Cinemundus
has rated Paramount as the "all-over top" in
virtually every phase of distribution activity,
a circumstance which has provided much gratif-
ication to General Manager Pilade Levi and his
ace distribution force. An excerpt from the
publication's editorial summation is published
herewith via translation from the original It-
alian:

"In the classification of the total rec-
eipts as in the valuation index, we find in
the second position, Paramount. This position
is very worthy and very impressive, as it has
been arrived at with only 23 pictures. These

23 pictures have also given to Paramount the
privilege of No. 1 position in the classific-
ation of average revenue per picture, which
has reached the figure of Lire 62,500,000 per
picture. Obviously this result was influenced
to a great extent by the impressive results
of "The Ten Commandments" (Lire 705,000,000
in 13 cities), but also has a great bearing
on the wise production policy that has always
been the attribute of the production and dis-
tribution policy of Paramount."

BRAND NEW THEATRES are springing up in many parts of the
world with the multiplicity of mushrooms. A case in point is
Malaya, where the great Cathay Organisation under the direct-
ion of Loke Wan Tho has built and opened 28 brand new houses
In the last three years . Speaking at the opening of the 954-
seater Cathay Cinema in Malacca on January 15th, Mr. Loke
said:

"....we have opened so many cinemas that any night I
cannot sleep, I don't count sheep any more; I count
Cathay theatres instead J"

EVEL BEST IS THE MOTIVATION that is being
put in back of Paramount's showmanship
campaign for "Tempest." 'Level best' im-

plies honesty of purpose, unremitting effort,
colorful enterprise and tenacity of purpose.
All of these things have been in process dur-
ing the many months since Paramount undertook
the distribution of this great motion picture,
but they have been stepped up to racing pitch

Paramount World
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-

oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36 ,
New York, USA.

Issued by and for members of the Paramount organizat-
ion around the world who believe in the entertainment
appeal of their motion picture, television and allied

products and in the business future of their company.

Albert Deane, Editor

Volume 5, Number 2 February, 1959

"TEMPEST" PRINCIPALS IN HOLLYWOOD
Vice-President and Studio Haad Y. Frank Freeman (centre)

with Dine De Laurentiia (right), producer of "Tempest," and
Mario Tedeschi, Italian Consul in Los Angeles. Occasion was a

reception for Mr. De Laurentiia held at Chasen's.

Reunited at the Hollywood reception are five who contribu-

ted mightily to the towering success of "Tempest" as a great

entertainment film. From left: Dino De Laurentiia, producer;

Robert Keith and Agnes Moorehead, stars; Alberto Lattuada, di-

rector, and Van Heflin, star.

during the past few weeks, and will reach f\ill

'tempest pitch' between now and the picture's
release. This issue of Paramount World gives a

brief idea of the many things in process.



T r i but es to His
Imperishable Memory

(Erril S. SriHUle
The untimely passing of

Cecil B.DeMille brought
messages of sadness from
all parts of the world...

Their numbers ran into the

many thousands. We present

here outstanding excerpts
from a representative few:

In Los Angeles,
Cardinal McIntyre,
speaking at the
Communion Breakfast
of the Motion Pict-
ure and Television
industries, paid
tribute to Cecil B.
DeMilie’s work "in
bringing to the
minds of the people

of our time the fact of the existence of Almighty God.
C. B.DeMille ’ s 'Ten Commandments' should live as long as
motion pictures remain a media of entertainment. This
epic manifests to us the greatest fact of history - the
fact of God's existence," the Cardinal declared And
he concluded: "...Christianity is grateful to the motion

picture industry. Grateful to the great apostle ,DeMille,

for pointing up the fact of God's existence "..... Para-
mount President Barney Balaban concluded his statement
on the passing of Mh. DeMille by saying: "...For all at
Paramount - and this goes for Paramount personnel all
around the world — this sad and bitter loss strikes at our hearts. Our attachment to "C.B."

was far more than a business association. It was an association of deep understanding, mutual
friendship, veneration for his power at speaking to the world, and admiration for the great

respect in which he, in turn, was held by the world. Whilever memory holds, we shall hold

securely the memory of Cecil B. DeMille." The sentiment from the heart reflected in the
cartoon above expresses the feelings of noted Los Angeles Times artist Bruce Burrell. He has
inscribed the work "To Mrs. Cecilia Harper in Memory of Her Wonderful Father." And Life
Magazine of February 2nd devoted five memorable pages to 'DeMille 's Legacy of Epics: His Work
and His Life,' calling him the man who 'founded Hollywood.' Said Eric A. Johnston: "It is
hard to believe the news that Cecil B. DeMille is gone. He was always so vigorous and so
alive. .Jerry Lewis spoke from the heart when he said: "Heaven's gain is our loss."
Roy A. Roberts, publisher of the Kansas City Star: "...He was a dear and valued friend of mine
for forty years. He was a great American. I never knew a man who stuck by his convictions more
earnestly and firmly than he " George V. Allen, Director, U.S. Information Agency: "The
contribution of Mr. DeMille, not only to the art of motion picture production but to the pres-
ervation of those ideals of freedom and justice for which our government stands, will always be
remembered. His close cooperation with the U.S. Information Agency and his wisdom, advice and
counsel have been invaluable to us all." The telegram of Paramount Pictures Vice-President

Paul Raiboum described Mr. DeMille as "...the man who best understood
human hopes and aspirations and how to make them come alive. "...Gloria
Swanson eloquently expressed the sentiments of a great many players
whom Mr. DeMille lifted to stardom when she wired Mrs. DeMille: "I feel
such a part of your sorrow and offer my love and understanding. Years
of memories give me solace, for my gratitude to your dear one was
deep." ... .Glenn F. Ireton. Editor and Publisher of Far East Film News,
said: "...By his works, millions have known him and loved him and they
have known and loved each other the better and the more because of Mm.
Through the long years the Lord's house shall be his dwelling-place....
Donald Hayne, an associate of many years, closed him memorable tribute
encompassing the life time accomplishments of Mr. DeMille with these
nine words: "He was a man of vision. Now he sees."

Impressive
Co i nc i dence
Ladislav Koch advises from

Tel-Aviv:

"The Jewish people all over
the world read each week in
the Synagogues a different
portion of the Law.

"It was an impressive coin-
cidence that in the week of
Cecil B. DeMille' s death, the

f
ortion of the Law to be read
n Synagogues everywhere was

the Exodus of the Jews from
Egypt and their Crossing of
tne R«

'

Red Sea."
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...

Promoted to
Branch Mgr.

MICHAEL J. JUSKO, who
has carved quite a niche
as a salesman in Buffalo
Branch, and who has been
twice a member of the
100^ Club of Ace Paramoint
salesmen, has been promo-
ted to the Branch Manager-
ship in Buffalo. He succ-
eeds Hugh Maguire, who
has resigned.

|C H A R LOTT El Sinee the first of the year,

our salesmen and bookers have been concen-

trating their efforts to protect our revenue

for week endin fc
February 28. Varners are

designating the week of February 22-28 to

Jack Warner and we don't intend to have them

cut off our delivery that particular week.

After our screening of THE TRAP
,
our

entire personnel felt that we have another no-

tion picture that will hold its own with the

best of them.

Our returns on THE TEN COMMANDMENTS since

our new policy went into effect are nothing

short of fabulous. Our smaller towns are

grossing in four days as much as they ordin-

arily gross in two weeks. These grosses will

do a lot to aid our selling of other small

towns.
Our "sneak" preview of THE TEMPEST was a

complete success as approximately 500 people

saw the picture and the comments were unani-

mously excellent.
We ere looking forward with great antici-

pation to our forthcoming releases that Mr

.

Bradley told us about in our recent meeting.

The re-release of SHANE and the boxoffice

potential of DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP and THE

Last TRAIN EROM GUN HILL give us all a feel-

ing of "money in the bank".
—B.A. Slaughter, Jr.

JACKSO NV I LLE News from Jacksonville
Branch is very scarce this time; however,

things do happen at all times in the film

industry as everyone knows. We, in the Para-

mount Office, are attempting to get many peo-

ple on film row interested in a bowling league.

We have had several replies, but as yet no ac-

tion has been taken.
A very interesting thing happened to one

of our fellow employees very recently. Our
Assistant Cashier and her husband were grac-

cious hosts to 6 sailors from the Dutch Air-

Craft Carrier which docked at Mayport very

recently. The Navy in Jacksonville asked any

citizen via radio to contact these Navy per-

sonnel from the Dutch Carrier and show them a

bit of Southern Hospitality. She reported th^
had a very nice time with these young men and

stated they were much the same as our own

teenagers. They ranged in age from 16 to 19

years and could not speak English. You can

imagine the confusion and laughter that went

on.

Our Cashier, Mildred Elliott, is absent

on leave due to the serious illness of her

husband. —Herman Allen

SA N FRA NC I SC0| ye are ell anticipating
the preview of "Tempest" which is to be shown
at the Metro Theatre. Invitations have been
sent out to various people and we are confi-
dent all will attend. Mr. and Mrs. Van Hef-
lin are expected to attend the preview.

Bookers George Carmone, Arnold Lavagetto
and Jack Voorhies are working like mad trying

(Continued on Page 18)

"Mike" Juako has a
legion of friends in all
branches of the industry,
so that our congratulat-
ions are but one in many
hundreds.

MEMPHIS - When lovely
Tina Louise, co-star of

"The Trap" (and also of

"The Hangman") was here
in connection with the up-

coming premiere of the
thriller at the Malco.she
was met at the airport by
Branch Manager Howard
Nicholson. As they were
having coffee at the air-
port. a photographer from
the Memphis Press-Scimitar
caught this picture .which
duly was published in the
newspaper.

CHICAGO - Western Sales Manager Sidney G.
Deneau found still another way to put plenty
of zing into his division meeting here -- he
invited sultry, shapely Tina Louise to sit
in on part of the proceedings. Since Tina is
co-star of ”The Trap” and "The Hangman,” she
could be counted on for some interesting
things to say

.

Shown seated with Tina are, at left, Sidney
G. Deneau and Chicago Branch Manager Bob Allen.
The glamorous star was in Chicago for a whirl-
wind round of TV and press interviews in connec-
tion with the release of "The Trap."

Standing (1. to r.): Jack Armgardt and Lou
Goldberg, Chicago Salesmen; Abe Gelman and Duff

Newman, Indianapolis Salesmen; Howard DeTamble,
Indianapolis Branch Manager; Roman Herold and
Matt Donohue, Chicago Salesmen; Tom Duane. Detr-
oit Branch Manager; John Lewis, Minneapolis
Salesman; Jess McBride, Minneapolis Branch Man-
ager; Ward Pennington, Milwaukee Sales Manager;
Ernest Lund, Minneapolis Salesman; Forrie Meyers,

Minneapolis Sales Manager; Joe Rosen and Birger
Ronning, Minneapolis Salesmen.



PARAMOUNT PRESENTS A BRILLIANT ACHIEVEMENT BY DINO DeLAURENTIIS...FAR SURPASSING HIS PRODUCTIONS

‘WAR AND PEACE”AND “ULYSSES.” 1959 WILL SEE AUDIENCES EVERYWHERE SWEPT UP, SWEPT AWAY BY..“l®MPJ

NEW YORK - At the eminent "21," luncheon
held in honor of Dino De Laurentiis for press
and industry representatives, is the beginning
point of Paramount's massive campaign for the
launching of "Tempest." Vice-President George
Weltner was host. To the right of him are Dino
De Laurentiis, Paul Raiboum and Jerome Pick-
man

H naa i<11)1(BnH111)H|J!)t) M. <:H|
.

T.EFT

HOLLYWOOD - Early partners in many
successes, and now individual produc-
ers of highest-grade entertainment
films for Paramount release — Dino De

Laurentiis (right) and Carlo Ponti.
Occasion was the Hollywood reception
honoring the producer of "Tempest,"
and held in Chasen's Beverly Hills
restaurant.

All-encompassing showman-

ship campaign for ’’Tempest”

is without precedent in Par-

amount history. We begin on

this page a stra
i
ghtf orward

,

unilateral listing of merely

the top elements of this

campa
i
gn

.

One mighty merch-

AliKvr wAU It# andising medium is
MONTHLY MAGAZINE • OIHO DE LAUAINTIIS PAODUCIIOMS the SttraCtiVS ,i Ilf—

ormative and very
readable magazine,
De Laurentiis Mov-
ies, pictured here
in its special issue
devoted entirely to
"Tempest." Conceiv-
ed in New York by
Jerome Pickman.Mar-
tin Davis and their
associates, the pub-
lication was compi-
led and edited by
Saul Cooper of tne
publicity depart-
ment.... 5,000 copies
with go to U.S. ex-
hibitors, film rev-
iewers and opinion-
makers.



PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

8

A DlNO DilAURENTIlS PRODUCTION TECHNICOLOR" Filmed inTECHNIRAMA

"

Unremitting drive, matchless enterprise
and unflagging enthusiasm are characteriz-
ing the campaign whereby Jerome Rickman,
Martin Davis and their co-workers are
implementing George Welt ner 1 s prom i se to

ace producer D i no De Laurentiis that his

greatest production, "Tempest

,

M would be

launched on a scale befitting its great-
ness and its popular appeal.

We present below a few of the highlights
of the campaign already in process.
PRE-RELEASE NATIONAL
TOUR BY VAN HEFLIN

This prime piece of showmanship,
outstanding in Paramount public rela-
tions history, is covered in some
detail on other pages.

NATIONAL MAGAZINE
PUBLICITY PLANNING

The major part of this campaign
was conceived when Paramount contrac-
ted for the services of Gjon Mili,
world famous still photographed, to
stay on location during the filming
of TEMPEST for a period of 10 weeks.
As a result, picture spreads of unpr-
ecedented importance, in both color
and black and white, are anticipated
in the next few months in the follow-
ing world-renowned publications:

LIFE ESQUIRE LOOK
THIS WEEK NEWSWEEK PAGEANT
PARADE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
COSMOPOLITAN HARPER'S BAZAAR
LADIES HOME JOURNAL
NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE TIME
MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY COMPACT
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY SCHOLASTIC
SATURDAY EVENING POST GLAMOUR
WOMAN'S DAY REDBOOK

and many, many more.

NATIONAL COLUMNISTS
Important material has been prep-

ared for such important syndicated
writers as Hal Boyle, Stewart Alsop,
Bob Considine, Jim Bacon and Jim
Bishop.

GJON MILI
In addition to Mill's special color

coverage, he has covered TEMPEST in

l6ram. (color). This reel will be used
extensively in schools, civic groups,
women's clubs, fraternal organizations,

as well as for use on television. In

addition, we are planning a travel
display of Mill's stills in important
department stores and libraries thr-
oughout the country.

TRADE PAPERS
An extraordinarily heavy coverage

of the picture with color and black-

and-white advertisements in all eight

top trade papers is scheduled.

PINO DeLAURENTIIS MOVIE MAGAZINE

This superb promotional publication

is covered separately on one of these

"Tempest" pages.

FIELD OPERATIONS
Supplementing our regular field

force, we plan to add special press

representatives, merchandisers and ex-

ploiteers. Also, two special kits of

"Tempest" material are being prepared
—- a newspaper kit and a theatre mer-

chandising kit.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PRESS

Virtually unprecedented cooperation

will be extended by Paramount to all

sections of the nation's foreign lan-

guage press.

PINO DeLAURENTIIS TOUR

This began with Mr. Weltner's press

luncheon and reception in New York on

January 27th (pictured elsewhere) and

continued across the country. It will,

include the nation's major cities,and

we will record these in due course.

TF.T.EVTSTQN AND RADIO
Many special trailers for TV have

been prepared. Top-line interviews

are being set up. Van Heflin already

has done much valuable work, and will

do more.

THE UNITED NATIONS

Because of the historical nature

of "Tempest," special discussions are

taking place with the United Nations,

and the outcome of these will be duly

announced

.

SCHOOL/r.OI.T.EOE PROMOTION
There will be national school and

college contests based on the topic
which Van Heflin has used across the
country in his talks with members of
high school and college newspapers -

"What do you think might have happen-

NEW YORK CITY - Holding the
Parents Magazine medallion for
"Tempest" as an "outstanding
production," is Dino De Lauren-
tiis; and congratulating him is

Phil Wilcox, an executive of the
ma«aZine**«HHH

ed to Russia if Pugachev had been able

to overthrow Catherine the Great?"
There will also probably be a contest

for the best student written report
on the subject of making motion pict-
ures abroad, the prize being a summer

working with Dino in Europe.

COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING
This will be a highly important

phase of the overall campaign.

BOOK TIE-UPS
These will be many, and extensive,

with details circulated to all con-

cerned at the appropriate time.

ADVERTISING APPROACH
Three important artists, using the

Italian campaign of tremendous succe-

ss as a basis, will build local cam-

paigns stressing the surge and power

and passion of the picture.

national posting
A campaign aimed at a viewing pot-

ential of 40,000,000 persons will be

staged across the nation, using 24-

sheet posters in 4 colors on key ill-

uminated and non-illuminated boards.

NATIONAL ADVERTISING
Advertisements in 4-colors will

be used in the top national magazines

THE LYNN FARNOL GROUP
The Iynn Famol Organization has

been engaged to work on one specific

area - that of a pre-selling campaign

in the non-entertainment area. The

concept here is to present the liter-

ary, educational and historical values

inherent in the subject matter of

"Tempest." It is our intention to

reach opinion-makers who will set in

motion word about "Tempest." This

group will concentrate solely on this

phase of the campaign. We believe work

of this kind will bring to the movies

people who seldom attend nowadays.
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Continuing the Story of a

Mighty Showmanship Campaign

nr
A DINO OtlAURENTIlS PRODUCTION TECHNICOLOR" F.lmed >n TECHNIRAMA

DALLAS, Texas - Press luncheon at the Variety Club in the Adolphus

Hotel that became a prime plug for a certain massive picture known as "Tem-

pest." And when things are massive in Dallas - they really arel Clockwise

from the left: Jerry Haynes, WFAA Radio and TV; Laura Gallagher, Women's

Editor, Sallas Times Herald; Bob Brock, Radio and TV Editor, Dallas Times

Herald; Bill Barnard, AP Southwest Bureau Chief; Fairfax Nesbit, Radio and

TV, Dallas Morning News; Don Safran, Asst. Amusements Editor, Dallas Times

Herald; Van Heflin, star of "Tempest"; Bill Payne, Amusements Editor, News

(partly hidden); Toni Zoppi, Asst. Amusements Ed. ,News (also partly hidden);

Tom Bridge, Southwest Division Manager; Frank Rule, Dallas Branch Manager;

Wayne Lillard, Dallas Sales Manager; Bill Mitchell, Asst. General Manager,

Interstate Theatres, Dallas.

/AN HEFLIN SILVANA MANGANO VIVECA
or. AW NOUOlAA - xtlUU' OANTINI *OM3 K»00*TEMtAO ROBERT KEITH

HORNE „ DINO DE LAURENTIIS

HONGKONG IS WAITING
Although more accustomed to hurricanes,

typhoons ana monsoons, Hongkong now is eager
for "Tempest," as this page reproduced from the
publication, International Screen, Indicates.
International Screen is published in Hongkong
by the Cathay Organisation, and has a circulat-
ion of at least 50,000 copies per issue. Issue
which had this page devoted to "Tempest" also
covered in detail the Journey around the world
of Mr. Weltner when he carried Paramount's Aff-
irmation of Faith message. The coverage inclu-
ded several pages of scenes from forthcoming
Paramount productions.

SOLID MOTTO FOR DIVISION AND

BRANCH MANAGERS, BOOKERS, SALESMEN
AND JUST ABOUT EVERYONE ELSE IN

SALES '"TEMPEST' FUGITS"

This is the action-packed twentyfour-sheet poster, multi-colored
and attention-compelling, which will be spread by the hundreds across
the nation. This poster will carry the name and the entertainment qual-
ities of "Tempest" in a more far-reaching fashion than has the postering
of any other picture in recent showmanship history.

Musically
"Tempest," an Eddie White-

Mac Wolfson composition insp-

ired by the Dino De Laurentiis

-Paramount production, has

been published in sheet form

by Famous Music Corporation

,

and has been waxed by Dot Rec-

ords on 45 rpm in ultra high

fidelity.
Disc jockeys across the

nation are giving the latter

a big play, and the number is

climbing rapidly on all charts.

fffg

Cover of the
stirring song,
inspired by the
picture, with
words and music
by Eddie White
and Mack Wolf-
son.

Editorial page of
"Dino De Laurentiis
Movies," the new in-
ternational magazine
which begins its
career by being dev-
oted entirely to
"Tempest." Policy of
the magazine is set
forth in the boxed
statement which
says: "Presenting a
new monthly magazine
on the international
motion picture acti-
vities of Dino De
Laurentiis Product-
ions. Publication
begins with this sp-
ecial issue entirely
dedicated to "Tem-
pest"."
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The fear of a threat
to his personal security

is at the root of every
parson's violence and

hatred.
-Torressee Williams

HOLLYWOOD - During his
studio visit, Alberto
Lattuada, director of the
mighty "Tempest." had a
luncheon interview with a
number of members of the
international press. Here
he is talking with Miguel
de Zarraga, Hollywood rep-
resentative for a number
of Latin American public-
ations.

Pierre Award held by
Alfred Hitchcock is pres-
ented each February by
the Universal Fan Club
Association of Hollywood.
Club was organized to
promote higher standards
in fan clubbing.

This year the Associa-
tion received over 350,
000 written nominations,
with 18 personalities in
the entertainment and
motion picture industry
receiving awards.

Alfred Hitchcock, now
at Paramount preparing
"No Bail For the Judge,"
his next picture, we(s

named as the favorite di-
rector of motion pictures
and television with
138,151 nominations.

EN TODO EL MUNDO SE
ESPERA PROMETEDORAMENTE
'LA TEMPESTAD' *********

Lino de los acontecimlentos cinematogrdficos
mfis notables del ano serd la presentee i6n por
la Paramount de la fenomenal pelicula ’Tempest’
("La Tempested"), realizada por Dino De Lau -
rentiis. Esta espectacular pelicula ha sido
estrenada ya en los principales teatros de I-
talia y su £xito ha sido uno de los m^s gran-
des en muchos afios, por su interpretacidn, por
la acci<5n dramatics que canpea en todas sus es-
cenas y por los resultados de taquilla. Se a-
nuncia el estreno de "Tempest" en los Estados
Unidos y el Canada precedido de una campafia de
"showmanship" sin precedente. En este numero
damos algunos detalles de esta campafia, a los
cuales afiadiremos otros, a medide que se in

-

tensifique el esfuerzo comfin para llevar la pe-
llcula ante el pdblico mundial... En nuestro
nCunero anterior dimos al paramountista la tris-

SANTIAGO, Chile - When Messrs George Weltner

at left) and Henry Gordon (2nd. from right)

arrived here on their business survey of Latin

imerica, they were met at the airport by Chile

lanager Juan Laupheimer (right) and top exhih-

Ltor Benito del VIliar, longtime Paramount friend.

te noticia del fallecimiento de Mr. Cecil B.
Define, el cual, por lo inesperado, fu£ aun
mfis sensible y doloroso. Hoy publicamos algu-
nos de los tributos que han visto la luz pti-

blica en recuerdo de este eminente animador de

la cinematogref fa
,

a cuya inteligencie y coraje
se debe el inmen so prestigio de la Paramount
en todo el mundo a travls de sus inmortales pe-

lfcules. Estas muestras de sentimiento han
llegado a Hollywood de todas partes del mundo
en mementos de verdadero pesar por la perdida
irreparable de esta figure dnica en los anales
de la cinematograffa. . . Las fuerzas creeti-
vas de la Paramount en nuestro estudio se es-
fuerzan en llevar a fruicidn los conceptos de

Afirraecion de Fe de los mensajes transmitidos
alrededor del mundo. Este mes son nada menos
que cinco las pelfculas en plan de realizacidn

en el estudio de Hollywood, mientras en otros
pafses se est^n filmando, o a punto de entrar

en rodaje, otras grandes pelfculas. Ejemplo de

ello es la pelfcula "ltie Mountain Is Toung"

("La Montana es Jovea"), en plan de realizaci<5n

en el lejeno Nepal, en donde se hella una uni-
dad prepare ndo el terreno para la realizacidn

de la pelicula en octubre, por ser ^ste el mes
mds propicio, de ecuerdo con las condiciones

atmosf&ricas y climatoldgicas. . . Durante el

presente mes, 1.1. George Weltner, vicepresi-
dente de Paramount Pictures, visitard diversos
pafses de la America letina en viaje de estu-

dio e inspecci<5n. Ir. Weltner parti<5 de Mueva
York por la vfa a£ree el 29 de enero, a Cara-
cas y Hfo de Janeiro. Publicamos algunas fotos
de su llegada a esta ciudad. Acompafiar6 a Mr.
Weltner en su viaje, ir. Henry B. Gordon, Ge-
rente de la Divisi6n latinoamericana, quien
hace poco recorri<5 el circuito bajo su geren-
cia para propagar el mensaje de Afirmaci<5n de

Fe en juntas celebradas para este objeto. . .

La efectividad del "showmanship" ha sido pues-
ta de manifiesto en la pelfcula "De entre los
muertos," ("Vertigo") de Alfred Hitchcock, a-
cerca del cual nos llegan ejemplos adnirables
procedentes de Ingleterra, Francis, Suecia,
Australia, Suiza y otros palses. En todos los
casos, a las campanas de "showmanship" han se-
guido sorprendentes recaudaciones de taquilla.
Tambi^n hemos recibido rBgnfficas fotos de IS.
Hitchcock, de Suiza, algunas de las cuales a-
parecen en este n&mero de Paramount World...

Por fin nos ha sido grato admirar la pelfcula
de Danny Kaye, "The Five Pennies," acerca de

la cual todos los adjetivos ditir&nbicos pe-
lidecen ante la grandeza de esta producci6n
que arrancar^ lagrimas de emocidn y de gozo a

todos los piiblicos.

ARGENTINA HEARS THE
"AFFIRMATION OF FAITH"
MESSAGE

The conclave of exhibitors and Paramount
officials of Argentina, Uruguay and Chile re-
sulted in a most enthusiastic acceptance of
the Paramount message. In turn, this enthusi-
asm was transmitted to all branch offices for
their local meetings.

Shown here are, from left, Latin American
Division Manager Henry B. Gordon. Clemente
Lococo, eminent exhibitor; Managing Director
Hugo Stramer, and Francisco Lococo.

Enthusiastic exhibitors and press represen-
tatives partake of abundant Paramount hospit-
ality at the Plaza Hotel.
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LATIN AMERICAN
SCENE HIGHLIGHTED
BY BUSINESS VISIT
OF VICE-PRESIDENT
GEORGE WELTNER

BUENOS AIRES - Welcoming group at Ezeiza
Airport to meet George Weltner, Vice-President
and World-Wide Sales head on his business jour-
ney around Latin America.

From the left: Elida M. Gonzalez, TomAs
Florella, Luis Stagnaro, Mr. Weltner, Mrs. Hugo
Stramer, Henry B. Gordon, Mrs. Gordon, Hugo
Stramer, Pedro Peiroten.

VALPARAISO, Chile - As one audience exits
from the Cinema Real after having seen "The Ten
Commandments," another one is lined up ready to
enter the theatre. These were the largest thea-
tre crowds ever seen in Valparaiso history, and
on several occasions the physical demand for
tickets became so intense that police reinfor-
cements had to be called out.

Manager Juan Laupheimer reports a recent
incident which reveals the enterprise of someone
who sought to use our showmanship as a spring-
board for his own. On this occasion, the people
standing in long line waiting to buy tickets to
"The Ten Commandments" were surprised to see a
man, attired as an ancient Egyptian of the per-
iod of the picture, passing along the line and

|

handing out printed bills relating to the Ten
I

Commandments. At first the people thought he was
an actor associated with the making of the pic-
tuse, but later found out that he was a member

religious sect who was calling attention to
a bible meeting he was holding in another part

|

of the city. Simply a case of one event inspir-
I
ing another.

Next month we will have more wonderful
news and pictures concerning "The Ten Comm-
andments" in Latin America - particularly in
Argentina. The wonderful, wonderful story of
this great film continues with growing power.

PORT CF SPAIN, Trinidad — Following his
return from the stirring Affirmation of Faith
meeting in Caracas, Manager Peter Moreno lost
no time in relaying the good news to the top
exhibitors of Trinidad, and to the press also.
Shown here, beginning with Mr. Moreno at lower
left, are: Messrs. A.Bently, Progressive Enter-
prises; P. Burton, Radio Guardian Promotion
Manager; M. Jones, Barbados Exhibitor; S.Ghany,
Radio Trinidad Manager: H. Teelucksingh,Manager
of Roodal Circuit; G. Jenkins, Edit or, Trinidad
Guardian.

BUENOS AIRES - A share of the towering suc-
cess of "War and Peace"

1

here can be attributed
to this extremely effective and impressive win-
dow display in Harrods Ltd., this city's larg-
est department store.

NAT (King) COLE will
begin a Latin American
tour March 27th, continu-
ing through May 18th, and
in almost every country to
be visited by him, "St.
Louis Blues" will be rel-

DtaHf UXDE«THmMS|

*
'

!

n
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eased simultaneously with
his appearance.

The fine 3inger will
appear in San Juan, Puerto
Rico; Caracas and Mara-
caibo, Venezuela; Rio de
Janeiro and Sao Paulo,
Brazil; Montevideo, Buenos
Aires, Santiago, Chile,
and Lima.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Ricoi
Faculty of the University
of Puerto Rico arriving
for a special screening of
"Desire Under the Elms."
Paramount Manager Frank J.
Planas is at right.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — Manager Frank
Planas applied plenty of showmanship to
the local release of "Desire Under the
Elms" both prior to and during its showing
at the Matienzo Theatre# Above is a mont—
age of publicity received, as well as a
shot of the exterior of tne theatre .lower
right.

On account of the importance of the
Eugene O'Neill play from which the picture
stemmed, Mr. Planas held a special screen-
ing for the faculty of the University of
Puerto Rico, which was very well attended.
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Look Back to
Last Month . .

Harking back to last
month's Paramount World
there are a couple of
mentions that should be

made:

# That very human
and rememberable por-
trait of the late
Cecil B. DeMille on
page 3 was made by
Ed Sullivan in 1957.

# The game being
played by Anthony
Quinn and Sophia Lor-
en on page 28 is not
bowling, but 'bocci,'
which is indeed an
incidental part of
their picture, "The
Black Orchid."

SINGAPORE - Styled in
the spirit of the Dhinese
New Year was this towering
cut-out, 26 feet high, of

Jerry Lewis, erected on
the outskirts of the city
in behalf of "The Geisha
Boy," attraction at the
Cathay Theatre. Picture
also was playing at some
of Cathay's up-country
cinemas, and doing tremen-
dous business at all of
them. So the massive cut-
out served many purposes.

RIGHT

This is the magnific-
ently thrilling scene in
"Tempest" where troops of

the Empress Catherine
capture the mighty rebel
Pugachov (played in a

performance of Academy
Award stature by Van
Heflin.)

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. Jose Consiglio.Jr.
(correspondents for "0 Cruzeiro," Brazil) ,dine
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garfein in Chasen's
Beverly Hills restaurant during the Paramount
reception for Dino De Laurentiis, producer of
"Tempest."

(Mrs. Garfein is Carroll Baker, co-3tarwith
Clark Gable in "But Not For Me.")

TODO 0 MUNDO AGUARDA 0
IMPACTO DA ESTR£ I A DE
"TEMPESTADE" ---
OUTRAS NOTAS,. ........

Urn doe maiores acontecimentos nos anais do
cinema, este ano, sera o lanqaraento extraordi-
narlo, pela Paramount, de "Tempestade" , a pro-
duqao magnifies de Dino De Laurentiis. Sebemos
qua o films corre ja em marcha triunfal na Ita-
lia, onde a critics lhe teceu os melhoree elo-
glos. 0 sicesso de bllhetaria e lgualmente dos
maiores. 4 um filme de esplendidas por todosos
lados - polo quadro de artlstas, pelo grande e
suntuoeo espeteculo, pelo drama e aqao do con-
junto. 0 seu exito nos Estados Unidos e no Ca-
nada vera sendo augurado por um showmanship dos
male inteligentes alnda vlstos. Muitos detalhea
dessa campanha vao tratados em outra parte des-
ta ediqao.

### an aditamento a rapida notfcla que coneegii-
mos inserter na passada ediqao, testemunhamos,
agora, a tnagua que nos causou o passamento tao
lamentavel de Cecil B. DeMille. Nesta ediqSo, e
dever nosso ampliar aquela noticia e de fato o
fazemos com a menq'ao aos muitos tributos a me-
moria do inolvidavel cinema tograflsta que des-
empenhou tao importante papel na historia e no

desenvolvimento da Paramount, cujo prestigio,
ao red or do mundo, muito deve a influencia dos
seus grandes filmes. Mensagens de condolencias
foram recebidas de todaa as partes e localmen-
te todos os Jomais publicaram grandes grandes
necrologios, como adiante noticiamos. Na verda-
de, o mundo em peso lamentou o desaparecimento
de Cecil B. DeMille, uma personnalidade incon-
fundfvel, a quana Industrie e arte do filme de-
vem muito do seu progresso.

### Os departaraentos de produqao da Paramount,
como adiante noticiamos, continuam envidandoos
maiores esforqos para substanciar corafilmea da
raais alta categoria a Afirmaqao de Fe que foi

transmitida a todos os centros paramounteses e

da Industrie em geral, em todo o nundo. Confir-

mando esse empenho, tem o Estudio varies fitas
que breve estarao nos mercados exlbidores. Uma
dessas produqoes e "The Mountain Is Young", que

sera filmada em Nepal. Uma unidade de produqao
esta a caminho para o local a fim de inlciar o

trabalho antes da estaqao das chuvas.

### Durante o correr deste mis, Mr.George Kelt-

ner, vire-presidente da Paramount Pictures, es-
tara em viagem de inspeqao pela America Latina.

Fartindo de Nova York de aviso a 29 de Janeiro,

ele seguiu para Caracas e Rio de Janeiro. Soba
esse trajeto Ja temos fotos que com prazer pu-

bllcamos nesta ediqao. Mr. Weltner sera acompa-

nhado em sua viagem pelo gerente geral para o a

parses latino-ameri canos, Mr. Henry B. Gordon,

que, ha pouco, completou semelhante visita ain-

da em beneffcio da Afirmacao de Fe.

### 0 efeito das campanhas de showmanship des-

tinadas a impulsionar as fitas na sua conquis-

ta da apreciaqao publics, esta bem exempliflca-

do com relaqao a "Um Corpo que Cai" , o surpre

-

endente "suspense" de Alfred Hitchcock. A res-

peito, recebemos uma grande parte do material a

que demos a devida acolhida em outra parte des-

ta ediqao. Os pafses af referidos sao a Ingla-

terra, Franqa, Suecia, Belgica, Australia,

<ja e outros. E em cada caso particular, o efei-

to do showmanship se refletiu no apurado de bi-

lhetaria, o que vem provar o velho ditado.sem-

pre citado, de que vale a pena anunciar. Hece-

bemos tambem um magnifico retrato de Hitchco-

ck, vlndo da Suiqa, de que fizemos pronto uso.

### Conseguimos finalmente captar pela camera

aquele olhar especial de Danny Kaye, como ob-

servants no filme "Os Cinco Vintens". Esta fi

-

ta e uma das mais alegres comedias deste in i-

mitavel artlsta produtor de risos. Aguardem a

sua exibiqao e hao de ver o que e Jocosidade.

i



'•Hint)

"Hold that note, and

you'll grow up well and

happy

One of the glowing
scenes that make Danny
Kaye's "The Five Penn-
ies" an unforgettable
heart-happy picture.



THE [HOLLYWOOD] SCENE IS

HIGHLIGHTED BY A PARA-

MOUNT FOREIGN PRESS

LUNCH FOR LILLI PALMER

Here Lilli chats with Lilli Palmer co-stars with Clark Gable

,

Frederick Porges, who r«- Carrol Baker and Lee J. Cobb in the Seaton-

man
3
and

S
swiss

m
publications. Perlberg production of "But Not For Me." The

picture is nearing completion and promises

to be one of the top comedies of the year.

Lilli with Dr. Hedwig
Traub, correspondent for
"Film Und Frau," Germany.

m ft

Here Lilli is with Ivy

Wilson, Hollywood repres-
entative of a number of
top English magazines.

With Lilli Palmer in
this shot is Theresa Hoh-
mann, representative of
"Ecran," Chile, and "Ful-
daer-Zeitung," Germany.

Jennie Dhont,of "Cine
Revue," Belgium, and U1H
discuss male stars - poss-
ibly Clark Gable,

Some interesting ques-
tions, possibly about
food, are here asked of
Lilli Palmer bv Jonah M.
Ruddy, of the Kemsley
Publications of England.

Lilli here enjoys a

good Joke with Bert Reis-
feld, representing German
news service, newspapers
and magazines.

Foreign press luncneon Tor
Lilli Palmer was held in the
V.I.P. Room of the Paramount
Commissary. Paramount Internat-
ional's Edward Schellhorn, who
was host, is at table's head in
group at right.

Star Clark Gable and Producer
William Perlberg appear to be
quite happy over the fine art-
icle about "Teacher's Pet" that
was published in Germany's Bild-
Zeitung. Photograph was made on
the set of "But Not For Me," in
which Clark is co-starring with
Lilli Palmer, Carrol Baker and
Lee J. Cobb. Bill Perlberg is
producing this one also, with
George Seaton, and Walter Lang
is directing it.

The cameraman's flash on set
of "The Jayhawkers" interrupts
a script conference between -

Fess Parker, Mel Frank, Norman
Panama and Nicole Maurey.

LEFT
The studio "Main Springs" who

contributed so materially in mak-
ing the 29th Annual Christmas
Party for the Paramount children
so great a success. Reading from
left: Mildred Brenton, Elizabeth
Higgason, Jerry Hill Davis, H.E.
McCroskey, Pep Lee, Suzanne Gauth-

ier, Luigi Luraschi, Lillian Rock

and Shirley Wigge.
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THE BRITISH SCENE'S
HIGHSPOT PARAMOUNT
NEWS ITEMS *********

Showmanship throughout Great Britain

these past many months has been enormously

effective, especially in the instances of

campaigns on "Vertigo" and "King Creole."

On these two pictures alone we could fill
many pages, but space requirements demand
that we use only highlights. However, we
would like to pay particular compliments
to Leslie Pound, recently appointed Expl-
oitation Supervisor; to Barbara Kerr, his
assistant; to Fred Reed, London field man;
and to Charles Wilson, field man in the
Birmingham territory. The thoroughness and
effectiveness of their work could not be
surpassed anywhere in the world.

LONDON - Ore of the
prime showmanship gim-
micks that Manager C.B.
Wills of the Odeon at
Camberwell injected in-
to his "Vertigo" camp-
ain was this hanging of
a dummy to the topmost
point of his theatre's
sign. .. .Another was to
paint the sign shown
below on the sidewalk,
and to then note how

?
edestrians paid part-
cular attention to it

- and then avoided
walking on it.

fj&t tEbc (Ewnmfl HemsmNorah
Loft*

DeMILLE DIES AT 77
Film Pioneer SsiS »•* ««•"'» «M For l«*i Htftkw

Julian

May held

Constant c

Tomkinson

John
Mantlcy

LONDON - The British press
gave impressively important att-
ention to the passing of Cecil
B. DeMille. Shown here are two
representative examples — the
obituary page of The London
Times, and Page One of The Eve-
ning News of London. Scores of
other English newspaper pages
received bv U3 indicated that
the attention given the unhappy
event was national in scope.

LONDON - Douglas Cornwell,
George Budden (theatre dept,
secretary) and S. Beverley, the
architect who helped to design
the internationally renowned
Plaza Theatre here, and who has
been associated in his profess-
ional capacity with Paramount
ever since. Occasion was the
testimonial party to Mr. Bom-
well on the occasion of his re-
tirement.

RIGHT

LONDON - At Douglas Cornwell's
party at the Hungaria. Mr. and
Mrs. Cornwell (centre) are seen
with Mr. and Mrs. David Grimes.
Mr. Grimes is head of Paramount's
legal department.

LEFT

SHEPHERD'S BUSH - With Elvis
Presley's "King Creole" as his
attraction at the Gaumont here.
Manager Evans knew that an app-
eal to the record fans was top-
priority showmanship. Hence tne
12-foot-high reproduction of an
Elvis Presley "King Creole" re-
cord here pictured.

CARDIFF - The Capitol showing
of "King Creole" had the fortu-
nate additive of the showmanship
know-how of Exploiteer Charlie
Wilson. One of his many stunts
was the special Elvis Presley
"King Creole" supplements of the
South Wales Weekly Argus, for
which there were ready and num-
erous takers.

LONDON - At the party marking
the retirement of Douglas Corn-
well (right). Managing Director
F.E. Hutchinson is shown between
Mr. and Mrs. George Leroi, both
members of the 25-Year Club,and
both members of Paramount's des-
patch department at Acton, North
London.
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HONGKONG - During his
visit hero, Mr. J.E. Perkins
met manv of the most emin-
ent members of the press.
Here he is being introduced
to Mr. W.V. Pennell of South
China Morning Post, with
Manager H.S.Moh, in the
rear, effecting the introd-
uction.

One of the finest posters

F
roduced anywhere in the world

of Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo"

is this one from Japan.
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For its anniversary issue,
the internationally renowned
Motion Picture Times of Japan
carried a special section devo-
ted to pictures of Japanese film

notables as they were in baby-
hood or childhood, and as they
are today. The section devoted
to Paramount's advertising and
publicity director, Toshio Ise,
came out like this.

LEFT

TOKYO - Front of the Hibiya
Theatre with its very impressive
showmanship display for "Vert-
igo." Great business resultedj
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SINGAPORE - Dinner by the Cathay Organisation honoring
Mrs. Cynthia Koek, Singapore Film Censor, who was recently aw-
a
r?°w ^e by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth. Function,

which was hosted by Mr. Loke Wan Tho, head of Cathay, was att-
ended by over 60 representatives of the film industry, and by
Cathay Organisation executives and their wives.

Shown above from left to rights Mrs.Teo Cheng Hay (wife of
a director of Majestic Cinema), Mr.John Dalton (J. Arthur Rank
representative in Singapore). Mrs.Padbidri (wife of 20th-Fox
representative), Mr.R.M. Patel (manager of Indian Film Combine),
Mrs.Koek. Mr.Loke Wan Tho. Mrs.Dalton, Mr,Tom Hodge (head of
-athav Film Services,Ltd.), Mrs. Paul Yui (wife of Cathay's Film
Distribution Dept, head), and Mr.Roy McAree, General Manager of
Paramount Films,Inc.

BOMBAY - Crowds thronging the
Aurora during the sixth week of the
return visit of "The Ten Commandmcmts"
to Bombay. At top : Crowd gathered at
the side entrance for lower class
tickets. The Aurora engagement will
continue indefinitely.

TOKYO - Par-
amount's own
special billb-
oard for "Ver-
tigo" (complete
with two Neon
trade marks),
at the crowded
Sukiyabashi
Crossing here.
Seen by cotint-
less thousands.

DJAKARTA - During his
visit to Indonesia, Mr.J.
E. Perkins meets Madam Dr.

Maria Ullfah Santoso,
Chairman of the Censor and
Filmboard of Indonesia,
and Secretary to the Prime
Minister. In centre is
Paramount General Manager
Cornelius Vlug.

DJAKARTA - Crowds throng the
Astoria to see the Jerry Lewis
comedy, "The Delicate Delinquent."
(Note the cut-out figure of the
star on a pole above marquee).

SINGAPORE - Edward
Dmytryk, director of "The
Mountain Is Young," and
Mrs. Dmytryk, photograph-
ed at the airport here en
route to Nepal.

PEOPLE AND EVENTS
IN THE FAR EAST

CINEMA SCENE

DJAKARTA - During his recent business visit to the
Orient, Mr. James E. Perkins, President of Paramount
International Films, paid a courtesy call on President

Sukarno of Indonesia at Bogor Palace. Shown here,from
left to right, are Mr. Perkins, President Sukamo,Mrs.
Perkins, Mrs. Hartini Sukarno and Mr.William E. Palmer,

MPEA representative in Indonesia.
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It is a curious fact

that in bad days we can

very vividly recall the

good time that is now no

more; but that in good

days we have only a very

cold and imperfect mem-

ory of the bad.
- Arthur Schopenhauer

PHILADELPHIA - Inter-
ested listener is Actor
Van Heflin; persuasive
demonstrator of what the
motion picture, "Tempest," 1

is going to do on tne
circuit is Bemie Brooks
of Stanley Warner Manage-
ment Corporation.

PITTSBURGH - Booker John

Navoney, at left .and Head
Shipper Jack Fontaine had
this picture made so that
they could greet 3 ome of
their many friends throu-
ghout the Paramount org-
anization. They also have
the hope that it may serve
a 3 an incentive to other
Paramounteers to have
themselves pictured in
these columns.

They also add that they
have Pittsburgh's prints
working so steadily that
they would like to hear
from any other branch that
has prints available for
putting to work.

Be not angry that you
cannot make others as
you wish them to be,
since you cannot make
yourself as you wish to
be

.

-Thomas A.Kempis

No longer his brother's

keeper, the badgered lawyer

(Richard Widmark) looks for the

last time on the face of the

brother killed by his own rap-

acity.

New York’s Film Cr i t i cs

Appraise ’’The Trap”****

THE NEW YORK TIMES said of "The Trap"
h taut picture in the outdoor action frame.

...no waste motion and the pressure is on all

the time...nice menacing performances from his

experienced cast..." THE DAILY NEWS, giving it

stars, called it an "absorbing, hard driving

melodrama. . .suspense ticks away with clocklike

regularity. .. .Norman Panama has made his own

story into a thriller that will satisfy the

customers" THE DAILY MIRROR headlined it:

"Widmark, Top Cast in 'Trap'" JOURNAL-

AMERICAN called it "...smartly made melodrama

for the action fans....the scenery contributes

a good deal to the tense mood....the film is

kept moving along at a lively clip.." .....NEW

YORK POST classified it as having "..intensity

of the sort that can only be supplied by Richard

Widmark and Lee J. Cobb" THE WORLD-TELEGRAM

said that "....the chase sequences are hazard-

ous, strenuous and excitingly rewarding...."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

to go over their quota for the HUGH 0U1N -

SHORT SUBJECT DRIVE in March. Good luck boysl
We welcome back from vacations: "Andy"

Anderson and his Mrs. who had a delightful
time in Ohio. However, they were glad to get

back to our warmer weather. Mr. and Mrs. King
Trimble from their vacation in Mexico. Unfor-
tunately, King's wallet was stolen, but other
than that they had a wonderful time.

James Henry - booker - left us the early
part of January for another position and we

all wish him the very best in his new field.

He was replaced by Jack Voorhies. Welcome to

Paramount Jack.
A son - Kenneth Martin Snyder - was born

to Rosalind and Willard Snyder, daughter and

son-in-law of Esther Richter, Mr. Stevenson's

Secretary, who hopes to see all three before

they leave for a two-year tour of dUty in Tur-

key. They presently reside at Portsmouth,

Rhode Island.
Birthday greetings are extended to Jack

Hurley - Office Manager - George Carmone, Miky

Shanberger and Patricia Suggs (daughter of

Daisy Kehoe, our Ledger Clerk) . We all wish

them many more to come.

Going down Market Street, Valentine shop-

ping, Arnold Lavagetto - booker - saw our

DEEPER
INTO "THE
TRAP"

girls Mirry Gilbert, Oriette Philpott, Jessie

Cole and Ruby Silverman trying to push their

way back to work through the throng waiting

to buy their tickets for "The Ten Commandments,"

at the Crest Theatre.
—Esther Richter

WASH I NGTON] j0hn Moore, our Division
Manager, visited the Washington Branch end
conducted a meeting, apprising us of the new
product end the "Golden Opportunity Contest".
We are looking forward to a successful season

with such releases as "Geisha Boy", "Buccan-
eer", "The Trep", "The Tempest", "The Black
Orchid", and "Thunder In The Sun."

Ruth Smith, Branch Manager's Secretary,
at last has reached a much sought for goal in

becoming a "home owner". The Smith trio, Ruth
Jimmy and daughter Diana, have moved in and

are busy decorating and furnishing.
Halsey Raines, Home Office Exploitation

representative, is busily enguged in exploit-

ing and publicizing "The Black Orchid" prior

to its opening at the Playhouse, Washington,

D. C.

Two of our former employees were in to

see us in the last few weeks - Mrs. Marie nut-

ter, vho is now working for 20th Century-Fox;
and Mrs. Josephine Evans, who is working for

the U. S. Government. We were delighted to

see them, and wish them well in their new po-

sitions.
—Bill Fischer

KANSAS CITY SNAPSHOTS
First we have the Shipping and Inspection

department, with Daisy Zen ana Edith Treadway
in front, and Esther Coldwell, Bob Jackson.
Johnny Cobb and Elsie Warner standing. Centre
shot is of Office Manager-Head Booker Tom
Gooch. At right. Mary Neff, Branch Manager's

, and Booker Irma Woods demonstrateSecretary,
what happens when it's "Ten minutes for lunch
and thirty minutes for ping-pong."

KANSAS CITY Welcome to Bob Cloughley,
City Booker, who recently returned to the

Paramount Family after spending two years with

Uncle Sam Congratulations to our Booking
and Sales Departments for finishing in number

•one position on features and number three on

features and shorts combined during Booker-
Salesman Month Our salesmen are busy work-

ing with the drive-ins now that we are again
approaching the drive-in season.

Congratulations to Edith Treadway, Head

Inspectress, >ho recently celebrated her 25th

anniversary with Paramount.
We are very happy to have Division Man-

ager Tom Bridge visiting our branch. Screen-
ing of "Tempest" February 9 was a great suc-

cess in spite of heavy rain and icy streets
"The Buccaneer" and "Geisha Boy" lived

up to our expectations first-run Kansas City
- BIG! BIG! BIG! — Mary Neff
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AUCKLAND,New Zealand -

Robert L. Graham, Managing
Director for Paramount in
Australia and New Zealand,

at right, with Stanley H.

Craig, General Managerfor
New Zealand. They are
shown at the meeting held
by Mr. Graham in the Trans

Tasman Hotel, at which the

exhibitors and press of
the Dominion were told of
Paramount's Affirmation
of Faith in the future of
the motion picture indus-
try.

\nniiin yjjihnjiDN i

PARAMOUNT! AFFIRMATION C

TEL AVIV, Israel - At
Paramount's Affirmation
of Faith Meeting, Manager
L.K.Koch, at right, gives
a welcome to Dr. Gorbi
who, in addition to being
manager of Tel Aviv's
Cinema Tamar, also is the
Chairman of the Cinema
Owners Ass'n of Israel.
At the end of the meeting.
Dr. Gorbi congratulated
Mr. Koch on "a most succ-
essful and enlightening
meeting," and asked that
his thanks be conveyed to
Paramount's Head Office
in New York.

RIGHT

SYDNEY - Managing Dir-
ector Robert L. Graham
and Mrs . Graham aboard the
Matson Liner "Monterey"
as they returned here fran
New Zealand, where Para-
mount's heaa in Australia
and New Zealand delivered
the internationally ren-
owned Affirmation of Faith
message to the industry.

I NTERNAT I ONAL

PERSONALITIES
IN THE
PARAMOUNT
SCENE *******

SINGAPORE - Two who are vit-
ally connected with the making
of "The Mountain Is Young" into
a big and important Paramount
picture, drink a toast to the
success of the undertaking
They are Miss Han Suyin, author
of the momentous novel, and Ed-
ward Dmytryk. director of the
film which will be made in the
actual locale of the story, the
rugged and beautiful Nepal.

The toast was made in the
Singapore home of Loke Wan Tho,
head of the Cathay Organisaticn.,

DJAKARTA - During his visit
to Indonesia, Paramount Inter-
national President J.E. Perkins
met a number of the top exhibi-
tors. Here Paramount General
Manager Cornelius Vlug (centre)
is introducing him to Mr. Tinny
Loa, Chairman of Associated
Cinemas and owner of the Globe
Theatre here, the only air-
conditioned cinema in Indonesia.

TOKYO - En route to
Nepal in connection with
preparations for filming^
"The Mountain Is Young."
Luigi Luraschi, left, is
welcomed to Japan by Par-
amount General Manager N.

Metori. (Other members of

the party are shown meet-
ing the press - Page 25).

HOLLYWOOD - On the set
of her newest Paramount
picture, "Heller With A
Gun," Sophia Loren acts as

guide for Captain Karl
Gunnar of the Swedish nat-
ional training ship
"Alvsnabben." The Captain
and his officers toured
the studio and witnessed
work on a number of prod-
uctions.

ATHENS - Savas Pylar-
inos (above) Paramount's
progressive and enterpr-
ising agent in Greece, has
been honored with elect-
ion to the Board of the
General Council of the
Greek Organization for
International Trade and
Finance Relations. This
is a high honor for Mr.
Pylarinos, since this
Board consists of some of
the most outstanding and
important business men of
Greece.

NEW DELHI, India - Dr. S.

Radhakrishnan ,
Vice-President of

India, receives an official call

from James E. Perkins, President

of Paramount International, and
Mr3 . Perkins, during their visit
to India's capital.

BANGKOK - Prior to their be-
ing received in audience by His
Majesty the King of Thailand,
Mr. J.E. Perkins (centre) and
Mr.S.A.Henriksen(left) converse
with Major General Prince
Murathapisek Sonakul, aide to
the King.

HOLLYWOOD - Eric Hotung, em-
inent Hongkong film exhibitor
and industrialist, and Mrs.
Hotung visit the set of "But Not
For Me" on their way back to
the Orient, and meet Clark Gabk.
Mr. and Mrs. Hotung were married
in New Jersey last month and
have been touring the United
States on their honeymoon.

HONGKONG - During his recent
visit here. Paramount Internat-
ional president, James E. Perkins
(right) renewed old ties of
friendship with Mr. James Tsoi,
executive of the Princess Thea-
tre. Looking on is Paramount
Manager H.S,Moh.



BUT NOT FOR KE

The title of the picture could very well

be what Clark Gable ia saying to Carrol Baker

in this scene from the new Perlberg-Seatcm

comedy drama of the Broadway world. Looking on

is Tom Duggan. Walter Lang is the director of

"But Not for Me."

DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP

Jerry Lewis appears to be going right

back into history for a precedent befitting the

admonition implied in the title - "Don't Give

Up the Ship." Director Norman Taurog appears

just as perplexed - but the picture has emerged

as straight comedy, a laugh a second.

A Panorama of Upcoming Parai

Already on Film. ..Some Read'

BRONCHO-BRANDO

A Marlon Brando the world has never before

seen emerges in "One-Eyed Jacks. He's a lover,

a rider, a marksman —— and he has a philosophy

about women that's going to be discussed clear

around the world.
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cunt Product
for Release

»hose performances make this

completely unforgettable,

eft, they are — Danny Kaye,

i
Armstrong, Thursday Weld,

i luardino and Barbara Bel

N
particular scene it is 'That

1 k' which makes this a spark-
ft enjoyable film. Sophia Loren
ic eboat' performance with this
it a, aided by blonde Barbara
f and also Tab Hunter, George

,e n Wynn. Ficture was filmed en-
background of New York City.

sual comedy melodrama, Sophia
rprising and courageous owner
avelling players who has the
Greek plays in the California
ih both comic and tragic res-
ident from Anthony Quinn's
al embarrassment.

THE HANGMAN

It's the Job of Robert Taylor as a sheriff

in THE HANGMAN to see that Tina Louise,believed
guilty of murder, doesn't get away from the law.

So everywhere that Tina goes, Robert goes too.
Just how comprehensive and exacting this commit

-

ment is, is shown by these two scenes. They are
representative of the exacting price one might
be called upon to pay because of conscientious-
ness - even in enforcing the law.

THE JAYHAWKERS

Jeff Chandler and Fess Parker (right) are
off on a hanging party. But whether Jeff will
hang Fess, or Fess will hang Jeff — or they'll
both hang somebody else, or be hung by that in-

dividual — remains to be seen when you see the
completed version of this dramatic Western. At

that time, also, you'll see the very lovely
Nicole Maurey as a- French immigrant they're both

very much in love with.

A TOUCH OF LARCENY
Vera Miles, who was so lovely and talent-

ed in "Beau James," co-stars with George Sanders

and James Mason in this Ivan Foxwell thriller
now being made in England.
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If I had my life to
live over again, I would
have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen
to some music at least
once a week; for perhaps
the parts of my brain
now atrophied would thus
have kept active through
use. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of hap-
piness and may possibly
be injurious to the
intellect, and more
probably the moral char-
acter, by enfeebling the
emotional part of our
nature.

-Charles Darwin

HOLLYWOOD - In a rever-
sal of precedure, Miro
Brunetti, an Italian film
correspondent resident in
Hollywood, has the featu-
res of the Paramount
studio pointed out to him
by visiting Alberto Latt-
uada, director of the
Dino de Laurentiis Para-
mount production, "Tempest."

Hank Mann, one of the

original Mack Sennett

"Keystone Kops," returns

to motion pictures with

a comedy role in "Don't

Give Up the Ship," Jerry
Lewis' current comedy.

Being a perfectionist
as a producer, Dino De
Laurentiis has always
studied every camera angle
of each of his product-
ions. And here he is aloft

with the camera just bef-
ore the big cavalry char-
ge in "Tempest."

NEW YORK CITY - Dino De Laurentiis works
tirelessly to make sure that the entire world
knows about "Tempest." Here, in his special
office in the Paramount Building, he discusses
the great picture with Marco Napoli, of the
eminent American-Italian newspaper, "II Pro-
gresso."

Qi&aifixaflxfl)

I n tutto j 1 mondo
fervono i preparativi
per l’uscita di

LA TEMPESTA* *********
Uno degll eventi clnematograf ici piti importen-
ti dell’anno sari la presentezione da parte
della Paramount della grandiose pellicole LA
TEMPSSTA realizzata da Dino De Laurentiis.
Questo colosso dello schermo fc gift uscito nei
principali teatri d’ltalia dove ha dato prove
di essere il pivl fenomenale successo di cesset^
ts che si sia visto da anni. E' un film impo-
nente sotto diversi espetti, ciofe per interpr£
tszione, raagnifi cenza spettacolare, drammatici_
tfe dell'azione, e la sue imminente epparizione
negli Stati Uniti e Canedfe fe state preceduta
da una delle pih intense e indovinate caopagne
pubblici tarie vedute in questi ultimi anni.
Di tale campegna troverete molti perticoleri
in questo numero, ed altri ne seguirenno di
giorno in giorno e di settimana in settimane.

Mentre 11 mese scorso vi ebbi8mo sempllcemente
dato il triste annuncio del decesso di Cecil
B. Deteille, non vogllamo mancare quests volta
di riportarvi qualcuno dei tributi piil signifi
cetivi rest alia memoria di questo grande eni-
matore della cinematogrefia che, ettreverso
le sue immortali pellicole, tanto ha contribul_

to ell'af fermezione del prestigio della Para-
mount in tutte le parti del globo. Migliale
e migliaia di messaggi sono piovuti a Holly-
wood de tutti gli angoli del mondo, un mondo
gib cosciente che durante le nostre generazi£
ni serfe difficile se non impossibile poter
avere un 8ltro DeMille.

Nei nostri Studi si sta lntanto lavorando ela-

Cable to JAMES E. PERKINS
from JOHN B. NATHAN

"VERTIGO" RELEASED PARIS FRIDAY JANUARY 30
BROKE ALL-TIME THREE-DAY NON-HOLIDAY RECORD
PARAMOUNT THEATRE GROSSING 6,340,000 FRANCS VS

"MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH" 4,563,000 FRANCS.
ELYSEES AND BYRON CINEMAS ON CHAMPS ELYSEES
SIMILARLY BROKE RECORDS GROSSING 4,720,000

cremente per le realizzezione di quelle che
sono state le promesse contenute nei veri mes-
sage! di Affermazione di Fade trasmessi in
tutto il mondo. Soltanto a Hollywood, avevamo
questo mese nientemeno che cinque grandi pelli
oole in levorazione, mentre altrove si stenno

-

girando o si gireranno presto altri film Para-
mount, come ad esempio THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG
che serfe ripreso in Nepal. Una prime unitfe di
tecnici e funzionari di produzione si trove
infatti attualmente sul posto per l’elaborazio
ne di tutti i pieni e preparativi necessari
onde la pellicole possa andare in levorazione
al momento propizio, ciofe in ottobre nell' in-
terval lo tra le stagioni dei venti.

Il Vice Presidente della Paramount Pictures
George Weltner b stato lmpegnato quasi tutto
questo mese in un giro d'ispezione in America
Latina. He lasciato Nuove York il 29 Gennaio
per Caracas e Rio de Janeiro. Troverete qui

Although Anthony Franciosa is now back in
Hollywood already at work in the Hal Wallis
production of "Career." we feel that we cannot
pass up this lovely snot of him made with Anna.
Magnani in Rome a few months ago. Picture was
taken at the time when Anna's "Wild Is the
Wind" was receiving international acclaim, and
Tony happened to be there making a picture for
another company.

quelche fotografie sul suo arrivo nelle suddet^

te clttfe. Il direttore dlvisionele, Henry B.

Gordon, ha eccompegnato Mr. Weltner durante
l'intero viaggio. A sue volte il sig. Gordon
eveve eppena completato il proprio giro del-
l'America Latina per le riunionl relative ells

note Affermazione di Fade.

Un ottimo esempio dell 'importanza e ve lore che

in qualsiesi parte del mondo h8 una buona cem-

pegne pubblici taria ci b stato offerto dal

film di Alfred Hitchcock, VERTIGO. Abbiamo
ricevuto una qu8ntitfe di raateriale che attests

lo splendido lanciamento che il film he avuto

in Inghilterra, Francia, Svezia, Belgio, Au-

stralia, Svizzera e diversi altri paesi. E

ci6 che piil conta fe che in ognuno di questi

casi lo sforzo pubblicitario fe stato coronato

dal piCi pieno successo d'incessi. Abbiamo

anche ricevuto delle belle fotografie di

Hitchcock da 11a Svizzera, di cui pubblichiamo

qui qualcune.

Abbiamo finalmente avuto il bene di vedere il

tanto atteso nuovo levoro di Danny Kaye, THE

FIVE PENNIES, e vi diclemo che non poteve

dawero essere piil bello. Proprio uno di

quei film che fenno ridere fino alia lecrime

ma che anche commuovono. Un film che non si

potrfe dimenticare.
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CONTINENTAL
EUROPE HAS

KEPT THE

NEWS CAMERAS
CLICKING

CONGRATULATIONS
ON PROMOTION

PARIS - Mrs. Odette Ferry ie
congratulated by John B. Nathan,
General Manager of the Contin-
ental Division on her promotion
to the position of Assistant to
the European Publicity and Ad-
vertising Manager. At left is

Charles Juroe, European Public-
ity and Advertising Manager.

LISBON - Another group of not-
ables photographed at the recent
premiere of "The Ten Commandments"
at the Cinema Imperio. From left
to right: Mr. Jose' Coelho Gil
(Administrator of the Imperio)

,

Dr. Baltazar Leite Rebelo de Sousa
(Under Secretary of State for
National Education), Dr.Ce'sar
Moreira Baptista (Secretary of
State for Information)

,
ana Para-

mount Manager Emilio Prister.

Paramount
Unto Paramount
On the colorful letterhead

of Savas A. Pylarinos, distr-
ibutor of Paramount Pictures
in Greece, appears this very
apt slogan:

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE CAN BE
SURPASSED ONLY BY ANOTHER "

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

The letterhead also carries
a massive Paramount Trade Mark
as a tinted background

.

PARIS - Alfred Hitchcock always
is good copy for the Paris press, and
his 'press parlay' at the Hotel Plaza
Athenee on January 8th was no except-
ion, especially since so much of the
conversation was devoted to "Vertigo,
which is about to have its French
premiere. "Hitch" always demonstrates— and here he shows how he 'frames'
a tense situation.

Late last month, at the request of King
Baudoin of all the Belgians, a screening of

"Vertigo" was held at the Palace of Laeken

in Belgium for him and other members of the

Royal Family.
In recent months they have also seen "The

Ten Commandments" and "The Trouble With
Harry," which fact indicates the wide diver-
slty of their interest.

Mirtipn TjnhiinnN nirin ujihnin3
PARAMOUNT! AFFIRMATION OF FRITH IN THE FUTURE

Tt

Tel Aviv Meet i ng
One of the final Affirmation of

Faith meetings held was that of
Israel Manager L. Koch in Tel-Aviv
late last month. It possessed all of
the vitality and enthusiasm of the
meetings held elsewhere in the world.
Shown above from 1. to r.: Manager
L.K.Koch; Mrs. Itzhacki, Cinema Peer
of Tel-Aviv; Mr.Yellin, Gen'l Sec.
of Cinema Owners Ass'n of Israel:
Mr. Adolph Guth, Cinema Yaron, Tel-
Aviv; Dr.Gorbi. Chairman,Cinema Ow-
ners Ass'n. ana Manager of Cinema
Tama, Tel-Aviv; Miss Rachel Kantaro-
witch, Cinema Zion, Jerusalem; Mr.
Jacques Angel,Cinema Ophir, ™el Aviv;

Mr. Chi ssick, Cinemas Armon, Orly,
Endor of Haifa, and Chen, Tel Aviv;
Mr.Krachevsky, Cinema Peer, Tel Aviv;
Mr. S. Ilian, Cinema Maxim, Tel Aviv;
Mr.Atzlan, Cinema Argaman, Tel Aviv.

GOTHENBURG, Sweden - Extremely and brought out the police ,ambulances
realistic showmanship on the part of and the fire brigade. Thousands call-

the release theatre here, inspired by ed in by phone to "save the man" who

some of the sequences of "Vertigo." was dangling from the roof of the

created excitement among the populace theatre.
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"The Black Orchid" is
spotlighted in a size-
able photo layout in Life
Magazine for February 23.

Report is titled "She
Who Gets Slapped," and
centers on the father-
daughter relationship
that sparks the drama
starring Sophia Loren and
Anthony Quinn and featur-
ing Ina Balin. Praise of
the film is included in
Life's report.

COPENHAGEN - With the
advent of "Funny Face" a
few months ago. Paramount
Manager John Aarshoj,and
his Publicity Manager.
Mrs. Anderson, determined
to give the fine musical
all possible assistance.
They were successful in

f
aining a great many win-
ow displays in important

establishments, of which
the one in Kleinert's
Music Shop (above) was an
excellent example ....

....another fine Copen-
hagen display was tnis
one in the Fona Radio Shop
on Vesterbrogade , which
also featured the balloon
theme so important a part
of "Funny Face."

RIGHT

COPENHAGEN - One of the
outstanding phases of the
showmanship campaign on
"Funny Face" here was the
stunt of transporting 5
top Danish ballerinas to
the Palladium Theatre in
five Isetta cars to the
accompaniment of immensely
favorable, and very exten-
sive, publicity.

Chief result : The Pall-
adium had its best box-
office results in 4 years.

HOLLYWOOD - In this naval scene, the only
American sailor is the one being played by
Jerry lewis, in the uniform he wears in "Don't
Give Up the Ship." All others in the group are
real sailors - Swedish officers of the Swedish
national training 3hip "Alvsnabben," which put
into California for a visit. To the left of
Jerry is Captain Karl Gunnar. (The group also
visited the set of "Heller With A Gun," where
they were made welcome by co-star Sophia Loren)

-WW-WVk-W_

OVER HELA VARLDEN
BEREDER MAN VAG FOR
"T E M P E S T"

*******
En av drets hBjdpunkter blir Paramount

-

premifiren pd Dino De Laurentiis storslagna
filmverk "TEMPEST". I Italian, dfir filmen
redan hunnit slfippas ut, reglstrerar fe-
nomenala kassaresultat. "TEMPEST" fir i flera
avseenden en film som sklljer sig fran mang-
den - detta gfiller sdvfil rollbesfittning.upp-
sfittning som utformning och innehdll - och
dess amerikanska framfbrands bar foregdtts
av en sailan skddad reklamkampan J , vari detta
nunmer ger en del inblickar.

Det tragiska budet om Cecil B. DeMilles
frdnfdlle nddde oss forra manaden. Over hela
varlden har den store filmpionjarens bort-
gdng vackt forstfimning, varom mangden av kon-
doleanser vittnar. Hela den amerikanska film-
industrien har lidit en svdr forlust. For Pa-
ramounts vidkommande ar denna forlust oersatt-
lig.

Men — livet maste gd vidare. Nya filmln-
spelnlngar ar i gang, allt enligt linjerna
for Paramount s nya giv. Inte mindre an fem

STOCKHOLM - Page 1 of the Svenska Dagbladet,
one of the world's top newspapers, looked like
this the day before last Christmas — and all
because of a piece of top showmanship on be-
half of Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo." Picture
headed "'Dramatik' pa hustak," ana the accomp-
anying half column report, tell the sensation-
al story of how the city's entire interest was
focussed on the Paramount thriller.

storre fllmer Sr under arbete i Hollywood, roe-

dan i andra delar av vfirlden Paramountfi lmer
antingen som bast halier pd att inspelas sl-
ier forberedas. Det senare gfiller till exem-
pel "The Mountain is Young", som kommer att
inspelas i Nepal, dfir just nu fbr handlingen
lfimpliga miljoer utvfiljas for filmningen i ok-
tober, den rfitta tidpunkten mellan monsunperio-
derna.

Paramount Pictures Vice President George
Weltner har under stbrre delen av mdnaden be-
funnit sig pd resande fot i Latin-Amerika. Han
lamnade New York med flyg den 29 Januari med
Caracas och Rio de Janeiro som mal, vilket
framgar av fotos tagna vid ankonB ten till re-
spektive platser. Mr. V/eltner atfbljs under
re san av Latin-Amerikas Division Manager Henry
B. Gordon, som helt nyligen gjorde en rundresa
genon Latin-Amerika i syfte att bekantgora Pa-

ramounts nya program.

For Alfred Hitchcock-thrillern "Vertigo" har

Paramounts reklammakare overtraffat sig sjfilva

i iderikedom. Vi ha fdtt in massar av strdlan-

de bevis pd en utomordentlig lancering av fil-

men i England, Frankrike, Sverige, Belgien.An-
stralien, Schweiz och mdnga andra lander. I

santliga dessa fall avspeglar kassaresultaten
effekten av kampanjema, det dr overallt topp-

resultat. Vi ha ocksd lyckats fd med i detta

numaer ndgra verkligt trevliga bilder av
Hitchcock frdn Schweiz.

Till slut. Antligen ha vi sett Danny Kaye-
filmen "The Five Pennies"

, som vi ISnge varit
sd nyfikna pd. Och vilken film fir det inte.
Spar edra tdrar, bdde glada och sorgesamma
dylika, for denna oforglomliga film.



"THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG"
MOVES SEVERAL STEPS
NEARER TO PRODUCTION IN

NEPAL mu

TAIPEI. Taiwan - En route to Nepal to launch preparations
for the filming of "The Mountain Is Young," three members of
the party visited here from January 14th to 17th. They were -

Luigi Luraschi, representing the studio; Don Robb, unit compary
manager; and Tambi Larsen, scenic set designer. At the Free
China Airport to meet them were Government Studio representat-
ives and Paramount Exhibitors. The three days of visitation
were occupied with press interviews, visits to Taiwan's film
studios and to government offices, and an exhaustive survey of
the colorful terrain of Taiwan.

At left, reading from right : Mr.Y.S.Chow-Cheng, President
of Shin Sheng Theatre, a Paramount showcase; Andrew T. Fan,
Paramount Taiwan Manager; Miss Chow, daughter of Mr. Chow; Mr.
L. Luraschi; Mis3 Linda Fan, daughter of Mr. Fan; Mr. Don Robb;
Mr. J. Larsen; Mrs. Fan; Miss L. M. Sheung; Mr. H. Chang, Mana-
ger, Central Motion Pictures Corporation, Government Studio
and distributor.

At right is the press conference held at the Friends of
China Club, and lasting for an hour and a half. Here Mr. Luras-
chi's party were introduced to 20 press representatives by
Manager Fan. Great interest Vas manifested by the group, and a
very fine press coverage resulted.

SINGAPORE - En route to Nepal, Director Edward Dmytryk and
his wife (who is known professionally in the acting world of
television as Jean Porter) , were entertained at the beautiful
home of Loke Wan Tho, head of the massive Cathay Organisation.
Shown 1. to r.: Mrs. Loke Wan Tho, Mrs. Dmytryk, Edward Dmytryk,
Miss Han Suyin (author of "The Mountain Is Young"), and Mr.
LOl“ "" Th#

- BIGHT
BANGKOK - Arrival at Don Muang Airport. Seated: Mrs.Edw-

and Dmytryk and Miss Charasri Sayasilpi, Thai movie, star.
Standing, 1. to r.: Mr.Somphol, Movie & TV; Mr. Oab Tailanga,
Paramount Accountant; Mr.Sanid, cameraman of the DarathaijMr.
Phairas Gasiwat, Editor of Movie & TV; Mr. Edward Dmytryk;
Paramount Manager Chana Chaikijkarana; Mr.Teh Chongadiki j

,

Bangkok Post; Mr. Robert Aurthur; Mr.Agsom Chuapanya, Editor
of Padungsil; Mr . Luigi Luraschi; Mr. Suras Pugaves, Editor
of the Darathai.

TOKYO - Edward Dmytryk, who is to direct "The Mount-
ain Is Young" in Nepal, is welcomed to Japan by General
Manager N. Metori. Mrs. Dmytryk is at left, and Robert
Aurthur, writer of 'the production, is in rear. At right
is Paramount publicity director T. Ise.

SINGAPORE - Here two
members of the travelling
unit - Manager Don Robb,
right, and art director
Tambi Larsen, centre —
are met at the airport ty
Singapore General Manager
Roy McAree.

HONGKONG - Going
by sampan to the
Taipak Floating
Fish Restaurant in
this port was one
of the adventures
of the unit en
route to Nepal.In
1. to r. order —
Manager H.S.Moh,
Scripter Robert
Aurthur, Director
and Mrs.Ed Dmytryk
and Luigi Luraschi.
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We are moving forward
at twice the speed of
sound and half the speed
of sense.

-Thomas Griffith

Tina Louise brings a
searching, sultry seduct-
iveness to her unusual
role opposite Robert Tay-
lor in "The Hangman,"

A man who does not
think and plan long ahead
will find trouble right
at his door.

-Ccnfucius

The sequence in "Thun-
der in the Sun" of which
this action by Jeff Chan-
dler is a part, is the
most unusual ever filmed.

The Catholic press of
the United States, repr-
esented by 53 newspapers
covering the American
public from Rhode Island
to Hawaii, gave promin-
ent space to its list of
"10 Best Films of 1958"
picked by their Hollywood
correspondent, William
H. Mooring.

Paramount won the
selection in the histor-
ical drama class for
"The Buccaneer."

SALT LAKE CITY] ^bove i s a photograph
of "our leader". Brunch Manager Arnold Shar-
tin, taken with the lucky man vho won a set
of encyclopedias in THE BUCCANEER contest,

and John Krier of Intermountain Theatres, Inc.

(The lucky man was not identified - ED). The

pleasant expression on Mr. Shartin' s face is

not just for the picture, but is a reflection
of his happy outlook on the future and his
enthusiasm for Paramount product. We must
tell you that Mr. and Mrs. Shartin have three

very nice children. The girls in the office
send their thanks and love to the Shartin
Children for the lovely Christmas gifts.

Bert Turgeon has really been "strutting
his stuff" since he returned from his vaca-
tion in Los Angeles. He. has good reason,

though, because he is a grandfather for the

second time. This time it's a grandson!
Congratulations

!

Salesman Harry Swonson and his wife
spent the Holiday period vacationing in San

Francisco, Los Angeles and Las Vegas. Oh,

for fun! Fun was had by all at the Christ-
mas party held at Log Haven in picturesque
Millcreek Canyon. There was plenty of food

and orange juice.
It was nice to have Gene Jones, Our Mon-

tana salesman, in the office for a few days.

We enjoyed having Gene here, but it wasn't
necessary for him to bring that Montana
weather.

—Boys and Girls of the Salt Lake Branch

D E T R 0 I T Congratulations to Marietta Feaser,

Head Inspectress, who will celebrate her 40th

year with Paramount on March 11th. We pay
tribute to her as a person very devoted to her
work and its importance.

It is very interesting to chat with her
about the old silent pictures, the actresses

and actors. She recalls old ones, such as "Vhen

Knighthood Was In Flower", Cecil B. DeMille's
first picture, "The Squaw Man" and many other
triumphs of the silent era. She has witnessed

the birth of a motion picture company, its

growth to what it is today, a bigger and bet-

ter Paramount in which we are all very proud.

Jack Thompson, salesman missed a perfect
score by six points >hile bowling in a Satur-

day night league. Better luck next time, Jack.
Tempest" was screened on January 26th at

the Madison Theatre. An early morning of zero

weather resulted in rave notices. Van Heflin
made an appearance at the screening and at a

luncheon with the press. He secured fine stor-
ies in all local newspapers.

"Ten Commandments" opens March 4th, down-
town at the Palms State Theatre for a re-run.
The picture is set for re-runs at all Butter-
field key Theatres in March.

They say "a man's best friend is his dog,"
which seems to be the case with Harold Hhodes,
Office Manager. His dog is in hospital under-
going an operation to correct a crippled hind
leg.

The weather here in Detroit has been very
nasty for the past two weeks, the streets have
been glazed with ice. At times we debated bet-
ween ice skates and snow shoes as a means of
getting to work on time.

—Clayton L. Hill

,

NEW ORLEANSl The South is one place where
you never know what the weather will do. Last
year this time we had snow now the temperature
is in the eighties. This made our Mardi Gras
one of the best in years, vhich even a little
rain could not stop. Jane McDonnell, one of
our best Mardi Gras participants, rode a float
in the parade and participated in the ball of
the Krewe of Iris.

Division Manager Bradley held a meeting
with Branch Manager Bill Holliday, Salesmen and
bookers and advised that our drive this year
would be titled "The Golden Opportunity Drive".
Everyone is very enthusiastic in their planning
for the drive to win points.

Mr. Hugh Owen will be honored in the month
of March and everyone is pleased that Mr. Owen
is now feeling better and they are all working
like little beavers getting dates for this month

Our summer line up of product looks really greet

with such pictures as "Tempest," "Black Orchid,'

"A Place in the Sun" and "Stalag 17."
We had a screening of "Tempest" at the Pit

Theatre with Van Heflin present. Mr. Heflin

(Continued on Page 38

DALLAS, Texas - Pleasant threesome at the
Village Theatre here just prior to screening
of "Tempest. At left 13 Miss Verlin Osborne,
President of Women of Motion Picture Industry,
Dallas Club: at right is Mrs. Grace Folsom,
Public Relations Chairman of WOMPI, Dallas
Club. In the centre is Tan Heflin, whom this
issue of Paramount World identifies rather
positively as star of "Tempest."

Miss Osborne, it should hardly need to be

mentioned here, is also Secretary to Division
Manager Tom Bridge in the Dallas Branch.



WORLD-WIDE CAMPAIGNS
FOR PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
PRODUCTIONS GATHER
HEARTENING MOMENTUM

In large measure now, our

efforts and accomplishments
with Paramount’s All-Time-
Greatest productions become
now our tribute to the mem-
ory of Cecil B. DeMille....
Especially with ” North West

Mounted Police,” ’’Union

Pacific” and ’’The Plainsman”
foremost in the list.

BRISBANE, Australia - The long queue-line
leading to the inside box-office of the Winter-
garden Theatre here, with "North-West Mounted
Police" as the major attraction.

This figure of a Bengal Lancer in full-dress
uniform was created and cast by Alex Kiralfy,of
Paramount International's Home Office force, and
is authentic in every detail. Mr. Kiralfy is a
renowned collector and authenticator of soldier
models of all nations and all historical periods
and has a most extensive and valuable collection.
Photographs showing all four sides of this lan-
cer are included in the showmanship kit for
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer," one of the Paramount
All-Time-Greatest productions.

Unforgettable is this scene-
in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
as Franchot Tone plays for his
life against the deadly cobra,
and Gary Cooper thinks quickly
of the best way to despatch tne
deadly snake.

A most interesting item in
the showmanship portfolio on

"The Plainsman" is an article
by Cecil B. DeMille entitled

WHY I MADE "THE PLAINSMAN "

In view of the continuing
world interest in Mr. DeMille,
this is an item of which the
fullest use will be made by
those showmanship-minded Para-
mounteers who wish to achieve
maximum success with their sale
and distribution of this very
colorful entertainment film.

One part of Mr. DeMi lie's
statement should be set forth
here as a guide. He says: "I do
not choose an episode in his-
tory because it happened — I

choose the subject because it
is a good story - and I am a

storyteller.

Ad sales on all or the proa-
uctions listed for release in
the All-Time-Greatest category
are beginning to pour into Home
Office from all parts of the
world. Pictured above is one of
the stills from the set produced
in Frankfurt for "Lives of a Ben-
gal Lancer." Posters also are of
the very highest calibre.
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Who is wise? He that
loams from everyone.
Who is powerful? Ho

that governs his passions.

Who is rich? He that
is content.
Who is that? Nobody.

-Benjamlnftenklln

HAMBURG - This pylon
in the Savoy Theatre (and
its ultra-impres3ive
Paramount trade mark), had

full attention focussed
on "The Ten Commandment s"

for a minimum of 12 weeka
This comprised four weeks
in advance, plus the 8
weeks of the actual run of

the film that had occurred
when this photograph was
made.
(The run of course cont-
inued for much longer.)

HOLLYWOOD - Frederick
Porges, German film corr-
espondent, is about to
show Alberto Lattuada the

sights of the film city.
This was just immediately
following the studio int-
erview luncheon at which
the director of "Tempest"
had met the international
film press.

SUPERB POSTERS

Five more examples of
the truly wonderful post-
er art from Paramount's
showmanship experts in
Frankfurt. Reading from
the left the one-3heets
are for "St. Louis Blues,"

"Teacher's Pet," "King
Creole," another one for
"St. Louis Blues," and
"Maracaibo."

KARLSRUHE - This is the Resi-Theatre .which

last month celebrated its 50th Anniversary, and
began its Fifty-first year of entertainment
service to the citizens of this city by pres-
enting Anna Magnani in "Wild Is the Wind." It

f
oes without further saying that the Paramount
rama was a great success.

DIE GANZE WELT BEREITET
SICH AUF DAS ERSCHE I NEN
DES FI L,VIE S

m
T EMPEST m VOR

Eines der groessten Filraereignisse dieses
Jahres wird Paramounts grosse Dine De Lauren-
tiis-Produktion TEMPEST sein. In Italien ist
dieser gigantische Film bereits gezeigt wor-
den, und zwar mit Kassenerfolgen, wie sie seit
Jahren nicht mehr erzielt wurden. Dieser Film
ist in verschiedener Hinsicht hervorragend -

Besetzung, Schauspiel, Handlung und Drama. Und
seinem bevorstehenden Erscheinen in USA und
Kanada ist wohl die intensivste Propaganda-
und Werbekampagne der juengsten Vergangenheit
vorausgegangen. Wir bringen in dieser Ausgabe
einige Einzelheiten ueber diese Kampagne, die
Tag fuer Tag und Woche fuer Woche erweitert
wird.

Im vorigen Monat brachten wir die schlich-
te, traurige Botschaft vom Hinscheiden Cecil
B.deMilles. In diesem Monat geben wir Ihnen
einige der bedeutendsten und bemerkenswerte-
sten Ehrenbezeugungen bekannt zum Andenken an

diesen grossen Mann, der so wesentlich dazu
beigetragen hat. Paramount au Ruhm und Ansehen
in der ganzen Welt zu bringen. Aus alien Tei-
len der Welt stroemten die Beileidsbekundun-
gcn nach Hollywood. Ueberall weiss man, dass

wir in unserem Leben nie wieder einen Menschen
wie Mr. deMille erleben werden.

Inzwischen machen Paramounts Produktionsar-
beiten gute Fortschritte, und zwar in grossem

Stil, wie sie in der Vertrauensbotschaft, die

um die ganze Welt getragen wurde, zum Ausdruck

kamen. In Hollywood sind in diesem Monat fuenf
grosse Filme in Bearbeitung, waehrend in ande-
ren Teilen der Welt Paramountfilme gedreht
werden oder die Vorbereitungsarbeiten begon-
nen haben. Zu den letztgenannten Filmen ge-
hoert THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG. Er wird in Nepal
gedreht. Eine Produktionsmannschaft ist z.Zt.
dort, um die Szenerie fuer die Dreharbeiten,
die im Oktober vorgenommen werden sollen, vor-
zubereiten. Oktober ist der richtige Monat,
bevor die Monsunwinde wieder einsetzen.

Waehrend des groessten Teiles dieses Monats
war der Vice President von Paramount Pictures,
Mr. George Weltner, auf einer Geschaeftsreise
in Lateinamerika. Er flog am 29. Januar von
New York nach Caracas und Rio de Janeiro eb.

Wir haben einige Bilder von seiner Ankunft in
diesen Staedten. Der Leiter der Lateinamerika-
nischen Abteilung, Mr. Henry B. Gordon, be-
gleitet ihn auf dieser Reise. Mr. Gordon hat
gerade kuerzlich seine Rundreise durch die
lateinamerikanischen Laender beendet, auf der
er die Vertrauensbotschaft von Ort zu Ort
trug.

Die wunderbare Uebereinstimmung der Propa-
ganda- und Werbetaetigkeit in der ganzen Welt
wurde durch Alfred Hitchcocks Reisser VERTIGO
bestaetigt. Wir haben ausgezeichnetes Material
aus der Werbetaetigkeit fuer VERTIGO in Eng-

H0LLYW00D -
During a recep-
tion in honor
of his complet-
ion of "Tempest?
and the start at

his next film,
Dino De Lauren-
tiis chats with
Alfred Hitch-
cock....Truly a
study of spect-
acle and suspense.

land, Frankreich, Schweden, Belgien, Australi-
en, Schweiz und verschiedenen anderen Laendem
der Welt. In jedem Falle waren grossartige
Kassenerfolge zu verzeichnen. Wir haben von
Hitchcock eine Anzahl wunderbare Aufnalimen aus

der Schweiz erhalten, von denen wir einige in

dieser Ausgabe der Paramount World bringen wer
den.

Wir h&ben endlich den lange erwarteten
Danny Kaye-Film THE FIVE PENNIES zu sehen be-

kommen. Das ist ein Film voller Glueck wie
kaum ein anderer. Sparen Sie alle Ihre Trae-
nen (fuer Freud und Leid) fuer diesen unver-
gesslichen Film euf.
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PERSONALITIES

IN THE

NEW YORK SCENE

When Tina Louise arrived in New
York by air for personal appearances
in connection with the release of
"The Trap" - and to speak about her
work in "The Hangman," she was escor-
ted into the airport informally by a
couple of naval personnel who insisted
on exclaiming "Don't Give Up the Ship,"
thus indicating that while they did
get their titles a bit mixed, their
thoughts remained Paramount.

1
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New York
Critics on "The
Black Orchid”

* * * *

The great human interest
qualities of this particularly
fine picture were fully appre-
ciated by the discriminating
New York film critics. Here
are some typical excerpts (and
it should be noted in passing
that virtually every critic
paid particular tribute to the
unforgettable 'proposal' scene
between Anthony Quinn and
Sophia Loren):

The Daily News, awarding
the picture 3s stars, said:
"Sophia Loren, in the title
role, does the best acting of
her career" The New York
Herald Tribune wrote of "...the
music's considerable effect on
the emotional impact of the
picture" The New York Jour-
nal American regarded it as "an
intelligent, absorbing drama of
family conflicts. . .it emerges
as an honest attempt to build
character and to show the int-
erplay of human emotions"
and The Daily News said that
the picture "has been astutely
directed by Martin ^itt."

T.F.FT

The locale of Clark Gable's
"But Not For Me" is New York
City throughout — and that's
the background of this scene in
which Clark and one of his two
leading women - Lilli Palmer -

are featured. Look closely at
the background and you ' 11 see a
couple of clues to New York
City as clinchers.

When you see Sophia
Loren and Tab Hunter in
"That Kind of Woman" it
will be better than a
trip to New York, for
you'll see more of New
York City in this one
that you possibly could
see in a trip of your
own. Like the scene at
top in a little park in
the vicinty of the fin-
ancial district; or tbe scene directly above
Sophia and Tab aboard a Staten Island ferryboat
being directed by Sidney Lumet.

KIRK DOUGLAS
ANTHONY QUINN

HAL WALLIS'-

FROMGUN HILL
MONDAY EVENING. FEB. 16th, 1959 .t 8:30 P. M.

TECHNICOLOR* ODEON THEATRE
BROADWAY A A7th ST., N. Y. C.

rodjtew

Thi3 was the invitation to the special press
preview in New York City when "Last Train to
Gun Hill" evoked such an electrifying response
from a most critical audience. A similar scree-
ning was held the same evening at the Screen
Directors Guild Theatre in Hollywood, and prod-
uced the same wonderful response.

"That Kind of Woman" was filmed in many
noted spots around New York City. This scene
wa3 made at the Tavern on the Green outdoor
cafe in Central Park. Pictured are Sophia
Loren and blonde Barbara Nicholls, with Tab
Hunter at left, and Keanan Wynn.
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All great discoveries
are made by men whose
feelings run ahead of

their thinking.
-C . H . F&rthurst

Susan Hayward is a pert
and pretty Basque wife in
"Thunder in the Sun"
but she can also be a
fighting tigress when her
way of life is challenged
by Jeff Chandler.

No mere cowboy quarrel
faces Kirk Douglas and
Anthony Quinn in this
scene from "Last Train
From Gun Hill." This is a

bitter fight to the death.
The picture was previewed
in New York last week to
an electrifying reaction.
"Definitely better than
'Gunfight at the O.K. Cor-
ral 1 wa3 the decision."

He who will not when
he nay, may not when he

will.
-Jotr of Salisbury

DE HELE WERELD BEREIDT
ZICH REEDS OF "TEMPEST'
VOQ^******************
Een van de grootste filmgebeurtenissen
van dit jaar zal ongetwijfeld de Paramount
release zijn van de kolossale Dino De
Laurentiis productie "Tempest". Deze film
is reeds in ItaliS uitgebracht en heeft
bewezen daar het meest phenomenale kassa-
succes sinds vele jaren te zijn. Zij ver-
heft zich in vele opzichten boven andere
films — rolverdeling, schouwspel, actie
en drama — en haar aanstaande release
in de Verenigde Staten en Canada is voor-
afgegaan door de meest intensieve publi-
citeitscampagne van de recente geschiede-
nis. Vele bi jzonderheden, op deze campag-
ne betrekking hebbende, worden in dit
nummdr gepubliceerd, en deze zullen nog
van dag tot dag en van week tot week aan-
gevuld worden.

Vorige maand plaatsten wij het simpele,
droevige nieuws van het overlijden van
Cecil B.DeMille. Deze maand maken wij
melding van slechts enkele van de bijzon-
dere en opmerkelijke eerbewijzen, betoond
aan de nagedachtenis van deze grote man,
die zulk een belangrijke rol speelde in
de opbouw van Paramount's prestige over

President Eisenhower
Sees ’’The Buccaneer”
WASHINGTON, D.C. — President and Mrs.

Eisenhower and a small party of dinner guests,
including Ambassador to Great Britain John Hay
Whitney and Mrs. Whitney, viewed Paramount's
Cecil B. DeMille presentation, "The Buccaneer,"
at the White House on the evening of Friday,
January 30th.

de gehele wereld. Eerbewijzen zijn bij
duizenden in Hollywood binnengestroomd
uit alle delen van de wereld — een we-
reld die reeds weet, dat wij, tijdens
ons leven, nooit raeer iemand van de groot-
heid van Mr. DeMille zullen kennen.

Ondertussen gaan de Paramount productie
krachten gestadig voort de belofte, ge-
daan in de "Affirmation of Faith", gestand
te doen. Deze maand zijn er vijf belang-
rijke films in Hollywood in productie,
terwijl op verschillende plaatsen in de
wereld andere Paramount films worden op-
genomen, of voorbereidingen voor de pro-
ductie daarvan worden gemaakt. Een toepas-
selijk geval

,
wat deze laatste films be-

treft, geldt "The Mountain is Young", wel-
ke in Nepal wordt opgenomen. Een productie
unit is daar thans om alles voor de opna-
men in gereedheid te brengen, welke in
October zullen starten, de meest geschikte
tijd nl. tussen de moesson seizoenen.

Het grootste deel van deze maand zal
Paramount Pictures Vice President George
Weltner in beslag genomen worden door een
reis door Zuid Amerika. Hij verliet New
York op 29 Januari per vliegtuig naar Ca-
racas en Rio de Janeiro, en wij plaatsen
enige foto's van de aankomst in deze beide
steden. Hij wordt op deze reis vergezeld

THE DIRECTOR IS WALTER LANG

....The picture is "But Not For Me," and
the lady of considerable charm being directed
by Mr. Lang is the international favorite,
Lilli Palmer. In this hilariously diverting
film she plays the wife of Clark Gable; or, to
be more precise, an ex-wife who just won't
stay ex-d.

door de Zuid Amerikaanse Division Manager
Hinry B. Gordon, die kortgeleden reeds ge-
heel Zuid Amerika heeft doorgereisd in
verband met de "Affirmation of Faith"
meetings.

Voor de prachtige showmanship over
de wereld dient Alfred Hitchcock's thril-
ler "Vertigo" zeker als voorbeeld. Wij
hebben reeds vele voorbeelden van zeer
fraaie publi'citeitscampagnes voor "Vertigo"
ontvangen uit Engeland, Frankrijk, Zweden,
Belgie, Australie, Zwitserland en uit ve-
le andere delen der wereld. En in alle ge-
vallen hebben deze publiciteitscampagnes
steeds schitterende kassa-resultaten tot
gevolg gehad. Wij hebben 00k enige aardi-
ge foto's van Hitchcock uit Zwitserland
ontvangen, waarvan een paar in dit nummer
afgedrukt zijn.

Thans nog even een paar warden over de
Danny Kaye film "The Five Pennies". Dit
is beslist de "grootste geluk" film, die
wij ooit gezien hebben. Bewaar al Uw tra-
nen (die van vreugde en verdriet) voor de-
ze welhaast onvergeteli jke film.

Carries Forward a

Cecil B. e .V

i

lie Work

HOLLYWOOD — The work begun by Cecil B.

DeMille on the documentary film, "Land of Lib-

erty," to bring the pictorial story of America

up to the present, will be completed by Henry

S. Noerdlinger, longtime associate of DeMille,

who has been retained by Teaching Films Custod-

ians, Inc., for the assignment. Noerdlinger,
author of "Mose3 and Egypt," was research dir-

ector on "The Ten Commandments."

The documentary, filmed in 1939 to be

shown at the World's Fair in New York, covered

the decades from colonial times to 1938. New
work will cover the years from 1939 to 1959.

Both portions of the film, the original and

the additional, represent participation of the

entire film industry. ,
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TIMES SQUARE SPOTLIGHT

ON HOME OFFICE

NEWS 4 PICTURES
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There were two holidays this month - a half on

February 12, Lincoln's Birthday, and a whole

on February 23, Washington Birthday, giving

everyone a three-day weekend.

Linda Salzberger is undergoing eye tests

in the hospital. Everyone wishes that she'll

be back soon Cecil Morone, Ralph Rosello,

Max Fuchs and most of last month's casualties

are back with us again.

There were two new arrivals this month.

Mary Butler, who worked in the Tenth Floor Pub-
licity Department several years ago, has a baby-

girl named Francesca. She arrived on January

29, weighing 6 lbs., 9-4 ozs Irene Gold-
stein, formerly of the Eleventh Floor Publicity
Department has a baby boy; name - Stephen Bar-
ry; weight - 8 lbs., 4 ozs. He too arrived the
end of January.

Marguerite Bourdette travelled from Domes-
tic to Foreign Sales on the Tenth Floor. Vdth
her in Milton Goldstein' s Department is a new-
comer - Ellen Quinn. This is Ellen's fourth
week here.

The people in Mr. Morgan' s Department had
a visit recently from Gino Campinola, a former
employee, who left Paramount two years ago to
enter service. He is now an ex-soldier and he
hopes to get his old job at Paramount back soon.

Marilyn Michaels left her job at Paramount

A FASHION NOTE FOR THE LADIES

If you have read Han Suyin's "The Mountain Is Young,"
which Paramount is making into a glowing and wonderful pic-
ture in Nepal, you'll be interested in this quartette. The
three men are - Tambi Larsen, art director or the picture;
Don Robb, unit company manager; and Robert Aurthur, writer
of the pictu-e's script. They are in Singapore in this photo
en route to Nepal.

The lady (and this is where the fashion note comes in),
is Han Suyin herself. She is wearing a halter neck sheath
dress made from genuine native sarong from Kelant an,Malaya,
with small shoulder coat and collar to match.

the end of last month. Replacing her as Mr.
Pickman's secretary is Barbara Herburger of the
same office.

Ann De Leonardis reports that she has
joined the Jerry Lewis Bowling Team. The news
probably made Bob McKeown, who is always in
search of new bowlers, very happy Steve
Clug was down at Miami Beach, Florida for a
few days, suntanning and vacationing on a long
awaited trip.

News and photographs are always welcome in
Room 1010. -Helen Kwartler

TIRED BOWLERS: Shown above are four members of the

Charlton Heston Bowling Team, which represented Paramount
at the Journal-American Tournament, January 17. L. to R.,

they are Helen Coleman, Marilyn Bettlnger, Sue Daman and

Kay Burke. Mary Brady took the picture.

GET READY, GET SET, BOWL! This is Marilyn Bettinger
preparing to pitch the ball down the alley for a hopeful
strike. She appears confident and intent on winning. Pos-
ing for this snapshot under the weight of the ball doesn't
seem to disturb her at all.



SPECIAL
Invitational

Skewing

Van Heflin

rlUe

TEMPEST

VAN HEFLIN DOES

AN ACE JOB OF

TELLING THE

NATION ABOUT

"T E M P E S T"

PHILADELPHIA - Van
deeply interested in some evid-

ence of the booking record ach-

ieved to date by "Tempest," and
presented by Branch Manager
Ulrik F. Smith at left, and City

Salesman John Kane.

DETROIT - Van got plenty of assur-

ance in this driving city that there

will be plenty of power packed into

the distribution of "Tempest." from
lefts Salesman Jack Thompson, Van Hef-

lin, Sales Manager John Gentile, Tom
Duane, Branch Manager; Salesman Ken
Guibord

.

)£TROIT - Harold Brown.pres-

it of United Detroit Theatrs,

zratulates Van Heflin on a

lerful performahce in "Tem-

t and predicts wonderful

cess for the mighty film.

DETROIT - Prior to the show-

ng of "Tempest," Van Heflin
uts a slice symbolical of the

ood things in store for film

ans across the nation.

BOSTON - Paramounteers here certainly gave

a pledge of 'totality' after seeing "Tempest"

on the screen and Van Heflin in person. Pict-
ured here as a team of bookers and salesmen

are, from left: Gil Norton, Stanley Farrington,

Robert McDonough, Buddy Lewis, Gasper Urban

(sales manager and former football player for

Notre Dame), Van Heflin, Wendy Clements, Bill

Hepburn, Office Manager Bob Moore, and, front,

Booker Miss Etta Glasin.

NEW ORLEANS - Van Heflin is

interviewed by Vivian Cannon,
Amusement Editor of the Mobile
Press-Register. Interview took
place during Heflin's visit in

connection with screening of

"Tempest."

OKLAHOMA CITY - Van Heflin,
here for press interviews and

a spectacular screening of
"Tempest," appears delighted to

meet eminent exhibitor Vernon
McGinnis, one of Tulsa's top
showmen.

CHICAGO - Van Heflin is assured

by Harry Balaban, of the H. and E.

Corporation, that there's going to

be a most representative attendance

for the Chicago special showing.

JACKSONVILLE - Group pictured dur-
ing presentation of "Tempest" at the
Mayfair here. From left: South East-
ern Division Manager Gordon Bradley,
Curtis Miller, Claughton Theatres;
Mrs. Lillian Claughton, Claughton
Theatres: Van Heflin; Ed Claughton,Jr.

of Claughton Theatres; Paramount
Salesman Dick Regan.

PHILADELPHIA - Head Booker
Tony Lomonaco, at left, and Van
Heflin, at right, present the
booking records on "Tempest" to
Phil Gerson of Gerson Fertell
Theatres, and Claude Hildinger
of Hildinger Theatres.



ATHENS, Greece - This is the buil-
ding in the heart of the business
district housing the Savas Film Comp-
any, distributors of Paramount Pict-
ures throughout Greece. So highly did
Saves Pylarinos, president of the or-
ganization, regard the great appeal
of "The Ten Commandments" that he
made this display across the entire
front of the building. Display is 50
feet-plus wide and two stories high.

NANCY, France - The overpower-

ing desire to see "The Ten Comm-
andments" continues to grow all
over the world. Here it is made
very manifest in this surging
crowd at the Colisee Cinema.

Guatemala . . .

These day and night
shots of Guatemala's
celebrated Lux Theatre
tell a most interesting
story* It centres around
the fact that the day
shot shows barriers ur
in order to control tr«
enormous demand for ad-
vance tickets. This fact
in itself is sensational
because the average run
of a picture at the Lux
is 3 or 4 days. "The Ten
Commandments," however,
is already in its Ninth
week and indications are
that it will run many
more weeks. At the end

Bonth it already
had broken every exhibi-
tion record in the his-
tory of Guatemala.

NAGPUR, India - India's Prime Min-
ister, Pandit Nehru, passes under the
special "Ten Commandments" arch built
near the All India Congress meeting
grounds. (This meeting is likened to
the national Republican and Democrat-
ic presidential election convention
meetings in the United States).

An estimated 80,000 persons a day
passed through this arch for the ten
days of the Congress.

AT

Another view of the traffic of
delegates passing through the arch of
"The Ten Commandments." Celebrity
shown in the car beneath the arch is
Mr.U.N.Dhebar, President of India's
Congress Party, the party now in power.

SYDNEY - Norm Louden
has been named by Para-
mount Managing Director
Robert L. Graham as
special publicity repre-
sentative for "Tne Ten
Commandments." This is
in line with Paramount's
plan to give the Cedi
B.DeMille production
specialised presentation
in the finest possible
manner throughout Austr-
alia and New Zealand,and
will continue the high
standards already made
manifest in the capital
cities.

Mr. Louden has had a
long industry association
and has been director of
advertising and publicity
for Vainers and RKO.

S.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF

THE CONTINUING
WORLD TRIUMPH
OF "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS"
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For an idea ever to be

fashionable is ominous,

since it must afterwards

be always old-fashioned.

-George Ssntayana

futurea. Parmi ces dernieres, citona "La Monta-

gue eat Jeune" qui eera filme au N4pal. One 4qui-

pe se trouve d4ja sur lee lieux pour reperer lei

ext4rieurs de ce film dont le tournage commen-

cera en Octobre, mois le plus favorable parce qui

c'est l'4poque entre la mousson humide et la moot

eon s4che.

Pendant presque tout ce mois, le Vice-Pr4-

sident de Paramount, M. George Weltner aura 4t<

pris par eon voyage en Amerique Latine. H a quit-

te New-York en avion le 29 Janvier pour Caraca;

et Rio de Janeiro, et nouB reproduisons ici de;

photos de son arrives dans ces deux villes. Pen-

dant tout son voyage, il a 4t4 accompagn4 pa:

Mr. Henry B. Gordon, Directeur de Paramount ei

Amerique Latine qui, lui-m§ne venait de termine:

une tourn4e dans les mimes pays pour jr4parer lei

conferences relatives au message d"'Affirmatioi

de Foi".

Un exemple de 1' importance capitale d'um
campagne de publicit4 vient de nous Stre donnt

dans plusieurs pays du monde avec le lancemen
du dernier "suspense" d'Alfred Hitchcock :"VER-

TIGO". Nous avons regu quantit4 d'4l4ments in-

t4ressants sur les campagnes de lancement men4ei

en Angleterre, en France, 3u4de, Belgique, Aus-

tralie, Suisse et dans plusieurs autres partiei

du monde. Et, dans chacun de ces pays, ces cam-

pagnes de publicit4 ont ete suivies d'un rende

raent extraordinaire du film et de recettes re

cord. Nous avons 4gslement regu de merveilleuse

photos prises pendant le s4jour d'Alfred Hitch

cock en Suisse et nous en avons reproduit quel

ques unes dans le pr4aent nnmero.

Nous avons enfin j*i voir ce film tant at

tendu de Danny Kaye "THE FIVE PENNIES". On peu

d4ja dire que c'est 14 le film le plus empreir

de bonheur que l'on ait jamais vu. Gardes toute

vos lermes (de joie et de triatesse) pcurcefil
incubliable.

HOLLYWOOD - Following
the special luncheon int-
erview arranged in order
to have Alberto Lattuada,
director of "Tempest," to
meet the international
press of the film city,
Jennie Dhont. of Belgium's

Cine Revue offers to show
Mr. Lattuada Paramount's
celebrated studio.

PARIS - The famous facaae of the Paramount
Theatre here has had so many spectacular disp-

lays that we wish we could see a panorama of
them all. It would indeed be an inspiring shot

of sustained showmanship. Here for instance!
ortion of the one recently devised for "Wild

the Wind."?

LE MONDE ENT I ER SE

PREPARE A SUBIR

L' I NFLUENCE DE

"LA TEMPEST"
Le plus grand. 4v4nement cin4matographique

de l'ann4e sera la distribution per Paramount de

la colossale production Dino de Laurentiis '• LA

TEMPETE ". Ce film monumental est d4j4 earti dans

toute l'ltalie ou les recettes les plus ph4nom4-

nales ont 4te enregiatrees. C'est un grand film

4 tous les points de vue - distribution, mise en

sc4ne ,
sujet - et sa sortie imminente aux Etats-

Unis et au Canada vient d'etre pr4c4d4e par la

plus vaste campage de lancement jamais entre pri-

se. De nombreux rapports concernant cette cam-

pagne sont publi4s dans ce num4ro. D'autres sui-

vront car des information suppl4mentaires con-

tinuent a nous parvenir chaque jour.

Le mois dernier, nous n' avons fait qu'an-

noncer la douloureuse nouvelle de la mart de Ce-

STRASBOURG - Crowds cil B. DeMille. Ce mois-ci, nous vous parlerons

thronging the Cinema Vox de quelques une des plus m4mornbles hommages

here to see "The Ten rendus 4 ce grand homme qui a Jou4 un r31e si

Commandments. Engagement important dans l'4tablissement du prestige de

set a 'formidable' record

for this celebrated house.

Paramount 4 travers le monde. Des temoignageB de

sympathie sont arrives par milliers 4 Hollywood

de tous les coins du monde - un monde qui sait

d4j4 qu'il ne retrouvera jamais l'4gal de M. De-

Mille.

Pendant ce temps, les productions Paramount

qui avaient 4t4 annonc4es dans les disooors d'"Af-

firmation de foi" prononc4s dans tous les pays,

vont bon train. Ce mois-ci cinq films importants

ont 4t4 mis en chantier 4 Hollywood, alors que

dans d'autres parties du monde on tourne d'autres

films/oa pr4pare le terrain pour des productions

PARIS - Nicole Maurey, back home from
Hollywood after completing "The Jayhawkers

with Jeff Chandler and Fess Parker as co-stars,

i 3 welcomed at the airport by her mother.

PARIS - Long lines of
Anna Kagnani fans were on
hand for the opening of

"Wild Is the Wind" at the
Paramount Theatre recently.

John B. Nathan cabled Feb . 11 that
the first week of "Vert i go" at t he
Paramount Theatre ,

FarT s, pr~oduc ed a

box-of f i c:e f i gur e of Fr s . 13 ,000, 000,
greatest single w eek ' s bus i iness i n

the theat:re's his tor y ( excel3 1 i ng for
"The Ten Comnandm ent s

.

"

).
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AUSTRALIAN AND NEW
ZEALAND FILM EVENTS
AND PERSONALITIES

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - Speaking at the Par-
amount Affirmation of Faith convocation of the
exhibitors of the Dominion, Mr. Robert J.Kerridge
said: "....Today we find Paramount with greater
stability and solidity than any other motion pic-
ture production company in the world..." Remarks
by the Managing Director of Kerridge-Odeon were
incorporated in a booklet mailed to every exhib-
itor in New Zealand.

Shown above with Mr. Kerridge are Mr. Selwyn
Hayward, Managing Director of Auckland Cinemas,
and, at left, Paramount Managing Director Robert
L. Graham.

AUCKLAND - Top table at the Affirmation of
Faith luncheon meeting held in the Trans-Tasman
Hotel. January 13th, 1959. Reading from the left:
Mr.E.R.Greenfield, Managing Director, Modern
Theatres; Mr.G.M.Fennemore, U.S. Consul; Paramount
Managing Director R.L. Graham: Mr. Selwyn Hayward,
Managing Director, Auckland Cinemas; Mr.Robert J.
Kerridge, Managing Director,Kerridge-Odeon; Mr.M.
J.Moodabe. Governing Director,Amalgamated Theat-
res; Mr.Stanley H. Craig, General Manager,Paramourt
Pictures, New Zealand.

AUCKLAND - Presley-fan business on "King
Creole" was so terrific at the Regent Theatre
here that the management had to go all the way
back to "Beau Geste" in 192o to rind a compar-
able record. Paramount General Manager Stanley
H. Craig also reports that "...revivals of
Presley's 'Loving You' over the January holidays
have also achieved extraordinarily good results."

MELBOURNE - Spacious, digni-
fied foyer of the new Barclay
Theatre, where "The Ten Comm-
andments" has already gathered
such a success momentum that it

is expected to still be the
attraction a year from now.The
foyer's chief decoration is a
photograph of Cecil B. DeMille

AUCKLAND - These happy faces at
the Paramount Affirmation of Faith
luncheon at the Trans-Tasman Hotel
urere worn by, from left: N.Tombes of
Te Awamutu; S. Lawler of Mt. Albert;
L. Lees of Te Awamutu; Trevor Kerr-
idge of Kerridge-Odeon: G.Jardine of
Modem Theatre and P. Malone of Par-
amount.

SYDNEY - A press conference
aboard the S.S.Monterey is held
by Paramount Managing Director
Robert L. Graham as he returns
from New Zealand, where he held
the Affirmation of Faith meet-
ing pictured on this page.

Among other things relating
to the film business, Mr.Graham
told the assembled pressmen
that the series of meeting held
in Australia and New Zealand
produced the most enthusiastic
and inspiring response of any
undertaking that he had been
connected with in his lifetime
in the industry.

Here was more contentment at the
industry meeting to hear the Para-
mount message. Centre group, reading
clockwise from lower left: D. Kelly
of Glen Eden; K. Hayward, Auckland
Cinemas; M. Cooper and K. Gerrard of
Paramount; C. Louden of Coromandel;
and C. Burr of Parnell.
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SHOWMANSHIP AROUND THE
WORLD ONE OF OUR INDUS-
TRY'S MOST IRRESISTIBLE
FORCES FOR BUSINESS

....and it is about to receive the most
solid endorsement of this fact in the campaign
readied and about to be launched in behalf of

"Tempest." Paramounteers everywhere will be
delighted to learn that this campaign contains
every time-tested showmanship ingredient known
to attract picturegoers in droves.

NAGPUR, India - The superbly succ-
essful engagement o£ "The Ten Comm-
andments" at the Liberty Theatre here
was aided in great measure by this
unique mobile display, operating un-
der bullock power. At night, a motor
within the cart provides electric
power to illumine the display,which
of course attracts enormous interest.

/row MmPoT/v
JPeorramje the letters toform lhe title aero's*or

of O tirr/t/erg drama m4/et yon// See rertf soon

VERTIGO
R T E W A T S

DO YOU KNOW THAT

ACROPHOBIA = Fear of He/gMs

CLAUSTROPHOBIA-fear of ConfincN

PAHOPHOB!A - fearof

PATHOPHOBIA -fearof Contracting///arts

OPCOPHOBtA-fear of mitciag agaaNfe/ne

Be suae to see Afflict? "

CAMBERWELL, England - Simplicity
was certainly the keynote in making
effective use of the meaning of the
title of "Vertigo" when the Hitchcock
thriller was shown at the Ode on here.
Manager C.B.Wills, in conjunction
with Paramount's exploitation depart-
ment, put the letters of the title,
and the word itself, plus its meaning,
to fine showmanship use — and of

course tip-top Dusiness resulted.

(Note particularly the coining of

the word 'Odeophobia' and its rel-

ation to the theatre '

3

name).

RIGHT
PITTSBURGH - The Sun -Telegraph

tied in magnificently with the Penn
Theatre on "The Buccaneer" to the ex-
tent illustrated in this circular.
Distribution was via 5,200 newsboys,
all of whom became eligible for part-
icipation in the wealth of prizes.

MANILA - In reporting the
24-day run of "Rock-A-Bye Baby"
at the Avenue (second-longest
run of a Jerry Lewis picture at
that celebrated cinema) .Manager
A. S. Velasquez wrote: "People
here are now cognizant of the
fact that if it Isa Jerry Lewis
picture, they are assured of
getting their money's worth."
He added, in explanation of the
above pictures, "Here are photos
of two cut-outs placed where
they did the most good."

Sun-T.kfrap* FREEThun Chriitnun Party rt tin

PENN THEATRE, Timdoy, Dacunbw 30«fc.

Sun -Telegraph

SAN FRANCISCO - This ricksha ballyhoo for
"Geisha Bov" focussed plenty of attention on
the fact of the Jerry Lewis picture being at
the RKO Golden Gate nere. Ricksha is carrying
the film, and the sign above the film cans
says - "Bringing GEISHA BOY to the RKO Golden
Gate."

P0JANG - The effective-
ness of the "Miss Doris
Day" singing contest in
Singapore (reported last
month) , has spread to all
parts of this showmanship-
minded territory. Here '•s

the winner of tne contest
held in the Cathay Organ-
isation's Odeon Cinema in
this city. She is the 1st
Prize winner, Elisabeth
Ng, 20-year-old stenogr-
apher.

Student Rev i ews
The Branford Theatre of the Stanley War-

ner Corporation executed some fine prestige

showmanship with a special showing of "The

Buccaneer" in Newark, New Jersey. Screening

was an invitational one for students, who

were asked to write a review of the picture

(as a project in practical journalism) for

their school paper. The winning review was

awarded a $25 bond, plus a congratulatory

letter from the film's producer. Every rev-

iew won a prize, either a copy of the book,

a record of the film's sound track, or guest

tickets for future shows.
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RIGHT
OKLAHOMA CITY - Stunn-

ing front-of-house display
for "The Ten Commandments"
at the Harber Theatre . It
is also reported that the
theatre did wonderful bus-
iness with the mighty C.
B.DeMille production.

SOMEWHERE IN YUGOSUVIA:
Dino De Laurentiis ,at the
left, watches action in
filming of "Tempest," as
Director Alberto Lattuada
directs through electric
megaphone

.

Records
Promot i on

One of the finest ex-
amples of close cooper-
ation between a film
company and a records
concern has been that
demonstrated between
Paramount and Jubilee
Records on "The Geisha
Boy.

"

Jubilee's Howard
Caro circularized all
record distributors with
extensive promotional
material which detailed
(a) - a list of Paramount
Divisional Merchandis-
ing Representatives and
their territories...

(b) - a list of Paramount
branch names and add-
resses. .

.

(c) - local opening
dates of "The Geisha
Boy" as well as the
theatres where the
comedy would premiere.

All in all, a wonder-
ful example of cooperat-
ion, which aided the Jub-
ilee album and single
record carrying music
from the film.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26 "TEMPEST" TRIUMPH

made a wonderful talk following the screening.

He is a very fine person and all vho met him

were very thrilled. For some of us this was

our second meeting with Mr. Heflin. For some-

one to be such a wonderful actor and person at

the same time is a credit to the industry.

Bill Holliday, Branch Manager, was in the

hospital the beginning of this month for sur-

gery and is now getting around again which we

are very pleased to see.

The WOMPI's held a minstrel show on which

they cleared a good deal of money, and all

ViOMPIS are very happy over this project.

Elaine Montalbano, ledger clerk, had a

terrible time for about two weeks having two

teeth extracted ana not being able to talk very

well Joan Escarra, Mr. Holliday's secre-

tary, has her daughter down with the Chicken Pox

always something for Joan.
—Ann Balencie

”A Touch of Larceny”...
...is the final, definite title for the Ivan
Foxwell production being directed by Guy Ham7
ilton in London for Paramount world distribut-
ion. James Mason, George Sanders and Vera
Miles are co-starred in this action picture.

TyCHAfxCA

OKLAHOMA CITY - Having been bom in Walters,
Oklahoma, Van Heflin's advent, here in behalf
of "Tempest" was truly a homecoming. In this
scene (in which the lovely ladies, unhappily,
were not identified by name). Van is at rignt,
then Paramount Branch Manager C.H.Weaver, and
in the rear is Exhibitor Vernon McGinnis .Tulsa.

This huge and unique ice display welcomed
Van Heflin to the Oklahoma City Petroleum Club
where he was honored with a cocktail party and
dinner. The display certainly made Van feel at
home. Firstly because he is an Oklahoman, and
secondly it made his nerves shiver as he re-
called the snow and ice of Yugoslavia where he
starred in "Tempest" under rigorous conditions.
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JUST HOW GOOD A PICTURE

IS "VERTIGO”? HERE'S A

VIGOROUS "VERTIGO" VER-

DICT FROM ITS AUTHORS

WVVWWTWVWV

Authors reput-
edly are tough
critics of the
filmed versions
of their creat-
ions.... Thus a

reaction such
as this at left
from the authors
of '•Vertigo" is
a sheer delight.

TRANSLATI ON
Dear Mr. Hitchcock,

At last, we have seen "VERTIGO" and we

are sorry not to speak English because it is

difficult to express our own feelings. The
critics have already said that "VERTIGO" is

a great picture and it is true. But we, who
have already lived with the characters who,

on the screen, are named Kim Novak and James
Stewart, we have discovered with a deep emotion
that they express our own dreams - and most
probably yours as well - with a wonderful pow-
er, truth and poetry. Others, more competent
than we are, will pay a tribute to your intel-
ligence, your cleverness and the smoothness
with which you have brought on the screen a
difficult story. What moved us more deeply, it
is the enchantment of your images and, espec-
ially, the staggering kiss, at the end, when
the obsessed man finds again the woman who haun-
ted him. Your entire picture shows our lost
paradise, swimming in colors which are - and
only are - the colors of an impossible happi-
ness. There is, in your picture, a refrained
Bensualness. There is, in James Stewart's eyes
a childish candour which brings back the poig-
nant nostalgy of our youth. As our novel was
tense and unhappy, your film is youthfully ten-
der. But it is also cruel. You have placed
near Stewart a young woman who will never be
loved . . . She represents the real world, who
gets mixed with the world of our dreams, with-
out ever being confused with it. In the same
way, the court scene (so outstanding'.) also
represents the real world and to depict it you
have selected somber colors, whereas the unreal
and secraf world of ourf torments is blooming

vvwwvwwwwv HITCHCOCK COMMANDS — AND
THE CHURCH TOWER LEANS...

When he was in St. Moritz recently. Alfred
Hitchcock envisioned a situation in a forth-
coming picture in which a church tower leaned,
and threatened a whole community. So in his
well-known quietly commanding fashion, he comm-
anded the tower to lean, promising at the same
time that it would not topple. So here we have
the tower leaning, and "Hitch" making sure that
it does not crash to the ground. (The tower, by
the way, bears a strong resemblance to the one
that figured so importantly in Hitchcock's fine
production of "Vertigo").

with freshness. How everything is just the same
and how our way of feeling is so close to yours.
We would have liked to shake hands with you af-
ter the screening, because we were under the
impression that a friendship was just bora bet-
ween us as if three of us are sharing some in-
communicable secret. At least we have the plea-
sure to congratulate and thank you. And if, by
any chance, you ever cross this strange Spanish
village where so many miracles - true or false -

should happen again, please give a friendly
thought to your French friends. A little part
of their heart has remained there.

Very truly yours, BOILEAU-NARCEJAC

WWW
BELOW
Hitchcock in

centre with
Boileau at left,
Narcejac at right.

BOILEAU- KARCEJAC

II, rue Viollet le Due

PARIS (H*)

Cher Monsieur HITCHCOCX

,

Rous evona yu , enfin, "VERTIGO"
,
et nous re-

grettons ds ns pas saroir 1' anglais car 11 nous sst difflolls ds tous

exprlmer ce qus nous ressentons. Lee critiques ant dAjA dit que VERTIGO

Ateit un grand film at e'est vrai. Hals nous
,
qui arione dAjA tAou dans

1
' intimity ds css pereonnagee qui, A l'Acran, s' appellant Kin Norsk st

Janes Stewart, nous arons dAcourert, arec une rAelle Amotion, qu' ils tra-

dulsaient nos rdres - st csrt&inensnt lss rOtrss - arse une puissance,

une rAritA, une poAslc admirable e. D'sutrea que ncus, plus qualifiAs,

ous fAliciteront ds l'intslligsncs, ds 1'habilstA st ds l'aisancs avso

le squall ea tous avez racontA, sn langage cinAmatographiqus ,
une diffi •

oils, histoire. Ce qui nous a touchAs, e'est, plus profondAment ,
la fAa-

rls ds tos images et, sn particuller, os baimer boulerersant , A la fin,

quand l'hoass .obsAdA rstroure la fens qui Is hantalt ; tout Totre film

nous aontre nos parad is perdue, balgnant dans des couleurs qui sent cel-

los et uniqueaent cellee d'un impossible bonheur. II y a, dans Totre

film, une sensu&litA retenue, 11 y a dans las yeux de Stewart, une can-

dour enfantins qui nous donne la poignante nostalgia de nos Jounes oa-

nAes, Autant notre roman Atait crlspA et malheureux, autant Totre film
est tendre et JurAnlle* Male 11 eat cruel, aussi j

vous arez placA au-

prAs de Stewart une Jeune fearns qui ne sera Jamals aimAe... Elio est le

aondo rAel, qui ee mfile au monde de nos songes sans Jamais se confondre
arec lul, De mAne, la acAne du tribunal (si extraordinaire), o' est le

monde rAel, et tous avez choisl pour le pelndre des teintes eourdes, fr-

iers que le monde irrAel et secret de nos tourments est Aolatant de ftni-

cheur. Comas tout cela est Juste et conns notre maniAre de sentlr est
proche de la vfttre I Nous auriona touIu, aprAa la projection tous saner
la main, oar nous aTions 1

' Impression qu'uno aaitiA venait de nnltre.
entre nous, ooone si nous aTions eu en partage, tous los trois, quelque

secret incotanunlcable, Du moins nous roste-t-il la Joio de tous fAlici-
ter ot de vcub remercler. Et si, un Jour, vous repassoz dans cet Atron-
ge et pensif Tillage ospagnol, oA tant de miracles, rrais ou faux, doi-
vent encore s'accooplir, donnoz A tos amis franqaia uno pensAe amicalo.
Un pwu de leur ooeur est restA lA-bus.

Bien fidAlenmnt tos

BOIIEAU - NARCEJAC
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This is what we
(

wrote about Danny
Kaye’s ’’The Five
Pennies” (called at
that tine "Inter-
mission”) back in
the June 1955 numb-
er of Paramount
tVorld. In the years
i nterven i ng ,

this
human , heart-warm i ng
property has gained
greater po

i
gnancy

and power, until it

has emerged today
as one of the most
unforgettable pict-
ures Paramount has
ever made

.

v

"INTERMISSION"
VIGNETTEA HOLLYWOOD

* * * * *

One night, away from studio tasks, I sat
in a Hollywood cafe called Sarnez. Opposite me
a trumpet player whose life had experienced an
"Intermission" — an interlude so poignant
that it is to be made into a Paramount picture.

It will be called "Intermission," and it will
star Danny Kaye as Red Nichols.

The man I sat and talked with was Red
Nichols.

Red was a man who fashioned a life after
his own heart. Suddenly, through the eyes of
in adored daughter, that heart filled up and
broke. And Red, himself adored by millions,
faded from their sight as a breeze blows out a
match.

Here is Red's story - true,tense,tender.

Red Nichols was born Loring Nichols, a
red-headed Ijtah farm boy with music on his
lips and Jazz in his heart. His descent on his
goal of Broadway didn't smash records, but hia
trumpet attracted Jazz talent to him as a mag-
net attracts filings. Within a couple of years,

even though playing in a cellar, he gathered
around him such names as Glenn Miller, Jimmy
Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw, Gene Krupa.

All the greats. And he was making records. Hot,

happy-sounding records.

That's the music side of the story.

Red had shyly wooed and won a show-girl
named Bobbie. They married and duly had a

daughter named Dorothy. But Jazz-band life is

misery for those who must lead it; sheer hell
and neglect for their children.

Dorothy fell into this hell. In one grim
moment the c lammy hand of death reached out

for her. Polio. From the hospital one night
word flashed to Red that his daughter was dead.

In a daze he reached the ward. Dorothy wasn't

dead then, but would be at midnight. At mid-

night she miraculously lingered. But if she

lived, she would be crippled.

That night Red himself died. He died

professionally, and in every other way save

his dedication to giving the neglected Dorothy

a fighting chance for a fair life.

From that moment, Red Nichols was gone

from the world of music. His friends lost track

of him; his records gathered dust; his band

dissolved. In a rage, he smashed his beloved

trumpet against a wall.

But a fighting Red Nichols lived on. And

a fighting Bobbie beside him. Red worked days

in a shipyard and was the night nurse. Bobbie

did the housework and cooking and was the day

nurse.

But never a note of music from Red. He

had sworn not to play again until Dorothy was

cured to the point of walking. One day Dorothy

a

found some of his records and played them. (He
had been the first bandleader to notch a mill-
ion-records sale). Dorothy adored them and
asked him to play his trumpet. He found the
battered instrument, straightened it, but when
he put his lips to it he couldn't play a note.

Time went on. The Kenny method of polio
treatment worked. Dorothy walked with great
effort; then with a slight limp. One day she
announced she was to be married to Ted. Came
the great day, and she was a radiant bride.
Red and Bobbie - and Dorothy's dauntless cour-
age - had won!

But Red Nichols had to start again. His
Joy over Dorothy brought back the trumpet
skill to his lips. But who would remember him?
Ten years is ten years too long to be remember-
ed in his kind of musical world. But in Los
Angeles there was a man named Harry Suaskind
who remembered. He took a chance with Red
but the public had forgotten, too. Red trumpet-
ed his old skill, but the band played to an
empty floor.

At least it was empty until Just about
eleven o'clock. And then there commenced such
magic as puts the Cinderella tale to shame. At
a quarter after eleven. Jinny Dorsey walked k>.

A few minutes later, Artie Shaw entered, then
Gene Krupa. And all the rest of the guys who'd
been with Red Nichols and his Five Pennies.One
by one they took over the instruments that had
became their trade marks.

Music filled the place with crowds in a
matter of minutes — the sweetest music Red
Nichols had ever heard. But the sight had a
sweeter moment in store.

That came when a lovely, lovely young
girl got out on the floor and began to dance.
It was Dorothy, whisked down by air from her
home up north, and she danced without a limp.
She danced divinely with her Ted - but not for
long.

For Red, with tears in his eyes, walked
over and tapped Ted on the shoulder, saying,
"Pardon me, son, may I cut in?"

In that moment was crystalixed all of the

toil, the fear, the love, the sacrifice. There
wasn't money enough in all the world to txytils.

And as Harry James, who also had been
one of the Pennies, and who was playing for the
first time a trumpet with a dented bell, took
over the band. Red and his divine daughter
swept around the floor on the wings of a love
that only a father can know. And Bobble, the
devoted wife and mother, stood by the bandstand
with tears of Joy in her eyes.

Don't blink now — but you'll have them
in your eyes, too.

, /
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VAN HEFL I N
, "TEMPEST" STAR,

SELLS THE .V1IGHTY PICTURE
CLEAR ACROSS THE NATION

Van Heflin, pleased at the unexpected climax
to his friendly business call, receives the gold
cufflinks from Paramount sales chief George
Weltner.

Van Heflin,
Star Salesman!

Van Heflin, star of "Tempest" and indefatigable
publicizer of this epic Dino DeLaurentiis product-
ion, received an unprecedented tribute from Para-
mount's distribution organization on a recent visit

to home office. The actor, with promotion work in
?0 cities behind him, had just completed his third
"advance selling" tour on behalf of "Tempest" since

mid-January when he called on George Weltner, Par-
amount Pictures vice-president and world-wide sales

head, for a friendly chat.

With advertising-publicity executives Jerry
Pickman, Martin Davis and Joseph Friedman looking
on, Mr. Weltner reached into a drawer of his desk,
brought out a small, neatly-wrapped package, and
presented it to Van with these words:

"What you have done in selling 'Tempest,' the

way you have done it, the way your enthusiasm
caught fire as realization of the bigness of this

picture took hold of our sales and advertising
organizations — these things have inspired the
men - and women - of those organizations to do
something that never has happened before. They
wanted to give something that would show their ap-
preciation to a star who would work so hard and so
sincerely in the field through newspapers, radio,
television, personal appearances, talks with exhib-

itors, and in so many other ways to help sell a
picture. They wanted to give Van something that
would testify to their high regard and friendship
for him."

Not a single 'expert 1 that we have checked has yet
come up with a more heartening example of picture-
selling by a star than that of Van Heflin with "Tem-
pest.” Van has criss-crossed the United States every
whichway; he has spoken on television and radio, and
at dinners, luncheons, cocktail parties and club meets.
He has been interviewed for newspapers, magazines,
company publications and school newspapers and magaz-
ines. It is a toss-up as to who has had more to say
about "Tempest" — Van Heflin or Dino De Laurentiis. We
present on this page some more highlights of the wond-
erful showmanship and salesmanship of Van Heflin.

Totus Harvey
ist" at first

SAN FRANCISCO -

learns about "Tempes
hand from Van Heflin. Mr. Harvey
is President of Westland Theatre
Circuit. At left is Paramount
Branch Manager Jack Stevenson.

SAN FRANCISCO - Van Heflin
met the top radio and TV perso-
nalities during his successful
visit to this city in behalf of
"Tempest." He is shown herewith
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Kelly, popu-
lar favorites over the air-waves
of this area.

SAN FRANCISCO - Representat-
ive industry group at screening
of "Tempest" here. From left:
Robert Naify, Division Manager
Neal East, Mrs. M. Naify, Mar-
shall Naify, Van Heflin, Ray
Syufv. The Naify 's are United
California Theatres officials:
Mr. Syufy is head of Syufy Eht-
erprises, a circuit of theatres
in Northern California.

SAN FRANCISCO - Van Heflin
made good use of the effective
De Laurentiis magazine produced
for "Tempest" during his series
of high school interviews here.

Mr. Heflin, completely surprised and exper-
iencing a "real thrill," unwrapped the package to
find a pair of sparking gold cufflinks. He asked
Mr. Weltner to convey his deep thanks to the men
and women of distribution.

-Charles Frank*

SAN FRANCISCO — One of the
most important intefviews Van
Heflin gave was to the editors
of high school and junior high
school papers in this area. This
vast group of editors first saw
"Tempest," and then tossed their
questions at the star.

SAN FRANCISCO - "Tempest" luncheon at the

Fairmont Hotel for newspaper editors and drama
critics. From left: Earl Long, City Manager,
United Paramount Theatres; Jim McMillan, Pub-

licity. Paramount Theatre: Bob Hall, Drama Ed-
itor, Call-Bulletin; Emelia Hodell, Drama, San

Francisco News; Mr and Mrs Van Heflin; Hortense
Morton, Drama Editor, San Francisco Examiner;

Paine Knickerbocker, Drama Editor, San Francis-
co Chronicle; Neal East, Paramount Division
Manager; Jack Stevenson, San Francisco Branch
Manager.

* ;



THUNDERING "TEMPEST" PREMIERES

THRILL ACROSS THE NATION...

"TEMPEST" thundered into more than 400

United States theatres over the Easter

period and stirred up plenty of excitement

in the process. Engagements bore the stamp

of having been profoundly influenced by

the impact of the national advertising and

publicity campaign, examples of which will
be found on subsequent pages.

In New York City the Daily News called

che picture "Mighty," and awarded it

stars. The World-Telegram and Sun called

it a picture "...on the same vast scale as

"War and Peace" , and the remainder of the

Manhattan papers brought forth their best

superlatives ordinarily reserved for spec-

ial occasions.
From Washington, Cleveland, Los Angeles

and many other cities we have received the

overwhelming press proof that "Tempest" is

film entertainment of the top calibre. It

is what film audiences everywhere are

looking for today.

NEW YORK - Exterior of the
Capitol Theatre, where TEMPEST
is the current top-level attr-
action.

Picture was made the after-
noon of the premiere, when the
mobile broadcasting station of
the American Broadcasting Comp-
any interviewed, right at the
sidewalk, two ox the great film's
stars — Viveca Lindfors and
Geoffrey Horne.

PARIS - Section of the
always impressive facade
of the fine Paris Theatre,,
given the full showmantfup
treatment for "Tempest."
The mighty De Laurentiia
production, for Paramount
release, is producing one
of the most successful en-
gagements in the long and
colorful history of Le
Paramount

.

NEW YORK - Miss Lindfors
being interviewed by Tony Mar-
vin over the ABC Network, dir-
ectly from WABC's mobile broad-
casting station outside the
Capitol Theatre, and in full
view of the patrons waiting in
line to see "Tempest."

PARIS - Front of Le
Berlitz with impressive
display for "Tempest."Povies * Lframa

By HAZEL FLYNN

"Tempest" isrMagnificent Entertainment
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LOS ANT.RT.KS HAILED "TEMPEST"

These are the headlines the noted critics of
Los Angeles gave to the arrival on the film
scene of "Tempest." and if you can read any of
the type, you will note that the enthusiasm of
the headlines carried powerfully into the texts
of the reviews.

NEW YORK CITY - The impact of this advertise-
ment in The New York (Sunday) Times thundered
the message of "Tempest" to the many hundreds of
thousands of this great newspaper's readers the
Sunday before the mighty picture opened at the
Capitol Theatre.

LIFE MAGAZINE, issue of March 30th, contains a magnificent
6-page color layout of GJon Mill's masterful photographic views
of the making of "Tempest," and of the talented players who in-
terpreted the moving story.
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Paramount World ... .

Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-
oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36 , New York, USA.
Issued by and for members of the Paramount organiza-
tion around the world who believe inthe entertainment
appeal of their motion pictures, television and allied
products and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Volume 5, Number 3 March, 1959

Here you have identification of the star personalities
on the front and back covers. Since this picture was taken,

the Hal Wallis production, "Career," has gotten under way In

the studio with Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley
MacLaine and Carolyn Jones starring. And also under way,in
London, is "A Touch of Larceny," with Vera Miles, George
Sanders and James Mason.

TEAMWORK in publicity and showmanship
origination, execution and dissemination, bet-
ween Paramount’s public relations forces in
New York and Hollywood, has been achieved on a
scale of cohesion and effectiveness never before
realized in our company. Directed by Paramount
Film Distribution’s vice-president Jerome
Pickman, in charge of advertising, publicity
and exploitation, and operated under the skilled
guidance of assistant director of the depart-
ment, Martin Davis, the all-encompassing activ-
ity incorporates the thinking, planning and the
skills of every individual member of Herb
Steinberg's department in the studio and Burt

Champion's and Joseph Friedman's departments In

New York.

money-saving show-
manship developed
to a high degree.
Its value already
has been made man-
ifest in the dyna-
mic campaign which
reaches its zenith
with the national
release of "Temp-
est." The value will

grow swiftly to
top-industry levels
with the even newer
campaigns on mighty
new Paramount pict-
ures now completed
and being readied
for release 0

March 25, 1959
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PHIL M. DALY
A Source cf Gratification

• • • IT IS GRATIFYING to see a motion picture distributor go

after the all-important television audience with real ardor in selling a

theatre picture. ... If the magnitude of the TV campaign thot Para-

mount's Jerry Pickman and Martin Davis have devised for "Tempest"

counts for anything—and Phil M. contends it counts for plentyl—
Dino Delaurentiis' production can be relied on to give a splendid

account of itself at the box office. . . . During the past several weeks

television audiences have hod the message about "Tempest" nailed

to their consciousness at one time or another by virtually every big

network TV show. . . . Piled on top of this are hard-hitting commercial

TV trailers, special entertainment film shorts pertaining to "Tempest"

that TV stations are fitting into news and other programs, and unique

TV clips that permit local live interviewers to chat with the image of

"Tempest" star Van Heflin projected from film. . . Then, of course,

there's that widely hailed ad campaign in TV Guide magazine and

the daily and Sunday TV sections of newspapers throughout the

country with its vital message that "ONLY on the big motion picture

screen" can "Tempest" be seen. . . . That's the message the industry

should impress upon TV audiences concerning all upcoming theatre

productl

• • • BACK TO VAN HEFLIN. ... To say that this popular star has

contributed importantly to the impact of Paramount's over-all cam-

paign is to coin the understatement of the year. ... A glutton for

9
hard-driving promotional work, Van made three individual field tours

in recent weeks on behalf of "Tempest," doing TV, radio and news-

paper interviews in 20 cities, hosting special screenings of the pic for

On Page 8 there influential groups, addressing student bodies, getting exhibitors

^ steamed up over "Tempest." ... It was field work commensurate with

d.S much said edit* a whopping big campaign, and on excellent example for some other

members of the Hollywood acting fraternity to follow at a time when

ol l*Tf 4 this form of promotion can be most useful to our industry. ... SoOntlX-Ly in
Phil M.'s chapeau is off to you. Van!

of the dynamic t

advertising stand taken by Paramount with the
release of "Tempest," and the utilization of
the television medium to advertising a giant
motion picture. Above is Film Daily's contrib-
ution to the praise.

In short, the plan is one of collect-
ive thinking, inspired by the simple parallel
of the snowball which gathers ideas as it goes
along. But with this exception: the Paramount
publicity plan calls for elaboration on ideas
already started, elimination of ideas proven
impractical through constant review of the plan
while it is still live, and a constant inter-
change of ideas between Head Office and Studio,
Plan also introduces a status of immediacy be-
tween both centres, so that each knows at all
times what is being planned and produced by
bhe other.

It is practical,money-making and

'Transposition' is an occupational hazard that saems to
hit most editors. They don't want it, but they don't know
they've got it until it's been caught. Sometimes it involves

captions, other times, pictures. We had it on this page last

month. Two pictures became transposed. With reddened face we
apologize to all concerned. It won't happen again - we hope!

Much of the wonderful bond existing between
Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount over more than
two score of years, and broken only bv the
reat producer's death, is found in tnis letter
o Mr. Balaban from Cecilia de Mille Harper
Mrs. Joseph Harper), daughter of Mr. DeMille:

Dear Mr. Balaban,
I have just received the

beautiful resolution from the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Directors of Ihramount.

So much of father's life was
Paramount and so much of Paramount '3 life
was father. It was an association father
nurtured and cherished: he received much
from it and gave much £0 it. On numerous oc-
casions he said to me, "I shall make pictures
for Paramount until I die, I am happy there."

To all of you who made him
"happy there", ny heartfelt thanks for the
tribute you have paid him.

(sgd.) Cecilia de Mille Harper



THE POINT BATING WAS 89 o 6 - SUPERLATIVE!

"THE FIVE PENNIES"
HITS A RINGING,
HEART-WARMING NOTE

WITH THE PICTURE-
GOING PUBLIC
THE PROOF-PRODUCING TEST WAS A 'SNEAK'

PREVIEW (IN THE TRUEST SENSE OF THE TERM) ,

HELD RECENTLY IN THE PARAMOUNT THEATRES IN

SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND. THE WRITTEN*

RESPONSES WERE SUBLIMELY OVERWHELMING ,

Here are typical excerpts f~om the cards:
Music was tremendous. Almost as good as Kaye.
Would make terrific soundtrack album. Picture
was excellent. .. .Best musical biography
since the Glenn Miller Story. ..Down to earth
good entertainment.. .One of the best pictures
I’ve seen in years. .. .Danny Kaye is the
greatest comedian America has prodAced . ....

.

Unequal to the task of making a comment good
enough to match the picture,, . . .1 *ve never
been so happy crying in all my life. . .Marve-
lous music, sensationally. . .Observe the
smiles and misty eyes of the patrons as they
emerge.... It is both humorous and heartwarm-
ing....Music terrific. Danny Kaye same
Should be an Academy Award picture Never
had a better time. Perfect entertainment....
Very excellent. We need more good pictures
like it.... I think it terrific and would see
it again.... Too bad they didn't run it a
second time... One of the finest. Everyone
can enjoy it. For adults and children alike.
....Danny Kaye was put on earth to make 'us
the people' happy. Be happy with Danny.... It
was a gasser...Absolutely terrific entertai-
nment Marvelous movie. I think that this
is a movie that everyone will enjoy Too
wonderful for words. We need more of this
kind of entertainment ... .Musical numbers were

f
reat. Kaye and Armstrong are a terrific
earn. Picture has depth and warmth of plot...

Lots of heart feeling. . .Laughter and tears -
unbeatable combination Worth seeing for
all the family. ., .Barbara Bel Geddes excell-
ent ... .Terrific picture, has everything.....
Wow, it's the best... Best I seen in a long
time. •• .There should be more pictures like
this one with good acting and not all sex...
Excellent throughout. Moving and realistic,
thank you. .. .Outstanding — heartwarming*....
Very heartwarming. Very good music. Type of
picture you should see twice. .. .Just great

.

0
Everyone will enjoy this picture Best
Picture in years. .. .Excellent for teenagers
and their families. ...Everybody was wonder-
ful. All perfect ... .Fabulous • I loved every
minute of it. . .ETCETERA ] ETCETERAJ ETCETERA]

Paramount President Barney Balaban attende
the screening of "The Fire Pennies" with his
son and daugnter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Burt
Balaban.

New York Showing Confirms

the Stirring Greatness of

"THE FIVE PENNIES"

United States Ambassador to the United Nations Henry Cabot
Lodge (centre) and his niece. Miss Emily Alexander, seem happy
over the prospect of seeing the picture as they stand with
Danny Kaye in the lobby of Loew's Lexington before the start rf
the preview of "The Five Pennies."

BELCW
Hugh Owen, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing

Corporation, and Mrs. Owen, at left, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
V. Downing flank Danny Kaye in the lobby of the theatre. Mr.
Downing is president of the Radio City Music Hdll.

(More pictures on Page 17)
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...

R i chly
tier

i

ted
P r o m o t i on. . .

Alfred R. Taylor (above)
has been put in charge of

Paramount's Mid-Western
division, succeeding in

this post the late J.

Harold Stevens, who died
March 22nd. Sidney G.

Deneau, vice-president of

Paramount Film Distribut-
ing Corporation made the

announcement. Taylor has

been Los Angeles branch
manager for the past
several years.

The Mid-Western Divis-

ion, with headquarters in

Chicago, encompasses the

Chicago, Detroit, Indian-

apolis and Minneapolis
branches.

Taylor, who joined
Paramount in 1921 in the

San Francisco branch,was

successively a booker,

advertising sales manageq
salesman and special rep-

resentative for the comp-

any before becoming
branch manager in Omaha

in 1941, in Indianapolis
in 1942 and in Los Angeles

in 1945.
We Join most heartily

with the rest of the or-
ganization in congratul-
ating Al, and in wishing
him continuing success.

A strong leader knows
that if he develops his
associates he will be
even stronger.

-James F. Lincoln

SAN FRANCISCO - Van Heflin (second from the
left), gets the "Tempest" story over solidly
here, with a splendid lift from the magazine
published by tne Dino De Laurentiis organizat-
ion in ”ome. At left is Paramount Branch Mana-
ger Jack Stevenson. and to the right of Mr.
Heflin are Irving Ackerman of the Famous Stage
Door Theatre, and Ben Levin, of Levin Theatres.

D E S MO I N ESI Our projectionist, Wesley Bit-

ting, has been in the hospital for several

weeks with leukemia, and has not improved any.

Over the Christmas Holidays they were in Cal-

ifornia, and Mr. Bitting' s wife was stricken

with a heart attack. She is still in the hos-

pital in California at the present time. -Our

sincere sympathy to this sorely- tried couple.

Branch Manager Frank and Chuck Caligiuri,

salesman, were in Sioux City, Iowa, last week

and made a "whopper" of a sale to the Gordon

Twin Drive-In Theatre.
Betty Olson's father-in-law passed away

the latter part of February, and she was for

a few days in Morris, Illinois, vhere the fu-

neral was held.
On January 19th Joyce Bruin returned to

work after a month's tour in Germany and neigh-

boring countries. From all reports she had a

wonderful trip and enjoyed every minute of it,

except time was too short'.

All of us in Des Moines are looking for-

ward to some nice warm spring weather. Espe-

cially after our big snowstorm last week,

which caused the office to be closed one day.

Sammy rich is one of the more avia bowl-

ers in our office and had a pretty good score

of "500" in his latest attempt We now

have a new coflee pot ana all employees are

enjoying their coffee breaks in the office.

Mr. Frank was recently appointed chair-

man of the Heart Fund Committee for the Var-

iety Club. The local Variety Club is sponsor-

ing help for local "cystic fibrosis" cases.

HAPPY EASTER to fellow workers everywhere'.

ATLANTA With Spring just around the corner,

and the Easter Bunny on the horizon, the Atlan-

ta office has been 'hopping' with our short
subject drive honoring Mr. Hugh Owen during

March. We firmly believe that we have set some

sort of record during March for the number of

Cartoon Carnivals booked.

Speaking of 'hopping', Dewey Bentley has

'hopped' from the Accounting Deportment into

Shartin and

Receive Bra

Pro.not i ons.
*

Foster
nch Manager

***********

ARNOLD SHARTIN W. DONALD FOSTER

Two branch managerial appointments were
announced on March 24th by Sidney 0. Deneau,
vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing
Corporation.

Arnold Shartin, Salt Lake City branch man-

ager on May 4 will become Los Angeles branch
manager, succeeding Alfred p

. Taylor who, as

previously announced, will assume supervision of

Paramount's Mid-Western division. J. Harold
Stevens, who died on Chicago on March 22, had
been manager of the Mid-Western division, compr-
ising the Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Mil-
waukee and Minneapolis branches. Taylor's head-
quarters will be in Chicago.

W. Donald Foster, Kansas City sales manag-
er, has been promoted, effective April 13, to
Salt Lake City branch manager.

Shartin started with Paramount in 1950 as

a booker in Minneapolis, rising to booking mana-
ger the next year. In 1955 he was named Los
Angeles salesman, and in 1958 Salt Lake City
branch manager. He has been a member of the

Paramount 100$ Club on four (4) occasions - in

1952 as booking manager, and in 1955, 1956 and

1957 as a salesman.
Foster joined Paramount in 1946 as contract

clerk in Denver, was named Salt Lake City head

booker in 1948, Dallas salesman in 1952, and

Kansas City sales manager in 1956. He was made a

member of the 100$ Club in 1954, in Dallas.

our Booking Department along with a newcomer
student booker, Jim Hill. Paul Morgan has
moved out of our Booking Department and is

selling Zone 2, formerly handled by Frank Fol-

ger, who is now a furniture broker. Good
luck to both!

Our accounting department has added a new

face in the person of Peggy Bryant, a cute
Georgia peach. Welcome Pebgy! While on the

subject of 'additions' our bookers' stenograph-
er, Doris Webb, is looking forward to a visit

from the stork sometime this summer.
Congratulations to Frankie English, Branch

Manager's secretary, who has been appointed
Public Relations Chairman of the Atlanta Club

of WOMEN OF THE MOTION PICTURE. INDUSTRY. (W0M-

PI.)

With all the sunshine a little rain must

fall, and all of us wish to extend our deepest

sympathy to Sales Manager, W. R. Word, Jr. upon

the death of his mother, Mrs. W. R. Word, Sr.

—Virgil Hopkins

(Continued on Page 18)



m AL WALLIS HAS A MAGICAL KNOWLEDGE of the world's
box-office requirements. He keeps this knowledge
up to the moment by frequent trips abroad, as well

as throughout the hinterland of the United States.

And Hal Wallis is a star-finder and star-maker.

This page is dedicated to a few of the potential
stars he has found on the stage, in night clubs, on TV,
and through his own talent scouts - and has expertly
built them into stars of the screen.

The search continues, for the Hal Wallis-Joseph
Hazen organization never* is without many entertainment-,
plus projects in work.

(*) Wallls-Haian Productions have "Last Train from
Gun Hill" and Jerry Lewis in "Don't Give Up the

Ship" completed. "Career" is being filmed.

"Visit to a Small Planet" is being readied for
production with Jerry Lewis as star.

WALLIS

STAR
MAKER

When a Hal Wallis production is
being filmed, Hal is on the set virt-
ually every moment of production. In
this pictured glimpse ne is on a set
of "Last Train From Gun Hill," look-
ing over a Paramount trade paper ad,
with Carolyn Jones also interested.

Unending is the story of Hal Wallis' search for, and development of, new talent. Next
month we will continue it with news about Diana Spencer and Dina Merrill, a couple of
lovely newcomers who are in the Jerry Lewis comedy, "Don't Give Up the Ship": and Joan
Blackman and Donna Douglas, who are getting fine dramatic tuition in important leads in
"Career," acting with Dean Mart in,Shirley MacLaine ,Carolyn Jones and Anthony Franciosa.



"T E M P E S T" HAS BEEN
ENDOWED WITH GREATNESS...
SHOWMANSHIP MAKES IT COME
ALIVE!.'

LEFT
Cover of the inspiring,

idea-filled, showmanlike
press-book lor "Tempest"
edited by George Harvey

SOCKO SHOWMANSHIP FIGHTS FIRE
WITH FIRE, TEMPEST WITH TEMPEST
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TO ALL U.S. EXHIBITORS

PARAMOUNT * S POWER-PACKED CAMPAIGN TO WIN
T.V. VIEWERS TO "TEMPEST" INCLUDES PANORAMIC
4-COLOR 2-PAGE AD IN MARCH ISSUE OF TV GUIDE.

25,000,000 READERSHIP "BIBLE" OF TELEVISION
AUDIENCES o AD HAMMERS HOME THE ALL-IMPORTANT
MESSAGE "ONLY ON THE BIG MOTION PICTURE THE-
ATRE SCREEN" CAN "TEMPEST" BE SEEN. TV GUIDE
COLOR SPREAD BACKS UP MONUMENTAL TV AND
RADIO AD PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO GET
THE TV ADDICTS OUT OF THEIR HOMES AND INTO
THE THEATRES SHOWING "TEMPEST." ALL ADDS UP
TO SURE-FIRE BIG BUSINESS FOR THIS BIG EASTJiR

PICTURE. REGARDS. _ MARTIN S. DAVIS
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This is the advertise-
ment in TV Guide which
set the whole industry
ablaze with interest and
a new zest for showman-
ship.

ihhhhhhhhhhhbhhbhhht

PARAMOUNT’S AGGRESSIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS
plan to hammer forth the manifold attributes
of "Tempest" which could be seen and enjoyed

only on the large screen of the motion pict-

ure theatre, won the complete and unstinted
admiration of the motion picture industry
press. Shown above are but a few of the head-

lines and editorial comment produced by the

campaign launched by Jerome Pickman and his

executive assistant, Martin S. Davis.
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PARIS - Director Alberto Lattuada, left,
Continental General Manager John B. Nathan, in
centre, and Producer Dino De Laurentiis at the
premiere of "Tempest" in the Paris Theatre on
the evening of March 12th. Colorful event was
a resounding success for the giant pictu’-e.

PARIS (By Cable) - Sponsored by the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization, the French premiere of Dino
De Laurentiis' "Tempest" at the Paris Theatre last
night (12) set a new record for number of top govern-
mental, military and diplomatic figures in attendance
at a film opening.

Paul Henri Spaak, Secretary General of NATO; Gen.
Lauris Norstadt, Nato Armed Forces Commander; Roger
Frey, France's Minister of Information; French Generel

Valluy, Chief of Allied Forces in Europe, and 30
ambassadors to France were in the "Tempest" premiere
audience.

Producer De Laurentiis and director Alberto Latt-
uada, who also attended, received an audience ovation
at the conclusion of the film.

WORLD-WIDE ACCLAIM

MOUNTING FOR

"T E M P E S T"

Adding to the color and excitement of the evening,
France's famed Republican Guard stationed itself in
front of the theatre and saluted with drawn sabres
the arriving dignitaries. French television and radio
covered the opening from several vantage points inside
and outside the Paris Theatre, which is in the heart
of the Champs Elysses area.

"Tempest" has since opened for regular Paris eng-
agements at the Paris, Berlitz and Wepier Theatres.

A typically South American reaction to "Tempest"
is contained in the following cable received by Mr.
Weltner from Manager Ricardo Canals in Bogota,Colombia:

IT IS REAL PLEASURE TO INFORM YOU SCREENING OF STRAIGHT

ENGLISH DIALOGUE VERSION "TEMPEST" LAST NIGHT TEATRO COLOMBIA,

BOGOTA, WAS ATTENDED BY SELECT GROUP GUESTS AND WAS MOST

BRILLIANT EVENT OF DELAURENTIIS VISIT. ALTHOUGH VERY FEW OF

1,100 ATTENDANTS COULD UNDERSTAND SPOKEN ENGLISH NOT A SINGLE

ONE LEFT DURING SCREENING. AT END OF SHOWING AUDIENCE AROSE
AND OFFERED SUSTAINED APPLAUSE AS TRIBUTE TO DELAURENTIIS AND

HIS MASTERPIECE, "TEMPEST". I ANTICIPATE SPANISH TITLED VERS-
ION WILL BE SMASH HIT.

TORONTO, Canada - At a private screening of
"Tempest" in the Town Cinema, His Excellency
Adolfo Aleasandrini, Ambassador to Canada from
Italy, attended with his Consul General. Shown
above prior to the preview are: (1 to r) Mickey
Stevenson, Paramount's Ontario Branch Manager;
Win Barron, Paramount Director of Public Rela-
tions; His Excellency the Ambassador; Mrs. De
Rege; Italian Consul General De Rege; Kingsley
Graham, Consul for Finland. "Tempest" is sche-
duled to open at the University Theatre, Tor-
onto, March 27th.

"Tempest” Demolishes All Standing B . 0 . Records
|
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Everybody's heart is

open, you know, when they

have recently escaped

f’-om severe pain, or are

recovering the blessing
of health.

-Jane Austen

RAVENNA, Italy - Front

of the Moderno Theatre
displaying fine showman-
ship in behalf of "Desire
Under the Elms."

GENOA - Particularly
fine window display at the

Paramount branch here for
"Wild is the Wind."

In the New York World-
Teleg-am and Sun of Oct-
ober 21at, 1958, a 3-coL
article by Vernon Scott,
with a Hollywood date-
line, bore the heading:

"Is There an Oscar in
Danny's Future?"

The article was written
when Danny Kaye was al-
ready- deep in product-
ion of "Tne Five Penn-
ies," and made plenti-
ful mention of that
picture

.

Having now seen "The
Five Pennies" — and
with a laughing,weeping,
shouting and applauding
public audience, the
article of almost six
months ago seems very
pertinent (and prophetic)
indeed.

Paramount World

HOLLYWOOD - During his stay in the Americai
film production capital, Dino De Laurentiis

met a great many international film correspon-
dents, including all of the Italian ones. Here
he is shown with one of the latter, Marika Aba.

"LA TEMPESTA"
AFFRONTA IL PUBBLICO
STATUNITENSE COL PIU
GRANDE SUCCESSO,,,*,
Questo mese posaiamo darvl notizie veranente
concrete aulla grendezza dl LA TEMPESTA giec-

chft il pubblioo cinematografico degll Stati
Unlti ha flnalnente il privllegio di poter am-
ailrare queata poderoae produzlone di Dino De
Laurentiis per la Paramount ehe in Italia ha

gift bettuto qualaiaal precedente reoord d'in-
caaai. La pelllcola 6 state lancleta contempo
raneamente nei centri pid important! del Hord
atari ca, ed ft opinions generale che la Para-
mount poaaiede in ease un'eutentlca miniera
d.'aro da valorizzarai in pieno.

Cl fa plecere potervl anche informers queata
volta che il Signor Veltner ft tomato dal suo
viaggio d'ispezione in Sud America molto sod-
dlafatto degli attuali riaultati in quel terrl_

torlo nonchft della encore migllori clfre d'af-
fari che gli consta si far anno nei prosalmi
meal. Un eltro lnstancablle vlaggietore, 11
noatro Presidents Mr. Perkins, eppena tomato
da una viaita ai diversi centri d'oriente, ai

ft rimeaao nuovamente in moto, dlretto in Afri-
ca del Sud. E siccome queata volta il auo
viaggio lncluderft diversi paeftl africanl au
cul raramente abblamo occasions d 'lntrattener-
ci , avremo dalle ooae lntereaaantl da raccon-
tervl quendo egll rlentrerft in sede verao la
metft di aprile.

Da Hollywood ci sono giunte in questi giorni
importanti notizie in materia di artisti la

quell confermano il carattere di "novitft" che
ai oerce d’imprimere ai noatri film* Infatti,
per eaempio, la giovane maaslcana Pina Pellicw
che ha lmprovvlsamente acqulstato fame interna
zlonale quando ultlmamente ft atata acelta per
11 ruolo della ragezza nei nuovo film dl
Marlon Brando ONE-EYED JACKS, ha firmato un
contratto con la Paramount per eltri tre
film. E poi c'ft Feaa Parker il quale, unica-
mente a segulto delle sue ottlme interpreta-
zionl in THE HANGMAN e in THE JAYHAWKERS, ft

atato acritturato per altri dodlcl film Pera-

mount, cloft due all 'anno per sei annl.
Infine, eltri importanti annunci aeguiranno
presto circa gli interpreti dl due noatre
nuove pellicole nominate nei recente program-
me dl Affermazione di Fade, osala la produzio
ne Seaton-Perlberg THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY
e il lavoro di Hitchcock NO BAIL FCR THE
JUDGE.

Frattanto, la grandezza del noatri nuovl film
ft giuatamente motlvo di ottlmlsmo* A Nuova
York i critici sono rlmasti entuaiaati di THE
LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL che henno potuto re-
centemente ammirare in visions private. Coal
pure non potrebbero easere piti lusinghiere le
opinion! espresse da chi ha avuto occasions
di vedere ONE-EYED JACKS, il film dl Ierry
Lewis DON’T GIVE UP TOE SHIP, la oommedle
Perlberg-Seaton BUT NOT FCR ME eon Clark
Gable, LilH Palmer, Carroll Baker e Lee T.

Cobb, e THE JAYHAWKERS. Dallo Studio stanno
anche errivando ottime notizie circa la levo-
razione di HELIZR WITH A GUN che a quanto ai

dice sarft un immanso successo per Sophia
Loren e Anthony Quinn. Coal pure riguerdo al
nuovo lavoro di Hal Wallis, CAREER, che co-
stituirft certamente uno del dremmi pill forti
che Hollywood produrrft quest’anno. Easo sa-
rft interpretato da Dean Martin, Anthony Fren-
cioaa, Shirley MacLalne e Carolyn Jones.
Percift, da ogni parte, non osncano buone noti-
zie in materia di produzlone.

"Ten Commandments” Paen
of Pra i se Continues
Around the World*******

We have long said that whilever there is a

Paramount we shall be hearing great and wond-

erful things about Cecil B. DeMille's master-

work. Below we give you three more chapters in

the continuing story. One is from Bangalore in

India; another is from Kingston in the British

West Indies; the third is from Auckland, New

Zealand.
From BANGALORE

Paramount General Manager Vaidyanathan '

a

cable reads: FPIDAY'S OPENING OF "COMMANDMENTS"
AT PLAZA, BANGALORE, TRULY MEMORABLE EVENT. WE
WERE COMPELLED TO SELL A FEW EXTRA SEATS OVER
CAPACITY TO SATISFY A RATHER ADAMANT SECTION
OF THE DISAPPOINTED CROWD WHO EAGERLY WAITED
F»0M MORNING. RECORD BREAKING RUN AND TOP
GROSSES ASSURED.

From KINGSTON
Mr. Smeeden, of Carib Theatres, cabled:

EXCELLENT PREMIERE "TEN COMMANDMENTS" LAST
NIGHT (March 26) CARIB THEATRE. AUDIENCE UNANI-
MOUS IN PRAISE OF THIS GREAT PICTURE AND ANTIC-

IPATE MOST SUCCESSFUL KINGSTON RUN.

From AUCKLAND
Paramount General Manager Stanley H. Craig

cabled: AUCKLAND SATURDAY AND MONDAY CAPACITY
ALL SESSIONS WITH HUNDREDS TURNED AWAY. BEST
GROSS IN EMBASSY THEATRE'S HISTORY. ADVANCE
RESERVATIONS FORECAST SAME CAPACITY NEXT SEV-
ERAL WEEKS.

Be sure and turn to Page 37 for an indicat-

ion of the next momentous production venture of

Dino De Laurentiis. He now plans to bring to

the screens of the world the inspiring and the

nation-building life of Simon Bolivar.



.MONTH AFTER MONTH

,

YEAR AFTER YEAR, THE

GLOWING STORY OF

"THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS" ROLLS

AROUND THE EARTH

Early this month it came to the
great city of the ages, Athens, where
Cecil B. DeMille had visited to and
from his journey to Egypt. And here, in
three of the fine theatres of Mr. Savas
Pylarinos — the Star, Astor and
Select — it proved to be a real sensa-

MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina —
Now has come the turn of this
great South American republic
to 3ee the mighty Cecil B.
DeMille production, and our
camera shot above depicts the
great throng of Mar del Plata
picturegoers lined up to pur-
chase tickets for the showing

And now RANGOON
To the network of astounding premier

news that India General Manager K. S.
7aidyanathan has been reporting on "The
Ten Commandments" over the past two years
— must now be added the news from Burma.
Here is his cable relating the impact of
the great picture in Rangoon:

"COMMANDMENTS" OPENED TODAY EXCELSIOR
RANGOOI AMIDST TUMULTUOUS APPLAUSE
FROM ENTHUSIASTIC CRCWDS WHO ASSSMB-
LED SEVERAL HOURS BEFORE SHOW TIME.
COMMENCING WITH DEMILLE 'S INTRODUCT-
ION WHICH RECEIVED VERY BIG OVATION,
PATRONS LOUDLY CHEERED AND CLAPPED
HANDS INNUMERABLE TIMES THROUGHOUT
PERFORMANCE. BOTH SHOWS COMPLETELY
SOLD OUT TODAY. JUDGING FROM UNPRECE-
DENTED ADVANCE BOOKINGS AND THE
SPONTANEOUS AND MOST HEARTWARMING
AUDIENCE REACTION WE EXPECT -EXTENDED
RUN AND RECORD BREAKING GROSSES.

- VAIDYANATHAN

tion. The cable from Henri Michaud,
based on reactions from audience and
press, said - "We can look forward to
record results."

From the Philippines comes news of

an overpowering nature. Some time before
the end of March, the Galaxy Theatre
will have completed the 6th Month of its

run with the great picture, and already
a fitting celebration is scheduled. But

before then came this cable to Mr. J.E.

Perkins in New York from Manila Manager
A. S. Velasquez: "COMMANDMENTS" PASSED
ONE AND A HALF MILLIONS GROSS ON ITS

167th DAY AT GALAXY, A RECORD I AM SURE
WILL NEVER BE TOPPED IN THE PHILIPPINES

And from many other parts of the
world the great news continues. It is
very evident that we shall be reporting

f
reat "Ten Commandments" news for many a
ong year to come.

At right is Mr. Chao Suriwongse Na
Chiengmai, proprietor of the Surawon-

f
se Theatre. In the background is a
urther indication of the great show-

manship ability of this eminent Thai
exhibitor. This massive display, poin-
ting to "The Ten Commandments," was
erected along the ancient gate of the
City of Chiengmai. Accompanying the
exhibitor is Paramount's Thailand
Manager, Mr. Chana Chaikijkarana. who
has a pretty wonderful sense of rilm
showmanship also.

SALZBURG, Austria - Front of
the Stadt-Kino her* during first-
run engagement of "The Ten Comm-
andments." Success of this engag-
ement is without precedent in the
motion picture history of Austria.

CHIENGMAI, Thailand - This truly
imposing display adorned the f~ont of
the Suriwongse Theatre when "The Ten
Commandments" was presented there to
a measure of success absolutely unpr-
ecedented in the glowing history of
the theatre. Previous record holder
was "The Greatest Show in Earth,"
which ran for 14 days. "Commandments"
not only ran for 21 days, but doubled
the gross business of "G.S.O.E.

"

ROCKHAMPTON, Australia - At
Connon Park Airport, Managing
Director R.L.Graham, centre,
and General Sales Manager G.M.
Nacard, second from right, are
greeted by. from left, Param't
salesman Jim Train, Reg Foster,
Birch,Carroll 4 Coyle supervi-
sor: and Ashley Cooper,manager
of BC&C's Wintergaraen Theatre.
Occasion was the inauguration
of the Wintergarden with "The
Ten Commandments."

Lunch-hour screening of the
trailer for "The Ten Command-
ments" in the auditorium of
Stewart ' s Store ,Rockhampton.

at the Roxy.



MARSEILLES - Everything about the showmansnip cam-

paign for "The Ten Commandments" in this c5ty was won-

derful, but acco-ding to Henri Michaud, in charge of

the great picture for Continental Europe, the especial

pride of the publicists here were the illuminated,

3-sided panels which surmounted 50 of the city's most

prominent newspaper kiosks (like the or.e illustrated

here). These panels were neon-ringed, and had a 3-stage

lighting system which rivetted the attention of the

ten3 of thousands of pedestrians.

MARSEILLES AND OTHER FRENCH
CITIES DISPLAY MAGNIFICENT
SHOWMANSHIP ENTERPRISE FOR
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

| rH
, H J

TOULOUSE - The Varieties Cinema

had plenty of occasion to be thankful

for the effectiveness of this superb

front of house display for "The Ten

Commandments." Day after day, crowds

like the one depicted streamed to the

theatre's box-office.

NANCY - No matter in
what part of France, "The
Ten Commandments" is syn-
onymous with crowds. And
not Just crowds, per se,
but crowds with the one
objective in mind of gett-
ing into a theatre to see
the mighty film which is
Cecil B. DeMille's herit-
age to the world. Above
is the crowd scene outside
of the very popular Coli-
isee Cinema here.

THE SUPERLATIVE
tradition of showman-
ship made standard
with the premiere of

"The Ten Commandments"
at the Paramount The-
atre in Paris many-

wonderful months ago,

is being upheld in
all French cinemas
showing the timeless
production.

We present on

this page merely a

few examples of this,
and promise that more
will appear here from

time to time •

LILLE - Here

i

8 the scene at the Roxy res-
ulting from the expert showmanship campaign on
"The Ten Commandments" in this city. The line,
6 persons wide, extended around the corner ana
far down the other street.

RIGHT

MARSEILLES - Two views of the Capitole, and
the crowds attracted to "The Ten Commandments"
by one of the mightiest showmanship campaigns
in this city's history.



HIGHLIGHTED BY

RELEASE OF FINE
NEW PARA. PRODUCT

And arter "The Baited Trap" had had its
fine scheduled run, the Plaza 'regulars'
who know that a Paramount picture at the
Plaza means "The best show in town," were
back for the treat of seeing Sophia Loren
and Anthony Quinn in "The Black Orchid."
(Note the queues extending East and West).

NEW YORK - Vera Miles leaves for
London via Pan American Jet Clipperto
co-star with James Mason and George
Sanders in "A Touch of Larceny," which
will be a Paramount release.

LONDON - A Paremounteer
whose forthright and use-
able publicity throughout
the United Kingdom trans-
lates into terns of many
tens of thousands of doll-
ars, is Peter Barnes, a
most valuable member of
Tony Reddin' s staff.That's
Peter at right, looking
not a day older than when
he Joined the Paramount
forces 22 years ago.

DERBY - This is full-page cover of the very
special supplement in The Derbyshire Advertise]-

- wi'

splen _
Exploiteer Charles Wilson, the Para-

showman covering that territory. This page dear
Creole," the following page with

'The Matchmaker," and the entire su

with "King ureoie," the following page
The Matchmaker," and the entire supplement was

a tie-in with the great national interest en-
gendered by the series of Affirmation of Faith
meetings throughout the United Kingdom.

Unforgettable scene from "The Man Who Could Cheat Death," Hammer
production in Technicolor for Paramount release. Picture was prod-
uced by Michael Carreras, directed by Terence Fisher, and stars
Anton Diffring, Hazel Court and Christopher Lee. This scene shows a
terrified Janine (Hazel Court) witnessing the ghastly change taking
place in Georges Bonner (Anton Diffring) as he finds his last supply
of "elixir" gone, with the scores of held-back years now pouring
down in a flood and turning him into a withered, bent and scabrous
old manof 100 years plus. Barre Lyndon wrote the original stage-play
on which the super-thrill picture is based.

fcfcr Ctrba^jirr jStbcrtltffr

PARAMOUNT
I

FILM SUPPLEMENT
— Teen Age Idol Who Wants lo Act

PARAMOUNT PICTURE PRODUCED IN LONDON

HOWARD HARRISON TO
BUY FOR PARAMOUNT

James E. Perkins, president
of Paramount International Films
Inc., announces that his corpor-
ation ha3 secured the services
of Mr. Howard Harrison, of Exp-
ort Film Associated Ltd., as its
representative to negotiate for
acquisition of British and for-
e^gn films (of outside producers)
in all parts of the world for
Paramount distribution.

Mr. Harrison will operate fWm
170 Wardour Street, London ,W1.

; TINA LOUISE
EARL HOLLIMAN

trf BAITED TRAP
'n technicolor r

•:K COBB LOUISE * HOLLIMAN —
•BAITED TRAP*

LONDON - Paramount's Plaza came up with a
new winner last month when long-line queues
were attracted by "The Baited Trap" (British
title for "The Trap").
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I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN THE

PARAMOUNT

SINGAPORE - Mr. Loke Wan Tho,

head of the Cathay Organisation,
has conferred on him the high
honour of Officer of the Royal
Order of Cambodia. Presentation
was made by His Royal Highness
Prince Norodom Sihanouk. In the

background is H.R.H. Prince Nor-
odom Vakrivan, Chief of Protocol

of the Cambodian Government.
The award was made on behalf

of His Majesty the King of Cam-
bodia, and was given to Mr. Loke
as "a friend of Cambodia," and
in recognition of the part
played by him in the compilation
of the book "Angkor," written ly
the Rt.Hon. Malcolm MacDonald,
British High Commissioner in
India, and illustrated by Mr.
Loke.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Group at
cocktail party in honor ofDino
De Laurentiis (left) who was in

the country in connection with
plans to film the life of Simon
Bolivar. In centre is Dr.A.La-
serna Pinzo'n, important exhibi-
tor. Partly hidden is Mr. A.

Escallon, producer of the local
newsreel. At right is Mr. Ric-
ardo Canals, manager of Param-
ount-Colombia.

NEW YORK
Frince Aly Khan
with Danny Kaye
at the special
showing of "The

Five Pennies."

HOLLYWOOD - Sophia Loren is
so avid for news f^om her native
Italy that reads Italian publi-
cations right on the set of her
current picture. "Heller With A
Gun." The publication in this
instance is the renowned 'Oggi.'

WELLINGTON, New Zealand - A

quartette of notables at the
special preview of "The Ten
Commandments" here. From 1. to
r.: Reman Catholic Archbishop J.

N. Liston, of Auckland; General
Manager S.H. Craig; Mr.Robert J.

Kerridge, Managing Director of

Kerridge Odeon; Paramount Pub-
licity Manager J.Williams.

SINGAPORE - Anne Baxter,one

of the top stars of "The Ten
Commandments," stopped off here

recently on her way back to
Hollywood from a picturemaking
assignment in Australia. Above

she is a guest of the Cathay
Organisation at lunch, and is
pictured shaking hands with
Ting Lan, Hongkong Chinese film

actress. In centre is host Lim
Keng Hor, executive of the
Cathay Organisation.

HOLLYWOOD - Anthony
Quinn, co-star (with
Sophia Loren) of "Heller
With A Gun," pauses for a

few minutes to chat with
Jennie Dhont, Hollywood
representative of the re-
nowned Belgian film publi-
cation, Cine Revue.

HOLLYWOOD - Lilli Pal-
mer, co-star, with Clark
Gable, of "But Not For
Me," has all throughout
her successful film career
kept in touch with the
motion picture pulse of the
world. Above she is read-
ing the picture in Germany
via "Film Revue."

Lilli will next appear
with Fred Astaire in the
Perlberg-Seaton production
of the Broadway stage
success, "The Pleasure of
His Company," and has been
signed for four additional
pictures.

HOLLYWOOD - Ruth Wat-
erbury, president of the
Hollywood Women's Press
Club, was very happy when
the Club recently played
host to Dino De Laurentiis
and Van Heflin and heard
at first hand the story of
the making of "Tempest."
At the conclusion of the
luncheon, De Laurentiis
headed a questions and
answers session.

ROCKHAMPTON, Australia— Bill Crane of Radio
4R0 (right) interviews
Mr. H.R. Gardner of Queens-
land legislature at the
Wintergarden Theatre pre-
miere of "The Ten Command-
ments."

NEW YORK - At "Five
Pennies" showing, Danny
Kaye exchanges notes with
two who will have much to
do with film's showman-
ship — Jerome Pickman.at
left, and Martin S. Davis,
at right

.
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CAMERA VIEWS OF
I NTEREST I NG

EVENTS IN THE
ORIENT

SINGAPORE - Picture taken at 'Mallaig,' home of
Mr. Loke Wan Tho (head of the Cathay Organisation)
of February 14th last, when His Royal Highness
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the Prime Minister of Cam-
bodia, on behalf of His Majesty the King of Cambod-
is, conferred on Mr. Loke the Order of Officer of
the Royal Order of Cambodia, (see opposite page).

A presentation was also made to Mrs. Loke Wan
Tho, shown above receiving her present from H.R.H.
Prince Sihanouk. At left are Lady Scott (wife of
the British Commissioner General for South-East
Asia), and Tun Lim Yew Hock (Singapore's Chief Min-
ister). In centre is Mrs. Lim Yew Hock, and at ex-
treme right is Mr. Loke Wan Tho. BANGKOK - Their Majesties the King and Queen

of Thailand receive in the royal palace Mr. J.E.
Perkins, president of Paramount International
Films, and Mrs. Perkins. Also Far East Supervis-
or S.A.Henriksen, in rear centre. This auspicious
meeting, testifying to the high esteem in which
Paramount is held in Thailand, took place during
Mr. Perkins' recent business journey through the
Orient

.

RIGHT

HOLLYWOOD - Marlon Brando, who has
travelled extensively in the Orient,
and who is ever avid for trend news
and constructive reactions to his film
offerings, chats on the set of "One-
Eyed Jacks" with the eminent author
and film critic of The Times of India— Mr. J. C. Jain. Speaking here as
both star and director. Brando tells
his guest of the many unusual facets
of "One-Eyed Jacks," which certainly
looms as a milestone film on the Par-
amount calendar of product.

TOKYO - A very
effective piece
of showmanship
for "The Ten
Commandments" at
Shibuya Station,
where hundreds
of thousands of
subway travelers
pass daily. Mil-
anoza Theatre was
the advertiser.

Jerry - Terrific!
That Jerry Lewis has become a

tremendous box-office bet in the
Orient is instanced in this letterto
Paramount International President
James E. Perkins from Far East Sup-
ervisor S.A.Henriksen:

Here's news that "Geisha Boy"
first-run Hongkong outgrossed all

J
revious Martin and Lewis and
erry Lewis pictures. It has

furthermore outgrossed outstand-
ing pictures like "Shane," "Knock
On Wood," "Rear Window," "To
Catch A Thief," "The Man Who Krew
Too Much" and "Vertigo."

This is a wonderful result and
I hope that we get many more of
his pictures.

Mr. S. A. Henriksen, Far
East Supervisor, announces

the appointment of Mr.Mahmood

Ali Khan Akter as Paramount

manager for Pakistan.

He assumes the post made

vacant recently by the death

of Mr. Abdul Latif.
Paramounteers everywhere

bid Mr. Khan Akter a most cor-

dial welcome to Paramount.
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"Vertigo" in
Japanese Cartoon Form.
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Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertigo” inspired this
two-page cartoon in a

recent issue of "Shykan
Manga," a noted Japanese
magazine of cartoons.

Publication followed
a Paramount-inspired
hint at a screening to
which several noted car
toonists were invited.

According to Public-
ity Director T. Ise,the
apDearance of a Hitch-
cock-like character in
the cartoons is proof of
how well known in Japan
is this director.

Also indicated is the
fact that this cartoon
treatment of a contemp-
orary picture is a very
real rarity.

ORIGIN OF A TITLE

If you have wondered
whence came the title
of the Perlberg-Seaton
comedy romance, "But
Not For Me," know now
that it comes from the
popular song lyrics,
"They're writing songs
of love - but not for
me."

Clark Gable is the
one on whom the truth
dawns.

T
This effective showmanship

item for "The Buccaneer" will
attain immense popularity thr-
oughout Japan due to a deepening
interest in the sea.

And here is how Publicity
Director T. Ise has adapted the
"Buccaneer" eye patch for local
use as a showmanship aid forthe
big picture.
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Japan's Paramounteers promise truly wond-
erful accomplishments with "The Buccaneer."
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"TEMPEST" AND "FIVE

PENNIES" ADD TO THE

GAY NEW YORK SCENE

AT THm "FIVm PENNIES " SCREENING

Sidney G. Deneau (left), vice-pres.
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

,

is shown at the preview with Sam
Goodman, Century Circuit executive,
and Mrs . Goodman

.

Following the screening, there
was a supper party at the Park East.
This group at the party comprises,
(1 to r) , Danny Kaye, Paramount Pres-
ident Barney Balaban, World-Wide Sales
Head George Weltner and Eastern Prod-
uction Manager Pussell Holman.

(PS. Danny is not reaching for a
gun.)

Exchanging reactions to the
magnificent box-office potenti-
als of "The Five Pennies" in the

foyer of Loew's Lexington, are

George Weltner, vice-president
of Paramount Pictures Corporat-
ion in charge of Worldwwide
sales, at right, and Eugene

Picker, president of Loew's The-

atres Corporation.

At post-screening party
following "The Five Pennies,"
Danny Kaye assists Mrs. Hugh
Owen in celebrating her birthday
anniversary.

T.H-.FT

Also at the party, l.to r.
were - George Lynch, of Schine
Service Corp., Boston Branch
Manager Dan Houlihan, New Engl-
and Field Rep. Arnold Van Leer,
Mrs. John Moore, Paramount Film
Distr. Corp. V-P Hugh Owen, and
Eastern Div. Mgr. John G.Moore.

Scene in the office of world-wide sales head
George Weltner (left) after presentation of a
set of gold cufflinks to Van Heflin (seated at
right) for his wonderftl sales efforts in behalf
of the pre-selling campaign on "Tempest." Mr.
Weltner appears to be comparing the gift links
with a pair he is wearing and which were a gift
to him from one of the many parts of the world
he h^s travelled in on Paramount's behalf. Look-
ing on are advertising-publicity executives
Jerome Pickman (centre) and Martin Davis.

CONCERNING "THE FIVE PENNIES"

Mr. Weltner' s Words
This is the message that Mr. George Weltner

3ent by telegram and cable to Division Managers
all around the world:

LAST NIGHT'S FULL SCALE NEW YORK PR_VIEW OF
"FIVE PENNIES" ONE OF THE GREATEST MOTION
PICTURE EVENTS IN RECENT YEARS. THE
PICTURE IS CONCEDED BY ALL AS THE GREATEST
DANNY KAYE EVE1

?, ONE OF THE G°EATE3T MUSI-
CALS OF ALL TIME, AND NOT ONLY DOES IT TAKE
ITS PLACE WITH THE BEST THAT PARAMOUNT HAS
EVER DONE, BUT THE BEST THAT THE INDUSTRY
HAS EVER ACCOMPLISHED. THIS IS A HAPPY DAY
FOR PARAMOUNT. „ tInT„^- GEORGE WtLTNER

w— - - O " j-y“ m-. Barney Balaban are
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Weisl (he is a director of Par-
amount Pictures Corporation)

, and at left , and
second from right, are their son and daugnter-
4n-law, Ed,Jr. ana Reyna Weisl.

We cannot ever remember a film
that we think will make the world
happier than Danny Kaye’s THE FIVE
PENNIES will. And Paramount has it!
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Company president to

personnel manager: "We

must get some promising

young men into the organ-

ization. It's the onlywsy

we can attract secretarieeJ"

Arkansas Baptist

With "Shane" newly in
re-release. Bantam Books,
Inc. has published a brand
new edition of the Jack
Schaefer novel upon which
the Paramount picture is
based. The new edition,
with cover (above) in full
color, is timed for diet-'
ributlon with the re-rel-
ease of the film.

"Shane," directed by
George Stevens, co-stars
Alan Ladd, Van Heflin,
Jean Arthur,Jack Palance
and Brandon De Wilde.

"THE TRAP" HONORED

TUNE IN WCPO: AM-FM-TV THE CINCINNATI PO;

Gifts for Harlan

GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY—Mrs. John Davis and William Otto of Paramount
Pictures collected gifts along Film Row on Central parkway for the people in

need in Harlan, Ky. Besides clothing, they collected $51 which was used to buy
18 cases of canned foods. Firemen of Falmouth, Ky., Mrs. Davis’ home town,

will distribute the^ gifts, /

The Cincinnati column below makes mention
of some splendid self-sacrificing work done by
Paramounteers Nora Davis and Bill Otto. Above
is recognition paid them by the Cincinnati
Post-Times Star,

CINCINNATI Branch Manager Don Hicks held
a very interesting meeting outlining details

of the recent Managers' meeting held in Phila-
delphia by Messrs. Hugh Owen, E. C. DeBerry,
and John Moore. He went over the new product
coming up, reviewed statistics showing our
progress in relation to other branches, and
planned our attack to make a good account of
ourselves in the Golden Opportunity push and
the Hugh Owen March Short Subject Drive.

Deals and dates on "The Ten Commandments"
are pouring in and the grosses on the engage-
ments played to date are amazing and almost
unbelievable.

Don't believe we've mentioned it before,

but Carol Thompson, Branch Manager's secretary
will become Carol Fahrnbach on May 2nd. We're
all looking forward to the wedding.

The Flu bug has hit the Cincinnati Branch
- the latest victims being Ruth Gruener, Led-

ger Clerk and Mary Carnes, Assistant Cashier.
And Morris Hail, Booker, has been away from

his desk for three weeks. He had to undergo

Norman Panama (left),
director and co-producer
of "The Trap," and Earl
Holliman, co-starring in
the picture, receive a
certificate of merit for
the film from Mrs .William
A. Burk, president of the
Southern California Motion

Picture Council. "The
Trap," now in world-wide
release, won February
honors from the council.

surgery but is doing fine and expects to

return soon.

Two of our employees performed a good

neighbor duty last week - The folks in Harlan,

Ky. have been hit hard by the closing of mines.

Unemployment is at its peek and the people are

pleading for food and clothing. Nora Davis,

Clerk, and Bill Otto, Assistant Shipper, for-

feited their lunch hours and solicited used
clothing end money along Film Row. The money
was spent for groceries and two truckloads

Your editor, on a recent trip to California, dug
up some very interesting personal material in the
studio and will present it as a special article in next
month's issue. All about some people who are very much
in the national spotlight today, but who were not quite
sc important at the time whereof we shall report.

were delivered to the Fireman at Falmouth,
Ky., Nora's hometown. A picture of Nora and
Bill appeared in the Cincinnati Post - Times
Star, surrounded by their packages, and is
reproduced herewith.

—Lillian Ahern

CONTINUED F^OM PAGE 6

[CHARL OTTE) The late Fred Allen once said,

"lou live only once, but if you work it right,
ance is enough." In the category of working
it right, I would certainly place serving Par-
amount.

It was in March of 1939 when I joined this

fine corporation in Atlanta, Georgia, later
coming to the Charlotte Branch in 1944. Back
then, eggs were 251 a doz., bacon and coffee

25f a lb. Edward h. Murrow was coming into
prominence with his up to the minute radio
broadcasts of Hitler' s rampages. The younger
set was listening to Frank Sinatra's "I'll
Never Smile Again", with Tommy Dorsey's Orches-
tra. Paramount salesmen were selling, to name
a few: CAFE SOCIETY, Madeleine Carroll and
Fred McMurray; THE BEACHCOMBER, Charles Laug-

ton; NEVER SAY DIE, Martha Raye and Bob Hope;

THE LADY'S FROM KENTUCKY, George Raft and El-

len Drew; SIX HOPALONU CASSIDYS, BULLDOG DRUM-

MOND SERIES.

I never would have known the wonderful
people I have been associated with over the

years had I not come to work for Paramount.
They have been happy years for which I am
most grateful, and I hope to work many more.

You can understand why I could not let my
anniversary pass without a few remarks, and
to express my appreciation for the opportunity.

Have you ever tried to play "Flight of

the Bumblebee" on a keyboard covered by a sheet?

Veil, Jerry Ball, nationally known marathon

pianist of Charlotte, does that and many other

tricks when he plays sometimes as long as 12

hours to raise money for the MARCH OF DIMES.

You name the tune and donate $1 to the cause

and Jerry plays it. He has a memory for hun-

dreds of songs. He may be suspended by a

crane 40 feet in the air or rolling down the

sidewalk, as he plays. This good Samaritan

is credited with raising $150,000 since 1949.

He also plays for Heart and Cancer and other

drives. He is Public Relations Mgr. for Esso

Standard Oil Co. who willingly loans him to

travel over the country to help raise money

for worthy causes. He was guest speaker and

entertainer at the W0MPI Club's February Lun-

cheon vhere it was my pleasure to meet him.

Our city is very proud of this fine American.

A two-time winner is Weber Howell, Office

Manager. In December, at a time when he said

he needed it most, he won the $100 Buck of the

Month prize. Again in January his name was

drawn as the winner of the $50 Lucky Six prize.

—Mildred Hoover

Unprecedented business and happy exhib-

itors, this is the continued story of THE TaN

COMMANDMENTS. This great picture is proving

over and over again that it is the greatest

picture from every standpoint that the indus-

try has ever known. We are continuing to sell

the remaining conventional thentres and drive-

ins that we have not played, and our goal is

nothing less than 100% payoff in the Charlotte

territory. (Continued on Page 24)
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HIS CAREER BEGAN HERE

WORLD-WIDE SALES DIRECTOR
GEORGE WELTNER SURVEYS
THE LATIN AMERICAN MARKET

PANAMA - Group at the reception held in Mr.
Meitner' s honor at the El Panama Hilton Hotel.
From left: Paramount Manager Mario Ghio, Mr.
Sylvan Lowe, Latin American Division Manager H.
B.Gordon, Mr. Weltner, Mrs. Sylvan Lowe, of the
Bellavista Circuit; Mr. Francisco Fabrega ,Mana-

§
er of the Central Circuit; Mr. Paul Wir, and
r. and Mrs. Ludwig Strauss.

Mi . Weltner has just

returned to New York from
such a visit. The journey
took him down the East
Coast, across to Chile,
and up the West Coast to
Panama, thence back to
New York. In Rio de Jane-
iro he was joined by Latin

American Division Manager
Henry B. Gordon, who acc-
ompanied him all the way
to Panama, then returned
to his base headquarters
in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

In both Rio de Janeiro
and Sao Paulo, Mr .Weltner
was able to Participate
in vital advance planning

LIMA - One of those eternal
customs clearances conferences
is engaged in between (1. to r.)

Lennart Bjorck, Henry B.Gordon
and George Weltner as the latter
two arrive in Peru from Chile
as part of Mr. Weltner' s survey
journey around South America.

Crossing the Andes to Chile has always been high
adventure to Mr. Weltner, and the most recent trip
in connection with the advent of "The Ten Command-
ments," and it was a matter of great pride and sat-
isfaction to him that the ties of friendship and
cooperativeness made many, many years ago have end-
ured and grown through the passing years. Results
of surpassing greatness are anticipated from the
presentation of the mighty Cecil B. DeMille picture
throughout the great Republic of the United States
of Brazil, where the name of Paramount appears to
be enjoying a fine degree of prestige.

A similar state of affairs was found by Mr.
Weltner in Argentina, where already "The Ten Comm-
andments" is carving immensely satisfying records.

Whenever George Weltner, Paramount
vice-president in charge of Worldwide
Sales, goes to South America on busi-

ness, it is always hard work - but

work that's filled with a nostalgic
sense of pleasure. For it was in

South America that Mr. Weltner really

began his Paramount career more than

thirty-five years ago, and i t "s a

vast land filled with many wonderful

memories and many fine and durable
friends. Going there (and he has been

there an almost countless number of

times) is always a fresh thrill.

PANAMA - Group at the reception in
Mr. Weltner' s honor at the El Panama
Hilton Hotel. In centre is Mr. Fran-
cisco Fabrega, manager of the Circuito
Central. At right are the Italian
Ambassador to Panama, Dr.Mario Majoli
and Mrs. Majoli.

proved to be no exception. Also no except-
ion to the regular rule was the wonderful
hospitality extended in Chile, where top
exhibitor Benito del Villar still manifests

a great bond of affection for the Paramount
he has known so well for decades. In Chile,

also, the accomplishments of "The Ten Com-
mandments" are a subject of top national
prominence

.

In Peru, Mr. Weltner was able to see at

first hand the perfect releasing arrange-
ment Paramount now enjoys through the med-
ium of a trio of ace theatres, and the
fine, capable control exercised here by
Manager Lennart Bjorck.

In Panama, where Manager Mario Ghio was
a fine host, the travellers were joined by
Richard Nathan, from his supervisory post
in the Central American republics, and got
a first-hand conditions report from him.



IEditor's First-Hand View

PROMISED NEW PRODUC
COMING ALONG MAGNIFI
Early this month your editor was

in California on a personal visit

and just happened to be in the vic-

inity of the Paramount Studio. What

was more natural than to drop in

and see how the now- i nternat i onally

known Affirmation of Faith was being

translated into solid-socko product.

He saw four really major pictures

in wor k

!

No ordinary pictures, these - but hefty marquee
majors, with top stars, ace entertainment qualities

and every other attribute which was around in the

film world when we coined the phrase - "If It's A

Paramount Picture, It's the Best Show in Townl"

The four pictures were:

AUDREY HEPBURN’S NEX
FOR PARAMOUNT

Audrey Hepburn, talented Academy-award-winning
been definitely set to star in Alfred Hitchcock's "

the Judge" which is scheduled to start at Paramount

Miss Hepburn thus will return to the studio whe

gained film fame in her first major motion picture,

Wyler's "Homan Holiday," and won an Academy Award s

actress of the year. Subsequently she starred in "S
j

and Peace" and "Funny Face" at Paramount.

"No Bail For the Judge" is based on the suspem
Henry Cecil, best-selling English mystery writer. l|

both produce and direct. He has already completed

search on the picture in London.

picture radiates fun, contains crackling
abounds with saucy situations and will n

glad they spent the money to see it. Per

right down the line by Clark Gable, Carr

Lilli Palmer, Lee J. Cobb, Barry Coe, Th

and Ton Duggan are tops in every departir

is a film in the best tradition of enter

BUT NOT FOR ME

CAREER

ONE-EYED JACKS

HELLER WITH A GUN

On the basis of knowing the stories in advance,
watching actual production on the sets, and view-
ing the daily 'rushes,' here is how these particu-
lar productions appear to this reporter:

BUT NOT FOR ME
Ever since their emergence as top-level produ-

cers of film entertainment for the world, William
Perlberg and George Seaton have studied audience

trends and tastes all over the world. As nearly as

anyone can judge these days, they know what film
fans want, and collectively they seek to provide

it. A prime example of this supply is the hilari-
ously funny "But Not For Me." This comedy reverses

a recent trend in which old man wins young girl,by
having the young girl hurl herself at the middle-
aged man, appear to be winning — and then be toss-
ed neatly and securely into the nuptials business
with the young man she naturally belongs with. The

CAREER
This is the fascinating story of an 1

dedicated actor and the people he meets,

ences, on his long climb to success. It

told by producer Hal Wallis with all of

and competence that have made Mr. Wallis

standing name where box-office results a

ned. Anthony Franciosa plays the dedica

and Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine and Ca

enact the roles of a trio of three-dimer

characters who profoundly influence his

career. The first is an opportunistic st

tor; the second a wealthy dipsomaniac wh

him but cannot hold him; and the third i

appointed actress turned actors' agent,

ground is New York City's Broadway, the

ble lure for new talent; and producer We

made this element seem still mo^e real t

in the picture two of his newest potenti

Joan Blackman and Donna Douglas. Both ar

glowing performances, the same term beir

ble to the four principals.

ONE-EYED JACKS
All over the world the eyes and the i

filmgoers are on Marlon Brando. Here is

most 'electric' personalities to zoom t<
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in all the long history of motion pictures. In
"One-Eyed Jacks," his first picture for Paramount
release, Brando is not only the star, he is also
the director. Watching him direct this picture is

an experience without precedent in film-making his-

tory,and it is most evident that this great produc-

tion which his skill is bringing forth, is like-
wise without precedent. Brando is in every essence

a perfectionist. Nothing in the making of the film
escapes his attention; no nuance is missed; no
sound or gesture is overlooked. And despite the fact

that comparisons are usually termed odious, mention
must be made of the number of times in which the
name "Shane" arose - on the set, in the screening
rooms, and throughout the studio generally. There
appears to be not the slightest doubt that one of

the most remarkable and memorable motion pictures
in all film history is in the making with "One-Eyed
Jacks."

HELLER WITH A GUN

On one of the many colorful sets of this picture,

Sophia Loren and Anthony Quinn were eager for news
about "The Black Orchid" from any part of the world
that we could supply it. Since you already know the
news, you don't have to be told of our answer. But
yob can be told that this foray of a troupe of act-
ors into the Indian badlands of the very Wild West,
under the sex-sational leadership of Miss Loren, is
one of the most entertainment-plus pictures to bear
the Paramount Trade Mark in a very long while. Not
only does it have excitement, intrigue, romance and

thrills,but it has a bunch of surprise twists that

hit so suddenly that audiences everywhere will

gasp. Sophia's costumes in many instances are the

last word; and in some, they are the last shred —
to the delight of audiences everywhere. Quinn and

Miss Loren are of course superb; but keep a weather

eye on newcomer Steve Forrest as a gunman you'll

never forget; on Margaret O'Brien, entrancing now

that she's an adult; and on old-timer Edmund Lowe

who should be in a great many more pictures as a

result of his work in this one. George Cukor, who

recently directed "Wild Is the Wind," is packing

plenty of his renowned skill into "Heller With A

Gun" and the Technicolor is breath-taking.

ir Lon of

s (T the
re summit

PICTURES ALSO TELL THE STORY. Scenes illustrating some of

the pictures detailed on these two pages will be found in what
amounts to a continuation of this report on Page 34. They
also tell a happy product story.

Marlon Brando the director is as fine a star
as Marlon Brando the actor. Only the cast and
the production staff of this memorable picture
will have the visual proof of this — but the
whole wide world will know it from the proven,
tangible result — the entertainment film, "One-
Eyed Jacks."

But a top major studio is not alone concer-
ned with making current pictures - it is forever*
busy planning and preparing for new ones. And
at Paramount there was major attention being
given to such immediate future projects as "The
Mountain Is Young." When we were there, the unit
had just returned from Nepal, and the results of
the findings of the individual members were be-
ing translated into practical plans for this
major undertaking. From many observations it is
unmistakably evident that one of the towering
titans of I960 is in the making with "The Moun-
tain Is Young." Advance planning will take up
to September, and in October actual filming in
Nepal and neighboring countries is expected to
begin.

Meanwhile, of course, the studio was abux*
with news about three recently-completed films.
Hal Wallis' "D6n't Give Up the Ship" had been
given an official okay by Washington, and the
officials themselves had expressed delight over
"the funniest of all Jerry Lewis comedies." In
the last stages of editing was "The Jayhawkers,"
and the word was very evident that this Panama-
Frank thriller of the lawless West was tops in
entertainment, with Jeff Chandler, Fees Parker
and Nicole Maurey giving performances of utmost
realism.

Finally, there was on display a stack of
postcards, weighing about a pound and a quarter,
but as valuable as a pile of uranium of compar-
able size. They were the cards collected after
the sneak preview of Danny Kaye's "The Five
Pennies" at the Paramount Theatre in San Fran-
cisco. Never before had a picture of this
delightful type produced such a crop of sheer
ecstasy ecstasy for the producer, ecstasy
for the distributor, and ecstasy for the exhibi-
tor. (Some of the quotes appear on Page 5).

Verily indeed. Grand New Product is Acomin'

*******
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Thr i 11 i ng

,

Magi cal

Mus i c

Highlights
"The Five
Penn i es"

Out of a friendly
challenge in an out-
of-the-way night-club
comes the mightiest
trumpet-playing that
the world has ever
heard.

TEAMING OF LOUIS ARMSTRONG WITH DANNY KAYE
WAS SHEER MAGIC. THE MUSIC THAT FLOWS
F?OM THEIR CORNETS WILL TAKE THE WORLD BY
STORM

Even though some of
your fondest dreams fail
to materialize, you can
be thankful that many of
your nightmares don't
come t~ue either!

NEW YOSK - These two
youhg players both play
Danny Kaye's daughter
(the same daughter), in

"The Five Pennies." At
right is Susan Gordon,who
is 'Dorothy Nichols' at
the age of five; at left
is Tuesday Weld who is
'Dorothy' at the age of
fourteen.

"The Five Pennies," one
of the most entrancing
pictures in all film his-
tory, is based on the
true-life story of Loring
(Ped) Nichols, an orches-
tra leader of powerful
influence in the Nineteen
Twenties and Thirties.

"TEMPEST" OPENBAART
ZIJN GROOTHE 1 0 AAN HET
BI0SC00PPUBLIEK„.,,,.
Deze maand hebben wij het werkelijk feite-
lijke nieuws over de grootheid van "Tem-
pest". De bioscoopbezoekers van Amerika
kunnen thans eindelijk de machtige Dino
De Laurentiis produktie voor Paramount
gaan zien, een produktie die ieder film-
record in de geschiedenis van de Italiaan-
se filmindustrie verbrijzeld heeft. De
film is in verschillende belangrijke ste-
den overal in de Ver. Staten in premiere
gegaan, en het oordeel aan de kassa is,
dat Paramount een gouden record-breker in
handen heeft voor de heden ten dage gel-
dende maatstaven.

Een van onze veralagen van deze maand
gaat over Mr. George Weltner, terug van zjjn

tournee door het Zuid Amerikaanse gebied,
en zeer enthousiast over zijn bevindingen
en over de vooruitzichten, die zelfs nog
beter zijn dan de situatie op dit moment.
Een andere grote reiziger, Mr. James E.

Perkins, president van Paramount Interna-
ticfcA Films, is nog maar nauwelijks terug
van een tournee door het nabije Oosten,
of hij maakt voorbereidselen voor een
trip naar Zuid Afrika. Hij zal op deze
reis tevens een groot aantal Afrikaanse
landen gaan bezoeken, die niet al te vaak

fcet nieuws in deze kolommen uitmaken,
doch dit waarschi jnli jk binnenkort wel
zullen doen als deze veelbereisde direct
teur in de loop van April in New York te-

rug zal zijn.

Zeer belangrijke "casting" nieuwtjes
komen uit de nieuwe Paramount Studio in

Hollywood. Ten eerste, Pina Pellicer, de

jonge Mexicaanse die in de internationale

belangstelling kwam te staan toen ze werd
uitgekozen als Marlon Brando's tegenspeel-
ster in "One-Eyed Jacks", is door Para-
mount gekontrakteerd voor nog drie films.

Een andere aanwijzing van de grote nieuwe
kwaliteit welke doorgedrongen is in ons

produkt wordt gevonden in het feit, dat

Fees Parker, uitsluitend op de kracht van

zijn vertolkingen in "The Hangman" en

"The Jayhawkers", gekontrakteerd is om

12 Paramount films te maken, twee per

jaar in de komende zes jaar. Er staan ook

belangrijke aankondigingen voor de deur

in verband met de Seaton-Perlberg produk-

tie, "The Pleasure of his Company", en de

Alfred Hitchcock produktie, "No Bail for

the Hudge, beide films die ook reeds enige

maanden geleden in het Paramount "Affir-
mation of Faith" programme werden aange-
kondigd.
Intussen verspreidt zich de golf van enthou-

siasme steeds verder door de grootheid van

het nieuwe produkt. "The Last Train from
Gun Hill" werd enige weken geleden voor de

pers van New York City vertoond en oogstte

een enorm enthousiasme onder de critici en

andere filmschri jvers. En dit zelfde geluid

horen wij van andere "previews", nl. "One-

Eyed Jacks", Jerry Lewis' "Don't Give up

the Ship", de Perlberg-Seaton komedie, *

"But not for me", met Clark Gable, Lili

Palmer, Carroll Baker en Lee J.Cobb, an

"The Hayhawkers". De studio maakt ook

melding van de belangrijke produktie vor-

dering van "Heller with a Gun", een reus-

achtige film voor Sophia Loren en Anthony

Quinn; en Hal Wallis' "Career" zal zeker

gelden als een van de sterkste drama's,

die Hollywood dit jaar zal produceren.

Het heeft Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa,

Shirley MacLaine en Carolyn Jones in de

hoofdrollen.
Het blijkt, dat er dus genoeg goede

produktie nieuwtjes zijn uit elke bron.
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THE GREATEST EVENT IN

MOTION PICTURE HISTORY
IS TO BE SCREENED IN ROCKHAMPTON
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TUCKERS DISPLAY CENTRE HSHSSifeSJS
IN THE WINTERGAROEN THEATRE

nd f>wniM

THE SHOWING of QUALITY FURNITURF
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TUCKER & TUCKER Pty Ltd
P.O. Boi 203. Denham Streat. Rockhampton

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

BOTH UNDER HEAVY

SUCCESS- IMPACT OF

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

ROCKHAMPTON, Q' land —
Groups of Catholic school
children, accompanied by
nuns, stream into the
Wintergarden Theatre to
see "The Ten Commandment^'
in what has proven to be
the most successful eng-
agement any picture ever
has experienced in this
tropical Australian city.

WELLINGTON, N.Z. - Preview screening of "The Ten
Commandments" here before top government representati-
ves, and representatives of all religious faiths, as
well as the press and radio, was the most successful
film presentation of its kind in New Zealand history.
Praise in behalf of the great picture was kindled in
every section of the community, and interest in the
picture on the general public level has proven to be
overwhelming. Shown above at the screening are, from
left to right: Rabbi A. Astor, Robert J. Kerridge,
Managing Director of Kerridge Odeon; and Bishop
Caulton, Associate Anglican Bishop of Auckland.

ROCKHAMPTON - Managing
Director R.L. Graham (at

right) and General Sales

Manager G.M.Nacard, study

the Bulletin's "Ten Conm-
andments" supplement (see

bottom of page).

BELCH

WELLINGTON,N.Z. - The
superb buffet spread in
the lounge foyer of the
Embassy Theatre following
the special screening of

"The Ten Commandments."

PEP TH - Paramount Manager
Jack Edwards (above) has been
unanimously elected president of
the top film industry club, The
Peelers. This high honour has
come about despite the fact that
Jack has been in Western Austr-
alia just four years. As the
Australasian Exhibitor stated
editorially in reporting the
election: "...Jack since his
transfer to these parts has been
one of the hardest workers for
the fraternity." Prior to this,
Jack Edwards nad been a member
of Paramount's Melbourne staff.

WELLINGTON, New Zealand - Special
preview of "The Ten Commandments" at-
tracted a record number of top gover-
nment officials. Here the Tr. Hon. J.
Mathison, cabinet minister, is being
welcomed by Paramount General Manager
Stanley H. Craig, at right. In centre
is Mr. G. Scott. Director of the New
Zealand National Film Unit.

BELOW
The four major pages of the very

wonderful newspaper supplement on the
engagement of "The Ten Commandments"
at tne Wintergarden Theatre in Rock-
hampton. Supplement appeared in the
Rockhampton "Bulletin."

SYDNEY - Enjoying
one of the happiest
engagements that
the celebrated
Prince Edward Thea-
tre has presented
in years, is "The

Matchmaker." which
co-stars Shirley
Booth, Shirley
MacLaine and Tony
Perkins. Not only
is attendance fine,

and reception of

the picture by the

public in the top
bracket, but the
Sydney film press,
ordinarily critical
in the highest deg-
ree, has lavished
shining praise on

the comedy.
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I am only one, but I
am one, I cannot do
everything, but I can do
something. What I can

do, I ought to do. And
what I ought to do, by
the grace of God, I will

- An old saying

NEW YO^K - Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Guardino at Loew's
Lexington Theatre for the
special showing of Danny
Kaye's "The Five Pennies,"
in which Harry has a very
rememberable role. This
talented player fir3tcame
to the attention of film-
goers in "Houseboat," and
so pronounced an impress-
ion did he create that he
was put unde*- long-term
contract.

Sign on a winding
highway: "These curves
are different; they get
more dangerous after you
pass 65 1"

Shirley Booth and Shir-
ley MacLaine in a scene
from "The Matchmaker."

The hilarious product-
ion has been extremely
well received by press
and public in Australia,
and looks like being a
marked success in several
other countries.

A girdle is an accessory
after the fat.

CHARLOTTE continued f^om page 18

There is an intense contest going on with-
in our office among the bookers and salesmen
to secure the greatest number of feature and
short bookings. Every effort is being exten-
ded by all parties to outdo each other and
great progress is being made. This is the
spirit that our company thrives on.

—Joe Cutrell

PHILADELPHIA March 15th, 1919 was a red

letter day in the life of Salesman Falph Gar-
man of the Philadelphia Branch. That was the
day Ralph first came to work for Paramount.

The boys and girls in the office celebra-
ted Ralph's 40th Anniversary this past Monday
and the attached photos will show it was a hap-

py remembrance for Ralph.
Along with a gift and flowers from the

gang in the office Ralph was the recipient of
numerous well wishes from just about every ex-
hibitor in the area. President George Weltner
and Vice President Hu^i Owen also sent their
personal congratulations to Ralph, and all in
all it was a day we feel Ralph will remember
for quite a while. — John Kane

ST. LOUIS SNAPS

(At top): At far left. Branch Manager Harry
Haas is chatting with Edward Arthur, of Arthur
Enterprises. Next, Salesman Joe Benedick and
Mrs. Benedick. Third picture shows Office
Manager-Head Booker Jerry Bahner and Mrs.Bah-
ner. Fourth picture presents John Meinardi,
District Manager for Fox-Midwest Theatres in
this territory. Then, Salesman Bill Sharpe,
and Billy, his pride and joy.

BELOW

The Branch's "whiz" on a comp. - Mrs.Grace
Lusicic. And in the following picture, Danny
and Michael Lusicic, the wonderful reasons why
she is working so busily, and efficiently. And
finally - Exhibitor Thomas Baker, owner of the
Sharon Theatre, Bunker Hill, Illinois.

40 for Ralph l
Above is the whole feature-length^picture story of Ralph
German's 40-Years-with-Paramount Party in Philadelphia. The

first picture shows him, with coat, being congratulated by Division Manager John G. Moore.
Then he is exchanging reminiscences with another 'veteran,' PBX Operator Evelyn Moore,who'll
have been with Paramount 35 years in May. Mae Orloff, division manager's secretary, presents
Ralph with some gifts. Then seven lovely lassies called on Ralph - Rose Di Prospero, Betty
West, Nancy Tiedeken, Mary Dooley, Elaine Folcarelli, Rita Ridolfi and Phyllis de Lucas. At

lower left: Booker Matty Judge, Salesman John Kane, Booker Stanley Smithers, Cashier Bob

Thompson, Booker Jim Winters and Cashier's Clerk Mike Grady. Next picture is of the inspect-
ion staff with Ralph: Amelia Mooney (Inspec), Francis Griffith (Shipper), Peter Bertotti

(Shipper), Cecelia Bertelli (inspec), Marians Cortese (inspec), Stephen. Coppola (Head Shipper).

Then Ralph (who hasn't been out of one of the snapshots yet) is with Advertising Representat-
ive Mike Weiss, Salesman Harry Dressier and Head Booker-Office Manager Anthony Lomonaco. And

finally, with flowers from the office staff guess who?
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CAMERA SHOWS THAT

HOLLYWOOD'S HEART
HAS A PARAMOUNT
^^AT*************

PREPARING FOR THE NEXT MIGHTY ONE

Having seen "Tempest" given a superlative advance

release campaign, Dino De Laurentiis spent almost two

weeks in Hollywood laying the groundwork for his next

production. Above he is in conference with his American

representative, Ralph Serpe, at right.

on March 5th for the annual awards of the Foreign Press Assoc-
iation of Hollywood, One of this year's awards was to Tina
Louise (co-star of Paramount's "The Trap" and "The Hangman") as
"The International Newcomer Destined for Stardom." Mi3s Louise
was not in Hollywood for the function, so Earl Holliman accept-
ed the statuette on her behalf. Standing to Holliman's right is
P.ay Walston, chairman of the Awards banquet.

Talented trio at the
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association's annual
Awards Banquet at the Am-
bassador Hotel. Earl
Holliman's arms encompass
Paramount contract player
Valerie Allen, at left,
and Hal Wallis' newest
'discovery,' Donna Doug-
las, at right. Donna has
a fine featured role in
"Career," and hails from
Shreveport, Louisiana.

Forever ” C.B.’s”
In Paramount Studio's Continental Cafe there stood

for many years the centrally situated table that always
was occupied by Cecil B. DeMille and the top echelon of

his staff. No other table in all the film industry of the

world has had seated around it, over more than thirty-
five years, more of the world's great figures. For it
was traditional for renowned personalities visiting the
studio to either be guests at this table, or to stop by
it on their way to or from the banquet room attached to

the commissary.
Today there is no table on this spot. Nor will there

ever be. As shown above, the spot has become a shrine to
the memory of Mr. DeMille. The tablets from Mount Sinai
have been moved there from another part of the studio,
and a wonderfully new life-like photograph of the produ-
cer of "The Ten Commandments" - and seventy other great
Paramount Pictures - has been placed on the wall above
it.

And the affection throughout the studio for this
great man is in keeping with this lovely tribute , placed
where all the world can see it.

Mr. J. C» Jain, the
eminent motion picture
authority of The Times rf

India, lunches in the
Paramount Continental
Cafe with producer-direc-
tor George Seaton. They
discussed actual projects
in work, since Mr. Jain
had Just completed a very
comprehensive tour of the
studio, including a visit
to the sets of tne Perl-
berg-Seaton production,
But Not For Me." which
co-stare Clark Gable,
Lilli Palmer, Carroll
Baker and Lee J. Cobb.
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COPENHAGEN - "War and
Peace," having completely
captivated the capital of
Denmark, has moved on to
Aarhus. Here's the very
forceful display arranged
in the windows of Leth
Bang, Boghandel, Set. Cle-
mentstorv 9, Aarhus, in
conjunction with the pres-
entation of the mighty De
Laurentiis-Paramount prod-
uction at the Folketeatret
in Aarhus.

So live that you
wouldn't be ashamed to
sell the family pa ’-rot to

the town gossip.

-Will Rogers

COPENHAGEN - Paramount
Manager John Aarshoj sets

a high level of showman-
ship attainment for every
picture, and "The Joker Is

Wild" was no exception.
Especially when its music
qualities was a 'must' for

every music store in town.

Here's the very special
window show given the film

by the e stablishment of

Musikthomsen.

Horse sense is becom-

ing so scarce that only

horses have it.

In returning to the editor the Swedish
translation published below, General Manager
Paul Flodin said in his letter - "this is very

promising news throughout." He was referring
in large measure to the news about the forth-
coming product, news which is amplified else-
where by the editor's own first-hand story of

studio activities which appears on Pages 20,21.

"T E M P E S T"—
FILM MED PUBLIKTYCKE

Den hiir munaden har vi verkliga nyheter

att komma med betraffande "TEMPEST", iintligen

har den amerikanska blopubliken fAtt se Dino
de Laurentiis mfiktiga filmskapelse som han
gjort ffir Paramount, filmen som stfiller alia
tidigare italienska rekard i skuggan. Den har

redan haft premiar i en hel del nyckelstfider

over hela Forenta Staterna och av kassaresul-
taten kan man dra den slutsatsen att Paramount
hfir funnitden pAlitliga^ekordsfittaren", till
glfidje ffir bra lAng tid framat.

En av mdnadens rapporter ror Mr. George
Weltners resa i Latinamerika, frAn vilken han

nyligen Aterkommit, utomordentligt tillfreds
med vad han sett och hort. Mr. Weltner stfil-

ler Sven i utsikt ett Bkat ekonomiskt resul-

tat under de nfirmaste raanaderna. En annan re-

senfir, Mr. James E. Perkins, President of Pa-

ramount International Films, hann nfitt och

Jfimt Aterkorama fran sin orientresa forrfin han

Anyo mAste antrfida en ny lAng resa, denna gAng

till Sydafrika. Hans resplaner fir vittomfat-

tande och kommer att innefatta delar av Afri-

ka,varifrfin vi mera sfillan har anlediiing att

rapportera i dessa spalter men som vi gissa

kommer att figurera ratt ofta efter det Mr.

Perkins Aterkommit till New York nAgon gang i

april mAnad.

FrAn vAr nya Paramount Studio i Hollywood

har under de har senaste dagarna intressanta

meddelanden om nyengagemang natt oss. Forst

och framst har Pina Pellicer, den unga mexi-

kanskan som vann internationell ryktbarhet som

Marlon Brandos motspelerska i "ONE-EYED JaCKS”

kontrakterats av Paramount for ytterligare tre

fliner. For sina starka rolltolkningar i "The

HANGMAN" och "The JAYHAWKERS" har Fess Parker

undertecknat ett kontrakt om tolv filraer for

Paramount, tvA per Ar under de nfirmaste sex

Aren. Man vfintar ocksA spent pA tillkfinnagi-

vandet av huvudrollsinnehavare for Seaton-

Perlbergs "The PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY" och.

Alfred Hitchcocks "NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE" , ba-

de atSttepelare i Paramounts nya giv.

Optimismen fir pAfallande vad betraffar den

kommande produktionen. Fdr nAgra veckor se-

dan bereddes New York City-pressen tillfalle

att se "The LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL" och en-

tusiasmen var stor bland kritiker och film-

skribenter. Detsarnma galler "ONE-EYED JACKS",

Jerry Lewis' "DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP" ,Perl-

berg-Seaton-komedien "BUT NOT FOR ME" med

Clark Gable, Lili Palmer, Carroll Baker och

Lee J. Cobb, och "The JAYHAWKERS". Fran stu-

dion hfir vi enbart lovord om "HELLER WITH A
GUN", som fir under inspelning med Sophia Loren
och Anthony Quinn i de ledande rollerna, och
om Hwl Wallis' "CAREER", den senare en av de

COPENHAGEN - In a city where there are
severe limitations on outdoor showmanship, shop
windows are a fertile field for the utilisat-
ion of displays announcing current and forth-
coming attractions. Here are two such displays
- the one at the left is in the Ilsoe Music
Store, the one at right is the establishment
of Fona, in Vimmelskaftet.

starkaste filmema frAn Hollywood i Ar. De fy

ra forsta namnen i rollistan: Dean Martin, An-
thony Franciosa, Shirley MacLaine och Carolyn
Jones.

AlltsA, kort och gott: Bara goda nyheter
frAn alia hAll.

"THE JAYHAWKERS" - two of them - lay plans
to take the forces of their enemies by surprise
and win a quick and almost bloodless victory.
Playing these calm, cool and collected charact-
ers are Jeff Chandler, at left, and Fess Parker.

COPENHAGEN:
A lovely dist-
ant view of the
Palads Theatre
during the very
successful "War
and Peace" eng-
agement.
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CAMERA FOCUS ON FILM
EVENTS IN CONTINENTAL
EUROPE, AND ENVIRONS.

.

ROME - This engrossed audience is in the
Fiametta Theatre, watching a screening of "The
Black Orchid" for the •Golden David' Competit-
ion. The screening was a great success and the
polling very favorable to Sophia Loren. In the
centre of the picture, to right of lady in the
white fur, is Anna Magnani. Two seats to Miss
Magnani's right, is Maria Scicolone, Sophia
Lorep,' s sister. Seated directly to the right
behind Miss Magnani is Paramount Sales Manager
Renato Cammarota.

TURIN. Italy - The celebrated Corso Theatre
of this city not only emphasised the presence of
Sophia Loren in "The Black Orchid," but also,in
a line beneath the title, gave prominence to the
fact that she was proclaimed "The foremost actr-
ess" at the recent Venice Film Festival.

CAIRO - Exterior of the
renowned Cinama Rivoli
with a most compelling
front-of-house display for
"St. Louis Blues."

CATANIA, Italy - With blissfully comfortable
seats for 1,300, this is the magnificent new
Cinema Ariston that Exhibitor Francesco Li

given to this celebrated city. Mr.
Li Calzi has always maintained the very highest
standards of exhibition, and his new cinema is
in the very beet of these traditions.

BRUSSELS - This angled front-of-house disp-
lay for "Maracaibo" was complete with colored
flashing lights which simulated flames and ad-
ded excitement to the invitation to enter the
theatre and see the Cornel Wilde thriller.

MILAN - This striking
night display for "Wild
Is the Wind," by the Cor-
so Cinema, stood out with
eerie nocturnal power.

BRUSSELS - Impersonator
of Jerry Lewis as "The Sad
Sack" distributing heralds
to pedestrians outside the
Victory Theatre here.

col
—IIUJIOQI IAN TRIBUTE.
We are adv i sed by Charle s J uroe

,

Euro pean Public

i

ty D i recto r

,

that
Bel g ium's most i mp ortant f i lm fan
ma g a z i ne , Cine R ev ue (whos e e d i t o r

i s J o Van Cottom ), has cho sen "The
T en Commandments (I for thei r

" Grand
Pr i x du Me i 1 leur F i lm d e 1 'An nee .

"

At a later dat e still to be set

,

a wo rk of art wi 11 be awar ded as a

pr i z e to Paramou nt , by the Ma y or
of Brussels at a c eremony t 0 be
held at the City H all.

We will have p i c tures th en

.
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I am always humbled
by the infinite ingenuity
of the Lord ,

who can make

a red barn cast a blue

shadow.
-E.B. White

FRANKFURT - Current
cover of the expertly ed-

ited Paramount In Wort Und

Bild is devoted to the

sultry beauty of Sophia
Loren,whose "Black Orchid"

is a current success, and

whose "Heller With A Gun

(both co-starring Anthony
Quinn) looks like being
another fine impact-hit.

You can't give charac-

ter to another person,

but you can encourage him

to develop his own by

possessing one yourself.
-Artenus Calloway

VianrA - One of many
remarkably effective music
store window tie-ups arr-
anged by Manager Louis
Kanturek in connection
with the local presentat-
ion of "St. Louis Blues."

Before God we are all

equally wise — equally

foolish.
-Albert Einstein

"TEMPEST" -

erobert das
1 i kum i m Sturm

!

DER STURM-
K i nopub-

In diesem Monat konnen wir ousseror-
dentlich Positives iiber die geschaftliche Be-

deutung unseres Films TEMPEST (Der Sturm) be—

richten. Endlich konnte das anerikanische
Kinopublikum diese gross angel egte Dino DeLau-

rentiis-Produktion fur die Paramount sehen,

die jeden bisherigen Spielrekord der italie-

nischen Filmindustrie gebrochen hat. Der Film

wurde in den wichtigsten Gro.sstiidten der

Staaten gezeigt und die Kassenberichte bewei-

sen, dass die Paramount einen ausgesprochenen

Rekordbreclier in den Ilanden halt, der fiir un—

sere Zeit gerade das riclitige Ausmass hat.

Einer der Berichte starmt von unseren

aus Siid-Amerika zuriickgekehrten Weltverkanfs-

chef George Weltner, der sich begeistert iiber

die dortigen Erfolge und die weiteren Zn-

kunftsaussichten ausserte. Ein anderer Beanf-

tragter, James E. Perkins, President der Pa-

ramount International Films, der erst kiirz-

lich von seiner Orientreise zuriickgekelirt war,

brach jetzt zu einer Inspektionsreise nach

Siid-Afrika auf. Seine Inspektion erstreckt

sich dieses Mai auf mehrere afrikanische Lan-

der, die zwar in diesen Spalten wenig genannt

wurden, aber ohne Zweifel bald nelir erwiihnt

werden, wenn der Vielgereiste im April nach

New York zuriickgekehrt ist.

In den letzten Tagen wurden selir wich-

tige Neuigkeiten aus dera neueri Paramount Stu-

dio in Hollywood bekannt. Als erste: Die

junge Mexikanerin Pina Pellicer, internatio-

nal bekannt seit sie in ONE-EYED JACKS (Der

Einiiugige) Marlon Brandos Partnerin wurde,

erhielt von der Paramount einen Vertrag fiir

drei weitere Filme. Ein andercs Zeiclien fiir

die Giite unserer zukiinftigen Filme ist die

Tatsache, dass Fess Parker - vor alien wegen

seiner Leistungen in THE HANGMAN (Der Henker)

und THE JAYHAWKERS (Die Aasgeier) - fiir zwolf

Paramount-Filme verpflichtet wurde, von denen

er in den niichsten geeks Jahren jiihrlich zwei

abdreht. In Bezug auf die Perlberg-Scaton-

Produktion THE PLEASUliL OF HIS COMPANY (in

angenehmer Gesellscliaft) und die Hitchcock—

Produktion NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE (Keine

Bewiihrungsfrist fiir den Richter), die beide

bereits vor Monatcn in der Vcrtrauensbotschaft

des Paramount-Priisidenten enthalten waren, wer-

den gleichfalls wichtige Anldindigungen vorbe-

reitet.

HOLLYWOOD - Sophia Loren, in her dressing
room on the set of "Heller With A Gun," is in-
terviewed by the noted German correspondent,
Bert beisfeld.

A poster of remarkable effectiveness and
ingenuity is this one produced by the Paramou-
nteers of Germany for "Teacher's Pet.

Erfreuliche Nachrichten dringen aus dem Stu-

dio iiber die Produktionsfortschritte von
HELLER WITH A GUN (Es wird scharf geschossen),

ein starker Western mit Sophia Loren und

Anthony Quinn. Ferncr iiber die Hal B. Wallis-

Produlction CAREER (Karriere), die sich wolir-

scheinlich als eines der grossten Hollywood-

Dramen herausstel) en wird. In den Ilauptroller

Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley

MacLaine und Carolyn Jones.

Es hat den Anscliein, dass aus alien

Quellen vielversprechende Produktionsnach-

richten fliessen.

Desgleichen liisst cine andere none

Produlction sehr optimistische Erwartungcn zu.

T1IE LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL (Der letzte Zug

von Gun Hill) wurde vor einigen Wochen der

New Yorker Presse vorgefiihrt und erregte das

ausserordentli che Interesse der Kritilcer und

Filra.iournalisten. Aus den Berichten iiber wei-

tere Pressevorfiihrungen klingt das hbchste

Lob heraus . Es betrifft ONLJTYEi* JAC1.S (Der

Einiiugige), Jerry Lewis’ DON'T GIVE UP THE

SHIP (Keiner verliisst das Schiff), den Perl-

berg—Seaton—Lustspielfilm BUT NOT FOR ME (Bei

mir nicht) mit Clark Gable, Lilli Palmer,

Carroll Baker und Lee J. Cobb in den Ilaunt-

rollen, und THE JAYHAWKERS (Die Aasgeier).

SALZBURG, Aust-
ria — 0ns of ths
many fins window
displays arranged
for "The Ten Coo-
•mandments" when
ths great film
was presented at
the Stadt-Kino...
THe engagement
has proven to be
enormously succ-
essful. according
to Louis Kanturstc,
Paramount repres-
entative in Aust-
ria.
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PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
PRODUCTIONS SCOR-

ING ON MANY FRONTS

Fine results on

All-Time-Greatest
productions cont-
inue to roll in
from many parts of

the world, inclu-
ding what you see

on this page. And
fine plans conti-
nue to be made, as
you also see from
the superb German
posters we have
pictured as part

of that nation’s plan to get fullest

distribution from "Lives of a Beng-
al Lancer." One poster is above,
and below is another.

ROIMlftT l >TON-f L5KM

vnou/U
A LA FI D'ANNONCER

PROGRAMME

GRANDS FILMS
DE TOUS LES TEMPS
DE CETTE SERIE O'CEUVRES IMMORTELLES
LA PREMIERE A ETRE PRESENTEE SERA

«« iw mnw Bmm-r.-oauBii

LES 5llEt£5 DU PflSSfrONTPRSD'

BRUSSELS - This was the
special trade paper advertise-
ment .launching "Union Pacific"
into'the film industry of Belg-
ium. It was printed in Blue,
Black and Gold and compelled
widespread inte^st.

BRUSSELS - Magnificently striking
facade display at the Victory Theatre

for "Union Pacific." Note that this
is a U-shaped display, to catch the
pedestrians from every angle.

BRUSSEIi? - This eye-catching show
on a well-routed truck caught the
attention of tens of thousands of
potential film fans as it traversed
all of the city' 3 main streets, and
'managed' to be held up by traffic
just where the concentration of peo-

?
le happened to be thickest. In add-
tion, "Union Pacific" was given the
full showmanship treatment by press,
television and radio.

CONTEST! !

The intense interest in Paramount's

Press of Britain
and Eire Lauds
’’Union Pacific."

*

Multiple clippings to hand from
Tony Reddin in London indicate that
the British and Eire press have paid
fine tribute to the entertainment
qualities of Cecil B. DeMille's
"Union Pacific," and also to the
same great producer's "North West
Mounted Police."

Of the great railroad film, the
Sunday Press of Dublin said "A film
for all sorts of cinema lovers to
see and enjoy."

All of the reviews indicated
that both films are giant entertain-
ment treats, and certainly should be
seen by the new generations which
have grown up since the pictures or-
iginally were released.

This is a very much reduced

reproduction of the effective

brdmdside issued in London by

Tony Reddin and containing the

top British newspaper reviews

of "Union Pacific." It was sent

to all exhibitors in the United

—

Kingdom and Eire.

All-Time-Greatest productions by Man-
agers and Publicists alike has spar-
ked an international contest. Bullet-
ins on the event have been sent to all

offices.

Four special awards are to be made
for the best Publicity and Exploitat-
ion Campaigns on THE LIVES OF A BEN-
GAL LANCER.

The awards for outstanding exploi-
tation and publicity achievement con-
sist of specially inscribed hand-made
statuettes of Gary Cooper as Lieuten-
ant McGregor in the full dress uniform
of an officer of the List Bengal Lan-
cers .

Judgment of campaigns will be made'
on campaign summaries supported by
clippings and photographic evidence.

Judges will be :

ADOLPH ZUKOR
GEORGE WELTNER JAMES E. PERKINS

All entries should be sent to A.
Stephen Clug, Home Office, New York,
as soon as possible following key-
city release in each territory.
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Basic research is

what I am doing when I

don't know what I am
doing.

-Wemher von Braun

NEW YORK - Gonzalo De
Palacio (left) represent-
atire in the United States
for a great many publica-
tions of Latin America and

Spain, has a recorded in-
terview with Geoffrey
Home, one of the co-stare
of "Tempest."

Jerry Lewis has been

set by Hal Wallis to

star in VISIT TO A SMALL
PLANET, the Gore Vidal
play which was a Broad-
way hit starring Cyril
Pit chard.

The story deals with
an outer space visitor
to Earth who tampers
with world affairs for
his own amusement.

SANTIAGO, Chile - One
of the busiest comers in
downtown Santiago displays
this 24-sheet poster for
"Nights of Cabiria."

PIGHT

MAR DEL PLATA ,Arg. —
A very striking display
for "The Ten Commandments"
in the lobby of one of the
major hotels of this int-
ernationally renowned re-
sort city.

EL PUBLICO
ADMIRA Y APLAUDE
"T E M P E S T A D"

• • • •

9 •• •

Este mes podemos ser raOs concretos acerca

de la grandeza de la ingente produccion '’Tem-

pested", pues millares de amentes del cine han

tenido oportunidad de admirar la estupenda rea-

lizacion de Dino De laurentiis pera la Para-

mount, la cual ha derribado todos los records

de taquilla de la Industrie cinematogrOfica i-

taliana. ;:n los Estados Unidos, esta pelfcu-

la ha sido estrenada en varies ciudades Ha-
ves y la opinion general es que la Paramount

posee una verdadera mina de oro que cabe ex-

plotsr como au importencia se merece... Mr.

George .Yeltner ha regresado de su viaje de

inspeccion y estudio a la mayorfa de los paf-

ses latinoamericanos y sus impresiones no pue-

den ser aOs haleguenas. El optimisno de IT.

’.Yeltner habra de menifestarse en los resulta-

dos obtenidos en los prOximos meses... Otro

infatigable viajero, Mr. James E. Perkins, pre-

1
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MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - One of the many
fine window displays bringing "The Ten Comm-
andments" to the attention or the tourist pof>-

ulation of this internationally renowned plea-
sum resort. The mighty picture did phenomenal
business here, according to Paramount Managing
Director Hugo Stramer.

sidente de paramount International Films, re-
cie'n llegado de una visits a varios pafses de

Oriente, ha partido de Nueva York para un lar-

go viaje al Africa del Sud, durante el cual se

propone visiter varios pafses de ese continen-
ts, que muy raramente son mencionados en es-
tcs pOgines, pero lo serOn al regreso de IT.

Perkins a Nueva York a mediados de abril ....

De Hollywood nos llegen noticias de las acti-

Barbara Nichols and Sophia Loren share some
very personal joke at the expense of Keenan Wynn
in this hilarious scene from "That Kind of
Woman." The picture was produced in its entirety
in New York City, was directed by Sidney Lumet,
and in addition to the personalities above, stars
Tab Hunter and George Sanders.

vidades del estudio en las cuales figuran va-
rios nombres de artistes en los repartos de

peliculas que habrdn de llamer la atenci<5n del

publico, ntre esos nombres figure el de Pi-
na Pellicer, distinguida joven actriz mexice-
na, que encarnara' a la protagonists de la pe-

lfcula "One-Eyed Jacks", en la cual rerlon
Brando interpreter^ el principal papel mascu-
lino. Pina Pellicer ha firmado un contrato
con la paramount pare otras tres pelfculas.
Fess Porker, protagonists de dos magnlficas
pelfculas, "The Hangman" ("El Verdugo") y"The
Jayhawkers", ha estampado su firms en un con-
trato para tomar parte en doce pelfculas de

la larauount en los prOximos seis anos, a ra-

z<5n de dos al eno. En plan de rodaje se nalle

la produccion de seaton-fferlberg, "The Pleasure

of Hi 8 Company" ("El placer de su companfa")y
le realizecion de Alfred Hitchcock, "No Bail
for the Judge" ("Sin fianza para el Juez")

,

las cuales fueron inclufdas en el "Programs

de Afirmacion de Fe" de la Paramount hace unos

meses. . . I os crfticos y chicos de le Prensa

salieron entusiasmados de la proyeccion priva-
da de la pelfcula"The last Train iTom Gun Hill 1

la cual colocan sin reparos entre las mejores
pelfculas que se hen producido recientemente,
Asf hablan tambiOn los crfticos y reporteros
de la pelfcule "One-Eyed Jacks", qdte antes he-

mos mencionado; de la de Jerry Lewis, "Don’t
Give Up Tiie Ship" ("No abandonar el barco")

;

de la comedia de Perlberg-Seaton, "But Not For

Mfe" ("Pero no para mf") con Clark Gable de es-

trella y con Lili Palmer, Carroll Baker y Lee

Cobb, y tembiOn "The JayhawkerB", "Heller With

A Gun" merece tambiOn mencidn honorffica por

tratarse de una pelfcule de gran alcence con

Sophia ioren y Anthony Quinn. No podemos dejer

de mencionar tempoco la produccion de Hal Wa-
llis, "Career", un drama intenso y audaz que

seguramente hard Opoca. En 4l figurarfin estre-

11a s de la talla de Dean Martin, Anthony Fran-

ciosa, Shirley Maclaine y Carolyn Jones. iQuO

mOs puede pedirse?
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PARAMOUNT CAMERAS HAVE

BEEN ACTIVE IN THE

LATIN AMERICAN SCENE

PANAMA - Arrival of World-vd.de Sales Manager
George Weltner at Tociflnen Airport on his recent
business survey journey around Latin America.
L. to r.: Gilberto Billingslea, of the local
Paramount office; Manager Mario Ghio; Mr. Welt-

Mrs. Richard Nathan; Latin American Divis-ner;
ion Manager Henry B. Gordon and Mrs. Gordon;and
Richard Nathan, of San Salvador.

LIMA, Peru - Popular-
ity of Elvis Presley was
responsible for attend-
ance of this type when
the Paramount Tacna pre-
sented "King Creole." It
was some more of the same
sort of thing at the El
Pacifico and the Coloso,
where the same Presley
film was presented day-
and-date, according to
Paramount Manager Lennart
Bjorck.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Much more interested in the
display than in the camera is Oswaldo Leite
Rocha. Paramount's publicity director for Brazil.
The display consists of 12 special posters which
were made locally for window displays in Rio
announcing the sound track album of "Maracaibo."

- Motion Picture Daily - M«rch 27, 1959

Thunder in the Siih

Seven Arti—Carrelfoa—Paramount

SANTIAGO, Chile - Exterior of the Real Thea-
tre left no doubt in the minds of passersby
that the attraction showing was "Tne Ten Comm-
andments." This photograph was taken at a time
when the theatre was filled, and people for the
next show already had purchased their tickets.

Hollywood, March 2fi

Here is a decidedh offbeat western that boasts a stylized Indian fight

that will long be remembered and a strong combination of marquee
names. Susan Hayward, consistent in her skillful delineation of difficult

roles, which currently has placed her as a strong contender for the

'forthcoming Academy Award as Best Actress, adds another fine per-

formance to the list, portraying, with French accent, a pioneer who
braved the dangers of the west to settle in California.

Co-starring with Miss Hayward are Jeff Chandler as the fearless

guide of a wagon train, with a rough, persevering manner to win Miss
Hayward's love; and Jacques Bergerac, who, according to the tradition

of a group of Basques making the trek, must assume the responsibilitv

of his brother’s early childhood betrothal to Miss Hayward, when the
latter is killed unwittingly by one of his own countrs men

In addition to the canvas of Western desert, mountainous terrain.*

and a thrilling prairie fire, the fighting action created bv second unit

director Winston Jones, and the angles employed by cameraman Stan-
ley Cortez provide a complement of excitement for the overall direction
of Russell Rouse. Producer Clarence Creen also seasoned his production
with a stirring musical score hv Cvril Mockridge, and some flamenco
dance interludes.

Story seas scripted by Rouse from an adapeation by Stewart Stem. The'\
lement that sets this Western apart from other outdoor dramas is the

j

quest by the colorful group from the French Pyrennes, who fought in, the
Napoleonic Wars, -to find a new life in California, and their determination
fto re-plant a wagon load of grape vines which they brought from France
tnd protect against all odds, to start a vine industrv of their own.
Chandler proves himself worthy of Miss Hayward's love through self-

sacrifice in helping the group reach their goal. She responds, despite
earlier differences, and her betrothal to Bergerac is set aside. The sus-
pense for the final plan to outwit the Indians that stand between the
remnants of the wagon train and California is charged with excitement
as the Basques surprise the Indians by employ ing a springing technique
of mountain fighting for which they were known.
Other names and faces in the cast that will prove familiar are those i

if Blanche Yurka, Carl Esmond and Fortunio Bonanova.
Running time. 81 minutes. Ccneral classification. Release, in May. I

Samlel D. Bekns ]

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - The
premiere of "Teacher's Pet" at
the Matienzo Theatre was set to
coincide with the anniversary
of the Women's Press Club, to
whose members the opening night
was dsdicated. This master-
stroke of showmanship on the
part of Manager Frank J. Planas
paid off handsomely in news-
paper space, and also in the
calibre of the guests attending
the premiere.

Shown above, and reading from
the left: Mrs. Angela Luisa
Torregrosa, Editor of Week-End
supplement of El Mundo. and
President of the Women's Press
Club: Mr. Rafael Ramos Cobian,
President of Cobian Theatres;
Mr. and Mrs. Mariano Arroyo, he
is Promotion Manager of El
Imparcial: Miss Pura Nydia Lopez,
Public Relations, San Juan City
Government; Mr. Nathaniel
Soltero, journalist,El Mundo;
Mr. Angel Jiminez, journalist,
El Mundo.

"Teacher's Pet" ran 2 weeks
at the Matienzo to outstanding
business.
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FRED ASTAIRE HAS
BEiJJ SIGNED BY WILLIAM
PERLBERG AND GEORGE
SEATON TO CO-STAR WITH
LILLI PALMER in "THE
PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY.
NCW IN PREPARATION FOR
PRODUCTION AT PARAMOUNT.

THE PLAY IS ONE OF

THE REIGNING HITS ON
NEW YORK'S BROADWAY.

NEW YORK - Danny Kay®
does an impromptu romp
with Susan Gordon who
plays his daughter at the
age of 5 in "The Five
Pennies." Gay scene was
at the Park East, follow-
ing the enormously succ-
essful industry screening
of the outstanding music-
al comedy drama at Loew's
Lexington Theatre.

NEW YORK - Lively trio
at the "Five Pennies"
party following the highly
successful screening or
the glorious comedy-drama
with music. At left,George
Weltner (who'll sell the
wonderful film to an eag-
erly waiting world) . The
couple: Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Kaye , both of whom had
quite a bit to do with the
picture.

"WAR AND PEACE” continues to

be a mighty roadshow attraction
throuchout Latin America. Word
from Pedro Germano, in Rio de

Janeiro, tells of the inaugurat-
ion of the new Cine Florida, with
the Dino De Laurentiis product-
ion scoring a resounding hit at

the new box-office.

(At left)

Danny Kaye's "The Five Pennies" is a
wonderful entertainment film, and Danny him-
self is truly wonderful in it. But there are
other wonderful people in it, too, and one of
these is Barbara Bel Geddes, who plays Danny's
wife. You caught something of the witchery
of Barbara in Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo" -
but the very talented young lady had much,
much more tnan that to offer*. and it comes to
light in "The Five Pennies."

This "Five Pennies" is truly a picture
that the whole wide world is going to fall in
love with.... so start getting your affections
in tune with it.... and we do mean tune, bec-
ause you've never heard music like the music
in "Tne Five Pennies."

A ESTREIA DE

"TEMPESTADE" NOS
ESTADOS UN I DOS . OUTRAS
NOT f Cl AS MENSAIS..,,.,
2ste raes temos afirmaqao categorica do valor

da produqao "Tempestade" . f que os habitues ci-
nematograficos ja apreciaram a produqao que Di--
no De Laurentiis realizou para a Paramount. Ss-
treada em varios Sstados a uma vez, cobrindo de

certo modo todo o pals, as rendas de bilheteria
tem estabelecidos novos recordes, sendo ainda a

mais entusiastica a recepqao que a crftica jor-

nalfbtica tem dado a fits. Alias, o mesmo exito
tinha se observado na Italia, em exibiqoes ex-

perimental s. A impressao geral e pois que a Pa-

ramount tem em "Tempestade" uma produqao que se

pode dizer de perimeirfssima classe do ponto de

vista artfstlco — e tambem de alta bilheteria.

### uma das reportagens deste mes, temos uma

relaqao da viagem de recreio e negocios que Mr.

George Vieltner fez no mes passedo pela America
do Sul. Resumindo isso em poucas pelavras.pode-
mos dizer que ele regressou altamente entusias-

mado com o que viu na sue "tournee" e esta cer-

to de que os negocios dos meses futuros, nesses

territories, vao sermaiores do que tem sido. Do

mesmo paeso, resumimos a? etividades de um ou-

tro viajante da companhia — ?!r. James 3, Per-
kins, presidente da Jaramount International

,
que

mal acebave de chegar de sua visita ao Oriente

e Ja se dirigia em viagem a /frica do Sul. Sua
"tournee" agora incluira muitos pafses do con-

tinents africano, dos ouais rsremente falamos e

que serao desta vez "postos no mapa", como cos-

tumam dizer, por ocaslao do regresso de P'r.Fer-’

kins, la pelos meiados do mes de Abril.

fjM Valiosa tem sido a escolha de artistes, nos

Estudios da Paramount, para os filmes que bre
estarao^em produqao. Temos era prime ira llnha
ma ja celebre vedeta mexicana — Pina Pellice
que se fez rapidamente internscional ao apar
cer como primeira dama de Marlon Brando em"On
Eyed Jacks," e que acaba de ser contra tada pe

Paramount para mais tres fitas edicionais. C

tra indicaqao dessa "nova qualidade" que se i

filtrou nas nossas produqoes esta no fa to q u
Fess Parker, apenas pela forqa de sua interpr
taqao em "The Hangman" e "The Jayhawkers"

,
ac

ba tambem de ser contretado para fazer nao m
nos de doze fitas nos proximos seis anos. Ha
inda boas not^cias: a produqao de Seaton A Per
berg, "The Pleasure of his Company", e "No Ba

for the Judge," de Alfred Hitchock, ja estao
realizaqao. Ambas, como se recordam, foram me
cionadaa na Afirmaqao de Fe da Paramount no a

passado.

Mi! Enquanto isto, reina grande entusiasmo ,er

tre os dirigentes da nossa Companhia, por mol
vo do esplendido e novo produto. "Duelo de T
tas" ("The Last Train from Gun Hill"), foi ei

bida para a imprensa, em Nova York, ha algum
semanas, e despertou em todos os presen tes ti

mendo entusiasmo. E de outra "preview", a sat

"One-Eyed Jacks", so ouvimos elogios. Asaim c

servamos da comedia de Jerry Lewis "Don't G1

Up the Ship", a produqao "But Not For Me", re

lizada por Ferlberg-Seaton, e "The Jawkewkers
com os artistas Clark Gable, Lili Palmer, Cai

roll Baker e Lee J. Cobb. Boas notfeias nos e

tao chegando do Sstudio a respeito da produqe
"Heller Bith a Gun", que esta em andamento,te
do Sophia Loren e Anthony Quinn por protagonl
tas. 0 mesmo se diz de "Career", produqao esp

cial de Hal ifallis, que promete ser um primoi
so drama. Do cast fazem parte Dean Martin, 1

thony Franciosa, Shirley MacLeine e Carolyn J

nes. Como se ve, o produto e extensivo em nun

ro e rico em qualidade.
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SHOWMANSHIP AROUND THE

WORLD -- AN IRRESISTIBLE

POWER FOR GOOD BUSINESS!

y.jCORDS
CAIRO - Window of the

Columbia Records establ-
ishment with special emp-
hasis on the presentation
of "St. Louis Blues" at
the Cinema Rivoli.

A WHOLE ORGAN I Z AT I ON

GETS BACK OF "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"

(L. to R.) - Melvin Wilson.District Mana-
ger, from Port Arthur; Bob Bixler, Paramount
Publicity and Merchandising Rep.: Sam Tan-
ner, General Manager in Charge of Theatre
Operations, Beaumont; Charles Paine, City
Manager of Theatres, Beaumont; Bob Bru ,Man-
ager

,
Village Theatre, Port Arthur; Fred

Minton, Director of Publicity, Beaumont;
Hoyt Simmons, Manager, Strand Theatre.Orange;
Julius Honeycutt, Manager,Neches Theatre,
Port Neches; Natnan Hanson, Manager,Jeffar-
son Theatre, Beaumont.

SINGAPORE - Massive 30-feet-
high cutout for "Vertigo" in
the busy Orchard Road section of
Singapore town, erected by the
ever-enterprising publicity
forces of the Cathay Organisat-
ion to publicize the Hitchcock
thriller's presentation at the
Cathay Theatre. Note the falling
lady, and the small, sinister
figure at top of the tower.

BEAUMONT, Texas — Shown above is
the special showmanship conference of
Jefferson Amusement Company theatre
managers called at the home office of
the theatre organization recently.
Pufcpose was to align a comprehensive
campaign that would accord return
special engagements of "The Ten Comm-
andments" big-scale, new picture pro-
motional treatment.

Julius Gordon, president of the
57-theatre circuit, pointed out that
the Cecil B. DeMille production has
had special engagements at Jefferson
houses once to date. However, notwith-
standing the outstanding first engage-
ment business, a tremendous potential
gross for the picture in the circuit
st511 exists, he maintained. Gordon
the^fore called the meeting1 for draf-
ting of a campaign designed^to yield
even greater box office returns for
the picture when it re-opens here.

In addition to Mr, Gordon, presid-
ent of the circuit, the meeting was
'addressed by Bob Birler and Fred Min-
ton. The talks covered the original
special presentations of "The Ten
Commandments" two years ago, and fur-
ther engagements one year later.

MIAMI, Florida - Popular TV 3tar
Bill Wyler presents the "Black Or-
chid" Mystery Girl on his "Just For
Fun" show over WPST-TV at the same
time that the Sophia Loren-Anthony
Quinn romantic film premiered at
the Flamingo and Loew's 170th Street
Theatres in Miami Beach, and Trail
at Coral Gables.

BRUSSELS - One phase of the show-
manship campaign or the Victory The-
atre 's presentation of "Union Pacific"
was to seek the cooperation of travel
agencies. The inclusion of "Pacific"
in the title of this All-Time-Great-
est production, "Pacific Express,"
was a big help here, and windows of
the calibre of the one above helped
the film's engagement to become a
box-office success.

SAN FRANCISCO - Van Heflin,

star of "Tempest," proudly dis-
plays copy of the Dlno De Laur-
entiis publication on the film
as Paramount Division Manager
Neal East (left) and Irving
Ackerman look on. Mr. Ackerman
is nationally renowned as the
owner and operator of San Fran-
cisco's celebrated Famous Stage
Door Theatre.
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PRODUCT IN FACT - PICTURE

EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF

PAGES 20 & 21

William Perlberg (left) and George Seaton
represent a perfect combination which has been
responsible for a succession of Paramount hits
Their latest, "But Not For Me," is in the edit'
ing stages, Here they are discussing a forth-
coming project, "The Counterfeit Traitor." one
of the most breath-taking real-life thrillers
ever written, and destined to be an outstanding
screen hit or I960.

» S MS » » » »»

"CAREER"

Dean Martin and Shirley
MacLaine on the set of this H«

Wallis romance of the New Yorl
theatrical world. Also starret
are Anthony Franciosa and Can
lyn Jones.

BUT NOT FOR ME
Clark Gable with the other three principal!

in this diverting romantic comedy. At top he
is with Carroll Baker; in the centre he is dis-
cussing a course of action with Lee J . Cobb;
and immediately above, he learns that a good
wife never forgets, even when she's divorced...
and in this case the good wife is played with
delightful finesse by Lilli Palmer.

RIGHT

Marlon Brando directing a scene in "One-

Eyed Jacks." Seated beside him. with folded
arms, is assistant director Chico Day, who was
also one of the assistant directors on "The

Ten Commandments."
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NEWS AND VIEWS

OF PARAMOUNTEERS
AT THE HOME OFFICE

Best way to start off Spring Is with Wedd-
ing news - especially since it has been months
since the last (reported) wedding of a Param-
ounteer took place.

This time the knot is going to be tied,

on April 25th, between two Home Office workers
- Ceil Morone, Contract Department and Ralph
Rosello, Printing Department. Bob McKeown
reports that the upcoming marriage is a by-
product of the bowling league. "Of course,
neither one has been able to find time for
bowling lately, but they were regular bowlers
before they found time for each other," Bob
lamented. He also said that single men are
scarce on the bowling team these days. (Bob's
one of the few remaining bachelor bowlers)

.

But with the tables turned, there are great
opportunities for the bachelors 1

Terry Pucciarelli received an anomynous
it' Valentines Day card last month in the office

and is curious to know who the sender is.

The contract Department

. has a new steno - Joy Carmel, who started four
weeks ago Eileen Huber, tenth floor, left
for a Florida vacation last month. Right after
that, she left Paramount to move up to Waite
Plains Gino Campagnola, who was reported
as having just come out of service last month,
is now back to work at Paramount in the Coop-
erative Advertising Department.

WHO'S A DOG ANYHOW?: Michael Phillips, Paramount's
seventh floor receptionist, is shown above in his home at

°r
lt

w?
nd^ardens

> Bayside, New York, giving in to the whims
oi his favorite pet, Boots the Boxer, who demands attention.

-BOWLING NEWS-
By the time our next edition hits your

desk, the championship of the Paramount Pic-
tures Bowling League will have been decided.
So far, the Shirley Booth team of Capt. George
Casiano, Brenda Herman, Lenny Feldman, Gloria
Adelhelm and Bill Vvickesser, has a substantial

point lead over runner-up Yul Brynner and
should be able to retain the margin. Most of
the interest outside of the title race is cen-
tered in the battle for Bowler-of-the-Year
honors. Grace Gan6uzza has a one point advan-
tage over Joan Studva, while among the men,
Bob Guildfoyle leads Bob McKeown by three.
Helen Coleman leads all the gals with her 138
average, 185 game and 487 series. In the male
division, Bob McKeown' s 164 average is a slim

point ahead of A1 LoPresti's.

PHOTOGRAPHED AT LAST:

On December 19, 1958, A1

LoPresti, tenth floor,
became the proud papa of
a little feminine Christ-
mas package, whom he and
his wife named Jeanne.
At that time, she was too
tiny to approach with a

camera; but now that she's
three and one half months
old, here she is decked
out- in a lovely dress of
white for all to see.

It's goodbye to carbon copies for the 11th
floor publicity and advertising department.
They have a brand new Thermo-fax machine which
duplicates anything on paper. Tess Klausner
says that everyone is having a jolly time run-
ning the time-saving gadget Molly Malone
and Florence Hadad are now occupying a private
little niche of the 11th floor. Everyone in
Branch Operations envies them for getting
their own office.

Paramount is sorry to hear that Anne Mc-
Polin, Mr. Clug's secretary, lost her mother,
Mrs. Anne McGuinness, last month. She would
have been 82 years old in June Harriet
Miller was out sick for a week with an odd
strain of virus.

A new addition to Paramount's granddad list
is Paul Ackerman, whose daughter-in-law, Joan,
gave birth to a 7 lb., 12 oz. girl March 24th.
The baby's name is Karen Joan Ackerman.

It's stork day for Susan Broth, who be-
came the proud mother of a 7^ lb. baby girl,
Sheril Cyd ^usan. Susa.- (senior) was formerly
Ben Shectman' s secretary.

News and pix always welcome in 1010.
—Helen Kwartler
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HOLLYWOOD - Celebrated
Belgian correspondent
Jennie Dhont (representa-
tive of Cine *evue) inter-

Whose hand is Clark
Gable holding? You had
better Bee "But Not For
Me" to make sure - but if
in the meantime you catch
up with Lilli Palmer, we
are pretty sure that she
can supply the answer.
She was there when the
picture was taken — as
were George Seaton and
William Perlberg, produ-
cers of the hilarious film.

A really busy person

never knows how much he

weighs.
-Edgar Watson Howe

Paramount World

Manager Binstock of

Belgium is Royal Guest
8

On the evening of February 22nd, Julian
Binstock, Paramount's manager In Belgium, was
invited by His Majesty King Baudouin to spend
the evening with him at the Royal Palace of
Laeken in connection with the screening of
"Houseboat" in the theatre of the palace.

Only five persons were present, with Mr.
Binstock the King's guest of honor. His Majesty
asked questions about Paramount's new pictures,
the exact technical nature of VistaVision, and
film distribution problems in Belgium. It was
evident to Mr. Binstock that the King of the
Belgians holds Paramount in high esteem.

"LA TEMPETE" DEPLOIE
SA SPLENDEUR DEVANT LE
PUBLIC DES SALLES
OBSCURES .***».*****..

Ce mois-ci, nous nvons v4ritablement les
premieres nouvelles concemant la magnificence
de "LA TEMFETE". Enfin, lee spectateurs d'A*4-
rique peuvent voir ce puissant film que Dino de
Laurentiia a produit pour Paramount et qui bat
tous les records de recettes etablis par 1' In-
dustrie cin4matographique italienne. Ce film a

4t4 lanc4, aux quatre coins des Etats-Dnis, dans
les villea les plus importantes, et le verdict
a ete rendu t Paramount a un film aux recettes
en or, un film qui vient exactement 4 son heure.

Un de nos rapports de ce mois est celui
de M. George Weltner, qui revient d'un voyage en
Amerique du Sud , tout 4 fait enthoueiasm4 par ce

qu'il a trouv4 14-has, et persuad4 que les af-

faires seront encore bien meilleures dans un s-

venir prochain. Un autre grand voyageur, M. Ja-

mes E. Perkins, pr4sident de Paramount Interna-
tional Films, 4 peine rentr4 d'un long p4riple

en Extreme-Orient, est reparti pour l'Afrique du

Sud. II parcourra cette fois de nombreux pays

africaina, pays dont nous ne parlons pas souvent

dans nos colonnes, ce qui ne sera certaihament

plus le cas lorsque ce directeur, pour qui les
distances ne comptent pas, sera de retout k New-
York dans le courant d'Avril.

Des nouvelles importantes concernant lea

vedettes de nos films sont parvenues du nouveau

Studio de Hollywood ces jours derniers. Tout d' a-

bord, Pina Pellicer, la jeune Mexicaine qui a

attir4 1' attention mondiale lorsqu'elle a 4t4
chois ie pour Btre la partenaire de Karlen Brando

dans "One-Eyed Jacks", a sign4 un contrat avec

Paramount pour trois autres films. Une autre in-

dication qui prouve la grande qualit4 de notre

production est le fait que Fier Parker a 4t4 en-

gag4 par Paramount pour fairs douse films pen-

dant une p4riode de six ans, c'eet-4-dire deux

par an. Cet engagement a 4t4 conclu k la suite

des creations remarquables qu'a faites Flsr Par-

ker dans "The Hangman" et "The Jayhawkers". On

va annoncer prochainenent des nouvelles d' impor-

tance relatives 4 la Production Seaton-Perlberg
"The Pleasure of His Company" et cells d 'Alfred

Hitchcock "No Bail for the Judge", deux films

dont on a parl4 il y a quelques mois dans "l'Ai

firmation de foi de Paramount dans l'avenir".

Entre temps, grice 4 la grandeur de 1

muvelle production, le plus grand optimisms cor

time 4 r4gner. II y a quelques semaines on
pr4sent4 4 la presse Newyorkaise "Le demisr tra:

de Gun Hill" et les r4actions ont 4t4 merveil
leuses, tant parmi les critiques que parmi le

courrieristes. Et d'apr4s les rapports requs
la suite de projections priv4es, nous n'enter
dons que des louanges sur "One-Eyed Jacks",*®*
Give up the Ship" avec Jerry Lewis

, "But not fc

me", la com4die de Perlberg- Seaton, dont les ve

dettes sont Clark Gable, Lili Palmer, Cacnroll B*

ker et Lee J. Cobb, et " The Jayhawkers " . Le

meilleures nouvelles nous arrivent 4galementdi
studios au sujet de la production en caurs "Hel

ler with a Gun", un film formidable qui r4uni
Sophia Loren et Anthony Quinn; et de la produc
tion de Hal Wallis "Career", qui sera certains
went une des plus grandes oeuvres dramatique
r4alis4es cette ann4es 4 Hollywood. Les vedetta

F
ACED WITH CRISIS, the man of character
falls back on himself. He imposes his owt

stamp on action, takes responsibility foi

it, makes it his own. .. .Difficulty attracts
the man of character because it is in embracir
it that he realizes himself.

Charles de Gaulle

en sont Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirle
MacLaine et Carolyn Jones.

II semble, en v4rit4, que les bonne s not:

velles concernant notre production affluent d

toutes parts.

A PARTIR DU X3 JANV. . /Jf fc'/CfgJitS :

• AGORA * PLAZA *

BRUSSELS - Shown here is one phase of the
remarkably fine postering Job that was done on
Desire Under the Elms" when the picture was
premiered at the Agora and Plaza Theatres here.

New Departure Western
The first Western film drama to feature

an oceah or a Chinese village is the currently

filming "One-Eyed Jacks," of which Marlon

Brando is star and director. Karl Malden, Katy

Jurado and Pina Pellicer cO-star, and the film

is in magnificent Technicolor.
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D I NO DE LAURENTI I S

ON SOUTH AMERICAN
EXPLORATORY TOUR
FOR "HIS NAME WAS
B 0 L I VAR"

OING F70M TRIUMPH TO TRIUMPH, world-minded
producer Dino De Laurentiis has set his sight

|

on Latin America as the basis of what can

well become his greatest triumpho For in Simon

Bolivar, the great South and Central American, and

the Caribbean, lands gave to the world one of the
greatest liberators in all the history of the
world. Mr. De Laurentiis recently visited Venezu-
ela, Peru and Colombia in order to personally ann-
ounce his production plans, and also to gather
material and set up sources of supply of additional
material for "His Name Was Bolivar. His actual
production plans will be announced shortly.

MONTHLY MAGAZINE • OINO DE LAURENTIIS PRODUCTIONS

Cover of the second issue of "De Laurentiis
Movies" (first was for "Tempest"). New oneisfor
the forthcoming spectacular Dino De Laurentiis
production, "His Name Was Bolivar," to be film-
ed in the actual South and Central American lo-
cales of Simon Bolivar's epochal achievements.

Dino De Laurentiis' own editorial page in
the second issue of his magazine. Here explained
is the great producer's objective in making "His
Name Is Bolivar," with his reasons climaxed by
this pertinent claim: "With this film I feel I

can satisfy all my aspirations as a producer and
give the public something it las never before had."

LIMA
Airport
of Dino
entiis
met by
Manager
Bjorck
card)

.

BELOW

Peru —
arrival
De Laur-

( centre)

,

Paramount
Lennart
(holding

BOGOTA, Colombia — Dr. Alberto Lleras
Camargo, President of the Republic of Colombia,
and Mr. Dino De Laurentiis entering the projec-
tion room of the presidential palace to witness
a private screening of "Tempest." The President
evinced great pleasure at Mr. De Laurentiis'
plans to produce a spectacular motion picture
based on the life ana great achievements of the
South American Liberator, Simon Bolivar.

LIMA PERU - Explaining
his presence in Peru from
the office of Paramount
Manager Lennart Bjorck,at
left. Producer Dino De

Laurentiis tells the press

of his plans for the early

production, on an epic
scale, of a picture based
on the life of Simon Bol-
ivar. At right is Mr. E.

Campos Mendez, author of
the book, Su Nombre Era
Bolivar."



MARLON BRANDO . .

He is both Star

and Director of

"One-Eyed Jacks
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HarIon Brando is add-

ing to "One-Eyed Jacks

"

many touches not ordin-

arily found in Westerns.

For instance ,instead

of the standard semi-

clad portrait of Lily

Langtrey that tradition-

ally adorns the saloon

wall in all Westerns,the

Brando film now boasts a

copy of the "Mona Lisa"

smiling down on the cus-

tomers from aboTe the

bar.

Tab Hunter has one of
the top roles of his col-
orful career as leading
man for Sophia Loren in
"That Kind of Woman," due
for early release.

NEW YORK - ABC broad-
caster Tony Marvin, cent re,

with Viveca Lindfors and
Geoffrey Home, of "Tem-
pest," and Susan Gordon,
of "The Five Pennies." in
the mobile broadcasting
station of the American
Broadcasting Company .out-
side of the Capitol Thea-
tre the dav that "TemDest?'
premiered.

HOLLYWOOD - George
Seaton has started the
writing of two scripts
for I960 films he will
produce in partnership
with William Perlberg.
They are "The Counter-
feit Traitor" and "The
Fatal Journey," both
from books, the first
being a spy story and
the second a war adven-
ture tale. Paramount
will of course release
both.

mum
1

rrm~car»
Crowell, Texas

MARCH 1959 —

DALLAS, Texas — This is the sort of thing
that Paramount salesmen anywhere in the world
can be proud of — a whole month's exhibition
devoted to Paramount product. The theatre is
the Rialto in Crowell. Texas, and the man res-
ponsible for this most commendable achievement
is Salesman Ralph Fry of the Dallas branch.

BUFFALO - As he was everywhere else, Van
Heflin was a great success in this city. He

is shown here between two happy couples. At

left is Buffalo's Mayor Frank Sedita. Right

is Paramount Manager Mike Jusko. The ladv be-

tween Van and Mike is Mrs. Sedita; and the
lady between the Mayor and Van is Mrs. Jusko.

Van was of course in Buffalo in behalf of a

mighty film called "Tempest."

0
EUREKA, California - The always enterprising

Georg* Mann has an interesting showmanship
touch in everv program that he presents at his
renowned Eureka Theatre. Here's part of his
lobby display for "The Geisha Boy."

OBITUARY
J. HAROLD STEVENS

A fine Paramounteer, a

great guy, and a stalwart
of the organization passed

from the midst of a legion

of friends when J. Harold
Stevens died in Chicago on

March 22nd. He was then

59. For most of his motion
picture life of 36 years
(all of it spent with Par-

amount), "Steve" had asp-
ired to be a Division
Manager. He achieved his
goal just before his fatal

illness overtook him, having been named Mid-
Western Division Manager, with headquarters in

Chicago, Just last year.

Hal Stevens joined Paramount in 1923 as
chief accountant in Boston. He was successive-
ly booker, booking manager and salesman in
Boston before being named branch manager in
Portland, Maine, in 1929. He later served as
branch manager in Indianapolis, Boston and
Chicago.

His wife, Mrs. Margaret E. Stevens, and
three children survive.

WELCH I ADES TOSTES

Melchiades Tostes, one
of the most dedicated of
Paramount employees in all
of Latin America, died in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
last month. His age was 66
and more than 30 of those
years had been spent in

serving the Paramount org-
anization in Brazil in his

capacity in charge of ser-
vice and transportation.
He was also one of the very

early members of the Paramount 25-Year Club of
Brazil and always took great pride in attend-
ing the various functions of this Club. He was
greatly respected by his fellow workers, who
feel his passing very deeply.
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"SATCHMO" AND DANNY HAVE
FUN IN "THE FIVE PENNIES
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A. S. Velasquez, third from left. Paramount
manager, presents to Primitivo Garcia, second
from right, owner and administrator of the
Galaxy Theatre, a miniature statue of Moses. The
statue commemorates Jubilee Week in celebration
of the completion of the first six months of the
engagement of "The Ten Commandments" in the
Galaxy. The statue was flown from Hollywood for
the occasion. Looking on are, from left: Ric
Javier of Paramount; Guillermo Tiomico, Galaxy
manager, and Antonio Dulalia.

BELOW

A vista of the front of the celebrated
Galaxy Theatre, with the special banner marking
the Six Months' Jubilee Week, March 31-April 6.

FROM MANILA A LETTER
WHICH TELLS, THROUGH
THE PHILIPPINES PEOPLE,
THE EVERLASTING POWER OF

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

No production in all Paramount history has insp-

ired so many individual points of pride around the
world as has "The Ten Commandments." It has become a

matter of judicial impossibility to proclaim with any
degree of certainty that 'this country' did better
than 'that country,' or that one city surpassed anot-
her. Yet examples have to be selected in order to get

across the idea that "The Ten Commandments" has topped

every other picture in film history, and has set marks

which seem impossible of shattering.

In the present instance we have been moved to
select the Philippines city of Manila, and specific-
ally the engagement at the Galaxy Theatre.

Exemplifying the spellbinding greatness of this
engagement is the following letter from Paramount
Manager A. S. Velasquez:

I am continually being asked by movie fans and exhibitors when the run
of "The Ten Commandments" will end at the Galaxy Theatre. My stock answer is
that I do not know, and their guess is as good as mine. Really, I have stopped
making predictions as to when the run will come to an end.

Here in Manila, it has come to that point between neighbors where,
whether or not they have seen the picture, they have "to keep up with the
Joneses." When a family asks their neighbors if they have seen "The Ten Comn-
andments," the answer will never be 'no!' even if they have not seen it. If it
So happens that they have not seen it, they will make sure to go and see it
the following day. Most probably the people asked were ashamed to tell their
friends and neighbors that they had not seen "The Ten Commandments" after this
length of run at the Galaxy Theatre.

The second week before the Holy Week, the receipts were slightly down.
But on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday, the Galaxy crowd, I was informed (I
was in Guam then) was more than the opening day six months ago. Scalpers had
come into their own again.

Herewith are photos and "tearsheets on the awarding of the replica of
the Moses statue to Mr. Garcia, owner of the Galaxy, on the occasion of the
completion of the first six-months run of "The Ten Commandments." Also enclos-
ed are special ads and publicity in connection with the completion of the
first six months.

Here is the latest data on "The Ten Commandments": April 7th was the
189th day, with a cumulative gross of j‘1,673, 213. 06 and net )^l, 221 , 528 . 6o, a

staggering length of run and gross. Until doomsday, no other picture can beat
the run and gross of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS - an enduring monument to the late
Cecil B. DeMille's greatness.

(sgd.) A. S. Velasquez

NEW ZEALAND'S ACCEPTANCE of "The Ten Commandments"
has been complete and most inspiring. Paramount Public-
ity Manager Jim Williams, back in Sydney following two

months in New Zealand, reports that in Auckland (and we

quote) "...Bishop Caulton was so overwhelmed by the
film that he insisted, despite my assurance that it was
not necessary, that he make a speech of thanks on behalf
of all present. He concluded by saying that he was sure

that all representatives of the churches present would
recommend the picture to their people...."
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PENNIES" has been much more than a mere

motion picture in its impact on those who have seen it

PARAMOUNT'S head of
World-wide Sales gives
a frank,from-the-heart
appraisal of
"THE FIVE PENNIES"
-JBBBHHHBHHBBHBHBHHBHHHHfr

to date. And here I am speaking specifically of the men

and women of our organization.

Having seen it, and felt its magical spell, they do

not speak about it as a piece of merchandise, but as an

uplifting experience, a thing of joy, something they want

to at once share with their friends and neighbors. They

have a catch in their voice as they recount the thrill

they got from seeing it. They guffaw over the funny

parts (of which there are a great many), they preserve

the flavor of the wisecracks, they whistle the songs,

many of which have become popular classics, and they are

not ashamed of the few tears they shed over the deeply

human dramatic passages of the film.

All of this, you can see, is something of a rarity,

and something of which we can all be proud.

And that one word says it all so eloquently. Proud

J

That's what we can be; we must be; we shall be of

"The Five Pennies." For as this 3uperb Danny Kaye picture

achieves the mammoth circulation and distribution to
which it is so richly entitled, the entire film industry

is going to be proud of it.

And what the industry will be proud of, will at the

same time be a source of untold joy to tens of millions

of film fans around the world.

That's how we feel about "The Five Pennies."

- GEORGE WELTNER
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Important South African
Journey by James E . Per kins,
Paramount lnt’1 President....

One of the top realizations of James E. Perkins on

his recent business journey to South Africa, which termin-

ated on March 31st, was the setting of "The Ten Command-

ments" to premiere in the chief cities of that part of the

world within the next few months.

According to a contract signed in Johannesburg, the

president of Paramount International Films announces that

the mighty Cecil B. DeMille production will be premiered

in Her Majesty's Theatre, Johannesburg, late in May, and

premieres in Capetown, Port Elizabeth, Durban and other

principal cities will follow within a matter of weeks.

Her Majesty's is the finest theatre in the country,

and the opening of "The Ten Commandments" is expected to

be the most glittering event in local film history,

Mr. Perkins flew to South Africa by way of London,

Rome and Brazzaville, and returned by way of Accra and Lis-

bon.

0 TRIBUTE TO "THE FIVE PENNIES" could be

complete without a host of compliments

to Mel Shavelson as director of this fine

picture, and to Jack Rose as its producer. The

faith they have had in this dramatic story of

the life of musician Red Nichols has extended
over many years; and it ha3 been over this
span of years tnat Shavelson and Rose have
brought to the development of the story every
facet of their showmanship skill that in the
past has helped make Shave Ison-Rose productions

such outstanding successes. . .So as the whole
wide world applauds "The Five Pennies," know
that a goodly share of the applause belongs to
Mel Shavelson and Jack Rose.

Paramount World ...

.

Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-
oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, USA.
Issued by and for members of the Paramount organiza-
tion around the world who believe jnthe entertainment
appeal of their motion pictures, television and allied
products and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Volume 5> Number 4 April, 1959

Spain's accolade
Mr. James E. Perkins, president of Paramount

International, has received a most exceptional
cable from Henri Michaud, European coordinator
on sales and exhibition of "The Ten Command-
ments." Cable was sent from Madrid following
screening of "The Ten Commandments" in the city
of Valladolid, Spain, at the "International
Week of the Religious Cinema." the cable reads:

SCREENING AT VALLADOLID SATURDAY (ll) ABSOL-
UTE TRIUMPH. ALTHOUGH FILM OUTSIDE OF COMP-
ETITION, JURY CONSISTING OF CLERGY, GOVERN-
MENT OFFICIALS AND CRITICS AWARDED DE MILLE
SPECIAL SILVER PLAQUE FOR "TEN COMMANDMENTS"
WHICH QUOTE "REPRESENTS GREATEST EFFORT TO
SPREAD GOD'S WORD" UNQUOTE. THIS AWARD REC-
EIVED GREATEST OVATION I EVER WITNESSED AND
PRESS INUNDATED WITH LAUDATORY COMMENTS.
BEYOND DOUBT INVALUABLE GOODWILL CREATED IN
ALL CIRCLES WHICH WILL GREATLY INFLUENCE
PREPARATORY PUBLIC RELATIONS WORK AND ULTI-
MATE PRESENTATION OF PICTURE IN SPAIN.

"SHANE" IS SPLINTERING BOX-OFFICES

In Texas, Oklahoma and Nebraska - the

states in which the towering picture has

had re-release up to the time of our
going to press - "SHANE" is proving to

be an even mightier titan than it was at

the time of its original release. Proof
is ample that not only does the picture
open with immense impact, but gathers
momentum with each successive showing. A

powerful sales and advertising campaign
is right in back of the Alan Ladd, Jean
Arthur, Van Heflin, Jack Palance, Brandon
De Wilde epic film.
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Danny Kaye, Barbara
Bel Geddes ’at right) and
Tuesday Weld magnificently
portray Red Nichole, hie
wife and their 14-year-cild
daughter in "The Five
Penniee." Trials, tribul-
ations and much happiness
are their lot in this
really wonderful film of
a story that actually hap-
pened in real life.
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Finally Hear Armstrong

LJUBLJANA, Yugoslavia*
April 1 (UPI)—Louis Arm-
strong put on an after-midnight
jam session today for 3.500
Yugoslav jazz-lovers who waited
six hours to hear America’s
"Ambassador of Goodwill.”
The concert hall was packed

three hours before the show
started. Fans were informed
that the plane bringing Mr
Armstrong and his six-man
group from Austria was behind
time.

Shortly before midnight, theystadium session den w Shortly before midnight, they
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ANOTHER SUCCESS FORECAST FOP

"THE FIVE PENNIES"

Contributing mightily with DannyJCaye to the
entertainment content of "The Five Pennies" is

Louis
even

that internationally
Armstrong. And me
higher these days __
Louis, as these New York Times despatches from
Zurich. Switzerland, and Ljubljana, Yugoslavia,
demonstrate.

nally popular musician. Loui:
mounting that popularity ev<

jrs is this same horn-tootin'

Louis 'Satchmo' Armstr-
ong brings much music to
the heart of a little girl

in this wonderful romance
with music. Susan Gordon
plays Dorothy Nichols at
the age of 6, and Danny
Kaye is of course Red
Nichols.

RIGHT

Red, at the depth of
despair, is comforted and
cheered by his daughter.

The 'war' of music and

musical sounds between
Louis Armstrong and Danny
Kaye is an unforgettable
film-going experience.

T.KFT

Early in his career,Red

Nichols teams with his
wife and Tony Valani'. The
team otherwise are known
as Danny Kaye, Barbara Bel

Geddes and Harry Guardino.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...
If you must tell me

your opinions, tell me

what you believe in. I

have plenty of doubts of

0Wn
* Goethe

HOLLYWOOD - A colorful
couple at the Academy
Awards ceremony in the
Pantages Theatre were
Cornel Wilde and Jean
Wallace (Mr. and Mrs. in

real life). Mr. Wilde, a

player of many separate
parts in the making of a

film, secured admission
to the function in the
role of a pressman. . .The

most recent film of the
couple - "Maracaibo”
is still proving a box-
office winner in many
spots around the globe.

The Censorship Evalu-

ating Board of Germany
awarded to HOT SPELL, a

Hal Wallis production,
the highest symbol of

praise it can bestow
"MOST VALUABLE" (Besond-

ers wertvoll).

BOB CROSBY is a color-

ful and vigorous character

as he clashes with Danny
Kaye in the role of Red
Nichols in the early part
of "The Five Pennies."

It’s Spring again. The sweet-

side of heaven comes from the

throat of a cardinal as he makes love to the

whole wide world. Though man probes the mys-

teries of the universe to devise weapons of

destruction, he cannot make a single tiny blue

violet. Spring as it always will be, God's

own tender secret.
Ringling-Bamum-Bailey circus opened the

1959 Season in Charlotte. Ruth Brown end her

ficnce, Wesley Kinnamon, attended the telecast

showing on March 9 which was sent coast to

coast by aBC-TV with Ernie Kovacs as master of

ceremonies.
Byron Slaughter, 15 year-old sor of sales-

man Barney Slaughter is a 3-letter man - foot-

ball, basketball and baseball. Byron is a stu-

dent at Sedgefield Junior High School.

Our own Ann Kivenbark, ledger clerk leaves

this week to await the arrival of a brother or

sister for son. Dale, age 22 months. A lun-

cheon for Ann was held on St. Patrick's Day at

Kuester's Restaurant. She will be missed by

everyone.
Booking Clerk, Joyce Willis' father recen-

tly underwent surgery at Merch Hospital, and we

are happy to report he is recuperating very ni-

cely.

Polly Morris visited Silver Springs, St.

Augustine and other cities on the east coast

on a recent trip to Florida.
Two welcome visitors to our branch this

[charlotte!
est music this

'V-
fr-r |
ML -

i

Among those importantly responsible for the
successful sneak preview presentation of the
Jerry Lewis comedy, "Don't Give Up the Ship",
at Loew's Lexington in New York City were the
members of this group. Reading from left:

Murray Lenekoff, assistant to Loew's Theatres
president, Eugene Picker; Frank La Grande, Par-

amount engineering executive; Mrs. Louise
Leonard, manager of Loew's Lexington; and John
Kohler, chief projection engineer for Loew's
theatre circuit.

TARZAN'S GREATEST ADVENTURE, only picture

about fiction's famous man reared among apes

to be filmed on location in Africa, has comp-

leted shooting. Filming of interior scenes

was completed at Shepperton Studios, London,

early in April. Co-starring in the Paramount

release are Gordon Scott, as "Tarzan," Sara

Shane aid Scilla Gabel. Sol Lesser Productions

made the picture for Paramount release.

Among those attending the sneak preview of
the Hal Wallis production. "Don't Give Up the
Ship," starring Jerry Lewis, were Edmund
DeBerry, Mrs. Hugh Owen and Sidney M.Markley,
vice-president of American Broadcasting-Para-
mount Theatres. In the rear is Jame3 H. Richard-
son, Treasurer of Paramount Pictures Corp.

week were: Mr. Hugh Owen, Vice-President, and
Mr. V. G. Bradley, Division Manager.

Our congratulations and warmest wishes to
Mex Price, Booker, in Charlotte Branch, who be-

gins his new duties april 6 in the Atlanta
Branch as Office Manager and Head Booker. He
will not only be missed by the exhibitors in

the Charlotte territory, but by this friends
and the personnel as well.

Welcome to Anne Davis, new employee, led-
ger clerk.

—Mildred Hoover

The biggest news in Charlotte continues
to be the fabulous performance of THE TEN COM-
MANDMENTS. In many cases, we are getting more
film rental for THE TaN COMMANDMENTS than we
normally get for an entire year' s product. V.e

have recently begun selling our Drive-In acco-
unts for the summer and with our current sales
policy, we are really beginning to roll. The
response is good and the exhibitor seems ready
to give the maximum effort in presenting it to
the public.

we have seen LAST TRAIN FROM uUN HILL and
here is a picture in the best Paramount tradi-
tion. We feel that it will be a blockbuster
for us in Charlotte, and with our other summer
releases, we are once again in the driver's
seat:

—Bob Hanes, Salesman

As you will note from later pages, our
branch contributions are down to the two you
see on this page. Your editor always starts
out by designating five pages for branch
news - but the number dwindles as deadline
time draw nigh. Ho, hum!

IWASH I NGTONI Herb Gillis, Branch Manager,

returned chock full of enthusiasm after atten-

ding the New York Prevue of "THE FIVE PENNIES"

which represents a fine example of Motion Pic-

ture Entertainment.
We in the Washington Branch are happy to

report that the HUGH OWEN MONTH OF MARCH was

a success. Now that Spring is in the otting,

Bob Cunningham is spending his weekends as a

horticulturist. Mrs. Billie Benick and hus-

band John are sporting a new bright yellow

Ford Galaxie More later.
—Bill Fischer
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THE SURGE OF
"T E M P E S T"

ACROSS THE U.S.

INEMA

The mighty Dino De Laurentiis production con-

tinues to prove its power at the box-office in a

great many important release centres across the

country. It is exercising particular power at the

educational le-
vel, as testim-
ony at the left
indicates. This
is an element
that we expect
to hear much
more about.

r

Here 1 3 the cover of the special Study
Manual prepared by Paramount in connection
with the national showmanship campaign on the
Dino De Laurentiis production, "Tempest"

This 24-sheet stand on the fringe
of Philadelphia is representative of
many other billboard stands for "Tem-

pest " clear across the country. All
spots were chosen with a clear eye to
ready readability by the fast-moving
autoist and his passengers.

This is the novelisation of
the basic story of "Tempest."
In paperback form, the book is
being given world-wide circula-
tion. Note the caption at top
of the covert "The BIG novel
from the BIG motion-picture."

f
cs

IThe DAILY
12

AMERICA GOES IN FOR LONGER
TELEVISION FILMS, IN SERIES

—But, Says Pinkney, Quota Not FIDO WMI Restrict Them On British TV

UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA 4

The College

Slavic Languages
AND LtTDUTVUS
Bennett Hall

April 9, I9p9

lir. Saul Cooper
Paramount Pictures Corporation
Paremount Gliding
13U1 Brocdway
New York 36, New York

near Hr. Cooper:

xnank you very much for sending
six supplementary copies or your Study
kanual ror Tempest . As you know, the
rllm is already in the Philadelphia
area ana a nunper or our lancui.ge ana
literature majors intend to see it.

Gratefully,

(kiss) Anna Pirscenok

*76

STUDY MANUAL
FOR

TGIMPiiT

At the time of going to
press, the engagement of
'•Tempest " at New York City‘s
mammoth Capitol Theatre was
scheduled to begin its 5th
week on April 23rd.

The ‘Daily’

To Look At
It »,» reported last »

lined up—hve of them

1 3 ihowi each.

i.. fur ,m/v th," toneents-NBC-TV . ARC and CBS-are ... - .

invohrd hut iihrrx are rsperted la loll"* finer U hat hern U 5 TrCflOS
IouihI that Ihr hour-tong films have proved popular with early

efforts like " Wagon Train " getting into the ' lop-ten " lists. Bernard Oharman, editor r

Till 0*H v Cinvma. will lea*

London for the United State*

Telling TV Audiences
‘Only On Big Screen* »:£

;

Now Send 3
Telegrams

ma|or America, romp..* b tc

de. by ash '* “

and here '

3

tangible proof of the effect-
iveness of this showmanship idea. The manual
is of course being utilized in scores of univ-
ersities, hundreds of colleges and thousands of
schools throughout the United States.

LOS ANGELES - Imposing cor-
ner front of the Stanley Warner
Theatre here played up the im-
portance of tne Dino De Laur-
entiis name in connection with
the presentation of "Tempest."

— i£.wj.waa a. IJ-Ui AUUUJ O I J O UO.± X*
Cinema" gave Page 1 prominence to the aggress-
ive Paramount plan of advertising "Tempest" in
bold fashion in T7 Guide, America's foremost
television programming publication. Reproduced
“®r®

, .
on the article on the frontpage

of March 23rd Daily Cinema.
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THE SUN IS

ALWAYS SHINING

ON A NEW TRIUMPH

OF "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"

LIMA, Peru - Medium shot and close

view of the almost incredible daily

scene at the Tacna Theatre where "The

Ten Commandments" is again being pre-

sented. But let us have Paramount

Manager Lennart Bjorck tell the story

in his own words:

....Here are two photographs taken
in front of the Tacna Theatre,
where once again "The Ten Command-
ments" is drawing thousands of
people who stand in line for hours
in order to see the picture. It is
absolutely incredible to watch the
patience of the public in getting
their tickets. From early In the
morning to late at night.the front
of the Tacna looks exactly as you
see it in these pictures.

The picture has now (March 30)
played two weeks in the Tacna and
Coloso Theatres, which together
have a capacity of 5>000> and it
has been capacity business practi-
cally all the time. Needless to
sqy, the picture continues in both
theatres indefinitely.

CARACAS, Venezuela - On the Latin
American page (17) are photographs of
the Castellana Theatre showing crowds
assembled in their search for tickets

£
or "The Ten Commandments". The great
ecil B. DeMille picture also was be-

ing shown during Easter Week at the
Rialto Theatre (above). Paramount
Manager Erich Grunspan has captioned
this picture - "A daily fight to get
a ticket to enter the Rialto Theatre
in Caracas, where 'The Ten Command-
ments' is selling out every show dur-
ing Easter Week."

BANGKOK, Thailand - Return
engagement of "The Ten Command-
•ments" at the Grand Theatre was
for 31 days, and again the box-
office music rose to a cresced-
do.

Initial engagement for the
mighty DeMille picture produced
a run of 73 days

, thus making a
total of 104 days at the Grand.

Exterior of the Grand for
the return engagement is shown
ab0V6

‘ BELOW

Crowds of -Bangkok picture-
goers storming tne Grand for
tickets for "The Ten Command-
ments." Manager Chana Chaikiy
karana concluded his report in
this vein: "We feel that the
total run, as well as the tak-
ings earned by this picture
will stand as a record in this
territory for many years to
come."

On Page 11 is a picture of the
front of the theatre Die Kurbel,
where "The Ten Commandments" is in
the 10th week of its third Berlin
engagement. Earlier it had done 19
weeks at the Berlin Zoo-Palast and
the Atelier am Zoo.

— Motion Picture Daily

MALACCA. Malaya - Rront
and side views of the new
Cathay Cinema here, showing
the truly spectacular dis-
plays announcing "The Ten
Commandments." The mighty
picture shattered all re-
cords from the outset .and
has since set a mark vnich
should stand for many
years.

April 7, 1959“

Cecil B. DeMille Memorialized in Resolution

Adopted By MPAA Annual Board Meeting

The MPAA board of directors at its annual meeting yesterday unanimously
adopted a resolution honoring the late Cecil B. DeMille, who was a member
of the board of the association for 26 years. The resolution said, in part:

“WHEREAS, the late Cecil B. DeMille conceived and produced, for over

forty years, a long series of motion pictures unique in their grandeur and
power, and in them brought to the art of the motion picture the epic pro-

portions of human history, so that the American motion picture industry and
the name of DeMille achieved renown throughout the world; and
“WHEREAS, Mr. DeMille, as a member of the Board of Directors of the

Motion Picture Association from March 27, 1933, to his death on January 21,

1959, brought heroic leadership and notable technical contributions to 'the

American motion picture industry and left to all his fellow workers in it an
enduring inspiration; be it

“RESOLVED, that the members of the Board, individually and as one,

express their sorrow and regret at the death of this great friend and devoted
leader, and mourn with those of all nations who honored his name and loved
his art.”

AUCKLAND, New Zealand:
Sample of the effective,
dignified use of announce-
ments for "The Ten Comm-
andments" in the foyer of
the Embassy Theatre here.
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Mr. and Mrs. Carlo Ponti en route by auto
from Idlewild Airport to New York City for a
quick look at Manhattan before taking off for
Europe and the start of "Olympia." In New
York City, Mrs. Ponti (internationally known
as Sophia Loren), posed for special newspaper
and magazine art for use in connection with
her latest Paramount picture, "Heller With A
Gun," in which Anthony Quinn co-stars with her.

Entrance to the New Amsterdam Theatre on
42nd Street, New York City, the morning follow-
ing the announcement of the Academy Awards. An
immediate identification of Susan Hayward, star
of "Thunder In the Sun," with Susan Hayward the
Award winner, is apparent.

Perlberg Predicts...
On April 8th, in the board room of Paramount

Pictures in New York City, Producer William Perl-

berg, speaking for himself and his partner.
George Seaton, announced to the film industry
press (above; the actual production facts concer-

ning their current and future productions 0 It
was a very representative meeting, and one of a
very frame nature. Likewise it was one of great
benefit to the industry in general, and was so
reported in the industry's press during the foll-

owing days.

In the course of his talk with the press, Mr. Perlberg
stated that he expected Paramount to release "But Not For
Me" probably in late August. Also, that the next Perlberg-
Seaton production to go into work would be "The Rat Race,"
starring Tony Curtis and Debbie Reynolds, with a start set
for next September. "The Pleasure of His Company." which
is a current Broadway sensation, will be started in January
with Fred Astaire and Lilli Palmer set for top roles, and
probably Debbie Reynolds in the cast. Shooting on "The
Counterfeit Traitor" will begin in June of I960. Perlberg
is scheduled to leave May 17 on a trip to Stockholm. Copen-
hagen, Hamburg and Berlin, the locales of the exciting, and
true, story or World War II espionage.

PARAMOUNT PEOPLE
AND EVENTS IN THE

NEW YORK SCENE

BELOW

At the Loew's Lexington Theatre preview of

Jerry Lewis' "Don't Give Up the Ship," Baraev
Balafean, Paramount president, is flanked by Mr

.

and Mrs. Joseph Hazen. At left is Hal Wallis,
producer of the comedy hit.

Also attending the highly success-
ful sneak preview of "Don't Give Up
the Ship" were (left) Sidney G.Deneai,
vice-president of Paramount Film Dis-
tributing Corp., and Paul Raiboum,
vice-president of Paramount Pictures
Corporation. (R.) Also at the preview
were Nat Stern, New York branch exec-
utive, and William Brandt, noted cir-
cuit executive.

Origin of a Title
If you have wondered whence came

the title of the Perlberg-Seaton
comedy romance, "But Not For Me,"
know now that it comes from the
popular song lyrics, "They're
writing songs of love — but not
for me."

Clark Gable is the one on whom
the truth dawns.
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ELLA FITZGERALD,voted

“No.1 singer in a nation-

wide poll, will sing the

title tune in Perlberg-

Seaton's "But Not For

Me." Miss Fitzgerald

also will cut a disc of

the Gershwin hit for

Verve Records.
"But Not For Me." in

which Clark Gable ,ChrroIl

Baker, Lilli Palmer and
Lee J. Cobb star, is an
August release.

Photot Ed Sullivan

NEW YORK - "Heller With

A Gun" completed, Sophia
Loren arrives in New York
via American Airlines Jet

en route to Europe where
she will commence filming
of "Olympia" early in June.

Vittorio
de Sica....
...famed Italian actor

and director, will co-
star with Clark Gable
and Sophia Loren in "Bay
of Naples," Shavelson-
Rose production for Par-
amount .

Da Sica will join the
company about June 1
when production starts
in Naples . He will port-
ray a Neapolitan lawyer
in this romantic comedy
concerning an American
lawyer ana an Italian
girl.

"THE FIVE PENNIES" E'
UNO DEI P I

U

'

BE I FILM
FATTI DALLA NOSTRA CASA

***********

C 'A una regione specie le per cui questo

mese rlserviamo a Denny Faye una buona parte

della nostra colonna. E le rsglone A che que-

sto brevo attore dal la lungs e brlllante car-

riers ha recentemente terminato un film che

deli zlerA il pubblico di tutto 11 mondo per

molto e molto tempo. Possisno anzi effermare

cte questo lavoro costituirb, sotto ognl aspet^

to, uno del oBggiori successi di marca Para-

mount che lo schermo ebbie presen tato finora.

II film, come avrete ormel indovineto, A THE

FIVE PENNIES e abbiamo tutta l'impressione che

a quests felice realizzazione ci nematograf i ca

finiremo col dedicare parecchie righe di que-

sto intero numero.

Perche THE FIVE PENNIES di Danny Kaye

rents 1'lnsolito privilegio di possedere tutto

quello che di buono si pub desiderare in un

bel film. Prime di tutto, A una pellicole

pr o fond amen te umena, che tocca 11 cuore. In

seoondo luogo ,
he una trams interessante e

poichfe si tratte di una storia realmente ac®
duta, non v'A niente di esegerato o inverosi-

mile. E poi anoora ha una magnifies musics,

come raramente si A sentlta in un film. E per

di pit A proprio quel tlpo di musics che in

questo momento ha acqulstato enorme popolsri-

tb intemazionale tro il pubblico cinematogra_

fioo di tutti i paesi e di tutte le etA.

Superfluo infine aggiungere che 11 film ha

interpretl ottimi, che Danny Kaye A per si no

superiore a sA stesso in qualslesi altrs in—

terpr etazione e che Barbara Bel Geddes dft

vita al suo ruolo con tale naturalezza e sen-

tinento che le eccattiveranno certo la simps-

tia e l'affetto di tutti.

In poche parole (o molte, se vi fa piece

re), THE FIVE PENNIES A proprio un gioiello

della Paramount, una vera benedizione per

l'industria cinema tografi ce in genere, una

promassa di oltre due ore di dellzioso diver-

timento per i milioni di amanti del cinema in

tutti gli engoli della terra, come mencare da

anni •

Nel frattempo, LA T5MPESTA sta lrrompen-

do sugli schermi del mondo. La sua usclta a

Pasqua contemporaneamente in 4C0 locali degli

Statl Uniti A la nrore piti chiara che 1 gran-

di film, con grandi artist! e soggetti inte-

ressenti continuano ad attrarre al botte^iino

enorml masse di pubblico, e non occorre dirvi

quale si a I'ammirazione generale per gli ec-

cellenti interpretl di LA TEMPESTA, special-

mepte Van Heflin. Naturalmerte tutto questo

non fa che aumentare l'interesse del pubblico

pel futuri film del produttore De Laurentiis.

I trionfi di I DIECI COMANDAMENTI segui-

tano 8 moltipllcarsl in un'atmosfere di succe£

so sen za fine. An che questo mese, come ormai

da oltre quattr'anni a quests parte, abbiamo

sempre pit! notlzle da darvi su quests immorta-

le produzione di Del*.ills della quale ci ripro-

mettiamo parlarvi finche esisterS quests no-

stra pubbllcazi one . E forse il plb grande mi-

raoolo di questo film A quello che si sta veri_

fi cando in qualcuna delle cittd medie degli

Stati Uniti dove la pelllcola A attualmente in

program® zione per la quarts volts, con incas-

si superiori e quelli record dell'uscita inau-

gurele.

II tnase s cor so vi abbiamo offerto una re-

le zione dettaglieta sulla qualitA e il merito

del prossimi film Paramount, relazione che ci

euguriamo vi sia state tradotta localmente nel^

la vostra lingua, come speriamo evvenga, e con

la stessa vena di ottimismo, delle altre noti-

zie dello stesso tipo incluse nel prosonte nu-

mero .

TURIN Front of the
Cinema Augustus here is a
proof that management has
made full use of all of
the advertising material
available on "Desire Undo*
the Elms."

PARIS - On her recent trip to Europe (and

he'll be there again aoon, making "Olympia"),

ophia Loren was much sought after by the frees

f Paris. Here is a photograph of her being
hotographed with Alberto Lattuada, director®
Tempest" for Dino De Laurentiis.

("Olympia," by the wav. will have a most

xceptional cast. Supporting Sophia Loren will

e Maurice Chevalier, Angela Lansbury and Isabel

eans. The picture deals with court intrigue in

he Vienna of 1910).
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PERSONALITIES AND

EVENTS IN THE
CONTINENTAL SCENE

And finally, above ia one
more of the windows, with
plenty of emphasis on the
picture, with display
cards along the entire
front, and with notices
indicating that the film
was at the Urban Theatre.

is one of these windows,
with plenty of prominence
given to Mr. Cole....And

here is another radio,TV
and music store with one
of the musical film's top
posters adorning the door.

EMINENT VISITORS F^OM TURKEY

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount Studio played host

B
ecently to Turkey's Minister of Interior,
r. Namlk Gedik and his official party. They

are shown above in the office of Vice-presi-
dent Y. Frank Freeman, head of the studio.

heading from left: Lt.Robert G.Lyle, U.S.
Coastguard, Treasury Escort Officer; Miles G.
Ambrose, Ass't to Secretary of Treasury for
Law Enforcement: Cemel Goktan, Chief ox Turk-
ish National Police; Mr. Freeman; Dr.Gedik:
Mr. Adolph Zukor; Ferit Kubat, Chief of Pol-
itical Section, Turkish National Police;
Major Resat Mater, Personal Aide to Dr.Gedik;
and James Mendlin, U.S. Treasury Department
Interpreter.

AMSTERDAM - Gersons. the veiy
fine department store nere.gave
superlative window cooperation
when Alfred Hitchcock's "Vert-
igo" was released at the famous
Tuschinski Theatre.

Fine window display cooperat-
ion was also forthcoming from
Pan American Airways.

FRANKFURT —
One of a succes-
sion of advert-
ising pillars In
downtown Frank-
furt carrying
the message of
"The Black Orc-
hid" to flocks
of potential
picturegoers.

BERLIN - "Tne Ten Commandments" has returned

here for another exclusive run, this time at

Die Kurbel Theatre. This is its first Berlin
engagement since the original opening at the
Zoo Palace and move-over to the Atelier am Zoo.

Boris Jankolovics, Supervisor for Germany, re-

ports that the front-of-house display at Die
Kurbel is the most extensive that this theatre
ever has had. Thi3 very successful Berlin run
is coincidental with tne ISaster release wave of

U2 situations in Germany.

ATHENS - Mr. Savas Pylarinos, head of Saves
Films, distributors of Paramount Pictures in
Greece, was recently honored by a visit to his
offices from that country's Secretary of State
for Trade and Industry, Mr. Nicholas Marty.

Pictured above are Mr. Marty (seated), then
Mr. Pylarinos; Mr. Samaleas, State Principal
Legal Adviser; and Mr. Arvanitis, private secr-
etary of the Minister.

W j ndows ....
ZURICH - The advent of

"St. Louis Blues" and th«
great popularity of Nat
'King' Cole, provided
Starfilm Manager Jules
Gendre with a perfect opp-
ortunity to secure window
displays in at least 8 of
the city's top music est-
ablishments. Shown below

PARIS - Positively compelling dis-
play at the Cinema Wepler for "Temp-
est." Here action, and the two words
of the title, tell an ir’-esistible
story - and the packed attendances at
the theatre bear the story out.

”01ymp i

a”

This is the tentative title of the Sophia
Loren picture to be filmed in Europe beginning
in June, by Ponti-Girosi. Co-3tarring with
Miss Loren will be John Gavin, and two other
important members of the cast will be Maurice
Chevalier and Isabel Jeans.
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THE "MARACAIBO"
COCKTAIL

The cocktail originated
by Cornel Wilde and Jean
Wallace in their produc-
tion, "Maracaibo," has
become very popular in
Portugal, according to
Manager Qnilio Priater,
He has sent us one of
the cards which have
appeared on the bars and
tables of Lisbon, and in
case you are interested
in the cocktail, here
are the ingredients:
- Juice of £ lemon
- White of one egg
- 2/4 of Gordon gin
- 10 drops of Grenadine
- Ice

...to be mixed in shaker
until it develops a foam.
When poured, it should
have a pink color, with
the white foam of the
egg on top.

Drink leisurely, ask for
another - then count
your grossesl

"LAS CINCO MONEDAS,"
UNA DE LAS MAS GRANDES

PEL I CULAS PARAMOUNT
JAMAS REALIZADAS

Algo muy especial nos oblige a dedicar gran
parte del reporta je de este mes a Danny Kaye,
el talentoso actor de larga y brillante Ca-
rrera que ecaba de realizar un film que pro-
mete hacer las delicias de todos los pdblicos,
en todo el mundo, por largo tiempo. La pelf-
cule serd, sin duda, una de las de mayor £xi-
to jamds llevadas a la pantella bajo el sello
Paramount. Nos referimos, noturalrr.ente

,
como

habrd cdivinadc el paramountiste
,

a la pelf-
cula "Las cinco monedas" ("The Five Pennies")

,

y estamos seguros de que gran parte de este
numero de iaramount World serd destinado a dar
a conocer esta feliz realizacidn cineroatogrd-
fica. . . "Las cinco monedas", de Danny i:aye,

goza del ins<5lito privilegio de poseer todas
las buenas cualidades iue una buena pelfcula
pudiera desear. En primer lugar, es una pelf-
cula que mueve el corazon, profundamente huma-
na. je trama es vivanente interesante y, sien-
do verfdica, results tanto mds convincente y
connovedora. La musica es tambidn impreeionqn-
te, como raramente se ha oido en una pelfcula.

Es el gdnero de 'musica que en 1959 se ha con-
quistado tremenda popularidad internacional
entre el publico cineasta de todos los pafses

y de todas las edades. Y el reparto, encabeza-
,do por Danny i.aye, es tambidn de primerfsimo
orden. Danny I.aye se supers a sf mismo y Bar-
bara Bel Geddes imparte vida a una ca^acteri-
zacion que habr^ de ganarle la simpatfa y los
raplausos de todos los piublicos, dondequiera as

exhiba, En pocas palabras (o en nuchas, si se

quiere)
,

"Las cinco monedas" es una joya ffl-
mica de la Paramount que promete proporcionar
a millones de cineastas en todo el mundo algo
m£s de dos horas de regocijante entretenimien-
to, como no habr^n experinentado en muchos aba.

I ientras tanto, "Tempestad" ("Tempest") i-

rrumpe en las pantallas del mundo. 3u estreno
simultdneo, el dfa de Pescua de Eesurreccion,
en mbs tie 4C0 teatros de .stados Lnidos, de-
muestra cue las grandes pelfculas, con grandes
int^rpretes y grandes argumentos, siguen cons-
tituyendo un poderoso atractivo taquillero, co-
mo el publico demostro tambi^n con su favora-
ble acogida a esta pelfcula, su aprecio por

una excelente labor artistica por parte de los

m£s destacados int^rpretes, especialmente la

de su protagonista, Van Heflin, en el impre-
sionante papel de Pugatchef. El vivo interns

despertado por esta pelfcula imparte especial

importancia a los proyectos fflnicos de Dino

Delaurentiis para el futuro inmediato. . .Loa
constantes triunfos de "Los Diez I.Sndamientos"

siguen multiplic^ndose en un horizonte de ^xi-
tos sin fin. Este mes, como lo hemos venido
haciendo durante m^s de cuatro anos, apuntamoa
nuevos logros de esta imperecedera pelfcula de

Cecil B. DeMille, como esperamos poder seguir
haci^ndolo mientras se publique este boletin.

Los mis maravillosos £xitos de esta pelfcula se

han producido, quizes, en las ciudades de me-
dians poblaciin de Estados Unidos donde "Los

Diez Iviandamientos" se est£ exhibiendo por cuar-

ta vez, con recaudaciones de taquilla que so-

brepasan a las obtenidas durante la exhibiciifn

inaugural. . . El mes pasado ofrecfamos un de-

talledo informe sobre la calidad y el mlrito

del venidero producto Paramount, informe que

esperamos haya sido traducido en las distintas

localidades para beneficio del paramountiste,

como desearfamos se hiciera con el altamente

optimists informe sobre el futuro producto Pa-

ramount que publicamos, en ingles, en este nu-

mero de Paramount 7/orld,

BARBARA BEL GEDDES
sings and dances for the
first time in her film
career in "The Five Penn-
ies." Accompanying star
Danny Kaye she sings two
numbers composed by Sylvia
Fine (Mrs. Kaye), and does
a rollicking dance in
true jazz era fashiort.

ANT0F0GASTA, Chile —
Banner for "The Ten Comm-
andments" across one of
the main streets. Building
at right houses the Para-
mount office.

L i m a ^ s Co 1 o so
LIMA, Peru - In the mighty, continuing

story of "The Ten Commandments," much of the
emphasis has been on the Tacna. However, show-
the great picture day-and-date has been the
tremendously imposing Coloso - modern, magnif-
icent and a great favorite with thi mass audi-
ences, a fact proven bv the unending queues in
the above front and 3ide views of tne theatre.

The Coloso has 3,000 seat3, and "The Ten
Commandments" has broken all of the theatre's
records by remaining for a third week - first
time in tne cinema's history.

************
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NEWS AND VIEWS

OF THE HOME FRONT

ON TIMES SQUARE, N.Y.C.

Laden with invigorating sunrays and the soft,

mellow hues of nature, Spring days embellish

sauntering to the subways in the a.m. to ride

to work with enjoyment (until one enters the

trains during the rush hour).

Speaking of Spring, Joe Diana - Traffic

Department, is welcoming the season in his

usual way - by keeping his hair cut as short

as bristles.
By the time this issue is out, Ralph

Rosello and Ceil Morone will be several-week-

old newlyweds Anne McPolin, Mr. Clug'

s

secretary, flew to Detroit to attend the wed-

ding of her nephew, Arthur Grant several weeks

ago.
Newcomers to Paramount: Louis Apet is

the new mail clerk on the eleventh floor. He

is replacing Harold Zuchman who has been pro-

moted to contract clerk. John McKeown, former

contract clerk, has been promoted to junior

contract analyst trainee, while Ronald Girard,

who was previously in John's new position, is

now an intermediate contract analyst.

Newcomers to the V.orld: April brought

with it a pair of brand new grandfathers -

one for the first time Tommy Tinston's

first is a boy - Blake Ashley Vartanian, bom
April the 8th. His weight was 6 lbs., 13 oz.

Evelyn Vartanian, Tommy's daughter, is the

baby's mother Joe Coote is a ^.randda.d

again. His son Joe, Coote, Jr. and wife Geor-

gians became the parents of a tirl - Elizabeth

Ann Coote, born the 14th. Her weight was 7

lbs., 4 oz. This is the fifth grandchild for

Joe, Sr. The crew consists of four girls and

--BOWLING NEWS--
The Shirley Booth team captured the champion-

ship of the Paramount Pictures Club Bowling

League on the final night of the season. C&pt

George Casiano (NY Branch) had plenty of help

from: Brenda Herman, uloria Adelhelm, Bill

Vickesser and Len feldman'. The Danny Kaye

team nipped Yul Brynner by half a point tor

runner-up honors Helene Coleman led the

gals average parade with 139 and also won the

high series title with 487. Kay Burke blasted

out a '<02 for higR game honors and Grace Gang-

uzza won the Bowler of the Yeer title.

A NEW GRANDFATHER: Paul Ackerman, Paramount Internat-

ional's publicity director, cuddles his ten-day-old grand-

daughter, Karen Joan Ackerman, in the home of his son and

daughter-in-law in Westfield, Massachusetts.

A
k CLOSLUP: Here is Keren Jo&n again, in the Wesson

Maternity Hospital at Springfield, Massachusetts; the above
photograph was snapped when she was only one day old. Her
father is Barclay Ackerman, Paul Ackerman's son.

one sole male.
The eleventh floor held an Academy Awards

pool, initiated by Sandra Dubler. Michael Ber-

man and Max Balaban were the winners. The

prize was $20 a piece for guessing correctly

in nine categories. Vith the money, they bcu^it

Sandy candy and cookies for the rest of the

floor.
Everyone on the tenth floor was sorry

that Pamela Priestly left Paramount. Her co-

workers in the billing department bought her

a black leather bag as a going-away gift.

Hugh Owen spent the month in Florida on

a combination business and pleasure trip.

News and pictures (especially both) are

always welcome in Room 1010.— Helen Kwartler
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Honesty is the best

policy, but he who is

governed by that maxim is

not an honest person.

-Archbishop Richard
Whately

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Dec-

orative 24-sheet poster
for "Desire Under the
Elms" curved around. the
circular canopy of the
Metropole Theatre here was

one or the many elements
contributing to the fine
business registered by
this superb production of
the late Don Hartman. Pre-
sentation of the picture
was also backed by an ex-
tremely effective newspa-
per and magazine publicity

campaign.

AT RIGHT

Important
Contra ctual
Event

SAO PAULO - Photograph-
ed here is the historic
occasion of the signing
of a contract whereby 'The

Ten Commandments" will
enter the internationally
renowned Ipiranga Theatre
here on July 15th next
for a minimum of 2o weeks.

Shown signing the con-
tract is Sr .Julio LlorenbB,

Director General of the
great Serrador Circuit.
Seated to the right is Dr.
Florentino Llorente, Dir-
ector-Secretary of the
Circuit. Paramount Latin-
American Division Manager
Henry B. Gordon is seated
at left. Sao Paulo
Branch Manager Michele A.
Mancini is standing at
right.

In announcing this
momentous event, Division
Manager Gordon paid spec-
ial tribute to the part
Mr. Weltner played In the
basic negotiations during
his recent Latin American
tour, and to the continu-
ing and constructive work
of Branch Manager Mancini
since that time.

"OS CINCO VINTENS" E
UMA DAS ,MELH0RES FITAS
DA HISTORIA DA
PARAMOUNT. OUTRAS NOTAS

Ha urn motlvo forqoeo para 91a 0 nome de Dan-

ny Kaye figure no primeiro topico deeta oolu-

na. i que Danny, depots de uma longa e diatin-

ta carreira cinematogrefica, yolta agora feito

o protagonista de uma fita Ira sepalbar prazer

pelaa plateiae de todo o mundo. De fato.quere-

mos profetizer que o seu efeito sera de perma-

nencia duradoura. Seja qual for o angulo que a

olhemoe, esta produqao se nos afigura como uma

das mats vltorlosas ainda feitas pela nosseca-

sa. A fita, como Ja o demonetramos no cimo des-

ta coluna, e "The Five Pennies", em homenagsn k

qual sera dedicada larga parte desta ediqiao.

### Esta admiravel produqao de Denny Kaye goza,

excepcionalmente, do privllegio de ter de tudo.

Em primeiro lugar, tern "coraqao". Isto e — tern

sentimento humano numa proporqao unica. E, alem

disao, tern argumento, sendo qua este tern o pri-

moroeo dom de ser puramente verdedeiro e logo—
"crfvel". 8 ao cabo disso, tern sjusica...mas mu-

slca como raramente ja se ouviu numa sala de ci-

nema. 8 essa musica e de um padrao que neste a-

no de 1959 pode se fazer mundialmente popular e

graqae a sua comunicabilidade sem precedentes.o

seu "charme" atingira todos os tipos de frequen-

tadores do cinama. Escusado e dizer que esta fi-

ta con tern igualmente um elenco formidavel.com o

admiravel Danny Kaye a frente. Barbara Bel Gad-
,

des nos da uma caracterizaqao que sera aprecia-

da por toda a parte.

### Numa palavra (ou em muitas, if you please),

"Os Cinco Vintens" e uma Joie no escrfnio desta

ano da produqao Paramount. Sera tambem uma hon-

ra para a Industrie e um deleite para as popu-

laqSes cinemeiras de todos os pafses. 4, se po-

* * *

demos usar de uma classificaqao a mats —uma
fruta suculenta e raral (Mereoida exclamaqao).

### Snquanto falamos de fitas a estreiar, deve-
mos tratar tambem das estreiadaB, e assim, di-
zermos do exlto de "TS^.TPESTATE"

, que foi atira-
da as auras populares em 400 cine-teatros atra-
ves de todos os Estados UnidoB. 0 impacto de um

tal lanqamento, claro, tinha que dar resultados
imedlato8 — e deu. As rendas bilheteirfsces da
data da estreia ate agora - tem sido otimas. De
fato, com uma fita como "TEMPESTADE" , com um e-

lenco como tem, com Van Helflin na sua melhor e
;

inimitavel caracterizaqao de Tugatchef, nao ee

podia esperar outra recepqao. 4 eaminho aberto
a proxima produqao de Dino De Laurentils.

### Parece nao ter fim (e nao tem) a serle dos
triunfos de OS EEZ MANDAMENTOS. Temos novas no-

ticlas, para este m8s, como tem sucedido em to-

das as nossas edlqoes no decorrer dos ultimos 4

ano e . 0 imortal fllme de Cecil B. DeMllle conti-

nua a colher louros elogirtivos e os resultados
de bilheteria sempre crescendo, em todo 0 mundo.

Mas talvez 0 maior entre os milagres da popula-
ridade deste filme, e 0 que se observe em car-

tas pequenas cidades amaricanas, onde 0 filme—
exibindo-se ha anos — continue a fazer quase q.

as me anas rendas do comeqo.

No mes passado tratamos com largueza de ea^

paqo e com minucia do valor da nova safra da fi-

tas da Paramount. Esperantos que essa nossa ex-

po siqao tenha sido traduzida localmente para 0

beneflcio dos que nao sabem ingles. Nesta edi-

qao damos mais algumas notas, que sao uma con-

tinuaqao da outra repohtagem.

OPORTO, Portugal - This music store window
in this second city of Portugal is, in the
words of Paramount Manager Emilio Prister.
"completely Elvis Presley from top to bottom.
Showmanship was devised in conjunction with
the release of "King Creole."

Bob Crosby brings his
band-leading and singing

talents to the early jazz
sequences of Danny Kaye's

"The Five Pennies."
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SUCCESS SHOWMANSHIP STORIES

TOLD IN PICTURES FROM LATIN

AMERICA

NEW YORK - Last month we picture-reported

the Latin-American journey of Dino De LaurentHa

in the interests of advance plans for the prod-

uction of "His Name Was Bolivar." Above is a

full page advertisement from the April 15 issue

of Variety announcing the picture.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, Dominican
Republic - On his recent busin-
ess swing through the Caribbean
area, Latin American Division
Manager H.B.Gordon visited this
republic. He was accompanied by
Frank J. Planas, Manager in
Puerto Rico, whose territory al-

so includes the Dominican Repi±>-
lic. Shown above, from left, are
- Mr. Planas. Mr. Gordon, Mrs.
Gordon, and Hr. Joaquin Ginebra,
Paramount Agent in the Dominican
Republic.

HOLLYWOOD - Marlon Brando,
extraordinarily busy as director
and star of "One-Eyed Jacks,"
takes special time off to pose
with one of the top internation-
al film correspondents of Holly-
wood. He is Armando del Moral,
representing many important pub-
lications of Latin America and
Spain. Mr. Brando is at right.

PANAMA - Illustrated in recent issues have

been phases of the exceptionally fine campaign
of public relations devised by Central American
Manager Mario Ghio for the presentation of The
Ten Commandments" at the Lux Theatre* This taxi,

which carried a message rather than passengers
for a number of weeks, was still another phase
of the activity which contributed to the pheno-
menal success of the mighty DeMille production.

ON THE BASIS OF PREVIEW,
STAFF AND EXHIBITOR SCR-
EENINGS, IT IS GENERALLY
REGARDED THAT "DON'T GIVE
UP THE SHIP" IS THE BEST
JERRY LEWIS COMEDY CF ALL.

CARACAS, Venezuela - Back in the
very early days of the presentation
of "The Ten Commandments" in South Am-

erica, a premiere in Caracas was int-
errupted fey local turmoil. At the
time, the management of the Cine
Castellana announced that the picture
would return in all of its great glr*y.

That time is now, as these day and
night views of the Castellana graphi-
cally indicate. These photographs
were taken during Easter Week, and in
both instances tne theatre is displa-
ying signs indicating that the house
is "sola outl"

BUENOS AIRES - Hal Wallis' "Rock-

A-Bye 'Baby had a triple-theatre day-

and-date release here, and the top

house of the trio was the Normandie.

Paramount Managing Director Hugo
Strainer reported that the earlier Jfenry

Lewis pictures, "Delicate Delinquent"

and "Sad Sack" had been great success-

es, but that "Rock-A-Bye Baby" had fhr

outgrossed them.
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Unless you can find
some sort of loyalty,you
cannot find unity and
peace in your active
living.

Josiah Rqyce

STOCKHOLM * Part of
the punchy showmanship
campaign on "Vertigo" in
the film's run at the
Saga Theatre was the dis-
tribution of 10,000 two-
color heralds at all main
underground (subway) ent-
rances. And because Stock-
holm undergrounds are
quiet and leisurely, but
efficient, the heralds
had plenty of study bythe
travelling Stockholmers.

Pina Pell i cer
****This is the fine young Mexican actress

who has shone so superbly as Marlon Brando's
leading woman in "One-Eyed Jacks" that she has
been signed to star in several more pictures
for Pennebaker Productions. This is the prod-
ucing company making "One-Eyed Jacks" for
Paramount release.

Wash i

n

q ton
Recently a well-directed camera wandered

around the Paramount branch in the nation's
capital and came up with the above snapshots.
In the first scene. Eastern Division Manager
John G. Moore is shown doing some phone check-
ing with head office. In the next scene we are
in the Cashier's Dept., with Ida Green seated,
and standing, from left, P-Nuts Lee, Alice
Robrecht ana Jeanne Dixon. Next to the Booking
Dept., with Bill Fischer seated, and 1. to r.
A1 Landgraf, Bob Cunningham and Billie Benick.
Finally, the Contract Dept., with Miss Jean
Brownley, left, and Mis3 Helen Schultze.
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Variety reports
on "Tempest”
from Detroit and

Portland.....

"TEMPEST" IS TERRIFIC SUCCESS IN INDIA
INSPIRING CABLE FROM PARAMOUNT'S GENERAL MANAGER K.S.VAIDYANATHAN FORECASTS
GIGANTIC BUSINESS FOR THE GREAT DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRODUCTION (mhbhhhhhhhhhhhhm

TOP GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS .MEMBERS
OF DIPLOMATIC CORPS AND PROMINENT
CITIZENS ATTENDED LAST NIGHT'S GALA
INVITATIONAL SCREENING OF "TEMPEST"
AT THE RIVOLI, NEW DELHI, INAUGURA-
TING THE ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL. THE
DISTINGUISHED AUDIENCE COMPRISING
PEOPLE OF VARIED INTERESTS AND
TASTES GREATLY APPRECIATED AND ALSO
LOUDLY APPLAUDED THE MAGNIFICENT

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRODUCTION. PIC-
TURE HAS TREMENDOUS BOX-OFFICE
POTENTIAL AND AN ALL-CUSS APPEAL
AND WE AftE SURE IT WILL OUT-GROSS
"WAR AND PEACE" IN THIS TERRITORY.
DELEGATION OF ITALIAN FILM PERSON-
ALITIES ATTENDING FESTIVAL INCLUDED
"TEMPEST" DIRECTOR ALBERTO UTTUADA,
AND STARS ROSSANA PODESTA AND FRANCA

BETTJA • - VAIDYANATHAN
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Che Cm Ommandniffits

h«s just concluded the Rockhampton
engagement when the following
records were established:

1. All boi oHice takings at the theatre were
broken.

2. Three weeks season at advanced prices;
longest run in history of Rockhampton.

3. Attendance reached 23,622
representing 59 of total population.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
(•day enter* its 17 wtrki kiiok ar (K* new

Barclay Theatre. Melbourne
with solid advance bookings months ahead.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
after playing 32 weeks at the
Prince Etbvjrd Theatre Sydney

hat established an all time 9 weeks rvm at the
Strand Theatre Newcastle

First Sydney suburban wave all time record lew

first and second week at

Kings. C ha iswood and Bondi and
Odeon Manly Rockdale and Eastwood

Three record breaking weeks at

Kings Ashfield

Extended season started in sensational fashion at

Odeon ^heatre Goulburn on Easter Saturday

Second Sydney suburban wue commences Friday

next 'April I Oth I for extended season at

Kings Mosman and Marnckville Odeon Campsie

Randwrck Drummoyne and Cronulla

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
ADELAIDE — 25 big weeks at

Majestic Theatre

First suburban wave to commence shortly

PERTH — 19 mighty weeks at

Piccadilly Theatre

3 weeks at Prmcess Fremantle

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
set for duel extended season at

Odeen Theatre. Hobart and

MaiettK Theatre Launceston

commencing on Thursday. Aprtl JO

ailing ar

Embassy Theatre Wellington April 2

Avon Theatre Christchurch April 10

St |amcs Theatre Dunedin May 1st

GnIJS biUilIfs

Che Cm Chirunandments
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HESTON • BRYNNER • BAXTER- ROBINSON
TVOHNt CUB** JOHN

DE CARLO • PAGET • DEREK
M* CID*>C I'M MAMMA JUOltM VINCIK1

ARDWOE • fOCH • SCOTT • ANDERSON • PRICE

SYDNEY - So heavy was the demand
for Elvis Presley records that thebig
department store of Nock and Kirby
installed a "Private Presley Bar." It
functioned just in time to meet heavy
demands at the time of the release of
"King Creole."

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - Front of the Embassy Theatre,

when "The Ten Commandments" is doing the most sensational
business ever recorded by this the?tre. The horizontal
band of light at left is an electric flasher illuminating
a sign reading "Cecil B.DeMille's Production of 'The Ten
Commandments.

"

AUCKLAND - Qnbassy Theatre Manager Alan Walden, left,
and , Paramount Publicity Manager Jim Williams indicate
satisfaction over that happiest of all signs that a the-
tre can display — "House Full." The instrument of their
satisfaction is indicated by the large sign above them.

rne towering - and continuing - success of "The
Ten Commandments" In Australia is brilliantly summar-
ized in this full-page advertisement which appeared in
all of the film trade publications of that country. It
is significant that this summation represents but a
fraction of the mighty picture's potential in Australia.

SIDNEY - One of the 2

window displays of this
city's leading milliner,
"June Millinery," in busy
Pitt Street. Prominent in
both windows were stills
from "The Matchmaker" and
hats modelled from the
film which ran for four
highly successful weeks at

the Prince Edward Theatres

umaitomers

IMPORTANT PARAMOUNT
EVENTS PICTURED IN

AUSTRALIA AND

NEW ZEALAND

"T.T.C." Terrific

in N . Z .

A cable from General Manager

Stanley H. Craig in Auckland to

Milton Goldstein, international co-

ordinator of "The Ten Commandments"

in New York, indicates that the

kighty Cecil B. DeMille production

continues to shatter records in New

Zealand.
In Auckland, despite torrential

rains, the picture is giving the

Qnbassy amazing business. In Well-

ington, according to Mr. Craig, the

first week has been an "All time

Wellington record any film any thea-

tre." Nothing could be any betterl

NEWCASTLE - Front of
the Strand Theatre here,
where "The Ten Command-
ments" recently played to
thundering business for 5

solid weeks.

"HOUSEBOAT," given a new and ex-
citing pattern of release in Sydney,
is proving to be a mighty strong
winner. We'll have some interesting
sidelights on this campaign in next
month's issue.... as well as a lot of
interesting news about the steadily
mounting triumph of the mightiest
of them all - "The Ten Commandments."



ON THESE TWO PAGES WILL BE

THE PRACTICAL MATER I AL I Z AT

PARAMOUNT'S FORWARD P.,

In noting the product announcement on the page
opposite one very important fact stands out
a total of twenty-seven (27) new Paramount pict-
ures will be found here. Each and every one of
them a picture of maior box-office and enter-
tainment prominence; each and every one with
stars of importance; each and every one a sure
guarantee of the industry’s progress. It is an
announcement of distinct Paramount importance.

Point On "Pennies’

One prominent exhibitor who caught the sneak pre-

view of Paramount’s “Five Pennies,” starring Danny
Kaye was telling us the other day what a wonderful 1

picture it was. Then he added significantly, “Exhibitors /

should go all out to promote a Danny Kaye picture.
]

Here’s one of the most talented performers in the busi- (

ness. He has never succumbed to the lure of television
|

confining his activities to motion pictures and personal
appearances. We should go all out for him—particu-

larly with a heart-warming picture that should build
with good word-of-mouth.”

The man’s got a point _

Hire's a particularly fine tribute to one of the
pictures listed on the page opposite "The Five
Pennies." It was published as an editorial in the Ind-
ependent Film Journal of April 11th., and was written
by Editor Morton Sunshine.

PHIL M. DALY
>
Thursday's Tidinys

• • EMPHASIS UPON QUALITY is eminently desirable in today's

film market. . . . But, as the gentlemen of Paramount comprehend,

there is something even more so: “Quality in Quantity." . . .
That

Paramount has the pictures to meet this formula is well established

in the company's current trade advertising, which notes that a total

of 27 top-quality pictures are completed, editing, shooting and

preparation. . . . Naturally, that is a source of satisfaction to Para-

, mount, but it must be no less so to its customers. ... As Martin S

I Davis was saying the other day: . . . “Product is the backbone of our

industry, and Paramount is infinitely proud to be doing its part

^stiffening that backbone."

“Quality in Quantity”

E
XHIBITORS at home and abroad will welcome tl

news this week that Paramount has seven pictur

completed, eight in various stages of actual produ

tion and twelve others in preparation. For the 1959-

season Paramount has adopted the slogan “Quality

Quantity.” Paramount’s inventory of finished pictures i

eludes “Tempest,” “Thunder in the Sun,” “The Hangmar

“Last Train from Gun Hill,” “That Kind of Womar

“Don’t Give Up the Ship” and “The Man Who Could Che

Death.”

Equally important to showmen with the fact that the
j

properties have been cast and planned with top grossi

calibre in mind is that each of them is to be backed wi

a comprehensive merchandising campaign. The goal is

get the maximum revenue possible from each attracth

This requires long-range planning.

Product is paramount and Paramount has product tl

should give an excellent account of itself.

And this is what ths Motion Picture Herald, als

of April 11th, had to say of Paramount's progressiv

policy of "Quality in. Quantity."

The trade press was highly complimentary to
Paramount's ad experts in the matter of the

insert we nave pictured on the page oppo-

;

L-page insert we have pictured on the page oppe
site. All of them paid editorial tribute to the

advertisement's importance in specifically deimn-
strating a continuance of high-grade product for
the exhibitors of the world.

Reproduced above is the editorial tribute of
The Film Daily.
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Page One of the
ment arrested the
with the slogan -

IN QUANTITY."

advertise-
industry
"QUALITY

BIG BUDGETS, BIG STARS, BIG PROPERTIES SUPPORTED BY BIG MERCHANDISING!

The centre-fold set forth

both the "Quality" and the

equally Important "Quantity."
AND IN ADDITION

WILL CONTINUE TO

GIVE THE INDUSTRY ITS

GUARANTEEING QUALITY IN QUANTITY
WITH THESE MILLION-PLUS PROPERTIES.

ALREADY WELL ALONG IN PREPARATION!

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S

THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR

THE FATAL JOURNEY
THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
SUMMER AND SMOKE
THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY
THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG

And the fourth page gave
extra measure of both, plus
the always reassuring comm-
odity known as "continuity."
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One man with courage
makes a majority. {Si

Andrew Jackson
<239 ' "THE FIVE PENNIES" EST

HOLLYWOOD - One of the
most photographed celebr-
ities at the Academy func-
tion last month was Sophia
Loren - and when you look
at this picture you know
why.

To a brave man, good
and bad luck are like
his right and left hand.
He uses both.

-3t . Catherine of Siena

UN DES PLUS GRANDS
FILMS QUE PARAMOUNT AIT
JAMAIS REALISES

********

Nous avons une raison toute particuliAr* d«
consacrer A Danny Kaye une grande partie d* cett#
colonn# ce moia-ci. Danny, apres une carriAre ci-
ne matographiqu* longue et exceptionnelle

, eat la
heroa d'un film qui apportera de lajoie au monde
entier pendant lea anneaa A venir. Ce film sera,
A tous lee points de vue, un dee films laa plus
reuaais presentA a aous la banniAre de Paramount.
Ce film, comae voua l'avaa dAjAdevinA, c'est "THE
FIVE H5NNIES" et nous crons 1 1 impression que ce
numero du Paramount Werld sera consacre an grande
parti* A c* film heureux.

"THE FIVE PENNIES" avec Danny K«y* jouit du
privilAg* extraordinaire de reunir tous lea A1A-
aenta da succAs. Tout d'abord, il eat profonde-
ment huaain. Enaulte il comparts un* histoir* , at
ce+te histoir* A l'avantage d'dtre vraie, c'aat-
A-dire tout-A-fait credible. En outre, il y a la
musiqu* : une musique telle qu'on n'en a Jamais
antendu* auparavant dans aucun film. Cast 1* ty-
pe mdae d* la nosique qui est internationalement
populaire en 1959. Populaire pour tous les spee-
tateurs, quel que soit leur Ige. Et bien eQr, il y
a un* distribution formidable : Danny Kay* as sur-

pass* lui-miae et Barbara Bel Geddas interpret*
son rdle avec une authencite telle qu'elle gagne-
ra le coeur et 1' affection du monde entier.

En bref (ou en long, si vous preferes) "THE
FIVE PENNIES" represent* un bijou pour Paramount,

un bienfait pour 1' Industrie cinematogrs phique
tout entiAre, at un immense plaieir. pair lea mil-

lion* de spectateurs qui, en deux heurea, godte-
ront le divertissement le plus delicieux qui leur

ait ete offert depuia d* nombreusea anneee.

Entr* temps "LA TEMPETE" deferle sur le mon-
de. Ce film est sorti A Pfiquea dans plus de 400
cinemas dee Etata-Unia et il a suscite la reac-
tion maasive que suacitent tous les films avec
une eclatante distribution et un sujet paaaion-
nant , prouvant ainsi que ce genre d* films attire
magiquement lea spectateurs. Naturellement, c* qui
est particuliArement apprecie, c'est l'excellence
de la distribution en tdte de laquelle se distin-
gue Van Heflin. Cette appreciation se manifest*
par 1'intArAt croiasant que l'on attach* aux fu-
ture projeta de Dino DeLaurentiia.

"LES DIX COMMANDEVENTS" continuant A triom-
pher partout et toujours. Noua avons beaucoup de
nouvellea ce moia-ci - et voilA plus de quatre
ana que qa dure - au sujet de ce film immortel et
nous avons 1

' intention de continuer A publier dee
rapports sur cette production de M. DeMille aus-
si longtemps que paraltra le Paramount World.
P*ut-8tre que le plus grand des miracles se pro-
duit dans les villes meyennes des Etats-Unis, ou
le film passe en quatriAme exclusivite et eA les
recattes depassent celles des premiAres sorties.

Le mois dernier, nous avons publiA un rap-
port detaille sur 1 'importance et la valeurde la
future Production Paramount. Nous espArons qua
vous avez eu la traduction de cat article et qu'il

en sera de mem* pour 1' article similaire qui pa-
rait c* mois-ci, coraportant des nouvelles d'un
caractAre analogue et faisant preuve du mdme ep-
timiame.

RIGHT

BRUSSELS - Here is ac
showmanship in behalf o!
Jerry,, Lewis' "Rock-A-By<
Baby.'' This is a full
page from "Le Patriote
IllustrAL" one of themes
important magazines of
Belgium. The whole
devoted to a nation--.^,
"Twin and Triplet Conte-
held in connection with
the release of "Rock-A-
Bye Baby." The contest

w

organized and sponsored
by ,( a) Le Patriote Illuj
tre. (b) the great depai
ment store of Les Grands

?
aga3ins de la Bourse, ar
c; Les Films Paramount.
Many wonderful prizes

were offered for the wir
ning 15 sets of twins ar
triplets. Next month we
hope to publish more nev
about this very excellen
piece of showmanship.

NOTRE GRAND CONCOURS
Rartkipex rows ou grand contours des jumeaux

et des triples les plus photogeniques

TROIS BEBES SUR LES BRAS

VIENNA - A particularly fine example of an

effective window display for a current picture
is this one in a prominent Vienna music store

which has just about all of its attention
focussed on the Elvis Presley romance with
music, "King Creole." This is cooperation be-

tween store and cinema at its topmost level.

HERBERT GILLIS, Branch Manager in Washing-

ton, gave the National Capital's appraisal of

"The Five Pennies" when he wrote Mr. Weltner

a humdinger of a report, from which we quote

these observations:
"....Danny Kaye has made many wonderful
pictures, and in THE FIVE PENNIES he was
never better. The picture has all the
qualities which contribute to big boxoffioe
performance, and the number,'When the
Saints Come Marching In' thc*j he does with
Louis Armstrong, is well worth the price
of admission alone."
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NEW YORK - Shown at tne
Motion Picture Herald forum
of advertising and showman-
ship are Sidney G. Densau
(at left), vice-president of

Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., and Martin Quigley,
Jr., managing editor of the

Herald. Object of their in-
terest is one of Paramount^

F
unchy ads for "Last Train
rom Gun Hill."

HOLLYWOOD - On the set
of "Heller With A Gun,"
Anthony Quinn tells Chikao
Kano, Managing Director of
the Mainichi Press of Japan,

about the picture in which
he co-stars with Sophia
Loren. Mr. Kano was in the
film city as a guest of the
U.S. State Department.

OKLAHOMA CITY - Shown
handing out a copy of the
De Laurent iis magazine on
"Tempest" is Farris Shan-
bour, live-wire manager
of tne Harber Theatre in
this city. Standing to the
rear of him is his assis-
tant manager. Miss Maria
McGee. Receiving the mag-

azine is Mrs. Eve Kelly,
head of Oklahoma City's
English teachers. Event
took place immediately
prior to a screening of
"Tempest" for Oklahoma's
English teachers.

NEW YORK - Co-producer
of "But Not For Me," Will-
iam Perlberg, as he spoke
to the film industry press
here recently. His talk,
reported on Page 9, was of
an upbeat character as he
detailed a number of the
top quality Paramount pic-
tures he and his partner,
George Seaton, will make
ir the next lj years.

T.F.FT

NEW YORK CITY - Dannv
Kaye congratulates little
Susan Gordon on her perf-
ormance as his 5-year-old
daughter in "The Five
Pennies." Event took place
in the lobby of Loew's
Lexington Theatre, where
the picture was previewed
recently. STTnTF

PARIS - In Europe,
where 3he is right now
preparing to film "Olympia"
for Paramount, Sophia
Loren has been feted by
the film industry. She is
pictured here conversing
with M. Jacques Flaud,
General Manager of the
French Movie Centre.

I NTERNATI ONAL

PERSONALITIES
IN THE

PARAMOUNT
SCENE

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - Atten-
ding the premiere of "War and
Peace" at the Menteng Theatre
(one of the 6 theatres in which
the picture was given day-and-
date release), were several Ind-
onesian film stars and producers.
Shown here, 1 to r, are: Mr. Bqy
Iskak (actor of Perfini), Miss
Baby Huwae and Miss Indriati
(both actresses of Perfini). At
right is Paramount General Mana-
ger Cornelius Vlug.

WELLINGTON, New Zealand -Sir
William Perry (left) and Dr.O.
Mazengarb, Q.C. (a director of
Paramount Films N.Z.) discuss
"The Ten Commandments" follow-
ing the highly important prev-
iew of the film here.

PARIS - On her most recent
visit to Paris, Sophia Loren met
a number of the top personalit-
ies in films and television.
Above she is chatting with
Francois Chalais. supervisor of
all French television broadcasts
involving films and motion pict-
ure personalities.

WASHINGTON, D.C. Looking over
some of the showmanship material
on "Tempest" are - RKO Keith's
General Manager Jerry Baker, at
left, and Paramount Branch Mana-
ger Herb Gillis.

This is Lilli Palmer, who
scored so markedly in her role
opposite Clark Gable in "But
Not For Me" that her contract
was extended from one picture
to three.

However, when the picture
was through filming, ner perf-
ormance was so outstanding that
William Perlberg and George Sea-
ton extended the contract to
cover six (6) pictures.

Second film for Miss Palmer
will be "The Pleasure of His
Company," a reigning stage hit
on Broadway. Lilli will co-
star with Fred Astaire.
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CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH

THE HAL WALLIS STORY

IS SIMPLY THE STORY

OF MAKING FILM ENTER-
TAINMENT THE WHOLE
WORLD WANTS TO SEE

HAL WALLIS HAS ACHIEVED 30 conspicuous and so
lasting a success as a producer because he is not only
so dedicated to his craft, but is a business man also.
He makes pictures not only because he enjoys making
them, but to make money. And by making money we mean
for his own organization, for his distributor, for the
exhibitors showing his pictures, and for all those who
earn a living from motion picture exhibition. This is
why a Hal Wallis picture is, primarily, ehtertainment.

And now we present another segment of the story
of "Hal Wallis - Star Maker," which we offered last
month. Below we show the career beginnings of four
young ladies whom Hal Wallis believes are Stars of
Tomorrow.

At tne New York City sneak preview of the

latest Hal Wallis comedy starring Jerry I^wis «

"Don't Give Up the Ship" - the producer (left)

is congratulated by Paramount president Barney

Balaban on his skill at making entertainment

pictures that people all throughout the world

enjoy whole-heartedly.

Two of the new Hal Wallis personalities are

shown here together in a scene from the prod-

ucer's current dramatic film, Career. Donna

Douglas is in the light coat, Joan Blackman is

seated. Anthony Franciosa stands between them.

DONNA DOUGLAS
with Producer Hal

Wallis at the
moment of signing

her contract with

the Wallis Prod-
uctions Organis-
ation. In the
background, some
of the many great
awards Wallis
has won.

In "Don't Give Up the Ship," Jerry
Lewis comes very much face to face
with two of the new Hal Wallis stars-
to-be. At top, pajama-ed, he has to
tell his bride (played by Diana Spen-
cer) that he won't be home this first
nignt of their honeymoon. Instead, and
this he doesn't tell her, he'll be
reporting (in the lower picture) to
his Navy superior (played by Dina
Merrill) on the reasons why he won't
"Give Up the Ship. It is beside the
point to mention that the role Miss
Merrill plays is that of a United
States Wave.

HAL WALLIS has been a

consistent - and prolific -

winner of international
awards over the years. Here
he is shown with the award
of the Festival of Messina,
which he won for the Anna
Magnani-Anthony Quinn pict-
ure, "Wild Is the Wind."

A close-up of
Joan Blackman, a

rising star in

the film firmam-
ent, thanks to
the star-making
vision of Hal
Wallis
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HOLLYWOOD SCENE AGLOW
WITH VISITORS, AWARDS,
INTENSIFIED PRODUCTION

Paramount studio and its top executives
play host to Dr. Namik Gedik, Turkey's Minis-
ter of Interior and his official party on a
visit to the United States. Reading from the
left: Edward Schellhorn, Foreign ^ept , ; Luigi
Luraschi, Director of Censorship: Sophia
Loren; Dr. Gedik; Y. Frank Freeman, Vice-
president in charge of the studio; Adolph
Zukor, Chairman of Paramount Board; Miles G.
Ambrose, Ass't to Secretary of Treasury for
Law Enforcement,USA; Major Resat Mater; James
Mendlin, US Treasury Dep't Interpreter; Cemel
Goktan, Chief of Turkish National Police;
Anthony Quinn: Jacob Karp, Paramount execut-’
ive: Ferit Kubat, Chief of Political Section,
Turkish National Police}. D. A. Doran, Paramount
executive; Lt. Robert G.Lyle, US Coast Guard,
Treasury Escort Officer; Bernard Feins, Par-
amount executive.

In "The Five Pennies," the notes you'll
hear will be the notes of Red Nichols, but the
technique of playing the cornet will be that
of Danny Kaye. And Danny had to learn it the
hard way -— from Red Nichols himself. That's
the subject above — Nichols playing like the
master he is, Danny watching like the perfect
student he always is when mastering a part.

A couple of Academy Award
winners get together to compare
notes on one of the sets of "One
Eyed Jacks." AA-Winner at right
is Marlon Brando, star and dir-
ector of "One-Eyed Jacks." At
left is Jacques Tati, beloved
French star, whose "Mon Oncle"
won this year's Academy Award
for the best foreign film. In
this case, M.Tati was producer,
director and star of the film.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Eben-
stein, of Holmby Hills, have
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Joyce Eleanor
Ebenstein to William Brock
Perlberg, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Perlberg, of Los
Angeles.

The bride-elect was gradu-
ated from the Chadwick School
at Rolling Hills, California,
and UCLA. Mr. Perlberg gradu-
ated from the Taft Preparatoy
School in Watertown, Conn., and
UCLA.

An August wedding is plamed.

PINA PELLICEh, leading woman for
Marlon Brando in "One-Eyed Jacks," and
already signed by Pennebaker Productiflis
for several more pictures, is pleased
to meet Armando del Moral, one ofHdly-
wood's top Latin American correspond-
ents. Miss Pellicer is reading one of
Mr. Del Moral's stories about her in
the Cinema Reporter.

Seated between Mr. Y. Frank Freeman
and Mr. Adolph Zukor, is His Excellency,

Mohammed Ali, Pakistan Ambassador to the
United States, and at one time Prime
Minister of Pakistan. His Excellency is
a frequent and always most welcome vis-
itor to the Paramount studio; and on
the occasion above he was en route to
Tokyo to be Pakistan Ambassador to Japan.

4
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HELSINKI — "Hot Spell"

at the Arita was good for

a very effective display

in one of the city's fore-

most flower shops....

....and in one of Helsin-

ki ' s pre-eminent hat shops

as well. And the picture

was very well received as
well.

COPENHAGEN - When the

local engagement of "Funny

Face" was at its height,
the English winner of the

Audrey Hepburn contest in

London happened to be in
Copenhagen on holidays.
She is Miss Jessie Stead-
man (above), and she very
graciously attended some
performances of "Funny
Face" at the invitation
of Paramount Manager John
Aarshoj.

An appeaser is one

who feeds a crocodile
- hoping it will eat him

last.
-Winston Churchill

"THE FIVE PENNIES"
EN .AV ALLA TIDERS
STORSTA PARAMOUNTF I LMER

Av en speciell anledning ha vi denna gang
fignat en god del av vArt spaltutrymme At Danny
Kaye. Det fir nSmligen sA att Danny after en
lAng och v&ldokumenterad filmkarri&r konmit med
en film, som vi garanterar blir en ffirsta klas-
sens glfidjespridare ffir lAng tid framAt och

fiver hela vBrlden. Det blir nog en av de bfista

filmer som utslhppts under Paramounts vAlkhnda

mfixke. Som de fiesta av er sBkert redan gissat
syftar vi pA "THE FIVE PENNIES" och det hr sA-

ledes av den orsaken som en ffirsvarlig del av

detta nummer handler om den filmen.

Om Danny Kayes "THE FIVE PENNIES" kan med

verkligt fog sfigas: den har allt. Ffir det ffir-

sta: den har hjhrta. Den hr mMnsklig pA ett all-

deles betagande satt. Den har handling - och

vad mera hr, en handling byggd pA verklighets-

stoff och darffir absolut trovardig. Lhgg d&r-

till att filmen ar en musikalisk upplevelse av

st ora mAtt. Dess musik ar av det slag som i Ar

1959 ar internationellt gAngbar i en utstrfick-

ning som vfil ingen musik tidigare varit det

bland filmaiskare av alia slag och i alia Ald-

rar. Och det behfiver vai knappast naranas att

rollbesattningen ar den basta tankbara: Danny

Kaye i sitt livs roll och Barbara Bel Geddes

som en hjfirtevinnende liten kvinnsperson.

"THE FIVE EENNIES" ar helt enkelt en liten

Juvel, en gAva till hela filmindustrien och ett

16fte till tiotals mi11loner bioaiskare runtom

i vhrlden om den meet ffirtjusande och roande

***************

underhallning som bjudits dem pA mAnga Ar.

"TEMPEST" hr nu pA vandring runt Jordens al-
ia biografer. Dess pAskpremiar pA mer an 400
biografer i olika delar av Ffirenta Staterna ger
beiagg ffir att filmer av verkligt stort format
med dugliga skAdespelare och grundade pA ffirst-

klassiga menus fortfarande utfivar en enorm drag-
ningskraft pA publiken, vilket ocksA avspeglar
sig i kassaresultaten. Att "TEMPEST" har en
st jamstab, som kommer att locka de stora massor-
na,ar helt klart, speciellt Van Heflin ar Ju

myeke t popular. Intresset ffir Dino de Lauren-
tiis film hr pA alia hAll mycket stort.

Rapporterna om "DE TIO B0D0RDEN" tycks out-

sinliga. Denna mAnad ha vi en mhngd nyheter om

den.liksom vi haft det under de senaste fyra

Aren, och vl kommer att ha nytt att berhtta sA

lhnge Bom Paramount World publiceras. Det stfir-

sta miraklet med den hAr filmen ar kanske det

ffirhAllandet att den i nAgra av de medelstora

amerlkanska staderna, dar "DE TIO BODORIEN" nu

visas ffir f j&rde gAngen, kunnat uppvisa resul-
tat som till och med fiverstiger de rekordkas-
sor.den inbringade ffirsta gAngen den visades.

Ffirra nAnadens PARAMOUNT WORLD gav en detal-

Jerad inblick i den kommande utomordentliga

produktionen. Vi hoppas att den 1 vederbfirlig

ordning blivit fiversatt ffir er och att samma

blir fallot med nyheterna hAr , vilka prhglas

av samma optimistiska anda.

">u«URhl|

HOLLYWOOD - Second from the left in this
group on the set of the Hal Walli3 production,

is Capt. Egil Gjone, Surgeon-General of Norway,

a most interesting visitor to the film city.
Reading from left: Anthony Franciosa, Captain
Gjone; Carolyn Jones; Dr. David Alan Turner;
Dr. Roslyn Slater; Hal Wallis; Joe Anthony,
director of "Career."

STOCKHOLM * Opening night of "Studie i

Brott" (Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo") at the
ever-popular Saga Theatre. At top is the
multiple queue at the box-office buying for

future performances, the sign, "Ultsalt,"
having already told them that the present
performance is "Utsalt Out."
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OUR CAMERA VIEWS
PEOPLE AND

PERSONNEL ACTIV-
ITIES IN THE

STUDIO

Carl Crow is a Texan
who went to Pasadena,
California, three years
ago determined to be an
actor. But after a year
it became apparent that
his Texas accent was a
bit too strong, especial-
ly for the type of role
he sought to play.

So for two years he
worked hard at losing
his Texas accent. Rec-
ently he was signed for
his first film role.

Hal Wallis signed
him for "Career."

He'll play a Texanl

Our Studio Memory Book contains another won-
derful true story connected with the magic of

9 pace. Strangely enough it's to be found in the
above picture of one of Pep Lee's baseball teams.

It concerns the larger of the two mascots intiie

group. For the years 1932-33-34 he was simply
Jackie Froehlich, Pep Lee's team mascot.

Today, however, he is the celebrated Dr.Jack
Edward Froehlich, officially credited with hav-
ing made a major contribution to the first U.S.
Satellite, "Explorer I," and to many satellite
projects since then.

And in the Studio there is no one prouder of
Dr, Froehlich 's great achievements than Adolph
Froehlich, of the Paramount Electrical Depart-
ment. The reason? Dr. Jack is his son.

STILL OF THE WEEK
Every week the studio publicity

department, under the guidance of
Publicity Director Herb Steinberg,
selects one outstanding still from a
production currently being filmed,has
a massive enlargement of it made, and
placed at the entrance to the Cafe
Continental, the studio restaurant...
Above is the selection for the week of
April 7th. It depicts Marlon Brando,
Katy Jurado (at left) and Pina Peni-
cer in one of the gentler scenes from
"One-Eyed Jacks," Pennebaker Product-
ion for Paramount release.

Dr. T. Keith
Glennan at Para-
mount Studio Club
Picnic and Barb-
ecue, 1937. At
this time he was
Operations and
Studio Manager.

@@@@

On Friday, April 10, the name of Dr. T. Keith

Glennan was again Page One news in The New York

Times as he presented to the world, through a

news conference, the seven young American airmen

from whose ranks will be chosen the first men to

be sent into space. Dr. Glennan is th.e Adminis-

trator of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.
But, as will be seen on this page, the emin-

ent physicist and electronics expert was not
always the nation's top Space Administration
executive. Time was when he was a studio admin-
istration executive, and one of the best-liked
Paramounteers in the history of the studio. By
the grace of some of ' the many friends he made,
who are still with Paramount, we are able to
show T. Keith Glennan in one of the many ad-lib
roles which made him so popular with the studio
personnel.

There will be at least 3
- and possibly more - softball
teams battling for Studio supr-
emacy this year. The three are
the Perlberg-Seaton team, the
Donald O'Connor team and the
Nick Castle team.

In the scene above, Messrs
Seaton and Perlberg, in centre,
discuss the team's prospects
with Manager Dave Maxwell and
Beverly Palmatier, mascot.

A likely starter in the
Studio Softball League could be
the Jerry Lewis Team, here per-
sonified by Mascot Connie
Stevens and Manager Pete Balch.

Cannes F i lm Fest i val
Will Honor C.B.DeMi l*le

Late this month and early in May the Film
Festival of Cannes will memorialize Cecil B.
DeMille through a screening of excerpts frcjn

several of his greatest productions. There
will be at the same time a commentary made by
a renowned author in which will be expressed
the admiration that the motion picture indus-
try of the entire world had for Mr. DeMille.
Included in the memorial film will be excerpts
from:

THE CHEAT MALE AND FEMALE
SIGN OF THE CROSS CLEOPATRA
1923 Version of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
UNION PACIFIC. GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

THE LITTLE
AMERICAN

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

d
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ESPAHOl

SANDWICHES

NEW YORK CITY - Having
completed "But Not For
Me," which is now ready
for previewing. Producer
William Perlberg arrives
in New York for executive
conferences. He is shown
with Mrs. Perlberg at left.

Reading to right are -

William Perlberg,Jr. ,
Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Hall and
Mrs.Lorrayne Rissman. Mrs
Hall is Mrs. Perlberg'

s

sister, and. Mrs. Rissman
is Mrs. Hall's daughter.

T.F.FT

Another scene of Marlon Brando directing

"One-Eyed Jacks." He is atop the step-ladder,

and again with the electric megaphone.

NEW YORK - Attending the special

preview screening of the Jerry Lewis

comedy, "Don't Give Up the Ship, at

Loew's Lexington Theatre, are Mr. and

Mrs. Emmanuel Ledesma and, at right,Mr

Ernesto Rufino, Jr. All were in New
York from the Philippines Republic. Mr.

Ledesma is the son of Senator Ledesma;

Mr. Rufino is the son of the celebrated

Philippines exhibitor, and is presently

undergoing a period of training as a

student within the Paramount organizat-

ion in New York City.

HOLLYWOOD - Marlon Brando as both director

and star of "One-Eyed Jacks" reached every in-

dividual on the set of the picture with this

portable electric megaphone. His incisive

commands and crisp direction left no doubts in

anybody's mind as to what he wished to get —
and with the painstaking care of the good dir-

ector, he got it.

Trio at the sneak preview of the Jerry lewis

comedy, "Don't Give Up the Ship." at Loew's

Lejdngxon Theatre in New York City. From left:

Arthur Israel, Jr., assistant to Paramount
president Barney Balaban; Robert J. Rubin, Bar-

amount Film Distribution Corp. vice-president;

Sidney M. Markley, vice-president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
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PARAMOUNT'S CAMERAS

ROAM AROUND THE

U . S. A.

Have you ever figured

out why apartment house

walls are so thin when

you sleep and so thick

when you listen?

'HM

LUNCH ir Oft

©

SAN FRANCISCO - Exterior of

the Lyceum Theatre here, where

the Spanish superimposed version

of "The Ten Commandments" was
shown most successfully. Theatre

was filled at the time our pict-

ure was taken; people shown in

line were waiting to buy tickets
for the next day's showing.
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STARTS
JANUARY II

th

FOR 2 WEEKS
Twice Daily 1.45 A 6.35 p.m.

Sundays 6.20 p.m.

SEATS AVAILABLE

AT BOX OFFICE OR

BOOKABLE 7/6 5/6 3/6

Special Prices for

PARTIES, CHILDREN

A OLD AGE PENSIONERS

READING, England - A
nost effective tie-up was
nade recently between the
Ihief Librarian at the
heading Public Library,
ind the Odeon Theatre wien
'The Ten Commandments" was
shown here recently.

For two weeks in advan-
:e of the film's
ivery book issued
sne of the book marks
ihown above. As the aver-
age weekly issue from this
-ibrary totals more than
.4,500 books, it can be
teen that word about the
lighty Cecil B. DeMille
‘ilm reached a great mahy
•eaders in Reading.

opening,
carried

Hazel Court, Christopher
Lee and Francis De Wolff
in a grim scene from "The
Man Who Could Cheat DeatiV'
a Hammer Production in
Technicolor, made in Lon-
don for Paramount release
throughout the world. ....
Anton Diffring heads the
featured cast — and the
trio here pictured are
watching Diffring in &
sea of swirling flame.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
PARAMOUNT FILM
EVENTS IN THE

BRITISH SCENE

HOLLYWOOD - One of the top international
film personalities present at the ceremony of
the Academv Awards was Bernard Charman (white
dinner jacket), editor of the Daily Cinema of
London. With him is Paramount producer-directoi
George Seaton, whose latest production, "But
Not For Me," is in the final editing stage.

Ramon Novarro
This great romantic player, whose career is

virtually a movie legend, has a most important
role in the Sophia Loren-Anthony Quinn picture,
"Heller With A Gun." Ever since assuming the
role he has been sought out by important corr-
espondents from all parts of the world. He is
shown here with Mr. J.W.Drawbell, Managing Edi-
tor of the noted English publication, "Woman's
Own." Photograph was made on a set of the Pcnti-
Girosi production, being directed by George
Cukor, and filmed in Technicolor.

SEE THE FILM atyour local cinema

LONDON - This is the forceful and intriguing
display card for the British edition of the
novelization of "The Buccaneer." Thousands of
these dazzling cards are on display throughout
the United Kingdom and will aid materially in
focussing film fan attention on this exciting
action thriller.

A
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Saggoro staff
Last month, Far East Supervisor S.A.Henriksen made a visit

to the Sapporo branch where, as evidence above indicates, plans

were already being made for the release of "The Buccaneer." He

was accompanied by General Manager N. Metori.

Seated between Mr. Metori (left) and Mr. Henriksen is Mr.
Y. Yamamoto, Sapporo Manager. Standing, from left, are Mr. K.
Yamagishi, accessories clerk and shipper: Miss M. Sato, accoun-
tant; Mr. S. Kamiguchi, inspector and shipper; Mrs. S. Abe,
general assistant; and Mr. S. Yamakawa, salesman.

HAMAMATSU CITY -

Spectacular front <f

tne Matsubishi The-
atre with its wond-
erfully effective
display for "The
Ten Commandments."
More of the Matsu-
bishi 's showmanship
is shown on the page

opposite

.

HOLLYWOOD - Among the visit-
ors on the set when Danny Kaye
was making "The Five Pennies,"
were these two eminent Japanese
newspapemen. They were (at the
left) Mr. Eikichi Yamamoto.Man-
aging Director and Chief or
Promotion for Chuo Koron Co. of
Tokyo, publishers of "Fujin
Koron," a high class women's
monthly magazine; and Mr. Junii
Ide, Deputy Managing Editor or

"Nishi Nippon Shimbun," of
Fukuoka, a morning and evening
daily newspaper.

TOKYO - Shown here at RIGHT
is portion of the front-of-the-
house display for "The Bucca-
neer" at the Yuraku-za. (Turnto
Page 37 for a full picture stay
of Tokvo's "Buccaneer" premiere).
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Ifiere. Thaatr* <*•» Just about
completed «fi«n tba advanturoua

fm* opened

.

— mi r. ta

Paramount's big prom-

otion campaign on Hal
Wallis' "Last Train From
Gun Hill" will include

two paperback books: a

novelization and a cart-

oon book. The publicat-
ions will be issued in

May; the feature will be

released in July.

Signet (New American
Library) is issuing a

novelization by Gordon
Sherriffs of the screen-
play by James Poe. The

volume will be illustra-
ted with scenes from the

picture.

Dell Publications is

publishing the cartoon
version of the outdoor
drama of the Old West.

Initial printing will be

500,000 copies.

FAR EAST

TO SOUND

CONTINUES
DOMINANT

SHOWMANSHIP NOTE

HOLLYWOOD - Recent important visitors to the
film city included a group of Indian youth lead-
ers, headed by Mr. Ramkrishna Bajaj. They are
shown here with Sophia Loren photographed on a
set of "Heller With A Gun." Reading from the
left: Narasimhiah, R. Parikh, Ramkrishna Bajaj,
Mrs. V. Bajaj, Sophia Loren, M. Vaidyanathan,
M. Vaidyanathan, Dr. G. Parikh. The American
guide in Dr. F. T. Jannuzi, Professor of Econ-
omics. The group also were photographed with
Anthony Quinn, co-star of "Heller With A Gun."

fittr

HAMAMATSU CITY, Japan - The Matsubishi
Theatre here went all out on showmanship for
"The Ten Commandments." On the page opposite
is a picture of the front-of-house display,
which was considered so important that it
almost obliterated the name of the theatre.
And here above is a "Ten Commandments" arch
through which virtually everybody had to pass
in order to reach the Matsubishi. Certainly
no one in Hamamatsu City was unaware of "The
Ten Commandments."

HOLLYWOOD - Mohammad Kia

,

representative in the film cap-
ital of Keyhan and three other
noted publications of Iran, is
pictured with Sophia Loren on
one of the sets of "Heller With
A Gun." Mr. Kia also was phot-
ographed with Anthony Quinn and
Margaret O'Brien, luminaries cl
the same colorful production.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia — This is the towering
display erected here for "War and Peace" when,after a delay of more than two years official
sanction was given to Paramount General Mana-
ger Cornelius Vlug for the release of the pic-
ture. Release was
made in six top-
release theatres
day-and-date .with
the names ana the
starting times of
the showings set
forth in the sign
at right at base
of the 100-foot
structure. This
was the first showmanship structure of such

plenty of favorable comment.
From the standpoint of practical business,

"War and Peace" ran for 20 days in the Menteng
Theatre, 13 days each in the Astoria, Globe
and Grand, and 12 days each in the Happy and
Cinema.

The gross business was the all-time-best
for amr picture ever screened in Djakarta,
being 5 yf> higher than "Bridge on tne River
Kwai," higher than "Samson and Delilah"and
L5% higher than "The Greatest Show on Earth."

SINGAPORE - His Royal High-
ness Prince Thondup Namgyal,the
Maharaj-Kumar of Sikkim (heir to
the throne of the Kingdom of
Sikkim), was a recent visitor to
the Catnay Film Studios here. He
is shown here being welcomed by
Cathay actress Salmah Ahmad,
while Cathay actress Ummi Kal-
thoum looks on.

While in Singapore Hi3 Royal
Highness was the guest of Mr.
Loke Wan Tho, head of the Cathty
Organisation.

A
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VIENNA - One of a host
of music store windows
won by Paramount persuas-
ion (and the gigantic
personal appeal of Elvis
Presley) when "King
Creole" was released in
this city.

M Mi-ii in it

Two fine and particularly descriptive post-

ers produced by the Paramounteers of Germany.
One at left is for the Hal Wallis production,
"Hot Spell," and depicts Anthony Quinn. Other
is for "The Bell3 of St. Mary's," and shows

Ingrid Bergman and Bing Crosby.

NEXT MONTH - A Story in Pictures
of Hollywood * s "Wild West Studio
Preview" of Hal Wallis' thrilling
LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL.

The wise man reads
both books and life itself.

- Idn ftitang
M
D i e f unf Penn i es” --
einer der bedeut endsten
F i lme in der
Paramountgeschichte*****

HOLHWOOD - Several
weeks ago, while at work
on "Heller With A Gun,"
Sophia Loren was inter-,
viewed by the noted Holly-
wood correspondent, Fred-
erick Porges. Above,while
engaged in completing the
same picture, she is del-
ighted to see the storv
in completed form in tne
sminent German publicat-
ion, Film-^evue.

Wir haben in diesem Monat einen ganz beson-
deren AnlaB, einen wesentlichen Teil dieser
Spalte Danny Kaye zu widmen. Er ist nach
einer langen und erfolgreichen Schauspieler-
laufbahn nun in einem Film herausgekommen,
der auf der ganzen Welt viel Freude verbrei-
ten wird. Dieser Film wird in jeaer Beziehung
zu einem der erfolgreichsten gehoren, der je
das Zeichen der Paramount getragen hat. Es
handelt sich, wie Sie sicher schon angenom-
men haben, urn "Die funf Pennies", und wir
glauben, daB die vorliegende Ausgabe der
Paramount World diesem Film einen grossen
Platz einraumen wird.

Danny Kaye's Film "Die funf Pennies" hat den
grossen Vorteil, daB er von jedem etwas in
sich hat. In erster Linie hat er Herz. Und er
ist auf eine geradezu wundervolle Weise
menschlich. Er hat femer eine Handlung, die
vollkommen wahr und daher glaubwiirdig ist.
Als nachstes bringt er Musik, die in dieser
Art und V/eise noch in keinem Film zu horen
war. Es ist genau die Art von Musik, die in
der Gegenwart bei den Kinobesuchern so popu-
lar ist, wie es noch keine Musikart jemals
war. Der Streifen hat naturlich eine ausge-
zeichnete Besetzung. Danny Kaye ubertrifft
sich selbst und Barbara Bel Geddes vollbringt
eine schauspielerische Leistung, die ihr
uberall die Zuneigung und Anerkennung des
Publikums einbringen wird.

Kurz gesagt: "Die funf Pennies" ist ein
kleines Juwel der Paramount, ein Geschenk
fur die gesamte Pilmindustrie

,
geschaffen

fur die Millionen Kinobesucher in aller Welt,

LINZ, Austria - This is

the Kolping Kino here, all
ready for "The Ten Comm-
andments."

DUSSELDORF - For "The Black Orchid" the
showmanship-minded Paramounteers of Germany de-
veloped what they termed a "Standard Showman-
ship Easel," designed for use with store tie-
ups of all kinds. Its ready use put the store
managers of a minimum of trouble, thus popular-
izing its use in just about every type of busi-
ness. Here is an example of its use in the Fiat
Auto Showroom at Berliner Allee. (The easel is
30 designed that the illustration and title
are Interchangeable

,

so that it can be used for
any feature.

die von diesem Film mehr haben werden als
nur zwei Stunden angenehmer Unterhaltung.

Gegenwartig befindet sich die Dino DeLauren-
tiis-Produktion "Im Sturm" (Tempest) auf
einem Siegeszug urn die Welt. Die Osterpre-
miere in mehr als 400 Lichtspielhaueem der
USA hat ergeben, daB sich wirklich uberragen-
de Filme mit ausgezeichneter Besetzung und
Handlung stets an der Kinokasse bewahren.
Daruberhinaus wurde gerade die umibertreff-
liche Besetzung des Werkes "Im Sturm" all-
gemein anerkannt, besonders die Leistung von
Van Heflin. Diese Anerkennung wird das Inter-
esse an alien zukunftigen Filmprojekten Dino
DeLaurentiis' ungemein erhohen.

Der fortdauemde Erfolg des Filmes "Die zehn
Gebote" ist stetig und zeitlos. Wir haben auch
in diesem Monat, genau wie seit mehr als vier
Jahren, iiber diesen unverganglichen Film Neues
zu sagen, und wir beabsichtigen, in jeder
weiteren Ausgabe der Paramount World iiber

diese DeMille-Produktion zu berichten. Die
beste Auszeichnung dieses Werkes ist die Tat-
sache, daB der Film, der jetzt in den mittle-
ren Stadten der USA in der 4. Welle lauft,
die Rekordeinnahmen der 1. Welle ubertrifft.

Im vergangenen Monat sind wir eingehend auf
die St&rke und Bedeutung der kommenden Para-
mount-Produktionen eingegangen und wir hoffen,
daB diese Berichte fiir Sie iibersetzt wurden.
Desgleichen hoffen wir, daB dies auch mit der
Ausgabe dieses Monats erfolgt, deren Berichte
und Meldungen ganz im Zeichen von Optimismus
und Vertrauen stehen.
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Very often - and this happens
with material from both the home and
international fields - a photograph
will be labelled simply "Window
display for Such-and-such a film. •'

There'll be mention of the film's
title, but no identification of the
store.

This is a minus]
First of all, mention of the

store's name completes the story.
The owner of the store will

be happy to see his name in
P^int Also, he'll be that
much more anxious to cooperate
the next time you have a good
idea.

Think it over the next time
you're sending us a picture of a
store window tie-up.

NEW YORK - One of the forthright demonstrat-
ors of showmanship in advertising at the recent
Showmanship Forum of Motion Picture Herald, was
Paramount's Exploitation Manager, Joseph Fried-
man, here shown analyzing the 'sell' aspects of
the Paramount advertising campaign on the Hal
Wallis production, "Last Train From Gun Hill."

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - The
top bookstore of the city,Whit-
combe and Tombs, gave over its
main window for a full display
of interesting material on "Ihe

Ten Commandments" when the big
film opened at the Qnbassy The-
atre. window attracted throngs
of interested viewers day ana
night.

SHOWMANSHIP
SUREST, MOST
WAY TO FILL

- EASIEST,
PROFITABLE
A THEATRE!

ROME - This is the main
window of the Italexpress
Travel Agency in the Via
Bissolati. Photo shows Sophia
Loren receiving a spray of
orchids from a Pan American
Airways hostess, and is a
direct link with the announ-
cement below it for "The
Black Orchid," a current re-
lease in Italy, and a highly
successful Paramount picture.

BRUSSELS - The Max Factor placed the best
window of their local establishment at the
disposal of Paramount when "Desire Under the
Elms" was released in the Agora and Plaza The-
atres here. And a remarkably fine display was
the result of such splendid cooperation.

mgnt,y iorceiui
piece of showmanship in the
lobby of the Manzonl Cinema
when Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertigo" was the attraction,

OKLAHOMA CITY - One of the nation's most
energetic, and results-getting, showmen is the
enterprising Farris Shanbour. manager of the
Harber Theatre here. He is snown above, at top
left, with his assistant manager. Miss Maria
McGee, meeting the 'avalanche' of Oklahoma City
teachers who took advantage of the Harber'

s

special 75-cent Student Discount Coupon to see
"Tempest" at the Harber. Naturally all of the
teachers were most impressed by the mighty Dino
De Laurentiis production and passed the word on
to their students.

Actively associated with Mr. Shanbour in this
screening was Paramount advertising representat-
ive Bob Bixler.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - Another

f
limpse of the towering display
or "War and Peace" here, when

the giant picture opened day-
and-aafce at 6 theatres. (Details
on Page 31) • Structure was 100
feet nigh, as can be seen by
contrast with tree at left and
cyclist in foreground.

This is the kind of showman-
ship around the world that is
keeping grosses soaring and fan
interest constantly on the up-
beat.
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The prize for the girL
in the leg braces is an
adorable puppy — but the
prize for the desperately
nopeful parents is a girl
who may someday stand on
her feet and walk again.
This is one of the many
wonderful scenes in "The
Five Pennies." Danny
Kaye is holding the puppy

?
rize, Barbara Bel Geddes
s standing by in case of

slip-ups, and Susan Gor-
don is the girl.

"THE FIVE PENNIES" IS
EEN VAN DE GROOTSTE
PARAMOUNT FILMS 00IT
GEMAAKT. „ * . ....

meest verrukkeli jke amusement zullen onder-
gaan, dat het filmdoek sinds jaren geboden
heef t

.

Intussen stroomt "Tempest" over de we-
reld. De Paas release in meer dan 400
theaters in de Verenigde Staten heeft een
massale reactie teweeg gebracht, waaruit
blijkt dat topfilms met grote rolbezetting-
en en belangrijke onderwerpen nog steeds
enorme kassa-magn^ten kunnen zijn, en er is

wel degelijk een massale waardering voor
de grootheid van de rolbezetting van "Tem-

pest", met speciale nadruk op het werk van
Van Heflin. Mede door deze waardering zien
wij met grote belangstelling de komende
producties van Dino DeLaurentiis tegemoet.

Eindeloos en tijdloos is de voortdurende
trioraf van "De Tien Geboden". Wij hebben
weer veel nieuws deze maand - zoals we
reeds gedurende vier jaar hebben - over
deze onsterfeli jke film, en wij zijn van
plan steeds mededelingen over Ifr.^eMille's
productie te publiceren telkens als Para-
mouht World verschijnt. Het grootste won-
der van deze film is waarschi jnli jk gelegen
in het feit, dat in sommige middelgrote
steden van de Verenigde Staten, waar de
film thans voor de 4de maal vertoond wordt,
de oijfers van deze vierde maal die van de
eerste keer nog overtreffen!

Afgelopen maand brachten wij een tame-
lijk gedetailleerd verslag over de kracht
en verdienste van het komende Paramount
product. Wij hopen, dat dit plaatselijk voor
U vertaald werd en dat dit eveneens het ge-
val zal zijn met de publicatie van deze
maand, waarin wij nog meer nieuws van soort-
gelijke aard brengen, en in dezelfde geest
van groot optimisme.

LOUTS (Satchmo) ARMST-
RONG reveals in "The Five
Pennies" why he is such a

favorite as a person and
as a musician all around
the world.

Er bestaat een zeer speciale reden om de-
ze maand voor Danny Kaye een plaats in de-
ze kolom in te ruimen. Danny is, n« een
lange en voortreffeli jke filmcarri&re

,

thans opnieuw met een film voor de dag ge-
komen, die een plezier zonder einde over
de wereld zal verspreiden gedurende een
lange tijd. In ieder opgicht zal de film
een van de meest succesvolle worden, die

ooit het Paramount Handelsmerk hebben ge-
dragen. De film heet, zeals U ongetwijfeld
reeds geraden zult hebben, "The Five Pen-

nies", en wij zijn dus geneigd te geloven,

dat dit nummer van Paramount World voor
een zeer groot deel can deze vrolijke film
gewijd zal zijn.

Danny Kaye's "Five Pennies" heeft het

bijzonder grote voorrecht, dat het precies

alles heeft. In de eerste plaats is het een

film met een "hart" en menselijk in elk

opzicht. Dan is er het verhaal, en dit ver-

haal heeft bovendien nog de verdienste dat

het helemaal waar is, en daarom dus zo vol-
komen geloofwaardig. Vervolgens is er de

muziek, op een wijze zoals U nog nimmer in

een film gehoord zult hebben. Het is het
soort muziek, welke in dit jaar 1959 overal

ter wereld populair is byj alle typen mensen

van alle leeftijden, die de bioscopen be-

zoeken. En verder heeft de film een rolbe-

zetting, waarin Danny excelleert en al zijn

andere creaties overtreft, terwijl Barbara

Bel Geddes een karakter tot leven brengt,

dat overal liefde en genegenheid zal winnen.

In het kort (of in het lang, als U wilt)

komt het dus hierop neer, dat "The Five
Pennies" een juweel voor Paramount is, een

weldaad voor de gehele filmindustrie , en

een puur genot voor de vele miljoenen
bioscoopbezoekers in alle delen van de we-

reld, die gedurende meer dan twee uur het

Red N i chols

,

popular Jazz band leader

whose life story is told

in "The Five Pennies,"

will open May 18 at the

Round Table on New York's

East 50th Street.
Nichols, himself a

cometi3t, supplied much

of the sound-track music

for the highly entertair-

lng film,

Patience is a most

necessary qualification
for business; many a man

would rather you heard

his story than granted

his request.
Lord Chesterfield



Susan Hayward

I

— who has
always given
ace performances
— is this year’s
Academy Award
Winner as
Foremost Actress

A searing moment in

"Thunder In the Sun" wher.

The stars: Susan
Hayward and ° Jef

f

Chandler*
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Contact Your Local 00T Representative

NOW For An All-Out 1959 Revival Of

This Academy-Award Winning Song Hit

From Paramount’s "THE PALEFACE"

Starring BOB HOPE and JANE RUSSELL

One of the forthcoming All-Time-Greatest
productions on the upcoming release schedule
is "The Paleface," co-starring Bob Hope and
Jane Russell, And one of the top assets of
this hilarious film is the Academy Awards win-
ning song, "Buttons and Bows." Shown above is
the announcement sheet detailing the new rec-
ording, by Dot Records (a Division of Paramount
Pictures Corporation) , of this catchy song.

SALES CAMPAIGN ON
A MOUNTING GLOBAL

PRODUCT BEING

ALL-TIME-GREATEST

0 IIS 1*1 I S (.HANDS
V I II MS dr TO I MLSm

DF CROOTSTI FILMS
\LLLR TIJDEN

%
PACIFIC EXPRESS

WMmMmmB
~ JAMES ELLISON CHARLES BIQCfORD H EL£H BURGESS PORTER HALL

TtlUe e* SOme cU CECIL B. OE MULE

^fariMMii)/:im:jiivj tahiroff

JOELBARBARA

Two of the very fine poster
contributions of Belgium to the
All-Time-Greatest sales camp-
aign. First is a one-3heet for
"The Plainsman," with emphasis
on co-stars Gary Cooper and
Jean Arthur. The one-sheeter f<r

"Union fecific" features co-stars
Barbara Stanwyck and JoelMcQnea.

Both of course are pictures
produced and directed fey Cecil
B. DeMille.

-€**0-€**0

Beirut, Lebanon, enjoyed a k

real success with "North West A
Mounted Police" when this dur- W
able Cecil B. DeMille productim
was presented at the Metropole
Theatre. From a most effective
album of publicity and adverti-
sing prepared by the Metropole
we have selected the above act-
ionful advertisement.

New, Up-To-Date,

Swinging

BUTTONS AND BOWS
Recording By DOT

Cec i 1 B .DeMi lie
Week in Singapore

Partly because of his enduring
regard for the great film produ-
cer, and partly in response to a

letter from Mr. Adolph Zukor,the
founder of Paramount, Mr. Loke
Wan Tho, head of the Cathay
Organisation of South East Asia,
ha3 scheduled a DeMille Festival
Week for the last week of next
June. During this week the Cathay
Theatre will screen each of the
following DeMille pictures for
one day:

REAP THE WILD WIND
THE CRUSADES
NORTH WEST MOUNTED POLICE
THE PLAINSMAN
UNION PACIFIC
THE STORT OF DR. WASSELL
UNCONQUERED

Don't forget the Contest for the

four (4) best Publicity and Exploi-
tat i on C ampaigns on THE LIVES OF A

BENGAL LANCER.

Messrs . Adolph Zukor, George
Weltner and James E. Perkins are

waiting to judge the campaigns.

All en tries are to be sent to A.

Stephen Clug, Home Office, New York,

as soon as possible after key-city

release in each terr i tory

.

RIGHT

BRUSSELS - This is a page from the
fine Belgian Paramount publication, ed-
ited in French and Flemish,and named
"Las Nouvelles PARAMOUNT Nieuws,"thus
introducing both languages expertly.
Page is dedicated to the first three
A11-Time-Greatest Paramount product-
ions, and offers fine inducement for
success to the exhibitors of Belgium.
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This newspaper advertisement

carries all of the essential
facts bold title, illustra-
tion. trade mark, stars, start-
ing times, Vistavision, Techni-
color, Cecil B. DeMille's name,
admission prices, and some ex-
ceptionally punchy copy about
the size and dramatic sweep of
the picture itself.

37

JAPAN DOES AN ACE

SHOWMANSHIP JOB

ON "THE BUCCANEER"

TOKYO - Section of the Cecil
B, DeMille Memorial Exhibition
at the Yuraku-za here in connec-
tion with the showing of "The
Buccaneer." Exhibit was visited
and viewed with reverence by
tens of thousands of citizens ct
the city of Greater Tokyo.

No phase of showmanship was left unused Dy
Publicity Director T. Ise and -his co-workers in
the case of "The Buccaneer." Here's one of the
best publicity cars we have seen to date. In the
background is the Kitano Gekijo, Osaka, where
"The Buccaneer" enjoyed a phenomenal success.

Here's another - and larger -
Japanese poster for "The Bucca-
neer." This is a sure-fire app-
eal to fans to go and see this
exciting motion picture.

TOKYO - By this time. Paramount's billboard
in the heart of Tokyo has become one of the
city's show spots. Here is the display it carr-
ied for "The Buccaneer."

TOKYO - Window tie-ups by the score were ob-
tained throughout the city, the very colorful
nature of "The Buccaneer" making the picture a
'natural' for such showmanship. Above is one
fine example, with the display even including a
scale model of the type of ship used in the nlm.

TOKYO - Close shot of the
display on the exterior of the
Yuraku-za here.

Japan's posters for' "The
Buccaneer" rank with the finest
ever produced in that country
for aiqr picture. Here's one of
the best examples.

?S
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More Glimpses of
the Human-ness of
"The Five Pennies"

Danny Kaye's 'Hayseed' characterization in

the early sequences of "The Five Pennies" is

quite unforgettable. That's Harry (Houseboat;

Guardino at the left.

The series of professional 'clashes' between
Red Nichols (Danny Kaye) and Harry Paradise

(Bob Crosby), give plenty of zing and gaiety to

"The Five Pennies."

After all the years of fighting for their
daughter's life and happiness, the trumpet that

was Red Nichols' livelihood comes out of its
place of hiding. But does Red still have the
skill to play it. Red is Danny Kaye; his wife,
Barbara Bel Geddes.

Satchmovic Just a Slav

To Fans in Hot & Hectic

Flying Yugoslav Tour
Belgrade, April 14.

Despite bad weather and 19 con-

tinuous hours of travel, Louis
Armstrong and his troupe of six

Jazz musicians gave a delayed con-

cert to enthusiastic Yugoslav hep-

cats which did not break up until

2 a m.
Originally scheduled for 9 p.m.,

the concert was postponed twice.

Yugoslav concert officials estab-

lished radio contact with Arm-
strong’s plane over Austria, secur-

ing his agreement to go on with

the program at any time up until

midnight.
Walking on stage in their travel-

ling clothes, many carrying bor-

[rowed instruments, the group re-

iceived a standing ovatipn. Arm-

j
strong decided not to cut the con-
cert short as originally planned,

but even played on beyond the
time called for. •

At a hotel dinner afterwards,'
surrounded by local musicians,
pressmen, , radio, television, stage
and other Ljubljana cultural per-
sonalities, Armstrong said his in-

scription in a book on jazz history

, owned by a leader of, a Ljubljana
jazz band summed up his feelings
over his reception: “Man, you are
a living aspirin; you like music as
much as me—Satchmovic.”

i Armstrong’s appearances in Za-
greb attracted over 13,000 Croati-

an hepcats, who paid double
original price on the blackmarket.
’The tickets ranged up to $6, beau-
coup high for the average Yugo-
slav.

1 Armstrong’s music is very popu-
lar in Yugoslavia. His brand is al-

most daily on the musical pro-
gram of Yugoslav radio broadcasts
iwhile his records are very popular
too. The last two appearances in

’Yugoslavia were in Belgrade last

fweek—a matinee in the afternoon
and an evening concert, after
which he and his troupe will de-
part by air to Israel. —

_

LOUIS (Satchmo) ARMST-
rong is proving to be a
real sensation around the
world. On Page 5 we gave

a couple of examples of

the furore he is creating
— and here above is an-
other one reproduced from
Variety of April 15th....

It all adds up to still

g
reater popularity for
anny Kaye's "The Five

Pennies, in which Louis
Armstrong has so vital a

nart.

.

RIGHT

HOLLYWOOD - A most
happy picture of Sophia
Loren and Maurice Cheval-
ier taken at the Academy
Awards ceremony here....
'Most Happy' because the
two great stars will be

seen together in the
Ponti-Gerosi production
of "Olympia," which will
go into work in Vienna
within the next few weeks.

OBITUARY

We record with very deep sorrow the pass-

ing from our midst of Sr. Tabajara De Menezes
our esteemed Branch Manager in Porto Alegre,

Brazil.
Sr. De Menezes died suddenly on March 29

of a heart attack.

The whole wonderful story of this devoted

Paramounteer is told in the official report

to Head Office in New Ycrk, and we quote it

with pride:

"Tabajara had been with Paramount for
over 20 years, a loyal, efficient and
honest employee. He leaves a wife and
children."

We mourn deeply with them in their great

loss.
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In punishment for a night of
wartime ’indiscretion,' the
town's beauty is shorn of her
raven locks - branded a sinner.

But one day fate intervened)
bringing the five ruthless and
almost emotionless women into
the company of men with feelings.

All of these pictures are of the
beauteous Gina Lollabrigida as she

aPP°ar in the Dino De Laurentfts
UC

^f
on

for Paramount - JOVANKA.

S3 caUs for her to be. at a
supremely dramatic point in the

completely bald - and as you
.P 3

?
e,

w{?
er head has been completely

?
ther 3ta«« 3 of thegrowth of hair during the passage ofthe story are shown also.

Perhaps you would like to indicate
h?4 ,

edipr which of the stages of
P?wth you would like Miss

b«U< of

In mountain hide-outs, with
four other branded women, life
is a scavenging hell all
femininity disappears from life.

Nature reasserted herself.
Step by step and pulse by pulse
the five who had been lost star-
ted to become women again.

-JBBBBBBBBHH*

SHIRLEY MacLAINE will be
one of the Five Women...

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Starring

GINA LOLLABRIGIDA

The life of a 'partisan' be-
comes like the law of the jvngfe— kill or be killed. All kind
instincts disappear.

And in the fullness of time,
in the city that had spat upon
them, they were received back
as heroines in a great cause.



THE SWEET NOTES OF

"THE FIVE PENNIES"

WILL ROLL AROUND

THE WORLD FOR YEARS

AND YEARS TO COME .

.
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"Now hear this l Now hear this! Having

successfully lost part of the Navy, I will

next make 'A Visit To A Small Planet’!"

PARAMOUNT world

JERRY LEWIS CONTRACT IS

POWERFUL EXAMPLE OF

"DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP”

WISDOM

Corned i a n r s 7- Yea r

Rich Cargo of Ten

Contra ct Carries
Million Dollars.

The biggest single
talent transaction in
Hollywood history for
the exclusive services
of one star, involving
a minimum sum in ex-
cess of $10,000,000,
has been completed
between Jerry Lewis
Productions, Inc. and
Paramount. Jack Karp,
studio head, and Jerry

Lewis announced the
contract signing.

The new contract
gives Paramount exclu-
sive rights to all
Jerry Lewis motion
picture talents for the

next seven years incl-

uding all independent
motion picture produc-
tion, in addition to the
seven commitments Par-
amount previously had
announced he would
star in.

$10,000,000 PACT

- FOR JERRY LEWIS

Comic to Star in 14 Films at

Paramount, Under Studio’s

Biggest Individual Deal

By MURRAY SCHUMACH
Special to The New York Times.

HOLLYWOOD, Calif., June 7

—Jerry Lewis will receive $10,-

000,000 from Paramount to star

in fourteen films in the next

seven years.

This is the biggest deal ever

made by the company with any
performer. According to Para-
mount, it is probably the largest

price ever paid for acting talent

in movie history.

During the run of this con-

tract, the comedian will not be

permitted to make movies for

release by any other company.

Above is the beginning
portion of a full column
despatch in The Now York
Times reporting this high-
ly significant contract.

I h e Cover
Another view of the

spellbinding marquee of

the Metropolitan Theatre,

Buenos Aires, devised for

"The Ten Commandments,"

and the absolute sensation

of the Argentina metropo-

lis.
This entire panorama of

The Exodus was hand-paint-
ed . and measured 48 feet
wide and 84 feet highland
covered 4,032 square feet.
It represented the largest
display ever erected in
Buenos Aires for a motion
picture.

PRESIDENT TIE r.AHT.T.F, GREETS FILM STARS

PARIS - President Charles de Gaulle of France greets Sophie

Loren at special theatre party in the Palais de Chaillot Thea-

tre. Other performers in line are, from left, Ludmilla Tcher-

ina, Yul Brynner, Maurice Chevalier, William «olden and Cary

Grant. The occasion marked the first anniversary of President

de Gaulle's rise to power in the French Government.

Photot Keystone
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BROADWAY AND NATIONAL

PREMIERES REVEAL "FIVE

PENNIES" AS A SYMPHONY

OF $UCCE$$ + _ „ „ „ * * , * * * * *

In addition to the

New York premiere of "The

Five Pennies" reported

above, the Danny Kaye

picture will also premi-

ere this, month as foll-

ows:

Esquire, Chicago, and

Paramount, Boston, both

on June 24; Ontario,

Washington, DC, June 25;

and Fox Wilshire, Los

Angeles, June 30.

Mr. Adolph Zukor,over
M-G-M's radio network,
indicates hia pleasure at

the success of Paramount's

"Five Pennies." At right

is his daughter, Mrs.
Mildred Loew.

Mrs. Danny Kaye( Sylvia

Fine), and Touts 'Satch-

mo' Armstrong were among

the dignitaries attending

the highly successful
premiere of "The Five

Pennies."

Broadway started, on
the evening of June 17

,

something that the nat-
i on now knows - the
happy fact that ’’The

Five Pennies” is one of
the most heart-warming
delights the screen has
ever given to an eager
public. We had sensed
this ever since or del-
ighted reaction to the
completed picture had
told us that here was
the Danny Kaye the whole
world had been awaiting.
The Broadway premiere
gave us rip-roaring vin-
d i cat i on . And the happi-
ness manifested by the
Capitol Theatre'’s audi-
ence is echoing and re-
echoing across the land.

And then there was this sig-
nificant happening: a matter of a

few days after the dazzling prem-
iere, The New York Times, in a

by-line story headed "INCREASE IS

NOTED IN FILM AUDIENCES," procee-
ded to say that "the business an-

alysis concern of Sindlinger &
Co., in its latest findings, has
indicated that the motion-picture
industry may be heading for its
best summer in ten years.

Mentioned prominently in that
report was the premiere of "The

Five Pennies" at the N.Y. Capitol

The 'Five Pennies' Band paraded down Broad-
way and keynoted the pre-screening festivities
outside the Capitol Theatre. Players were att-
ired exactly as Danny Kaye, Bob Crosby and
Harry Guardino are in the picture.

Paramount president, Barney Balaban, with
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Armstrong at the premiere at
Broadway's Capitol Theatre.

One of the interesting interludes during the
premiere evening was the presentation, on the
Capitol's stage, of an award to Red Nichols, by
the American Federation of Musicians, in appreo*
iation of the bandleader's "three decades or
devoted service to music and musicians. Award of
a plaque had been voted by the AF of M. Louis
Armstrong is shown reading the text on the
plaque. Nichols is to the right of the microph-
one. Herman Kanin, president of the Federation,
is to the left of Armstrong. Mrs. Danny Kaye is
at the extreme right. Others are noted musicians.

JAMES E. PERKINS, president of
Paramount International, returned
to New York June 9th from a regu-
larly scheduled business survey
trip to England and many countries
of Continental Europe. He reported
splendid business for Paramount
product genera 1 1 y ,

plus wonderful

returns from certain independent
productions acquired for Paramount
release. And, related to other
news prominent on this page, he re-
ported an intense interest in, and
an eager impatience for, Danny
Kaye’s ’’The Five Pennies.”
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; - FRANK FREEMAN was warmly accoladed by

the press of California at his retire-

ment from the active helm of the Param-

ount Studio. A typical instance was this lead

editorial in the Los Angeles Times:

By the resignation of Y. Frank Freeman,
for many years the dynamic head of Paramount
studio, the motion-picture industry has lost
the active leadership of one of its greatest
protagonists.

What his future role may be will depend
on the state of his health, which has been
impaired by his energetic and perceptive int-
erest in so many spheres of action.

But it is not within the scope of Frank
Freeman’s nature to become either uninterest-
ed or idle; he has been a mighty force as a
maker of motion pictures and, with the broad-
est conceptions of his obligations and oppor-
tunities as a citizen, has benefited his com-
munity, his adopted state and his country.

His warm and loyal friendships have en-
deared him to those who know him as a genial,
humorous, wise associate. Few men in any
specialized line have contributed more to the
civic, political and cultural life around
them. And fewer still have won such a durable
place in the esteem and affection of the
public.

In wishing him well in whatever course
he may hereafter adopt, it is proper to hope
that ne will continue to make nimself avail-
able to those seeking the benefit of the
counsel that has been so constructive and so
full of courage and conviction.

A report on the power of "The Ten Command-

ments” in the Philippines that requires no

further comment is the following one made to

Messrs Balaban, Zukor and Freeman by Mr.

Weltner:
The city of Manila reportedly has a popul-

ation of 1,200,000. You will therefore be
interested to know that 800,000 have already
seen THE TEN COMMANDMENTS in the Galaxy The-

Paramount World
Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-

oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York, U.S.A.

Issued by and for members of the Paramount organizat-
ion around the world who believe in the entertainment
appeal of their motion pictures, television and allied

products and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Para. Stockholders

Acclaim Balaban

A tribute unique in management-

1

stockholder relations in this and other
]

1

industries was paid Barney Balaban ,

\

Paramount president, when a stock-

holder took the floor at the company’s

annual meeting at the home office

yesterday to tell Balaban that he has

1 “the respect and affection of your

stockholders. You are unique among
corporation executives,” the holder

[added, to the accompaniment of

'spirited applause from other stock-

holders in the well filled meeting

room.

This encomium, which

mu3t bring a warm glow

to Paramounteers every-

where, appeared on Page

One of the Motion Pict-

ure Daily, New York, on

June 3rd., the day foll-

owing the annual meeting

of the Stockholders of

Paramount Pictures Cor-

poration. It clearly

indicated the sentiments

of the owners of the

corporation with regard

to their president.
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atre in Manila, where the picture ia still
going strong.

At about the 26th week of the run the rec-
eipts started to drop off and were coming
close to the holdover figures. We then star-
ted to advertise "last weeks" and the very
next day the business went up to complete
capacity and has remained high ever since. I

expect that we will take film rental out of
this theatre on this picture that will ex-
ceed any whole year’s film rental on all of
our productions in any previous year in the
Philippines.

HIS YOUNG MAN,

(very, very im-

portant to a

certain eminent Par-

amounteer ) , seems to

us a living, pulsing
symbol of the new
spirit which has come

about in the creation

of our product. The

young man (whom we

will call Jeff, bec-

ause that might very

well be his name),
has just received the

baton in a relay

race, and is off to win the race with all the

speed that his freshness and vitality can bring

to bear. The locale of our picture is a YMCA

gym, but it could very well be 54-51 Marathon

Street , Hollywood,the location of the renascent

Paramount Studio. For precisely what you see in

the face of the young man we’ve called 'Jeff,'

is what has entered into the constitution of

every Paramounteer in Hollywood.

iHHHBHBfr

JOHN B. NATHAN, General

Manager for Continental Europe,

can have good grounds for his

contented look. In New York on

a business trip this month, he

could report on outstanding
Paramount business in all of

his territories, with prospects

for still better business.
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A BARRAGE OF PRAISE FOR

ELECTRIFYING NEW PRODUCT
A glowing aftermath to the

screenings across the nation

of "The Five Pennies," "Last

Train From Gun Hill" and

!

"Don’t Give Up the Ship" has

been provided by a wealth of

written tributes from Exhib-

! itors and Pa ramount eers who

,h* *ve been thrilled to the

I

core by this top-ca 1 i br e , box

'office product .... Below , are

i

significant excerpts from an

I

a va la nche of mail.

Robert £. Hosse, vice-president of Crescent
Amusement Co., Nashville, Tenn., wrote: "Thank
you for the privilege of being with you and
your associates. I enjoyed the screenings and
informal get togethers. I have always enjoyed
good relations with your associates and look
forward to a long period of the same...." Frank
V. Rule, Dallas Branch Manager, wrote: "The re-
action to the Festival Screenings in Dallas was
simply tremendous. . .We have, in my opinion,
three outstanding boxoffice attractions.". .. .In
Minneapolis, according to Branch Manager Jess
McBride," ... .reaction to the three pictures was
wonderful, and gave both the trade and our emp-
loyees a terrific lift" Detroit Branch
Manager Tom Duane, reporting specifically on the
•Five Pennies" screening, said: "The concensus
of opinion from the trade was that 'The Five

STUDY IN PREMIERE EXPRESSIONS
Bandleader Napy Lamar: Louis (Stachmo)
Armstrong: Paramount Adv-Pub-Exploitatr-
ion Director Jerry Pickman. In back-
ground, Paramount ' s Jerry Irvine.

TORONTO - Following a spec-
ial screening of "The Five
Pennies," Danny Kaye learns of
the reactions of Toronto's
Mayor Nathan Phillips and Mrs.
Phillips. Obviously they were
delighted with the picture.

Many of the letters from the field indic-
ated the deep sense of gratitude the writers
felt for the enormous efforts made over the
past couple of years by Mr. Weltner in secur-
ing such aces-high product. A typical letter
in this vein is this one from Frank Doty, Port-
land, Oregon, Paramounteer, to Mr. Weltner:

"After screening the three great pi
we will have the pleasure of distributi

ictures
ng,

this summer, we had a very interesting and
informative meeting with Mr. Neal &ast, who
laid great stress on the efforts you person-
ally nave made to secure these pictures for
us, and for continued improved product in
the future It would be the height of in-
gratitude not to thank you, or to assure you
that I will do ny best to prove that in tne
distribution of pictures like these lies the
continued success of our company."

Pennies' is the finest commercial production
starring Danny Kaye that has been presented....
At the reception, Danny Kaye completely charmed
everyone who came in contact with him the
length of my letter and the space allotted to
'The Five Pennies' must reflect the fact that in
«y opinion, the Sumner Festival of Hits points
to a new era for Paramount in Michigan. ..." Frank
fentzke, of Northwest Theatre Corporation, Minn-
sapolis, wrote two superb letters, one about the
Paramount policy of "..starting to give us a
iteady flow of good product," and the other

aDout the Danny Kaye picture, and reading: "I
feel that THE FIVE PENNIES is one of the finest
pieces of entertainment that I have seen in a
long time, and I enjoyed visiting with Danny
Kaye after the screening, and I told him I
thought this was by far his best picture. He is
to be complimented for going on tour to sell
this fine attraction, and I hope that other
stars will folliw his example." From
Salt Lake City comes word about the screenings
of the three Summer Festival productions, and
particularly about "The Five Pennies." He says
that the audience applause for this picture
"lasted for probably five or ten minutes after
the picture ended." Harry Swonson of Salt
Lake City also praised the three screenings most
highly and concluded on this note: "Faith has
been restored; our CUSTOMERS are waiting."
Another fine 'sifting' from the Minneapolis vis-
it was this compliment from Thomas A. Burke .Gen-
eral Manager of Theatre Arts, Inc.: "I personally*
feel that 'The Five Pennies' for all around ent-
ertainment is the best Danny Kaye picture I have
seen in years. And, I also enjoyed visiting with
Danny after the show as I have found him a 'down
to earth' young man in every respect. 'Five Pen-
nies' will be a welcome addition to the avail-
able product for August." Mel Brown, Offloe
Manager-Head Booker in Indianapolis opened his
comments by saying: "Without a doubt. Paramount
has the three finest releases we have had in
many a moon in 'The Five Pennies,' '^ast Train
From Gun Hill' and 'Don't Give Up the Ship'...
all of our exhibitors are eager to play them."
• Also from Indianapolis, Salesman Durand
C. Newman wrote: "The three pictures are most
gratifying. This kind of product is really a
pleasure to sell and distribute. May the future
bring us many more of the same." Another
Indianapolis salesman, Abe J. Gelman, said: "I
am very highly impressed with the boxoffice
possibilities of these three pictures. .all three
should prove outstanding successes. Please give
us more like them. "..., .And Indianarolis Branch
Manager Howard DeTamble summed up the screening
by saying: "I am confident that these three pic-
tures will be the turning point in our fortunes
we have been awaiting." From Dallas this
pungent summation of the three pictures by
Richard L. Bond, sales representative: "The per-
formance of Danny Kaye; the action in 'Last
Train From Gun Hill', and the comedy of Jerry
Lewis will help the industry as well as Paramr
ount in proving that 'movies are your best ent-
ertainment ' ." And Gerald W.Haile, another of
Dallas' sales representatives, summed it up by
saying: "I am most pleased to report that,with-

( Continued on Page 24)
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Portraying a Broadway
actress facing a tough
decision in "Career" is
the competent Carolyn
Jones. Contributing to
the toughness of her real
problem are the characters
portrayed by Anthony Fran-

closa and Dean Martin (in
background). All three in
thi3 Hal Wallis productkn
give performances of out-
standing merit.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES
and a much happier picture

it is this month for branch news

FLASH

Paramount
signs
Ingrid
Bergman for
“A Child Is
Waiting"

i

JBHHHHHHHHHt

WASHINGTON, D.C. - At
the world premiere of the
Hal Wallis production of
"Don't Give Up the Ship,"
held in the Metropolitan
Theatre, Paramount is
honored by the Navy League
for the picture. George
C.Gillman, president of
the Navy League, presents
scroll of honor to George
Weltner, president of
Paramount Film Dist. 6orpk

as Dina Memill, co-star in

the film with Jerry Lewis,,

watches. Scroll is inscr-
ibed to Paramount Pictures
Corporation and Hal Wallis

Productions.

SHIRLEY MacLAINE just
loved her role in the Hal
Wallis production. "Career."
And why notl - it may be
the basis of another Ac-
ademy Award nomination.

All the strength and

force of a man comes
from his faith in things
unseen.

James Freeman darks

TORONTO. CANADA - This could well be an ace
testimonial to the genial weather in Canada.
Instead, it's a picture of the Canadian Para-
mount sales echelon gathered for the Summer
Boxoffice Festival, with almost all of them
appropriately garbed.

In attendance at the conclave, which was
chaired by General Manager Gordon Lightstone,
were- Un the usual order), standing: W. J.
O'Neill, Secretary-Treasurer; Teddy Dowbiggin,
Ontario Salesman; Syl Gunn, Winnipeg Branch
Manager; Norman Simpson, Branch Manager, St.
John; Bob Lightstone, Branch Manager, Vancou-
ver; Elois Cormier, Montreal Salesman; Win
Barron, Public Relations-Advertising. Seated:
Romeo Goudreau, Branch Manager, Montreal;
Mickey Stevenson, Ontario Manager; Lightstone;
Bill Kelly, Calgary Manager; and Jim Rae,
Winnipeg Salesman.

|p I TTSBURGH| itfeQ Commandments did it
again. We mentioned last week playing "Ten
Commandments" in ten theatres of the greater
Pittsburgh area. It came up to our expecta-
tions. Never Fails!! till

Sunday, May 24th we had a wonderful sneak
preview of "Five Pennies" at the Stanley The-
atre. Pittsburgh audience was honored by a
personal appearance of Danny Kaye. We were
happy to have Mr. Owen and Mr. Pickman from
the home office here, as well as Mr. Moore,
our division manager.

Kaye Grotto, office manager and head book-
er, has been working for days with Mr. Dinty
Moore of the Manos Circuit. Believe us, she
has been filling all empty spaces in our book-
ing books locking in solid July Paramount weeks.

Annette Marlinga, ledger clerk, received
a beautiful diamond ring from the boy-friend
recently - still has stars in her eyes.

—Bea Hart and Howard Burrell

J ACKSON V I LLE From A Secretary's point

of view We feel a great deal of pride in

our "men folk" here in the Jacksonville Branch

over their accomplishments in past Drives, and

the girls have all worked hard to help push

our Brandi into the top places in the Drives.

Since the "flood of 1959" in Jacksonville,

we have all mopped up our back yards - dis-

carded our rain coats and overshoes - put our

umbrellas back in the racks and NOW the decks

are all cleared off and we are setting up our

sails to fly the Paramount Traae Mark for PAR-

AMOUNT WEEKS. Last year our Bookers chipped

in from their scores on PARAMOUNT WEEKS and
gave us a Lake Party. What's in store for

this year is the spice in the pudding.
We will take a brief intermission on June

12 for the wedding of our Booker, Vann Burney
THEN back to cleaning and polishing our Para-

mount Trade Mark for displaying all over our

territory. We are proud of our Paramount Trade

Mark and want to see it very prominently dis-

played on every screen in the Jacksonville
Branch - so with all the girls lined up solid-

ly behind our "men folk" WATCH OUT FOh THE
Jacksonville blanch!

—Velma Smith

fs A N FRANCISCO It hardly seems possible

that Vacation Time is here again, but it cer-

tainly is and first one to take his vacation

was Arnold Lavagetto, Booking Department.

Sneak previews of "FIVE PENNIES," "DON'T

GIVE UP THE SHIP" and "THUNDER IN THE SUN"

were tremendously enjoyed by all of us at

this Branch and also the audience at the the-

atre. The applause for FIVE PENNIES almost

deafened one, and made us feel very proud.

Branch Manager Jack Stevenson fell down

the steps and had a sprained ankle as did

Daisy Kehoe, Ledger Clerk. Both, I am ^lad

to say, have fully recovered. Flu made its

usual rounds snd hit a few of us, but we also

are over it now.
Needless to say we all enjoyed our three-

day Decoration Day weekend. Mirry Gilbert

(Continued on Page 18,
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UNDEVIATING PURPOSEFULNESS —
a determination to go ahead in
the realization of an objective

despite all barriers, whether physical
or vocal — has come to magnificent

fruition in the histories of many great
motion pictures.

Four which come instantly to
mind are "Shane," "Beau Geste" and both

filmizations of "The Ten Commandments."
There are many more, and all are golden
milestones along the glamorous road of

motion picture production.

A new contender for this honor is

Marlon Brando's Pennebaker production
of "One-Eyed Jacks." The making of this
picture has been one of the most temp-
estuous chapters in all Hollywood hist-
ory. The picture has been long in its
filming; it has been surrounded by many
taboos; its star-producer-director has
had allied with his undoubted genius
certain massive powers which have not
always proceeded parallel with tradit-
ion; his scripting of the picture has
been without precedent.

But

Those who have seen the 'rushes'
on the picture have been truly spell-
bound. They have seen new elements of
dramatic power; photography of a beauty
thought impossible of capturing on film;'

realism with a new depth; acting per-
formances to tingle the spine.

Everything, it seems, is in new
dimensions in "One-Eyed Jacks."

The picture has been long in pro-
duction and there is much film for
editing. But in those many reels (it
seems safe to predict), lies the subst-
ance of the Greatest Western Ever made,
and one of the All-Time Greats of Motion
Pictures.



MOTION PICTURE HISTORY IN THE MAKING!
uThe Greatest Grosser in Box-Office History

$ecttB:beMille’s
PRODUCTION OF o

Che Voen Commandments
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WORLD-WIDE POWER OF

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

BUENOS AIRES - At a special
morning screening of "The Ten
Commandments" in advance of the

?
remiere at the Metropolitan
heatre, the heads of all of the

religious faiths in the city
attended. Here the GranRabbi of
Argentina, Dr. Schlessinger (at

right) is shown in conversation
with Miss Elida Gonzalez. Para-
mount's director of publicity.

SAO PAUID - Another of the banners devised
by the Ipiranga Theatre (see Page 27) to focus
attention on the fact of this theatre having
been "selected to exhibit exclusively and for
the first time in the State of Sao Paulo,"
Cecil B. DeMille's production of "The Ten Com-
mandments."

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — President
Ing. Luis Somoza Debayle and Mrs.

Somoza, together with high government

officials, attended a screening of

Cecil B. DeMille's production, "The

Ten Commandments" recently. All were

lavish in their praise of the great

motion picture.
President Somoza is shown above,

with (left) Juan F. Aguerri, Param-
ount's agent in Nicaragua, and Mario

Ghio, Paramount General Manager for

Central America.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — They're beginning to
call it "Puerto Ri-queue," now that "The Ten
Commandments" has come back to this city and is
attracting long, endless lines to the Matienzo
Theatre. And this after the earlier engagement
here at the Metropolitan Theatre had lasted for
1? weeks.

The queue shown here in two shots occurred on
a Sunday, and was so long that, according to
Paramount Manager Frank J. Planas, the theatre's
management placed the head of the line at the
rear exit of the house, so that as the people
leaving the first show exited, the new audience
could be admitted.

The first week of this new engagement ."The
Ten Commandments" far outgrossed every first-run
film in town.

WORLD-WIDE RECEIPTS to date

-$75,000,000
WORLD-WIDE ADMISSIONS to date

iceLof65,000,000
IN GT. BRITAIN # mm 44 *% 4 mm jm IN THE

ug EIRE *% J J < 1 / ZL INITIAL

r to MAY 1959 Wf * M ENGAGEMENTS

HAVE BEEN THRILLED BY
THE INDUSTRY'S ALL-TIME BOX-OFFICE CHAMPION

EXHIBITORS: THIS IS JUST THE BECIHHIHCU

LONDON - This double-spread
in color in The Daily Cinema of
June 3rd certainly told the film

industry of the United Kingdom
something of the continuing
power of "The Ten Commandments."
The asterisk-d line at the bot-
tom of the advertisement is app-
licable to all parts of the
world..

TOWERS MORE MAJESTICALLY
WITH EVERY PASSING DAY

On Sunday, May 31, the
"Limelight" programme of
Scottish Television,Glas-

g
ow, used Cecil B.
eMille's "The Great Ad-

venture" in its entirety.
At the programme ' s end,

the Compere, Mr .G.Watson,
announced that "The Ten
Commandments" would be
playing at several thea-
tres in Scotland during
the next few weeks.
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PEOPLE AND

IN THE NEW

SCENE* * * * * *

EVENTS
YORK

******

So important a box-office attraction has

"Shane" become in its national re-release inthe

United States, that it was booked into the

Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn, for a run. And it

did wonderful business there, too.

At the Capitol
Theatre premiere
of "The Fire Pen-
nies," at the

left: Mr. and
Mrs. Louis

Phillips. At the
right: Martin
S .Davis ,Jerome w
Pickman, and

~

Eugene Picker,
president of Ioewb
Theatres.

Sy Weintraub. co-producer of "Tar-
zan's Greatest Adventure," details to
the film industry press how the great
adventure film was made in Africa,and
also how for the first time, a "Tarz-
an" picture was made in the actual
location of the internationally renow-
ned story. At left. Warren Harris of
Motion Picture Daily; at right: Frank
Leyendecker of Boxorfice, and Gene
Arneel of Variety.

HOWARD MINSKY (above) a vet-
eran distribution executive with
Paramount, has returned to the
company's domestic sales organi-
zation as assistant to George
Weltner, Paramount Pictures
vice-president in charge of
worldwide sales.

!

A n interesting
Variety item...

Paramount World-wide Sales
Head George Weltner is rarely,
if ever, quoted in Variety....
Here is an exception, reported
in the expressive terminology
of the famous theatrical publ-
ication:

Weltner. AnfrGabber)7

Makes With Eloquence!

On Danny Kaye Tour
Georjs Weltner, Pafamount’s

v.p. In charge of global distribu-
tion, didn’t go so far as to risk his

reputation as one of the most re-
tirent execs in the film business
(When he has something important!
to say he refrains from doing it

publicly as it might benefit the
competition; when he has nothing
important he prefers to keep
quiet.)

'

But Jie did^ s^t_ dqwn with a re^

porter this week to sound off on
one subiect. the person of Danny
Kaye. Weltner confined the con-
versat’on to this one topic but with
rare enthusiasm. Never in his 35
years in the picture business has
he seen a personality make with
the showmanship as did Kaye, said
W’eltner.

In his just-concluded tour In be-
half of the Par release of “The
Five Pennies” and Dot Records,
Kaye “did an inspiring, unrelent-
ing job of ingratiating himself and
the entire industry with the press
and the public—the like of which
I have never seen before,” Weltner
.raved.

Kaye since tylav 3 barnstormed
rlwind fashion, appearing

^theatre screenings and receptions
and doing the person-to-f>erson bit

with numerous exhibitors and re-

porters and the autographing with
the public. Ke was on the move
for almost four weeks although un-
der no promotional obligation at

all, commented Weltner.

The actor operated out of New
[York—to Boston and back, to

i Philadelphia and back, and so on

—

land when he had a day off from
[the junkets he wonlfl work in Goth-

aTrfon local and national publicity,

Weltner reported.

And not hard to take, concluded
Weltner, is the fact that the Kaye
tour stimulated beaucoup sales for

“Pennies.”

With his chores in the United
States over, Kaye next goes to Aus-
tralia for eight wesk of p.a.’s and
follows this with a swing of Euro
pean ^capitals for more “Pennies”
bally.

Here's the Danny Kaye itin-
erary that Mr. Weltner refers
to, all accomplished between
Sunday May 3 and Saturday May
30:

New York to Boston to New
York to Philadelphia to Washing-
ton to Philadelphia to New York
to Atlanta to Dallas to Minnea-

f
olis to New York to Chicago to
oronto to Detroit to New York

to Pittsburgh to Cleveland to
Cincinnati to New York to Wash-
ington to Milwaukee to Los Ang-
eles.

And then on June 11th Danny
flew from Los Angeles to San
Francisco then on to Sydney,
Australia, by way of Honolulu
and the Fiji Islands.

For the past sever-
al years, Mr. Minsky
served as eastern
sales manager for In-
ternational Telemeter
Company, a division
of Paramount Pictures.
For eight years prev-
iously, Minsky was a
division manager of
Paramount Film Distr-
ibuting Corporation.
Minsky will headquar-
ter at the Paramount
New York head office.

Immediately foll-
owing the premiere
of "The Five Penn-
ies," a phone call
was put through
from New York to
Danny Kaye in Aus-
tralia. And Danny,
at four o'clock
the following aft-
ernoon in Sydney,
heard directly from
his wife and from
Messrs. Balaban,
Weltner. Perkins
and Pickman about
the highly success-
ful Broadway bow.

k
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A college student
majoring in political
science objected vehemen-
tly to a course in polit-
ical economy he was
required to take.

"That's a useless
course," he growled. "No-
body in politics econom-
izes nowadays."

-Russell Newbold in
Hie Wall Street Journal

ROME - In the Italian
key cities, during runs
of "Rock-A-Bye Baby," all
children attending recei-
ved photographs of Jerry
Lewis. Here are a couple
of youngsters at the Eur-
ope Theatre here,against
a background of a baby
carriage and a cut-out of
Jerry made from one of ths
very effective Italian
posters.

(Title of the picture
in Italy is "Il Balio
Asciutto" .which mean.
"The Dry Nurse," as
contrasted with the
other kind).

HOLLYWOOD - Leading
lady Joan Blackman,of the
Jerry Lewis comedy "Visit
To A Small Planet," shows
the studio to three visit-
ing Italian dignitaries.
From left to right they
are: Egidio Manganelli,
Private Secretary to Min-
ister of the Budget; Eug-
enio Melani, Deputy Dir-
ector of "La Giustizia";
and Robert Padovano, int-
erpreter for the U.S. State

Department.

The most complete
revenge is not to imitate
the aggressor.

Marcus Aurelius

MARLON BRANDO 'HA FATTO
UNO DEI P l

U

'

BEI FILM
CHE LA PARAMOUNT ABBIA
MAI AVUTO..

Di una cose siamo ormai al oorrente, e

ciob che ONE-EYED JACKS b una magiifica pelli-
cole. tr8gnific8 3ia come 3torie, sia come in-
terpretazione e sia infins oome fotografia. Si
tratta di un lavoro le cui produzionq he richie
sto uno sforzo non lndifferente e a proposlto
del quale non aono nBncati, mentre lo sigirava,
diversi commenti di carattere critico. Perb,
coms in tutte le cose.quello che conte b 11 ri-
sultato finale, e In questo caso 11 risulteto
b une realizzazione cinematograf ice di une bel-
lezza rare, llarlon Brando, nel suo duplice
ruolo di interprete e di registe, si b lasciato
guidare dalle proprie convlnzioni artlstiche
da principio alia fine del lavoro, creendo oo-
si un’opera drammetlca che resterb memorabile
nelle storie dello schermo. II titolo inglese
della pellicola, ONE-EYED JACKS, fa riferimen-
to al "jade" o "fante" delle carte da giuooo,
o per essere pii preci ai ei due fanti del mez-
zo che appalono di profllo, ciob dei quail si

vede un occhio solo. Di quell’occhlo il mondo

gee: arcade ai dritti JERRY

PRIZE WINNER
Against a background of one of the many

very effective posters devised in Italy for

Jerry Lewis' "Rock-A-Bye Baby." is one of the

f
rize winners in a very effective contest. In
oth Rome and Milan, tne four best-looking

children attemding the showing of the picture
were each awarded four Fonit records of Jerry
singing "Rock-A-Bye Baby" and "Dormi,Dormi,
Dormi." (Just who it was who made the prise-
winning choices of the youngsters was not ann-
ounced.).

vede e conosce l'espr essione ,
me nulla sa del-

le intenzionl racchiuse nell'altro. Questo b

in poche parole 11 concetto che caretterizza i

personaggi principali di questo dinsmico film
che farb epoca alia sua uscite.

THE FIVE PENNIES b gib in program^azione
in diverse cittb degli Stati Unitl e del Cana

ROME - Believ-
ing strongly in
the appeal of the
Popeye Cartoons,
the Corso Cinema
here has this
powerful proof of
popularity in its
lobby.

da e al momento di andare in mecchina stanno
arrivando le prime notlzie dei furori che ste
facendo que3to nuovo lavoro di Danny Kaye. In
tutti i diversi centri degli Stati Unit! dove
il film b uscito il mese scorso, ogni singole
proiezione b state accolta con l'entusiesmo
piu schietto, condi viao indistintemente da
esercenti

, critici, presentatori di dischi di
stazioni radiofoniche

, personaggi importanti
e pubblico cinematografico in genere. Denny
Kaye si b nel frattempo recato in Australia
in tournee durante la quale avrb luogo I'usci-
tn del film in quel oontinente. Questo bravo
e simps ti co ettcre ha gib avuto diversi trion
fi in pessato, ma nessuno tanto pieno e lusin
ghiero come quello ch'egli sta ottenendo ed

~

otterrb con THE FIVE PENNIES.

In occasions del cambio della guerdia ne
;li Studi Paranount

, !'r. Y. Frank Freeman b
steto oggetto di splendidi tributl per la sua
Leale opera durante gli ultimi vent'enni, e

la decisione di Nr. Belaben di offidare l'em-
ninistrazione dello studio a it. Jack Karp b

state accolta cob unanime appro vazi one. Altr<
importanti iniziative a beneflcio della nostra

produzione sar8nno prese nel corso del veri
prossimi meal. Intantc, per cominciare, b

stato firms to un nuovo contratto con Kel
Shevelson e Jack Rose per un gruppo di film,

che potrb an che raggiungere il numero di nove,

da prodursi entro un certo periodo di anni.

Sono gli stessi produttori che ci hanno dato

THE FIVE PENNIES a che in questo momento si

trovano in Italia dove si prepereno a girare

BAY OF NAPLES con Clark Gable, Sophia Loren

e Lilli Palmer.

Ancora una volte desideriemo esprlmere

le nostra ammirezione per lo stupendo spirito

pubblicitar lo di cui si sta dando prove in

tante parti del mondo. I nostri uffici rigur-

giteno di meteriale proveniente da tutte le

dlrezioni e siamo solo do lenti di non poter

far U30 che di una minima quantitfe del medesi-

mo. Non v’b tuttavia dubbio che in quasi tut-

ti i paesi dove si proiettano e applaudono i

film della nostra Casa, i peramountisti dimo-

strano uno splendido senso d’iniziativa, innia-

ginezione e volontb di riuscire. Infatti il

lancio pubblicitario all'estero non ha mai

raggiunto l'alto livello attu8le e da p8rte

nostra non possiamo che esser fieri che i piti

begli esempl siano dedicati a film Paramount.

E non soltanto a certe determinate pellicola,

ben si a lsvori di ogni tipo e di ogni gredo.

Perchb non c'b nulla di piil vero che ogni

film ha in sb qualche elemento che si presta

a un lancio pubblicitario originele, come ben

sa chi b esperto in m6terie. In questo eppun

to oonslste l'arte del lenciemento, cosl ben

definite in inglese con la parole " shownanship"*
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN THE BRITISH
FILM SCENE

LONDON - William Perlberg, left, and
George Seaton, right, are welcomed to Lon-

don by Assistant Managing Director Russell

W. Hadley, Jr., and Mrs. Hadley.

The producer-director team responsible
for so many Paramount successes were on
the Continent in connection with advance
production planning for "The Counterfeit
Traitor." Learning that "The Pleasure of
His Company" is now playing in London, and
in view of their plans to produce it early
next year in Hollywood with Fred Astaire,
Lilli Palmer, Gary Merrill, Debbie Reyn-
olds and others, Perlberg and Seaton flew
to London to see the British production of
the completely diverting play.

They have since returned to Europe to
continue production plans on "Counterfeit
Traitor" in Germany, Denmark, Sweden and
the other countries concerned in this most
exciting true-life espionage thriller.

LONDON - These picturesque uniforms
worn by the Plaza ushers were one of the
hits of the recent premiere of "The Bucca-
neer." Reading from the left the attract-
ive young ladies are the Misses Dorothy
Ballard. Shirley Dyer, Lika Mayo, Valerie
Dranfield, Josephine Swannie,Pamela Hill.

GLASGOW - British showmansnip cam-
paign on "The Black Orchid" was a real
aazzler. At right: newspaper poster
for an attention-winning contest.Far
right : Record Shop. Leeds,had this fine
plug for the film’s "Hurdy GurdySong."

today

LIVERPOOL - This sort of business
above, at the Palais De-Luxe , resulted
from a showmanship campaign, in which

PARIS - Laurence Harvey, star
of the phenomenally successful

Paramount's general manager in
France, Henri Klarsfeld.

British film, "Room at the Top,"
went to the French capital for
the picture's premiere at the
Lord Byron Theatre, Paramount is
distributing the film in France
under the title of "Les Chemins
De La Haute Ville." Harvey is
shown here indicating the title
over his right shoulder. His ges-
ture is to James Wolf, producer
of the picture. Also viewing the
title, with back to camera, is

rj.H.iHimim
LIME STREET ROYAL 4911
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this poster for the "chill-bill-of-
filmfare" was one of the most potent
instruments.

("Room At the Top
playing day-and-d
Paramount Theatre

" was also
ate at the
, Paris).

In his comprehensive report on
what he calls "our big thrill and
chill show" (THE BLOB and I MARRIED A
MONSTER FROM OUTER SPACE), Tony Reddin
detailed how the program had played
the Plaza Theatre in London for two
weeks, when it "confounded the skep-
tics by achieving an outstanding
success.'

He also forwarded a brochure in
color which is about as compelling an
argument in favor of this program as
we have ever seen. And the evidence
is mounting steadily that when show-
manship and salesmanship are compoun-
ded, boxoffice success of the highest
order materializes.

The British Exploitation Force is
sparking on every cylinder and actu-
ally achieving jet results.

;;; m
%DrGURDTS%
THF BLACK ORCHLD
a/ Hu TOWER
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Hsppy, Resultsful French Convention

PARIS - In Europe for
advance preparations in
connection with the film-
ing of "The Counterfeit
Traitor, the producer-
director combination of
William Perlberg and Geo-
rge Seaton met the French
press at the Hotel Plaza-
Athenee. Here Mr. Perlberg
is outlining the plot of
"The Counterfeit Traitor 1'

to Miss Grenier. Pari3
correspondent of the New
York Daily and Sunday
Times, and to Miss Jacqu-
eline Fabre of Liberation,

PARIS - Here Messrs.
George Seaton (right) and
William Perlberg (left)
meet with Mr. Nielssen,
manager of Editions des
Presses de la Cite. This
organization has just pub-
lished an edition, in
French, of "The Counter-
feit Traitor," copy of
which Mr. Nielssen holds.

PARIS - Shown here (and at bottom of page)
are scenes of the very productive convention
of the French Paramounteers held May 1° ?3.

(General Manager John B. Nathan could not
attend as he was in Rome at the time with
Paramount International President James E.
Perkins.)
These scenes were taken during the lunch

held at the Auberge de la Moutiere (where
scenes for Bing Crosby's "Little Boy Lost" had
been filmed a few years ago).

First view is of the general luncheon of
branch managers, salesmen and Head Office exe-
cutives. In the next scene, clockwise from the
lower left: MM Edelstein, Pierri (Marseilles),
Michaud, Klarsfeld, Pront, Bemardini (Marse-
illes), Lebon (Head Office), Juroe. Next pict-
ure, clockwise: MM Goepfert (Strasbourg) ,Melle
Drouillet (Paris), Roux (Paris), Mandon (Bord-
eaux), Epstein (Head Office), Loeb (Paris).

MARLON BRANDO A FAIT UN
DES PLUS GRANDS FILMS
PARAMOUNT DE TOUS LES
TEMPS

Nous le aavions d^ja : "ONE-EYED JACKS" eat

un film magnifique. Magnifique du point de vue
du ac4nario. Magnifique du point de vue du jeu
des acteura. Magnifique du point de vue de la pho-

tographic. C'eat un film dont la production a'est

averee difficile et dont le tournage a suscite de

violentea controveraea. Mais, comma pour tout, ce

qui compte, c'eat le re suitat final. Et le resul-

tat nous prouve qu'il a'agit d'un film riche et

exceptionnel. Marlon Brando, en tant que vedette

et r4alisateur, n'a accepte aucune compromission

et a reuasi a produire un drame dnematographique
qui restore pour toujoura un models du genre. Le

titre (que toua lea joueura de cartes doivent con-

naitre) ae r4fere aux deux valeta du jeu de car-

tes qui ont un soul oeil visible. Le monde aait

ce qu'il y a dans cet oeil mais ignore tout des

intentions qui ae trouvent dans oelui qui eat ca-

che. Tel eat le genre de personnagee pittoreaquee

que l'on voit dans ce film dynamique destine, lors-

qu'il aortira, a aj outer un nouveau chapitre k

la liate des chefs-d'oeuvre de l'4cran.

Lorsque cet article paraitra, "THE-FIVE PEN-

NIES" sera d4j4 aorti dans de nombreuaes villeB

des Etata-Unia et du Canada. La prease a 4t4 una
nime k d4clarer que ce nouveau film de Danny Kay
eat vraiment un "numero gagnant". Au coura dei

nombreuaes presentations du film qui ont eu liei

le mois dernier k travers lea Etata-Dnia, on a pn

r4unir une veritable "montagne" de complimenti
qui venaient du fond du coeur. Lea exploitante
les critiques, lea promoteurs de diaquea, lea of-

ficielB du gouvernement, et les spectateur-s peyant

ont toua pris part a cette vague d ' enthouaiaame
Cependant, Danny Kaye eat alle faire une tourne<

personnelle en Auatralie ; la sortie de son fill

coincide avec aa presence lA-baa. Danny a rem-

port4 de nombreux triomphes au coura de sa car-

ri4re mais aucun d'eux ne peut §tre compar4 ai

succes emouvant, extraordinaire que lui vaut "TH
FIVE PENNIES".

Le changement qui vient d'intervenir au Stu-

dio Paramount a valu un brill suit hommsge k Mr.

Y. Frank Freeman pour lea services devoues qu'il

a rendus a notre aoci4t4 au coura de ces vingi

derni4rea ann4es. En m§me temps, on a salue avec

plaisir la decision du President Barney Balaba:

qui a confi4 1 ' administration du studio a M. Jacl

Karp. De nombreuses transfemnationa dont la port4

sera immense ,
vont ae produire dans leB mods qu

viennent, transformations qui auront une vasts r4

percussion sur 1 ' avenir de la production TWxamoun

Signalone, d4a k pr4sent, la signature d'un nou-

veau contrat avec Mel Shavelaon et Jack Rose,

contrat aux tenses duquel, ceux-ci tourneront ur

maximum de neuf films pendant les prochainea an-

neea. Ce sont ces deux homines qui ont produit:

(Suite page 36)

BELOW

More of the French Paramounteers at the
convention lunch. Clockwise from left: MM.
Plunkett (Head Office Publicity Manager), Crepin
(Lille), Tison (Paris), Navarre (Toulouse).
Lappeman (Paris), Le Strat (Paris). Next pict-
ure, from left: Melle Dupayrou (Head Office),
MM. Goldman (Paris Branch Manager), Rochefort
(Sales Manager), Alzial (Bordeaux Branch Mana-
ger), Bernstein (Head Office), Mme Bagard,(Head
Office), Michel (Marseilles Branch Manager),
Moreau (Lyon). Third picture: MM. Roux (Iyoh
Branch Manager), Maillet (Sales Sub-Manager),
Quennepoix (Lille Branch Manager), Melle
Dabadie (Head Office Publicity Dept,), Dardun
(Lyon), Mme Richard (Paris), Ozouf (Paris),
Mme Lacroix (Paris).

1

I
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TOP PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS

IN THE CONTINENTAL SCENE

MlAMOUNT

FRANK SINATBA
NITZJ JCAJM*

GAVNOP • CPA IN

The

Joker
isWild

PARIS - James E. Perkins, president of
Paramount International Films, returned to New
York June 9th from his latest business survey-
or Continental Europe.

Picture above shows him as honored guest
at a Paramount luncheon in Paris, with only a
section of those present appearing in the phot-
ograph. Reading from the left they are: Richard
Edelstein, Henri Michaud, John B. Nathan, Mr.
Perkins, Henri Klarsfeld, Charles P. Juroe.

The caption in The New York
Times to this Associated Press
Wirephoto read:

"'Here's to you': Mayor Willy
Brandt of West Berlin joins
Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong for a
beer during intermission of
band leader's recent performan-
ce in city.' 1

Beyond any doubt, 'Satchmo'
told Mayor Brandt about Danny
Kaye's film, "The Five Pennies,”
because Danny and the renowned
Mayor of West Berlin have met
several times and are very good
friends.

LEFT

COPENHAGEN - Exterior shots
of the Platan and Colosseum
Theatres where Elvis Presley's
"King Creole" ("Haard Ungdom"),
was released recently day-and-
date with what Manager John
Aarshoj called "phenomenal suc-
cess". The showmanship campaign
for the picture was executed to
the limits of human ingenuity
and local regulations.

BRUSSELS - The imposing
circular entrance to the
Metropole Theatre here was
put to superlative use in
announcing the showing of
"The Black Orchid." Note
the unique fashion in
which the names of the co-1

stars were presented.

PARIS - Producer-Director team of William
Perlberg and George Seaton are in Europe for
the purpose of starting advance production on
"The Counterfeit Traitor." Here they are shown
arriving at Le Bourget Airport with some memb-
ers of their unit. From the left: Tambi Larsen,
script writer; Robert A. Snody,unit-location
manager; George Seaton; William Perlberg; Mar-
cel Hamel, Paramount Transportation Manager.

BEIRUT, Lebanon - A
massive and expertly con-
trived poster announces
to the populace that the
Metropole Theatre is pre-
senting Frank Sinatra in
"The Joker Is Wild." We
also received a fine and
comprehensive book of
Paramount-created advert-
isements and press stories.

PARIS - Sophia Loren and her husband,Carlo
Ponti, arrive at Le Bourget Airport from Vienna
for production conferences in connection with
the filming of "Bay of Naples" and "Olympia."
Reading from left: Eduard De Segonzac, product-
ion representative; Jacques Plunkett, publicity
manager; Mr. Ponti; Miss Loren; Marcel Hamel,
transportation manager.
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NEW ZEALAND CAMPAIGN ON

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
WAS ALL-ENCOMPASSING

An enormous amount of astute and well-
considered planning went into the showmanship
campaign for "The Ten Commandments" in New
Zealand. In advance there were the screenings
"in depth," which reached the nation's finest
minds and opinion developers, as well as the
the chief disseminators of news - the press
and the radio.

THE TWO EMBASSYS

AUCKLAND - This is this city's

modern Snbassy, given this fine
showmanship appearance for the
spectacular premiere of "The
Ten Commandments."

WELLINGTON - And here is the
tried and true Qnbassy, long-
time friend of the picturegoers
of thi3 capital city, with the
title of tne Cecil B. DeMille
masterfilm four times displayed
for the city's populace.

CHRISTCHURCH - Display or properties
and costumes from "The Ten Command-
ments" at the D.I.C. department store
here. Such extensive displays had
never before been promoted In New Zea-
land, and evoked tremendous interest.

MIRROR, a high-grade publication
announcing itself as The Leading

Magazine of New Zealand, gave "The

Ten Commandments" a superlative dis-

play in text and pictures. Frank and

succinct sub-head to the display
read:

A film that could have been a
cheap Hollywood spectacle. becomes,
under the skilled and dedicated
direction of Cecil B. DeMille, the
living drama of the Bible.

And then the text proceeded to

say: "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS is a film

that is likely to run for a very
long time in New Zealand, And it will

be seen by thousands of people "

CHRISTCHURCH - Special and unprece-
dented treatment was given to the
front-of-house displays in New Zeal-
and. This is the front of the Avon.

Then Jim Williams, director
of advertising and publicity,
was detached from his duties
in Australia and assigned to
"The Ten Commandments" in New
Zealand for a period which
eventually proved to cover 4
months. Tnere he worked in
closest liaison with General
Manager Stanley H. Craig to
the end that every conceivable
medium of showmanship and in-
formation be put to full and
dignified use in the interests
of the greatest motion picture
ever presented in the Domin-
ion of New Zealand.

How well they succeeded is
attested in two irrefutable
exhibits. One is consolidated-
in the box-office statements
of every theatre showing the
mighty Cecil B. DeMille prod-
uction. The other is in a
massive campaign record.

BELOW
WELLINGTON - One of the most

beautiful displays devised in
the whole campaign throughout
the Dominion was this tableau of
the finding of Moses in the buH-
rushes, presented in part of ths
stage proscenium at the Embassy
Theatre here. Beautiful color
and lighting effects made the
display an outstanding feature

f
rior to the playing of the over-
ure by the Embassy's orchestra

DUNEDIN, a great show city in
the South Island on June 12th termi-
nated a magnificent run of 6 weeks
of "The Ten Commandments" in the
Kerridge Odeon St. James. It was a

record run for any picture in any
theatre in the city, according to
Paramount General Manager Stanley H.

Craig. A record weeks-wise and also
receipts-wise.
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SHOWMANSHIP AND

PEOPLE IN THE

AUSTRALIA - NEW

ZEALAND SCENE

HOLLYWOOD- Contest win-
ners Jan Carmody (Miss
Australian Surf - Coogee
Surf Club) second from
left, and Colin Ian McFa]>-

lane (Mr. Australian Surf
- Manly Surf Club) , visit
the set of Jerry Lewis'
Hal Wallis production,
"Visit To A Small Planet."
Jerry is between the two
Aussies, and at left is a
celebrated Australian
beauty, June Dally-Watkins,
owner and manager of one
of Australia's top model
agencies, located in Syd-
ney. Miss Dally-Watkins is
also managing the two con-
test winners in their
prize-winning journey com-
pletely around the world.

SYDNEY - Depicted in
these pictures are two
phases of the extraordin-
arily fine campaign of
showmanship engaged in
by Paramount here in con-
nection with the present-
ation of "The Buccaneer"
at the Prince Edward
Theatre. Other phases con-

sisted of television
contests, the eye-patch
showmanship, street stunts

and a give-away tie-in
with the Pepsi-Cola orga-
nisation.

SYDNEY - Arrival of Danny
Kaye here produced the largest
press turnout ever accorded any
visitor in the entertainment
world. And the news reports were
the most cordial and friendly in
show business history. Danny
began his 4 weeks engagement in
Sydney June 18th, and was sche-
duled to appear at the premiere
of "The Five Pennies" at the
Prince Edward Theatre on June
25th. (A full picture report on
this will appear next month).

HOLLYWOOD - Eminent Brisbane
exhibitor Tom Halbert (left) is
a visitor to the set of Jerry
Lewis' "Visit To a Small Planet."
At right is Ed Schellhorn, Par-
amount International's host to
all the visiting world.

I, EFT

NEW YORK - Australia's Prime
Minister, Robert Gordon Menzies,
and Danny Kaye share a bright
look on the world. Picture,made
just before Danny left for his
current sensational tour of
Australia, was taken at the Am-
erican Australian Association's
luncheon in honor of Mr. Menzies
at the River Club.
Wide Wr]d Fhoto
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SUMMER SEASON NEWS
AT THE HOME OFFICE

On June 13th, Bonnie Maltz of the legal
department was married to Marvin Froot. They
spent there honeymoon at the Nevele Hotel in
the Catskills. The girls of the legal depart-
ment floor gave the couple a covered vegetable
dish made out of silver as a gift and took
Bonnie out to the Famous Kitcheon for lunch.
She was secretary to Marvin Ginsky who left
Paramount in May, when the men on the legal
department floor gave him a desk set as a fare-
well gift and took him out to lunch. Now Bon-
nie is handing in her resignation, and a fare-
well gathering was held for her on June 10th
in Louis Phillips office. (Must be the effects
of the excitement of the upcoming wedding)

.

Dorothy Mannix, George Barrie's secretary,
took a two-week vacation and a five-week leave

of absence which began
June 11. She plans to

travel all over Europe.

Her first stop was Hol-

land, and where she
will wind up her trip
nobody knows Leni
Hausman, Don Nathan's
secretary, is current-

ly vacationing,, but
she didn't say where
before she left
Terry Pucciarelli, 10th
floor, celebrated her
birthday June 18th and
Paramount wishes her
many happy returns...

’.7e were sorry to learn that Harry Doldus

Posing in for-
mal attire is
Paramount'

s

Terry Pucciar-
elli and her
steady beau,
Donald Brandin-
elli . The cou-
ple is on the
way to the An-
nual Military
Formal given ly

the ROTC's of
Brooklyn Poly-
tech fngineer-
ing Institute,
last month.
The affair was
held at the ho-

tel Essex House.

v:l.s away sick: but Harry’s a tough one
,
and he

bounced back quicker’n a jai-alai ball.
June brought a surprise visitor to Para-

mount - Matilda Kass who was Paramount' s first
employee. She began with the company back in
1912 as Adolph Zukor' s secretary, a position
she held for 32 years. The occasion that had
brought her in was the Paramount stockholder's
meeting on June 2. (Matilda is still a stock-
holder) Dick "Walsh, contract analyst,
was recently made commander at the Elmhurst
Jackson Heights Post 298, which is Queens' 2nd
largest American legion post. Dick, a World
War II vet, is an ex-tech sergeant of the fam-

ous fighting 69th Irish regiment.
Sad news: Several Paramounteers are leav-

ing us this month. They are: Anne McPolin,
Mr. Clug's secretary whose departing day was
June 26th; Edna Murzi, Ed Ryan's department,
who left the same date; and Barbara Landau,
Mr. Hoff's secretary, who left for California
with her husband. TT _ „—Helen Kwartler

At last, here are the pictures of the
winning bowlers. L. to R. are the mem-
bers of the winning Shirley Booth teem
- Capt. George Casiano, Erenaa Herman,
Bill Vickesser ana Lenny Feldman, with
one of the trophies in Brenda's hands.
Gloria Adelhelm, the fifth team mem-
ber, couldn't make it for the photo.

and here we have the 2nd place
Danny Kaye team. L. to h. they ere
Diana Mockeliunas, Capt. Frank Patter
son, Leni Hausman, Gino Campagnola,
.Sue Dorman and Mary Brady. Gino join-
ed the team in midale of the season
when Sue had to drop out in order to
attend evening classes.

A number of individuals won prizes far

bowling ability. L. to R. they ere
Kay Burke, Frank Patterson, Joan Stuo-

va, John Kubinich, Grace Ganguzza,
Bod McKeown, Helene Coleman, Helen
Dumbra. BoD and Grace were the two
Paramounteers who won this year's Bow-

ler-of-the Year awards.
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NEWS PICTURES OF THE

HOLLYWOOD SCENE

More Good News from
Paramount''s Studio....

HOLLYWOOD, June 14, - Three deals embracing
the purchase of a play, a novel and the assigv-
ment of a writer to prepare an original screen
treatment have been announced by Jack Karp,
Paramount's studio head.

"A Child Is Waiting," is the play, by Abby
Mann, purchased by Paramount for the producing
team of Norman Panama and Melvin Frank: "The
Melody of Sex," the novel, by the British auth-
or Max Catto, purchased in London. Sidney
Sheldon took the assignment to write the orig-
inal treatment based on the Otto Furth-Margit
Vesci play, "The Man Who Had No Private Life."

Filming will begin immediately, according
to Motion Picture Daily, following completion
of the screenplays.

Qninent Paramounteer Y. Frank Freeman, who recently relinq
uished the post of Paramount studio head, was one of the prin-
cipal speakers at the "Salute to Cecil B. DeMille" banquet on
June 1st. at which the California Federation of Women's Clubs
was hostess to General Federation members attending the 68th
annual convention.

LEFT

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Here for the special invitatio-

nal world premiere of "Don't Give Up the Ship," co-
star Dina Merrill is escorted to the event at the

Metropolitan Theatre by George Weltner. vice-president
of Paramount Pictures Corporation in charge of world-
wide sales.

THEY ALSO
PAID TRIBUTE
TO THE MEMORY
OF A TRULY
GREAT MAN

(To the left of *¥. Freeman, above, is Mrs. Chloe Gifford,
president of the General Federation; to the right is Mrs.
A. E. Briton, president of the California Federation).

In paying tribute to his close friend and business associate
over the past 20 years during which he was head and DeMille
the Studio's leading film-maker, Mr. Freeman stated:

"My life, through my intimate friendship with Cecil B.
DeMille has been warmer and happier; Paramount - a name almost
interchangeable with Mr. Decile's own - has been a more resp-
ected, successful organization; and the world, through theected, successiul organization; and the world, through the
inspiration and knowledge gained through DeMille' s pictures, I
know is a better place. I believe his influence for good will
live forever."

Also speaking from the
heart at the convention
of the Federation of
Women's Clubs were two
men in whose lives Cecil
B. DeMille had played a
very big part. They were
Henry Wilcoxon, at top,
and Charlton Heston,
whose playing of 'Moses'
in "The Ten Commandments"
will be remembered whil-
ever there are motion
pictures.

Noted Exhibitor
Praises "Tarzan” Tour

Mr. Weltner has received the following gratifying
letter from Robert E. Hosse, vice-president of the
Crescent Amusement Company, Nashville, Tennessee,
following the enormously successful personal appear-
ance tour of Gordon (Tarzan) Scott, reported on
Page 39:

Just a note to thank you for giving us the
opportunity to have Gordon Scott (Tarzan) in Nash-
ville on a personal appearance. He was certainly
a gentleman and made a very fine impression upon
everyone that met him.

It would have done your heart good to see
the thousands of children clamouring for his auto-
graph and to touch him. Mr. Fred Harvey, in whose
department store he appeared, was extremely well
pleased. We have been trying for a long time to
get next to him with some promotions, and I bel-
ieve that this will certainly open the door that
has been locked for so long. He personally stood
by and gave out over one thousand autographs, and
grinned from ear to ear.

We certainly believe that the right kind of
people (as Mr. Scott was), on tour in the smaller
towns in the south, do an enormous amount of good
for all of us.

Thank you, Mr. Weltner, for your vision and
foresight in helping us get back in show business

(sgd.) Robert E. Hosse



What on earth will
today's younger generat-
ion be able to tell their
children they had to do
without?

-Oren Arnold

CLEVELAND - During his
Cleveland stay,Danny Kaye
practices a rlghthand-
lefthand handshake with
Hugh Owen, Paramount's
Eastern Sales Manager. At
left, acting as some kind
of a referee, is Ed Prin-
sen, of Palace and State
Theatee, Youngstown.

PHILADELPHIA - Danny
Kaye, here in connection
with Paramount's Summer
Boxoffice Festival, talks
over the film situation
with A1 Rubin, photo edi-
tor of the Philadelphia
Daily News,

Cindi Wood,Internat-
ionally famous fashion
and photographic model,
ha3 bee- signed by Hal
Wallis to a long-term,
multiple-picture contract,

thus continuing the pro-
ducer's policy of build-
ing up a roster of prom-
ising new picture talent.

CINCINNATI PARAMOUNTEERS
For a reason perfectly understandable in an

editorial room, but incomprehensible to anyone
anywhere else, these Cincinnati Variety Club
pictures incorporating a number of Paramount-
eers got out of active circulation and have
only just been retrieved. Since the people in-
volved are now more active than ever (what with
Paramount's Summer Boxoffice Festival), we are
happy to present the pictures.

In the first one we show Cincinnati Branch
Manager Don Hicks, and Mrs. Hicks. Then Office-
Booking Manager Jim Brunetti and Mrs. Brunotti.
In the third picture are - Head Shipper Charles
Scully, June Gardner, Steno.(who is no longer
with Paramount) , Don Banning and Morris Hail,
Bookers; and Madge Crabtree, Ledger Clerk. In
the fourth picture are Ledger Clerk Faye
Humphrey, Jane Holmes, General Clerk, and her
husband, Richard Holmes. Next, Betty Ruth, In-
spectress. and husband, Lou Ruth. And in the
final picture. Head Inspectress Fannie Voss,
and Inspectresses Laura McDermitt, Florence
McCarthy and Cordelia Chatfield.

BRANCH NEWS From Page 6

had a wonderful time visiting a friend in San

Jose. Others stayed in the City or vent for

drives .in the country to get sway from the

fog.
We celebrated Ruby Silverman's 41st year

at Paramount with coffee and cake. To know

Ruby is to love her, and we all most certain-

ly do. Both she and Mirry are going to spend

their vacation, at a much later date, on the

East Coast.
Ve are all glad to hear that Tom Hurley,

son of Office Manager Jack Hurley, is doing

so well after a chest operation, snd on this

happy note we'll sign off and see you again

real soon.
—Esther Richter

[KANSAS CITY ^e wish the best of luck to

Don Foster who left the Kansas City Branch

Growing Star-Cast
Power of ’* Jovank ?* 1

Vera Miles, who recently completed a film
in England, will join Gina Lollobrlgida, Van
Heflin and Steve Forrest as a star of Dino
DeLaurentiis' "Jovanka," due to start filming
this summer in Italy and in Austria or Jugo-
slavia. Paramount will release the drama about
a group of Jugoslavian girls who become fierce
forest guerillas during World War II. Martin
Ritt will direct.

Miss Miles just completed a

starring role with James Mason
and George Sanders in "A Touch
of Larceny," a romantic comedy
produced in England by Ivan
Foxwell Productions for release
by Paramount. (Vera Miles )

April 1 to assume his new duties as Salt Lake
City Branch Manager.

Our Film Festival on THE FIVE PENNIES,
L«ST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL and DON'T GIVE OP

TR.E 31 IP was a huge success. All comments
were excellent on these three outstanding
pictures.

Irene Malone, Ledger Clerk, spent Memor-
ial Day week-end in Gravois Mills getting her
cabin in tip-top shape for the Summer. Mary
Neff, Secretary, spent the week-end in Osage
Beach swimming, sunning and boating.

Vacations ere upon us once again with
Esther Coldwell, Inspectress, spending part

of their time at home and Bob Jackson, Head
Shipper, fishing in the Osarks.

—Mary Neff

NEW YORK Stanley Caiman, booker, has left

enter his own business. Best ofthe fold to

wishes, Stanley!
Miss Dolores Napolitano, ledger clerk,

is an addition to the Accounting Department.
Happy to have you with us, Dolores.

The Booking and Sales Departments are
determined to keep New York in first place
in the G. 0. Drive and are making a concen-
trated effort to secure play dates.

—Gene Newman

P I TTSBURGH|ve are very proud at Paramount
to hear that Ann Cohen, Mr. Jacobs' secretary,
has a neice (Esther Cohen) who has been sing-
ularly honored by receiving a scholarship to
the Hayim Greenberg Teachers Institute in Is-
rael. The Jewish agency for Israel has awar-
ded the scholarship which covers maintenance
and tuition for a full year. Her transport-
ation to and from Israel will be paid by the
"Beth Shalom Congregation" of Pittsburgh. Miss
Cohen has completed five years of study at
"The College of Jewish Studies". When she
returns from Israel she will enter the Univ-
ersity of Pittsburgh.

Ve were saddened to hear of the death of
Pete DeFazio's mother-in-law last week. Pete
is one of our salesmen, and a good one too.

Howard Burrell, our handsome booker,
moved to his new home last week and has been
really busy getting everything in order. The
way we hear it, Mrs. Burrell has been the busy
one. Seems Howard is allergic to moving and
landscaping and stuff like painting, etc'.!!!

That's all this week, more next week.

—Bea Hart

NEW ORLEANS
I It'S been sometime since

we've reported from this branch. It's not
because there has been nothing happening in
New Orleans — it's because we've been a bunch

(Continued on Page 38)
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Marlon Brando drehte
einen der besten
Pa ramount f i lme

* * * * *

Soviel wissen wir bereits: "Der Einaugige"
ist ein ausgezeichneter Film. Ausgezeichnet
in der Handlung, der Darstellung und auch
der Kamera-Arbeit. Dieses V/erk war bereits
wahrend der Produk'ion einigen Schwierig-
keiten ausgesetzt und viel Kritisches wurde
schon wahrend der Dreharbeiten daruber ge-
schrieben. Aber ie immer im Leben -

Probieren geht iiber Studieren, und in diesem
Fall ist es ein seltener und wahrer Genuss.
Marlon Brando hat als Darsteller und
Regisseur seine Auffassung vollkommen durch-
gesetzt und somit ein Filmdrama gestaltet,
das eine zeitlose Spitzenlei stung unserer
Industrie darstellt. Der Filmtitel bezieht
sich - wos alle Kartenspieler wissen - auf
die zwei Karten im Spiel, von denen bei den
Buben nur je ein Auge sichtbar ist. Alle
Welt weiss, was in diesem Auge steckt, aber
nicht, was in dem unsichtbaren Auge verbor-
gen liegt. Und gerade das ist die Sorte von
abenteuerlichen Gestalten, die in diesem mit-
reissenden Werk auftreten, das nach seiner
Auffuhrung ein neues Kapitel Filmgeschichte
eroffnen diirfte.

"THE FIVE PENNIES" ist bereits in vielen
Stadten der USA und Canada angelaufen und
die ersten Meldungen lassen erkennen, dass
dieser Danny Kaye-Film ein uberwaltigender
Erfolg ist. Bei den zahlreichen Auffiihrungen
registrierte er iiberall in den Staaten einen
beachtlichen Berg von spontanen und auf-
richtigen Anerkennungen. Zu den Begeisterten
gehoren Theaterbesitzer, Kritiker, Schall-
platten-Jockeys, Beamte der Regierung und
ganz schlichte Kinoganger. In der Zwischen-
zeit befindet sich Danny Kaye in Australien
auf einer Public-Relation-Tour, in Verbin-
dung mit den dortigen Premieren seines Films.
Danny hat bereits viele Erfolge errungen,
aber keiner ist mit dem uberragenden Triumph

zu vergleichen, den er mit "THE FIVE
PENNIES" erreichte.

Der 7/echsel in der Paramount- Studioleitung
hat Mr. Y. Frank Freeman zahlreiche Ehrunger
fur seine mehr als 2o jahrige, selbstlose
Arbeit gebracht, und der Entschluss unseres
Prasidenten Barney Balaban, Mr. Jack Karp
mit der Leitung zu beauftragen, hat allge-
mein Anerkennung gefunden. In den nachsten
Monaten werden sich dadurch viele Verander-
ungen von grosser Tragweite ergeben, die

sich alle zum Vorteil der zukunftigen
Paramount-Produktion ausv.'irken werden. Eine
dieser Veranderungen ist bereits eingetreten,
namlich die Unterzeichnung eines mehr-
jahrigen Vertrages mit Mel Shavelson und
Jack Rose iiber die Produktion von insgesamt
neun Filmen. Es sind die beiden Manner, die
"Hausboot" und "THE FIVE PENNIES" drehten
und sich zur Zeit in Italien aufhalten, um
die Dreharbeiten fur "Golf von Neapel" mit
Clark Gable, Sophia Loren und Lilli Palmer
vorzubereiten.

Wieder einmal haben wir Anlass, unsere
Anerkennung fiir die ausgezeichnete Schau-
mannsarbeit auszusprechen, die in vielen
Landern geleistet wird. Unser Archiv quillt
iiber von Material, von dem wir nur einen
kleinen Teil veroffentlichen konnen. Aber es
besteht kein.Zweifel iiber das Ausmass der
Initiative, des FleiBes und der Schaffens-
freudigkeit in fast alien Landern, wo
Paramountfilme zur Unterhaltung und Freude
des Publikums laufen. Die gesamte inter-
nationale Schaumannsarbeit hatte noch nie
einen so hohen Stand wie gerade heute aufzu-
weisen. Und wir sind sehr stolz darauf, dass
die besten^Arbeiten auf diesem Gebiet fiir die
Films der Paramount geleistet werden. Nicht
nur fiir gewisse Filme, sondern fiir Filme
aller Gattungen und aller Klassen. Die alte
Wahrheit bestatigt sich immer wieder: jeder
Film enthalt Moglichkeiten fiir wirkungsvolle
Schaumannsarbeit, und es ist die Aufgabe des
echten Werbefachmannes, diese zu erkennen und
zum Besten auszuwerten.

We can really respect
a man only if he doesn't
always look out fcr

Goethe

LILLI PALMER gives a
really dazzling perform-
ance in Clark Gable's
Perlberg-Seaton product-
ion, "But Not For Me." It

is a cinch, too, that she

will be just as dazzling
with Gable again when she

and Sophia Loren vie for
Clark in "Bay of Naples,"
soon to go into producticn

in the famous Italian city
for which it is named.

NEW YORK - Noted band
leader Larry Clinton (hat)

and WMGM disc jockey
Jerry Marshall announcing
him at the Capitol Theatre
premiere of "The Five
Pennies."

It is almost impossible
to remember how tragic a
place the world is when
one is playing golf.

-Robert Iynd
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More News from the North American Branches

In political discuss-
. ion heat is in inverse

proportion to knowledge.

-J.G.C.Minchin

PARIS - Laurence Harvey
arriving in Paris for the
premiere of the phenomen-
ally successful*British
picture, "Room At the Tbp."

Paramount is distribut-
ing the picture in France
under the title of "Les
Chemins de la Haute Wile."

Harvey has been signed
as leading man for Audrey
Hepburn in the Alfred
Hitchcock production of
"No Bail for the Judge."
which will be made in i960.

STEVE FORREST
When you see Sophia

Loren's and Anthony
Quinn's "Heller With A

Gun" you'll understand
our enthusiasm for Steve
Forrest. We think that
by the end of the year
he will be one of the
most-talked-about of all

the screen's players.

LOS A N G E L L S Ve have had important chan^
ges in the Los Angeles Branch. Ue have lost
our old ana valued friend, al Taylor, who has
gone to Chicago es Manager of the Middle Wes-
tern Division.

Of course we could not let him go with-
out a good send-off. Everyone in the Branch
attended the farewell luncheon tendered a1 by
•his many friends in Southern California. Ad-
ditionally, we gave him a luncheon at which
only Paramount personnel were present.

after the luncheon, we presented A.1 with
several gifts. The first was a miniature pair

of red-flannel drawers. However, as A1 has
written from Chicago, he can't use them as
long as the temperature hovers in the humid
mid-eighties (as Li'l Abner would say, "UghI ").

We also gave al a traveling case, which
converts into a lap-desk — a gift he diould
find very useful in his travels around the
Middle Western Division to spark PARAMOUNT'S
SUMMER BOXOF7ICE FESTIVAL.

While we have lost an old friend, we have
renewed another valued friendship — Arnold
Shartin has returned as our Branch Manager.
He is tackling his ’work with that same bril-
liant capability and enthusiasm which led to

his promotion last November from salesman to

Manager at Salt Lake City. Arnold is con-

tinuing the tradition of excellent relations
with every exhibitor in Southern California
which was so firmly established by Al Taylor.

Meanwhile, SHANE opened June 17 in 40
theatres throughout Southern California, with
a saturation McClendonn radio campaign to

inform the public about this classic Western.

We are looking forward also to June 30,
when a matinee teenpreem of THE FIVE PENNIES,

with Tuesday Weld as hostess, will launch the

film at the Fox Wilshire Theatre. Everyone
who has seen it is calling it Danny Kaye's
greatest. Bob Blair has planned a really un-
usual premiere, to be attended by all the

teen-age stars. They will help release 1000
balloons, each of which will contain five shiry

pennies. After the showing, the guests, ac-

companied by the greatest clown of all, Em-

mett Kelly, will attend an ice-cream party at

Blum's Wilshire.
The following Saturday and Sunday, July

4 and 5, an airplane will fly over every Sou-

thern California beach, from Malibu to Redondo,
with a streamer telling the 500,000 people on

the sands below about THE FIVE PENNIES.

As we thus inaugurate PARAMOUNT '3 S.UMMER

BOXOFFICE FESTIVAL, we know that Los Angeles

will join the rest of the world in observing

PARAMOUNT'S greatest season! _ _ , „—Howard Woolfan

LOS ANGELES SAYS "ADI OS. AL!"

These three scenes are described below. The
Paramounteers visible in the third snapshot
are, from left: Jim Merry, booker; Betty
DeBrown, branch manager's secretary; Al Taylor,
former B.M. ; Tessie Smith, head Inspectress;
John DeCosta, salesman; Max Factor, Sales Mgr.)
(Max is doing the presenting in the earlier
scenes); Nancy Andersen, inspectress; Kay Cole-
man, Division Manager's secretary; Ray Hackle,
shipper; Bob McIntyre, booker; Lottie Traister,
ledger clerk; Arnold Shartin, present Branch
Manager; Alberta Bishop, switchboard operator;
Joan Byars, biller; Irene Dutile, ledger cleric;

Howard Woolfan, Cashier.

CHARLOTTE Our boss, Lawrence Terrell,
took the \&ole office force to lunch at the
Oriental Restaurant. This thoughtful gesture
Has enjoyed by all and deeply appreciated.

Vacation time is here. Those who have
already spent part of their vacations are)
Jake Neil, Joyce Willis, Tates Pryor, Weber
Howell, Sara Short, Ruth Brown and Stella Lav-
ender.

Mildred Hoover's daughter, Margaret Ed-
wards, was the winner of the $50 Lucky Six spa

sored by the Charlotte Wompi Club, at the May
luncheon meeting. The money came at the right
time as Margaret and her husband Lindsay had
just moved into a new home in Amity Gardens.

Our congratulations to Carol, daughter of
Barney Slaughter, salesman, who graduated last
week from Myers Park High School, and to her
brother, Byron, who graduated from Sedgefield
Junior High School. Byron was the winner of
the "Top-Teen" award and also the Athletic
Award. Our best wishes to Carol and Byron
and to the proud parents, Barney and Virginia.

—Mildred Hoover

We in Charlotte have had the opportunity

to see "DON'T GIVE UP THE SilP", ?LAST TRAIN

FROM GUN HILL", THE FIVE PENNIES" and "TARZAN'i

GREATEST ADVENTURE", all of which make us just

ly proud of our company. Better motion pict-

ures have not been made. Pictures of this cal-

ibre are refreshing and stimulating and remind

each of us of our responsibility in handling

product of this quality.

Ve are presently concentrating our effort

on "TARZaN" — saturating the Charlotte terri-

tory. Response from our exhibitors has been

excellent, and we feel the results will be

great. TARZAN has been very popular in this

territory, and this picture is certainly the

best of them all We are looking forward

to our finest summer season.

—Joe Cutrell



NEW YORK - Frederick E.

Koehner, Comptroller of
Paramount Pictures Corpor-
ation, who has been elected
to membership in the Con-
trollers Institute of
America.

HOLLYWOOD - Yvonne De
Carlo speaking and paying
her tribute to the great-
ness of Cecil B. De^ille at
the California Federation
of Women's Clubs convention
here on June 1st.

PARIS - The novelist
Andre Maurois , a member of
the Academie Francaise,
and Mme Maurois entering
the Lord Byron Theatre to
attend a preview of the
outstanding British film,
"Room At the Top." This
picture is being distrib-
uted by Paramount in
France under the title of
"Les Chemins de la Haute
Ville."^

PARIS - The very dist-
inctive and unmistakable
Sophia Loren wore this
outfit when she arrived
here recently from Vienna.
She will return later to
the Austrian capital when
filming is ready to begin
on "Olympia," in which
she will have with her in
the cast, Maurice Cheval-
ier, John Gavin, Angela
Lansbury and many other
film notables.

RIO DE JANEIRO - The
25th annual Quigley
Grand Awards for show-
manship have given to
Oswaldo Leite Rocha(above)
a special honorable men-
tion for his campaign on
"Funny Face." The Motion
Picture Herald, in rep-
orting the 1958 internat-
ional contest, stated —
"Foreign showmen submitt-
ed campaigns of such ex-
cellence that the judges
voted two honorable men-
tions." Mr. Riocha won
one of these.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN THE
PARAMOUNT
SCENE

TORONTO, Canada - Danny Kaye
is just as good a listener as
he is a deliverer of remember-
able lines. Here, at a buffet
reception in the Qnpress Room
of the Park Plaza, he gets an
' earful of news' from John
Bassett, publisher of Toronto's
Telegram. This was right after
a screening of "The Five Penn-
ies," with Paramount and Dot
Records co-hosts to a record
gathering of press, radio, TV,
the Government and members of
the music world.

LOS ANGELES- Edith Glasstre,
assistant to the location mana-
ger of Paramount's Studio, pict-
ured just before boarding an
SAS transpolar flight at Los
Angeles International Airport.
Miss Glasstre ha3 been of great
assistance to a great many Par-
amounteers on their flights to
all parts of the world. Now she
is off to enjoy a European hol-
iday of her own.

BUENOS AIRES - Three import-
ant Paramounteers glimpsed in
the lobby of the Metropolitan
Theatre as "The Ten Commandments"
was given its brilliant Argent-
ine premiere. From left; Latin
American Division Manager Henry
B, Gordon; General Sales Manager
Pedro Peiroten; Managing Direc-
tor Hugo Stramer.

PARIS - Sophia
Loren and Maurice
Chevalier at. the
airport awaiting
the plane to take
them to Vienna
for the start of
the filming of
the Ponti-Girosi
production of
Molnar's "Olympia."

HOLLYWOOD - Michael
Jackson meets Jerry Lewis
on the 3et of "Visit To A
Small Planet." In addit-
ion to being a disc jock-
ey for WHYN-TV in Spring-
field, Mass., Michael has
a human interest program
in Johannesburg, South
Africa (on radio; no TV
in South Africa) , and is
occasionally heard on the
BBC, London.
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NEPaL NEWS IS

I NTEREST
FOR "THE
MOUNT" h I N

BUILDER

IS YOUNG"

Steadily, week by week, interest
nounts in Paramount's upcoming pro-
duction of the Han Suyin novel, "The
Mountain Is Young." The time is al-
most at hand when Paramount will
announce the cast for this picture
which is destined to be one of the
triumphal creations of I960.

NsB&ii's Magic
Everything about the Kingdom of Nepal is sheer

magic - just as everything about "The Mountain Is
Young" is likewise destined to be magical. Here is a
view of some Nepalese passing by the Sacred Thunder-
bolt, the significance of which is so important that
you will find it to be part of a dramatic climax in
the forthcoming mighty Paramount picture.

1959’s ENTERTAINMENT BLOCKBUSTER!

BB FAMILY MEDAL AWARD _
-QAAWr MB HI.PITOTMIPI PM PKUEWKr <* PICTURE OF THE MONTH LOTS OF LAUGHS! SPIRITED MUSIC! TOPS!"

ISMP1Y
FMM M™8” H£

'

S PEArED S° EA" WA™ EMOTIONAL! DIXIELAND 1AZZ
IS SIMPLY TERRIFIC PLUS GLOWING REPORTS FROM *

.
u»

.
ui suniii !... r*, xv<vl, M , -this is a WONDERFUL PlCTUR

pmim
CANDIDATE FOR LONG. SUCCESSFUL RUNS!" “A PRODUCTION ANY THEATRE SHOULD BE

MNNV Wi *T HIS 8f SI ' THAI MEANS THE BEEE 'I ENTERTAINMENT'" « "PROBABLY
MING TO BE KAYFS MOST SUCCESSFUL PICTURE IN YEARS!" u *• "HOT TIME FOR THEATRES! THE JOINT WILL IUMP!"

"THIS IS A WONDERFUL PICTURE !'

****!U» Tf W-A WftlUW ffUSffl BfflW SS .1 .. ... - v. •

A spirit of true happiness pervades this trade-paper ad-
vertisement carrying the glowing news of the success of
"The Five Pennies" into all quarters of the motion picture
industry. It seems as though everything about this very
fine film has an atmosphere of happiness to it.

Inside Fashion

Nepal Next Fashion Center?

Sheppard

By Eugenia Sheppard
Women’s Feature Editor

It’s already a bit tame just to settle for
a winter in the south. On to India, no
less. . . . Peggy Bancroft, for one, will soon
be wearing saris to Manhattan balls. Her
famous dinner menus will be spiked with
red hot Indian curries. Pretty,

blonde Peggy really found
her Shangri-la in India
where she and her husband's
cousin, Ru‘h Pratt, went to

spend a month and ended by
staying there. Her Shangri-
la was specifically Nepal, In

the Himalayas, which she
describes as “the dream pliice

ef the world — everybody'
should go.” Peggy pictures

Nepal as cleEm. friendly, full

of gay local parties and with
a wonderful hotel. Its or-

chestra played cha-cha tunes at bteakfast

time—but no 7 a. m. for Peggy. The
proprietor, Boris, is due here soon to be her

guest. ... In Nepal she took elephant rides

wearing blue jeans or silk Pucci pants from
"her two suitcases—all the luggage she

traveled with. She bought dozens of silk

saris, most of them pink, white or blue,

heavily encrusted with gold. Paris designers

Doses and Castillo are now turning them
Into evening clothes—mostly long sheaths,

but a few short, full dance ’dresses. Peggy
also bought the jewels to go with them

—

dangling sapphire earrings and a bracelet.

(“I declared everything, so I don’t mind
telling.”) Among the Indian bibelots—the

most fascinating she has ever seen—some
Jeweled cloisonne birds for her apartment
Get ready for an American invasion. Nepal.
Follow-the-leader Is a fun game and Peggy,
herself, plans to go back as soon as she can
persuade her husband to make the trip,

• •

Nbvy blue has been
as the worthwhile sprl;

and avocado green
lng avocado at

Fund luncheon
terday were Gei

Coppet and ’ An
wreathed with loA V^^^BSfCrtiums
Just at one single fL'"^^«w#as a fortune
in understated neckme??f\ . . Mrs. Percy
Ebbott, who likes blue, was wearing sapphires
and Mrs. Charles Stevenson a double strand of

emeralds with her fox stole. . . . Mrs. Alfred

Wallenstein's draped satin hat just matched

her iridescent white nail polish. . . . Countess
McCormack wore a big, black rough straw
hat with her red and black print. Bright
notes on the dais: Artur Rubinstein’s red
vest and Mrs. Vivienne Beaumont-AUen’s
bright blue suit and little breton hat.

• • •

The Leather Industries are planning to show
at least- 500 pairs of shoes at the Moscow
Fair this summer. Everybody from Evins
and Delman down to budget price will be
represented for an over-all picture.

• • •

Italian designers Simonetta and Fabiani
will arrive here Tuesday. Along with
Carosa (Princess Carraciola), Signorin: and.
the popular Angelo of Brionl, they pre now on
the west coast as part of I. Magnln’s Italian
Festival. Pierre Balmain is due here this
week end on perfume business.

• • •

Mainbocher, famous for slim evening
clothes, really changed his type for the mag-
nificent ballgown he designed for Mrs.
Charles Engelhard to wear to the Heart Ball
the other night. Bare top, big skirted and
made of hydrangea printed taffeta, it was
the fashion high point of an evening that
brought out lots of seen-before evening
clothes. Two pretty women who proved
there’s nothing like pale pink chiffon for
flattery were Susan Fonda and Jane Powell,
much more pictorial in real life than on TV.
Chairman Jane Pickens Langley scurried
here and there in a short tlress of pale pink
taffeta (Oldric Royce’s).

• • •

At the American Institute
Crystal Ball, Chicago
Schamberg and
brought dowg
sen ting

was
Josephine,

du Barry,
corsage—you’ve guessed

cabbage rose.
• • •

The wickedest looking woman since Queen
Nefertiti is Nairpa, the Egyptian belly dancer
who performed last night at Ed and Maria
Stones’ party for the John Fisteres. Since
Fistere has just resigned as associate pub-
lisher of "Architectural Forum” and plans
to live in Lebanon from now on, even the.

Stones' hors d'oeuvres were Egyptian.

This feature story in the New York Herald-Tribune is a
index to the widespread interest in Nepal, the fascinating
and iridescent background to "The Mountain Is Young." Soo
it will be virtually impossible to find a printed publicat
ion that is not aglow with news and pictures of Nepal - th
locale of "The Mountain Is Young."
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POST led off with:

THE NEW YORK DAILY NEWS gave the picture its top accolade of four
(-k-sbh*-) stars, and began its review with "Warm, wonderful and a winner."

THE NEW YORK TIMES called it "...highly entertaining..." THE JOURNAL-

AMERICAN" describes it as "....one of the most entertaining films seen

in quite some time it has Danny Kaye at his best. And that,whether

he's singing or clowning or doing a dramatic scene, is really something

to see and hear. . .Barbara Bel Geddes is a delight " THE NEW YORK

"•Five Pennies’, at the boxoffice, should multiply its title many, many

million-fold. Danny Kaye*s new excursion into song and music is bound to be a solid hit.

You can’t ask for a warmer, merrier picture. ... .You' 11 have a wonderful time at ’Five Pen-

nies’." There you have the spirit of New York City's reviews ..... But greatest of

all the reviews is the one being written by the lines at the Capitol Theatre's box-office.

The lines that reviewers write are one kind: but experience has proved that the most prao

tical and effective of all lines that any picture can inspire, are those lines that move

steadily to the box-office — and "The Five Pennies" is writing them at the Capitol.
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HOLLYWOOD - Michael
Jackeon, disc jockey from
WHYN-TV in Springfield,
Mass., wanders into the
place known as 'Dogpatch'
on the set of "Li'l Abner11

in the Paramount studio,
and is immediately surr-
ounded by the kind of
gals to be found in ' Dog-
patch. T The gals are
Carmen Clifford, Becky
Vorao and Pat Tribble.

Product
N e w s . . . .

Cast of "Jovanka,"
Dino De Laurentiis prod-
uction for Paramount , now
includes Gina Lollobrig-
ida, Van Heflin, Steve
Forrest, Vera Miles,
Harry Guardino and Rich-
ard Basehart Marlon
Brando has completed the
shooting of "One-Eyed
Jacks" A1 Capp has

arrived in Hollywood to
watch his "Li'l Abner"
come alive on the screen
as a Paramount picture..
Shirley MacLaine will
star in a picture, as yet
untitled, to be written
by Norman Krasna and
produced by Steve Parker
in Japan. It will be a

joint venture by Param-
ount and Sachiko Produc-
tions, a Japanese comp-
any. It will start in
September, I960.... John
Williams, ace British
player, has been added
to the cast of the Hal
Wallis-Jerry Lewis com-
edy, "Visit to a Small
Planet" Henry and
Phoebe Ephron,topflight
producer-writer team,
have been signed by Para-
mount Studio to a long
term contract John
Gavin has left Hollywood
to join Sophia Loren,
Maurice Cheavlier,Angela
Lansbury and others in
the Ponti-Girosi product-
ion of "Olympia" .. .Martin
Jurow and Richard Shep-
herd will commence prod-
uction of "The Fabulous
Showman" early in I960.

2k

ACCLAIM FOR 3 SUMMER FESTIVAL FILMS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE $

Out exception, the exhibitor response to our
Festival screenings was one of unparalleled ent-
husiasm. I, too, agree with them." Salesman
Ernest Lund of Minneapolis proclaimed "..superb
entertainment in all three productions. Many
thanks for the privilege of attending the scree-
nings." Matt Donohue of Chicago indicated
that his letter was "....a note expressing the
tremendous enthusiasm I feel after witnessing
what I consider unquestionably the year's three
most important and outstanding properties."....
Howard A. Ross, one of the Golden Gate City's

DETROIT - They liked "The Five Pennies" and
told its star that their patrons are going to
love everv foot of it. Comprising this group,
photographed at the conclusion of the film's
Detroit screening, are, from left: Gil Green,
operations head, Woodrow Praught, president, of
United Detroit Theatres: Danny Kaye; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Copogna, of the Butterfield Circuit;
and Bob Byerle, of United Detroit Theatres.

ace salesman, expressed San Francisco's satis-
faction when he wrote: "...I am sure that the
Festival screening made us all proud to be iden-

tified with the Company that is making these 3
outstanding releases available at a time when
they will most advantageously benefit our cust-
omers "

Salt Lake City Salesman A. L.Campbell wrote:

"....It is a great pleasure and honor for me to
be able to offer my accounts pictures of this
calibre....." ... .Jim Ricketts, Denver Branch
Manager, concluded a wonderful product appraisal

with these comments: "...These were the finest
meetings Neal (East) has had with us. We were

all impressed witfc the message, as well as our
pictures. With the complete spirit of cooperat-
ion, and product such as we have seen, we

should be heading into one of our greatest per-
iods" D.P. Callahan, of Rowley United
Theatres, Dallas, Texas, wrote: "...I enjoyed
talking with Danny Kaye prior to the screening
of 'The Five Pennies.' The newspaper people
were particularly impressed with Danny Kaye's
appearance and I think t.he resulting publicity
from these personal appearances in well worth
while at the box office" Ace Salesman John
Kent in Seattle wrote: "...We and our sustomers
are looking forward with great enthusiasm to the
release of these wonderful pictures in the very
important summer season that is before us. Para-
mount is once again 'The Paramount Company'."...
Some highlights from the report of Ward Penning-
ton, Sales Rep. in Milwaukee: ."After the worst
winter in recorded history in this area, we

really came into the sunshine this week. Our

exhibitor response to the screenings of the 3

great pictures was wonderful, and we had fine

coverage from newspapers and TV-radio stations.

Paramount did themselves proud on these screen-

ings. The whole town is talkingl" Salesman

Joe Rosen in Minneapolis wrote, in part: "There

was a great deal of applause at the end of 'The

Five Pennies,' and this is an unusual and happy

reaction that I haven't seen in recent years at

CHICAGO - At the Exhibitors' Luncheon in
hotthe Blackstone hotel in connection with Param-

ount's Summer Boxoffice Festival. In group,
facing camera: Sol Horowitz, Allied Theatres of
Illinois; Richard Rosenfield, MScR Theatres; Si
Greiver, Booking and Buying Circuit; Marty
Rosenfield, MScR Theatres: Aaron Shlessman.
Stanley Warner Mgt.; Hero Cohen, Paramount; Jack
Clark, Tiffin Theatre: Karl Hevl, Coston Enter-
prises; Jack Rose, Indiana-Illlnois Theatres;
Harry Christos, G.Nikolopulos Circuit; Jerry
Winsberg, Balaban & Katz; Danny Kaye; Mike
Stem, J.Stem Circuit; Sidney G.Deneau, Para-
mount Western Sales Manager. Back to camera:
Jerry Harpman, Mode Theatre, Joliet; George
Weltner, Paramount World-wide Sales Manager.

i

CHICAGO - Group at Vice President George
Weltner's dinner party at Fritzel's as climax
to Paramount's Summer Boxoffice Festival meet-
ing. From left: William Holden and Harry Lust-

S
arten (Balaban and Katz executives); Sidney
. Deneau, Western Sales Manager; Harry Balahan

and Richard Balaban.

theatre screenings. All in all, it is a great

show, and I am looking forward to happily selling

and booking it to my clients."

Salesman J.R. French of Seattle wrote of the

three pictures: "...They are superb family ent-
ertainment - comedy, music, drama, action, all

at their best.... It is with a great deal of

pleasure that I write you this letter"
Veteran Paramount Sales Representative John Vos

of Denver concluded a grand letter on thisnoba:

"....I feel my sales and performance from now

on will more than bear out the above statement."
ALL OF THESE LETTERS ARE BUT A FRACTION
OF THE COMMUNICATIONS WHICH POURED IN

ON MR. WELTNER'S DESK. BUT THEY ARE A

FINE AND REPRESENTATIVE CROSS-SECTION.
OUR ONLY REGRET IS THAT WE COULD NOT

PUBLISH EVERYTHING.



M Shane”cont i nues to be*

the most successful motion

picture ever re-released

by Paramount. Its grosses,

nationally rather than

regionally, have brought

stature and dignity to a

word so often flagrantly
misused - ’fabulous.’ We

sought to pick out one

engagement, or even a ser-

ies, to i llustrat e our

point: there were too

many!' And this towering

success of M Shane"is grow-

ing by the hour

.

"Shane" and '’Success''

are initially one

GEORGE STEVENS' Production of "SHANE v*

Starring ALAN LADD • JEAN ARTHUR VAN HEFLIN
Co-starring BRANDON DE WILDE with JACK PALANCE

TECHNICOLOR® • A Paramount Re-Release
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A great many people
think they are thinking
when they are merely
rearranging their prej-
udices.

William James

HOLLYWOOD - Earl Holl-
iman, Hal Wallis Contract
player, finds Gonzalo de
Palacio 's copy of the
eminent publication "Van-
idades" very much to his
liking - on the set of
"Visit To A Small Planet."
Mr. Holliman is in the
Jerry Lewis picture, and
Mr. de Palacio represents
"Vanidades" amongst a
host of other Spanish-
language publications.

HOLLYWOOD - Here Jerry
Lewis himself looks over
"Vanidade3," catches one
of the Spanish jokes, and
shares it with Gonzalo de
Palacio. Like Hal Wallis,
producer of "Visit To A
Small Planet," Jerry keeps
very much in touch with
what is going on through-
out the world of films.

HOLLYWOOD - Here, the
Hollywood correspondent of
"Vanidades" and a host of
other Spanish-language
publications, chats with
his good friend, Katy
Jurado, on the set of "Ch4-
Eyed Jacks," Pennebaker
production, now being ed-
ited after completion of
filming at Paramount.

26

MARLON BRANDO,
INTERPRETE Y DIRECTOR
DE SOBRESAL I ENTE
PEL I CULA PARAMOUNT

De momento sabemos que "One-Eyed Jacks" es
una magnifies pelfcula, Lagnffica por su argu—
mento, por su actuacidn y por su nitidez foto-
gr^fica. Se trata de una pelfcula que ha teni-
do que superar numerosas y duras pruebas y so-
bre la cual tanto se escribi<5, a veces en tono
sunamente crftico, durante su producci<5n. Pero,
como en todo, la prueba est£ en el resultado
final, y en este caso podemos declr que el re-
sultado es una realizaci6n de excepcional va-
lor, I.iarlon Brando, en su doble papel de pro-
tagonists y de director de la pelicula, se mos
tr<5, en todo momento, doblemente fiel a su con~
Viccidn artlstica, logrando proporcionar a la
Cinematograffa un drama fllmico que prcmete
constituir uno de los mfes grande s hitos en la
historia de la industria, si tftulo de la peli-
cula, en ingles, "One-Eyed Jacks", hace refe-
renda al 'jack* o 'sota' de la baraja, en la
que esta figura aparece de perfil, mostrando

BUENOS AIRES - Harrod's, the most import-
ant department store in this city, gave to
"The Ten Commandments" one of the most beauti-
ful and reverent windows seen anywhere. One
simple but all-important card announced that
the Cecil B. DeMille production was being
presented at the Metropolitan Theatre.

un solo ojo, El mundo conoce la mirada de aquel

ojo, pero ignore las ihtenciones que anidan en

el otro. Este detalle caracteriza, a grande

s

rasgos, a los persona jes que aparecen en esta
dindmica pelicula, destinada a escribir un nue-

vo capltulo de triunfos artlsticos y taquille-
ros tan pronto sea dada al ptfblico. , , " Las
cinco monedas" ("The Five PenLies") ha sido ya

estrenada en Estados Unidos y el Canad6, y al

entrar este nilmero en mfiquinas, llegan ya a

nuestra oficina las primeras noticies de sus

triunfos iniciales que son augurio de grandes

Ixitos para esta pelfcula de Danny Kaye, En
las numerosas exhibiciones de "Las cinco mone-
das" en todas partes de los Estados Unidos, du-
rante el mas p8sado, la pelicula recibii 'in

verdadero alud de encomios. Entre los que die-

ron el espaldarazo inicial a esta gran pelfcu-

la figuran los exhibidores, la crftica gremial,

los 'disc jockeys' de las estaCiones de radio,

of iciales del gobierno y, naturalmente ,
el pd-

blico cineaste, Kientras tanto, Danny Kaye se

halla en Australia en una extensa jira de pre-

sentaciones personales, y durante su estancia

jn aquel continente se estrenard su Delfcula

BUENOS AIRES - In advance of the premiere
of "The Ten Commandments" at the Metropolitan
Theatre there was a special morning screening
of the Cecil B. DeMille master-work for the
leaders of all of the city's religious faiths.
Here, Bishop Mgr. Guillermo Bolatti is shown
in conversation with Miss Elida Gonzalez, Para-
mount's director of public relations.

"las cinco monedas", En el pasado, Danny ha co-
sechado numerosos triunfos, pero ninguno tan

grande y proiaetedor como el alcanzado con "Las

cinco monedas", , , En ocasidn del cambio ha-
bido en la direccidn del estudio Paramount ,T.r.

Y, Frank Freenen fud objeto de cdlidos tribu-

tos de encomio por sus valiosos servicios du-

rante mas de veinte anos, a la vez que se ma-
nifestd una general aprobacidn por la deci-
sion de I.r, Balaban de conferir la administra-
ciOn del estudio a lEr, Jack Karp, Durante los

meses venideros ocurrirfin cambios de gran im-
portancia en el estudio relativos a un ritmo
m^s acelerado en la produccion de pelfculas y
a la calidad de las mismas, lo cual habrd de

redundar en beneficio del futuro de nuestra
companfa, por ejemplo, se ha firmado ya un
contrato con I el Jhavelson y Jack Bose para
la producciOn de un mfeximo de nueve pelfculas
durante los anos venideros. Estos cinemato-
grafistas, realizadores de "Las cinco monedas,"

se hallan ectualmente en Italia, preparando la

producci<5n de la pelicula "Bay of Naples" (li-

teralmente "Bahfa de N^poles")
,

con Clark Ga-
ble, Sophia Loren y Lilli Palmer, . . Una vez
rnfis tenemos la sati sfacciOn de expresar nues-
tra admiraciOn por el extraordinario calibre

del "showmanship" Paramount en varias partes

del globo. Nuestra oficina se halla repleta

de pruebas fehacientes de este "showmanship",

de manera que en este nilmero de nuestro bole-

tfn podemos dar cabida solamente a una peque-

na parte del material recibido. Queda plena-

mente demostrada, sin embargo, la gran inicia-

tiva, empresa e imaginaciOn de los paramoun-

tistas en casi todos los pafses del mundo don-

de se exhiben pellculas Paramount, El "showman

ship" internee ional nunca habfa alcanzado lae

proporciones, ni el calibre, del de hoy dfa,

y observamos con orgullo que las mejorea cam-

pafias de public idad son las dedicadas al pro-

ducto Paramount, Y no solamente a algunas de

nuestr8s mejores pellculas, sino que a todaa

alias, sea cual fuere su genero o clasifica-

ci6n, Toda pelfcula ofrece facetas particular-

mente apropiadas para el "showmanship" y el

"showman" sagaz sabe reconocer y explotar ea-

tas buenas cualidades, incrementando el valor

de la pelicula en beneficio propio.
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LATIN AMERICAN SCENE

AGLOW WITH SHOWMANSHIP

OSMAIORES FUMES,
DE T0D05 08 TEMPOS/
StNSAC/ONAL PE APRESENTACAO

(COP/AS NOVAS) Of GRANGES PRODUQOES

4t CECIL B. OeMILLE

GARY COOPER • MADELEINE CARROLL

CECIL B. DeMILLE ®
LEG IAO DE HEROIS
Paulette Goddatd - Preston Foster • Robert Preston Akim lamirof!

Lynne Overman George Bancroft Lon Chaney. Ir. • Walter Hampden

-<*.« CECIL 8. OeMILLE JicMtCOlOK)

AliancadeAco

BUENOS AIRES - This is the front
of the celebrated Opera, and in conn-
ection with this premiere of Para-
mount's "Houseboat." Managing Director
Hugo Stramer reports that this was
one of the happiest and most outstan-
ding bookings ever obtained. Major
reason for this was the, fact that the
Opera was one of seven (7) first-run

S
inemas to play the picture day and
ate, commencing on May 2lst. The

seven theatres between them have a
combined total capacity of 10,317
seats, which Mr. Stramer called "a
guarantee of an outstanding week's
business.

BELOW

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. Miguel
Lassalvia (left) and his brother and
sister-in-law meet Dean Martin on the
set of the Hal Wallis production,
"Career." Mr. Lassalvia is one of
Chile's most eminent exhibitors, and
following the studio visit, departed
for New York and an extended visit to
Europe.

SAO PAULO - For more than a month
in advance of the opening of the
mighty DeMille production, the celeb-
rated Ipiranga Theatre has displayed
this giant banner, reading: THIS
THEATRE HAS BEEN SELECTED TO EXHIBIT
EXCLUSIVELY AND FOR THE FIRST TIME IN
THE STATE OF slo PAULO, CECIL B.

DeMILLE'S PRODUCTION, "THE TEN COMM-
ANDMENTS. Virtually every inhabitant
of SSo Paulo has seen the banner not
once, but many times.

Cover of Brazil's very effective
manual of news issued in connection
with the All-Time-Greatest Films.

BUENOS AIRES - Our cover picture of
the Metropolitan Theatre's superlative
display for "The Ten Commandments" is
even more striking when seen by night
through a camera's lens. This display
has been the sensation of Buenos Aires
ever since its erection under the per-
sonal direction of Clemente Lococo,Jr.

I0HN WAYNE RAY MILLAND PAtltJTTE GODDAM
ihsscy ijntv Ovenun Robert Preston Stem Haymrt

LIMA - Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertilp," when released in the
Tacna Theatre here, was announced
by both its English and Spanish
titles. It was also given a spec-
ial advance premiere at‘ midnight
one evening several weeks in ad-
vance of regular release, and the

interest thereby generated paid
off handsomely, according to Par-
amount Manager Lennart Bjorck.He
added that the picture was regar-
ded as "one of the best Hitchcock
pictures in a long time."

The picture was released day-
and-date at the El Pacifico The-
atre also, and under both titles.
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TOKYO - Late last April, Benjamin Fincke, of the Head

Office legal staff in New York, was here when Count Johan-

nes Lerchenfeld ,
Commercial Attache of the German Embassy

here hosted a dinner at the Korin Mansions honoring UFA

Export Manager Dr. Roland Caemmerer. Mr. Ficke was present

at the dinner and met a number of most interesting persons.

Above, from left: Kyugo Ishiguro. NCC auditor; Nobuo
Metori, Paramount's general manager in Japan; Count Lerch-
enfeld; Benjamin Fincke; S. A. Henriksen, Paramount's Far
East supervisor.

paramount; popularity i_n japan

The eminent show business week-
ly publication, ” Amusement Guide,,”
conducts a week-by-week poll among
its readers in order to select the
'’most popular movie companies.”
The poll will reach its climax in
August

.

The standing as of June 11th
issue had the Japanese film comp-
any, Toei, in the lead with 1,797
votes. Paramount was second, with
1,375 votes. Then three more Jap-
anese companies, and the next Am-
erican company was 20th-Fox, with
587 votes

.

We await with interest the poll
verdict in August, and will surely
report same.
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HOLLYWOOD - Kenichi
Suzaki (centre) accompan-
ied by Messrs. Takaraaa
(left; of the Shochiku
Company, Yamamoto( right,
friend of Mr. Takaraaa)
and Nichimura (white suit)
meet "Daisy Mae" (Lslle
Parrish) and "Li'l Abner"
(Peter Palmer) on the set
of LI'L ABNER. Mr. Suzaki
heads the Department of
Education, Government of
Japan. Mr. Nichimura int-
erprets for the U.S. Dep-
artment of State.
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN THE FAR EAST

no io wrauitionai wiLn ail rara-
mount pictures in the Philippines, the show-
manship campaign on "The Buccaneer" has been
an all-out effort. Here's the standee for the
picture, and beside it is Paramount's Philip-
pine National Soap Box Derby entry. At the
control is Enrico T. Velasquez, 13-year old
son of Paramount Manager A. S. Velasquez, and a
first-year student of Letran College, Manila.
Enrico's speed-wagon carried a sign for "The
Buccaneer" on each side, a large Paramount
Trade Mark on top of the hood, and a large
"Coning Soon" on the right hand side. The
Philippines elimination trials were held
early this month, so that the "Buccaneer"
news was seen by tens of thousands.

HOLLYWOOD - The set of, Hal Wallis' "Visit
To A Small Planet," starring Jerry Lewis, is a
very popular one these days. Here a group of
high-ranking Chinese officers from Taiwan visit
it as Jerry's guests, with the visit having been
made at the request of Chinese Consul General,
Mong-ping Lee, of Los Angeles. In the picture
above, snowing Jerry Lewis, the officers in the
front row are, left to rights Mai. Gen. Chu
Wu-Yu; Maj. Gen. Li Hsiang-Chen; Maj. Gen. Chia
Wei-Lu: Mai. Gen. Yuan Kuo-Cheng ana Mai. Gen.
Chang Ya-Snan. Those in the rear are interpret-
ers with the rank either of Col. or Lt. Col. but
their names were not given.

RIGHT

NEW YORK - Among the
international notables at-

tending the premiere of
"The Five Pennies" at the
Capitol Theatre on June
17th. were Philippines
Ambassador to the United
Nations Francisco A. Del-
gado and Mrs. Delgado.

DJAKARTA - General Manager Cornelius vlug cer-
tainly gave Elvis Presley's "King Creole" a re-
sounding Indonesian launching. Four first-run
theatres, no less — the Astoria, Cinema, Happy
and Grand. That's the Astoria up above, and tne
long queue lines were standard performance at
all foqr theatres. So strong was the showmanship
appeal via music stores, broadcasts, etc., that
Mr. Vlug reports that many teenagers saw the
picture not once, but five and six times. Manag-
er of the Astoria was even more emphatic, deliv-
ering the statement that he counted many boys
and girls seeing the picture ten times, and even
more.

(Powerful audiences indeed for the new Elvis
Presley films Hal Wallis is set to make just as
soon as Elvis has completed his U.S.Army hitch).

KUALA LUMPUR - Front of
the Cathay Organisation's
Ode on Theatre here with a
7O-foot-wide banner for
"War and Peace" on the
occasion of the mighty
film's return engagement,
here at (as the sign says)
'Normal Prices.' On both
occasions the Paramount-
DeLaurentiie production
enjoyed a triumphant rec-
eption.

RIGHT

KOWLOON - Eminent ex-
hibitor Eric Hotung,
chairman of the Hongkong
and Kowloon Theatres
Association, and whose
outstanding cinema enter-
prise is demonstrated via
the Princess Theatre, is
shown here at the time of
his inauguration into the
chairmanship. At his left
is the Honourable J. C.
McDougall. Secretary for
Chinese Affairs. At far
left, Mr. Vee-ing Shaw.

The Annual Meeting
of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors ' Association of
Malaya was held in Sing-
apore early this month.

Among those elected
as Council Members were
Mr. Loke Wan Tho and Mr.
J.A.M.Ede, both of the
Cathay Organisation of
Singapore and Malaya.

Mr. Lim Keng Hor, of
the Cathay Organisation
of Singapore and ljfalaya,

was elected Hon.Secret-
ary.

In connection with
the 4-theatre engage-
ment of "King Creole"
reported at left, the
takings were 42.36
higher than "Loving
You," 30 .9% higher than
"Sad Sack," 25.856 high-
er than "Gunfight At
the O.K.Corral," 49.46
higher than "Love Me
Tender" and 46.36 high-
er than "Jallhouse Rock."
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STOCKHOLM - At the
special screening of the
Alan Ladd "bang-bang
flicker," "Whispering
Smith," Paramount General
Manager Paul Flodin is
shown presenting a box of
chocolates to Crown Prince
Carl Gustaf. In the b.g.
the Prince's mother ana
sister. Princess Sibylla
and Princess Margareta.

COPENHAGEN - When the
Martin & Lewis comedy,
"Partners" was presented
at the Colosseum recently,
the management attired
the ushers and other mem-
bers of the staff in Wes-
tern costumes, in the true
spirit of the comedy.

COPENHAGEN - Showing of

Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Trouble With Harry" has
only Just been effected in
this city. Because of the
importance of Hitchcock,
as well as that ofShlrley
MacLaine, the top shop-
keepers of the city were
even more cooperative with
their window space. Here
are two of the windows of •

the Marie Antoinette Per-
fume Store on Valkendor&-
gade.

erformance” for a Crown Prince

COPENHAGEN -

The front of the
World Cinema was
given this show-
manship treatment
for the present-
ation of "The
Rainmaker," a pic-

ture that partic-
ularly appealed
to the Danish
filmgoers. (More
of the World's
showmanship is
illustrated on
Page 33).

STOCKHOLM - The arrival of the 13th birth-
day anniversary of HRH Crown Prince Carl
Gustav brought an unusual honour to Paramount.
The Prince had expressed the wish that he be
allowed to invite his classmates to a real
"bang-bang flicker." So the Royal Court turned
to Paramount, and Paramount responded with a
screening of Alan Ladd's "Whispering Smith."
Our picture shows the distinguished audience
immediately prior to the start of the film.
The Crown Prince is second from right, in a
white shirt.

sadant slag man firmer i "One-Eyed Jacks" som,

darom Ar vi overtygade, kommer att skriva ett
nytt kapitel i filmens historia nar den sA sma-
ningen kommer upp pa biodukarna varlden runt.

Nar ni laser detta, har "The Five Pennies"
hunnit slappas ut pa en hel del hall i Foren-
ta staterna och Canada och, som vantat, blivit
an publiksucce av stora matt. Ovedersagliga
bevis pa den saken forelag redan vid presslagg-
ningen. Var an den hittills visats har den
blivit foremal for uppriktig uppskattning fran
alia kategorier, fran biografagare

, kritiker,
disc jockeys, regeringsmedlemmar och naturligt-
vis frAn den sedvanliga filmpublikens sida. Un-
der tiden befinner sig Danny Kaye i Anstralien,

dar han skall gora en rad personliga framtradar

den, och under den tiden kommer ocksA hans fill

att fa sin premi&r dfir. Danny Kaye kan blicka
tillbaka pa manga betydande rolltolkningar un-

der Arens lopp, men ingen av dessa kan dock Jfim-

foras med hans insats i "The Five Pennies".

STOCKHOLM - While the Crown Prince got a
box of chocolates from Paramount (see at left),
Princess Sibylla and Princess Margareta recei-
ved flowers from Paramount's Paul Flodin.

(The screening was a strictly private •

event, and Paramount World has been higher
honored in being the only publication to
publish these pictures.)

.V4RLJN BRANDO HAR GJORT.
EN..AV ALLA TIDERS
STJRST4 PARAMOUNTF I LMER

Mr. Y. Frank Freeman, som nu efter tjugo Ar

som Paramount Studio Head dragit sig tillbaka,

har fAtt mottaga otaliga bevis pA uppskattning

for sitt plikttrogna och fort J&nstfulla arbete

i Paramounts tjanst. Som Mr. Freemans efter-

tr&dare har President Barney Balaban utnamnt

Mr. Jack Karp, som nu har att handha administri

tionen av vAr studio. MAnga betydande forSnd-

ringar och manga nyheter fAr vi for bvrigt att

rapportera under de konmande mAnaderna, allt

till gagn for den kommande produktionen. Redan

nu kan vi forresten avsloja att Paramount teck-

nat ett nytt kontrakt med Mel Shavelson och

Jack Rose for upp till nio filmer under de

nbrmaste Aren. Shavelson-Rose Sr de tvA m&nnen
bakom "The Five Pennies". Just nu befinner de

sig i Italian, dar de som bast forbereder filme
"Bay of Naples" med Clark Gable, Sophia Loren
och Lilli Palmer.

Sa mycket vet vi redan - "One-Eyed Jacks"
ar en storartad film, storartad vad betraffar
scval manuskript, skadespelare som fotografe-
ring. Det ar en film som gAtt igenon den sa
kallade ekluten med motigheter av skilda slag
under inspelnlngen.mot vilken kritiska roster
hojdes. Men hSr som alltid far man se till re-
sultatet. Marlon Brando, i egenskap av bAde hu-
vudrollsinnehavare och regissor, har hela tiden
hallit en klar linje och resultatet ar ett film-
drama som for all framtid kommer att utgora en
°av filmproduktlonens toppar. Filmtiteln syftar
pA (vilket alia kortspelare mAste veta) de tvA
kort i leken dSr knekten framtrSder med endast
ett oga synligt. Tarlden vet vad som firms i
det ogat, men den har ingen vetskap om.vad som
ligger i det dolda ogat. Det ar personer av

OcksA i detta nummer mAste vi uttrycka vAr
stora beundran for den Paramount-reklam av
fornSmligt marke som presteras varlden runt.
Nnturligtvis kan vi bara ta med en brSkdel av

alia de bevis pA slagkraftig reklam, som vl fat
mottaga, men det ar tydligt att overallt dar Pa
ramountfilmer visas, dar gors ocksA god reklam
Internationellt sett stAr Ju reklamen for n£r-
varande pA toppniva och det Hr med stolthet vi
kcnstaterar att detta ocksA galler Paramount-

,reklamen, inte bara reklamen for vissa filmer
utan filmer av de mest skilda slag och katego-
rier, kort sagt alia filmer. Ty en sak ar sfi-

ker, att i varje film firms det nAgot, pA vil-
ket man kan bygga upp en slagkraftig reklam,
och den sanne reklammannen firmer alltid detta
nagot.



DETROIT - Mr. and Mrs. Carl Buer-
mele had their pictures taken with
Danny Kaye at the recent invitational
screening of "The Five Pennies" here— and the fact obviously pleased Mrs.
Buermele very much. Mr. Buermele is
president and general manager of the
General Theatre Circuit with top-rate
cinemas in Detroit and throughout the
state of Michigan.

CHICAGO - Snapped at the Summer
Boxoffice Festival dinner given by Mr.
Weltner at Fritzel's. From left: Mid
Western Division Manager A1 Taylor;
Elmer Balaban; George Weltner; Dave
Wallerstein, president of Balaban and
Katz Corporation; and Abe J. Platt,
also of B&K Corporation.

NEW YORK - This is Charlie
Ruggles as he appears in the very
amusing Broadway stage play, "The
Pleasure of His Company," and as
he will appear in the Perlberg-
Seaton production, for Paramount,
of this delicious slab of enter-
tainment.

(it will be a warm and nostal-
ic occasion to see Charlie
uggles acting once again in a
Paramount studio. A dollar for
every Paramount picture Charlie
has appeared in would make seme
of us relatively rich).

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Here for
the special invitational premi-
ere of "Don't Give Up the Ship"
for the Navy Department, George
Weltner, Paramount Pictures
vice-president in charge of
world-wide sales, is shown (cen-
tre) with James C. Hagerty,
Press Secretary to President
Eisenhower, at left, and Honor-
able Murray Snyder, Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Public
Affairs.

TORONTO - Four of them got the point — why
didn't Danny? Scene was at the Hollywood The-
atre here, following a screening of "The Five
Pennies" for press, radio, TV, magazines and
the music world. Beginning from the left they
are: Danny Kaye; Bill Summerville, General Man-
ager of B4 F Theatres, Toronto; Nat Taylor,
President, Twentieth Century Theatres,Toronto;
Sidney G. Deneau, Western Sales -Manager; Gordon
Lightstone, General Manager of Paramount in
Canada.

CLEVELAND - Danny Kaye's visit here was
success, the press interviews, screenir

of "The Five Pennies." interviews on behalf
Dot Records and meetings with exhibitors cul
inating in an impressively attended supper
party in the Carter Hotel.

Shown above, at that party, are, from left;
Leonard Mishkind, General Theatre Circuit; Mrs
Leonard Mishkind; Blair Mooney, Co-operative
Theatre Circuit: Mrs. Blair Mooney: Danny Kaye;
Paramount Branch Manager Harry Buxoaum.

NEW YORK - At
the Capitol The-
atre premiere of
"The Five Penn-
ies," noted band
leader Woody
Herman is annou-
ced as an atten-
dee by Master of
Ceremonies Jerry
Marshall,himself
a noted disc
jockey.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN THE STUDIO'S SPORTING PICTURE

The Paramount Studio Club Soft Ball League's Chairman,
Victor Ramirez, reports that the four teams comprising
this year's league are sponsored by Sophia Loren, Hal
Wallis, Jerry Lewis and co-sponsors William Perlberg and
George Seaton. With four games played as of this issue, th

Sophia Loren team has won 3 and lost one; the Jerry Lewis
and Perlberg-Seaton teams have won two and lost two; and
the Hal Wallis team has won only one to date.

Chairman Ramirez, going very much out on a limb, pre-
dicts that the Sophia Loren team is easily ranked as the
team to win. Quite a bit of this optimism reposes in the
pitching skill of Donna Douglas, who seemingly has gotten
plenty of attention elsewhere on this page. Another thesp-

The Jerry Lewis team is trebly
fortunate in having a mascot-pitcher
who is also one of the studio's rising
young stars — Donna Douglas (she re-
cently completed a wonderful role in
Hal Wallis' "Career"). Above, she
talks things over with Scorekeeper
Rosemary McNaulty.

Donna is the first girl to have
ever pitched against a men's team in
Paramount Studio baseball history
and beaten the lade.

During the scene in "One-Eyed Jacks" in
which Marlon Brando horsewbins Karl Malden,
director-star Brando offered a prise of $300 to
the player in the crowd or witnesses to the
act who displayed the best example of "react-
ing." The prize was won by Florine Carlin,who
is here shown receiving the check from Andy
Durkus, unit production manager.

Here's Donna Douglas again (in
white), with Valerie Allen and Pete
Palmer. Pete is now re-creating in
the Paramount film version of "Li'l
Abner" the role he made famous on the
Broadway stage.

This is a goodly portion of the
Hal Wallis Team, wnich is one of the
strongest in the Paramount Studio Club
League despite the fact that their
pitching yet has "to jell."

Standing: Joe T. Moss, Manager A1
Zuniga; Dick Raderman: Ringer, BJ11
Andrews. In front: Ralph Alexander,
Bill Andrews.

(Absent: Actor Bud Pennell, Pitchers
Jim 'Choo-Choo' Rodriguez and Paul
Ramirez)

.

The Jerry Lewis Team cluster happ-
ily around Mascot-Pitcher Donna Doug-
las.

Standing: Actor Bud Russell,Manager
Bob Finally, Donna Douglas, Music Cut-
ter Rocky Moriana, Actor Peter Palmer,
Victor Ramirez. Front: Actor Dick
Stuart, Fred Hakim, Dave Jolsting, of
Jerry Lewis Enterprises. (Missing from
picture: M.V.P. - Earl Ramirez).

ian who proved to be a pinch-
hitter in more ways than one was

Peter Palmer, the "Li'l Abner"
of both stage and screen, who
came to the rescue of the Jerry
Lewis team, and with two strai-
ght victories brought them to
their present 2W-2L standing.
And although the Hal Wallis team

is presently in the "cellar" —
strange things can still happen

This is the first results sheet of
the Studio's Softball League. It is
to be noted from the games played May
14th at Poinsettia Playground, that
there is a "Sophia Loren Team" under
the sponsorship of Sophia Loren and
Carlo Ponti. Also a Hal Wallis Team.

We have been promised a continuity
of Candid camera shots of games dur-
ing the season.
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HAMBURG - Prominently displayed
poster for "Teacher's Pet" in the
Rathaus subway station here. Evidence
elsewhere in this issue testifies to
the comprehensiveness of Germany's
showmanship campaign on the Clark
Gable-Doris Day comedy.

COPENHAGEN — Four suitably attir-
ed Danish girls advertise "The Rain-
maker" in front of the World Theatre,
where real rain has obligingly fallen
in the streets, and where the Hal
Wallis picture is playing inside the
cinema. (See an excellent picture of
the World Cinema, and the showmanship
they applied to "The Rainmaker," on
Page 30;.

TORONTO - There actually is a toilet
soap bearing the name of "Black Orchid."
This fact was brought to light by ace
showman Win Barron i3 the course of his
showmanship campaign in advance of the re-
lease of "Black Orchid" at the Hollywood
Theatre here.

As a result of the discovery, arrange-
ments were made by Barron whereby the
company gave away hundreds of bars of the
soap on the opening day, which made a hit
with the ladies, who tnus got what amounts
to a 'luxury' item in addition to seeing
a very swell picture.

In those areas where the picture yet
has to play, inquiries should be made by
show-minded field representatives as to
whether or not this particular soap is
marketed there.

SHOWMANSHIP IS

THE BEST FRIEND A

THEATRE EVER HAD

ORCHID

snntKHMf:
IttniHiMNiw®

Early among the showmanship items
inspired by "The Five Pennies' is this
"Five Pennies Lucky Charm Band,"

Devised by Paramount's Showmanship
Department, and merchandised by Morns
Rothenberg and Sons of Brooklyn, the
charm band is described in the Special
Promotion Bulletin in the following
terms:

Attractively designed, processed
in sturdy. durable calf-grain vinyl,
the band is a 'natural' gimmi ck,sure
to catch the eve of youngsters , click
with fad-conscious teen-agers and do
an all-out job promoting your show-
ing of Danny Kaye's sparkling new
film.

(U.S. cost: 5^ cents each)

The bulletin contains 11 wonderful
ways in which the charm can be appl-
ied in showmanship campaigns on "The
Five Pennies."

LITTLE ROCK, Arkansas - Gordon
Scott brings tne spirit of "Tarzan's
Greatest Adventure" to this city. He
is greeted on one hand by airline
stewardesses, and on the other by Sgt.
Harold Briggs of the U.S. Marine Corps,
his official escort for the day.

DJAKARTA - This cutout of
Elvis Presley on the facade of
the Cinema Theatre was one of
the many attractions contribut-
ing to the success of "King
Creole" in this Indonesian cap-
ital city. The Presley picture
was given a day-and-date release
in four (1) first-run theatres,
and attracted capacity audiences
in all four.

It was also backed by an
all-encompassing showmanship
campaign which popularized the
songs on the air, and gathered
tremendous newspaper and magaz-
ine space.

BRUSSEI3 - The highest class
stores of this great city were
more than happy to give dignif-
ied window space to suitable
announcements concerning the ad-
vent of "The Black Orchid," co-
starring Sophia Loren and Anth-
ony Quinn. Here in one of the
most fashionable flower stores;
and at top is the Max Factor
window of the city's foremost
department store, Le Bon Marche.
This is showmanship of the high-
est calibre and reflects great
credit on the Paramount public-
ists of Belgium.
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TEACHER'S PET received
a superlative campaign of

r
ublicity and advertising
n Holland.

Particularly outstan-
ding was the pictorial
series carried over many
pages of the eminent
magazine, "Romance."

And of course display
material relating to the
records of Doris Day was
sure-fire in scores of
music and record shops.

VIENNA - Virtually all
the flower shops of this
city had window displays
in behalf of "the Black
Orchid." Here's a typical
one in behalf of the
Sophia Loren-Anthony Quinn
romantic film.

VIENNA - This massive
poster for "The Black
Orchid" was on display far
a full month prior to the
opening of the picture in
this city.

3-S-S-S-S-HHHi

Mystery, quite appro-
priately, will surround
the production of Alfred
Hitchcock's next pict-
ure. Filmland's master
of mystery and suspense
is allowing his propen-
sity for such subject
matter to carry over in-
to the workaday aspects
of film making.

This much is known:
the production is untit-
led; it will be his most
shocking picture; it

will start filming at an
undisclosed location
somewhere in the south-
western U.S. early in

September; Hitchcock re-
fuses to disclose the
source material or story
line.

Better let's wait,huh

I

MARLON BRANDO HEEFT EEN
DER GROOTSTE PARAMOUNT
FILMS ALLER TIJDEN
GEMAAKT

****************
Zoveel weten wij thans al "One-Eyed
Jacks" is een magnifieke film. Magnifiek
zowel wat betreft het verhaal, de wijze
van akteren en de fotografie. Het is eeh*
film die tijdens de produktie heel wat
spanningen teweeg gebracht heeft en er is
over deze film, toen men met de opnamen
bezig was, zeer critisch geschreven. Loch,
zoals bij alle dingen — het bewijs ligt
in het consumeren, en het bewije is een
rijk en zeer zeldzaam onthaal. Marlon
Brando heeft zowel als hoofdrolspeler en
als regisseur strak aan zijn overtuiging-
en vastgehouden en heeft een stuk film-
drama geproduceerd

, dat te alien tijde een
van de hoogtepunten van onze industrie

OFF TO VIENNA FOR "OLYMPIA"

PARIS - Maurice Chevalier (looking younger
and spryer than ever) and Sophia Loren, board
an Air France plane for Vienna, where they
joined the filming of "Olympia," which began
shooting June 8th. Also in this photograph are
Marcel Came' (right), director of the French
film, "^es Tricheurs," and Roland Lesaffre and
Andre'a Parisy, co-stars of the same picture.

zal blijven. De titel (zoals alle kaart-
spelers wel weten), refereert aan de twee

kaarten in een spel, waarbij de boer slechts

een oog zichtbaar heeft. De wereld weet wat

er in dit oog is, doch is onkundig van de

bedoelingen, die in het verborgen oog lig-

gen. Dit soort kleurrijke karakters vindt
men in deze dynamische film, die een nieuw

hoofdstuk zal toevoegen aan de filmsucces-
sen zodra deze film in roulatie zal gaan.

Als dit nummer verschijnt is "The Five

Pennies" reeds in roulatie in vele Ameri-
kaanse en Canadese steden en de eerste
reakties, die wij ontvingen toen het num-

raer ter perse ging, waren overweldigende
bewijzen, dat deze Danny Kaye film een

waarlijke kampioen is. Tijdens de voor-

AMSTERDAM - A
very fine music
store window in
the heart of the
city devoted to
the songs and
the artistry of
Frank Sinatra
in "The Joker
Is Wild." Card
in the fore-
ground indicates
theatre showing
the Paramount
picture

•ihhhhhhw-

vertoningen, die in de afgelopen maand
overal in de Ver. Staten werden gdhouden,
kreeg de film een enorme bijval, die

recht uit het hart was gegrepen, zowel
van de zijde van exploitanten , critici,
disc jockeys, regerings-officials als van
het gewone filmpubliek. Intussen zit Danny
Kaye in Australie waar hij een lange
reeks voorstellingen geeft, en terwijl
hij daar is zal ook de film in premiere
gaan. Danny heeft in het verleden reeds
vele triomfen gevierd, doch deze zijn
niets vergeleken bij dit boven alles uit-
stekende en hartverwarmende succes door
hem met "The Five Pennies" behaald.

Verandering van leiderschap in de Para-
mount studio heeft vele eerbewijzen aan
Mr. Y. Frank Freeman gebracht voor zijn
toegewijde werk gedurende de afgelopen
twintig jaar, terwijl men alom zeer in-
genomen is met President Barney Balaban's
besluit de leiding van de studio over te
dragen aan Mr. Jack Karp. In de komende
maanden zullen vele uitbreidingen \an ver-
rijkende betekenis plaatsvinden , en zij
zullen alle gericht zijn op het belang van
het Paramount produkt van de nabije toe-
komst

.

Een hiervan is reeds geschied, nl. het
tekenen van een nieuw kontrakt tussen Mel*
Schavelson en Jack Rose voor de produktie
van maximaal 9 films in de komende jaren.
Dit duo maakte ook "The Five Pennies" en
zij zijn thans in ItaliS bezig met de voor-
bereidingen van "Bay of Naples" met Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren en Lilli Palmer.

Wederom verheugt het ons zeer uiting te
geven aan onze grenzeloze bewondering voor
het bijzonder hoge gehalte van showmanship-
bewijzen in zo vele delen van de wereld.
Ons redactie-bureatfwordt er mee overstroomd
en wij kunnen slechts een zeer klein deel
van hetgeen wij ontvangen plaatsen. Doch
er is geen twijfel aan het initiatief, de

ondernemingsgeest en vindingri jkheid, die

men in praktisch elk land waar Paramount
films vertoond worden, ten toon spreidt.
Internationaal showmanship heeft nog nooit
op zo 'n hoog plan gestaan als thans en wij

zijn er zeer trots op te bedenken, dat het

bijzondere hiervan is, dat dit alles be-

trekking heeft op het Paramount product.

En niet alleen op bepaalde films, doch op

&lle films. Want niets is meer waar dan het

feit, dat iedere film showmanship facetten
bezit, en het is de verstandige publici-
teitsman, die deze facetten ontdekt en er

profijt van trekt en er zijn voordeel mee

doet.
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Some parts of the world are

SALES CAMPAIGN OF
PARAMOUNT'S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
MOUNTS STEADILY

givinc a terrific impetus to
the release of the 411-Time
Greatest productions. 4 case
in point is Germany. Some of
their evidence is on this

While the emphasis this month would seem
to be on Germany, the fact remains that all
parts of the Paramount international world
are demonstrating a full realization of the
immense revenue potential of the All-Time-
Greatest productions, and seem determined
to translate these potentials into reality.

P 0 9 e . A g r e 9 1 deal more is in

their campaign books vying for
the prizes in the ’’Lives of A

Bengal Lancer” contest.

t>eA/v

MARTINi

FRANKFURT - A strong bid for lead-
ership in the showmanship contest on
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" is being
made by the German Paramounteers . The
street-postering job shown above is
but one of a host contained in their
campaign evidence already submitted.

HAL WALLIS
PRODUCTION

JUMPING jacks1YV —
flONA FREEMAN - DON DeFORE ROBERT STRAUS5
.-teoUui — a intkanfrk fca arte

The colors in
this "Jumping Jacks"
poster are as com-
pelling as its very
comical theme.

Oie of the many
assets of the All-
Time-Greatest films
is the boxoffice
power of their casta.
Here at right are
the cast toppers of
"Streets of Laredo,"
one of the upcoming
releases in the in-
ternational market.
The quartette are:
William Holden,Mac-
donald Carey, Mona
Freeman and William
Bendix.

FRANKFURT - The special standee
developed by the Paramounteers of
Germany for "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
has been put to a hundred or more
uses. Here's its utilization for free
window decoration and as a counter
exhibit in music and record stores.

LES TUNIQUES ECARLATES

UNE AVENTURE DE BUFFALO BILL

pApiriT-FypDFCC

L'ODYSSEE DU DOCTEUR WASSELL

LE SIGNE DE LA CROIX

LES NAUFRAGEURS DES MERS DU SUO

LES CONQUERANTS D’UN NOUVEAU MONDE

ct Ic plus grand succcs universe! de tous les lemps "LES DIX
. COMMANDEMENTS continue sa prodigieusc camere.

Pendant la saison prochame, dam toutc l Europc, des oeuvres
d un des plus grands producteurs-realisateurs seront vues ou
revues par des millions de spectateurs puisque Ton va projeter
dc nouveau certains chefs-d'oeuvre de Cecil B DeMille, lels que :

Lei Films Paramount sont fieri

que la Cinematheque Fran<aise

rende un hommage a la memoire

Jr Cectl B De Mille le

Jeudi 14 Mai. au Palais du

Festival.

Trade publication advertisement published
at the time of the Cannes Film Festival, 1959.

Cannes Film Festival
Tri bute to Mr.DeMi lie

On May LLth, the French Film Library,
which is under the direction of the French
Government, paid a special tribute to the mem-
ory of Cecil F>. DeMille. This was the first
occasion in the existence of the Cannes Festi-
val that such homage was paid to a film direc-
tor, and the tribute was all the greater by
being paid at a time when the Festival usually
is completely occupied with the showing of the
competitive pictures.

The tribute took the form of a series of
spoken eulogies to Mr. DeMille before a packed
theatre, the reading of a most unusual tribute
written by M. Jean Cocteau, the French Academ-
ician, and the showing of excerpts from these
DeMille productions — "The Cheat," Joan the
Woman," "Male and Female," the first version
of "The Ten Commandments," "Union Pacific,"
"The Greatest Show on Earth" and the new vers-
ion of "The Ten Commandments."

The entire presentation was a complete and
gratifying success, and a fine tribute to the
achievements of the greatest film producer the
world has known.
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Product
News.

Daisy Mae in the Par-

amount screen version of

"Li'l Abner" will be

played by Leslie Parrish.

Several members of the
Broadway version of the

A1 Capp cartoon strip
will be seen in the film
— including Peter Pal-

mer, Stubby Kaye, Julie
Newmar and Alan Carney..
Ellen Corby, TV actress
last seen in a Paramount
picture in "Vertigo, "has

been cast in Jerry

Lewis' "Visit To a Small
Planet" Melville
Shavelson is in Italy in

connection with the film
production of "Bay of

Naples," a Shavelson-
Eose production starring
Clark Gable and Sophia
Loren.

"Heller With A Gun"
contains a batch of elec-
trifying performances. In
addition to the great work
by co-stars Sophia Loren
and Anthony Quinn, this
unusual drama of the gold-
fevered West has an un-
forgettable characteriza-
tion etched by Steve
Forrest, who 13 shown here
with Sophia.

Forrest, who is certain
to be hailed as one of the
great additions to the
screen for 1959, already
has been cast by Dino De
Laurentiis for a top role
in the upcoming "Jovanka."

A cynic is just a man
who found out when he
was about 10 that there
wasn't any Santa Claus,
and he 's still upset.

-Janes Gould Cozaans

Kathryn Ward (Lilli Palmer), Russell Wara
(Clark Gable) and Roy Morton (Tom Duggan) all
have their own ideas as to what Eleanor Brown
(Carroll Baker) is doing in Mr. Ward's bed —
but you'll have to wait until you have a most
happy viewing of "But Not For Me" in order to
find out.

MARLON BRANDO FEZ PARA
A PARAMOUNT UM DOS
MAI ORES FILMES AINDA
VISTOS. OUTRAS NOTAS

*

Dlsto estamoe eertoa — "Cno-2yed Jacks" e

uma produqao magnffica. Magnfflca por tree an-
gulos dlferentes - o argumento, a drama tic ida-

de, e a fotografla. 4 uma fita qua paasou, du-

rante a sue produqao , por multas proves, tendo-

se por easa ocasiao, eacrito varlos artlgoa de

crftlca extremamente aeveros. Mas o resultado
deaaa preaaao foi compensador. . . rico e airpre-

endente. Marlon Brando, como protagoniata e ao

mesmo tempo seu diretor, manteve-ae firms (Han-

ts de suaa convicqoes e aaalm produziu uma fi-

ta realmente pinacular da historla do cinema

—

uma raredade. Quanto ao tltulo, como sabe todo

mundo que Joga cartas, se refere a duas cartas
do baralho -- os vale tea — nas quels as figu-

res so tem urn olho visfvel. Naqueles olhos re-

fletem-ae deaejoa e lntenqoes, mas ninguem aa-

be, como no caao da outra faoe da lua, o que o

outro lado guards no seu mleterlo. Dai a dlni-

mlca signifieaqao doa motivoa deate films.

### 0 filme "The Five Pennies" J& foi estreado

am varies cldadea amerloanaa, e no Canada tam-

bem. S A medlda que estamos encerrando esta e-

dlqao, as notfcias que noa chegam s3o todas de

alto entuslasmo pelo exlto obtido. Prova-ee de

maneira definitive que a tragi -comedia de Dan-

ny Kaye e um numero vencedor, uma fita de prl-

melra llnha. Nas multiples exlbiqoea reallza-
das no pafa flcou demonstrado o entuslasmo do

publico por esta original produqao. Nesaa pro-

funda manlfestaqao a apoio a nova fita tomaram

parte exlbldores, crftlcos, representantes afi-

clals e elementoa de cineantas. Snquanto lsto,

Danny Kaye se acha na Australia, levando a cabo
uma campanba de publlcidade para o lanqamento
do films. Danny conseguiu muitos trlunfoa ci-

nemotograflcoa no passado, mas nZo ha nada po-

sltlvamente que ae compare com 4ate filme mag*

nffico na sue longa linha de produqoes.

§ Com a'recente mudanqa qua se deu nadireqffo

do Estudio Paramount em Hollywood, Mr.Y.Frank

-

Freeman foi objeto de calorosoa elogioa peloa

vinte e clnco anos que dedioou & gema da noasa

produqao, ao mesmo tempo que recebeu a cabal e

entualasta aprovaqao do Preaidente Barney Ba-

laban a escolha de Mr. Jack Karp para asaumir

Ingrid Bergman
story, "A Child Is Waiting." Mr. Mann will

adapt his story for the screen and it will be
produced for Paramount by the team of Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank. One of the producers
will direct and the picture will be filmed in
England this fall or early next year.

a direqao do Bstudio. Muitas outrae mudanqaa a

alteracoea terao lugar no Estudio, no decorrer

dos proxiraos meaes, e todos serao para a abso-

luta melhoria da noasa produqao. Um dos pri-
meiros atos do novo administrador foi o contra

to assinado com Mel Shavelson e Jack Rosa para

a produqao de um maxirao de 9 fitas, nos proxi-

mos varlos anos. Esses sao os homens que fil-

maram "The Five Pennies" e que estao agora em-

penhados na Italia na reallzaqao do filme de-

nomlnada "Bay of Naples, com Clark Gable, S o-

phia Loren e Lilli Palmer.

### Uma vez mais expresaamos nosaa alta apre-

claqao pelo elevado calibre de Showmanship que

Ja foi demonstrado em varias partes do mundo a

a qua se refere o artlgo publicado em a devlda

aeqao desta revista. ^ nosso departamento edi-

torial esta cheio de documentaqao dessas gran-

dee campanhas. Infelizmente, devldo & falta de

espaqo, nao podemos fazer uso do material de q.

dlspomoa. Ties nao ha duvlda que os proceaaoa de

apresentaqao deram magnfficoa resultadoa. Real-

mente, o Showmanship internacional nunca esters

em tanta voga como agora e temos prazer em ob-

server que os melhores exemplos dos melhores e

convlncentes lanqos de Showmanship se referem a

fitas da Paramount. Na verdade, nao se pode ne-

gar que toda produqao, seja qual for, sempre ha

nela um angulo por onde pode ser anunciada com

vantegens tan to para o publico como para a com-

panhia.

(Suite de la'page 12)

"THE FIVE PENNIES" et qui sont actuellement en
Italie pour y preparer le tournage de: "LA BA IE
DE NAPLES", avec Clark Gable, Sophia Loren et:
Lilli Palmer.

Encore une foia, nous sommes heureux d' ex-

primer 1' admiration sans borne que nous 4prou-

vons pour les merveilleux efforts publicitairea I

accomplis dans de si nombreux pays. Notre Redac- 1

tion croule sou3 le poids de toutes leB pireuvea
j

tangibles qui lui parviennent et dont malheureu-
j

sement nous ne pouvons reproduire qu'une petite
j

partie. II est certain en tout caa que noun ap- [I

pr6cions k leur juste valeur l'initiative ,
l'ea-

prit d'entreprise et 1 'imagination d4plcy4a dans

tous les pays ou l'on montre les films Paramount l

pour le plus grand plaisir des spectateura. Ja-

mais le niveau international de la publicite n'a

4te aus8i eleve qu'4 l'heure actuelle et nous b®-

mes fier de oonatater que c'eat la publicity de
j'

Paramount qui vient en tSte. Et il ne a'agit paa

seulement de la publicite faite pour certains 1

films ,
mais de la publicite faite pour tous lea

films quel que soit leur genre, tant il a'at vrai

que tous les films poss&dent des possibilites

d 'exploitation publicitaire. Le veritable pibli- !

ciste les d4couvre et en tire le meilleur avan-

tage.
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CHICAGO - Distributors
and exhibitors in an
unexplained arms-folded
'routine' at the recent
Summer Boxoffice Festival
here. Reading from left:
Branch Manager Bob Allen,
Sam Block (B&K), Para.v-p
George Weltner, Nate Platt
and Richard Balaban (B&K)
and Mid-Western Division
Manager A1 Taylor.

NEW YORK - A charming

picture of Mrs. Danny

Kaye (Sylvia Fine) as she

was being announced by

master of ceremonies Jeny

Marshall at the Capitol

Theatre premiere of her

husband ' s heart-winning
picture, "The Five Ibnnies."

Carolyn Jones is to
be seen in two very fine
Hal Wallis productions in

the coming months - "Last
Train From Gun Hill" and
"Career."

A grouch escapes so
many little annoyances
that it almost pays to be
one.

-Kin Hubbard

BRANCH NEWS From Page 2U

oi' busy little "Cajuns" ever since the middle
of March, when we were notified we would take
over the Memphis Branch. With the closing of
Memphis and our assumption of their operation,
we have added employees, We'd like to intro-
duce these new people to our "Paramount World".

Jane Marie Cunningham, Booking Steno ferapher

Bill Chauvin, Booker's Assistant
Ned Rucker, Booker's Assistant
Lorraine Lott, Booker's Assistant
Travis Carr, former Memphis salesman, is

now booking and also makes periodic booking
trips to Memphis. Travis returned with over
500 feature booking dates. Dave Richoux was
promoted from booker's assistant to student
booker.

Mr. Howard Nicholson remained in Memphis
and is acting as Resident Sales Manager, hand-
ling all large circuits in the area. Mr. Tom
Donahue is also working out of Memphis as sales-
man .

Last week we screened 3 pictures scheduled
for early Summer release and had a wonderful
turnout from film people, newspaper, TV and
radio representatives. We are looking forward
to having these features in release. At the
present time our bookers and salesmen are con-

centrating on our "Paramount Weeks" which this
year are July 15 through July ^8.

We have been having a lot of activity in

the families of our employees. Della Favre's

son, "Butch" was married on April 6. Ann Bul-

encie's 7-year old daughter has the mumps and

Ann has her fingers crossed, hoping she doesn't

get them. Travis Carr is sweating out the ar-

rival of the stork. Joan Escarra, Branch Man-

ager's secretary, and her two little ones took

off for the Gulf Coast and spent 2 days of doing

nothing but taking in the sun.

Our congratulations to Jane McDonnell

who has been elected to the Board of Directors

of WOMPI for the 2nd successive year and Della

Favre, Ass't. Cashier, who has been elected

2nd Vice-President of the WOMPI Hew Orleans

group. Speaking of the WOMPI 's, they enter-

tained all of the bosses in the New Orleans

^area at their annual "Bossed luncheon on May

20 at the Jung Hotel.
—Clyde Daigle

B 3 ST 0 N Things are looking very different
in the Boston Branch these days. Last week
we had a visit from Mr. George Schur, head of
Paramount operations and Mr. John u. Moore,
Division Manager. Henry Germaine also came
to Boston from New Haven for a few days.

With Mr. Schur' s arrival things really
popped. We heve re-fumished the entire of-
fice with furniture from Oklahoma. We have
changed the office around for greater effic-

John Sigmund Weltner, son of George Weltner,
vice-president of Paramount Pictures Corp., in
charge of world sales, was married on Sunday,
June 6th, in Brookline, Mass., to Linda Riverly

Holbert of Worcester.

iency. We were very happy to see Mr. Schur
who gave us great assistance in making chan-
ges. We are all happy with the new set-up
and hope to get a large increase in business
with the more friendly atmosphere in the
Branch.

Vacations are coming and everyone is
planning a trip. Etta Glazin, booker, made
a trip to New York for a week's visit, and
others are planning trips to various resorts.
With the summer coming, everyone in the
Branch is enthusiastic about the great pro-
duct we will have.

—Robert J. Moore

NEW YO R K | Aiex Fodor is spending his vaca-
tion in Hollywood visiting his old friend Mi-
chael Curtiz. Alex and Michael's friendship
dates back to the days when Alex handled pub-
licity for the Paramount Branch in Hungary.

Welcome to Stanley Tulanowski, who has
joined our ranks in the booking department.

—Gene Newman

IBUFFALQ1 We have the distinctibn of having
the newest branch manager and secretary, the

newest salesman, cashier, booker's stenographer

and receptionist in the company, we think.

These positions are filled by Michael Jusko,

Pat Walke, John Serfustino, Norma Mosier* Jan

Kinsman and Mary Ann Tidd respectively. Our

office has enough new blood in its veins, min-

gled with the old, to vitalize it into becom-

ing one of the leading branches in our company

as evidenced by the standing in the Golden

Opportunity drive of 1959. We are go, go, go-

ing to win this drive, or at least make a su-

per effort to win.

Helen Huber, our ex-cashier recently re-

tired after 35 years of service, came in this

past week sporting a sun tan.

Pat Walke, our new branch manager's sec-

retary reported to work after a long weekend

up in Montreal, with a very light and shining

third finger left hand graced with a diamond.

Mike Jusko is covering the territory in

a sleek Ford convertible, black, sporty and a

real contract gatherer.

Norma Mosier and John Serfustino both

have moved to new apartments, and we are all

waiting for housewarmings Frank Saviola

is making like Chris Herter with the cane

while going around the territory We're

all looking forward to seeing Howard (Redfox)

Smidt on his monthly visit to our headquarters,

from the hinterlands and wilds of Albany.

Everyone here is fired with an enthusiasm

to win the Golden Opportunity Drive.

—Frank Saviola

We here in the Windy City wish to

extend a hearty greeting (if belatedly) to

Mr. A1 Taylor. We hope that he will be most

happy in his new~home and assure him that we

ell will do our utmost to make him feel welcomi

....TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH. ALONG
WITH SEVERAL BRANCH NEWS DESPATCHES
SQUEEZED OUT OF THIS ISSUE.
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"TARZAN ,V

S GREATEST ADVENTURE"
DESTINED TO SWING FROM HIGH
GROSS TO HIGH GROSS AROUND
THE WORLD

"Vast Appeal to Family
Audiences "

London's "Daily Cinema," reviewing "Tart-

an's Greatest Adventure" following its trade

showing at the Plaza Theatre, summed the pic-
ture up,in these sizzling terms:

RATING: Cracking and bloodthirsty adventure
yarn for kids of all ages. .. .Gordon Scott

is a fine Tarzan . . .J ohn Guillermin directed
with tremendous gusto a product of vast

appeal to family audiences!

The powerful and enduring appeal
of "Tarzan" has been realistically
demonstrated this month by the per-
sonal appearance swing of Gordon
Scott through the Southern U. S.

states. Under the skilled guidance

of field representative Leonard
Allen, Scott brought the "Tarzan"
characterization first to Little
Rock, Arkansas, where he received a

spontaneous, rip-roaring reception.
Then on to Memphis, Nashville and
Birmingham, with his schedule embr-
acing every practical phase of show-
manship. Next through both of the
Carolinas, to Virginia - a tour that

is "grass-roots" in every ticket-
selling sense.

Spirit of the tour is best summed
in the following final paragraph of
Leonard Allen's wire received just

as we prepared to go to press:

"Scott continues doing a wonder-
ful selling job in all interviews
and autograph sessions. These
have far exceeded all expectations
as he is literally mobbed. He is
the most cooperative, patient,
hard-working personality I have
ever toured with."

"TARZAN" CO-STAR IN LONDON

When "Tarzan' s Greatest Adventure"
was trade shown at the Plaza Theatre
earlier this month, the thrill film's
leading lady, Sara Shane, was in Lon-
don. So Tony Reddin had her attend the
showing and meet some of the Paramount
men who'll be selling the film. Here
she is shown with Max Gayton, manager
of the Plaza, at left; Oswald Croft,
head office sales executive; and
Douglas Abbey, London branch manager.

(LEFT) Here are Tarzan (Gordon Scott)
and Angie (Sara Shane) - the jungle
and the city - meeting on the common
level of man and woman.

The grand old box-office
cry of "Tarzan" is ringing out
again, as Gordon Scott sounds it

in "Tarzan 's Greatest Adventure."
This is a new Tarzan — but the
ingredients that made his films
ace boxoffice over several dec-
ades, are in this film more
potently than ever.
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You'd all better start

learning that "Tarzan"
whoop of tr i umph

thi ngs are really

beginning to sizzle and

crackle
for

PARAMOUN

Printed In the U.S.A.

Just as we go to press comes wore
from more than 20 national release
centres in the United States that

"T ARZAN

'

S GREATEST ADVENTURE" has
been released to a measure of box-
office success far, far beyond even
the wildest expectations This
made- i n- Af r i ca thriller is the rip-
roaringest, thunder i ngest , most
dad-blasted 'sleeper' this company
ever released. And what"s being reg-
istered by it in the United States
will be repeated clear around the
whole wide-eyed world.





PARAMOUNT ftORLO4 HIT PICTURES
STACKING THE B.O.

GROSSES IN U.S.A.

DON'T GIVE UP THE
S H I P is not only the most popular of all the
Jerry Levis solo comedies, but is already set to
establish a 'money record' for all comedies that
Jerry has been in. No funfilm has ever been more
entitled to be referred to as a Walloping Winner
than DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP.

HILL is proving to be the 'sock' attraction
that Hal Wallis planned it to be, with millions
of fans buying the standout performances given
by Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn, Carolyn Jones,
Earl Holliman, Brad Dexter, Brian Hutton and
Zlva Rodann. A big picture, packed with punch.

The Cover....
Expressed here by Carroll

Baker, Clark Gable and Lilli
Palmer, are the light-hearted-
ness and gaiety of "But Not
For Me one of the happiest
pictures Paramount has ever
Released.

2

The WALL STREET JOURNAL of July 29th carried
a most important two-column despatch on the pow-
erful upbeat trend in motion picture attendance
in the United States. Stressing the importance
was the fact that this upbeat had continued for

the fourth successive month, and was expected to
maintain its forward trend.

Such a trend is not to be wondered at when
one views product of the calibre of that shown

on this page; and when one knows of the still
finer Paramount product rapidly coming forward.

THE PIVE PENNIES has spelled
out to the nation the fact that Danny Kaye is
the most talented all-around performer the mot-
ion picture screen has to offer today. It is do-
ing truly wonderful business for the simple
reason that it is a wonderful picture, present-
ing all the entertainment a fan could want.

TARZAN'S GREATEST ADV-
ENT U R E is proving to also be the greatest
box-office adventure many exhibitors throughout
the land have experienced in a long time. This
filmed-in-Africa TARZAN is not only making exh-

ibitors happy, but is having them direct the

bookers to set the picture in for a repeat.
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Paramount world

"THE FIVE PENNIES" IS
A RESOUNDING HIT IN AUS-
TRALIA, EVEN AS DANNY

KAYE HIMSELF IS AN ENORMOUS PERSONAL SUCCESS IN
BOTH SYDNEY AND MELBOURNE "CAREER," LATEST
HAL WALLIS DRAMATIC THUNDERBOLT, PREVIEWED WITH
SOLID SUCCESS IMPACT AT STAMFORD (Conn.)

HAL WALLIS HIMSELF LEAVES FOR ANNUAL BUSINESS TOUR OF EUROPE IN SEARCH
OF NEW BOX-OFFICE PROPERTIES AND NEW PERSONALITIES, AND PARTICULARLY TO
STUDY AUDIENCE TRENDS A SMALL PENNSYLVANIA THEATRE, THE CENTURY,
REPORTED AS FOLLOWS: "THIS THEATRE NORMALLY PLAYS PICTURES FIRST RUN,
AND THE HIGHEST GROSS ON RECORD TN THE LAST THREE YEARS WAS $2051. 'THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS' IN 7 DAYS GROSSED $2769. THIS IS THE FOURTH TIME THE PICTURE PLAYED IN" THIS

AREA." NO WONDER ED CHUMLEY IS GLOWING THESE DAYS PARAMOUNT HAS SIGNED THE SENSATIONAL

YOUNG SINGER, BOBBY DARIN, AND HAS WONDERFUL PLANS IN STORE FOR HIM. HIS RECORDS ARE IN THE

1,000,000-SALES CLASS DRIVE-IN ENGAGEMENTS ARE OFFERING A SCORE OR MORE PROOFS DAILY THAT,

IN" THE WORDS OF ED CHUMLEY, "WE HAVE AND ARE HANDLING IN ‘THE TEN COMMANDMENTS' THE GREATEST

NEWS

GROSSING MOTION PICTURE OF ALL TI

FIGHT AT THE OoK. CORRAL" HAD GROSS!

ME."
SED i

NEAL EAST HAS REPORTED A CASE FROM OREGON WHEREIN "GUN-

$274, AND "HOLLYWOOD OR BUST" HAD GROSSED $347, BUT THE

SEVEN DAYS OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" HAD GROSSED $3414 — AND THIS FOLLOWING AN EARLIER 7-DAY

ENGAGEMENT OF THE DE MILLE PICTURE AT THE TOWN'S SMALL CONVENTIONAL THEATRE ....THE WORD

CONTINUES TO MOUNT IN INTENSITY REGARDING THE MAGIC OF MARLON BRANDO'S "ONE-EYED JACKS." THERE

IS EXPECTATION THAT THE PICTURE WILL BE PREVIEWED VERY SHORTLY EVIDENCE OF THE "LIVES OF A

BENGAL LANCER" CONTINUES TO PILE IN FROM OVERSEAS OFFICES. THIS IS PROVING TO BE A MOST INTERES-

TING SHOWMANSHIP CONTEST DINO DE LAURENTIIS HAS "JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS" IN FULL SWING

IN YUGOSLAVIA, WITH SILVANA MANGANO IN THE LEAD, AND ONE OF THE MOST DYNAMIC CASTS ASSEMBLED IN

A LONG TIME. LATER SCENES WILL BE FILMED IN ROME GEORGE SEATON AND WILLIAM PERLBERG IN

FINAL STAGES OF PREPARATIONS FOR FILMING "THE RAT RACE," WHICH HAS A BROADWAY LOCALE. CAST IS

HEADED BY TONY CURTIS AND DEBBIE REYNOLDS THE FOLLOWING PRESS RELEASE WENT OUT JULY 31:

"DRIVE-IN THEATRES PLAYING 'THE TEN COMMANDMENTS ' THIS SUMMER ARE DOING WITH THAT PICTURE AN

AVERAGE OF FOUR TO FIVE TIMES NORMAL BUSINESS, ACCORDING TO STATISTICS FURNISHED BY EXHIBITORS,

IT IS REPORTED BY EDWARD G. CHUMLEY, PARAMOUNT'S DOMESTIC SALES MANAGER FOR THE CECIL B.DeMILLE
PRODUCTION. A TOTAL OF 1,613 BOOKINGS OF THE PICTURE IN" U.S. DRIVE-INS DURING THIS JULY AND

AUGUST IS ANNOUNCED. THIS COMPARES WITH 365 'TEN COMMANDMENTS' DRIVE-IN" BOOKINGS IN THE 1958
SUMMER SEASON" 2 OVERSEAS PRODUCTIONS ARE REPORTED AS EXCELLENT BOX-OFFICE POSSIBILIT-
IES. "A TOUCH OF LARCENT," WITH VERA MILES, JAMES MASON AND GEORGE SANDERS HAS BEEN COMPLETED

AND SEEN - AND THE VIEWERS LOVED IT. "BREATH OF SCANDAL," NOW FILMING IN ROME (see below) IS

REPORTED AS BEING DELICIOUS FILM FARE, WITH SOPHIA LOREN NEVER MORE FETCHING, AND MAURICE
CHEVALIER NEVER MORE BEGUILING PAGE 29 OF THIS
ISSUE CARRIES EMOTIQNS-TINGLING PROOF THAT MANY OF

THE PARAMOUNT TERRITORIES ARE IN FOR A TREAT WITH
THE HIGH-SPEED FRENCH COMEDY, "FAIBLES FEMMES"..
FIRST OF OUR FEATURES OF THE NEW DIVISIONS OF PARA-
MOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION APPEARS THIS ISSUE. IT

COVERS DOT RECORDS. OTHER DIVISIONS WILL APPEAR EACH
MONTH WHEN YOU TURN THE PAGE YOU'LL ENCOUNTER
THE IMPACT OF THE NEW PARAMOUNT OPTIMISM. IT STEMS •

FROM PRODUCT, PLANS AND PURPOSEFULNESS, ALL OF THEM
SYNONYMOUS WITH PARAMOUNT THESE DAYS EXCERPT
FROM A REPORT ON "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" FROM INDIAN-
APOLIS VIA DIVISION MANAGER A. R. TAYLOR: "I DO NOT
BELIEVE IT NECESSARY TO CLUTTER UP A LETTER WITH
COMPARISONS FOR THE REASON THAT I BELIEVE ALL OF YOU
KNOW INDIANAPOLIS WELL ENOUGH TO KNOW THAT IF TO
DATE IN THESE 3 DRIVE-INS WE HAVE A TOTAL GROSS OF

$26,022, IT IS A FANTASTIC SUM OF MONEY." THAT IS
THE TENOR OF JUST ABOUT EVERY REPORT THESE DAYS ON
THE TRULY FABULOUS BUSINESS OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS,"
NOT ONLY IN THE U.S. -CANADA, BUT WORLD-WIDE.

Maurice, the father, and Sophia, the
daughter, waltz a "Breath of Scandal"
into a delicious comedy. Mr. Chevalier
and Miss Loren were never more charming.
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<TjT\ ESOUNDING FAITH in the future of Para-

mount and unbounded optimism in our

policies of film production and distrib-j

ution have been voiced several times of late

by the company’s president, Barney Balaban.lt

was in this vein that he addressed the stock-

holders of the company several weeks ago; and

it was in this spirit that he spoke at the

Canadian meeting held in New York just a few

weeks ago. Still later, his viewpoint was

crystalized in a Dow Jones News Service desp-

atch distributed to the top newspapers throu-

ghout the land. In the course of this Dow

Jones report, Mr. Balaban said that he “is

satisfied with the number of films the compary

has in its backlog for release. . .We’re in ex-

tremely good shape into the third quarter of

I960," he said. He also told of the towering

business continuing to be done by "The Ten

Commandments" all around the world.

Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-

oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York,.U.S.A.

Issued' by and for members of the Paramount organizat-

ion around the world who believe in the entertainment

appeal of their motion pictures, television and allied

products and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Volume 5 ,
Number 7 July-August, 1959

wNDEVIATING SERVICE to company, mankind

and community brings still another recog-

nition of Y. Frank Freeman in the scene

depicted above. On July 22nd, California law-

makers paid tribute to Mr. Freeman in two of

his many capacities — Paramount Pictures

vice-president and board chairman of the Asso-

ciation of Motion Picture Producers. In the

picture, Mr. Freeman is offering thanks for

the action in which Assemblyman Charles Conrad

had presented hito with an illuminated copy of

a House Resolution commending him for his more

than 20 years of service in California to his

corporation, his city and state. The citation

also made note of Mr. Freeman's many other

notable activities.
Scene of the presentation was the studio

commissary of Paramount, with the host being
Jack Karp, Paramount vice-president in charge
of the studio. Shown in the picture, from tne
left: Jack Cooper, Paramount; Duke Wales .Stud-
io Publicity Directors Committee; Assemblyman
Charles Conrad; Mr. Freeman; Mr. Karp; Alfred
P. Chamie, Secretary and Treasurer of the
AMPP; Kent Redwine, representative of the AMPP.

Infectious optimism was manifested by Presi-
dent Barney Balaban at the Canadlan-US meeting
in New York on July 16-17. Reading from the lift

are: Paramount International President James E.
Perkins, Canadian General Manager Gordon Light-
stone; Mr. Balaban: Adolph Zukor. Chairman of
the Board; Sidney G. Deneau, Chairman of the
Meeting. Foreground, back to camera, Edward
Chumley in charge or "Ten Commandments” sales.
United States and Canada.

THIS WAS THE
key-noting senti-
ment in a 4-page

trade paper ann-
ouncement marking
the 15th year of

Hal Wallis' assoc-

iation with Para-

mount o Also noted
was the fact that

the 16th year al-

ready is 'in work'

and the 17th year

is in preparation.

It has been one

Habpy Anniversary

to

7/6// /{////*

and to

Hal B. Wallis and Joseph H. Hazen

and their Organization

on the occasion of their

15th year of independent

production...

Our sincere best wishes

for many more happy

and productive years with

of the happiest associations in all the long

history of the motion picture, and it has pro-

duced a host of towering hit pictures. Many

many more are certainly in store.
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U. S. - CANADA
PARAMOUNT TIE
IS STRENGTHENED

SIDNEY G. DENEAU HEADS
COORDINATED ORGANIZATION

Utilization of management serv-

ices, including personnel and facil-

ities, of Paramount Film Distribut-

ing Corporation in connection with

the distribution and promotion of

Paramount pictures in the Dominion

of Canada by Paramount Film Service

Ltd. of Canada to a greater extent

than previously, was announced on

July 13th by George Weltner, Param-

ount Pictures vice-president in

charge of worldwide sales.
These management services and supervision

will be under the direction of Sidney G.Deneau,
vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing
Corporation. Mr. Gordon Lightstone will continue

to function in his capacity as general manager
of Paramount Film Service Ltd. of Canada.

Mr. Weltner stated that the closer coordin-
ation of the Canadian and domestic organizations

is "being effected to enable the Paramount Film
Service Ltd. of Canada, comprised of six Canad-
ian branches, to be of greater service to Can-
adian exhibitors particularly in the area of
sales planning, advertising and exploitation of

Paramount pictures."

HOME OFFICE MEETING
JULY 16,17

* ft tt ft ft ft ft ft It ft

A vital and incisive hour-
long talk by producer William
Perlberg was one of the high-
lights of the New York meeting.
The co-producer of "But Not
For Me" and many other noted
Paramount successes told in
detail of the 4 productions
that will be made by George
Seaton and him in the coming
year for Paramount.

Seated, from left, are the 6 Cana-
dian branch managers: Mickey Steven-
son (Toronto), Syl Gunn (Winnipeg),
Robert Lightstone (Vancouver), Romeo
Goudreau (Montreal), Norman Simpson
(St. John) and William Kelly( Calgary ).

Standing: Winston Barron, public
relations, Canada; Jack Perley, assis-
tant to Sidney G. Deneau; Gordon
Lightstone, general manager, Canada;
Sidney G. Deneau. vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp'n.

J BVRAMOlJNTflS

||F
Welcomes

Bwankmt Canada

Top table of the meeting as Pres-
ident Barney Balaban voiced utmost
enthusiasm for new product, plans
for making and selling new films.
Reading clockwise from left: Howard

Minsky, George Schur, Edward Chum-
ley, James E. Perkins, Gordon Light-
stone, Mr. Balaban, Adolph Zukor,

Sidney G. Deneau, Mickey Stevenson,

Syl Gunn.

A meeting of the U.S. and Canadian distribution
heads followed the above announcement with a matter of
a few days. It was held in the Board Room of Home Off-
ice July 16 and 17 and its opening session heard imp-
ortant messages from Barney Balaban, president; Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the boqrd; James E. Perkins, inter-
national head; Jerome Pickman, in charge of advertising
and public relations; Sidney G. Deneau, in charge of
the new coordinated administration; and Gordon Light-
stone, Canadian General Manager. (Mr. George Weltner was
absent because of a family bereavement).

Canadian branch managers in attendance were: Mickey
Stevenson, Toronto; William Kelly .Calgary; Romeo Goud-
reau,Montreal: Norman Simpson,St. John; Robert Lightstone,
Vancouver; Syl Gunn,Winnipeg. Winston Barron, Adv.-Publ.
Manager for Canada, and Willard J. O' Neill,Secretary-
Treasurer of the Canadian company, also attended.

Paramount executives and department heads who atten-
ded in addition to those already named, were: Hugh Owen,
Howard Minsky, Robert J. Rubin, Edward Chumley, Martin
S. Davis, Joseph Friedman, Fred Leroy, George Schur,

Reading from left - Sidney G. Deneau,Mickey
Stevenson, Syl Gunn (obscured), Winston Barron,
Jack Roper ,Willard J. O'Neill,Mart in Schank,Hugh
Owen, George Schur, Howard Minsky, Ed Chumley.

Jack Perley, Martin Schank and Max
Balaban.

Twin keynotes of the two-day
meeting were optimism and realism. In
particular, Mr. Balaban made insist-
ent the fact that a real (Over to next page)
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES

There was a time when

it was commonly assumed

that the American public

was opposed to bigness

in business. Nothing

could be further from

the current truth. The

average American admires

bigness and he particu-

larly likes bigness in

business, if there are

present two all-important
' ingredients - genuine

competition and a feeling

that there is "full

disclosure." What the

public is really fearful

of is not bigness itself
but the potential misuse

of the power that big-
ness makes possible.

Elmo Roper

NEW YORK - Among the

Home Office secretaries

who met Gordon (Tarzan)

Scott during his visit

was Joan Studva, 2nd sec-

retary to George Weltner,

Vice-president of Para-

mount Pictures Corp. ,in

charge of World-Wide Sales-

....and then moments
later "Tarzan" was tell-
ing Helen Cohen (secret-
ary to Mr. Sidney G.Dbneau),
all about the wonderful
Moon Over Africa.

...THIS IS A CONTINUATION
OF LAST MONTH* S INCOMPLETE
CHICAGO BRANCH NEWS

Now that the PARAMOUNT SUMMER FILM FEST-

IVAL screenings are over, we are expecting a

steady stream of exhibitors in to book this

wonderful product. Everyone enjoyed seeing

"THE FIVE PENNIES", "DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP"

and "LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL". One of our

customers who daily rides the train to work

with yours truly, and who never admits that any

Paramount picture is good (to me, that is) has

been raving about all three. After which a

very surprised conductor had to pick me up from

the floor of the train.

We think it a very smart move to have

"DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP" opening in about 50

theatres in Chicago and vicinity during the

week Chicago is being proclaimed as the lar-

gest inland port of the world.

Everyone here is busy planning vacations.

Among the first to be going places and doing

things is Persis Naab, that D. P. from Milwauk-

ee who is planning a week's visit to her old

stamping grounds. Then Herb Cohen is off for

a week in sunny Florida.

Everyone is overjoyed to hear that Gene

Smith, who has been ill for many months, will

soon be able to return to work. Hurry and get

completely well real soon, Smitty; we miss you.’

—Hannah Eiseman

M I NNEAPOL I S Minnie Sethney is a new ad-

dition to the Booking Dept. She enjoys her

work very much and we all like her a great

deal Wedding bells rang recently for

Carole Kretlow, branch manager's secretary,

and El Sylvester (booker) and they will soon

be ringing for Ila Smith, booking steno.

We are happy to hear that Mrs. McBride

is much better and has returned home from a

recent illness.
Joe Kissel, Ledger Clerk CL, recently

bought a new home. Now he is entering all

these national sweepstake contests going

around (Cheerios, Puss 'N Boots, Pure-X) in

hopes of winning enough to pay off the bal-

ance of his mortgage.
Bonnie Lynch, head booker, has just re-

turned from a trip to California. She infor- •

med us that her one day in Las Vegas at the

"tables" set her back more than the whole rest

of the trip.
Our loss was Los Angeles' gain as John

Louis was transferred. He will be working

under branch manager Arnold Shartin, former

Minneapolis head booker. John came here from

England with Les Bird, present Minneapolis boo

(Continued on Page 18)

W h i f f s !

A BREATH OF SCANDAL is the new and final

title of the picture formerly known as "Olympia."

A TOUCH OF LARCENY remains as the title of

the picture made in England with Vera Miles,

James Mason and George Sanders.

ATLANTA - Visiting the Paramount Branch
here, Gordon ("Tarzan") Scott 'rescues' Mary
Jane Spears. Looking on, from left: Barbara
Daws

,
' Frankey Dulaney, Nina Abrams, Patsy

Smelley, Barbara Darnell and Peggy Bryant.

Another view of July 16-17 meeting. From
top left, clockwise: Robert Lightstone, Romeo
Goudreau, Norman Simpson, William Kelly, Fred
Leroy, Winston Barron, Willard J. O' Neill,
Martin Schank, Howard Minsky,George Schur,Ed

,

Chumley, and rear centre,Max Balaban-

( Continued from Page 5)

turning point has come in 1959, and
that he has never been quite so op-
timistic about the wonderful future
of the motion picture business as he

is right now. His talk on new prod-
uct was resoundingly powerful, and
he made a special and glowing point
of what Vice-president Jack Karp
already is accomplishing in his post

as head of production.

Three separate and forceful
messages relating to showmanship and

the merchandising of the new product

were delivered by Jerome Pickman,
Martin Davis and Joseph Friedman.

Mr. Zukor was his consistently
dynamic self in a sparkling speech.

And of course Sidney Deneau and Gor-

don Lightstone spoke at length, and

significantly on the shape of things

already emerging in the U.S.-Canada

organizational alliance.

In every important respect a

meeting of much significance, much

substance and very great promise.



DOT RECORDS A

VITAL DIVISION OF

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
DOT RECORDS, INC. is a division of Paramount

Pictures Corporation. Their trade mark is basic-
ally the Paramount trade mark with the inclusion
of the 'Dot' name.

Randolph Wood is president of Dot Records.
He is also a vice-president of Paramount Pictures
Corporation.

Dot is one of the titans in the world of the
phonograph record. The label carries the names of
truly great recording stars — Pat Boone, BiUy
Vaughan, Louis Prime, Keely Smith, and now the
sensational young Dodie Stevens who has played a

big role in the popularizing of the songs of "The
Five Pennies."

Dot has also issued albums of the soundtracks
of "Five Pennies" and "The Ten Commandments."

MIAMI BEACH - Dodie Stevens, who
has made a nationally sensational re-
cording of "The Five Pennies" for Sot
Records, repeats the success in per-
son for the delegates to the d/j con-
vention.

Special Boone Foreign

Sales Promotion

HOLLYWOOD—Along with domes-
tic promotion celebrating Pat Boone’s
fourth anniversary with Dot Records,
the diskery’s distributors all over the
world are “jumping on the promotion
bandwagon,” it was reported last
week. According to letters and cables
being received by Dot exec in charge
of foreign operations, Jim Bailey, the
label’s foreign licensees are reporting
Boone promotional plans being initi-

ated in their respective territories.

Exporters and military post exchange
outlets are also participating in the
campaign.

Bailey announced that exporters,
military PXs, and foreign importers
have been granted a 10% discount on
all Pat Boone merchandise through
June 30, which is a 15-day extension
over domestic distributors due to for-
eign time and distance factors.

In Eglish-speaking territories, some
distributors are running contests to
find all males 23 years old or younger
named Pat Boone. To the contestant
most resembling the real Bdone, vari-
ous prizes will be awarded* including
an overseas phone conversation with
the singer. In other areas, Boone’s
fan clubs are conducting local rallies.

All media of communication are being
utilized, including special retail sales

displays, radio, television, brochures,

photographs and saturation press pub-
licity.

S?
It’* What’i in THE

MIAMI BEACH, Florida - Randolph Wood, pres-
ident of Dot Records, and vice-president of Par-

amount Pictures Corp. , is shown addressing disc
jockeys at the recent d/j convention here.

These activities are in line with the very
aggressive public relations policy which has
hoisted Dot to record leadership in the course
of very few years.

MIAMI BEACH - Former Tennessee governor
Frank Clement (centre) and his wife, Lucille,
were guests of Dot Records at the disc jockey
convention. They are pictured at the speakers'
table with Randy Wood.

Dot Records has a close association with the
state of Tennessee, for it was here that Randy
Wood's recording organization got its very hum-
ble start.

MIAMI BEACH - Pat Boone, one of Dot's top
stars, agreably signs the autograph book of one
of his fans at the recent disc jockey convention
here. Boone has built his great fan following by
taking the trouble to be gracious to his fans.

DOTS -- and dashes...
Billboard of July 27 has a dandy page ad

of Dodie Stevens (see left) singing "Miss
Lonely Hearts" and "Poor Butterfly." Pat
Boone is away up among the toppers singing
"Twixt Twelve and Twenty" for Dot. August
is Billy Vaughan Month, for Dot.



KOTA BAHRU, Malaya - Kelantan State's capi-
tal, Kota Bahru, is a small town, with not too
many transportation facilities, but with a very
fine theatre, Cathay Organisation's Odeon. Mana-
ger Lim Chin Huat, of the Odeon. knew what he
was up against when he presented "The Ten Comm-
andments." He knew that he had an urban populat-
ion of about 10,000, but he also knew that about
20.000 more lived in an area with a radius of 40
miles. So Manager Lim brought organising streng-
th to the buses, the rather skimpy train service
and to whatever other transportation facilities
that were available. Main population target was
the school children. Main results - over 13,000
schoolchildren and 12,000 adults. Picture above
shows some of the actual results.

QDAWARA CITY, Japan - Long, long line
of Japanese film fans waiting to see
•"The Ten Commandments" at the Chuo
Theatre here.

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
PICTURE EVER TO PLAY
SOUTH AFRICA

Early in July, following one of the most effective
advance promotional campaigns in the history of South
Africa, "The Ten Commandments" premiered at His Maj-
esty's Theatre in Johannesburg, The results were so
electrifying that on July 14th the following state-
ment was issued by Paramount in New York:

Second week of Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten
Commandments at His Majesty's Theatre in Johann-
esburg, Union of South Africa, outgrossed the
recora-breaking first week.

Whereas in the first week the picture play-
ed to 94 per cent of the theatre's seating capac-
ity, in the second week it played to 95 per cent
of capacity, with 13,300 ticket buyers in attend-
ance at 12 performances.

"The Ten Commandments" already has achieved
a reputation as the most successful motion picture
to play in South Africa.

Co-ordinator with African Consolidated Theatres,
on Paramount's behalf in this impressive performance
was Charles P. Juroe, publicity and advertising head

in Continental Europe. Mr. Juroe spent several weeks
in Johannesburg and his report to New York reveals the

comprehensiveness of the presentation. (On Page 39 is

a pictorial report of the engagement).

bssss:sbsbb:K

DRIVE-IN ENGAGEMENTS OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" in the United States
continue to provide a staggering array of record-shattering performan-
ces. Edward Chumley, in charge of the mighty picture in the U.S. and
Canada, issues a daily batch of reports from all parts of North America
and the sum-total of these is quite overpowering. In fact, records are
not broken: they are, in nuclear terms, 'vaporized.' Even in this day
and age, almost three full years after the initial release of the Cecil
B. DeMille production, the Incalculable potential of this towering film
still remains to be realized by most of us.

SAO PAULO,Bra-
zil: A precedent
was set by this
"Ten Commandments"
banner across one
of the city's
main streets in
connection with
the Ipiranga's
premiere of the
mighty film.

RIGHT..

NAGAOKA - Japan
- This city in
Niigata Prefect-
ure. floats adv-
ertising balloons
high above the
populace to tell
of the coming of
"The Ten Command-
ments" to the
Emerald Theatre.

>•
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PARAMOUNT HONORS
12 NEW MEMBERS OF

THE ”100* CLUB”

PARAMOUNT A'ORLD

Once again Paramounteers of outstanding merit
are welcomed to the ranks of the "100$ Club.” They
have won this honor through adherance to the fine

and enduring principles of the Club set down as far

back as 1925. We congratulate them most sincerely

and wish them continuing success.

TRAVIS G . CARR HERBERT D. COHEN JOSEPH L . CUTRELL* RALPH- W. FRY

Booker, New Orleans Office Manager, Chicago Salesman, Charlotte Salesman, Dallas

I

THOMAS F. GOOCH
Head Booker,

Kansas City

CATHERINE A.
GROTTI CELLI

Head Booker, Pittsburgh

nrvi^ioi.u r .

LAVAGETTO
Booker, San Francisco

BONITA K. LYNCH
Head Booker,

Minneapolis

M
EUGENE NEWMAN

Salesman, New York
KENNETH REUTER

Booker, .Buffalo
CLIFFORD F. SMILEY KING TRIMBLE*
Salesman, Cincinnati Salesman ,San Francisco

(*) Cutrell (1953) and Trimble (1952) Previous Members "100$” C lub,
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It makes little diff-
erence how magnificent
are our new buildings or
how impressive are our
private kingdoms. If no
answer is found to war,
all men will die poor.

Norman Cousins

SANTIAGO, Chile - Two chapters of the very
enthusiastic reception here to Nat 'King' Cole
when the star of "St. Louis Blues" toured this
part of the world recently. At top is section
of the crowd at Santiago Airport to greet Nat.
Below is the flotilla of buses which brought
the crowds to the airport, each with two wel-
coming banners. Coca-Cola participated in this
event and got mention on the banners.

FATOS I MPORT ANTES NO

MUNDO DA PARAMOUNT ---

OUTRAS NOTAS MENS A I

S

BUENOS AIRES - One of * * * *

RIGHT

SANTIAGO, Chile - The
arrival of Nat 'King'

Cole (star of "St. Louis

Blues") in Chile was
hailed in many ways.Here

is a banner crossing
Huerfanos Street in front

of the Rex Theatre.

this city's most famous
bookstores is Santeria,
and this window given by

them to "The Ten Command-
ments" is one of the very
finest we have seen from
any part of the world.

The display tastefully
conveyed the Information
that the DeMille picture
had premiered at the Met-
ropolitan Theatre.

fcste mes, que inicia a segunda metade de 1958,

nos coloca em face de uma serle de fatos cons-
p£cuos, dignos de comentos. Diante deles pode-

mos averiguar que e importante o progresso das
produqoes Paramount para este ano. Asslnalemos,

pols, algune dos fatos: 1) Seternoe certos que,

nestes ultimos meses, a Paramount preparou pa-

ra o seu mercado mundlal flimes notaveis, den-

tre os quale queremos indicer — por exemplo

—

"Oe 5 Vintens" de Danny Kaye, e "A Canoa Furcu,

de Jerry Levis, que constltuem comedies das <jie

nao podem falhar como elemento de bllheterla e

portanto de popularidade. 2) Sabemos tambem de

o termos apreciado na tele, que o filme "Duelo
de Tita" (um belo e condigno tftulol) de dire-
qao e produqao de Hal Tallis, e obra destinada
a agradar a todos os publicos. 3) Ao lado des-

tas, no tamos outrossim "One-Eyed Jacks", trabe-
lho sensacicnal de Marlon Brando. A{ fleam as-

sinalados tres doc grandes fatos ocorridos des-

de o comeqo de 59 nos arraials da Paramount. E
ha imitoe outros a que em outro lugar nos repor-

taremos. Mas cedamos equi espaqo a outras noti-

cias de nao menor merecimento.

### Queremos agora nos referir 4 visits que re-

centemente fizeram aos Estudioe os senhores Ba-

Cheese is made in
some five hundred vari-
eties, notes a Twentieth
Century Fund report, and
from the milk of many
animals. The Lapps and
Eskimos make cheese from
reindeer milk, the Arabs
from camels' milk; llama
cheese is popular in the
Cordilleras in South Am-
erica, and zebu cheese
in Ceylon and India.

Paramount World in-
sists that the motion
picture industry is a
more interesting one.

laben e George Teltner, juntamente com proemi-
nentes executivos da companhia. Essa visits, ou-
tro importante fato em foco, teve por fim inspe-

cionar a marcha da produqao, paasar em revistaa
maior parte das fitas ja terminadas e tomar em
consideraqao os filmee que irao fazer parte in-

tegrante do programa de 1960, na sua fase prin-

cipal. Embore nao recebesse a devida propaganda,

essa visita tera grande significaqao no material

de exibiqao da Faramount nos proxlmos meses. Aoj

seus efeitos aludiremos futuremente.

§§# Para bem servir os leitores, comeqamos Sett

mes uma serie de notfeias, cujo objeto sera o de

trazer os amigos no estrangeiro bem ao par do qu<

vai acontecendo ra nossa organizaqao. Hoje temoe

o prazer de informa-los da aquisi^ao da firmade
discos Dot Records, que continuara a funcionare
progredir como uma Divisao da Faramount Picturei

Corporation. Este e um fato que, acredi tamos, se-

ra recebido com aplauaos em todos os ramos da Pa-

ramount no estrangeiro. No proximo mes teraos ou-

tre importante notfeia a dar, fato que atesta dc

progresso da companhia.

### Segundo publicamos em outra parte , saberao

os leitores do enorme sucesso causado pelavi-
sita de Danny Kaye a Australia, para abrilhan-
tar a estreia da sua tragi-comedia "Os 5 Vin-
tens". Danny, que chefia o seu grupo, foi da-

HOLLYWOOD - The eminent Hispanic newspaper
writer, columnist and correspondent, Gonzalo
de Palacio, visits Hal Wallis' newest 'find,'

Joan Blackman, on the set of the Jerry Lewis

picture, "Visit To A Small Planet." You are

particularly urged to note Joan's standout
performance in her earlier (and first) picture
— "Career" — also a Hal Wallis production.

This young lady certainly is going placesl

do como o melhor entretenedor que por all Ja
a areceu. por fim, a vlrtuosidade artfstica e
conica deste grande e popular astro da cine-
mategrafia fica firmada no estrangeiro. S co-
mo prova da aia grandeza e capacidade enriqie-
cedora do seu papel em "Os 5 Vintens", bastard
ver o que de boa musics moderns ele execute

e

dlrlge na tela.

### Enquanto isto, pare terainarmos estaa no-
tes sobre os grandes feitos paramounteses des-
te mes, dlzemos que o exito fenomenal do films

"OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS" continue a ser globelmen-
te um fato incontroverso. Nos principals cen-

tros cinematograficos do mundo as multidoes a-

fluem para apreclar a obra-prima de Cecil B.De

-Mllle. 0 efelto, por asslm dizer, espiritual,
tern sldo notavel, pols alem da parte art£stica
a hlstorlca, tern essa produqao male essa chie-

pa de atraqao. Mas convem alnda notar-se, con-

cemente ao "showmanship"
,
qua os resultados a

que eludimos, realmente unicos, naulto devem ao

esfdrqo coletivo das agencies da Paramount, que

nao negaram boa apresentaqao ao filme. Os fru-

tos, pois, sao compensadores.
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BUENOS AIRES - This
stunning front of the
Normandie, one of the top
theatres of the city, is

typical of the impact
that Paramount's "The
Blob" had in this area.
Thriller produced one of
the best business weeks
of the year.

LATIN AMERICAN
SCENE IS

PARAMOUNT-PLUS

F ob HISTORIA dn CINEMA^/

WU
;

SAO PAULO - Exterior of
the magnificent Ipiranga
Cinema as "The Ten Comman-
dments" premiered before
one of the most glittering
fllmaudlences in all the
history of this wonderful
city of progress.

RIGHT

SANTIAGO, Chile - Nat
•King' Cole (star of St.
Louis ®lues) and Mrs. Cole
welcomed at Santiago Air-
port at start of their
Chilean tour. At left is
Paramount Manager Juan
Laupheimer. At right is
Mr. Luis del Villar,Mana-
ger of the Rex Theatre.
Next to Mr. Cole is Mr.
Klinger, his representat-
ive in Chile.

The tour was a great
success, and "St. Louis
Blues" received much att-
ention.

FLASH] Above engagement of
"The Ten Commandments" at the Cine
Ipiranga proving to be one of the
most successful presentations in
all Sao Paulo history.

KINGSTON, Jamaica - Two exterior views of
the Carib Theatre during the sensational record
breaking engagement of "The Ten Commandments."
One shows an example of the showmanship of the
Palace Amusement Company; the other, an overflow
of patrons waiting to purchase tickets for a
future showing of the mighty Cecil B. .DeMille
production.

The engagement of "The Ten Commandronts" at
the Carib Theatre, Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
(above) lasted for 8 weeks. This was four (4)
times as long as the previous best run at this
celebrated cinema.

COLON, Republic of Panama - The release of
"The Ten Commandments" took place here on June
25th. Earlier, a screening was held for Panaman-
ian notables, all of whom praised the Cecil B.
DeMille production lavishly. Among those attend-
ing the screening were (above) from 1. to r.:Mr.
Ivo Forgnone, manager of the Circuitos Un(dos of
Colon; Mrs. Ana Raquel de Vives, wife of Colon's
Mayor; Mrs. Claudia Basan, wife of the Minister
of Government and Justice; Mr. Ladislao Sossa,
Governor of Colon: and Paramount' s Central Amer-
ican Manager, Mario Ghio.

PAULO - Two
notables at the
Cine Ipiranga'

s

premiere of "The
Ten Commandments."
Mt3. Leonor Mendos
de Barros,wife of
Sao Paulo Mayor;
and Henry B. Gordon
- Paramount's
Latin American
Division Manager.
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PARIS - One of the

24-sq.-o posters, lighted

by night, advertising the

Paramount release, "Room

at the Top." Picture was

shown in French-dubbed

version at the Paramount,

and in original English

with French titles, at

the Lord Byron Theatre.

PARIS - Special panel

in the lobby of the Para-

mount Theatre indicating

Paramount • s pride and

pleasure in distributing

the British awards-winning

picture, "Room at the Top"

throughout France

.

A PARAMOUNT

ALL-TIME-

GREATEST

PARIS HIT

IL SE PASSE DES CHOSES
IMPORTANTES DANS LE

MONDE PARAMOUNT
*******

Nous voioi dans la deuxiAme moitiA de 1959
et nous souses parfaltement conscient que nous
venons d'inaugurer une Are particuliArement heu-
reuse de 1' organisation Paramount. Nous savons
avec certitude que pendant les aois precedents,
nous avons presente des films qui enregistreront
les meilleures recettes que nous ayons Jamais
connues. Nous savons, par example, que des films
tels que "THE FIVE PENNIES" avec Danny Kaye, et
"TIENS BON LA BARRE, MATELOT" avec Jerry Lewis,
seront des films-record. Nous savons encore que

dee joyaux, tels que : "LE DERNIER TRAIN DE GUN

HILL", produit par Hal Wallis, et j"BUT NOT FOR

ME", cette comedie qui consacre le triomphe de

Clark Gable, sont termines et prets k sortir. Et
nous sommes convaincu qu'avec "ONE-EYED JACKS"

de Marlon Brando, nous avons un des films les

plus sensationnels de tous les temps. II y en a

beaucoup d'autres que nous pourrions nomrner au-

J ourd ' hui ,
mais ils sont acheves et une grande

place leur est ccneacree dans les colonnes de ce

numero.

En outre, signalons un fait trAs important

:MK. Barney Balaban et George Weltner, ainsi que

d'autres dirigeants de Paramount, ont rendu re-

cemment une visite aux Studios et pendant leur

sejour k Hollywood, ont ete arrdtes les details

iu programme de production s'etendant jusqu'A la

fin de I960. II s'agit-la, bien qu'on n'en ait

pas parlA, d'une visite d'une importance vitale

et qui aura d'immenses repercussions but nous

tous. Nous en decrirons les effete dans les co-

lonnes de nos numeros k venir.

Ce pendant, ce mois-ci, nous commencons une

eerie d ' informations destinees k vous tenir au

courant de toutes les activitAa de Paramount dans

les domaines autree que la seule realisation de

films. Nous traiterons dans ce numero du service

de Paramount Pictures Corporation: celui des dis-

ques Dot. Originalement prevu pour le mois der-

nier, cet article a ete retenu juecji'A ce mois-ci

afin d'etre plus complet. Nous a+ons toutes les

precisions maintenant et nous sommes sQr que vous

souhaiterez tous une cordiale bienvenue aux mem-

bres de 1 'arganisation Dot, en meme temps qua vous
collaborerez activement avec eux. Le mois pro-

PARIS - Both sides of the massive and most
effective display across the front of the Par-
amount Theatre indicate that "The Story of Dr.
Wassell" was being presented again in homage to

Mr. DeMille, and was of course one of his very
finest "legendary successes.” It ran for two
wonderful weeks, and as such it followed anot-
her of Cecil B. DeMille 's great productions,
"North West Mounted Police," which also had
enjoyed two weeks of most successful presenta-
tion at this celebrated cinema.

chain, nous consacrerons un article rAdactionnel

a un autre service de 1 'Organisation Paramount,

dont la grandeur ne fait que croltre.

Dans le present numero, nous avocs Agalement
un bon rapport illustre sur la tournee de Danny
Kaye , qui montrera 1

' influence que cette visite
a eue sur "THE FIVE PENNIES". Danny lui-m&me a

Ate saluA comae "l'un des plus grands aauseurs
du monde du spectacle qui soient jamais venua en
Australie", et le succes que remporte "THE FIVE
PENNIES" est de la mdme veins. Enfin, 1 'on a re-

oonnu la virtuosite de cet incomparable acteur
international sur une base universelle. Et nous

sommes heureux d' avoir une tell* quel itA artis-

tique dans notre film "THE FIVE PENNIES".

D' autre part, il n'est pas possible d* par-

ler de la march* triomphal* de Paramount sans

mentionner "LES DLX COMMANDEMENTS". Dans le Bon-

ds entier, c* grand film continue d'etre une sour-

ce d* joie pour les publioistes, une source d*

respeot et d' admiration pour les spectateurs et

une source d' immense satisfaction pour ceux a

qui incombent la responsabilitA et l'honnsur d'a-

voir apportA cette production k un monde qui a

tant beaoin de spiritualitA. Les tAmoignsges d'ef-

fortspublicitaires qui ont affluA k New-York et

k Hollywood pendant les trois demiAres annAes

continuant d'arriver d'une maniAre incessant* et

nous pensons qu'il en sera d* mgme dans les an-

nAes qui viennent. L* magnifique esprit de Ce-

cil B. DeMille doit e'en rejouir.

PARIS - More of

the effective pos-

tering of "Room At

the Top" in all

parts of Paris.The

Paramount release

was a big hit in

all parts of the

French territory.

Gratitude is like

business credit: it keeps

trade brisk, and we pay

up, not because it is

the honorable thing to

do but because it makes

it easier to borrow

again.
Ia Rochefoucauld

You can find women
who have had no love
affairs, but scarcely
any who have had just

°na ‘ La Rochefouoauld
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SYDNEY - Paramount Managing
Director Robert L. Graham, and
Norman B. Rydge, Chairman of
Directors of Greater Union The-
atres, drink a "going away"
toast at Kingsford Smith Air-
port. The travelling one was Mr.
Graham, off for a vacation in
the U.S. after seeing "The Five
Pennies" super-successfully
launched in this city - with the
entire nation excited about the
film.

KINGSTON, Jamaica - His Ex-
cellency the Governor of Jamaica
Sir Kenneth Blackbume, receives
a statuette of Moses from Mr . j.
S. Smeeden (left) managing dir-
ector of the Palace Amusement
Co. Event coincided with the
establishment of an all-time re-
cord ’by "The Ten Commandments"
at «r. Smeeden' s internationally
celebrated Carib Theatre.

LONDON — Yoko Tani, co-star
with Anthony Quinn of the Para-
mount release, "The Savage Inn-
ocents," chats at an Odeon The-
atre press reception with Henry
Thody, Rome representative of
Kemsley Newspapers.

ATLANTA - Here for an
intensive showmanship cam-
paign in connection with
"Tarzan's Greatest Advent-
ure," Gordon Scott chats
about the local film situ-
ation with Paramount Branch
Manager Foster Hotard.laft,
and Sales Manager William
R. Word.'

BERLIN - A study in expressions at the press
reception held in the Hotel Kempinski for visiting
notables of the Film Festival. At left is Sophia
Loren; at right is Van Heflin, who served as Pres-
ident of the Berlin Festival Jury. In centre is
famed columnist Elsa Maxwell. The matter under
discussion was not indicated.

HAMBURG - The Man with
Two Hats is George Seaton,
ace author-director. The
Stetson he brought from
New York; the Panama was
presented to him by Boris
Jankolovics (right; ,Para-
mount Supervisor for Ger-
many and Belgium. Mr.
Seaton had forgotten it
during his last Hamburg
visit in 1955.

Present visit to Hamb-
urg by Mr. Seaton was in
connection with the up-
coming production of "The
Counterfeit Traitor."

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
Joseph H. Hazen, business
partner of Hal Wallis
since 1944, has been app-
ointed by the Board of
Overseers of Harvard Coll-
ege to membership on the
Visiting Committee of the
Department of Fine Arts
and the Fogg Museum of the
College.

HOLLYWOOD - Among the
notables attending the
Teen-Preem of "The Five
Pennies" at the Wilshire
Theatre, were veteran
actor Cnarles Coburn and
Tuesday Weld, who of
course plays the role of
the daughter in the very
fine Danny Kaye picture.

ADELAIDE, Australia -
Denis Kiley (above),Par-
amount manager in South
Australia, is this year's
president of the Motion
Picture Industry Club of
South Australia.

HOLLYWOOD - Three who
were materially responsi-
ble for the great success
in the making of "Last
Train From Gun Hill"
from left: Producer Hal
rfallis. Director John
Sturges; Co-star Anthony
Quinn.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN THE

PARAMOUNT
SCENE

PARAMOUNT «0RLD
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THE BARNEY BALABAN CONTEST
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TEXT OF MR. BA LABAN'S LETTER addressed to the Paramount
Pictures Fan Club: "Your letter of April 6 was very thrilling
to receive, coming as it did from the Paramount Fan Club, which
I believe is unique in the world. We have all heard of you, of
course, and it is nice to know that you wish us well.

"Mr. Metori and Mr. Ise have told us of your activities and
of your growth and I congratulate you on the excellent progress
that you have made and I thank you sincerely for your kindness
to Paramount.

"I shall ask our Japanese organisation to arrange a prize
contest and I shall donate the prize for the best individual
work on the part of your members from July 1 to the end of the
year. Mr. Ise will no doubt give you further details."

(sgd.) Barney Balaban

The prize contest sugg-
ested by Mr. Balaban was
duly arranged by Mr. Met-
ori and consisted of a

contest for the best Jap-
anese titles for 5 Para-
mount pictures to be rel-
eased by the end of this
year. The five pictures
are:

THE FIVE PENNIES
BUT NOT FOR ME
THAT KIND OF WOMAN
ONE-EYED JACKS
HELLER WITH A GUN

Synopses of the pict-
ures were given in the
official magazine of the
Paramount Film Club(cover
at right), and all rules
of the contest included;
also the amounts of the
three cash prizes were
published. Deadline for the contest was July
3let, so we may have the results in time for
publication in our next issue. Writing of the
contest, Mr. Metori said "I believe this cont-
est will reflect very favorably not only on the

members of the Fan Club, but on many others
who are not directly connected with it, but
who are very good friends of Paramount."

Cover of Issue #72 of
"Paramount," the magazine
of the Paramount Pictures
Fan Club of Japan. Issue
particularly highlighted
the Dino De Laurentiis-
Paramount production of
"Tempest," devoting the
cover and at least seven
pages to this mammoth
production.
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NAGAOKA, Japan - The Emerald
Gekijo, In this principal city
of Niigata Prefecture, used a
multiplicity of showmanship
devices to focus attention on
its presentation of "The Ten
Commandments." Here is a string
of Japanese lanterns, each with
the title of the Cecil B.DeMills
production, stretching down the
far reaches of the principal
shopping centre. And, according
to Paramount Publicity Director
T.Ise, "business was wonderful."

FAR EAST CAMERA
GLIMPSES REVEAL
TOP SHOWMANSHIP

ODAWARA CITY, Japan - Part of the
specially-created lobby display of the
Cnuo Theatre here when "The Ten Comm-
andments" was enjoying its highly succ-
essful .engagement here.

HOLLYWOOD - Shuzo
Kosugi, newly appoi-
nted Hollywood repr-
esentative for the
Japanese publication,
"Screen," is a visi-
tor on the set of
"Li'l Abner" and is
shown around by Les-
lie Parrish. This
comely young lady
plays the role of
'Daisy Mae' in the
Paramount musical.

KUALA LUMPUR - Paramount 1 * "Houseboat" was
given a thumping showmanship campaign her* by
the Cathay Organisation. It all becams part of
the observance of Kuala Lumpur's 100th anniver-
sary. This capital of the new country of Kalaya
really put on a show, and the float for "House-
boat" was a vibrant part of it. Day and night
shots of the float are shown above.

Atop the float on both occasions can be seen
Miss Marjorie Jones, a Singapore model who won
the "Miss Sophia Loren" contest in that city and
was flown 250 miles to take part in the Kuala
Lumpur celebrations. In K.L., in addition to
taking part in the procession, she appeared at
the Cathay Theatre in conjunction witn "House-
boat," modelled gowns at a fashion show, was
presented to VIPs at a reception given by the
Cathay Organisation, and visited various Women's
Institutes in town.

ALQR STAR, Malaya - Bicycles by the
hundreds and patrons by the thousands
converged on the Cathay Organisation's
Cathay Theatre here when "The Ten Com-
mandments" was the attraction.

RIGHT
MANILA - Highly effective showmanship for

"The Geisha Boy," which was an enormous hit at
the Avenue (left background). The float carried
the rickshaw, and was preceded everywhere in
the city by the scooter caravan. Display drew
vast crowds everywhere.

Lim Keng Hor's public relations force is
certainly hitting ou all cylinders.

SINGAPORE - Here are 4 sides
of the rotating septagonal
display in the lobby of the
Cathay Theatre in honor of the
Cecil B. DeMille Festival arr-
anged by Cathay Chairman Loke
Wan Tho. The pictures here
announced are "Reap the Wild
Wind," "Unconquerea," "North
West Mounted Police," "Union
Pacific," "The Story of Dr.
Wassell" and "The Plainsman."

The Festival extended througi
the first week of July and was
an inspired and popular success.
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SYDNEY - At Kingsford Smith

Airport three Australians wave
"au'voir" to Paramount Managing
Director Robert L. Graham as he

departs via Pan-Am for a two
months' vacation in the U.S. At

right rear is Norman B.Rydge,

Chairman of Directors of Greater

Union Theatres, with son Alan.
Left is George M. Nacard, Para-

mount' ° General Sales Manager.

AUSTRALI AN-N.Z.

SCENES VIA A

PARAMOUNT LENS
SYDNEY - Evidence of the compl-

eteness with which the press of

this city covered the Prince Edward
premiere of "The Five Pennies."

MELBOURNE - This was the scene

outside the brand new Barclay Thea-

tre as "The Ten Commandments" comp-

leted its 9th month, and proceeded

onward for an indefinite stay. It

would seem to be a certainty that it

will be a year at the Barclay for

the Cecil B. DeMille masterwork.

MELBOURNE - Here is the scene

inside the Barclay on the occasion

of "The Ten Commandments" rounding

out,in Norman B. Rydge's beautiful

theatre, the 9th month of its stay.

The continuing success of "The

Five Pennies" at the Prince Edward

Theatre is a source of delight to

the entire industry. Always a hit

house, the Prince Edward now is

enjoying one of its mightiest.

SYDNEY - At the Prince Edward
premiere of "The Five Pennies."
Danny Kaye chats with two ladies
whose husbands contributed greatly
to the success of the occasion. In
centre is Mrs. Dan Carroll, wife of
the managing director of Carroll
Musgrove Theatres, of which the
Prince Edward is a key house. At
right is Mrs. Mel Lawton, wife of
the Prince Edward's general managsn

SYDNEY - The showmanship campaign
on "The Buccaneer" was given important
prominence on this city's top televis-
ion station - ATN-Channel 7. Here are

a couple of young Australians wearing
"Buccaneer" eye patches on the "Capt.

Fortune" show, while at the same time

putting in a plug for Pepsi-Cola. Men-

tion was made of the showing of "The

Buccaneer" at the Prince Edward Theatre.

A top-level contribut-

or to the Australian
showmanship success of

"The Five Pennies" was
Armand Cardea, of the

Home Office Publicity De-

partment of Paramount
International.

Armand worked day and

night for many weeks to
make sure that Sydney
staff of Jim Williams re-

ceived advertising samp-

les, book and record
clearances, radio tapes

and interviews, color re-

quirements and a host of

other elements necessary

to the successful launch-

ing of "The Five Pennies."

A "Well done l" for

Armand Cardea.

LEFT

HOLLYWOOD -

Jerry Lewis is

a star who al-
ways is eager
to know how his

pictures are

doing around
the world. Here
he has had the
opportunity to
learn the Aus-
tralian and New

Zealand story
at first-hand
from Paramount
Managing Direc-

tor Robert L.

Graham.
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Now that it* s July, the vacationers are
are stepping out in full force. On the tenth
floor. Marguerite Bourdette flew to Florida
for two weeks of dalt water air and sunshine.
"Had a wonderful time in Atlantic City”, Ann
De Leonard! s says. She was there a week.
Terry Pucciarelli suntanned for a week at
Rocky Point, Long Island. After spending a
week at the Concord, Lori Cohen came back to

work, then went back
there for another week.
Helen Dumbra is gone
for two weeks, but she
didn’t say where
Bob McKeown, mailroom,
is golfing with an
umbrella and beaching
when old man sunshine
permits for two weeks.
Harriet Miller, George
Veltner’s secretary,
went on a traveling
tour for a week from

SB 2£3£&
dK8Ur Chicago to the Finger

gg%i ... Lskes r*8ion “here she
to go to Fairieigh Dickenson spent her second week.
University for a B. S. in Ed. Evervone on ^ Uth
floor was kidding Jerry Levine about going to
Las Vegas for two weeks, and Carl Clausen is
spending his vacation at Shelter Island,

News Items That Came in Pairs: Both
girls in Room 1107 have sprouted engagement
rings. Joyce Calderone got her's on June 26
when she became the fiancee of Paul V. Hughes.
Rosemary Pascale jjot engaged on her 20th
birthday, July 9> to Neil A. Davino, Jr. She
p^Ans tne wedding for next September. Joyce
hasn’t set the date yet ..... .Richard Goodman
left Paramount's Traffic Dept, and his job was-
taken over by Joe Diana. Stanley Pomerance,
ex-4 years in the Navy, took over Joe's job.

imSH

HOME OFFICE
VACATION TIME NEWS

Warren Markbreiter, the nephew of Lori Cohen in
Don Nathan's office. His age here is 6 months.

"HEY, WHAT'S J3LNC ON AROUND HERE,"
Ann Tiajoloff, Arthur Coehlo's grand-
daughter wants to know. Ann was bom
last October. She was photographed in
her Hackensack, N. J. home.

OVER. " Saul Cooper's year-o]
son' "Thumper" was photograph«

BIDDING FAREWELL: Last month it was announced that the girls
on the legal dept, floor held a farewell gathering for Bonnie
Maltz in Mr. Phillips office. Now we have the photo for you.
The smiling faces indicate that eveiyone is having a good time.
L. to R., in the front row, stands Michael Phillips, Gladys
Bernstein Semel. Rose Sarfaty, Carol Barry, Bonnie Maltz, Fran-
ces Hecht, Carole Leichman, Martha Vargas, Sheila Levine, Ben-
jamin Fincke. The back row shows Bernard Kolman, Mandis Bark-
stedt. Winifred Newing, Thomas Gibbons, Compton Timberlake,
Harold Hill, Richard Colby, George Barry, and Daniel Hynes, Jr.

BABY GALLERY;

Three other new-
comers are Adri-
enne Palay, Al

Lo Presti's Dept.

Marlene Ellis,
secretary to Mr.
Dunne and Mark
Vhitcombe in the
mailroom.

Incident-
ally, Leni Haus-
man just reported
that she spent
ten days at the
Berkshire Count-
#ry Club, upstate.

—Helen Kwartler

Last month. Bob Guilfoyle and bis son
Bob Jr., age 12j, competed in the
Joumal-American bowling tournament
against 23 other father-son teams.
Although-

they were among the winners
in the semi-finals, the Guilfoyles
were foiled in the final contest.
But being a semi- finalist in a 350-
team competition is itself quite a
feat.

• >



ATLANTA - Gordon ("Tarzan") Scott has been
in film business long enough to know the power
of the bookers - and here he's learning of it

at first hand. Reading from left we have: Max
Price, Office and Booking Manager; Dewey Bant-

er and Wilbert Andre', bookers; Gordon Scott;
James Hill and Virgil Hopkins, bookers.

** i
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Gordon ("Tarzan's Greatest

Adventure") Scott makes a call at the Paramomt
branch here and meets some of those who are do-
ing such a swell job ia distributing the thrill
film around their territory. From left: Yates
Pryor, Jake Neil, Branch Manager Lawrence
Terrell, Sara Short, "Tarzan" Scott, Polly
Morris, Mildred Hoover, Office Manager Weber
Howell.

CHARLOTTE - Some more of the Charlotte Par-
amounteers meet "Tarzan." From left: Stall
Lavender, Joyce Willis, Ann Davis, Gordon Scott,
Myrtle Parker and Ruth Kirk Brown.

PARAMOUNT WORLD

Two kangaroos stopped
on the street to exchange
small talk. "I hope it
doesn't rain today,"
said one. "It's such a
nuisance when the child-
ren have to play Indoors."

AUSTIN,Texas - Carolyn
Jones, touring her native
state under the public
relations guidance of Bob
Bixler, field represent-
ative, Carolyn Jones is
the recipient of a high
honor bestowed in the
scene above by Governor
Price Daniels. This cert-
ificate names Miss Jones
as "Ambassador of Good
Will" and is a particular
honor bestowed on outsta-
nding native Texans. Miss
Jones was also an Ambass-
ador of Good Will from
Paramount and Hal Wallis
and told Governor Daniels
about "Last Train From
Gun Hill" and "Career."

News from the

NEWS FRUM MINNEAPOLIS (Continued)

ker. Marge Tunstall, former head inspectress,
is very happy now that she is settled down to
her job in the booking dept.

Ruth Estrem and kita Pulling have both
had "dreamy" eyes for quite some time but they
both admit they do not know for sure how the
other party feels about them.

Ann Krekelberg spends all of her spare
time taking care of her horses.

— 0. M. Anderson

SALT LAKE CITY Many things have hap-
pened here since outlast report, so here goes:

Ve welcomed Don Foster, our new Branch
Manager and said farewell to Arnold Shartin
who returned to Los Angeles as Branch Manager.

George Alley replaced A1 Hemingway who
left after 10 years' service, and we wish him a

warm welcome as our new booker. Booker-Steno-
grapher Jackie Merritt left to Join her hus-
band in Wyoming and Virginia Jensen is our new
gal.

Mrs. Foster and the three boys arrived
from Kansas City. The gals in the office and
wives of the Salesmen and Bookers gathered
June 27th and gave luncheon to welcome her;
Gene Jones, our Montana salesman, is hack on
the road, after a few months' illness. Julie
Harris, our contract clerk, arrived back to

work bright and cheery after two weeks vaca-
tion.

P. S. I took a week of my vacation and am lock

ing forward to my other week in August.

—Jo Berry

SAN FRANC I SCO j write this, can't
help but wish ail fellow Paramounteers could

U.S. branches

"1002 Club" SentiTent
Bonita K. lynch. Head Booker in Minneapolis,

has been elected to the Paramount "100% Club"

(see Page 9). She has expressed her sentiments
concerning this tribute in words far more eloq-
uent than any editorial, saying:

Dear Mr. Deneau:

It is difficult for me to impart to anyone
just how thrilled I was when I received
your letter advising me that I had been
selected as a member of Paramount's 100%
Club. For many years T have watched the pro-

gress of those who have been the recipients
of this honor and I hope that I can prove
to be as worthy as they.

To help express my gratitude, I can only
assure you that I shall do everything poss-
ible to warrant the faith that you, Mr.
Taylor, Mr. McBride and Mr. Myers seem to
have in me. Many, many thanks.

(sgd.) Bonnie Lynch

be here to enjoy ihis lovely sunny California

weather we are having. The wind doe 3 crop up

now and then but even so it is simply heavenly.

Head Booker George Carmone, was amongst

the crowd of people who watched hock Hudson

help the conductors turn the cable car on Pow-

ell St.
Another believe it or not for Ripleyl

Dog-sitter Arnold Lavagetto. Yes sirree that's

how he spent his vacation. Dog sitting for Fay

Lockermen's pooch. It must have done some good

though since he has a 100% representation for

Paramount Weeks. We're all mighty proud of him

as we are of all our Bookers and salesmen who

are doing a tremendous Job.

We have beautiful flowers in our office

from Branch Manager Jack Stevenson's garden.

(Continued on Page 22)
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"The Buccaneer" was
adjudged the Film of the
Month by the ever popular
weekly publication, "Tit-
Bits." Certificate at the

left was awarded to Anth-
ony Quinn as director of
the Paramount production.
The circulation figure of

"Tit-Bits" is 906,334.

PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN THE BRITISH
FILM SCENE

LONDON - Trio of film notables at
the Odeon Theatre press reception in
connection with "The Savage Innocents."
The three are, from left, Phillip
Ridgewell, Russell Holman (Paramount's
Eastern production head), and Bernard
Charman (Editor, Daily Cinema).

"The Savage Innocents" co-stars
Anthony Quinn and Yoko Tani, and much
of the film has already been shot in
the Arctic Circle. It is an Appia
Films Production for release in the
United Kingdom by R.F.D., and in the
Western Hemisphere by Paramount.

Anthony Quinn is here 3hown with a
number of the press representatives
who attended the conference on "The
Savage Innocents." From left: Phillip
Ridgewell, Anthony Quinn, Rosanna
Groarke (Reuters), Bettv Best (Austra-
lian Consolidated Press) and Beryl
Ostlere (Reveille).

Th« following caption appears In Tha Daily Cinema beneath a
lArge picture of crowds surging around the Plaza Theatre In
London, where "Tempest" is playing to such phenomenal business:

Paramount's managing director,
Fred Hutchinson, states that
throughout its opening weekend
at the Plaza, the Dino DeLauren-
ti is production, "TEMPEST, "played
to phenomenal business which has
not been equalled at that theatre
for years and which brings back
the happy memories of the -heyday
of motion pictures, with vast
crowds storming the box-office
and queues encircling the
building...

"TEMPEST" CRITIQUES: "...The spectacle is
superb..." - Evening News. "'Tempest' can be
placed among the most formidable of recent
epics." -Daily Mail. "With 'Tempest' Italian
producer Dino DeLaurentiis follows in the foot-
steps of DeMille...A strikingly successful essay
in the super-spectacular." - Evening Standard.

Attending the special invitational premiere

of "Tempest" at the Plaza Theatre were, at left.

Paramount Managing Director F.E. Hutchinson and

Mrs. Hutchinson, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Pattinson.
Mr. Pattinson is managing director of 20th Cent-

ury-Fox Film Corp.

LONDON - Very effective dis-
play on the Plaza Theatre front
for the impressively received
"Tempest." Visible also are the
queues on both sides of the en-
trance to the theatre.

Note the line around the mar-
quee reading: "Only On the Big
Theatre °creen Can You See Such
Colour and Action." This was
the keynote of the showmanship
campaign in New York, when big
space was taken in the TV maga-
zines at the time of the release
of "Tempest" at the Capitol.

LONDON - Qnlnent British
actor Herbert Lom. who portray-
ed Napoleon so effectively in
"War and Peace," attended the

P
remiere of "Tempest" at the
laza. (In

“
the background, a
amenon sigi

honor to Tony Reddin
photo phenomenon signally pays

ldin.J

Royal Variety
Pr en i er e for
"Five Pennies”
HRH the Duke of Edinburgh

has consented to attend the
European Gala Premiere of Danny

Kaye's "Five Pennies" at the
Plaza Theatre, London, on Oct-
ober 21.

Danny Kaye will fly from
Hollywood for the occasion.



BrRLIN - Visiting star

Sophia Loren is welcomed

by Mayor Willy Brandt as

she arrives for the famed

Berlin Film Festival. In

the foreground is Berlin's

Golden Book of Visitors,

which bears the signatures

of many Paramount person-

alities.

ANTHONY PERKINS will
be one of the stars of

Alfred Hitchcock's forth-
coming shocker for Para-
mount. Hitchcock, who in-

tends to make the picture
in as complete secrecy as

possible, ha3 Perkins'

promise that he will not
reveal the subject matter
to anyone not connected
with the production.
Hitchcock has announced
no title as yet, and re-

fuses to confirm or deny

rumors regarding the

source material. Product-

ion starts next month in

Southwestern U.S.A.

Grosse Ereignisse bei

der Paramount

Mit dem diesmonatigem Eintritt in die zweite
Halfte dee Jahres 1959 stellen wir mit
grosser Befriedigung feet, dass wir einen
Zeitabschnitt nooh bedeutenderer Ereignisse
innerhalb der Paramount-Organisation erreicht
haben. Wir sind uns der Tatsaohe bewusst, in
den vergangenen Monaten einige der geeohafte-
starksten Films erworben zu haben, die es je
gegeben hat. Films wie Danny Kaye's "The Five
Pennies" und Jerry Lewis' "Keiner verlasst
das Sohiff ! " sind von vorneherein Kassen-
sohlager naoh Mass. Fertiggestellt und kurz
vor der Auslieferung stehen so einmalige
Produktionen wie Hal B. Wallis' "Der letzte
Zug von Gun Hill" und Clark Gable's "Bei mir
nioht". Wir sind ferner davon iiberzeugt, dass
wir mit Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jaoks" (Der
Einaugige) liber einen der sensationellsten
Films verfugen. Wir konnten noch vieles uber
unsere anderen Produktionen sohreiben aber
daruber steht mehr an anderer Stelle dieser
Ausgabe zu lesen.

All das wird nooh durch den kiirzlich erfolg-
ten Studiobesuch unseres Prasidenten Barney
Balaban, des Wei tverkaufchef s George Weltner
und weiterer leitender Paramounteers unter-
etrichen, bei dem die Produktionsdetails bis
weit in das Jahr i960 hinein zeitlich abge-
stimmt wurden. Es handelte sich urn eine bis-
her unerwahnte aber fiir uns alls lebens-
wichtige Geschaftsreise, deren Auswirkung in
den nachsten Monaten in diesen Spalten spiir-

bar warden wird.

In der Zwisohenzeit beginnen wir in diesem
Monat mit der Veroffentlichung einer Reihe
von Informationen, die dazu dienen sollen,
alls mit den uns angesohlossenen ZWeigbe-
trieben der Paramount vertraut zu maohen. In
dieser Ausgabe sei die Eingliederung der
Schallplattengeselleohaft Dot Records in die
Paramount Pictures Corporation erwahnt. Aus
Griinden der Vollstandigkeit wird diese Mel-
dung erst jetzt bekanntgegeben, und wir sind
sicher, dass sie alls die Mitarbeiter der
Dot Reoords herzlich willkommen heissen und
ihnen jede erdenkliche Dnterstiitzung zuteil

FRANKFURT - Photograph made on the occas-
ion of the recent visit to the Paramount head
office here by Messrs. James E. Perkins, pres-
ident of Paramount International: and John B.
Nathan, general manager for Continental Europe.
Picture was made following a press conference
in the Hotel Frankfurter Hof and includes ed-
itors and guests of Paramount.

From left: Mr. Artemijs Stabins, Chief of
Administration; Mr. Erwin Schad, Sales Manag-
er; Mr. Fried Hintz, Asst. Publicity Director;
Mr. Nathan; Mr. Perkins; Dr. Liselotte Henckel,
editor of Filmblatter; Mr. Boris Jankolovics,
Supervisor for Germany and Belgium; Mr. Edmund
Luft, editor of Filmwoche and Nachtausgabe;
Mr. Norbert Wiesner, editor of Filmecho; Mr.
Erwin Kreker, publicist; Mr. Kluge-L\ibke,Bild-
zeitung and B.Z., Berlin; Mr. Siegfried Kobosil,
Asst. Sales Manager; Mr. Gunter Schack, Publi-
city Director.

werden lassen. Im nachsten Monat berichten
wir dann in gleicher Weise von der Einglie-
derung einer weiMren Firma in die sich ver-
grossernde Organisation der Paramount.

Heute ktfnnen wir einen ausgezeichneten Bericht

uber die Verbeugungstour erstatten, die Danny
Kaye fur seinen Film "The Five Pennies" unter-
nahm. Danny wurde in der Presse als "die

grosste Unterhaltungskanone" bezeiohnet, die

Australien je besuoht hat, und der Erfolg des

Films s liegt auf der gleiohen Linie. Damit
hat sioh zuguterletzt die Meisterschaft dieses

untibertreffliohen Darstellers in einem globa-

len Ausmass durohgesetzt, und wir konnen stolz

darauf sein, dass soviel von dieser Meister-
schaf t in unserem Film "The Five Pennies" ent-

halten ist.

Kein Bericht der Paramount-Erfolge ist jedooh

Ohne die Erwahnung des Filmee "Die Zehn
Gebote" vollstandig zu nennen. Auf der ganzen
Welt ist dieses Monumentalwerk nooh immer

sins Quelle der Freuds fur die Leute vom Faoh,

eine Quelle der Verehrung und Offenbarung fiir

die Kinog&nger und ein Anlaes zur Dankbarkeit

gegeniiber jenen Verantwortliohen, die diesen

Film der Welt gesohenkt haben, die so sehr

dieser darin enthaltenen Geisteshaltung be-

darf. Der Strom der Unterlagen iiber die inter-

nationals Sohaumannsarbeit, der in den ver-
gangenen drei Jahren ununterbroohen naoh New

York und Hollywood floss, wird - so nehmen wir

an - fiir die kommenden Jahre weiter anhalten.

Der unvergangliche Geist von Ceoil B. DeMille

wird dariiber sehr gltioklioh sein. -



Danny Kaye escorts Mrs. Marcel
Dekyvere,M.B.E. from the Prince
Edward Theatre at the conclusion of
the premiere of "The Five Pennies"
in aid of the Royal Blind Society
and the Poliomyelitis and Physic-
ally Handicapped Society.

Paramount's presentation
of "The Five Pennies" at the
renowned Prince Edward Thea-
tre was an historical 'tops'
so far as dignified showman-
ship was concerned. It cli-
maxed an advance campaign
that won the esteem and ad-
miration of all elements of
the populace. It also has
developed into one of the
mightiest box-office successes in the 36-year history of the
Prince Edward.

Preponderantly responsible for this triumph are: Paramount
Managing Director Robert L. Graham, Prince Edward's General
Manager Mel G. Lawton, and Paramount's General Sales Manager,
George M. Nacard, and Advertising-Publicity Mgr.Jim Williams .

Mrs. Dekyvere, Kaye and Robert L.
Graham, Paramount managing director.
Kaye was appearing nightly at the
Empire Theatre ana left the perform-
ance to make this special appearance
at the Prince Edward's premiere of
"The Five Pennies."

P

The Governor of New South Wales,
Lieutenant-General Sir Eric Woodward
and Lady Woodward in jovial conversa-
tion with Danny Kaye at the theatre.

Helen Brown, polio victim whose or
life story parallels that of Dorothy
Nichols, presents flowers to Lady
Woodward in the Prince Edward foyer.

„ RIGHT

At the after-premiere party host-
ed by Robert L. Graham. From left:
General Sales Manager George M.Nacard
and Mrs. Nacard: Secretary-Treasurer
James A. Sixsmith; Danny Kaye; Mr.
Graham; Advertising-Publicity Manager
Jim Williams.
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Grace Bramblett, Frankie English, Peggy Bryant,

Gordon Scott, Mary Jane Speers (rubbing noses

with "Tarzan" say, what's this gal got?;,

Barbara Darnell. Patsy Smelley, Nina Abrams,

Barbara Daws ana Frankey Dulaney.

COUPLE UF "CAREER 1
' PLAYERS

Hal Wallis' production of
"Career" is one of the finest
star-studded films in years. In

addition to the expressive
Shirley MacLaine and Dean Martin

here shown, it has Anthony
Franciosa, Carolyn Jones, Donna

Douglas and Joan Blackman, with

Joseph Anthony's direction.

There is no limit to
the good man can do if

he doesn't care who

DENVER, Colorado - This lovely city, quite
a ways away from the sea. and about a mile up
in tne clouds, had this 'ship' cutting a wide
wake through its broad streets in the interest

of "Don't Give Up the Ship." This particular
•Navy' was acting under the directives of the

enterprising Denham Theatre, where the Jerry
Lewis comedy stacked up fabulous business.

ti ti w »» tf if ft n

Those drive-in bulletins

of business issued daily by

Ed Chu^ley indicate the

fabulous business continually

beino registered by "The Ten

Co rn
,nand ,T’ents."

j

News from the U.S. branches
gets credit.

-Anon

SAN FRANCISCO - Here
are happy pictures of the

five children of George
Carmone, head booker. The
girls are Elizabeth and
Carole, and the boys are
Ronnie, John and George «*v

Living on a budget is

the same as living beyond
your means except that
you have a record of it.

American Legion Efeg.

SAN FRANCISCO NhWS continued from page 18

Speaking of gardens, I believe one of the pret-

tiest I have seen is Mr. & Mrs. Cole's. She

is our Cashier. '

We all hope Office Manager Jack Hurley

and Miky Shanberger are having a wonderful

.f mm during their vacations. We do not know

>fcere Jack is, but Miky is visiting friends in

Southern California.
Oriette Philpott, Booker's typist is hav-

ing a very difficult time with her diet. Seems

she has put on more weight since she started it.

Perhaps it's those potato salads she can't re-

sist.
Ledger Clerk Daisy Kehoe and her husband

visited their daughter, son-in-law and grand-

children on Father's Day and took pictures of

their handsome grandsons. Hope we get some for

Paramount World.
School is out and you should have seen all

the children lined up for tickets to see "TAR-

ZAN'S GREATEST ADVENTURE" at the Golden Gate

Theatre. Grosses tell the story better than I

Many-Charactered
Formerly titled "Jovanka," the production

being made in Europe for Paramount Pictures by
Dino DeLaurentiis will reach the screen under
the title of JOVAlfKA AND THE OTHERS.

Presently cast in the picture are Silvana
Mangano, Van Heflin, Vera Miles, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Steve Forrest, Harry Guardino,Richard
Basehart and Alex Nicol. Martin Ritt is the
director.

ever could.
Anyone want to give away some golf bells?

It' s to cheer up Salesman "andy" Anderson.

Seems a chain letter he got some time ago

promised that if he did not break the chain he

would receive 100 golf balls. Alas! Poor

Andy received only one and this from a fellow

Paramounteer. Ve're not talking. C'mon fel-

low golfers, let's make Andy happy again.

—Esther Richter

ATL A NTA The current trend of business in
the Atlanta Branch gives indications of a (ma>-

ey) summer. It started with TARZAI'S GREATEST
ADVENTURE, which is grossing beyond all expec-
tations. To help launch this vehicle, we had
the able assistance of the personable Gordon
Scott (TARZAN) himself. Gordon proved himself
to be an outstanding showman, in addition to
his acting abilities, and was received in each
city by tremendous crowds wherever he made a
personal appearance. The enthusiasm was shown
at the Bok Office.

Jerry Lewis' DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP open-
ed in our key situations over the weekend and

initial results indicate this to be one of
Jerry '

b

outstanding Bok Office pictures. With
these two features currently on the theatre
screens in our territory, we are looking for-

ward to Hal Wallis's LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL,

which should be another proven bonanza for our

money customers during the summer months.
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS opened in 25 of our

largest drive-in theatres over the July 4 week-

end and this truly outstanding motion picture

has again proven itm bo* office value with re-

cord breaking grosses. The salesmen in Atlen-

( Continued on Page 32)



CHICAGO - Being inter-
viewed in the lobby of the
Great Lakes Naval Station
Theatre is Dina Merrill,
featured player in "Don't

Give Up the Ship." Bill
Brambull of Radio Station
WRIT is doing the inter-
viewing. At left are Joe
Reynolds , Towne Theatre,
Milwaukee, and Everett
Olsen, Paramount Pictures
representative

.
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U.S. -CANADA SCENE
ACTIVE WITH PARA-

MOUNT^
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - Visiting the

local zoo while here on a showmanship
tour in connection with "Tarzan's
Greatest Adventure," the film's star,

Gordon Scott, 'talks' to an Asiatic
tiger in its own language. Looking
on (and knowing the language because

this is a 'Southern' Asiatic tiger),
is Birmingham Mayor James Morgan.

NEW YORK - Joni James,
popular singer, and her
bandleader husbane, Tony
Aquaviva, being announced
as attendees at the Capi-
tol Theatre premiere of
the Danny Kaye picture,
"The Five Pennies."

LOS ANGELES - This well-
marked vehicle, with its chee-
secake cowgirl crew, toured the
city in the interests of "Last
Train From Gun Hill,"

LOS ANGELES - Throughout the
KABC-TV week-long salute to Danny Kaye

and "The Five Pennies," Chef Milani
went all-out in talking about the pio-
ture and displaying the "Five Pennies
one-sheet. The musically inclined
Chef gave up his mandolin for the wek
and, emulating Danny, took up the
cornet. Daily he gave away tickets to
the show and copies of the book. All
week, his emphasis was on dishes that
coula be prepared for "pennies." All
of his recipes were "O-Kaye Dishes."

NErf YORK CITY - Speaking at the US-Canadlan
meeting in Hone Office, Adolph Zukor, founder of
our company, said: "If a person isn't optimistic
he has no right to be in show business." Others
in the picture above are Gordon Llghtstone,
Barney Balaban and, at right, Sidney G. Deneau.
In foreground, facing away from camera, SylGum
and Mickey Stevenson.

LOS ANGELES - Sixteen-year-
old Salvation Amy musician
Robert Gregg is shown receiving
from Susan Gordon, the new
Selmer trumpet he won in contest
over 250 aspirants. Trumpet was
grand prize in "mystery trumpet"
contest conducted over Radio
Station KABC in connection with
the annual Southern California
Salvation Army Festival. Selmer
trumpet was tne prize for gues-
sing the identity of the mystery
trumpeter. Shown with the two
young people are Bob Hall of
KABC and Col. William J.Parkins,
Salvation Army Commander for
Southern California.
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"THE WORLD OF SUZIE
WONG," best-selling
novel (and Broadway hit)
by Richard Mason which
Ray Stark will produce
under his World Enter-
prises Inc. banner for
Paramount release, has
been printed in nine
foreign languages.

Versions hare been
brought out in Denmark,
Holland, Finland,France,
Germany, Italy, Norway,
Sweden and Argentina.

COPENHAGEN - Some of
the top bookstores here

5
ave very effective diap-
ays in connection with

the presentation of "The
Black Orchid" at Dagmar
Teatret. This was the dis-
play in the store of Eng-
elsen and Schroder on the
Frederiksberggade

.

COPENHAGEN - Here was
a fine window tie-up for
"The Black Orchid" in the
shoe shop City Sko,on the
Ostergade.

COPENHAGEN - A most effective view of the

front of the Dagmar Theatre during the highly
successful engagement of "The Black Orchid."
Elsewhere we have individual shots of some of
the resultsful showmanship devised by Manager
John Aarshoj in connection with this engagement.

it ii rt n it it u

STORA SAKER PA GANG

I PARAMOUNTVARLDEN
*********

Den hfir mdnaden, dd vi gdr in pd andra halv-

dret av 1959, kan vi glddja oss at flera

stora h&ndelser inom Paramount. Under de se-

llaste mdnaderna har vi fdtt fardiga nagra av

de storsta kassafilmer vi ndgonsin haft, sd-

som Danny Kaye-filmen "The Five Pennies" ooh

Jerry Lewis-filmen ^lon't Give Up the Ship".

FSrdiga for premier ligger redan sddana par-

lor sooi Hal Wallis "Sista tdget frdn Gun Hill"

och Clark Gable's succekomedi "But Not For
Mb". Det Mr ocksd vdr bvertygelse, att vi i

Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks" har en av

de sensationellaste filmer som ndgonsin

gjorts. Vi skulle kunna n&mna mdnga fler

filmer, som redan Mr fardiga. Om dem kan ni

lfisa i spalterna i det har numret.

Paramountchefema Barney Balaban och

George Weltner har - i sallskap med flera

andra prominenta Paramountdirektorer - ny-

ligen besokt ateljeerna fbr att utforma pro-

dukt i ansplanema for en avseverd tidsperiod

in pd 1960. Detta besok har ett vitalt in-

tresse for alia och en var i branschen och

verkningarna av det komraer att kunna ISsas

i vara spalter de ndrmaste mdnaderna.

I det har numret borjar vi en serie

artiklar far att hdlla er a jour med andra-

grenar av Paramount organi saticnens verksaro-

het in filmproduktion. Paramount Pictures

Corporation har ett separat dotterbolag -

Dot Records - som sBlJer grammofonskivar.

Egentligen skulle vi ha talat om alia de-

taljer redan i forra numret, men vi holl

inne med dem f8r att rapporten simile kunna

bli sd fullstandig som raajligt. .Vi vet, att

ni kommer att onska medlemmarna i Dot Re-

oards-organisationen hj&rtligt vdlkorana och

att ni kommer att samarbeta med dem pd bas-

ta mfjjliga sfitt. I nfista mdnad fdr ni lfisa

mera om ett annat fCretag som tlllhbr det

vfixande Paramount.

We often do good that
we may do harm with
impunity.

LaRoehefoucauld

Danny Kaye har rest runt i Australian

i samband med premlfiren pd "The Five Penn-

ies". Danny hyllades sdsom "den storste ar-

tist son ndgonsin besokt Australian" och

framgdngen for "The Five Pennies" ar given.

Antligen har denna oforlikneliga artist bli-

vit internationalIt erkand over hela. varlden.

Vi har tur som har en film som "The Five

Pennies", d&r han fdr visa hela vidden av

sitt konstnarskap.

Ingen redogbrelse om Paramount s fram-

gdngar dr fullsthndig utan att nanna ndgot

om "De tio budorden". Overallt i vdrlden

Sr denna storfilm en glfidjek&lla for bran-

schens folk, en upplevelse for biopubliken
och en beloning for dem, som vagade ge en
raateriell vSrld en film av sddan resning.
Innu after tre fir strbmmar otaliga vittnes-
bord in hhrom till New York och Hollywood,
och vi tror att de kommer att fortsatta att

strorama in mdnga ar till. De skulle alldel-
es sdkert glfidja Cecil B. deMille, om han
kxmde ta del av dem.

oooOooo

COPENHAGEN - Two phases of the expert show-

manship campaign for "St. Louis Blues." At top

the front of the Metropole Theatre; below, an

ace window in IHums, one of the world's top

specialty stores.
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AMSTERDAM - Press con-
ference for Clark Gable at
the Hotel Kasteel Oud
Wassenaar, where the star,
Mrs, Gable and their two
children stayed during
their 3-day visit to Holl-
and. Paramount's Odette
Ferry is seated to the
left of Mr. Gable; Param-
ount's Netherlands Manager
K.Wijsmuller to the right
of Mrs. Gable.

TOP PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS
IN THE CONTINENTAL SCENE

BfRLIN - Day and night views of the advertising
pylon on the Kurfurstendamm announcing the two Amer-
ican films shown at the Berlin Film Festival. MGM's
"Ask Any Girl" being the official U.S. entry in the
Festival is shown in the upper position. The Para-
mount contribution to the Festival, by invitation,
was "That Kind of Woman," shown nearer to the people
in the street. This commanding advertisement was
the only one allowed on the centre strip of Berlin's
famous boulevard.

BERLIN - Press conference at the Hilton Hotel
during the Continental survey tour of Messrs
William Perlberg and George Seaton in the inters
ests of their forthcoming Paramount productions.
From left; Berlin Branch Manager Richard Heyer,

P® rlberg, Mr. Seaton, Publicity Director
Schack, Branch Publicity Manager ( Hamburg-BerHn)
Rochau. Mr. Perlberg is addressing a gathering
of editors and journalists of every Berlin pap-
er, radio and trade press.

RIGHT
BHILIN - Eric A. Johnston, president of the

Motion Picture Association of America (centre)
arrives at Tempelhof Airport for the Berlin
Film Festival, and is greeted by Dr. Alfred
Bauer, Festival Director, at left, and by
Boris Jankolovics, Paramount Supervisor for
Germany and Belgium.

TaorT i na
T r i umph ....

Continental General Manager
John B. Nathan reports receipt
of the following cable from
Italy's General Manager Pilade
Levi regarding the triumph of
"Houseboat" at the Taormina Film
Festival in Greece:

"HOUSEBOAT" GREAT SUCCESS AT
TAORMINA. PICTURE WAS SHOWN IN
GREEK THEATRE AND WAS FOLLOWED
WITH GREAT INTEREST. APPLAUSE
THROUGHOUT THE PICTURE, AND
GREAT APPLAUSE AT THE END.
COMMENTS OF CRITICS AND EXHIB-
ITORS PRESENT ARE EXCELLENT.
GENERAL OPINION IS THAT PICTURE
IS EXCELLENT AND WE EXPECT
SPLENDID COMMERCIAL RESULTS.

- LEVI

ROME - "The Ten Commandments" was
awarded a Blue Ribbon by the Associa-
tion Cinematographic Press in Rome as
"the biggest grossing film of the

1958/59 season."
Photo above, taken at the Old Am-

erican Restaurant on June 30th last,

shows Anita Ekberg presenting the
Association's scroll to Paramount

Sales Manager Remato Cammarota. At

the left is actor Emilio Cigoli. In

rear of the citation is Ugo Ugoletti,
Head of Consorzio Stampa Cinematogr-

afica, and also Editor of Araldo dello

Spettacolo.

PARIS — With the British prod-
uction, "Les Chemins de la Haute
Ville" ("Room at the Top") continu-
ing to be such a huge success here,
the scene above is a nostalgic ret-
urn to the visit made by Laurence
Harvey, star of the film, at the
time of the premiere. Shown inform-
ally at L« Bourget Airport, are .from
left: James Woolf, producer of the
picture: Paramount publicist Odette
Ferry; Mr. Harvey; and Marcel Hamel,
Paramount traffic manager.

All around the world "The
Ten Commandments" continues
to be The Greatest Spiritual,
Inspirational. Entertainment
and Commercial Success of
All Time,
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ROME - "Breath of
Scandal," Ponti-Girosi
production for Paramount,
which has been shooting
in Vienna since June 8,
began the Rome phase of
its filming July 18 at
Cinecltta Studios.

Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin
and Angela Lansbury are
the stars.

Set in the Austria of
1910, "Breath of Scandal"
is about a beautiful
princess who has a roman-
tic interlude with an
American.

ROTTERDAM - "St. Louis
Blues" was given very ef-
fective showmanship in
this important Netherlands
city. One of many wondows
was this fine one at the
Bijendorf Dept, store.

ROTTERDAM - Following
his arrival in Holland on
July 4th, Clark Gable
discusses his travel and
press relations schedule
with Paramount Manager K.
Wij3muller (centre) and
Publicity Manager G.Toll-
enaar.

Showmanship waa «*«» a fun and
1 complete work-out in

Holland with "St. Louis Blues." Manager K.F.J.
Wijsmuller certainly went 'All out' with this
one. Every major music store in the nation was
alerted, the one above being the well-known
Amsterdam record-bar, Disco Comer. Campaign
book on the picture reveals many of the store
tie-ups, wealth of printed publicity, fine
advertisements, distribution of many thousands
of postcards, vast use of the film's music on
radio and television, and very profitable tie-
ins with noted orchestra leaders.

ER STAAN BELANGR I JKE
DINGEN TE GEBEUREN IN

oe Paramount wereld
***********

Deze maand, aan hot begin van de tweede
helft van 1959» zijn wij one met vreugde
bewust van een tijdperk van een nig be-
langri Jker grootheid, die op rekening van
de Paramount organieatie komt. Wij zijn
one zeer wel bewuet van het feit, dat wij
er gedurende de afgelopen maanden een aan-
tal van de beste commerciSle films bijge-
kregen hebben, die wij ooit hebben gekend.
Wij weten, dat films als Danny Kaye's "The
Five Pennies" en Jerry Lewis' "Don't Give
Up The Ship" gemaakt zijn om top-recettes
mee te behalen. Wij weten, dat er juwelen
van films voltooid en klaar voor release
zijn, zoals Hal Wallis' "Last Train From
Gun Hill" en de Clark Gable komedie "But
not for me". En wij zijn er van overtuigd,
dat wij een van de meest seneationele films
aller tijden hebben in Marlon Brando's
"One-Eyed Jacks". Er zijn er nog veel meer
dan wij op dit moment kunnen opsommen, doch
zij zijn alle reeds klaar en U kunt er in
de kolommen van dit nummer over lezen.

Ter aanvulling van dit alles is het
feit, dat de Heren Barney Balaban en George
Weltner, zowel als andere prominente figu-
ren, kortgeleden een zakenreis naar de stu-
dio voltooid hebben, waar men produktie
details besproken heeft voor een periode

Tribute f r ot
T i bet...

After three months of seclusion in India's
hill resort of Mussoorie, Tibet's self-exiled
Dalai Lama, 24, broke his routine to witness
a spectacle that strongly reminded him of his
own people's bondage under the Red Chinese
invaders. The attraction: The Ten Commandments
- Cecil B. DeMille's twice-filmed picturizat-
ion of Moses' struggle against terror and
tyranny. The movie won a rave notice from the
God-King: "I liked it very much. I was greatly
moved." -Time Magazine

tot ver in I960. Dit was een hoogst belang-
rijk bezoek, waar men van te voren echter
geen ruchtbaarheid aan gegeven had, een be-
zoek waaraan ieder van ons een enorme bete-
kenis hecht. De resultaten ervan zullen in
de komende maanden in onze kolommen vermeld
worden.

Ondertussen maken wij deze maand een be-
gin met een artikelen-serie , bedoeld om U
kompleet te informeren omtrent de andere
takken van de Paramount organisatie, naast
de vervaardiging van' films. Ons onderwerp
voor dit nummer is de afdeling van Paramount
Pictures Corporation, genaamd Dot Records.
Oorspronkeli jk bedoeld voor de vorige maand,
werd het artikel aangehouden- voor dit num-
mer, taneinde het een zo volledig mogelijk
verslag te doen zijn. Wij geloven, dat dit
nu het geval is, en wij weten, dat U de le-
den van de Dot Records organisatie een har-
telijk welkom zal heten en hen alle mogelijke
medewerking zal verlenen. De volgende maand
zullen wij een soortgelijk redactioneel ar-

tikel wijden aan een andere afdeling van
de grote en steeds groeiende Paramount orga-
nisatiel

Wij brengen deze maand ook een interes-
sant foto-verslag van Danny Kaye's tournee,
en van de enorme invloed, die hiervan is

uitgegaan voorzover het "The Five Pennies*

betreft. Danny,, die een kontrfikt in Austra-
lis had, is daar geprezen als "De grootste
komische artist, die ooit Australia bezocht
heeft", en het succes van "The Five Pennies"
staat daarmee op gelijke hoogte. Ten lange

leste wordt de enorme virtuositeit van deze

weergeloze internationale artist over de

gehele wereld erkend, en wij prijzen ons

zeer gelukkig, dat wij zoveel van deze ar-

tisticiteit in het filmwerk "The Five Pen-

nies" hebben kunnen tonen.

Geen verslag over Paramount's vooruit-
gang is echter kompl et, zonder vermelding
van "De Tien Geboden". Over de gehele we-

reld blijft deze film nog steeds een bron
van vreugde voor publiciteitsmensen, een

bron van verering en een wonder voor het

bioscooppubliek, en een bron van grote
dankbaarheid jegens de makers, die deze

produktie gegeven hebben aan een wereld,

die een geestelijk leven zo zeer nodig heeft.

De verslagen van de publiciteitscanpagnes

,

die in de afgelopen drie jaar de kantoren

in New York en Hollywood zijn binnenge-
stroomd, blijven nog steeds binnenkomen,

en wij verwachten wel, dat deze stroom ze-

ker nog een aantal jaren zal blijven aan-

houden. De verheven geest van Cecil B.De

Mille moet hierover zeer gelukkig zijn.
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Conference on the set
of "But Not For Me." The
participants: star Clark
Gable, at left, and co-
producers George Seaton,
in centre, and William
Perlberg. Outcome: one of
the fastest and ftnniest
comedies out of Hollywood
in many a long year.

PARAMOUNT PROJECTS
TOP THE HOLLYWOOD
CINEMA SCENE

First-hand news of Australia's preferences
and requirements is received by Paramount stud-
io head Jack Karp (r.) from Robert L.Graham,
Paramount managing director in Sydney. In add-
ition to indicating Australian - and also New

Joan Blackman meets Mr.K.Misu
(centre) ,Chairman and President
of Misu Enterprise Co.; his pub-
licity manager,Mr.Masuzawa, left,
and Mr.Takarada, Shochiku rep. in
Los Angeles. They are on set of
"Visit To A Small Planet."

Zealand - reactions to recent Paramount product.
Hr. Graham was also able to give a first-hand
report on the enormously successful reception
accorded Danny Kaye at the outset of his engag-
ement in Australia, and also on the equally
successful reception won by "The Five Pennies"
at the Prince *<dward Theatre, Sydney.

I
Here is Jack Karp, studio head, in a some-

what different role. Here he's attending the
Paramount Studio Club's 24th annual Summer Pic-
nic at Sunland Park on July 11th. At right is
Eugene J. Zukor, and in rear centre is Pat Moore,
Picnic Chairman. A fine day and a fine spirit
contributed to a most happy event. In all,
1,300 of the studio's employees and their famil-
ies attended the all-day affair.

mm
Sidney Justin
A Paramounteer since 1930,

and a member of the company's
legal department for that per-
iod, Sidney Justin has been
named executive assistant to
Jack Karp, recently made the
company's vice-president in
charge of the studio. In addit-
ion to his new duties, Justin
will continue as resident coun-
sel and head of the studio legal
department, a post he has held
since 1946.

Sidney Justin is well known
to a great many Paramounteers
around the world, all of whom
must be very pleased over this
new success note in his career.

Susan Gordon, featured member of
the cast of "The Five Pennies," is
one of the hostesses at the Teen-
Preem of the picture at the Wilshire
Theatre here. Showing was followed by
an ice-cream party at Blum's in Bev-
erly Hills, locale of the above scene.
Susan, arms folded, is in centre.

*

>

Plans for the production

of "The Mountain Is Young t
"

based on Han Suyin's famous

book, continue to be quite

hush-hush — but terrific

l
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The star-studded cast of Hal Wallis* nCareer”

lave delivered for Paramount a tingling drama of

ihat never-ending kaleidoscope called Broadway.

Audiences everywhere are going to have their

dramatic senses reel under the impact of remem—

berable performances by Dean Martin, Anthony Fran-

ciosa, Shirley MacLaine, Carolyn Jones and a

poignantly etched portrayal of a country girl

who puts love ahead of everything, delivered in a

screen debut by Joan Blackman.
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"FAIBLES FEMMES" IS

JOLLY GOOD FUN

•TRES JOLLY!

'

This actually happens to our hero
in this joyous picture, and it should
happen to you — but probably won't.
Three luscious gals - as luscious as
France makes 'em - tackle one lone
but not so defenceless male.

From a 11 0 V er th e world has
come the plea - ”G i ve us fast-
tov i ng , light -h ear t ed p i ctur es
about yo ung p eo pie » for young
people .

”

Wei i, he r e ’ s the
answer - and i t "s a honey! It
is cal 1

e

d
M Fa i bles Femmes,” in

Engl i sh

,

"Worn en Ar e Weak!"
Says w ho? S ee it - and love

i t - and form vour own point
of view.

Do you imagine he's asking why
she doesn't "drop in" sometime. He
is, but you have to see the picture
to get the inflection1

.

This swinming pool scene is quite
without a precedent. What this guy
says to this gal is nobody's business
~ but the whole darned audience all
around the pool hears it, including
her husband.

These are the three young mistre-
sses of the art of giving a brash and
rather conscienceless young man a
really tough time. And boyj how you
are going to love the three of theml

This chap at right is the most
brazen Imposter ever to whisper sweet
'plenties' to a convent-educated,
but still rather worldly, young girl.

When they named that lonely
Pacific island Bikini, they just did
not know the places the name was
going to lead to.

"FAIBLES FEMMES," one of
the happiest films we have
seen in any language, is in
French for those territories
requiring that language,and
in English for others.

Paramount is distributing
the picture in the United
Kingdom, Australia, New
Zealand, Eire, Singapore,
Hongkong ,India , Paki stan

,

South Africa, the American
Continent south of the Rio
Grande,most Caribbean areas.

Stars are Mylene Demong-
eot, Paacale Petit. Jacquel-
ine Sassard et Alain Delon.
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Jack Oakie returns
to Paramount for an im-
portant role in the
Perlberg-Seaton product-
ion, "The Rat Race,"
which starts in Septem-
ber. Tony Curtis and
Debbie Reynolds are the
film's stars.

SAO PAULO - One of the
impressive standees for
"The Ten Commandments" in
the lobby of the Ipiranga
.Theatre.

SAO PAULO - Speaking
to the audience from the
stage of the Cine Ipir-
anga, Latin American Div-
ision Manager Henry B.
Gordon thanks Mrs.Leonor
Mendes de Barros, Presid-
ent of the Sao Paulo Ass-
ociation for the Prevent-
ion of Tuberculosis for
the magnificent gala pre-
miere of "The Ten Comman-
dments" the night of July
Tenth.

-

It Haul
' ?'

r
IIIIK

S*
,

LJ7 "M ill
SXO PAULO - Close view of the Ipiranga The-

atre's banner for "The Ten Commandments" view-
ed at close range. There is a longer shot of
this showmanship on Page 8. Both photographs
are powerful evidence of the tremendous indus-
trial and business growth of Sfib Paulo.

IMPORTANTES ACONTECI-
MIENTOS OCURREN EN EL

MUNDO PARAMOUNT
* *

En este mss, en que tormina la primers mitad
del afio 1059, loa augurios para el segundo se-
meatre no pueden ser mis optimistas para la

grandeza y progresoa de la organizacifin Para-
mount. Eato sa dabs, principalmsnte, a que te-

nemosam nuestras manos pellculas de una calidad
como Jamis ae habfa visto en la pentalla, tan-
to por su belleza, como por su fuerza de atrac-
cifin taquillera. Tenemos, por ejemplo, una pe-
lfeula como "Las cIdco monedas" ("The Five Pen-
nies")

,
en la cual Denny Kaye se supers a sf

miamo. "Capitfin sin barco", una comedia en que

Jerry Lewis repita las desopilantas bufonedas
que la han ganado mlllones da admired ores. La

obra maeetra de Hal Wallis, "Xl filtimo tren",

atraeri al pfiblico a la taqullla como ninguna

otra pellcule de su genero lo habfa logrado.

"But Not For Me") "Pero no para mf") es una pe-

lfcula ofimica en la que Clerk Gable vuelve a

sue mejorea tiempos. Tenemos la plena seguri-
dad da que la pelfoula da Merlon Brando "One-

Cable from Sao Paulo...
"TEN COMMANDMENTS" OPENING JULY 15 COMPLETE

SELLOUT. EACH SHOW RECORD GROSS. ADVANCE SALES
TWO DAILY RESERVED SEAT PERFORMANCES COMPLETELY
SOLD THROUGH SUNDAY AND UNRESERVED MORNING MAT-
INEE TODAY COMPLETE SELLOUT. HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
TURNED AWAY ALL SHOWS. PUBLIC REACTION SIMPLY
UNSURPASSABLE. OUR SAO PAULO MANAGER, MIGUEL
MANCINI, DID SUPERB JOB

GORDON & DUNLAP

Eyed Jacks" ("El roatro impenetrable”) ,
ea de

lo mrfa aenaaclonal del ^bnero dramitlco que ha

salido de loa estudloa de la Paramount, o de

cualquiere otra produetora, Podrfamoa alargar
eeta lists heata agotar el eapaclo que tenemos
diaponlble, pero las pellculas menclonadaa bas-

tarin para dar ol paramountiata una idea del

producto de que diBpondri en loa mesea venide-
ros. .. Loa senorea Barney Balaban y George Meit-

ner han visitado recientemente el estudio pa-

ra seDtar las bases que han de recir el progra-
ms de produccifin hasta bien entrado el aHo 19«X
Poco se ha becho pfiblico de eata viaita, pero
no hay duda que es de tremende importancie pa-
ra todo paramountiata, como se maDifeateri en

loa mesas venideros. . . En el nfimero de este
publicacifin que el paramountiata tiene a la

vista, empezamos a informer acerca de otrae ac-

tividades de la Paramount al margen de la pro-
duccifin de pelfculas. Nueatro asunto hoy es el
que ae refi ere a la jivisifin de la Paramount
Pictures Corporation, que tiene por nombre Dot
Records. I.uestro plan era informer acerca de

Dot Records en nuestro numero anterior, pero
preferimos eplazarlo para hoy a fin de poder
dar un informs mfis completo y detallado. Apro-
vechamos esta coyuntura para dar a los miembroe
de Dot Records una calurosa blenvenida y les
ofrecemoa nuestre mis efuaiva cooperacifin. 2n
el proximo nfimero dareraos el paremountista in-
formes igualiaente interesantes de otra division
de la cede dfn mis grande y creciente organi-
zacifin Paramount, , . Danny lays, el actor de

la aimpatfa, estfi efectuando una Jira de pre-
sen taciones personalea relacionadas con el es-

treno en innumerablea teatros de "las cinoo mo-

nedas'', Su periplo se he extendido a la lejane
Australia, en donde eate formidable dratae sen-
timental, con facetas de le mis pure comedia,
ha aido un triunfo que ha llegado al corazfin

del pfiblico y ha dado a su protagonists la fa-
me de artiste tlpicamente universal, . . No
podemos terminer este informe mensual sin refe-

rirnos, una vez mfis, a loa triunfos que en to-
do el mundo sigue coaechando "Los Diez landa-
mientos", los cualea afectan no sfilo al pfibli-

co, sino a los exhibidores, y a los peramountii
tas todoa, cuyo "ahowmenahip" se menifiesta en'

la taquille avalado por la grandeza de una pe-
lfcula en la cual pareoe flotar el eapfritu de

au gran animedor, Cecil B. DeMille, autor de

eate monumento que perdurari mientras exista el

sfiptimo Arte en el mundo.

SAO PAULO - Group in the foyer of the Cine
Ipiranga on the night of the charity gala pre-
miere of "The Ten Commandments" on July 10th.
The organization benefitting from the premiere
was the Sao Paulo Association for the Prevent-
ion of Tuberculosis.

From the left: Dr. Florentino Llorente of

Cia Serrador; Mrs. Sofia Almeida de Ataide,
member of the Aesociation; Mr. Adhemar de
Barros, Mayor of Sao Paulo; and Mr. Henry B.
Gordon, Division Manager for Latin America,
flanked by Mr. and Mrs. Michele Angelo ManCinl,
Manager of Sao Paulo Branch of Paramount.
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Soundtrack Sets Mood of

"The Five Pennies' Campaign

MH IS ARMS I MOM

|)\NN^ K \YE

Oh

> ^ *

f v: :

5

;

flVCpennies

L sound track music of Paramount’s "The Five Pennies,

starring Danny Kaye, has become the fountainhead of a satura*

tion promotion campaign aimed at making this Summer re-

lease the "blockbuster musical of the year.”

In every promotional sphere—in newspapers, magazines, on

radio and television, in tieups and advertising—the dominating

factor in Paramount’s campaign for this film biography of a

jazz "great" has been its exciting, happy music. Even Life mag-

azine, in its recent two-page layout on the film, stressed the

music theme.

Figuring importantly in the promotion of the film is Dot

Records' "The Five Pennies" sound track album featuring

Danny Kaye and Louis Armstrong. The album cover, showing

the two "going to town,", is set to command the display win-

dow spotlight in music stores throughout the country.

The over-all campaign, with advance coverage in newspa-

pers, and magazines, 15-city Kaye promotional tour, musical

instrument makers’ tieup, disc jockey backing, jazz musicians'

tours, pocketbook promotion and various other aspects, was

under way many weeks before release. Paramount estimates

that more people have been made conscious of the coming of

this picture than were primed for any previous Danny Kaye

film. The campaign has been supervised by Jerry Pickman,

Paramount ad-publicity vice-president, and Martin S. Davis,

national advertising-publicity-exploitation manager.

“The Five Pennies" was launched June 17 with a jazz-

styled world premiere at New York's Capitol theatre, at which

Red Nichols, dixieland band leader on whose life the film

was based, was cited by his fellow "greats" of the popular mu-

sic world. The citation was presented by the renowned Louis

But all devices from paperbacks

to magazine space have role in

promotion of Danny Kaye vehicle

A window display in an appliance store, with full concentration on

Dot Records' album of 'The Five Pennies" music.

(Satchmo) Armstrong, a star of the picture, who was among

the many top jazzmen of today who attended. Several regional

premieres followed the world bow.

H. and A. Selmer, Inc., manufacturers of the Selmer band

instruments (which are played in the picture) is conducting

a vast tieup promotion, and at the same time is supplying as

prizes for contests in connection with branch city openings
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Trade
Paper

Report

.

on a

Wonderful
Public
Relations
Campa

i
gn

on

”T H E

FIVE
P E N N I E S"

launching of MThe Five Pennies.” All of the public relations activities
on this picture could be collected, edited and transformed into a handbook
on showmanship. And this goes not alone for the launching of the picture
in the United States but also for the launching in Australia, where Danny
Kaye is right now, as well as for those other parts of the world where
”The Five Pennies” is about to be presented to a most eager public. Ahead
of the 'handbook' idea we have hinted at above, Motion Picture Herald has

collected the data for a two-page showmanship article, of which the first
page is above (and the second is on Page 40). Here is a wealth of material
for Paramount showmen (and salesmen) everywhere. What makes it all the
more valuable is that it has the practicality of having come true. This is

all proven material.
i

NOTE: Second page of the
Motion Picture Herald
article in on our Page 40 .
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the best "Nichols worth”

of JAZZ
ever

lNNY KAYE
IS ARMSTRONG
RED NICHOLS

...follow the Shot line! m
3»*t<.9ir

THE FIVE
PENNIES

A punchy page advert-
isement in Variety for
the Dot Records album on
"The Five Pennies."

The music campaign of
showmanship on this pict-
ure was given two full
pages of editorial comm-
ent in Motion Picture
Herald of July 24th.

PHILADELPHIA - Gordon
Scott, with the help of a

Zoo attendant, imparts to
a young admirer the prop-
er technique to apply to
the riding of an African
elephant. Remainder of
the lesson is to be found
in "Tarxan's Greatest Ad-

FORT WORTH, Texas - Carolyn
Jones was very active in the
interests of "Last Train Fran
Gun Hill" and "Career" in this
city. She arrived at the famed
Western Hills Hotel by helicop-
ter and was welcomed bv Frank
Weatherford (centre). City Man-
ager for Interstate Theatres,
and Norman Brady, Advertising
Manager.

venture .

"

Personnel Rep.: "Why

are you asking high

wages when you have no

experience?"

Applicant: "It's
harder work when you

don't know anything

about it."
-Fbom one of the

branch offices.

HOLLYWOOD - Notorious
Oklahoma train robber,A1
Jennings, who later was
exonerated and became a
prominent law enforcer,
re-lives something of the
colorful early days with
principals of Paramount's
Oklahoma drama, "Last
Train From Gun Hill." He
is here comparing gun
notes with Brad Dexter,at
left, who plays the ranch
foreman in the exciting
Hal Wallis film, and Rod
Redwing, Paramount's gun
expert on the film.

News from the U.S. branches

ATLANTA NEWS (Continued)

ta are most enthused about this outstanding

production. We have amassed 60 drive-in book-

ings during the month of July and expect equal

sales and booking during the month of August

as our prints are now being booked solidly

through August 23.

Since our last report to PARAMOUNT *0RLD,

we have had some changes in Branch personnel,

and wish to welcome Franky Dulany as booking

department stenographer. Franky is a real

Georgia 'peach' end we are all very fond of her

and wish her much happiness as a member of the

Paramount family. In addition, we want to wel-

come Melva Hicks to the accounting department.

Melva is another one of our 'peaches' and we

also wish her happiness in her new endeavor

with the Paramount family. With the resigna-

tion of one of our Branch bookers, we were

pleased to promote Barbara Barnell to the boo-

king department. Barbara has taken over the

booking duties for Sales Manager, W. R. Word,

Jr. and with this booking end sales team, we

expect that there will be no booking and sales

team throughout the entire Paramount family to

equal the results of this combination.

Incidentally, the Atlanta Branch is 100%

booked during PARAMOUNT WEEKS, with outstanding
bookings during this two-week period.

—Foster Hotard

WASHINGTON, D.C. Mr. George Weltner
accompanied by Mr. Ed DeBerry attended the

premiere opening of DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP at

the Metropolitan Theatre. Also appearing in

person was Dina Merrill, supporting actress in

the feature.
Mrs. Mildred Donn, booker's clerk, resign-

ed to Join the U. S. Government. Mrs. Marie
Rutter, former Paramount employee, returned

and replaced Mrs. Dunn as booker's clerk.

Miss nelen Schultze is vacationing and

enjoying the Florida sunshine. Cashier, Ida

ureen, is going to Ocean City, Md Retur-

ning vacationers are bookers Mrs. Billie Be-

nick,andAl Landgraf; ledger clerk, Mrs. Jean

Dixon and Assistant Cashier, Lillian Lee.

With such releases as DON'T ClVL UP THE

SHIP, FIVE PENNIES and LAST TRAIN FROM GUN

HILL, we are looking forward to a fine summer

season. More later.
—Bill Fischer

CH I C AGO The "Big" days have finally passed

for us here in Chicago . It all started when

the U.S. Navy arrived here represented by 14

assorted warships. The ships sailed along

the entire lake shore and certainly provided

a most spectacular sight. All through the

4th of July weekend gala affairs occurred

throughout the city. The opening of the Inter-

national Trade FAir, landing of the Marines on

one of our beaches and finally the visit by

Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip. Although

the royal party never passed the Branch, sev-

eral of us caught glimpses of them. Helen

Sherer, our cashier, returned from her daily

trip to the bank all agog* She swore that the

Prince was the handsomest and most charming per-

son she had seen in a long time and that the

Cueen is really beautiful. Several others

rushed downtown after working hours and watched

the parades during the evening. In all there

hasn't been so much excitement since that cow

kicked over the lantern and started the great

Chicago fire.

And now Paramount Weeks are almost here.

Some of our customers are complaining about

receiving busy signals when calling us, due to

the fact of the bookers and salesmen phoning

all the "slower" exhibitors and urging them

(Continued on Page 381
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TEL AVIV - Hair-raising
showmanship stunts in connection
with Alfred Hitchcock's "Vert-
igo" have been very popular (and

very effective) all around the
world. But it would seem diffi-
cult to devise a topper to this
one effected by the management
of the Cinema Chen here. Figure
of a man was of plastic, but
the element of realism was pres-
ent most heavily — and heavy
also was the crush at the box-
office of the Chen.

SHOWMANSHIP IS THE BEST

FRIEND ANY THEATRE HAS
Last month we illus-

trated the Fire Pennies
Lucky Charm bracelets.

Their charm is sprea-
ding.

Miss Helen Sevagian,
chief of the information
department of the Boston
Public Library saw the
bracelet and immediately
acquired 500 to be used
as bookmarks in the
Library.

Reading there will
really pay dividends.

Jm®
UIILSHIM

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount's Teen-
Preem of "The Five Pennies" at the
Fox Wilshire Theatre was a new show-
manship gimmick that won widespread
approval. Thousands of youngsters be-
gan lining up at 7 a.m. for the fijlm
showing and the huge private after-
theatre ice cream party at Blum's in
Beverly Hills. Participants were rep-
resentatives of the Hi-Fi Clubs of
America, Girl Scouts, Brownies and
teen-age celebrities of radio, TV and
screen.

SAN FRANCISCO -

The RKO Golden Gate
devised a real jungle
theatre front for
"Tarzan's Greatest
Adventure" - and
thereby drew a queue.

RIGHT

SYDNEY - These
young Australians had
a field day of fun
with the 'Buccaneer'
eye patches when "The
Buccaneer" was the
attraction at the
Prince Edward Theatre
recently. Pepsi-Cola
was also tied in with
the showmanship camp-
aign.

NEW YORK CITY - A very eff-
ective window for "The Five
Pennies" in the celebrated dis-
count store of Korvette's, in
West 48th Street. Heavy play is
on the Dot Record disc of the
film's top musical numbers.

Lm, —
LOS ANGELES - Radio Station

KBIG, with broadcaster Carl
Bailey (admiral's hat) officia-
ting, ran a guessing contest in
which "Don't Give Up the Ship"
was linked with the Glasspar
Boat Company. Listeners had to
guess where the prize Glasspar
boat was hidden. Winner, Ted
Glenn (right) w*n it by guess-
ing the boat was in Jerry
Lewis' swimming pool. With them
is Diana Spencer, featured play-
er in the Hal Wallis comedy.

DENVER, Colorado - A lethal
'toast' is 'drunk' over the
casket of "The Man Who Could
Cheat Death" as part of the
Denham Theatre's showmanship
campaign on this Paramount thr-
iller. Participants, suitably
masked, are Pat Jtylet and Leon-
ard Eharizzi of the Denham staff.
The stunt, by the way, was plc-
torially reported in the Denver
Post, city's eminent newspaper.
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BOBBY DARIN , sensat-

ional young singer who

has soared to the top in

the past year, has been

signed to a multiple-

picture contract by

Paramount . It is his

first screen pact.

Darin, who is 22,has

proved a great favorite

with the teenager rock

•n roll fans and also

with adults who prefer

his remarkable rhythm
singing. He writes most

of his own songs.

His first Paramount
picture will be announc-

ed soon.

INGER STEVENS, Para-
mount contract actress,
who has been loaned by the

studio for a top role in
"The Newcomers," segment
of the Bonansa t series.

Colorful cover of the

Dell Publications comic

book based on "Don't Give

Up the Ship." Initial

printing of the book was

500,000 copies. Number

also applied to the comic

book on "Last Train from

Gun Hill" (see Page 38).

COSE IMPORTANTI DEL
MONDO PARAMOUNT

* * * *

Con le serene oertezzs che un'era di
esmpre meggiore grandezza ala riaervata all'or
ganlzzazione Paramount, eococl ortnai alia se-
conds met a del 1959. Did amo oo si perchfe aap-
plamo che dopo i film di ottiom rose che cl ao

no atati affidatl negli ultlmi vari ms el, abbia
Hno tut to le raglonl di guardare el futuro con
aplrito ottimlstico. Sapplamo infatti che le-
vorl come THE FIVE PENNIES di Danny Kaye e
DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP di Jerry Lewis aono pro
prio quello che cl vuole per mendare gli lnca_s

si alls atelle; che giA termlnati e pronti per
essere lanciati al momento oppartuno aono
gloielli pari a LAST TOAIN PROM GUN HILL di
Hal Wallla e alia delizloaa oommedla di Clark
Gable, BUT NOT FOR ME! che ONE-EYED JACKS di
Marlon Brando sarh uno dei film plfc aenaazlo-
nali che abblamo mal posaeduto. E coal potrem
mo contlnuare per tente altre pallloole di cui
del reato tro Terete ample notlzie nelle colon-
ne di queato numero

.

Ma c'A di pi&, e precisamente che i Sigg.
Barney Balaban e George Weltner, non chi altri
al tl dirlgentl, si aono recatl recantemente al
lo studio per gettare le basi del nuovo pro-
gramme di produzlone fino a buona parte del
1960. E' state una visits d'importanza Vitale,
anche ae non ae n'A fatta alcune pubblidtA,
oltrechA di enorme aignificato per ognuno di

noi lndividualmente. Del reato, ne conatatere
te i risultati au queato bollettlno durante 1

prosalmi vari meal.

Intan to, quests volte, vogllamo dare lnl-
zlo ad una aerie d' lnfOrmazionl deaigneta a

tenervi al corrante di tutte le altre ettlvitA
dell'organizzazione Paramount diverse dalle
produzlone di film. Come vedrete in questo
numero, la noatra prlma punta to in neteria eon
cerae le Sezione della Paramount Pictures
Corporation che va sot to il noma di Dot Records
Veremcnte quest’artlcolo era steto preparato
per il numero precedente, on poi abblamo prefe-

' Breathless' 18 th* word 8xpr_
esslve of the way

our eagerness runs aa we await the completion
of Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks." Above Is
a characteristic view of the director-star aa

he worked on what may well be one of the very
greatest pictures ever made.

rlto tenerlo , lndietro per poterlo rendere pih

completo e dettagllsto oome ve lo presentlamo
ora. Naturalmente alamo slcuri che vorrete
eatendere ai membrl di Dot Records 11 vostro

caloroso benvanuto nonchi tutta le collabore-
zlone poaaibile. Un artlcolo di tipo simile a

quello di quests volte vl sarA offerto il mesa

proaslmo, riguardo a un'altra brmca della

aempre pih grande e prospers orgenlzzazione
Paramount

.

Questo me ae troverete qui anche un'lllu-

strazione fotograflca della tournee peraocele

ohe ate facendo Danny Ksye e dell'enorme ri-

fleaao che la sue preaanza eaercita anile

programmazi oni di THE FIVE PENNIES nelle ri —

spettlve locality. In Australia ,
questo alm-

patico attore A steto accolto oon un entusla-

amo che non a’ era vi ate mai per nessun altro

nel oampo dello spettacolo, e 11 trlonfb di

THE FIVE PENNIES procede di pari pesao. Ormai

l'enorae virtuosiamo di queato lmpareggiablle

.attore interned onele A rloonoseluto ed apprez

zsto in qualsiaal angolo dells terra, e da

parte noatra non poeaiamo che reputarci fortu-

nati di posaedere un film che oontlane tmuta

perte di questo virtuosi smo.

Quests nostra notlzie sul mondo Psramount

non asrebbero complete asnzs un rlferimaito s

I DIECI COMANDAMENTI • In tutte le parti del

mondo quests pellloola continue ed essere fbn

te di gioie per gli esercenti , di meravigliB

e ammirezione par 11 pubblioo, nonchA di ar-

goglio per coloro che diapenaano questo film

a un mondo tanto assetato di bene spirituals.

A New York e a Hollywood pervangono da tra

anni torrenti di »teriale che prove ail umirs

II talento esplieato dovunque nel ltedare

quests poderoaa palllcola su ail sleggia lo

apirito del auo aninmtore Cedi B. DeMllle.

E tutto fa credere che lo etesao avverrh per

moltl e moltl anni an cere.
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LONDON - Far,far from
the African locales whore
she was "Tarzan's" lead-
ing woman in "Tarzan's
Greatest Adventure" is
lovely Sara Shane. Above
she is in the lobby of
the Plaza Theatre, where
the adventure picture was

i
1 trade shown earlier this

month, and where it is
now being shown to an
eager public.

Maurice Chevalier and
Isabel Jeans appear ama-
zed at a breach of Court
eitquette in "Breath of
Scandal."

Although each year
more than 600,000 resid-
ents of the U.S.A. alone
visit Mexico as tourists
and more than a million
tourists and other trav-
elers move into the Car-
ibbean area, fewer than
25,000 visitors go to
Honduras in any capacity,
notes a new survey of
Twentieth Century Fund.

But, notes Paramount
forla, motion pictures of
the United States go to
Honduras.

Mr, and Mrs, George Weltner
have received many, many hundreds
of messages of deep sympathy from
all parts of the world, occasioned
by the unhappy loss of their very
dear daughter, Marjorie,

They are most grateful for the
wonderful thoughts expressed. Mr,
Weltner has asked that these lines
be used to tell all who sent words
of comfort that their messages will
duly be acknowledged.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - Showmanship of an
exquisitely refined quality has been every-
where evident in connection with the showing
of the Sophia Loren-Anthony Quinn life-drama,
"The Black Orchid." This example shows 2 black
orchids in the window of a celebrated florist
shop at the time when the picture was enjoying
a successful engagement of 2 weeks at the
Music Hall Theatre here.

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Gardiner are
shown the set of "Visit To A Small Planet" by
upcoming star Joan Blackman. Mr. Gardiner is
the nephew of Sir Abe Gardiner, eminent exhib-
itor of Ceylon, and is on an extensive trip in
the United States under the sponsorship of the
State Department as a participant in the Inter-
national Educational Exchange Program.

|0 B I T U A R Y|

FRANK DEANE'

Frank Deane, 60,
assistant manager of
the advertising and
publicity department
of Paramount Film
Service of Australia,
died suddenly in Syd-
ney on July 8. Cause
of death was a coron-
ary occlusion.

Mr. Deane had
been a member of the

Paramount organization of Australia
for 38 years. For the greater part
of that time he had been purchasing
manager, and in charge of mailing.
He changed to public relations four
years ago. At the time of his death
he was a member of the executive
committee of the 47 Club, top film
industry organization.

He leaves a wife, Winifred,and
,a son, David. He also leaves a host
of friends who deeply regret his
passing.

WILLARD J. O’NEILL

Willard J. O'Neill,
Secretary Treasurer
of Paramount Film
Service of Canada,died
suddenly in Toronto
on the morning of July
27th at the age of 69.
His wife predeceased
him in 1948 and he is
survived by three
children, BettyWill-

iam and Mary Helen.
"Bill" O'Neill, as he was popu-

larly known to his vast legion of
friends, joined the Canadian Compary
in February, 1920, as Head Office
Accountant. Two years later he was
appointed Secretary Treasurer, a
post he has held steadily, and with
great distinction ever since.

His 39 years of undeviating
Paramount service contributed enor-
mously to our Company's prestige in
the Dominion of Canada.
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PARAMOUNT’S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
CAMPAIGN MAKING
STEADY PROGRESS

PARIS - A striking and moat
effective poster for "The Story
of Dr. Wasaell" on display out-
side the Paramount Theatre.

This Cecil B. DeMllle prod-
uction was presented for a very-

successful engagement of two
weeks, following the successful
2-weeks run of another DeMllle
•all-time-greatest' - "North
West Mounted Police."

BERLIN - Even the Berlin sub-
way gets the message of "Lives
of A Bengal Lancer," one of
Paramount's All-Time-Greatest
Productions which is even now
the subject of an international
showmanship contest.

This montage of Singapore showmanship characterises the
wonderful success which attended the launching of the Cecil B.

DeMllle Festival Week in this territory. (The event is schedul-
ed to be repeated in all of the States and territories where
the Cathay Organisation operates). The success is summed up in
the following cable from Paramount General Manager Roy McAree,
who most effectively partnered the Cathay forces in launching
the Festival:

CLUG PARINTFILM NEWYORK

INSPITE PRESENT BOXOFFICE DECLINE SINGAPORE DOilLLE WEEK

BOXOFFICE ENDED TWENTY PERCENT ABOVE THEATRE'S 1959 WEEKLY

AVERAGE. EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD RESULTS ESPECIALLY "CRUSADES"

GIVES SUPERB LAUNCHING ALL-TIME-GREATEST PROGRAMME AND

PROVES THESE NOT OLD PICTURES BUT AS NEW AS THE DAY THEY

WERE MADE. ANTICIPATE POPULARITY OF DEMILLE WEEK WILL GAIN

MOMENTUM WITH EACH NEW ENGAGEMENT MCAREE
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In the lobby of the
Capitol this Frontiersman
electric train set.its box
proclaiming that it is "an
exact replica of 'Last
Train From Gun Hill.'"

NEW YORK SCENE AGLOW
WITH PARAMOUNT
HAPPENINGS

LAST
TRAIIM
FROM
GUN
HiLL

Mrs. Danny Kaye receives from
Ed Miller, editor of "Seventeen,"
the magazine's plaque honoring
"The Five Pennies" as "Picture of
the Month" (August).

Paramount Salesman Gene Newman is
congratulated by New York Branch
Manager Myron Sattler (r.) on his ad-
mission to the "IOC# Club (Page 9).
Looking on are, from left - Frank
Patterson. Richard Magan, Kitty Flynn,
Lou Wechsler.

CABLE FROM MADRID

"VERTIGO" OPENED TREMENDOUSLY IN
MADRID, FIRST DAY SURPASSING ALL
PREVIOUS OPENINGS INCLUDING "SAMSON"
AND "GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH".

- NATHAN

Cover of the Dell Publ-
ications' comic book based
on "Last Train From Gun
Hill." Its colorful draw-
ings have captured the ex-
citing flavor of this very
dramatic Hal Wallis thrill
film.

KIRK DOUGLAS
ANTHONY QUINN

PROMGUN HILL

lirfiWBg

Exterior of the Capitol Theatre and close

shot of the box-office. Corner panel bearing
the title is brilliantly lighted by night. Below
are quoted the glowingest excerpts from the re-
views on the film.

Giving the picture 3^ stars, the Daily News
says: "...Hal Wallis has made an exciting, dramatic
film. ...is presented with tenseness that keeps the
Capitol Theatre audience hypnotized with suspense."
The New York Post says: "No doubt about it, 'Last
Train From Gun Hill' is a top Western. In point of
actors, action, scenery and hard-nosed courage,
this picture has a full supply to be squeezed out
by director John Sturges with maximum suspense....
Both Bouglas and Quinn have never been more force-
ful.... 'Last Train From Gun Hill' is about as good
as a standard, big budget Western can get." The
New York Herald Tribune averred that the picture
will "keep Western aficionados chewing their finger
nails" with suspense.

The New York Mirror stated: "The acting is ex-
cellent. There is some impressive Technicolor scen-
ery of southern Arizona, and Western fans will get
their money's worth...." The Mew York Times ended
on this note: "...Director John Sturges is experi-
enced at this sort of thing, having done "Bad Day
at Black Rock" and "Gunfight At the O.K. Corral.' It
shows." New York World Telegram stated "There Is
no lack of tension." The Joumal-American's review
was studded with gems, starting off with "A hard-
riding, hard-shooting film drama of the great South
West pulled into the Capitol yesterday. This is not
just another Western, in the usual sense. It's a
picture with a plot that could be projected right
here in New York just as well as in the wide open
spaces.... The acting is so real you forget you are
looking at a movie. .. .Red-blooded Kirk Douglas
plays his part with grit and guts.... John Sturges
directed with dash and lash. .. .Don't miss 'Last
Train From Gun Hill.' It's a gripper!"

LEFT
Tab Hunter and Sophia Loren really see New

York City in "That Kind of Woman." It's the
best tour of the Big City ever included in an
entertainment film.
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A gal has her choice:
go to the mountains and
see the scenery or go to
the beach and be the

scenery.
Hal Cochran

RIGHT

AUSTIN, Texas - Cri a

first-class public relat-

ions tour of her native
state in the interests of

"Last Train From Gun
Hill," Carolyn Jones be-
comes an item of history
in the House of Represen-
tatives. She calls the

Texas House of Represent-
atives to order after be-

ing elected "Queen of the

House of Representatives."

This is the first time
such an honor has been
given by the House. Spea-
ker of the House A. Harri-
son (right) officiated.

Three of the stars of

"Career" — Dean Martin,

Shirley MacLaine and

Anthony Franciosa — in

one of the tense moments

of this important Hal

Wallis drama of the sum

and substance of the

area called Broadway.

Tab Hunter and Sophia

Loren filming the fascin-

ating train sequence of

"That Kind of Woman."

News from the U.S. b

CHICAGO NEWS
from Page 32

to date our product. The first of our sales
staff to reach the 100? representation mark
was Rod Stevens and the others are not far

behind. Everyone is absolutely certain that
we will be 100? by the time Paramount Weeks
Start. The Milwaukee gang also are fast at

work and according to Ward, Matt and homie
they are not going to be outdone by Chi.

All of us wish Everett Olsen a very speedy
recovery. "Irv" was hospitalized when his ul-

cers started kicking up. Also c hearty welcome

to Freya Shapiro, Mr. Olsen's new Girl Friday.
Among the vacationers this month are Lois

Lucas who is packing up her car (including hus-
band Howard) and is off for a trip around Lake
Michigan. Branch Manager Bob Allen is spending
his two weeks in Banff, Canada. You can rest
assured that there is a golf course not too far
from where the Allen Family will headquarter.

—Hannah Eiseman

KANSAS CITY Welcome to Pete Revel es who

recently replaced Johnnie Cobb in the Ship-

ping Department Vacations are still in

full swing with Anne O'Toole and Daisy Zeh

visiting cool Colorado, Margaret Dawson going

to Jefferson City, Mary Lou Goss "relaxing"

at home and Mary Neff spending a week in Hot

Springs and Dallas.

Mr. Bridge, Division Manager, spent a few

days in the Kansas City Branch recently and

Mr. Goldberg, Auditor, is visiting us now.

Congratulations to Mary Lou Goss who re-

cently took second place in model plane fly-

ing in both Topeka and St. Louis. Mary Lou's

husband, Otis, won the title of "Open Champ-

ion for Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri" in a

contest in Tulsa, Oklahoma recently.
—Mery Neff

CHARLOTTE We have Just released TARZAN'S
GREATEST ADVENTURE and the money is really
rolling in. In our small towns the picture is

outgrossing any other A-18 release. Exhibi-
tors say it is grossing more money than any

ranches
other TAKZAN picture released in recent years.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS is still the might-
iest grosser of them all. We have secured
several second special engagements and in some

cases the second engagement outgrossed the

first engagement. With this kind of ammuni-
tion, we are moving ahead on sales in Drive-
Ins for July and August."

' We are also looking forward to the release
of "DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP" and "LAST TRAIN
FROM GUN HILL", for we feel these pictures will

do the outstanding business they deserve in

our territory."
—Bob Hames

We had the added excitement and pleasure
recently of a visit from Gordon Scott who was
making personal appearances in connection with
TARZAN'S GREATEST ADVENTURE. He thrilled Char-

lotte people with his charm and good looks.
The WOMPI Club was honored to have him as a

special guest at their Installation dinner,

accompanied by Paramount ExplCitation Manager
Leonard Allen.

Interesting news is our contest standing.

Everyone is puffing and blowing because of the

extra work with the volume of booking, vaca-

tions, heat, and other factors, but no one is

complaining as long as results are showing up.

Our congratulations to Gordon jJradley,

MILWAUKEE - Representatives of press and rad-
io prepare to leave by bus for Great Lakes
Naval Station and the special showing of Jerry
Lewis' "Don't Give Up the Ship." Left to rigrfc
they are: A1 Elewitz, Milwaukee Sentinel; Gorty
Heckor, Journal; Tom Shanahan, WEMP; Paul Bar-
tell, WMIL; Ed Dewey, Milwaukee Journal; Bill
Bramhall( back to camera) ,WRIT; Him Koconls,
Milwaukee Sentinel; Matt Donohue,Paramount;
Paul Gustafson, Milwaukee Sentinel; Ward
Pennington, Paramount Sales Manager; Joe Reyn-
olds; Larry Lawrence, Milwaukee Journal.

Division Manager, who recently beo^me a grand-

father for the first time.

"I'm going to spend a whole day In Rich's
Ivhen I go to Atlanta In June", Myrtle Parker,

Secretary to Lawrence Terrell, remarked some-
time ago. Last week she did just that by cov-

ering every foot in the largest department in
the South. Myrtle and son, Tommy, accompanied
husband Bill, who as Monarch of the Azuza Grot-
to, attended a meeting there.

Joe Cutrell, salesman, was the envy of his
phis recently when he served as a judge in the

Roan Mountuin, Tenn. Rhododendron *ueen Con-

test. Among the Judges was Dorothy Brown, the

backwoods girl discovered in 1957 who rose to

fame from newspapers and a T.V. appearance on
the Ed Sullivan show. Tar-heel residents are

proud of her.

—Mildred Hoover
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THE TALK IS GETTING
AROUND ABOUT
"BREATH OF SCANDAL"

GQovt

“>m PHIL M. DALY

It had been planned to
have the South African
campaign on "The Ten
Commandments" appear on
this page. Although due
imminently, the campaign
had not reached us at
press tins, so will be
featured next month

Tales from Old Vienna VIENNA
e # e HERE IN VIENNA, where old Franz Josef's Empi.e glorified the

woltz, the traveller with an eye for things cinematic might wonder why
they haven't named a couple of the streets Hollywood and Vine, what
with the American film technicians and movie correspondents that have

been milling about. . . . Sheilah Graham, Henri Gris (UPI) Joe Hyams,
Peer Oppenheimer, Frank Farrell, Sy Borgin (Newsweek), Ruth Waterbury,

Bert Reisfeld, to name some of the fouth estaters, have been wont to meet
.of late at the corner of Kartner Strasse and Opernplatz to discuss the

latest movie happenings at Rosenhugl (the studio) or Hofburg, the ancient

I Royal Palace where Paramount is shooting "A Breath of Scandal.

)
Y T

• • • HOLLYWOOD'S MICHAEL CURTIZ, who had his beginnings as

a film craftsman at Rosenhugl Studios, and who now is directing "A
Breath of Scandal," starring Sophia Loren, Maurice Chevalier, Angela
Lansbury and John Gavin, says that Vienna is ideal for film-making from

the technical, esthetic, directorial and color standpoints. . . . Yet the

desire here for information about Hollywood's technical advances is a
burning one. . . . Filmfachleule, which is the German term for film tech-

nicians, wandered across the Hungarian border into Austria (with govern-

ment permission, of course) to watch Curtiz direct a scene between Miss

Loren and Chevalier. ... At th^ finish the Hungarians, craving information

about the latest Hollywood techniques and equipment, pounced on Curtiz.,

. . . Much of the equipment had been flown in for this picture based on cf
Ferenc Molnar stage favorite. . . . What amazed the Hungarians most
was a crab dolly (a Mole-Richardson item) and a battery-powered light

|
stanchion. . . . What flabbergasted the American members of the

’"Scandal" crew, on the other hand, was a hardwood, hand-hewn dolly

track which proved as durable and as easy on sound pick-up equipment
as Hollywood's aluminum tracks.TTY
• • • HOLLYWOOD'S CAPACITY TO INFLUENCE is being demon-
strated also in the sphere of fashions in conjunction with the making here

of Paramount's Carlo Ponti-Marcello Girosi production. . . . The 1910
hour-glass, peacock feather styles in the film about a beautiful princess

who has a romantic interlude with an American are making their inevit-

able impression on the Viennese couturiers. . . . Some of the finer shops

on Karnter Strasse, the Fifth Avenue of this old world city, are beginning

to show some reversions to the 1905-1910 period. . . . (Paramount's pro-

motion men in New York must be drooling over the exploitation possibil-

ities the picture's styles will offer them!) . . . Miss Loren's apparel in "A
Breath of Scandal" was conceived by George Hoyningen-Huene and ex-

ecuted by celebrated modiste Madame Ella Bey, 82 years old and ward-
robe mistress for the duchesses, princesses and countesses of Franz Josef's

time. Y Y
• • • SETTINGS FOR THIS ROMANTIC film include Hofberg, the Em-
peror's official residence; Pallavacini Palace, left to the people of Austria

by an illustrious Italian count; Belvedere Palace, the home of Eugene,

the prince who in 1643 drove the Turks back from Vienna; Prein, the

playground of Austrian nobility; Schloss Kreutzenstein, the hunting castle

of the Hapsburgs where the ill-fated Arch-Duke kept trysts with Maria
their suicide at Mayerling, and Schonbrunn, Franz Josef's

ice. ... An eyeful, indeed, for American movie-goers.

Film Dally of New
York rates "Breath of
Scandal" so highly
that it gave its full
Along the Rfalto col-
umn to the picture.

VIENNA - Sophia Loren
as the Princess in
"Breath of Scandal," is
flanked by Mr. and Mrs.
Ladislav Koch. Our Israel
Manager was in Vienna on
vacation, and paid a visit
to the set of the picture.

Maurice Chevalier,
Isabel Jeans and Angela
Lansbury in a scene from
"Breath of Scandal."

Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier and director
Michael Curtiz check a
technical detail in adv-
ance of shooting a scene
for "Breath of Scandal."



jazz number from the sound track, "The Five Pennies Saints,

wherein Kaye and Armstrong combine their vocal talents. Dec-

ca and Crystalctle each have pressed the title tune in 45. rpm,

the former featuring the Four Aces an the Sylvia Fine composi-

tion, and the latter featuring teenage favorite Dodie Stevens.

Coral, too, has a waxing of a "Five Pennies" tune, and Good

Time has issued an album based on the film's score. Additional

dot "singles" have been announced, too.

Famed artist Al Hirsch field has underscored the jazz aspect

of the picture in a specially-prepared caricature drawing ol

the film's stars, Kaye, Armstrong and Barbara Bel Geddes (see

cut) . This drawing, now in mat form, is set for publication in

newspapers throughout the country in conjunction with open-

ings of the film. It is available free to theatre promotion men.
*

"The Five Pennies," by Grady Johnson, a Dell Publications

pocketbook, is on sale at newsstands, drug and department

stores and supermarkets throughout the U.S. and Canada. Tie-

in |x>stcrs, whereon Dell will print theatre and playdate in-

cornets, trum|>ets, etc. A wide assortment of display and point-

of-sale material has been prepared by Selmcr for its dealers and

department stores, the emphasis in this material being on the

picture and Danny Kaye. “Danny Kaye's Band Fun Book,"

an entertaining and colorful book of games, riddles and puz-

zles for youngsters, has been published by Selmer. Both Para-

mount and Selmer have distributed these widely for giveaways

by stores, theatres, etc.

Danny Kaye during May visited 15 U.S. and Canadian cities

on a promotion tour for the picture that was tied in directly

with the Dot record album. Mr. Kaye was host at special

screenings for newspaper, radio and TV representatives and

record dealers and was guest of honor at a Dot-Paramount re-

ception in each city. The itinerary included New York, Los

Angeles, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, Dallas,

Minneapolis, Chicago, Toronto, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleve-

land and Cincinnati.

Mr. Kaye was important news in every city. Newspapers

played up stories based on interviews for the press at a lun-

cheon the day following the screening in each locality. The

music from the picture, meanwhile, has been getting excep-

tionally heavy airwaves attention in consequence of the big

turnout of disc jockeys at the Dot receptions for the star.

Waxing of the music has not been limited to the Dot al-

bum, however. Dot has come out with a ijrpm edition of the

The jacket of the paperback edition of The Five Pennies."

formation free for any exhibitor, are available in conjunction

with distribution of the book. The cover of the volume spot-

lights Danny Kaye on the cornet.

Mr. Kaye was not the only personality that toured the coun-

try plugging the picture. Red Nichols himself, and Tuesday

Weld and Ray Anthony of the cast also have done considerable

field work, resulting in much newspaper space and many radio

and TV plugs for “The Five Pennies." Mr. Nichols, for exam-

ple, was featured on the Texaco-sponsored TV special called

"Holiday, U.S.A."

A wide array of theatre accessories for use in attracting pa-

trons to "The Five Pennies” includes two special "teaser"

trailers that Paramount has prepared in addition to a regular

coming-attraction trailer.

Dot has supplied disc jockeys throughout the country with

special tapes whereon the "guest artist” voice of Danny Kaye

introduces various "Five Pennies" tunes that are included on

programs. These tapes have been widely used, and the tunes

that are played and replayed by the deejays are figuring impor-

tantly in selling the film to the public.

Wherever the picture opens, local banks are being offered

the opportunity to tie up its advertising with the film's en-

gagement. In Boston, for instance. The Five Cents Savings

Bank found the arrival of the film in that city to be particu-

Typicol poster or billboard for the picture.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD. JULY ». I9S9

picture.

I9S9

larly suited to its newspaper advertising message.
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Paramount Pictures Corp-
oration announces the app-
ointment of Richard L.

Patterson (at left) as head
of its production staff in
London. Patterson will con-
centrate his work abroad
largely on the acquisition
of important story propert-
ies and of picture-making
talent for Paramount's
Hollywood studio. He resig-
ned nls post as head of the
William Morris Agency Holly-
wood literary department
and assumed nis Paramount
duties on September 1st.

BRITISH SHOW WORLD

REAPING REWARDS

WITH •’TEMPEST” AND

’’THE BUCCANEER"

LONDON - A fine factor in tbs

highly successful engagement of
"Tempest" at the Plaza Theatre
was this very attractive window
in the Yugoslav National Tourist
Office in Regent Street. Situat-
ed on one of the world's most
celebrated thoroughfares, the
display was virtually priceless,
especially since it remained
there a week prior to the open-
ing of the Dino De Laurentils
epic film, and throughout the
3 week's run at the rlaza.

LEEDS - The fine showmanship
given "The Buccaneer" in London
extended throughout the nation.
Here's one of the many fine book
tie-ups, this one on the Leeds
railway station bookstall, when
the film was at the Leeds Odeon.

NEWCASTLE - Tony Reddin'

s

fine field force made all of the
United Kingdom completely "Bucc-
aneer-conscious. Both Woolworth
branches in this city had disp-
lays like these for the Alrflx
Construction Kits inspired by
"The Buccaneer."

f
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CASTLEFQRD - These are some
of the 500 children outside the
Picturehouse who were brought
from Wakefield by special die-
sel train expressly to see "The
Ten Commandments." (See also
the rather fabulous letter from
the Roxy Cinema, Burnley. It is
reproduced on Page 22).

LEFT

LONDON - Again we have the

Plaza's celebrated two-way
queue - this time for the Jerry

Lewis naval riot - "Don't Give

Up the Ship." Queue extends to

the right down Jermyn Street,to

the left down Regent Street.And

of course the Plaza already is

filled to capacity.

4
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|THE TEMPO OF EVEN MORE#
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IPRONOUNCED PARAMOUNTfLEADERSH I

Reverse Trend. The news whicl

I was able to give the other

of the long-term contract signed

by William Holden with Para-

mount is part of a very interesting

development. The famous com-
pany. it seems, is deliberately mov-
ing back to the days when large

rosters of tied stars were the

general order.

They have already made a ten-

year pact with Jerry Lewis. Now
. Hollywood reports indicate that

Frank Sinatra. Fred Astaire,

Maurice Chevalier and Dean
Martin are other thoroughbreds

they hope to add to their stable.

They are obviously setting their

sights high.

In recent years the trend has

been very much in the opposite

direction. Stars have found them-

selves in a far more advantageous

position as free-lances than as con-

tract artistes.

Leaders of the industry have, in

fact, claimed this as the source of

many of the troubles of produc-

tion. If Paramount succeed they

will, therefore, have struck power-

ful blows both for themselves and
for the industry.

Time was when the strength of

major companies was assessed

according to their star rosters. One
has only to recall the great days
of M-G-M, when they had prac-

tically every personality in

existence under their wing, as an
example.

As far as Paramount is con-

cerned it is believed that by build-

ing up a reservoir of talents they

will be able to increase their

annual output from an average of

24 pictures to at least double that

number. What better news could

one hope for ?

ONC£ AGAIN, at a high spot in our
Company's history. Paramount has the
stars (established) and stars (poten—
tial) to match the diadem of stars in
the Paramount Trade Mark. Our cover is
a powerful index to this happy state
of affairs; news elsewhere on this
page is a powerful implementation also;
and the pyramiding Paramount product
plans of the renascent studio complete
the current picture of the new Para-
mount.

When President Barney Balaban announced recen-
tly a markedly upbeat production program, with
more and bigger pictures; plus an aggressive star-
making policy; and when he voiced his complete and
unqualified optimism in the future of a motion
pi cture industry of continuing world-wide proport-
ions, he meant - as he always does - business!

And so, as you continue to turn the pages of
this particular issue of Paramount World (which
comes out in the month celebrating the AOth anniv-
ersary of the inauguration of Paramount Week), you
cannot help but be impressed by the new verve, the
new sincerity, the new sense of enterprise which
have become the vital elements entrusted with
maintaining Paramount product as a powerful force
for the perpetuation of our industry.

THE EVENING STAR
Washington, 0, C., Monday, August 17, 1959

We present here in facsimile
(from Film Daily, New York; Daily
Cinema, London; and Evening Star,
Washington), evidence that Mr.
Balaban' s faith and optimism are
reflected in the press of the
world. We have found, also, that
in the wake of his announcements
and plans has come a resounding
upsurge of motion picture business
everywhere

THE PASSING SHOW

Studio Star Stable

Is Paramount's Goal
By HARRY MACARTHUR

Star Staff Writer

A return to the good, old days—or something very much
jlike them—may be in store for Hollywood’s movie makers. The
old order changeth and then after awhile the new order be-
comes an old order and it changeth, too. And that’s what
seems to be happening in the movie capital.

Those two news making pacts signed by Paramount, one 1

with Jerry Lewis and the other'
with William Holden, appear to
be only the beginning. Para-
mount, according to the au-

thoritative Film Daily, is put-

J
ting in motion a plan to assem-

Jble a roster of stars.

This makes it the first of the

major movie studios to attempt
a direct reversal of the trend
that accompanied television’s

rise in popularity. And when
one major makes such a deci-
sive move as this one, the
others are almost sure to fol-
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“'T'AUST LIKE HOLDEN TIMES,” quipped somebody

rj
|
when the news spread around of the signing

of a new contract by Bill Holden. Since

this deal was also part of a massive presentat-

ion of new production policy, the news was all

the more welcome. And we think you will be

pleased, too, at the exchange of cordial senti-

ments expressed both by star and studio which

you will find on another page. Particularly by

the sentiments expressed by Bill Holden towards

Paramount personnel both at home and abroad.

a
NQUIRY of Milton Goldstein regarding the en-

gagement of "The Ten Commandments" in South

Africa asked merely, "What is the present

run of the picture?" The answer: "Now in its

eighth week and will run between forty and

fifty weeks." A single question produced a

double answer - very matter-of-factly. That's

the sort of quiet enthusiasm emanating from
this wholly sensational Johannesburg showing

of the 'mightiest' picture. In very large

measure this stems from the goliath-sized cam-

paign of showmanship engineered by European

Advertising and Publicity Director Charles P.

Juroe in full cooperation with the management

of His Majesty's Theatre. So impressive was

this showmanship that several of the Johannes-
burg newspapers commented on it editorially,
paying tribute at the same time to African
Consolidated Theatres' Jim Stodel, general
manager of the internationally famed circuit.

@@@@@@@@@

GLCWING REPORT of loyalty, indefatigab-
ility, and enterprise under all manner of

conditions has been rendered in New York
on the Far Eastern Division's personnel by
Svend A. Henriksen, (pictured), the Supervisor

for that really far-flung
territory which stretches from
the Bering Sea to Western Pak-
istan - a stretch of more than
12,000 miles. Back in New York
for his first vacation in al-
most three years, the former
manager in Denmark had nothing
but praise of the highest order

for the Paramount men and women
who have kept the Trade Mark on the screens of
the Orient under conditions seldom dreamed of,
and never experienced , by Paramounteers in
many other parts of the world. He could not
single out individuals without naming all, but
he did stress the virtually unbelievable busi-
ness being done in practically every country
by "The Ten Commandments." Nothing made or yet

to be made can ever touch it, he believes; yet

he believes that our towering record would not

have been so high were it not for the sterling

calibre of the co-workers it has been his

privilege to be working with.

@@@@@@@@@@0

iOTHING MORE THAN THESE WORDS constituted

the caption on a photograph of the Cathay

Theatre at Johore Baru, Malaya: "'The Ten

Commandments' set up new records for grosses

and length of engagement, for any picture in

any language." Nothing more could be said.

VIDENCE PICTURED in this issue points to

the fact that Dino De Laurentiis appears

to be heading a dramatic thunderbolt our

way. We have early pictures from "Jovanka And

the Others," and knowledge of the story of the

film inspires the belief that very early in

I960 we shall have a sensational box-office hit

on our hands.
@@@@@@@@@@@

We have called ourselves 'Paramount World'

for a number of years. But on the page oppos-

ite, even as we watch, a new Paramount World

swims into focus. And high as we have been in

years gone by, this new and wholly exciting

one will carry us to heights beyond even our

wildest dreaming.
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CHANGING PATTERNS
OF PARAMOUNT SPEECH

&

\

* |*IME WAS WHEN THE SPEECH of Paramount had

for its "be all, end all" such terms as

"Famous Players In Famous Plays," "If It's a

Paramount Picture, It’s the Best Show in Town"

and slogans like Famous Forty and Golden Sixty

as applied to our product output. We were film

people, whether features, shorts or news. Our

future as well as our present at that time was

on the Celluloid Strip, and we

made pictures, distributed pic-

tures, exhibited pictures.

That was our business

then - pictures. We were only

in the picture business

heart, soul, and all of our

ambitions.

We had better than forty years of this,

and we attained an eminence in our industry

which for most years gave us the distinction

of leadership. .. .But as the years changed, and

patterns of living and achieving changed, our

industry changed. Those who altered with it -

and in the proper direction - survived and

went forward. But it was a new order of things

that they went forward into.

Paramount has changed in going forward.Our

A*

TEL
v'

work patterns have changed, and so have our

policy patterns, our human relations patterns

— and our speech patterns. Today many of us

speak a language that would have been incompre-

hensible to us 35 years ago.

Our speech pattern had its first major

change when silent pictures first achieved

sound and then almost immediately, speech. We

changed again when we went

into VistaVision and began to

speak of aspect ratio, 3D,

stereophonic, surround horns

and the like. Yet these were

only variations of film tech-

nicalities which had been part

of us from the film’s beginning.

A

‘-A\
\

A
*/.

It was not until the ’romance’ between the

motion picture and television became legalized
by ’marriage’ that the new era of Paramount
speech became, as it were, a matter of para-
mount importance.

So today we have, as full-fledged divis-
ions of the Paramount organization, such tower-

ing activities as INTERNATIONAL TELEMETER,
AUTO-METRIC, DOT RECORDS, TELEMETER MAGNETICS,
CHROMATIC, PARAMOUNT TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS.
These organizations surround us and are part
of us as we are part of them. We use their
names and they use ours.

Swiftly we are realizing that a name

( Paramount ) ,
which once was attached only to a

motion picture organization, is now the symbol'

of an upsurging dynasty.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES

HOLLYWOOD - Exciting
performances are given by
Fess Parker and Nicole
Maurey (who co-star with
Jeff Chandler) in "The

Jayhawkers," a tomadic
drama of the formative
days of the West.

[WASH I NGTONl Herb Gillis held a meeting

with the Sales and Booking staff after the

Philadelphia conclave, and apprised us of the

importance of keeping up our momentum in sec-

uring top results in sales and liquidation of

features and shorts.
Our returning vacationers are Alioe Ro-

brecht from Cypress Gardens in the sunshine

state of Florida,, and Cecelia Shanholtz who ,,

spent a quiet week at home baby-sitting for

her sister's two young children. Our vaca-

tioners at present are Ida Green, Cashier,

and Ruth Smith, Branch Manager' s Secretary.

Bob Cunningham, Booker, is sporting a new

white Chevrolet pick-up truck for use in his

landscaping hobbies.
We are all girdin6 ourselves for a success-

ful season. —Bill Fischer

Two men had been cast

away on an Island for

years. One day one of

them found on the beach

a family size bottle of

Coca-Cola. Grasping it,

he cried out hoarsely

to his companion, "Good

Lord, we've shrunk!"

CLIMAX IN "CAREER"

A mighty tense moment

shared by Dean Martin,

Shirley MacLaine and An-

thony France osa in the

Hal Wallis dynamic depic-

tion of what it takes to

make an actor. This is

truly a picture of unfor-

gettable performances,
including one by Carolyn

Jones, who also is starred.

NEW ORLEANS
I During July the New Orleans

Paramount Pep Club started a new fiscal year

by electing new officers as follows: Dave

Richoux (Booker), President, Booker Edaie

Richard, Vice-President and Booker Eddie Kaf-

fenberger, Secretbry-Treasurer. Our thanks

for a job well done to outgoing officers, sal-

esman Edgar Shinn snd Cashier Ann Balencie.

Our Pep Club sponsored a seafood supper out on

the Lakefront which was enjoyed by all on July

18. Our new officers are working on a program

of entertainment for its members. Our club

now numbers 23 of whom one is a new member -

Kathleen Juncker, Led6er Clerk.

Travis Carr, who transferred from Mem-

phis Branch to New Orleans as booker became

the proud pape of an 8 lb., 7 oz. baby boy

while he was on vacation. Travis was also

recipient of the company honor of becoming a

member of the 100“ club. Congratulations to

you, Travis, from all at Paramount.

Clyde Daigle was also presented with an

6 lb., 7 oz. baby boy on July 3 making this

his 7th boy. Somehow or other a little girl

sneaked in between the 7 boys.

Ve have been having rain in New Orleans

almost every day since summer began. Branch

Manager Bill Holliday, and Assistant Cashier

Della Favre, were marooned in their homes

after a heavy rainstorm hit New Orleans and

required National Guardsmen to distribute

sand bags to most of the residents to keep

water from their homes.

Each year the employees look forward to

their vacations either to take trips out of

town or Just relax at home. Cathier Ann Bal-

encie spent 2 weeks at home just relaxing.

Travis Carr spent his vacation at home sweat-

ing out his new arrival. Val Steudlein, Book-

er's Assistant, stayed home and did a lot of

fishing with her husband, Harold. Club Pres-
1

ident Cave Richoux used his vacation to get

married; Milton A.ufdemorte, Salesman, stayed

at home on his 1st week's vacation doing

maintenance jobs around his house. His hands

should be well any day now from the bruises

and cuts. Della favre, Assistant Cashier,

and family, motored to their camp in Chauvin,

La. Tom Vatson and family left for N. Carol-

ina to see his family. Ned Rucker, Booker's

BERMUDA TRIUMPH ALSO . Not only has "Shane"

proven to be a fantastically successful re-
release in the United States, but has proven to
be Just about the most successful motion pict-
ure ever re-reieased in Bermuda. -Word to this
effect was imparted by Mr. Ronald Dwyer when
he passed through New York recently en route to

London. Mr . Dwyer is Executive General Manager
of Bermuda General Theatres, Limited.

(Above): Alan Ladd, Van Heflin, Jean Arthur
and Brandon De Wilde - star cast of "Shane."

Assistant, spent 2 weeks in Leesville, La.
with the National Guard. Other employees
are anxiously anticipating their vacations.

Last week, Mr. Holliday returned from a

Branch Manager's meeting in Atlanta from whicl

he brought us good news about future product
for the end of 1959 and year of I960. With

features such as "THaT KIND OF WOMAN, "SAMSON

AND DELILAH", "BUT NOT FOR ME", "CaREER" and

"JAYHAWKERS", we are looking forward to a

successful close of the 1959 year and look-

ing forward to placing as one of the winning

branches in the 1959 "Achievement Drive".

—Clyde Daigle

IcharlqttTI Exhibitors in both Carolines
, were tickled pink with their grosses on TAR-
ZaN'S uREaTEST ADVENTURE.0 But, as well as

TaRZAN did for our exhibitors, no picture
that Paramount has ever made can hold a can-
dle to our one and odly TEN COMMANDMENTS.
Never before in the history of our business
has one picture done so well for so many.
Since going into release for Drive-In Theatres,

it has continued to roll up unheard of grosses
just as it did in the conventional brick and
mortar theatres.

This past week we screened THAT KIND OF
WOMAN which, prior to screening, we thought

r

'would be Just another top picture. If there
ever was a ' sleeper' , THAT KIND OF WOMAN wins
our nomination for our first in the A-19 sea-

son. When the screening started, the hard-
boiled buyers and bookers who saw the picture
were as noisy and wise cracking as usual, but

as the picture progressed, quiet took over and
a respectful silence gave tribute to a picture
that, in our estimation, will be a "block-bus-
ter" .

DON'T GIVE U? THE Si IP is proving to be

just about the best 6rossing Jerry Lewis pic-
ture we have ever had and with the opening of
LAST TRAIN FKOM GUN HILL today in our key city,

we are looking forward to fine rentals "for the

.remainder of the A-18 season.

—B. A. Slaughter, Jr.

Stella Lavender spent a week visiting New

York City and the New England recently. Sara
Short and her husband vacationed at Myrtle

(Continued on Pgge 18}
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LOUIS PHILLIPS

Louis Phillips, vice-president
and general counsel of Paramount Pic-
tures Corporation, died of a heart
attack at the North Shore Hospital
in Manhasset, Long Island, on August
29th. He was 66, and had been a mem-
ber of the Paramount organization
for thirty-one years. How dee*p a loss

to Paramount this was can be judged
by the following tribute paM by
president Barney Balaban:

"The severing of Louis Phillips «

from the life of Paramount means
far more than the loss of a dear
friena, the passing of an assoc-'
iate. For n>uis Phillips came to
Paramount in the great era of
the company's expansion in the
late Nineteen Twenties (1928)
when sage counsel in a host of
legal matters was a priceless
commodity. This counsel played
its wonderful part in the upbuil-
ding of Paramount • . .

.

"

The members of the Legal Depart-
ment at Paramount publicly paid this
tribute

:

"It is with the deepest feeling
of loss that we note the passing
of Louis Phillips, who was not
only our General Counsel but also
a dear and devoted friend, a
great man and lawyer who comman-

ded the love and respect of all
who knew him."

In a deeply moving service at

Riverside Memorial Chapel in New
York, attended by many hundreds of

associates and friends. Rabbi Kreit-

man paid unforgettable tribute to
Doth the gentleness and the integrity
of Louis Phillips. He dwelt with
great feeling on the fact that many
times in his great legalistic career
Louis Phillips was the despair of

his associates because he could not
feel unkindly to anyone - not even
his opponents. And this, in purest
essence was the character that he

brought to bear on everyone with whom
he was associated in his thirty-one
years with Paramount.

' Prior to his association with
Paramount, Mr, Phillips had been
attorney for and executive secretary
of the New York Film Board of Trade.
Throughout his entire career he had
been a tireless worker for the many
charities of the motion picture ind-
ustry.

Surviving are his widow, Helen;
two sons, Gerald K. and Howard W.; a
brother, Abraham, and a grandchild.

To them, the sincerest express-
ion of our deep sorrow.

A. HARRY PASSARELL

Pittsburgh branch in
particular and the
Paramount organization
as a whole suffered a
heavy loss on June 21
last when death sudden-
ly took A. Harry Passar-
ell, sixty-one.
Harry Passarell had

been cashier in the
Pittsburgh branch for

many years; and prior to that, in
the earlier years contributing to
"his 35 years of wonderful Paramount
service he had served the company
in responsible capacities in Wilkes-
Barre (Pa.) and Philadelphia. His
Pittsburgh service began in 1936.

He is survived by his widow,
Mina, a son, Harry, and two daught-
ers, Ellen and Anne. To them we
extend our deep sympathy.
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KUCHING, Sarawak - In
Just about evary issue we
hare 'The Ten Commandments*
reaching a new part of ths
world. Now, at left, the
mighty Cecil B.DeMille
film has reached Sarawak,
in the Northwest part of
Borneo. This Is the front
of the Cathay Organisat-
ion's Sylvia Theatre ,there
the picture was shown most
successfully during July
and August.

WHILEVER THERE ARE

MOTION PICTURES,
THERE'LL BE "THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS"

MUSSOQRIE, India - His Holiness the Dalai Lama of
Tibet is shown attending a special screening of "The
Ten Commandments" at the Rialto Cinema here on July
21st. He was greatly impressed by the epic film "dep-
icting most graphically the life of a truly great
man," and expressed his thanks to Paramount for having
arranged the special screening.

The Dalai Lama is shown at right in the auditorium
of the Rialto Theatre. With him are Mr. Viswanath
Sahni of the Rialto (centre), and Mr. Haldipur, Para-
mount 1 s representative

.

Time Magazine's report on this screening was carr-
ied in our last month's issue.

LETTER FROM
BUENOS AIRES

if ft

«

"This is just to
advise you that next
week (August 31) we
will start the FIFTH
MONTH of exhibition
of THE TEN COMMAND-
MENTS at the Metrop-
olitan Theatre in
Buenos Aires.

"Any further com-
ment is superfluous."

Sincerely,

(sgd.')Hugo Stramer

JOHORE BARU - By day and by
night the greatness of "The Ten
Commandments" spreads through-
out Malaya. Here are two views
of the Cathay Cinema in this
city, and the news accompanying
the photographs says that "The
Cecil B. DeMille picture set
new records for grosses and
length of engagement, for any
picture in any language."

A 'MIRACLE' IN BELGIUM

MTTEM, B.Igiu*.
At left is a calm,
placid view of the
interior of the Alfa

Theatre of M. Andre'

Muylle. But it has
not always been so
placid, and especi-
ally during the sen-
sationally success-
ful engagement of
"The Ten Command-
ments" recently. A

great many things of Importance happened at that time.
Notable was the fact that the Alfa, which has a seating
capacity of only 594, played to a total admissions of
25,222 - and this in a town of just 8,000 population.
Normally, the Alfa plays two programs weekly. Yet when

Paramount Manager Julian Binstock went to Pittem at the
end of the 5th week (advertised as "irrevocably the last
week of the film"), he found that so many people had
come from so many distant spots that Mr. Muylle had to
borrow 200 chairs from the homes of townsfolk to seat
everyone

.

(NOTE: Mr. Muylle has already applied for a repeat
booking of "The Ten Commandments" and believes that the
return engagement will work even greater miracles).

LA SERENA, Chile -

As far as the eye can
see in both of these
views are long, long
lines of people waiting
patiently to enter the

Centenario Theatre to

witness "The Ten Coma-
andments." It was a

scene without precedent

in the history of La

Serena.
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JOHANNESBURG - Atten-

tion commanding sign at

the important traffic

junction of Clarendon

and Twist Streets.

SOUTH AFRICA'S
RECEPTION OF "THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS"
GREATEST IN THAT
COUNTRY'S HISTORY

IMPRESSIVE NIGHT VIEW of exterior of His Majesty's
Theatre. The mighty Cecil B. DeMille production was
in its 9th capacity week at the time of our going to
press, with conservative predictions estimating that
engagement would last 40 to 50 weeks. Sign is largest
neon ever erected in South Africa to publicize a film.

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS in the foyer of His Majesty's on

the evening of June 29th as "The Ten Commandments" premie-
red. (1. to r.) D. Cyril Stein, E.F.Lomba, Mrs. Lomba, His

Worship the Mayor of Johannesburg (Councillor Ian Maltz),

the Mayoress (Mrs. Maltz).

Murals for His

Majesty's Theatre
were prepared and

painted by art

students of the
Witwatersrand
Technical College
and elicited much
commendation for

their excellence.

One of two banners at Johannesburg stadium during
soccer game between South Africa and Bolton Wanderers.
30,000 spectators saw the game — and the banners
announcing "The Ten Commandments."

LEFT - Two posters
at pedestrian level
on new building being
erected on Jeppe St.
in heart of business
area of Johannesburg.

BELOW
Another glimpse of

the crowd of 30,000
at the football sta-
dium, and one of the
two banners for "The
Ten Commandments."
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If only we are faith-
ful to our past, we
shall not have to fear
our future. The cause of
peace, justice and
liberty need not fail
and sust not fail.

John fester Dulles

HOLLYWOOD - On the set

of "Li'l Abner," musical

comedy made from A1 Capp's

internationally famous

comic strip, a Swedish
newspaperman meets a pair

of Dogpatch girls. He is

Hans Hordwall,representing
"Aret Runt" and "Familje

Joumalen" of Stockholm.

The Dogpatch girls are

Beth Holland (left) and

Hope Holliday.

HOLLYWOOD - Tuesday

Weld, who plays the daug-

hter of Red Nichols in

Danny Kaye's "The Five

Pennies," models the Five

Pennies charm bracelet «id

necklace. Manufacturer of

the charms is Clifford

Hermann of Darcy Products,

Los Angeles.

RIGHT

STOCKHOLM - Several
times a day, for many days,

this 'Bengal Lancer' did

a circuit of the city,and
always ended up at the
Anglais Theatre, where the

the perennial Paramount
epic of courage, "Lives of

a Bengal Lancer" was the
attraction. This was sim-
ple but very effective
(showmanship, and it paid
fine dividends.

ROMANCE BETWEEN TWO STARS blossoms into an
inter-planetary love affair as Jerry Lewis, a

visitor from space, finds himself falling in

love with a lovely earthling, Joan Blactanan.

Episode occurs in Hal Wallis' comedy filmizat-
ion of the Broadway success, "Visit To a Small
Planet."

INTERESSANTA NYHETER
6ER EN OPTMISTISK
PARAMOUNT-VY 4111

Optimismen i Paramount, som vi hade
gladjen att rapportera om redan f8rra
m&naden ,forts&tter att vSxa och sprida
sig. Paramountchefen Barbey Balaban
framhOll den g&ngen, att bolaget aldrig
under hela sin era haft en s& lbftes-
rik framtid. Han berflttade att de nya
inspelningsplanema Sr de mest betydan-
de vi n&gonsin haft och att ett samman-
trfide pk hbgsta nivS inom Paramount
ytterligare understrukit detta. F8r
nSrvarande realiseras dessa planer som
bast runt om i varlden och redan I960
kommer detta omfattande projekt att
bara frukt.

Under tiden fortsatter Paramounts
storfilmer varlden Over att bevisa,
att dagens biopublik vill ha och kraver
verkligt goda filmer, sadana som vi
aven i fortsattningen kommer att ge dem
med slidana filmer som Marlon Brandos
"One-Eyed-Jack Hal Wallis "Career,"
Perlberg och Seatons "But not for me,"
Ponti/Giroses "Breath of Scandal," som
har spelats in i Wien ocji Rom; Dino de
Laurentiis "Jovanka and the Others"
Sophia Loren och Anthony Quinn i "Heller
With a Gun" och manga andra. Perlberg
och Seaton producerar for narvarande
"The Rat Race" med Tony Curtis och Debbi<
Reynolds; Clark Gable ar i Italien f8r
att fbrbereda "Bay of Naples" och
planeringen av en av de verkligt stora
filmerna under I960 "The Mountain Is
Young", Sr i full g&ng.

F$rra manaden gav vi Er inf ormationer
om grammofonbolaget Dot Records som nu
8r infSrlivat med Paramount. Aven i dette
nummer har vi nyheter om Dot Records och
vi har f8r avsikt att hadanefter i varje
nummer ge Er en glimt om detta bolag.

Marlon Brando and Karl Malden hold off the
pursuing posse on the rim of a canyon in Death
Valley in one of the dramatic highlights of a
film of truly historic proportions - "One-Eyed
Jacks."

Vi kommer att Visa Er skivtillverkningen
forestalla Er f8r s&ngstjarnorna etc.

Likasa kommer vi i framtiden att
kon^tinuerligt ge Sr farska fakta om de
nya storfilmer som vdntas ir.om den
narmaste tiden, filmer som annu sk lange
bara ar namn f8r Er, men som snart nog
kommer att vara stOttepelare f8r en ny
tid inom nOjesvarlden

Vi narmar oss nu trefirs- jubil^et
av prediiaren pS Cecil B. DeMilles
"De tio budorden" vars succ£ vaxer
f8r varje dag 8ver hela varlden. F8r
narvarande slSr den alia rekord pk
USA:s drive-in biografer av vilka
det^ finns ungefar 5000 st. Den stora
framgingen och de fina reaikltaten
finns det f8r8vrigt mSnga bevis f8r
i detta nummer av Paramount World.
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From JACK to JERRY
When Jerry Lewis signed his recent very long

term cpnt.ract with Paramount, he received the

above symbolic gift from Vice-president Jack

Karp, studio head in charge of production. It

bespeaks a long and wonderfully pleasant assoc-

iation in work and fruitful results for all.

Director Mel
Frank watches
Peter Palmer
and Leslie Par-
rish go through
their lines in
a scene of
"Li'l Abner.”

HOLLYWOOD IS SCENE

OF PARAMOUNT ACTION

Academy Award-winning designer
Edith Head assures Jeff Chandler that
she could not turn designer for him
as she only creates fashions for
female stars. Good-natured pleasantry
took place on a set of "The Jayhawkers"
»s producer Mel Frank looked on.

BELOW

Shirley MacLaine wel-
comes Mr. Chikao Kano of
the Mainichi Press of
Japan to the set of Hal
Wallis' "Career." Shirley,
a very good friend of
Japan, is all set to make
a picture for Paramount
in that country next year.

They know a secret!
Alfred Hitchcock and Anthony Perkins know the locale
and the theme of the mysterious mystery movie that Mr.
Hitchcock commenced making this month somewhere in the
Southwestern part of the United States. Mr. Hitchcock
knows it because he is producing it for Paramount rel-
ease; and Tony Perkins knows it (but is sworn to that
ominous Hitchcock secrecy) because he is starring in
it. As a matter of fact, knowing Hitchcock, it is not
unlikely that he has already started it, snot it, and
completed production on it. At all events, that's the
sort of atmosphere surrounding it — all of which is
pure manna for the movies.

One the set of "The Jayhawkers" it almost looks as
though co-star Nicole Maurey is telling Chief Camera-
man Loyal Griggs what exposure to use. She isn't, of
course, because although she is a camera 'whiz' her-
self, she also knows that Loyal was chief cameraman
on "The Ten Commandments," "Shane" and scores of other
unforgettable films.
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FRANKFURT - Cover of
perhaps the most informa-
tive and most interesting
issue of "Paramount in
Wort und Bild" ever publ-
ished is graced by Sophia
Loren. At the time this
June-July issue was prin-
ted, Sophia wa3 in Austria
and Italy making "Breath
of Scandal," and she bas
remained in Italy to make
"Bay of Naples," co-starr-
ing with Clark Gable.

HAMBURG - When in Ger-
many recently, the prod-
uction team of William
Perlberg (r.) and George
Seaton Held an important
press reception at the
Atlantic Hotel. Here they
are drinking a toast with-
Miss Kay Proctor of the
Hollywood staff of LoueUa
0. Parsons. internationally
renowned film columnist.
Miss Proctor was vacation-
ing in Northern Germany
at the time.

Nothing is sadder than

the consequences of hav-
ing worldly standards
without worldly means.

VanVtyck BrookB

RIGHT

BERLIN - Following the
termination of the Berlin
Film Festival there was
an MPEA reception at the
Berlin Hilton Hotel. This
shot is of the Paramount
table. Reading from left:
Boris Jankolovics,Superv-
isor for Germany and Bel-

f
iua; Howard Harrison,
aramount's international

production representative;
Mrs. Jankolovics; Public-
ity Director Gunter Schack;
Mrs. Schack: Mr. and Mbs.
Bert Reisfeld, top Holly-
wood correspondents for
the German press.

PAR AMOUNT- OPT I Ml ST I SCH

Der Optimismus in der Paramount-Organisation,
von dem wir Imien in unserer letzten Ausgabe
bericnteten, breitet sioh welter aus. Presi-
dent Barney Balaban erwShnte klirzlioh, dass
es in der Gesohiohte der Paramount nooh nie
eine so stOrmisone Auiwartsentwioklung gege-
ben habe. President Barney Balaban sagte wel-
ter: "Die von uns geplanten neuen Pilme wurw
den von einem verantwortlichen Gremium aui

das sorgidltigste vorbereitet und stellen
das Optimum an Geschaftsvolumen dax. Sohon
heute haben wir in alien Teilen der Welt mit
den neuen Produktionen begonnen, sodass wir

FRANKFURT - Always deeply interested in all
phases of activity connected with his produc-
tions, Producer Hal Wallis confers with Para-
mount distribution executives here on the
showmanship campaign on "Last Train From Gun
Hill." Mr. Wallis is at left; then Publicity
Director Gunter Schack: Mr. Boris Jankolovics;
Sales Manager Erwin Scnad; Sales Control
Chief Konrad Metka; Publicity Assistant Fried
Hintz.

i960 die Friiohte dieser eingehend vorbereite-
ten Teamarbeit emten konnen. "

Wir wissen, dass die unerreiohten Grossfilrae

der Paramount der einzig richtige Weg zum Ge-
sohaftserfolg sind. Der Kinobesuoher brauoht-
ja fordert Grossl'ilme und das ist es, was wir
ihin mit den neuen Paramount Proauictionen wie
Marlon Brando's "Der Einaugige", Hal Wallis'
"Karriere"

,
Perlberg und Seaton's "Bei mir

niolit"
,
Ponti-Girosi' s "Olympia", ' Dino> de

Laurent ii s' "Jovanka und die Anderen" , Sophia
Loren und Anthony Quinn in "Heller with a Gun*

und vielen anderen bieten.
Perlberg - Seaton dreiien gerade "Tne Rax Raoe

mit Tony Curtis und Debbie Reynolds. Clark
Gable bereitet in Italien den "Bay of Naples"

vor und von dem Grossfilm "Tne Mountain is

Young" erwartet die Paramount i960 ein tlber-

durchschnittliches GesohKft.

Im letzten Monat berichteten wir Ihnen liber

$N!!i DERfipBEUTQ^
YUL BRYNNER CLAIRE BLOOM CHARLES BOYER

INGER STEVENS HENRY MULL E G MARSHALL ...

CHARLTON HESTON

FRANKFURT - Centre spread of the June-July
issue of Paramount In Wort Und Bild carried this

particularly fine advertisement for "The Bucca-
neer."

Back cover of the issue was devoted to a
number of outstanding examples of practical show-
manship as demonstrated throughout Germany in
recent months.

FRANKFURT, Germany — Hal Wallis (arrow),
came to Germany with a big Elvis Presley story,
and, inevitably, got a big press. Here is the
assembly of almost thirty reporters in the Hotel
Frankfurter Hof gathered to hear the facts aboTt

the Elvis Presley Paramount picture at that time

known as "G. I. Blues."

die Sonallpiattenfirma "Dox Recorus" ,
die

jetzt von der Paramount ubemommen wurde.Mr.

Weltner hatte ja anlasslich der Fusion Para-

mount - Dot Records gebeten, mogiichst inxen-

sive Werbung fur diese Finna zu betreiben.

Weitere eingehende Angaben liber "Dot Reoords"

finden Sie in dieser Ausgabe und wir warden

Ibnen user uie Entwicklung der Firma in der

Paramount Familie laufend berichten, so z.B.

wie die Schallplatten herge 3tellt werden -

welcne Stars sie besingan und nicht zuletzt,

wie sich der Verkaui entwickelt.

Gleichzeitig mochten wir es nicht versaumen,

Ilinen noch anaere Ereignisse aus aer Para-

mount Organisation zu iibermitteln, deren Aus-

wiricungen erst in den nachsten Monaten zu er-

warten sind und die wir ais liir aie ganze

Fumindustrie ausseroruentlich v/ichtig be-

zeiciinen miissen.

Jaques Bergerac und Dorotiy Malone leierten

in HoLigicong inre Hochzeit. Als Partner von

Susan Hayward (Oscar-Preistragerin) war

Jaoues Bergerac in dem Paramount Fiim "Don-

ner 'in der Sonne" ein ilberzeugender Darstel-

ler.

Kurz vor dem dritten Jahrestag der Weltur -

auffiihrung des Films "Die Zenn Geboxe" sxei-

len wir iesx, dass die Zugkraft dieser ein-

maligen Cecil B. DeMille Produktion nicht

nachgelassen haX. In den 5000 Drive-in Kinos

aer UdA sexzx aer Film seinen Siegeszug mit

uberzeugenden Kassen fort - von den vielen

Einsatzen in den anderen Landem ganz zu

sohweigen, wie aus der vorliegenden Ausgabe

ersichtlich ist.
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CAIRO - Front
of the eminent
Egyptian theatre,
the Lux, with
"Wild Is the
Wind" the curr-
ent attraction,
and "Dr. Cyclops"
as the next ft im-

Hence the manm-
oth figure above
the theatre's
marquee. It att-
racted a lot of
attention.

TOP PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS
IN THE CONTINENTAL SCENE

STOCKHOLM - A 'Bengal Lancer'
pauses outside the Royal Opera
here on his rounds of the city
in the interests of advertising
the showing of "Lives Of a Ben-
gal Lancer" at the Anglais The-
atre.

FRANKFURT - Following a vis-
it to London, Producer Hal B.

Wallis flew to Germany in conn-
ection with location work on his

new production, "Cafe Europa,"
starring Elvis Presley. He is
shown being greeted at Rhein-
Main Airport. From left: Unit
Manager Richard McWhorter; Mr.
Wallis; Boris Jankolovics, Par-
amount Supervisor for Germany
and Belgium; Publicity Director
Gunter Schack; and the Traffic
Manager for British European
Airways.

HOLLYWOOD - Important visit-
ors to the set of "Li'l Abner"
are Shaikh Mohamed (centre),son
of the ruler of Bahrain Island
in the Persian Gulf: and Bin
Shaikh and -Sulman Alkhalifa. In
charge of showing them the set
were producer Mel Frank and co-
star Peter Palmer.

CAIRO, Egypt - Massive
cutouts of Anthony Quinn
and Sophia Loren were put
to most effective use by
the Cinema Radio to adv-
ertise "The Black Orchid."

CAIRO - Magnificent display of forthcoming

product greets the exhibitor entering the Para-

mount premises here. Viewing it are - Manager H.

Donald Hunter (nearest camera). Publicity Direc-

tor ZakyKenawi( pointing) ;
office aide ,Abdel-Aziz.

JOHANNESBURG, Union of South Africa - Notables
at the premiere of "The Ten Commandments" at His
Majesty's Theatre. (1 to r) Mr. E. F. Lomba; His
Worship the Mayor of Johannesburg (Councillor Ian
Malta); Charles P. Juroe, Director of Advertising
and Publicity for Continental Europe; Mrs. D. C.
Stein. Premiere Inaugurated most successful season.
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The title song of the

Clark Gable picture, "But

Not For Me," is a stand-

ard favorite ,
and is

available in recordings
by Frank Sinatra, Doris
Day, Gene Krupa, Mary
Martin, Artie Shaw, Paul
Weston, Julius LaRosa,
Jo Stafford and many
others. Actually it has

been recorded 59 times,
and the latest one is by
Ella Fitzgerald, and is

the one actually used in

the beginning of the
Gable picture. Verve
Records cut it, and cop-
ies of the disc are be-
ing sent to all offices.

LISBON, Portugal - A

most effective foyer dis-
play for "Vertigo" in the
Monumental Theatre ,

where
the Alfred Hitchcock film
imparted a conspicuous
volume of thrills to cap-
acity audiences.

Vera Miles as Daniza

in "Jovanka and the

Others," spectacular and

thrilling drama by Dino

De Laurentiis for Para-

mount distribution. Here

Daniza chews some stolen

bread as she regrets her

past.

The loss of Tabalara Menezes to the Para-
mount organisation or Brazil was a deep and
very sad one. Death took a devoted servant
from the Paramount ranks, and the fine Para-
mounteers of the great nation of Brazil have
seen fit to express their grief in one of the
most moving editorial tributes we have ever
read. You see it above in three full columns
of Paramount em Apao, the splendid Paramount
voice in Brazil.

»»»»»«»»»»»

NOT I C I AS I NTERESSANTES
PRODUZEM OPTIMISMO NOS
ARRAIAIS DA PARAMOUNT.
OUTRAS NOTAS, .........
0 optimlamo, que segundo noticiamoe, reinava

na organlzeqio da Paramount no mes peeeado , ea-
ta predomlnando e val se alaetrando por outroa
se tores, no exterior. Motlvou esse corrente de

animaqao os di zeros do presidents Barney Bale-
ban que declarou naquela data que a Paramount
estava numa situaqao como nunca haviaestado, a

ponto de abrlr ampins clareiras para o seu fu-

turo — de grande prosperidade. Dlsse ele que

os filmes que estao em produqao ou que vao ser

produzidos sao os melbores que a nossa compa-

nhia Ja fez. Os pianos para essa produqao fo-

ram traqados durante a conferencia que nos Ss-

tudios tiveram os executivos da Paramount. Ho-

je esses pianos de produqao, que tiveram ves-

ta repercussao em outros oentros, estao sendo

adotados em sua Integra, de sorts que a produ-

qao deste ano comeqara a revelar os seusefti-
tos em 1960.m Enquanto leso, a distribuiqao mondial dos

filmes do programs "All-Time Greatest Pictures*

esta provando, sem sombre de duvlda, que a gen-

te cinemeira de t&da parte sabe o que quer.des-

^de logo exlglndo o melhor dos filmes. S estes

sao os que a Paramount tern em seu novo progra-
ma, que consta de produqoes como a recem-finda

de Marlon Brando "One-Eyed Jacks", a de Wallli
"Career", a de Perlberg e Seaton "But not fo:

me" (de que demos ilustraqao na nossa cape nc

mas passado), a de Pontl-Glrosl denomlnada co-

mo anunciamos "Breath of Scandal", que fbi fll-

mada em Viena e Roma; a de Dino De Laurentils-
•jovanka and the Others"; "Heller With a Gun",

com Sophia Loren e Anthony Quinn e suites ou-

tras produqoes notaveis. Perlberg e Seaton es-

tao agora filmando "The Rat Race" com Tony Cur

tis e Debbie Reynolds; Clark Gable acha-se pr»'

sentemente na Italia, preparando-se para a fll

maqao de "Bay of Naples", enquanto que se ultl

mam os pianos para a rodagem de "The Mountain
Is Young", que sere por certo uma das "supers"
na temporade de 1960.

### Tlvemos os prazer de anunciar no toes pane
do o que corrla sobre a Dot Records, firms es-

sa que pas sou a former uma divisao da Paramount

Pictures. Sssa notfcia se relaclonava a umaoai
ta que foi enviada a todos os pafses por Mr.O.

Weltner, a qual explicava os pianos da P a re-

mount para uma campanha de "popularizaqao" dos

discos da Record por toda a parte. Temos nests

edlqao novas informaqoes sobre a Dot Records e

propdsito empliar o noticiario acercadessa or-

ganizaqao em nossas futures ediqoes. Estamosa-

gora dando informes de como os discos da "Dot
Records" sao feitos, quern sao suas estrelas ds

renome e como ativar a venda de seus discos.

### Com os correr do tempo iremos dando infor-

maqoes sobre outros aspectos da organizaqao de

Paramount para mostrar a medida de seu maravi-
lhoso crescimento e o desenvolvlmento que e de

esperar tenha lugar dentro de alguns mesas. Nc

momento esses desenvolvlmento s nao sao para oe

leitores senao nomes, mas em futuro proximo oe

mesmos se tornarao pilares de urns grande dlnas'

tie de entretenimento e bons negocios.

tf4§ Urn dos interessantes fatos mencionados nes

ta edlqao foi a notfcia llustrada do casamento

em Hongkong do ator cinema tografico Jacques Bar

gerac com Dorothy Malone. Mr. Bergerac foi co

protagonlsta com Susan Hayward ( ganhadora do Os

car Academico) no films Paramount "Sol e San-

gue", uma das esplendidas produqoes do progra-

ms deste ano.
t

### Breve fara tres anos desde a estreia gran-

diosa de "Os Dez Mandamentos" do saudoBO dire-

tor Cecil B. DeMille, e se algo podemos assegu-

rar de maneira definitiva, e que a fama e poju-

lari dado do filme permanece alta a cresoendo. 0

seu exito nos EK. Unidos, especialmente nosd»-

nominados "drive-in theatres" (ou cinemas so ar

livre), dos quais ha uns 5000 no pafs, continue

batendo records s em milhares desses ponto s. E,

segundo notfcias por nos recebidas, no restodo

mundo o seu exito e igualmente colossal.

LISBON - Lobby
of the Monumental
Theatre was deco-
rated with this
very impressive
display when the
Hal Wallis drama,
"Wild Is the Wind"
was the highly
successful attra-
ction.
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MILAN - Pop-Eye moat
certainly is a power here
in Milan, to judge from
this truly sensational
front-of-nouse display on
the Odeon Theatre

.

NATIVE TITLES

The "Grandma Moses" of
the Isle of Capri, folk
artist Carmelina, has
been engaged by producere
Melville Shave Ison and
Jack Rose to prepare the
opening titles for "Bay
of Naples," currently
being filmed in various
parts of Italy in Tech-
nicolor and VistaVision,
with Clark Gable and
Sophia Loren starring.

SINGAPORE - How's this

for a double? The Cathay

Theatre held a contest

for Sophia Loren doubles

in connection with the

presentation of "House-

boat." This young lady

won it. She is Miss Mar-

jorie Jones, professional

model.

RIGHT

GENOA - The Olympia
Theatre here knows that
Italian film fans really
lore "Pop-Eve" — hence
this wonderful display
(complete with Paramount
Trade Mark) in the lobby
of the cinema.

16

NOT I 21 E INTERESSANTI
E VERDUTE OTTIMISTICHE
DEL MONDO PARAMOUNT

L*ondata di ottimismo cha nei riguardi

dell'organizzazlone Parmnount fummo lletl di

rlportare il mese acorao continue a crescere

e ad eatendersi sanpre pib* Come il presidents

Barney Belaban ebbe allora oc cast one di rlleva

re, mei coma ora in queati ultimi tempi la

Caaa Paramount si h trovata in migliori condi

-

zioni per awiarsl verso la pib grande prospe-

rity che abbis mei oonoaduto. Egll ha dichi_a

rato che 1 piani in carso per la nuova produ-

zione sono i piti sostanziali che abbiamo mei

fatto e che nelle riunioni tenuteai recente-

mante alio Studio i nostri alti dlrigenti han-

no oorroborato e completato tali piani. Oggi,

infatti, in diverse parti del mondo, questi

piani di lavorazione eono gifc paasati all'et-

tuazione praties, si cchfc nel I960 cominceremo

a raccogliere 1 frutti di questo saggio pro-

gramma di produzione.

Frettanto, le programme zioni del *Piu

Grandl Film Paramount" stanno dimostrando dap-

pertutto che il pubblico di oggi vuole ed eai-

ge pellicole veramente grendi. S pellicole

grandl aono proprio quelle che le Paramount al

appresta ad offrire in future, a cominciare

dal film di Merlon Brando, ONE-EYED JACKS, da

CAREER di Hal Wallis, dalla produzione Pexiberg-

Seaton BOT NOT FOR ME (nostra coper tine del

mese passato), da BREATH OF SCANDAL della Pon
ti-kllroai girato a Vienna ed a Roma, dal lavo-

ro JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS di Dino De Leur entile,

da HELLER WITH A GUN con Sophia Loren e dtheny

Quinn, e moltl altri . E poi ci saranno THE

RAT RACE con Tony Curtis e Debbie Reynolds di

cui i Sigg.Perlberg e Seaton hanno gift inizia-

to la lavorazione; BAT OF NAPLES alia cui in-

terpretaziona Clark Gable si eta gift preparan-

do in Italia, ed infine THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG
per il quale d sono in corso grandl piani che

ne fsranno uno del colossi del I960.

Il mese scorso alamo stati lletl di po-
tervi dare ulterlorl informazioni circa la com

p agnia di di schi Dot Records che oostituiace
-

oggi une delle hr an che della Paramount Picture a.

Insieme a dette informed onl, pubblicammo une
letters di Mr. Weltner diretta a tutti i nostri
uffici del mondo appunto per far conoscere i

piani della Paranount par la dlvulgazione del
di schi Dot in tutti i paeal. Oggi abbiamo per
voi altre notizle aulla Dot Records, mentre d
rl serviamo di tenervi al corrects in ogni futu
ro numero circa le plb impartanti hovitA rela-
tive a quests aezlona della nostra Caaa. VI
faremo vedere come vengono fabbricatl i dischl

Dot, chi sono i plb femoei centantl che vl

prendono parte, ed infine altre notlzie circa
11 landamento del dlachi steaal aul mercato.

In aegulto poi vl matteremo a giorno au

altri settori dell’organizzazlone Paramount
che vl conf ermeranno oo me essa stia <3 ivent an

-

do semjre pib grande, nonchA augll sviluppi
di varlo genera che erranno luogp nel volgere
di pochl meal. Taluni di queati avlluppl non
sono per voi oggi che del semplid noml, me

il prossimo futuro dimostreri che eaai aono le

colonne di une g-ende dins stia nel mondo dallo
spettacolo e in quello oommerclele,

Uno del noetrl artlcolettl lnterassanti
queato me se & 11 resooonto illustrato cha vi

diamo delle nozze evvenute a Hongkong tra 1

dlvl ci nametogrefid Jaoques Bergerac e Dorothy

Malone. Il algpar Bergerac A uno degll inter-

pret!, con Susan Hayward vlncitrlce dell'Oacar,

di THUNDER IN THE SUN che la Paramount eta at

tualmente dlatribuendo in tutto il mondo.

Cl ewldniamo al terzo annlveraario
dell’usdta di I DISCI OOMANDAMBTTI di Cecil

B. DaMllle e tutto quel che posaiamo dire A

che 11 potere d'attrattiva di queata eoloasa-

le pellloola va asaumondo propor zioni sempre

meggiori. Negll Stati Unlti l'affluanza di

pubblico nal locall all 'sparto ( ce ne aono

quasi 5000) arrive alia stalls, eon clfre

d’lncaasl cha in migliala di caal raggiungpno

11valll fentaatlol, Nel reato dal mondo le

pellicole continue ad otteoare riaultati al-

trettanto splandidi, a in questo numero di

oggi ne trovereta ample prove.
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CARROLL BAKER,
co-star of "But
Not For Me" with
Clark Gable and
Lilli Palmer, de-
parts for Holly-
wood by air for
discussions with
the picture's
producers on pre-
miere plans.

I

U . S . A . -CANADA
ACTIVITIES
PICTURED

"New York Chroni cle M

Is a Hit Publication
Che of our big momenta these past few

months came when we learned that we had been
placed on the mailing list of the "New York
Chronicle.” Our pleasure was expanded by the
fact that subscription is free.

i

"The New York Chronicle" is published by
Perlberg-Seaton Productions at appropri-
ate times. It came into being when the
matchless comedy, "Teacher's Pet”, was in
production, and was an immediate hit).

Its circulation is now on an international
basis. This came about largely because Vice-
president George Weltner provided Bill Perlberg
and George Seaton with a mailing list. Here are
some typical reactions to the "Chronicle":

From Bill Holliday . Branch Manager, New
Orleans: "I like it. My salesmen like it. My
bookers like it and every office employee also.
Keep them coming to us" From Ward Penning-
ton . Milwaukee Sales Manager: "This bulletin
not only started my day with a few hearty
chuckles, but I noted with considerable inter-
est the planned filming you have for 'The Rat
Race' in Milwaukee" Henry Hauateln .Branch
Manager in Seattle, said: "...I intend to not
only quote from the New York Chronicle but run
off oxalld copies for my top accounts". ..From
John Aarshoj . Paramount Manager in Copenhagen,
Denmark (where locations for "The Counterfeit
Traitor" will be filmed): "...You can be quite
sure that I will use it for our press in Den-
mark...." And this excerpt from a fine letter
from Sidney G. Deneau . Vice-president of Para-
nomt Film Distributing Corp.: "....I read the
first issue with great relish inasmuch as it
contained much exciting food for thought 1. ...I
would like 100 copies of each issue for sending
directly to our sales force as well as to im-
portant exhibitors in the Western territory..."

r
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RENO, Nevada - Mighty premi-
ere of "The Five Pennies" at

the Granada here was sponsored
by the Harrah Club, where 'Red'

Nichols himself was appearing
in person at the time. Mayor
Baker proclaimed the occasion
'Red Nichols Day' and the house
was crowded to capacity.

Clark Gable, having arrived at
New York International Airport by
jet, en route to Europe to make
"Bay of Naples," has his New York
itinerary swiftly outlined to him
by publicist Zac Freedman. At
right is Mrs. Gable.

(The 'itinerary' had to do with
publicity, interviews and photos
in connection with the \

release of "But Not For
ng

BERNARD DONNENFELD, formerly
of the Paramount Pictures home
office legal and business dep-
artments, has transferred to a
key executive position on the
company's Eastern production
staff, which is under the dir-
ection of Russell Holman. The
move is in line with Paramount's
production expansion program.

Donnenfeld is a graduate of
New York University Law School.
His addition to the Eastern
production staff is expected to
relieve Holman for more intens-
ive activity in the creative

P
hases of his services for the
aramount Hollvwood studio,par-

ticularly in tne field of story
material coverage and purchase.

LEFT
Paramount producer Hal B.

Wallis as he sailed aboard the
S.S. "United States" for England
and Europe to seek properties,
study audience tastes - and to
start the next Elvis Presley
Paramount picture rolling.
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TAB HUNTER (above) has

been added to the cast of

the Perlberg-Seaton prod-

uction of "The Pleasure

of His Company," current

Broadway hit.
Already signed for the

gay comedy, which commen-

ces filming within the

next few months, are Fred

Astaire, Debbie Reynolds,

Lilli Palmer, Charlie

Ruggles and Gary Merrill.

George Seaton will dir-

ect with William Perlberg

the producer.

The charms of a

passing woman are usually

in direct relation to
the speed of her passing,

Marcel Proust

HOLLYWOOD - Hyun Choo

Oh, Mias Korea in the

international contest far

Miss Universe, sports

"Pappy Yokum's" (Joe E.

Marks) silk hat as she

poses prettily on the big

camera dolly used to film

"Li'l Abner."

King T r i mble I s Happy
San Francisco's King Trimble, elected last

month to membership in Paramount's IOC# Club,

has written to Vice-president Sidney G. Deneau

in this vein:
"I want to let you know how happy I was to
receive your letter advising that I had
once more been chosen for membership into
our "10056 Club."

"This came as a complete surprise to me ,and
to say the least, I was overjoyed to the
Vth degree, as I had no idea that I had
'paid ny dues for 1958' into this almost
sacred organization of PARAMOUNT people.

"I was totally unaware that I had even been
recommended for a 'repeat' on this fine
honor; and the other day. when I was form-
ally presented with my pin by Mr. East in
front of our entire S.F. staff -- and it was

?
uite a presentation, tool — I was at a
oss for words to express all of ny inner-

most feelings.

"May I assure you that I will strive to
merit the award in every way possible and
continue my efforts in working at all times
for our future success - and the future
success of the fine Company we represent."

News from the
CHARLOTTE NEWS
Cont» from P«6

Beach, S. C. Polly Morris also spent a week at

the beach with relatives. Jake Neil and his

wife, Lois, enjoyed seeing New York City, tfe-

ber Howell spent his spare time doing odd jobs

around his new home and resting from his duties

at the office. Branch Manager Lawrence Terrell

vacationed in his home state, Georgia.

Little John has a sister. Mildred Hoover

is pleased over the arrival of a granddaughter

on July 28. Bom to son and daughter-in-law,

Lt. and Mrs. John R. McVaters, now stationed

at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. By September the

family will be living in Germany.

From a letter received from B. L. Furpless,

Amuzu Theatre, Southport, N. C.

"To all the fine people in Paramount's

Charlotte Branch. On July 4th the Amuzu

Theatre completed 47 years of operation.

I want to thank each of you for your won-

derful cooperation in the past years, es-

pecially since television came to this

area.

"

Our thanks to Mr. Furpless for the nice

comments and congratulations to the theatre

for a long record of showing motion pictures.

Southport is located on the coast of North Car-

olina.
—Mildred Hoover

ST . LOUIS Why should St. Louis be differ-

ent and not tell you vhere our branch person-

nel has been on vacation? Here goes:

Jerry Bahner, Head Booker-Office Manager,

went on a week' s fishing trip at Clearwater

Lake in the Ozarks. No fish were caught -

just a severe chase of "chiggers" picked up
by Gene, Jerry's wife.

Hilda Ketterer, Branch Manager's Secret-
ary, spent a week in Biloxi, Miss., basking
in the sun. Vent deep sea fishing and also
spent a day in New Orleans.

Pauline Vrozier, Clerk, has finally real-
ized her dream. She and her family moved
into their new home in O' Fallon, Mo., a sub-

QKLAHQMA CITY - This superlative display
for "Last Train From Gun Hill" was in the lobby

of the Criterion Theatre here for six(6) full
weeks in advance of the premiere of the Hal
Wallis picture. An accompanying note from Bob
Bixler. field representative, said: "Credit
for this excellent display goes to the bes£
dam theatre manager in the entire country. I

refer to Farris Shanbour." That's telling
'em, Bobl

U.S. branches

THE DARLING OF DOGPATCH - Julie Newmar as

' Stupefyin' Jones' really wows the colorful
colony of Dogpatch in this inciting incident in

the now-completed "Li'l Abner."

urb of St. Louis, and now she commutes to the

office as so many others do. Best of luck in

your new home, Vroziersl
Fcuth Shurnas, Ass't Cashier, spent a week

in New Orleans and Panama City.

Lee Caruso, Inspectress, also moved into

a different home. Lee's son, who is stationed

in Hawaii, comes home soon and she is so look-

ing forward to it.

Edna Boyne, Booker, went to California

again this year. She says it is 'God's Count-

ry". Disneyland also made a big hit with her.

Joe Benedict, Salesman, spent his two

weeks building himself a new home near Imper-

ial, Mo. What a man l He did have some prof-

essional help but actually did most of it him-

self. Will be able to move into it in the

very near future.
Claire Slade, Stenographer, came back

from Florida brown as a berry and sporting

new clothes with that "Miami look". She met

some interesting people there and it was also

her first airplane trip.
—Jane Smoller
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THE TALENT AND EXECUTIVE

STRUCTURE OF DOT RECORDS

THE "DOT ’ 1 STORY
By NORMAN GREER

The story of Dot Records,

one of Paramount's newest
subsidiaries, is the story
of Randolph C. "Randy”

Wood and his rise from
radio shop owner to presi-
dent of a multi-million
dollar corporation.

Dot became a wholly owned

subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures Corporation in Ap-

ril, 1957. Although the
company was less than

seven years old at the time, it had already achi-

eved the prestige of being acclaimed a "major”

record label. In the fifty-year span of the rec-

ording industry, only four other American comp-

anies enjoy that distinction: RCA Victor,Columbia,

Decca, and Capitol.

RANDY WOOD
Founder and Pres-
ident of Dot
Records.

Pat Boone, Billy Vaughan, Louis Prlma, Keely Smith, Debbie

Reynolds, Gale Storm, Lawrence Welk, Danny Kaye, Helen Traubel,

Dodle Stevens, The Fontane Sisters, Marlene Dietrich, The

Mills Brothers, The Hilltoppers, Tab Hunter, Bob Crosby and

Margaret Whiting are some of the stars whose recordings are

part of the ever growing Dot catalogue.

Employees and stockholders alike can be proud that Dot is

now part of the Paramount organization. They can credit pres-

ident Barney Balaban, vice-presidents George Weltner, Paul

Raibourn, and James L. Richardson with not only acquiring the

firm but continuing to hold Randy Wood as the company's presi-

dent.
Recently, Dot aided Paramount in exploiting "The Five

Pennies" with its release of the soundtrack album starring

Danny Kaye and Louis Armstrong. Dot's promotion of the film's

music not only helped sell tickets at the box-office, but

added to the prestige and profits of both Dot and Paramount.

Dot also produced and marketed the sound track album of "The

Ten Commandments.”

Wood, now a Paramount vice-president, founded Dot Records

in 1950. It was the off-shoot of a prosperous mail-order retail

record business he had built in the small town of Gallatin,

Tennessee, a suburban coidunlty 28 miles north-east of Nashville.

Randy, as he is known and called by all friends and co-

workers, takes an active part in civic life, belonging to such

organizations as the American Legion, Shrine, Elks, Klwanls and

other civic groups. He lives with his wife Lois and their three

children, Linda, 14, Larry, 11, and John, 8, in Beverly Hills

and regularly attends church at the Hollywood Methodist Church,

where he is a director and Sunday School teacher.

He was married shortly after graduation from college and

settled with his wife in Nashville to embark on an insurance

career. Within a year, he led his colleagues in sales and earn-

ings and was on the threshold of a career when he entered the

U.S.Air Force.
In 8 months, he rose from private to lieutenant ,receiving

(Continued on Page 20)

LOUIS prima-keely smith

GALE STORM •BILLY VAUGHAN

LAWRENCE WELK
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Reading books in one 1 s

youth is like looking at

the moon through a crev-

ice; reading books in

middle age is like look-

ing at the moon in one '

s

courtyard; and reading
books in old age is like
looking at the moon on an

open terrace. This is

because the depth of
benefits of reading varies

in proportion to the
depth of one ' s own exper-
ionce * Chang Ch'ao

LOS ANGELES - When

"The Five Pennies" premi-

ered at the Wilshire
Theatre ,

one of the pub-

lic-attention activities

<as the changing of the

mme of one of the inter-

jecting thoroughfares to

"Five Pennies Lane." Per-

forming the act was Miss

Tuesday Weld, who plays

the role of Red Nichols

daughter at 14 in the

Danny Kaye film.

New York City's famed
skyline in truly part of
the picture in "That Kind

of Woman," along with
Sophia Loren and Tab Hun-
ter. Picture was filmed
entirely in New York.

What keeps most inves-
tors out of the stock
market is the supermarket

The Headliner
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A typical Dot Records advertisement as it
appeared in a recent issue of Billboard mag-
azine, one of the authoritative 'voices' of
the record industry.

THE DOT RECORDS STORY
(Continued)

his commission at Yale University. Assigned to

communications at Smyrna Army Air Base in Tenn-

essee, Wood was soon put in charge of all conan-

unications activities, was advisor to the Comm-

anding General of the Southeast Flying Training

Command, and was finally selected by Wing Conm-

ander General Carl McDaniel to serve as a member

of his personal staff.

Following his release from active duty as

a Captain with the Air Force in 1945, Wood dec-
ided against re-entering the insurance field.

Electronics and radionics had been his hobby and

ambition during high school and college, which

led to his joining with an Army buddy to open a

Radio Sales and Service Shop in Gallatin. The

business grew and so did Randy's ambition. His

partner yearned for other fields and sold out.

In 1948, Randy's Radio Sales and Service

Store became Gallatin's music centre. Radios,

phonographs and records were his stock in trade.

With his profits, he bought time on a Nashville

radio station, to advertise and sell records via

mail order. In a year's time, he had increased

a once-nightly sixty-second spot on Nashville's

WLAC to a full sponsored 45 minute show. Propor-

tionately, the Gallatin post office grew from a

third to a first class rating - all based on the

mail order purchases from Randy '3 Record Shop.

It was then that Fortune Magazine profiled

Wood as founder of the World's largest retail

mail order record business.

One sunnier afternoon in 1950, a group of

Gallatin high school youngsters approached Rarefy.

They had written a song and wanted to record it.
If Randy would have It played on his radio
broadcast, perhaps it could sell. The idea struck
Randy that this might start a new venture .Within
48 hours a record, "Boogie Beat rtag," by the
Tennessee Drifters, was ready to be advertised
and marketed. It was played on Randy's radio
program and the orders poured in.

Using the first name he could think of - one

that was short and easy to remember - he had
labels printed to read "Dot Records." That first
release sold more than 10,000 records.

A new recording company had been formed.
Although $1,000 was deposited in the bank a3 com-

pany capital, not a penny of that investment was
ever spent. With artists like the Tennessee
Drifters, Mac Wiseman, and Johnny Maddox, the

Dot label was on Its way to fame and fortune.

In 1952, a home recording made by a group

of four lads from Bowling Green, Kentucky, was

sent to Randy. It had possibilities, but needed

a more professional touch. Randy drove to Bowl-

ing Green, contacted the quartet's organizer,

Billy Vaughan, and re-recorded the Hilltoppers'

first commercial release, "Trying." Written by

Vaughan, "Trying" became an overnight hit. So

much so that it launched the Dot label to the

The Dot Records "Five Pennies"
album is proving to be a massive
seller wherever displayed.

record buying public of the United States. The

Hilltoppers followed "Trying" with the million-

selling record "P.S. I Love You," making both

talent and consumer "hot for Dot."

The Fontane Sisters with "Hearts of Stone"

and "Seventeen" added to Dot's prestige. They

were followed by Fat Boone and Gale Storm. Dot

was hot and getting hotter. Nothing could stop

the label from moving ahead.

Within six years after Dot had released its

first record, the company shewed a yearly gross

of close to $6,000,000 and was in its present

headquarter offices in Hollywood, at Sunset and

Vine.
Dot Records is still run and managed by

Randy Wood. Aiding him are ten of his original

employees from Gallatin, who had the faith and

enthusiasm to uproot themselves and their fami-

lies to move to Hollywood.

The Dot organizational structure now has

Randy Wood flanked by vice-president Christine

Hamilton, in charge of sales, and vice-president

Tom Mack, in charge of albums.

While Wood continues to helm the Artists

and Repertoire Department, (production and tal-

ent), he has James N. Bailey as Director of Ad-

ministration, James M. Black as comptroller,Mrs.

Mary Brewer as assistant to Christine Hamilton

in sales, Norman Greer as Director of advertis-

ing and sales promotion, and Webber Parrish,

national sales representative.

Wood, as a V.P. of Paramount, works closely

with President Barney Balaban, Vice-president

Paul Ralboum, and James H. Richardson, Treasur-

er of Paramount, in managing Dot. At present he

is working with Vice-President George Weltner In

a plan to unite the activities of Dot and Para-

mount, internationally.

Dot, which now presents the greatest talent

on record, uses as its slogan "The Nation's Best

Selling Records." With increased expansion under

the Paramount aegis, Dot's slogan will soon read

"The WORLD'S Best Selling Recordsl"
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KOTA BHARU, Kelantan - Mr. A. A.

Nachiappan,a partner in the Cathay

Organisation, owner of two theatres

in Kota Bharu, and a State and Ex-

ecutive Councillor here, is shown

receiving an award from His Highness

the Sultan Of Kelantan. The award is

"Honorary Third Class Membership of

the Most Honourable Order of the

Life of the Crown of Kelantan." At

the right. Dr. S. Arulampalam, also

a Cathay Organisation partner , owner

of the now-bu' lding Odeon Theatre In

Kota Bharu, and private medical
practitioner and physician to the

Royal family, is shown being decor-

ated by His Highness with the award

of "Dato Jaya Ratna."

FRANKFURT, Germany - In Germany
in connection with advance product-
ion plans on the next Elvis Presley
picture for Paramount, Producer Hal
B. Wallis visits (as he always does)

the local Paramount organization.
Here he is shown discussing current
Paramount releases, and the casting
of the Presley picture, with Boris
Jankolovics, Supervisor for Germany
and Belgium, and Mrs. Hannelore
Bierwerth, Technical Manager.

SYDNEY - At the premiere of
"The Five Pennies" at the Prince
Edward, Mrs. Dorothy Gordon, the

globally renowned columnist known

as 'Andrea, 1 exchanges reminisc-
ences with Danny Kaye. Listening
in centre is Paramount Managing
Director Robert L. Graham.

RENO, Nevada - Mrs.
Loring (Red) Nichols is

introduced by the m/c at

the premiere of "The Five

Pennies" at the Granada
Theatre here. A capacity
audience gave the 'real

life' Mrs. ned Nichols a

stirring ovation.

HOLLYWOOD - Nicole
Maurey, one of France's
most delightful and com-
petent actresses, scores
a real hit in "The Jay-
hawkers" with Jeff Chand'
ler and ^ess Parker.

paramount world
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PITTEM,Belgium - This

i3 Mr. Andre' Muylle, owner
of the Alfa Theatre here.

The story of his amazing
success with "The Ten
Commandments" is told on

Page 8.

HONGKONG - Dorothy Mal-
one and Jacques de Berger-
ac as they were about to be
married at St. Teresa's
Church here. With them at
left is Mrs. Malone ,mother
of the bride who flew here
for the ceremony.

INTERNATIONAL
PERSONAL l T l ES

IN THE
PARAMOUNT
SCENE

HOLLYWOOD —
This is Mrs. Mary
Brewer, Assistant
to Vice-President
in charge of sales
of Dot Records.
(See Page 7).

LONDON - Fred Hutchinson,

managing director of Paramount
in Britain (right), and Mrs.

Hutchinson are seen with Mick
Shipman (Shipman and King Cine-
mas), and Irving Allen,managing
director of Warwick Films, at a

meeting in connection with the
Royal premiere of "The Five
Pennies," to be held at London's

Plaza Theatre on Oct. 21, in the

presence of H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh. Danny Kaye will fly
from Hollywood for the premiere.
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A child, asked how he

happened to think of
something, said, "I got
a kick in the mind and

it said itself.
Lincoln Stefftns

LOOK - WO ESCALATOR!
Jerry Lewis, as space vis-

itor Kreton, breezes up-
stairs in unearthly fash-
ion in Hal Wallis' "Visit

To A Small Planet."

c\

George Sanders belie-
ves he knows what It takes
to prove whether or not a
certain gal is "That Kind
of Woman."

BRANCH NflofS From Page 18

A T L A N T A Th e btlantb Branch is buz*in fc

with activity tnd enthusiasm in connection
with our Drive now in progress - PsnAMOUNT 1 S

1959 ACHIEVEMENT 'DRIVE. we have a local con-

test on called the SADIE KaVKINS DAY RACE end

have our teams appropriately set up as " DAISY
MAE 1 S " and "LI'L ABNERS " - with an equal num-

ber of personnel on each team. We expect to

have a lot of fun and get a lot of for

Paramount as the result of this friendly
rivalry. We are sure that Atlante will stand
hi bh in the final results as this Branch us-
ually does in all contests.

We are anxiously awaiting the return to

civilian life and picture making of our boy,

Elvis Presley. With his next picture we ex-
pect to do bigger things even than we did with
LOVING YOU and KINu CmOLE, which, as eveiyone
knows by now, were truly outstanding in our
fair Southland. Huny up, Uncle Sam, and turn
that boy loosel

Atlanta sends best regards to Paramount-
eers the world over! —W. h. Word, Jr.'

HUTCHINSON (CINEMAS) LTD.

BOXY CINEMA ’ ORREROD HTREET • BERKLEY LAKES.

A. R. HUTCHINSON
O. I. HUTCHINSON

TILEPHONE 1577

ALSO CONTROLLING

Rn omc.

35. MANCHESTER ROAD.
BURNLEY. LANCS.

CARLTON CINEMA W HALLEY ROAD CLAYTON LE- MOORS LANCS.
REGAL CINEMA WALMSLEY ROAO
Royel Cinema . St. Georges Road.
New Palnce Cinema. Bast Street.
Regent Cinema. Lord Street.

IISHTON
Belton

.

Leyl<md .

Fleetwood

.

Lano e.
Lanoa.
Lanos

.

Mr. R #W# Hadley. Jnr.
Paramount Film Serriea Ltd.
162-170, Wardour Street.
Loadon » W.I 2 let July 1969.

Dear Mr. Hadler,
I wish to plaee on reoord that "Die Tan Commandments'1

has lust completed a reoord run of flee weeks at the Few Roxy Cinema
Burnley.

During this run it has established the following reoordst-

The Longest run in the town for any film,
liie largest number of addmlsaiona for any film.
The largest overhaul take for any film.
The existing box offloe reoord smashed for any week.
The existing box office record smashed for any single day.

All this waa achieved against the hottest sumner for many years*
Thank you Paramount for this fabulous box office winner, this la
surely the answer to the motion picture industry's problems of today.

BURNLEY, England - Here's a response from
an exhibitor that warms the cockles of one's
heart to a golden glow. This is the sort of
thing that "The Ten Commandments" is doing on
a world-wide basis as we near the third anniv-
ersary of the release of Cecil B. DeMille's
towering production.

ST. LOUIS - The camera of our always coop-
erative correspondent, Jane Smoller, has been
active in recording pictures of Paramounteers
and friends of Paramount. First shown, visit-
ing the branch, are Mr. Lester Kropp of the
Wehrenberg Circuit, and Mr. Clarence Kaimann.
Second snapshot shows Cashier Miss Theresa
Boheim on ner way to lunch and the bank (we
were not advised as to which was the more imp-
ortant, but were advised that Theresa is Pres-
ident of the St. Louis W.O.M.P.I.). Third shot
shows Messrs John D.Giachetto and Ranny Pedr-
ucci of the Frlsina Circuit. Then there is a

shot of "our congenial mailman" (Mr. Dave
Kramer) on the roof of the branch. And finally,
two more exhibitors, Mr. Bill Williams and Mr.
Herman Tanner.

J ACKS3N V I LLE No news from the Jackson-
ville Branch for some time. Vacations. have
been in effect here, as I am sure they are in

all Branches. Ve have completed one DRIVE
and are launched into another one with our
heads up.

The British employee in our Brahch, Mrs.

Cecelia keeks, has returned to her nome in Ber-

muda for two weeks vacation. Ve received a

card from her and she reports having a 6lori-
ous time. Ve wish it were possible to close
the Jacksonville Branch for two weeks and join
her in Bermuda.

Salesman Dick Began had one of those va-
cations that no one likes to look forward to.

Durinb a trip to North Carolina, Mr. Regan had
to enter hospital for a few days, which, goes
without saying, spoiled his vacation.

No further "mishaps" so we are all going
to dig in to put Jacksonville Branch in the
top spot in our ACHIEVEMENT DRIVE!

-Herman Allen

SEATTLE Ve

'

ve been late getting our "Cur-

rent Events" in print - but will bring Seattle

up to date by reporting, our news now!

Marie Reynolds^ Ledger Clerk, youngest

son "Jack" said "I do, etc." and became the

husband of Carlita George.

Br. Mgr's. Secretary, Agnes Joseph va-

cationed at "home" in Mia-westem Canada.

Two weeks in July were spent by Marianne

Pantano, Led6er Clerk, vacationing at home, in

Seattle. Can't say ve blame her, with perfect

Seattle weather who'd want to go anywhere else.

John Kent, Salesman, also had 2 weeks vacation

in July - but we still haven' t found out what

John did. (Pulled weeds, maybe?) Cashier,

Hannah Tra6er just returned from a two-weeks

vacation. Enjoyed a change of scenery visit-

ing Vancouver, B. C. Salesman, Jim French,

journeyed from his home town of Spokane, V.ash-

ington to San Francisco for a sojourn.

Our office manager, "Dick Rockey" still

(Continued on Page 38)
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Memo to his Sales Staff:

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

I take great pleasure in advising that we have
established a new Australian attendance record at

the Western Monarch Theatre, Gilgandra, conducted

by Fred Brook, where the total paid admissions were
2,422 as compared to the town population of 2,032.
This means there was an attendance of 119.19% of
the town's population, thus exceeding the last rec-
ord established at Albury where the attendance was
99.07$ of the population.

We still feel that the Gilgandra attendance rec-
ord can be surpassed, as records are only made to
be broken.

GEORGE M. NACARD
General Sales Manager

AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND

THROUGH A

PARAMOUNT LENS

SYDNEY - The showman-
ship campaign for "House-
boat" at the Prince Edw-
ard Theatre revealed once
again the stalwart support
that always seems to be
available from the eminait
jewelry store of Angus &
Coote. This was their win-
dow in which they capital-
ized on the celebrated
alarm clock sequence in the

gay Cary Grant-Sophia
Loren comedy.

(left)

HOLLYWOOD - Harry
Landman ,

representative of

the Herald-Sun Broadcast-
ing Stations of Melbourne,
records on tape his inter-
view with "Daisy Mae"
(Leslie Parrish) on the
set of "Li'l Abner" at the

Paramount Studio.

SYDNEY - Really happy about
"Five Pennies" business are,l.
to r 0 — Mel G. Lawton, General
Manager of the Prince Edward
Theatre; Danny Kaye; and Robert
L. Graham, Paramount Managing
Director for Australia and N.Z.

SYDNEY - Among the prominent
attendees at the premiere of
"The Five Pennies" at the Prince

Edward Theatre were Mr. Justice
Allan V. Maxwell and Mrs. Max-
well. Mr. Maxwell is Chairman
of the Board of Amalgamated
Television Services, and was
Judge of the N.S.W. Supreme
Court for twentyone years
1934 to 1955.

HOLLYWOOD - Eminent Melbourne
commentator of IT and Radio -
Tony Charlton - is a Paramount
studio visitor and meets Leslie
Parrish, who plays the role of
'Daisy Mae' in "Li'l Abner."
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ACTIVITIES OF THE PARAMOUNT FAN CLUB

Last ip-wch we reported progress on the Fan Club's prize

contest in which the award of $50 made by Paramount presid-
ent, Mr. Barney Balaban, will be given for the best Japanese

titles for five Paramount Pictures. Entries closed on Aug-

ust 31st, and results will be announced during December. In

the meantime, the Club has scheduled its next meeting for

September 19th. Above are some members of the Club at a

bathing resort near Tokyo. Note that their Paramount Fan

Club banner always accompanies them. This one particularly
plugs the Dino De Laurentiis production, "Tempest."

Further Proof of Pararnount’s

Popularity as an Organization
*******

Several months ago we reported progress on a Contest

being conducted by the weekly Amusement Guide to determine

"the most popular movie companies" operating in Japan,

whether Japanese or foreign. The contest ran from May to

the end of July, and we are now able to record below the

final results. But first we would like to quote from the

letter of Publicity Director Toshio Ise which accompanied

the results. He said:

"We hardly expected that a foreugn film company

would get more votes than domestic companies. But it

now is proven than Paramount got more votes than

Shochiku and Toho, the two most prominent Japanese

companies, and even topped Toei, which is so popular

with teen-agers. This is positive proof of Para-

mount's popularity in Japan, which has long been

traditional. We are all much encouraged by this re-

sult and are even redoubling our efforts for the

future."

THE POLL Place Company No. of Votes

1 PARAMOUNT 5,832
2 Toei (Japan) 5,285

3 Towa Film 3,758

4 Nikkatsu (Japan) 3,093

5 NCC 1,926

6 Shochiku (Japan) 1,876

7 20th Century-Fox 1,842

8 Toho (Japan) 1,569

9 Shingaiei 1,312
10 Herald 1,243

11 Disney Productions 839

12 M.G.M. 764

13 UA 711

U Columbia 663

15 Warner Brothers 616

16 Daiei (Japan) 464
17 Kindhi Eiga 356
18 Otogi Productions 345
19 Shintoho (Japan) 339
20 Republic 276
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CALCUTTA - Congratulat-
ions to Paramount's most
able representative here,
Mr. T.A.Parameswaran.and
his July bride, the for-
mer Miss Bhagirathi. The
wedding was held in Madras.

Miss Bhagirathi is the
daughter of Mr.S.Subram-
ania Iyer,Superintendent,
Southern Railway .Madras

.

FAR EAST IS

LITERALLY SPARKLING
WITH SHOWMANSHIP

KUCHING, Sarawak - An
interesting view of the
type of advance booking
accommodations for "The
Ten Commandments" used by
the Cathay Organisation's
Sylvia Theatre here.

:< A#
vv < «

J

SINGAPORE - Cathay's Odeon showmen
knew exactly the kind of Information
to give to this city's picture fans
when they had "Tarzan's Greatest Adv-
enture" as the attraction. So they
loaded it on this float and exhibited
it by day and by night throughout all
sectors of Singapore.

SINGAPORE - An invitation
that was given plenty of atten-
tion by Singapore film fans was
this one in tne Cathay Theatre
lobby from Abbe Lane when she
was co-starring there in Cornel
Wilde's "Maracaibo."

FOR WHOM™' BELL TOLLS
GARY COOPER INGRID BERGMAN

SINGAPORE - What better way of let-
ting the whole film industry of this
colony know about "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" than advertising it right on
this particular building.

BIlLCW

KUALA LUMPUR - Flanking the main
street of this prosperous and growing
city was this hefty and unmissable
plug for Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo"
when the thriller was at the Odeon.

Jerry f s Topper
in Manila

Here's a cable from Paramount
Manager A. S. Velasquez in Manila,
Philippines Republic, based on
"The Geisha Boy" and telling its
own powerful story of the soaring
popularity of Jerry Lewis:

"GEISHA BOY" FIRST FOUR DAYS
AVENUE THEATRE TOPPED ANY PREVIOUS
LEWIS PICTURE SAME NUMBER OF DAYS
CONFIRMING EVER GROWING POPULARITY
OF LEWIS AS SINGLE. _ Velasquez

SINGAPORE - Showmanship is really
sizzling in the Orient — and it is

sizzling because it's paying of very
handsomely in box-office dividends.
Newest proof of our contention is the
appearance of the Cathay Organisation
publication, "Federation Showmanship,"
cover of the first issue being shown
above. A forecast of still bigger news
to come in subsequent issues, this
pioneering issue nas originated in the

office of Cathay's Publicity Super-
visor in Bukit Bintang Road. Kuala
Lumpur. We salute it, and all of the

m*

-

fine showmanship effort it stands for.

KHOTA BARU, Kelantan - Mr.
Loke Wan Tho,head of the Cathay
Organisation, is shown being
decorated by His Highness tne
Sultan of Kelantan on the occas-
ion of the 62nd birthday of His
Highness. Mr. Loke, whose comp-
any operates a chain of 60 first-
run cinemas in Singapore,Malaya,
Borneo, Sarawak, Brunei and
Bangkok, is shown receiving the
award of "Honorary First Class
Membership of the Mo3t Honour-
able Order of the Life of the
Crown of Kelantan (S.J.M.K.)"

Two of Mr. Loke's partners
in Cathay, who were also given
the honour of decorations by
the Sultan, are pictured on
Page 21.

It was the first time in the
history of the State, and perhaps
in any other country in the
world, when three partners of
one theatre organization were
all decorated at the same time.

|

A MONTHLY CATHAY ORGANISATION DIGEST
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The only way to under*-

stand a woman is to lore
her - and then it isn't
necessary to understand
*ier * Sydney Harris

Marlon Brando comes
forth as an avenging
rancher in one or the
many passionate scenes in
"One-dyed Jacks,"

Latest definition of
cash. The poor man's
credit card.

Fletcher Knebel

DES NOUVELLES
I NTERESSANTES bONNENT
DE PARAMOUNT UNE
REPRESENTATION
0 P T I M I S T E

Le wois aernier, nous avona 4t4 tr&a heu-
reux de relater l'optimiswe qui rAgne dans 1' or-
ganisation Paramount, optimisms qui ne fait qua
oroitre, Le President Barney Balaban a signal

4

le mois dernier qu'A aucun mosient de son histoi-
re la Societe Paramount ne s' eat trouv4e dans
une meilleure situation et qu'elle se dirige k
grands pas vers une Are incomparable de proap4-
rite. II a dit que lea plans etablia pour la rea-
lisation de noursaux films 4taient substantiels
et con8istants. II a aj out4 que lea reunions,
qui ont eu lieu au studio et auxquelles assie-
taient les principaux directeurs, avaient mate-
rialise ces projets. Aujourd'hui dans plusieurs
parties du monde, on est en train de mettre ces
projets k execution de sorts qu'en I960 nous com-
mencerons A en recueillir les fruits.

Entre temps, les resultats rempartes par les
"Plus Grands Films Paramount de Toue les Temps"
a travers le monde prouvent sans contestation
possible que les spectateurs d 1 auj ourd 'hui deman-
dant et exigent vraiment de grands films. Et c'est
justewent ce genre de films que Paramount va avoir
lorsque nous pr4senterons, par example, "One-Eyed
Jacks" de Marlon Brando; "Career" de Hal Wallis;
"But not for me" de Perlberg et Seaton (que roue
avez vu sur notre couverture le mois dernier);
"Breath of Scandal" de Ponti-Giroei, qui a Ate
tourne k Vienne et k Rome; "Jovanka and the
Others" de Dino DeLaurentiis; teller with a gun"
avec Sophia Loren et Anthony Quinn; et de nom-
breux autres. Perlberg et Seaton ont dAjA com-
mence la production de "The Rat Race" avec Tony
Curtis et Debbie Reynolds; Clark Gable est en
Italie ou il va tourner "Bey of Naples". Et l'on
poursuit activement la preparation de "La Monta-
gne est Jeune", qui sera certainement l'un des
geanta de l'annee I960

Nous avona eu le plaisir, le mois passe, de
vous donner des informations complementaires au
sujet des DisqueB Dot, dont la socle tA est main-
tenant rattachee k Paramount Pictures. Cette nou-
velle a AtA annoncee en mdme temps que Mr. George
Weltner envoyait une lettre aux cinq parties du

PARIS - Above is the front of Le Paramount,
with its impressive display for the All-Time-
Greatest Martin and Lewis comedy, "Jumping
Jacks." The hilarious Hal Wallis film was al-
ready in its 4th week at Le Paramount when
thi3 photograpffwas made. (At left): Display
at 1 Rue Meyerbeer, entrance to Paramount Head
Office for Continental Europe.

monde afin de pepularlser le non des Disqims Dot.
Ce numero contient Agalement des renseignements
sur les Disques Dot car c'est notre intention de
tenir nos differents territoires au courant de
1'activitA de cette organisation au sein de la
SociAte Paramount. Ncua vous expliquerons comment
l'on fait les Disques Dot, quelles sont les ve-
dettes qui enregietrent chez eux en mime temps
que nous vous dirons comment est organises la
vente de ces disques dans le monde.

Au fur et A mesure, nous vous presenterona
les autres phases de 1 'organisation Paramount,
ce qui vous montrera la croissance constants de
notre Society, ainai que les raerveilleux rAsul-
tats que nous pouvons en attendre dans les mois
k venir. Nos projets, pour le moment, ne repre-
sented rien de precis pour vous : ce ne sont
que des noms et des mots. Mais le proche svenir
vous prouvera que ces projets constituent les
piliers d'une grande dynastie sur laquelle re-

pose le monde du spectacle et du commerce.

L'un des articles interessants que vous ver-
rez ce mois-ci eat le compte-rendu en images du
mariage des deux vedettes : Jacques Bergerac et

Dorothy Malone k Hong-Kong. Mr. Bergerac a par-

tage avec Susan Hayward (qui a resu "l'Oscar") la

vedette du film "Caravane vers le Soleil", qui
sort k present dans le monde entier.

Nous approchons du troisiAme anniversaire
de la sortie du film de Cecil B. DeMille "LES

DIX COMMANDEMENTS" et nous pouvons affirmer sans

hesitation que la puissance de cette production

extraordinaire ne fait que grand ir. Aux Etats-

Unis, les recettea remportees par ce film dans

les cinemas en plein air (il y an a 5*000 envi-

ron) sont astronomiquea dans la plupart des caa.

Les rAsultats sont aussi extraordinaire dans le

rests du monde et nous vous en dennona de nam-

breuses preuves dans ce numere.

Paolo Falchi. Miss Italy of 1958,
has been cast in Paramount's "Bay
of Naples," starring Clark Gable,
Sophia Loren and Vittorio De Sica.
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TELEMETER ' S STAR - BRIGHT STAR

IN THE PARAMOUNT DIADEM -SOARS
HIGHER AND HIGHER

International Prem i ere of Trans
Canada Telemeter Now A Matter
Of Just Weeks Away.

Over the past few
years you have heard a
lot about Telemeter...
This page reveals the
long-awaited dream
com i ng true

.

make the new type of commercial-free
TV possible.

Following regular telephone routes the new
cable system partly underground and partly on
poles will be able to serve 13,000 Etobicoke
households. It can readily be expanded to serve
40,000 households in the Western section of met-
ropolitan Toronto, all from the studio to be

established at the comer of Royal York Road and
Bloor Street West. By mid-winter 5,000 house-
holds are expected to be subscribing to the
service.

Dr. Cruickshank said the Bell men would begin
their work before the end of summer. Much of the
preparatory planning and engineering has already
been done, he stated.

"Our system will be the first of its type in
the world," Mr. Fitzgibbons stated. "Under our
plan the subscriber will pay only for programs
he selects."

Telemeter units, about the size of a small
table radio, will be associated with each sub-

Signing of the contract calling for the in-
stallation of 84 miles of cable in Toronto for
the world's first Telemeter Wired System of Pay
Television. John J. Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,Ltd. , la
seated. With him is Dr .W.H. Cruickshank, vice
president of Canadian Bell Telephone Company.

LOUIS A. NOVINS
President , International
Telemeter Company, a
Division of Paramount
Pictures Corporation.

scriber's television set,
and wired into the special
cable network linking all
of the units with the
studio. These units will
take coins, indicate a
credit when an overpayment
is made and keep a magne-
tic tape record of all
programs viewed.

Channel 5 - inactive in
Toronto - is the only
channel on the TV sets to
be used, but Telemeter
subscribers will have a
choice of three programs
through their Telemeter
units. The operators ,limns
Canada Telemeter Ltd., a
division of Famous Playan^
expect to offer current
movies, "blacked-out"
sports events, concerts,
operas and other "live"
shows. An additional chan-
nel, known as a "barker"
will give program and pries
information before the
programs begin.

TORONTO, August 7th — Pay-as-
you-see television came closer to
realization in the Toronto area
today with the signing of a contract
between the Bell Telephone Co. and
Famous Players Canadian Corporation
Ltd.

Dr. W. H. Cruickshank, Bell Tel-
ephone vice-president and Toronto
area general manager, and J. J.
Fitzgibbons, president of Famous
Players, signed an agreement where-
by the telephone company during the
next few months will install some
84 miles of cable in Etobicoke to

mhHere

ETOBICOKE

THE REAL NEWS - Here's cover
of a special herald already in
circulation in Etobicoke, tell-
ing TV fans what the new order
of television viewing is about
to bring to them.
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Presenting Elvis
Presley's "King Creole"

in Holland was much more
than the release of a

motion picture - it was

a national phenomenon.
As Paramount Manager K.

F.J.Wijsmuller said:

"We can hardly believe
there is now anyone
in Holland who does
not know who Presley
is."

Left

Exterior of the Royal
in Amsterdam announcing
the Elvis Presley contest.

it unit tin n

AMSTERDAM - The show-
manship campaign on Elvis
Presley's "King Creole"
throughout Holland was
simply without precedent.
Every Paramounteer conn-
ected with it, as well as
every exhibitor partici-
pating, deserves the very
highest compliments.

Principal debuts of
the picture occurred at
the Thalia in Rotterdam,
the Roxy in The Hague,and
the Royal and the Corso
in Amsterdam. Every phase
of showmanship was used
in the highest (and most
successful) degree, and
the results were complet-
ely fruitful.

Above is the young Am-
sterdam resident, Pirn

Maas, who won the Elvis
Presley impersonation con-
test at the Royal in
Amsterdam.

Man is powerless
against small pains. He

can feel a kind of

pride in having broken

his leg, but he can

feel none in breaking a

fingernail.

Karel C.Capek

INTERESSANT NIEUWS
GEEFT EEN OPT I Ml ST I SCH
PARAMOUNT 8EELD

,

Het optimisme in de Paramount organisa-
tie, waarvan wij tot ons grote genoegen de

vorige maand melding maakten, blijft nog
steeds groeien en zich verspreiden. Presi-
dent Barney Balaban verklaarde de vorige
maand, dat de Paramount company op geen
tijdstip in zijn recente geschledenis in

een gunstiger situatie verkeerd heeft om
voort te schrijden naar de grootete wel-
vaart die wij ooit gekend hebben. Hij zei,

dat de lopende plannen voor nieuwe films de

belangri jkste waren, die wij ooit gemaakfl

hebben en voorts zei hij, dat de bijeen-
komsten die door top functionarissen in de

studio's gehouden waren, deze plannen had-
den ontvouwd. Op het ogenbUk worden deze
productie plannen in een aantal delen van
de wereld tot uitvoering gebracht, zodat
wij in i960 de resultaten zullen gaan zien
van deze schrandere planning.

Intussen bewijzen vele van Paramount's
All-Time-Greatest-Pictures over de gehele
wereld ons eenvoudigweg, dat de filmbezoe-
kers van nu werkelijk grote films wensen
en vragen. En dat soort films zal Paramount
hebben met zijn nieuwe producties, zoals
Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jack#, Hal Wallis'

"Career", Perlberg en Seaton's "But not
for me" (die wij de vorige maand op onze
frontpagina plaatsten), Ponti-Girosi '

s

"Breath of Scandal", die in Wenen en Rome
gemaakt werd; Dino de Laurentiis' "Jovanka
and the Others", Sophia Loren en Anthony
Quinn in "Heller with a Gun" en vele ande-

ren. Perlberg en Seaton hebben reeds in

productie "The Rat Race" met Tony Curtis
an Debbie Reynolds; Clark Gable bereidt
zich in Italig voor op "Bay of Naples", en

grootse plannen zijn in de maak voor "The
Mountain is Young", die zeer zeker een van

de gootste van i960 zal worden.

Het was ons een genoegen U de vorige
maand verdere bijzonderheden te geven over
DOT Records, welke maatschappij nu een af-

deling van Paramount is. Deze berichtgeving
stond in wederkerig verband met een brief
van Mr. George Weltner naar alle delen van

[28

de wereld, betreffende de plannen van Part
mount om DOT Records overal populair te
maken. In dit nummer brengen wij verdere
bi jzonderheden over DOT Records en het is
onze bedoeling over deze organisatie in he

Paramount-geheel nieuws te brengen voor U
beschikbaar in ieder nummer. Wij zullen U
laten zien hoe DOT platen worden gemaakt,
wie verschillende van hun beroemde sterrer
zijn en verder nieuws over de commerciSle
zijde van de actuele platen.

Binnenkort zullen wij voorts andere
facetten van de Paramount organisatie bij
U inleiden, welke D zullen wijzen op de
grote groei van deze maatschappij en de
fantastische ontwikkeling die over een
aantal maanden verwacht kan worden. Ver-
schillende van deze facetten zijn momen-
teel slechts namen voor U, maar de naaste

A bedside tempest about a touchy topic is
participated in by Barry Coe, Clark Gable and
Carroll Baker in one of the many hilarious se-
quences of "But Not For Me."

j" —
'

toekomst zal aantonen dat »ij pilaren zijn
van een grote dynastie in de amusements-
en zakenwereld.

Een van onze interessante publicaties
deze maand is een foto-reportage van het
huwelijk in Hongkong van de filmsterren
Jacques Bergerac en Dorothy Malone. Mr.

Bergerac speelde met de Academy Award win-
nares Susan Hayward de hoofdrol in "Thun-
der in the Sun", die door Paramount over
de gehele wereld wordt uitgebracht.

Wij komen nu dicht bij de derde ver-
jaardag van de release van Cecil B.DeMil-
le's "De Tien Geboden" en de kracht van
deze machtige film is nog steeds groeien-
de. In de Verenigde Staten stijgt de aan-

trekkingskracht van deze I’Lla i.i de drive-

in theaters (waarvan er bijna 5000 zijn)

nog steeds tot een duizelingwekkende hoog-

te, een zakelijke affaire, die in duizen-
den gevallen een fantastische hoogte be-

reikt. Over de gehele rest van de wereld
zijn de resultaten dienovereenkomstig en

in dit nummer brengen wij daarvan vele
bewijzen.
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WILLIAM HOLDEN
GETS NEW 7-YEAR
PARAMOUNT CONTRACT

HOLLYWOOD - A new 7-year contract

has been signed by Academy Award-

winning actor William Holden and

Paramount Pictures, it is announced

by Jack Karp, Paramount vice-presi-

dent and administrative head of the

stud i o

.

Simultaneously, it was announced by Karp that Holden's first

assignment under the new Paramount contract will be the starring role

in the forthcoming Perlberg-Seaton production based on the best-selling

novel "The Counterfeit Traitor." Shooting will begin early in 1960 on

locations in Sweden, Denmark and Germany. Karp said that Paramount has

several other important properties now in preparation which are being

considered for Holden.

Karp, in revealing the new deal between the studio and Holder,

said: "It is of tremendous satisfaction to everyone at Paramount to

know that Mr. Holden will continue at his own studio, where he has been

under contract since the beginning of his motion picture career.

"Paramount is most fortunate to have Mr. Holden, who will

further enrich and extend the company's ambitious production program

for many years to come. He is closely associated with all members of

Paramount and the Paramount international organizations along with

their exhibitor customers by virtue of his extensive travels in the

United States and throughout the world on behalf of his motion pictures

and personal activities. Mr. Holden is to be commended for his out-

standing public relations efforts on behalf of all Paramount and the

entire motion picture industry."

Commenting on the new deal, Holden said: "It is a source of

great satisfaction to me that I will be able to continue my associa-

tion with Paramount and expand my activities on a world-wide levex.

In the many years I have traveled for Paramount I have observed an in-

creasing importance of American motion pictures, not only with respect

to their entertainment values but also their effective exchange of

ideqs and ways of life. It has been my experience that motion pictures

are the greatest single factor enabling the people of the world to un-

derstand each other. Under this new agreement with Paramount I will be

able to make a further contribution toward this end."

Time Turns Back
The return of Bill Holden to

Paramount activity seems a most
propitious occasion for noting
the fact that back in 1939, Bill
was one of 14 young players
named to Paramount's 1st Golden
Circle. The fourteen of that
year, listed alphabetically,were;

JOSEPH ALLEN
MURIEL ANGELUS
JUDITH BARRETT
LOUISE CAMPBELL
ELLEN DREW
BETTY FIELD
SUSAN HAYWARD
WILLIAM HENRY
WILLIAM HOLDEN
EVELYN KEYES
JANICE LOGAN
JOYCE MATHEWS
PATRICIA MORISON
ROBERT PRESTON



paramount a o r l d ks
One man gets only a

week's value out of a
year while another man
gets a full year's
value out of a week.

Charles Richards

FRANKFURT - Producer

Hal B. Wallis flew BEA to

this city from London.

Here he is being greeted

by Boris Jankolovics,

Paramount Supervisor for

Germany and Belgium.

Lilli Palmer, always a
skilled actress, has a

role perfectly to her
liking in the Perlberg-
Seaton production, "The
Pleasure of His Company."
Fred Astaire. Debbie Rey-
nolds, Charlie Ruggles
and Gary Merrill also are
to be in the cast.

Any car will last a

lifetime if you are a

careless driver.
The Office Economist

HOLLYWOOD - Amilia Conry, Carlotta Ayela
(Miss Ecuador in the "Miss Universe" Contest),
Yvonne Linnen (correspondent for "La Nacion"
and "Patria," Guayaquil), and Manuel Aguirre
meet Peter Palmer (centre) and Leslie Parrish,
who plays "Daisy Mae," on the set of "Li'l Ab-
ner," Paramount's musical comedy based on A1
Capp's internationally famous comic strip. Peta*
Palmer plays the title role.

ACOPIO DE BUENAS
NOT I C I AS ACRECENTA

CONFIANZA EN EL FUTURO
DE LA PARAMOUNT

»J fj V fJ V ij

El optimlsmo reinante en la organlzaci<5n
Paramount, sobre el que informamoa en el niS-

mero anterior, sigue creclendo y extendilndo-
se. Como indict el presidente IT, Barney Bala-
ban el mes pasado, la Paramount se halla en

mejor situaci<5n que nunca para seguir adelen-
te hacia la m£s grande prosperidad que nuestra
Companfa haya conocido en muchoa afloa. Dijo
Mr. Balaban que loa proyectos actualmente en

plan de ejecuci6n, implementadoa por loa altos
ejecutivos de nuestra Companfa en las reunio-
nes celebradas en el estudio, eran loa mis
aubstanciales Jamls emprendidos por la Para-
mount, Hoy, estos planea de produccirfn estln
slendo llevadoa a la prlctiea, en variaa par-
tes del mundo, de manera que, en I960, nues-
tra Companfa comenzarl a cosechar ya loa fru-
tos de laa grandes pelfculas producldas eete
afio. . . Men tree tanto, la exhibiciln de”las
Mis Grandes Pell cults Paramount” en el mundo
entero demuestra que los cineastas de hoy dfa

quieren y ezigen pelfculas verdaderamente
grandes. Y este es, precisamente, el tipo de

pellculas que la Paramount podrrf ofrecerles
con produccionea como "El rostro impenetrable"

("One-Eyed Jacks"), con Marlon Brando; la pro-
duced de Hal Wallis "Carser"; la realize -

ci6n de Perlberg-Seatoa "No soy para ti" ("But

Not For Me") (la que ilustraba nuestra porta-

da el mss pasado) ;
la produced de Ponti-Gi-

rosi "Breath of Scandal”, filmada en Venecia

y en Roma; "Jovanka and the Others", da Dlno

DeLaurentils; Sophia Loren y Anthony Quinn an

"Heller With a Gun", y muchae otraa de igual

calibre. Los productores Perlberg-Seaton tisL

nen ya en plan de producciln "The Rat Race",

con Tony Curtis y Debbie Reynolds; Clark Gable

se halla en Italia, donde se rodarl su proxi-

mo pelfcula "Bay of Naples", y, en el Nepal,

se estln ultimando los preparativos para la

realizaci6n de la pelfcula "Yhe Mountain is

Young", la cual promete ser une de las m&s gi-

gantescas produccionea de I960. . . El mes pe-

sado tuvimos la satisfacciln de ofrecer al pa-

remountista algunos datos acerca de la compa-
nfa de discos Dot Records, la cual constituye

ahora una de las divisiones de Paramount Pic-
tures. Junto con esta informacidn publicrfbann

una carta de Mr. George Weltner dirigida a to-

das las agencies en el mundo entero, acerca de

los planes de la Paramount para dar a conocer

esta productora de discos en todos los pafses,

En este n&nero darnos mfie informes acerca de
los discos Dot, siendo nuestro prop<5sito se-
guir proporcionando al paramount! sta las noti-
cias sobre salients a referentes a esta divisi<5n

de la empresa paramount en cada uno de nuestro
niimeros. En ntimeros venideros mostraremos al
paramountista la manufacture de los discos Dot

y les presentaremos a algunas de las mhs des-
tacadas estrellas de la cancidn que graban pa-
ra esa companfa, a la vez que les mantendremos
al corriente de las campenas de venta de los
discos. . . Con el tiempo, informaremos tam-
biln al lector acerca de las activldades deles

otras divisiones de la organizaciln Paramount,
lo cual darl al paramountista una idea delgvo
crecimiento de esta Comparlfa y de los magnffi-
cos planes para el futuro inmedieto. Algunas
de estas nuevas facetas de la Paramount, que el

paramountista lector apenaa ha tenido oportuni
dad de conocer, son, como demostraremos en los
ntimeros sucesivos, importantes pilares de es-
ta gran dinastfa del mundo del espectlculo y
comercial. . . En este nfimero de nuestro bole-
tfn ofrecemos tambiln un imports rrte reporta Je
grlfico de la boda de los artistes Jacques Ber-

gerac y Dorothy Malone, en Hong-Kong. Jacques

Bergerac, como es sabido, comparte con Susan
Hayward (genadora del Premio de la Academia),
los principales pepeles de la pelfcula "Tor-
menta bajo el sol" (Thunder in the Sun"), la

cual la Paramount distribuirl, pr<5zimamente,

an el mundo entero. . . Al aproximerse el ter-

cer aniversario de la distribuciln de la pelf-

cula de Decil B. DeMille "Los Diez Mendamien-
tos”, nos es grato constetar que su populari-
dad sigue todavfa en ascenso constants en el

mundo entero. En Estados Unidos, el poder ta-

quillero de esta gran pelfcula en los "drive-

ins”, o cines al airs libre (de los cuales ha]

mis de 5.000) sigue alcanzando azitoa verda-
deramente inusitadoa en miles de teatros. Bi

los deals pafses del nundo, la pelfcula sigue

obteniendo resultados igualmente fantrfstieos,

como queda demostrado en este ntimaro de Para-

mount World.



LATIN AMERICA’S
VIEWS AND NEWS OF

SHOWMANSHIP

PORT OF SPAIN - Trini-
dad: The Astor here co-
featured "The Blob" and
"I Married A Monster From
Outer Space" to a pay-off
that was little short of
sensational.

HOLLYWOOD - Peter Palmer,who
portrays the title role of

"Li'l Abner," in the Paramount
musical comedy based on the
Broadway play and A1 Capp's fam-

ous cartoon strip, welcomes Mr.
and Mrs. Saul Diaz S., Mr. and
Mrs. Nepomuceno Cartagena,Lybia
Szkupinski and Lillian Torrent
on the set of the picture at the
Paramount Studio. Mr. Diaz is
one of Colombia's foremost show-

men in the film world.

HOLLYWOOD - Peter Palmer, who
plays the title role, and Leslie
Parrish, who is "Daisy Mae,"

f
reet Carlotta Aye la \ Miss Ecua-
or in the Miss Universe contest),

on the set of "Li'l Abner."

GEORGETOWN, British
Guiana - A group of boys,
suitably attired to adv-
ertise "The Blob," receive
instructions before going
to all parts of the city
to distribute handbills
for the thriller.

PARAMOUNT WORLD

SAO PAULO - Interested spectat-
ors viewing 3ome of the proper-
ties actually used by ''ecil B.
DeMille in tne filming of "The
Ten Commandments." Items are on
display in a prominent store in
connection with the film's pre-
sentation at the Cine Ipiranga.

BELOW

SAO PAULO, Brazil - A noted
Brazilian artist executed these
Impressive paintings in connect-
ion with the release of "The Ten
Commandments." They are now on
display in the lobby of the Cine
Ipiranga, where the DeMille film
continues to enjoy a sensational
success. The paintings later
will be 3hown in Rio ae Janeiro
when the picture is released in
that city.

A Very Wonderful Letter
Following a special screening of "The Ten Comm-

andments" at his Rex Theatre, Exhibitor Ivo Forgnone

received this letter from ‘sister M.Heri bertha, the

Superior of St. Mary's Academy, Colon, Rep. of Panama:
"We hardly know how to express in words our thank-

ful appreciation for giving us the opportunity of
seeing 'The Ten Commandments.'

"All the Sisters who saw it were overwhelmed with
its greatness. It is indeed great in its history,
scenery, performance, factual truth, and, greatest of
all its theme: that man and all nations ought to
take the ten commandments of God as their moral guide.

"A very heartfelt 'May God Reward You' and bless
all your endeavors to offer the public good, decent
entertainment."

Spanish cover for the Dot
Records album of the music of
"The Five Pennies."
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SPOTLIGHT ON

HOME OFFICE
DURING VACATION SEASON

With so many people 6one travelin' for their
vacations, all that's been cookin' around these

parts are those who stayed at home, and they
have really been roasting. However, there were
a few days of cool weather towards the end of
August.

Charles Urling reports that his three
children, Pauline, Merle and Charles, went on
a month's vacation to the British Vest Indies.

Ella Hagen spent several days up at Lake

George where she took day trips. From there

she vent up to Saratoga Springs to finish off

her two weeks and cejne back August 17th feel-

-JHHHHHRHBHHHBRHBHHHt-

Valerie Ann
Bisdale seems sort
of stunned by the
whole idea of a
birthday party
which was held for
her July 6th, but
that' s Decause it
was only her first
birthday and the
whole business was
quite new to her.
She is the daughter
of Paramount's Jos-
egh^Bisdale.^^^rc

ing wonderful For a week, Boris Pfeiffer

went to Mannasquan, New Jersey where she has

a summer bungalow. She has also been spending

summer weekends there Patti Powers was

up in the Catskills for two weeks and came

back after an enjoyable vacation After

a week in Pittsburgh during July, Joe Diana,

Traffic Dept., decided to come back to work.

Last month he took his second week and he

took it easy just going fishing. He must

have taken it very easy as he reports he had

the worst luck that ever plagued a fisherman

- not even a single bite The Guilfoyles,

Bob and Vera, sojourned through California

with their children, touching all the high

spots on the Coast. As their camera was in

the hands of their children most of the time,

most of the pictures taken were of places.

But Bob swears he got into a few of them. He

promises to have them for the next issue

Harry Doldus is still enjoying his two weeks

of relaxation Joe Coote took a week last

month and soent it at home Another stay-

--Bowling News-
Thi s month marks the beginning of the

new bowling season. The bowling league, spon-
sored by the Paramount Pictures Club, Inc. is
for employees only and is scheduled to start
rolling Monday, Sept. 14th at 5:45 p. m. shaxp^

at Phil's Recreation, 1163 Avenue of the Am-
ericas, between 45th and 46th Sts., just two

short blocks from the Paramount Bldg.
So far eight team captains, Marilyn Bet-

tinger, George Casiano, Bob Guilfoyle, Charles
Hickey, Steve Kolankowski, A1 LoPresti, Frank

Patterson and Bill Vickesser, have been ap-
pointed and are responsible for recruiting
their own squads, with some help from the com-
mittee. Everyone is welcome to sign up.

We had 'floating caption' trouble last week on this

page, and we apologise sincerely to those concerned* Ann

Tiajoloff's and Keith Warren Markbreiter's captions beeaae

transposed, with amusing, but not entirely disastrous,

results. So sorry

l

at-homer is Mary Destefano, Mr. Leroy's sec-
retary Zac Freedman is no stick in the
mud. He spent his vacation days at Martha's
Vineyard, an island off Rhode Island.

They're shill going strong, Jerry Limata

spent two weeks in Long Branch, New Jersey
with his family Another loafer was John
McKeown who had a pleasant time just staying

at home for two weeks Joan Studva spent

a weekend up at West Point, then took a week

off to join the loafers There are plen-

ty more, but unfortunately there's not enough

space to name them all.

Co-workers were sorry that Elena Gangano

and Terry Pucciarelli, both of A1 Lo Presti's

dept., left last month. However the department

gained a newcomer - Irene Anastasiou who began

working several weeks ago Hy Smith is

back working for John Guilfoyle after spending

14 months in service - 100 miles from Elvis

Presley in Germany. —Helen Kwartler

HI, GRAND-
DAD' 10th
floor re-
ceptionist
Joe Coote
is shown
here snug-
gling his
four-month
old grand-
daughter
Elizabeth
Ann Coote.
Photo was
snapped in
June whe
she, was.
weeks ol
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LONDON - The Panther Paper-
back Books went out after "The
Buccaneer" In a big way (see
Page 2 also;. Here's tneir dis-
play card which found its way
into hundreds of bookshops and
thousands of windows throughout.
Britain.

Penn i es
3r i ng
Patrons ....
DENVER, Colorado

The Denham Theatre here

has been mailing out

money and getting back

customers. All persons

in Denver named Penney,

Penny, Nicol, Nickle and

Nichols have received
each day for five succ-
essive days a single
penny accompanied by a

portion of the lyrics of

the title song of "The

Five Pennies." Finally
they received a card in-

dicating that five

pennies and the card

would admit one person

to the Denham to see

"The Five Pennies" when
accompanied by one paid

admission.
Opinion-makers and

film critics also were

recipients of the penn-,

ies and card.

P.S. "The Five Penn-
ies" did big business
at the Denham.

SHOWMANSHIP
MAKES THE

FILM WORLD

GO ROUND

GLASGOW, Scotland - Exploit-
ear Frank Youngs certainly set
out to make all of Scotland
aware of "The Buccaneer." He get

-

displays galore on the Panther
Book and the Classics Illustra-
ted comic book. Boot's the

I chemists gave both an interior
1 and window display in their

Argyle St. Branch. Above is the
interior display.

NEWCASTLE, England - The
Y.B.Wet Rainwear organisation
is certainly a firm to know a
title to latch onto when they
see it and they saw it in
Paramount's "The Baited Trap,"
British title for "The Trap."
Hence this important tie-up in
one of Newcastle's most centr-
ally located windows. Note the
line, "Don't Get TRAPPED in the
Rain."

CHICAGO - Selmer, the

leading band instruments

(Danny Kaye played one in

"The Five Pennies"), were

tied in with the present-

ation of the picture at

the Esquire Theatre here,

with this lobby display.

(Left)

HOLLYWOOD - One of the
fine windows provided by
the always cooperative
Music City, for "The Five
Pennies." Music City, at
the renowned corner of
Sunset and Vine, is one of
the world's top music
stores.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina —
Management of the Normandie
here was certainly determined
to expose all facets of the
Sophia Loren features to the B.

A. public when "The Black Orchid"
'

was the attraction. Here is one
of the most unusual - and eff-
ective - front-of-house displays
we have ever published.

"The Black Orchid" was rel-
eased simultaneously in seven
(7) Buenos Aires theatre most
successfully, and at last report
had entered the second week in
all of them.

GREENWICH, England - The
glamorous 19th Century sailing
clipper, the "Cutty Sark," sets
an interesting background for
the sale of orchids in connect-
ion with the showing of "The
Black Orchid" at the nearby
Odeon Theatre.



Capitol reopens with showing of Thunder
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Westrex Corporation

MANILA (PHILIPPINES)
FIRST-RUN THEATRE
SMASHES 10-YEaR
RECORD WITH "THUNDER
IN THE SUN"!

Thunder In The Sun' Capitol 1st Show
Hntward Chandler Head
Cast Of Outdoor Drama
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Capitol
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HlA« INTERMISSION MUSIC IVUY STItlORMONIC

1959 ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!
SUSAN HA1WAR0 "BtSI ACTRESS" IN HER BRAND HEW TRIUMPH!.

A
I

,

Thi. i. a BRAND NEW PICTURE!
I Don t confuse it with previous films of similar titles!

|

The Sun Never Blazed On A More Savage Saga
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Capilol re-opening revives Escolta renaissance
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Mocichoune renovation recallt Rufina policy

to give public the best for cinematic mtir/action
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CAPITOL THEATRE

TIMES FILM EXCHANGE

ALLIED ARTISTS

OF IKE PHIUPPkttS. INC.

THE PHILIPPINES HERALD
had a 4-page section.

Here are representative
pages from the Manila (P.l.)
newspapers relating to the
re-opening of the Capitol
Theatre, where the house’s
10-year record was shattered
by "Thunder In the Sun."

THE MANILA
4 pages to

TIMES devoted
the opening.

Another
THE PHI

I

?e from
HERALD

Improved Cap i

r
*e-opcns~V6day

THE MANILA CHRONICLE
had several pages.

tol Theater Re-Opens
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ALL-TI ME-GREATEST
RELEASES SPURRING

ACE SHOWMANSHIP

BRUSSELS - Some of the finest windows in

the city were made available for displays when

"The Plainsman" was the day-and-date attract-

ion at the Plaza and Capitole Theatres. At left

is a fashionable gentlemen's tailor shop; at

right, one of the most distinguished furniture

stores. Both in very central city sites.

STOCKHOLM - This Swedish ^
materialization of a Bengal V
Lancer rode the main streets^of
this Swedish capital for many
days in advance of the premiere
of "The Lives of a Bengal Lan-
cer" at the Anglais Theatre.

General Manager Paul Flodin
reports that although this great
Paramount picture has been
shown many times in this coun-
try, the Swedish people seem
never to tire of seeing it once
more.

CAIRO, Egypt - Management of the

Cinema Opera gave the front of their

theatre a superlative display when the

Cecil B. DeMille production "North West

Mounted Police" was the attraction....

And they garnered wonderful business as

a result of their enterprise.

"UNCONQUERED"
This glimpse of the late Cecil

B. DeMille directing one of the Ind-
ian warriors in a tense scene from
"Unconquered" is a practical remind-
er of the fact that the showmanship .

campaign portfolios for the Paramount
All-Time-Greatest productions get
better with each succeeding release.

These portfolios, produced by
Steve Clug's department in charge of
the All-Time-Greatest releases, are
super-charged with all of the ingre-
dients needed for presenting the
great films they represent to two
very profitable types of audiences:
those who have enjoyed the films in
the past and are eager to see them
again; and those of the younger gen-
erations who have never seen them,
but are most eager to do so.

BERLIN - The Ufa-Pavillon
set "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
in motion with this most effect
ive display for all on the celt
bratea Kurfurstendamm to see.

25V:

*» Cj^iciimes .7

LEFT
BUENOS AIRES - This shot shows the

eminent Normandie as one of the six (6)
theatres releasing, as a re-release,
Cecil B. DeMille 's "North West Mounted
Police." The All-Time-Greatest picture
did ace business in all theatres

.

HAMBURG ‘- "This moveable postf

advertising pillar was put to
very effective use both here ai

in the Hannover first-runs of
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer." Th

particular display is part of

the entrance hall exhibit at

"Kurbel, Berliner Tor."
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ROMANTIC MARRIAGE

of

JACQUES BERGjlRAC

and

DOROTHY MALONE

A FILMLAND WEDDING
I N

COLORFUL HONGKONG

Aboard the floating fish
restaurant. Tai Pak, at Aberdeen,
the bride is resplendent in her
attractive Chinese dress.

That special kiss for

the benefit of the

insistent cameramen ....
The marriage of Mr. Jacques de Bergerac and Miss

Dorothy Malone was performed in St. Theresa's Church,
Hongkong, with the Rev. Father C.M. Orlando officiating.
Following the ceremony, the couple flew to Tokyo en
route to Honolulu for their honeymoon. Thence to New
York to appear together on the stage in the musical
comedy, "Once More With Feeling."

The bride and groom are flanked by Paramount
Hongkong Manager H.S.Moh and Mrs. Moh. At left
are Mr. K. Y. Pan (local MGM manager) and Mrs.
Pan. Mr. Moh was best man, and Mrs. Pan was
Matron of honour.

LEFT

Journey to the Tai Pak was made
in one of the sampans which ply
this route day in, day out, years
without end.

RIGHT

Although the day had begun with
rain at tne church, it ended in a
blaze of 3tars - and next day the
happy couple left to honeymoon in
Hawaii's nalcyonic Honolulu.

Dorothy, in her lovely
Chinese wedding gown has
her cake-cutting hand
masterfully guided by the
dashing Jacques.

Aboard the Tai Pak, having been
tutored by Mr. and Mrs. Moh (r.-l.)
the newlyweds try their Occidental
hands at Oriental chopsticks.



If a child is not

disciplined and taught
self-control early in

the home, the grown-up

world will take care of

him later on, perhaps

cruelly and when it is

too late. A child curbed,

taught obedience , spanked

when he is young, rarely
requires punishment when

he hits his teens.

John Warren Hill

Sophia Loren and Tab
Hunter prove that romance

can be something of a

merry-go-round in "That

Kind or Woman."

Terrific queue!
LONDON - We've had some wonderful queue

shots of the Plaza Theatre in the past, but
here's a real 'honey' of one section of the
crowd eager to get in to see "Last Train From
Gun Hill." This is on the Regent Street side
of the Plaza, and there was a counterpart of
it on the Jermyn Street side — and a packed
theatre in between.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

bringing home the "BOOKINGS" from his monthly
trips to Portland Territory. Dick is taking
unto himself a bride, Miss Claudette aasen,
on August 22 and vill honeymoon for a week in

Alaska. Eest wishes from us all.
Branch Manager and Mrs. Haustein's grand-

daughter, Lynne e, of Lafayette, California,
is vacationing in Seattle, ke hear she is

quite an accomplished swimmer - and like her
grandfather, likes fishing too — only they
can't get the fish to cooperate.

Jim Filcher of the booking. dept, now on
vacation.

Ve welcome two new members - Gary Dupen
in the booking deot., >ho is a few short weeks
already shows promise of becoming a valuable
employee. "Litto" for Diane Nelson, a "sweet
young thing" in the accounting dept.

Our sincere sympathy to Pearl uahagen of
the Portlana Shipping Station whose husband
passed a way recently.

-Hbnnan Trager

fSAN FRANC I SCOl We are all very proud

of our Gold Pin Award
winners - Salesman King Trimble and Booker
Arnold Lavagetto. Mr. Neal East, Division Man-
ager, made a special trip from L.A. to present

the pins to the boys and to compliment them
on their good work.

Salesmen Trimble and Ross have completed
sales on "The Ten Commandments" to all drive-
ins. Good work, boys! "Don't Give Up the

Ship" is still doing sensational business with

holdovers in all our keys.

Local 'wildcat' teamsters' strike has add-

ed a lot to our Booker's problems, but George
Carmone - the old pro - gets the sales through.

Back from vacations are: Branch Manager
Jack L. Stevenson, who had a wonderful time at

Las Vegas. We never did find out whether he

won or lost. Head Booker George Carmone spent
his vacation with his lovely wife and children.

He gets another week sometime this month,when
we understand he will go deer hunting. Booker
Jack Voorhies won some money at La3 Vegas and

had a wonderful time there. We were glad to
see Daisy Kehoe safely back on Monday. She and

her husband never plan ahead and some of us
were afraid that they might have gone to Mont-
ana and encountered that horrible earthquake.
However, they toured Texas and liked the state
very much.

Glad to see Betty Anderson - wife of Sales-
man "Andy" Anderson - is home convalescing
after her operation, and doing very nicely.

Forgot to mention in my last column that
Cashier Jessie Cole and her husband had a

lovely three-week vacation visiting many parts

of Cali fomia. . . .On vacation now Is Irene

Hildebrand, ledger clerk. We do hope she is

having a very pleasant time. ...God bless y'all.

-Esther Richter

The ground underfoot is the bottom of Death
Valley the pursuer. Death Itself. Marlon
Brando and Karl Malden gallop desperately in
search of survival in "One-Eyed Jacks" a film
destined to write a truly memorable page in
Paramount history.
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PARAMOUNT TICKER ALIVE
WITH TOP-1 NTEREST NEWS

The Paramount tune is First scenes from the Dino De Laurentiis

d o^fini+plv linhpat and production, "Jovanka and the Others" appear in
I I 1 1 I l C y u r1

.
9 this issue , and they certainly betoken a drama

the notes on this page of dynamic, elemental passion. Some of the mar-
+ ho nrnHilft i nn nnt P Q — Quee Tilling names in the production are

P r0aUCt '^ n nOLeb
Silvana Mangano, Van Heflin, Vera Miles, Barbara

&r 6 t h 6 ones ThB-T &P6 BelGeddes, Steve Forrest, Alex Nicol, Richard

narrv/i nn t hp mpl'nriv . „ . .
Basehart and Harry Guardino Another picturecarrying me rne±uuy
being made in that sarae part of the world) „Bay
of Naples, 1 1 will retain that title definitely.

Clark Gable, Sophia Loren and Vittorio de Sica are co-starred Another production to retain

its working title permanently is “Visit To A Small Planet, " in which Jerry I^wis, Earl Holliman,

Joan Blackman and Fred Clark are starred. (The 'Small Planet* is of course The Earth) Hal
Wallis, who produced "Small Planet," has bought for production "The Dark Roots of the Rose ." a

taut story of murder and marriage in early Texas by Walter Clemons. Picture will be made in

early I960. ..... .And Jerry Lewis, who
_

’

will be functioning as producer-star,
will make "Cinderfella" (note spelling)
as a spoof on the fairy tale,beginning
next month. Frank Tashlin will direct,
and signed so far for the picture are
Ed Wynn, Judith Anderson and that jazz
wizard. Count Basie and his orchestra. Harry Warren and Jack Brooks will write the songs for
the picture Domenico Modugno, eminent Italian singer-songwriter-actor, will play the role
of Sophia Loren's boy friend in "Bay of Naples, " Shavelson-Rose production. Modugno, who just
returned from a personal appearance tour of South America, is best known for his two songs,
"Resta Cu'mme" and "Cicoria" Elmer Bernstein, who composed the musical scores for "The
Ten Commandments" and "The Buccaneer," will compose and conduct the musical score for the Will-
iam Perlberg-George Seaton production, "The Rat Race, " which will commence filming in New York
City this month. Tony Curtis and Debbie Reynolds will star in the picture, with Jack Oakie
having an important role in the picture "Blue Mustang ." from a novel by Clay Fisher,will
be produced for Paramount by William Hawks Elvis Presley's next picture, "G.T. Blue 3 t

"

began preliminary filming in Frankfurt, Germany, early last month under the watchful eye of
producer Hal Wallis. However, Presley will not work in any scenes until after his discharge
from the Army next spring. Wallis has however announced that Presley will sing nine (9) songs
in the picture, a mixture of ballads and rock 'n roll In line with the studio's ann-
ounced policy of expansion with particular emphasis on attracting new talent to Paramount, Jack
Karp, studio head, has announced the signing of Shpetner Productions, headed by Stan Shpetner.
The unit is already installed in the studio and their first picture will be announced shortly.

William Perlberg and George Seaton have purchased Alistair Maclean's new adventure-
suspense novel, "Night Without End ," as their third starring vehicle for Debbie Reynolds, who
will play the role of an airline stewardess. Miss Reynolds, who recently signed a 7-picture
deal with Perlberg-Seaton, started "The Rat Race " this month, and then goes into "The Pleasure

of His Company," along with Fred Astaire, Lilli Palmer,Charlie
Ruggles and Gary Merrill Producer Norman Panama is back in
Hollywood from England, whence he went to confer with author
Abby Mann and star Ingrid Bergman in connection with "A Child
Is Waiting ." Miss Bergman will star in the picture, which will
be co-produced in England next year by Panama and Melvin Frank.

"The Melody of Sex ," Max Catto's best-selling novel,will
be filmed by Henry and Phoebe Ephron as the producer-writer
team's first assignment at Paramount. "The Melody of Sex," on
which the Ephrons have started work, is a light-hearted story
of a puritanical American business man who becomes involved
with three "ladies of the evening" in Paris Producer Ray
Stark and screen writer John Patrick are back in Hollywood
following their 17,000-mile talent hunt in Honolulu, Tokyo,
Hongkong and Manila for Oriental beauties for important roles
in Paramount's upcoming production of "The World of Suzie Wong ."

"But Not For Me"
Gets Roll i ck i ng
Trade Press Raves 1

.

Film Dally 1 a Summary

SOPHISTICATED ROMANTIC COMEDY PANS
OUT AS GRAND FUN DISHED OUT BRISKLY.
BOX OFFICE PROSPECTS MOST. ATTRACTIVE.

Motion Picture Dally said :

HERE'S A SNAPPY ROMANTIC COMEDY
THAT SHOULD PLAY WELL IN ANY SITUAT-
ION.... PRODUCTION benefits immeasur-
ably FROM THE PERFORMANCES OF FOUR
STARS WHOSE NAMES WILL LOOK MIGHTY
IMPOSING ON THEATRE MARQUEES EVERY-
WHERE.
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IT WILL
STUN AND SHOCK
WITH ITS

SAVAGE DRAMA
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M
Li * 1 Abner’*

Sneak Pr ev i ewed . .

Jerry Pickman and Martini Davis

flew to California for the first

sneak preview of "Li'l Abner," held

in Pasadena. The following was J.P.'s

wired reaction to Mr. Weltner:

MUST TELL YOU HOW ENTHUSIASTIC WE
ALL FEEL FOLLOWING THE "LI'L ABNER"
SNEAK PREVIEW IN PASADENA. PANAMA

AND FRANK HATE DONE A TERRIFIC JOB
IN MAKING THIS ONE OF THE GREAT EN-
TERTAINMENT packages of all time.

THE PASADENA AUDIENCES COULDN'T HAVE

ALL BEiJJ RELATIVES BUT THE WAY THEY
Kr-PT BROKING IN WITH APPLAUSE FOR

THc, MANY MUSICAL AND DANCE NUMBnHS,
MADE THrJi ALL SOUND LIKE COUSINS TO
PANAMA AND FRANK. SERIOUSLY, THIS
WAS STRICTLY NON-PRO, NON-HIP AUDI-
ENCE AND THeY ATE IT UP. LAUGHS WERE
BIG AM) CONTINUOUS.MORE THAN EIGHTY-
FIVE PERCENT UF THE PREVIEW CARDS
ACCLAIMED "LI'L ABNER" AS EXCELLENT
or better i this is a terrific per-
centage, AS YOU KNOW, AND THE CARDS
THdiSnLVES CONTAINED SUCH DESCRIPT-
IONS AS 'FABULOUS' ' PERFECT' .TERR-
IFIC' ETC. "LI'L ABNeR" HAS ALL OF
THE BoXuFFICE INGREDIiJJTS FOR BIG,
BIG, RoCoRD-BRcAKING GROSSES.

THAT KIND OF WOMAN gets its title
from the fact that Sophia Loren makes
no bones about telling Tab Hunter that

she's "that kind of woman," and that
he'd better forget her and go back to
his "lovely green Vermont hills."

# BUT NOT FOR ME poses many delicious

situations, including wife-that-was
(Lilli Palmer) heckling wife-to'be
(Carroll Baker) with baffled producer

(Clark Gable) squarely in the middle.

” CAREER”
"LI 'L ABNER”

"BUT NOT FOR ME”

"THAT KIND OF WOMAN”
A quick, practical, penetrating

look at four mighty fine Paramount

pictures that should aid materially

in rounding out 1959 in a burst of

sales and showmanship glory.

QAREfeR - These are the
five stars, chair-named,
who make tnis Hal Wallis
production such an unfor-

f
ettable feast of enter-
ainment

.

LI'L ABNER . Seen in this

Dogpatch miracle crisis In

this colorful Paramount
musical are (1 to r) —
Leslie Parrish as Daisy
Mae . Bern Hoffman as Earth-

quake McGoon, Stubby Kaye
as Marryin' Sam. Peter
Palmer as Li'l Abner,
Stella Stevens as Appass-
ionata von Climax and A1

Nesor as Evil Eye Fleagle.
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UPBEAT PICTURE CONTINUES OVERSEAS

TOWERING BUSINESS ABROAD
PERLBERG & SEATON
PRODUCING FOR THE
WORLD MARKET

COVER CF THE SUNDAY MAGAZINE
section of the New York Journal Am-

erican of September 20th was devoted

to a cartoon depiction of the five

top players in the Perlberg-Seaton
comedy, "But Not For Me."

Shown in the lower row are Clark
Sable , centre: Carroll Baker at the
left, and Lilli Palmer. At top are
Lee J. Cobb and Barry Coe.

"But Not For Me" will be showing
at New York City's Capitol Theatre
throughout October.

At the same time, Mr. Perlberg
rfill be producing "The Rat Race" in
and around New York City, and Georg*
Seaton will be in Europe lining up
oroduction for "The Man in the Mid-
dle, " which will star William Holden-

Flash!
Mr. Weltner received

a wire from Joseph H.

Hazen quoting a cable he

had received from partner

Hal B. Wallis in Paris

reading:

JUST SCREENED "CAREER"

FOR JOHN NATHAN AND EUR-

OPEAN ORGANIZATION.GREAT
ENTHUSIASM, PICTURE
LABELED 'TERRIFIC'.

On September 8th., John B. Nathan, general manager for
Continental Europe, sent a most important cable to James E.
Perkins, president of Paramount International. Highlights of
that cable are set forth below; but tied in with those high-
lights was the following tag to Mr. Nathan's cable:

EUROPEAN DIVISION OPENS SEASON WITH A BANG!

GERMANY
JANKOLOVICS ADVISES "TEMPEST” OPENED WITH

HUGE SUCCESS IN 33 GERMAN CITY CRASH-RELEASE.
AUDIENCE AND PRESS REACTIONS EXCELLENT. ALL
NIGHT PERFORMANCES SOLD OUT. FIRST THREE
DAYS HAMBURG GROSS IN TWO THEATRES TOPPED
"COMMANDMENTS"

.

"Tempest" is still continuing its march of
triumpn through many important areas of Para-
mount's international distribution.

FI N L A N D
TROUPP ADVISES "GEISHA BOY" IN EXCEPTION-

ALLY GRATIFYING ADVANCE RELEASE HELSINKI
ABSOLUTELY TREMENDOUS. FIRST WEEK'S BUSINESS
ALMOST ELUALLING "COMMANDMENTS" AND PASSING
THAT PICTURE'S SECOND WEEK.

"Geisha Boy" proves in still another vitally
important territory the mounting preponderance
of popularity being enjoyed by Jerry Lewis.

FRANCE
KLARSFELD ADVISES "NORTH WEST MOUNTED POL-

ICE" TERRIFIC FIRST WEEK AT PARIS PARAMOUNT
AND HOLDING STRONG. WILL HOLD FOR 3 WEEKS.

With this record-smashing engagement this
DeMille all-time-great towers over the recent
triumph, in this same theatre, of DeMille 's

"Story of Dr. Wassell."
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Chinese-speaking Paramounteers in many parts of

the world. Addition of Chinese as a regular
feature means that we now have ten languages

in every issue of our world-wide publication.

We list them alphabetically: Chinese, Dutch,

English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,

Spanish and Swedish.

IGHT IN THE HEART OF BROOKLYN: that is

where we are in this scene. This if the

^Brooklyn (N.Y.) Paramount Theatre. Photo
was taken during the 1959 showing of the mi^ity

Cecil B, DeMille production, "Samson and Deli-
lah," not during the 1951 engagement. This is

the re-release engagement, not the original
one. And what is so important about that? Just

this: the 1959 re-release of the picture has

out-grossed the original engagement in this
top theatre. And by a large margin of dollars
and patrons. Not only that: it has out-grossed
the first-run engagements of many of the top

1959 first-release3 in this theatre — engage-
ments which had power-packed showmanship cam-

paigns back of them.
Now "Samson and Delilah" is going along

to the splash-release throughout 66 New York
theatres of the Loew’s circuit, thus bringing
to fruition the Pickman-inspi red saga of show-
manship set forth on Page 9 of this issue.

<T^ ETTER FROM BILL HOLDEN from Switzerland,
l_ following receipt by him of last month’s

issue, says: "I cannot tell you how del-
ighted I am with the new Paramount arrangement.

I am looking forward to exciting product in
the future." Bill also went on to say in his
letter to the editor: "Since our permanent
home is now in Switzerland, I shall be looking
forward to receiving Paramount World in order
to keep up with news of the Organization."

a
T IS OUR PLEASURE this month to welcome a

regular Chinese language column to the
pages of Paramount World. This column has

been prepared by our Hongkong branch and we

trust that its news will be of interest to

Next month we will report In detail the story of that
division of the Paramount organization known as Telemeter
Magnetics . one of the amazing 'growth' divisions of Paramount
Pictures Corporation.

You Can’t Fool the
When the P i cture * s

Public
Good I

For those few salesmen and showmen of little faith who

allow themselves to be torpedoed when a newspaper critic del-

ivers a negative review on a picture, we quote the following

excerpt from Sweden Manager Paul Flodln's screening report

on "HOUSEBOAT":
"It Is a wonderful film for the whole family to see....

Reviews poor , but public attendance good ."

r
. « PPUCATION OF PERSONAL, concentrated
A m showmanship to a release enterprise can

HE

PA

ibring surprising and gratifying results.
Results which can be counted in returns runn-
ing into the millions. A specific case in point

is to be found in the picture report on another

page of the outstanding success of the All-
Time-Greatest production, Cecil B. DeMille’

s

"North West Mounted Police," at the Paramount
Theatre in Paris. This presentation enjoyed
the whole-hearted application of the showman-
ship activities of the Continental showmanship
task force under the direction of Charles P.

Juroe. It netted a wonderful run (for a re-
release) of U weeks and receipts running far
into the tens of millions of francs. Other
All-Time-Greatest productions have played the
Paramount (but without this lambastingly-
applied showmanship) and have done good but not

great business. "N. W.. M. P." got the works,
and the box-office got the gross!
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TO THE WORLD

PARAMOUNT WELCOMES THE SHOWMANSHIP
AND ENTERPRISE OF JOSEPH E. LEVINE \\

LUNCHEON AT NEW YORK'S "21 1 '

As honored guest, Joseph E. Levine is seated
between Paramount President Barney Balaban and
World-wide Sales Head George Weltner at a lunch-
eon called to discuss distribution of "Jack the
Ripper."

The invitation in front of Mr. Weltner names
the guests as Barney Balaban, George Weltner,
Jerome Pickman, Sidney Deneau, Hugh Owen, Robert
J. Rubin, Howard Minsky, James E. Perkins, Henry
B. Gordon and James H. Richardson. Also "Our
Guests From the Wonderful World of Journalism."

Timely Tag!
Louella 0. Parsons gave

not only a timely title to her
article on Joseph E. Levine
on this page when she named it
"Movie Man With the Midas
Touch," but she also gave her
punchy story a wonderful tag.
Final paragraph reads:

"Maybe Levine is what we
needed to give impetus
to our motion picture
business."

It is a tradition of the
film industry that every so
often a great showman - a born
entrepreneur - comes into our
ranks. His presence is electr-
ifying, his results gratifying,
and he gives new substance and
meaning to showmanship.

Such a showman is Joseph E.
Levine, a man who has made and
lost fortunes, but has never
lost heart. Especially now,
when he has harvested a great
crop of hit films and has
brought back to the film world
the almost-completely-lost art
of socko showmanship.

It is Paramount ' s good for-
tune to be presently associated
with this wizard of box-office
power. One stroke of this good
fortune is the acquisition, for
the Western Hemisphere , of"Jack
the Ripper,” a top thriller
that Mr. Levine is swiftly
showmandizing into a ' musL'fcr
all classes and age3 of pict-
uregoers. This is the first of

of a number of product-
ions which it is expected
Mr. Levine will make av-
ailable to Paramount's distribution organization.

Of one thing we are sure: the pattern of the
future will contain a special notation concerning
the year 1959 — the year when the showmanship im-
print of Joseph E.
Levine gave show
business one of the
most significant
'lifts' it has had
in half a century.

And, as Mr. Bal-
aban said at the
”21” Club luncheon
in praising Mr.
Levine ' s sense of
showmanship, and
in welcoming him
to the Paramount
organization, "He
is a man who backs

his oU^oSe/"
1* /°3eph E * LeYlne 13 53 years yQun«»nis own money. and appears very piea3ecl that he cel_

@@@ ebrated his latest anniversary in the
Paramount executive diningroom. His
®^Ty regret was that Mrs. Levine was
not present for the occasion.

"Jack the Ripper" n
Seated at right is George Weltner.

is set for a sat- £™i)TeL vice
7pre3ident ln

uratlon release
charge world-wide sales. Standing,Ur~? 12n,

r®'Lease from Bernard Donnenfeld, East-next February. em production dept.: Howard Ainsky,
assistant to Mr. Weltner; Richard
Colby, legal department.

Shown below is a montage of some
of the nation's top newspaper and
magazine space given to this Titan
Among Showmen, Joseph E. Levine. Here
are big sections of Time, Life,Variety
and the Sunday Joumal-American.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES

Anthony Franciosa and Carolyn Jones are

just in time to find Dean Martin and Shirley

MacLaine in what Dean playfully calls 'in

conference' in one of the many hilarious

scenes in Hal B. Wallis' "Career." Perhaps

it makes the situation a little better to

add that Dean and Shirley later get married

in the picture - for a while.

umumm
Joe Cutrell, salesman, went fishing not

long ago, but all he caught was a good case of

poison ivy.

A policeman called Stella Lavender recent-

ly to tell her that he had been looking for her

for several days. She thou^it it was a joke,

but it happened to be real. He wanted to buy

the six-room shell home >hich she had won at

top prise in a Sears Roebuck contest. The call

was Stella's first notice that she had won, and

what a nice prise it was. V/e are pleased that

she was the lucky winner. Incidently, winning

contests is not new to Stella as she won sever-

al nice prises by entering contests Ano-

ther lucky winner was Ann Davis, our newest

Paramounteer, vho won for her husband, George,

a $50 War Bond at the August Vompi luncheon

meeting.
The entire office enjoyed delicious Elber-

ta peaches grown in South Carolina recently

when exhibitor S. J. Workman sent us two bush-

els of the fruit. Mr. Workman owns and oper-

ates the White Horse Drive - In Theatre in

Greenville, S. C. and the Hollywood Theatre in

Woodruff, S. C.

We were delighted to see a former Charlot-

tean not long ago when Everett Olsen from the

Chicago Brandi paid us a visit. The occasion

was his marriage to Mrs. Elizabeth Marcase of

this city. Our best wishes to the couple for

a happy life together. ^ Hoover

The Charlotte Branch has experienced a very

fine summer season, business-wise, with such

pictures as "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure",

"Don't Give Op the Ship" and "Last Train from

Gun Hill"; and certainly our fall line-up is no

less impressive. , . ...

Perhaps the most significant point with

regard to our program for the coming months

is the diversification in our releases. The

type of product and star-studded casts of such

pictures as THAT KIND OF WOMAN, BUT NOT FOR hi,

CAREER, JAlHAVKERS, and LI'L ABNER should reap

great rewards at the boxoffice. Not be over-

looked is the possibilities of Mr. DeMille s

SAMSON AND DELILAH. This is one of the all

time greats and it is our personal opinion in

(Continued on Page 16.

Ml N M E A P 3 L I 5 On Salesman Joe Rosen's

last contact with Pete Campbell, the 72-year-

old exhibitor at Walhalla, No. Dak., he found

that Mr. Campbell was an ardent coin collector.

Joe told him that he had 368 Indian head pen-

nies that he had saved during his paper boy

days thirty years ago, and they made a deal

ifor 10£ a penny. When Joe received his check

for $3b.80 from Mr. Campbell, he invested it

in two $25.00 U. S. Savings Bonds for his

children, and he pointed out that in ten years,

his childhood enthusiasm which prompted him

to save *3.68 in pennies, will be worth $50.

Mr. wampbell, of course, feels he got the

better end of the ae&l. Incidentally, Joe says

coins are not Mr. Campbell's only hobby, for

7i-year-old exhibitor is an ardent golfer

and still enters contests for trap shooting.

He will be in Minneapolis to play in the Var-

iety Club golf tournament on September 11th.

-Bonnie Lynch

ICHARLOTTEl Jerry and Eleanor Helms have

returned to their desks after 'spending a week

in and around our nation's capitol and reported

a wonderful time. Joyce Willis spent the last

week of her vacation at home resting.

Myrtle Parker end Mildred Hoover will fly

to Jacksonville Florida to attend the 6th Annu-

al Convantion of the Association of the Women

of the Motion Picture Industry to be held Sept.

12-13 at the Robert Meyer Hotel. With theatre

attendance on the upswing and small theatres

reopening all over the country, the WQMPIS as

well as others oonnected with the industry are

encouraged over the news, and are looking for-

ward to a successful convention.

Don't overlook the
scorching role played by

Barbara Nichols in "That

Kind of Woman." She's the
gal who makes no secret
of the source of her
wealth - most of whi ch
you see displayed above

A long dispute means

that both parties are

wrong.
Voltaire

NEW YORK CITY - This is
New York branch's gracious
Grace Ganguzza in the
'Southern Belle' costume
in which she won first
prize at an East Durham,
New York, vacation resort
masquerade party. Grace
made the costume in its
entirety, herself.

The S.R. Liked
"That Kind of Woman"

The "S.R." is The Saturday Review, one time

known as The Saturday Review of Literature. It

reviews films today even as it did under its

own title, and now, as then, its reviews have

bred more mayhem than merriment in the hearts

of the film press agents concerned. However, in

the issue of September 5th, Saturday Review had

these kind words to offer on the Sophia Loren

filmed-in-Manhattan romance, "That Kind of

Woman "

:

The movie has several pleasant things to
offer: amusing and persuasive performances bv
Jack Warden (as another soldier) and Keenan
Wynn (as the rich man's watchdog over his
girl), some charming acting from Miss Loren,
accomplished suavity
by George Sanders.and
appropriate lovesick
earnestness by Tab
Hunter. Best of all
1 s Sidney Lumet ' s di-
rection. He, with the
aid of his photogra-
pher. Bori s Kaufman

,

provides perhaps the
most marvelously real
and hilarious train
ride ever captured on the screen. Walter Bern-

stein's dialogue is smooth throughout, and
for those who believe in miracles there is a
happy ending.

Every man has a right

to his own opinion, but

no man has a right to be

wrong in his facts.

Bernard Baruch
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"SAMSON AND DELILAH"
PULVERIZES RECORDS!

!

BROOKLYN, N.Y. - Exterior of
the Brooklyn Paramount showing
the lines of patrons extending
far into the night. This led
Manager Gene Pleschette to term
the business "most amazing."

‘s&’jsass
ft ULYSSES *1

A GREAT PICTURE
IS RE-BORN GREATER

MR. WELTNER S EPOCHAL
TELEGRAM TO THE FIELD

I AM THRILLED TO SEND YOU A MESSAGE OF PRECEDENT-
SHATTERING IMPORTANCE. SAMSON AND DELILAH IN ITS

FIRST U.S. COMEBACK TEST ENGAGEMENT AT THE BROOKLYN
, PARAMOUNT THEATR£,WITH ULYSSES AS SECOND FEATURE HAS

GROSSED IN THREE DAYS FRIDAY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

$31,618. THIS IS MOTE DOLLARS THaN *NY OTHER PICTURE
H*S GROSSED IN YEARS IN THIS THEATRE IN A FULL 7 DAYS

PLAYING TIME, AND IN SPITE OF PLAYING THE FIRST WEEK-

END AFTER SCHOOL OPENING IN THE METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

AREA. SAMSON JJD DELILAH OUTGROSSED THE FIRST TIME

IT PLAYED BY $5,385, OPENING FRIDAY SATURDAY AND SUN-

DAY EASTEF. WEEKEND. HERCULES PLAYED AT FOX BROOKLYN

COMPARABLE THeATRE IN JULY WITH * SHOWING ONE HOUR
SHORTER THAN ThE SAMSON PROGRAM, uIVING HERCULES ONE
EXTRA SHOW PER DAY. IN SPITE OF THIS WE HAVE SUBSTAN-
TIALLY OUTGROSSED HERCULES. SATU.-DAI NIGHT SAMSON
PLAYED TO STANDING ROOM ONLY. SUNDAY *FTERNOON rND
EVENING THE THEA.ThE H,D * HOLDOUT WHICH COST US SEVER-
AL THOUSAND DOLLARS ON THE D,.Y. MOiiE EXAMPLES OF BIG
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PLAYINu THIS THEATRE AND THEIR
FIRST WEEKS GROSSES ARE AS FOLLOWS: GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH - $31,982 - STRATEGIC ,»IR COMMAND $19,990 -

WHITE CHRISTMAS $25,123 - REAR WINDOW *24,281 - COUN-
TRY GIRL $32,657 - STALAG $25,800. THIS ENGAGEMENT
IS THE TALK OF EVERY CIRCUIT AND FILM BUYER IN NEW
YORK. MAKE CERTAIN EVERY IMPORTANT ACCOUNT IN YOUR
EXCHANGE AREA IS ADVISED THAT IN ADDITION TO BUT NOT
FOR ME, CAREER, JAYHAWKERS, AND LI'L ABNfcF. COMING,
PARAMOUNT IS ON THE MARCH WITH THE BIGGEST BLOCK-BUS-
TER OF THEM ALL IN SAMSON AND DELILAH. PREPARE NOW
TO SET YOUR DATES ON SAMSON. BOX OFFICE RECORDS AFL
TUMBLING AND A NEW CHAMPION IS GAINING STRENGTH BY
IHE HOUR. YOU WILL BE ADVISED BY HUuH 0»tN - SID
DENEAU AS TO SALES POLICY. REGARDS.

GEORGE WELTNER

News at the moment of going to press (Oct.2) was that the
mighty picture in all 100 of the theatres in Greater New York
playing the Cecil B. DeMille titan, was nothing less than
terrific. Here again is the time-tried-and-proven alliance of
Great Picture and Great Showmanship.

— —

VARIETY
Wednesday, September 23, 1959

i ‘Samson Mighty
e

i.

0

On Reissue, And

Primes Others
e Spate of reissues of the “epics”
e

Is expected as a result of the box-

.t
office performance of Paramount’s

e “Samson and Delilah” at the

f Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn. It’s

been record-breaking since open-

ing last Friday (18), taking $9,000

0 on opening day, $14,500 Saturday,

d $14,100 Sunday, $4,080 Monday /

and expectedly $3,500 for each of*t
e

the remaining days in the week. 1
y
e Eugene Pleschette, director of

5,

n
17-

e
it

e

the house, terms it “most amaz-

ing.” Edward L. Hyman, v.p. of

United Paramount Theatres, sent

a special wire to all affiliates anefit

the stamina of the late Cecil B.

DeMille’s production.

!S The $50,000-plus gross at the
t- borough first-run caused Par to
IS pursue unusually tall money, at

IS unusual expense, for a “comeback”

r

y

picture. Distributor has now ear- 1

marked over $500,000 for a cam-
j

paign patterned after the same ^

hard sell as used in the Gotham
area.

It’s regarded as a cinch that Par
»f will be looking through its vaults

for other “comeback” items thats

1
can get across with the same type
of "sell,” as will other companies.
Par execs conducted two days

of promotion meetings with New
!- York circuit men concerning the
l “Samson” runs. These apparently

paid off. Picture is in for a 12-day
s run at the Par, Brooklyn, and then

goes to the Loew’s nabe chain.-

-
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This also is part of the Keisei
Rose Theatre in Chiba, Japan. This is
the cinema's restaurant, with superb
camera studies of "The Ten Comnand-
ments" decorating the walls.

CHIBA, Japan - This very imposing
poster for "The Ten Commandments" at
Keisei Rose Theatre was strategically
placed beside the ticket office in
the heavily-travelled railway station
and naturally attracted widespread
attention. The Cecil B. DeMille film
at the Keisei Rose of course did won-
derful business.

When a special train carried
500 school children from Wakefield
(England) to the Picturehouse in
Castleford to see "The Ten Command-
ments," it represented the first
instance of a train being specially
chartered for a public viewing of
the Cecil B. DeMille production, in

England.

NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE WILL BE

MEMORABLE FOR ITS WORLD-WIDE OBSER-

VANCE OF THE 3RD. ANNIVERSARY OF

THE RkI.F.ASK OF CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

MIGHTY "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS."

PRESENTATION ACHIEVEMENTS
OF M THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
WILL ENDURE FOREVER

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Noted
personalities attending a screening
of "The Ten Commandments" at the Fbris
Theatre, held in honor of the Arch-
bishop of San Salvador. L to R: Rich-
ard Nathan .Paramount rep. in El Salsa-
dor; Manuel Vieytez, Paramount agent;
Father Vicente Cerezo; Mons .Francisco
J. Castro. Bishop of Santiago de Maria;
Mons. Luis Chavez y Gonzalez, Arch-
bishop of San Salvador; Pbro. Dr. Jorge
Castro Pena; and Pbro. Dr. Ricardo
Urioste Bustamente.

The Cecil B. DeMille production was
entering it3 13th highly successful
week at the time of our going to press.

LEFT
KOTA BHARU. Kelantan - Night view

of the magnificent exterior display
at the Cathay Odeon for "The Ten
Commandments"

.

lost of its iss-

Commandments
ion of CecilB.

DeMille. Shown above is the cover of
this particular issue.

publications, devoted m
ue of July to "The Ten
and to the memorializat

The issue of next month, November, will be de-
voted very largely to a suitable observance of
the third anniversary of the official public rel-
ease of Cecil B. DeMille’s production of ’’The Ten
Commandments.*' It will be an issue of both pros-
pect and retrospect. It will offer conclusive
proof (if such be even necessary) of how ’’The Ten
Commandments” has come to be the most important
motion picture ever produced.

Next month's issue
also will carry in detail
the story of the Year-long
run of "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Galaxy
Theatre in Manila, with
attendance and receipts
each running into the
Millions... A magnificent
achievement!
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Selling qualities of
this Paramount advertise-
ment for "Samson and Del-
ilah" are admired by Dan^r
Cohen, manager, Loew's
Kings: division manager
Jack Harris (Loew's), and
Myron Sattler, Paramount
New York Branch Manager.

DELILAH
FOR BIG BOX OFFICE

AS MIGHTY AS THE
PICTURE ITSELF

Representatives of 20 New York metropolitan area

theatre circuits gathered in New York City on Sept.

9th and 10th for a major merchandising conference on

the showmanship campaigns for "Samson and Delilah."

First of the meetings was held at Loew's Theatres;

the other in Paramount Head Office. Conference was

called by Jerry Pickman, Paramount Film Distribution

vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity-

in Loew's projection room be-

J
Paramount Film Distribution

erry Pickman. Staning at right

The meeting
ing addressed

is Martin Davis; seated at front left is Joseph

Friedman. Facing camera in front centre is
Eugene Picker, president of Loew's Theatres. In
background is the massive 8-foot standee esp-
ecially created for the re-r9lease of "Samson
and Delilah."

exploitation.

What was perhaps the keynote of
the meeting was struck when Eugene
Picker, Loew’s Theatres president,
viewed Paramount' s "Samson and Del-
ilah" as "the instrument which could
inspire distribution in general to
re-release big pictures of the past
on grand scales to the tune of enor-
mous profits."

Picker's comment on the implicat-
ions of the "Samson and Delilah"
campaign followed promotion present-
ations by Jerry Pickman and Martin
Davis on the massive Cecil B.DeMille
production which will open September
30th in the New York area. More than
100 theatres of 20 different circu-
its (including 65 Loew houses),will
show the giant film.

The Loew houses also are staging
their own showmanship contest within
the organization, and photographs of

highlights of the winning campaigns
11 be carried in Paramount World.

TOWER I NG
THE FILM

L I KE
ITSELF

A six-unit powerhouse of showman-
ship gives the once-over to the new
24-sheet poster prepared for "Samson
and Delilah." From the left: Myron
Sattler, New York Branch Manager;Hugh
Owen, vice-president of Paramount
Film Distributing Co.; Eugene Picker,
president of Loew's Theatres; James
Barry, NBC Sales Manager; Jerome Pick-
man, Paramount Film Distributing vice-
president in charge of advertising-
publl city-exploitation; Martin Davis,
Paramount national advertising-publi-
city-exploitation manager.

Other pictures of this extremely
effective series of showmanship
meetings on "Samson and Delilah" are

on Pages 15 and 27.

LEFT

Viewing the massive "Samson and
Delilah" standee are, from left to
right - Pete Adams,of the U.S. Theatre
in Patterson.N.J. ; Wilbur Snaper, of
I.T.S. Circuit; Ed DeBerry, assistant
to Paramount Film Distribution vice-
president Hugh Owen: Morty Lightstone
of the Island Circuit; and Maxie
Fried, of J.J. Theatres.
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WE ARE MOST HAPPY to welcome our first
regular column in the Chinese language.
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'’Samson” and Macy's
- A Couple of G i ants

!

******

i«

T/A .v/^rr startedin 1000 B.Q

NOW...THE KIND OF MOVIE YOU

CAN GET ONLY FROM DEMILLE

This story startedin 1959 A.D.

MACYS
NEW DA SHOPPING ACCOUNT

NOW...THE KIND OF ACCOUNT

YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED AT MACY'S

MEW YORK - This superb example of cooperation between
the re-release of "Samson and Delilah" In mare than 66 Loew

Theatres in the New York area, and the giant Macj's store,

occupied a full page in the New York Times of September 30.

This is the Macy window at Broadway and 34th Street that

gave such city-wide attention to the presentation of "Sam-

son and Delilah" in 66 Loew Theatres. It attracted enormous

crowds of people day after day.



Producer Hal Wallis is
ever ready with a word of
praise for a fine perfor-
mance - and here he is
congratulating Shirley
MacLaine for one of her
many glittering contributr-
ions to "Career." Smiling
his approval also, centre,
is co-star Dean Martin.

T.F.FT

Dean Martin and
Shirley MacLaine, a pair
of Hollywood irrepress-
ibles, decided during
the making of "Career"
for Hal Wallis, that
"you just cannot make an
epic picture without a
bathtub scene." Trouble
was, their overflowing
sense of humor made the
scene seem faucet -
and only this candid
camera shot survived for
the record.

Ecran of Santiago, Chile,
recently held a contest,with
a trip to Hollywood for the
two winners. Here are the
winners in the Paramount cem-

issary - Eli ana Bemasconi
second from left) and Nico-
as Vega (right). In centre

is Edith Head, Paramount 1 s

acadenjy-award-winning desig-
ner who, learning that Miss
Bernasconi is to be married
on her return to Chile,
sketched a special wedding
gown and presented it to her.

At left is Miguel deZarraga,
Hollywood correspondent for
Ecran.Second from right is
Mrs .Bemasconi ,wirmersmother.

Sensat i on 1

This is Bobby Darin - new
and tremendously exciting star

of the disc world recently
signed by Paramount for upcom-
ing musical pictures.

Those of you who know your
records, and those of you who
saw Bobby on the Ed Sullivan
TV show of September 6th,don't
have to be told about Bobby.

To the rest of you we say:

you are looking at one of the

great sensations of Paramount

pictures for I960.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Vadim
and Peter Zoref at Beverly
Hills Hotel cocktail party
welcoming the celebrated
director to Paramount.

PARAMOUNT PROJECTS
TOP THE HOLLYWOOD
CINEMA SCENE

PARAMOUNT WORLD

New York Journal-American **** Thurs.,Sept. 3, 1S5B -

1
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THE VOICE OF BROADWAY

Darin Amazes
By DOROTHY KILOAllEN /^\"l 1 -

Bobby Darin, one of the hot- I II Q I
test of the young recording I | _J I
itars, is amazing older pros

around kim with his early ver-

satility. He takes a hand in the

'arrangements of his songs, can advise the conductor on how
Ito lead the band, and give the musicians pointers on how to

play while making suggestions to tire engineers. One ad-

mj^er j^ers to h^m as “the Orson Welles of discs"

Bobby Darin (Paramount's newly-signed sensation),
is on the road for singing engagements for the next
several months, and in this way will be seen by quite
a few of our readers. Meanwhile, he is making to imp-
ortant newspaper columns in important fashion, as per
this item in Dorothy Kilgallen's column in the New
York Joumal-American.
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One can never pay in
gratitude; one can only
pay "in kind" somewhere
else in life.

Anne Morrow Lindbergh

LEE J. COBB, always an
electrifying actor in any
role, turns in a traditi-
onally fine performance
in the company of Clark
Gable, Carroll Baker, Lilli
Palmer and Barry Coe in
Perlberg and Seaton's
"But Not For Me."

Marlon Brando Isn't
always the grim killer in

"One-Eyed Jacks." There
are times when he smiles
as he squeezes the deadly
trigger.

RIGHT

HOLLYWOOD - Seated at

right is Henry S. Noerd-
linger, the industry's
top research authority,
and in charge of all re-

search during the making
of "The Ten Commandments.

Mr. Noerdlinger was bom
in Switzerland, and his

visitor in the scene at

the right is Dr. Paul
Munch, Editor of the a*Lss

magazine, Sie A Er. The

book being examined by Dr.

Munch is Noerdlinger'

s

renowned "Moses and Egypt,

the encyclopedia of the
research derived from
"The Ten Commandments."

12

A PARAMOUNT LES
EVENEMENTS O' IMPORTANCE
VITALE SE SUCCEOENT SUR
UN RYTHME ACCELERE

*******
Comma on a d\l remarquer en llsant le

numero du mois dernier da "paramount world?
le monde da paramount ast un monde dont
l’inportance va grandissant. Baaucoup de

ohoses arrivant at nous voila devemis bian
plus qu'une societe Internationale de films.

Ce mois-ci, nous publions das details

coiqplementaires sur les activites de notre

societe at nous esperons fairs de mfime

pendant les mois & venir.

Entra tmqps, nous continuons natural-

lament A fairs de grands films et A an

preparer d’autres. Nous continuons a ras-

sortir de par le monde de nombreux films

qui ont remporte da grands succes dans le

pass'?. Et nous continuons toujours & battre

tous les records avec "LES BIX COTJTANDEMENTS

St, A propos des "BIX COIT'ANB’MENTS",

nous avons l’intention de consacrer le

numero du mois prochain (Novembre) presque

antiArement e ce film car ce mois-la marque

justemsnt le troisieme anniversaire de la

premiere presentation de ce film qui a eu

lieu en 1956. Bans ce numero, nous esperons

pouvoir recapituler les grands moments, les

grands examples d 'exploitation et de publi—

cite, les evenements inhabituels lies A ce

film, le plus grand de tous. Aussi dans le

cas ou vous pourriez vous souvenir d'un eve-

nemsnt special qui aurait echappe en son

tenps A l'attention de l'editeur, news vous

prions de bien vouloir nous le rappeler A

1 ’occasion de ce numAro anniversaire.

Beux paragraphes plus baut, nous avons

mentionnA les productions qui font l'objet

d’une nouvelle sortie : ce sont cellos qua

nous appelons "Les Plus crandes productions

paramount de tous les Temps", des films dont

les possibilites de recettes sont enormes.

Hals les resultats escamptes ne seront

atteints que si ces films sont annonces avec

la publicite necessaire et si on accoraplit

un effort particulier pour attirer sur eux

l'attention des spectateurs. Nous pensons

en ce moment A 1 ' axample donn par le

Theatre paramount de Paris qui a sort! "LiS

TLPIIQUES ECARLATES" pendant les semaines

t raditionnellement calmes du mois d'Acrilt.

BR0N1

Cparamount Cpictures

HOLLYWOOD - Centre figure in this trio is
Roger Vadim, eminent French film director .for-
mer husband of Brigitte Bardot and director- of
the films which brought her to world eminence.
Now he is a Paramount director, having just
signed a multiple-film contract. At right is
Peter Zoref . who will be associate producer on

^^im-directed pictures for Paramount. At
left is Luigi Luraschi, the studio's foreign
head, and director of censorship.

PARIS - Hal Wallis (centre background)
winds up his annual Continental cinema-condit-
ions survey tour with a press interview here.
Members of the press, representing Figaro,
Paris Presse, Paris Journal, L'Aurore and
France-Solr, are in the foreground. At right
and left rear are Messrs Henri Klarsfeld and
Charles P. Juroe.

La Service European de publicity de Paris a

lance ce film d’une maniere romarquable et

le regultat a ate eblouissant : 1 ’oeuvre de

Cecil B. DeMillo est rest 'e non seulement
trois semaines a l’affiche, mpis on outre a

totalise des recettes battant des records A

bien des points de vus. Roue esperons pouvoir

ous aontrer let les efforts publicitslres
aecoaplls la-baa.

Dans les sols qui viennent Paramount va

s * interesser beaueoup a 1' Orient .Vous vous en

rendrez conpte en vous reportant aux articles

consacres "a la pecherche de suzie Tong" et

aux projets iiqportants relatifs au tournage,
du roman de Han suyin "la ''O'TAC’E: ".ST JETTNE7

dans le Nepal.

M. George waltner sera en Europe au moire nt

de la sortie de ce numero du "paramount corMr

11 s’agit d’un de ces voyages qu’il fait re-

guliArement sur le continent. Nous savons

qu’il verra une fois encore que la force de

1 ’organisation mondiale de paramount continue

A s’affirmer et A prosperer avec les armies.
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CAIRO, Egypt - Cut-
out of Jerry Lewis and
the baby characters in
"Rock-A-Bye Baby" make
interesting figures on
the balcony outside of
the Paramount branch
in this city.

TOP PARAMOUNT
HAPPENINGS IN

THE CONTINENTAL
CINEMA SCENE

CAIRO, Egypt - In a land where the people
are attracted to big things like the Pyramids,

:, itthe Sphinx and the wonders of Kamak, it seems
obvious that huge figures of film stars are

lgure
"Rock-
queue-

oovious tnat huge figures or film stars c

likewise appealing to them. Like this fij
of Jerry Lewis in the role he plays in "

A-Bye Baby," which certainly has been a
maker for the Radio Theatre here.

COPENHAGEN - Formerly manager in Denmark,
and now supervisor of tne Far East Division,
Svend A. Henriksen calls on his former fellow
Paramounteers during his vacation from Hong-
kong headquarters. From left: Mrs. Skeel. book-
er; Mr. Henriksen: Mrs. Andersen, publicity
girl; Mr. Lund, snipper; Manager John AarsnoJ;
Mrs. Justeseen, chief accountant.

BARCELONA - Top show-
manship activity for the
release here of "Vertigo"
culminated on the fiesta
night of St. John in an
all-out search for a per-
fect double of Kim Novak.
That double is shown at
top. She is Brigitte Mar-
ten (in white) and she is
flanked by the internatio-
nally famed painter, Sal-
vador Dali and,at right.
Paramount Supervisor Frank
Siter. At left is Lolita
Garcia .second prize winner.

TEL-AVIV, Israel - The
caption to this interest-
ing picture says: "Although
the cash (box-office) of
the Cinema Chen is closed
on account of capacity,
people are still standing
around in the hope of buy-
ing black-market tickets
for VERTIGO."

BARCELONA - Here are the members of
the "Vertigo" Jury Judging the young lad-
les In the Kim Novak 'double' contest so
ably organized by Paramount Publicity M«-
ager Jaime Arias. From left they are:
Aguilar Mortf. Planasdurd, Surds, Salvador
Dali. Frank A. Siter, Juan Vlnas, Rodrig-
uez Aguilera. Pradera

BARCELONA - The five finalists in the
"Spanish Kim Novak Blonde or Brune" Cont-
est conducted in connection with the rel-
ease of Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo." The
contest was held in the Barcelona Royal
Tennis Club in the presence of two thous-
and members of top Barcelona society. The
entire event attracted matchless newspapm
and radio coverage.

Winner, Brigitte Marten, is in centre.

LEFT

KLAGENFURT, Austria - On location
here with "Jovanka and the Others,"
Director Martin Ritt proudly displays
his lovelv adopted daughter, Tina, to
Silvana Mangano - who also has some
lovely children of her own.
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FALL HOME OFFICE

NEWS NOTES

Charlie Franke, the publicity depart-

ment’s news release writer, left Paramount on

September 10th for a position with ABC-TV.

His eleventh floor co-workers held a farewell

party for him on hi3 day of departure (see

photograph in next column) with refreshments

galore - candy, cake, coldcuts and even drinks

(of the stronger variety). Althou^i everyone

was sorry to see him go, they all wish him

luck in his new endeavor. But although Char-

lie was lost, the company made a gain. He is

Warren Harris, a former reporter of "Motion

Picture Herald," and he took over Charlie’s

spot on September 21st.

It was quite a surprise to learn that

Joe Diana of the traffic department just be-

came the father of a fifth child - a surprise

because Joe is only 29 years old and looks

much younger. The latest addition is a boy

(which was what he wanted) . The other four

consist of three girls and one boy. Joe has

promised to get a photograph of the entire

clan together one of these days for "Paramount

World" Another item concerning Sir

Stork affects Ceil and Ralph Rosello. They

expect their surprise package about March.

Other kinds of surprise visitors: Terry

Pucciarelli, formerly of A1 Lo Presti's depart-

ment, has paid the tenth floor several visits

* *--B0WLI NG NEWS--**
Eight bowling teams have been organized

for the new season, and they began playing

September 14th. The teams are: Jerry Lewis,

Dean Martin, Tab Hunter, Shirley Maclaine,

Anthony Quinn, Carolyn Jones, Anthony Franci-

osa and Sophia Loren. On this first bowling

night, the highest scorer was Bob McKeown who

evidently didn't lose any of last year's spark.

His average was 174-1* Following him on the

male side were Steve Kolankowski with 161-2

average, A1 LoPresti with a 160 average, George

Casiano with an average of 159-2 and Bob Guil-

foyle with an average of 159-1* 0n the female

side, Marilyn Bettinger topped the gals with

an average of 143—2j Vera Guilfoyle was next

with 130-1 average. Then came Arlene Goldberg

with 119-2 average, Mary Brady with 114 and

Helen Dumbra with 113-2. All averages were on

a basis of three games. —

A Piifu>M0llNTERR DEPARTING: Although Charlie Franke is saj

ing goodbye, everyone above 9eems to be particularly happy at
his party where (as you can see) there were guite a number of
refreshments. Making the most of them are, I. to r., George
Harvey, Sara Lyons Danto, Gil Sullivan, Linda Salzberger (in

front), Sandy Dubler, Charlie Franke himself, Evelyn Seeff,
John Guilfoyle, Paula Fraser, Constance Bachmann, Arlene Berg,

Dave Judson (behind Arlene), Tess Klausner, Armand Cardea ana
Zac Freedman.

within the last month. Everyone was glad to

see her Mae Bagwell Buchbinder, a for-
mer employee who had left because of Sir Stork

3

came up to see her old co-workers on September
16th bringing her baby daughter Lorri with her.

Diana Mockeliunas reports that she plans
to be married next spring to Eugene Maslauskas,
an apprentice teacher at the Navy Yard. Diana,

who works for Hiller Innes, was engaged last
April, but the diamond ring she is wearing was
hitherto unnoticed by this reporter, for some

strange reason Rosemary Pascale and
Joyce Calderone of Room 1107 have officially
set their wedding dates - September 17, I960
for Rosemary and June 25th I960 for Joyce.

Newcomers: Lorna Duncan started working
for A1 Lo Presti last month, and Theresa Queal)

began in Milton Goldstein's department.
Athena Barbulean, tenth floor, reports

that her husband recently bought a 1957 mer-

cury. Now they can both really go places.

Evelyn Seeff is planning a cruise this month

aboard the SS "Kungsholm".
More vacationers: Edith Talcott of 10th

floor publicity is on a six-week trip to Eur-

ope, holding family reunions with relatives

in France, Italy, England and Switzerland.

John Montllor of Spanish Translation is also

on the continent, but for two months Max

Fuchs, 10th floor, spent ten days vacationing

upstate Some of the eleventh floor vaca-

tioners include: Arlene Berg, who spent a

week in Montreal, Quebec; Sada Snyder, who was

up in Cooperstown, New York and some surround-

ing cities; and Dick Qalsh, who was down in

Villiamsburg, Virginia.
Bill Qickesser, 8th floor,* is planning a

wedding - his own. October 25th will be the

happy day and Vera Brunner is the name of the

happy bride-to-be.
-Helen Kwartler
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We give you this look
at the cover of Mae West's
new book, "Goodness Had
Nothing To Do With It,"
partly because the book is

rollicking, raucous (even
ribald) fun — and of
course wonderful reading— and partly because no
matter what the later
years have been, Miss Mae
wi 11 always be part of
the spirit of this organi-
zation, The pictures she
made for us are quite un-
forgettable - ana they
also made 'muchas dinero, r

U.S. -CANADA SCENE

ACTIVE WITH PARA-

MOUNT DEVELOPMENTS

MIAMI, Florida - Producer William Perl-
berg ("But Not For Me") receives Key to
the city from Jinny Barnes, representing
the Mayor of Miami, Perlberg was in Miami
for the American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Southern States Convention, held
in Winter Park, It was at this gathering
that "But Not For Me" was used afe the bas-»
ic film example to introduce Sidney M,
Markley's point-of-sale program for the
selling of motion pictures in the Southern
area. Following his address at the conv-
ention, Bill Perlberg made the rounds of
newspapers and disc Jockeys tithe interests
of not only "But Not For Me," but also the
upcoming Perlberg-Seaton productions for
Paramount release.

RIGHT

NEW YORK CITY - Hugh Owen (left),
vice-president of Paramount Film Distr-
ibuting Corp., and Robert C. Rothafel,
president and generil manager of the
famed Roxy Theatre, sign the contract
making Paramount's "Li'l Abner" the
Roxy's gala Christmas attraction.

iltON PFT1T
Word, by NED WASHINGTON • Mu.k by CYRIl MOCKRIDGE

Cover of the tuneful
song, "Mon Petit," which
is featured so attractiv-
ely in the Paramount rel-
ease ."Thunder In the Sun."

Nc,W YORK CITY - In a 'look-alike' contest
conducted by the Roxy Theatre in connection with
the presentation of "That Kind of Woman," Miss
Barbara Place, of Elmont, Long Island, was sel-
ected as being most like Sophia Loren as she
appears in the film. That's Barbara at left, and
tne completely blonde lady is actress Greta
Thyssen, responsible for selecting the winner.
Barbara, by the way, is just sixteen.

NEW YORK CITY
At the special Loew's Theatres meeting held

in connection with the showmanship campaign, for
"Samson and Delilah," special lucky charms are
distributed to Loew's managers and publicists.
Shown receiving the charms are (l. to r.) - Jim
Shanahan, assistant publicity director; Helen
Lupo, manager, Loew's 72nd Street: Ernest Oner-
ling, advertising director; Dorothy Solomon,
manager, Loew's Oriental; and Inez Groething,
manager, Loew's American.

"BUT NOT FOR ME" opened at the
New York Capitol the day we went
to press. But we did see some of
the patrons leaving the theatre,
and they certainly looked mighty
well pleased wHh what they saw.
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SANTIAGO, Chile - Very-

effective poster stand in
the lobby of the Rex for
"Houseboat" - one of the
hapdest pictures shown
at the theatre in a long
time.

Una large di sputa

qulere decir que ambas

partes estdn equivocadas.
- Voltaire

PANAMA - One of many
fine windows secured as
part of the unparalleled
showmanship campaign for
"The Black Orchid." This
campaign gave the Central
Theatre the greatest bus-
iness it has had this
year on any picture, with
the exception of "Tne Ten
Commandments .

"

HOLLYWOOD - Producer
Hal Wallis, who'd just
seen the 'rushes' of "Car-
eer," and who'd just told
Carolyn Jones how swell
her work was, elicited
from Miss J. a delighted
"Geel As good as that l"

CONSTANTES SUCESOS DE

VITAL IMPORTANCIA
EN LA PARAMOUNT

* * * V * *

Coro se babra observado por lo qua declamos

en nuestro nunero anterior, el mundo Para-

mount es un mundo qua crece sin cesar. Para-

mount as hoy algo mas qua una conpanfa da

pellculas internacional. Bste mas publicanos

mas detalles da las actividades da la Compa-

fjfa y esperanos darles mayor extension en nu-

meros sucasivos ... Uientras tanto, Par°.-

nount sigue produciendo grandes pellculas y
proyecta produclr muchas mas. Adenas, Para-

mount re pone (re-release) en todo el mundo

nuchas da sus grandes pellculas del pas ado,

y continuamos derribando marcas con*los Diez

Uandamientos*. • • Hablando da "Los Diaz Man-

damientos" apuntaremos que nos proponemos de-

dicar el numero da Noviembre, tercer aniver-

sario da esta pelicula, enteramente a alia.

2n al darenos a conocer los grandes ejemplos

da "showmanship" y los acontecinientos inu-

sitados qua han tenido lugar a ralz del es-

treno y exhibicion da la mas grande da todas

las pellculas. Si el paramountista re cue rd

a

algo interesante relacionado con esta pellcu-

la, que haya escapado a nuastra atencion, la

agradeceremos nos lo coraunique para incluir-

lo en ese nunero especial de aniversario ...

Antes hemos nencionado las producciones que

se re-exhiben. Nos referlamos, naturalmen-

te, a las grandes producciones qua en pasa-

do han denustrado su enorme capacidad pa-

ra atraer publico a lets taquillos. Bsto se

lograra, como es de suponer, solamente en>-

pleando el "showmanship" que este esfuerzo

requiere. Como ojemplo de ello citaremos lo

que 3e hizo con la pelicula "Los 7 Jinetes

de la Victoria" ("North West Mounted Police")

SANTIAGO, Chile - These two fine stands
grace the lobbies of a couple of top Santiago
cinemas. The one at left is in the lobby of
the Astor. and advertises "Teacher's Pet" most
effectively. The other, telling about "The
Joker Is Wild," is in the lobby of the Rex.

en el Teatro Paramount, de Paris, durante

el tradicional "agosto nuerto" en la capital

de Francia. Las fuerzas publicitarias y del
"showmanship" continentales localizadas en

Paris enfo caron sus canones de propaganda en

tal forma que la nagnlfica pelicula de Cecil

B. DeUille no solo se exhibio durante tres se-

manas completas, sino que realizo recaudacio-
nes de taquilla que constituyeron records des-

de diversos juntos de vista. Bficaz ejem^lo
digno de tenerse en cuenta . . La atencion de

la Paramount se concentrara en los anos veni-
deros en el Oriente. Buena idea de ello nos la

da nuestra producci&n especial, "The Search

for Susie Wong" ("Bn tusca de Susie Wong") y
tambien por los planes en gran escala para el

rodaje en Nepal de la obra de Han Suyin, "La

l.tontaEa es Joven." * . * TSl sef.or George 7/elt-

ner se hallara en Buropa en una de sus visi-
tas regulares al leer el Paramountista este
numero de Paramount World. Mr. Weltner ten-

dra ocasion, una vez mas r de ver confirmado
el hecho de cue la imoortancia de la Para-
mount como organizaclon mindial continue
superandose cod el transcurso de los afos*

LIMA, Peru - Day and night glimpses of the
queues tnat lined up at the Tacna to see Jerry
Lewis in "The Geisha Boy." Here, as in so
many places throughout the world, the popular-
ity of Jerry mounts with each successive film.

LEFT

PANAMA - Release of "The Black Orchid" in
the Central Theatre followed one of the most
intensive showmanship campaigns ever prepared
in this territory. Window tie-ups were many,
and all of them spectacularly effective. Open-
ing night, all women patrons at the Central
received an orchid and a small flask of perf-
ume, all of which were donated. The result of
this showmanship: THE HIGHEST GROSS FOR ANY
PICTURE RELEASED THIS YEAR, WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS."

Scene at left shows a patron receiving her
orchid. At left of group is Mr. Gilberto
Billingolea of Paramount Branch, Panama.
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GLASGOW - The Panther
Book edition of "The
Black orchid" was given
a most effective display
in Boot's Drug store at
Union and Argyle Streets
here in conjunction with
the presentation of the
picture at the Playhouse
and Bedford Cinemas.

PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN THE BRITISH
FILM SCENE

Welcomed to London
Executive Paramount luncheon at the Hungaria to welcome Richard

L. Patterson on taking up his appointment as head of Paramount British
Pictures.

Reading from lower left: John Adamson, assistant secretary; Peter
Reed, head office sales executive; Donald Peverett. secretary and
director; David Grimes, legal department; Richard L. Patterson: Fred
Hutchinson, managing director: Russell W. Hadley,Jr., assistant man-
aging director; Tony Reddin, director of theatres ana publicity;
Douglas Abbey, London branch manager; Max Gayton, manager of tne Plaza
Theatre, London.

7i Zuyt a G*v4u6 — 5

UU SOW
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TEMPEST
SILVANO MAJIGANO

VAN HEFLIN

ODEON
I06NQANOW

BGGNOR - This seaside resort
saw plenty of examples of udeon
showmanship when "Tempest" was the
local attraction. This poster,
brainchild of Paramount's London
publicity department, was used in
every spot on Bognor's seaside
where holidayers congregated. The
wording reads: TO TEMPT A TEMPL-
ATE APPETITE TAKE AN EXHILARATING
3mA TRIP. THcN SEE PARAMOUNT'S
EXCITING "TmMPEST".

U. IMKOUI STKET IAlSAll HEATH

221 HIGH STREET, DIGBETH

and 550
' STRATEORD ROAD

HOLLYWOOD - Second from left in
this group at Beverly Hills Hotel
reception welcoming French director
Roger Vadim to Paramount, is Jack
Karp, vice-president in charge of
Paramount production. He is speaking

BIRMINGHAM - A very fine piece of showman-
ship on the part of exploiteer Charlie Wilsop
was a 4-page supplement in the influential fam-
ily newspaper, Weekly Post and Midland Pictorial.

Honored picture, covering more than three of the

four pages, was the Dino De Laurentiis spectacu-
lar thriller, "Tempest." More than 300 contents
bills were issued by the paper, plugging both
"Tempest" and this spedial supplement. Note that
Mr.Wilson never overlooks the Paramount Trade
Mark in any of his showmanship.

with Jean Negulesco. director. Next
to Mr. Karp is Mr. Vadim, then Mrs.
Vadim, and at right is Peter Zoref,
Vadim's associate producer.

Patterson and Hadley.

During Mr. Weltner's current
business trip to England and the
Continent he will confer with Mr.
Patterson on production plans.

RUSSELL W. HADLEY,Jr., shown
above, recently concluded the
most comprehensive film business
survey of the West African terr-
itories made in many years.

Tour, which occupied several
weeks, encompassed Nigeria,
Ghana, Liberia, Gambia and Sierra
Leone

, and was complete in every
respect.

A complete picture of con-
ditions under which films are
exposed to audiences in these
lands was obtained by Paramount's
Assistant Managing Director in
Great Britain, and will serve as
a most practical index of proced-
ure in the years to come.

No pictures were included in

his report, hence Paramount World
has none for publication.
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Few have heard of Fra
Luca Parioli, the inven-
tor of double-entry
bookkeeping; but he has
probably had much more
influence on human life
than has Dante or Michel-
angelo.

Herbert J. Muller

!

NEW YORK - At one of
the two enthusiastic
showmanship meetings held
by Paramount and Loew's
Theatres in connection
with the re-release of
Cecil B. DeMi lie's "Sam-
son and Delilah." two of
the Loew's theatre manag-
ers discuss one of the
punchy advertisements for
the picture. They are
William Klenert (nearest
camera) of Loew's 175th
Street; and Sid Schwartz,
Loew's Paradise.

A lot of Paramounteers
of bygone days sail into
view in Mae West's book,
"Goodness Had Nothing To
Do With It" (Prentice

If your memory finds
it easy to 'go West,'
get the book and read
why, for instance , every-
one in the world except
Mae herself saw her very
first picture, "Night
After Night" — and why
she never saw it.

18

CINCINNATI ke, of the Cincinnati Branch,
were honored last week with the presence of
Mr. John Moore, our Division Manager, also
Mr. Herb Gillis Washington D. C.'s Branch
Manager end Washington salesman Jeck Howe.
The occasion called for pictures. In one of
them, Mr. Moore is shown presenting Kip Smi-
ley, our 1C05& salesman with his 100!? Pin. We
ore mighty proud of Kip and all agree that he
,is most worthy of this award.

In another picture we insist that this
isn't Gordon Scott - no, nor William Holden,
but our own Herb Gillis, Branch Manager of
Washington D. C., taken during his recent
visit to the Cincinnati Branch. It was good
to see him, especially looking so fit. and
healthy.

Good Luck to Miss Nancy Shea, our necep-
tionist, vho received an engagement ring from
Ronald Douglas. They plan to marry next feb-
ruary. Our Travelers, Charles Scully, Shipper,
and Don Benning, Booker journeyed to Toronto,
Canada recently to attend an Eagles conven-
tion.

Our Branch Manager, Mr. Don Kicks, retur-
ned from his West Coast vacation, having ac-
quired a new grandchild and a new son-in-law.
Daughter Ann gave birth to a nine pound baby
boy and Daughter Sue was married at the Mi-
ssion Inn, Riverside, California, to Mr. Wil-
liam Cotten, a Building Cohtractor.

Jim Brunetti, Office-Booking Manager, re-
turned from his vacation as the proud owner
of a new Bellaire Chevrolet. He traded in
his "Franklin"! Carol Fahrabach, Branch Man-
ager's Secretary, was presented with a Cocker
Spaniel Puppy as a Birthday present from hus-
band, Don And, as of this minute, your
correspondent is taking off on e two-week va-
cation - so "30" for now.

-Lillian Ahem

BRANCH NEWS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

(from Charlotte) .. .Charlotte that this picture
will do outstanding business. _ jQe cug ren

WASHINGTON, D.C. George Mamakos, ship-

per, is spending tv/o weeks basking in the sun

in Atlantic City Ida Green, Cashier, is va-

cationing at the present time.

Marie Eoitter, Bookers’ Clerk, is very enth-

used over her future move into a larger and
new apartment so that junior may have his own
private quarters.

Returning vacationers are Pete Badessa,

Albert Land6raf, and Jean Brownlee. Eranch
Manager's secretary, huth Smith's daughter
started her senior high school year Billie

(Continued on Page 22)

CINCINNATI - Our Polaroid Land Camera gave
us these shots lately when we had as visitors
from Washington, Eastern Division Manager John
Moore, Washington Branch ^^ager Herb Gillis
(certainly no stranger here), and Washington
salesman Jack Howe. That's Mr. Gillis in the

first shot; then Division Manager Moore pres-

enting Clifford (Kip) Smiley, salesman, with
his lOOi Club pin; and finally, salesmen Howe

and Smiley conferring on bookings.

Atlanta Contestants

ATLANTA, Georgia - This branch has a pair

of "Li'l Abner" teams pitted one against the

other in the current sales effort. They are

the 'Daisy Mae's' and the •Li'l Abner's'.

THE DAISY MAE's (l to r): Peggy Bryant,
Patsy Smelley, Mary Jane Spears, Virgil Hop-
kins, W.R.Word. Franky DuLaney, Barbara Darn-
ell, Melva Hicks, Virginia Rich.

V LAA/Vc?r-v/vr-j-

THE LI'L ABNER's : Jim Hill, Dean Morris,
Barbara Hubbard, Wilbert Andr4 , Paul Morgan,
Katie Lewis, Ruby Wheless, Louise Cathy, Max
Price.

The 'battle' will rage until the end of
the year.
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THE EDGAR SHINN STORY Hi

40 YEARS IS A MU,
TIME TO HAVE BEEN

MU WONDERFULIIm.m
WITH PARAMOUNT y/ /, /.m

October 1959 is EDGAR SHIM MONTH throughout all of the

territory served by the New Orleans Branch*

It is an occasion for simple but wonderful tributes to this

fine Paramounteer, and the tributes which we have excerpted below

are but a cross-section of the flood of messages which have come

to New Orleans from all parts of the territory. For Edgar Shinn

is obviously 'a wonderful guy* in that part of the world.

Edgar Shinn began

IIUp

A'////m
According to Exhibitors. I

HERE are some of the tributes that have been paid

EDGAR SHINN. Joy N. Houck of Now Orleans said: "Glad

to see you are having a drive In honor of Edgar. I

feel that he deserves the honor and am sure that his
many, many friends will do as we are, give you every
booking possible" J .R.Lamantia, General Manager
of Exhibitors' Co-Operative Servl ce,Inc. ,

New Orleans,
wrote Manager Holliday: "....Bill, it goes without
saying that I have known Ed for many years and I, like
yourself and all others who know Ed, consider him as
one of the most beloved and fairest film salesmen in
the New Orleans territory..." T.J. Howell of
Paramount Gulf Theatres indicated his circuit's pleas-
ure in participating in the tribute, and ended his
letter which detailed some of the bookings by saying:
"...Cliff joins with me In wishing Ed and you a very
successful drive."

J.G.Broggl (An Independent for the Independents)
wrote: " ...I am certainly glad to hear of Edgar Shinn
Month. I know all of his exhibitor friends will feel
the same as I do - that c-dgar deserves this recognit-
ion. Having known Edgar for the entire UO years of his
film career, I want to assure you that Edgar Shinn
Month will receive the fullest support from this off-
ice...." ....Page M. Baker, General Manager of

Theatres Service Company, said of the tribute "I would,

like you to know that I believe that this is one of
the nicest things any film company has ever done for
a loyal employee the caliber of Ed Shinn. I have known
Edgar since I first started in the motion picture
business and you, as well as Edgar, can count on my
personal support to the drive in his honor...." Arthur
L. Barnett, Theatre Representative in New Orleans,
said: "...It has been ray good fortune to have known
Ed for many years both as a booker and as a salesman,
so you can count on us to give excellent representat-
ion in Ed's 'Achievement Drive'...."

Ill

m
iivm
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III
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his Paramount service
as a booker in Charl-
otte in October 1919.
The following year he

was transferred to At-

lanta as a salesman.
Later he was moved to
Washington, and a few
years later to New
Orleans. In 1938 he

went on the road as a

salesman in the New
Orleans territory, and
that has been his
beat ever since. Just
what the exhibitors
think about him is in
the letters on this
page . . . .What his boss
(Branch Manager Bill
Holliday) thinks of him

can be found in the

following summation which was at the end of the

message about the tributes of -exhibitors: "••••I
will also say that after 40 years, Ed may be older,

but when it comes to selling pictures he is still
the "Louisiana Whirlwind." His enthusiasm and
energy never lag, and when he works an account, it
is thoroughly worked."

v/v/,0A00
am

Ed Shinn

Edgar Shinn as a
booker in Charlotte,
answering a 1919 tele-
phone for a booking.

know-how added.
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Edgar Shinn, today,
with 40 years of sales

Y/Z/y//

A heart speaks ....

This is from Earl Parry, General Manager of Pitt-

man Theatres , Inc. , operating theatres in Louisiana:

"A film company drive is nothing new to an exhib-
itor. We have had drives for almost everyone in New
York for every company. In designating October, 1959
as The Edgar Shinn Month, Paramount has cut through
the outside surface and gone straight to the heart.
I say this because I believe that Ed Shinn has a
place in every exhibitor's heart. Forty years is a
tremendous amount of time for a man to be faithful
to one company. While Ed's first love is Paramount,
he never loses sight of the exhibitor. He is one
salesman who realizes that the distributor and the
exhibitor are partners in the exhibition of motion
pictures and handles his work accordingly. I have
never known Ed Shinn to turn away from any honest
requests for help. Naturally, because of this, I

don't think any exhibitor would turn away from this
chance to help Ed. Forty years is a long time to
remain a great guy, but Ed Shinn has made the grade."

Edgar Shinn nas won awards aplenty. Possibly

more than anyone else in the Paramount organizat-

ion. He has also, says Bill Holliday, won top

positions and top money in so many of our various

sales drives and contests that many of his close

friends rib him as being "the old pro." He has

been a 100^ Club man on 3 different occasions, and

the only reason he has not won more acclaim (says

Holliday) is that we just have not put up any

other awards for him to win.

And there you have Edgar Shinn — 40 years

young, and the sort of a wonderful guy who can

make exhibitors say the sort of thing about him

that you find on this page.
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Life is a grindstone:

Whether it grinds you
down or polishes you up
depends on what you're
made of ‘ Anonymous

PINA PtLLICER - young
and talented Mexican act-
ress who gives a brilliant
account of her dramatic
skill as leading woman to
Marlon Brando in "One-cfccd

Jacks" - the release of
whi ch wi 11 be a Paramount
event of top magnitude.

TEL-AVIV, Israel - An-
other interesting glimpse
of 3 how business from
this bustling and grow'ng
city Is this shot of the
crowds queued up at the
Cinema Jchir for the 3rd
week of "Black Orchid."

RIGHT

Displaying indignation
as a princess in "Breath
of Scandal" is Sophia
Loren. The hapless victim
of her scorn is played by
John Gavin.

TWAJETSTREAM

'

“BEST WAY TO EUROPE
and fall is the exciting season!" says Sophia Loren

See your travel agent or call
star of Paramount's “That Kind of Woman

PARAMOUNT EVENEMENTEN
VAN VITAAL BELANG
VOLGEN ELKAAR IN SNEL
TEMPO OP *************

Zoals reeds in het vorige nummer tot
uiting kwam, is de wereld van Paramount een
grote en steeds groeiende wereld. Er ge-

beuren vele dingen en wij zijn veel meer
geworden dan alleen maar een internationale

filmmaatschappi j . Deze maand plaatsen wij

verdere details van de activiteiten van

onze maatschappi j , en wij stellen ons voor

dit in de komende maanden te blijven doen.

Ondertussen gaan wij natuurlijk steeds

door met vele grote films te maken en plan-

nen te ontwerpen voor andere produkties.

Wij gaan ook door met het over de gehele

wereld opnieuw uitbrengen van vele van on-

ze grote films uit het verleden. En na-

tuurlijk gaan wij door records te breken

met "De Tien Geboden".

En over "De Tien Geboden" gesproken:
wij zijn van plan ons November-nuomer bij-

na geheel aan deze film te wijden, daar

het die maand drie jaar geleden is, dat

deze film in premiere ging. In dat nummer

hopen wij de hoogtepunten, de grote voor-

beelden van showmanship, de ongewone ge-

beurtenissen verbonden aan deze grootste
film aller tijden, nog eens de revue te

laten passeren. Mocht U zich dus nog een
bijzondere gebeurtenis herinneren, die in

het verleden aan onze aandacht ontsnapt
is, doet U ons dan het gen oegen ons ter

gelegenh_id van dit verjaardagsnu-.imer

hierop te attenderen.

This highly effective car card advertise-
ment for TWA {Trans World Airlines) is at the
same time a most effective plug for Sophia
Loren in "That Kind of Woman."

A total of 6,200 of these cards have been
distributed for display in all of the New York
City subway systems; all of the commuter rail-
roads serving New York City; the Boston 4 Maine
conmruter trains serving Boston; and the Read-
ing Railroad commuter trains serving Philadel-
phia.

In de tweede alinea maakten wij melding
van de re-release produkties. Wij bedoelen
hiermede speciaal de Paramount All-Tine-
Greatest Productions. Dit zijn films waar
enorme kassa-resultaten nee te bereiken
zijn doch alleen indien zij op de

juiste wijze uitgebracht worden, en men
alles in het werk stelt om deze films weer
onder de aandacht van de bioscoopbezoekers
te brengen. Wij denken hierbij aan het
practische voorbeeld van wat werd gedaan
net "North West Counted Police" in het
Paramount Theater te Parijs gedurende de

traditionele "dormant" week in Augustus.
De Europese publiciteits- en showmanship
staf gevestigd in Parijs besteede zo veel

aandacht aan deze Cecil B.DeMille produk-
tie, dat de film niet alleen drie wekon
achter elkaar liep, doch ook een recette
opbracht, die werkelijk opzienbarend was.

7/ij hopen, dat ook U deze zelfde showman-
ship ten toon zal spreiden.

Het Oosten zal in de komende jaren zeer

in de belangstelling van Paramount komen
te staan. Ons speciale artikel "Op Zoek
naar Suzie Wong" zal D hiervan een indruk

geven en tevens onze grote plannen voor
de verfilming in Nepal van Han Suyin's
"The Mountain is Young".

Op het moment dat dit nuinner verschijnt
zal Mr. George Weltner in Europa zijn

voor een van zijn regelmatige bezoeken
aan het continent. Wij weten, dat hij daar

weder^m zal ervaren, dat de kracht van de

Paramount wereld-organisatie met de jaren

zich steeds meer uitbreidt en groter wordt.

WHEREVER IN THIS ISSUE YOU FIND MENTION

MADE OF THE PERLBERG-SEATON PRODUCTION UNDER

THc, TITLE OF "THE MAN IN THE MIDDLE," PLEASE

NOTE THAT THIS PICTURE HAS REVERTED TO ITS

ORIGINAL TITLE, "THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. "

WILLIAM HOLDEN IS THE STAR OF THIS VERY EXC-

ITING ESPIONAGE ROMANCE.
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COPENHAGEN - In Denmark for
advance preparations for film-
ing "The Counterfeit Traitor,"
co-producer George Seaton (r.)
is interviewed by Mr.H.Steintahl
of Politiken.

J'-

VENICE, Italy - Gail Kubik
(above), Pulitzer Prize-winning
composer of motion picture music,
lectured here on music in films
during the recent Film Festival.
Among other things he discussed
the music he composed for Param-
ount's "The Desperate Hours" and
"Memphis Belle." both of which
were shown to illustrate the leo-
ture.

Paramount Music Corporation
has published Kubik' s "Scenario
for Orchestra," a 23-minute sym-
phonic score based on his music
for "The Desperate Hours." It is
the first time that Paramount
Music has published a full orch-
estral score of symphonic music.

HOME - Word is current
here that Dino De Lauren-
tiis (above) has produced
in "Jovanka And the
Others" one of the most
passionate and realistic
human dramas in recent
years. It is a Paramount
release.

HOLLYWOOD - The 'Daisy Mae'
of Paramount's rollicking musi-
cal, "Li'l Abner," shows a pair
of important personalities from
the Philippines the set of the
production. She is Leslie Parr-
ish, and her guests are the
daughter of tne President of the
Philippines, Mrs. Linda Garcia
Campos and ner husband,Fernando.

PARIS - Shown at his press reception
here, Producer Hal Wallis is not illus-
trating size of the fish that "got away"
but is showing something of the box-
office scope of his upcoming Elvis Pres-
ley mu3-'cal, "G. I. Jive," which will be
in full proauction early in I960.

HOLLYWOOD -
Roger Vadim, Par-
amount's new dir-
ector, signed to
a multiple-picture
contract, shown
with his wife,
Annette, at Para-
mount reception
welcoming him to
the studio.

NEW YORK - Dr. Leon J.
Warshaw, Medical Officer
of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, has had his
article on "Diuretics for
Exertional Dyspnea, "which
was written for the Jour-
nal of the American Medi-
cal Association, abstracted
in the Sept. 15 issue of
Modern Medicine. Dr. War-
shaw will also, early next
year, be editor and co-
author of a book on Heart
Disease in the Industrial'
Field.

LONDON - Vera Miles is
eminently feminine in the
London-made Paramount pro-
duction. "A Touch of Lar-
ceny," in which she is
co-starred with James
Mason and George Sanders.

RICHMOND, Virginia -
The gentleman signing a
contract in this polarold
snapshot is Mr. Sam
Bendheim,Jr. General
Manager of Neighborhood
Theatre, Inc. , which is a
circuit of 35 Virginia
theatres and 4 drive-ins.
The satisfied onlooker
is Washington, D.C. branch
manager Herbert Gillis.

Locale of our picture
is the headquarters of
Neighborhood Theatres,
and Mr. Bendheim, despite
his youthful appearance,
is an industry veteran.

INTERNATIONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN THE
PARAMOUNT
SCENE
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George Sanders drinks
a toast as though it may
be his last drink on earth

in Paramount's "A Touch of

Larceny." Filmed in Eng-
land, this thriller also
co-stars Vera Miles and
James Mason.

WINTER PARK, Florida - Point-of-sale
philosophy is made practical at the AB-PT
convention held here. (See also Page 15).
Speaker is producer William Per lberg,whose
production, "But Not For Me" is subject of
the policy. At left is Sidney M. Markley,
originator of the plan. To right of Perl-
berg is Louis Finske, president of Florida
State Theatres. At right, Robert O'DAnnell,
head of the Interstate Theatre Circuit.

WASHINGTON BRANCH NEWS
(Continued from P.18)

Benick's son, Euddy, viio just completed high

school is awaiting a call for service in the

Navy. A1 Landgraf, Booker, is struttin6 aroini

the office smoking a big cigar as he is the

proud grandfather of a baby feirl - Congrats,

Grandpav. Fourth success.
—Bill Fischer

KAKSAS CITY wex Come Lowell Bulpitt
who recently joined the Paramount Family as
Sales Representative for Southern Missouri end

Southern Kansas. Lowell comes to Kansas City
from Corpus Christi, Texas.

Recent vacationeers include Billie Mist-
ele who attended the WOMPI convention in Jack-
sonville, Florida; Tom Gooch who visited Lafay^
ette, Indiana; Ruth Corless toured the North-
west; Irma Woods visited Pheenix; Edith Tread-
way who went to Denver and Anne O'Toole and
Bob Cloughley "vacationing" at home.

Margaret Dawson, Contract Clerk, has a

new Mercury hit says she hardly gets to drive
it because of her 16-year old son.

Inspectress Daisy Zeh became a Great
Grandmother on September 21 when a daughter,
Kimberly Ann, was born to her grandson and
wife.

Division Manager T. V. Bridge visited the
Kansas City Branch last week and held an en-
thusiastic meeting, with the salesmen hnd book-
ers. Also while here, he presented Tom Gooch,
Office-Booking Manager, with his "100?" pin.

-Mary Neff

DENVER] Miss Carroll Baker left the Mile

High City of Denver after a one day stand

publicizing the picture BUT NOT FOR ME. Among

Miss Baker's personal appearances were a 'Coke

and Cake' party for the Editors of Hi^h School

and College papers ih the area, end a trip to

the Holy Ghost Youth Center, which is the maj

or charity project of Thg WOMEN 0? THE MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY (WOMPI). Miss Baker was pre-

sented a scroll making her an honorary Life

Member of WOMPI. Miss Baker was well receive'

by the Press and Radio, which should help us

with the grosses on the great comedy - BUT NO'

FOF ME
-Jim Ricketts

SAN FRANCISCO PERSONALITIES

The polaroid camera has been busy here, and
we are delighted to have this shot of some of
her co-workers honoring 41' er Ruby Silverman.
(Forty-one years with Paramount). Ruby is seat
at left. Then - Esther Richter, Branch Manager
Secretary; Oriette Philpott, Booker's 'Nurse';
Irene Hildebrand. Ledger Clerk; Mirry Gilbert,
Mail Clerk. Peeking at back, 'Miky' Shanberger
Salesman's Typist. Absent: Cashier Jessie Cole
and Ledger Clerk Daisy Kehoe.

AT TOP : Reviewing business prospects to en
of the year. Branch Manager Jack Stevenson at
desk. Standing, from left: Office Manager Jack
Hurley, Head Booker George Carmone and Sales
Manager 'Andy' Anderson.

From a Hosp-
j t al Bed
An interesting side-

light on the enormous
business being regist-
ered by the re-release
of Samson and Delilah"
in the U.S. is provided
by Ronald Girard, one of
the contract analysts in
Ben Shectman's depart-
ment in Home Office.

From his hospital bed
in Brooklyn, where he is
a hepatitis patient,
Ronald is able to see
the entrance to the Par-
amount Theatre. He was
thus able to telephone
Ben that he had first-
hand information on the
massive business the
film was doing, because
he could see the long
lines of people leading
up to the Brooklyn Par-
amount's box-office.

Hurry up and get well,
Ronald. Mr. DeMille's
mighty film Is providing
plenty of workl

The trouble is, for
most of U3 ,

when ws get
behind the wheel of a

motor-car, five or ten
thousand years slip off
our shoulders and we are

practically back in the
Stone Age: no quarter,
weakest to the wall, every
man for himself.

G . R . H . Nugent
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DOT RECORDS, PLUS PARAMOUNT
BEGINS INTERNATIONAL SAGA OF

KNOW-HOW,
DISC-OVERY

Throughout this month of October

in Europe a lot of vitally important

ground work will be started towards

the establishment of Dot Records on

an international basis. Mr. Weltner

and Mr. Wood will have met and con-

ferred in Rome as well as in several

other Continental cities, and the res-

ults of their researches will become

apparent very shortly.

Knowledgable Paramounteers are

already becoming very record-conscious,

especially since the obvious affinity
between film-showing and music-
dispensing is now so apparent.

This Dot Records page is now a

fixture in Paramount World, since Dot

Records is a division of Paramount

Pictures ,and we have a wonderful lot

of news to pass along to you.

In his New York office, Mr, Weltner discusses
with Dot Records president, Randy Wood, details relat-
ing to their European meetings scheduled for Rome and
elsewhere during October. These meetings will be of
far-reaching consequence in connection with the inter-
national importance of Dot, a vital new division of
Paramount Pictures Corporation.

THE NATION'S BIST SCUING RECORDS

DECK OF
CARDS

NOW YOU KNOW
HOW IT FEELS

WINK
VIARTINDALE

Sleeve of Wink Martindale's super-
tit Dot Record, "Deck of Cards." It
3 racing to #1 position in the nation
dth jet speed.

Significant that card titles figure
n important properties for Paramount
nd Dot. "One-Eyed Jacks" for Param-
>unt; "Deck of Cards" for Dot.

This guy looking
t you Is none other
han Pat Boone

, one
f the stalwarts of
he Dot-Paramount

1 rganl zation.

DOT Doings!
Another Dot Hit you'll be hearing about

plenty Is Debbie Reynolds' "Ask Me to Go Steady"
(b/w "Am I That Easy To Forget?"). Debbie is
very much in the limelight right now, making
"The Rat Race," with Tony Curtis, for Paranount.,

Wink Martlndale, pictured at left, Is a
Tennessean, a disc jockey on Hollywood's KHJ,
married to hi 3 high school sweetheart, and the
father of three baby girls. He is 25. . .November
15 through December 15 will be Lawrence Welk
Month on Dot Records Two of Dot's greatest
hits in months have been the album from "The
Five Pennies," and the single record, "Battle
Hymn of the Republic," from the top selling Dot
sound-track album.

Sales expansion program of Dot Records has
seen the appointment of six regional directors.
Following meetings held by Dot president Randy
Wood, Christine Hamilton, vice-president in
charge of sales, and Norman Greer, ad and sales
promotion head >vthe following were named:

Irving L. Bi&gel (northeast), Stanley Kamin
(mid-west), Sandy Harbin (central plains) ,George
Istvan (southern), Jeff Colby (eastern seaboard)
and Dorothy Vance (west coast). Bill Hogue was
assigned as assistant regional director for the
west coast area.

Regional directors will work out of Dot's
home office in Hollywood, reporting directly to
Norman Greer.

The plan of celebrating 'months' dedicated
to top Dot Records stars began most effectively
with Pat Boone Month last June. It will be
followed, as Indicated above, by Lawrence Welk
Month; and then, next February, I960, there Is
to be the observance of Louis Prlma-Keely Smith

*
* RECORDS INC.

7
A DIVISION OF1

e*
L*
I*

1+

Q^aramountCf>idures

rf

Dot Records
Strike The

Popular
Note

!

Month. Other upcoming Dot stars
will have months dedicated to
them later on.... The disc pro-
gramme of Wink Martlndale,given
over Hollywood's KHJ Radio, is
only one of his disc shows. He
also hosts Wink Martindale's
Dance Party on ‘KHJ Television
Saturday evenings. Wink's "Deck
of Cards" is mighty close to
the 1,000 ,000-d' sc mark at the
time of our going to press.
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TOKIO - We retrace a few steps to show you this picture of

the press interview in the Imperial Hotel when Jacques Bergerac

(co-star of "Thunder In the Sun") was in Japan en route to
Hongkong and his subsequent
marriage to Dorothy Malone.

(See September Para.World).
At right we picture Jacques
w^th Paramount General Man-
ager N. Metori in the lobby

of the Imperial, with the

inviting sign in the back-
ground reading "No Tax For

the Tourist." Mr. and Mrs.
Bergerac are now back home

in the United States.

BELOW

CHIBA, Japan - Front of
the vary attractive and
colorful Keisei Rosa Thea-
tre during the highly successful presentation of "The Ten Com-
mandments." This high standard cinema is close to the Railway
Station at Chiba, and one of the spectacular billboards placed
near the station's ticket office will be found reproduced on
Page 8 of this issue.

Even the motor-cycle of
the Keisei Rose Theatre
played its part in the
showmanship campaign by
carrying the title of "Ihe

Ten Commandments" on both
sides and the rear, and
travelling everywhere ar-
ound Chiba.
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KUALA LUMPUR - This was the fine front
of the Cathay Cinema here when "The Geisha
Boy" proved once again how popular Jerry
Lewis is here. Between the main road ana
the front of the theatre is a car drive, so
that incoming patrons could see the superb
poster displays, one of which is shown in
close-up below.

PARAMOUNT AORLD

One of the two very
fine display panels in
behalf of "The Geisha
Boy" in front of the
Cathay Cinema in Kuala
Lumpur. This panel can
be seen on the right
side of the theatre in
the view above,

THE FAR EAST AND

SHOWMANSHIP SEEM

TO BE SYNONYMOUS

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - Another
big hit in this territory was
Jerry Lewis' "The Geisha Boy,"
whi ch was passed by the censor fa*
all ages, and therefore was a
'natural' for the school vacation
period. Picture was released
simultaneously in the Grand, Men-
teng, Globe and Happy Theatres,
The picture above shows some of
the crowd outside the Globe.

Such a thought was most
definitely conveyed in a
letter from Paramount General
Manager Roy McAree to John
Ede, General Manager of the
Cathay Organisation in praise
of the wonderful job of show-
manship done by Cathay's
cinemas throughout Malaya,

Special praise was given
for the wonderful work that
Cathay managers put forth in
obtaining tax exemptions for
school children. Mr. McAree
stating - "I believe this is
the only territory in the
world where we have in all
our engagements to date, suc-
ceeded in obtaining tax ex-
emption for school children."

Mr. McAree also told of
the visit of Paramount's Mr.
Leong Chow Kiat to Kota Bharu
and Kuantan, and of how imp-
ressed he was at the wonder-
ful showmanship seen there 0

We have carried pictures of
the Cathay showmanship in the

first of these towns and know
whereof Mr. Leong speaks.

All of this praise, of
course, refers to "The Ten
Commandments" - a precedental
event wherever presented.

Kubang Kerian, Kota Bharu - No
town or village was too modest to
receive attention when "The Ten
Commandments" played the Qdeon at
Kota Bharu. This small village of
only one row of 15 'shophouses,

'

had a banner for the great film
straddling its one street.

BOMBAY - Through the enterprise of Paramount
Manager K.S. Vaidyanathan, in charge of all
India, and the cosmetic company of Godrej, there
emerged for "The Geisha Boy" one of the most un-
usual, and effective, campaigns of showmanship.

A most willing participant
in this campaign was the very
lovely Indian film star, Miss
Jabeen, who is shown above and
at the right, and who not only
appeared on the stage of the
Regal Theatre in Japanese
costume, but also greeted the
massed audience about to see
"The Geisha Boy," in fluent
Japanese. Later she awarded a
series of prizes to the winn-
ers of a slogan contest for
Godrej's toilet powder.Seated
at right of the star are Mr.
Vaidyanathan, and Mr.Sahukar, of Godrej. In the
scene at top of the page, where Miss Jabeen is
addressing the Regal audience in Japanese, those
in the background, reading from left, are: Mr.
Maneck Sidhwa, Managing Director of the Regal;
Mr. Vaidyanathan, Paramount Manager in India;Mr.
Sahukar of Godrej; film star Miss Jabeen; Mr.
Dholakia and Mr.B.K.Karanjia, both of Godrej.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - When "Vertigo" was re-
leased here, it played simultaneously in the
Menteng (12 days). Globe (12 days) and Happy (5
days). Above is a picture of the exterior of
the Menteng, with tne film's title and the Para-
mount Trade Mark towering over the crowds. Gen-
eral Manager Cornelius Vlug reported that "The
results at the three box-offices were excellent."

NEXT MONTH we will publish
one of the most unusual picnic
pictures we have ever had in our
columns. It comes from Japan, and
we are sure it will interest all
of you very much.



SYDNEY - Paramount Publicity Director Jim
Williams got plenty of publicity attention for
"Tarzan's Greatest Adventure" when he arranged
for popular TV star Desmond Tester to be seen
publicly with Les, one of Taronga Park Zoo's
best-liked Chimps. Above, cameraman from telev-
ision's Channel 9 photograph's the simian's in-
terest in publicity for the adventure film. The
TV footage was also telecast over Melbourne's
Channel 7 the following day.

Des also shows Les the intricacies of a film
projector at the Zoo. During showing of the
film, Les pointed out to Des some of the simians
in the actual African action who might very well
be relatives.

Showmanship campaign was of great assistance
to engagements of "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure"
at the Capitol, Sydney; State, Melbourne; and
Strand, Newcastle.

SYDNEY - Channel 7 stars, Ray Taylor (right;
and Enzo Toppano, question Japanese geisha dan-
cer Fumlko concerning the authenticity of detail
of the Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Geisha Boy," at
that time being shown at the Prince Edward, and
throughout the suburbs. This Important Interlude
was part of a two-hour, Japanese-theme , TV show.

PARAMOUNT WORLD
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SYDNEY - Managing Dir-
ector Robert L. Graham
being interviewed by the
dally press at Sydney
Airport following his ret-

urn from New York and
Hollywood. His report was
definitely upbeat on the
film situation generally.

PEOPLE AND SHOWMANSHIP
IN AUSTRALIA AND

NEW ZEALAND

SYDNEY - Group at Kingsford
Smith International Airport to
welcome Managing Director Robert
L.Graham (third from left) back
from combined business-vacation
trip to the U.S. From 1. to r.:
Roy Barmby (Greater Union Thea-
tres). Secretary-Treasurer J.A.
Sixsmith, Mr. Graham, Mel Law-
ton (Gen. Mgr. Prince Edward
Theatre), General Sales Manager
George M. Nacard, N.S.W. Branch
Manager Charles Hale, Advertis-
ing and Publicity Manager Jim
Williams, Rick Angel, Manager of
Customs and Film Censorship.

SYDNEY - Television was acc-
ented in Publicity Manager Jim
Williams' campaign for "The
Geisha Boy" at the Prince Edw-
ard Theatre. Williams favored a
'live show' treatment rather
than film clips and had superb
support from TV Stations ATN-7
and TCN-9

.

SYDNEY - Two hostesses from the
celebrated Sukiyaki Room pose with
TCN-9 compere Joe McCormick and a
part of his cast behind a poster
dealing with "The Geisha Boy." The
Jerry Lewis picture was featured
in two consecutive McCormick tele-
vision shows.

Among the many prizes offered
to contestants on the McCormick TV
show were dinners at the Sukiyaki
Room, where of course there was
further pictorial and showmanship
evidence of the popularity of the
Jerry Lewis film.
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LONDON - Superb display
for both book and film
versions of "Last Train
For Gun Hill" in Waterloo
Station, one of the busi-
est ral lroad depots in the
world.

SHOWMANSHIP IS THE BEST
FRIEND ANY THEATRE HAS

CAIRO - This is Tity's Dress
Shop for Children, and during
the engagement of "Rock-A-Bye
Baby" gt the Cinema Radio they
offered a free dress for a baby
at every showing of the Jerry-
Lewis comedy. This offer stood
for the entire two weeks that
the picture ran. (See below).

This is the sign in the lobby
of the Cinema Radio which tied
in with the offer. It reads:
"Please keep your ticket: don't
throw it away. You may win a
beautiful dress for your baby."

The Radio gave four shows
daily and gave away, on behalf
of Tity's Dress Show, a total of
56 baby dresses.

(All winners were required
to be infants).

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - One of
the more than 30 signposts erected in
and around this Central American city
in connection with the highly success-
ful presentation of "The Ten Command-
ments" at the Paris Theatre.

Paramount Central American Manager
Mario Ghio reports that wherever one
turns in San Salvador he is confronted
with showmanship in one form or anot-
her for "The Ten Commandments."

The DeMille production already has
passed its 13th week at the Paris.

GENOA — A fine showmanship wrinkle
was displayed by the Universale Cinema
here when the forthright management

P
resented "The Week of Paramount's Big
ictures." One major banner carried all

seven titles, and each day the previous
day's attraction was 'ticked off.' In
this way the populace learned what it
had missed, and what was still instore.

For your information, the seven
pictures, in clockwise listing from the
lower left, were:

"The Big Clock," "Gunfight at the
O.K. Corral." "Union Station," "Story
Dr. Wassell," "Three Violent People,"
"For Whom the Bell Tolls, ""The Stooge."

IMSfU-KUlAB

push iuka - iwo or the lnauscry's top tx-
at the eminently

1

‘.n connection with
and Delilah." Left

vice-president of Para-

ponents of showmanship at
successful meeting held in
the launching of "Samson ai

is Jerome Pickman, vice-pr
mount Film Distribution Co., in charge of
Paramount advertising, publicity and show-
manship. With him is Ernest Qnmerling,Loew
Theatres advertising manager.

LEFT
MANILA, Philippines Republic - One

phase of a city-wide showmanship camp-
aign on "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure"
was this appearance of a Filipino 'Tar-
zan' at the Manila Zoo, always a very
crowded place on Saturday afternoon.
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BEIRUT, Lebanon - The
renowned record store
known as His Master's
Voice really got on the
showmanship bandwagon for
Nat 'King' Cole's records
when "St. Louis Blues"
was released locally.

There are some things

one can only achieve by

a deliberate leap in the

opposite direction. One

has to go abroad in order

to find the home one has

iost. Franz Kafka

LlSBuN - Lobby of the
Cinema Condes, decorated
for "The Flainsman," with
a special tribute to the
producer of the f i lm —
Cecil B. DeKIlle.

KANSAS CITY - Lovely
Carroll Baker is met at
the local airport by
Harold Lyon, manager of
the Paramount Theatre, as
she arrives in Kansas
City for a whirlwind ser-
ies of press interviews
in the interests of "But
Not For Me," In which
she co-stars with Clark
Gable and Lilli Palmer.

EVENTOS PARAMOUNT, DE
VITAL IMPORTANCIA,
SUCEDEM-SE EM RAPIDA
sequEncia. OUTRAS NOTAS

* * * * *

Como os leitoree noterem, na nossa paeaada
ediqao, o mindo Paramount a como o antigo rei-
no portugues, onda nao se punha o sol; e ain-
da oontinua crescendo. Multas colsae Tam eu-
cedendo nesse mundo, a na vardada a nossa oom-
panhla se vai fazendo male e male lnternacio -

nal. N$ste numero publioamoa male alguns deta-
lhas das atlvldades da nossa flrma no exterior
— a outros fatos so raservam para edlqoes fu-
turas, quando os masmos se consumarem.
### Inquanto lsao, os nosaos Sstudlos nao des-
cansam: continuam produzlndo grande a fitas,oo-
mo de oostume. Os mercadoa estrangalros oontl-
nuam exlbindo flimes da tamporada passada e se

"Which Russall Ward am I in love with?"
jighs Eleanor Brown (Carroll Baker) "The
Russell Ward of twenty years ago? or the
Russell Ward who still thinks that he is what
ha was twenty years ago?" Scene is one of the
host of cute moments In "BUT NOT FOR ME," the
Perlberg-Seaton production in which Clark
Gable and Lilli Palmer also co-star.

preparam para o lanqamento das novos. t do re-
lovo tambem qua flimes de ha 3 anos, como a o
majestoso "Os Dez Mandamentoe"

, prosseguem na
sue marcha vltorloaa.m i. por falar em "Os Dez Mandaraentos"

, pen-
samoa dodlcar quase toda a nossa edlqio de No-
vembro ao axlto e historia daste films, lanqa-
do am 1956, e qua marca asslm 3 anos da contl-
nuado auoaaao. I Ja nests numero esperamos re-
capltular aaua maloras momentoa, asm noa olvi-
dar do axoalenta "showmanship" posto am pratl-
oa para o bom axlto da malor produqeo do quan-
taa produzlu a setima arte. Portanto, caao os
laltoraa dlsponham da algum fato raferanta aoa
trtunfos obtldoa pala "super" dsmllllana, qua
nao tenha sldo manclonado, sera urn favor so no-
lo rametaram am tempo para aasa edlqao.

### Ifenclonamaaidl aclma a exlbiqao da fitaa da
tamporada paaaada — a podemos adlntar, tambem,
as reprlsaa, o qua conatltua urn trlbuto bam me

-

raoldo aoa quase "olasslcoa” da grande produ-
qao Paramount de ha anos atras. Issaa fltas—
qua marcaram apocas ao seram astraladas — sac
alnda, oboo oa apuradoa, am raprlaa, o demons-
trem, capazes da produzlr grandee luoros. Mae

,

a preclso frlear, o "showmanship", t%o Decea-
se rio no lanqamento doe novos fllmaa, Constan-
ta aa torna o sou Imperative no lanqamento das

An I nterest i ng Risk!
we give you this story and ask you to write

your own moral.
CONCEPCION, Chile: In mid-August, Senor

Juan Akel, Paramount's cinema client here, won
Ps. 100,000,000 (approximately US$100,000) in
the local lottery. He was then playing "The
Ten Comnandments" in its second engagement in
his Astor Theatre.

For seven years,Mr.Akel has been playing
the same number, but the only major prize he
has won was this one during the playing of
"The Ten Commandments." His good fortune is
all to the good of the film industry, for Mr.
Akel is presently building a magnificent new
cinema, and this heavenly-bestowed income will
enable him to finish the project sooner, and
on a more munificent scale.

reprises. Temos em mente, aqul, o que foi rea-
llzado em Paris para a reprise de "Leglao doe
Herols", trezlda a publico durante o mis de A-
gosto, de tao pequeno movimento teatral. lias a
"barragem" de "showmanship” fol tal e tao remu-
nerador os seus efeltos, que a bela produqao
DeMille flcou no cartaz durante 3 semanas c oa>
pletas, fazendo esplendldes rendas. Por af se

ve o quanto vale a boa publlcldade, fato que o

leltor nio deve Jamals perder de vista.

### 0 Orients val ser um ponto de grande aten-
qao, por parte da Paramount, em futuro proximo.
Disao terao u'a amostra na notfeia especial es-
tamapada neste numero

, a saber, "The Search Por
Suzle Cong", e tambem do a avantajados pianos a
reepelto da fllmaqao em Nepal do belo llvro de

Han Suyln - "lhe Mountain Is Young".

### Mr. George *eltner seta de vlslta k Europe

em uma de sues vlagens anuals ao oondo da Para-
mount daquelas paragens. Bern sabeoos (fie Ira a-

gora verlficar male uma vez a flrmaza e fame a

qua a Paramount faz.jus e que tern sabldo forte-

leoer com a aolidez e Importinola do seu pro-

duto.

LISBON. Port
showmanship
for Cecil B
Plainsman."

ugal - Striking front-of-house
the management of Cinema Condes

eMi lie's production of "The
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KINGSTON, Jamaica - When it cornea

to impressive theatre fronts, this
gleaming facade of the Carib Theatre
here would indeed be hard to top. The

Carib was showing "The Ten Command-
ments" to record-shattering business
at the time of our photo.

SANTIAGO, Chile — This 24-sheet poster for
"Houseboat" is on the front of the Rex Theatre
high above Bernardo O'Higgins Avenue. It attr-
acted plenty of attention to the theatre, and
plenty of patrons to the box office.

HOLLYWOOD -The
eminent Chilean
publication Ecran
recently held a
contest and sent
the two winners
here. They were
Miss Eliana Bem-
asconi and Mr.
Nicolas Vega.With
them in white is
Stella Stevens of
"Li'l Abner." At
left is Miguel de
Zarraga .Hollywood
correspondent for
Ecran.
(Another picture
on Page 11).

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - The Paris Thea-
tre here reached its 12th week with "The Ten ^
Commandments" in mid-September. (The average
good release here does 5 days, and "Around the

World in 80 Days" did 3 weeks). Much of the suc-

cess is due to the extremely powerful penetrat-
ion campaign engineered by Paramount's represent
tative in El Salvador, Richard Nathan, assl sted

by Paramount's agent, Sr. Manuel Vieytez.

The showmanship shown above is most approp-
riate, for the construction in the background
represents progress on the new cathedral, located

between the Palace and the main postoffice, th$
most travelled thoroughfare in the city.

BUENOS AIRES - There was no'

doubt about Jerry Lewis being
the star of "The Geisha Boy"
when thl s comedy opened at the
Opera Theatre here early last
month. But the Opera was not
the only point of releases the
comedy opened simultaneously
at five (5) other first-class
cinemas and. according to Man-
aging Director Hugo Stramer,
did tremendous business in all

six houses.

PH IV

I

BOGOTA, Colombia - Important sess-
ion on the upcoming release of "The
Ten Commandments" is held by Lat in-
American Division Manager Henry B.

Gordon with seven top newspapermen of

this city. Mr. Gordon is 4th from the

right; third from left Is Mr. Mario
Uribe, manager of Cine Colombia,S. A.

;

and to his right is Paramount Manager
Andre's Sanz.

LATIN AMERICAN
SCENE IS

PARAMOUNT-PLUS
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Our opinion of people
depends less upon what
we see in them, than
upon what they make us
see in ourselves.

Sarah Grand

ALLA PARAMOUNT
AVVENIMENTI Dl VITALE
IMPORTANZA SI SUSSE-
GUONO SENZA SOSTE

L'ACGUATO

GENOA - Special card
for window display purp-
oses used in manv shops in

connection with the succ-
essful presentation of
"The Trap" at Universale
Theatre.

A new TV show will
feature a lady detective.

The title? "Private

Eyeful".
Caskie Stinnett

Come avrete notato nel numero dello
eoorso mesa, il mondo della Paramount A un
mondo grande e in pieno svlluppo. Molts ooee
stanno aooadendo e noi siamo diventati molto
piCi ohe una SocietA Cinomatografioa Interna
zionale.

In queeto nuraero pubhliohiamo altri
dettagli eulle attivitA della SooietA e pre_

vediamo di fare altrettanto nei prossimi me

si. Naturalmente nel frattempo oontinuiamo

a produrre molti grossi films ed a preparar^

ne altri.

Oltre ohe rieditare in tutto il mon
do i npstri grand! films del passato, con i

CINZIAlj i

MILAN - The always-
interesting and attract-
ive front of the Lux
Cinema here, with a most
compelling advertisement
for "Houseboat."

Advice from Rome is
that "’Houseboat" is do-
ing phenomenal business
all tnroughout Italy."

RIGHT

MILAN - Window of the
famous music company of
Ricordl ,

with music from
"Houseboat" the sole item
of display.

BARI - Italy has given a particularly fine
re-release to one of the greatest Paramount
pictures ever made - George Stevens’ production
of "A Place In the Sun," based on Theodore
Dreiser’s celebrated novel, "An American Trag-
edy." Here are two fine window displays in
Bari in which both the book and the film are
linked in top showmanship fashion.

At left is the Librerie D’Ecclessle; right,
the Librerie Adriatice.

BIECI COMANDAMENTI oontinuiamo a oostituirne

ed a superare i reoord degli inoassi. A rr£
posito dei DIECI COMANDAMBNTI , ahhiamo deoi^

so di dedioare il nostro prossimo numero
(quello di Novemhre) interamente a questo

film, dato ohe rioorrerA il terzo anniversa^

GENOA - The Universale Cinema inaugurated
its 1959/60 season in rip-roaring fashion with
Paramount’s "The Trap," giving the theatre's
lobby a thoroughly showmanlike dressing.

rio dell'inizio delle sue programmazioni,
oi6 ohe awenne nel 1956* In questo numero,
speriamo di poter rioapi tolars i grand! mo-
menti e i grandi esempi di un insolito avve
nimento oonnesso oon questo che A il pift

grandedi tutti i films finora realizzati.Se
c*e quindi qualohe speoiale evento ohe ci A

sfuggito nei rnuneri preoedenti, Vi preghia-
mo di ricordaroelo per inserirlo nel nurae-

ro dell 'anniversario.

Piii sopra abhiamo parlato delle

riedizioni e questo si riferiva alle piii

grosse produzioni realizzate nel passato. Jto

no quest! dei films oon enormi poseibilitA
d' inoassi a patto ohe vengano presentati

oon una oampagna pubhlioitaria eooezionale

oon il partioolare intento di portarli alia

attenzione del pubblioo di tuttc il nondo.

Abbiamo qui l'esempio pratioo di

ci& ohe A stato fatto con OIUBBE ROSSE al

Cinema Paramount di Parigi, durante la tra

dizionale eettimana "morta", nello eoorso

mese di Agosto. La Birezione della Pubbli^

citA Europea di Parigi dedioft a queeto un

tale sforzo ohe il film di Cecil B. De Mil-

ls non solo fu programmato per ben tre eet-

timane, ma raggiunse una oifra d' inoassi

che costitul un reoord da pill di un punto

di vista.

Cii rappreeenta un partioolare ijn

segnamanto nel oampo della pubblioitA e

speriamo ohe esso venga piennmente apprez-

zato da tutti Voi.

L’ Orients rieeverA una partiool*-
re attenzione da parte della Paramount nei

prossimi annl. Ve ne darA un'idea il nsstro

artioolo di fondo "The Search for Suzie

Wong" oltre ohe i grand! progetti in piens

svlluppo per le ripreee nel Nepal del film
THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG di Han Suyin.

George Weltner ei troverA in Euro

pe per una delle sue visits periodiche, prc

prio quando questo numero del Paramount

World earA pubblioato. Siamo oerti ohe egli

rlsoontrerA anoora una volta ohe la forsa

dell • organizzazione mondiale della Para*

mount continue a ooetruire e svilupparel

nel oorso degli annl.
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for Paramount

AROUND THE WORLD
WITH
PERLBERG & SEATON

These four pages represent the latest
tradepaper announcement In connection with the
Perlberg-Seaton plans. (Since they were In
color, they have suffered In reproduction). In
sequence the pages cover "But Not For Me" (a
current topping success in New York), "The Rat
Race" ( currently being filmed in New York and
Hollywood), "The Man In the Middle" (being
readied in Europe), and "The Pleasure of His
Company" (to start filming in January^.

Unless our imagination is fooling- us, we
can hear Lilli Palmer saying as she tugs at
Clark Gable's coattails - "Forget that sort of
thing, Clark, and come and read the reviews on
'But Not For Me'. They're much more exciting -
and besides, you might step on Carroll Baker's
bare toes."

BUT NOT FOR ME is at New York's
Capitol Theatre right noy, and the
capacity audiences love it.

RIGHT

This automobile radio-
telephone gag in "But Nol

For Me" is bound to be
one of the most quoted
gags in recent films. W«

like the picture too mucl
to give the gag away here

Being a page of personalities,
events and projected plans in
the lives of a couple of picture
guys whose avowed purpose to
make films for the world's enter-
tainment is becoming more power-
fully implemented every day.

At the time of our going to press, New York
sequences of "The Rat Race" had been completed.
Issue #8 of the Perlberg-Seaton publication, "The
Chronicle" tells the story of the rip-rousing
interest and excitement these several days of
location filming aroused. One of these days also
saw the memorable appearance of Debbie Reynolds
on the Jack Paar TV show, an experience which

many of the television columnists
believe will live long in telev-
ision history. And of course the
capable young star gave great and
effective plugs not only to "The
Rat Race," but also to the Perl-
berg & Seaton production of "But
Not For Me." This Clark Gable-
Carroll Baker-Lilli Palmer- Lee J.
Cobb comedy has been magnificently
praised by the r ederation of Mot-
ion Picture Counci Is, Inc., which
says of it: "BUT NOT FOR ME is a
convulsingly funny picture in the
tradition of great motion picture
comedy , with sly wit and barbed
thrusts expertly delivered again-
st a background of wonderful
situation farce."

Elsewhere in this Issue we
report on the presence of
William Perlberg at the merch-
andising conference of the
AB-PT Theatre organization at
Winter Park, Florida. Major
achievement at this meeting
was the presentation of the
Markley Plan, which this fall
is built around "But Not For
Me."

In issue #3 of the Perl-
berg-Seaton publication, The
Chronicle, Bill really goes to
town in praise of the plan. He
points out, for instance, that
"...on a recent picture, one
circuit, using the Markley
Plan, out-grossed by 2356 all
others across the nation in
comparable situations. That
was the southern comfort the
Markley Plan boys ladled out
to us, and it's heady If
the south can do it, why not
other points of the compass?"
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To be seventy years
young is sometimes far

more cheerful and hopeful

than to be forty years
old.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

COPENHAGEN - Among the
many fine windows secured
as part of the showmanship
campaign for "The Black
Orchid" was this one in
the store of Winson Modes
on Vester Farimagsgade.

Sign in a Washington
gift shop: "For the man
who has everything; a

calendar to remind him
when the payments are die."

Harold Heifer

HOLLYWOOD - Dean Martin
as the harrassed producer
in "Career" says to his
wife (played by Shirley
MacLaine" - "Honey, this
play had better be better
than these rehearsals —
we're down to your second
last ermine 1 " A.

COPENHAGEN - When William Perlberg and
George Seaton were here in connection with the
filming of their forthcoming production, "The

Counterfeit Traitor," they received tremendous
assistance from Paramount Manager John AarshoJ
and his staff. Shown above are, from left, Mr.

Seaton, Mr. Aarshoj, Mr. Perlberg, and Mrs. N.

Andersen, In charge of Paramount's publicity
department In Denmark.

DEN ENA VIKTIGA
PARAMOUNTHSNDELSEN
EFTER DEN ANDRA
I SNABB TAKT

M »» »» ft tl ft

Paramount s vArld fir en ator och vAxande
arid, det intrycket fick ni nog vld genomlhs-
ningen av v&rt senaste nummer. Saker och ting
hftnder som gfir att vi fir p4 vfig att bll nAgot
mer Bn ett internationellt filmholag. Det h&r
numret berSttar Bn mer om vArt bolags gfiranden

och lAtanden och vi ha ffir aveikt att Aterkomma
ocksA i ffiljande nummer.

Under tiden fortefitter vi naturligtvis att

gfira mAnga nya stora filmer och att planera for
.framtlden. Vi fortsAtter att slAppa ut Over
hela vfirlden mAnga av vAra aidre filmer av
stort format och vi fortsAtter att sfitta nya
rekord med DE HO BUDORDEN.

PA tal om DE TIO BODORDEN ha vi ffir avsikt
att Bgna nMsta mAnads nummer uteslutande At

denna film av den orsaken att det dA fir tre Ar
sedan urpremihren, som skedde i november 1956.

Vi hoppas kunna ge en Aterblick fiver "de stora
Ogonblicken" i filmens treAriga tillvaro, av
ffirnamliga exempel pA sAlJande exploatering , av
Mndelser av mere ovanligt slag, allt ffirknip-

pat med denna den stfirsta av alia filmer. Om
ni sAledes har i minnet nAgon speciell upple-
velse eller hfindelse som tidigare kanske und-

gAtt redaktionell uppmArksamhet , sA skriv nAg-

ra radar och pAminn oss ffir ifragavarande spe-

cialnummer.

Vi berfirde hAr ovan Aterut slAppen av stor-

filmer av Aidre ArgAngar, speciellt dA sAdana

som gAr under rubriken "Paramount a genom tider-

na stfirsta". Det Ar filmer som fort/arande be-
sitter en enorm publikdragande kraft med At-

ffiljande gbHa kassaresultat - ffirutsfittningen

fix dock att reklamen blir av det slag som ffir-

mAr vficka uppmArksamhet, intresse och ffirvfin-

tan hos biopubliken. Ett slAende exempel pA sA-

dan reklam och vad som verkligen kan gfiras i

den vfigen kan nAmnas frAn Paris, dAr HJiLTE-

SKVADRONEN gick upp pA Paramount-Teatern under
en vanligen "slfi" augustivecka. Continental's

publicitets- och reklamavdelningar ffirstod att

sA verkningsfullt slA pA stora truaman att fil-

men gick inte bara tre hela veckor utan ocksA

lnhfistade kassor som ur flora synpunkter mAste

betraktas som rekord. Man var reklammedveten

nog att tillvarata alia mfi Jligheter.en egenaka]

som vi hoppas meddelar sig Sven till er.

Orienten kommer att befinna sig i bllck-

punkten ffir Paramount s Intresse under de nfir-

maste Aren genom filmer som THE SEARCH FOR

SUSIE WONG och THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG, for vil-
ken senare inspelningsplanerna Just nu som
bfiat dryftas.

Vid tidpunkten ffir detta nummers distribu-
tion kommer Mr. George Weltner att befinna sig

i Europe pA ett av sina regelbundna besfik. Vi

vet, att han Aven nu kommer att kunna konstate-
ra att vArldsorganisatlonen Paramount vilar pA

solid grund och att den vAxer sig starkare Ar
frAn Ar.

LONDON - George Sanders and Vera Miles here

are being briefed in a bit of espionage busine:

for Paramount's "A Touch of Larceny" by directi

Ivan Foxwell.

Praise for "Career”
Film Dally summed the Hal Wallis starrer

up with this succinct summary:

WARM AND MOVING DRAMA SET AGAINST A SHOW
BUSINESS BACKGROUND. OUTSTANDING CAST. ALL

THE INGREDIENTS TO MAKE IT A BOX OFFICE
HIT.

And the highlights of the Motion Picture
Dally critical summation were:

"CAREeJ*" IS A STRONG DRAMA THAT IS ABUNDAN1

WITH SOME FASCINATING CHARACTERS AND TENSE
EMOTIONAL SCENES. . .HAS THREE OF THE MOST
TALENTcD YOUNG ACTORS AROUND TODAY - ANTHOK

FRANCIOSA, SHIRLEY MacLAINE AND CAROLYN
JONES. THE ALREADY FIRMLY ESTABLISHED DEAN

MARTIN ALSO HAS A TOP PART, AND A NEWCOMER
NAMED JOAN BLACKMAN HOLDS HER CWN IN THIS

FAST COMPANY.
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This is one of the many
ories in the Hongkong
-ess announcing the im-

portant search for "Suzie
Wong" and the impending
arrival of production ex-
ecutives from Hollywood.

THE WORLD-WIDE SEARCH
FOR THE GIRL TO PLAY
”S U Z 1 E W 0 N G

M

Close-up of the principals
connected with the making of
"The World of Suzie Wong." Ray
Stark, producer, is in centre.
At right is script-writer John
Patrick. At left is the eminent

AT KAI TAX AIRPORT. HONGKONG . The
travellers and the welcoming group.
L to r,; Quentin Reynolds, Miss Ting
Hao, actress from the Loke Wan Tho
organisation; Ray Stark; Doven Chow
of Shaw's Organization; Robert Chung
of Loke's Hongkong organisation; John
Patrick; Raymond Chow, Shaw public
relations official; and Paramount
Manager H. S. Moh.

On the set of "Girl Thief" in the
Loke Organisation's studio. Picture
in production stars Miss Lin Dai,the
most popular actress. From left:
Quentin Reynolds; Mr. T.L.Wong. dir-
ector of tne film; Mr. Robert Chung;
Miss Lin Dai, Mr. Lai Tsun, Mr. Pat-
rick and Mr . Stark.

Mr. Stark is now back in
Hollywood preparing to roll
the film in Hongkong, beg-
inning next January. But
the talent search, in which
he was accompanied by
Pulitzer Prize-winner John
Patrick, who will do the
screenplay, took him to
Honolulu, Tokyo, Hongkong
and Manila in his hunt for
Oriental beauties for roles
in the film and for locat-
ion sites

Fine praise for their
cooperation was given byM%
Stark to Paramounteers H.S.
Moh of Hongkong, N. Metori
of Tokyo, A. S. Velasquez of
Manila; and to Herman and
L.P. Rosen of Honolulu, and
their respective staffs.

Stark tested six exotic
beauties - three in Hong-
kong, three in Tokyo and
one in Manila. These are
now under consideration by
Paramount executives.

With Stark and Patrick
was writer Quentin Reynolds.

TOKYO - This was the scene in the
Imperial Hotel while the Japanese press
representatives were being briefed on
the search for "Suzie." Messrs Reynolds
Stark and Patrick are seated in the
background, Paramount General Manager
N. Metori (in light suit) is standing
in background. Translator is reading
an account of the search in Japanese.

Three of the young Japanese ladies
who were given screen tests by Mr.
Stark and his party.

The deep desire to find the
absolutely right performer for
the role of 'Suzie Wong' in Para-
mount's production of "The World
of Suzie Wong" precipitated a

17 ,000-mile talent and location
search on the part of producer
Ray Stark.

newspaperman and author,Quentin
Reynolds, who Is reporting the
search for the actress, and will
later write the biography of
the successful aspirant for the
-ole of "Suzie Wong."

i
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HOLLYWOOD - Dean Martin,
who's supposed to be aces
with a putter, find he's
merely a golf novice when
pitted against the putting'
of Carolyn Jones. Proof
of this came About during
a 'game' between takes or
Hal Wallis' "Career."

Sign on a bank offic-
ial's desk: "In this
office the word NO is a
complete sentence."

UWted Mine
Workers Journal

COLOGNE, Germany - The

presentation of Alfred

Hitchcock's "Vertigo" at

the Burg-Theater was a

sure sign that there waild

be queues of patrons in

front of the cinema for

all screenings.

A great memory does

not make a mind ,any more

than a dictionary is a

piece of literature.

John Henry Nevman

WICHTIGE PARAMOUNT -

EREIGNISSE AM LAUFENOEN
BAND ******************
Wie Sie sclion aus der letzter. Ausgabe erse-
hen haben, ist das weltweito Tatigkeitsleld
der Paramount standig im Wr.chs$n begriifen.
Es gibt viele Neuigkeiten und wir sind in-
zwischen zu einem Begriff geworden, der mehr
bedeutet als nur eine internationale Filmge-
sellschaft. In diesem Monat veroifentlichen
wir weitere Ereignisse aus unserer Tiitigkeit,
und wir warden solohe Berichte auch in den
kommenden Konaten bringen.

Selbstverstandlioh produzieren wir laufend
eine Vielzahl grosser Filme und iianen 30I-
che bedeutenaen Werke auch fur die Zulcunft.

Wir setzen daneben das Wiederauiliilirungspro-
granm unserer grossen Filme in der ganzen
Welt laufend fort. Unser Film DIE ZEHN GEBG-
TE Btellt nach wie vor r.eue Rekorde am lau-
fenden Band auf.

Da wir gerade von den F: In DIE SEEN GEEOTE
sprechen - wir beabsiclitigen tinsere nachcte
Ausgabe (November) last ausschliesclich die-
sem Film zu widmen, da DIE ZErk. GEBOTE im

DENVER, Colorado - Arriving in Denver for
showmanship promotion of Perlberg-Seaton'

s

"But Not For Me," Carroll Baker is met at
Stapleton Airport by Mrs. Vera L. Cockrill.
owner of the celebrated Denham Theatre, and
Joseph Shoemaker, executive assistant to Mayor
Richard Batterton of Denver. Miss Baker (who

the film with Clark Gable and
was presented with a "Denver

Dollar" in honor of her visit to the Mile High
City.

is co-star o
Lilli PalmerV

November genau 3 Jahre seit der Urauffuhrung

1956 im Einsatz sind. Wir weruen in dieser

Ausgabe an die grossen Erlebr.isse ,
die gros-

sen Beispiele unserer Werbearbeit erinnem,
an die ungewdhnlichen Ereignisse, die iait

diesem grbssten aller Filme verounden sind.

Wenn es eine besondere Begebenheit gibt, die

unserer Aufmerksamkeit in der vergangenen

Zeit entgangen ist, bitte erinnem Sie uns

daran, da wir in der Jub i1iiumsausgfu e gen e

dariiber berichten mochten.

Im zweiten Absatz erwahnten wir unsere Wie-

deraut'fuhrungen. Wir taten das mit besonde-

rem Bezug auf unser Wiederauffiihrungspro-

gramm fiir unsere grossten und besten Filme.

Diese alle sind Prcduktioner. mit einem aus-

serordentlichen Geschaftswert - allerdings

nur, wenn sie in echter Schaunanns - Lanier

gehendnabt weraen, wenn sie mit alien zur Vei

i'iigung stelienden llittelr. der Aufmerksamkeit

Foss Parker and Nicole M&urey face a tough
spot as armed marauders seek to break in on
the happiness they have fought so hard for in
"The Jayhawkers." Fess knows that a six-gun
is the only argument the invaders will heed.

SiMAXtXA

des Kinopublikums nahegebracht we rden. Wir
mochten hier an das Eeispie! unseres Films
DIE SCHARLACEROTEN REITER erinnem, der wah-
rend der sogenannten "stiller Woche" im Pa-
ramount - Theater in Paris anlief. Unsere
Europa - Pressezentrale in Paris verhalf die-

sem Film zu einer derartigen Resomanz, aass

diese Cecil B. DeLille Produi:tion r.icht nur

3 voile Wochen lief, sondem auch einen Ge-
schaftserfolg brachte, den man von mehreren
Gesichtsgunkten aus als rekordbrechend be-
trachten kann. Wir hoffen, aass diese Schau-

manns - Loral auch in Ihrem Gebiet ihren Ab-
glanz findet.

Der Orient wird Schauplatz und Thema mehre-

rer Paramount Filme der nachsten Jahre sein.

Sie werden das bemerken, wenn Sie unseren

Sonderbericht iiber DIE SUCliE l.ACK SUZIE WONG

lesen, sowie von Fortgang unserer grossen Pli

ne fiir die Verfilmung von Han Suyin's THE

L0U1ITAIN IS YOUNG in Nepal.

Zur Zeit der Veroffentlichung didser Ausgabe

wjgrd Mr. George Weltner in Europa sein, zu

einem seiner regularen kontinentalen Besuche.

Wir wissen, dass er sich emeut von der wach-

senden und sich festigenaen Starke der welt-

weiten Paramount - Organisation uberzeugen

kann.

HOLLYWOOD - Harry
Landman (right) of
Radio Station 3AB- of
Melbourne, Australia,
meets Peter Palmer
(Li'l Abner, himself)
on the studio set of
"Li'l Abner".



THIS GUY NAMED COOPER

This was the Gary of

the early,multi-gardened
Paramount Studio. This
was during the making of
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

The stills of Gary
Cooper shown on this
page are from the fine
collection of Cooperiana
included in what is
called:

A TREASURE PACKAGE
OF GARY COOPER PUB-
LICITY MATERIAL FOR
USE IN THE
"UNCONQUERED"

ALL-TIME-GREATEST
RELEASE CAMPAIGN.

The deeper we get into the inter-
national release of Paramount’s All-
Time-Greatest Productions, the more
outstanding becomes the name of Gary
Cooper. Thus it becomes eminently
fitting to retrace the past and view
what manner of man is this Cooper
who so bestrides the Paramount scene

like a Colossus

.

LEFT

When Gary Cooper and Sandra
Shaw (New York society girl
Veronica Balfe) met and married,

all Hollywood was surprised.
Here they are shown honeymoon-
ing on Cooper's Montana ranch,
with a friendly horse not too
far away - since the couple
share the love of riding.

The 'earth-shaking'
love scene of "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," most-
talked-of-love-scene in
Gary's entire career.Sam
Wood is directing Gary
with Ingrid Bergman.

LEFT
Gary with Miss Shirley

Temple at the time in
1934 when they both were
stars with Carole Lombaid
in "Now and Forever."

r

In the studio still book as-
signed to Gary Cooper, this one
of Number 7, which should tell
you that it goes way, way back
to the very beginning of his
Paramount career. In these days
Gary and horses were insepara-
ble.

Yet not too many years jater
- as film careers go, that is -

Gary had mastered the romantic
art to the extent of playing a
lover to Frances Dee in "Souls
at Sea." Horses, for the time
being at least, were forgotten.

T.EFT

Always deadly serious about
his screen roles, Gary read all
about "A Farewell To Anns" in
advance of making the picture
with Helen Hayes and Adolphe
Menjou in 1932.
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PARAMOUNT’S
ALL-TIME-GREATEST
CAMPAIGN MAKING
STEADY PROGRESS

WHY I MADE THE PLAINSMAN'
4Wil /** 1tilIf r*>r*>al» tht> mtory of iho

man trhu lirod by tho> lor im h*> moot it

CECIL B. DeMILLES
FESTIVAL WEEK

15th to 2 1st July at CATHAY CINEMA

PARAMOUNT'S ALL TIME GREAT PRODUCTIONS!
WMmOma. I** 1404*4* >.m. h'rtdmy. 171* l~J-IS4.iO.9X p.m.

GARY JfAN

COOPER
*

ARTHUR
i

CECIL B OMILLES

"THE PLAINSMAN'*

GARY COOPER
PAULETTE _ Shi
GODDARD AH

tit It 1 MHUil

tccmhcolo*

Eli* msus Smfrdap. I«l* li.IS4.3ti.iO p.m.

Tkmndmp. Itt* p.m. LOKTTA «NIY
YOUNG WI.COXON

- CICJL B OHBIUX'B

"THE
CRUSADES"

JOHN SUM . MT
•rum * HirwuM miujuio

;

CECIL 9 DeMILLES

MHPM |*
mwm

ntammaum

Smmdap. lit* HIS4.i04.i0 p.m.

GARY COOPER
- CECIL e OoRRILLE •

THE STORY OF
DR. WASSELL ’

M-mdau. iOlh l~i.IS4.i04.iO pm

JOEL

MtCREA *STANWYC

CECIL B DtMILLES

"UNION
PACIFIC'

*

TurOay. iM I41S4J04U» p.m.

GAIY^
coopet

pauutti

GOODAID

CECIL B DtMILLCS

"THE NORTH

WEST

MOUNTED

POLICE

We
G

blish this page from

y Mail of Singapor
a reminder of the excellen

ore as

__ _ Lence of
the idea of the Cecil B.DeMille
Festival Week.

TOIIC.

OPHIR .mnAni
TEL-AVIV, Israel -

The high popularity of
Gary Cooper made "The

Lives of a Bengal Lan-
cer” an ideal subject
for a series of window
displays. Above is one

of many, and of course
the spectaculafc picture
did spectacular business

at the Ophir Cinema.

It SAIATIA XS/8/59

© 3&njur-down

''S^/^fSOA/" STUNTEPS..
53E5Z

This is a Lebanese advertis-
ement in a Beirut newspaper for
"The Island of Lost Souls," re-
released in that city with con-
spicuous success.

We have also received from
Ladislav Koch, Manager in
Israel, some particularly
colorful publicity on "A Place

In the Sun," with emphasis can

Elizabeth Taylor's great role
in that timeless film.

The picture has just been
re-released in Israel with
outstanding success.

Loewdown i

s

All ’’Samson"

For the first time since

the publication's inception,
an entire edition of Loewdown,

Loew's Theatres' daily company
publication, has been devoted
entirely to one picture. The

film is "Samson and Delilah,"
already being presented in

more than 100 top theatres in

the New York metropolitan area,

including more than f'fty Loew

houses, to truly smash business.

Prizes are being awarded
to Loew managers and assistant
managers for the best showman-
ship campaigns.

Pi ctures above 1 s the

cover of thi3 unprecedented
Issue of Loewdown.

This Festival Week was cele-
brated at the Cathay Theatre on
the basis of one DeMille prod-
uction each day; and then at a
later date, in other theatres
of the Cathay Circuit, each of
the pictures played for longer
engagements, in some instances
as much as a week.

In Israel, three of the All-
Time-Greatest productions are
advertised with these effective
displays.



T NO MATTER HOW LONG YOU HAVE BEEN

WITH PARAMOUNT, YOU HAVE NEVER
SEEN A FILM WITH THE POWER
AND PUNCH OF "ONE-EYED JACKS"

A now dimension of gunfight-
ing comes to the screen with
Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed JackaP

— a picture so far off the

beaten track that for all the
world seeing it will be a brand
new experience in picturegoing.

BRANDO THE ACTOR

Marlon exchanges a pleasantry with
Karl Malden moments before he enters
a scene where he will act under his
own direction.

f;

NewYork Jouraal-American *** Tues., Sept. 8, 1959

THE VOICE OF BROADWAY

By DOROTHY KILGALLEN

Broadway Bulletin Board

. . . Marlon Brando will get a Lifej
cover plus one of the longest stories ever done on a motion

»

actor to ballyhoo his own prduction, “One-Eyedjpicture

Jacks.”

BRANDO THE DIRECTOR

Here, in a moment before shooting

begins, Marlon Brando imparts last-

minute instructions to one of the

female members of the cast.
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CAREER CONQUERS ALL

"CAREER" IS INTERESTING

ROMANTIC STUDY OF

WHO'S PAIRING WITH WHO?

This is The Girl (Joan BlacKman) our Actor (Anthony

Franciosa) should hare stayed married to. But that would

have meant a kind of 'burial' in a small city away from the

world of Broadway. (It also could have meant that we'd have

had no story...So

he torpedoed the

idea of staying

with her (even

though she loved

him more than life

itself) ,
and went

out after that

Career. It brou#fc

him pretty close

to the very pretty

Agent of Talent
(Carolyn Jones),

whom we show at

left. But that

meant more secur-

ity and less means

of expression — and that's the same as death to an actor.

So another 'pairing' was scuttled by the Actor who fxit Car-

eer ahead of Love, Decency, Security and Faith. And even at

that point he still hadn't made Broadway.

The Confederate , in the role

of the Actor's Impresario, is a

a "Career" man also, and he fancies

/l that the Agent can help him get

V places. But she isn't fast enough

— and she has a Mother to look

after

So we have the V
wildest, rowdiest pair-
ing of them all. The

Confederate marries the

Producer's Daughter,and
what a merry chase each
leads the other.

In the end, the

elusive "Career" still
leads the field.

It's a whiz of a

story and a peach of a

picture. . .but you 'll have

to see it to see who
gets who finally.

"Career'' sets forth in romantic enter-
tainment fashion this deadly premise: An
ambitious actor uses sweetheart, wife, mist-
ress and friends simply as stepping stones to

his career. His living, loving, breathing
and eating are simply the fuel of his ambit-
ion, the power impelling him to his career's
zenith. Nothing else counts. Friendships
are knifed, hearts are broken, loans are re-
pudiated. The only expediency worth while is

to 'get with' whatever - and whoever - can
aid and abet his career.

And so in our dynamic Hal Wallis picture,

this is what our actor (Anthony Franciosa)
and his sleazy confederate (Dean Martin) pro
ceed to do.

The Producer's Daughter

(Shirley MacLaine) is a

slinky, minky, untamable
doll, but with a passio-

nate soul. To the Actor
she's poison, personally
— but a stepping-stone
to his career just the

same. So what the heck'.



paramount world

s are blending
into a Glorious
"Upbeat Symphony".

HOLLYWOOD - Roger Vadim, eminent
international film director being sig-
ned to a multiple-picture Paramount
contract by Jack Karp, vice-president
in charge of Paramount production. In
centre is Peter Zoref, also signed in
the contract as associate producer on
Vadim-directed Paramount pictures.

Mr. Vadim directed the most famous
of the Brigitte Bardot pictures, and
was formerly married to the celebrated
star whose name has become a synonym
for both sex appeal and boxofflce power.

days are blending within & good
7 Zurich yodel of

the editor's desk

there is New York
shooting going on

for the Perlberg-

Seaton production of "The Rat Race, ” Debbie Reynolds and

Tony Curtis are facing cameras against many very pictur-

esque Manhattan backgrounds, and a whiz of an entertain-

ment picture cannot help but result ... .The good news

about the upcoming Alfred Hitchcock ' Hush-Hush 1 chiller-
diller (which is so top-secret it hasn't even got a title
yet), is that Janet Leigh has been signed to co-star with
Anthony Perkins in this shocker. In the true Hitchcock
tradition, Janet's first rehearsal assignment is to learn
how to talk while in the grip of a strangler's hands. Pic-
ture is scheduled to be in production this month. . .Bights
to the British novel, "Appointment in Zahrain ." by Michael
Barrett, have been purchased by Paramount in advance of
publication in both England and America. Dudley Nichols
has been assigned to write the screenplay on this desert
adventure story. Picture will have a top star cast....As a

result of her performance in the Panama and Frank production of "Li'l Abner ," in which she play-
ed Appasslonata Von Climax, Stella Stevens has been signed to a multiple picture contract by
Paramount. Studio head Jack Karp has instituted a search of story properties for her, and ann-

ouncement is expected to be made

shortly of an important assignment. In

the meantime, "Li'l Abner" has been

viewed by several top sales executive^
and has been received by them in truly
rave fashion. Hugh Owen wrote a react-

ion whole-heartedly in its favor which may well become a classic pattern of praise. Among other

things he said: "It is a happy picture. It is a picture made for Christmas playtime. . .It has a

mixture of lusty humanity - including scores of well-rounded females - and shrewd weighing and

awareness of human nature. 'Li'l Abner' has pre-Edwardian charm, mid-

American com, showmanship flair, a trio of memorable symbols...." a

very glowing appraisal indeed After she finishes her work in the

Dino De Laurentiis film-drama, "Jovanka and the Others ," Barbara Bel

Geddes will open in a play in New York, co-starring with Henry Fonda.

Meanwhile a special train carrying the entire company of "Jovanka and

the Others " has gone from Italy to Austria, where the final scenes of

the thriller will be filmed. Other stars contributing memorable perf-

ormances to the picture under the direction of Martin Ritt, are Van

Heflin, Silvana Mangano, Vera Miles, Harry Guardino and Jeanne Moreau

Surviving the damaging effects of a savage hurricane which

destroyed many sets, the company making "The Bay of Naples " on Capri

has moved back to Rome for final interior scenes. Joining Clark Gable,

Sophia Loren and Vittorio De Sica in the cast is the beautiful 19-

year-old Princess Dorothy de Poliolo of Chicago Peter O'Toole, fine

run
J^S

g^t
n

orJhe
e

eLMonsin Irish actor > has been given an important role in "The Savage Inn-

their London-made Paramount pro- ocents," joining Anthony Quinn and Yoko Tani in this colorful film
duction, nA Touch of Larceny." which has been largely produced in the Eskimo areas of Norther Canada.
Here is one of their pleasantest Nicholas Ray is producing the picture for Paramount release Title
moments. George Sanders also is _ f °

; , ,

starred in this Iran Foxweii of the Perlberg-Seaton production has been definitely set as "The Count-
product ion. erfeit Traitor," with William Holden as its star.

PARAMOUNT TICKER ALIVE
WITH TOP-INTEREST NEWS

The production notes

from Paramount these
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"J A C K THE RIPPER"
SPENDS
ONE

MILLION
TO

MAKE
MANY
Pages 3. 15 .23

" Here is the One Million Dollars
we are going to spend to launch
JACK THE R I PPER announces
ifftst er Showman Joseph E. Levine.

Says G e o r-§ e W e 1 1 n e r :

"We have the manpower

,

the sal espower , and the
ent erpr i se

.

Bes i des

,

we already have a the
key contracts in!"

.
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1 N HOLLYWOOD
THE TOP NEWS IS

P A R A M 0 U N T

Paramount Studio last month played host to

The Honourable Shri Morarji Desai, Minister of

Finance, Government of India. Above is the

luncheon scene of the Minister and his official

party in the studio commissary. Reading clock-

wise from lower left:

P. Sen Ch&udhuri, Personnl Secretary to the Commi-

ssioner-General for Economic Affairs; T. R. Kapur,

Personal Assistant to the Minister of Economic Af-

fairs; V. Y. Tonpe, Private Secretary to the Fin-

ance Minister; William Meiklejohn, Paramount Exec-

utive; P. Govidan Nair, Minister of Economic Af-

fairs, Government of India; William Perlberg, Pro-

ducer; Jaipal Singh, Member of Parliament; D. a.

Doran, Executive; Dr. J. J. Anjeria, Economic Ad-

viser to the Finance Minister; Bernard Feins, Exeo-

utive; R. V. Subrahuanian, Deputy Secretary, Minis-

try of Finance, Government of India; Duke Wales,

Motion Picture Association; C. J. Stracey, Consul-

General of India, San Francisco; Edward Schellhorn,

Foreign Dept.; F. Sequeira, Personal Secretary to

the Consul-General of India at San Francisco; Her

Steinberg, Director of Publicity, Paramount Studio;

C. S. Krishna Moorthi, Counsellor, Office of the

Commissioner-General for Economic Affairs; Robert

Rubin, Executive, Paramount Pictures Corp.; B. K.

Nehru. Commissioner-Generel for Economic Affairs,

India, at Washington D. D.; Y. Frank Freeman, Vice-

President, Paramount Pictures Corp.; The Honorable

Shri Morarji Desai, Minister of Finance, Government

of India; Jacob H. Karp, Vice-President in Charge

of Paramount Studio; A. K. Roy, Finance Secretary,

Government of India; Sidney Justin, Executive Assis-

tant to Mr. Karp; Mrs. Nehru; Luigi Luraschi, Cen-

sorship, Paramount Studio; J. N. Ganju, Press att-

ache, Embassy of India, Washington D. C.; Captain

H. S. hatnagar. Air Attache, Embassy of India at

Los Angeles and Seattle; and Malik (back to camera)

As part of postgraduate teaching activities

in Occupational Medicine at U.C.L.A. (University

of California, Los Angeles), Dr. Leon J.Warshaw,

Paramount Medical Director, conducted a group ol

U.C.L.A. students and faculty .through the Para-

mount Studio to observe the kinds of work invol-

ved in film-making and the people who perform

them. Photo, taken in studio restaurant, shows

part of the group. Second from right
i
3

P
r

?
Jean

.

S. Felton, Professor of Occupational Medicine at

U.C.L.A., and at head of table, Dr. Warshaw on

left, and Dr. Hugh J. Stratheam, in charge of

Studio hosDital.

Jerry Lewis, putting on a

special show in his dressing-
room between 'takes' of his new
one. "CinderFella," finds that

he has a most appreciative aud-
ience In Eddie Constantine .....

Eddie is an American who went

to Paris as a young but ambit-
ious performer many years ago,

learned the language and became

one of the really top musichall
nt.ars of France.

BELOW

CHICAGO - This picture is on
the Hollywood page because these

five young ladies from Fi lmland
must be thinking strongly of
Hollywood as they meet Chicago’s

icy blast as they land to attend
the convention of The Theatre
Owners of America. From left to

right they are: Barbara Lawson,
Leslie Parrish, Joan Blackman,
Dolores Hart and Stella Stevens.

J. B. H. Wadia (centre), eminent

motion picture producer from India (and

Vice-President of India's motion pict-

ure association) chats with James E.

Perkins (left). President of Paramount

International Films, and Jacob H. Karp,

Vice-President in Charge of Paramount
c-fuHnn -i n f.hfl romrnis'aarv of th0 studio*

Mr. Perkins was at the time on an

overseas business assignment taking him

to New Zealand, Australia and the

Orient, but had met Mr. Wadia previous-

ly in India and in other parts of the

world.

Noted Paramount
cademy Award winner)

designer (and
Edith Head, at

.... Pleasure of His Company." and

hen too long later, 3h®

j

11
,

arope to be William Holden's leading

/////
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ONE SECOND AFTER MIDNIGHT

ON DECEMBER 31ST WILL SEE

US IN THE

cycuESafUi

iJI/JES
November was an unprecedentedly

busy month for George Weltner,
vice-president in Charge of World
Wide Sales. It was a month in
which his encompassing company
title was exercised to its sales
and production limits.

Georg* Weltner speaking to

the exhibitors of the nation at

the convention of the Theatre

Owners of America,in Chicago.

George Weltner addressing
the film industry press in the
Paramount company dining-room in
New York. At left, Martin Davis
and Jerome Pickman; at right,
Russell Holman.

NEW YORK - George Weltner
(right) chatting with three
members of the trade press. From
left: Gene Arneel, Variety; Lou
Pelegrine, Film Dailv; Morton
Sunshine, Independent Film
Journal.

November was the month in which the

top Paramount sales executive returned to

New York from a month's business survey in

Europe, held a major industry press meet-

ing, flew to Chicago to address the conv-

ention of the Theatre Owners of America,

flew to Hollywood with President Barney
Balaban and other executives for a top-
level production session, returned to New
York for the Eastern sales meeting and the

"Jack the Ripper" luncheon and sales sess-

ion, then flew to Chicago again for the

Mid-Western sales meeting, and on to Los

Angeles for the Western sales meeting.

Keystone of all of these business acti-
vities was the announcing - in actual and
factual detail - of the 38 Paramount prod-
uctions which made it possible for Mr.
Weltner to designate i960 as the first of
the 'Successful 'Sixties.'

His action produced a happy and glowing
response from the trade press. Reproduced ^
at right is the front page of Film Daily, W
with Mr. Weltner' s banner-headlined story
also given a special editorial tribute im-
mediately beneath the headline. Weekly
Variety gqve Mr. Weltner's vital announce-
ment major space, stressing the fact that
"Paramount is embarking on its most ambit-
ious program in years. Basic reason behind
the new approach, states global distribut-
ion v.p. George Weltner, is: 'The fear
psychosis has lifted'."

Equally glowing reports were published
in other trade papers, for it was quickly
and generally recognised that the Paramount
executive's statements both to the press
and to the exhibitors in Chicago represent-
ed the finest promise of definite uplift
the film industry has received this year.

Quoting Film Daily on the
Chicago TQA Convention...

" George Weltner of Par-
amount reported on the 37
pictures his company will put

into production by the end of

I960. He referred to the array
of product revealed at the
convention as ' the war cry of
a fighting industry . ' He noted
that there is a 'resurgence of
interest' in motion pictures."

d

gwaor.r.;

DAILY- :

PARA. SEES DECADE OF GAIN

•? V(l to Spark (harltr Ropen Hospital to

PaJonsorshlpJjw Drives, tipeml Corns. Seek Benefit Share
Martin Etected a

;

"Anniversary ",Summer

"

— PCA Seals Without Vote

TIE niiiiiest MOTION “SOLOMON AND SHEBA
I
fICTOtE EVE* CIEITEO Hot The Mightiest Campaign Ever Created

FI
led

.

J

Following the Chicago
meeting, ana the vitally
important studio confer-
ences, there was first
of all the sales meeting
in New York of all top
members of Hugh Owen's
overall division. Into
this on the opening day
was injected the ultra-

( Continued on Page 15)

Titles and details of the

forthcoming productions ann-

ounced by Mr. Weltner will be

found on Page 5.
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fOR BIGNESS! F©R BOX-OFFICE!!
DELIVERED TO YOU MONTH -BY- MONTH
WITH PARAMOUNT consistency!

THE 0UTSTM0I1I6 SUCCESS OE THESE CUNNENT RELEASES
]

TIE WORLD’S GREATEST
GROSSING MOTION PICTURE!

CECIL B. De MILLE'S

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

NAS ALREADY DEER SEEN IT MORE THAN

7MILLION
ENTHUSIASTIC PATRONS IN ONLY

303 THEATRES IN Gt BRITAIN!

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
#

PARAMOUNT BRANCH MANAGER MUfW !
AND ENSURE YOU* FUTURE PLAYING TIME

<TijQR BIGNESS! FOR BOX-OFFICE! And for the

S* good of the whole film industry - such is

4Jji indeed the theme of this powerful 2-page

advertisement in a recent issue of The Daily

Cinema of London. Note particularly the magni-

ficent record scored to date by "The Ten Comm-

andments " in playing to 7,000,000 patrons in

just 303 theatres in Great Britain. This is

'cinematic-communication' in the spirit in

which this great film was conceived.

VER THE YEARS, in the progress of our

company, we have had a great many 'hunt-

ers.' Probably the most important to date

have been the talent hunters; then there have

been the story hunters, the location hunters,

the idea hunters. All have contributed magnif-

icently and monumentally to the onward march

of Paramount. Now comes another hunter — the

product hunter. He epitomizes what Vice-Presi-

dent George Weltner has striven for for many

years - the deep search for pictures to bear

the Paramount trade mark and to appease the

hunger of theatres world-wide for more product.

First as head of Paramount Inter-,

national, and latterly and more

importantly as head of World-
wide sales for Paramount, Mr.

Weltner has carried his search

for product into virtually every

part of the world. This search

has brought up such pearls as

"War and Peace," "Tempest," "A

Touch of Larceny," "Jovanka and

the Others" and "Jack the Ripper." But now,

with the press of many other vital matters, it

has become necessary for Mr. Weltner to appoint

a deputy 'hunter.' His search for such a man

was as thorough as his search for product has

been. He sought a man who knows the whole world

intimately, who knows what pictures are being
made, and where, and even more importantly.

HOWARD
HARRISON

Published every month by Paramount Pictures Corp-
oration, 1501 Broadway, New York 36. New York, U.S.A.
Issued by and for members oi' the Paramount organizat-
ion around the world who believe in the entertainment
appeal of their motion pictures, television and allied
products and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor
1 '
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what pictures are being planned so that access
to them may be had on the ground 'sprocket, 'so
to speak. In Howard Harrison, pictured in this
text, he found the ideal man. Mr. Harrison has
been in international motion pictures for a
great many years. He has travelled constantly
in every part of the world. What is even more
pertinent: in every country his reputation and
integrity are of the highest. It is evident
that he will bring both product and prestige
to Paramount. We bid him a most cordial welcome.

@@@@@@@@@

<TV M̂ES ARE THE MAGIC STAR DUST of our bus-
jKl| iness. From the very beginning of Param-
Cj\J ount, when crowds thronged the boxoffice

of the Lyceum Theatre in New York City to see

Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen Elizabeth," the star
symbol has been the true symbol of audience
attraction. It is in this spirit that we call
your attention to the following names that you
will find in the I960 product announcement to
be seen on the opposite page:

William Holden, Audrey Hepburn, Jerry

Lewis, Fred Astaire, Marlon Brando, Maurice

Chevalier, Vera Miles, Debbie Reynolds, Tony

Curtis, Sophia Loren, Van Heflin, Tab Hunter,

Clark Gable, Karl Malden, Charles Laughton,

Ingrid Bergman, Mel Ferrer, Laurence Harvey,

James Mason, Anna Maria Alberghetti, Anthony

Perkins, Janet Leigh, Alfred HitchcocK, Elsa

Martinelli, Judith Anderson, Lilli Palmer and

Elvis Presley. That's just a few of them.

For as the list indicates, a number of prod-

uctions definitely set for filming yet remain

to be cast; and some other productions, partly

cast at this point in time, will add to their

casts stars and featured players of definite

marquee and box-office strength.

@@@@@@@

The critics have been so high in their

praise of "Cecil B, DeMille: Autobiography"

that it would not be amiss to think that many

of you in the U.S. and Canada have added lustre

to your Christmas shopping lists by putting

this fine book on the list of worthwhile jgifts

you are giving this coming Christmas.



THE SOLID, CINEMATIC SUBSTANCE OF

"THE SUCCESSFUL '60s"

HELLER WITH A GUN
Filmed in Technicolor. Directed by George Cukor.
Starring Anthony Quinn, Sophia Loren, Margaret
O'Brien and Steve Forrest.

ONE-EYED JACKS
Most eagerly awaited film in years. Technicolor.
Directed by, and starring, Marlon Brando. Also
Karl Malden, Pina Pellicer, Katy Jurado.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET
Hal Wallis production, directed by Norman Tauro&
Starring Jerry Lewis,Joan Blackman,Earl Holliman.

A BREATH OF SCANDAL
Directed in Technicolor by Michael Curtiz. Star-,
ring Maurice Chevalier, Sophia Loren,John Gavin.

CHANCE MEETING
Starring Micheline Presle, Hardy Kruger.

A TOUCH OF LARC E~N~Y

Ivan Foxwell production. Directed by Guy Hamil-
ton. Starring James Mason, Vera Miles, George
Sanders. A real 'sleeper.'

JACK THE RIPPER
Title suggests what this Joe Levine thriller will
do to theatre and box-office records.

THE BIG NIGHT
Starring Corey Allen and Venetia Stevenson.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA
Filmed in Technicolor and starring John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli and Dawn Addons.

BAY OF NAPLES
Filmed in Italy in Technicolor. Produced by Jack
Rose. Directed by Mel Shave Ison. Starring Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren and Vittorio De Sica.

THE RAT RACE
Produced in Technicolor by William Perlberg and
George Seaton. Starring Debbie Reynolds, Tony
Curtis and Jack Oakie.

CINDERFELLA
Also in Technicolor. '

F
' is for Fabulously Funny.

Directed by Frank Tashlin. Starring Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Judith Anderson, Anna Maria Alberghetti.

JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS
Produced by Dino DeLaurentiis. Directed by Martin
Ritt. Starring Van Heflin, Vera Miles, Silvana
Mangano, Barbara Bel Geddes and many others.

THE SAVAGE INNOCENTS
Filmed in Technirama in Northern Canada and the
savage Arctio. Starring Anthony Quinn,Yoko Tani.

PSYCHO
Alfred Hitchcock production. Starring Anthony

Perkins, Janet Leigh, Vera Miles.

THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY
Perlberg-Seaton production of the radiant Broad-

way comedy. Starring Fred Astaire, Debbie Reyn-

olds, Tab Hunter, Lilli Palmer, Charlie Ruggles

and Gary Merrill.

THE BASHFUL BULLFIGHT E~R

Starring who else but Jerry Lewis. Directed by

Norman Taurog.

CAFE EUROPA
Hal Wallis production in Technicolor starring

Elvis Presley.

THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR
Perlberg-Seaton production to be filmed in the

locales of the exciting true-life-story book.

Starring William Holden, Lilli Palmer.

THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
Directed by Jean Negulesco in Technicolor in

Hongkong, and starring William Holden.

AUDREY HEPBURN
Starring in a Hal Wallis production to commence

filming in February.

NO BAIL FOR THE JUDGE
An Alfred Hitchcock production. Co-starring

Audrey Hepburn and Laurence Harvey.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S
A Jurow-Shepherd production.

A CHILD IS WAITING
Panama & Frank product ion.Starring Ingrid Berg-

man.

HENRY B L A N K~E

Production to be announced.

ALAN PAKULA PRODUCTION
Title to be announced.

THE BLUE MUSTANG
William Hawkes production. Top star cast.

MELODY OF SEI
Written and proauced by Henry and Phoebe Ephron,

based on Max Catto ' s book about young life and

love in a place called Paris, France.

BLOOD AND ROSES
Starring Mel Ferrer and Elsa Martinelli. Directed

by Roger Vadim (discoverer of Brigitte Bardot).

SATAN
Baaed on the novel by H. DeVere Stacpole, and

directed by Roger Vadim.

THE SLENDER THREAD
A Stuart Miller production, from the new popular

book by P.J.Merrill.

BELOIN-RICHELIN
Several productions by Edmund Beloin and Maurice

Richelin, to be announced.

WALK LIKE A DRAGON
To be produced by James Clavell, who made "The

Fly" and other hits.

THE MOUNTAIN IS YOUNG
Massive production to be filmed in Nepal, based

on the novel by .Han Suyin, who wrote "Love Is a

Many Splendored Thing."

SIDNEY SHEPETENER
A production by Sidney Shepetener,to be announced.

UNDER TEN FLAGS
Dino DeLaurentiis production. Starring Van Heflin,

Charles Laughton, Alex Nicol and many others.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...

Debbie Reynolds and
Kay Medford look with
slightly different view-
points on a bit of com-
edy drama transpiring in
a 54th Street bar in a
scene in "The Rat Race,"
the title of which indi-
cates that it is set in
New York City.

There 'are no office
hours for leaders.

Cardinal Gibbons

NEW YORK CITY - Stella
Stevens, arriving here
for public relations work
in connection with the
premiere of "Li'l Abner"
at the Roxy, offers proof
of the interest factor
which has made aisle seats
in planes more popular
than window seats.

I believe that the
best luck is to be happ-
ily married, and that
the next best luck is to
have good friends.

James Hilton

[CHARLOTTE] This month the spotlight is on
Jake Neil, booker, who desi faned and drew the
mailing piece (shown on this page) used as a

gimmick in securing short subject bookings.
Not only did it serve this purpose, but it was
also displayed in front of each booker's desk
to catch the eyes of the exhibitors.

Anne Davis, ledger clerk, is at home awa-
iting the stork. Replacing her is Lois Neil.
We are very happy to have Lois back. She was
a former employee in the Inspection Depart-
ment prior to being injured in an automobile
accident in June of 1957.

A young man from out of town, in Char-
lotte on his vacation recently, was none other
than Max Price, up from Atlanta for a few days.

Ve were delighted to see him and hope that he
will visit with us often. Max is a former
booker here, now office and booking manager
in Atlanta Branch.

Fess Parker, star of THn JAYHAWKERS, made
a personal appearance at the Carolina Theatre
and later was a guest at the North and South
Theatre Owners Convention at Hotel Charlotte.

LI'L Abner was viewed by many satisfied
folk, all ages, at the Carolina Theatre, when
it was shown as a sneak preview.

Another former employee, Mrs. Erna Litton,

celebrated her Golden Wedding Anniversary on
October 30. Our congratulations to her and
Mr. Litton on reaching this milestone. Mrs.
Litton retired in July of 1957 after more than
thirty years as an inspectress.

Charlotte is very proud of its newest
shopping center, "The Charlottetown Mall."
Forty stores are under one roof. One can walk
across to a store on the other side in com-

plete comfort. The mammoth building is heated

E s q u i re
the magazine for men that is read from cover
to uncover, and which proves that a 'dish'

doesn't have to come from a china department
any more than a 'tomato' has to come from a
vegetable 3tand, has in its November issue

really gone to town on a Paramount star. The

magazine has taken four full pages, in color,

to contend, in cute pix and cuter tex, that
all the world

loves Sophia Loren....
The depth of Esquire's affection is shown

as we quote their (the editorial staff's) rave,

to wit:

Despite the well-publicized attractions
of coy blonde gigglers or monkey-faced
French beatniks, movie-goers have become
aware that Sophia Loren is real royalty,
the reigning and genuine divine-right queen
of the screen. A vital, old-fashioned full-
blown beauty, she has great emotional depth
and a glorious sense or humor, as demonstr-
ated in the pictures on these pages, when
she clowned around for photographer Saul
Leiter. For other aspects of Sophia,there '

s

a clutch of full-frequency-range Paramount
pictures: currently "That Kind of Woman,"
"Heller With a Gun," and in a few months
two films she made in Europe, "Breath of
Scandal." shot in Vienna, ana "Bay of
Naples,'1 shot in Italy.

MILWAUKEE - When Tony Curtis was here be-
ginning the shooting of "The Rat Race," two of
the visitors on the set got in a picture with
him. They were Mrs. Everett Olsen, wife of
Paramount's Chicago area merchandising repres-
entative: and Matt Donahue, Paramount salesman
out of Milwaukee. Scene was shot in Milwaukee's
Greyhound bus station.

This is the
Charlotte post-
er for Short
Subjects menti-
oned in the ad-
joining column.
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in winter, and cooled in summer. We are for-

tunate to be one of twenty-seven cities to

boast of such a center.
—Mildred Hoover

N EW ORLEANS This branch, during October,

celebrated the 40th year of film service by

salesman Ed Shinn. The results of the drive

the branch had in his honor were very 6ratify-

ing. On Saturday, October 24, the Paramount

Pep Club held a surprise party in Mr. Shinn's

honor at Fitzgerald's seafood restaurant on

the Lakefront. a grand time was enjoyed by

all who attended. Mr. Shinn was presented with

a cake bearing 40 candles after which Bill Hol-

liday, Branch Manager, presented him with a

piece of luggage, a two- suiter, and a handsome

matching wallet from the employees. For the

1st time in 40 years Ed Shinn was at a loss

for words.
We had the pleasure of meeting at the

party for the first time, Travis Carr's charm-

ing wife, Fentress.
It was announced at the party that booker

Irma Rogers will celebrate her 40th year with

Paramount as of November 15- Congratulations

Irma. Hope you will enjoy many more years

with Paramount.
A sneak screening was held on "LI'L AB-

NER" in the Seenger Theatre. Everyone who

attended was pleased with the picture ana had

nothing but praise for the whole performance.

(Continued on Page 18)



First of the "Successful Sixties”

envisioned last month by Mr. Weltner,will

see the production of at least two great

features by William Holden. First will be

"THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG," to commence

next month in Hongkong, to be followed by

interior sequences in London. Then about

May or June, Holden will commence filming

of "THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR" in Stockholm,

Copenhagen, Berlin and other cities.

BILL HOLDEN READYING
A PARAMOUNT SHARE
FOR THE

’’SUCCESSFUL SIXTIES”

PARIS - In a suite in the Plaza-Athen^e,
producer Ray Stark, at left, writer John Patrick
and director Jean Negulesco, at right, discuss
with William Holden the forthcoming production
of "The World of Suzie Wong." Exteriors are to
be made in Hongkong and interiors in London, so
it really will be a global picture.

U
BRITISH^
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LEFT
BERLIN - A serious and

reflective group emerge
from Untersuchungschaft-
anstalt Moabit - otherwise
known as Moabit Prison.
William Holden is at right,
with producer-director
George Seaton immediately
behind him. In centre is
Charles P.Juroe, European
director of advertising
and publicity, and behind
him is German publicity
director Gunter Schack.At
left is Berlin Associated
Press chief, Mr.Hartman.

BERLIN - Producer George
Seaton and star William Holden
envision a scene of the forth-
coming Perlberg-Seaton product-
ion, "The Counterfeit Traitor,"
in one of it3 actual story loc-
ations, the tragic courtyard of
this city's Moabit Prison. With
them, at right, is the Prison
Warden, Mr. Glaubrecht.

BERLIN - In this city-

looking over locations in
connection with his com-
ing role in the Perlberg-
Seaton production, "The
Counterfeit Traitor,"
William Holden stands at
the border dividing West
and East in Berlin, oppo-
site the Brandenburg Gate.

This exact location has a
vital true-life importance
in "The Counterfeit Trai-
tor."

BERLIN - William Holden, his
mind on the awful deeds committ-
ed on this very spot, stands
before the execution wall in the
courtyard of Moabit Prison. In
"The Counterfeit Traitor," this
very spot will re-record one of
the book's most dramatic true-
life happenings - the crashing
end of a great heroine's life.



POWER OF "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS” GROWS
MIGHTIER WITH TIME

CYNGOR EGLWYSI EFENGYLA1DD DINAS BANGOR

6, Kingsley Ave,
Maesgeirchen.
Bangor.
Tel. 2672

Mai 1959.

Annwyl Ysc.

Gyda balchder y cyhoeddwn y dangoslr y Ffllm Odldog 'The TEN

COMMANDMENTS' yn y New County Theatre. Bangor yn mis Gorffennaf.

Era rhai hlynyddoedd bellach bu cydwelthlo hapus rhwng y Cyngor

Eglwysl a pherchnoglon y County Theatre a theimlwn hi. n fralnt 1 gael cydweithio

elenl eto a nawddogi dangosiad y Ffllm hon.

Mae.n anrhydedd fawr i.r County Theatre fod y darlundy cyntiif ync

Ngogledd Cymru i ddangos y Ffllm.

Cynyrchwyd y Ffllm gan Cecil De Mille - sydd o barchus goffadwrlaeth

yn fyd enwog am el ffilmlau crefyddol. Casglwyd at el gllydd actorlon enwocaf y

byd ar gyfer y Ffllm - Charles Heston. Yul Bryner. Anne Baxter. Edward G. Rob-

inson a Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

Dyma ddywed Cecil De Mille an el amcan yn gwneud y Ffllm hon

The TEN COMMANDMENTS were born In the mind of God and given to the world

through Moses - Through our picture we hope that they will be impressed anew upon

the minds of hundreds of millions of people for generations. We tried not to make It

a ’Movie' but a living experience. as real humanly and spiritually as It Is authentic

historically.'

Cytuna arweinwyr pob enwad a Sefydllad Crlstnogol fod y Ffllm hon yn

worth el gweld - Dyma rai sylwadau

'A Pllm that speaks to our age' - 'We were profoundly Impressed by The Ten

Commandments. There could be no question about the reverence with which thl6

Biblical story Is treated.' (Ysg Felbl Gymdelthas).

Bydd gwledd o dros H awr yn aros pob un a ddaw 1 weld y Ffllrr hon.

Pel y gelllr rr.eddwl fe gostlodd y ffllm hon lawer lawn l.w gwneud

ac o.r herwydd ac am na fu ,n bosibl cael ond perfformiad yr hwyr rhald yw

codi.r prlsau am fynedlad 1 mewn. Mae hyn yn amod cyn y gelllr dangos y

Ffllm yn unm an.

Dyma.r Manyllon.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Bydd yn cychwyn o Orffennaf 20ed am gyfnod byr-Nl elllr nodi yn union

sawl wythnos.

Lie- New County Theatre. Bangor (Mae maes parcio mawr cyfleus yn ymyl)

Amser- Yn Ddyddlol am 2- 15pm. a 7 pm.

Tocynnau- 6/- Circle a 4/6d. Stalls.

Bydd gostynglad 1 bartlon o dros 30 mewn rhlf l berfformlad

y prynhawn.

Plant - Celr mynedlad l berfformlad y prynhawn am 21- a 3/ -d.

Gelllr alcrhau tocynnau o Mehefln laf ymlaen o.r

BOX OPPICB
New County Theatre,

BANGOR.

Agor 10am - 10pm. Tel. 2826. Agor 10am. - 10pm.

Hoffem bwyalelslo mal o raid mae.r prlslau yn uchel ac na fydd

elenl ddlm elw arlanol l.r Cyngor. Ond credwn y dylld gwneud pob ymdrech

I gael aelodau yr eglwysl ac yn wlr pobl eln hardaloedd 1 weld y Pfllm

Yr elddoch yn gywir

Gerallt Davies (LLywydd)

MANY LANGUAGES have appeared in our column
connection with world-wide showings of "The

naTen Comnandments," but so far Welsh Has not been
one of them. We now rectify this by reproducing
above the special letter or Gerallt Davies,
resident of the Free Church Council, in conneo-

‘
* ty

“ *

y
The letter was printed in

president ox tne rree unurcn uouncxj., aji cumm
tion with the presentation of the mighty Cecil
B. DeMille production in the New County Theatre

Dakar, French West Africa....
These are the Royal (at left) and Palace Theatres in

Dakar, and to them, through the medium of "The Ten Command-
ments," has come the greatest film business they have ever
known. Business of absolutely astronomical proportions. It
was viewed personally by Eugene Maillet, Assistant Sales
Manager of the French organization, who made what was to
him an unforgettable journey to the Equatorial territory to
see the Cecil B. DeMille production publicized and presen-
ted.

First report to Milton Goldstein in New York from Henri
Michaud (in charge of European and North African distribut-
ion of "The Ten Commandments") gave sensational figures and
this comment: "As you will note, the receipts of the first
day are in excess of capacity, as additional chairs were
used at the Palace and at the Royal the spectators were just
piled in as in a sardine can!"

Several days later, Mr. Michaud wrote again, saying, in
part: "I am happy to confirm that the engagement at Dakar
is a sensational success. Every show is filled to more than
capacity, the capacity of both theatres being in direct re-
lation to the compressibility of the human body - each and
every one of the tens of thousands."

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - Group
of Church notables entering the
Rex Theatre for a special scree-
ning of "The Ten Commandments."
From left: Monsenor Bolanos,
Canon of ths Basilica of Cartago;
Monsenor Arie,Canon ofSantisima
Trinidad Church; Archbishop
Miguel Chaverri; Monsenor Arrieta,
Director of the Catholic magaz-
ine, "El Eco Catolico": Central
America Manager Mario Ghio; and,
back to camera, Sr. Jose Bern-
ardi, publicity manager of the
Circuito Teatral Raventos.

This screening was in advance
of the film's opening. Picture
is now in its llth week and is
continuing indefinitely.

AUSTRALIA continues
to splinter records with
"The Ten Commandments."

In Gosford,NSW, in a

two-weeks' season the
film played to an atten-
dance of 8,439, or 163$
of the population; Ayr,
Q'land, 96$ of the popu-
lation; Mount Gambier,
SA, 109.51^ of the popu-
lation; Gatton, Q'land,
161.77$ of the populat-
ion. In Wollongong,NSW,
"The Ten Commandments"
ran for 5 weeks to a
oaying attendance of

48,452, or 52.27$ of the

population.

at Bangor, Sales. ...»

both English and Welsh.

One of the many great
reviews of the book of
Cecil B. DeMille' s life
was this full page one in
Chicago's Sunday Tribune
of November 15tn. It was
designated "The best and
most important autobiogr-
aphy that has ever come
out of Hollywood."

n
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(Reprinted from Daily Cinema,London)

This Will Get
The Family

Audience Back

Stating that "The Five Pennies"
has shattered every box-office record
in the entire history of the Plaza,
Paramount's managing director, Fred

Hutchinson, announces that arrange-
ments have been made to extend the

scheduled run,
"But," he emphasises, "the sig-

nificance of its general release
during the Christmas and New Year
season will not be lost upon ex-
hibitors, This is the season of
family entertainment, 'The Five
Pennies' is family entertainment
plus I"

The film has been running at the

Plaza at normal admission prices —
and its amazing success has no rel-
ation to sex or the drawing power of
an "X", "It is," says Fred Hutchin-

son, "clean wholesome entertainment,
the type of screen fare upon which
the movie industry has always thrived.
This picture, I am sure, will do
more than virtually any other in re-
cent years to attract back to the
cinemas that family audience which
has for generations been the back-
bone of our business,"

PARAMOUNT EVENTS IN

THE BRITISH FILM
INDUSTRY SCENE
LONDON - Fred Hutchinson,

managing director of Para-
mount. announces that John
Goligntly (shown at right),
has succeeded the late Thom-
as H.Ainsworth as the comp-
any's branch manager at New-
castle.

This appoihtment is in aoo-
ordance with Paramount's
policy of promotion from with-
in its own ranks, for Mr.
Golightly has been a Newcastto
branch salesman since May,
1958. His appointment as branch
manager became effective on
November 2nd.

Mr.Golightly has had wide
industry experience. He was
with RKO for 28 years, start-
ing in the despatch dept.,
later becoming office mans
and then salesman.

His many friends
in the film trade
*ill warmly weloonB
this well merited
promotion. Para-
mount World extends
warmest congratul-
ations also.

manager

London & “Career"
This was the Daily Cinema's pun-

gent summation of Hal Wallis' pro-
duction of "Career."

Rating: Strong star billing will
make this an immediate boxoffice
attraction, while audiences will
respect it as intelligent drama-
tic entertainment.

i <xo moutnis uriat Stars

DANNY KAYE f
THE FIVE PENNIES 3

MlMMM ARMSTRONG

plaza ^0CT22

LONDON - Two very wonderful window tie-ups for the
music of "The Five Pennies." There were many, many others
of equal calibre , and it must be said with deep sincerity
that the show-minded Paramounteers of London did an absolu-
tely matchless job in their public relations campaign on the
Danny Kaye picture. (Aided mightily by Paul Ackerman and
Armand Cardea from the New York end).

Top scene shows the sheet music display in Chappell's,
with the impact built around the four major numbers in the
film: "The Five Pennies": "Lullabye in Ragtime"; "Goodnight,
Sleep Tight"; and "The Five Penny Saints". Estimated window
value here was One Hundred Pounds weekly for the length of
the run. Lower scene is for the London soundtrack recording
of the music in the film as displayed by Keith Prowse, in
the heart of London's entertainment sector. The estimated
window value here was Two Hundred founds weekly for the full
run of the picture.

London's campaign on "The Five Pennies" has been so
extensive (and effective) that it would take a complete
issue of Paramount World to report it, and so practical in
every sense that it would take a volume of superlatives to
classify it. Messrs Tony Reddin, Peter Barnes, Leslie
Pound and F. Reed certainly stacked up enough practical
showmanship to be seen, heard —— and used —— around the
world. And this is precisely what Armand Cardea in New*
Y

i

3 in order that Paramounteers everywhere may
profit by the store-window showmanship, the widespread
radio and television tie-ins, the fan aad music magazine
publicity, the counter shows, press contests and street
stunts which the British Paramounteers contrived and set
in motion on a nation-wide scale.
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STOCKHOLM - Another
lew of the 'Cossacks' as
they carried the message
of the Saga's great attr-
action, "Tempest" through
the main thoroughfares of
the city during the lunch
hour.

HELSINKI - Exterior of
the Gloria Theatre during
the highly successful en-
gagement of "Tempest." At
the time of the opening
of the great De Laurentals
-Paramount production,the
Italian Ambassador was
among those present*

STOCKHOLM - Here indeed is sparkling show-
manship for "Tempest," the attraction at the
renowned Saga Theatre. This troop of 'Cossacks'
paraded the main streets of the city during
the lunch hour period and attracted widespread
attention. They are shown here passing the
city's main Concert Hall. A factor adding even
more interest to the stunt was the fact that
one-half of the riders were women - young and
ery attractive women.

MED TONVIKTEN LAGD
PA PRODUKTIONEN. .

.

Ja, hela detta nummer, alltifrAn omslagsbil-
den till sista sidans Tiktlga meddelande,
handler uteslutande ora vAr production - den
nest ffirhoppningsfulla rapport t1 nAgonsin
arit i tillffille leverera betrfiffande nya
filner, fllner under arbete och planerade

HOLLYWOOD - Early last month the Paramount
studio was honored dv a visit from the Danish
Ambassador to the United States, Count Kield
Gustav Knuth-Wlnterfeldt and his wife, the
Countess. The; were accompanied by Mr. Ryan A.
Grut, Danish Consul in Los Angeles, and nis
wife. At the studio they were entertained at a
luncheon given by Mr. Jack Karp, vice-president
in charge of the studio, and Mr. Y. Frank Free-
man. They also visited the set of "The Rat
Race" ana watched stars Debbie Reynolds and
Tony Curtis at work.

Shown above, reading from the left, are —
The Ambassador, Count Knuth-Winterfeldt: Mr.Y.
Frank Freeman; Countess Knuth-Winterfelat; Mr.
Jack Karp; Luigi Luraschi, head of Censorship;
Danish Consul Ryan A. Grut; Mrs. Grut; Edward
Schellhorn,head,Foreign Dept., Paramount studio.

inapeIningar.
Mr. Weltner her varit den eldande sjfilen i

denna kampanj f6r en fullgod produktion. Anda
sedan han Svertog posten som forsal jningschef
for hela vfirlden har han.med en ihardighet
och malmedvetenhet som saknar motstycke i bo-
lagets hlstoria, haft detta raAl for figonen,

vilket bl.a. filmer som KRIG OCH FRED och
KOSACKEHNAS UFPROR ger belagg for.

Mr. Weltners nyligen avslutade europaresa, som
ingaende behandlades i foregaende nummer, och
hans pafoljande studiobesdk sir andra moment i

hans produktionsplan. Mellan dessa tvenne be-
sok ligger hans minnesvfirda presskonferens i

New York, vid
<

vilket tillffille Mr. Weltner in-
gaende uppeholl sig vid de 34 filmer, som ni
kan lasa om i detta nummer av Paramount World.

Vidare kan nfimnas att Mr. Weltner ett par da-

gar efter konfrontationen med fackpressen i

New York var en av toopdeltagarna i en bio-
graffigarsammankomst som hblls i Chicago, varvid
han gjorde tydligt och klart det faktum, att
Paramount fir ett produktions- och distribu-
tionsbolag och att det fir fast beslutet att sA

forbliva, nagot som det fSlJande studiobesdket
kraftigt bestyrkte.

Dfirffir - nfir ni lfiser detta nummer sA betfink

att ni lfiser om ett stfindigt fornyat produk-

HELSINKI, Finland - Display across the
proscenium or the Gloria Theatre when "Tempest"
was still a "coming attraction." Now of course
it is an accomplished success.

tionsprogram. Betfink, att ni tar del av ftir-

handsmeddelanden om det genom tiderna bfista
produktionsprogrammet. Lfis allt detta och ni
forstAr varfor Mr. Weltner betecknat de nfir-

maste aren som "det framgAngsrika sextitalet"

Mr. James E. Perkin®, president of Paramount
International Filins, befinner sig pa resa i

Australien, Ny® Zeeland och Orlenten f8r att
nersonligen fora fram Paramounts nya och sto-
ra produktionsprogram pA samna satt som Mr.
Weltner gjort det for biograffigare och fack-
press i Amerika.

COPENHAGEN -
This poster for
"The Ten Comm-
andments" was
placed by the
church authorit-
ies on the ann-
ouncement board
of the Copenhagen
Cathedral during
the film's show-
ing at the P&Iads
Theatre.
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"T"-DAY IMPENDS AS DEBUT
OF TELEMETER DRAWS CLOSE

INTERNATIONAL TELEMETER COMPANY is a divis-
ion of Paramount Pictures Corporation. It is
therefore a major partner in the implementation
of the promise implicit in the company's pro-
nouncement of I960 being the first of the "Succ-

essful Sixties." This page is a progress report

on years of planning which come to fruition in
Toronto next month.

Shown at right is Louis
A. Novins, president of
International Telemeter
Company, a division of
Paramount Pictures Corpor-
ation. With him is Will
Baltin, who is serving as
coordinator for Internat-
ional Telemeter Company on
the world's first Telemeter
System now being installed
in West Toronto, Canada,by
Trans Canada Telemeter, a
division of Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, Ltd.

Film Trade All Eyes & Ears As

Tollvision Test Nears in Canada

The sign on this door on the
9th floor of the Paramount
Building in New York City tells
a most important story. The
door leads to the superb modern
Telemeter demonstration room.

By ROBERT McSTAY ^

Toronto, Dec. 1.

With 13,000 homes of a Toronto
suburb (Etobicoke) wired by Bell
Telephone of Canada, tollvision
will make its Canadian debut the
latter part of next month, accord*
ing to Eugene E. Fitzgibbons, pres-
ident of Trans-Canada Telemeter.
With a potential of 40,000 homes
in the area, he reported seven out
of 10 householders sold; but re-?
stricted importations of ^.merican-
njade mechanical gadgets are hold-
ing the pre-test to the current 13.-
000 homes.

Target of wide interest by dis-
tributors and theatre operators ill

Canada and United States, the nep
setup promises two separate chan-
nels showing weekly changes ol
feature films for an initial $5 fof
Bell Telephone hook-in> plus tho
insertion of coins in the receiver
set for. the desired viewing of a
feature. This will probably be $t
for a full-lengther, the same price
as in a theatre area in the uburbs.
The third channel, free of payment
bo subscribers, will consist of pub-
lic service features such as local
news, church services, weather re-
ports, a panel show, service club

(Contmued on page 79)

NEW YORK - A comer of the Telemeter demons-
tration and sales room on the 9th floor of the
Paramount Building. A Telemeter unit is shown
atop a conventional TV receiver.

Section of the control room ana transmitter
installed by International Telemeter Company on
the 13th floor of the Paramount Building, which
transmits three programs simultaneously ror re-
ception in the demonstration and sales room of
Telemeter shown above. Monitoring the system is
Leonard Cohen, Telemeter engineer.

j
- -T~ — — me demonstration

of Telemeter shown at top of thepage. Furnishings are modem in keeping withthe progress motif of Telemeter.

Pictures byED SULLIVAN

- - 1.0VY 01 uec.2nd. is powerful testimony to the wide-scale inter-est in the upcoming debut of Telemeter. This debutwin take place during January and should be one ofour major news stories for February.
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Japan f s 1960 Calendar
H m Hit

It has become traditional to expect beauty and
utility in Japan's annual calendars, and the one
for I960, received late last month, is no exception
to the rule. Reporduction of the 12 Paramount perso-
nalities is truly exquisite. We name them here in
order that you might know which film stars stand in
high esteem in Japan:

JANUARY . . .Audrey HepburnFEBRUARY ...Carroll Baker
MARCH ...Marlon Brando
APRIL ...Carolyn Jones
MAY ... Dolores Hart
JUNE ...Tina Louise
JULY ...Barbara Bel Geddes
AUGUST ...Sophia Loren
SEPTEMBER ...Anthony Perkins
OCTOBER ...Shirley MacLaine
NOVEMBER • ..Lilli Palmer
DECEMBER ...William Holden

TOKYO - Here, outside
of the Hibiya Theatre
showing "Last Train From
Gun Hill," is showmanship
of a high and thrilling
order. A couple of 'hired
gunmen,' who have been
staging a 'gun battle* in
many parts of Tokyo, reacha' climax'right in front
of the Hibiya, and in full
iew of the double queue
of patrons waiting to see
the film.

To indicate to timid
members of the public that
they were really adverti-
sing a film, each man had
* sign on his back naming
the film ana the theatre.

JS?
r
t£n*Kr»i

heir part"

OSAKA - When the Kitano The-
atre showed "Last Train From
Gun Hill" the management adver-
tised in local newspapers for
foreigners who resembled Anthoy
Quinn and Kirk Douglas. Here
are the winners in the company
of a couple of Japanese "mar-
shals' who patrolled the area.
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HONGKONG - Playing "The Bucc-
aneer" day-and-date with the
King's, a different style of
front-of-house display was used
by the Princess. But It made no
difference: they had to use the
•House Full' sign all the time,

too!

PARAMOUNT'S CAMERA
IN THE FAR EAST

“Thunder in the Sun M

proved to be a magnificent grosser during its
16-day run at the Grand Theatre in Bangkok. Comp-
ared with Susan Hayward's other starring films
(according to Paramount Manager Chana Chaikijkar-
ana), "Thunder In the Sun" outgrossed "I Want To
Live" by 7656 and "Woman Obsessed" by 7156

.

HOLLYWOOD - One of the most important recent
official visits made to Paramount Studios was
that of the Honourable Shri Morarji Desai, Min-
ister of Finance, Government of India. He is
shown here, third from left, in one of the exe-
cutive offices. Reading from left: Mr. A. K. Roy,
Finance Secretary, GovYt of India; Paramount
Vice-President Jacob H. Karp, in charge of the
Studio: The Honourable Shri Morarji Desai; Mr.
B.K.Nenru, Commissioner-General for Economic
Affairs, India, at Washington; Paramount Vice-
President Y. Frank Freeman; Mr. C.J.Stracey,
Consul-General of India at San Francisco,
distinguished visitors
toured the studio and
also were entertained
at lunch in the commi-
ssary. At right His
Excellency the Finance
Minister is shown bet-
ween Jack Oakie,right,
and Director Robert
Mulligan, on the set
of the Perlberg-Seaton
production, "The Rat
Race."

t
7*i

SAIGON, Vietnam - The Oscar
Theatre certainly made the house
a blaze of light and excitement
when Jerry Lewis in "Rock-A-Bye
Baby" was the attraction recent-
ly. The Os.car Theatre is in
Cholon.

Paramount Manager Yuan Kao re-
ports that the Jerry Lewis comedy
was released simultaneously - and
with enormous success - at the
recently renovated Eden, and the
Kinh-Do Theatres, both in Saigon.
Publicity books covering all of
these engagements are en route to
New York.

/

MANILA - Banner for the
eyes of all exhibitors
visiting Paramount head-
quarters here tells that
December. January, February
represent a testimonial

E
eriod honoring Far East
upervisor S.A.Henriksen.
The three Paramounteers

shown in scene are, from
left: Mrs. Concha P.Tuason,
Miss Tina Chuidian and Mr.
Emilio Villanueva.

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Exterior of
the fabulous Shin Sheng Theatre
with its unprecedented display
for "The Buccaneer."

We ask in all seriousness if
you have ever seen a front-of-
house display anywhere with the
showmanship impact that the
Shin Sheng delivers. It must be
a whiz

, for the opening day of
"The Buccaneer" set up a new
'highest record of net receipts'
for any opening day of 1959.

HONGKONG - Above and at left
are day and night shots of the
superlative showmanship which
drew overwhelming throngs to
King' 3 Theatre to enjoy "The
Buccaneer" and to make the use
of the 'House Full' sign manda-
tory at least every, and in some
instances, several times daily.
("The Buccaneer" played day-and
date at the Princess. See upper
left-hand corner of this page).
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HONGKONG HAILS "THE BUCCANEER"

HONGKONG - This type of adv-
ertising panel was used at both
the HK and Kowloon ends of the
Star Ferry run which is used by
an average of 100,000 passeng-
ers daily. It supplemented the
comprehensive radio coverage of
the picture by Radio Hongkong,
Jiediffusion and Commercial Rad-
io, plus the constant playing
of the film's record. The whole
campaign made "The Buccaneer"
extraordinarily well known in
the Hongkong area.

CHOLON,Vietnam - On the page
preceding is a spectacular night
view, with vast crowds , of the
Oscar Theatre when the Jerry
Lewis comedy, "Rock-A-Bye Baby"
was the attraction. Here is the
Oscar, minus crowds in order
that the showmanship display
might be seen.

MANILA, Philippines -
This is Miss Charito
Solis, star in LVN Films
of the Philippines. She
was one of the luminaries .

tested recently for the
role of 'Suzie' in Ray
Stark's Paramount product-
ion, "The World of Suzie
Wong."

HOLLYWOOD - Tony Cur-
tis (1.) welcomes to the
set of "The Rat Race "

Mr. and Era. Peter Lim
and their daughter. Mr.
Lim is a prominent busi-
ness man of Manila, Phil-
ippines Republic.

OSAKA, Japan - "Last Train From Gun Hill" was a massive
success here, playing day and date in several theatres. Here
are the Nangai GeVcijo (left) and Kitano Gekijo with their
very special displays for the important Hal Wallis production.
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Cont i nu i nq Report
(Continued from Page 3)

spirited "Jack the Ripper" luncheon,

which is already reported in detail
in this issue, but about which it

may be said again — "This was a

Ripper-snortin’ function, quite mn-
forgettable .

"

The New York sales meeting was
held in the Board Room for two days,

November 23, 24*

In attendance at the Home Office meeting,in
addition to Mr. Weltner, and ^astern Sales Man-
ager Hugh Owen, who hosted the meeting, were
the following representatives from the fields

John Moore, Gordon Bradley, Ulrik Smith,Dan
Houlihan, Michael Jusko, Donald Hicks, Lawrence
Terrell, Gene Jacobs, Herbert Gillis, Foster
Hotard, Fred Mathis, Myron Sattler, Nat Stern,
William Holliday, Gasper Urban, Howard Nichol-
son, Hem^ Germaine, Kip Smiley, Gordon Bugie,
William Meier, William Word.

Home Office was represented by Jerome Pick-
man, Robert J. Rubin, Edmund C. DeBerry, Martin
S. Davis, Howard Minsky, Joseph Friedman, Fred
Leroy, Arthur Dunne, Ben Shectman, Edward Chum-
ley, Sam Sigman, Dave Judson, Harold Rand.

It was the third successive meet-
ing of this type, and it was the
concensus of all attendees that this
was the topper of them all. Realism
and incisiveness were the keynotes,
and a great many massive problems
were tackled and despatched. These
included Short Features (Howard Min-
sky), "The Ten Commandments" (Ed
Chumley), "Jack the Ripper" (Joseph
Levine and aides), the Product Pic-
ture-by-Picture (George Weltner,
by theme, and Jerome Pickman, for
advertising), "Li’l Abner" (Martin
Davis and Joseph Friedman).

Vice-president Hugh Owen was host
of the meeting and saw to it that it

“Success in the
’
>60sn

O N THE basis of his recent travels both abroad -and
in the United States, and drawing on his 37 years of
motion picture industry experience, George Welt-

ner, Paramount vice-president in charge of worldwide
sales, recently predicted “success in the 1960s.” Mr. Welt-
ner said, “I have sensed a leveling off and an upturn in
the world situation as it affects motion pictures.” The Para-
mount executive believes that there now is a much more
forward-looking attitude on the part of both producers and
exhibitors. He cited the tremendous activity in the studios
in a number of foreign capitals and also the increased
progressive thinking . . . cooperation and optimism” ex'

pressed by American exhibitors.

—Martin Quigley. Jr.

Another editorial attesting to the
sterling worth of Mr. Weltner’s prod-
uct announcement. This one appeared
in Motion Picture Herald.

on the "Successful

NEW YORK - Power unit of the first of the
three national sales meetings. George Weltner
is flanked at right by Hugh Owen ana Edmund
DeBerry. At left can be seen (from top) Max
Balaban, Fred Mathis, Jacksonville Branch Man-
ager; Eugene Jacobs, Pittsburgh Branch Manager.

retained the tempo which character-
izes all of his sales meetings.

Vice-president Sidney G.Deneau
hosted the Chicago meeting (also
the Los Angeles one which we will
picture next month) , and the wonder-
ful tempo set in New York was main-
tained on the shores of Lake Michi-
gan.

CHICAGO! SECOND MEETING

CHICAGO - Rapt attention at the head table
a3 one of the branch managers raised a point
in connection with "Jack the Ripper." From 1.
to r.: Howard Minsky, George Weltner, Joseph
Levine, Sidney G. Deneau, Jack Parley.

CHICAGO - In this group, from left: Tom
Duane , Detroit Branch Manager; Dick Frank, Des
Moines Branch Manager; Howard DeTamble, India-
napolis Branch Manager; Harry Hamburg, Kansas
City Branch Manager; Buck Weaver, Oklahoma
Resident Manager; Edward Chumley, Manager of
"Ten Commandments" °ales and Distribution:
Prank Rule, Dallas Branch Manager; Tom Bridge,
Southwestern Division Manager.

(ANOTHER PICTURE ON PAGE 18)

S i xt i es"
Cover of the November

21st Motion Picture Her-
ald proclaimed "Para-
mount Makes LI'L ABNER
Come Alive."

Inside the issue was
an 8-page supplement
devoted, in true show-
manship fashion, to the
the proposition that
"Li'l Abner" is "The

Biggest Pre-Sold Prop-
erty in Film Industry
History." The insert
also headlined "Li'l Ab-
ner" as "The Picture
With a 3 Million Dollar
Preview.

"

Astute Paramount
showmen everywhere will
latch onto this insert
with its proud claims
and valuable context of
showmanship.

CHICAGO - George Welt-
ner and Jerome Pickman
arrive here for second of
three dynamic sales con-
ferences on product, sales
and "Jack the Ripper."

CHICAGO - Because of a
photographic quirk, the
only way to get Harry
Haas, St. Louis Branch
Manager represented here,
is by this 'excerpt' from
one of the groups. He is
shown here at the right of
Des Moines Branch Manager
Dick Frank.

Common sense is the
measure of the possible.

Frederic Andel



This "One-Ey ed-Jack M lived

. by his own set of standards,

[

his own code of morals, his

own profession of faith, his
own brand of loyalty
unt i 1 .... someth i ng bigger
than him smashed into his

life!!



CAIRO, Egypt - This is
what the Radio Cinema
does in the forecourt of
the theatre for the com-
ing attraction - in this
instance, Paramount's
"The Trap." Cutout of the
two figures is 30-ft

CAIRO - But when the
Radio Theatre got "Tarz-
an's Greatest Adventure"
the height limit was
lifted, and this time the
figure was 40 feet high
- and the box-office rec-
eipts were lifted propor-
tionately.

Continental General
Manager John B. Nathan
reports receiving word
from Boris Jankolovics,
Supervisor for Germany
and Belgium, to the ef-
fect that "Houseboat"
had opened the new
Munich theatre , City
Filmpalast, with great
success.

House had a brilli-
ant premiere audience
of government and city
officials, journalists,
editors, film stars and
that always important
adjunct, paying patrons,
and all joined in ring-
ing applause for the
Cary Grant-Sophia Loren
comedy.

PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN EUROPE SHOWN

SEVILLA, Spain - Sevilla's top exhibitor,
Sr. Artacho, called this contract-signing "an
historic moment." He called it this because, in
his own words, "...never before had a film com-
pany offered such wonderful product as Paramount
J.3

offering this year in Spain, and never before
in the history of nnr own motion picture business
have I signed a contract covering such an
amount^*) as is represented by this contract."

Shown in the picture, reading from left, are:
Manuel Sanchez, Sevilla branch manager: Jose
Xaubet, Paramount Sales Manager; Sr. Artacho:
Sr. Artacho,Jr.; District Manager Frank A.Siter.

(*) In minimum guarantees.

TEL-AVIV, Israel -- Exterior of the Cinema
Ophir where the Dino DeLaurentiis-Paramount pro-
duction, "Tempest," premiered recently to a
conspicuous success. People in the foreground
are hopefully seeking tickets, even though the
box-office has closed. At right the Italian
Cultural Attache, Count S. Gattegno congratul-
ates Paramount Manager Ladislav Koch (r.) on the
greatness of the motion picture.

COLOGNE, Germany — One of the most compell-
ing and beautiful outdoor advertisements for a
motion picture that we have ever reported. It is
on Cologne's busiest square, Rudolphsplatz, and
was created by the Theater am Rudolfplatz for
"Houseboat," itself a most successful film in
all German showings.

BARCELONA, Spain - This is the head of the
queue waiting to see "Vertigo" at the Fantasio
Theatre. When you get to Page 28 you will see
more of the same queue, and will note that it
completely encircles an entire massive city
block. That's how they like Alfred Hitchcock in
Spain.

STOCKHOLM - The Swedish ' coss-
acks,' touring the city in the
interests of "Tempest,"
Saga Theatre where ' ’

being so successful shown.
RIGHT

BERLIN - Producer George Sea-
ton and star William Holden on a
spot where much of the action of
"The Counterfeit Traitor" trans-

8
ires. Berlin was not divided at
he time of the story.
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BOBBY DARIN, under

contract to Paramount,

and one of the nation's

top recording stars, has

just been voted "The

Best New Artist of 1959 "

in the annual poll of

the National Academy of

Recording Arts and

Sciences.
The studio expects

to announce his first

picture for Paramount

shortly.

Tony Curtis plays an
ambitious young musician
in "The Rat Race," and
director Robert Mulligan
makes sure that what Tony

is shown playing, he

really plays . Mulligan is

renowned as a realist.

NEW YORK CITY - Two of
the principals of "Li'l
Abner" attend the special
preview of the film at

the Roxy Theatre. They
are Billie Hayes and Peter

Palmer. She plays his
mother in the rib-ticklin'
musical comedy based on
A1 Capp's comic strip.

THE CHICAGO CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 15)

CHICAGO - Among those from the Chicago and
Dallas divisions attending the meeting on Dec.
1st were, from left: A1 Taylor, Midwestern
Division Manager; Jess McBride, Minneapolis
Branch Manager; Howard DeTamble, Indianapolis
Branch Manager; Bob Allen. Chicago Branch Man-
ager; Ward Pennington, Milwaukee Resident Man-
ager; Tom Duane, Detroit Branch Manager.

NEW ORLEANS CELEBRATIONS

(Top) Mrs. Edgar Shinn, at left, beams as
Ed reads telegram from the WOMPI's of New
Orleans congratulating him on his 40th Param-
ount anniversary. In the next scene 3he more
than beams. In lower- left are Mrs.Shinn. Booker
Irma Rogers, Ed Shinn. Branch Manager Bill
Holliday. Lorraine Lott, Ledger Clerk; Connie
Aufdemorte (wife of Salesman Milt Aufdemorte).
Lower-right: Joan Escarra (secretary to Branch
Manager), Ed and Mrs. Shinn, Booker Eddie
Richard and Connie Aufdemorte. They are puzzl-
ing over opening the suitcase presented to Ed.
This was one Paramount opening that took two
weeks to happen.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Our bookers and salesmen are now working
towards making the month of December one of our

biggest for "Booker-Salesman" month. The New

Orleans Branch had the pleasure of a visit
from Mr. Ed DeBerry, here for a sales meeting.
Mr. DeBerry used to work in the New Orleans
office and we, who hadn't met him before, thor-

oughly enjoyed his visit. Mr. Bradley, whom
we always enjoy seeing, accompanied Mr. DeBer-
ry.

Della Jean Favre, Assistant Cashier, is

sort of sad. Her only son. Butch, is now a

member of the U. S. Air Force and is undergoing

basic training in Texas.

We wish to introduce Miss Beverly Laiche,

newest addition to our Paramount family. Bev-

erly is a ledger clerk in the accounting dep-

artment .

Happy Birthday to Elaine Montalbano, led-

ger clerk, who celebrated her birthday Monday,

November 9.

—Clyde Daigle and Joan Escarra

CHARLOTTE While we haven't broken CAREER
in this territory as yet, we are looking for-
ward to the openings with great anticipation.
With a cast that just 'can't be beat', we feel
we have another block-buster in the offing.

With the saturation of SAMSON AND DELILAH
coming up on January 20, it looks like the ex-
hibitors in the Carolines will have another
Christmas in January. All reports from the
territories where SAMSON has already played
indicate that the picture will roll up grosses
far in excess of those of current new pictures.

We are looking forward to top results
with LI'L ABNER. When people talk of pre-sel-

( Continued on Page 24)

A Farewell to Fannie
[CINCINNATI - On Friday, October 30th, the
Paramount Pep Club of Cincinnati gave a fare-
well dinner party for Mrs. Fannie Voss, Head
Inspectress, at the Variety Club in the Hotel
Metropole. Fannie retired after U3& years of
magnificent Paramount service. Of course the

party was a huge success.

Guests included Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mich-
aels (Fannie's daughter and son-in-law) and *r.

Charles Meyers (Fannie's brother). Fannie was

presented with a gold clock inscribed with the

years of her service - "1916-1959". A picture

of Branch Manager Don Hicks making the present-

ation to Fannie appeared in all our local news-

papers. Many top Home Office executives wired

Fannie good wishes. We of Cincinnati all wish

Fannie Good Luck, Good Health, and Great Happi-

ness in her years of retirement. .
-Lillian Ahern

Gay moments in the Cincinnati Branch as
Mrs. Fannie V03S is honored for her 43 years
of devoted service. At left: Mrs. Voss is pre-
sented with a gold inscribed clock by Branch
Manager Don Hicks. Standing to left Is Charles
Scully. In rear is Mrs. Don Hicks. Then Sales

Manager William Meier and Salesman Kip Smilsy.
In picture at right, Fannie receives a box of
old 'souvenirs' - film reels, and such. Don
Hicks at left rear. Salesman Vincent Kramer at
right.
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"A TOUCH OF LARCENY"
WAS MADE 'STRICTLY

FOR FUN' - AND IT

SURELY DELIVERS!

!

IT BEGINS with a jest
between a British naval
officer who doesn't speak

Russian, and a Soviet
naval officer who hasn't

a single English word in

his system. The jest be-

comes a prank, and the

prank snowballs into a

situation which is most

happy for the audience,

for they know what it is

all about. Mixed into it

all is a most delicious

love affair involving James Mason (who is now

revealed as a top comedian) ,
Vera Miles (who

always has been lovely), and George Sanders

(who is always so magnificently arrogant).

The longest voyage begins with the
first paddle — ana where this tiny
craft is taking the amorous couple
interpreted by Vera Miles and James
Mason is nobody's business. Nobody,
that is, excepting the tens of mill-
ions of film fans who are going to
get a wallop of joy out of this quite
hilarious comedy romance.

Ivan Foxwell, producer of
"A Touch of Larceny," has
been signed to a Paramount
contract. He will begin his
first production in Holly-
wood in February

.

Here is the planting of the 'goofy
mystery. ' A British naval officer in
mufti, his brief case indicating that
he is 'On Her Majesty's Service,' and
a 'restricted' USSR vessel in the
background. His suspicion-planting is
a masterpiece; so good, in fact, it
is almost his undoing.

RIGHT

Not only is James Mason an
accomplished comic in this gay
and rollicking film - he's also
a romantic — with lovely Vera
Miles the object of his affect-
ions, and attentions.

This poor 'castaway,' for whom all
the world is looking, is actually on
a Scottish 'atoll' so close to all of
his seekers that not a blessed one of
them can find him. It's one of the
funniest film sequences in years.

Saying the wrong thing at the right
moment after a game of squash can lead
to cataclysmic complications - which
is just what James Mason wants to lead
George Sanders into.
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TWO PAGES OF HIGHLIGHTS OF

AUDREY HEPBURN
will make two pictures for Par-
amount in I960 — certainly a
wonderful contribution to the
'Successful '60s."

In February, Miss Hepburn
will commence a production for
Hal Wallis. It is presently un-
titled, but the screenplay has
already been completed by the
noted writer, Sidney Sheldon.

Immediately following her
assignment in the Hal Wallis
picture. Miss Hepburn will be-
gin her starring role in Alfred.
Hitchcock's production, "No
Bail For the Judge," which is
slated for mid-summer location
filming in England, with inter-
iors to be shot at Paramount
Studios in Hollywood.

Maurice
Chevalier
is a star
who gives
a delight-
ful perf-
ormance in
"A Breath
of Scand-
al," with
Sophia
Loren,John
Gavin and
Angela
Lansbury.

Just a reminder here
about William Holden and
his participation in the
'Successful '60s'. There
is much more about him
and his two great films
- "The World of Suzie
Wong" and "The Counter-
feit Traitor" — on Page
7 of this issue.

Stunning scenes from
"Jovanka and the Others"
are on Page 37.

"Une-Eyed Jacks" continues
to imbue us with the conviction
that it will be one of the pure
sensations of our industry for
all time. Marlon Brando and (in
background) Karl Malden, appear
to have etched on film a brace
of truly unforgettable charact-
erizations.

RIGHT

Two of the five principals
involved in the making of Alf-
red Hitchcock's "Psycho," one of
the most susDenseful pictures <x

all time. You will readily rec-
ognize the two as Hitch, himself,
and Anthony Perkins. The other
three who'll have, top roles in
the thriller are Vera Miles,
Janet Leigh and John Gavin. In
all, a really 'sock' Hitchcock
C&Su •

This intimate interlude between Sophia Loren and John Gavin
might well be the scene that gave "Breath of Scandal" its pro-
vocative title. The locale is a castle, Sophia is a titled
lady and John Gavin is an American business man - but as far as
we can see, this is no official example of Lend-Lease. However
we do hear that it is an exceedingly funny film, with Maurice
Chevalier, Angela Lansbury and Ursula Jeans contributing to the

rich and racy fun.
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UPCOMING PARAMOUNT PRODUCT

I

!

PARAMOUNT STARS OF TOMORROW - some of whom already

have qualified. Group picture was made at the Sherman

Hotel in Chicago, where the five Paramount 'lovelies'

attended the convention of the Theatre Owners of Amer-

ica (at which Mr, Weltner was a key speaker),

Reading from left: Leslie Parrish, Stella Stevens
(both are wonderful in "Li'l Abner"): Joan Blackman
(glorious in "Career," and alluring in "Visit To A
Small Planet"): Barbara Lawson; and Dolores Hart (who
was superb in Doth Elvis Presley pictures, and has
just had a triumphant year on Broadway in "The Pleas-
ure of His Company." which is to commence becoming a
Paramount picture in February).

Jerry Lewis in the title role
of "CinderFella," and Anna Maria
Alberghetti as 'Princess Sharmein'
in a cute switch of the seconds-
before-midnight incident in the
world-famous fairy tale.

BELOW
The same scene a few seconds

later when "CinderFella" dashes up
the steps of the 'Palace,' fully
aware of what is going to happen
at midnight.

Now two years older
than when she was signed
as leading woman for
Marlon Brando in his per-
sonally directed "One-
fyed Jacks," Pina Pellicer
is one of the most eager-
ly awaited screen person-
alities in years.

As for "One-Eyed
Jacks," no Paramount film
ever has been awaited with
more breathless interest.

Clark Gable as
an American lawyer
begins to learn the
truth about a Neap-
olitan girl played
by Sophia Loren in
"Bay of Naples."

BELOW

Tony Curtis and
Debbie Reynolds, as
a couple of unconv-
ential seekers of
fame and moderate
fortune in New York
are surprised in
their hideaway by
Don Rickies and an
unidentified player
in Perlberg-Seaton's
"The Rat Race."

Ci rCUS Stars has been set definitely
as the title of the Russian production which Para-

mount will release and distribute in the domestic
market in I960. Production formerly was known as

"Circus Artists."
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HOLLYWOOD - The Honourable
Shri Morarji Desai, Minister of
Finance, Government of India,
meets his host at the Paramount
Studio, Jacob H. Karp, Vice-
President in Charge or thp

-

Studio. (Other pictures on pages
2 and 13).

LISBON, Portugal - One of
the important cities visited by

Mr. George Weltner on his rec-
ent visit to Europe was the
beautiful capital of Portugal.
Here he is being met by Manager
Emilio Prister (r.) at Lisbon
Airport.

NEW YORK - Gypsy Rose Lee,
Adolph Zukor and, at left,
Eugene Picker, President of the
Loew Theatre Circuit. Scene is
the "Jack the Ripper" luncheon.
The spare hands? Jack the Rip-
per's, eh whatl

PARIS - In a conference on
the script of the forthcoming
"World of Suzie Wong," star
William Holden and director Jean
Negulesco make sure that the
Hongkong-located production will
have its share of comedy.

[INTERNATIONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN PARAMOUNT
FILM EVENTS

FRANKFURT - A toast to the
new Paramount product in the
Pan-American Clipper Club at the
Rhein-Main Airport. Participants
are William Holden, at left*
European publicity and advertis-
ing director Charles P.Juroe,in
centre; and Boris Jankolovics,
supervisor for Germany and Belg-
ium, Occasion was Bill Holden's
arrival in transit after his lo-
cation survey in Berlin connect-
ed with the forthcoming product-
ion of "The Counterfeit Traitor."

PHILADELPHIA - Represented
here is a total of 161 years of
devoted service in the Paramoint

branch here, *rom left are
Branch Manager Ulrik Smith (45
years), Evelyn Moore, PBX Oper-
ator (35), Salesman Ralph Gar-

(41), Booker Matty Judge
. Occasion was tne honoring
Irik Smith for his 45 years.

HOLLYWOOD - Tony Curtis
plays host on the set of
"The Rat Race" to Dr. Dom-
enico Porzio, Managing
Director of the celebrated
publication, Oggi, of Milan,
Italy. Dr. Porzio is also
literary critic of Oggi,and
has been touring the United
States as guest of the US
State Department.

NEW YORK - Writing in
the Journal of the American
Association of industrial
Nurses, Sally M. Kreger,R.
N. (above), describes a coll-
ection of source materials
available for nursing
schools and industrial firm
concerned 'with teaching
occupational health nursing
to student nurses. Mrs, Kre-
ger's article ."Portfolio of
Guidance Materials on Occu-
pational Health Nursing,"
appears in the current iss-
ue of the Journal, which is
the official publication of
the national industrial
nursing specialty group.

Mrs. Kreger, Charge Nuree
for Paramount Pictures Cor-
poration of New York, is
Chairman of the Committee
on Education of the Greater
New York Association of In-
dustrial Nurses, the group
which has issued the guid-
ance portfolios.

HOLLYWOOD - When Hedda
Hopper, Filmland's emin-
ent columnist first met
Dot Records' new singing
3tar, Nick Todd (above),
she leaned back in her
swivel chair, raised her
chapeau-covered head and
wise-cracked: "F'Gawd's
sake, boy, you're hand-
some! Now don't tell me
you sing, too."

Modestly, but with
pride, the young singer
answered: "1 think I can
sing and I hope people
will like me as an enter-
tainer."

(So do we, since Dot
Records is an important
Division of Paramount Pic-
tures Corporation).

HOLLYWOOD - On the set
of "Visit To A Small
Planet," Jerry Lewis is
interviewed by Doss Mah-
fouz, correspondent for
'Watani,' of Cairo,Egypt.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. -Fess
Parker, co-3tar of "The
Jayhawkers," indicates a
passage in the film's bock
to New Haven Sales Manag-
er Henry Germaine. Looking
on are New England Field
Representative Arnold Van
Leer, extreme left, and
Jim Darby, Manager of New
Haven's Paramount Theatre.



LAUNCHING A CINEMA WINNER

SUPERB SHOWMANSHIP
LUNCHEON IS "JACK

THE RIPPER" STARTINGm DAGGER

From the moment of

entering the Terrace Room

of New York's Plaza Hotel

on November 23rd, for the

"Jack the Ripper" lunch-

eon, one sensed the pre-

sence of a master show-

man. The red-skirted
damozels serving 'Bloody

Mary' cocktails; blood-

red candles on the tables

that really dripped; the

dagger menus pictured
above; the display of

$1,000, OCX) in actual curr-

ency; the presence of

Miss Gypsy Rose Lee; the

playing of some of the

new musical score direct-

ly from Hollywood; raucous

newsboys delivering cop-
ies of the Police Gazette

and a host of other
touches to show that the

haemoglobin of showman-

This was the menu for Joe
Levine's "Jack The Ripper" lun-
cheon at New York's swank Plaza
Hotel drops of blood oozing
from a silver dagger. Idea was
the invention of Mrs. Levine,
who is certainly a show-minded
lady of great cnarm. (She was
present at the luncheon to see
at first hand the remarkably
effective 3end-off the picture
received.

ship is really touching
98 these days, at least

so far as relates to
"Jack the Ripper."

This is the same actual money shown
on our cover the One Thousand
fl,000 bills. Joseph E. Levine looks
more or less placid — he knows he has
to return the money; George Jessel
wishes he wouldn't.

The Plaza luncheon wae followed immediately by a
"Jack the Ripper" sales and advertising session in the
Board Room at Home Office, with all of the represent-
atives of Eastern Sales Manager Hugh Owen's territory
in attendance.lt was a surefire, stimulating session.

Showmanship section of the meeting was conducted
by Eddie Solomon (right at board), Budd Rogers (left)
and Monroe Greenthal of Mr. Levine's Embassy Pictures
showmanship division. Seated at top right, facing the
speakers, are George Weltner and Hugh Owen. Seated
second from front at left, is Joseph Levine. Immediat-
ely ahead of him is Jerome Pickman. At top far left is
Martin S. Davis.

shcwman\
SPEAKS TO
SALESMEN
..AND TWO
FORCES
FUZE FOR
ACTION!

The invitation to this luncheon went forth
in a showmanship package that compelled attent-
ion. First there was a white box covered with
bloody finger-prints. Inside was a doctor's
kit containing a stethoscope . But driven clear
into the kit was a bloodstained (rubber) dagg-
er, which at the same time impaled the invita-
tion to the doctor's bag. The invitation ended
on a scrawled handwritten message reading:

"You bloody well better be there I"

Cowed, ashen-faced and shaking in our
boots - we were there! Abso-bloody-lutely we
were there!

Paramount World-wide Sales Manager
George Weltner and Master Showman Joe
Levine give wordless testimony to the
success of the "Jack the Ripper" lunch-
eon. Special guest Gypsy Rose Lee and
Toastmaster George Jessel in the back-
ground appear to be more vocal.
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Clark Gable, star of
Perlberg-Seaton's "But
Not For Me" and the up-
coming Shave Ison-Rose
production, "Bay of
Naples," is the subject
of a 2-page layout titled

"Custom Tailored For
Clark Gable" in the Dec-
ember issue of Gentlemenb
Quarterly, the fashion
magazine for men. The GQ
article describes Gable
as "one of Hollywood's
best-dressed men, as well

as one of its indisput-
ably great stars," and
gives full credit to his
two latest Paramount
pictures.

Clark Gable brushes
his teeth with bourbon in
"Bay of Naples," in which
he co-3tars with Sophia
Loren.

Gable plays a typical
tourist who doesn't trust
the water on Capri and,
having nothing else hantfy,

resorts to the standard
American beverage with
hilarious results.

CHARLOTTE BRANCH NEWS.
CONTINUE FROM PAGE 18

ling pictures, we can't think of any picture
that is better pre-sold than LI'L ABNER. Peo-
ple from 9 to 90 read the comics, so LI'L AB-
NER is certainly no stranger to anyone.

Our entire office force is working like
a bunch of beavers to try to keep up our bill-
ings for December so that we can wind up 1959
in a blaze of business.

—B.A. Slaughter, Jr.

C H I C A G 0 Lately we have had a lot of other
excitement in the office. First came the news

that Lois Lucas, secretary to Branch Manager
Allen, would be retiring to await a scheduled

visit by the stork.

And then Dorothy Thom became Mrs. Jim Mak-

ris. It was a beautiful wedding, attended by

many in the office. Following a honeymoon trip

through the State of Michigan, Dorothy is how

back at work. Incidentally, on this trip Dor-

othy slipped and fell, and sprained her ankle
- which is no way of starting married life....

. .Ve also have another newly-wed in the office.

It seems that Ev Olsen sneaked away on his va-

cation, went down South and came back with a

bride. Best wishes to both the Makris' and the

Olsens.
Ve welcome Del Paholke, Mr. Olsen's new

secretary. Hope you'll like it with us, Del.

Ve were soriy that Carroll Baker, who was in

town to plug BUT NOT FOR ME could not spare

the time and visit us in the office. Accord-

ing to local papers. Miss Baker made many

friends for Paramount.
—Hannah Eiseman

PH I LADELPHI A on fridE.y the 15 th of Nov-

ember, the Philadelphia Branch honored Branch
Manager Smith on the occasion of His 45th an-

niversary with Paramount.
Vhen Ulrik arrived at the office, he was

greeted with a beautiful floral display from

the boys and fcirls in the office. The phones

were ringing all morning with "veil-wishing,"

calls from friends in every section of the

area, a surprise luncheon was tendered Ulrik

at the Broadwood Hotel by the Salesmen and

Bookers. In attendance also were Mike Veiss,

Field Representative, and John (J. Moore, Mid-

PHILADeLPHIA - Below are some of Johnny
Kane's pictures of the honor luncheon tendered
to Branch Manager Ulrik Smith, by his fellow
workers, on the occasion of his 45th Paramount
anniversary. In the first picture,Salesman
Ralph Garman (centre) is presenting to Ulrik
the gift of gold cuff links. Lower left is
Booker Matty Judge. In centre picture are. from
top centre, Ralph Garman, Jim Winters, Matty
Judge, Ulrik Smith, Cashier Bob Thompson, Office
Manager-Head Booker Tony Lomonaco. Picture at
right, reading from left: Mike Grady, Cashier
Assistant; Booker Stanley Smithers, Salesman
Harry Dressier, Exploiteer Mike Weiss, Division
Manager John Moore.

Eastern Division Manager.
Ulrik was also the recipient of a gift

of cuff links and clasp from the Branch, and
needless to say, it was a day to be remembered,
and we're sure the boss knows the warm feeling
his co-workers have for him.

—John Kane

WASH I MGTON D C • , , . „_ u • ° ! we are looking forward
with great enthusiasm for bi b business with
SAMSON AND DELILAH and our Chri c tmas release
"LI'L ABNER." \

’

Mrs. Cecilia Shanholtz, Booker's Clerk,
is walking on air after receiving the good

'

news that she became c grandmother (a young
one) to a bouncing baby boy born to her daugh-
ter, Betty, who resides in San antonio, Texas.

Mr. Ricardo Tovar, home office represent-
ative, is spending several days in our branch.
It's nice to see him after a lapse of four
years.

Recent branch visitors have been Mr. ueo-
rge Schur and Mr. Tom Bowden, the latter a re-
presentative from Sydney, Australia. Ve en-
joyed very much having a visitor from "down
under"

.

Ve extend our best wishes to Branch Man-
ager Herb Gillis, who has recently moved into
a new home It may seem a bit early, but
eveiyone in 'Washington sends their best wishes
for a "Merry Christmas" and a "Happy New Year"
to all the Paramounteers throughout the world.

—’William Fischer

§-Li—L^_Q U I S The saturation of SAMSON AND
DELILAH in the St. Louis terx-itory was noth-
ing short of sensational - in many instances
outgrossing the original engagements'.

Recently we hod a Red Carpet Preview of
LI'L ABNER and the consenses of opinion seems
to be that we have another big hit. Claire
Slade, stenographer in the booking department,
had previously seen both the stage play and
the Muny Opera productions, and said the pic-
ture was much better than the other versions.

Ve all seem to have caught the JaCK THE
KIPPER. fever and look forward to doing out-
standing business on it.

Personnel news - Bill Sharpe, our suave
salesman, took his son Billy to see his alma-
mater play football at Champaign, 111. Michi-
gan came through for him and won the gurnet

Ruth Shumas, assistant cashier, is Par-
amount's candidate for the title of Miss Film
Row, which will be decided at the Missouri-
Illinois Theatre Owners Convention to be held
in St. Louis on November 30th. The prize is
a trip to Las Vegas, Nevada.

Inasmuch as you may not near from us un-

til after the holidays, we want to take this
opportunity to wish everyone a MERRY CHRIST-
MAS and a HAPPY NEW YEAR.— Jane Sraoller
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One of the finest and most useful services
of publicity and news emanating from New York
and covering the world is Editor's Hollywood
Feature Service, prepared by Paul Ackerman's
international publicity department from mater-
ial supplied by the studio.

Its effectiveness is proven constantly, the
most recent example being a massive publicity
clippings book just received from Amsterdam.
It contains not only hundreds of extensive
newspaper clippings from a country where space
in the press is at a premium, but also tribu-
tes from many Dutch editors testifying to the
usefulness of the material, and the fine co-
operation of Paramount Manager Wijsmuller's
constant help in making sure that the supply
of editorial material is maintained.

ONS PRODUCT VORMT DE

GR0NDT00N VAN ONS
NUMMER VAN DEZE MAAND

* * * *

Ja, van de foto op onze frontpagina tot
er. met de mededeling op de achterkant is
dit hele nummer deze keer gewijd aan ons
product - met enthousiaste berichten over
prima films die kortgeleden voltooid wer-
den, films in productie, en films waar-
voor productieplannen bestaan.

Mr. Weltner heeft zich volledig voor
deze productie-campagne ingezet met een
intensiteit en een doelbewustheid, zoals
nimmer tevoren in de geschiedenis van on-
ze maatschappij is voorgekomen. Hij heeft
naar dit doel gewerkt vanaf het moment
dat hij de functie aangenomen heeft van
sales manager voor de gehele wereld, en
tot de hoogtepun+“n van zijn succes beho-

One of the many humorous interludes in
the newest Jerry Lewis comedy, "CinderFella."
Pictured from the left, Robert Hutton,Judith
Anderson, Jerry Lewis and Henry Silva. Hutton
and Silva are playing "the two ugly brothers"
as 'opposites' to the 'ugly sisters' of the
renowned fairy tale.

*

ren zeker de schitterende resultaten van
"Oorlog en Vrede", "Tempest" en vele an-
dere.

Zijn recente reis naar Europa, waarover
wij vorige maand verslag deden, gevolgd
door zijn bezoek aan de studio, hebben er
nede toe bijgedragen dit plan tot uitvoe-
ring te brengen. En tussen de Europese en
studio bezoeken door vond zijn gedenkwaar-
dige persconferentie in New York plaats.

waarbij hij een toelichting gaf op de |4
films, waarvan U in dit nummer van Para-
mount World de details kunt aantreffen.

Slechts enkele dagen na deze perseon-
ferentie was hij tevens een van de verkoop-
leiders uit het bedrijf, die deelnamen aan
de conventie van Bioscoop Eigenaren van
Amerika in Chicago, bij welke gelegenheid
hij de duidelijke, simpele bekrachtiging
gaf van het feit dat Paramount vooraan
gaat in het maken en distribueren van
films en, wat neer zegt, vastbesloten is
zich geheel in te zetten om aan de top te
blijven. Vervolgens ging hij naar de x±h±x
studio om te verifiSren dat zijn verkla-
ringen wel degelijk op juiste feiten geba-
seerd zijn.

Als U dit nummer dus leest, weet dan
dat U een document leest betrekking heb-
bend op de bestendigheid van onze productie.
Weet, dat U een inleiding leest tot het
beste productie-programma dat U ooit onder
ogen zal komen. En, boven alles uit, weet
thane met zekerheid waarom Mr. Weltner de
komende jaren aangekondigd heeft als
"The Successful Sixties".

Ondertussen is James E. Perkins, presi-
dent van Paramount International Films, op
een reis door Australia, Nieuw Zeeland en
het Oosteh om persoonlijk de boodschap over
productie en bestendigheid, welke MrlWelt-
ner aan het Amerikaanse bedrijf en pers
door 0af, uit te dra0 en.

CHICAGO - Jerry Lewis
ruefully braves a Chicago
snowstorm as he arrives
to attend the Convention
of the Theatre Owners of
America (and to be honor-
ed as The Top Star of
1959) . Said no between
icy gasps: "Wonder if this'
is what they mean by a
'Visit To A Small Planet'."

SUPERLATIVE SHOWMANSHIP
IN JAPAN FOR
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

These two views show the impressive float for
"The Ten Commandments" created by the Takaoka
Gekijo in Takaoka, and placed spectacularly in
the Takaoka Festival Parade. The float carried
the Cecil B. DeMille production's title, the name
of the theatre and the release date.
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When we are planning
for posterity, we ought
to remember that virtue

is not hereditary.

Thomas Paine

LISBON - Frank Sina-
tra's "The Joker Is
Wild" was a natural for
this fine window display
in the celebrated music
shop of Valentim De Car-
valho.

Finding a way to live
the simple life today is
man's most complicated
task.

Henry A. Courtney

No man can be provid-
ent of his time who is
not prudent in the choice
of his company.

Jeremy Taylor

LISBON - Since record
stores are so popular in
this city, they afford
excellent tie-up locat-
ions for films. Thus
"Hot Spell" was awarded
this fine window space
in the establishment of
Snatos Beirao when the
picture was playing at
the Imperio here.

0 PRODUTO E NOTA
DOMINANTE DESTA E0ICA0.
OUTRAS NOT 1C I AS MENSAIS

* * *

& verdade, desde a nossa gravura na capa deste
numero ate a mensagem que se ve na ultima pa-

gina, pode-se dizer que a toda a enfase do que

expressamos esta na excelencia do produto . ki
vem os leitores um notavel "display" de esplen-

dldas fitas — umas termlnadas, outras alndaem
produqao, e outras em projeto, o que constitui-
ra, englobadamente , um dos maiores programas ja

arrolados.

### Mr. Weltner foi que deu o prlmeiro lmpulso
a roda motora desta campanha pro-produto e fa-

zendo-o, demonstrou o seu entusiasmo de uma ma-
neira rara nos anais da companhla. E a ele de-

ve-se a lideranqa que conduzlu a uma tal pro-

duqao, tanto aqul corao la fora, sabendo-se que

foi Mr Weltner o responsavel, nos altos lanqos
de produqao exterior, pela aquisiqao dos gran-

des suceseos de bilheteria "Guerra e Faz" e a-

inda "Tempestade" , sem con tar com outros meno-
res, porem tambem de relevo.

### A sua ultima visits a Europe, de que demos

os topicos principals na ediqao passada, assim
como sua visits aos Sstudios, serviram para e-

levar a cotaqao do piano. Foi exatamente medi-

ando as duas visltas que ele deu sua memiravel
entrevista a imprensa em Nova York, durante a

qual citou e descreveu 34 produqoes. Os pprme-

nores dessa entrevista vao na nossa seqao des-

te numero - "Paramount World".

2 alnda, uns dias depols dessa entrevista,

coube a Mr. Weltner, como o unico diretor in-

ternacional de vendae a participar da conv e n-

qao nacional de Theatre Owners of America, rea-

lizada em Chicago, onde expos os fatos para de-

monstrar que a Paramount e produtora e ainda —
distribuidora -- de filmes para todo o mundo. A
sua visita subsequente ao Estudio lhe deu ense-

jo a verificar que no tocante a produqao, todos

os seus fatos tinham plena justificative.

### Portanto, ao lerem este numero, podem veri-

ficar que o mesmo e um puro documento relaciona

do & permanencia da produqao. E exultem de que

estao lendo uma resenha antecipada sobre a mai-

or produqao — em qualidade do produto — donde

procede o apoio para a declaraqao feita por Mr.

Weltner, de que o decenio dos "Seseenta" serao

anos de grande prosperidade.

### 5nquanto isto, Mr. James E. Perkins, presi-

dents da Paramount International Films, se en-

contra de viagem a Australia, Nova Zelandia e o

Oriente, a fim de se fazer mensageiro da alvi<^-

reira declaraqao de Mr. Weltner sobre o novo ma-

terial da Paramount, de apelo ao mercado interno

—como tambem ao extern©

.

Exhibitors throughout Brazil must be
very happy these days, now that they have had
a look at the new Paramount product portfolio
issued from Rio de Janeiro head office, and
know the high audience-attracting calibre of
the film attractions our company has to offer
for I960.

The announcement is most handsomely pre-
pared in color, is highly informative, and
must surely prove to be a most effective med-
ium for sales and information purposes. And
we bet that the Brazilian editors went for
copies too.

LISBON - Showmanship is always helped enor-
mously when the showman has the advantage of a
front like the Monumental (above) whereon to
display the many entertainment attributes of a
comedy like Jerry Lewis' "Sad Sack." Of course
the Monumental's management made use of many
other publicity aids also - such as the printed
word and radio - and wonderful business was
the very natural result.

ISTO ATf ACOIMTfCf

LISBON - This was the front of the Cinema

Condes when "Rock-A-Bye Baby" was presented
there recently - but it wasn't all of the fine

front-of-house display Continuing around
the corner to the rignt...-

was this further display of some of the
many comedy moods of the star, Jerry Lewis. It
was all part of the pattern or fine new show-
manship which has come to the front of late in
sunny Portugal.
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Parker, on a series of
nation-wide personal app-
earances in connection
with "The Jayhawkers,"
distributes autographed
photos to the Brownies of
Troop Three. Looking on
a 1

o
ipprovingly is Ranger And
»f Station WTIC-TV.

LEFT

NEW YORK CITY - In thi
company of A1 Capp, the
creator of "Li'l Abner,"
a group of high school
editors view the Para-
mount musical based on
the comic strip, and latei
engage in a questions anc
answers session with the
noted cartoonist.

Screening took place
in the Radio City Music
Hall projection room. Th
scheduled opening for.
"Li'l Abner" is set for
Dec. 11, at the Ro:xy.

LEFT

NEW YORK CITY - In the imp-
ortant interests of "Li'l
Abner," Julie Newmar called on
the top disc jockeys to tell
about the musical's fine music.
Here she is with Martin Block
in the American Broadcasting
Company's mobile transmitter in
Times Square.

From this transmitter, Julie
spoke about the picture over
tne full ABC network.

BOSTON - This queue for "Samson and Delilah" out-
side the Paramount Theatre here, extended completely
around the block. What is particularly exceptional
about this is that the day the picture was taken
(November 11th), was the first day of the second week
of the engagement of this sensational re-release.

NEW YORK - When you see Tony
Curtis in the middle of Times
Square in "The Rat Race," that
is where he'll really be. No
trick camera work, no process
shots of rear-screen projection
— just the real thing. For
here he is, striding down the
centre strip in Times Square,
between 45th and 46th Streets
on a Sunday afternoon. That's
the kind of realism that this
Perlberg-Seaton romantic comedy
drama abounds in.

BOSTON - A1 Capp (in centre), creator of the
cartoon character. "Li'l Abner" on which Paramount's
happy musical i.3 based, meets the newspaper editors
of Greater Boston's high schools at a press showing
of "Li'l Abner" in the Paramount Theatre here.

CAMERA RECORD OF
PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN U.S. & CANADA
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BARCELONA - From the
above panoramic shot of
the queue leading to the
Fantaslo Theatre,we move
In to this close-up of the
cinema's box-office, and
there we find, in the
classical words of Charles
P. Juroe, " the
'Agotadas las Localidade 1

sign meaning that wonder-
ful phrase: 'no more
seats'

We are most sincere in
our commendation to every
person in Barcelona resp-
onsible for this superla-
tively successful presen-
tation of "De Entre Los
Muertos" ("Vertigo.")

BARCELONA ON A SUNDAY MORNING

BARCELONA - This is what Alfred Hitchcock's
"Vertigo" did to the people of this city on a
recent Sunday morning when the picture was at
Goya of Zaragoza and Fantasio Theatres. This
particular around-the-block queue was for the
Fantasio, and it was also a happy coincidence
that the Paramount office is also in this
block. In addition to the two Barcelona cine-
mas, "Vertigo" was also released at the Roxy
and Palacio de la Prensa Theatres in Madrid,
and did the same fabulous business in all four
theatres.

PRODUCTO PARAMOUNT
TEMA DE ESTE NUMERO

******
Desde la fotograffa que adorna la cubierta

hasta el manse Je que publicamos en la ultima
p^gina, el tema principal, eate mes, se base
en un importante mensaje acerca del producto
Paramount, el cual constituye el m£a halagUe-
fio informs acerca de las grandeB pellculea ye
terminadas, en plan de rodaje, o ya ante las
cdmaras. . . Mr. Weltner impulse eate campa-
fia de producci<5n con una intenaidad y una fir-
meza de prop<5sito jam£s igueladaa en la hiato-
ria de nueatra Compefifa. Deade que ae hizo car-
go de la direcci<5n del Departamento de Ventaa
Mundiales, Mr. Weltner ha trebajado incansable-
mente para el logro de loa reaultados de hoy,
contAndose entre elloa la adquiaici<5n de tan
grandea £xitoa fllmicos como "La Guerra y la
Paz", "Tempested" y muchas otraa pelfculas de
igual calibre. . . Su reciente viaje a Europe,
aobre el que informamoa en el numero anterior,
y su visits al estudio, coadyuvaron a comple-
ter eate plan. Entre el viaje a Europe y la
visits al estudio, Mr. Weltner dio una memora-
ble conferencia de prensa, eD Nueve York, en
la que esboz<5 34 futures produccionea Para -

mount, que el lector hallar^ detalladaa en ea-
te n&mero. . . Utos dies antes de esta confe-
rencia de prensa, Mar. Weltner ful uno de loa

RIGHT

IA PAZ, Bolivia - The
glittering premiere of
"The Ten Commandment a" at
the Teatro Monje Campero
here drew many notables,
including the family of
the President of Bolivia.

Shown here are Mr. Jose
Fletcher, of Consorcio
Cinematografico de Boliv-
ia; Mr. Enrique Gaillour,
Chief Booker of Paramount
Films of Peru; Miss Jean-
nette Guzman; Mr. Rodolfo
Luzio, of Qnpresa Bolivi-
ans de Cines.

Two glimpses of the Barcelona Fantasio 's
extraordinary lobby decor for "Vertigo." This
was perhaps the most unusual, and compelling,
lobby display for a film ever seen in Barcel-
ona. Many people came to the theatre to seethe
lobby - ana stayed to see the film. And, as
the queue scene shows, they had to stay for a
long, long time.

llderes de la Industrie impulsorea de la ven-
ta de pellculas, que asistieron a la Conven-
ci6n de Propietarios de Cines y Teatros de
Norteam^rica, celebrade en Chicago, en cuya o-
casion expres<5 de manera inequfvoca la deter-
minaci<5n de la Paramount de continuar en el ne-

gocio de produccion y distribuci<5n de pelfcu-
las y declero enf^ticamente que seguirfa en el,

como lo demuestra claramente la actividad que
observ<5 luego en su visita al eatudio. . . Al
ojeer eate numero, el paramountista recibird
la impreaion de que lo que tiene ante aus ojos
es una afirmaci6n de la permanencia de la Pa-
ramount en la producci<5n. Este numero es todo
un programs de la auperioridad de la produc

-

ci<5n future. Es, edemas, la proclamacl<5n de
una frase feliz de Mr. Weltner: "La decade 60
de loa grandea £xitos. " . . . Mr. James E. Per
kina, preaidente de Paramount International
Films, ssti en viaje a la Australia, Hueva Zfi-

landia y el Oriente, para llevar a loa para-
mountistas de aquellos lejanos pafaea el men-
saje que Mr. .Veltner proclamo ante loa lfderes
de la industria fflmica americana acerca del

producto y de su permanencia con una fe inque^

brantable.



BUENOS AIRES - Latin American Division Man-

ager Henry B. Gordon, and Mrs. Gordon, are met

at the airport by Managing Director Hugo Stramer
and Mrs, Stramer (at left;. At right is Mr.
Pancho Lococo, active directing head of the in-
ternationally renowned Lococo cinema Circuit.
Mr. Gordon was recently in New York head office
on company business.

LATIN AMERICAN
FILM EVENTS
VIA CAMERA

LA PAZ, Bolivia - One of the highest (in

altitude) screenings of "The Ten Commandments

"

anywhere in the world is this one in the

superb Teatro Monje Campero of Consorcio
Cinematografico de Bolivia. Presentation was

set for a minimum of ten weeks and already
has reached the 8th week as we go to press.

LIMA, Peru - It is becoming almost tradition-
al to see satisfied film fans streaming out of
Tacna Theatre here. In the instance above, they
have been seeing "tarzan's Greatest Adventure,"
and what makes the scene even more interesting
is the fact that this same spectacle was being
simultaneously repeated at the Coloso and Orran-
tia Theatres, since the "Tarzan" film was given
day-and-date release in all three.

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - Scene
at the Rex Theatre a few minutes
after the box-office had opened
at 9 a.m. This was at the open-
ing of the engagement the first
week in October, and "The Ten
Commandments" is still running
on and on, indefinitely. San
Jose is a city of about 100,000
ersons. and by November 9tn at
east LO,000 of them had seen

the mighty Cecil B. DeMille film.

PREPARING FOR

"JACK THE RIPPER"

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - The
radio and newspaper showman-
ship campaign for "The Blob,"
as devised by Manager Frank J.
Planas, placed emphasis on
mystery and drama. Radio spot
campaign had announcer inject-
ing dramatically-voiced blurbs
into newscasts, saying "Beware
of 'The Blob' - It destroys
everything in its path l" The
3ame theme was usdd in scatter
ads in the newspaper^. Efforts
were made, with much! success,
to disguise in advance the fact

of "The Blob" being a movie.

E
CHRISTMAS WILL BE A

LITTLE LATE THIS YEAR, .

.

j.^am
ON

fFEBRUAR
4. 17™

when 700 THEATRES across the nation

MILLION DOLLAR
explodation campaign

The showmanship bandwagon on
"Jack the Ripper" has really been
rolling these past few montns.and
according to the showmen of tne
Joseph Levine organization, tempo
has only just begun. You'll find

much concerning "Jack the Ripper"
in this issue, and since this ace
thriller is for the Latin-American
market also, it behooves all Par-
amounteers to steep themselves in
the lore (and gore) of this real

chiller-diller. What we
have shown above represen-
ts the three major pages
of a trade-paper insert
designed to acquaint exh-
ibitors with the battery
of showmanship aides work-
ing for them. In the panel
at right are listed the
three eminent personalit-
ies working for this pict-
ure as advisers. They are
Gypsy Rose Lee . Peter
Lorre and Basil Rathbone.
What they don't know about
crime - "J the R" doe si
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MELBOURNE - The queues
that poured hundreds of
thousands of fans into the
Barclay Theatre during the

ll-month3 run of "The Ten
Commandments" are back
again - this time in the

interests of Danny Kaye's

"The Five Pennies." Picture

is one of the most popular

successes Melbourne has

ever known.

PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS
IN AUSTRALIA AND

NEW ZEALAND

Film Weekly, Sydney,
Editorialized.

This column looks forward to

renewing acquaintances with

James E. Perkins, president of

Paramount International, who

last visited Australia in Nov-

ember, 1956.

At that time, Jim was vice-

president of the international

organ is at ion.
Members of the industry who

met him will remember Jim as

a quiet-speaking executive

with a great knowledge of the

international scene and the

ability to back statements

with fact. Bill Beecham

MELBOURNE - Disc jockeys
were towers of strength in
the Barclay Theatre's show-
manship campaign for "The
Five Pennies." Here in the
foyer of the Barclay, Jim
Archer, breakfast compere
of Radio Station 3KZ,meets
some of the winners of a
special radio "Five Pennies'
contest. Several score of
winners were invited to a

special screening of the
film at the Barclay.

SYDNEY - Snapshots at

random during the trade

press conference for Mr.

Perkins. AT TOP : The Hon.

Leon S. Snider (Snider &

Dean Theatres Circuit) in

a reflective moment as he

recalls an earlier meet-

ing. BELOW: Bill Beecham,

Editor of Film Weekly,
questions Mr. Perkins on
details of Paramount's ex-

panded production policy.

SYDNEY - Paramount executive luncheon hosted by Mr. J.E.

Perkins at Usher's Hotel. From central foreground, going

clockwise: James Flannery, Asst. NSW Branch Manager; Bert

Matts, Despatch Manager; Arthur W.L. Naylor, Statistician; Len

Jones, Film Service Manager: Jim Williams, Advertising Mana-

ger; John Winterton, NSW Salesman; Cal Bagnall, NSW Salesman;

Keith Cully. NSW Accountant; James A. Sixsmith, Secretary-
Treasurer; Mr. Perkins; Robert L. Graham, Managing Director;

George M. Nacard, General Sales Manager; Tom Bowden, Internal

Auditor; Charles Hale, NSW Branch Manager.

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - Among

those attending the Grand Hotel
reception to James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount Internat-
ional Films, were the three sons
of M.J.Moodabe, governing direc-
tor of Amalgamated Theatres Ltd.

They are shown here with Robert
L. Graham. Paramount managing
director for Australia ana New
Zealand. Reading from the left
they are: M. Moodabe, publicity
director for Amalgamated; J.
Moodabe, Amalgamated film book-
er; Mr. Graham: R. Moodabe, Am-
algamated's film booking director.

SYDNEY - One of the film industry groups at the reception

for Paramount International's president, James E. Perkins.

From left: David Joel, Circuit Manager, Snider and Dean

Theatres; Horrie Nagel, Greater Union Theatres Management

Committee; Gordon Ellis, General Manager, British Empire

Films; Mrs. L. S. Snider,

(NOTE: Melbourne pictures not received by press time).
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PARA. I NT' L PRES. TRAVELS AFAR

JAMES E. PERKINS
EMBARKED ON

MASSIVE GLOBAL SURVEY'

'THAMES E. PERKINS, president of Paramount

r^J I International Films, is presently emb-

arked on a global business survey which

will occupy him until the first week in

January. Already he has visited the Studio

in Hollywood, as well as New Zealand and

Australia,
He is in Singapore at the time of our

going to press. Next he will go to Bangkok

with a stop off in Kuala Lumpur. Thence to

Saigon, Manila, Hongkong and on to Tokyo,

where he will have the pleasure of spending

Christmas. Onward trip will be through Hon-

olulu and San Francisco, with return to New

York City due the afternoon of January 5th.

a \ *
i

jr
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HOLLYWOOD - Starting point on the overseas journey of
Paramount International President James E. Perkins was the
company studio in Hollywood, where he was guest of honor at
an executive luncheon arranged by Jacob H. Karp, Vice-
President in charge of the studio.

Shown here, from left, are: William Meiklejohn, Head of
Talent Dept.; Sidney Justin, Executive Assistant to Mr.
Karp and Resident Counsel: D. A. Doran, Executive; Bernard
Feins, Head of Story and Writing Depts.; James E. Perkins;
Jacob H. Karp; and Luigi Lurascni, Head of Censorship Dept.

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - Notables of the Dominion's motion
picture industry assembled at the Grand Hotel to greet Janes
E. Perkins, president of Paramount International Films, on the
first stop of his current global journey.

. Mf* Perkins is third from right in the front row. To his
is Robert J. Kerridge, managing director of Kerridge

Odeon Theatres. Standing between ana behind them is Stanley H.
Craig, Paramount general manager in New Zealand. Second fro*
extreme right is Robert L. Graham, Paramount managing director
for Australia and New Zealand. At extreme right is Trevor
Kerridge, of Kerridge Odeon Theatres.

SYDNEY - At a special trade
press conference, Mr. Perkins
(third from right) hears about
local press, television and film
conditions from David McNicoll
(second from left) ,Editor-in-
Chief of Consolidated Press. In
the group, reading from left, are:
Mr.0. Taft, U.S.Consul-in-Charge

;

Mr.McNicoll; Mr. Norman B.Rydge,
Chairman of Directors, Greater
Union Theatres; Mr. Perkins;
Paramount Managing Director Rob-
ert L. Graham; Mr. F. McNeill
Ackland, head of Motion Picture
Distributors Association.

Front pages of both Australian trade papers
were dominated by Mr. Perkins 1 arrival ana his
statements of industry importance.

AT LEFT : Mr. Perkins (right), James A.Sixsmith
(centre; and Auditor Tom Bowden uninhibitedly
share a joke, details of which were not reported.

AUCKLAND - Here Stanley H.
Craig, James E. Perkins. Robert
J. Kerridge and Robert L.Graham
(all identified above) are joined
by M. J. Moodabe (second fro* the
left), governing director of
Amalgamated Theatres Limited.

Mr. Perkins completed his
Australian visit on November
30th and departed by air for
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and
Bangkok.
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Winter's Rollin'

'round Toward

The Head Office
From the happy faces on Friday, November 27,

it appears that everyone enjoyed hearty turkey

dinners the evening before - Thanksgiving.

That is almost everyone. Lori Cohen of Don

Nathan* s office says she wanted to be differ-

ent and enjoyed a hearty roast beef meal in-

stead.
A number of Paramounteers had free tur-

keys which they won
at they bowling al-

leys. These lucky
feeders were A1 Lo

Presti, Steve Kolan-
kowski, Gino Campag-

nola, Joe Curtin,

Sam Abraham and Joan

Studva (got one fe-

male in there any-

way) . However, two

additional turkeys
were raffled off and

these were won by

Mary Brady and JLna

Gonsalves.

There have been a number of weddings re-

cently at the head office. Sheila Levine of

the legal department married Peter Schimko on

Oct. 31. Co-workers held a party that served

a double purpose. It celebrated Sheila* s

wedding and Leonard Kaufman* s appointment to

the position of General House Counsel of Para-

mount. Mrs. Win Newing set up the tables and

did the decorating.

THE WEDD I NG GALLERY:

Mr. and
Mrs. Bill
Wickesser,
whose wedding
we reported
last month,
were chosen
as contest-
ants for "Vho

Do You Trust?"

The show was
taped, but
appeared on
television
November 30.

. . « * . . . • The
couple won $50 Louis Fernandez, Spanish
Translation Dept., reports that his grand-
daughter, Gloria Hairanian, married Mr. Mario
Martorella on October 31. Kay Burke and Dick

Walsh announced that they had gotten married
and a party was promptly held for them on the

11th floor ( see pictures below)

.

Miscellaneous items: Paula Kachlin is

the legal department’s new librarian Win
Newing is back from a week's vacation Di-
ana Ditomaso is a newcomer in A1 Lo Presti'

s

department Athena Barbulean, 10th floor,

reports that the car her husband bought recent-

ly is working out fine Milton Goldstein's
crew switched quarters with Don Nathan and his
staff of two Incidentally, the mainten-
ance dept, sent two men to the rescue of the

girls in Mr. Goldstein's dept, one day. It

seems that they discovered a "big" bat on the

window sill (2^" long) and shuddered with fear.

But the maintenance dept, performed well and
there were"no casualties.".. Bob McKeown
is back from a week's vacation which he spent

at home, resting up.

—Helen Kwartler

The following poem was discovered on
the wall of room 712 in a frame:

The Secretary stood at the pearly gate.

Her face was worn and old.

She merely asked the man at the gate

for admission to the fold.

Vhat did you do down there? St. Peter
asked.

To get admission here?
Oh, I used to be a secretary

down there for many a year.

The pearly gates swung open sharp

as St. Peter tapped the bell.

Come in, girl Friday, and take your
harp.

You've had enough of H .

Sheila and Peter Schimko were
married October 31 and honey-
mooned in Miami Beach where the
weather was "wonderful", Sheila
says. She works in the legal
department.

This is Mr. and Mrs. BUI Wick-
esser who were married October
25. Bill reports the honey-
moon was spent in the Aairon-
dacks, where it was "co-o-o-ld."

faPRISE. ANNOUNCEMENT: After learning that Kay Burl®
as been Mrs. Dick Walsh since Sept., 1958, co-wor-

i i j i v. x : l + *» am .Trttn Rn rnfiQ.
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LA PRODUCTION : NOTE-CLE
DU NUMERO DE CE MOIS-CI

.

* * * *

Oui, notre message de ce mo Is, depuis la

photo de premiere couverture jusqu'au texte de

quatrikme couverture, est consacr4 k la PRODUC-

TION, Et ce bel et bon message, qui traite des

films terminus, des films en cours et des films

en preparation, est bien le meilleur que nous

ayons jamais transmis.

M. Weltner a d4clench4 cette campagne pour

la production avec une intensity et une origi-

nality de vue que nous n'avions jamais rencon-

tries dans l'histoire de notre society. En v4ri-

PLAYED 3 WEEKS

PARIS - The facade of Le Paramount Theatre
has had so many hundreds of wonderful displays
over the more than 30 years since it premiered
that it is enormously difficult to strike what
might be called a new note. However, success
in this direction has come with the display
for "Houseboat," this front being but a part of

the wonderfully comprehensive showmanship cam-
paign waged by the Paris Paramounteers in be-
half of the Cary Grant-Sophia Loren comedy.

Belgium Loves Danny K.

When Danny Kaye was in Paris recently in
connection with dubbing his songs in "The Five
Pennies" in French, the Belgian press was so
interested that La Patriots Illustre sent its
editor, M. Falk, from Brussels for a special
interview. The talk was given a wonderful play
over several pages, and La Patriote took a spec-
ial ad. in La Libre Belgique calling attention
to the feature.

Much other wonderful publicity in Belgium
of recent months inspired Continental General
Manager John B. Nathan to write Mr. J.E. Perkins,
president of Paramount International Films, in
the following manner: "Our publicity team in
Belgium is certainly working out very well."

The, 'publicity team' in Brussels consists
of Andre' Francois and Michel Drachoussoff as
field men, and their very devoted publicity
secretary, Margriet. De Troch.

In offering his comment on this happy
state within his organization. Manager Julian
Binstock said:

"The very favorable attitude that editors
of important Belgian publications have
towards Paramount is certainly the result of
our good publicity team; but is also due in
part to the sympathetic and helpful Paramount
organization in general with which they are
in contact on the numerous occasions presented
by our daily activities."

td, il s'est lanc4 dans cette voie depuis le jour

oli il a 4t4 nomm4 au poste de Dinecteur des Ven-

tes pour le monde entier et parari. ses r4ussites,

signalons l'acquisition desuccks tels que "GUER-

RE ET PAIX" et TA TEMPETE”, entre tant d'autres.

Son recent voyage en Europe, dent nous avons
longuement parl4 dans notre dernier numdre* sui—

vi par sa visite au Studio, ont servi dgalement

k mener son plan k bien. Et, entre ses visites

en Europe et k Hollywood, a eu lieu sa memorable

conference de presse corporative k New-York au

cours de laquelle il a exposd k grands traits

les 34 productions, dont vous trouverez les de-

tails dans ce numdro du Paramount World.

En outre, quelques jours apres la conferen-

ce de presse, il a 4te l'on des Directeurs de

Vente de l'Industrie Cinematographique k assis-

ter k la convention des Theatre Owners of Ame-

rica (Exploitants Amdricains) qui s'est tenue k

Chicago. Pendant cette reunion, il a confirmd

que Paramount est effectivement dans la produc-

tion et la distribution et, qui plus est, est

bien ddterminde k poursuivre ces deux activitds.

En lisant ce numdro, sachez que vous $tes

en train de lire un document relatif k la per-

manence de la production. Sachez que vous lisez

les prdliminaires du plus intdressant programme

de production qui vous ait jamais dtd communiqud

Et enfin, sachez par dessus tout pourquoi M. Welt-

ner a proclamd que les anndes qui viennent cons-

titueront la "Triomphale Ddcade 60".

Pendant ce temps, James E. Perkins, Presi-

dent de Paramount International Films, est en

voyage en Australie, en Nouvelle Zdlande et en

Orient pour transraettre en personne le message

sur la permanence de la production que M. Welt-

ner a ddlivrd k l'Exploitation americaine et k

la presse corporative des Etats-Unis.

9

PARIS - Entrance to
the Elysees Cinema, which
played "Houseboat" in the
'original' version,namely
dialogue in English but
with French titles super-
imposed. Thus the name of
the picture appears over
the entrance in both lan-
guages.

PARIS - General view
of the press meeting for
Jean Negulesco held in
the Hotel Plaza-Athdne'e
on November 6th, and, at
right, a close-up of the
film director himself.

Mr. Negulesco will di-
rect "The World of Suzie
Wong," starring William
Holden, in Hongkong (for
exteriors) and London
(for interiors). Product-
ion starts early January.

The most powerful men
are not public men. The
public man is responsible,
and a responsible man is

a slave.
Benjamin Disraeli

of "The Rat Race," Debbie
Reynolds and Tony Curtis
receive a visit from
Eddie Constdntine, perf-
ormer from America who
became a top-ranking star
of music-hall and TV in
France.

Welcome

,

Little Lady
* * *

Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Binstock, 212 Chaussee
de Bruxelles, Brussels,
announce with joy the
birth of their daughter,

CHRISTINA LELIA
on

October 17.1959

Mr. Binstock is Para-
mount Manager for Belg-
ium.
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DOT RECORDS WILL
HAVE IMPORTANT
PART IN THE

"SUCCESSFUL ’60s"
Dot Records star Dodie Stevens gets expert

coaching from veteran singer Louis Prima before
_ recording one of her hits. Then (at right) she

AS A IV I'M L R - is confidently set for the tense Job or putting
the song on the record.DOT

NATIJKAL RECORDS

FORCE
We present here the story of the upsurge

of Dot Records (a division of Paramount Pict-

ures) on the international scene. It is a

story the greatest success chapters of which

remain to be written.

Since Dot Records' inception ten years

ago by Randy Wood, in the snail town of Galla-

tin, Tennessee, the Dot name has become fam-

ous the world over and many thousands of Dot

discs are bought and played every day.

In 1949 Wood recognized the need for de-

veloping the sale of Dot records overseas, tut

the immense task of building his product to a

peak in the United States prevented launching

a full scale beachhead internationally.

Today, however, Dot' s International pro-

gram is going ahead at a record pace in Eng-

land, on the European continent, in asia, and

in the Latin-american countries. The story of

how this evolved is almost a3 colorful as the

rise of Randy's Record Shop to one of the

world '

3

multi-million dollar recording em-

pires.

In 1957 J.N. (Jim) Bailey, a slender,

dark-haired, intense young man in his 30' s,

left his position with RCA Victor, to take

over the reins of Dot's rapidly expanding in-

ternational division under the Paramount Pic-

tures Corporation aegis. Bailey, working with

Dot President Wood, and Paramount executives,

plotted a course of aggressive action that

would spread the popularity of Dot Records'

artists into every part of the world.

From a financial standpoint, it wasn't

many months before the International direc-

tor’ s dream of gaining a solid foothold in

England, Brazil, Japan, Sweden, Italy, Ger-

many ana Australia, began to show encouraging

"Then we concentrated on seeking our new li-
censees to manufacture and distribute our
records in countries we hadn't been operating
in before. Being part of the Paramount or-
ganization gave our program added impetus,

'

too".

Thus, the foothold in Europe and England
was established, but there was much more work
to be done. In 1958 Bailey left the execu-
tive offices of Dot Records in Hollywood, for
an extended tour of Europe and England to per-
sonally call on Dot licensees. From England
to Germany to Holland, Italy and Switzerland,
the Dot International chief held conferences
concerning sales and distribution problems.
He also signed new contracts with licensees
in Greece, and other countries.

Today, in 1959, the results of Bailey's
work are paying off royally. Foreign record
royalties have leaped ahead an additional
$100,000 compared to 1958, and by the end of
the year, will have set a new high for sales
in oversees countries.

"The great popularity of some of our ar-
tists is really responsible for our being
successful on world-wide scale," says Bailey.
"England and Germany are still our best mar-*
kets in Europe, but other countries are com-
ing ahead fast."

"For instance," he continued, "Bob Cros-

by's Dot disc of 'Petite Fleur' sold 30,000
copies in Brazil, and 80,000 in Japan. Too,

Billy Vaughn and his orchestra have been voted

No. 1 in practically every country in the wo-

rld. In Germany alone, he has been given two

gold records for his million sellers 'Sail A-

long Silv'ry Moon,' and 'Blue Hawaii.' Re-

cently he Was given another gold record by

Germany for having a total of eight golden

hits in that country. Additionally, Vaughn

has been voted the No. 1 American recording

artist in South Africa by teenagers there.

results.

By 1958 record soles to military outlets

in foreign countries increased 125 percent.

Too, Dot's foreign royalties soared ahead by

$150,000 compared to the previous year. There

are good reasons for Dot' s great strides on

the international scene.

"We decidea to push the Dot product ty

funneling more information about our artists

to our foreign licensees," explains Bailey.

"Another artist who has boosted our sales
and popularity in Europe," adds the Interna-
tional Director," is Robin Luke. Robin's 'Su-

zy Dari in' was No. 1 on the popularity charts
in Italy for five months, and he's still con-

sidered very hot there."

Although Dot's International story is a

bright one, especially in the face of the tre-

mendous competition, both from other American
European labels, much remains to be done.

JAMES N. BAILEY
Director
of the

International
Division of
DOT RECORDS

"By 1962," says Bailq
"I'm going to see that our
total sales and royalties
in Europe and Asia, are
doubled.

"

Part of the current
program geared to accomp-
lish this job, includes
flooding European licensee
with display materials,
including easels, and a
stepped up flow of publi-
city pictures.

"We're giving them
point of sales display ma-
terial overseas that they
never had before," says
Bailey, "and the recent
appointment of John Nathan
by Randy Wood, President
of Dot, as deneral Repre-
sentative of European Oper
ations, will give us a con
stant personal contact tha
should rocket us to the tq
sales-wise, throughout the
world.

"

Plans are current to
have Dot stars Dick Stabil
Louis Prima and Keely Smit
Pat Boone, and others, tou
Europe and England to estal

lish a visual as well as
audio popularity with rec-
ord fans there.

As Director Bailey
says earnestly, "Dot Rec-
ords and Paramount Picture
as a team, will become a

major force in foreign cou
tries, to make Dot product
'the world's best selling
records. .

. '

"
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Yul Brynner is not only one of the world's
matchless performers in front of the motion
picture camera, but behind the lens he is also
world renowned as one of the finest living pho-
tographers, During the making of "The Ten Comm-
andments" (through special privilege granted by
Mr. DeMille), he made a wonderful collection of
photographs of production and personality facets
of the great film. He did the same things dur-
ing the making of "The Buccaneer."

The Paramounteers of
Germany put this latter
fact to very good use dur-
ing the current presentat-
ion of "The Buccaneer." At
the top i3 the Yul Brynner
collection of "Buccaneer"
impressions lensed by the
star, and placed on exhib-
ition in the lobby of the
Savoy Theatre, Hamburg,
during the presentation of
"The Buccaneer." At left
is the exhibition's card
of announcement explaining
the exhibition. And below
is a close view of two of
the actual exhibition ex-
hibits Following the

Hamburg presentation, the exhibition moved on
Brussels and to Vienna in connection with the
presentation of "The Buccaneer" in these cities.

BERLIN - Front and rear views of the show-
manship treatment applied to a double-decker
bus in behalf of the Dino De Laurentiis prod-
uction, "Tempest," when the spectacular film
was the attraction at the Delphi Cinema here.

Diese Ausgabe steht im

Zeichen unserer
Produkti onserfolge!

M ft »» ft ft

Die Ausgabe dieses Monats ist -von Titelbild
bis zur Nachricht auf der Riickseite der Pro-
duktion gewidmet. Wir geben danit Kenntnis
’•on unseren ausgezeichneten Eilmen, die in-
zvischen abgedreht warden, sich nock in Arbeit
befinden odor genlant sind.

Mr. Weltner hat diesen -”on ihm angeregten Wer—
befeldzug mit einer Gr<indlichkeit und Zweck-
massigkeit gestartet, wie wir sie bisher noch
nicht erlebt haben. Er hat sich stets, seit
er den Posten des Weltverkaufschef s iibernon-
men hat, fiir dieses Ziel eingesetzt und die
Hohepunkte seiner erfolgreichen Tatigkeit sind
durch solche Riesenerfolge wie "KRIEG UND FRIE
DEN"

,
" STURM IM OSTEN" und -iele andere ge-

kennzeichnet.

Sein khrzlicher Europa - Besuch, iiber den wir
in der letzten Ausgabe berichteten, und sein
Besuch im Studio trugen wesentlich zur Forde-
rung seines Planes bei . Zwischen den beiden
Besuchen hielt '.'r. '.Veltner in New York eine
•'’ielbeachtete Pressekonferenz fiir die Fach-
nresse ab, in der er eingehend iiber unsere
konmenden 34 Produkti onen sprach. Und woriiber
wir in diesem Heft berichten.

Einige Toge nach dieser Pressekonferenz wohnte
Mr. Weltner der Kon-vention der axnerikanischen
Theaterbesitzer in Chicago als einer der fiih-

renden Verkaufsleiter der Staaten bei, auf der
er die Tatsache betonte, dass die Paramount im
Produktions- und Verleihgeschaft fijhrend tatig
ist und sich diesen Zweigen weiterhin rait gan-
zer Kraft widmen wird.

Wenn Sie diese Ausgabe lesen, dann konnen Sie
gewiss sein, dass Sie ein Dolcument iiber die
Bcstandigkeit unserer Produktion vor sich ha-
ben. Sie erfahren darauS die Voranlciindigung

des besten Produkti onr-programms
,
von dem Sie

je gelesen haben. Und Sie erfahren ferner,
dass Mr. Weltner die vor uns liegenden Jahre
als "Das Jahrzehnt des Erfolges" bezeichnet.

Inzwischen hat sich Mr. James E. Perkins, Pre-
sident der Paramount International Films, „uf
eine l’.eise nach Australien, Neu-Seeland und

Cover of the latest
issue of PARAMOUNT IN
WORT UND BILD depicts the
continuing importance of
"The Buccaneer" in Ger-
many, where the picture
has had very wide popular
acceptance.

BELOW

Here is a scene, from
the same issue, depicting
Hal Wallis 'on location'
in Germany in connection
with advance shooting for
Elvis Presley's "Cafe
Europa." Shown from right
to left are: Producer Hal
Wallis, Mr. and Mrs. Boris
Jankolovics, Mrs. Stabins,
Publicity Director Gunter
Schack and Captain Mawn
of the U.S.Arny.

ESSEN, Germany - Full
length figure portraits of
Sophia Loren were very
popular in window display-
showmanship both here and
in Dusseldorf in connect-
ion with the local release
of "Houseboat."

dem Orient begeben, um
personlich Mr. Weltners
Botschaft von der
Bestandigkeit unserer Pro-

duktion zu uberbringen,
wie sie der Weltver-
kaufschef den amerikan-
ischen Theaterbesitzem
und der Fachpresse der
Staaten mitgeteilt hat.
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CHICAGO - "Stupefyin' Jones," pulchritude-
packin' she-male or "Li'l Abner," stops traffic
here (and puzzles Policeman Jack O'Neill) as

she is carted across Randolph Street in the Loop

district. We say 'carted' because the figure of
"Stupefyin 1 (played so expertly in the musical
film by Julie Newmar) is made of board, is nine
feet tall, and must fee handled gently. And her
three escorts, Arnold Siegel, Ed Wade and Herb

Baum, found this out

...for as they started across. "Stupefyin"' ju3t
started to fold up in the most embarrassing
(and ju3t possibly unscheduled) fashion. So that

Arnold, Ed and Herb had to tote her across in
this fashion. All the time muttering (loud and

strong) - "Li'l Abner," "Li'l Abner," "Li'l
Abner."

For the record - "Stupefyin'" was on her way

to the Sherman Hotel to play her part in the
convention of the Theatre Owners of America.

LI'L ABNER showmanship
gets a fine assist from the
United Features Syndicate's
Sadie Hawkins Day folder that
is being distributed by Joe
Friedman's Showmanship Dept.

Folder has all of the mat-
erial necessary to duplicate
the Sadie Hawkins Day idea in
any part of the world - and
duplication of this sociolog-
ical gimmick anywhere cannot
help but focus attention for-
cefully on "Li'l Abner."

LONDON - As a tie-in with showing
of "The Five Pennies" at the Plaza,
the French Line used a window to ann-
that it costs only 5d.(Five Pennies)
a mile to travel by French Line stea-
mer from London to New York.

WISE EXHIBITORS KNOW
THAT SHOWMANSHIP IS

WHAT YOU MAKE* * * *

HELSINKI - This well-
messaged vehicle , a near
approach to one of Russia's
' droshkys

' , did plenty of
travel around Helsinki's
streets both in advance of
and during the engagement
of "Tempest" at the Gloria
Theatre hferei

BARCELONA - The sensa-
tional success of Alfred
Hitchcock's "Vertigo" at
the Fantasio Cinema here
was due in good measure to
the wonderful tie-up eff-
ected in connection with
the book on which the film
was based. Editorial
Plaza, publishers of the
Spanish edition, arranged
for no less than 500
bookstore windows and
book-stands in the city of

Barcelona alone. Just
think of it: 500 tie-ups
in just one city!

PARIS - In the foreground of the scene

at left (if you can tear your eyes away
from the Eiffel Tower) , is a houseboat built

on a truck to advertise "Houseboat" at the
Paramount and Elysees Theatres. Behind it is

the superstructure of one of the many fine
riverboats which travel the Seine, and you
will note further advertising for the Para-
mount picture there. Scene at right shows
the size and grace of this riverboat. with
the sign visible (on both port and star-
board sides of the craft) slightly abaft of
amidships. This was all part of a truly won-

derful campaign of showmanship for "House-
boat" throughout Paris.

Many Paramounteers saw One Mill-

ion Dollars is actual, cold cash at

the "Jack the Ripper" luncheon. It

was spread before them, under glass

and under guard, in the form of one

thousand bills, each of $1,000 den-

omination. Later it was brought to

the head table in bundles, the only

form in which it could be legally

photographed.
Joseph E. Levine, at the sales

and advertising meeting which foll-
owed the luncheon, reported that it
cost him $3,000 to borrow the money
from a Boston bank and bring it ana
its 'covey' of guards to New York.

This is the money that Mr.LevinB
is using to launch "Jack the Ripper"
across the nation.
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AND THE OTHERS

In the New York office of George Weltner, in one
of the most prominent locations, stands this framed
photograph with its five very personal souvenirs. The
photo is of the five principal women in the Dino De
Laurentiis production of "Jovanka and the Others."
The wisps of hair are real hair from the locks of the
five stars as they were shorn for this powerful film.
The five are, from left: Vera Miles, Barbara Bel
Geddes, Silvana Mangano, Carla Gravina and Jeanne
Moreau. The ribbons holding the hair are in five diff-
ent colors to indicate that the film is in Technicolor.

Last month when we
viewed this scene there
were five women partisans
in this forest pool. Now
there are four. Have the
enemy sharpshooters got
one of them? Ha3 one been
found a traitor and been
executed by drowning? Or
has one gone off on a
secret mission through
the ranks of the enemy?

And in any case, which
of the five is missing
from this provocative
scene?

BELOW

Richard Baaehart as
Captain Reinhardt, enemy— but an understanding
man in a difficult spot.

Steve Forrest is powerful in the
role of Sergeant Keller, the brutal
invader who has been summarily dealt
with by the Partisans, and violently
sterilized. Here he shouts defiance
from the hospital, and names the five
women whose lover he has been. These
are the women who have their heads
shaved and are then turned loose in
the forest to perish — but survival
is too strong In them for this fate.

"Jovanka - and the Others"
these are the five wonderful women.

KLANGENFURT, Austria - Van Heflin,
Richard Basehart and Alex Nicol as
they arrived here from Italy for the
scenes to be filmed here for "Jovanka
and the Others."

BELOW

At what scene of terror are Vera
Miles and Harry Guardino looking in
this vignette from "Jovanka and the
Others"?
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GENOA - Window of the
Paramount branch office
here is put to excellent
use in advertising "Last
Train From Gun Hill."

GENOA - One side of
the entrance to the Univ-
ersal Theatre here bore
this very effective adver-
tisement for "Last Train
From Gun Hill."

GENOA - And this was
the other side of the
Universal Theatre ' s entr-
ance, which goes to show
how effectively the Hal
Wallis production, "Last
Train From Gun Hill" was

f
iven the best showmanship
reatment in this import-

ant Italian city.
BELOW

A view of the Univer-
sale Theatre of Genoa, as
arrayed for "Last Train
From Gun Hill."

A Record Number of
"Houseboat” Records

Two of the songs from "Houseboat" have
been given the greatest number of recordings
in Italy on the music of any film in history.
The songs are "Ancora Fra Le Tue Brace ia" and
"Bing Bang Bong!"

First mentioned has been issued on the
following labels — Fonit, Capitol, RCA, Voce,
Jolly, Mercury, London and Philips, the last-
mentioned being sung by Sophia Loren herself.

"Bing Bang Bong!" is also sung by Sophia
on the Philips label, and has been issued
under the record labels of Voce, Fonit, Vis,
Fonit (one Fonit is by V.Paltrinieri and the
other by Franco Scarica), Ricordi and Durim.

This makes 8 recordings for the "Ancora"
number, and 7 for "B.B.B."

HOLLYWOOD - Gabriella Tucci, noted Italian
opera singer, is initiated into some of the
intricacies of film-making by Jerry Lewis on
the set of his current production/'CinderFella."

LA PRODUZiONE, TEMA
D I yUESTO NUMERO

* * * *

Quests volts, il terns principsle dei nostro
fssclcolo, della prims 8ll 'ultima pegina ivl
compreei la fotografis sulla copertina di fron
te ed il messaggio su quelle di dietro, ft pre"
cisemente quello della produzlone . Su questo
teme riceverete cosi Is piii belle notizie che
vi ebblemo oBi date sis circa ottimi film gift
pronti che su pellicole in corso di lsvorazio-
ne o da prodursi in un prossimo futuro.

Tale campsgna della produzione ft stats promos-
8S da Mr. Weltner con un’ inteneitft e fermezza
di propoaito mal uguagliste nelle storia della
nostra Casa. Dal momento in cui egli ha asaun
to le Direzione General® delle Vendite per

—

tut to il mondo, Mr. Weltner he lavoreto instan
cabi lmsnte per 11 reggiungimento dei risultatT
di oggi , fra cui sono da annoverarsi gli acqui
8ti dl film di cassette quali GUERRA E PACE,

~

LA TEMPESTA e moltl eltri.

Il suo recente viaggio in Europe descrlttovi
nel numero precedente, a la successive visita
alio Studio, hanno aervito a dare ulteriore
impulao al suo piano. E tra datto viaggio in

ROME - Lobby display in the Cinema Corso (at
top) for "Houseboat"; and in the Adriano for
"Last Train From Gun Hill." Both pictures
were solid box-office successes.

Europe e la sua andata a Hollywood, Mr .Weltner
ha tenuto una memorabile conferenza ai rappre-
sententi della atampa cinematogrefica a New
York durante la quale egli ha fatto menziooe
delle 34 future pellicole di cui troverete de_t

tegli in altra parte di queato numero.

Inoltre, a pochisaimi giorni dl di stanza da

tele conferenza dl atampa, Mr. Weltner ft stato
uno dei principali eaponenti del ramo vendite
della nostra Industrie che hanno aaaistito al

Convegno dei Proprietari di Cinema e Teetri
d 'America avoltosl a Cicago. In questo Conve-
gno egli ha inequivocebilmente conferraeto il
fatto che la Paramount non solo ft^ dedita alia

produzione e noleggio di pellicole cinematogM
fiche, me che ft enche assolutamente determina-
te a continuare la stesss attivitft. Dopo di

che, egli ha proseguito per il nostro Studio
dove ha potuto subito conatatare che le sue

affermazioni corrispondevano perfettamente alia

realtft dei fattl.

Perolft nel leggere il presents numero avrete

per cosi dire la dopumentazione delle permaneii

za della Paramount nel campo della produzione.

Ed avrete nello steeso tempo qualche dettaglio
anticipato sul pill bel programme di lavorl che

I
?1 sia stato mal presentato. Infine, clb che

h ancora piti importante, avrete la splegezione

del perchft Mr. Weltner he proclamato che sti£

mo ewiandoci verse "La Decade 1960 del Grandi

Successi".

Mr. James E. Perkins, presidente della Para-
mount International Films, ft parti to per l'Au
stralia , Nuova Zelande ed Orients onde portare
di persona a quel lontani paesl lo steaso mes-
aagglo che circa la produzione e relative
permenenza Mr. Weltner ha gift proclamato sia

agli Esercenti che alia atampa clnemetografica
degll Stati Unit!-
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"The Pleasure of His Company," the Perlberg-

Seaton production of the rollicking Broadway com-

edy, has a January 25th starting date. Picture

3tars Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Lilli Palmer,

Tab Hunter, Gary Merrill and Charlie Ruggles
"Psycho" (our back cover notwithstanding) is well
in work, with Alfred Hitchcock directing Anthony
Perkins, Vera Miles, John Gavin and Janet Leigh..

Martin Jurow and Richard Shepherd have returned

to Hollywood where they have three Paramount pic-
tures upcoming. These are "The Fabulous Showman,"
a screen biography of P.T.Barnum; "Breakfast at

Tiffany's," based on the Truman Capote novel; and

a "Shell Scott" story Jack Lord will head
the cast of "Walk Like a Dragon" which James Cla-
vell will produce and direct for Paramount. Nobu
McCarthy and James Shigeta will also be in the

cast. Filming starts next month. Lord was in "The

PARAMOUNT TICKER ALIVE
WITH TOP- INTEREST NEWS

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET

Jerry Lewie, visiting Earth from a mightier
planet far out in Outer Space, miscalculates
his arrival by a mere century and shows up in

Civil War uniform. His temporary hosts take the

situation with varying degrees of equanimity.

Hangman" with Robert Taylor and Fess Parker.
Miss McCarthy was opposite Jerry Lewis in
"The Geisha Boy." "Kowloon," original
story of love and intrigue in that section

of the British Crown Colony of Hongkong written by John Gay and William Schorr, has been purch-
ased by Ray Stark's World Enterprises Inc. for production as a Paramount release. No cast ann-
ouncements yet Meanwhile Stephen Cheng, a member of the cast of the Broadway production of
"The World of Suzie Wong," has left the play in New York to play the unforgettable role of the
Chinese butler in "The Pleasure of His Company".. Cables from Siracusa, Sicily, report that
Dino De Laurentiis has commenced production of his mighty production, "Under Ten Flags," which
is to be a Paramount release. Van Heflin, Charles Laughton and Mylene Demongeot (the 'dazzler'
from Paramount's French release, "Faibles Femmes"), head the cast. Picture is the story of
German Captain Rogge, who sailed British shipping lanes in a heavily-armed but disguised mer-
chant marine ship during World War II, preying on Allied vessels. In order to approach his
victims without arousing suspicion. Captain Rogge flew whatever flag was convenient at the
moment, hence the film's title.

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

British Turning
The ent-

husiasm of
this Lond-
on writer
and the
broadsheet
at right
is both
proof and
further
promise of
a success

unmatched in British preced-
ent. All of this, and much
more, will be found by Para-
mount offices world-wide, in-
corporated in a wonderful
portfolio material prepared
and produced by Paul Ackerman
and Armand Cardea.

TAK€ A TIP

FROM DICK RICHARDS
of thi DAILY MIRROR
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Alfred Hitchcock's
current production,
"Psycho

,

" now in work

is so secret a projec
that nobody knows any

thinn about its theme
- not even " H i tch'

himself

•

"'Snow use you ask

jno me,” says "Hitch”
as he slithers down
the Rock i es

.

One th i no is cert
ain, however - "Hite
will manaoe to oet
himself into the pic
ture, as usual. Bui

even he isn't telli no

himself how

.

I
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• THE lesson to be learned from Para-

mount’s unique marketing methods, as

outlined in these pages recently in an

interview with George Weltner, the

company’s sales chief, may be an im-

portant one for this industry, as it

seems to be a practical solution to an

old, old problem—namely, the unfor-

tunate “deadwood' ’period which too

often hangs between a picture’s com-
pletion and release.

Under the Paramount system, as1

directed by the marketing team of

Weltner and v-p jerry Pickman, a har-

monious working relationship with the

company's producers is set up, thus

encouraging the latter to go quite a

few steps beyond the usual cut-off

point of their association with the pic-

ture. Right up to the release of “Psy-

cho,” “The Bellboy” and “The Rat

Race.” for example, three of Para-

mount’s big winners this summer, pro-

ducers Alfred Hitchcock, Jerry Lewis,

William Perlberg and George Seaton

were in daily contact with Weltner and

Pickman on every phase of the market-

ing and merchandising of their pic-

tures. This because of Paramount’s

concept in marketing, calling for pro-

ducer participation in every phase of

handling from the sales and ticket

policy and release pattern to the adver-

tising and publicity. It was in this way
that the unique "no one admitted after

the start of the picture” policy was
formulated for “Psycho.” 4

Jerry Lewis set new standards for

the Paramount producer-home office

relationship by making a whirlwind

two-day personal appearance tour of

1 8 Loew’s theatres in the greater New
York area. The result— the biggest

two-day gross in the circuit’s history

on a picture most every critic thought

was weak.
Weltner and Pickman are now

working with Hal Wallis on "G.l.

Blues,” with Ray Stark on “The World
of Suzie Wong,” with Marlon Brando

on "One-Eyed Jacks,” and with Lewis

on “CinderFella.”
Weltner recently declared that “the

joint marketing approach is successful

and we have benefitted greatly from
the producers’ love and knowledge of

f

their films.” If this has been the story

at Paramount, it sounds like one that

could stand repeating in other quarters.

It has always been the feeling here

that those producers who can bring so

much showmanship to bear in their

pictures might likewise contribute

much in merchandising ideas.

k
I

THE COVER
Shown on the cover are shots of

members of the audience In the Plasa
Theatre, London, reacting to the
Hitchcock picture. Pictures were made
by infra-red process In the darkened
theatre during an actual screening.

P&r&mOUn"t ^orld “ Copyright ® I960 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
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allied products, and in the business future of their company.

ALBERT DEANE, Editor
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Japan Honours
Adolph Zukor

This is an editorial on an editorial. Our source of inspirat-
ion, at left, appeared in the Hollywood Reporter of August 2nd. It
told the industry at large something of the basic Paramount conoept
of applying practical, enc- ______________
ompassing, comprehensive
showmanship to the fine pro-
duct being delivered to the
company by aces among the
industry’s top producers. As
indicated by Publisher Wilk-
erson. Paramount’s top eche-
lon of salesmanship - in
which sales and showmanship
are melded in a single potent
force - is directed to the
attainment of every ounce of
revenue from the company’s
top revenue-potential films.
It makes for a matchless
combination of effort, and
augurs powerfully for 1961.

World Sales Manager Georgs
Weltner has been broadcasting
the good Paramount news very
thoroughly. Not only have
his letters of appreciation,
congratulation and informat-
ion been going to all branch
and division managers in the
United States and Canada,but
to Paramount International's
five division managers over-
seas as well. Good news of
the calibre that Paramount
has with "Psycho," "The Bell-
boy," "It Started In Naples,"
"The Rat Race" and "G.l.
Blues" is too good to be kept
at home. The whole Paramount
world should know it. Thanks
to GW's letters - it knows it.

Mr. Adolph Zukor, wearing the Japan* s*

Order of the Rising Sun, is shown with Consul
General Mitsuo Tanaka. They are both holding
the official citation.

The "Psycho" phenomenon
is just as potent in Canada
as it is in the U.S.A. and
Great Britain. We have been
thrilled by a letter from
General Manager Gordon Light-
stone to his field forces
which just sparkles with not
merely wonderful figures,but
with record-breaking records
that break record-breaking
records.

On September 8th, in the Consul-

ate General of Japan in New York
City, Adolph Zukor, the founder of

the Paramount organization, and now
Chairman of the Board, was, at the

direction of His Majesty the Emperor

of Japan, invested with the Order of

the Rising Sun.
The citation from His Majesty the Emperor of

Japan, as read to Mr. Zukor by Consul General
Mitsuo Tanaka, read:

Mr. Zukor, you have been decorated by His
Majesty the Emperor of Japan for your out-
standing contributions to the notion picture
industry and the cultural progress of Japan.

The many fine American films you have in-
troduced to Japan hart exerted a very benef-
icial Influence on the nation's foreign film
exhibiting circles. The excellent operation
by your company of several motion picture
theatres in Japan has set an example for the
Japanese theatre management business. And.the
technological assistance you have rendered to
Japanese film companies has played an Import-
ant role in the Improvement of the nation's
motion picture industry.

Mr. Zukor, I am pleased to transmit to you
the Third Class Order of the Rising Sun.



THE "PSYCHO" STORY

CONTINUES ALMOST

BEYOND BELIEF

IN v«a^LES

"You mean to say that I,

with my little 'Psycho,'
did all of these wonderful
things all across the

country?

"

-from an imaginary
Alfred Hitchcock
interview.

DENVER, Colorado -
A mile up in the sky,
and just note how the
Denverites go for
"Psycho." Even the
clock is going - it is
quarter to seven in
the evening, and all
of these folks are
missing their dinner
just to see "Psycho."

RIGHT
JERSEY CITY. N.J.-

You've seen pictures
of queues that go
round and round the
block in New York
City — but not in
almost suburban sett-
ings like the one at
right. Theatre in this
instance is the Stan-
ley, where, naturally,
a new record was set
by "Psycho."

Randforce Amusement
Corporation Enthuses
The Randforce Amusement Corporation, oper-

ator of 28 noteworthy cinemas in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
is delighted over the manner in which Paramib
cooperated in the presentation of "Psycho."

This delight is expressed in the following
letter from Randforce 's Manny Frisch to Jerry
Pickman, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
vice-president in charge of Paramount Advert-
ising, Publicity and Exploitation:

Dear Jerry:

On behalf of everyone here at Randforce, I am
writing to express our sincere congratulations
upon the magnificent concept of the advertisini
campaign on PSYCHO and the superlative manner
in which it has been executed in the papers and
on radio and television.

At the same time, I would like also to convey
our appreciation and gratitude for the advert-
ising which our theatres have received, and Iam sure it will more than pay off at the box-
oifice

•

Cordially (sgd.) Manny Frisch.

But even this wasn't the full story for
Mr. Frisch. Even after signing the typewritten
letter he could not refrain from hand writing,
in massive script across the sheet —

"It's the Greatea til"

There is just no end
to the massive story of
"Psycho.” We make up a

page - whammoi along
comes something better.

And now the "Psycho"
story is spreading all
around the world.

SAN FRANCISCO - This is the exterior of the RKO
Golden Gate Theatre. The picture ( - as if you
didn't knowl) is Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho". As
for this particular situation, the best we can do
is to quote verbatim the realistic report to Joe
Friedman from field representative Bob Blair:

"Psycho," lines five times a day at RKO Gol-
den Gate Theatre, San Francisco. This line
at every show extends to Turk Street and
then turns right. The line (double) always
is 900 people. ...Ticket purchaser's line
forms on Golden «ate Avenue, to the left of
these shots. We used two cashiers for each
3pill and fill, plus a phone girl in the
box-office. The phone is Jammed starting
about 40 minutes before each complete perf-
ormance .

DETROIT - If ell the "Psycho" lines across
the country could be placed end to end, they'd

g
robably reach to the moon and most of the way
ack. This particular one is at the Palms, one
of the United Detroit Theatres Corporation' s ace
houses. The line here, as you can see,extends to
the limits of vision.

SOW
PSYCHO
IS NOW /W
PROGRESS

NO ONE
IS ALLOWfD
TO £MTfK TN£
AUDITOR/t/N
UNTIL /TenLi

rtwHakhieui

COMFORTABl

MINNEAPOLIS -
Management of
the State Thea-
tre placed its
injunction reg-
arding admiss-
ion at the very
precise spot to
catch the atten-
tion of those
who wished to
make themselves
"comfortable"
while waiting to
catch the start
of "Psycho."



GETTING THE
WHOLE WIDE WORLD
'SHOCK-PROOFED'
FOR "PSYCH 0"

A moment during the 'briefing
session' on "Psycho" conducted in Homs

Office by Martin H. Davis (second on
left), Paramount's national director
of ’ advertising, publicity and exploi-
tation. Reading from the left: Joseph
Friedman, exploitation director: Mr.
Davis: Henri Michaud, co-ordinator of
"Psycno" sales and showmanship for
Continental Europe; Milton Goldstein,
international "Psycho" coordinator;
Mario Ghio, Paramount manager for
Central America; Arraand Cardea,
assistant to the director of Paramount
International' s publicity .advertising
and showmanship department.

Portfolio-plus
Quite easily the most effective,

comprehensive and practical port-

folio of information, facts, guides

and suggestions ever issued by Par-

amount International on any picture

is the one on "Psycho" created and

assembled by Armand Cardea under

the direction of Milton Goldstein.

Prepared in record time, and

literally tingling with the unpre-

cedented enthusiasm generated by

the Hitchcock thriller, the port-

folio is being rushed to all parts

of the world to capitalize on the

gigantic excitement wrought by

"Psych o."

Q . Q .

(Double Queue)

SWISS COTTAGE, London - Queues from both dir-
ections here, all heeding the injunction that
the picture must be seen from the beginning only.

Note also the popular nature of the announcement
along the dignified marquee: also the brilliance
of tne displayed starting times of "Psycho."

LONDON REPORT

"PSYCHO” OUTRANKS ALL OTHER
PERFORMANCES IN RANK THEATRES.
:....A cable from Managing Di-

rector Fred Hutchinson states
(and his figures bear this out)

that the release of ’’Psycho” in

38 top cinemas of the Rank cir-

cuit broke all existing records
for all films of all companies
”by_mj_les.” (These last two

words were the conservative
managing director’s own).

Germany will be the first of the
Continental countries to get "Psycho,"
with openings in the key cities of
Frankfurt, Berlin, Dusseldorf, Munich
and Hamburg set for the first two weeks
of October.

In Italy, the Hitchcock picture will
be in release by the end of October. In
France, the first two weeks of November
will witness the release of the shocker
and the Scandinavian countries will
also have it this same month.

Actual release dates will be set, at a

’ PSych-conclave ’ being called in Paris
in mi d-Sept ember by Continental coordi-
nator Henri Michaud, following his ret-
urn to Paris from meetings in New York
and Hollywood.
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RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
GETS "THE '

WORLD OF

SUZIE WONG”
Filmed in Hongkong and London, with a

cast headed by William Holden, Nancy

Kwan, Sylvia Syms and Michael Wilding,

”The World Of Suzie Wong” is truly an

international production. So what could

be more appropriate than that it be pre-

miered in that most international of all

show-places. New York's Radio City Music

Hall. It is scheduled to open there in

Participants in the signing of the contract calling
for the showing of Ray Stark's Paramount production,
"The World Of Suzie Wong," at the Radio City MusicHall
in November. From L to R: George Weltner, Paramount

I Pictures vice-president in charge of world sales;
Russell V. Downing, president and managing director of

HI the Music Hall, and producer Ray Stark.

November as the Music Hall's Thanksgiving

Producer Ray Stark was
right on the spot during
every moment of troductl-
on. Accompanied by his
trusty camera and his
'eagle eye' for details,
he went everywhere that
the cast and the wide-
screen Technicolor cam-
eras went.

This is Nancy Kwan in her
role in "The World Of Suzie
Wong" on this August I960 issue
of Esquire Magazine. But that
isn't all : inside the famous
magazine for men is an 8-page
article, with illustrations in
gay and glamorous color, taken
both from "Suzie Wong" and ftxjn

the extraordinarily picture oqqp
city of Hongkong against which
the Ray Stark production for
Paramount is backgrounded.

The cover and illustrated
article represent one of the
finest magazine coverages any
top picture has ever been given.

attract iorr.
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...
You can never plan

the future by the past.

-Ecknund Bxrke

Juliet Prowse
, Elvis

Presley and an adorable
baby make wonderful music
and romance in one of the
many charming scenes of
"G. I. Blues."

—
vnp |

Congratulations are in order for
_tW TUKK) £sther Epstein, who has been

appointed cashier. She succeeds Steve Baronek,
resigned. Congratuations also to Miss Grace
Ganguzza who succeeds Miss Epstein as secretary
to Nat Stern, sales manager.

With "Psycho," "Bat Race" & "Bellboy"
racking up record grosses and our new short
subjects meeting with oomplete exhibitor appro-
val, good days certainly are here again. The
boys and girls in the sales and booking depart-
ment, sparked by Myron Sattler, branch manager,
have their sleeves rolled up and are going all
out to reap the harvest.

—Gene Newman

oACKSONV I LLE Everyone in this branch
is thrilled over the

three record-breaking, blockbuster pictures
now playing in our area — "Bellboy", "The Rat
Race" and "Psycho." Ihe grosses on these three,

pictures have been outstanding, and we ere

proud that the Paramount trademark is on each.

"Psycho" is playing the St. Johns Theatre here
and people are continuously lined up for two

or three blocks, in the rain, at every show-

ing to see this picture.

It gives one a wonderful feeling to look

at the release sheets and see a line-up of
product such as "Visit to a Small Planet,"

"Rat Race," "Bellboy," "Psycho," "Tarzan the

Magnificent," "The World of Susie Wong," "It

Dallas Previews "6.1. Blues"
Hal Wallis' Elvis Presley production, "G. I.

Blues," was sneak previewed at the Majestic
Theatre, Dallas, the evening of August 12th.
Paramount Division Manager Tom Bridge reports
that the event "certainly was a huge success."
He added that "Raymond Willie went all out to
make this a real Hollywood sneak preview "

After describing the event, the massive cap-
acity audience, the overwhelming enthusiasm, Tom
sximmed the event up in these words:

"...I have never seen an audience respond to
a picture like they did to G. I. BLUES. Not
only was there great applause at the beginn-
ing and end of the picture, but the audience
applauded the specialty numbers throughout
the film. It*was not altogether an audience
of youngsters; there were many, many older
people in the audienwe. The comment cards
that I saw were all marked 'excellent' and
the writers' remarks about the picture were
all highly complimentary This is not a
'rock and roll' picture. This is the new
Presley I predict that G. I. BLUES will be
the biggest Presley picture that it has been
our privilege to handle "

The preview (which Hal Wallis himself atten-
ded) was covered by William A. Payne, Amusements
Editor of The Dallas Morning News, who gave the
event a three-column story. His opening words
were:

"....If there are any Thomases doubting
whether Elvis Presley's popularity could sur-
vive a 2-year hitch in the Army, they should
have been around the Majestic Theatre Friday
night Long before G. I. BLUES came on the
screen, the theatre was packed with all seats
occupied and as many standees as fire regul-
ations allow. Hundreds more were turned away."

THE LAMP IS INSTALLED - At left is the
scene in the Paramount Studio when the April
sales convention was climaxed by the presen-
tation of an old-fashioned lamp to World Sales

Manager George Weltner. Jerry Pickman made
the presentation on behalf of all of the del-
egates. At right - the lamp installed at the
entrance to Mr. Weltner' s beautiful home in

Stamford, Connecticut.

Started in Naples," "Under Ten Flags," "Blood
and Roses," "Pleasure of his Company," "Cinder-
Fella," "One-Eyed Jacks," and last, but not
least, the greatest motion picture ever made,

Cecil B. DeMille's immortal "The Ten Command-
ments."

Mr. Hugh Owen visited our branch recently
holding a very important meeting with our book-

ing and selling staff. It certainly was an in-

spiring and interesting meeting, as Mr. Owen

went over the product coming up and the pict-

ures that will be going into production in the

near future. Ve are certain of one thing after

hearing Mr. Owen's talk, Paramount will always

be a challenging competitor to all motion pic-

ture distributors. Paramount will never play

second fiddle to any distributor, because we

are a proud organization and a proud organiza-

tion never lets up, until the goal of ^1 is

achieved.
We are very happy to welcome to our Jack-

sonville branch, Glorenia Whitchard and Shar-

olyn McLeod. —fray Chambers

NEW 0RLEANS| Everyone in this branch
has suddenly gone

"P-s-y-c-h-o". That is, we are all whipped up
in the exhibitor excitement over this massive
Paramount attraction. Which once again proves
that - "If It's a Paramount Picture, It's the
Best Show in Town I"

Vacationing this month are Mrs. Irma Rogers,
booker-, and Edgar Shinn, salesman. Mrs. Rogers
plans spending some time with friends in
Wave land. Miss,, while Mr. Shinn plans to
drive along the coast with nd definite plans.
We sure hope you both enjoy your trips.

Bill Chauvin, booker's assistant, and Dave
Richoux, booker, spent a few days in Memphis,
Term., visiting with our old friends, Howard
Nicholson, Travis Carr and Eddie Kaffenberger.
They are now back at their desks. Also back is
salesman Eddie Richard, and already on the road.

It is our pleasure to introduce three new
Paramounteers - Clayton Casbergue, booker. Lea
Collins, booker's assistant and former PRX
operator with us; and Marsha Gutierrez,booker'

s

assistant. We hope you three will be with us
for a long time to come.

All here are working hard to better our
position in "Paramount's I960 Salute to George

(Continued on Page 18)



"IT STARTED IN NAPLES"

IS RINGING THE BELL AS

'LOVELY ENTERTAINMENT'

ITEM: In Lynchburg, Virginia,
"It Started In Naples" did an

average week's business (7 days)

in the first three days.

VICTORIA MURRAY HILL

WarfTo

B&lhere

WhenTne

Fun

y Clark
GABLE

SOPHIA
LOREN
_ >lrrnwio^ BESICA
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NEW YORK - The Italian State Tour-
ist Office on Fifth Avenue devoted a
full window for two weeks extolling
the pictorial beauties of Paramount's
Shave Ison-Rose production - "It Start-
ed in Naples." Stills, cutouts of
Clark Gable and Sophia Loren and lobty
material relating to the romantic
comedy were seen by thousands of pass-
ersby prior to the opening of the film
at tne Victoria and Murray Hill Thea-
tres on September 2nd.

Cover of the novel la-
stion. by Paramount's
Saul cooper, of the
Shavelson-Rose production
of "It Started In Naples."
The paperback is now on
national display across
ths country, coinciding
with the popular release
of the Paramount picture.

Another one of the ads which
launched "It Started In Naples"
in New York on September 2nd. A
lot of play was given to the
phrase "Where the fun starts,"
In getting this happy picture
across to the public.

NEW YORK - Fronts of the Victoria (Times Square)
and Murray Hill (East Side) Theatres, where "It Star-
ted In Naples" opened so glowingly on September 2nd.

The Shavelson-Rose comedy romance in tourist-loving
Technicolor, has had a most gratifying popular build-
up right across the nation, with the very best reviews
heard to date being those of the compliments of happy
viewers leaving the theatres.

Wows Washington!
"It Started In Naples" has gotten

off to a fine and significant start
in the nation's capital, according
to advice from Herb Gillis, branch
manager. The Gable-Loren-lulu open-
ed August 25 at the Ontario Theatre
to an opening day's business that
was

60^ higher than "The Five Penn-
ies," (which ran 5 weeks) -

55? higher than "Houseboat,"
(which ran 10 weeks) -

100? higher than "Teacher's Pet"
(which ran 4 weeks) -

59? higher than "Funny Face"
(which ran 8 weeks).

London Likes ’’Naples”
The eminent British film-trade publication,

The Daily Cinema, had this to say about "It
Started In Naples":

Delightful 'escape' fare, which has the
magnet pull of its stare, its colourful
locations and its humour to attract custom-
ers It's great fun in this film, slickly
directed with a minimum of fuss. It's
coming out at lust the right time to sus-
tain the drizzle-soaked British for the long
winter ahead.



ROSARIO. Argentina - All over
South America, Cecil B.DeMille's
production, "The Ten Command-
ments" has been a towering suo-
cess. The Astral Theatre In this
city was no exception. Further-
more, the Astral's front-of-
house display is one of the most
beautiful and effective we have
seen anywhere

.

ItEWAKE OF
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PICKPOCKETS "
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This car card is one that
is used in Singapore's bus
system and was on display
during the return engagement
of "The Ten Commandments" at
the Cathay Organisation's
Odeon Theatre.

Note its very ironic place-
ment in relation to one of
the permanent notices in
the bus.

RECIFE, Pernambuco, Brazil - Facade
of one of the city' s most important
- and mo3t prominent - buildings has
been put to splendid use in heralding
"The Ten Commandments". The picture
opened at the Cine Art-Palacio on Aug.
8th .....

....and here is the scene in the lobby
of the celebrated Recife cinema as the
Fuzilieros Navais band overtured what
proved to be one of the great social
events of the year.

The first U.S. engagement of the
Italian language version of Cecil B.
OeMille's "The Ten Commandmsnts"
began Monday, August 8th, at New
York's Cinema Glgllo, 277 Canal St.

T.F.FT

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - Another of
the beautiful and dignified phases of
the decor of the Catnay Theatre here
for the return engagement of "The Ten
Commandments"

.

AS ETERNAL AS LIFE
ITSELF IS THE PRE-
SENTATION OF "THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS"
AROUND THE WORLD

Week after week after week, news
flows to us about the gratifying rec-
eptions, in all parts of the world,
accorded the greatest motion picture
ever made. To this point we have been
reporting on ’’The Ten Commandment s"

in every issue of Paramount World for
more than 7 years. We expect the col-
umns of our publication to be chron-
icling the accomplishments of Cecil B.

DeMille’s greatest contribution to
human understanding for a great many
years to come.

RAUB, Pahang,
Malaya - The new
Cathay Cinema is
already building
wonderful patro-
nage with that

f
reate st of all
ilms, "The Ten

Commandments."

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - "The
Ten Commandments" has enjoyed a
truly marvelous return engage-
ment at the Cathay Theatre here.
The entire front of house dis-
play, both above and beneath
the marquee, was made in the
Singapore plant of the Cathay
Organisation and transported to
this city. It is completely
3-dimensional and very expertly
lighted. It has of course con-
tributed materially to the high
success of the return presenta-
tion of the mighty Cecil B.
DeMille production.



Zipping over the lakes and

through the marshy woods at *

better than a mile a minute,the

Speedboat Sextette from "Boats

A' Poppin'" execute rhythmic

maneuvers with the grace and

precision of a Rockette Corps

from Radio City Music Hall.

From Howard G. Minsky (whose convention
predictions on Paramount short subjects supre-
macy are coming glowingly true), we learn much
more about upcoming greatness. There is news
about a precedent-setting 2-reel cartoon subj-
ect entitled "Abner the Baseball," being prep-
ared by comedy-writer Eddie Lawrence, voiced
by The Old Philosopher, and to be ready as an
Academy Awards contender in time for the 1961
baseball season. .. .Les Winik has completed the
second Sports Illustrated subject, a thrill-
plus camerization of the thrills and emotions
of free-falling via parachute. It is called
"A Sport Is Born" and was filmed in color in
New England. It will be released in November.

Next issue we will picture the premiere
party for "The Big A" at Aqueduct Racetrack in
New York City.... The second Mr. Kat subject is
completed, and will be seen soon There is
to be a 2-reel Travel-Rama in color of "Hong-
<ong, with the subject matter telling the very
luman story of the International Foster Par-
jnts Association. . .and in 1961 there will be a
Caribbean subject in full color, filmed entir-
ily beneath the blue West Indian waves.

Wealth of
Shorts
Mews

r sion, city school officials re- fields of entertainment. r.&;
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No ope . . . BUT NO ONE .

.

will be admitted to the

theatre after the start

of each performance of

PSYCHO*

Alfred HITCHCOCK'S

AMERICAN
BOULEVARD

NATIONAL
167tti STREET

ROST ROAD

Anthony PERKINS - Vera MILES
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SHATTERS YOUR EMOTIONS
LIKE NO OTHER MOTION .

PICTURE!'* — Daily Neiiri*"

Conspiracy
*Hearts ,,

,w0 LILLI PALMER
—— AND ' ‘

A WONDERFUL WORLD*
OF EXCITEMENT! ^

TheJVdventures or
Huckleberry Finrt;

TONY RANDALL
ARCHIE MOORE

EDDIE HODGES « Huc\,

BORGNllft ‘PAY OR DIP
AND -

FUSSED FOR WHlft-J
BORO PARK
.muttKNt.v

BLOOD LUST of the Voodoo Queerit !

‘MACUMBA LOVE’— Colo/'
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Indicative of the importance being given Paramount Short
Features these days by the nation's top exhibitors is this
'circuit' advertisement for Loew's Theatres in New York, in
which "Carnival In Quebec" has been given what amounts to
feature billing. "Carnival in Quebec" is the first of the
'new order' of Paramount shorts, and has met with top-rate
receptions by audiences wherever it has been screened.
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BRITISH SCENE REFLECTS
ABUNDANCE OF EXPERT

SHOWMANSHIP

MESSAGE
AFTER

MESSAGE
EMPHASIZES

THE
RECORD'
TRIUMPH

or cccu • 3<mu( s

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

READ THEM

Mr EXHIBITOR!

YOU CAN DO
THE SAME AT

youR
THEATRE

ftss^ri
.

--s 3

NOW a

HERES PROOF

"gEUkAM^uf
HAS -

BOX OFFICE
STRENGTH

!
|£P

Queues f mi
Queues

-

1
Queues fa

i BOOK IT MOW! L^-4

LONDON - At the fashion party
for Nancy Kwan following the
completion of "The World of
Suzle Wong." From L to R: Mrs.
,Ailsa Sarland (British Vogue),
Miss Felicity Green (British
fashion press), Mrs. Richard
Quine (wife of the film's dir-
ector), an<^ Miss Kwan.

1960’s AMAZING
BOXOFFICE SMASH!

THEATRE PBISIHTOTIOH

Announcement page of Tony
Reddin' s 3-page Daily Cinema ad-
vertisement on the "Psycho"
Theatre Presentation Policy....
and below is the 2-uage spread
of the policy itself.

LONDON - This 2-page spread in the
July 20th issue of The Daily Cinema is
pungent evidence of the continuing
giant success of both "The Ten Comm-
andments" and "Samson and Delilah. "In
the most important fashion the name of
Cecil B. DeMille is being kept truly
green in the United Kingdom.

HOLLTWOOD - Interesting shot
of Juliet Prowse and correspond
dent Nora Laing of London Daily
Sketch, made when the eminent
newspaperwoman interviewed Elvis
Presley's leading woman on the
set of the Hal Wallis product-
ion, "G. I. Blues."

LONDON - Paramount's Head
Office have found their own
"Daisy Mae" and "Li'l Abner."
They are Miss Maureen Butler of
the Circuits Dept., and Michael
Chivers of the Publicity Dept,
(ad sales). They are admiring
the Philips LP sound track alb-
um of the film which is a curr-
ent towering success in the
United Kingdom.

PSYCHO THEATRE PRESENTATION POUCY

- I960 S AMAZING BOXOFFICE SMASH!
The results to date ...

LONDON PLAlA THEATM PRESENTATION and

NATIONAL PRE RELEASE (NCACTMINTS

RTCORO OUTSTANDING BUSINTSS IN ALL

SITUATIONS AS PSYCHO FTVCR RISES

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY!

LEADING CIRCUITS ml INDEPENDENT

OPERATORS SEE NOW TO PLAY THE PSYCHO

PICTURE-AND POLICY* PRESCNEATION

EXACTl Y LIKE PRE RELEASE ENGAGEMENTS!

. . . and the foHow-throuah Ip you!

BE SURl TO GET ^i , ,p«*™
"The Care And Handling Of PSYCHO,"

BE SURE TO SEE •*. *«.

"Press Book On Film"/,

0 BE THERE when Paramount s

demonstration of

1 Theatre Presentation Polky

is given in your territory.

Copies of this policy are being distributed
to all offices around the world by Milton Gold-

stein and Armand Cardea. Success of the policy is

being demonstrated by the greatest audience de-

mand in film history.

LONDON - Striking window
display arranged Jointly by
Paramount and Thorpe and Por-
ter, distributors of the
paper-back edition of "Five
Branded Women" in the United
Kingdom. Display was maintai-
ned throughout the run of the
Dino De Laurentiie production
at the Plaza Theatre.

WESTBOURNE GROVE, Lon-

don — From all directions

they line up at the Odeon

to see "Psycho". . .at the

appointed times.

HOLLYWOOD - Among the
group of international
newspaper correspondents
who conducted a mass int-
erview with Elvis Presley
on the set -of "G. I. Blues

was Sylvia Norris, repres-

enting a number of British
and Indian publications.
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"PSYCHO"
So far as "Psycho" in Great Britain is

concerned, we are no longer living in the

past — only the precedent! And precedents

we have! New ones every day, each one a

whopping betterment over the one before. We

cannot list them here, for even before this

page would start its passage through the

presses, we'd have better and most flashing

news. So let's be conservative and say that

there never has been a success quite the

likes of "Psycho" in British cinemas!

i

MANCHESTER - There is a cable on
this page dealing with the business
registered by "Psycho" at CMA's Oxford
Theatre. This picture of the Oxford
graphically shows the smashing of all-
time, all-picture records at this housS.

A CABLE RECEIVED IN NEW
YORK on August 29th conveyed
the fact that "Psycho," at
the New Oxford Theatre in
Manchester, broke the

all-t ime

all-weather
all-films of
all-companies
records by a margin as

wide as the Atlantic.

BRIGHTON - Lower "Psycho"
picture is a queue-continuation
of the upper one. Both concern
the fabulous, precedented busi-
ness registered by the Alfred
Hitchcock chiller-r-r-r-r-r-r-r
at the Brighton Odeon.

LEFT
KILBURN, England - Lined up

under their various admission
Price categories for next show-
ing of "Psycho" at Gaumont State.

LONDON - Celebrated front of the
Plaza Theatre, with the title of the
Hitchcock thriller displayed in mass-
ive size no less than four times. And
of course crowds, crowds, crowds.

And here, on the Jermyn Street side
of the Plaza, this stern, effective
and completely inviolate admonition
concerning admission to the theatre..

ANOTHER CABLE

We allowed that cable to stay
there in the centre of the page,
just for contrast because - on
September 6th, word came in from
Managing Director Fred ftitchinson
to say that the 2nd week had shat-
tered the unprecedented 1st wealc^
record, and that the Sunday of the
3rd, week had shattered records of
all the other Sundays .

The film, by the way, was Alf-
red Hitchcock^ »P S Y C H 0."
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COPENHAGEN - Hera are

the members of the trio
that made the street
ballyhoo... And at the far

right is the lobby of the

Dagmar, with some of the

spirit of the Japanese
locale of the comedy
even unto the fishl

COPENHAGEN - "The

Geisha Boy," ballyhooed
by this strolling trio in

the heart of this city,
certainly brought Danes
to the Dagmar Theatre by
the thousands. Yet this
was only a part of the
Dagmar' s campaign of
showmanship •

There was also this
decorated truck parading
all of the main streets
and putting the title of
Jerry's picture and the
name of the theatre show-
ing it on the lips of
tens of thousands of eager
picture goers.

PSYCHO VACKER
BEGEISTRING UTAN LIKE

*************
Aldrig tidigare har det vAl hMnt att on

film utldst en sAdan omedelbar och helhJArtad
entusiasm scan Alfred Hitchcocks PSYCHO fbr-
mAtt g6ra i Fdrenta Staterna under de tvA
sistlidna manaderna. ForegAngen av en slA-
ende reklarakampanj kan den redan nu notera
publik- och kassarekord son fir utan jAmforel-
se. Och entusiasmen har fortplantat sig
till London och hela England, Skottland, Ir-
land och Wales. I Japan och Australien, dAr
filmen snart kommer upp, vAntas reaktionen
bli densamma. Det &r stallt utom allt tvl-
vel att PSYCHO pA den internatlonella markna-
den blir en Ilka stor ekonomlsk frangdng som
den for narvarande Sr 1 FSrenta Staterna. Ty
PSYCHO Ar en film som 1 allra hdgsta grad har
det dAr odefinlerbara "nAgot" aom gdr den
At rAvhrd f5r publik Over hela vArlden.

De tvA senaste numren av Paramount World
har sysslat en hel del med PSYCHO och hfir

blir det An mer nyhater om den och om andra
filmer.

Och om Audrey Hepburn, till exerapel, som i

New York hr i full f&rd med BREAKFAST AT TIF-
FANY'S, son inspelas precis pA de stAllen och
platser son historien fBreskriver. Senare
kommer hon i MISTRESS OF MELLYN, en Henry
Blanke-produktion. Det Ar verkligen glAdjan-
de att Audrey Hepburn Hr att vAnta i inte
mindre fin tvA ParamountfiLmer.

ONE-EYED JACKS har varit fSramAl for Para-

mounts alldeles speciella intresse och studi-
um och kan nu definitivt inrangoras bland
"de verkligt stora". Den kommer ocksA att

behandlas enllgt normen f8r ffirsta klassens
filmer. De kommande mAnadema Agnas sAlunda

At fOrhandsreklamen f6r denna mfiktiga Marlon
Brand-produktion, som komner att begava f11m-
Aret 1961 med en av dess absolute toppar.

Paramounts kortfilmer har pA senare tid
kommit i ffirgrunden. N1 lade sAkert mArke
till i senaste Paramount World-numret

, att
Mr. George Weltner funnlt BOATS A'POPPIN'
vard en stdrre uppmArksamhet An som kommit
nagon kortbild till del under en lAng f<51Jd

av At. Vi har ock3A sett en mArklig en-akta-
re son handler on New Yorks kapplBpningsbana
- Aqueduct, populArt kallad THE BIG A, vilket
ocksA At filmens namn. Fler kortbilder f51Jer
sedan, alia av stort underhAllningsvArde.

Det drar ihop sig till premiAr pA THE
VfORID OF SOZIE WONG och Ju mer man ser av det-

ta dynamlska drama, inspelat huvudsakligen i

Hongkong (interiSrer 1 London) ,
ju mer forund-

ras man bver filmens fCrmAga att forflytta oss

frAn en del av vArlden till en annan. William
Holden och Nancy Kwan har gjort sagolika insat-

ser i denna Ray Stark-produktian, fullt vArdi-

ga den dromlikt vackra bakgrund mot vilken
dramat rullas upp.

Inget numaer av Paramount World Ar full-
stAndigt med mindre det innehAller en kompli-

mang till herrar William Perlberg och George
Seaton f5r det mAsterliga sAtt, pA vilket de

ger liv At de mAnga olika intressanta och spAn-

nande momenten i THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. Den

filmen blir ytterligare ett exempel pA hur och

varfOr vi vet att 1961 kommer att bli ett av

de meat betydelsefulla Aren i filmhistorien.

STOCKHOLM - Whether or not they have Para-
mount Week in Sweden, the management of the
Europa-Film Theatre Circuit believes in giving
its customers a full diet of Paramount product.
Here below is their newspaper advertisement of
Monday, August 1st. Only one theatre (Bostock)
is not playing Paramount, and you will note
that its share of the overall advertisement is
by far the smallest.
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PARAMOUNT PEOPLE

AND EVENTS IN

CONTINENTAL EUROPE

En mukalu r premii'r<* i g^sencs h' paa Hitchcock* n\estc pM-r »I*S^ CIIO«

lidt i Broadways infernalske larm taler Hitchcock

rer eneste often i kaempeboittaJere til aaMikina

COPENHAGEN - When a newspaper of the stat-
ure of Ekstrabladet gives a whole page to an
interview with a motion picture director —
that is really something. Yet it is precisely
what happened when this eminent Danish public-
ation's authoritative reporter, Erik Dreyer,
talked with Alfred Hitchcock in Hollywood about

"Psycho" and came up with one of the liveliest
stories emanating from California in a long
while. It was so good that when it got to
Copenhagen, the newspaper's publisher decided
it was gooa for a full page - and it got it!

OPORTO, Portugal - The Rivoli Theatre made
splendid use of tne imposing front of the build-
ihg to convey much of the greatness and spectacle
of the Dino De Laurent iis-Paramount production,
"Tempwst" - and the box-office receipts vindic-
ated such confidence.

HOLLYWOOD - During the
filming of "G. I. Blues,"
star Elvis Presley had
talks with a number of
international newspaper
representatives. Here he
is with Sven Rye, corres-
pondent for important
publications or Denmark.

PARIS - Nancy Kwan, co-star of Ray Stark's

dynamic Paramount drama, "The World of Suzie
Wong," 'starred' in an international press party
here recently and was a huge success. She is
shown above, at left, witnMrs. Bernard Cutler,
of the European edition of the New York Herald—
* M W r Ol. 1.. _ Q-f « y.L'
Tribune; Mrs. Ray Stark
and Mrs. Lucie Noel, al

, a friend of Mrs. Stark,
r»f t. H® rAld—Tribund

•

HAMBURG - Producer William Perlberg, left,
and star William Holden have a picnic lunch at
Hamburg's Eidelstedt Airport. where many clim-
actic scenes of "The Counterfeit Traitor" have
been filmed.

COPENHAGEN - The very
great popularity of Danny
Kaye in this city was ap>-

proprlately matched by
the enormously effective
showmanship campaign put
across by the joint eff-
orts of the managements
of the Palladium and 3
Falke Cinemas, and Param-
ount manager John Aarshpj.

This effort became very
manifest in a very wide
variety of window displays
in top stores, some of
which will be illustrated
next month.

At right is the effec-
tive exterior of the 3
Falke Bio,
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The hardest thing is

to disguise your feel-
ings when you put a lot

of relatives on the train

for home.
-Kin Hubbard

BOLOGNA, Italy - A long
shot of tne city r s main
street showing a massive

F
oster, U stories high,
or Sophia Loren in "That

Kind or Woman." Poster was
on show for a full month.

FLORENCE. Italy - Front
and rear views of a Fiat
truck bearing plenty of
effective advertising for
"That Kind of Woman" when
the Sophia Loren picture
was showing at the Odeon.

One of the many dynamic
moods of Marlon Brando in-
"One-Eyed Jacks" - a great
Paramount picture destin-
ed to be 19ol's outstand-
ing cinema sensation.

Oi September 2nd., Luigi Luraschi terminated
31 years of Paramount service to become execut-
ive assistant to Dino DeLaurentiis in Roms. The
top executive personnel of the studio tendered
him, on that day, a testimonial luncheon in the
studio cafe. The three photographs here shown
encompass all of those present.

ABOVE: Martin Rackin (newly appointed creat-
ive executive), Luigi Luraschi, Jacob H. Karp
(vice-president and studio head), T. Frank Free-
man (vice-president), D. A. Doran, Charles West,
Hal Pereira, Max Raskoff. TOP RIGHT: Frank
Caffey, Hal Pereira, Max Raskoff. Herb Steinberg,
Sam Frey, Sidney Justin. Edward Schellhom (who
succeeded the guest of nonor as censorship head,
as well as being in charge of foreign publicity!,
and. AT RIGHT: Messrs Caffey, Pereira, Raskoff,
Steinberg. Frey, Justin, Scnellhorn, Bert McKay
(new casting head), Eugene Frank, Rackin and
Luraschi.

L ’ ENTUS I ASMO PER

’’PSYCHO” E f ARRIVATO
AL MASS I MO * * m * * * * * * * * * *

II repldo e straordinario erase® do di
antuaiasmo generate negli Stati Uniti in que-
sti ultimi due meal dal film di Hitchcock inti-
tola to PSYCHO A una cosa di cui non a' era mai
vista l’eguale per neasuna altra pellicola in
tutte la atoria del cinenmtografb . Accompagna-
to da una magnifies campagia pubblicitari a,
queato "giaHo" dal n» astro dal brlvldo ha st£
bill to record a aaaolut amenta nuovi aie coma
affluenza di pubblioo che ooma cifra d’incaaai.
Lo steaso genera di entuaiaamo ai b giA eateao
a Londre a nal reato dell'Ingilltarra, Scozla,
Irlanda acc. ed abbiamo buone ragioni di rite-
nera ch'eaao non tarderA a raggiungare il Giej>

pone a 1 ’Australia. Inaomma, non abbiamo om-
bra di dubblo che In cualalaal tarrltorlo aata-
ro al reallzzeranno gll ate sal ncgiificl rlaul-
tatl ottenuti aul marcato st stunitense, perchA
PSYCHO b uno di quel film cha hanno in ah un
fantastlco potera dl rlchlamo par 1 pubbllcl
di qualalaal parte del mondo .

Negli acorai due numarl d alamo lntrattenutl
a lungo su PSYCHO a su PSYCHO troverete eltri
intareasantisaimi dattagll nal praaenta feaci-
colo che del resto b piano dl ottlmiamo anche
riguardo ad altri argonwnti e produzioni della
Paramount.

Coal par esempio ci sono la buone notlzia cir-
ca l’adorabile Audrey Hepburn la quale he giA
cominciato a girare alcune scene di BREAKFAST
AT TIFFANY’S qui a New York che A eppunto l’am
biente della atoria. In saguito farA MISTRESS
OF MELLYN di cui Henry Blanke aarA il produttj)

re. E naturalmente non occorre aggiungera che
par nol b una grande glola di rivedere Audrey

al lavoro non solo per uno, as per due, film
Paramount.

ONE-EYED JACKS he riacoaao la plana approvazio
ne di tutti coloro che l’hanno visionato ed A

stato deciaamente claaaificato nal novero dal-
le grandl pellicola. C16 sigiifice che il auo
nolegglo dovrA esaere effettuato oon abile e

specials cura, mentre per quanto riguarda 11
lanciemento pubblici tario di queato formidebi-
le lavoro dl Marlon Brando che earA uno del
pezzi forti dal 1961 troverete ampi dettagli
nal numeri del prosslml meal.

Come ortnai avrete notato, possiamo anche cont£
re su ottimo materials nel cempo del cortome-
traggi Paramount. Avrete certo letto nello
acorao feacicolo i favorevoli commenti di Mr.
Weltnar a propoalto dello shert BOATS A'PCPPUT
a vi diremo che ultimamente abbiamo visionato

un altro splendido short intltolsto THE BIG A
aulle famose oorse di cavalli di New York oo-
nosciute sotto il noma di "Aqueduct".

Non menca oraBi tanto all’usclta di THE WORLD
OF SUZIE WONG e pih scene vediamo di queato
magniflco drama* gireto in os seism parte a

Hongkong, eon Intern i a Londre, pid restiemo
effWacinati del potera che questo film ha dl

traaportarci da una parte all’eltra del mondo.

William Holden e Nancy Kwan interpretano ln-
auperebi lmente quests produzione di Ray Stark
che al distingue anche per la magnlflcenza
degll sfondl.

E non potremmo concludere quests colonna dl

Paramount World senza render e marl to alia
meeatria oon cui i produttori William Perlberg
a George Seaton stanno immortalando per lo

schermo le vicende, 11 significato a la gran-
dezza di THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR in un film
che confermarA una volta dl pi\i perchA 11

1961 aarA uno del pid bagli anni della storle

del clnematografo.
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AN ON-THE-WAY-UP-YOUNG
FILM PLAYER MEETS THE
INTERNATIONAL PRESS ON

FIRST VISIT TO NEW YORK

Robert Ivers, an ambitious young man with
a fierce, unquenchable yen for acting, first
swam into the Paramount scene with his unfor-
gettable role as a 'punk' in Jerry Lewis'

"The Delicate Delinquent." Then he even more
devastatingly recreated an Alan Ladd role in

James Cagney's first directorial effort,
"Short Cut To Hell." Both of Ivers' perform-
ances left indelible imprints on the memories
of all who saw them. Now, to prove his versa-
tility he has been cast by the always percep-
tive Hal Wallis in a comedy role with Elvis
Presley in "G. I. Blues."

Ivers had never been to New York, never
had seen Broadway, never had gone backstage
in this fabulous show-business area. So on
his own initiative, and under his own power,
he came East. And because, like a true actor
who aims at the world's audiences, he spoke
with press representatives from many parts
of the world. A cross section of these inter-
views is shown on this page.

Peter Bloch repre-
sented "B.Z" of West
Berlin, Brigitte,

a

German women's magaz-
ine, Radio Free Berlin
and several publicat-
ions of Switzerland
at the interview.

BELOW

This time the int-
erviewer is Karl-Otto
of Stockholm's Afton-
bladet.

Gonzalo de Palacio, on behalf
of the host of publications of
Latin America which he repres-
ents, had plenty of questions to
put to the young 'going-places'
actor.

When he got to speaking
with Yasumasa Ota of the
Kyodo News Service of Tokyo,
Bob Ivers found that the
fame of his performances in
"The Delicate Delinquent"
and "Short Cut To Hell" had
already established his re-
putation as an actor pretty
solidly throughout Japan.
It was news to Mr. Ota,how-
ever, that Ivers plays a
comedy role with Elvis
Presley in "G. I. Blues, "so
this angle was particularly
newsworthy.

Mrs. Graciela Chavez,
interviewing Ivers for the
readers of Estampa. of Ar-
gentina. found Bob's sense
of comedy most delightful,
and gave it a 3 her opinion
that the viewers of Elvis
Presley's "G. I. Blues"
would likewise be delighted.

9

Here is Ivers in one of the
many comedy scenes with Elvis
Presley in "G. I. Blues."

*«#*#*$#**#***

ked
(
about , future act ing

sponse to quest
Mary Spaulding

plans in res
put bv Mrs. Mary Spaulding, rep
resenting El Mundo of San Juan,
Puerto Rico.

luestions
rep-

Dr. G. N. Fenin brought Italy
into the international interview
picture with his representation
of Cinema Nuovo and La Nazione.
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Priscilla Taurog, 13,
has a juvenile role with
Elvis Presley in Hal
Wallis' "G. I. Blues" -and
thereby is the latest of
a long list of talent
discoveries attributable
to the picture's direc-
tor, Norman Taurog.

Taurog is the girl's
father. Some of the
young players he directed
to fame in their juvenile
heydays included Jackie
Cooper, Mickey Rooney,
Jackie Coogan, Judy Gar-
land and Deanna Durbin.
The new roie is Priscilla's
first before the movie
cameras, although she has
played leads in school
plays.

Supposing you had gone
into a Miami Beach hotel
and been faced with the
problem cf making a choice
between these two bell-
boys. (Providing, of
course you would so bold-
ly presume that you had a
cnoice). In any event,
you'd know that there was
fierce fun ahead. Because
one of the bellboys is
Jerry Lewis, and the other
is Milton Berle. As for
the antics they perpetr-
ate, you can see and en-
joy them (in safety) in
Jerry's fun-frolic, "The

Bellboy."

Laurence Harvey's
second film for Hal
Wallis will be "Tamiko,"
romantic drama based on
the popular novel by
Ronald Kirkbride. The

Paramount release will
be filmed in Japan early

next year, following
completion of Harvey's
first picture for Wallis,

Tennessee Williams'
"Summer and Smoke," co-
starring Geraldine Page.

Wallis is in Japan as
we go to press, making
arrangements for the
filming of "Tamiko."

OPWINDING OVER
" PSYCHO" IN EEN
FANT AST I SCH TEMPO

************
Er ia nog nooit zulk een snelle en ver-
reikende golf van opwinding geweest door
welke rolprent in de gesohiedenis van de
film dan ook veroorzaakt, ale nu heeft
plaats gevonden gedurende de laatste twee
maanden in de Verenigde Staten over Alfred
Hitchcock's productie "Psycho". Gesteund
door een intensieve publiciteitscampagne
heeft deze super thniller zonder weerga
reoords gebroken in bezoekersaantallen en
recettes. En deze zelfde opwinding heeft
zioh nu meeater gemaakt van Londen en over
geheel Engeland, Schotland, Ierland en
Wales. En men verwacht dat dit binnenkort
zal gebeuren in Japan en Australia. Wij
zijn er zonder enige twijfel zeker van dat
er op het Internationale terrein van Para-
mount zakelijke successen geboekt zullen
worden, die in ieder opzicht overeen zullen
komen met die, welke op de markt van de
Verenigde Staten reeds zo effectief be-
reikt zijn. Want "Psycho" is een film die
op uitzonderli jk sterke wijze filmbezoe-
kers over de gehele wereld aanspreekt.

Onze laatste twee nummers hebben uitge-
breid nieuws over "Psycho" gebracht. In
deze editie vindt U nog meer praohtig
"Psycho" nieuws. Voor zover het ander Pa-
ramount niiuws betreft zijn er bijzonder
optimistische artikelen.

Er is bijvoorbeeld goed nieuws over
Audrey Hepburn. Zij is alweer aan het werki

in New York voor de opnamen van "Break-
fast at Tiffany's", waarvan alls opnamen
gemaakt worden op de werkelijke plaatsen
van het verhaal. Over enige tijd gaat zij

"Mistress of Mellyn" maken, een Henry
Blanks productie. Het is bijzonder ple-

zierig Audrey aan het werk te zien, niet
slechts aan 44n Paramount film, ma&r zelfs

aan twee.

"One-Eyed Jacks" heeft alle tests van

het hoge niveau van de Paramount maat-
staven doorgemaakt en is nu definitief in-

gedeeld in de klasse van de grootste films.

De komende maanden zullen worden besteed
aan de plannen voor het uitbrengen van

deze machtige Marlon Brando film, die ze-

ker een van de meest uitzonderli jke films

van het belangrijke filmjaar 1961 zal zijn.

Paramount shorts hebben de laatste t\jd

weer een hoog niveau bereikt. Zoals U in

het laatste nummer van Paramount World

heeft kunnen zien, heeft de aanbeveling

van George Weltner "Boats A'Poppin'" aan-

geduid van een zodanig niveau te zijn,

dat alle Paramount shorts in een groot aan-

tal jaren overtreft. Wij hebben onlangs
ook een grote eeaacter gezien over New
York's wonderlijke racebaan, Aquaduct.
Deze heeft tot titel "The Big A", hetgeen
de populaire naam is voor deze race-weg.
Er zullen nog vele van zulke filmpjes vol-
gen en zij zijn alien zeer onderhoudend.

"The World of Suzie Wong" nadert zijn
voltooiing en hoe meer wij van dit dyna-
mische drama zien, dat voornamelijk in
Hongkong werd opgenomen (met binnenopnamen
in Londen gemaakt), des te meer staan we

AMSTERDAM - Crowds thronging the entrance
to the Noggerath Theatre on the occasion of the
re-release presentation of Cecil B, DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah." The picture was a mass-
ive sensation here, as well as in Rotterdam
and The Hague - MHHBHHH )1 nnnE)iiiniin HnHHmmgM tmr.:iim

versteld van de grote kracht van deze
film, die ons van het ene deel van de we-
reld naar het andere deel verplaatst.
William Holden en Nancy Kwan geven groot
spel te zien in deze Ray Stark productie,
geheel in overeenstemming met de wonder-
lijke, boeiende achtergronden.

En geen nummer van Paramount World zou

volledig zijn zonder een woord van grote
bewondering voor de meesterlijke wijze
waarop William Perlberg en George Seaton
de spanningen, de belangri jkheid en de

grootheid van "The Counterfeit Traitor"

op het doek brengen in een film, die eens

te meer weer een voorbeeld zal zijn van

hoe en waarom 1961 een van de meest be-

langrijke jaren in de geshiedenis van de

film zal worden.

BRUSSELS - This 50,000-Laff bill was part
of the ingenious and thoroughly effective show-
manship campaign engineered by the Belgian
Paramounteers for Jerry Lewis' "Visit To A
Small Planet." Both sides of the bill are shorn
above, and what made the device all the more
effective was the fact that it was the same
size, and printed in the same color, as the
Belgian 1,000 franc note. Another phase of its
usefulness was found in the fact tnat its mes-
sage was printed in both French and Flemish.
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TELEMETER STEADILY WINNING

"ACCEPTANCE ESTABLISHED"

SEALS OF PUBLIC APPROVAL
Any new product, any new service,

any new entertainment, any new pub-
lication, relies most heavily on
that form of approval known as
mass acceptance. Telemeter seems to
be winning this very rapidly and
in permanent fashion.

Batwaan tym (bid 9Va

ACCEPTANCE

ESTABLISHED
By MARGARET AITKEN

J-pARNEY BALA BAN,
(Jj president of Para-

mount Pictures in the

United States, has .given a

comprehensive report of

the pay-television experi-.

ment in Etobicoke.

Thla ia af special interest

to me because earlier this

year Mr. Batatas attended

the telemeter premiere,

which took place in my
ceistitheney of York-

Hemher.

In his report Mr. Baia-

ban explained that the

Canadian company Famous
Players, launched ‘t e 1 e-

meter theatre-in-the-home

on Feb. 26 and everyone

concerned has been watch-

ing it closely ever since.

Umsmar Trial

must be obvious to

any realistic person." the

Paramount president re-

ported. "that definite an-

swers on public acceptance

will require a longer period

of trial than a few months
that have elapsed since the

opening of telemeter
.“

However, notwithstand-

ing the fact that every new
gadget has a novelty ap-

peal, “public acceptance of

the principle of paying for

television programs was
endorsed in unmistakable

terms whan we inaugurat-

ed telemeter in Toronto.”

The number of homes In

Etobicoke that could be
^wlred are from 12,OW to

13,000 and Famous Play-

ers’ ultimate objective was

a 50 per cent, saturation—

i.e., 6,00.0 homes.
Three, month* after the

premiere. 5 4D0 subscribes

were waitihg for installs,

tion of tetetfietef units. So,

public acceptance seems to

be established, at least in

Etobicoke.

But how many people

will continue to* use their

telemeters? That Is a 164
question still to be an-

swered.

Summer Daetn't Coufl
If subscribers fail to usd

the units thety wlH be re-

moved frodi the itomee, al-

though the summer months
of holididay time are not to

be counted in assessing

use.

A survey was made of

Etobicoke household* in

which -it was found that 32

per caqt. of tfle adults vere
not moviegoer*.

Yet, these non • njovie

goers tfsed their telemeters

a* often' a* the mnvie
vlewing families. Atao, local

movie houses had -pot suf-

fered from telemeter.

So far, the most popu-

lar telemeter film has,bedn
The Ten Commandments.
Fifty per cent, of the po-

tential audience paid a
dollar ’to see it,

Sink The Bismarck was

second and Ask Any Girl,

third Peyton Place waa
the least pqpnlkr.

This column from the Toronto,Ont.,
"Telegram" has a many-faceted import-
ance. In the first place, this is of
newspaper editorial stature. Secondly,
it is most definitely upbeat. Thirdly,
it appears under the signature of
Margaret Aitken, a Member of Parliam-
ent in the constituency which incor-
porates Etobicoke - the world's birth-
place of practical, public-accepted
Telemeter.

One unmistakable sign
of the successful accept-
ance of Telemeter is the
manner In which the top
publications of the land
are treating the subject
editorially. Newest in the

parade of praise is the
highly regarded Pageant
Magazine, which in its

October number relates,
with pictures, the visit
made to Etobicoke by a

Pageant reporter,and the

emphatic proof found by
this reporter of the on-
ward march of Telemeter.

Many other celebrat-
ed publications have sch-
eduled Telemeter as one
of their early subjects
for editorial treatment.

Marie Torre Reports

Pay-TV Going Over Big

With Toronto Viewers
Beside* topping Tor frothy situation comedies and

jazz-up adventure flimi, all good TV executive* are on the
watch for development* in "nemesis" medium pay-televisioit

. . . and they got an eyeful the other day!
The field of observation vu Toronto, where public ac-

ceptance of the principle of paying for TV
programs ha* been Indorsed In unmistakable
terms through Paramount's International
Telemeter experiment. The latest develop-
ment in pay-TV in Toronto might well have
given the rubberneck*, notably COS. which*

eyes
In for an optical trademark, bloodshot.

Boasting MOO toll television aubsuib-
* months after its start—900

srt of the 6.J00 goal for THE YEAR-
s Telemeter company haa suspended ail

tales efforts with the explanation that It has
all the subscribers tt can handle for the

Man* Tort. tain*.
, ,Outside of Toronto pay-TV has been

making news of a nature equally gloomy to Its network op-
ponents. In San Francisco, two companies which hope to
bring P*y-TV to California reported progress at a slate leg-
islative committee hearing, and noted "we can get ready to
go in a very short time."

In New York, Telemeter has made known that the sys-
tem will be Installed "within the year." and word of this has
sparked unexpectedly high Interest

Among bits of public reaction recorded at Telemeter was
a phone call from a Park Avenue viewer who wanted to
know how soon operations would begin and could he be
among the first to sign up as a subscriber

• What* the hurry?” asked the Telemeter man
"Well, I watched television last night, as I do most

nights, and I’ve come to the conclusion that pay-TV has
got to be better than what we’re getting ‘

Telemeter is beginning
s in Tvto be standard news

and radio columns of the
nation's top newspapers
As instance this specie
column by the note'
Torre in the New York
Heraid Tribune

.

"WALK LIKE A DRAGON,"
James Clavell's most in-
teresting production co-
starring Jack Lord, Nobu
McCarthy, James Shlgeta
and Mel Torme, won this
accolade from The Daily
Cinema of London:

"...A strong story
and good performances
by the American/
Chinese players, plus
a semi-Western sett-
ing, make for a sound
general booking..."

PTHI

Two financial wizards are starred on the
cover of the July, 29-August 15^Te lemeter Guide
issued to Etobicoke viewer*. They are Paramount
president Barney Balaban and thrill-master Alftmd
Hitchcock - with "Hitch" depositing the money
(for a viewing of "Vertigo," which was on last
month's listing).

SEPTEMBER 2,3,4 SEPTEMBER 3,4,5

> A WIW T .«..X AT ‘>:00,9>00
A? 6.00, ffiOO, 10: 00~ -OUST MMI AT AiOO,«iOO,«iOO,U>tC

SHATTERS TOUR EMOTIONS

Conspiracy'
of Hearts

SEPTEMBER 3.4

5B M 8 T I 1 E E

^WCABIf
ACROSSIHI

<
WIDE MISSOURI . .nmm khikow. -

* ANN CIOESE

SOTHERN MURPHY

Here are two pages of the August 16-Sept.4
programme, with two Paramount pictures shown.
They are "Conspiracy of Hearts" and "The Bell-
boy." Other Paramount pictures in the two list-
ings reproduced above are - "The Rat Race, ""The
Buccaneer," "Heller In Pink Tights."

This postcard, announcing
of Telemeter's spectacularone

'exclusives.' was sent to all
of the Etobicoke subscribers
well in advance of the foot-
ball game it advert!:ivertised.

Sxclutivtl<f OH
TELEMETER
WED AUG 10 at t p.m

ARGONAUTS VS
HAMILTON TIGER
CATS - CHANNEL SC

PRICE $2 00
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Life is the art of

drawing sufficient concl-

usions from insufficient

Pr®111 i se 8
• i ByQgj.

DETROIT - The "Psycho"
line of waitees here is
headed by one fan who was
determined to allow noth-
ing to stand in the wav
of his seeing the Hitch-
cock thriller at the Palms
Theatre

.

What small potatoes
we all are, compared
with what we might be,

-Charles Dudley Warner

ST. LOUIS - Picture made
during the surprise show-
er the girls here gave to
Claire Slade, stenograph-
er, who was married Aug-
ust lAth. Clockwise —
Pauline Wrozier, Hilda
Ketterer, Claire (cutting
the cake;, Theresa Boheim
and Gladys Shy.

At top: Mrs. Wrozier and
her two darling daughters,
Paula. 8, and "KK,» or
Mary Catherine, 6, snapped
when they came to the off-
ice to pick up "Mommy."

No person who is en-

thusiastic about his

work has anything to

fear from life.

-Samuel Goldwyn

News from the U.S. branches (Continued from Page 6)

Weltner." With the very promising group of

features coming up, we are confident we will

finish in the first spot. _ Dave Richoux

With "Psycho" bustin' out all
over, and "It Started In

Naples" buzzing right along, the Atlanta gang
is in high gear for the I960 Salute to George
Weltner. Things are really looking upl

We welcome the following people: Bob Hames,
formerly of Charlotte, as sales manager; Wil-
bert Andre, formerly Zone 1 salesman, to the
booking department. Zone 1 is now being hand-
led by W. R. Word,Jr. Also new in the booking
department are Wayne Chappell, booker, and Jo
Anne Blake, assistant booker. Not a new face,
but returning to our accounting department, is
Peggy Sirbaugh. To all of you we extend the
Atlanta hand of welcome!

Congratulations to Weber Howell, head booker
-office manager, and Bob Hames, sales manager,
on being named to Paramount's 100^ Club again !

From Atlanta - 'nuff said - Y'all.
-Virgil Hopkins

"Is this how the Austrians kiss?" asks the
character played by Maurice Chevalier in
"Breath of Scandal" of the character played ty

Sophia Loren. It's a pretty moot question, as
you can judge by the Chevalier fadia.l express-
ion. "But," says the Chevalier character,
"let's complete dressing and go down to tne
Royal Ball, and there I will show you .publicly,

what a kiss is really like." So they aid - ana
he did. ...and it's all part of a most delight-
ful film, made strictly for entertainment.

| ATLANTA

FIRST IN A SERIES OF VISITS

A return of the fine system of
bringing men in the domestic field
into Horae Office for general orien-
tation has come about under the in-

structions of George Weltner, dir-
ector of world sales. The first two
men already have made their visits.
They are John Serfustino, Buffalo
branch manager, and Robert Hames,
Atlanta sales manager, both shown in

the scene above.
In the case of Messrs. Serfustino and Hames

(who are the fore-runners of others who will
later undergo the same course of organization-
information), the procedure differed from the

visits of branch managers made several years
ago. At Mr. Weltner's direction, these two lcng-

Beginning the visits in the office of Hugh
Owen, vice-president of Paramount Film Distrib-
uting Corp. From left: Ed DeBerry, assistant to
Mr. Owen; Hugh Owen; Robert Hames, sales managar,
Atlanta; John Serfustino,branch manager,Buffalo.

service Paramounteers first spent a week in the

Philadelphia branch, observing at first hand the
operation of this branch under the skilled and
experienced direction of Ulrik Smith. Then they
spent a full week in the Pittsburgh branch, ob-
serving the highly proficient managership of
Don Hicks in operation.

Then they came on to New York, where they
spent four working days making contact with all
departments related to their branch operations,
and also in making themselves known to Home Off-

ice personnel, as well as getting the folks in

New York to know them.

A fine and meritorious business operation
all around!
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CtCIi WILSON

I keep a cemetery

date with Holden

ON "THE COUNTERFEIT

WORLD-WIDE NEWS

INTEREST FOCUSSING

tong Jblanfc Strata?* Drf«

PARADE

TRAITOR" FILMING

IS AT HIGH PITCH

LONDON - British picturegoers are
already learning of the excitement
and thrills being packed into "The
Counterfeit Traitor." Cecil Wilson,
the show business editor of the London
'Daily Mail', flew to Hamburg in late
August to watch shooting on the Perl-
berg-Seaton film, and tne above fine
spread appeared In the famous news-
paper as a result.

HAMBURG - Seven producing and acting principals contributing to
the thrills and realism of "The Counterfeit Traitor." From the left
they are: Director George Seaton, Bob Iller as Speer, Willie Krause
as Goebbels, Walter Bistram as Goering, William Holden as Eric
Erickson, Producer William Perlberg and German actor Ernst Schroder.
Shooting on the film in Hamburg will be completed by the time this
caption is read, and the company will be in CoDenhagen, going later
to Stockholm and then to Hollywood.

fhe U.S. Sunday magazine, "Parade,"
with a circulation running virtually
into the tens of millions, gave the
cover and three pages of the August
21st issue to the true-life spy basis
of "The Counterfeit Traitor." Cover,
shown above, depicts William Holden
and the real-life Eric Erickson, whom
Golden depicts in this exciting Perl-
oerg-Seaton production.

RIGHT
HAMBURG - George Bourke, of the

Miami (Florida) Herald, visits the set
of "The Counterfeit Traitor" and takes
his own cine film of the shooting.

"The Counterfeit Traitor" may well oe settle
a pattern for future Perlberg-Seaton product-
ions, for in^this one both George Seaton and

acting roles. They
... — - n in a scene

in which, as German businessmen, they point out
er an
Holden

is at left, Perlberg is in rear
to his rignt.and the fourth man
is German actor Ernst Schroder
(who plays Baron Von Olden-
bourg - a friend and confederate
of spy Eric Erickson, who in
turn is played by Holden).

xons, i or in tnis one Dotn
William Perlberg appear in acting
are shown above with William Holden in a

|

in which, as German businessmen, they poi
the damage caused to an oil refinery arte

Liii Allied bombing raid. Seaton is pointing,

Director George Seaton and
star William Holden relax be-
tween takes and enjoy a Joke
with German actress Ingrid Vai
Bergen, who plays Hulda, a
Herbertstrasse "whip girl" and
Allied agent in the film.

DER CHRONIST IS "TOPS"

We wish most sincerely that every reader
of Paramount World could be a reader also of
•Der Chronist.' This is the exciting little
3-page raimeo sheet being issued every week by
the "Counterfeit Traitor" company on location
in Europe.

u
Not

*e
n^ is ifc 2P&rklingly written, but

it has the flavor of the excitement, the color
and the thrills of the picture it represents.
And it brings alive not only the people in the
picture itself (like Bill Holden, Lilli Palmer
and all of the others), but also the equally
colorful persons connected with the making of

li|ht
W
fiim^§f

e
i9fc

abl5r 66 006 °f the high“

Every great picture made by or for our
company should have a 'Chronist.' Such a pub-
lication adds to the stature of any film -
especially when it is done with the sincerity
and descriptiveness of this Perlberg and
Seaton's advance 'voice.'
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C-H-A-T-T-E-R (between clenched teeth! ) Hitchcock's film,
the ending of which we must never reveal, and the title of which
we can barely whisper, is doing the same sort of astounding busi-
ness in England (metropolii as well as suburbii) that is being
registered throughout North America Br-r-r-r-r! . . . .We hear
that Aqueduct Racetrack is allowing no race fans to enter the

track after the start of a race: they have to wait for the next
event Many theatres are reporting that "Psycho” is bring-
ing back the 'lost audience.' Ed Dunlop, manager of the Califor-
nia Theatre in Burbank, states he is doing the best business of
the season with Hitch's horoor-rama . He tells of seeing many cus-
tomers arriving early and checking watches. When he resumes that
good old-fashioned (and profitable!) practice of talking with the

customers (as if they were human beings and old friends), he

hears them admit that they haven't attended a movie in years, yet

felt attracted to "Psycho" Brr-r-r-r! ... .Which reminds
us of the report that the wives of some movie executives aren't
allowing their husbands to join the family after dinner has
started. They have to get in line and wait for the next meal
The folks at Loew's Theatres in New York are still checking their
money-chronometers on the take for that first day of the splash

release: the figure was so far out of this world only three of the

38 satellites are going anywhere near it And that seems to
remind us to mention that the starting time for wach screening of
"Psycho" should be called "the witching hour" During the re-
cent big storm that flooded some of the New York suburbs, many
automobiles got caught in the swirling waters. One of these cars
was pictured in a Long Island newspaper. The picture would not
reproduce well here, but it does show a car just about disappear-
ing - and here ' s the caption: "A car is nearly covered by swirl-

ing, muddy waters on the Long Island Expressway at Springfield
Boulevard. To those who saw the movie, this view of the sinking

car may suggest a scene from 'Psycho'." Just goes to sjiow how
the movie is being talked about And of course the industry

will never cease talking about the situation in New York City of

"Psycho" being released on a mass scale in the suburbs while be-

ing still in release on Broadway. .. .Out in Denver they are also

still talking about the patrons who fainted in the RKO Orpheum
waiting line and was whisked away in an ambulance. No one knew
where the ambulance came from, nor to what hospital the luckless
"Psycho" fan was taken, and for two whole days all hospitals
were searched - to the publicity glory of "^sycho." Eventually - “ ”

the patient was located - and he recovered fully, and got back in another line to see "Psycho."

Br-r-r-r-r They are telling these days about the new status- symbol: "I have seen

'Psycho' from the middle!" But nobody has won the symbol yet And up in Schenectady, New

York, a radio station, via an announcement, gave up trick handcuffs so that timid picturegoers
could handcuff themselves to the theatre seats when viewing "Psycho" Like Jimmy Durante,
we've got a million of them. There'll be some more next issue.

MINNEAPOLIS - On Page Three
we have a picture of one section
of the interior of the State
Theatre, showing a provision to
take care of the hunger instincts
of the hundreds waiting to catch
"Psycho" at the start. And here
we show another provision in the
same theatre - this one to curb
the gabbo- instincts of those who
would spoil the fun of others by
revealing the astounding climax
of "rsycho." (We are told that
there are very few who actually
break the spell by revealing the
and.)

PORTLAND, Oregon - Here, as
elsewhere throughout the land
(and, erowingly, throughout the
world), it's a case of lines, and
lines and lines. This is the
front of the Broadway - and once
again the line stretches as far
as the 'Psych' can see.

The Extrapolation of "Psycho” Business Is

Virtually Unprecedented in Paramount History
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DALLAS, Tens - Mrs.
Mable Guinan (above) Para-
mount booker here, will be
presiding at the seventh
annual convention of Women
of the Motion Picture Ind-
ustry, in Toronto, Canada,
on September 9-10-11. This
will be while the present
issue was being printed, so
we hope to carry pictures
in the next issue.

Theme of the convention
as announced by President
Guinan, was "WOMPI CANADA-
SCOPE '60." Also on the
agBnda was a visit to the
Telemeter Studios to obser-
ve operation of this newest
phase of successful show
business.

COLBY IS GOOD COPY
In the world of copyright, Richard Colby,

a Paramount Staff Attorney, has become a
newsworthy copyright lawyer. A Colby article,
entitled "Duration of Copyright and Status of

. Assignments of Copyright Renewals," appeared
in a recent issue of the Copyright Society

S law review, an English language U.S.A.publi-
cation. The German copyright law journal,
known as UFITA, published in Munich,Germany,

RICHARD CCLBY i 3 printing a German translation of the article,
and IL DIRITTO di AUTORE, a copyright law journal published in
Rome, will soon present to its readers an Italian translation.

Mr. Colby, Chairman of the American Bar Association
Copyright Committee on Authors, Ea^t Group, assists Mr. Leon-
ard Kaufman, General House Counsel of Paramount Pictures Corp-
oration, in administering the legal affairs of the Production
and Music Departments of Paramount Pictures and Famous Music
in New York and Europe.

HOLLYWOOD - Geraldine
Page (above), who has been
cast by Hal Wallis to co-
star with Laurence Harvey
in Tennessee Williams'
"Summer and Smoke," has won
the Sarah Siddons Society's
Actress of the Year Award
for the 1959-60 Chicago
season. Miss Page won the
award for her performance
in Mr. Williams' "Sweet
Bird of Youth," which was a

stage sensation in both ffew

York and Chicago.
The Siddons Society's

members chose Miss Page
from among 59 actresses in

60 plays performed during
the past season.

HOLLYWOOD:
Edward Schell-
horn, who has
been the Par-
amount Studio
foreign publ-
icity repres-
entative. and
assistant to
Luigi Luras-
chi, has been assigned to
the latter's duties as well
as continuing the foreign
publicity functions. (Lur-
aschi has joined Dino De
Laurentiis Productions in
Roma as associate producer
of De Laurentiis' English-
language films).

HOLLYWOOD - In the Paramount
commissary, Mr. Adolph Zukor has
the pleasure of being host at a
luncheon to Paramount executive
Robert J. Rubin and his Mother.
Many years ago. in that era when
Mr. Zukor was in the fur bus in-
ess before becoming a motion
picture pioneer, Mrs. Rubin,
then a young girl, was one of
his employees in Chicago. The
orchid is a symbol that Mr. Zukor
remembers those days with much
affection.

HOLLYWOOD - One may well
speculate from this scene on a

set of "The Bellboy", whether
Jerry Lewis is gathering infor-
mation from Walter Winchell, or
vice-versa. VIENNA - A very welcome

visitor on the set of "A
Breath of Scandal" was the

?
rand Italian actor ,Vittor-
o De Sica (left). Not long

before, he had been with
Sophia Loren (centre) in
the delightful comedy. "It
Started In Naples." Other
member of the trio is the
ever gay and zestful Maurice
Chevalier, who is a tower of
strength in "A Breath of
Scandal."

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONaLI T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

PARIS - Three man and a very
lovely Chinese maid - at the
international press and fashion
reception for that maid (Miss
Nancy Kwan, co-star of the Ray
Staric Paramount production, "Tne
World of Suzie Wong"). With Miss
Kwan are: Gradv Johnson, in
charge of publicity on the pic-
ture; John B. Nathan.Pararaount

g
eneral manager for Continental
urope; Edouard de Segonzac,

Paris representative of Para-
mount's production department.

NEW YORK CITY - Having com-
pleted work in the Hal Wallis
production, "All In A Night's
Work," Shirley MacLalne, accom-

P
anied by her husband, Steve
arker. arrives at New York In-

ternational Airport en route to
the Venice Film Festival. Later
she will return to New York
where the Japanese musical show
she and her husband presented
with such conspicuous success
in Las Vegas, will be staged at
the Latin Quarter on Broadway.

This is Swed-
en's talented
Iva Dahlbeck,who
has a most imp-
ortant role with
William Holden,
Lilli Palmer and
Hugh Griffith in
the Perlberg-
Seaton productto
of "The Counter-
feit Traitor."
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HOLLYWOOD - Famed Japanese comedian Junzaburo Ban (we pict-

ured him last month with Jerry Lewis) explored many phases of

production during his Paramount studio visit. He was even

transformed, by make-up expert Wally Westmore, into a rather

reasonable facsimile of the noted Japanese dramatic actor,

Sessue Hayakawa.

TOKYO - When Mr.William
R. Wilkerson (publisher of
Hollywood Reporter) and Mrs.

Wilkerson and their child-
ren were here recently .they
were entertained at a trad-
itional meal by Paramount's
Far East supervisor, S. A.

Henriksen and Mrs. He nrik-
sen (both at right).

HOLLYWOOD - S.Kosugi (right),

illywood representative of
Screen," of Tokyo, introduces
is father, publisher of "Screen

3 Shirley MacLaine on the set

f "All In A Night r 8 Work."

Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson
also were given the tradit-
ional flower welcome by a

bevy of Japanese beauties.
(The Wilkerson son and
daughter are practically
hidden by the blossoms). At

left rear is Paramount's
To 3hio Ise, the film indus-

try's ace publicist. TOKYO - An advertising ball-

oon high over this city calls

attention to the fact that the

Pantheon Theatre was presenting
Jerry Vewis in "Visit To A Small

Planet." A similar ballon was

used for the same comedy, at the

Milanoza Theatre.

TOKYO - Two views of the

remarkably fine display of
enlarged stills of scenes
from "Five Branded Women"
in the Nishi Ginza Depart-
ment Store. Stills also
were displayed on stairways
linking several floors.
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PARAMOUNT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

IN THE FAR EAST REACHING

THAT PEAK SYMBOLIZED IN

OUR FAMOUS TRADE MARK

HONGKONG - This is at once a news picture of
William Holden and a scene from "The World Of
Suzie Wong." Bill is shown on one of the piers
of the famous Star Ferries, which ply between
Victoria and Kowloon. Much of the action in the
Ray Stark-Paramount production takes place both
on th4se piers and on the ferries.

OLYMPIC GAMES I960
-

TAN HOW&LIANG
B VOYAGE OM:

mlJ-

”T empest” - Big
Thrill in India

"Tempest," the massive hit

that Dino De Laurentiis prodL

uced for Paramount world rel-

ease, continues to do record
business. Latest evidence is

in this cable from Bombay to

Paramount International's pres-

ident, James E. Perkins:

"TEMPBST" OPENED REGAL BOM-
BAY AUGUST 19. CRITICS AND
PUBLIC REACTION EXCELLENT.
FIRST 3 DAYS RECEIPTS A
RECORD FOR THIS THEATRE.

VAIDYANATHAN. HENRIKSEN

The cable was signed join-

tly by K.S.Vaidyanathan, Para-

mount general manager for
India, and S. A.Henrik sen, Para-
mount's Far East supervisor.

SINGAPORE - This is the Cathay Organization's
testimonial luncheon to staff member Tan Howe
Liang (in dark Olympics coat), who is now in
Rome to represent Singapore in the lightweight
division of the weightlifting championships. The
contest will be decided while this issue of Par-
amount World is being published. Lim Keng Hor is
shown extending best wishes for success to the
fine young athlete.

Tan is at present the holder of the Asian and
British Commonwealth titles for weightlifting in
his division, and in trials before his departure
he easily bettered the existing world record.

We sincerely hope to be able to record his
Olympics success next month.

RIGHT

BANGKOK, Thailand - Architect's
front-elevation of new theatre, named
the Paramount, to be dedicated Decem-
ber 1st with a Royal Command _perform-
ance of "G. I. Blues" - which Tne King
and Queen of Thailand saw being f lined
in the Paramount Studio recently.

SINGAPORE - The Cathay Theatre's
magnificent 3-stories-high golden
display frame had a worthy occupant
when "Samson and Delilah" was the fam-

ous theatre's attraction recently at
the start of its re-release presenta-
tion in this territory. AT TOP : Scene
within the lobby, and some miFe of the
Cathay Organisation's art department's
superlative work.

Hers is some store of the Cathay "s
superb art work, all in the spirit of
Cecil B. DeMllle's "Samson ana Delil-
th. " Entire lobby was done over in
this fashion, making even a visit to
the lobby a treat in itself.

BANGKOK - Signing papers designat-
ing the new theatre here as Paramount
first-run house. From left: Chana
Chaikijkarana, Paramount manager; Mr.
Maitree Tiatrakul, exhibitor-owner of
the new Paramount; David Green, Para-
mount Far East auditor.

I

wmjjni
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Sophia is dancing with joy

,
because ”IT STARTED IN NAPLES”
....and also because this gay
picture of her’s (in which she
is co-starred with Clark Gable)

. is doing FUNTASTIC business in
the whole United States.

In New York City, at the
Victoria and Murray Hill, the
only words are ’sensational, 1

out of this world. In Phila-
delphia, at the Goldman, it has

' smi thereened ’ the earlier rec-
ord of ’’Houseboat .And it is

the same story in Pittsburgh,
Boston, Albany, Washington (the

word here is ’ t err i f i

c ’), Memp-
his, Chicago (will better seven
weeks at the Esquire), Portland
and Seattle, San Fr anc i sco , Kan-

<

sas City And of course the
sensational ’doings’ in Minnea-
polis, where it is having a 1st

run-multiple run in 6 theatres.
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RIGHT

PARIS - Seen at the
international press and
fashion reception for
Nancy Kwan. co-star (with
William Holden) of Ray
Stark's dynamic Paramount
drama, "The World of Suz-
ie Wong." From left: Mr.
Guy Laroche, well-known
French couturier; Mr*.
Eleanor Lambert, in charge
of the American fashion
press; and Miss Kwan.

PARIS - One of the many

extensively used bill-
boards during the campaign
for Danny Kaye's "The Five

Pennies.’ 1 Note the special
attention given to the
fact that Danny sings his
songs in the picture, in
French.

HOLLYWOOD - Jennie
Dhont, who over the years
has met all of the great
stars in the interest of
reporting on them to the
readers of Cine-Revue of
Belgium, seems particular-
ly pleased to be photo-
graphed with Elvis Presley
on the set of "G. I. Blues/'

PSYCHOSE" DECHAINE UN
ENTHOUS I ASME DELI RANT

************
Jamais film, au cours de l'histoire du cin£-

ma,ne dkchafna un tel enthousi&sme qua le film

d'Alfred Hitchcock "Psychose". Enthousiasme qui

ne fait que croftre depuis sa sortie aux Etats-

Unis il y a deux raois. Soutenu par une habile

et intelligente campagne de publicity, ce "super

suspense" bat tous les records de recettes kta—

blis jusqu'k ce jour. Et le m#me enthousiasme

d^ferle sur Londres, 1 'Angleterre, l'Ecosse, le

Pays de Galles et l'lrlande. Sans aucun doute,

il en sera bientfit de m£me au Japon et en Aus-

Fred Astaire and Debbie Reynolds in "The
Pleasure Of His Company" make the most engag-
ing father-and-daughter combination seen on the
screen in ages. And the Perlberg-Seaton prod-
uction itself is the happiest comedy seen in
much-too-long a time. Other ingredients con-
tributing to this most pleasant state of aff-
airs are the grand and glorious talents of
Lilli Palmer, Charlie Ruggles, Tab Hunter and
Gary Merrill.

tralie. Incontestablement, ce film remportera

sur le march£ international le mime formidable

succks qu'aux Etats-Unis. Car "Psychose" eat u-

ne oeuvre qui posskde toutes les qualit^s requi—

ses pour attirer les spectateurs du monde entier

Il a 6te beaucoup question de "Psychose"dana

nos deux derniers numdros et celui-ci contient

encore d'autres nouvelles surprenantes sur le

PARIS - Once again it is our pleasure to
present the familiar, and popular front of the
Paramount Theatre, this time arrayed for what
proved to be one of the cinema's outstanding
offerings in years — Danny Kaye's delightful
musical romp, "The Five Pennies."

mSme sujet. On trouvera ^galement dans ces co—
lonnes des articles qui reflktent un grand op-
timisme sur les autres productions Paramount.

Nous avons, par example
, de trks bonnes nou-

velles concernant Audrey Hepburn. Elle a connen-
c6 k tourner k New York les exterieurs du film
"Breakfast at Tiffany's", pour leqUel les prises
de vues s'effectuent aux endroits monies oil se
ddroule l'histoire. Un peu plus tard, elle com-
mencera "Mistress of Mellyn", que produira Hen-
ry Blanke. Il est bien agrdable de voir Audrey
tourner non pas dans une seule, mais dans deux
productions Paramount.

"One-Eyed Jacks" a passe avec succks toutes
les ^preuves imposes pour obtenir sa classifi-
cation dans la Production Paramount et il se
range ddfinitivement dans la "Super-Cat^gorie".
Ce film exige naturellement un lancement special
et de premier ordre. Les mois qui vont suivre se
ront con*cr£s k 1' elaboration de la campa^yie de
publicite que nkcessite ce puissant film de Mar-
lon Brando, lequel sera incontestablement un des
kvenements les plus marquants de l'annke 1961.

Les courts m4trages de Paramount ont pris
ces derniers temps une grande valeur. Comae vous
l'avez certainement remarquk dans le dernier nu-
mero du "Paramount World", le fait que George
Weltner ait donu^ son approbation totale k "Boats
A'Poppin" a conf£r£ k ce dernier une valeur carac-

teristique qui le distingue de tous ceux que Ifc-

ramount aVait realises jusqu'k ce jour. Nous a—
vons vu recenment un film d'une bobine fort in-
teressant consacr^ k 1 'extraordinaire champc de

courses de New York : Aqueduct. Ce court m^trage

s'appelle "The Big A", qui est le nom populaire

de ce champ de courses. Beaucoup d'autres vont
suivre,qui tous constituent de merveilleux di-

vertissements .

"Le Petit Monde de Suzie Wong" va bientdt sor-

tir. Et plus nous voyons des scknes de ce film

dramatique, tourn^ en grande partie k Hong Kong

(avec les intkrieurs k Londres )et qui nous trans-

porte d ' un bout du monde k 1 ' autre
, et plus nous

sonnies persuade de sa grande valeur. William
Holden et Nancy Kwan, dans cette production de

Ray Stark, nous tiennent absolument sous leur

charme et nous affirmons sans hesiter que leur

manikre de jouer est digne de la beaute des pay-

sages qui se d^roulent sous nos yeux.

Et, bien sflr, un numero du "Paramount World"

ne saurait 6tre complet s'il ne comportait pas

un hommage au talent deploy^ "par William Perl-

berg et George Seaton qui portent k l'kcran avec

toute l’kmotion, toute la signification, toute

la grandeur qu'un tel sujet comporte "Trahison

sur Comnande". Ce film sera certainement l'une

des raisons pour lef/quelles l'ann^e 1961 pouiv

ra $tre consid^rke coame l'une des anuses les

plus exceptionnelles de l'histoire du cintfma.
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS PICTURED
ACROSS THE U.S. AND CANADA

DALLAS - Peter Palmer, the
"Li'l Abner" of screen and
stage, attended the WQMPI in-
stallation ceremony and met
three Dallas Paramount WOMPIs
(Women of the Motion Picture
Industry. They are, from left,
Mrs. Florence Lowery, Corresp-
onding Secretary; Miss Verlin
Osborne. Past President; and
Mrs. Mable Guinan, Association
President. The installation
service was held at the Variety
Club of Dallas.

Verlin Osborne, service
chairman for the Dallas WOMPIs,
announced that the local club
will eguip the kitchen of the
new building for the Dallas
Services for the Blind. The
building, which is being erec-
ted for the Dallas Variety
Club, is to be a memorial to
Robert J. O'Donnell, a great
humanitarian. Mr. O' Donne 11 was
known as the 'godfather' of
lhe W0HPIS

- BELOW

HOLLYWOOD - Wherever Lewis
is, laughs are. Here's Jerry
as "The Bellboy" roughing-up
"Queen For A Day" announcer
Gene Baker.

HAL IS SINGING THE HAPPY B-L-U-E-S

lohnHonl

sXr&

HONOLULU, Hawaii - Here's Hal
Wallis, who has just produced "G. I.
Blues," with the blue marlin he land-
ed on July 27th. All of the vital
statistics are on the fact board, ex-
cepting the information that Hal also
was in Hawaii for the purpose of
scouting locations for his next Elvis
Presley picture, "Hawaii Beach Boy,"
which of course will be filmed largely
in Hula-land. (That's skipper John
Honl with Hal).
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NEW YORK CITY - Title of Jerry Lewis' latest
comedy is one word of a ribbon-strip message
being carried on moving electric sign atop the
National Hotel at the South-West corner of Times
Square. Proximity to the Broadway show-minded
population is indicated by the Paramount Theatre
at right-hand side of the picture. Full text of
the sign's moving copy read: "Don't miss 'The
Bellboy' starring Jerry Lewis now at your
local neighborhood movie ....' The Bellboy' and
Jerry Lewis.''

STAMFORD, Conn. - Fishing news seems to be
very much in order on this page this month. In
the scene above, photographed by World Sales
Manager George Weltner aboard his power boat off
Long Island, James (Jimmy) Harrison has hooked
into a hefty tuna. Mr. Harrison is general man-
ager of the Wilby-Kincey Service Corp. (United
Paramount Theatre sub.) in Atlanta, Georgia. He
landed the tuna, incidentally, with the whole
operation filmed by Eugene Picker, president of
Loew's Theatres, at right. (A deep-sea fishing
aide is shown at left).

NEW YORK - At
the premiere of
"It Started In
Naples" at the
Murray Hill Thea-
tre .Manager Frank
Brittan awards an
Everest recording
of the film's ti-
tle song to Pattie
Kilraurrey as one
of the first 100
patrons securing
admission to see
the Clark Gable-
Soph ia Loren cora-
8^Fihhhhhhhhhhhhh*-
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Give me a man that is

capable of a devotion to
anything, rather than a

cold, calculating aver-
age of all the virtues.

-Brat Harts

HOLLYWOOD - When Elvis
Presley was being inter-
viewed recently by a num-
ber of international news-
paper personnel, Aida
Berkman (above), a Mexican
correspondent apparently
3aw something or distinct
interest which was quite
out of Elvis' orbit.

Love seems the swift-
est but is the slowest

of all growths. No man
and woman really know
what perfect love is

until they have been
married a quarter of a

century.
-Mark Twain

LIFE MAGAZINE ran this
cover (starring Elisa
Loti) on two separate ed-
itions — the Spanish ed-
ition of June 27th, and
the International edition
of July 4th. The talented
Miss Loti had cover and
3 pages in the Internat-
ional edition; but cover
and 7 pages in the Span-
ish edition.

EL ENTUSIASMO
DESPERTADO POR
” PS I COS I

S

M ALCANZA
TREMENDAS PROPORCIONES

******** * * *****
Plfoenos poder informer el paramountlsta

qua Jamtfs pelfeula alguna despartl un tan in-
aadlato y tramendo antusiasmo eoao al produoi-
do on aatos dltimos mesas an latados On idos
por la gran produce ldn da Alfred Hitehoock
"Psicosls" ("Psycho"). Respaldada por una ins-
pired* campafia da "shoimanshlp”

, esta superb*
pelfeula da inlgualado 'suspense' ha aloanzado
ixitoa taqullleros sin paralalo. Y sets conta-
gloao eatusiaemo por asta gran pelleula as ha
oxtendldo ya por toda la Oraa Bratafia, donde
ha sido rac testament* estrenada, y se aapara
qaa la miarno aueederf an *1 Jap4n y en lustra*
lie, donde serf tambiin pronto dada al piSblieo.
letamoe segvtros da qua esta gran prodnccidn ba -
tird lgualment* todoe loa 'records’ da ts qui-
ll* an al amplio mercado internadonal da la
Paramount, puss "Paieosle" as una pelleula do-
ted* da una irresistible fuerza daatraccldn
qua ao pusde dejar da ajarcer au miglco poder
taqulllero en el mundo entero, entre todos los
pdbllcoa.~ si fcisn en nuastroa dos dltimos
nCnasros da 'paramount World ' tratamos me yomenta
da "Psicosla”, ddbamos tambidn al paramountls-
ta numerosas otras axcalentas aotlclas. Oca do
alias era la bueaa aotlcla del rctorno de Au-
drey Hepburn al sello da la Monteha y las 2a-

NEW YORK - If destiny is truly alert, then
the name of a young Ecuadorian lady, Elisa
Loti, is going to shine bright and long in the
world of acting. Elisa, shown in the Life Mag-
azine cover at left, is barely past the 20*year
mark, yet she has a pressbook of skyscraper
dimensions from her work in German, Spanish
and French films; from her work in a host of
wonderful U.S. television performances; and
from her stafee performances both on Broadway,
New York, and in that popular Manhattan area
known as Off-Broadway.

The illustrations below are reproductions
of the three pages in the International Edit-
ion of Life Magazine. In the lower half of the
centre page she is shown with her parents. Dr.
and Mrs. Moritz Scharf stein, in their apart-
ment on New York's Riverside Drive. Dr.Scharf-
stein, an ear, nose and throat specialist,fled
from Austria twenty years ago and settled in
Guayaquil, Ecuador, where he now has a circuit
of cinemas. But while he presents the stars of
all the world on his screens, the fascinating
and talented Elisa already has achieved star-
dom and is heading for still greater internat-
ional triumphs.

trails*, gats mas, puea, podemos informer qua
esta axcelsa actrlx estd ya rodando en Nueva
York las prlmeras escenas da "Breakfast at
Tiffany's” (litcralmsnte "Desayuno en Tiffany)
Mas tarda, Audrey trabajarf en la produccltfn
da Henry Blank* "Mistress of llellyn", tasibltfn

para la Paramount, de maner* qu* podemos con-
tar con dos prometedoras pelfeula* da esta *n-
eantadora aetrlz. . . La pelfeula "Ml rostra
Impenetrable" ("One-Eyed Jacks") ha satlafe-
cho todaa las oondldones da una pelfeula da
primers calidad y ha aldo deflnitlvament* ela-,
sifloada como una da las producelones "cumbra"
dal sello Paramount. Como tal, pass, deberf a-
cordlrsala el mrfs alto calibre de "ehoemanahip?
Pronto se ultipardn loa planes para la preaen-
taei<$n de esta gran pelfeula da Marlon Brando

J
us proast* constitulr uno da los mrfs grande*
xitos clnematogrtfflcos d* 1961. . . Loa asun-

tos cortos Paramount han astado adqulrlendo re-
elsntcmenete gran lmportancla. Como anunclamos
on el dltimo ntimero de nuestra boletfn, Mr.
Georg* Weltner conf lri<5 al eorto "Boats A 'Pop-
pin” una claaiflcaclin 'top*' »y por encina
de loe d*mrfa cortos de estos Ultimo a shoe. Y
raclentemsnte tuvimos tambi'en la oportunldad
de ver,*n seal<5n prlvada.el eaplindido corto,

de un solo rollo, sobre el famoso hlpldromo
naoyorquino d* Aquaduot, lntltulado, en ln-
glis, "The Big A" — 0 "La Gran A”, qua as
como *1 pdblico llama a eats gran hlpjdromo.

A astos aegulr&n otpps lmportantes cortos, to-

dos alios de gran atractivo taqulllero. . .La
pelleula "H mundo de 3uzie Wong" ("The World

of Suzle Wong") eatt pronta a ser presentada

al pdbllco. Como recorder^ el paramount lata,

esta gran pelfoula fud radada en gran part* en

Hong-Kong (eon los interlores xodados en Lon-

dres) , lo coal constituye un magnlflco ejemplo

de la magia dal cine para tranaportarnos de u-

na parte del mundo a otra. William Holden y

Nancy KWan, en los papslss princlpales, se mues

tran magistrales como nunca en esta gran pro-

duce i6n de Ray Stark qua tlan* por fondo el

intrigante escenario natural del exdtlco Orlmi-

te. . . Y por termlnar, no podrfamos cerrer **_

ta edleidn de Paramount World sin expresar nuej

tro antusiasmo por la manera como los produo-

tores William Perlberg y George Seaton estdn

incorporando a su prdxlma realizacidn, "The

Counterfeit Traitor", todos los elsmentos da

amocidn, d* datall* y de maaetrfe tdcnica y ar-

tfstioa qua conatltuysn lo* Ingredients* bdal-

eos da toda gran pelfeula, lo cual *a una ra-

zdn de mis para poder asegurar qua 1961 aeri,

sin duda alguna, uno de los mrfs destacados a-

Cos en la historic do Is clnematograffa.



LATIN AMERICA STILL
DISPLAYING A KEEN

APPRECIATION OF

SHOWMANSHIP

BUENOS AIRES - This front-of-houae facade
for "The Five Pennies" was by all odds the most
Important display that the Opera Theatre has
ever had for any picture. Ana. as Paramount Man-
aging Director Hugo Stramer stated in his rep-
ort: "Usually, only the centre of the marquee
announces the current attraction, with the lat-
erals announcing coming attractions. This was
the first time that the whole front of the the-
atre was devoted to a single attraction."

Mr, Stramer continued: "The display is even
more beautiful by night, since each huge penny
lights up separately, producing a strikingly
beautiful effect and, during the opening
week the Danny Kaye picture outgrossed every
previously released American picture in the
Opera Theatre. Do I have to say more?"

JUEVES

SANTIAGO, Chile - The Rex
Cinema enjoyed a most gratifying
engagement with Paramount's gay
ana heart-happy comedy, "Faibles
Femes." It played U weeks at
this eminent cinema, was greatly
enjoyed by press ana public
al

pub13
axifto, aiiu Aji i/uo wwi d 8 of i 01 —

amount manager Juan Laupheimer,
"made extraordinarily high

Joyed by press and
.

ike, and in the words of Par-

grosses." The lobby display here" is the newspaper
stated that the

shown, as well as
adve rt isement s

,

picture was in "Eroticvision."a
circumstance which undoubtedly
interested the picturegoing
public right where it should be
interested.

And here you see a section d
that public lined up outside the
Rex, waiting to get their views
of the undeniable feminine beauty
of Mylene Demongeot, Pascale
Petit and Jacqueline Sassard —
and, for the ladies, the male
attractiveness of Alain Delon.

LIMA, Peru - All forms of practical
showmanship were used with outstand-
ing success in connection with the
recent engagement of "Samson and Del-
ilah" at the Tacna Theatre. Above are.
two examples of banners strung across
important thoroughfares in the surr-
ounding areas of this city in order to
obtain maximum coverage. All of the
other regular forms or showmanship —
radio, music tie-ups, street advertis-
ing and distribution of heralds, par-
ticularly in schools — were made use
of. Paramount manager Lennart Bjorck
has advised that the overall campaign
paid off very well at the box-office
of the Tacna.

BOTUCATU, Brazil - Luncheon given by Mr.
Emilio Peduti Filho, director or the Perduti
Circuit in honor of Mr. A. Stephen dug,Para-
mount general manager for Brazil (2nd. from
right). Reading from the left: Mr. Felix
Fraile, manager, Warner Brothers. Botucatu;
Mr. Joao Passos, exhibitor and distributorjMr.
Miiton Stape, exhibitor in Tatui: Mr. Gil
Araujo, Passos Circuit; Mr. Ivo Nicoleti, Fox
manager, Botucatu; Mr. Ronaldo Tecchio .manager
of Fox, Botucatu; Mr. Perduti; Mr. Clug; Mr.
Adhemar L. Cesar, Paramount supervisor of
branch sales.

LIMA, Peru - Fronts of
the Tacna (at left) and
El Pacifico Theatres dur-
ing the highly successful
engagement of "Faibles
Femmes" ("Debiles Son Las
Mujeres"), the Paramount
French release which is
proving to be such a hit
wherever released in Lat-
in America.
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HONGKONG - Out
of this most
crowded area in
the world (which
is graphically
depicted in "The
World of Suzie
Wong"),will come
in 1961 one of
most dynamic
Paramount short
subjects in many
years.

SAIGON,Vietnam -

Splendid cooperat-
ion between Para-
mount manager Yuan
Kao and managers
of the top Saigon
cinemas resulted
in a sensational
day-and-date rel-
ease of "The Bucc-
aneer" in this
city. The massive
press-book cover-
ing the campaign
indicates that no
less than every
person in this big

city was fully in-
formed about the
spectacular Para-
mount picture. At
left is one of the

host of advertise-
ments for the ben-
efit of newspaper
readers.
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PICTURE NEWS FROM

THE HOLLYWOOD SCENE

IGHT 1

0

LEAVES Ij.V
JET FIACS

ARRIVING FROK

Close-up of three of the principals at the
studio's testimonial luncheon to Luigi Luraschi,
as the former head of production censorship ter-
minated 31 years of Paramount service to accept
a high executive post in the Italian film ind-
ustry. In centre is Jacob H. Karp, vice-presid-
ent and studio head; at right is vice-president
Y. Frank Freeman.

? Behind the scenes IN MOTION PICTURES
kj DAVID C. COOKE iiiUct if BEHIND THE SCENES in TELEVISION

iiL_

iV-’

The 3e charming ladies of the Paramount Studio
are gathered here in tribute to one of their
own. (We have her name, but we tried in vain to

f
ather all of the other names, so we shall use
er's alone).

She is Nelle Armstrong, and she is in the
centre of the seated group of seven. Nelle was
a long-time studio employee, and was secretary
to Sidney Justin for several years prior to
her retirement. She was gifted with photogra-

?
hic equipment, so now will have ample time to
ndulge her favorite hobby.

In all, about 70 young ladies attended the
luncheon. About thirty-five representing the
12:00 o'clock group are in the scene above, and
an equal number comprised the 1:00 o'clock
group. So you see what a photographic problem
we had — and naming Nelle. alone, seems to be
a peaceful, pfactical solution.

Jerry Lewis, who has
been arriving at New York
International Airport al-
most every other day in
connection with "Cinder-
Fella," almost always has
a cute act for the host-
ess of the flight.

And out of all of it
— Jerry never gets to be

a pilot, and the hostess
never gets to be a star.

During the entire filming of
"G. I. Blues," Producer Hal
Wallis was on the set constant-
ly, conferring with both the
star and the director, Norman
Taurog. Above, he is chatting
over a scene with the star, El-
vis Presley.

Cover of an interesting new book which is, in effect, a

textbook on Paramount's Hollywood studio. Volume's pictures
and text give a commonsense insight into the making of today's
motion pictures.

Author has given fine credit to a number of Paramounteers,
including Martin S. Davis, D. A. Doran, Herbert Steinberg, Bill

Stinson and Bert McKay.
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FAMED PIANIST'S SON

HAMBURG - Stefan
Schnabel, son of the

famous pianist Arthur
Schnabel, has played a

key role in the Perlberg

-Seaton production, "The
Counterfeit Traitor."

He was cast as the

Gestapo official Jaeger
who arrests Eric Erick-
son, the Allied spy

portrayed by William
Holden.
The German-bom actor

is now an American res-
ident and has appeared
in many American films.
During World War II he
served in the O.S.S.

HAMBURG -’ Director
George Seaton rehearses
12-year-old Helo Gutsch-
wager (playing the impor-
tant role of Hans Holtz,

a

member of the Hitler
Youth Movement) for a
vital scene in "The Coun-
terfeit Traitor."

Van Heflin as the capt-
ain of the German raider
in "Under Ten Flags"
another contribution to
Heflin's gallery of memor-
able characterizations.

The difference between
existence and life is the

intelligent use of leis-
ure * Rev. Ham an S.Hugies

JAMES STEWART

wartungen erfiillt und sich mittlerweilen die
Bezeichnung "GroBartig" erworben. Dieses Pra-
dikat bezieht sich natiirlich nur auf die ge-
achickt geleitete Hand lung. Die komnenden Mon a—
te sind den Startvorbereitungen dieses grofiar-
tigen Marl on-Brando-Fi lms gewidmet, der ganz
sicher zu den grofien Schlagern des Jahres 1961
zahlen wird.

Paramount's Kurzfilme erfreuen sich in letzter
Zeit grofiter Beachtnng. Wie Sie sich vielleicht
noch von unserer letzten Aosgabe erinnern, hat
George Weltner bestatigt, daB zum Beispiel
"Boats A'Poppin" eine Nachfrage hat, wie nie
ein Paramonnt-Rnrzfilm zuvor. Kiirzlich sahen
wir als letzten einen sehr guten Streifen iiber

New York's wunderbare Rennbahn "Aqueduct", im
Volksamnd kurz "The Big A" genannt, welche Be-
zeichnung weitaus bekannter ist. Eine Reihe an-

derer Shorts ware noch zu nennen, die alle das
Plus angenehmer Unterhaltung fur sich buchen
konnen.

Die Urauffiihrung von "Die Welt der Suzie Wong"
riickt inner naher, und je mehr wir uns den Film
vergegenwiirtigen, von dem die meisten Szenen in
Hongkong gedreht warden (mit Innenaufnahmen in
London), umso mehr staunen wir iiber die Moglich-
keit eines Filmes, den Zuschauer von einem Ende
der Welt an das andere zu versetzen. Die Rollen

Will co-star with Shirley MacLaine and opera
star Maria Callas in "My Geisha," which will
be produced in Japan early next year by Steve
Parker, husband of Miss MacLaine. Picture will
be in Eastmkncolor, and many other important
names will be added to the cast prior to the
commencement of shooting on January 15.

DIE BEGE I STERLING UBER
"PSYCHO" WACHST
LAWI NENARTI G AN.

**********
Niemals vorher in der Filmgeschichte hat ein
Streifen eine derartige Begeisterung he*vorge—
rufen, wie Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho" wahrend
der vergangenen zwei Monate in den Vereinigten
Staaten. Unterstutzt von einem gewaltigen Re-
klamefeldzug hat dieser "Super-Thriller" einen
Zuspruch gehabt und Rekordeinnahmen erzielt, die
unvergleichlich sind. Die gleiche Begeisterung
iiber den Film herrscht in London, bzw. in ganz
England, Schottland, Irland und Wales. Den sel-
ben Erfolg erwartet man in Kiirze fiir Japan und
Australien. Wir sind vollkoimiien davon iiberzeugt .

daB der Streifen iiberall. wo er gezeigt wird.
dae gleiche glanzende Geschaft brlngt. wie be-
reits auf dem amerikanischen Markt. "Psycho"
iesitzt fiir jeden Besucher des Filmes eine un-
erhorte Anziehungskraft.

Unsere letzten beiden Ausgaben befaBten sich
ausschlieBlich mit "Psycho", und die laufende
Numwr bringt neue gute Nachrichten. Aber auch

was die anderen Produktionen betrifft, sind die
Mitteilungen sehr erfreulich.

Zum Beispiel von Audrey Hepburn. Sie arbeitet
zur Zeit an "Breakfast at Tiffany's", wo an Ort

und Stelle in New York die Lokal-Anfnahmen ge-

filmt warden. AnschlieBend wird sie "Mistress
of Mellyn" drehen, eine Henry Blanke Produktion.

Wir freuen uns sehr, Audrey nicht nur in einem
eondern auch in einem zweiten Paramount-Film
zu sehen.

"One-Eyed Jacks" hat alle in ihn gesetzten Er-

This simple-seeming bit of business in
"The Bellboy" is the springboard for one of the
funniest gags in years. Since the editor would
fire us ir the gag were told, you'll have to
see the picture to learn what Jerry Lewis is
about to do.

von William Holden und Nancy Kwan in dieser Ray

Stark Produktion erhohen noch die zsuberhafte
Wirkung des faszinierenden Hintergrunds.

Keine Ausgabe von "Paramount World" ware voll-
standig ohne einen bewundernden Hinweis auf

William Perlberg's und Geroge Seaton's meister-
hafte Art, in "The Counterfeit Traitor" die

Spannung, Bedeutung und GroBartigkeit des Fil-

mes heranszustellen. Dieser Streifen ist ein

weiteres Beispiel dafiir, warum das «^ahr 1961

zu einem der hervorragendsten in der Filmge-

schichte werden wird.

A PLACE IN THE SUN is doing superlative
re-release business in Chile. According to
Chile manager Juan Laupheimer, business
registered by it topped that of the first
release business of TOE BLACK ORCHID, THE
GEISHA BOY, THAT KIND OF WOMAN AND TARZANS
GREATEST ADVENTURE.

Re-release of A PIACE IN THE SUN ran 1
week at the Rex, 2 weeks at the Victoria,
1 week at the Toesca and 3 days al the
residential district theatre Las Condes.
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SHOWMANSHIP IS ONE
INVESTMENT THAT NEVER
STOPS PAYING DIVIDENDS

HEW YORK - When the Rex Theatre in Santiago, Chile,

arranged a newspaper coloring contest in connection with
the newspaper, "El Dlario Ilustrado," not even the most
sanguine expectations of Paramount manager Juan Laupheimer
could envision the result. Colhrings of the black and
white scene in the newspaper flowed in by the thousands
and tens of thousands - all to the benefit of "Tempest,"
the picture which had inspired the contest. A stack of
pressbooks containing a small fraction of the entries was
sent to New York, and thence to the producer of the film.
Above are John Montllor (left) and Luis Fernandes, of Par-
amount International's Spanish division picturizlng the
massiveness of this showmanship undertaking.

READ THE BOOK-SEE THE
SPARKLING MOJION PICTURE

IT STARTED

IN NAPLES
starring

CLARK GABLE

SOPHIA LOREN

VITTORIO DE SICA

•

A SHavehon-toM Production

A Paramount Rol.a.r

VistaVmtee and Technicolor

ON SALE HERE 25c

Cord in position on lop ol rack

PARIS - When Danny Kaye 1 s
"Ihe Five Pennies" (Millionnaire
de 5 Sous) was the attraction
at both the Paramount Theatre
and Elysees-Cinema, practically
every music and record store in
the city had a splendid window
display linked with the film.
This one was the record shop Le
Discobole in the Gare St. Lazars— and it certainly was a com-
plete tie-up with the picture.

A useful and effective
showmanship kit has been iss-
ued by Donald H. Nathan in
connection with the global
re-re lease of Alfred Hitch-
cock's "Rear Window" as part
of Paramount International's
All-Time-Greatest compaign.

One interesting fact not
included in the kit concerns
Raymond Burr who, since his
featured role in the Hitchcock
drama has become an internat-
ional television favorite as

the star of the "Perry Mason"
nystery series.

HOW TO USE THIS DISPLAY CARD:

SAN ANTONIO, Texas - Several of many shots
>f a fine street ballyhoo for "The Greatest Show
>n Earth" staged by the Texas Theatre here.

"...We believe that a company's reputation
is of major importance to its welfare,
stability and growth. Companies, like indiv-
iduals, earn their reputations by what they
do, how they do it, and how effectively they
communicate with others Therefore, our
company must conduct itself in such a way as
to deserve a good reputation and must win the
understanding that is required to establish
that reputation in the minds of men "

-EArl ffcwsom
, Public Relations

,

Consultant, In Pointers' Ink

This rock duploy caid it doiigntd lo fit

into the top pocket of all small book rock*

— particularly the top pocket of wire

revolving racks os shown in the illustra-

tion above Ploce the cord into the pocket

bohind the copies of

IT STARTED IN NAPLES
so thot the upper portion of the card.

containing the reading matter, is in clear

view above the books.

This is the display
card for the Saul Cooper
novelization of "It Star-
ted in Naples." together
with instructions for its
bookstand use.

LISBON - Fine front of
the Cinema Imperio for
Danny Kaye's "The Five
Pennies." Film was fine
success, too.

SINGAPORE - This float
with an accidentally mis-
spelled word was a real
treat touring the city in
the interests of Cecil B.
DeMille's "Samson and De-
lilah." The picture, in
its re-release engagement,
did fabulous business at
Singapore's Cathay.
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Wise is the executive
who can eliminate "ou#Tt"

from his thinking about
staff performance
unusually wise, the one
who takes extra time and

trouble to get a staff
to "want" to do something,

ffarman G. Shidle

BARCELONA - A skilled
confectioner displays his
art, with Jerry Lewis'
comedy, "The Geisha Boy,"
as his inspiration.

” Naples”
Contest

Free guest tickets to

the opening of Shave Ison

and Rose's "It Started

In Naples" at New York's

Victoria Theatre were

awarded to the authors

of the 25 most complete

lists of motion pictures

featuring the names of

cities in their titles.

Rome, New York, San

Francisco, Havana,Boston

and Hongkong were among

the favorites.
Contest idea is good

for any picture with a

city's name in its titlo.

SCHOOL'S

Drive Carefully

GOT AWAY WITH A MILLION
This is 12-year-old Maurice Reyna - "The

Boy Who Stole A Million." (The pooch also is a
member of the cast of the action thriller that
was filmed in Valencia, Spain)

.

Young Maurice was bom in Caracas,Venezuela,
but has been living for the past two years in
London, where his father, a professor, is doing
musical research. In Caracas he has his own TV
show. He is tri-lingual. speaking French in
addition to his native Spanish, and the English
he speaks in the picture.

Why does he steal the million pesetas in
the picture? Well, he doesn't really steal it;

he 'borrows' it to pay his father's debt.

.— — . With such releases as
| WASH I NGTQN 1 "Psycho," "The Rat Race"

and "It Started In Naples," business is brihk

in this branch; and we expect it to be still

brisker with "6. I. Blues" and "The World of

Suzie Wong."
Returning vacationers: Ruth Smith, branch

manager's secretary; Billie Benick, booker; Ida

Green, cashier; Helen Schultze, booker's clerk;

Lillian Lee, assistant cashier.
Alice Robrecht is back from a trip through

New York State, and is so thrilled at the

DALLAS. Texas: One of the many groups of
showmen a£ the "Psycho" showmanship seminar
held here under the direction of Joaep Gould,
Paramount advertising manager. From left: Ed
Newman, Waco; Tom Bridge, Paramount divsion
manager: Don Douglas, advertising head, Rowley
United Theatres; Roy Adamas, booker-buyer for
Rowley united; Joe Gould: Bernard Brager,Para-
mount branch manager, Dallas.

We learn with deep regret of the
passing of Mr. Jack Johnson, who
had been Custodian of the Washing-
ton, D.C. branch for 42 years. Jack
began his service with Paramount as
a poster clerk when he was just 16
years of age. Our tribute to Jack
is summed up in our knowledge that
he was a gentleman and a truly con-
scientious worker. We mourn his
loss. Jack is survived by his widow
and eleven children.

state's beauties that she's going to make th
trip again.

Marie Rutter, booker's clerk, resigned t

accept a position in the D.C. Government. We :

1

going to miss Marie's ready smile and her wo
derful personality.

We have learned with regret of the pass!
of a former Paramounteer, Harry Valentine, w

had been a salesman in this branch for sever
years. At the time of his death, he was a

salesman for 20th Century-Fox. Harry will be

greatly missed by his many friends in the fi

industry. _Bm F iSCher.

——-, A warm welcome to Dor,

I TTSBURGH | r. Hicks, our new branch
manager. We think Mr. and Mrs. Hicks are god

;

to like our city.
Best wishes to Gordon Bugie and staff ir

the 'new' Cleveland branch.
Recent vacationers: Peg O'Connell was ir

New York; Annette Marlinga and Rose Pfister
gathered wonderful, much-envied, tans in th*

area known as Miami Beach; Emma Woods, inspc •

tion department, was in that inexpensive pit

known as Porchview; Grace Benitz, also of ir

spection, spent her vacation moving. Then sh

really needed a rest.
- Gerry Casale.

The Critics and ” I

t

Started In Naples”
THE NEW YORK TIMES loved the picture from

its scenic standpoint, but Bosley Crowther
loved Sophia Loren more. As he said: "...But
the major thing to look at is Miss Loren....'

THE NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN called the
comedy "just as bright and gay as the back-
grounds against which it was filmed" TH1

NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE wove its critique
around the brisk charm of its principals"...
THE DAILY NEWS said that "The combination of

Sophia Loren and Clark Gable is a box-office
magnet" THE NEW YORK MIRROR concluded an

incisive review by saying that "..the star o

'It Started In Naples' is bella Italia hor-
seIf"....THE NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM AND SUN

began its review with this: "The colorful,
carefree beauty of Naples and Capri in festi

mood is matched by the jubilant hilarity of

'It Started In Naples' "
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND

###########

Robert L. Graham,
managing director of
Paramount Film Service,
has announced the app-
ointment of Alan Ward-
rope as Paramount 1 s

advertising and publi-
city manager in Austr-
alia. Mr. Wardrope, a

Sydney journalist and
public relations man,
joined Paramount on
August 29th.

He will be assisted
by Miss Rhona Cox,who
has had wide local and
overseas advertising
experience.

Mr. Wardrope' s experience
includes two years with the
important Australian public
relations firm of Eric White
Associates, where he was a
senior account executive. He
also did newspaper and maga-
zine work for the Sydney
"Sun" and has covered many
phases of newspaper work, in-
cluding service in the Fed-
eral Parliamentary Press
Gallery in Canberra. In 1957
he joined Associated News-
papers, engaged in both per-
iodical ana newspaper prod-
uction.

In announcing the appoint-
ment, Mr. Graham said: "Alan
Wardrope' s association with
Paramount marks the beginning
of an expansion of our acti-
vities in the fields of adv-
ertising and publicity.

"This new and more bold
approach is necessary in
order to keep our Australian
company in 3tep with the new
production programme recently
announced by George Weltner
in Hollywood, and which is
based upon the production and
individualised showmanship
of large-budget pictures.

"In line with the above,
Mr. Wardrope will shortly
visit the various capital
cities of Australia in order
to become personally acquain-
ted with the exhibitors, and
to help him in implementing
this new policy."

ALAN WARDROPE
Newly Appointed Para-

mount Advertising and Pub-

licity Director for Aus-
t ral

Miss Rhona Cox, named
assistant to Alan Wardrope,

1 advertising and publicity
manager in Sydney.

Another thing that
the Australian public-
ists did in connection
with "Li'l Abner" was to
prepare a set of 4 x 5

stills of Ron Hall and
Frances Wyatt in their
characterizations of
"Li'l Abner" and "Daisy
Mae" for the especial
use of TV, radio, press
and store promotions.

This action very much
personalized the entire
showmen ship campaign and
gained a lot of extra
coverage for the musical
comedy.

-)TRA

t:('!>/:»mi

SYDNEY - Paramount's publicity forces here went all the
way with their "Li'l Abner" showmanship campaign. Earlier,
we showed scenes at their 'Cornpone' party in this city,
which was so successful that it copped plenty of space in
the press and TV and radio time on the air.

The showmanship was carried beyond that point - a long
way beyond. It manifested itself in a massive contest held
in connection with local supermarkets (top left); and was a
'natural' in connection with Sydney's Royal Agricultural
Show, which annually attracts more than one million visitors
Ron Hall ('Abner') and Frances Wyatt ('Daisy Mae') who have
by now become national figures throughout Australia, are
shown above as they appeared at both supermarkets and the
Royal Show.

Australia's Paramount publicists are to be commended for
their initiative, as well as for their ability to stick with
a very good idea and play it for all that it's worth - which
happens to be plenty.

RIGHT FROM THE LOCATIGIfS OF
"THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITCB"

This is the picture side of a giant postcard received by
the editor from Hamburg. On the message side was this
friendly coaenunic at ion

:

"Having wonderful tins making 'The Counterfeit Traitor'
for Bill Perlberg and George Seaton."
It was signed 'Bill Holden' - and the only thing that

the otherwise thoughtful Bill omitted to say was - "Wish
you were here."

"One-Eyed Jacks" already has demonstrated
that it will be a top sensation of Nineteen-61!
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SUPERB EXCITEMENT
UNLEASHED IN

"UNDER TEN FLAGS"
Prior to its opening at the Brooklyn

Paramount on September 2nd, "Under Ten
Flags" had been described as "steadily en-
tertaining" by Motion Picture Daily, while
Film Daily said that it was packed with
"solid action elements." Motion Picture
Herald said that its story was "..told with

dramatic suspense and excitement. . .This is

good exciting motion picture, with sharp
accent on the motion, and as such it should

give a good account of itself wherever
played."

The Daily News gave 3^ stars to the
Dino DeLaurentiis thriller and called it
"a more exciting film than 'Sink the Bis-
marck" The Daily Mirror accented the
thrilling performance of Kharles Laughton
as "a dogged Admiralty chief planning the
destruction of the Atlantis"

In short - the critics

Charles Laughton's role as Captain Russell

in Dino De Laurentiis' production of "Under Ten

Flags" has the same dynamic fire of his 'Capt-

ain Bligh' in "Mutiny On the Bounty." It is a

great performance in an e xciting entertainment.

MRAioin^
'

"iH THTsf0RYOFTHE SENSAIIONAL 66S-DAV

PURSUIT OF THE KILLER:,-.SHIP ATLANTIS!

{
CALL PARAMOUNT NOW!

j

Trade-press advertisement for

"Under Ten Flags" catches all of

the thrills and excitement of
this spectacular Dino De Lauren-
tiis action drama of the sea.

The New lork Sunday Mirror
of August 14th gave the cover
of its colored magazine section
to the manifold physical charms
of Mylene Demongeot, one of the
unforgettable thrills of "Under
Ten Flags." The supplement also
carried an illustrated article
on the De Laurentiis-Paramount
adventure film. . .Mylene also is
scoring a big hit in Latin Am-
erica as co-star in the French
Paramount release, "Faibles
Femmes."

VAN HEFLIN

- gives another of his
brilliant characteri-
zations as the Capt-
ain of the German
hit-and-sail raider.
Also shown is Gerard
Herter as the U-Boat
commander.

loved it and the
picturegoers are loving
it - in droves!
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Henry Blanke,

Producer

i

One of the many Important

factors contributing to the

success of "The Ten Command-

ments" was the comprehensive

and authoritative fact-book,

"Moses and Egypt," authored

by Henry Noerdlinger and pub-

lished by the University of

California Press. With the

continuing world-wide presen-

tation of the mighty Cecil B.

DeMille production, there is

also a continuing world demand

for "Moses and Egypt," partic-

ularly from England and Aus-
tralia.

Henry Noerdlinger now
is serving with producer
Henry Blanke on "Dear And
Glorious Physician" in the
same capacity that he ser-
ved with Cecil B. DeMille
on "The Ten Commandments."

Eugene Vale
Seri pt er

VITAL FORCES IN

THE MAKING
OF
’’DEAR AND

GLORIOUS
PHYSICIAN"

EUGENE VALE (above) has now been several weeks at

work on the screenplay of "Dear and Glorious Physician."

Vale is author of the very successful novel, "The

Thirteenth Apostle," which in addition to meeting with
continuing public approval, as well as being lauded by
religious leaders, has won the Christopher Award, the
Rupert Hughes Award and the annual book award of the Sec-
ondary Board of Education.

Henry Planke is the producer of "Dear and Glorious
Physician," which Paramount's president, Barney Balaban,
already has announced will be filmed in Technicolor with
the dignity, scope and stature of "The Ten Commandments."
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An ideal wife is any
woman who has an ideal
husband

.

-Booth Thrkington

RIO DE JANEIRO - Par-
amount’s publicity force
here has inventively pro-
duced several showmanship
displays which are avail-
able to exhibitors with
imagination and enterpr-
ise. Here's the one for
"Jack the Ripper." It is,
says the accompanying ad-
vice, "a little bit strong
for most locations but we
do intend using it for
certain theatre lobbies."

JOHN WAYNE

Will pack plenty of
punch into "The
African Story."

RIGHT

LISBON - Cinema Condes
certainly produced a mag-
nificent front-of-house
display for the Jerry
Lewis comedy, "Don't Give

Up the Ship" - and the
box-office business was
most rewarding.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Helmut Dantine, in Brazil
on a picture -making project for another film
company, was also most cooperative in connect-
ion with Paramount's spectacular release of
the Dino De Laurentiis production, "Tempest."
of the stellar cast of which he is an important
member. He is shown here (3rd from left) with
Paramount officials and publicists.

From left: Sergio Pardo, Paramount public-
ist; Maria Antonietta Tissi: Helmut Dantine;
Nikki Dantine; A. Stephen Clug, Paramount
general manager: Oswaldo Leite Rocha, Paramount
publicity director; Juarez Gomes de Oliveira
and Gil Ferreira da S i lva ,

Paramount publicists.

ENTUSI AST I CA EXCITACAO
EM T6RN0 DE "PSICOSE".
OUTRAS NOT f C I AS MENSAIS

************
Hunoa hours ,

podemos aflrmar, tamanho e xci ta-
rnsnto am torso da exlb1980 da uma fita, am toda
a hisrfria do oinaaa, do qua 0 qua se obaarvou,
durante os illtimos dois mesas, nos Bstados Uni*
doa, por ooasiSo da estrfla de "Psicose”,a pro-
duqlo da Alfred Hitchcock. Auxlliada por um in-

teligente servlqo da "showmanship", eats sups:
"suspense" tarn realizedo rfoordes da bllheter
numa continuidada sem paralelo. Parte d£sse ei

tusiasmo se astandau ate a Inglaterra a mi:

to brara terf atingldo o Japlo, Australia a ot

tros pontos do Orients. NBo tamos a manor dur:
da da qua asta produpBo lrf destrulndo record)
da bll^eteria. como JA vlmos , por todo o msrci
do lnternacional da Paramount, tal o seu trim
fo nos bstados Unldos, pols "Psloose" ana f 1]

me qua por sues caracterfstioas dlspPe da ui

forqa de atr'aqlb que se fara efstlva sobre to<

o mindo .

H# Se bam qua tenhamos tratado ,estansirament«
da "Psicoae”, nas duas ediqffee passadas, adit)
mos alnda, na presents, no tides de grande sl(

nlflea 9*0. O nosso noticlarlo contem alnda nc

tas do alto entusiasmo relaclonadas a miltos
importantes itsns da Paramount.

### Aqul asta uma boa noticia sobre a llnda a:

trela Audrey Hepburn. Bla se encontra aqul
am Nora Tbrk, dando corns 90 & filmaqEo da "Brei

kfast at Tiffany", qua sa desenrola na city, e

logo depols, iniciarf "Mistress of Mellyn", qui

serf uma produqSo de Hsnry Blanks. S um praza:

para nos tarmos Miss Hepburn a trabalhar de a
ro para a Paramount — e em dois films de ti

manhn valor a ssguindo-se um ao outro.

### 0 films "One -lyed -Jacks" venceu todas as a

tapas e tastes de lmportancla da produqlo ca

tagorizada da Paramount, tendo adquirldo clas

slflcaqSo de "grande". 3usr isto dizsr qua m
sue realize 980 sarfo empregados ape nas alemsn
tos de flno padrSo, na tecnloa e no seu Aasam
penho artistico. Os proximos mesas sarfo dadi

cados a tarefa cuidadosa de lanqamsnto da por

tentosa erlaqSo de Marlon Brando, que se oolo

carf entre os importantes flimes de 1961 come
talvez 0 melhor deles.m Os assuntos cur toa da Paramount tern ulti •

mamente ganho f<5ros a specials. Segundo aqul s<

iu no mes passado, Mr. George Weltner confkri

a "Boats A'Poppin'" uma classlficaqSo acima d

que tern gozado outros "shorts" em miltos anos

B depols vlmos um fllme de uma parte
,
tambm as

plendido. Chama-se "The Big A", que rf 0 nome (

o povo dd ao prado de corridas de Aqueduct, a:

Nova lbrk. Logo, a um fllme zinho hipico. B ha

verf outros bona "shorts" nesse programa.

### 0 films "Hie World of Suzie Wong" estd Ji

proximo a ser lanqado. Froduzldo em sua maio:

parte em Hongkong (00m cenas interiors s de Lon
dies), ele bem nos revela a magi a eetupenda de

cinema levando-nos de uma parte do mindo a on
tra bem rsmota. William Holden e Nancy Ewan, 01

protagonistss, nos dSo desempenhos admlrfvels
a inusitados, nesta produqBo de Ray Stark, re a-

llzacBo que se equipara ao ritmo feltlceiro d<

fantas ti co "background".

###* como nSo podemos encerrar uma ediqSo d<

"Paramount World” sem uma menqBo enfuslastica.
e merecida, & pericla de William Perlberg Jun-

tamenta com George Seaton, se Ja dito que a sui

dltima produqSo, "Hie Counterfeit Traitor",te:

a marca de perfei 980 desses realizadores. Po*
se desde Ja aflrmar que esse fllme serf de um
grande slgnlfloaqSo no programa de 61, que pro-

mote ser o ano mals brilhante da hlstdria dai

mararilhae cinematografleas.

Bearing in mind the wonderful
showmanship record to date of the
Paramounteers of Brazil, one is nat
urally interested in their plans
for "Psycho,” now that it is confix
med as an international w.uiner.
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PARAMOUNT WILL START
9 MAJOR PRODUCTIONS
BEFORE END OF 1960

*************

AUDREY HEPBURN

She'll make "Break-
fast At Tiffany's"
really sparkle.

PARAMOUNT will launch production on
9 major feature films by the end of the year, in
one of the heaviest 3-month filming schedules
in recent company history, it is announced by
Jack Karp, vice-president in charge of the
studio.

Studio personnel is looking forward to the
return of "the good old days" of overflow prod-
uction occupying all sound stages. Scheduling

now reveals that the end of
November will see 6 pictures
in simultaneous production on
the Marathon Street lot alone.

Spearheading the filming
boom on October 3 will be two
pictures shooting on opposite
sides of the world. Rolling in

New York and Hollywood will be

the Jurow-Shepherd production
in Technicolor, "Breakfast At
Tiffany's" starring Audrey

Hepburn and George Peppard and based on the
best-selling novel of Truman Capote. Direction
will be by Blake Edwards.

In Tanganyika, East Africa, Howard Hawks will

give the green light to "The African Story ." a
spectacular property to be filmed in Technicolor
and starring John Wayne.

October will also see the
start at the studio of the
new ShaveIson and Rase prod-
uction, "On the Double ."

which stars Danny Kaye;while ^ T
Perlberg-Seaton' s "The Coun-
terfeit Traitor ," starring
William Holden and Lilli
Palmer, will continue filming
in Copenhagen and Stockholm
during the month.

Resumption of production "5 Pennies11 grosses ,

on Perlberg-Seaton' s "The Pleasure of His Comp-

any ." witjjr Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Lilli
Palmer, Tab Hunter, Gary Merrill and Charlie
Ruggles, which was halted by the actor's strike,
is scheduled for early November.

Producer Hal Wallis will send 2 top features
to the sound stages the middle of November when
he begins filming of Tennessee Williams' "Summer
and Smoke " with Laurence Harvey and Geraldine
Page starred and Peter Glenville directing. Hal
is also slated to start shooting on "Girls of

Summer," a screen version of N. Richard Nash's

Danny kaye
His "On the Double"
will surely double

OTHER

PRODUCT

NEWS

In the light of the present world boom in
compact cars, this scene from "It Started In
Naples" has special significance. Clark Gable,
it seems, has a slight inconvenience in getting
to his change pocket, to the great discomfort
of Vittorio De Sica, and an unnamed friend.

A LATE FLASH tells us that the title of the
Howard Hawks production known till now as
"The African Story," is now "Hatarii" Star is
John Wayne, and Mr. Hawks has signed French
star Gerara Blain for the picture. Shooting
is to begin at Tanganyika next month This
same month will see tne beginning of filming
on Danny Kaye's "On the Double," Shavelson
and Rose production in which English player
Wilfrid Hyde White will have a prominent role

Hal Wallis has elevated Charles O' Curran
to the post of director on the basis of his
fine work in staging the musical numbers of
the Elvis Presley picture, "G. I. Blues." New
contract calls for O' Curran to be both direc-
tor and stager of musical numbers in three
upcoming Wallis productions for Paramount re-
lease Shooting is all completed on the
Bryan Foy production, "The Big Boston Robb-
ery" Henry Mancini will compose the mus-
ical score for the upcoming Audrey Hepburn
comedy-drama, "Breakfast At Tiffany's," and
Academy Award winner Andre Previn is doin^
the score for Hal Wallis' "All In A Night's
Work" Gore Vidal, who wrote the Broad-
way stage hit, "Visit To A Small Planet," is
writing the screenplay for the Stuart Miller
production, "Reunion."

Helen Traubel, noted opera star, will have
a starring role in Jerry Lewis' "Ladies' Man."

The Home Office page, ordinarily a feature
of each issue, has been temporarily omitted
for this issue only. It will be resumed next
month. Please bear with us.

hit Broadway play.

Winding up this gratifying schedule are
two more Paramount pictures aimed squarely at
the box-office. One is a Jerry Lewis starrer,
tentatively titled "The Ladies' Man,"' which
Jerry will write, produce and direct; and a
Bryan Foy production also inspired by the sex
which is 'more deadly than the male' -"Ladies
of the Big House."
QUITE A LINE-UPJ



What’s t

”A Breath of Scandal”?
I f f her

e

T s a scandal
I’m a hurricane!



A Glorious Hongkong
Romance that Became

THE WORLD
OF

ZIE WONG

WILLIAM HOLDEN as Robert
Lomax - his art was painting.

NANCY KWAN as Suzie Wong
— her's was the art of love.
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Lou is A . Nov i ns
Elected a

V i ce-Pres i dent
Mr. Barney Balaban, Presid-

ent of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, announced that Mr.

Louis A. Novins had been elec-
ted as a Vice-President of the
Company.

Mr. Novins is President of
International Telemeter Comp-
any, a division of the Corpor-
ation, and has served as Chair-
man of the Board of Telemeter
Magnetics, Inc. since the latt-
er corporation was organized as
a Paramount subsidiary in 1955.
Subject to stockholders' appro-
val, Telemeter Magnetics is in

the process of being merged in-

to the AMPEX Corporation.

Mr. Novins joined Paramount
in 1946 as Assistant to the
President. He was subsequently
elected as Secretary of the
Company.

Mr. Novins formerly served
as Assistant Attorney General of

the Conmonwealth ofMassachusetts.
He has been actively engaged in

civic and philanthropic activi-
ties, serving as officer and
director of many organizations.
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"W" I s for Wall i

s

Hal Wallis, maker of _ and AlSO fOT World
consistent hits, makes —
pictures for the world because he knows the world. He moves around

it, meets its people, and gets to know, at first hand, its cinema

appetites. There's a lot of evidence of this on several pages in

this issue, since Hal has been to Japan and Hongkong in the inter-

ests of his forthcoming production, "Tamiko." And there is, on

Page 14, a letter which makes wonderfully plain why Hal gets along

so well with the people who understand why he wants to make films

for all the world. With Hal Wallis in it, this is a pretty good in-

dustry to be part of.

"It Started In Naples" is so

tremendous a hit in London that

the Gable-Loren comedy is being

held for a 4th precedent-sett-

ing week at the Plaza. As indi-

cated by the report above from

The Daily Cinema, the overwhel-

ming press approval Miss Loren

received from the London crit-

ics is a major factor in this

SUCC6 8 8 e Hiiigiii ii i ii iiiHl mmi *

‘Naples’ Held

For A Fourth-
6 Psycho ’ Waits

Paramount's “ Faith in the

Sixties " continues to be completely
justified by the phenomenal success

of current releases, states the com-
pany's managing director, Fred
Hutchinson, in announcing that the

Shavelson-Rose comedy, “It Started

in Naples,” will be retained at

London's Plaza for a fourth week
^commencing October 6.

The tremendous press which
Sophia Loren received for her

magnificent performance in this

picture has lifted her into the top
bracket of major stars. The West
End run had already been extended
as a result of public acclaim and
the enormous business at the Plaza

^

has been so fully maintained that*

it justifies the hold-over of the

picture for a fourth week.
^

Holidaymakers who were out of

town during August and may have
missed Hitchcock’s “ Psycho ” will

have an opportunity of catching up
on this amazing box-office triumph
when the Paramount release

returns to the Plaza on October 13.

It was to have played its second
engagement from October 6, as

previously announced, but the

great success of “ It Started in

Naples.” has necessitated this

change of date.

The presentation policy which]
has contributed to its summit-
shattering success throughout the

country will be maintained, with
separate performances and no I

admittance after the start of thc|

actual film.

LONDON - Arriving at London
Airport on the first leg of his
regular annual survey or busin-
ess conditions in the United
Kingdom and on the continent of
Europe, George Weltner, vice-
president in charge of world
sales (right) is welcomed by
Fred Hutchinson, British manag-

Report on
the "Psycho"
meeting in
Paris begins
on Page 5.
SHHHHHHHHHHt

ing director.

ONE QUICK, VITAL REACTION to th?
international meeting was a cable
received by Italy's Pilade Levi
while still in Paris, and sent by
eminent Italian exhibitor Torello
Ciucci. It read:

FOLLOWING DISCUSSION GLAD TO
ASSURE YOU THAT OUR CIRCUIT COM-
PLETELY IN ACCORD TO EXHIBIT GREAT
PICTURE "PSYCHO" AS PER POLICY OF
NON-ENTRANCE TO THEATRE AFTER START
OF PERFORMANCE. AM MORE THAN HAPPY
TO BE ABLE SHOW IN MY CIRCUIT MIRAC-
ULOUS SUSPENSE PICTURE. MUTUAL GOOD
WISHES AND REGARDS

TORELLO CIUCCI
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TOP U. S. EXHIBITORS

IN CONVENTION SEE AND

HAIL "G. I. BLUES”

One of the severest tests any motion

picture has been subjected to was that of

showing Hal Wallis' production "G. I.Blues,"

to the assembled delegation of the Theatre

Owners of America in Hollywood last month.

The Elvis Presley starrer stood the test in

magnificent fashion, the exhibitors hailing

it as one of the
greatest entertain-
ments in ages. The

telegram printed
below conveys reac-
tions to the event

in no uncertain
fashion. Scattered
elsewhere through
this issue are more

At the t.o. a. convention, scenes and sentim-
Joseph Hazen (r.) production
partner of Hal Wallis, accepts ents Connected Wltrl
a sheaf of photographs from this major Paramount
Colonel Tom Parker, manager of
Elvis Presley. production.

TELETYPE MESSAGE
RECEIVED FROM WEST COAST STUDIO VIA TELETYPE

Elvis Presley and Juliet Prowse
learned plenty about the exhibition
side of film business from (L to R):

Kermlt Karr of Paramount Gulf Theatr-
es, Lpmar Sarra, vice-president,Flor-
ida State Theatres; and Jim Harrison,
general manager, Wilby-Kincey Theatr-
es, Atlanta.

Within a matter of weeks,

"G. I. Blues," Hal Wallis'
rollicking Elvis Presley film,

the star's f.irst in two years,

will have its New York premi-
ere at the Victoria Theatre.

This announcement has been
made by Hugh Owen, vice-pres.
of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. , and Clem Perry, general
manager of the Victoria.

GEORGE VELTNER
'5F.D 1 3 'ARP

I AM HAPPY INDEED TO TELL YOU THAT MY GREAT ENTHUSIASM FOR PRESLEY

PROWSE AND WALLIS AS SET FORTH IN MY TELEGRAM TO YOU OF JUNE 29TH WAS

MORE THAN OVERWHELMINGLY CONFIRMED LAST EVENING AT THE SPECIAL SHOWING

OF G. I. BLUES FOR THE LEADING CIRCUIT OWNERS, MANAGERS AND BUYERS WHO

ARE IN LOS ANGELES ATTENDING THE TOA CONVENTION. IT WAS A WARM NIGHT

AND THE THEATRE WAS FILLED TO CAPACITY PLUS STANDEES, WHICH DID NOT

MAKE FOR TOO MUCH COMFORT, YET THIS AUDIENCE OF PROFESSIONAL FILM

BUYERS COULD NOT BE JARRED LOOSE FROM THEIR SEATS. THEY LAUGHED AND

APPLAUDED AND THE ATMOSPHERE WAS ELECTRIC WITH EXCITEMENT AND DEEP FELT

APPROVAL. EVERYONE WAS WITH ELVIS AND JULIET THROUGHOUT THE PICTURE.

AFTER THE RUNNING ELVIS AND JULIET JOINED US AT THE PARAMOUNT COMMISSARY

WHERE THEY MET ALL THE GUESTS, WERE PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THEM AND

AUTOGRAPHED CARDS AND MEMENTOS OF THE OCCASION. EVERY EXHIBITOR FROM

LIGHTMAN, WALLENSTEIN, FABIAN, LYNCH, MARTIN, KINCEY AND ALL OTHERS

DOWN THE LINE WERE VOCIFEROUS IN THEIR PRAISE OF THE PICTURE, PRESLEY

AND PROWSE. YOUR BOYS CAN BE ASSURED THAT THE FOUNTAIN HEADS OF THE

BIG BUYERS ARE 100 PERCENT FOR G. I. BLUES. ALL THEY WANTED TO KNOW

WAS HOW SOON COULD THEY GET THE PICTURE. BOTH JERRY AND HERBIE DID

AN OUTSTANDING JOB AND THEIR EFFORTS HAVE PAID OFF HANDSOMELY. THIS

AFTERNOON THEY WILL PRESENT TO FIFTY OR MORE THEATRE ADVERTISING MEN AND

MANAGERS THE PARAMOUNT MERCHANDISING POLICY AND AD TV AND RADIO CAMPAIGN

THAT WILL BE EMPLOYED IN LAUNCHING THIS OUTSTANDING PICTURE.

I AM SURE WHEN G. I. BLUES IS RELEASED IN NOVEMBER WE WILL ALL HAVE

SOMETHING WITH WHICH TO CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING AND FOR WHICH WE CAN BE

HOLLYWOOD - At the Theatre J,

Owners of America screening of [)
"G. I. Blues" at the Paramount

“
studio, star Elvis Presley is
most pleased to greet George
Lynch, head buyer for the Schins
Circuit of Gloversville ,New York.

THANKFUL. KINDEST PERSONAL REGARDS TO YOU AND THE BOYS.

JOSEPH H. HAZEN

Neal East’s Vi ews
On ”G. I. Blues”

Western Division Manager Neal East was in on all of
the happenings in connection with the presentation of Hal
Wallis' "G. I. Blues" to the delegates to the Theatre

Owners of America convention. Here are excerpts from his

report to World Sales Manager George Weltner:

"In sy many years with our great Paramount company,
I cannot recall when, if ever, I have experienced the
thrills, satisfaction in accomplishment, or held By head
higher with pride, than following the preview of G. I.BLUES
for the T. 0. A. convention. .. .1 was thrilled beyond mere
words at all of the wonderful praise being given Hal
Wallis' Elvis Presley production by as hard-to-please
group of 'hard-boiled' exhibitors as one will ever asseBi-
ble under one roof Every exhibitor I talked with said
that the perfect results of Hal Wallis, the new and great
box-office Elvis Presley and sensational Juliet Prowse
are molded into as fine an entertainment picture for all
ages as has ever been produced. One and all the exhibitors
declared that this one 'has money standing out all over

"Tuesday afternoon, Arnold (Shartin) and I had the
privilege of attending the G. I.BLUES advertising meeting
as conducted by Jerry (Pickman) and his boys in their
usual efficient manner, and we were thrilled with the
aiaterlal and their plans for G. I.BLUES.

"There can be no question but what G.I.BUJES is the
next blockbuster to hit the screens and I am thankful that
I will have a part in the marketing of this fine and top
box-office production."



PARAMOUNT ' S FIRST PRODUCTION
DIRECTLY FOR IELEV j_S j_ON

HAS MOST AUS PICIO US PREMIERE
On the evening of Friday, October 7th., a new chapter

in Paramount history was written when the Columbia
Broadcasting System telecast the first episode of a new
series entitled "Mr. Garlund" over its national network.
"Mr. Garlund" is being produced by Paramount Television
Productions, Inc., in both of Paramount's Hollywood
studios, under the direct supervision of Robert J. Rubin.

It is a Paramount Pictures Corporation enterprise in

every sense, and it
bears the imprint
of Paramount prod-
uction quality on

its sets, its phot-
ography, its sound,
its entertainment.

"Mr. Garlund" is Frank Garlund, 30-year-old

financial wizard who has become a living legend

and whose life is an explosive series of intr-

igue snd conflict.

Each episode of the exciting series will be

introduced by a different individual who has

come in contact with Mr. Garlund and who has

been affected in some way by the association.

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS' FIRST

Chinatown landmarks frame the action for the
initial episode of "Mr. Garlund," new adventure
series produced by Paramount Television Produc-
tions. Inc. The series premiered on the C. B. S.

Television Network on Friday evening, October 7,
co-sponsored by Liggett 4 Myers Tobacco Company
and the Plymouth Division of Chrysler Corp.
Shown above are Charles Quinlivan, who stars in
the series, and Kam Tong, who plays his invalu-
able assistant.

MEET THE NEW MASTER OF INTRIGUE

MR.GARLUND
Frank Garlund commands the respect of men and the

hearts of women, yet he is a mystery to both. From an

orphaned childhood spent in San Francisco’s China-

town, he has become a tycoon at the age of thirty-

five. His only confidant is his Chinese foster brother. In

tonight's episode, he pits his enigmatic will against

a ruthless gang lord who vows to prevent Garlund’s

appearance before a Senate investigating committee.

Announcement
in The New York
Times of October

7th advertising
the premiere of

"Mr. Garlund,"
first Paramount
series produced
directly for
television.

HOLLYWOOD - A travelling group of Japanese parliamentarians

visited the Paramount Television Productions set of "Mr. Garlund"

and had the pleasure of meeting Charles Quinlivan, who plays the

title role in the television adventure series. The Japanese party

included:

Saburo Ishijima, Liberal Democratic Party, Member, Tokyo
Metropolitan Assembly; Yuzo Uchida, Democratic Socialist Party,
Member, Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly; Yokichi Nakajima, Liberal

PREMIERE 9:30 PM CBSQCHANNEL2

Assembly; IchiroKono, Liberal Democratic 'Party, Member, Tokyo
Metropolitan Assembly; Miss Hide Murakami, Liberal Democratic
Party, Member, Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly: Torao Yaraaguchi,
Liberal Democratic Party, Member, Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly;
Teizo Tanaka and Keigo Yoda, Members, Tokyo Metropolitan Assem-
bly; Mr. Ishakawa, (tour conductor from Japan); Rokuro Yama-
hata, merchandising manager, Japan Export Trade Promotion
Agency (JETRO), Los Angeles; Roy Kawaguchi, business analyst,
JETRQ; Takeo Kasa, Miyako Travel Service, Los Angeles.



PARIS "PSYCHO"
SHOWMANSH I

P

CONCLAVE IS AN

OVERWHELMING
PSYCH-J3ESS

On September 15-16 in Paris, in the very
same hotel (the Grand), where four years earl-
ier a meeting had been convened for another
mighty picture. Paramount showmen from all of
Europe and the Middle East met - and sent this
cable reproduced below. It was (turn to Page 7)

PARAMOUNT'S TERRITORIAL MANAGERS AND

PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING MANAGERS FROM

ALL CORNERS EUROPE AND NEAR EAST REPRES-
ENTING 26 COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN THRILLED
OVERWHELMED BY MAGNITUDE "PSYCHO" MERCH-
ANDISING POLICY FOR HITCHCOCK'S "PSYCHO."

GATHERED PARIS THE ASSEMBLIES SHOWMANSHIP
MINDED PARAMOUNTEERS HEARD DIVISION MANA-
GER JOHN NATHAN, ASSISTANT DIVISION MANA-
GER IN CHARGE OF "PSYCHO" HENRI MICHAUD,

PUBLICITY ADVERTISING DIRECTOR CHARLES
JURCE AND SPECIAL HITCHCOCK PUBLIC RELAT-

IONS LIAISON ODETTE FERRY OFFICIATE TWO
DAYS OF MEETINGS HELD AT PARIS FAMED GRAM)

HOTEL. A BRILLIANT DISPLAY OF PHOTOGRAPHS
ADLINES AND SPECIALLY PREPARED MATERIAL
WERE BLOWN UP TO GREATER THAN LIFE SIZE IN

CREATING ATMOSPHERE THAT "PSYCHO" IS TO-
DAY'S HOTTEST, BIGGEST AND MOST SUCCESS-
FUL MOTION PICTURE. ALL WERE ALSO INSPIR-

ED BY CONSTANT VERBAL AND VISUAL PRESENCE
OF HITCHCOCK WHO WAS WITH US IN EVERY WAY
EXCEPT POSSIBLY PHYSICALLY. THE MAGNITUDE
OF THE MATERIAL FREPARED BY BOTH THE DOM-
ESTIC SALES FORCE AND THE INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE IN NEW YORK WERE THE TOOLS
THAT MADE IT POSSIBLE TO MAKE THE GREATEST
PRESENTATION FCR A FILM EVER EXPERIENCED
AT PARAMOUNT. ALL OUR MANAGERS FULLY UND-
ERSTAND THE SALES AND POLICY CONDITIONS
AND YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT NO ONE BUT
NO ONE HAS THE SLIGHTEST DOUBT REGARDING
HUGE IMPORTANCE AND ABSOLUTE NECESSITY OF
ADHERING STRICTLY WITHOUT DEVIATION TO THE

POLICY PROVEN SO SUCCESSFUL IN AMERICA.
NEEDLESS TO SAY OUR GREAT PUBLICITY ADVER-
TISING TEAM THROUGHOUT THE TERRITORIES OF
EUROPE WERE PRACTICALLY JUMPING OUT OF
THEIR SEATS TO GET HOME TO START PREPAR-
ING THE MOST BRILLIANT CAMPAIGN PARAMOUNT
OR ANY OTHER COMPANY HAS EVER GIVEN TO ANY
PICTURE STARTING WITH "THE GREAT TRAIN
ROBBERY." TO SUM IT UP, WE HAVE ALL BEEN
PSYCHCED. LOVE TO MRS. BATES.

- NATHAN*MICHAUD*JUROE
(The allusion to Mrs. Bates, for the
information of those Wio have not seen
"Psvcho," is to the 'Mother' of Tony
Perkins in the picture).

The Delegates

The following attended the "Psycho" show-
manship meeting at the Grand Hotel, Paris, on
September 15-16:

AUSTRIA - Messrs L. Kanturek, R. Menasse
BELGIUM - " J .G.Binstock,M.Drachousoff
DENMARK - Mrs. Nancy Andersen (Publicity)
EGYPT - Mr. H. Donald Hunter
FINLAND - Mr. K. Troupp
FRANCE - Messrs H. Klarsfeld, J. Plunkett,

Rochefort, Maillet, R.Lebr-
eton, Goldman

GERMANY - Messrs B. Jankolovics, G.Schack,
Kalle

GREECE - Mr. S. A. Pylarinos
HOLLAND - Messrs K .Wij smuller

, Tollenaar
ISRAEL - Mr. K. L. Koch
ITALY - Messrs P. Levi, V. Niccoli,

A . Durante
LEBANON - Mr. W. Goldenthal
PORTUGAL- Mr. E. Prister
SPAIN - Messrs F. A. Siter, J. Xaubet

Roger, J. Aries
SWEDEN - Mr. P. Flodin, Mrs. Lincoln
SWITZERLAND - Mr. J. A. Gendre

HEAD OFFICE, PARIS - Messrs J. B. Nathan,
H. Michaud, C.Juroe, R.E.
Edelstein, Mrs. 0. Ferry.

(Mr. J. Aarshpj, Denmark, had to be excused
because of presence of many top visitors in
Denmark; and Mr. J. Thomkins, publicity, Switz-
erland, could not attend because of illness).

"Mister Aitch" certainly had
his weather eye on the Paris
meeting all the way through....
Photo enlargement was almost 20
feet high, and imparted the mag-
ical spell of the producer him-
self being present in person.

Interest in the meeting
was maintained at top pitch
throughout, both during the
actual sessions and in the
informal moments.

At left are shown deleg-
ates Hunter (Egypt); Klars-
feld, Rochefort, Maillet and
Plunkett (all France); Arias
(Spain); Prister (Portugal).

At top : Jankolovics (Ger-
many); Levi, Niccoli, Durante
(all Italy); and Goldenthal
(Lebanon)

.

(MORE ON PAGE SEVEN)
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PICTURES AND NEWS FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...

Danny Kaye already is
before the Paramount
cameras in Hollywood in
the Shavelson and Rose
production, "On The Dou-
ble," a comedy with a

World War II background.

European exteriors
were filmed abroad last
month in Panavision and
Technicolor.

Kaye stars as Pfc.
Ernie Williams, U.S.Arny,
an entertainer whose
forte is thB quick-change.

He can impersonate anyone
among the world's top
personalities, and when
a top Allied strategist
disappears, Williams (in
the person of Danny) , is

called upon to imperson-
ate him.

ON LOCATION during the
filming of "A Breath Of
Scandal," a skeptical
Maurice Chevalier listens
to a persuasive Sophia
Loren. Subject of their
conversation escapes this
caption.

They are most often
wrong who cannot bear to

La Rochefoucauld

Vow! What a summer this has been
for all of us. Ve never dared

hope that in this day and age grosses such as

we have been getting could be had'. Exhibitors

are walking on air and all thank Paramount for

their most successful summer in a long, long

time. It all started with "The Rat Race" -

then "The Bellboy" and now "Psycho." Ve scored

several firsts in the Chicago area with "Psycho".

First when two Drive-Ins in this area showed

"Psycho" on both sides of the screen; and then

when 24 of the original 64 theatres showing

the feature decided to hold for a second week.

The Milwaukee story is equally as fabu-

lous. The Riverside did a terrific business

and this with the Braves in town. (Business

usually is off when the team is in town) . In

Madison, home of the University of Wisconsin,

with only a limited number of students attend-

ing summer school, the gross almost doubled

our previous high earned on "Vertigo." And so

the story goes on and on. No one here has

minded the extra load of work coming during

the vacation period. We are all proud to know

that we are helping Paramount achieve a banner

year.
The entire industry here thrilled to the

opening of the Old Orchard Theatre on Septem-

ber 1st. It is the first new conventional

theatre opening in years. It is located in one

of the newest and nicest sutwrban shopping

centers. With plenty of parking, end with the

nearest theatres miles away, we are sure that

the Old Orchard will be very successful. Good

luck to the owners and operators!

The vacations continue. Cashier Helen

Sherer spent her's at the beach and returned

with a beautiful tan. Sarah Goldberg (Mr. Tay-

lor's secretary), is currently on a trip to

Canada. Next on the list are Renate Petros,

Mary K. Roth, Jimmy Ondracek and Bernice Roth.

Have a good time, you alll

lCH I C A G 0

1

Our otner "Half", the gang in Milwaukee,

are all set in their new home in the Warner
Building. When last heard from. Ward, Matt,

John and Sandra were enjoying the air-condi-
tioner transferred from Indianapolis. Ward
took his family back home to San Francisco to

enjoy his "two with."
We all enjoyed a visit from Lois and Deb-

ra Lucas. Lois decided it was time for 8-week-

old Debra to see Paramount. After all, if she

follows tradition, she too will be a Paramount^

eer one of these days. And Debra's grandpa,

Herb Cohen, ves down to see u? too. He looks

fine and is enjoying his new job. But he does

admit missing Paramount. „ ,b —Hannah Eiseman

The magic word these days
is "Psycho," and we in

Jacksonville Branch have gone completely
"Psycho." It seems this fantastic picture
has rewritten the book in every phase of dis-
tribution, as well as exhibition. Words upon
words could be written explaining the phenom-
enal success that Mr. Hitchcock's picture has
achieved. One word has been revived around
Paramount these days - a word that strikes Joy
into the heart of every Paramount man. The
magic word is "Holdover," and it seems this
word is connected with every engagement of

JACKSONVILLE]

S i nat r a ’ s Nex t

!

FRANK SINATRA will star in Shave Ison-

Rose 's "Walking Happy," an original comedv-

drama with music scheduled to start product-

ion early next spring.

Melville Shavelson will direct and Jack
Rose will produce the Technicolor production,
which will have a Hollywood background} Samny
Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen will compose the

musical score, the "Walking Happy" theme and

additional special songs.

Shavelson and Rose expect to go into pro-
duction on the Sinatra picture immediately
following completion of shooting on their
Dannv Kaye starrer, "On the Double," which is

now before the cameras.

this fabulous picture. I wish it were possib-

le for all of us to extend our personal con-

gratulations to Mr. Hitchcock, and also our
thanks to the top men in Paramount who have
given us this picture for distribution.

Vacations are over in Jacksonville, with

the exception of one or two stragglers, and in

some respects this is a sad occasion. Gone is

the slimmer with all the sunshine, swimming,

picnicking and such all round good fun. But

along with winter come other delightful diver-

sions such as hunting, party-going and the

likes. An old cry is still voiced, however,

there is always next year.

We have had an opportunity to see Jerry

Lewis' 8 new picture, "CinderFella." We are

all very pleased with the potential of this

picture, as it is a beautifully-done motion

picture in every respect. We are eagerly a-

waiting "G. I. Blues," "The World of Susie

Wong," "One-Eyed Jacks," and "The Counter-

feit Traitor." It seems that I960 is a spring-

board for a new era for Paramount in the motto

(Continued on Page 18)
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THE WONDERFUL
SHOWMANSHIP STORY
ON ’’PSYCHO” FROM
PARIS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

the crystalization of a fine, spir-
ited event, held under the chairman-
ship of Continental general manager
John B. Nathan, and consolidated in-
to a powerful salesmanship and show-
manship force by the combined eff-
orts of Charles P. Juroe and Henri
Michaud - and their tireless aides.

Elsewhere on this page we have
excerpted some of the highlights of
Mr. Nathan's opening remarks. They
offer a keynote to the meeting, and
explain why the delegates were so
all-fired-nopping to get back to
their territories and start the
showmanship campaign rolling for
"Psycho” - and all that it means to
the company, and to the industry.

AMONG THE DELEGATIONS

Sweden sent to the meeting, Paul Flodin,
general manager, and Mrs. L. Lincoln, publicity
manager. L to R: Charles P. Juroe, John B.
Nathan, Mrs. Lincoln, Mr. Flodin, Henri Michaud.

Belgium's delegates to the meeting were Jul-
ian Binstock, manager, and Michel Drachoussof,
publicity manager. L to R: Charles P. Juroe,
Mr. Dracnoussoi, John B. Nathan, Mr. Binstock,
Henri Michaud.

HENRI MICHAUD, in rep-
orting the meeting in great
and glowing detail, paid
superb tribute to Charles
P. Juroe, saying, in part:

" Juroe simply fasci-
nated all present by his
dynamic presentation of
the exhibition policy and
the advertising approach
on PSYCHO, using fully all
the material at hand
He held the floor for four
hours, explaining in det-
ail every point of which
the territorial managers
and their publicity and
advertising heads had to
be made aware "

Under the chairmanship of John B. Nathan,
general manager for Continental Europe, Char-

les P. Juroe conducted the two-day meeting
with constructive power and vigor. The Europ-
ean director of advertising, publicity and
showmanship, is shown above addressing the del-

egates. Shown also, L to R: Richard P. Edelst-
eln, assistant to the general manager; Henri
Michaud, assistant general manager; and Mr. J.

B. Nathan.

jsctlon of the convention hall in which

i5?r.
,
s.

i
s
,
^c

1
ri„s?r

p
s:rs.;c

f
.^i^,u”g ™*

Said Vl r . Nathan* You already too* that the prime“ ' u U,C"'
* purpose of these meetings is PSYCHO.

If you were not sure before - then a glance around this room will con-
vince you. It is significant that exactly three years ago to the day. we
met in this same hotel at the unforgettable TEN COMMANDMENTS meeting.

t3 J
n?t only significant: it gives a good idea of the huge importance

attached to PSYCHO. Alfred Hitchcock's picture is a phenomenon. I have
been bombarding you with reports from the United States and England. Youwill see and hear today the tangible proof of what is happening with this
picture I wanted to get across to you the fact that in the history of

had only two such extraordinary occasions - first THE
and now PSYCHO The phenomenal performance of

PSYCHO is not due just to the picture. It is the result of a combination
of the picture with what is called the "surround" - in other words, the
advertising, the presentation, the theatre policy and numerous other
factors. In other words, the picture does not work on its own momentum
alone , . . .Much , much more is required.
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BARCELONA, SPAIN,

REGISTERS 38th

WEEK FOR "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS"
CONTI NUES, STRONGER

THAN EV ER !

During the 38th week of Cecil B.

DeMille' s master-work at the Coliseum
Theatre here, the attendance mark of

LEFT
JERUSALEM - Paramount

manager L. Koch chatting
with Mrs. Ben Zvi, wife of
the president of Israel
following the screening of
"The Ten Commandments" in
the Zion Cinema.

Top left: Manager Koch
thanking President Ben Zvi
for attending the special
screening of the Cecil B.

DeMille production.

TEL AVIV, Israel - His Excellency President

Ben Zvi of Israel, with his family, attended a

screening of "The Ten Commandments" at the Zion

Cinema in connection with the Jerusalem Film Fes-

tival early last month. Screening was held at the

request of the President, and at the end of the

film His Excellency congratulated Paramount mana-

ger Ladislav Koch, telling him that "this is

really the first well made biblical picture.

Shown above in the lobby of the Cinema

are, L to R: Mr. Guth, chairman of Cinema Owner

a

Assfn of Jerusalem: Mr- Forrer,

ema Owners Ass'n of Israel; Mr. Segai^iner^
Lady, H.E. the President and their granddaugme

(in the rear) Colonel Carrol, Aide-de-Camp to th

President: Dr. Gorbi and Mr. Tallin. “ST Koch,
the Film festival committee. At right. Mr. Kocn.

BARCELONA - Long shot of the front

of the famous Coliseum Theatre taken

during the 38th week of the continu-

ing engagement of "The Ten Command-

ments." One queue is to the left of

the entrance; the other, behind fence

to the right, extends just as far in

the opposite direction.

Closer shots of the two queues at

the Coliseum Theatre in Barcelona....

and also some prime views of the
massive front—of—theatre display cre-

ated for "The Ten Commandments."

600,000 was passed. This broke every
record for any theatre for any film
in the history of exhibition in

Spain. In actuality, the record was
passed before the half-million mark
was reached, for the former record-
holder was “Gone With The Wind,” and

its mark was a mere 490,000.
There is absolutely no end in

sight for the run of uThe Ten Command-

ments" at Barcelona's Coliseum. And

meanwhile, the great picture continues

to break records all over Spain.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
is about to enter upon a

couple of new phases of
distribution, both of
which will carry the mem-
orable Cecil B. DeMille
production even farther
afield than it has gone to
date.

We expect to have de-
tails in time for public-
ation in next month's
issue

.

f
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l NTERNAT I ONAL

FILMING OF "THE

COUNTERFEIT
TRAITOR" FINISHED

Mid-October saw the completion
of all shooting in Berlin,Hamburg,
Copenhagen and Stockholm on the
Perlberg-Seaton romantic thriller,
"The Counterfeit Traitor.” Every
indication points to a magnificent
audience film for 19ol.
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ALMA WON'T
INCLUDE HERSELF OUT

Alma Macrorie snapped
during the making of
"The ftoudand Proteus.'*

nn it n n n it

Noted film editor
Alma Macrorie will make
her screen debut as a

Hamburg lady of the eve-
ning in "The Counterfeit
Traitor."

If Bill Holden was
not such a good actor.
Miss Macrorie might never

have made her screen bow,

for her appearance in a

Herbertstrasse window
was meant as a last-
minute gag by director
George Seaton. As Holden

walked along the notori-
ous Hamburg street,he was
supposed to peer into a

window where sailors
"shop for their women."

Trouper that he is,

Holden faltered only
slightly at the sight of

Miss Macrorie and strode
on through the scene. As

a result. Miss Macrorie
commented, "I know one

face which won't end on

the cutting room floor

in 'The Counterfeit
Traitor.' I shall treas-
ure every frame."

COPENHAGEN - On arrival here
for the Danish sequences, star
Bill Holden lost no time in tell-
ing Paramount manager John
Aarsh^j about the bombing sequ-
ences already filmed in Hamburg
and Berlin for "The Counterfeit
Traitor." Scene is in the S.A.S.
arrival room in Copenhagen Air-
port .

HAMBURG - Variety reporter
Armjr Archerd (at left) spent a
week here with the unit gather-
ing material for his column and
radio program. Here, chatting
with star William Holden and
producer William Perlberg during
a production break, it seems
obvious that there will be at
least a few lighter moments in
"The Counterfeit Traitor."

Several other prominent U.S.
newspapermen visited the sets
of "The Counterfeit Traitor" in
Berlin, Hamburg and Copenhagen.
See other pages for details.

HAMBURG - A real symbol of international cooperation in
the making of an important motion picture is this party in
the Real Studio here as German sequences of "The Counter-
feit Traitor" were completed and the Perlberg-Seaton comp-
any prepared to move on to Copenhagen and Stockholm. In the
photo are American, British, French and German crew members,
all of whom have contributed magnificently (and harmonious-
ly) to a fine film. In front, L to R,

,
are Scriptgirl Kath-

leen Fagan, Auditor Fred Gammon, Cutter Alma Macrorie, Dir-
ector George Seaton, Cameraman Louis Stein (from Paris),Tom
Pevsner, Assistant Director from London, Star William Hol-
den. In back row, extreme right, Paramount's camera engin-
eer, Rudy Frank.

Headed "'Traitor' In The 'New' Germany," a 3-column
article in The New York Times of Sunday, September 18th

attested to the importance of the Perlberg-Seaton product-

ion. Article had a Hamburg dateline, and was concerned
with George Seaton's and William Perlberg' s experiences in

filming "The Counterfeit Traitor" in the Germany of I960,

contrasted with the Germany they found in 1949 when making

a film for another company in that country.

BELOW

In Copenhagen's Kongens Nytorv (King's New Market), a
war-time truck with white markings for the blackout, many
cyclists, cameras, arcs and sound equipment, set up to film
tne picture's great chase scene. In this scene, William
Holden ( as master-spy Eric Erickson) has escaped from Ger-
many and has reached Copenhagen where he contacts members of
the Resistance. Crossing this square, he is recognized by an
officer of the Gestapo, who demands his immediate arrest...
Patriotic Danes come to his rescue - a truck pulls up and

Holden jumps aboard, while cyclists in their hundreds conv-
erge upon the souare and come between Holden and the Germans.
Holden makes his getaway.
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We all have strength
to endure the misfortunes
of others.

LaRochefbucauld

OPORTO, Portugal - The
showmanship for "The Five
Pennies" extended throu^i-
out the country bv Para-
mount manager Emilio
Prister was thorough and
most effective. Here's one
of many fine window tie-
ups in this city, this
one in Vadeca's musical
establishment.

JERRY LEWIS, who has
just begun the filming of
"The Ladies' Man," with
Diana Dors and Helen
Traubel in the cast, off-
ers this camera study to
3how that he really does
have his quiet and restr-
ained moments.

Alan Wleder has been
named West Coast merchan-
dising representative of
Paramount Pictures. He

succeeds Bob Blair, who
has retired.

Delegates to last Ap-
ril's sales convention
in the studio will rem-
ember Alan Winder's great

helpfulness on many occ-
asions.

"0 MUNDO DE SUZIE WONG"
E 0 PROXIMO SIMB0L0 DE

GRANDEZA DA PARAMOUNT.
OUTRAS NOTAS,
<ste ano de 1960 asslnalara, no que toca aos

flime s Paramount, que o caso se resume em ir
de urn sfmbolo de grandeza de produqSo a outro.

o que esta agora em foco e nos atrai a aten-
<;Ho, e a magnifies produqSo de Ray Stark, tan-
tas vezes aqui mencionada — "O Mundo de Suzie
long", que em radiante Technicolor, foi na sua
maior parte fit,made em Hongkong. Jd tlvemos o-
portunidade de ver o films em "privado", e vi-
bramos ante a pujanqa e esplendor do drama de
amor que nele se desenrola, com William Holden
e Nancy Kwan como co-protagonistas. 15 nos en-
che de satisfaqHo o fa to de que este films se-
ra a grande atraqSo do Radio-City de Nova York
na semana do Dia de Graija, em Novembro. 0 de-
partamento de showmanship da Paramount ha mi -

’’Blood and Roses” !s
A Rous i ng Par is Hit!

Elsa Martinelli, Annette Vadim and
Mel Ferrer in one of the emotional
scenes of "Blood And Roses."

"Blood and Roses" is an established hit

at the Colisee and Marivaux Cinemas in
Paris, following a superlative showmanship
campaign, and also a brilliant premiere at

which there was a glittering assemblage of

film stars. Among those who attended were
Ingrid Bergman, Gary Cooper, Daniel Gelin,

Anatole Litvak, Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli and many others.
Continental division manager John B.

Nathan has cabled Messrs Weltner and Perk-

ins in New York that top exhibitors are

flocking to screenings and are lauding the

picture as great entertainment. He added
that public presentation on September 14th

opened with "an explosive bang," and that

there were "long waiting lines" at both the

Colisee and Marivaux.

"Blood And Roses" will be released
in the U. S. early in 1961.

to que trabalha com intensidade para o lanqa-
mento de "O Mundo de Suzie Wong" e nSo tones a
minima duvida sobra o exito dessa propaganda e
que^o fllma a ela corresponds em suas altas ax-
es lencias.

### Thiouanto isso, "Pslcose" de Alfred Hitch -

tn n itti

PARIS - Rep-
resenting his
territory at the
"Psycho" show-
manship meeting
here was Emilio
Prister, manager
for Portugal (Sti
from left). With
him are, L to R:
John B. Nathan,
Henri Michaud,
Charles P.Juroe.

cock continue na sua marcha de exitos sem pre-
cedents s na historia da Industrie. At rave'a dos
"Jstados Unidos o que se observa e o vencimento
de um "record" alto por outro mais alto. Muito
dessa notavel atividade vem estudada em outra
seqSo deste numero. T5 no cenario internacional
temos o prazer de trazer ao conhe cimento dos lad

-

tores o sucesso que essa produqSo esta obtendo
no Jap3o e na Australia, assim como na Inglat*-
ra propria e outras partes do Reino Unido.

### Outra notfeia referente a "Psicose" e a que

diz respeito a conferencia de ^showmanship" rea-
lizada em Paris e em que tomaram parte rspresan-

tantes de todas as filiais da Paramount na Wuro-

pa continental, Oriente Msdio e Norte daAfrlca.

^ssa grande reuniSo veio em aditamento do gran-
de surto de "showmanship" havido nos EB.Unidos
e em outras partes do mmdo

, e sem duvida con-

tribuira com magnificas id^ias para a estr^ia,
naqueles territories, da so herba produqS° em ^
Mr. Hitchcock tern o seu melhor "suspense". Adi -

antemos ainda que Mr. Hitchcock esteve na In -

glaterra e em varios pafses europeus durante as

ultimas semanas e e com prazer que damos notids

ilustrada das suas atividades em prol das produ-

ces tSo apreciadas em toda a parte.
Duas outras produqS08 nos stream a atenqSo,

me ate numero, e s3o "Saudades de um Pracinha"—
interpretada por Elvis Presley e prOduqSo deHal

Wallis, e, "0 Falso Traidor", produzida pelos
associados Perlberg-Seaton. A primaira destas Ja

foi exibida em "privado" numa reuniSo de exlbi-

dores americanos, tendo sido aclamada como uni
obra de alto valor de diversBo, estando Elvis
ainda mBlhor ator depois de seus dois ano a ser-

vindo no exercito. Qjuando ao "0 Falso Traidor",

acha-se em vias de ser terminada, pols todas as

partes de cenario europeu estHo prontas,faltan-

do apenas umas "pontas" locals e a editagem de

tudo, em Hollywood. 15 o que temos aiwrado ^de to-

dos que a viram em suas partes Ja findas, e que

se trata de hm das grandes fitas para 1961.

### A Paramount tem de tal forma cuidado do seu

programs de produce* 8 curtas, que so sSo oonsi-

deradas para fllmagem aquelas de manifesto valor

para as plateias estrangeiras. Como pods ser ob-

servado nesta mssma ediq&o, muitos dos novosfil"

mss curtos, de nma e duas partes, estSo obtendo

grande exito. £ste fato d em si um incentive pe-

ra a produqSo de ainda melhores "shorts", e, de

fato, antes do fim deste ano seribanunciados os

novo s films s curtos a serem produzidos.

## Ao tempo em que a presente ehtre para a im-

pressHo
,
Mr. Weltner, gerente geral das veadas

mtndiais, estari viajando pela Europe em uma de

suas visitas ao casqpo internacional do films..,

is ainda alcanqarf Mr. Hitchcock no velho mu>-

do e tera ocasiSo de apreciar em prime ira rfto o

efeito do grande "showmanship"^para o lanqamanto

de "Psicose", repetindo-se aq»ele aforisma tan-

tas vezes citado, que o anuncio e indispensavel

ao negocio.
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POPULARITY AND

PRESTI GE OF

TELEMETER
CONT I NUE TO

SO AR + + *******

*

Distinguished visitors from
all over the world continue to
journey to Etobicoke, Canada, to
see Telemeter in actual action.
One of the most recent was Alfred
Davis, president of the Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors Association
of Great Britain. It is custom-
ary for Mr. Davis to always take
the long view so far as tne Brit-
ish film industry is concerned.

ass°clatie

TORONTO - Louis A. Novins, president of Int-
ernational Telemeter Company, New York, gives
latest information on Telemeter to 250 associat-
es and managers of the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation at their I960 national conference.
Later, Trans-Canada Telemeter conducted guided
tours over their operational headquarters, as
shown elsewhere on this page.

Head table, L to R: Rube Bolstad. Vice-Pres.
and Treasurer. Famous Players Canadian Corp.

;

Bob Eves, Western Division Manager; Ken Easton,
Chief Engineer, Trans-Canada Telemeter; John J.
Fitzgibbons, CBE, President, Famous Players (he
is hidden by rostrum): Louis A. Novins; Eugene
Fitzgibbons, President, Trans-Canada Telemeter;
William Crampton, General Manager, Trans-Canada
Telemeter Studios, Toronto.

TORONTO - Delegates to
the Famous Players Canadian
national convention are
brought by bus from the
Park Plaza Hotel to Tele-

meter headquarters for a

guided tour of the impress-
ive plant. Questions by the
hundred were answered oy
the skilled Telemeter staff.

EARLE B. HARRIS has joined
International Telemeter Co., as
production manager, Leslie
Winik, vice-president of the
Paramount Pictures division has
announced.

Harris will assist Jean Dal-
rymple, executive producer, in
tne production of Telemeter
presentations, including plays,
operas, ballets, for transmiss-
ion this Autumn ana Winter on
Telemeter's "Theatre-In-The-
Home" operating in West Toronto.

A participant in motion pic-
tures and television over tne
past quarter of a century,
Harris spent 15 years at £he
Paramount Studio in Hollywood,
and the past 10 years with NBC
in Now York.

General Manager William Crampton, of Trans-
Canada Telemeter Studios, answers questions abox&
the closed circuit operation as he holds a forum,
in the studio, at which are present associates
and managers of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

PARADE MAGAZINE, the special
Sunday magazine which is the Sunday
supplement in hundreds of American
Sunday newspapers, and therefore has
a circulation running into the tens
of millions, has a magnificently
complimentary an article on Telemeter
in its October 9th issue. It came to
hand just at our press time, and
will be featured next month. It cer-
tainly forecasts a glowing future for
Paramount built around Telemeter.
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I belief* that there
la one etory la the
world and only one .Homan
beings are caught - In
their Urea, In their
hunger* and aabitlona.ln
their avarloe and cruel-
ty, and In their klnd-
neaa and generoaity,too
- in a net of good and
erll. A man, after he
haa bruahed off the duat
and ohlpa of hia life,
will haw* left only the
hard, clean queatlon:
Waa it good or waa it
*Yll? Hare I done well,
or HIT

John Steinbeck

PARIS - Charles Wijs-
muller, manager for Holl-
and (2nd from right), and
^erard Tollenaar. public-
ity manager for the same
territory (2nd from left),
with Charles P. Juroe,
John B. Nathan and Henri
Michaud at the "Psycho"
showmanship and presenta-
tion meeting in the Grand
Hotel.

AMSTERDAM - The ready-
to-wear clothes store of
Witteveen gave fine disp-
lays to the Jerry Lewis
comedy. "Don't Give Up
the Snip," when it opened
at the Tuschinski. Sever-
al windows of the renow-
ned store carried enlarg-
ed and other scene stills.
One of the windows is
shown above.

mmmm

"DE WERELD VAN SUZIE
WONG” IS HET VOLGENDE
SYMBOOL VAN
GROOTHE I 0

PARAMOUNTS
*************

Het is in dit jaar i 960 een heel eenvou-
dige zaak ora van de ene grote film over te
stappen op de andere. De film, die nu in
het zoeklicht van onze attentie staat, is
Ray Stark's magnifieke productie van "De
Wereld van Suzie Wong", hoofdzakeli jk ge-
filmd in Hong Kong in schitterend Techni-
color. Wij hebben dit gloedvolle verhaal
van een grote liefde, vertolkt door William
Holden en Nancy Kwan gezien en waren er
enthousiast over; en wij zijn 00k enorm
blij met het feit, dat deze film de Novem-
ber "Thanksgiving" attractie is van de Radio
City Music Hall in New York City. Para-
mount's befaamde publiciteitsafdeling is

thans bezig de kroon te zetten op het werk
van vele maanden van intensieve voorberei-
ding in verband met het debuut van "Suzie
Wong" en wij twijfelen niet aan de machtige
invloed, die deze prachtige film ^al heb-
ben op het publiek over de gehele wereld.

OndertussSn gaat Alfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho" voort met dingen te doen, die hun
weerga in de geschiedenis van onze indu-
strie niet kennen. Over de gehele Verenig-
de Staten is het hetzelfde beeld; overal
record-ci jfers , die steeds weer overtroffen
worden door nog hogere. Elders in dit num-
aer van Paramount World kunt U meer hier-
over zien en lezen. Op het internationale

DEBBIE REYNOLDS - in common with all of
the other lovely people in the Perlberg and
Seaton production - is a sheer delight in

"The Pleasure Of His Company." More than two-
thirds of the picture was screened at last
April's sales convention in Hollywood, and
production resumes next month, when William
Perlberg and George Seaton return from Europe
(where they have been filming "The Counterfeit

Traitor")

.

HOLLYWOOD —
Following her re-
turn here .Audrey
Hepburn is inter-
viewed by inter-
national film
corre spondent s

,

including Jennie
Dhont (left) who
represents Belg-
ian magazines.

vlak doet het ons genoegen U foto's te

kunnen brengen van de succesvolle premieres
van deze film in Japan en Australia, teza-
men met verder nieuws over de schitterende
resultaten in Engeland en in andere delen
van het Verenigd Koninkrijk.

Een andere "Psycho" story in dit nummer
is een verslag over de dynamische showman-
ship meeting, gehouden in Parijs, waar al-

le vertegenwoordigers van alle Paramount
kantoren van Continentaal Europa, het Mid-
den Oosten en Noord Afrika bi jeenkwamen.
Deze bijeenkomst bestendigde het grote
showmanship ent-housiasme opgebouwd rondom
"Psycho" in de U.S. en andere delen van de

wereld, en zal ongetwijfeld een stimulans
zijn om een aantal staaltjes van magnifiek
showmanship te leveren voor Mr. Hitchcock 1 3

grote film. Tussen twee haakjes, Mr. Hitch-

cock is gedurende de afgelopen weken self

in Engeland en andere delen van Europa ge-

weest, en het doet ons genoegen foto's van

hem te kunnen brengen, zoals altijd inten-

sief werkend ten gunste van zi jn _producties.

Twee andere grote films, waarop in dit

nummer onze aandacht zich concentreert

,

zijn de Hal Wallis musical met Elvis Pres-

ley - "G. I. Blues" - en de Perlberg Seaton

productie van "The Counterfeit Traitor".
De eerste is reeds vertoond tijdens een
grote conventie van Amerikaanse bioscoop-
exploitanten en is geprezen als absoluut
top-amusement, met een Elvis, die een nog
grotere ster dan voorheen blijkt te zijn.
Wat betreft "The Counterfeit Traitor", de-
ze nadert zijn voltooiing, daar bijna alle
opnamen in diverse Europese plaatsen ge-
maakt zijn, terwijl de montage zeer spoedig
in Hollywood zal beginnen. Alle berichten
van hen, die stukken van de opnamen gezien
hebben, wijzen er op, dat wij hier te doen
hebben met een van de belangri jkste films
van 1961.

Paramount is zeer krachtig zijn gedrags-
iijn aan het bepalen betreffende korte
films. Er zullen alleen shorts vervaardigd
worden met een sterke internationale aan-
trekkingskracht . Zoals elders in dit nummer
opgemerkt, hebben verscheidene van de
nieuwere korte films, zowel eln- als twee-

acters, opzienbarende successen geoogst.
Dit succes is de beste stimulans voor nieuwe

en nig betere shorts, waarvan velen nog
voor het eind van het jaar klaar zullen
zijn.

Als dit nummer ter perse gaat, is George

Weltner, wereld sales manager, in Europa
op een van zijn periodieke reizen om op de

hoogte te blijven van de internationale
film situatie. Hij zal daar tegelijk net

Mr. Hitchcock zijn en zal dus in staat zyn

uit de eerste hand de voorbereidingen mee

te maken voor de enorme publiciteitscampag-
ne voor de grootste film van de laatste
tien jaar — "Psycho".
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GREAT BRITAIN,

STILL GROGGY FROM

"PSYCHO," REELS

UNDER A SOPHIA
BOOM
Sophia Loren's romping, rollic-

king performance- in "It Started In

Naples" is registering in London

via that most potent of indexes —
a glorious tinkling of coins and a

rustling of banknotes at the cinema

box-offices.

Evviva, Sophia!!
THE BRITISH FILM CRITICS LOVE YOU!

Not in ages have we seen so wonderful a
barrage of praise for an individual star as
has appeared in the British film columns for
Sophia Loren's glowing performance in "It

Started In Naples." What we now quote in but
a smidgin of what was printed, but it will at
least give you an idea of what a wonderful
film property this glowing gal is.

The celebrated Jympson Hannan in The Eve-
ning News emblazoned his 3-column review with
"I FALL FOR THE NEW SOPHIA" and then began by
saying: "I offer you a new Sophia Loren. At
last a Hollywood picture allows the lovely
creature to blossom out in the full bloom of
her pretty wit, love of life, and considerable
ability as a comedienne...." (Much more in

like vein from J.H.).
Ivon Adams in The Star called Sophia THE

VENUS OF NAPLES, and began by saying: "The

great and wonderful beauty of Sophia Loren is

one of the cinema's miracles. So long as her
lithe loveliness is around nobody need bother
about bowling alleys..." (much more also in

like vein from I.A.).
Harold Conway in The Sketch said: "Either

in paper curlers or burlesquing a Capri vamp,
cooking spaghetti or teaching an American how
to love and live - Sophia Loren is the week's
delight and joy. Her performance in "It Star-
ted In Naples' shows the right way to make
screen love sparkle "

AND SO....we could go on and on. We've
thirty or so such reviews, and they are

all magnificent. Sophia really crashed
the British barriers with this one

and did a magnificent Job of itl

LONDON - This is the Plaza,
in the heart of the British cap-

ital. As pictured, it was be-
ing host to tens of thousands
of fans made happy by "It Star-
ted In Naples." Last month we
published a story hinting that
this Gable-Loren comedy would be
a hit. Then followed a cable
from Managing Director Fred
Hutchinson recording a magnifi-
cent first week's business.with
"uniformly good" prews reviews
to match. So — "It's Started
In London, "tool BTr.u,

GLASGOW - At the local show-
manship meeting for "Psycho,"
Paramount manager J. Gibson (at
left) introduces Tony Redd in,
director of publicity, to the
top exhibitors of Scotland. The
meeting's locale: the Gaumont
Theatre.

BIRMINGHAM - Here again was
utmost exhibitor enthusiasm as
Tony Reddin brought his presen-
tation of "Psycho" showmanship
to the West End Theatre. Tony is

at right front in light suit.

RIGHT

NEWCASTLE - Some of those >*io

attended the "Psycho" presenta-
tion policy meeting at Queens
Hall. From L to R: Mr.R.G. Mason,
CMA Northern Regional Controll-
er; Mr.C.Wilmot,Manager,Odeon,
Newcastle: Mr. G. Turnbull. Book-
ing Mgr.,Gillespie Circuit; Mr.
C.Docherty,Manager of Queens
Hall; Mr.D,Buglass, Booking Mgr.
Buglass Circuit; Paramount's
Newcastle brancn manager, J.
Golightly.
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WALLISPILM HOLLYWOOD

Hal Wallis Productions
Hal B. Wallis Joseph H. Hazen

5451 MARATHON STREET
HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.

HOllYWOOO 9-J4H
October 7, I960

ISO! BROADWAY
NEW YORK 36. N Y

BR»»nt 9-2090

Mr. dwarf* Weltner

Mr. Jams Perkin*

PATABOOBt Pictors* Carp*

1501 Broedvey
New York 36, New York

Dwat Oeorf* end Jlni

I hAT* jwst returned to mj dwsk Aftwr elnoet A rath in tbs

Pat fast, *nd wnst tAk* this oeessloa to tall yo* hew woadwrfally

well w* wwr* trsstwd by year arfAnltAtlon In Tokyo *nd Hon* Kong.

Mr. Ystari Is Indeed A wonderful wan end sewnlnfly could not do

enough for us. This Is true Also of Mr. Is* who sooe^enled u*

on our trips around Japan looking for looatlons.

In Hong Kong Mr. Henrlksen and Mr. Moh wwr* also oosR>l*t*ly at

our disposal and nad* every effort to Mk* our visit thar* pleasant

and productive.

I an grateful to you for arranging all of this for us and hop* It

will be reflected In sosu masut* In our picture TAMHO.

Kind regards.

HM/rb

One of the Industry's truly paramount producers is back at

his Hollywood desk glowing over the magnificent cooperation
and assistance he received from Paramount personnel in the

Orient. Hal Wallis' letter expressive of his appreciation is

reproduced above in order that many Paramounteers in Japan and

Hongkong may know of the personal participation they will have

had in preparations for the production of another assured Hal
Wallis hit — "Tamiko."
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" S u z i

e
" Has Been

Superlati-vely Pre-Sold

At this point, months in advance of the

general release of "The World Of Suzie Wong,"

this stunning production which Ray Stark has

made for Paramount distribution has been pre-

sold to the entire Paramount world on the most

extensive scale ever accorded a Paramount film.

Even before shooting commenced, every Par-

amount office had channeled to it a wide flow

of informative material.

Then, in July, all five International div-

ision managers were asked to submit comprehen-

sive campaigns covering their sales, showmans-

hip, and presentation plans for "Suzie Wong."

Also they were instructed to forward to New

York samples of all press and publicity breaks

on the picture.

The overall result has been a): A manual

of sales and showmanship ideas packed with

precious, practical information; b) a stack of

press clippings to rival the Empire State

Building.

There are two copies of the manual. Prod-

ucer Ray Stark has one; the other is priceless

company property, from which will stem a host

of revenue-producing ideas.

Paramount International's publicity dir-

ector, Paul Ackerman, has been coordinator of

this world-wide exchange of showmanship and

salesmanship material.
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PEOPLE AND FILM EVENTS
IN THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA

PARAMO'

NEW YORK - The Mel Ferrers -
actor, star-wife Audrey Hepburn
and 2—month old Shean - arrive
at International Airport via
Swiss Air en route to Hollywood.
Miss Hepburn has since returned
to New York where scenes for her
newest Paramount picture, "Break-
fast At Tiffany's" are being
filmed. Other scenes will be done
in Hollywood, and following
completion of this comedy rom-
ance , the star will conmence
preparations for two more Para-
mount pictures to be made later.

Photo: ED SULLIVAN

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount's studio theatre, decorated
for the occasion in the spirit of the Hal Wallis pro-
duction starring Elvis Presley, welcomes delegates to
the Theatre Owners of America convention to a special
screening of "G. I, Blues,"

RIGHT

LOS ANGEIES - And here are
the same three members of the
Ferrer family as they landed
in California Just a matter

"

of hours after having reached
the United States in New York,

BELOW
HOLLYWOOD * Jerome Pickman, Paramount Film Distrib-

jjting Corp. vice-president in charge of Paramount adver-
tising, publicity and showmanship, conducting a showman-
ship seminar in the studio theatre in behalf of the
Elvis Presley starrer "G. I, Blues." In his audience -
showmanship heads of all of £he theatre circuits in att-
endance at the Theatre Owners of America convention.

BENJAMIN
SHECTMAN

ARTHUR J

DUNNE

Two further important promot-
ions have been announced by
George Weltner, vice-president
in charge of world sales,

Arthur J. Dunne has been
named to head the newly desig-
nated Distribution Service Div-
ision.

Benjamin Shectman has been
named National Circuit Contract
Executive, heading the National
Circuit Contract Unit. This unit
will be responsible for the re-
view and approval of all natio-
nal circuit film rental contra-
cts and supe rvision of playdates
in branch cities.

Mr. Dunne's division will be
responsible for the activities
of the following units: Indepen-
dent Contract Unit: Play Date
Unit; Print Control Unit; Box
Office Analysis Unit; Bidding
Unit.

Ted Krassner (above) has
been appointed to the newly-
created post of national drive-
in analyst, it is announced by
George Weltner, president, Par-
amount Film Distributing Corp.

Overall drive-in sales wil]
continue under the direction of
vice-presidents Hugh Owen, for
the East, and Sidney Deneau,for
the West, with Krassner handling
the home office administration.

Krassner has been executive
aide to Edward Chumley, sales
manager of Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Ten Commandments" since the
formation of a special home off-
ice unit for the production over
four years ago. His new duties
became effective September 9th.
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When our vices desert
us, we flatter ourselves
that we are deserting
our vices.

La Rochefoucauld

A particularly effect-
ive poster designed by the
Helsinki staff to aid in
selling Hal Wallis' prod-
uction, "Career,'1 to the
picturegoers of Finland.

COPENHAGEN - Typical
music store window disp-
lays arranged in conjunc-
tion with Danny Kaye's
"The Five Pennies." Top
display is in the Kle in-

ert Music Shop on Chr.IX
gade. Other display is In

the Fona Radio Store on
Vimmelskaftet.

#############

"THE WORLD
OF SUZIE WONG" - NASTA
SYMBOL FOR PARAMOUNTS
storhet, ...... ........

I dr, 1960, gdr vi frdn storhet till stor-
het. Den film, som nu stdr i ffirgrunden ffir

intresset, fir "The World of Suzle Wong", Ray
Starks grandiosa film i strdlande Technicolor,
inspelad huvud eakligen i Hongkong. 7i ha sett
och tjusats av denna underbara kfirlekshisto-
ria mad William Holden och Nancy Ewan; vi fir

ocksd stolta fiver att kunna meddela att fil-
men kommer att bli attraktionen pd Radio City
Music Hall i New York pd Thanksgiving Day i

november. Paramount s enorma och enorrnt ef-
fektiva propagandaavdelnlng arbetar nu ffir

hfigtryck mot en lntensifierlng av reklamen in-
till Suzle Wongs debut. En film ffir den sto-
re vfirldsmarknaden, dfirom rdder intet tvivel.

PARIS - Learn-
ing still more
about "Psycho" at
the showmanship
meeting is Kurt
Troupp, manager
for Finland. He
is shown between
John B. Nathan,

f
eneral manager
or Continental

Europe, at left,
and Henri Mich-
aud, assistant
general manager.

Under tlden fortsfitter Alfred Hitchcocks
"Psycho" att dstadkomma saker och ting son fir

helt unlka i filmens historic. Under sin
"eriksgata" 1firmer den spdr i form av nya re-
kard, vilka undan ffir undan fdr make dt sig
ffir nya. En llten inblick i vad vi dsyftar
fdr nl pd ett par sidor i detta nummer. 711-
men har nu hunnlt till Japan och Australian,
dfir den nyligen haft bejublad premifir, och vi-

dare kommer rapporter om strdlande framgdngar
fiver hela England och andra delar av United
Kingdom.

PSYCHO utgjorde ocksd frfimsta diskussions-
fimne nfir represententer frdn hela Europe, Uel-
lersta Cstem och Nordafrika nyligen samman-
trfiffade 1 Paris. Kanferensen stadffiste sd

att sfiga den helt enkelt storartade och nfira

nog ofivertrfiffade reklamkampanj som utarbetats
ffir "Psycho" i Ffirenta Statema och andra de-

lar av vfirlden. Sfikert fdr vi se nya bevis pd
slagkraftig propaganda som en ffiljd av Parls-
mfitet. Ffirresten har Mr. Hitchcock sjfilv

COPENHAGEN - William Holden arriving at

International Airport for Danish sequences of
"The Counterfeit Traitor." Paramount manager
John Aarshpj is at left, and Mrs. Holden in the

centre. To right rear of Mr. Aarshpj is Mrs.
Nancy Andersen, Paramount publicity manager.

PARIS - Den-
mark's able rep.
at the "Psycho"
showmanship con-
vention was Pub-
licity Manager
Mrs. Nancy And-
ersen, shown here
with Messrs C.P.
Juroe, John B.
Nathan and Henri
Michaud. (Manag-
er John Aarshpj
was prevented by
"visitor press-
ure" in Copenha-
gen from making
the trip).

varit i England och annorstfides 1 Europe under
de senaste veckorna och det fir oss ett nfije

att se honom 1 full aktion, nu som alltid.

Tvd andra filmer som vi speclellt inriktat
oss pd denna mdnad fir Hal Wallis' musical med
Elvis Presley, "G.I. Blues", och Perlberg-
Seatons "The Counterfeit Traitor". Den ffirst-

nfimnda har redan visats ffir en utvald samling
av amerikanska biograffigare och av dem klassl-
ficerats som verklig topp-underhdllning; El-
vis Presley fir bfittre fin ndgonsin tidigare,
rapporteras det. Tad "The Counterfeit Trait-
or" betrfiffar nfirmar den sig sin fullbordan —
sd gott som alia tagningar pd ort och stfille

i Europa fir fiverstfikade och arbetet pd filmen
kommer sedan att fortsfittas i Hollywood. Eh
av "de st ora" 13G1, forklarar de som haft
tillffille se inspelade avsnitt.

Paramounts kortfilmsproduktion riktar helt
in sig pd den internationella narknaden, och
som framgdr av detta nummer har ndgra savfil

en- som tvdaktare rfint tydlig framgdng, vilket
kommer att ffira med sig en ny och fin bfittre

produktion av kortfilmer, av vilka vi fdr se

flera innan drets slut.

Nfir vl gdr i press befinner sig George
Weltner i Europa pd en av sina regelbundet
dterkoramande rundresor ffir att penetrera den
internationella filmsituationen. Han komner
att vara dfir samtidigt med Mr. Hitchcock och

blir ffiljaktligen en av de ffirsta att bevitt-

na de inledande kapitlen av den brett upplagda

reklamkampanjen bakom deoenniets film "Psycho"
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SUPERLATIVE NEW

SHORT FILMS ARE

PARAMOUNT
PRELUDE

TO STILL FINER RELEASES

FOR 1961 *****************

Under the wing of a parachute practice plane in the
town of Orange, Massachusetts, stand, L to R, "Dusty"
Smith, Steve Boyle and Lewis Sanborn. They are three of
the vast crew of sky-soarers who made the Paramount-
Sports Illustrated short film, "A SPORT IS BORN," such
a thrilling experience for cinemagoers.

The real heart of the new sport in

"A Sport Is Born" is the free fall —
that thrilling experience of jumping
from a plane and delaying, by minut-
es, the pulling of the rip cord which
opens the parachute. Thanks to this
quite amazing new film (in Technic-
olor and wide screen) , all of the em-
otional experiences connected with
the sport can be seen on the screen.

Look closely at the picture above
and you will see that Sanborn 'wears'
a camera as part of his helmet. Thus
as he leaves the plane, and plummets
towards the earth, he records, much
of the time in slow motion, the fac-
ial emotions of his fellow jumpers.

#In 1958. in full international
competition in Europe. Sanborn
scored the highest individual
points in precision parachuting.
This is the first public use of

this camera, which was developed by
Parachute s, Inc., and Winik Films,the
producers of "A Sport Is Born."

The picture was scheduled to be
world-premiered in Orange (Mass.) on
October 12th, and there is every exp-
ectation that it will be given rel-
ease at the Radio City Music Hall in
New York City.

BELOW

One of the many
highspote of
"Boats A'Poppin"
—one of the
most colorful
and audienee-
ds lighting pic-
tures ever to
bear Paramount's
Trade Mark.

MOTION PICTURE EXHIIITOR

Preview of Film
John W. Hanes, the chairman

of the board of the New York
Racing Association, was host
to a group of about a hundred
persons at the preview show-
ing of a Paramount Pictures’
short subject, “The Big A,” at
noon. The film, to be released
nationally, shows the activities
of thoroughbred horse racing
from the breeding farms to the
finish line at Aqueduct.
A highlight of the picture is

the running of the Tremont
Stakes, won by Patrice Jacobs’
2-year-old Hail to Reason. The
film, in color, runs just short
of ten minutes, and all who
saw are agreed that Bosley
Crowther will give it unquali-
fied approval when he sees it.

Before the showing. Hanes
addressed the viewers, telling
them of the fine success en-
joyed by Aqueduct since it

opened in its new form on Sept.
14, 1959. "Tomorrow Aqueduct
will be a yearling," he said.

Some Good Nows About Short Subjects
There has always been talk in this industry of eliminating the double feature policy

in theatres. Such talk is usually accompanied by the opinion that a balanced program
of one quality feature plus good selected short subjects would be more to the tastes

of today's audiences.

Television with its spot news coverage (about the only thing it does well) eliminated

the newsreel from the program at many theatres, and many of the studios never did
give the short subject the attention it deserved.
Now, however, comes an encouraging development from Paramount. Recently I

screened two of that company's shorts, “BOATS A’ POPPIN' ” and “THE BIG A”. The
former is a colorful, action-packed water-skiing subject filmed at Florida's lush Cypress
Gardens and Ailed with scenes that are guaranteed to keep audiences entertained and
asking for more. The second is a color trip to famed Aqueduct Race Track, and among
the best shorts of its type ever Alined.

This is a healthy development and should be encouraged by exhibitors looking for
quality additions to a single feature program.

It will be interesting to watch other developments from Paramount's active, forward
looking short subject department

—JAY EMANUEL

The New York Times of
September 14th reported the
"at the track" previewing
of "The Big A" as shown in
the reproduction above. This
item appeared in the main
sporting column of the day.

Leslie Winik, executive
producer of the "Sports
Illustrated" Paramount
short subjects, and execut-
ives of the New York Racing
Association were hosts to
more than 50 representatives
of the New York film trade
and general press.

The screening of "The
Big A" was held in the Film
Patrol Theatre of Aqueduct,
where jockeys and stewards
regularly view films made
of each race at Aqueduct.

Accent on Shorts
PHILADELPHIA — The summer may be gone, but

in this city there's a strong accent on shorts
Paramount Shorts.

Local conditions have necessitated forceful
action on short subjects, so we have devised a
contest within the branch to keep everyone inf-
ormed of the current status of each zone. Shown
above in centre is the zonal chart, with weekly
billings altering each standing accordingly.

The charts also serve to keep exhibitors in-
formed of the contest, and exhibitor 'nudges'
here and there have proven to be most effective.
Principally, however, the entire operation has
served to place Philadelphia's short subjects
business in correct perspective.

In the picture at left, Nancy Tiedeken.
booker's assistant, and Mary Dooley, branch man-
ager's secretary, bring the board up to date. At
right, Jim Winters, booker, checks late st figures.

- John Kane
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CHARLIE RUGGLES ,
so

fondly remembered from a

host of Paramount films
in years gone by, makes a

grand return to Paramount
in Perlberg and Seaton's
"The Pleasure of His Com-
pany." He thus repeats
on film the gay ana rem-
emberable success he had

in the Broadway stage
version.

BUFFALO - Meet Frank
Saviola, long service
Paramounteer who has cli-
maxed a spectacular sales
career by being promoted
to the post of Branch
Manager here. Our warmest
congratulations, Frank,
and may there be other oig
promotions in store foryju.

BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY
has been definitely set

as the title for the

Bryan Foy production
formerly called "The

Big Boston Robbery."

NEWS FROM NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES
(Continued from Page 6)

picture world. We say to Home Office and to

the studios "Keep 'em Coming". Ue love these

good pictures, and we know we can do a good

job in selling and booking them.

—Herman Allen

|N EW ORLEANSl^ r
acatioas about ove

f»
•

—1 this branch is pretty well
back to normal with everyone working like bees.

We all wish to welcome newcomer Karen
Humphreys, our new ledger clerk.

Our sincerest sympathy is with cashier
Ann Balencie in the loss of her beloved Mother.

Jane McDonnell is back with news of a

wonderful trip to Canada and a very exciting
and interesting WOMPI convention. The gals
numbered 140 from all parts of the U. S. and
Canada. The "Service Award" was brought home
by the New Orleans group. It was disclosed
that the WOMPI 's donated $2,000 to the Will
Rogers Memorial Fund which WOMPI will sponsor
for a year. After the convention, a group of
the girls visited New York and Paramount's
Home Office. All in all, it was a most re-
warding trip. Congratulations, to a wonder-
ful organisation.

Paramount Pep Clubbers (as we went to

press) were looking forward to the Seafood
party to be held at the home of Della Jean
Favre, Assistant Cashier. A good time was
expected to be had by all as usual.

All at Paramount were saddened by the
death of former Zone 2 salesman, Tom Watson.
Tom .passed away Sept. 20, after a long ill-
ness. Tom started with Paramount 33 years
ago, then went with R.K.O. 10 years later,
remaining with them until they ceased opera-
tion, then returned to Paramount approximately

3 years ago. Tom will be missed by all the
many friends he left in the Film Industry, not
only in the New Orleans area but other parts of

the Southeast as well.
WOMPI Della Jean Favre was unable to

attend the Toronto convention, but was awarded
a blue ribbon for perfect attendance at the

local WOMPI meetings for the past year. Con-

gratulations, Della.
—Joan Troncoso

T alent ed Anna Mar i

a

ANNA MARIE ALBERGHETTI lends grace, charm,
beauty and inmense talents to the comedy and
pantomimic skill of Jerry Lewis in the comed-
ian's latest mirth- spreader , "CinderFella.

"

JACKSONVILLE Paramount is truly
living up to the meaning

of its name: highest in rank, or supreme. This
is easily seen from the product we are releas-
ing, and that which is upcoming. We of Jack-
sonville are proud to indicate to our exhibit-
ors the calibre of such current and forthcom-
ing product as - "G.I. Blues," "Tarzan the Mag-
nificent," "Cinderfella," "The World Of Suzie
Wong," "One-Eyed Jacks," "The Counterfeit
Traitor," "The Pleasure Of His Company," "All
In A Night's Work," and many more. Just who
wouldn't be proud of a line-up like thatl

We recently screened "G. I. Blues" and
everyone was delighted with the entertainment
quality of this gay picture, and the charm of
the 'new' Elvis.

In conclusion, we at the Jacksonville brand
know that "We ain't got nuttin' but the bestes
in Product." ,, _

- Vann Burney

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin - Respite the rain, the
crowds lined up in start-of-the-feature fashion
at the Riverside Theatre to see the redoubtable
"Psycho" of Hitchcock. Note the prominence
given the special screening admonitions on the
theatre ' s marquee

.

*******

Just too late for this issue we received a
batch of fine "Psycho" pictures from the two
Wisconsin theatres, Jeffris at Janesville, and
the Retlaw at Fond du Lac. Both are definitely
set for appearance in next month's issue.

r,EC H -HCC:»S “ASTE9PICCE T StlSPtUSt
IPSYCHO

THONY CESK.'NS VEBAM'LtS JCHNCAVrW .ANflUICl
NO CNE ADM.’TTED ATTER START Of FEATURE

_ ]
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LATI N-AMERI CAN

SHOWMANSHIP
CONTINUES TO BE

EXCITING

SANTIAGO, Chile - Sign on
this 'mystery case' in the
lobby of the Roxy Cinema, says
"Danger! Don't Touch It. This
Case Imprisons 'The Blob'. "At
top. The Blob is breaking out
of the case, and there are
•stains of blood' elsewhere.
The showmanship was a huge
success, according to Para-
mount Manager Juan Laupheimer.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Realism
plus is certainly the keynote
of these "Jack Tne Ripper" dis-
plays, made for use not only in
this city but in other key re-
lease cities of Brazil as well.
(Note the size of the displays
in contrast to the man viewing
them at close range).

LIMA, Peru - A sock showman-
ship campaign carried out Join-*
tly by managements of the two
theatres involved, and by Para-
mount manager Lennart Bjorck,
provided a bonanza two-theatre
triumph for the showing of the
Paramount-Dino DeLaurentiis
spectacle, "Tempest." The two
theatres were the Tacna (above)
and El Pacifico. At right is a
massive enlargement of Van Hef-
lin, hung in the candy bar of
one of tne theatres.

A particularly impressive
phase of the showmanship camp-
aign was the four page story of
"Tempest" featured in the emin-
ent weekly magazine, Caretas.

RIGHT
A massive photo enlargement

of Van Heflin in close proxim-
ity to the Tacna 's candy bar.

BOGOTA, Colombia - One phase of the showman-
ship campaign for the Paramount French release,
"Faibles Femmes," at the Mogador and San Carlos
Cinemas, was an impersonation contest based on
the film's three lovelies. Paramount Manager
Andres Sanz reports that the contest got a great
press, the three winners won dresses and a trip
to some nearby islands - and the picture produ-
ced a wonderful gross for the enterprising ex-
hibitors. Pictured above are the winners - the
three gals at right.

BUENOS AIRES -
Further proof of
the effectiveness
of the Opera
Theatre ' s front-
of-house display
artistry. This
one is for "A
Touch of Larceny"



The course of true love doesn't run smoothly

even in Hongkong. Robert Lomax (William Hol-

den) 'tells off' Suzie Wong- (Nancy Kwan) in a

tone of anger audible even in Kowloon.

"THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG” ranks majestic-

ally with the all-time-great Paramount pict-

ures. Greatness went into its making and its

casting, and greatness will accompany its

presentation to the world. Beginning, of

course, with its selection by the Radio City

Music Hall of New York as that wonder theat-

re's attraction for the Thanksgiving season

in late November. Turn to other pages for

still more glowing news of importance about

"THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG".

"THE WORLD OF SUZlH
MEETS WEST - RUNS ;i

A spectacular highspot in "The World of Suzie

g" is the typhoon ’

a where Suzie keep=
in a climactic moment which seems like a llie-

Wong" is the t,

area where Suz

ipot —
loon which wrecks the Hongkong
keeps her adorable baby.^ Here,

time, "Suzie ”and“Robert ache out a drama of life
which binds them more closely together.

The 'other woman' in Robert's
life is Kay (Sylvia Syms) - the patr-
ician beauty wno could make him both
her husband and one of the world's
most financially successful artists..
...but she doesn't have what Suzie
has, so far as Robert is concerned.

Hongkoi

a place of n
cramped fo; 'W*

of love. E- i t

a place of ***

Robert learns that the 'wake-up
kiss' of Suzie as she brings him his
morning tea, is the civilized way to
start the day right.



iWONG" - DRAMA OF EAST
HE GAMUT OF ALL EMOTIONS
an (Michael Wilding) is the real

L ee wheel in the lives of Robert
iiuzia. And the one who knows it

3 of all is Suzie herself.

Suzie, planning her campaign
to win Robert, played right along
with his desire to teach her the
'mysteries' of eating with chop,
sticks - even though she'd known
chop sticks all her life.

This is the transparent, illumin-
ated colored poster for lobby use,
prepared by Anaand Cardea under the
direction of Paramount International
publicity and advertising director
Paul E. Ackerman.

Producer Ray Stark (L) and Direc-
tor Richard Quine give collective
thought to one of the upcoming drama-
tic situations during the filming of
"The World of Suzie Wong."

^ ting but the ages-old emotion
b' nclent, winding staircase is
™ ’or Robert and Suzie.

Living in her Hongkong hotel was
not Suzie 's entire lire. There were
moments when she and Robert took off
for one of the Colony's nearby beach
resorts and there the imp in
Suzie 's life took over.

These are the eyes of the Orient
which see clear around the world
all the way from Hongkong to London.

These are the eyes of Suzie Wong!
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Public-
ation at
right is

the Para-
mount or-
ganizat-
ion ' s own
weekly. •

•

CLOSE-UP.
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September 27

THE SAME OID (PSYCHO) STORY

— BUT THIS TIME "DCWN UNDER"

Vol. 5, No, 2

SYDNEY, Tuesday - Paramount's managing director, Robert L. Graham, today-

reported tnat Allred Hitchcock's thriller PSYCHO is a record smasher at Sydney s

Prince Edward Theatre where it opened last week.

Just prior to PSYCHO'S Australian premiere on September 21, Mr. Graham

said he was confident that PSYCHO would repeat its sensational successes both

of United States and U.K., and threw into gear a comprehensive advertising

and publicity campaign to ensure this end.

Receipts from Sydney's Prince Edward, where the "no one admitted after

the start" policy is being strictly enforced, really tell the story oi

PSYCHO'S hit with Sydneysiders. Here is an example

PSYCHO'S figures for the first four days' has firmly broken

the invincible all-time-high record previously held by the

Dei'Slle classic, THE TEN COMHANDi ENTS , for its first four days

in its first week's showing

l

The critics, too, have had their say:-

SUNDAY TEIEGRAFH .... "Irre -istable . . a highly entertaining

thriller from Alfred Hitchcock. The canny Master of Suspense is

a wise hand at entertaining."

SUN-HERALD "From a classic film-maker who created Suspense^

story of the massive
of "Psycho”

theHere 1 l • j —- - -
,

•click' of "Psvcho" as detailed in the

press release from Paramount to the

industry at large.

I

l

I MELBOURNE - Visiting British
icreen star Google Withers, and
ier husband, John McCullum,drop
Ln on Paramount's industry rec-
iption for Alan Wardrope, newly
ippointed director of advertis-
ing and publicity at the Austr-
alia Hotel. From L to Rs Robert
,. Graham, Paramount managing
iirectors Mr. and Mrs.McCullum;
llan Wardrope.

MELBOURNE - Group at the Australia Hotel on
he occasion of the introduction to the film
ndustry of Victoria, of Alan Wardrope, newly
ippointed Paramount director of advertising and
wblicity. From L to R: Robert L. Graham, Para-
lount managing director; Alan Wardrope; Mias
Ihona Cox, of Paramount fwblicity, Sydney; .John
>haw, manager of the Barclay Theatre; H. A. (Bert)

lelly ,
Victorian branch manager; George M.

is card, Paramount general sales manager.

(the AUSTRALASIAN EXHIBITOR Thursday, 6th October, 1 960 ^

a
PSYCHO” BIG CUCKO IH SYDNEY:

(Alfred Hitchcock“OSYCHO” (Alfred uuencoca

\ production) was tops in Syd-

» ney over the holiday week-end.

Big advance bookings are the

order of the day.

PRINCE EDWARD (1750): “Psycho” (Para)

shorts. Colossal second.

Olympic fame, rippled right

into Paramount's head office

in Sydney when projectionist

Arthur Andrew's 16-year-old

daughter, Jan, a wonderful
swimmer, won a Bronze Medal for

the Butterfly Race, and a Silver

Medal for women's mixBd swimm-

ing relay. This put her away

up in the forefront of Austra-

lia's Olympic honors winners.

AUSTRALIA FEELS
THE DRAMATIC
IMPACT OF

"PSYCHO"
Australia, the first land

to be visited by producer-
director Alfred Hitchcock on
his recent journey around the

world, now has good cause to
know whereof the thrill-master
spoke. First Australian open-
ing of "Psycho” was at the re-
nowned Prince Edward Theatre,
and of this event, Robert L.

Graham, Paramount managing di-

rector cabled: WIS IS BIGGEST
OPENING SINCE 'TEN COMMAND-
MENTS' AND ACHIEVED IN SPITE
OF FLASH TRANSPORT STRIKE. AD-
VANCE RESERVATIONS AT A RECORD
HIGH.

A life-like cutout of Alfred Hitchcock stands outside Sydney's

Prince Edward to remind patrons they will not be admitted

to “Psycho" after the commencement of the picture. World-
wide policy will he continued throughout Australia by Para-

i

mount.

Trade paper item from The Film
Weekly of Sydney showing how the See-
It-From-the-Start policy is being
powerfully implemented throughout all
of Australia. (Inset also are several
items indicative of the powerful suc-
cess impact of "Psycho" on the Austr-npac
alian plcturegoers

sycr
s).

BUNDABERG, Queensland - Deo
Adams, enterprising exhibitor
here, used a 'Space Man' bally-
hoo to attract the populace to
his Olympia Theatre to aee Jerry

Lewis in "Visit To A Small
Planet."
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LONDON - Wedding bells
chimed happily recently for
Michael Parker and Wendy
Clarence. Michael started
with Paramount in 1948 at
the age of sixteen, and as
a junior clerk. He took two
years out for National Ser-
vice in the medical branch
of the Royal Navy. Today he
is London Office Manager at
Paramount's head office in
Wardour Street . . . .We wish
the young couple every hero-
ine ss in their Famborough
home

.

JERUSALEM - During the recep-

tion held at the Jerusalem Film
Festival, in connection with
the screening of "The Ten Comm-
andments," Paramount manager L.

Koch introduces Miss Gloria
Urban, niece of Mr. Barney
Balaban, to Mrs. Ben Zvi, wife
of the President of Israel. From

L to R: Mr. Koch, Miss Urban,
The First Lady of Israel; and
Mrs. Koch.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

PARIS - Three Continental
Paramounteers exchange gree-
tings at the "Psycho" show-
manship meeting here. They
are, L to R: Julian Binstock,
manager in Belgium; Emilio
Prister. manager in Portugal;
Pilade Levi, general manager
in Italy,

SIBU, Sarawak - Loke WanTho,
head of the Cathay Organisation,
speaking at the dedication of
the new Cathay Cinema here on
August 21st. This is the third
Cathay to be opened in this area
vithin nine months. Theatre was
jfficially opened by Mr. A.F.R.
Griffin, the Resident, 3rd Div-
ision. Sarawak. Mr. and Mrs.
Griffin are shown seated.

HOLLYWOOD - Mrs. Ray Stark,
hostess of the memorable "World
of Suzie Wong" party.

Statement from Frederick
E. Koehner, Comptroller....

Announcement was made on September dth of the promot-
ion of Joseph P. Fryer to the newly created position of
Administrative Assistant to the Comptroller.

In nis new position Mr. Fryer will be responsible for
handling the administrative activities and for scheduling
the work of the general accounting, machine accounting and

payroll sections of the Comptroller's department.

This promotion is in line with Paramount's long range
plans to place accounting activities on a fully coordina-
ted, streamlined basis in order to provide management with
more timely and meaningful information.

PARIS - At the world
premiere of "Blood And
Roses"at the Colisee Cineim
- a glittering, successful
event - the film's produoer
receives a distributor's
congratulations. Producer
Roger Vadim, at right, is
warmly lauded by John B.
Nathan, Paramount's general
manager for Continental
Europe.

HOLLYWOOD - Jacob H.
Karp, Paramount vice-pres.
in charge of production,and
studio head, has been elec-
ted as second vice-president
of the Acadeny of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

ROME - President Gronchi
of Italy has awarded the
Coramendatore medal to
James E. Perkins (above),
president of Paramount In-
ternational Films, in rec-
ognition of his efforts on

NEW YORK - Paramount Board
Chairman Adolph Zukor as he was
invested with Japan's Order of
the Rising Sun, Third Class, by
Consul General Mitsuo Tanaka. At
left is Mr. Zukor' s daughter,
Mrs. Mildred Loew.

HAMBURG - A toast to the
success of "The Bridges at Toko-
Ri" as the Perlberg-Seaton pro-
duction is premiered at the in-
ternationally famous Oase Thea-
tre here. Drinking the toast
are Mr. Robert Kistner, owner of
the Oase-Theater, and william
Holden, co-star of the film.
Bill also made a personal appe-
arance on the stage of the cin-
ema and addressed the vast aud-
ience in German.

MELBOURNE - Famed internat-
ional pianiste Winifred Atwell,
who always scores a resounding
success In Australia, is a pop-
ular guest at Paramount's Hotel
Australia reception for Alan
Wardrope, newly appointed direc-
tor of advertising and public-
ity. Mr. Wardrope at left. Par-
amount's m&na „ director,
Robert L. Graham, at right.

behalf of Italo-American
relations.
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HEAD OFFICE GREETS

1360 FALL SEASON
After experiencing a record-cool summer

in New York with everyone enjoying their va-

cations fully, it is sad to see the season go;

but now that Fall is here there is no choice

but to welcome it.

Mary Brady is one of the few who have not

yet gone on vacation. She is planning her’

s

for October, but doesn't know where to yet.

She hopes, however, that she won't wind up
just en-
joying
the foli-
age in
Central
Park
Anne De-
Leonardis
reports
that she
had a won-

derful
time down
in Flori-
da during
her sum-
mer vaca-
tion .....

The occasion here is
Sandy Dubler who left for California
1. to

" " " *“ " ‘ "

Geor,
ina

farewell party for
in August.

Ar-

1C X p
nCLX OU | tixoaiiwi — u q— — u r *

Mary Lipple and up front on the phone, Robert
Grinsteaa.

We New Yorkers had quite a time last month
when Hurricane Donna decided to take a turn up
north. Most people went home and stood indoors

until this unwelcome visitor left town.
Lori Cohen Kan—
trowitz, Don
Nathan's office
is taking over
Sharon Wagner's
job in Tenth

-BOWLING NEWS-
ID y Bob McKeown
The "World of Suzie Vong"

isn't bowling if the latest
standings of the Paramount Pic-
tures Club league are any criter-

ia. While undefeated Debbie
Reynolds leads the loop with 10 pts., one ah-
ead of Lilli Palmer, down in the cellar with-
out a point to her name is Nancy Kwan, yclept
the Wong of the Paramount Bowling World. Bet-
ween runner-up Palmer and Nancy's nothing are:

Michael Wilding with 7 pts., LIvis Presley 6,
Shirley MacLaine (defending champ) and Audrey
Hepburn 5, William Holden and Van Heflin 3 and
Fred Astaire with 2.

Opening weeks' scores featured, in addi-
tion to Hurricane Donna, a 204 game and 575
series by A1 Lo Presti, 197 by George Grannum
and 193-527 by Harry Taylor.

floor publicity October 3rd. Sharon left last
month A wedding coming up this month on the

10th floor: Diana DiTomaso , A1 Lo Presti'

s

Dept., will marry Bob Passalacqua on October
23rd. Lots of luck, Diane'. . . . . .A former Para-

mounteer who had left five months ago is now
back with us again in Milt Goldstein's Dept.

She is Marilyn Bettinger . who was one of our

top bowler's. Marilyn is back bowling again,

better than ever Abe Goldberg . 11th floor
receptionist, says he loves his work as a

boy scout leader in the Bronx Council It

was interesting to learn that Arthur Coehlo ,

Portuguese translator, used to write poetry
when he was in Brazil and published it too. He

once had a volume of poems in Portuguese pub-

lished.

All news and photos welcome in 1010.

—Helen Kwartler

BELOW

This is 6-months-old Linda
Susan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Paine. Linda's mother
is the former Josephine Anguslies
- until recently a member of
Paramount International's dept,
of Spanish translation.

A J

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Roth, who were married June 26
in Flushing, NY. RAdiant bride is the
former Helene Kirshenberg, daughter cf
Paramount International's Treasurer,
Milton Kirshenberg. Mr. Roth is an en-
gineer for Bell Labs, of A. T. & T.

CAPTAIN'S GET-TOGETHER: This little .

took place aboard the SS Santa Paula last mont_
when Ella and Catherine Hagan (both Paramounteers)
and family left for a two-week Caribbean cruise.
L. to R. they are: Bert Koelzy, husband of Cather-

ine Hagan, Catherine, Ella Hagen (she & Catherine
are sisters), brother Charles Hagen and his wife
Ruth.
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Back in California after a
long stay in Europe, Audrey
Hepburn is interviewed by a re-
reporter from radio station
KCMP. Mel Ferrer, Miss Hepburn's
husband, is at left. The star
has since gone to New York.where
she appeared in the Manhattan
sequences of her next Paramount
picture, "Breakfast At Tiffany's."

PICTURE NEWS FROM

THE COLORFUL
HOLLYWOOD SCENE

Producer Howard Hawks indicating one phase
of the giant scope of his production, "Hataril"
which is about to get under way in East Africa's
Tanganyika Territory. Listening to the story is
French film star Gerard Blain, who will be co-
starred with John Wayne in the massive film of
adventure and romance in the African Jungle.

at the Rav Stark party
for Nancy Kwan and "The
World of Suzie Wong."

Some of the notables at the color-
ful reception for Nancy Kwan, and her
debut in "The World Of Suzie Wong."
staged by Rav Stark, producer of the
Paramount release. From L to R: Russ-
ell Holman, Eastern production head
for Paramount; Mrs. Ronald Reagan:
Joseph Hazen, partner with Hal Wallis
in the making of hit Paramount rel-
eases; Mrs. Charles Brackett.

The Paramount stud io cafe has
•worn many faces' over the past
few decades. Above, it appears
as the 'Cafe Europe' of "G. I.
Blues." Place was especially
decorated for a buffet dinner
honoring delegates to the T.O.
A. (Theatre Owners of America)
convention in advance of their
attending a screening of the
Hal Wallis production, starring
Elvis Presley, in the studio's
private theatre.

vl Exterior of Paramount's cafe
Tln the studio, decorated with
the stunning 24-sheet poster
prepared for "G. I. Blues."

On her return
from abroad,
Audrey Hepburn
met a great many
of Hollywood '

s

International
correspondents.
Here she is with
Sweden's Bertil
Unger (at left),
and Denmark '

s

Sven Rye.
New York film-

ing of Audrey's
"Breakfast At
Tiffany's has
been completed.

TTTTTTT

Parlez Vous Eskimo?
Although we now carry regularly a minimum

of 11 languages in the columns of Paramount
World, the advent of "The Savage Innocents"
provides the opportunity to add, for this iss-
ue at least, a few words in Eskimo. Here are
six words and their English equivalents:

Pitsiartok — good
Kamanartok — miraculous
Illitkoseungitok — Unusual
Angiyok — great Piolak — best

Opinnartok — marvelous

Nancy Kwan discussed
Chinese art with Edward G.

Robinson.

Louella 0. Parsons is
the bearer of news of much
interest to Alan Ladd and
Ronald Reagan.

Nancy's escort for much
of the evening was fine
young actor, Tom Tryon.

Mr. and Mrs. James
Mason were guests Mr.
Mason is working in a film
requiring a beard.
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PARIS - Continental
General Manager John B.
Nathan greets Mr. and Mrs.

Alfred Hitchcock as they
arrive from Germany ,where
the director did a mass-
ive and tireless job of
superlative promotion on
benalf of "Psycho."

Here Mr. H. points di-
rectly at the reader of
these lines and asks
"Are you as 'Psycho' con-
scious as the plcturegoers
of this part or the world?"

yrT'i'if
|

PARIS - Participants in
Paramount's exciting show-
manship meeting at the
Grand Hotel. Jules A.
Gendre. Starfilm Manager
in Switzerland, is second
from right. Others, L to
R: Charles P. Juroe, John
B. Nathan, Henri Michaud.

The school of exper-
ience would be more
pleasant if there were a
vacation once in a while.

Anonymous

PARIS - In attendance at the Colisee Cin-
ema for the world premiere of Roger Vadim's
Paramount release, "Blood and Roses," were, ti*om
right to left: Mrs, Barney Balaban, Mr, and
Mrs, John B. Nathan.

H H M M HWwn N M H H H n H H

"LE PETIT MONDE DE
SUZIE WONG", prochain
symbcle de la grandeur
de Paramount,..., .....**********

En cette annde 1Q6o, les productions
Paramount symbolisent les unes acres les
autres la grandeur de notre Societd. Te film
aui, a prdsent, retient notre attention est
la merveilleuse production de Rpv Stark,
LE PETIT MONDE de SUZTE WONG, tourne oresaue
entidrement a Hong Kong, et en brillant
Technicolor. Nous l'avons vue et nous avons
ete enchantd par cette belle histoire d'un
grand amour, dont les vedettes sont William
Holden et Nancy Kwan. Et nous sommes non moins
enthousiasmd par le fait que ce film passera
en Novembre au Radio City Music Hall pendant
les Pfttes du Thanksgiving. L' indoraptable
service de publicity Paramount a attaint
l'objectif qu’il visait depuis plusieurs mois:
SUZIE WONG va ddbuter dans les meilleures
conditions et nous sommes certain que ce mer-
veilleux film attirera les spectateurs du
monde entier.

Entre temps, le film d' Alfred
Hitchcock continue une carriers sans prece-
dent dans 1' histoire de notre Industrie.
A travers tous les Etats Unis, ce ne sont que

PARIS - Luncheon interlude at the Grand
Hotel during the massive, resultsful meeting
in behalf of the showmanship campaign for
Psycho." Reading clockwise from Henri Klars-
feld (rear centre): Robert Rochefort. Rene Le-
breton, Jules Gendre, Jacques Plunkett, Daniel
Goldman.

records battus par d* autres records. Oes re-
sultats vous sont presentes en images sur
d' autres pages de ce numdro de Paramount
World. °uant au marohe international, nous
sommes heureux de vous dormer des photos des
Premieres triomphales de ce film, oui ont eu
lieu au Japon et en Australie, en mftme temns
cue nous vous communiauons les recettes ma-
gnifiques enregistrees en Angleterre et dans
d' autres parties du Royaume-Uni.

II y a un autre article concemant
PSYCHOSE dans ce numero. C'est le conrote-ren-
du de la Convention de Publicit4 oui s' est
tenue a Paris et aui a rduni les representants
de tous les territoires de Paramount en Europe
Continentale, dans le Proche et le Moyen-Or*

-

ent. Cette Convention a entretenu 1'enthou-
siasme qu'a suscitd PSYCHOSE aux Etats Hit's

et dans les autres parties du monde. Ella
contribuera sans aucun doute a mieux lancer
en Europe, grace a une publicite soigneuse-
ment etudiee, le grand film de M. Hitchcock.
Et, a ce propos signalons que M. Hitchcock
lui-m6me, a ete en Angleterre et dans plu-
sieurs pays d'Eurone pendant ces demieres
semaines, et c'est avec le plus grand olaisir
nue nous publions ici des photos on on le
voit travaillant avec ardeur au lancement de
ses productions qui divert issent le monde
entier.

Dans ce numero, nous cone ent rons
eeralenent notre attention sur deux autres
grands films: le premier est une coioddie

musicale de Hal Wallis "G. I. BLUES" dont
Elvis Presley est la vedette, le second est
"TRAHTSON SUR C0L1JUIDE", une production de
ferlberg-Seaton. G. I. BLUES e de.ja ete montre
lors d'une convention aui reunissait les ex-
ploitants americains et a ete acclame comme
un film de grande classe. En effet, Elvis
Presley s'y revele encore meilleur comedien
nu' auparavant . En ce aui conceme TRAHISON
SUR COi.LlANDE, cette production touche a sa

fin puisque presque tous les exterieurs ont
deja ete toumds en Europe et au' il ne reste
plus que le montage a effectuer k Hollywood.
Tous les rapports nue nous recevons de ceux
aui ont vu tout ou partie de ce film indi-
ouent que "TRAHISON SUR CO'.rAHDE" sera cer-
tainement un des plus grands films de lq^1 .

Paramount continue k affirmer avec

force sa nouvelle politique pour les films
de court mdtrage. Ddsorraais notre Societe ne

toumera plus que des courts-su.iets presen-
tant un attrait international. Comme nous le

mentionnons dans une autre partie de ce nu-

mero, plusieurs de ces rdeents courts metra-

ges (soit d'une bobine, soit de deux bobines)

remportent un succes evident. Ce succes cons-

titue le meilleur stimulant: les prochains

courts m4trages seront encore meilleurs aue

les precedents et nous en nnnoncerons la

liste avant la fin de l'annee.

Tandis que nous mettons sous presse,

George Weltner, Directeur des Ventes pour le

i.bnde entier, se trouve en Europe oil il pro-

cede, comme il le fait regulierement, a une

etude approfondie de la situation cinemato-

graphique internationals. T1 sera li-bas en

mSme temps que M. Hitchcock, ce aui lui per-

mettra de voir lui-m&me au moment de la sor-

tie du film, les resultats obtenus grAce a

la publicite efficace, au service de la plus

grande production des dix demiores annees:

"PSYCHOSE"

.
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THESE ARE EXCITING
PARAMOUNT TIMES IN

CONTINENTAL EUROPE

PARIS - Attending the world premiere of
Paramount's "Blood and Roses" at the Colisee
Cinema were Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper and their
daughter. (Picture already has registered as
one of the top record-smashing successes of
many years).

HAMBURG, Germany - Part of the vast crowd assembled at
the Oase-Theater as William Holden made a personal appear-
ance in connection with the showing of "The Bridges At
Toko-Ri." William Perlberg also attended the event, which
took place on August 26th. Holden appeared on the stage of
Qase and delighted the vast throng by making his address
entirely in German. He was given a tremendous ovation. In
the words of Boris Jankolovics, supervisor for Germany:

"In closing, the Paramounteers of Germany go on record
expressing their sincere thanks to Bill Holden for his
great interest in our activities while in Germany, and
for his excellent ambassadorship for Paramount in this
public appearance which we know he had to crowd into a
very busy schedule."
Mr. Jankolovics indicated that "The Bridges At Toko-Ri"

has continued to enjov "a terrific box-office success," and
is being held over. He also reported that the fact of "The
Counterfeit Traitor" being made largely in Germany was be-
ing used in connection with the showmanship campaign for
"Toko-Ri," and that it would aid greatly in first-run en-
gagements for the picture elsewhere in Germany.

HAMBURG - Bill Holden
speaking to the audience
at the Qase Theatre when
"The Bridges At Toko-Ri"
was premiered. The star
created a happy sensation
by delivering his whole
long address in German.

COPENHAGEN - Crowds at
the Palladium in quest of
tickets to see Danny Kaye
in "The Five Pennies."

PARIS - Arriving at Orly Airport from Ger-
any, Alfred Hitchcock eschews regular trans-
it from plane to customs, and drive his own
sep (But not into a swamp! ). In background is
9nri Michaud, assistant general manager for
antinental Europe

.

PARIS - Other attendees at
ihe "Blood and Roses" premiere
<ere Ingrid Bergman, and Mr.and
irs. Anatol Litvak.

BARCELONA - Important group assembled outside
the Coliseum Theatre as "The Ten Commandments."
with its attendance passing the 600,000 mark in the
38th week, sets an all-time, all-company, all-
theatres record in the history of exhibition in
Spain.

Reading L to R: Messrs Petit and Tarazona (Col-
iseum managers); Xaubet (Paramount Sales Manager);
Michaud (in charge of Continental distribution of
"The Ten Commandments"): Balana (owner of the Col-
iseum); Siter (General Manage Tor Spain and Sup-
ervisor for Middle East); Balana.Jr.; and Feixas
(Sales Manager, Barcelona branch).
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T op

"Traitor"
Topi cs

Gjon Mill, the inters

nationally famous magaz-
ine photographer, has
been working right along
with the Perlberg-Seaton
company making special
shots of "The Counter-
feit Traitor."

Some of these shots
will depict the Herbert-
strasse, Hamburg's not-
orious street of ill

re pute ,
wh ich figure s

prominently in several
dramatic sequences of the

exciting World War II

spy saga which co-stars
William Holden and Lilli
Palmer.

Not all the words in

"Suzie Wong" are honeyed,

Here Robert Lomax (Will-
iam Holden) and Suzie

(Nancy Kwan) exchange
words they'll never for-

get - or at least until
their next embrace.

NOTES ABOUT "THE

WORLD OF

SUZIE WONG"
M w H M H* « " »

Nancy Kwan and direc-

tor Richard Quine flew

to Hamburg where William

Holden was making "The

Counterfeit Traitor" for

the express purpose of

making a special trailer

for "The World Of Suzie

Wong."
George Dunning, well-

known British musician,

has written the back-

ground music for "Suzie

Wong." His original

score features several

of England's top Jazz

men playing a combination

of Oriental percussion

instruments, including

timed cymbals, gongs and

Chinese ceremonial bells.

PARIS - Representatives of Austria at the
"Psycho" showmanship conclave at the Grand
Hotel, were Manager Louis Kanturek (2nd from
ight) and Hans Me
second from left)

.ger Louis liantureK v in
Menasse, publicity manager
't) . With them are the three

mighty 'powerhouses' of the meeting, L to R:
Charles P. Juroe, John 3. Nathan ana. Henri
Michaud

[

M DIE WELT DER SUZIE
WONG” , e i n neuer
bedeutender Film der
Paramount

x x x x x x x x x x x
5 II H 11 U U f 5

L

Es ist nioht schwer, fur das Jahr i960 Bei-
spiele bedeutender Produktionen zu nennen.
Zur Zeit wird unsere Aufmerksamkeit am moi-
sten von Ray Stark's groBartigem Streifen
"Die Welt der Suzie Wong" in Anspruch genom-
men, einem Film in Technicolor, iiberwiegend

Germany's picture story of the massive nat-
ional release of "Psycho " day-and-date in 26
great cinemas across the country arrived just
at press time. It will be given full and fit-
ting presentation next month.

in Hongkong gedreht. Wir haben ihn gesehen
und waren erschuttert von dieser ergreifen-
den Liebesgeschichte mit William Holden und
Nancy Kwan in den Hauptrollen: wir sind be-
geistert von der Aussioht, daB dieser Film
im November zum Erntedankfest die Attraktion
in der Radio City JIall in New York City sein
wird. Paramounts Werbe-Abteilung ist nun auf
dem Hohepunkt einer mehrmonatigen intensiven
Vorbereitung fiir das Debut von "Suzie Wong"
angelangt. Fiir uns steht auBer Zweifel, daB
dieser Film auf der ganzen VJelt einen begei-
sterten Publikumsanklang finden wird.

ris, auf der Vertreter samtlicher Paramount-
Biiros vom europaischen Kontinent, dem Mitt-
leren Osten und aus Nordafrika anwesend waren
urn Instruktionen fiir die Auffuhrungs- und
Werbemethoden entgegen zu nebmen. Dieses Tref-
fen war dazu auserseben, die Arbeitsweise und
Erfahrungen des groBangelegten Werbefeldzuges
fiir PSYCHO in den USA und anderen Teilen der
Welt auszuwerten. Zweifellos bat dieses nocb
weitere groBartige Ideen zur Werbung fiir Mr.

Hitchcock's Film beigetragen. Ubrigens, Mr.
Hitchcock war wabrend der vergangenen Wochen
selbst in England und verschiedenen anderen
Teilen Europas, und wir freuen uns, ihn im

Bild vorstellen zu konnen,wie immer stark mit

seiner Arbeit beschaftigt.

Zwei andere groBe Filme, auf die sich in der

laufenden Ausgabe unsere Aufmerksamkeit kon-
zentriert, sind Hal Wallis' Musikfilm "G.I.

Blues" (Cafe Europa) mit Elvis Presley und

Perlberg-Seaton' s "Verrat auf Befehl". Der

erstere wurde bereits einem Auditorium ameri

kanischer Kinobesitzer vorgefiihrt und als

absolut erstklassiger Unterhaltungsfilm ein-

gestuft, mit einem neuen Elvis Presley, der

sich als besserer Darsteller denn je erweist.

Die Dreharbeiten zu "Verrat auf Befehl" sind

nahezu abgeschlossen . Die Szenen, die in Eu-

rope gefilmt werden,stehen vor der Vollendung

Die AbschluBarbeiten erfolgen Anfang nachsten

Jahres. All diejenigen, die bereits Szenen

aus dem Film gesehen haben, bestatigen, daB

dies einer der groBartigsten Streifen des

Jahres 1961 sein wird.

Paramount bemiiht sich weiterhin, nur noch sol-

che Kurzfilme herzustellen, die internationa-

PARIS - Six who listened with rapt attentio:
as the "Psycho" showmanship storv was unfolded
chapter by chapter at the Grand Hotel. L to R:
Rene Lebreton, Paramount Theatre Manager, Paris
Kurt Troupp, Finland Manager; Boris Jankolovic
Manager for Germany; Guntner Schack. Publicity
Manager for Germany; Julius Kalle, Asst. Public
Manager for Germany; Savas Pylarinos, Paramoun
Distributor in Greece.

In der Zwischenzeit schafft Alfred Hitohcooka
"Psycho" noch mehr erstaunliche Dinge, die in
der Geschichte der Filmindustrie ohne Bei-
spiel sind. In den Vereinigten Staaten hat
der Film seine eigenen Rekorde immer wieder
iibertroffen. Dariiber erfahren Sie aber mehr
in Wort und Bild auf den anderen Seiten
dieser Ausgabe der PARAMOUNT WORLD. Im

iibrigen freuen wir uns,Ihnen von den erfolg-
reichen Premieren in Japan und Australian
Bilder bringen zu konnen, zusammen mit wei-
teren Berichten iiber das groBartige Interesse
an die sem Film in ganz England und anderen
Teilen des britisohen Konigreiches.

Ein weiterer PSYCHO-Artikel in dieser Ausgabe
gibt einen Bericht von der Konvention in Pa-

len Anklang finden. Wie bereits an andere:

Stelle dieser Ausgabe erwahnt.hatten eine ga:

ze Reihe neuerer Kurzfilme, sowohl Einakter
als auch Zweiakter, einen groBen Erfolg.Diese:
Erfolg ist der beste Anreiz fiir neue , noch
bessere Kurzfilme, von denen viele nooh vor
JahresschluB angekiindigt warden diirften.

Noch zum SohluB eine Notizs George Weltner,
der Welt-Verkauf sschef ,ist zur Zeit in Europi

auf einer seiner iiblichen Orientierungsreisei
iiber die internationale Film-Marktlage. Sein

Aufenthalt fallt mit dem von Mr.Hitchcock zu-

sammen, und er wird Gelegenheit haben, aus

erster Hand den Erfolg des Werbefeldzuges zu

studieren, der fiir den groBten Thriller der

Saison gestartet wurde, fiir "Psycho".
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In Chicago, a lady called the
Paramount branch and asked Hann-
ah Eiseman who played Anthony
Perkins' mother in "Psycho," She
surely must have fallen asleeD
somewhere along the film's harr-
owing course.

ggggiggg

In Toronto , Canada

,

the "Psycho" line at the Hollywood

Theatre began, naturally enough at the

theatre's box-office. But

it went along the street until
it came to a corner. Then, like a dut-

iful line, it turned the corner and

went down another street

From the avalanche of "Psycho"-showman ship evidence coming

to hand it is becoming increasingly evident that no one - and we

do mean no one - is more ^Psycho- showman ship minded that Mister

Aitch himself. Apart from all of the wonderful work that he did

on his around-the-world jaunt, his recent work in the U.S., his

recent wonderful work which helped launch "Psycho" in Germany on

a scale transcending that of any other picture ever released, and

the work he is doing in France at the very moment of our going

to press — all of these things entitle him to the distinction

of adding "M.S 0 " (Master Showman) to his already distinguished

name..... And of course the dexterity with which "Psycho" already

is bringing back to the world's box-offices the so-called 'lost

audiences' is another factor adding lustre to the Hitchcock name

and fame Then, too, there is the element of 'quick repeats,'

such as the return of "Psycho" to the London Plaza, just a very

few weeks after the termin-
ation of a fabulously succ-

essful premiere engagement.
And with resoundingly fine

results at the box-office..
"Psycho" of course is being
responsible for a wide var-
iety of showmanship gags.As

for instance the one told LONDON - The message of Alfred Hitchcock's

by a disc jockey on a radio
"P5cho "

J*
8
J*

8" “^er
I
u11

^
c"rie

i *n
. , ynr parts of the United Kingdom by Tony Reddin,Par-

Station in bCheneCtady,NI , director of publicity. Accompanying
who was supplying toy hand- him on the tour was Leslie Pound, showmanship

cuffs for all those who supervisor in the U.K.

, , ,, . , ,, Beginning in Cardiff, the tour went to
wanted them SO they could Birmingham, then to Manchester, Glasgow, Liver-

handcuff themselves to the $'ch,
seat in the local cinema and the presentation message was received with
... , „ , . unanimous resolution that will insure its being

while "Psycho" was being adhered to in all theatres, large and small.

shown And one colorful Shown above is section of the large group
, , . / , . . _ - which attended the meeting in the Majestic The-
by—product vand practical, atre, Leeds. Tony Reddin. addressing the group,

too) of the "Psycho" admis-
ft SSjft'iSSSsSf

1 *

sions policy has been the

number of theatres taking
practical steps to make the

see-it-from-the-start pol-
icy a permanent institution
at least with respect to all
films meriting it.......The

— policy make have started as
a 'showmanship gimmick,' but as eminent showman Walter
Reads, Jr. (DeMille Theatre, New York, where "Psycho" had
its world premiere) Said, "The concept back Of it is a ST. LOUIS, Missouri - Management of the st.

sound one" As for those who seek to defy the dictum, ^|h??
e
^d

e
{he

n
^“fS!ity

1
of
g
i^le2nt wea-

there was the case of Glen May, a reporter on the OakvJUe ther, erected this massive marquee for the

\ Ontario) Journal. He doesn't like conformity, and tried on side facing those awaiting the next beginn-

to sneak into the Century during the fiLn-s running - but g*SrSi-
lie merely snuck into the hands of the local policeman. says: Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho." Shown at

12 .00 , 2 : 15 , U.Uo, 7 :) 5 , 9 : 30 .

and down and down that street,

until another corner showed up. This
was smoothly and successfully turned
also

and the line went on into the

dim distance. However, our Toronto
operative, speaking from the dollar-
stacked box-office of the Hollywood,

reports that everyone in the long,

long line duly saw "Psycho" and got

the thrill which now has come to be a

tradition with Mr. Hitchcock's film.

n it n n it ii n n n it it tt ii it it ii it n ti
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” Breath of Scandal"

...has proven, once again, that

Sophia Loren - that Italian
The film critics truly

adored her in London.

imp of innocence and impetuos-

ity - is one of the most div-

erting of all comediennes. Sb

proved this with a bang in "I:

Started In Naples," and now,
It also started a host

of box office records.

with towering assists from

John Gavin, Angela Lansbury,
Remember, he's Janet

Leigh's "Psycho" passion.

and the fascinating, ageless

Maurice Chevalier, she repeat;
What a lilt he gave to

"Gigi" and "Can Can".

as a bouncing, bounding, sex-

appealing princess in a riot-

ous romance set against some

of the most breath-taking Aus

trian and Italian scenery you

have ever seen. And not only

is it breath-taking - it's

Just nicely shocking also....

which is why we say that "A

Breath of Scandal"

is a Roar of Delight!!!
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AUDREY HEPBURN, with dark glasses,

prepares for her first scene in "Break-

fast At Tiffany's." The place : Right in

front of Tiffany's at 5th Avenue and 57th

Street, New York City. The date ? Sunday,

October 2nd. The time t 4 a.m. Since then,

other scenes have been filmed inside of

Tiffany's, in Central Park, and elseWiere

in New York City.|HHHH)i B , B H ),jHH>>ft » >>,

"BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S"
HAS BEGUN SHOOTING
GUESS WHERE? Rl GHT AT

TIFFANY'S IN NEW YORK

Sunday Interior Scene

Not Like Old, Old Days!
Marlin Jurow, coproducer with

Richard Shepherd of “Breakfast at
• Tiffany’s,” feels he has a courtship

going with Tiffany’s. For one
thing, the famed Fifth Avenue
jewelry shop opened its doors for
the first time in history on a Sun-
day* (2) so that cameras and com-
pany could roll in for the start

i of the picture. \

And it seemed mighty bewilder- I

ing to the oldtime employees, first, I

to be on the job on a Sunday and,
j

second, to be accommodating a \
Hollywood outfit with cameras aud
all. But they liked it and went
along with it.

Jurow, caught on the steps of
New York’s Public Library on
Monday (3), as “Breakfast” con-
tinued before the cameras, said
that Tiffany’s also has been con-
tributing technical advice—but not
censorship. For example, the I

leading male in the picture wanted
J

to buy a jewelry item in the store I
for $10 but this just was not 1

available, at Tiffany’s, at this
figure.

Bo it was decided to change the
merchandise (in the Script) to a
telephone dial piece which could
be had at Tiffany’s for the same
$10. Jurow said that he, Shepherd,
director Blake Edwards and star
Audrey Hepburn all like the way
that Tiffany’s does business.

' - - — ^

Shooting on the gay
script made from Truman
Capot

e

1 s be st- se 11ing
novel began before dawn
on Sunday, October 2nd.— and already 1961 has
an even rosier hue as
we envision an Audrey
Hepburn film on our
release programme.

Full-view photograph of Aud-
rey Hepburn wearing the famous
Tiffany Diamond - $544,500 worth
of sparkle.

NEW YORK - Henry B. Platt, great-great grandson of the

founder of Tiffany's, adjusts the famed Tiffany Diamond
necklace for Audrey Hepburn to signal start of production of

"Breakfast at Tiffany's." Opening scene of the Jurow-
Shepherd film also marked the first time that motion picture

cameras have been allowed inside the famous jewelry estab-
lishment. The Tiffany Diamond, which is valued at $544,500
and weighs 128.51 carats, will remain at the store.

In addition to star Audrey Hepburn and leading
man George Peppard, the cast of "Breakfast At Tiff-
any's will include Patricia Neal and Buddy Ebsen.
Miss Neal will, for this Jurow-Shepherd production,
corns out of semi-retirement in England, where she

has been living with her husband, Roald Dahl, on
their country estate.
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Solemnity is a device
of the body to hide the
faults of the mind.

La Rochefoucauld

BARCELONA, Spain - The
entire advertising pillar
is taken up with posters
for Jerry Lewis in "The
Geisha Boy." Pillar is
situated in the city's
famous Cataluna Square.

"Hitch" Fin-
ally Gets
Mystified
Himself

PARIS - Below is a
series of candid shots of
Alfred Hitchcock as he
accepted a phone call
from 'outer space,' rel-
ayed vis satellite. His
caller was so far out in
the time belt that he
said he'd have to run the
print of "Psycho" from
the end through to the
beginning.... And as you
can see from the final
candid — "Hitch" was be-
ginning to wonder.

"EL MUNDO DE SUZIE
WONG" NUEVO SIMBOLO DE
LA GRANDEZA DE LA
PARAMOUNT

El afio 1960 aeflala la transicion de una
gran eplfcula

,
sfmbolo de la grandeza de la

Paramount, a otra pelfcula igualmeDte impor-
tante. La pelfcula qua viene a ocupar actuel-
mente eeta destacada poaicion cumbre, eg la
produce ion de Ray stark "El Mundo de Suzie
Wong", rodada en su mayor parte en Hong-Kong,
en eaplendoroeo Technicolor. Habiendo tenido
oportunidad de ver eeta pellcula en aeaion pri
vada, noa sentlmoa embar^edoa por la fuerza y
magnlflcencia del drama de amor que en ella se
deaarrolla entre William Holden y Nanoy Kwan,
coprotagonlatas de este gran fotodramn. Noa
llena tamblAn de aatisfacciAn y orgullod.be-
cho de que esta pelfcula sea eatrenade el Die
de Gracias en el gran teatro Radio-City Music
Hill de Nueva York ,

el proximo noviembre.El
depertamento de "ehoemanahip" de la Paramount
hace t tempo que prepare intensamente el eatre
no de "El Mundo de Suzie Wong", y no exiate

~

la menor dude de que serA una campafia digna
de eata gran pelfcula, destinada a ser un A-
zlto verdaderamente internacional. . . Mien-
tras tanto, la pelfcula de Alfred Hitekcock,
que tan vivo interes ha despertado en el mun-
do entero, "Paicoaia", sigua batiendo viejoa
'records' y eatableciendo nuevas mercae de ta-
quilla en todo NorteamArice. El paramountiata
hellarA tambiAn, en otraa pAginaa de eBte bo-
letfn, un reportaje grAfico del inuaitedo Axi-
to de eata gran pellcula en el mercado inter-
nacional, con especial referenda al JepAn,
Australia y la Gran Bretafia. Otra noticia de
interna, referents a "Paicoaia", ea el repor-
taje acerca de la dinAmica reunion de "showman^

ship" celebrada en Paris, a la que aalstieron
representantea de todaa las aucuraalea Para-
mount en la Europe Continental, el Orients Me-
dio y el Africa del Norte, Eata reuni6n traa-
led<5 a Europe la gran campafia de publicldad o-
rlginada en Estadoa Unidoa y otraa partea del
mundo para la deblda explotaolAn de "Paicoaia",

y a buen aeguro, contrlbuirA a la explotaciAn
de esta gran pelfcula en sees partes del glo-
bo. . . Preclaamente durante eetaa dltimae ae_

manaa, Mr, A. Hitchcock eatuvo visitando varlos
pefaea de Europe, y ea, para nosotroa, un pla-
cer poder proporcionar al paramountiata un in-
forms grAfico de laa muchaa actlvidadea de es-
te gran realizador a favor de sue producclonea
fflmicaa , , , Otraa doa pelfculaa objeto de
detenlda atenciAn, por au especial importancie,
son la obra musical de Hal Wallis -"G.I.Blues"

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

PARIS - Delegates fbom Spain to the "Psycho"Bgi
showmanship meet
supervisor for Spa
East
secon<

(centre
a from

. Pave
ing. They are Frank A. Siter,
pain, Portugal and the Middle

), Sales "anager J. Xaubet Roger,
left; and Publicity Manager J.second xrom left; and Publicity Manager JV

Arias, at right. Others, from left,
lea P. Juroe, John B. Nathan, Henri

are; Char-
Michaud.

con Elvia Presley de protagonists, y la pro-
ducciAn de Perlberg-Seaton "The Counterfeit
Traitor". La prlmera de esta pelfcula he aido
ye exhibida en aesion especial durante la coo
venciAn de exhibidorea amerlcanoa, los cuale¥
la aclamaron como producciAn de primer orden.
En ella, Elvia se consagra como prlmerfaimo
actor, auperAndose a al mismo. Y en cuanto a

"Counterfeit Traitor", podemoa anunciar que
eatA pronta a aer termlnada, puea se rodaron
ya todaa las eacenes que ae deaarrollan en Eu-
rope, las cualea deben ahora aer montadaa y
editadas en Hollywood. Los que han tenido o-
portunidad de ver poroiones de eata pelfoula,
aseguran que serA uno de los Axltoa mAs gran-
dee del afio entrants. . . Teniendo en cuenta
la creciente importancie del mercado mundial,
la Paramount ha reviaado au polftica acerca
de los "shorts", o pelfculaa de corto metre Je,

proponiAndoae realizar aolamente pelfculaa
cortaa de probado InterAs internacional. Co-
mo infonaamos en otra parte de eate boletfn,
muchoa de loa nuevos 'cortoa' de uno o doa ro-
llos, eatAn obteniendo un gran Axito en Eata-
dos Unidoa. Sato, naturalmente, incrementa el
incentivo para acelerar la producciAn de mAs,

y mejores, pelfculaa de corto metraje, laa
cualea aeran anunciadea antes de flnallzar el
afio en cur so. . . Al entrer eate niimero en ma-

qulnaa, Mr. George Weltner, Gerente Mundial de

Ventas, se halla en Europe en uno de sus re-
gulares viajea de inape cciAn y eatudlo del mar

cado internacional. Mr. Weltner ae encontrar?
en Europe eon Mr. Hitchcock, y tendrA oportu-
nidad de apreclar peraonalmente el inleio de

la gran campafia de "showmanship" para la mAs

eapectacular pelfcula de eata dAcs da, "Psioasis'
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IS ONE INVESTMENT
THAT NEVER STOPS
PAYING DIVIDENDS

PARIS - This was the room in the Grand Hotel where John
B. Nathan, Henri Michaud and Charles P. Juroe conducted so
magnificent a showmanship and salesmanship seminar on M.
Alfred Hitchcock's super-shocker, "Psycho." Shown in scene
are Marcel Hanel, traffic manager, and Simone Cain, secret-
ary to Mr. Juroe.

ROME - 600 of these very-

colorful fluorescent post-
ers for "The Jayhawkers"
were placed in all of the
major Italian cities in ad-
vance of the release of the
Chandler-Parker-Maurey adv-
enture film.

Also of interest in con-
nection with the showman-
ship campaign on this pict-
ure was the production of a
speaial lipstick handker-
chief bearing likenesses of
stars Chandler and Parker.
(In many parts of Europe,
where lipstick tissues are
not available, a washable
lipstick handkerchief is
utilised)

.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia -
This descriptive truck ad-
vertsing "Last Train From
Gun Hill" was pushed by
manpower thru city' s streets.

SIBU. Sarawak - This is the
new Catnay Cinema, third to be
opened in this area within nine
months. Dedication was by Mr. A.
F.R. Griffin, the Resident, on
August 21st, with Cathay Organ-
isation head, Loke Wan Tho, in
attendance

.

This is the 33rd new Cathay
Organisation cinema to be open-
ed in the last five years, and
becomes one of a chain of sixty
first-run cinemas stretching
from Thailand to Borneo.

MOOMUO'C

Willys Motors Promotes HATARI!

A far-reaching automobile-motion picture promotional tie-
up, commencing months in advance of actual start of product-
ion, has been set by Paramount Pictures with Willys Motors
for Howard Hawks' production of "Hataril"

Already en route from New York to Tanganyika are 40 WiUys
'Jeeps,' stake trucks, utility wagons and pick-ups for before

and be hind-camera use on the Technciolor
adventure film, which stars John Wayne.

Willys will publicize the Hawks produc-
tion at the Detroit and Chicago Automobile
Shows, in trade publications and its own
million-circulation company magazine. One
complete edition of the latter will be dev-

flL oted entirely to "Hataril", with Special
. features on the Paramount release planned

for three other editions.

^ Post-product ion showmanship will incl-
ude a Willys-mounted traveling circus, fea-
turing live animals captured during filming.

Special Television trailers, shot on location in Africa,will
be featured on two high-rated, Willys-sponsored programmes,
"Maverick" and "Hongkong."

JOHN WAYNE

These are the four pages of an insert in
gold and black which appeared in all of the
U.S. trade papers in mid-September. Copies of
this insert have been sent not only to all
Paramount offices, world-wide, but to every
exhibitor in the U.S.

Accompanying the latter distribution was a
letter from Martin S. Davis, national advert-
ising, publicity and showmanship manager. This
letter, in addition to calling attention to
the Paramount product in the advertisement,
also named fifteen additional forthcoming films
of high box-office calibre.

The letter concluded on these notes: "Need
we remind you that everyone of these powerhouse
attractions will be backed by the ultimate in
Paramount showmanship? Your future boxoffice
success is paramount to you. Why not make it a
Paramount future?

Just imagine that!
One confident, im-

aginative circuit
builds and opens
33 brand new cin-
emas in 5 years...
bringing circuit
total to sixty!!!
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Just ask Van Heflin

(star of "Under Ten

Flags") where he got his

name.
His real name is

Emmett Evan Heflin, the
Evan derived from nis
grandmother's Eve Anna.
Heflin's middle name was
thus pronounced Ee-van,
and when stage and film
press agents got to work
the name became E. Van
Heflin. For marquee pur-
poses, the "E" was later
dropped and the name was
firmly established as
Van Heflin.

But the confusion
doesn't end there. Van's
daughter is named Vana -

and she says that when
she has a son of her «n,
he's going to be named
Ivan.

These are the eyes of
Yoko Tani, who co-stars
brilliantly with Anthony
Quinn" in the magnificen-
tly exciting "The Savage
Innocents."

Yves Montand, French
singing star of inter-
national renown, has
been signed by Paramount
to co-star with Shirley
MacLaine in "My Geisha."
Filming starts in Japan
in early December.
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Jan. 1 New Year's Day

Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday

Feb. 15 Ash Wednesday

Beginning of Lent

Feb. 22 Washington's Birthday

Mar. 26-Apr. 1 Holy Week

Mar. 31 Good Friday

Mar. 31 -Apr. 7 Passover

Apr. 2 Easter Sunday

May 30 Oecoration Oay

July 4 Independence Oay

July 12-25 Paramount Weeks

Sept. 4 Labor Day

Sept. 11 Rosh Hashonah

Sept. 19 Yom Kippur

Oct. 12 Columbus Oay

Oct. 31 Hallowe'en

Nov. 7 Election Oay

Nov. 11 Veteran s Day

Nov. 23 Thanksgiving Oay

Dec. 25 Christmas Day

Five for Paramount

PAUL NEWMAN MARTIN RITT

A new company headed by star Paul Newman
and director Martin Ritt ("The Black Orchid"
and "Five Branded Women") will produce five
pictures for Paramount release, it is announ-
ced by Jack Karp, Paramount studio head.

Newman will star in three of the five pic-
tures to be filmed over a period of several
years. The Newman-Ritt company will occupy
offices on the Paramount lot in Hollywood.

RIGHT
NEW YORK - Paramount Film Distribution vice-

president Sidney G. Deneau looks on as Woody
Prought, president of United Betroit Theatres,
signs with pleasure the contract that will bring
"The World of Suzie Wong" to his Grand Circus
Theatre in Detroit for a December 23rd premiere.

Looking ahead to next year's Paramount bus-
iness in the domestic field, this special cal-
endar pinpoints the particular spots where an
extra effort in booking can enhance the over-
all company revenue.

aaeeaeeawaooetQQeeeaeeeeeaQQQQeaa
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This is Tokyo's Hibiya Theatre, where Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho" opened sensationally on
September 17th. A gross in excess of one million
yen a day has prevailed since the opening day,
and the long-standing record of "Roman Holiday"
already has been decimated. The "No admittance
after the start of PSYCHO" policy is being rig-
idly maintained, as will be noted by the dense
crowds awaiting admission.

News of this truly sensational performance

PPPPP _
ippppp-

ppppp
ppppp

: rir)r)C,T5=Er was telephoned to New York from Tokyo by
L Prrrr . Hast supervisor S.A.Henriksen, and there

Far
was no

ppppp mistaking the timbre of excitement in Svend's
voice as he told, also, of the guaranteed run
of at least 8 weeks, three weeks longer than the
previous best by a Hitchcock picture.

Impressive as the scene
is by day, here is the ex-
terior or the Hibiya by the
glare of the night lights,
with upshooting beams mak-
ing the sense of Hitchcock's
shockingness all the creep-
ier. —

at right

Standee outside Tokyo's
Hibiya making it all too
clear (in Japanese) that no
one will be admitted to the
theatre after the start of
"Psycho." Here indeed is a
wonderful showmanship idea
that is travelling clear
around the world.

Cable from Sapporo

"PSYCHO" PRODUCED THE
BIGGEST WEEKDAY OPENING
OF ANY PICTURE INHISTORY
OF THE THEATRE.

(Details and pictures in
next month's issue).
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PARAMOUNT'S "BLOOD AND ROSES" HAS

BECOME ONE OF THE MOST SENSATIONAL

( AND SUCCESSFUL ) MOTION PICTURES

RELEASED IN EUROPE IN MANY YEARS

NOTHING TELLS A

SHOWMANSHIP STORY

OF SUCCESS SO WELL

AS CROWDS STORMING

THE BOX-OFFICE, BY

DAY AND BY NIGHT..

AND THAT'S HOW IT

HAS BEEN IN PARIS,

AT BOTH THE CINEMA

CJLISEE AND THE

CINEMA MARIVAUX.
Hrshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh*

W D E S TAURANT
rLE COLISEE
'•WTS m MU *

PARIS - 25 of the city's most

important flower shops awarded
-• J

J

mlavs to the engagement
PARIS - And of course the

premiere of "Blood and Roses
was graced by the presence of
the film's three stars - Annette

Vadim, Elsa Martinelli and Mel
Fbrrer - and director Roger Vadim.

(Vadim, 2nd from left).

fine displays to the
of "Blood and Roses"
Mourir de Plaisir").

PARIS - The press trucks that

deliver newspapers and magazines

to the city' s renowned kiosks
were pressed into excellent ser-

vice for "Et Mourir de Plaisir"
("Blood and Roses").

CHILL
SCARE
HAUNT
SPOOK
SHAKE
DREAD
GHOST
QUAIL
CREEP

Mel Ferrer and Elsa Martin-

elli learn with delight that

the supposed 'haunting bat' is

a stuffed object - a phony.
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KIOTO - Hit film producer meets the

press at the Asahi Kaikan on September

17th. With him, seated at right, is

Laurence Harvey, who will star in the

Wallis production, "Tamiko," which is

to have a Japanese setting.

BANDUNG, Indonesia - "Samson and Delilah"
was a huge success in its re-release here, and
Paramount's general manager, Cornelius Vlug.was
understandably delighted. Picture ran day-and-
^ 4

® Nusantara (Varia) Theatre, Fadjar
(Rivoli) Theatre and Parahilangan (Texas; Thea-
tr*

•

t
Vast crowds attended at all theatres, many

waiting patiently for hours for tickets. Photo
immediately above is of the Parahilangan: crowd
in centre picture is in lobby of the Fadjar; and
top picture shows front-of-house display by the
Nusantara.

SINGAPORE - Tan Howe Liang has returned from
the Olympics in Rome and stands before the vast
Cathay Theatre and Building proudly wearing his
Silver Medal. This he won by being second in the
lightweight division of the weightlifting events.

Tan Howe Liang is a member of the Cathay
staff, and when he was feted prior to his dep-
arture from Singapore in August (see last month's
issue), it was hoped that he would be the first
member of a cinema organisation to win an Olym-
pic Gold Medal. However, he did magnificently,
I or although he won only second place in the
World Olympics, he set a new world record in the
"Clean and Jerk" lift in his event. With a body-
weight of only l/»7 pounds, he lifted a new world
record poundage of 3A7£ pounds in the "Clean and
Jerk" event.

We join with a proud Cathay Organisation in
congratulating him, and wishing him continued
success both in career and sports.

NAGOYA - Paramountsera at
the railroad station greet pro-
ducer Hal Wallis and star Laur-
ence Harvey. L to R: Miss Y.
Furukawa (Paramount), Mr. Har-
vey, Miss N.Hirayama (Para-
mount), Mr. Wallis, Mr. K.Mori
(Paramount), Mr. M. Sumita (Pa-
ramount). Paramount's indefati-
gable Publicity Director, T.Ise,

TOKYO - There was another represen-
tative press interview in the Imperial
Hotel, this one on September 10th, In
this picture, Wallis is coatless, and
Harvey indicates why.

(Left)

HONGKONG
board the float-
ing restaurant
Tai Pak, producer
Hal Wallis and
star Laurence
Harvey show the
manager the lob-
ster they have
selected for din-
ner. At right:
Paramount's Far
East supervisor
S. A. Henriksen,and
Hongkong manager,
H.S.Moh. (Many
more pix in next
month's issue).

BELOW
SINGAPORE - The renowned Cathay premiered

Danny Kaye's "The Five Pennies" with a "Make
'Em Laugh Contest." First view below shows the
cinema's exterior announcing the contest; the
second scene shows contestants on-stage: third
scene shows winner M. S. Periera receiving his
prise from lovely Cathay-Keris star. Miss
Latifah Omar. Man in centre is the Cathay's
compere, Len Thome.

TOKYO - At the Haneda Air-
port, producer Hal B. Wallis,
two of his unidentified aides
(R and L), and star Laurence
Harvey all receive welcoming
flowers from Toho starlettes.
Misses Muramatsu and Sonoda.
On

— erf M
mis**

In addition to Tan
Howe Liang ( see separate
story, this page) Cathay
Organisation has another
muscle-man on its 3taff.
He is Tan Choo Bong, of
the Singapore publicity
staff, who was 1) "Mr.
Singapore" and "Singap-
ore's Most Muscular Man"
in 1952; runner-up in
the "Mr. Singapore" com-
petition in 1951; and
"Mr. Health and Strength,

Singapore" in 1950, 1952
and 1955.

No wonder Cathay is

such a strong organisat-
ion!
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This is the Nancy Kwan
you'd see if you were to
encounter her on the beach
at Brighton, Miami,Venice
or Hongkong - where she of

course made the most of
"The World Of Suzie Wong."

TORONTO - Win Barron
spoke on publicity and
public relations at both
the recent convention of
Famous Players Canadian
Corporation and the inaug-
ural meeting of Affiliated
Pictures Corp.,Ltd., the
new Joint Paramount-
Columbia distribution or-

f
anization for Canada, ffr.

arron is director of ad-
vertising and public rel-
ations for the latter
organization.

Dana Wynter will be

Danny Kaye's leading
lady in "On the Double,"
scheduled to start film-

ing in Hollywood on Oct-

ober 31»t.

"IL MONDO D I SUZIE
WONG" E' IL NOSTRO
NUOVO SIMBOLO Dl
GRANDEZZA ************

Possiemo proprio dire che nel 1900 stiamo
pasaando da un simbolo dl grandezza sll'altro
In materia dl film. Ultimo della serle su cui
oonverge tutta la nostra attenzlone in questo
momento b lo splendido levoro dl Ray Stark,
IL MONDO Dl SUZIE WONG, glrato In megnlfloo
Technicolor quasi interamente a Hongkong. Ab-
blemo veduto recentemente quests belli saima
dremmatlca stcrle dl un grande amare lnterpre^

tate da William Holden e Nancy Kwan, e ne ale

mo rinmati veramente lncanteti. Sepplamo an-
che, ed b pure questa una belle notizla, che

11 film verrk pro gramma to nel primo locale dl

Nuova York, 11 Radio City Music Hall, nel me-
sa dl novembre, durante la tradizlonale rioor-
renza della feata del Thanksgiving. II land£
mento pubblicltarlo per l'uscita lnizlale dl

quests pellioola he rlchieato meal d'lntenaa
preparazl one

, e non abbiamo el cun dubblo che

un film dl questo genere sark destlneto ad

awlncere 11 pubbllco del mondo lntero

.

Nel frattempo, PSYCBD dl Alfred Hitchcock
ste continuendo a far cose che aono essoluta-
mente sen za precedentl nella storla del cine-
ma. Con questo film, qui negll Stati Unlti ,

b un aussegairsi dl record battutl da reoord
an core pit grandl , coma potrete vol steasl im
maglnare dalle lllustrazlonl che vedrete in

eltre pegine. Per quanto rl guards 11 suo sujc

cesao all'estero, alamo lletl dl potervi pub-

blicare.coma fecclamo, alcune fbtografle aulle

aegniflche premieres in Gleppone ed In Austr^

lie, nonchk altrl dettagLl aulle elevate ci-

fre d’ Inca sal raggiunte in Inghilterra.

Sempra a proposito dl PSYCHO, vl dlamo

pure queata volte tutti 1 parti colari aulla

dinamlca rlunlone che he avuto luogo a Perigl

PARIS - Dele-
gates from Italy
to the "Psycho"
showmanship inset

listen attentiv-
ely to Charles
Juroe's message.
They are Pilaae
Levi (R), Vieri
Niccoli (C) and
Alberto Durante.
(In foreground:
Henri Klarsfeld
(l) and H. Donald
Hunter.

per 11 coordlnamento e la dlrettlve circa 11

lan cl amen to del film ed alia quale hanno par-

tecipato membri dl tutti gll ufflci Paramount

del Continents d'Europe nonchk del Medio Orion

te e Nord Africa. Come, oon lo ateaso slate-

ma, al era gib verlflcato negll Steti Unlti e

In altre parti del mondo, queata rlunlone ha

aollevato lntorno e PSYCHO quell'atmoafera

d'ihteresse e dl efferveacenza che dark aicu-

ramente un megniflco lmpulso a idee e trovate

pubblidtarie dl prlm'ordlne per questo gran-

de film dl Hitchcock. Tra parenteal, lo stes^

ao Hitchcock b stato in Inghllterra e altre

parti d 'Europe in queste ultima settlnene, e

com noterete dalle fotog-efle che pubbllchia

mo, egll k inatancabile nel prodlgarsl a lavo

rare per 1 suoi film.

ROME - Fine front-of-house display of fluo-
rescent posters for "The Jayhawkers" at the
Maestoso Theatre here. Note particularly two
things about this display. One is the effect-
ive use of the Paramount name and trade mark.
The other is, from the billing, the necessity
for giving one of the stars a new first name -

at least so far as Italy is concerned,
n n mi

M

nnn ting n n n n tin n mi

n

Due altre grandl pellicoLe su cui cl dl

-

lunghiamo nel presente fascicolo sono quelle
nuova dl Elvis Presley a sfondo musicals,
G.I • BLUES, dl produzlone Hal Wallis, e IL
FALSO TKADITORE dl Perlberg-6eaton. II primo
b gik stato mostrato a una recente grande
rlunlone dl esercenti clnematografl cl an eri ca

ni 1 quail hanno trovato 11 film ottimo e

Presley ancora migllore dl prloB. IL FAISO
TRADITORE i gib quasi pronto. Tutti gll ester
ni aono stati glratl in Europe nelle stease
localitS della storla, ed era non nBnca che

tarmlnare a Hollywood 11 montegglo. Chlunque
ha avuto gib occasions dl vi si onare qualche
scene del film asslcure che esso costitulrb
uno del grand! tltoli del 1901.

In materia dl cortometraggl, la Paramount
ata adottando 11 sistema dl llmitare la propria

produzlone ao Itan to a quel aoggettl dl rlchla

mo lnternezionale . Coma rlleviamo in altre

parte dl questo numero, perecchi degll ultlml
nostrl shorts, sla in una che In due parti,

atanno lncontrando un oonsiderevole aucceaao.

E questo k 11 ml gll or incentive a produrne

degll altrl, anche pib belli, dl moltl del

quell cl ripromettl amo dl annunzlarvl 1 tltoli

prime della fine dell ’anno.

Mentre endiamo In mcchlne, 11 nostro
direttore oommerclale mondiale, George Weltner,

si trove in Europe per uno del suol perlodlcl

girl lnformetivi aulla situazlone d nematogra_

flee lnternezionale. Siccoma egll sark ll

contemparaneamecte a Hitchcock, avrk agio dl

aaaiatere dl persona al primi rlsultatl del

formldablla lanclamaoto del film pib formida-

ble lanclato In queata decade — PSTCHDl
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HOLLYWOOD GLOWINGLY
BECOMES "THE WORLD
OF SUZIE WONG" AND
LOVELY NANCY KWAN

Producer Ray Stark, whose enthus-
iasm for the entertainment appeal of
M The World of Suzie Wong," brought
the business and acting world of

Hollywood together in a spectacular
party recently. Aim was to have show
business learn about ’’Suzie Wong" as

a picture, and about Nancy Kwan, who
stars in it with William Holden. We
present on this page some glimpses
of a long-to-be-r emembered party.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Stark, standing, are most
solicitous hosts. Fire men seated, L to R. are:
Milton Berle , Kirk Douglas, Cesar Romero, Van
Johnson and Mike Romanoff. In far right back-
ground is Edward G. Robinson.

The object of everyone's affections
....honored guest of the evening
Nancy Kwan ('Suzie Wong') with another
lovely lady. Merle Oberon.

This was one comer of the massive
reception facility, erected on Mr,
Stark's estate, before the hundreds of
guests •arrived.

Seated at right is George Weltner, Paramount
Pictures vice-president in charge of world sales.
Then, counter-clockwise, Richard Quine, director
of "The World Of Suzie Wong"; Kim Novak, Warren
Beatty and Joan Collins.

W*
M

Nancy listens as Kim
Novak tells of some of
her earlier experiences
in Hollywood.

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ladd
were among the guests,
with Alan very much at
the fighting pitch that
gave him world fame.

The party as the danc-
ing got under way. Motif
throughout was that ofthe
Orient.
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’’The Boy Who
Stole A Million”....

Maurice Reyna as the young 'Paco'
and Virgilio Texera as his father,
'Miguel* in this happy picture.

•’Charm...”
That's what Motion Picture Herald says "The
Boy Who Stole A Million" has. Read here the
opening paragraph of the review which app-
eared in both Motion Picture Herald and Mot-
ion Picture Daily late last month:

Charm is a very elusive quality to
capture on film, but that is exactly what
Charles Crichton has directed into "The
Boy Who Stole A Million," a George Brown
presentation released by Paramount. First
rate family fare entertainment which will
depend largely upon word-of-mouth enthus-
iasm, the film is that rare product - a
domestic endeavor with true foreign film
flavor.

Important, too, is the concluding para-
graph of the review, to wit:

A factor which not only makes the pic-
ture more enjoyable, but should also
prove to make it more popular with audi-
ences is the fact that although filmed in
Spain with an international cast, the
dialogue is in English, with no dubbing,
no subtitles.

Charmi ngly Steals
Everybody’s Heart!

Printed in U.S.A,
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A Salute
YUAN KAO is a

Paramounteer of ex-

traordinary courage.

Ha performs his

company duty day in

and day out under
conditions that
would make even the

toughest of us

flinch, yet to him
it is simply a Job

to be done - and done well.

Mr. Kao (above) is Paramount man-

ager in Saigon, which means that he

lives and works and endures in the

heart of Vietnam, one of the hottest

political spots on the face of the

globe. Living and working in Saigon

today means performing otherwise com-

monplace chores amid the lethal sym-

phony of ballets, the grim and impl-

acable interplay of opposing politi-

cal forces, and all of the clammy

physical discomfort of the tropical

Orient.

Yuan Kao has served Paramount for

more than thirty years, and almost all

of that time has been spent amid the

strife and agony of a restless world.

He ia a quiet, gentlemanly and schol-

arly men, skilled in the business of

motion picture sales and distribution
— and a nan whose calm courage must

create in all of us a sense of true

humility.

The Cover
Here la the spirit of the

vengeful character dominating
"One-Eyed Jacks" — one of the
most arresting and Interesting
characters ever seen on the
screen. Tou will never forget
Marlon Brando once you have
seen "One-Eyed Jacks."

UMMMAMMU
TfuTfnrrTrnn
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is
ncy Plus

Proceeding
through this iss-
ue, one cannot
help being impr-
essed by the
world-wide meas-
ure of success
being scored by
Hal Wallis' prod-
uction, "G. I.

Blues." It is a
resounding hit in

the U.S., in England (really fabul-
ous there.'), in Germany, Hongkong
and Australia, to mention but a few
countries.

It is, in short, just one more
glowing example of the internation-
ally popular screen fare which comes
year in, year out, from the skilled
craftsmanship of one of the all-time
great film producers, Hal Wallis.

Thank you,Hal, and long may you
weave — such hit filmsl

Hal Wall
Cons i ste

HAL WALLIS

During the recent studio confer-
ences which followed the New York and
Chicago sales meetings, Mr. Hfelaban
stopped by the set of Perlberg and
Seaton's "The Pleasure of His Company"
to chat with co-stars Fred Astaire and

Debbie Reynolds.

At the conclusion of the Sales
Merchandise meeting in New York (and

repeated in Chicago), Mr. Weltner
stated: "The best sales meeting I

ever attended was the first sales
meeting of Jerome Pickman."

SOUTH AMERICAN ’’PSYCHO” JUGGERNAUT BEGINS

Cable at the right makes us
glad that PSYCHO and PARAMOUNT
have the same initial a

Capital P. And such capitall
Acres and acres of it from so

many parts of the world - and
now from Latin America.

Cable, addressed to James E.
Perkins, president of Paramount
International Films,was sent by
Sam Bekeris, newly appointed
Paramouht managing director in
Argentina.

(Note related story on P.28)

"PSYCHO" OPENED FEB. 6 OPERA IviAR DEL
PLATA BREAKING ALL HOUSE RECORDS FOR
ANY PICTURE OF ANY COMPANY OUTGROSSING
"COMMANDMENTS" AND "TEMPEST" AT SAME
INCREASED ADMISSIONS WITH THOUSANDS OF
TICKET BUYERS TURNED AWAY. PUBLIC
REACTION EXCITING AND IMPRESSIVE. EX-
PLOITATION POLICY OF NOT LETTING AUD-
IENCE IN AFTER FILMS START WORKED PER-
FECTLY. HITCHCOCK AND "PSYCHO" IS TALK
OF THE TOWN IN MAR DEL PLATA. FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN HISTORY WE ARE SELLING
TICKETS IN ADVANCE WITH CROWDS LINING
UP. CONGRATULATIONS Dcroic
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G. S. M . PICKMAN SPARKED
ANOTHER WONDERFUL MEETING,

FOR THE WEST, IN CHICAGO
The I&ramomnt sales force of the 7/est didn’t long

remain in doubt as to why reports of the Eastern sales
meeting had been so enthusiastic. Right from the first
gavel-tapping of Vice-president Sidney G. Deneau they
knew the answer - knew how command ingly Jerome Pickman
has taken over his vital new post - knew what wonderful
product is to be their’s for 1961 - and knew, in depth,
the meaning of the Sales-Merchandise Drive. After all,

they had the best merchandise in the industry to sell,
and they were the ones best equipped to sell it.

As was to be expected, the Chicago sales meeting
followed the pattern of the New York one in all ma jor

respects. It sparked the same glowing enthusiasm, the
same from-the-heart confidence in success, the same
intense fealty to the new domestic sales leader, the
same determination to get from our product an equal
return for the devotion and dedication to effort that
the Fhramounteers of production had put into it.

CHICAGO - General view of the
Western Division’s Sales Merch-

I andise meeting as General Sales
Manager Jerome Pickman deliver-
ed his major sales message. In
the rear, reading from left,
are: Jack Parley, Hugh Owen,
Barney Balaban, George Weltner,

Jerome Pickmanispeaking),, Sidney

j

G. Deneau, Jacob H. Karp, Herb

i

Steinberg, Howard G. Minsky, Ed
Chumley

.

Vice-president Jack Karp,
head of the studio, delivers the
important story of the product
to be looked for this year and
the years inmediately ahead. In
the background are Jerome Pick-
man, Herb Steinberg, publicity
director of the studio, and
Howard G. Minsky

(Turn to next page)

The tempo, zest and confidence exhibited by

Jerome Pickman in New York in his new and far

broader role of general sales manager of the

domestic field, was even more in evidence at the

Chicago meeting.
Maybe the sweeping successes of "The World of

Suzie Wong," "Blueprint for Robbery" and "G.I.
Blues" in the intervening few days had something
to do with it. The fact r -mains, however, that
G.S.M. Pickman scored a resounding triumph, and
now has-the sales force of the entire nation
solidly in back of him.

Ths man who elevated Jerome Pickman to the
domestic general sales managership — George
Weltner, world sales nanager — tells the Para-
mounteers of the West of the deep and abiding
confidence he has in Mr. Pickman’ s ability,
leadership and sales proficiency. At the end of
his address, his listeners gave the man of his
choice their vote of confidence with a spontan-
eous salvo of applause.



CHICAGO SALES MEETING

MARTIN DAVIS HIGHLIGHTS
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
MEETINGS WITH TWO MAJOR
SHOWMANSHIP INNOVATIONS

°~TOA Lauds New Paranial )Merchandising Manual
Paramount Pictures’ new mer-

chandising manual is highly praised in

the current issue of Theatre Owners 1

of America’s Bulletin.

“The book was obviously prepared

by men who have an appreciation of I

some of the exhibitor’s problems,” the

Bulletin says. “Any aggressive the-

1

atreman, working with this book,

should be stimulated into doing a far

better job than if he merely had the

current, conventional press book.

“To the Paramount group, headed

by ad-publicity-exploitation director

Martin Davis, go congratulations. It is

to be hoped other film companies fol-

low Paramount’s lead.”

Motion Picture
Daily February 6, 19615

Pledging exhibitors that 1961 will be "another year of

new ideas at Paramount," Martin Davis, director of advertis-

ing, publicity and exploitation
announced at both the New York and
Chicago meetings a completely new
"Paramount Press Book and Merchan-
dising Manual," a major innovation
in local-level selling that has
been under development for more
than a year.

Davis also made announcement
of another "first" for the company
— a national network of field
merchandising offices which will
be available at a moment’s notice
for special assignment on forth-
coming product.

All of which tied in magnific-
ently with the Sale s-Merchandise
motif of what is now recognized as
one of the outstanding selling
conventions in Paramount history.

Host of the Chicago meeting, and a most
expert chairman the gathering, was Sidney C*

Deneau, Paramount Film Distributing vice-pres.
in charsp of the West. Here he bids all of the
visitors welcome, and thus opened what all att-
endees agreed was a sales conference to belong
and agreeably remembered.

Chi cago
At t endees
BARNEY BALABAN
GEORGE WELTNER
JACK KARP
JEROME PICKMAN
SIDNEY DENEAU
HUGH OWEN
MARTIN DAVIS
HOWARD MINSKY
EDWARD CHUMLEY
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN
JACK PERLEY
H. NEAL EAST
TOM BRIDGE
ALFRED TAYLOR
HERB STEINBERG
RICHARD FRANK
BERNARD BRAGER
ARNOLD SHARTIN
TQM DUANE
FRANK RULE
WARD PENNINGTON
JESS McBRIDE
CHARLES CALIGUIRI
HARRY HAMBURG
HARRY HAAS
JAMES RICKETTS
DONALD FOSTER
JACK STEVENSON

HENRY HAUSTEIN

ALAN WIEDER
HENRY EHRLICH
EVERETT OLSEN

Hugh Owen, Eastern vice-
president of Paramount Film Dis-

tributing Corporation, confirm-
ed to the Paramounteers of the

West the high confidence of the

Eastern Paramounteers in the

leadership, sales skill and the

showmanship proficiency of the

new general sales manager, Jerome
Pickman.

New Names for
New Sales Era

Described by Martin Davis at the New York meeting

and partially shown by him at the Chicago session,

the new Paramount Press Book and Merchandising Manual

was fully unveiled at a studio press conference con-

ducted by Davis at the conclusion of the meetings.

This important latter event drew from The Film Daily

the following pungent observation in the lead-off

paragraph of its report on the studio session:

"Paramount threw the tattered old term 'press

book out the studio window yesterday and install-
ed the alliterative 'Merchandising Manua 1' as its

modern and mightily more meaningful successor, at

a press breakfast presided over by Margin Davis,
director of advertising, publicity and exploitat-
ion, with Herb Steinberg, studio publicity manag-

er. and Joseph Gould, advertising manager, along-
side him "

Prompted by the Film Daily's pungent phraseology,

this might seem like an appropriate time to also toss

out of the window the term 'exploitation' (a basically

ugly word), and replace it with 'showmanship* (truly

a practical, commercial word). 'Exploitation' has be-

become archaic, rather crass, and quite possibly sub-

ject to misinterpretation.
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CHICAGO MEETING
cont lnued

One of the personal inter-
ludes in the Chicago sales meet-

ing was the observance of Hugh
Owen's birthday anniversary .And
here we see three Paramount Film

Distributing Corp. vice presid-
ents - Jerome Pickman, Hugh
Owen and Sidney G. Deneau
looking over the birthday cake
as a Chicago fireman stands
guard over the 29 candles.

iat*6sy
,o,‘

)|MSUIV

FRED ASTAIRE

DEBBIE REVNOEOS

Lii.li palmer jfc

T
A3 HUNTERPARAMOUMTS •jc-fCixoif* <wa
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One of the major objectives of the New York
and Chicago sales meetings was to demonstrate
that Paramount product is merchandise just the
same as tangible items of sale represent merch-
andise also. Effective way to do this was to
h=ve on hand a variety of items of merchandise
that could be demonstrably linked not only with
Paramount productions, but with the men and the
women who sell and market Paramount pictures.

Shown with the merchandise, L to R - South-
west division manager Tom Bridge, Pacific divi-
sion manager Neel East, Ed Chumley, national
coordinator of the Sales Merchandise Drive* A1
Taylor, mid-West division manager; Sidney G.
Deneau, vice-president of Paramount Bilm Distr-
ibuting Corp., in charge of the West.

S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M

As he had done for the Paramounteers of the

East a few days earlier in New York, President

Barney Balaban brought to the men of the West

the serious, inspiring and upbeat report on the

company’s product, plans and prospects for this

year and for other years beyond.
Shown also in the picture, L to R. are Hugh

Owen, Sidney G. Deneau, Jerome Pickman, Jack Karp.

Seattle's Henry Hausteln, Los Ang-

eles' H. Neal East, San Francisco's
Jack Stevenson and Los Angeles' Arn-
old Shartin are all attention. (The

backs belong to Tom Bridge (left) and

Bernard Brager, both of Dallas.

Seated are Charles Caligiuri of

Des Moines, Joseph Friedman of Homs

Office, field representatives Everett

Olsen and Allen Welder. (Back belongs

to Detroit's Tom Duane; and standing

is Harry Hamburg, Kansas City).

S-M S-M S-M
Indianapolis' Frank Rule, Milwau-

kee's Ward Pennington and Chicago’s

Dick Frank and A1 Taylor listen in

their characteristic fashions to the

sale s-merchandise message.
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NEWS AND PICTURES OF THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES

Alan Ladd's eighteen-
year-old daughter,Alana,
has a featured role in

the Jurow-Shepherd prod-
uction, "Love In a Gold-
fish Bowl."

Tommy Sands and
Fabian are the stars of
the film; Jan Sterling
and Toby Michaels also
have featured roles.

PHILADELPHIA - Field
representative Mike Weiss
used a charming Chinese
girl, Mary Mon Toy, to
distribute copies of the
"World of Suzie Wong"
record album to radio and
TV disc jockeys in this
area. Above, Chuck Conway
of WHEN gets his album —
and a real ’Suzie Wong*
smile from Miss Toy.

BOBBY DARIN, a singer
of such perfection thht hs

dominates hia particular
field, is playing his
first dramatic role for
Paramount in the John
Cassavetes production of
"Dreams for Sale." Stella
Stevens, the blonde sens-
ation of "Li'l Abner", is
his leading woman.

|C I NCI N

N

aTTI The fur is really flying in

Cincinnati l . Never have we had
such an enthusiastic reaction in our branch as

last Monday (9) to the meeting held by Brandi

Manager, William A. Meier upon his return from
the Home Office meeting. Mr. Meier opened our
meeting singing, the praises of our new Domestic
General Sales Manager, Mr. Jerome Pickman. Then

he outlined in great detail each phase of the

meeting. The speeches of our executives were

read; we went thru our terrific lineup of pro-

duct, picture-by-picture, and plans were formu-

lated for our 1961 Sales Mwrfftnpdise Drive ....

Kip Smiley, Sales Manager, was appointed Gaaeral

Coordinator. Salesman Jack Kirschbaum will hai-

dle the B/A» P/S and Drive-In Accounts; Lillian

Ahem, Booker, the Repeat Booking department

;

and Donald Benning, Booker, the Short Subjects.

Statistical reports are being charted. Catchy

Sales and Booking letters being prepared, past

performances are being checked - in fact, we

are going all out for this cause. And we're

promising Results
Here are some Christinas pictures. See what

Santa hung on our tree - if you look closely you

can see promises of big things to come ior us
SUZIE WONu, ONa-EYED JACKS, aLL IN A NIGHT'S
WORK, BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S, THE PLEASURE OF
4IS COMPANY, LADIES' MAN, WALKING HAPPY pnd
many more - and you can see the happy expression
on Mr. Meier's face. Also pictured in front of
our tree is Kip Smiley, Sales Manager, dressed
in red flannel vest and green tie. And Louise
Vinson, Gashier with Don Benning, Booker. Our
Annual Christmas party was held December 16th
in the Variety Club. Everyone had a rip-roaring
time.

-Lillian Ahern

NEW YORK Our Cashier, Miss Essie Epstein,
has returned all tanned from a cruise down in
South America. Back to work Essie, and "get
the dough" ' ! !

"Suzie Wong" is doing fabulous business.
All bookers are busy getting extended playing

Noel Nicety:
Paramount's Head Office in London at the

festive season received a Christmas card in
the mails bearing a traditional message. But
it was signed... FROM A Number of Grateful
Filmgoers. . . .TO Paramount Pictures.

There was no other clue to the identity of
the senders.

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin - One of tne peat cam-
paigns across the nation for ”G. I. Blues" was
the one engineered by Joseph Reynolds, manager
of the Towne Theatre here, with the fine assi-
stance of Paramount field representative Henry
Ehrlich, the U.S.Array Recruiting Service, and
Ken Vogt of Radio Station WRIT. Manager Reyn-
olds brought to the Towns high school editors,
winners of WRIT'S radio contest and a select
group of citizens, all for a special screening
of ”G. I. Blues." Wonderful publicity resulted
and he got three weeks for the Elvis Presley
picture, this being an all-time record for the
Towne.

Shown above, L to R: Sgt. Goggerty of the
recruiting office; Ed Hoffman, RCA Records;
Ken Vogt, WRIT Radio; Dixie Lee Fi 11 piak, pres-
ident of the Elvis Presley Kats and Kittens
Fan Club; Joe Botsford, Milwaukee Sentinel re-
porter; Joan Snyder, co-president of the Pres-
ley Club; Didk Weis, editor of Teenbeat Magaz-
ine; Henry Ehrlich, Paramount field rep.; Joe
Reynolds, manager of the Towne Theatre.

time.

Welcome to Agnes Moskos, our new Booker's
Secretary.

Branch Manager Settler and Nat Stern held
our Sales Meeting on January 9th, and imparted
to us all of the good news gained at General
Sales Manager Jerome Pickman '

3

inspiring New

York meeting. Everyone is very enthusiastic
on the new product for 1961.

The Sales Merchandising Drive is already

on the swing. All bookers are calling for play

dates on extra bookings and more short subjects.

Joe Curtin, after days of anxious waiting,

signalled the arrival of the fifth Curtin
child, a son namsd Thomas Joseph. Birth date
was January 28th. Again warmest congratulat-
ions, Joe. _ Richard Mapn

CHARLGTTE Ve held a sneak preview on "Ihe

World Of Suzie Wong" in the CaralimThmatre to
a capacity crowd. All attending seemed to
think as we do about Suzie. It is certainly
one of the finest features that I have had the
privlege of seein6 in a long time.

The following day, we held a special trade
screening in the Dilworth Theatre and this
bidckblister , "On# Elyed Jacks", was also enjoyed
by all who were privileged to see it. With
these two and "All In A Wight's Work", which we
recently looked at, we are certainly in the
driver's seat, product-wise.

Elvis Presley's release, "G. I. Blues", is
doing nothing but money in the Charlotte terri-
tory. We are all looking forward to "Blue
Hawaii" and his other forthcoming release.

-Dean Morris



PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL'S NEW
ADVERTISING-PUBLICITY LINE-UP

James E. Perkins, president of

Paramount International Films,

Inc., announced January 30th the

appointment of Charles (Jerry)

Juroe as the International Comp-

any's director of advertising and

publicity.

Appointment climaxes Juroe'

s

fifteen years of film industry
experience.

"We are particularly pleased
to have Charles Juroe in this
post," stated Mr. Perkins. "His
journey around the world in the

interests of 'The Ten Command-
ments,' and his four years of
European contacts with all phases
of the industry, particularly
qualify him for his new post."

Further details on Mr. Juroe
elsewhere on this page.

HAMBURG, Germany — Probably in no
other country is there a more fervid
admiration of the craftsmanship of
Alfred Hitchcock than in Germany. It
is manifested in shopwindov displays
(like the one above), in front-of-
house displays (there are several in
this issue), but most particularly in
the depth and perception of the rev-
iews of his pictures.

Recently there came to hand a
massive cross-section of reviews on
" Psycho. " What was most remarkable
about them was that many of them cov-

uu im-
aginative photographs, some of which
had been specially posed by Hitchcock
himself when he was in Germany a few
months ago. That's critical report-
ing at its very highest.

GUENTER SCHACK
transfers his fine and inspir-
ing publicity and advertising
activities from Frankfurt to
Paris with his promotion to the
post of advertising, publicity
and showmanship director of Par*-

amount for Continental Europe.
This is one of the most mer-

ited Paramount promotions in
years, for Mr. Schack has been
indefatigable in presenting each
and every Paramount production
to the German picturegoing pub-
lic to the absolute maximum of
its entertainment merit. The
towering accomplishments of "The
Ten Commandments," "The Greatest
Show on Earth," "The Buccaneer,"
"Samson and Delilah" and "Psy-
cho" (to name but a few) bear
tribute to his showmanship sense
and to the work of his staff un-
der his executive guidance.

We wish Mr. Schack the con-
tinued success that we know he
is bound to receive in Paris,
where Paramount cooperativeness
has always been one of our Com-
pany's finest attributes.

JULIUS KALLE is

Paramount's new publicity dir-
ector for Germany following the
promotion of Gunter Schack and
his transfer to Paris.

Having been one of the Par-
amount publicists who helped
raise Paran»unt's prestige in
Germany to its present eminence,
Julius Kalle is particularly
well fitted for his new and
higher post. He comes to it at a
time when Paramount's product is
at a new high level of audience
attractiveness, and this in it-
self is a fine challenge to Mr.
Kalle 's undoubted showmanship
capabilities.

We wish him the finest poss-
ible results, and are sure that
we shall haw the pleasure of
reporting nany of them in our
columns in the near future.

CHARLES P. JUROE Joined Paramount in
the Hollywood studio publicity department

1950. Prior to that he had been exploi-
tation manager for the San Francisco Div-
ision of Fox West Coast Theatres.

During the period of 1950-1956 he
served in a wide variety of studio publi-
city posts, and was in charge of radio,
television and music contacts at the time
of his transfer to Paramount Internation-
al's forces in the interests of Cecil B.
DeMille's production, "The Ten Commandm-
ents."

In 1957 he was selected by Mr. Weltner
as an international 'advance man' for the
DeMille picture. In this capacity he made
a journey around the world, travelling in
advance of Mr. Weltner. The following year
he was named to head the general European
advertising and publicity post, with head-
quarters in Paris.

Here he performed giant service in be-
Hfif of the public relations phase of the
distribution of "The Ten Commandments,"
particularly in connection with Mr.
DeMille's visit to Europe. His later tasks
also took him to many parts of the Contin-
ent, and wherever he travelled he establi-
shea the finest possible liaisons, not
only with Paramount personnel, but with
the press, exhibitors and top figures in
the political and social scenes of the
countries visited. All of this experience
jjill stand him in good stead as he now
disseminates Paramount news and informat-
ion to all quarters of the world from New
York.

We congratulate Charles (Jerry) Juroe
on a merited promotion and wish him great
and continuing success.

CHARLES P. JUROE, Paramount Inter-
national's new director of advertising
and publicity, left New York February 17
for an extensive promotional tour of
Latin America in the interests of Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho" and upcoming Para-
mount productions of importance.

1



Br i t i sh Honduras
L St t 6 S t TO S 6 6 |"t world gat to aaa

MORE HONORS MORE
RECORDS FOR "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS"

"The Ten Commandments" has

reached the point of with-

drawal from domestic distri-
bution after four and a half

years of intensive presentat-

ion in practically every mot-

ion picture theatre in the

United States and Canada.

However, the mighty Cecil

3. D e iV> i lie production is

still in most active distrib-

ution throughout the rest of

the world, and so we expect

to maintain this page as a

feature of Paramount World

for a long while to come.

Cecil B. DeMllle '

•

ighty production, "The Ten Commandments." Latest on
the record is the Central American country of British
Honduras.

Shorn above attending a special screening of the
picture in the Majestic Theatre, Belize, capital of
British Honduras, held in honour of the Governor, His
Excellency, Sir Colin Thomley, are, left to right:
Mr. Santiago Castillo, general manager of the Palace
Theatre Company; His Lordship Bishop Gerald Brooks,
MA, DD; Lady Tnomley; The Governor; Catholic Bishop
Robert L. Hodapp. S.J.,DD; and Howard Rochlin, Para-
mount Representative from Panama.

Reporting on the Belize engagement, Mario Ghio,
Paramount manager in Panama stated: "'The Ten Conmand-
ments 1 played three weeks in Belize and the release of
this production was probably the most important single
event in the modern history of British Honduras. The
box office results were outstanding. Practically every
resident saw the production at least once and some as
many as five times."

WASHINGTON, D.C. Citation
received by Paramount Pictures
Corporation from the U. S. Dep-
artment of Commerce for the
Company's participation in the
International Trade Fair at
Zagreb, Yugoslavia, last year.
Paramount's exhibit featured
costumes and other items from
Cecil B. DeMllle 's production
of "The Ten Commandments," and
commanded wide attention.

MANIZALES, Colombia - This is the Tine new
Manizales Theatre which was dedicated last
November with the premiere of "The Ten Comm-
andments." The mighty Cecil B. DeMllle prod-
uction was screened for "4 terrific weeks,"
according to Paramount manager Andres Sanz,
who observed that "the normal playing time for
other big pictures is 3 or 4 days."

Notables connected with the premiere of
"The Ten ComB»ndments•, in Manizales (above).
Seated, from left, are: The Governor of Maniz-
ales, The Archbishop of Manizales, Andres Sanz,
Paramount manager for Colombia. Standing: Mr.
Nayib Jozame, owner of' the Manizales Theatre;
Mr. John Jozame, his brother. The proud young
boy is the son of Mr. Nayib Jozame.

UNfTLD STATES DEPARTMENTOK OMMI RC l

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE KIRN

CITATION

Paramount Pirturrs (Curjiuratimi



AUSTRALIA AND NEW

ZEALAND HAIL VISIT

OF GEORGE WELTNER

SYDNEY - "I don’t care how hard
times get, they won't be tough for
us with productions like thisj”

Thus George Weltner, Paramount
Pictures vice-president in charge of

world sales delivered his message on
new product to Australia's 1961

Inspiring Response to

Mr. Weltner f
’s Message

PERKINS PARINTFILM NEWYORK

WE DELEGATES ATTENDING AUSTRALIAN SALES CON-
FERENCE JUST CONCLUDED WERE THRILLED BY MR.

WELTNER 'S INSPIRING MESSAGE. FULLY COGNIZANT
OF THE GREAT RESPONSIBILITIES PLACED UPON US
WE SINCERELY PLEDGE THAT UNDER THE CAPABLE
LEADERSHIP OF MR. GRAHAM 1961 WILL BE OUR
GREATEST YEAR.

national sales convention, held at
Paramount's head office here.

Attended by branch managers and
salesmen from all states, the conv-
ention was held on February 1,2,3
and marked Mr. Weltner' s first visit
to Australia in 10 years, and his
first in his capacity as world-wide
sales head.

George Weltner
and Robert L. Gra-
ham confer at Syd-
ney's Kingsford
Smith Airport as
the former arrives
for sales confer-
ences and a look at

Australia's progress

LEFT
Interesting shot as Mr. Welt-

ner prepares to pass judgment on
an Australian wine. With him are
James A. Sixsmith, Jack Edwards
and Bert Kelly.

SYDNEY - Paramount world-wide sales manager George Weltner with the

Australian sales force at the company dinner in the Carlton-Rex Hotel ai

February 2nd. L to R: Alan Wardrope, publicity and advertising manager;

Charles Hale, NSW branch manager; Kal Bagnall, NSW salesman; George M.

Nacard, general sales manager; Tom Bowden, internal auditor; Bert Kelly,

Victorian branch manager; John Winterton, NSW salesman; Denis Kiley, SA

branch manager; Jim Flannery, Sydney salesman; James A. Sixsmith, secre-

tary-treasurer; Mr. Weltner; Jim Train, Q'land salesman; Robert L.Graham,

managing director; Wesley Loney, Vic. salesman; Roy Chesterman, Q'land

salesman; Gordon Brookes, Q'land branch manager; Jack Edwards, WA branch

manager.

SINCERE SENTIMENTS OF
AUSTRALIA'S SECRETARY-
TREASURER

Warmly expressing the
heart of the Australian meet-
ing is this cable received by
Mr. Perkins from James A. Six-
smith, Secretary-Treasurer of
the Australian organisation:

HAVE BEEN PRIVILEGED TO ATT-
END PARAMOUNT'S GREATEST
AUSTRALIAN CONVENTION. OVER
ALL MY YEARS OF SERVICE HAVE
NEVER BEFORE OBSERVED IN ALL
OTHER DELEGATES AND MYSELF
SUCH GENUINE ENTHUSIASM AS
FOLLOWED GEORGE WELTNER 'S

OUTLINE OF FORTHCOMING PROD-
UCT, AN ENTHUSIASM THAT WAS
FULLY MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT
ENTIRE CONVENTION.

SYDNEY - Welcoming group at Kings-
ford Smith Airport. L to R: Tom Bow-
den, Robert L. Graham, George Weltner,
James A. Sixsmith, Mel G. Lawton,gen-
eral manager. Prince Edward Theatre;
George M. Nacard, Alan Wardrope.

The spirit and tempo of the Aus-
tralian sales meeting can well be
summed up in the following cable
received by Paramount International
president, James E. Perkins, from
Robert L. Graham,

WE HaVE JUST CONCLUDED A VERY
PRODUCTIVE AND WONDERFUL SALES MEET-
ING BASED UPON THE MARVELOUS AND
INSPIRING MESSAGE BY GEORGE WELTNER.
ENTIRE ORGANISATION JOINS iv.E IN
SENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
STUDIO AND TO YOU OUR ASSURANCE OF
OUTSTANDING RESULTS FROM THESE GREAT
PICTURES. REGARDS AND BEST WISHES
F

R

0 1V1 US ALL SINCERELY.

Section of the Australian sales meeting under way at
Sydney head office. Reading from left: Mr. Weltner, Mr.
Graham, Mr. Sixsmith, Mr. Nacard, and four men from the
field - Messrs Bowden, Hale, Brookes and Edwards.
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HOLLYWOOD - Mr. Yuan Kao, Paramount manager in Vietnam,

with headquarters in Saigon, meets with Laurence Harvey,co-

star of Hal Wallis' production, "Summer and Smoke," on the

set of the picture. With them are Mrs. Kao, at right, and

their daughter.

SINGAPORE - In the Hollywood Room of the
Odeon Theatre, Cathay Organisation representat-
ives from the Borneo Circuit, the North Malaya
Circuit, the Central Malaya Circuit, and the
Slngapore/Johore Circuit have ^thered for a 5-
day major conference. Present above are depart-
ment heads, area supervisors and selected manag-
ers from all four areas. Picture, taken at tte
commencement of proceedings on January 17th,
shows Lim Keng Hor, administration executive of
the Cathay Organisation, addressing meeting.

OWE CENT A VOLUME - READING FREE
This is an actual scene from the exciting Paramount

2-reel short feature, "Lifeline to Hongkong.* Picture was
filmed in Hongkong last month and recounts the true-life
story of Lan Tak Sum, an ambitious Hongkong boy who was
rescued from abject poverty by Poster Parents In America
and given his heart's desire - a chance to go
Above is a scene from the picture (which is in
It shows a street 'comic book lending library. __ — _
book is one Hongkong cent, which includes the services of
the professional reader in the centre.

to school.
Technicolor),
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It is ejqmcted that "Lifeline To Hongkong" will be rel-
eased at the same time as Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks."
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"G. I .BLUES" HAS GLORIOUS

BANGKOK ROYAL PREMIERE

Day and night views of one of the world's finest new
cinemas. This theatre is neither Iferamount owned nor man-
aged; but its progressive management has so high a regard
for the Paramount name and personnel that it not only has
adopted the Paramount name for the house, but has surmoun-
ted the name with a massive neon Paramount trade-mark.

BELOW
Arrival of Her Royal Highness the Princess Regent at

the Paramount Theatre for the glittering premiere of the
Hal Wallis production, "G. I. Blues.

"

Royal box in the palatial new Paramount Theatre, and

a section of the distinguished audience which greeted the

successful and highly popular Hal Wallis production.

Prominently displayed in the
lobby of Bangkok’s Paramount
Theatre were enlargements of
cables of congratulation recei-
ved .from Elvis Presley, Hal B.
Wallis and James E. Ferkins,
president of Paramount Interna-
tional Films.

Paramount manager Chana
Chaikijkarana (left) with Police
Major Torsakdi Yomanak, assist-
ant to Bangkok’s Chief of Metro-
politan Police, and (right) Mr.
Kuang Aphaiwong, ex-premier of
Thailand, awaiting the arrival
of the Princess Regent.

mount poster for "G. I.
Blues" displayed in the
city.

All of which was wond-
erful showmanship for a
picture that proceeded to
smash records.

BANGKOK, Thailand - In
advance of the magnificent
royal premiere of "G. I.
Blues" as the inaugural
attraction of the stunn-
ing new Paramount Theatre
here, the Bangkok telev-
ision station earrlsd a
telecast of important ev-
ents relating to the pre-
miere. Some of these are
shown above, as photogra-
phed right off his tele-
vision screen by manager
Chana Chaikijkarana.

Reading down: Their
Majesties the King and
Queen of Thailand with
Paramount vice-president
Y. Frank Freeman when they
visited the studio list
year: Their Majesties on
the set of "G. I. Blues"
with Elvis Presley; long
and close shots of the new
Paramount Theatre; and,at
bottom, shot of a Para-

It was inevitable
that the Royal Command
Performance of "G. I.

Blues" at the Paramount
Theatre's inaugural
should produce a mount-
ain of wonderful press,
radio and TV publicity
for Paramount and for
the Hal Wallis film. . .

.

but the resultant crop
exceeded even the fond-
est expectations of Man-
ager Chana Chaikijkarana.



HOLLYWOOD
NEWS SHOTS

JL<c

pu

Audrey Hepburn and her husband.
Mel Ferrer, glimpsed with Paramount

-

eers Adolpn Zukor and Jack Karp at the
Friar’s Testimonial Dinner for Gary

is Miss Hepburn’s fir
ice since completing

Cooper, This was Miss Hepburn’s first
iblic appearanc

work in her Paramount comedy romance,
"Breakfast At Tiffany’s.'

Alfred Hitchcock is the rec-

ipient of a citation from the

Hollywood Foreign Press Associ-

ation naming him as "The Great

Master of Suspense in the Int-

ernational Motion Picture World."

Presentation took place at a

luncheon in Paramount's studio

commissary, and was made by

Frederick Porges, chairman of the

board of the Association. Shown

above ,
from L to R: Janet Ielgh,

co-star of "Psycho"; Mr. Porges;
Mr. Hitchcock: Hilda Ulloa,
vice-president of the Associat-
ion; Anthony Perkins, co-star of
"Psycho".

~
' d itation 'i

to

jltfred ^Hitchcock

^Hc Great

Piaster of$ uspense

in

fcHe International

^RotionpicturetVorld

Mr. and Mrs. Pilade Levi on-

the set of Jerry Lewis' rolli-
cking production, "The Ladies'

Man." It will be noted that

Jerry is not paying very much
attention to Paramount's gener-

al manager in Italy.

Citation presented to Alfred
Hitchcock by the Hollywood For-

eign Press Association naming

him as "The Great Master of Sus-

pense in the International Mot-

ion Picture World."

RIGHT

Jerry Lewis has travelled so

far as a star largely because
he is always so eager and ready

to learn* And here on the set ox

his own production, "The Ladies'

Man," he ia learning something
new about creating popular ent-
ertainment from the men who has

brought more players to stardom
than any other person in today’s

world - Adolph Zukor. (Even the

studio policemen seems eager to

learn also)

.

Following the premiere of "The World of

Suzie Wong" at the Chinese Theatre, a supper

party was held in the famous Cocoanut Grove of

Los Angeles’ celebrated Ambassador Hotel. Here
vice-president Jack H. Karp and Mrs. Karp have

as their guests Dr. and Mrs. W.H.Kwan, father

and mother of the film’s co-star, Nancy Kwan.

Pilade Levi, Paramount's general manager
in Italy, was a December visitor to the Para-
mount studio. He is shown with Rita Moreno,
co-star in the Hal Wallis production, "Summer
and Smoke." Producer Wallis is at right, and

at left is his partner in Wallis-Hazen Produc-
tions, Joseph H. Hazen.

Juliet Prowse, largely on account

of her success opposite Elvis Pres-

ley in "G. I. Blues," has been sig-

ned by Hal Wallis to co-9tar with

Elvis in the upcoming "Blue Hawaii/

Technicolor comedy-with-music to bo

filmed in Hawaii starting next month



ISI DELI GHTS ON

"PSYCHO," THE

SOCKO SUCCESS
The unparalleled

success of "Psycho"

has indeed become a

challenge - a chall-
enge to report the

facts and to at the

same time encompass
the world-wide scope

of the film’s great

triumpho We present
on this page merely
a sprinkling of some

of the more unique
examples of the hit

made by Alfred Hit-
chcock’ s supremely
satisfying shocker

„

below

TURIN - Orerpowering
display for "Psycho" at
the famous Lux Cinema
here. Foyer was cleared
of patrons in order that the
photo might show the new special
barriers erected to control the
crowds attracted by the Hiteh-
oock thrill-film.

MANILA BULLETIN. FEB. S, IMl

WHAT D’YOU KNOW

"POCS THAT WOHP MIAN WAIT AND FALL

LONG. LONG CUAVCD HNS? "

Concerning this cartoon fran

the Manila Bulletin. Manager
A. S. Velasquez wrote: "We are
having a most successful run or

'Psycho' at the Galaxy, and
this cartoon really reflects
the line at every screening."

(The original cartoon has
gone to Mr. Hitchcock for his
extensive collection of wit and

comment inspired by this very
successful shocker;.

BRISBANE, Australia - The
world-wide "Psycho" policy of
'no admission after the film
has started' received further
implementation at the Winter-
garden Theatre engagement here.
A police dog was added to the
staff of the security guards.

RIGHT

SINGAPORE - Fans by the hun-
dreds massed outside the Cathay
Cinema, and responsible for the
cable quoted below. Note the
admonition spread clear across
the 100-ft . marquee about "No
one.. BUT NO ONE...will be adm-
itted, etc." It's the rule now,
clear around the world.

HHH
HHHHHHH

HHH

Cable from S i ngapore
over signature of Loke
Wan Tho> head of the
Cathay Or gan i sat i on , to
James E. Per k i ns ,

pres-
ident of Paramount I n-
ternati onal Fi 1 rr. s , s a i d

M Del
i
ght ed i nf orm

you 'Psycho' nett for
first week beat 'Ten
Commandments' and es-
tablished new record
for non-holiday dates
i n ent i re 21-year h i

s-

tory of Cathay Cinema.'

Mr. George Weltner ,
in the absence

abroad of Mr. Perkina, replied by cable

to Mr. Loke, saying: EXCITED DELIGHTED

' PSYCHO ' BUSINESS CATHAY. REGARDS.

BASLE, Switzerland - Last month we had only

a flash about the "Psycho" triumph at the Cin-

ema Alhambra. Now we have a picture, complete

with details relayed by Starf ilm' s Jules Gendre

THIS TRADE PAPER DOUBLE-SPREAD
FROM SYDNEY CARRIES WIRES INDICA-
TING A RECORD-SHATTH1ING SUCCESS
FOR "PSYCHO" FROM EACH OF
THE AUSTRALIAN STATES.

The Alhambra is so located on Basle's main

treet that the photographer could not encom-
ass the full crowd trying to enter the cinema,

ut he did catch that wonderful sign and its

assive one-word title. Here are some particu—

ar 3 about the sign: Back of the word "r sycho"

re six neon tubes, all of different colors,

imed to show in ascending rainbow effect. Each

etter of Hitchcock's name is illuminated from

he rear, and each letter has nails holding
olden discs which flutter in the wind to pro-

ide a stunning effect.

However, the major effect is that of the

ueued fans, and the tintinnabulations of the

oins and the bills at the Alhambra box-office,

11 of which produced the telegram to Mr.Gendre

hat ended with the words - BREAKING ALL PREV-

OUS RECORDS.
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GENEVA. Switzerland - Director
Richard Winik and and cameraman Peter
Gaebarani photographing a bowling se-
quence here for a 'Sports Illustrated'
short tentatively titled "Tenpin
Tour." Subject, in color, deals with
the tremendous growth, internation-
ally, of indoor bowling.

"Porpoise
Posse"

Shown above is the animated
title of one of the most spir-
ited and completely entertain-
ing short features Paramount
has ever distributed. You —
and everyone else — will just
love "Porpoise Posse."

, movie
department

i

BOATS A-POPPIN'—(18m. Par. 60)
Lively short. Water sports, stunts,
clowns. In ptcturesoue Cvor<**s
Gardens, Florida In color. 46, 52,
54, 58, 59, 60, 65, 89. 102A, 110,

148, 154, 157

J
New York* s lively

Cue Magazine usually
only reviews features

New Shorts
Characters

Here are a couple of brand
new Paramount cartoon characters
to be seen in the next few weeks.
This is "Goodie The Gremlin,"
and his first picture will carry
that same title

...And here's Little Lulu,
who will take off in laughter
and gaiety in "Alvin's Solo
Flight."

ENTERTAINMENT KEY-
NOTE TO PARAMOUNT
SHORT FEATURES

1 fST
1 > M

ft

LONDON - Tony Reddin' s super-showmen took
full advantage of the recent 'Daily Express'

Boat Show to tie Paramount's "Boats A* PoDrin"
into one of the water ski displays. The stills

from the Paramount super-short were seen by
the many hundreds of thousands of boat-minded
visitors to the show.

’’Lifeline to Hongkong"

This was the world of Lau Tak Sam
before he entered the world made
possible by Foster Parents Plan..

This chapter-out-of-life is a heart-gripping
account of what is happening to under-privil-
eged children in many parts of the world. This
true story happened in Hongkong and was filmed
there bv Paramount's Edgar Fay. It is the story

of Lau Tak Sum, poor to a degree that we can
scarcely imagine, whose sole desire was to go
school. He stole, he begged, he worked and he
plundered, but it was not until fqte brought
nis case to the Foster Parents Plan that the
sunshine of happiness shone upon him.

The picture is in 2-reels, and in Techni-
color, and it pulses with the same drama of the

Orient that made "The World of Suzie Wong" so

truly great.

Lau Tak Sam was a thief out of
sheer necessity before realizing
his dream of going to a school.
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TELEMETER GOES 'LIVE'

WITH MAGNIFICENT
RESULTS

(rignt) Variety
front-paged the
Newhart appear-
ance on Telemeter

Telemeter continues to make show business history, and to
blaze an unmistakable trail into the near and even more glowing
future. Consider the Bob Newhart story reported below, of which
Alex Barris, Toronto Telegram critic said: "Pay TV never had a
better argument," and which Frank Morris, amusement editor of
the Toronto Globe & Mail, called an historic TV "first." 1961
is certainly going to see plenty of great Telemeter news made.

Cover of the Telemeter Guide
for December 25-Januarv 7, with
special emphasis on Bob Newhart,
tne nation's newest and most
exciting comedian. Paramount
had "Five Branded Women" on the
Telemeter circuit Jan. 5, 6, 7.

F . C . C . Okays
Non-Publ i c

Tests by

TELEMETER
WASHINGTON, December 8th -

The Federal Communications
Commission today granted an
experimental license to Inter-
national Telemeter Company for
the purpose of conducting
field tests on hew subscription
television equipment.

The tests are to be conduc-
ted over Channel 5, KTLA, Los
Angeles between the hours of

1:30 a.m. and 8 a.m. when the
station is not on the air, by
the Paramount subsidiary. The
license covers solely field
tests and will not include any
public participation, with the
scrambled signals being picked
up only by experimental recei-
vers.

TORONTO DAILY STAR

TORONTO, CANADA, FRIDAY, JAN. 6, 1961

^ Bob Blackburn

Newhart Scores on Pay-TV ‘First’

Bob Newhart, who may
be the funniest accountant

around, was a smart choice

; the star of Trans Cana-

da Telemeter r^st ven-

ture into liw

ment produy
last night fo

5.000-odd ho‘

scribes to

tern.

It was

because

much en/
lab

hung
Funnie

the ye#

from white-collar worker
to comedy star, he suffers

from a severely limited

repertoire Of the seven

main routines he did. six

were familiar and I'm not

about the seventh

stock-in-trade

tion of

id.
c*h,'ada _

JV,

**Da,

there's a thunderstorm . . .

1 dunno. I guess he gels a

charge out of it.”

Well, with such nonsense

as this. An Evening With
Bob Newhart <as it was
called with fine disregard

for the usual divisions of

timet went pretty fast. An-
'*J»«ffc

hour wouldn’t have

_/~~~^u£li to take at

eK/l
1 961

Shts
ii{co^ Kas

last »
BUn'ent . 'J’

r
' lr.

"“'nous "'**». wL "lat,
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.
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Clir ®lobp and Mail
TORONTO, CANADA, FRIDAY, JAN. 6, 1961
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Newhart Gets

All His Laughs

Healthy Way
i In a world in which a come-
dian must usually be sick, vul-
car or both, it is a joy to come
across Bob Newhart, who enter-
Itained on Telemetcr'Lst night.

Mr. Newhart is a funnyman
who has merely to raise his
little finger to make you laugh.
At least that's the way he makes
it seem.

He has never beard of the!

custard-pie school of humor. He
has a slow, disarming style. He
is a small, blond man with
merry blue eyea and a shy
smile.

He finds the universally un-
t

derstood element in an ordinary
j

situation, and then proceeds to'
embbroider it with the delicate
stuff of ridicule He might be;
impersonating the timid and)
terrorized man who is giving
a shoekmcly inept lady her
second driving lesson 'The first

instructor is in hospital t

Or he Is. when he wants to be.
the captain of • submarine ad-
dressing his crew before the
ascent to the surface

In short. Bob Newhart is a!

great comedian in an old but’
an often neglected tradition.

|One of the finest things he)

policeman who had donned
a sports coat in a nonchalant

|

manner, lit a cigaret, walked
•out on the ledge of a 17-story i

building, and tried psychology :

on a man about to jump.
j

The inner tension was there.;

and a kind of desperate humor.;
He could conjure up an imagej
of an essentially tragic situation;

and make you shake with
laughter without slipping into
bad taste about the man. who;
eventually jumps.
There is not a single human

[

situation that is not fair game|
for Bob New hart. He had. as an

I

assisting artist, Leon Bibb, a;

folk singer who does magic

,

things with a mood — F. M.

Comedian Bob Newhart, who introduced a new

and exciting note to pay-as-you-see viewing,was

an instantaneous hit with Toronto's Telemeter

audiences. Reproduced above is but a sampling

of the reviews of Toronto's chief newspaper

critics on the Daily Star, Telegram, and Globe

and Mail. Every review is a rave-view.

SOME RECENT PARAMOUNT PRODUCT screened on

Telemeter in Toronto:
January 5,6,7, - "Five Branded Women" and

"We're No Angela"; January 11,12 - "Chance Meet

ing"; January 13 to 19 - "G. I. Blues"; February

5, 6, 7,8 - "CinderFella"; February 16,17,18 -

"The Greatest Show On Earth"; February 16,17,18
- See-It-From-the-Beginning "Psycho."

I

Finis
| |

TOCO
| |

TV FILMS
|

|_BADI0 l

|
MUMLJ

TOLL NOVELTY; A UVE COMIC
Columbia Bach lo Concert Quiet; PRRTLY NEIN GIGS

Mind Never Fwmed B?

One-Nhe Legit Stands' Re-Casting MRM I|FMMTl
Eipaawe to nims -Scientis!

A lively mailing piece sent to
all Telemeter subscribers in
Toronto is headed: "Did you know?
Tour Family's Entertainment
Stretches Much Further With Tele-
meter. Here's Howl"

Telemeter Forges
Ahead in the US.

International Telemeter Company,
a division of Paramount Picturea
Corporation, announced January 24th
that it was now "prepared to move
ahead" in developing wired pay tele-
vision in selected representative
communities in the United States, As
a first move, Telemeter announced the
signing of an agreement with Midwest
Video Corporation, which operates a

number of community television systems

in the Middle West and South West, for
Telemeter rights for Little Rock, Ark.

Simultaneously, Midwest Video
Corporation announced the filing of a

proceeding with the Arkansas Public
Service Commission to obtain certain
services from Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company. Mr. Louis A. Novins,
President of Telemeter, stated that
this was "the first of a series of
actions that will be undertaken at the

local level to clear the road for
closed circuit pay TV in the United
States."

The president of Midwest Video,
Sir. C. Hamilton Moses, concluded his
statement on the arrangement with the
following significant pronouncement:

"The Telemeter people are now in
Canada and the United Kingdom. As
American business men. we intend to
participate in the future of this
American invention in our home terr-
itory in the Unit** Ste+es."
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TOKYO - Enthusiastic and representstire rec-
eption for the principals of the production
company making the Steve Parker production, "My
Geisha," for Paramount release. Reception was
held by the Seibu Enterprises and Steve Parker
Productions at the Geihin-kan on January 11th.

From L to R: Miss Kyoko Kagawa, actress; Yves
Montand; Shirley MacLalne; T&lho, Sumo wrestler;
an unidentified gentleman; Ryo Ikebe, film star;
Edward G. Robinson; Miss Haruko Wanibuchi,
Shochiku star, and her younger sister. In front:
Robert Cummings; Jack Cardiff, director; Steve
Parker, producer

-

This was the lens-studded scene that the film
stars faced. It Just goes to show that there are
still some cameras left in Japan. Among the film
stars in the foreground are Yves Montand, Edward
G. Robinson and Robert Cummings.
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TOKYO - At the reception for

members of the "t.ly Geisha" com-

pany, Shirley MacLaine met Mrs.

Shimazu (the Princess Taka). In

the centre is Mrs. Shimazu (the

mother-in-law)

.
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LONDON - Exterior of the
celebrated Plaza Theatre with
special canopy erected for the
distinguished guests arriving
for the premiere of "The World
of Suzie Wong."

Mr. John Davis, managing
director of the Rank Organisat-
ion (at left), with Mr. Fred E.

Hutchinson, Paramount managing
director, at the Plaza Theatre
premiere of "Suzie Wong."

BRITI SH EXHIBITORS
VERY HAPPY WITH
M SUZ IE", ELVIS AND

SOPH A THESE DAYS.
i TKE'WOgM) v
i SUZiE

GALA
j

i
WQNG PREMIERE :

SHAN6RI-LA PANCAKE ROLL

CHICKEN CHOP SUEY

SLICED PRAWNS WITH PEAS

ft M
SPECIAL FRIEO RICE

%
LYCHEES WITH MINT ICE CREAM

PETITS FOURS

CAFE

CAFE ROYAL - - V*fcDNE8DAY, 14th DECEMBER 1060

LONDON - Printed on specially made
Chinese paper, this was the menu of
the colorful 'Suzie Wong' dinner held

at the Cafe Royal in advance of the
premiere of "Tne World of Suzie Wong"
at the Plaza Theatre.

The glamourous Chinese prog-
ram girls who played so consp-
icuous a part in the successful
premiere of "The World of Suzie
Wong" at the Plaza Theatre on
December 14th.

LONDON - Spectacular society dance

at the Cafe Royal which followed the

premiere of "The World of Suzie Wong"

it the Plaxa Theatre.

At the Cafe Royal function (above).
Lady Westmoreland dances with Ray
Stark, producer of "The World of Suzie
Wong."

Quoting from
The Daily Cinema
London , Feb. 1,1961

ELVIS STAGGERS
THE BOX OFFICE

Elvis Presley is not only
top of the hit parade with his
gramophone recordings, he is

also tops at the cinema box-
office, states Paramount's
managing director Fred Hutch-
inson,who reports that results
of provincial bookings all
over England on the Technic-
olor "G. I.Blues" so far are
"just staggering" his
popularity is greater than
ever. The sensational business
which the Paramount release
has established is not due
eolely to the star's tremend-
ous appeal to teenagers, but
also to his increasing appeal
to all age groups.

RIGHT

MANCHESTER * Sunday night
crowd lined up at the Qdeon
to enjoy "It Started in
Naples." (By the way, Miss
Loren is the top female star
in England these days, as
you will find reported off-
icially on another page).
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In Houston, Texas, as
"The World of Suzie
Wong" entered its sixth
week at the Majestic
Theatre, the celebrated
cineoa mounted a huge
bell outside the house.
This was to signal the
fact that the 100,oooth
patron had just reached
the box office and
that this One Hundred
Thousandth citizen would
be handed a $100 bill
along with his ticket.

Houstonians were fed
the news via radio, TV
and the local movie
columns, and the stunt
garnered a mountain of
attention.

CHICAGO - Vice-presid-
ent Sidney G. Deneau (at
left) and Ed Chumley, nat-
ional coordinator of the
Sa le s-Mer c ha ndi so
flank Tom Duane,
branch manager, as the
latter illustrates the
fact that Paramount Pict-
ures, too, are merchandise
that can be sold with top
skill....

Drive,
Detroit

...and Henry Haustein,
Seattle branch manager, is
another who Joined Messrs
Deneau and Chumley to de-
monstrate the same fact at

the Chicago Sales Meeting.

Don’t forget now
that Diana Dora is one
of Jerry Lewis* leading
ladles in "The Ladles*
Man” you won’t be
able to forget it aft-
erwards.

BERNARD BRAGER (at left) is
presently branch manager in
Dallas. But his beginning with
Paramount was in October, 1929,
when there was a Paramount off-
ice in San Antonio. And the be-

§
inning was as ad sales clerk,
ubsequently he was shipper and
booker. When the San Antonio
branch was closed he was trans-
ferred to Dallas where he later
became booking manager, then a

salesman. Ho was transferred to Oklahoma City in
1941 and to Salt Lake City in 1943. Some years
later he left Paramount to join Republic, but is
now back with Paramount, ana very much welcomed,

Bernard haa a lovely wife, Gladys, and two
daughters - Nikki and Cnris. One attends high
school in Dallas, the other; is a student at
Texas Tech in Lubbock.

His hobby is golf, which he seldom gets to
indulge in these days - what with Sales Merchan-
dise drives, and the like.

BLUEPRINT FOR SALES

BOSTON - When Bryan Foy, producer of the
fine and exciting "Blueprint For Robbery" made
a visit to the Paramount branch here on his
nationwide tour, he found the true spirit of
his picture manifest in the sales ana booking
force. Six Paramounteers had donned the disg-
uises so important to the telling of the story
of the film, and this gave the producer a real
kick. Standing, L to R, are: Bill Hepburn, Gil
Norton, Bud Lewis, Bryan Foy (producer), Dan
Houlihan (branch manager). Bob Moore, George
Mansour and Stan Farrington. Division manager
John Moore is seated.

This branch was happy to

learn the details on the Paramount sales mer-

chandise drive on Mr. Holliday's return from his

meeting in New lork. All the bookers are going

through their records and contacting exhibitors

to get every dollar they possibly can on bonus

pictures and other undated product. Everyone la

looking forward to winning as many points as pos

sible.
We were all saddened by the departure of

Ann ealeocie, who resigned as cashier as she is

"expecting." We were, on the other hand, happy

to welcome one of our former employees, Mrs.

Jacquelyn Drews, who was re-employed to replace

Dave hichoux as booker, as Dave moved over to

the cashier's position.
The welcome mat is also out for Frances

Griffen, new booker's assistant.

The New Orleans branch has not released "The

World Of Suzie Wong" as yet but we are looking

forward to many successful Engagements based on

the reports that have come from branches now

playing this picture.
"G. I. ^lues" and "CinderFella" are both

going very strong in the New Orleans area.

10 B I T U A R Y|

MAISIE HAUSE

A wrenching loss was suffered
by Paramount in Hollywood last month
with the passing of Maisie Hause. As
a top assistant to Charles F. West,
head of the editorial and cutting
department, Miss Hause had given the

studio thirty-two years of priceless
editorial service.

To quote Mr. West: "She was a

wonderful person and highly efficient,

and we are going to miss her person-
ally and professionally. The funeral
was January 7th, and floral tributes
were sent by individuals from practi-

cally every studio in Hollywood as
Maisie was extremely well known to

everyone who ever worked at Paramount."
We salute the memory of Maisie

Hause. Whi lever we have a continuity
of such memories of devoted service,
our company is assured of posterity.

GEORGE BUDDEN

With deepest regret we report the

death of George W. Budden, for many
years secretary of the Plaza Theatre
Company, London. He passed away on
February 4th at his home at Iver,

Bucks, following a heart attack.

Mr. Budden, who was 67 years of
age, joined Famous Players-Lasky
British Productions, Ltd., as secre-

tary on its incorporation in June,

1919, at the studios in Islington,

and later was appointed secretary of

the Plaza Theatre Company, Ltd.

George Budden is survived by his

wife and two sons. The funeral serv-

ice was held on Feb. 10th at Iver

Parish Church, followed by private

cremation.
Our Paramount organisation has

lost another dedicated servant.

Birthday greetings to 3 Paramounteers who

celebrated their birthday on the same day - Jan-

uary 10 - salesman Ed Shinn, booker Irma Rogers

and booker Clayton Casbergue. "Happy Birthday"

also to Mr. Owen who celebrated his birthday

Jania ry 10.
-Clyde Daigle
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U.S. EVENTS

HONOLULU - En route to Tbkyo
f oi* the production of "My
Geisha," Edward G. Robinson and
his wife stand between Harry
Leong, Kawai exhibitor, and his
>ife. At right is Willie IXiarte

dr the Kawai Chamber of Commerce.

(Chicago)

Another demonstration of the
affinity existing between popu-
lar merchandise and top product
from Paramount * s studio was
given by Sidney G. Deneau, Los
Angeles branch manager Arnold
Shartin and Ed Chumley.

"Deadlock" has been
selected by Edmond
O'Brien as the new title

for his Tiger Product-
ions' first film for
Paramount release. The
property was originally
known as "The Soft
Touch."

A wonderful piece of Para-
mount public relations work has
been done by the Paramount Pic-
tures bowling team via the in-
strumentality of a virtually
incredible score by pert and
petite Marilyn Bettinger, of
the Home Office staff.

Marilyn's score of 277 not
only was noted by the New York
Journal-American (above), but
by all of the other top New
York newspapers.

Particularly to be noted is
the attention given Paramount's
productions (by title) and our
stars. Such mentions on the
sports page of any great city
newspaper are indeed precedents!.

DALLAS. Texas - The Variety Club's Film How
surprise luncheon for Tom Bridge, division man-
ager, brought out all of the local Pa ramounteers
...everybody apparently being in on the surprise
except Tom himself.

Seated, from left, are - Mrs. Bridge, Tom
Bridge, Mrs. Brager, Bernard Brager, branch
manager.

Standing, first row, from left: Ralph Fry,
Mrs. Ralph Fry, Robert Pengilly. Mrs. Florence
Lowry, Fred Taylor, Mrs. Fred (Jenny Lou)Taylor,
Mrs. Willie Simmons, Mrs. Wayland Lillard. Phil
Isley (Chief Barker, Variety Club). Mrs. J. L.
Williams. Mrs. Azalee MacNeil, J. 1. Williams.
Mrs. Ossie Hendryx, Mrs. Marvel Lee Sullivan, Sam
Sullivan, Paul Chapman, Mrs. Chas. Townsend.

Second row: Paul Webb Chapman, Mrs. Gerald
Haile, Wayland Lillard, Mr. MacNeil, Mr.Hendryx,
Mrs. Paul Chapman, Charles Townsend.

NEW YORK - Here on just one stop
In his nation-wide tour of informat-
ion relating to his "Blueprint For
Robbery," Bryan Foy met the Manhattan
industry press in the Paramount board
room and left no doubt in any mind as
to the punchy entertainment quality
of "Blueprint" - and the same sort of
entertainment he is going to pack into
his next Paramount production, tenta-
tively called "Prison Story."

New York Journal-Ameriesw

Pri.,Feb.3,19«!-31

Big111 Game

Hit of Movie

Pin League
By Jerry Levine

Along with » few other girls,

Marilyn Bettinger sits in an

office building and for eight

hours each day keeps tabs on

the Ten Commandments, It's

not that Marilyn is employed

by the Bible Society. It's just

that the office building is the

Paramount Bldg, in New York

and the Ten Commandments I 277, Marilyn bowled a bit more

is the movie.
|

normally—for her—as she had

Her job is to check on how * 123 and then * 128 -

the DeMille spectacular Is Now that she's cracked the

miss, who's been averaging 1351

in the loop, knocked off a 2771

game in the mixed competition. I

And that really touched off a I

host of records.
j

It was the highest game ever! 1

recorded by a gal in the 33-

year-old league and the top

effort ever at Phil's by a distaff

bowler in the five years the

place has been there. Pact is,

there's never been a 390 there,

either.

JUST MISSED
Also, she missed by just one

pin getting the best score ever

rolled in the Paramount Mixer,

—a 278 by Bob Stanley In 1846

at Gossett's.

It's tough keeping track, but

we suspect it’s also the highest

game rolled by a girl during

the 1960-61 season.

Before and after that great

c

grossing and where It's playing

and where it's going. It may
sound like drudgery, but to

Marilyn her position is an ex-

citing one.

Once a week Marilyn and the

girls and boys from the building

go over to Phil’s Rec. and that's

where tire Paramount Pictures

stars really get In their eyes.

FAMOUS NAMES
Each of the ten squads Is

named after a movie star, such

as Jerry Lewis. Fre<k Astaire,

Debbie Reynolds . . . and Nancy
Kwan. And that brings us back

to Marilyn. She's a member of

the latter team, named for the

star of the film “Hong Kong."

Earlier this week she got her

chance at being a leading lady

and she didn't fail the test.

The 28-yyar-old. m-poun^*

high 200s. she. naturally, is

looking forward to a 300. And
she's also looking to the future

when the ''Ten Command-
ments" has run its course. Per-

haps then she'll move on to

something like "One-Eyed

Jacks."

For the record. Lilli Palmer

is In first plade in the standings

and Nancy Kwan Is in second.

Wonder how Marie Dressier

would have fared.

AMFer Ed Lubanski will put

hts talents on display Sunday

from three to 10 p. m. In a

series of exhibition matches at

the 34th Avenue Bowl in Jack-

son Heights. Maybe Edll tell

,us how to rcll two straight 300

games

DALLAS, Texas - Division Manager
Tom Bridge (at left) got a true surp-
rise when the Paramount Christmas
party being held at the Variety Club
turned out to be a surprise party with
all of Film Row joining with Variety
Club Chief Barker, Phil Isley, to ex-
tend good wishes to Tom. At an appro-

f
riate moment during the party, Mr.
sley presented to Tom a plaque insc-

ribed:
"A special tribute to T.W. (Tom)
Bridge, for his astute counsel in
promoting the motion picture ind-
ustry ana for his signal assist-
ance in furthering the activity
and welfare of the Variety Club of
Dallas. Presented this 17th day of
December, I960.

s/ P. R, Isley
Chief Barker, Tent #17

Although he was too late for the era of

the Keyatone Cops, Jerry Lewis ia saluting

thatv golden age of screen comedy by estab-

lishing his own Comedy Museum on Stage 15

of Paramount Studio in Hollywood. This ia

the stage on which Lewis has assembled hia

mighty 29-room set in conn# ction with "Tha

Ladies' Man."
After this 'museum' has served its pur-

pose on this set, Lewis Intends to present
its contents to the projected Hollywood Film
Museum when it opens.
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HOLLY,V00D - Nancy Kwan
was .escorted to the Chin-
ese Theatre premiere of
"The '.Vorld of Suzie Wong"
by the noted television
star Hugh 0* Brian (Wyatt
Earp)

.

She arrived by rick-
shaw, as did all of the
stars attending the prem-
iere. The Hongkong built
vehicles were pulled by
University of California-
Los Angeles students of
Oriental descent, attired
in authentic coolie cost-
umes.

Real generosity
toward the future con-
sists in giving all to
what is present.

-Albert Carrus

ELSA MARTINET.LI give*
a shining performance al-
ong with Annette Vadim
ana Mel Ferrer in the
vividly unusual Paramount
release, "Blood and Roses."

When a man is really
important, the worst ad-

viser he can have is a

flatterer.
-Gerald W. Johnson

SALES MEETINGS I

VOORSPELLEN EEN
SCHITTEREND SUCCES
VOOR 1961, „„„* *„„,*„**
Vorige maand publiceerden wij een verslag
van vier pagina's over de New Yorkse sales
meeting, waarbij Jerome Picknan geinstal-
leerd werd als general sales manager van de
Paramount organisatie voor de Ver. Staten en
Canada. In zijn sluitingswoord van deze bij-.
eenkomst zei Mr. George Weltner: "De beste
sales meeting, die ik ooit bijgewoond heb,
was de eerste sales meeting geleid door Je-
rome Pickman." In die zelfde geest werd er
ook een bijeenkomst belegd in Chicago, waar
de afgevaardigden van de Westelijke delen
van de Ver. Staten tezaraen gekomen waren. De-
ze meeting getuigde eveneens van enthousias-
rae en wij hebben in dit numcer een aantal
pagina's gewijd aan een verslag met foto's
over deze gebeurtenis. Beide bi jeenkomsten
ademden een geest van groot vertrouwen in de
toekomst van Paramount productie en distri-
bute .

Beide meetings werden niet alleen bijge-
woond door Kr.Balaban, doch ook door Mr. Jack
Karp, die uit Hollywood een schitterend ver-
slag meebracht over lopende en komende pro-
ducties. Dit verslag is in brochure-vorm
gedrukt en zal naar alle kantoren over de
gehele wereld gezonden worden, die het onge-
twijfeld in zijn geheel zullen vertalen
voor intern gebruik. Ter aanvulling van dit
rapport plaatsen wij in Paramount World re-
gelmatig illustrates om U compleet op de
hoogte te houden van, naar onze mening, de

meest uitgebreide en bemoedigende continui-
teit van produceren, die Paramount in de
laatste tientallen jaren gehad heeft. Tij-
dens beide meeting werden twee films ver-
toond. Het waren "One-Eyed Jacks" (onze

"cover story") en "All in a Night's Work".
Beide verwierven de grootst mogelijke lof-
tuitingen en enthousiasne.

Omstreeks de tijd, dat dit nummer op de

pers ligt, zal Mr. Weltner een bezoek brengen
aan Australie en Nieuw Zeeland, hetgeen zijn

eerste z^ikenb'ezoek aan dit deel van de we-

reld sinds 11 jaar is. Hij zal de nog kers-
verse indrukken, opgedaan tijdens de mee-

In the course of "On the Double," Danny
Kaye gets involved in a Scottish Sword Dance
that begins alright but ends in a riot. It's
but one of a host of hilarious events in a

comedy that's truly laugh-loaded.

HOLLYWOOD - Hank van der Meyden. show edi-
r of De Telegraaf of Amsterdam, learning
re about "Psycho" from the always ebullient

tor
more about "Psycho
Alfred Hitchcock.

tings in New York en Chicago, met zich mee-

nemen, en zal ook aan de Paramounteers in

Australie en Nieuw Zeeland en tevens aan

de industrie in het algemeen. Paramount's
indrukwekkende plannen ontvouwen met be-

trekking tot de voortdurende vooruitgang
in de amusementswereld.

Jerry Lewis' nieuwste film "The Ladies'

Man" is bijna voltooid, en belooft een van

de beste komedies van deze grote komiek te

worden. De grote studio-set, die voor deze

film was opgebouwd, en waarvan wij vorige

maand een foto brachten, blijft echter op

Stage 15 staan. Het is een van de grootste
constructies , die Hollywood ooit gezien
heeft, en bezoekers uit de gehele wereld
zijn er reeds naar komen kijken. Als U "The

Ladies' Man" ziet, zult U direct ontdekken,

dat dit type setbouw een nieuw productie-
tempo mogelijk maakt, wat weer een nieuw

tempo van entertainment tot gevolg heeft.

In de loop van de komende maanden zal de

gehele filmwereld zich bewust gaan worden

van de belangri jkheid van het Marlon Brando

super-drama "One-Eyed Jacks". Het heeft

lang geduurd voor deze film klaar was, doch

dit tijdsbestek zal onbelangrijk zijn in

verhouding tot de lange, lange herinnering-

en, welke deze zeer uitzonderli jke film

voorbestemd is te creeren. De veelzijdig-

heid van Brando is reeds alombekend, doch

al zijn vorige vertolkingen zijn bleke af-

gietsels vergeleken bij deze wraak-zoekende

rol, welke hij gecreeerd heeft (onder zijn

persoonlijke regie) voor "One-Eyed Jacks".

Het is een magnifieke film; waardig on door

alke Paramounteer over de gehele wereld

gr^ndioos uitgebracht te worden.

LONDON - Nancy
Kwan, co-star,and
Jacqui Chan,feat-
urea player, att-
ending tne premi-
ere of "The World
of Suzie Wong" at
the Plaza Theatre
here. They attrac-
ted a lot of att-
ention.
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SINGAPORE - Mr. Loke Wan
Thu, chairman of the Cathay
Organisation, has been
awarded the honour of Dato
of Malaya. The award was
made by The Yangdi-Pertuan
Agong (His Majesty the King
of Malaya) on the occasion
of His Majesty's installat-
ion on January 4th in
Kuala Lumpur. Among a total
of 158 honours, only nine
Datoships were awarded. Mr.
Loke also was created a
Dato of Kelantan in Decem-
ber.

CAGLIARI, Sardinia —
Dr. Giuseppe Pisano, Para-
mount branch manager here,
has been appointed by the
Government director of
tourism for Sardinia. (See
more details on Page 25).

HOLLYV&OD - Kira Appel,
French correspondent, int-
erviews Geraldine Page on
the set of the Hal Wallis
production, "Summer and
Smoke."

LONDON - Paramount managing
director F. E. Hutchinson (at
right) welcomes Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Perceval to the premiere
of "The World of Suzie Wong" at
the Plaza Theatre. Mr. Perceval
was production manager on the
picture; Mrs. Perceval was at
one time head of Paramount's
censorship department in London.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
.PERSONALITIES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

HOLLYWOOD - Audrey Hepburn
on the "Breakfast At Tiffany's"
set entertains a couple of im-

?
ortant Brazilian visitors.

,

hey are - Mrs. Decio de Moura,
wife of the Brazilian Ambassa-
dor to Japan; and Raoul de
Smandek, Brazilian Consul in
Los Angeles.

LONDON - Here for the premi-
ere of The World of Suzie long"
at the Plaza Theatre, co-star
Nancy Kwan also was central fig-
at an important press luncheon.
She la shown here with Father
John Burke, distinguished critic
and ecclesiastical personality,
and Wilfred Thomas, the noted
BBC producer.

ATLANTA. Georgia - Nancy
Kwan is interviewed by Phil
Davis of television station
WSB-TV in the course of her
nationwide tour for "The
.Vorld of Suzie flong."

HOLLYWOOD - Top Journal-
ists from all over the
globe are Alfred Hitchcock's
visitors these davs. Hera
ha is shown with Dorothy
Jenner. nationally renowned
Australian columnist and
radio-tv commentator.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Nancy
Kwan appears to enjoy being
interviewed over WWDC by
Steve Allison. Talk was one
of scores that Miss Kwan

of Suzie Wong."

HOLLYWOOD - Audrey Hepburn
is shown on the set of "Break-
fast At Tiffany's" between em-
inent Karachi (Pakistan) exhib-
itor Hunmyun Baigmobemed and
his charming wife. At left is
Blake Edwards, director of the
production. Mr. Baigmohamed and
his wife are on a world tour
observing all phases of the nat-
ion picture industry.

HOLLYWOOD - At the Paramount
studio commissary reception at
which the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association presented to
Alfred Hitchcock a citation as
"The Great Master of Suspense
in the International Motion
Picture World," the director
and his co-star of "Psycho" ap-
pear to be having a little ses-
sion of awarding of their own.
"Hitch" appears to be giving
Janet Leigh quite a spot of
credit for the success of "Psy-
cho" - and Janet appears to be
quite modest about the whole
thing.

LONDON - Paramounteers with
Nancy Kwan in the foyer of the
Plaza Theatre prior to the pre-
miere of "The World of Suzie
Wong." From left: Mrs. Russell
Hadley, Mrs. Grimes, Mr. David
Grimes, Mr. Russell Hadley and
Miss Kwan.

LONDON - Mrs. Howard Harri-
son, Mr. Mike Harrison and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Hutchinson at the
Plaza Theatre premiere of "The
World of Suzie Wong."
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H 0 .Vi E OFFICE NEWS
BETWEEN SNOWFALLS

Besides the
snow, Christmas
is still with
us a bit in
spirit via the
cute sketch at
left. This came

to Home Office

• along with a
letter from Children of Bellevue, Inc., as a
token of appreciation to the Paramount Bictur
token of appreciation to the Paramount Pictures
Club for the wonderful batch of toys for the
famous New York hospital collected by Club
members under the direction of president Char-
les Hickey. Letter from the hospital also men-
tioned Howard Kreitsek, driver for Paramount,
for his goodness in making the delivery of
toys for 300 children.

New secretary to talent director Boris
Kaplan is Leila Blumberg, a well-travelled
young lady. Leila has seen much of Europe,but
her favorite spot appears to be Rome Mrs.
Ada Borges, secretary and assistant to Mrs.
Winifred Newing in Legal Files, is understand-
ably proud of her daughter, Cynthia, freshman
at St. Catherine's Academy. Cynthia had an or-
iginal poem printed in her school paper, Siena
Echoes.

Linda Salzberger, of International's publ-
icity staff, knows all of the facts about her
Ti-Leaf plant. Out in Hula-hula land, our 50th
state, the ti-leaves are removed from the
Ti-log Tree, and are used in making grass-skirt
costumes. But the plant that Linda has does not
have the production capacity for making skirts
on the 10th floor, so if you want one, you'd
better schedule a vacation in Hawaii.

By the time these lines appear. Treasurer
Milton Kirshenberg will have left Internation-
al's popular floor and be installed in his new
office on Floor Eight.

Newest of the 10th floor's visitors from
overseas has been Julian Binstock, manager for
Belgium. He didn't choose the best time of the
year for a New York visit, but his smile has
been of the sunniest just the same.

Our deepest condolences are extended to
Armand Cardea, of Paramount International pub-
licity, in the sad loss of his Father.

Nice to see Ed Fay back from his filming
assignment. He flew West to the East, and then
flew West to the West which he approached from
the East. . ...- Lenore Sheindlin

HAPPINESS PRESENT FOR MARY

Last month we reported the happy event
which transformed Mary Brady into Mrs. Frank
Keegan. Omitted was a picture of the equally
happy event in which her co-workers on the 10th
floor gifted Mary. Here's a picture of the
presentation group. Standing beside Mary is
Mr, J, E. Perkins, president of Paramount Int-
ernational, who made the presentation.
L to R: J. £. Piper; Julia Enright; Eve Sakovski; Louie
Fernandez; C. James Greenleaf; (partially hidden)Jessica
Shea; Donald Nathan; ( background) Tess Klausner; (hidden)
Edythe Derr; Linda Salzberger; Lenore Sheindlin; (hidden)
Lillian Hampton; (back view) Bob Gilfoyle; ( front)Mary Brady;
Marilyn Bettinger; (unknown, hidden); (back view)John
MontUor; J. £. Perkins; Bill Saba; (back view, hldden)Max
Fuchs; (front)Edith Talcott; Dick Ualsh; Clarice Hausman;
(back view)George Hoff; Leopold keiner; (front)Bose Sarfaty;
(front) Patti Powers;
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GRANDE SUCESSO PARAMOUNT
EM 1961 ENTREV l ST 0 NA
REUNlAO DOS VENDEDORES

************

Publicans s no mas passado quatro paginas de

-

dicadaa a reuniHo da vendedores, am Nora York,

na qual Jerome Flckman tomou posse do cargo da

gerente geral da rendas da organizaqSo interi-

or da Paramount, refe rente aoa ^Sstados Unldoa

a Canada. Ac findar, Ur. Weltner declarou: -Ba-

ra reunito ,
diriglda por Jerome Pickman, foi a

mala aninada reunito de vendedores a qua Ja aa-

siati.—Nesse meamo espfrito, a reunito paaaou-

aa a Chicago, onda ae a charem oonrocadoa oa de-

lagado a do terrltorio do Oeate doa Bstadoa Uni-

doa. A reunite gerou grande entuaiasmo a a ela

dedicamoa villas paginas neata e^iqto. 0 ponto

principal foi a preriato do exito esperado pa-

ra a Paramount no oorrente ano.m Mr. Balaban aaaistiu a ambas aa reunites a

aaaim tambem Mr. Jack Karp, qua trouxe da Hol-
lywood us dossier aobre a presents produqtoe a

do futuro programa, £sse material Ja foi poa-

to as folheto para a diatrlbulqto pe las agen-

das Paramount em todo o mindo. Da remo a uma re-

po rtagem am suplemento a ease folheto ,dando bo-
as ilustraqtes das melhores fltas da Paramo nt

nas duaa ultimas decades, como prora da conti-

nuldade do alto calibre da sua produqSo. Como

amostra das flimes Ja terminados, a reunite de

randedoxea foram dados dois filmes: "A Face 0-

oulta* e "All in A Night's Work", as quais re-
ceberam aultos aplauaoa.m ac momanto de entramos para o prelo, esta-
te de rolta Ur. Weltner de sua ultima risita Si

Australia e Nora Zelandia. Alias ha onza anoa

qua ela nto la a esaaa partes do mindo. Aoa an-

tipodes lerou ele o grande entuaiasmo de qua ae

impregnou naa reunites de Nora York e de Chica-

go a transmltlu tambem aos paramounteses -ana -

trail ano 8 e noTa-ze lands aes palarraa de optlm-
lsmo pelo piano de continuado progresao da Pa-
mount no mundo das direrstas da tela.m Seta quaae a terminer a ultima comedia de

Jerry Lewis, "The Ladies' Uan", que noa infor-
aam de Hollywood e uma das melhores produqtes
do reconhacido comadiante. 0 "aet"principal da
comidia, que alias alnda esti de pe,e uma das

aalores construqtea ainda levant ad as para uma
filmaqto em Hollywood e tern sldo muito admira-
da pelos visitantes aoa estudio. Observem ease

oenario, quando virem a fita. ^le marcou, como

novidade, na feltura de pelfculas, como a cobb-

dla tambe'm marcara para sua originalidade.

### Nos proximo s me aes o mindo cinematografico

,

e espe claimants o mindo paramountes, vai se tor-

nar muito consciente do valor do super-drama de

Marlon Brando — "A Face Oculta". ’Ssta fita to -

RIO DE JANEIRO - Cine Caruso, the night of

the sensationally successful opening of Para-

mount * s French release, "Women Are Weak. Out-
side the cinema are some posters calling att-

ention to the ’Rose Marie Reid Girls,’ who

were stage attractions at the Caruso on opening

night.

Here are the 'Rose Marie Reid Girls' in a
bathing suit fashion parade on the stage of the
Caruso in connection with the premiere of
"Women Are Weak." (But not these onesi)

In writing of this premiere. Paramount's
general manager for Brazil, A. Stephen dug,
said: "The picture is no-v in its 2nd week,
has not even gone into the Circuit yet, but
has already smashed records and thus estab-
lished itself as one of the top grossing
pictures Paramount has released in many years,
'Women Are Weak' is also playing day-ana-
date at the Plaza Theatre."

mou tune grande tenqporada em produzir, e podemos

garantir que as des^esas e o ten^o material se-

ifto de pouca importancia em face da qualidade e

pujanqa do trabalho realizado. Pode -se meamo di-

zer que esse 4 o custo da alta criaqSo. A ver-

satilidade de Brando e coisa nundialmBnte sabi-

da. Mas a sua obra passada se esmalece ante os

lances grandiosos da personagem sedenta de*ensi-

as de vinganqa (por ele prdprio criada e dirigi-

da) que vemos agindo em "A Face Ociftta". am re-

sumo
,
4 uma praduqHo exce lento. ^ portanto

,
re -

quer grande "showmanship" por parte da ParamunA
em todo o mundo.

Alfred Hitchcock in his

Hollywood office with Louis
Serrano, Portuguese news-
paperman and language exp-
ert, who assisted materially
with the Portuguese trailer
made by the director for
use with the "Pyscho" prem-
iere scheduled shortly in
Rio de Janeiro

Paranounteers in the

U.S. and Canada who feel

they've been having a

tough winter will sympa-
thize with Anthony
Quinn and Japanese star
Yoko Tani, who for al-
most three months braved
temperatures around the
mark of 50 deerees belnw
zero during the filming
of Paramount's "The Sav-
age Innocents" near the
Arctic Circle.

HOLLYWOOD - Visiting
Audrey Hepburn on the set
of "Breakfast At Tiffany^*
is 'Sylvia,' eminent TV
personality from Brazil,
and wife of the eminent
Brazilian linguistics ex-
pert, Louis Olvera.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Dis-
play placed in the Plaza
and Caruso Theatres ann-
ouncing the 'Rose Marie
Reid Girls' in a bathing
suit fhshion parade which
preceded the showing of
"Women Are Weak" in both
cinemas.

Audrey Hepburn has a
number of observations
to make in Portuguese
in "Breakfast At Tiff-
any's."

She was taught conv-
ersational Portuguese
for the picture by
Louis Olivers,Brazilian
linguistics expert and
technical adviser to
Walt Disney on Latin
America.
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The ticklish technique
of how to slither from
the wrong hotel room to
the right one (garbed in a
fashion best described by
glancing above), is demon-
strated in hilarious fash-
ion by Shirley MacLaine in

Hal Wallis' "All In a

Night's Work" — Highspot
of Fun for Sixty-One.

Jerry Lewis starts out
in "The Ladies' Man" by
being 'deathly afraid* of
the predatory tactics of
the opposite sex. How far
along In the film, there-
for, do you imagine that
the above scene takes
place?

The first proof of a

well-ordered mind is to
be able to pause and

linger within itself.
-Seneca

LES REUNIONS DE VENTES
ANNONCENT UNE ANNEE
1961 TR I OMPHALE* ******

Le mois dernier nous avona public 4 pages
sur la reunion des ventes qui s'est tenue k

N.T. et qui a marqu* l'entr*e en fonction de
Nr. Jerome Pickman en tant que directeur g*n*-
ral des rentes pour les Etats-Unis et le Canada.

Au terse de oette reunion Nr. George Weltner
a dit : "C'est la premiere fois que Jerome Pink-
an dirige une assembles et o'est la meilleure
k laquelle j'aie jamais assist*".

Une autre reunion, dans le mime esprit, a eu
lieu k Chicago ok se sont retrouv*s les d*l*-
gu*s de l'Ouest des Etats-Unis. Cette reunion a

repu le mime accueil enthousiaste et nous avons

consacr* dans ce num*ro plusieurs pages illus-
tr*es de photos k ce qui s'y est pass*. En con-
clusion de ces deux *vknements, il s'avkre que

l'avenir de la production et de la distribution
de Paramount s'annonce sous les plus brillante
auspices.

A ces deux meetings assistaient non seule-

Hal Wallis, to whom the making of film hits
"comes naturally," had two winners being film-
ed side-by-side when he was making "All In A

Night's Work" and »G. I. Blues." The result was

a lot of spontaneous 'fraternizing' of the very
best kind. Such as this birthday party involv-

ing Hal himself. Dean Martin, Shirley MacLaine

and Elvis Presley. Only trouble was that in the

whole proceedings no one seemed to remember
just wnose birthday they were celebrating. . .We

kind of think it was Dean's, because of the

golf figurine on the cake at right.

ment Nr. Balaban mais *galement Nr. Karp qui *-
vait apoort* de Hollywood un magnifique rapport
sur la production en cours et sur la production
future. Ce rapport sera d'ailleurs *dit* sous
forme de brochure et distribu* dans les agences
du monde entier de Paramount par les soins des-
quelles il sera certainement traduit pour l'a-
v ant age de chacun.

Nous complkterons ce rapport par de nombreu-
ses photos qui paraitront au fur et k mesure
dans le Paramount World afln de vous tenir au
courant de ce qui t*moigne la permanence de la
valeur de la production Paramount. Production
qui a d*jk fait see preuves au cours de ces

demikres d*cades.
Pendant ces deux r*mnions, deux films ont

*t* projet*s et accueillis avec enthousiasme
par les d*l*gu*s ; il s'agit de "One-Eyed JackW
et de "All in a Night's work".

Au moment ou nous mettrona sous presse, Nr.

Weltner fera un voyage d'affaires (le ler de-

puis 11 ans) en Australia et en Nouvelle-Z*lan-
de. Durant cette visite, il fera part aux agea-

ces de Paramount dans ces territoires ainsi

ROME - Italy's general manager, Pilade imvi,

and Mrs. Levi, shown returning to Italy foll-
owing their visit to the United States. Arriv-

ing at the new Rome Airport of Fiumicino, they
are met by, at left. Ugo Senigallia, head of

the Secretarial Dept., and Mario Jacchia, chief

accountant, and Vieri Niccoli, publicity head.

qu'k l'industrie cin*matographique, des impor-
tants projets de Paramount dont le but est d'a-

m*liorer constamment l'industrie du spectacle.

La demikre production de Jerry Leyis "The
Ladies 'Man" est presque termin*e et s'annonce
d'ores et d*jk comme un chef-d'oeuvre comique.
Mais le d*cor imnressionnant qui a *t* cons-
truit pour ce film, et dont nous avons montr*
la photo le mois dernier, demeure en place sur

le plateau N° 15. C'est l'une des constructions
les plus extraordinaires que Hollywood ait ja-

mais vues et elle adttir* de nombreux visiteurs

du monde entier. Quand vous verrez the "Ladies'
Man", vous comprendrez rapidement que ce genre
de d*cor permet de donner un nouveau rythme k

la production et que ce rythme aura une r*per-
cussion sur le spectacle lui-mime.

Dans les mois qui vont suivre, l'industrie
cin*matographique touts entikre se rendra comp-

te de l'*norme importance du Super-film de Mar-
lon Branco "One-Eyed Jacks". La r*alisation de
ce film a *t* longue mais cette dur*e n'est
rien en comparaison des souvenirs imp*rissables
que ce film laissera dans 1' esprit des specta-
teurs. On connait d*jk la versatilit* de Marlon
Brando mais ses creations pass*es sembleront de

piles copies par rapport au rile fracassant qu'

il a cr*e dans "One-Eyed Jacks" (lui-mime *tant

le r*alisateur) . C'est un film magnifique qui

exigera un magnifique effort de publicit* de la

part de tous les Paramountiers du monde entier.

HOLLYWOOD - Marika
Semler, Italian newspape
and magazine corresponds
stationed in the film
city, with Laurence Harm
on the set of Hal Wallis
production of "Summer an
Smoke .

"
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PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS IN
CONTINENTAL EUROPE****,

HIGH HONOR
FOR A FINE
PARAMOUNTEER

IHHHJ

The Paramount staff
of Cagliari, where is

located our Paramount
Italian branch off the Is-

land of Sardinia, sent

this cable to John B.

Nathan, general manager
for Continental Europe:
WE ARE PROUD TO INFORM
YOU THAT THE MINISTRY
OF INTERIOR AND THE MIN-
ISTRY OF TOURISM AND
PUBLIC SPECTACLES HAVE
CONFERRED THE VERY HIGH-
EST HONOR NAMING OUR
MANAGER, DR. PISANO,AS
PRESIDENT OF THE COMM-
ITTEE ON TOURISM IN
SARDINIA. SUCH A POST
WILL CONSOLIDATE EVEN
GREATER THE INTERESTS
OF PARAMOUNT. DEVOTED
REGARDS.

RHEIN-MAIN AIRPORT, FRANKFURT - When Mr.J.
E. Perkins and Mr. John B.Kathan arrived in
Germany recently they were met at this airport
by the sales ana publicity heeds of the Gernmn
Paramount organization gathered to Join them
in a sales and showmanship conference.

Reading from left: Mr. Erich Ranis, Hamburg
branch manager; Mr. Julius Kalle, publicity
director for Germany; Mr. Artemi js Stabins,
administration chief for Germany; Mr. Hngo
Strainer, general manager for Germany; Mrs. Car-
ols Werners, Dusseldorf branch manager; Mr.
Siegfried Kobosil, assistant sales manager;
Mr. John B. Nathan, general manager for Europe;
Mr. Erwin Schad, general sales manager for
Germany; ’Elvis,” by proxy; Mr. Heinz Himmel,
Frankfurt branch manager; Mr. James E. Perkins,
president. Paramount International Films, Inc.;
Mr. Wilhelm Benninger, assistant branch mna-
ger, Munich; Mr. Hans Fischer, Berlin branch
manager; Mr. Willi Krau3,Munich branch manager.

DUSSELfiORF. Germany - Management of the Rex

Theatre here left no doubt as to the identity
of the film's star when they presented Elvis
Presley in "Cafe Europa" (original title of "G.

I. Blues"). Illuminated standee of Elvis was

visible for miles on this main thoroughfare.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET last month establi-
shed new records at the Radio Theatre in Cairo,

Egypt, according to exciting information
transmitted to Continental General Manager i>hn

B. Nathan by Donald Hunter, general manager
for Egypt.

In its first week it topped "War and Peace,"

which in turn places second to the all-time top
grosser, "Samson and Delilah." This means also
that it topped "The Sad Sack," previous Jerry
Lewis topper. Also, at a special morning show,
the interplanetary comedy broke the Radio The-
atre’s all-tima record for morning shows.

Mr. Nathan completed his report to Paramount
International’s president, James E. Perkins,
with this comment: "As you can imagine, Don
Hunter is greatly enthused with these results,
which enthusiasm I share completely."

FRANKFURT, Germany - When Hugo
Stramer arrived here recently to take
the post of general manager, he carr-
ied with him a book on "Argentina To-
Day" as a gift to John B. Nathan,
general manager for Continental Eur-
-VS. This was from Mr. Nathan’s good
friends in Argentina, where he had
been managing director before assum-
ing his present high post in Europe.
But Mr. Nathan (at left) must have
been prescient, for he had ready a
fine book on "Germany Today," and the
pleasant exchange 'is shown above. Par-
amount International’s president.
James E. Perkins watches the exchange
with his traditional calm.

BERLIN - Stunning house-front by
the Zoo Palast for "Psycho" — and of
course 4 a new box-office record.

BELCM

STOCKHOLM - Some more wonderful postering of
Elvis

x
Presley in "En Yankee Med Takter I" (G.I.

Blues) at the Anglais Theatre here. Behind the
strolling pedestrians are three massive posters
for "The Ten Commandments," still current here.
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When Paramount’s new

comedy, "Love In a Gold-

fish Bowl" was completed

recently, Tommy Sands
and Nancy Sinatra took
off for Hawaii on a

belated honeymoon. They
were married just prior
to the start of the film.

STOCKHOLM - At left is
Tlva FranzAn, president cf
the Elvis fan club, The
Pied Pipers, together with'
her secretary. They are
demonstrating for their
idol at the Anglais Thea-
tre the night of the open-
ing of "G. I. Blues."

DANNY KAYE has no idea
of usurping any of Marlon
Brando's prerogatives in
"One-Eyed Jacks"} it's
simply that the role he
was called upon to play In
"On the Double" is that of
a one-eyed general. One of
the comedy's cutest gags
is that he never can quits
remember which eye he
should have the patch over.

RIGHT

STOCKHOLM - A fine ex-
ample of repititive adv-
ertising in an important
city street, calling att-
ention to Elvis Presley's
"G. I. Blues."

Posters were done in
luminous ink so as to be
effective day and night.
Above site is on main ar-
tery leading to N.K. and
other top department
stores.

STOCKHOLM - Here's a spot in the heart of
modern Stockholm — and this rotating adverti-
sing drum is beating out a message about Elvis
Presley in "En Yankee Med Takter I" (G. I. Blues;
directed at the hearts of the Swedish youth.

FORSALJNI NGSKONFERENSER
PRAGLADE AV OPTIMISM
INFOR 1961
Det forra numret inneholl fyra sidor med de-

taljer kring forsfiljningskonferensen i New

York som markerade installerandet av Jerome

Pickman som forsfiljningschef for Paramount s in-

hemska organisation i Fbrenta Staterna och Ca-

nada. I konferensens avslutandp skede ffirkla-

rade Mr. Weltner: "Det mest givande forsfilj-

ningsmote, som jag nagonsin bevistat.var det dA

Jerry Pickman forsta gangen forde "taktpinnen"

I samma anda forflyttades sA konferensen till

Chicago, dar delegaterna fran de vfistra delar-

na av Forenta Staterna sammantrfiffade. Aven

detta gick i entusiasmens tecken och vi ha fig-

nat flera sidor av det hfir numret At att tala

om vad dfir sig tilldrog. Det som dryftades och

de beslut som fattades inger stora forhoppning-

ar vad betraffar Paramounts framtida produktion

och distribution.

Bada de nfimnda sammankomsterna Devistades

inte bar a av Mr. Balaban utan ocksA av lti*.Jack

Karp fran Hollywood, vilken gav en inblick i

vad vi ha att vfinta i filmvfig. Mr. Karps rap-

port har sammanstfillts i en liten bok som dist-

ribueras till alia kontor vfirlden runt; troligt

hr val att ni ocksA kommer att oversfitta den sA

den blir tillgfinglig f3r alia. Som ett komple-

ment vill vi i Paramount World hAlla er under-

kunniga om den kommande produktionen, vilken ter

sig som den mest lovande under de senaste decen-

nierna. TvA filmer visades fbr delegaterna

vid de bAda sammankomsterna, nfimligeh "Qne-Eyec

Jacks" (omslaget) och "All in a Night's Work".

BAda utlfiste de varmaste lovard och stor entusJ

asm.

Ungeffir nfir detta nummer gick i press befanr

sig Mr. Weltner i Australien och Nya Zealand.

Det var hans forsta resa pA 11 Ar till denna d«

av vfirlden. Han hade dfirvld tillffille delge

paramount firema dfir den optimistiska syn pA frt

tiden,som kom till uttryck vid ovannfimnda konfc

renser ,och fiven brings till deras kfinnedom Parc

nounts framtida storartade planer.

Jerry Lewis senaste film "The Ladies' Man"

fir nu n&stan ffirdig och ser ut att bli en av

hans aHr a tokroligaste. Men den imponerand#

uppbyggnaden i studion f5r denna film, den son

ni sag i fbrra numret, finna fortfarande kvar

pA studio 15. Det fir en av de stfirsta kcn-

struktioner som Hollywood nagonsin sett och has

dragit Askadare frAn hela vfirlden. Nfir ni ser

"The Ladies' Man" inser ni genast att uppbygg-

naden ifrAga har mBjligtgjort ett nytt produk-

tionstempo, vilket i sin tur mBJliggjort ett*

nytt underhAllningstempo.

Under de nfirmaste raanadema kommer Marlon

Brandos drama "One-Eyed Jacks" att vara det

allmfinna samtalsfimnet. Det har tagit lAng tid

att gfira filmen.men den kommer att te sig kart

i jfimforelse n»d hur lfinge man kommer att min-

nas filmen. Brandos mAngsidighet fir redan nA-

got av ett rekord.men alia hans tidigare rol-

ler kommer att framtrfida som bleka skuggor Jfim-

ffirt med hans hfimndgiriga uppenbarelse (i egen

regi) i "One-Eyed Jacks". Det fir en magnifik

film, som ffirtj&nar en helhjfirtad insats frAn

var je paramount fir vfirlden runt.

sent-
.ais

And here's Swedish youth, proclaiming sen

iments in English also, outside of the Angle

Theatre where "G. I. Blues" was rounding out

another record with the help of wonderful Par-*

amount showmanship.
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SHOWMANSHIP IS BOOMING
THROUGHOUT THE FAR EAST

HONGKONG - The shop
of Gibb Livingston &
Co. Ltd. at Dee Voeux
Road, Central, agents
for RCA. had this most
attractive display on
Elvis Presley when
"G. I. Blues" was the
hit of the town at the
Royal and State Thea-
tres.

Sydney Boehm has
been signed to write
the screenplay for
TCowloon," Ray Stark
production for Param-
ount release which is
scheduled as a succ-
essor to Stark’s cur-
rent hit, "The World
of Suzle Wong."

TECHNICOLOR

TOKYO - "The World
of Suzie Wong" domin-
ated the cover of the
December issue of the

f
lobally-circulating
ar East Film News...

The issue also conta-
ined a great deal of
other interesting Par-
amount news.

BANGKOK, Thailand - These are
front and back covers of the colorful
and comprehensive book on forthcoming
Paramount product issued by Chana
Chaikijkarana, Paramount manager here.

The publication was issued almost co-

incidentally with the Roval Perform-
ance of "G. I. Blues," which opened

the magnificent new Paramount Theatre,

which meant that the name of the com-

?
any enjoyed much of the most wonder-
ul attention it has had in decades.

SINGAPORE - Miss Orchid Wong,
Cathay Organisation's Singapore film
actress, left here January 11 for
Amsterdam and Roms as the Singapore
Government’s goodwill ambassador. She

flew on the inaugural flight of the

KDi DC8 jetliner and in Holland and

Italy distributed orchids and extend-
ed invitations to visit Singapore du-

ring 1961, in connection with the

Government's "Visit the Orient Year
1961" campaign.

Mr. John Ede, general manager of
the Cathay Organisation, who also made

the flight, is shown above with Miss
Orchid Wong.

Prior to becoming a top-flight
Singapore film star. Orchid Wong,
who is 21, was known at home ana
among friends as Ting Ming (which is
Chinese for serene and intelligent)

.

im'jv1
j_-_ _ 1
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KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - At this celebrated Odeon

Theatre (of the Cathay Organisation), the Hitchcock
goldmine, otherwise known as "Psycho," achieved "the
highest gross of any Paramount picture released in
Kuala Lumpur at normal admission price," according to
Paramount Far East division manager Svend A. Henriksen.
Note huge signs both sides of Odeon proclaiming the
policy that the picture must be seen only from the
beginning. Signs are in English and (at left) Chinese
and Malay.

G. I. BUJES, in its

first-run engagement
in Manila’s Galaxy, ran

for 41 days , more than
twice the Philippines
run of the first Elvis
Presley picture. ...and

to more than twice the

Joy of Philippines mn-
ager A. S. Velasquez.

BELOW

HONGKONG - Fleet of
Coca-Cola delivery
trucks all bearing
posters advertising
the highly successful
engagement of Cecil B.
DeMille's "Samson and
Delilah" at the King's
Theatre.

HONGKONG - Day and night,
Elvis Presley's "0. I. Blues"
made the Royal Theatre one of
the brightest spots in the World
of Suzie Wong — Hongkong.

HONGKONG - Hal Wallis- hit
Elvis Presley musical, "G. I.

Blues," was too big for one cin-
ema in this crowded, colorful
city. So it was day-and-dated
into the State Theatre also.
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A revealing ’moment o

truth’ is brilliantly re

alized by Geraldine Pag

and Laurence Harvey i n Ha

Wallis' realism-plus prod

uction, ’’Summer and Smoke
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BOGOTA, Colombia "The Ten Com-
mandments" is back in this South Am-
erican metropolis for its return eng-
agement and nas been playing the top
Mogador, San Carlos and Sair Jorge
theatres with conspicuous success, acc-
ording to Paramount manager Andres
Sanz. Above photographs of queues at
the Mogador (top) and San Carlos bear
fine testimony to this.

Manager Senz states that the sche-
duled playing time for the return en-
gagement at all three theatres was 2_

weeks. However, this was exceeded,and
at latest report the Cecil B.DeMille
production was in its 6th week at the
San Jorge, a record fortlie house. In
addition, the weekly receipts at the
San Jorge have exceeded double the
house average.

LIMA, Peru - The Tacna cashed in
heavily with the appeal of the filmed-
in-New York aspect of "The Rat Race."
Picture was shown day-and-date at the

Pacifico, and both cinemas stressed
the New York locale - as can be seen
in the above lobby display at the
Tacna. Another showmanship touch that

— 1 1 • 4 m/« ^ a D*>i* nm/M irrf

manat
of 1*61 pocket calendars, plavingcE
size, with a picture of Tony Curti:
on the reverse side.

PARAMOUNT PICTURE NEWS FROM THE

SPANISH-SPEAKING WORLD ********

BOGOTA - Before the stirring business event

at the left took place, there was a contract
signing event for this return engagement of "Tne

Ten Commandments." Signing for the Cecil B.

DeMille production is Mr. Felix de Gamboa, man-
ager of the Circuito San Miguel. At left is

Paramount's Latin American division manager,
Henry B. Gordon. At right is Andre's Sanz, Para-
mount manager for Colombia.

HOLLYWOOD - Brazil's new ambassador to

Japan knows that one of the pictures he must

see in Tokyo late this year is Danny Kaye's

"On the Double." The Ambassador, Decio de

Moura, is at right, not the least perturbed
that Danny, in winter underwear, is paying maw
attention to his (the ambassador's) wife. At

left is Raoul de Smandek, Brazilian consul in

Los Angeles. HHmtHflll

HOLLYWOOD - Tommy Sands, thi
singing star of "Love In a Goli
Fish Bowl," learns about Brazil
from eminent linguistics exper
Louis Olvera and his wife. Sra
Olvera is a top television per>
sonality in Brazil.

BUENOS AIRES - This camera
concentration is on the partie
larly fine front-of-house disp
lay that the Opera Cinema had
for "The Rat Race" rather thair

on the host of people crowding
in to see the Perlberg-Seaton
comedy romance of New York Cit;

Many Paramounteers around
the world linked their Christ-

mas greetings with a current
Paramount attraction. A most
effective one was that of Par-

amount Films of Colombia, Inc.

The 'linked' film was TEMPEST.

Far Left

HOLLYWOOD - In several seq-
uences of "Breakfast At Tiff-
any's," Audrey Hepburn plays a

guitar Spanish fashion. She ii
shown here taking lessons.

Left

BARCELONA - Crowds at the
Novedades and Rialto Theatres
throng to see the Alfred Hitch
cock production, "The Man Who
Knew Too Much."
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IN AUSTRALIA HAL WALLIS'

" G . I . BLUES" IS A HIT

IN EVERY STATE

The extent of Elvis Presley^s fantastic popu-

larity in Australia can well be gauged from the

picture on this page showing the receptions accor-

ded "G. I. Blues" in all of the capital cities.

SYTNEY - Eignt thousand miles soutnweet of

Hollywood the gals still worship Elvis, even in
cardboard likeness. These eight Australian gals
are in the lobby of the Prince Edward Theatre,

MELBOURNE - Rounding
out the picture in all of
the Australian capitals is.

this shot of the mass 'in-
vasion’ of the Barclay by
young Aussles Intent on
seeing Elvis Presley in
"G. I. Blues."

where "G. I. Blues" recently completed a record-
breaking en^gement.

The girls, plus thousands of others, besieged
the Prince Edward management for stills of Elvis.
The management sent them to Paramount, where the
supply was almost instantly exhausted.

PERTH - Strategically placed
billboard for "G.I. Blues" on
one of the city's major entran-
ces. "G" indicates that film
has been approved for 'General'
exhibition.

Here's another shot of the spacious lobby of
the Prince Edward. Note how one sex predominates.
The blonde young lady on the pedestal is a cele-
brated Prince Edward 'institution.' Ever since
the internationally renowned cinema opened almost
forty years ago, a blonde attendant has occupied
this rostrum. Her sole duty has been to be deco-
rative — a picturegoer's Pygmalion.

BRISBANE * A contribu-
ting factor in the sucobss
of "G.I.Blues" at the
Wintergarden Theatre was
this fine window display
in Penney 's famous Record
Bar near

vnNTF.P CARDf/v
THEATWt

\ ELVIS WESLEY
Kir. CIBLUES •

PERTH - Western Australia acclaimed "G.I.

Blues" rapturously. Above, the manager of the

Piccadilly, Colin Spivey (back to camera) mar-

shalls his young patrons eager to see and hear

Elvis Presley on opening day. The queue, ext-
anding past car at left, stretched the full
length of an arcade adjoining the Piccadilly.

NOW TRY AND
IMAGINE HQW
HARD PRESLEY
Ilf "BLUE
HAWAII" IS
GOING TO HIT
AUSTRALIA.

BRISBANE - Up in Queensland,
at the Winter Garden, the police
were on hand to handle crowds
milling in the theatre's mass-
ive lobby to see "G.I.Blues."
Note the constable's 'safari'
helmet, which Paramount's Alan
Wardrope felt was in order for
"the hottest show in town."

MORE NEWS ON

THE HIGH SUCCESS

OF "G. I. BLUES"
IN AUSTRALIA IS

TO BE FOUND ON
PAGE 35.

by
any means halt the Hitchcock
flans from streaming to the Maj-
estic Theatre to see "Psycho"
from the start, of course.

ADELAIDE - Two views of the
queues inside the Majestic ant-
icipating "G.I.Blues." "And,"
said Manager Chick Arnold, "you
should have seen the rest of the
queues outside."
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"BLCTE HAWAII " is the

title Hal Wallis has

selected for the forth-
coming Elvis Presley
picture formerly called
"Hawaii Beach Boy."
The Paramount release,

to be filmed in Techni-
color on location in
Honolulu, will start
production next month,
under the direction of
Norman Taurog.

"Blue Hawaii" will be
Presley’ s- first picture
for Wallis under a new
5-yeer contract with the
producer calling for one
film annually.

MARGARET RUTHERFORD,
beloved British comedieme
recently decorated by Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth,
has a truly riotous role
in Danny Kaye’s "On the
Double" and plays it
to a fare-thee-we 11. She's
one of the uproarious
comedy's greatest assets.

Nancy Kwan, co-star
with William Holden in
"The World of Suzie
Wong," has been voted
best "new face" of I960
by the Cleveland (Ohio)
Critics Circle.

Award was made on be-
half of the Cleveland
Press and News, Cleve-
land Plain Dealer and
the Cleveland Sun
Pre ss-Me ssenger

.

LONDON - Nancy Kwan,as
the star of "The World of
Suzie Wong," has been
meeting a great many of
the world's notables. In
this instance, taken at
the film's premiere in
the Plaza Theatre , is a
picture of her speaking
with animation to the
Crown Prince of Jordan.

HAL WAILIS
MOOUUIO*

TtCHNICOlOS G.I. BLUES

Paramount posters in Germany have a ve
real knack of catching the spirit of the pi
ure they are advertising. A typical, and very
fine, example of this is the poster above for
"G. I. Blues." Another thing: Paramount post-
ers from Germany never omit the Trade Mark.

GROSSARTIGE
ERFOLGSAUSSI CHTEN
FUR 19 6 1

In unserer letzten Ausgabe widmetcn wir vier
Seiten der Tagung der Verkaufachef s in New

York, die ganz unter dem Zeichen der Berufung
von Jerome Pickman als obersten Verkaufschef

der Paramount fiir die USA und Kanada stand.

COLOGNE - Illustrative of the fact that
just about every showmanship device was put to
work for "G. I. Blues" in Germany, is this

mobile display, with an illuminated revolving
top. Idea worked wonders for the Olympia and
Roxy Theatres, which recorded record business
with the Hal Wallis musical romanwe.

Singing star Bobby Darin and blonde Stella

Stevens (from "Li’l Abner) co-star in "Too

Late Blues," now being produced and directed

for Paramount release by John Cassavetes.

P.S. Title now "DREAMS FOR SALE"

The drama of two young people of the musical

world is being made ahead of two other Para-

mount films slated for Darin and Miss Stevens.

These are: "Hell Is For Heroes," teaming Darin

with Bob Newhart (see our Telemeter Page 15 re

Newtert), and Bryan Foy’s "The Prison Story,"

starring Miss Stevens.

Beim AbschluB dieses Treffens sagte Mr .George
Weltner: "Die interessanteste*Tagung dieser Art
die ich je besuchte, war die erste, die unter
dem Vorsitz von Jerome Pickman stattfand." Die
Tagung wurde nach Chicago verlegt ansclilieBend,
wo sich dann die Vertreter der westlichen Ver-
einigten Staaten trafen. Dieses Treffen verlief
genau so lebhaft. Einen Bericht darixber bringer
wir in Wort mid Bild auf mehreren Seiten in die
ser Ansgabe. Alles was auf beiden Tagungen be—
kaift wurde, berechtigt zu den groBten Erwartun-
gen im Hinblick auf kommende Paramount—Filme
und deren Verleih.

Beide Male waren sowohl Mr.Balaban als auch
Mr .Jack Karp zugegen. Letztcrer brachte aus
Hollywood einen glanzenden Bericht mit, iiber

(lie laufende und komnende Produktion. Dieser
Bericht wurde in einer kleinen Broschiire heraut
gegeben, die auf siimtliche Biiros in der ganzen
Welt verteilt werden soli, zur Kenntnis und
Nutzen eines jeden. Wir werden diesen Bericht
in der Paramount—World noch mit Bildern erg^nzc
um Ihnen einen Eindruck davon zu geben, was wii

als die gliinzendste und vielversprechendste Pa-

ramount-Staff el der letzten zehn Jahre betrach-
ten.

Auf beiden Tagungen wurden den Anwesendcn zwei
Filme gezeigt, und zwnr "One-Eyed Jacks" (unsei

Titclgeschichte) und "All in a Night's Work".
Beide erhiclten groBes Lob und viol Beifall.

Wahrend diese Ausgabe im Druck ist, wird Mr.We;|

ner gerade Australien und Neu-Seeland besuchen,
und damit wird zum ersten Mai seit elf Jahrcn
wieder eine Geschiiftsreise in diesen Teil der
Welt fiihren. Er bringt die glanzenden Eindriicki

der beiden Tagungen in New York und Chicago mF
und wird daruber bei den entsprechenden ^-eutcn

der Paramount in Australien und Neu-Seeland be-

richten. Dariiberhinaus wird er in der Branclie

ganz allgemein iiber die Plane der Paramount sp:

chen, im Hinblick auf einen weiteren Fortschri

in der Welt der Unterhaltung.

Jerry Lewis' letzter Film "The Ladies' Man"

steht vor seiner Fertigs tel lung und verspricht

einer der groBartigsten des Kiinstlers auf don

Gebiet des Lustpiels zu werden.

Aber die massiven Studiobauten, die fiir diese

Film errichtet wurden und die wir im letzten

Monat im Bild zeigten, bleiben weiterhin auf

Biihne 15. Es 1st eine der groBten Konstruktio-

nen, die Hollywood je gesehen hat und hat echo

Besucher aus aller Welt angezogen. Wenn Sie "T

Ladies' Man" erst gesehen haben, werden $ie •<>

fort merken, daB diese Art Bauten ein grofieres

Tempo bei der Produktion ermoglichen, was sei-

nerseits wieder eine aehnellere Herstellung vo

Unterhaltungsfilmen zur Folge hat.

Im Lanfe der koimnenden Monate wird sich die ge

samte Filmwelt von der Bedeutung des Marlon-

Brando—Superfilms "One-Eyed Jacks" iiberzeugen

konn-en. An diesem Film wurde iehr lange gear-

beitet. Aber diese Zeitspanne wird vollkomen
unwesentlich sein wenn man bedenkt, daB diesel

auBergewohnliche Film dazu ausersehen ist, mBg

lichst in ewiger Erinnerung zu bleiben. ^ie

Wandlungsfahigkeit Marlon Brando's ist eindruc

Voll, aber seine friiheren Filme werden -wie eic

blasser Abklatsch wirken im Vergleich zu der

Rolle des Rachers, die er in "One-Eyed Jacks"

verkorpert (unter seiner eigenen Regie). Es ie

ein groBartiger Film, fiir den jeder Angestelli

der Paramount in der ganzen Welt sein Bestes

tun 8ollte.
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I CONGRESSI PARAMOUNT
PREANNUNCI ANO MERAVI-
GUOSI SUCCESSI
N E L 1961
Lo soorao mesa, sbbiam© dadioat© quattro p*_

gin# al oongraas© oousaroial© dl lav York
”

oha ha vista l'inaadiament© di Jerry Piok-
aan a direttora oousaroial© dell'organizza-
ioaa dalla Paramount nagli Stati Unit! ad
in CanadA* A oonolusiona di qualla riuniane,
Oaorga Waltnar dissat "Il primo oongrasso
oousaroial© tanuta da Jarry Piokman A state
11 pill profioua fra tutti qua111 oui ho pax
tooipato"* In quallo stassa spirits ha svu
ta laogo il oongrasso di Chioago, oha ha vl
ste riuniti i dalagati dagli Stati aoeidan
tali dagli Stati Uniti. Anohs quanta riunio^
na b stata partioolarnants ontusiasmanto,
a noi abbiamo dadioato divarsa pagina dal
prasanta numara par illustrara a rifarira
quanto vsnna disoussa in quall'eooasiona.
La svolgimanta dai dua oongrassi ha confer.

ato l'enormo entusiasmo da tutti nutrite
par il future della produzione a diatribu-
siona dalla Paramount*

Alla dua riunioni furono prasantl il
Sig. Balaban, ad anoha Jaok Karp, oha, da
Hollywood, ports un importanta rasooonto
sulla produzione attualo a prossima* Quaato
rapporta, raooolto in volume varrA inviato
s tutti gli uffioi Paramount nal monde a

sarA tradotta Integralasnta in tutta la
lingua* 1' nostra attonsions oomplatara
quasto raooonto oon la pubblioaziona di un
oostants afflusso di fotagrafia sul Para-
nount World, par tenervl informati su qual
la oontinuitA di prodotto oha, oradiamo,

sia la piA brillanta a rassiouranta rogi-
strata alia Paramount nagli ultind daoina
d'anni.Ai dalagati, durante quests riunioni
furono proiottati dua films NH Ouoroio"
(One Eyed Jaoks) oui abbiamo dadioata la 0£
partina a l'artioolo di fends, a "All in a

light's Work"* Ambedus i film susoitarono
jranda ontusiasmo a risoossaro unanimi oon
iansi*

Al momenta di andara in maoohina, il

Jig* Waltnar si trovarA in Australia a nal
La Huova Zelanda, dopo undioi anni di asssn
ia* Bgli portarA oon sa la imprassioni sfA

lllanti ragistrata durante i dua oongrassi

i Haw York a di Chicago a riferirA ai ool_

aboratori d'AustrAlia a di Nuova Zalanda,

ltra oha all' Industrie oinematografioa in

anara, i formidabili piani di produzione

alia Paramount nal mondo dallo spettacolo

"The Ladies' Man" (L'uomo dalle don-
a), il piA raoanta film di Jarry Lewis, A

uasi temdnato a prometta di assare un©
ai piA oomioi fra quelli intarpratati dal
uaoso attora* Us il grandiose "sat" coatru
to par quests produzione, oha Yi abbiamo
illustrate nol numara soorsa, rimane anoora

"HELL IS FOR HEROES"

has been definitely set

as the title of the

forthcoming Edmond

O'Brien picture former-

ly known as "The Soft

Touch .

"

The Paramount rel-

ease thus reverts to

BARI, Italy - This massive
'telescope’ was placed in the
lobby of the Oriente Theatre in
connection with showing of "Vi-
sit To A Small Planet." Those
using it saw a picture on Jerry
Lewis on a 'flying saucer.'

the original title un-
der which the John
McDonald novel was pub-

lished in Cosmopolitan
magazine recently.

in pi©di* Esso rappresenta una da11© plA

formidabili oostruzioni nai raalizzata a

Hollywood, oha ha attratto visitatori da

tutto il mondo* Quando vodrot© "The Ladies'

Man", oomprenderete oha queato tip© di oo—

struzion© perms tterA un nuovo ritme di pro

duziona, a quest© a sua volta aignifioherA

un nuovo ritmo di spettaoola*

Hal oorso dai prossimi me si, tutta

il mondo oinamatografioo oapirA l'iaportan-

sa dell 'ultra dramnatloo film di Marlon

Brando* Questa produzione A stata raalizza-

ta in un lung© lasso di tempo, na oiA non

avrA aloun algnifioato so oonfrontato ai rl

oordi duraturi oho l'aooosionalo opera su—

soitarA* La varsatilitA di Brando giA oo-

stituisos oooaziono, ma lo sus passato in-

tarpratazioni saranno timida asprassioni,al

oonfronto del ruolo di un uomo assetato di

MILAN - Fine display
for Hal Wallis* "Career"
in His Master's Voice Rec-
ord Shop here.

"DREAMS FOR SALE" ia

the new and final title

of the John Cassavetes
production, originally
known as "Too Late

Blues," and currently
in production.

One of many top accomplishments of Pilade

Levi during his recent journey to Hew York
and Hollywood was seeing "One-Eyed Jacks." So

now he is able to tell the Paramounteers of

Italy what a towering production this Marlon
Brando super-film really is.

vendetta quale agli ha oraato (sotto la

propria regia) na "Il Ouaroia"* E' un nagnl

fioe film a riohiede glustamenta una magni

flea dimostrazione di energia da parte di

tutti oolero oha, nal mondo, fanne parte

dalla Paramount*

HOLLYWOOD - Paramour*.1 s

general manager in Italy,
Pilade Levi, stands on a
set of the Hal Wallis pro-
duction, "Summer and
Smoke," between the film's
co-stars, Geraldine Page
and Laurence Harvey. At
left is Peter Glenville,
talented director of the
picture

.

KUBE - Attractive jac-

ket of a popular record
entitled "Un Marziano
Sulla Terra" (The Martian
on the Earth), recorded tyr

the popular Italian vocal
group, "Les Chakachas,
and of course inspired by

Jerry Lewis' "Visit To A

Small Planet."
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,7bsn Jerry Lewis’

"CinderFella" was play-

ing in the Los Angeles

area, radio personality

Bob Gage inaugurated a

contest over Radio KBIG
Catalina.

For the best postcard

explaining "Why I’d Like

to be CinderFella," Gage

awarded a pair of tickets

to the movie, an evening

for two at the Hollywood
Moulin Rouge - and a new

pair of shoes to dance

in.

KUALA LUMPUR - Malaya:
The side of the Cathay'

s

Pavilion was made good
use of to advertise the
coming of "Psycho" to the
Cathay r s Odeon - where the

international record-
breaker proceeded to hit
another top level in box
office figures.

(Note: The venerated
animal in the top picture
is merely enjoying the
traditional freedom of
the city - not waiting to
catch "Psycho" from the
start)

.

One grandmother will

spoil ababy. Two working

together will bring him

up in the way he should

go, for each will susp-

ect the other of spoiling

him and will check it.

William Allen Vhite

Paramount World
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These are pages from the November
and December issues of "’Jeep’ News,"
one of the company publications of
Willys Motors, Inc. This publication
is upbuilding a steady campaign of
interest in Paramount’s production of
"Hataril" since a fleet of Willys
jeeps and trucks have played a most
important part in the African filming
of this John W§yne-starring picture.

ST . LOUIS The reason you haven't been

hearing news from our branch is that it would

all have been bad recently. But now all is well

again with those of our personnel who have been

on the sick list for the last few months.

Now the only thing we can complain about is

our weather! it has been an effort just to get

to and from work with all the snow*

The St. Loui3 territory has been doin6 ex-

tremely well with "L. I. Blues" ana "CinderFella".

(Picture enclosed is the marquee of the Rialto

Theatre, Cape Girardeau, Mo.) Also, we know

"Suzie Wong" will be a top box-office attraction.

Then with "One-Eyed Jacks" coming up, we can see

that business-wise we will be doing very well.

The St. Louis Branch is in a section of St.

Louis that is going to be completely rebuilt

and we are very much looking forward to our new

surroundings. We are hoping there will be a

park right across the street from us so we can

eat our lunch over there! —Jane Smoller

BOSTON As befits a new booker and tradition-

ally the'“new Paramount World correspondent, I

pade my "debut" last week with some "strictly

business" reports.
Now we will recap some of the social high-

lights from the Boston Branch.

Etta Glazin, of our office staff, retummd
from a whirl of shopping and theatre going in

New York and Margaret Cleary, head film inspec-

HATARI?

MERCHANDISING NOTES
FOR JEEP VEHICLE DEALERS

IN SWAHILI

MEANS

Tree Semite Co. Buys Jeep' Tn

THE KIND OF AIR WE LIKE ID GET

Bryan Foy and his exciting production of

"Blueprint for Robbery" really ’got the air*

in St. Louis - but it was the kind of air
that pays off handsomely at the box-office —
radio and TV airtime. Here are the details in

field representative Everett Olsen’s wired
report to Joseph Friednmn, manager of the de-
partment of exploitation:

AFTER A 3JCCESSFUL SWING THROUGH NEW ENGLAN
BRYAN FOY TOOK ST. LOUIS BY STORM ON BEHALF
OF "BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY". STARTING AT 9:3

THIS MORNING WITH A 90-MINUTE PRESS INTER-

VIEW FOY WAS ON CAMERA FOR 9 MINUTES ON
KTVI-TV ON PORJLAR "COFFEE BREAK" FOLLOWED
BY 7 MINUTES ON NBC’S KSD FEVELY PLAYHOUSE,.

"BREAKFAST CLUB "-LIKE PROGRAM HOSTED BY HUS

DAVID, IN AFTERNOON JACK ELLIOTT ON KXDK
USED 10 MINUTES TALKING ABOUT "BLUEPRINT,

"

KMOK USED 7 MINUTES AND KPL-TV 6 MINUTES...
MOST UNUSUAL WAS THE EMENDED TIME USED ON
INTERVIEWS CLEARLY INDICATIVE OF INTEREST H
HAS STIMUIATED ABOUT THE PICTURE. TODAY WAS

CLIMAXED BY BRYAN FOY HOLDING THE UNDIVIDED
ATTENTION OF EDWARD, ElAVID AND JIM ARTHUR 0

ARTHUR ENTERPRISES FCR FIVE SOLID, TALK-

PACKED HOURS. IN SHORT, A MOST SUCCESSFUL

DAY IN ALL VIEWPOINTS.

tress has left for Florida. We envy both of

them.

For stay-at-homes - nose Codes and others

at the Boston Branch bad an opportunity to see

a former Paramount Star - Marlene Dietrich ap-

pearing in a Revue at the elegantly referbishe

Colonial theatre. For many it was a nostalgic

event to see the star that established her

glamourous reputation in America with such

Paramount films as "Morocco", "Desire", and

"Scarlet Impress".
—George Mansour, Jr
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SHOWMANSHIP WILL
BRING A SHOWMAN'S
SHIP TO PORT

BERLIN - Massive trucks with L-sided ann-
ouncements and a rolling public address system
are very popular in Germany. They are economi-
cal and enormously effective. This one for the
Hitchcock production of "Psycho" (note how im-
portant Hitchcock is to German fansl) was put
on the streets, the highways and by-wavs of
Berlin by the management of the Zoo Palast, at
which theatre "Psycho" was a mighty success.

LONDON - One of the many powerful
examples of the popular appeal of
"The World of Suzie Wong" is to be
found in the desire of manufacturers
to make tie-ups with the picture. One
such firm is Telemac, Ltd. one of the
foremost weatherwear manufacturers in
the United Kingdom.

As shown above, this firm is about
to launch the "Suzie Wong Coat" with
a big promotional campaign. The coat,
inspired by Paramount's Hay Stark
production, is shown being attractiv-
ely modeled in the Plaza Theatre foyer.

Telemac,Ltd. has representatives
all over the world, and they are being

alerted to participate in the show-
manship campaign on "Suzie Wong-."

ww mien i»oiuo s piojou
>ndon suburbs. th« Rank Organis-
staged a contest to find the
Lest Elvis Presley fan. In the

LONDON' - When "G. I.Blues" played
the London
at ion stage
prettiest Elvis Presley ....

group above are the finalists, with a
Miss England finalist, Ann Slnmonds,
at left. Winner was Carole Bendixon,
18, (third from left). Her prise was
the Top Rank phonograph shown in the
picture

.

ARNOLD GATES, manager of Loew's State

Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio, used a Hidden Name

game in the city's principal newspapers as one

phase of a comprehensive showmanship campaign

on Jerry Lewis* "CinderFella. " It really paid

off in publicity - and patronage. Gates also
tied in with the Dot records issued in conjunc-

tion with the comedy - and got plenty of good
window displays.

LONDON - Another fine showmanship
presentation for "G. I.Blues" was this
street stunt in Welling, staged on
Christmas Eve by the Granada, with the
cooperation of the Welling police.
Four musicians garbed as GI's played
music from the Hal Wallis production
from the roof of a local music store,
the proprietor cooperating to the ex-
tent of allowing his name to be cov-
ered by the film's title and the name
of the Granada Theatre. The police
had an Inspector and six constables on
hand to control all traffic.

The following is Tony Reddin'

s

note in respect to the above stunt.

"The stunt was a resounding succ-
ess. particularly in view of the
fact that showmanship of this
nature can be very difficult in
England due to the fact that there
is a 'Noise Abatement Act* which
governs what type of noise can be
made by individuals in the streets.

The stunt was the joint work of
Bill Garrett, manager of the Gran-
ada. Welling, and Paramount ' s Head
Office Showmanship Department."

SYDNEY - One phase of Alan
Wardrope's comprehensive show-
manship campaign for "G.I.Blues*
was an Elvis Presley talent
quest. Seventeen-year-old Johnny
White was crowned 'King,* and
is here shown surrounded by
some of his admiring 'subjects.'

"G. I. BLUES" continues to
be one of the all-time winners
at the Sydney Prince Edward
and elsewhere throughout Aust-
ra lia.

Paramount's comprehensive
campaign encompassed widest
disc- jockey coverage in addit-
ion to all of the standard
showmanship methods.

A Sydney restaurant for
teenagers called "Teen
Camteen" also cooperated most
extensively.

BERNARD M. SERLIN (above) has
been appointed assistant exploi-
tation manager for Paramount
Pictures and will work under the
supervision of Joseph Friedman,
exploitation manager. Announce-
ment of this was made by Martin
Davis, director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation.

Serlin resigned from Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to accept the Par-
amount post. Prior to 1958 he
was with Warner Brothers, as
assistant to the Eastern public-
ity director.
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THE LADIES' MAN starts off with

Jerry Lewis 'loathing' all women —
but the 'loathing' changes to 'loving.

ON THE DOUBLE is mostly fast
and frisky fun for Danny Kaye
and Dana Wynter - but there are
romantic moments, too, as shown
above

. uumnmnim
RIGHT

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S shows
the romance that New York City
can provide, through the eyes of

Audrey Hepburn and George Pepp-
ard - when two are In love.

GU V,PSES_0 F_UP CODING _PR0 DUCT

'SIXTY ONE - YEAR OF FUN

LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL is Paramount's "Young

At Heart" picture for 1961. Above, Toby Michaels

is sure she's in love with Tommy Sands; but when

Fabian (at right) appears, she's not so sure.

SUMMER AND SMOKE depicts the-

lower of Tennessee Williams in

revealing the conflict between

daughter and mother when tne

daughter finds that she has been

cheated out of love. Geraldine

Page is the daughter, Una Merkel

the mother in this realism-plus

At this particular point in the uproaric

Hal Wallis comedy, the picture was called v
J. , 9 g

-CU . L

ill concerned, Pbawi In A Night's Work," it
- *•> *— cr e

being Shirley’MacLaine ' s thespian task
otroB mit. At, the least nrovocation
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TAB HUNTER, co-star of

the Perlberg-Seaton
delightfilm, "The Pleasure

of His Company," and a

former recording star, has

retimed to Dot Records,

It was with this Paramount

subsidiary that Tab first
attained disc fame, when
Dot president Randy Wood
had him record "Young

Lore."

Pepe Hern, young
Latin-American actor
seen importantly recen-
tly in "The Magnificent
Seven," plays Nicco. a
cuitarist in Hal Wallis’
production of "Summer
and Smoke,"

NEWS FLASHES

Vic Damone makes a

surprise guest appear-
ance in Jerry Lewis'
"The Ladies' Man."

LATIN AMERICAN DIVISION MANAGER HENRY B.

GORDON reports this interesting "Psycho" story

from Buenos Aires:
"Here's a short but true story that occ-

ured while I was In Mar del Plata, The
Lococos (internationally renowned exhibit-
ors) went with Sam Bekeris (Paramount nenag-
ing director) to a little fishing village
just outside Mar del Plata. For the heck of
it, Mr. Lococo asked one of the fishermen
whether he had ever heard anything of
PSYCHO. Whereupon the nan answered: 'Oh,
that's the picture where nobody can get in
once it’s started!' It is very interesting
to note that a simple 'pescador' (fisherman)
already knows about the Hitchcock picture's
policy even before the film has had release
anywhere in South America."

A recent business vis-
itor to Paramount’s studio
in Hollywood was Isy Pront,
the company's dubbing
'wizard* from Paris head-
quarters. He is shown here
with Danny Kaye, another
wizard at voice synchron-
ization, on the set of
"On the Double."

ASAMBLEA DE VENTAS
PRONOSTICA MARAVILLOSO
EXITO PARA 1961

* * * * * * *

El mes pasado publi camos cuatro pAginas con

relacite a la asamblea de ventas celebrada en

Nueva York que seftalfi la instaladte de Jerome
Pickman como gerente general de ventas de la

organizacite domAstica de Paramount en log
Estados Unidos y el CanadA. A1 final!zar la

reunite , el Sr. George Weltner dijo: "La mejor

asamblea de ventas que he presenciado en mi

vida ha sido la prlmera dirlgida por Jerome

Packman." Eh el mismo Animo, el grupo se tras-

lad6 a Chicago, donde se habian reunido los

delegados de la parte oeste de los Estados
Unidos. Ksta reunite se condujo tambien con

mucho entusiasmo y hemos dedicado varias pAgi-

nas del numero corriente ilustrando e informal!

do lo que ocurrifi allf. Todo lo transcurrido

en las dos reuniones contribuye a un gran entu

siasmo en la future produccite y distilbucite

de Paramount.

Eh las dos reuniones estuvieron presentes

el Sr. Balaban y el Sr. Jack Karp, quien trajo

de Hollywood un maravilloso informs sobre la

produccite corriente y future. Este inforae

ha sido impreso en forma de folleto y serA

distrlbuido a todas las oficinas del mundo,

indudablemente, serA traducido para beneficio

de todos. Suplementaremos ese folleto con

abundantes ilust reelones en "Paramount World"

a finde tenerlos informados sobre lo que cree-

mos es el mAs brlllante producto que Paramount

ha tenido en lAs dltimas dAcadas. Dos pellcu-

las fueron exhibidas en privado para los dele-

gados de las dos reuniones. Estas fueron "KL

Rostro Impenetrable" (One EJyed Jacks) y "La

Dama del Vison" ("All In a Night's Work").

Ambas fueron muy elogiadas.

Miaitras este numero estA en proceso de im-

presifa, el Sr. Weltner estarA visitando Aus-

tralia y Nueva Zelandia, siendo esta su prlmera

visita a esa parte del ramdo en los dltimos

once afios. IlervarA consigo las brillantes im-

prestones obtenidas en las reuniones de Nueva

York y Chicago y tambien informarA a los para-

mount! stas de Australia y Nueva Zelandia como

tambien a la industria en general, los lmpor-

tantes planes hacia un continuo progreso en el

campo de la cinanatografla.

La dltima produccite de Jerry Lewis, titu-

lada "The Ladies' Man" estA prdxima a terrainax
se y se anticipa sea una de las mAs entreteni-

das de este comediante. Pero el inmendo deco-

"Hatar i

!

" Looms
As 'Terrific!'
"Hataril" already it> evoking neavy and imp-

ortant newspaper attention. The New York Times

of January 22nd carried an article on the Howar
Hawks production spread over four Solumna, date

lined from Arusha, Tanganyika and written by

Jamea W. Merrick.
Indicative of the persona litiea in the file

was this significant paragraph:

Heading the cast of "Hataril" are Holly-
wood's John Wayne and Red Buttons, Italy's
Elsa Martinelli, Franoe's Gerard Blain and
Michele Giradon, Germany's Hardy Kruger, an
Valentin de Vargas, a native of New Mexico.

Then with respect to the animals in the pic

ture, the Times article had this to say:

Supporting (and competing) with the hume
cast will be a comprehensive and represents
tive collection of African game, ranging
from elephant and lion to buffalo, leopard,
lynx, hyena, zebra .giraffe, wildebeeate, in

pels, monkey, chimpanzee; hippopotamus and
rhinoceros. To catch and film the African
black rhino. Hawks was accorded unprecedeht
ed permission from the Tanganyika Game Dep-
artment, rhino having been declared "royal
game," a protection necessary to insure its
continued existence. On completion of this
sequence (and its brief filmic career) the
royal rhino will be released. Other animals
where suitable, are destined for a life of
ease and safety in American zoos.

Japanese star Yoko Tani has
a leading role in Tfly Geisha,"
Steve Parker production co-sta-
rring Shirley MacLaine. Yves
Montand, Edward G. Robinson and
Robert Cummings.

In order that she might re-
port to the Tokyo set of "My
Geisha," Miss T&ni was compelled
to cancel a scheduled personal
appearance tour in behalf of
"The Savage Innocents," in which she co-stars
with Anthony Quinn.

Miss Tani portrays a geisha who instructs
Mias MacLaine in the fundamentals of that honor
ed Japanese profession. The Technicolor comedy
is being filmed in Japan under the direction of
Jack Cardiff, from a screenplay by Norman Kreana

redo corporeo que fuA ccnstruido para esta pe-

llcula, y el cual ilustramos el mes pasado,

todavia estA en pie en el Bscenario 15. Es un*

de las mayores constiucciones que se hayan
viato en Hollywood y ha sido contemplada con

adndracite por visitantee de todas partes del

mundo. Cuando usted vea "The Ladies' Man"

comprenderA inmediatamente como este tipo de

construccite ha hecho posible una nueva class

de produccite que a su vez ha producido una

nueva clase de entretenimiento.

En el curso de loa pr&dmos meses todo el

mundo cinematogrAfico ee darA cuenta de la
importancia del "super-drama" de Marlon Bpandc

"El Rostro Impenetrable!? Se ha tornado macho

tienpo en crear esta pellcula pero este serA

corto en comparedte eon el largo tienpo en

que serA recordada esta axcepcicnal pellcula.

La versatilidad de lrido es un hecho recono-

ddo, pero su actuadte pasada quedarA pAlida
en conqparadte con la personalidad vengativa
que Al cre6 (bajo su propia direccite) para

"El Rostro Impenetrable? Esta es una magnifi-

ca pellcula, que exlge una magnlfica demostra-

cite de esfuerao de parte de cada para-

mount!sta en el mundo entero.



PARAMOUNT'S FOUNDER
W AS 8 8 YEARS YOUNG
ON JANUARY 7th LAST

ADOLPH ZUKOR at 88. This was
Mr. Zukor on January 6th. (the day before hia
actual birthday) aa the Studio feted him. The
founder, and preaent chairman of the board, of
Paramount, was In wonderful form and responded
with typical vision and vigor to everything
said and done. Flowers beside him were the gift
of the internationally renowned film columnist,
Louella 0. Parsons.

While Mr. Zukor cuts his 88th birthday cake,
he is backed up by a group of well wishers, In-
cluding T. Frank Freeman, studio head Jack Karp,
PaJ Stanley who plays opposite Jerry Lewis in
“he Ladies* Man”, Geraldine Page who co-stars
with Laurence Harvey in Hal Wallis* "Summer and
"Smoke," and production chief Martin Rackin.

Producer Hal Wallis never
falls to salute the veteran ftur-

amount executive on this most
Important anniversary.

Four mighty contributors to
ftsramount product supremacy: L
to R - Jack Karp,vice president
and studio head; Adolph Zokor;
Y.Frank Freeman,vice president;
Martin Raokin, production head.

The anticipated note of com-
edy from Jerry Lewis was both
charming and imaginative, and
thoroughly enjoyed by the guest
of honor. It was a photo ( some-
what retouched) of Adolph Zukor
and Jerry Lewis. It showed Mr.
Zukor at age 34, and Mr. Lewis
at age 88.

Jerry, modestly proud of his
artistry, stands by. At left is
Jack Karp, Paramount vice pres-
ident and studio head.
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IDLEWILD AIRPORT, New York:

Karl Malden, co-star of "One-

Eyed Jacks," arrives for the

beginning of a personal appear-
ance tour in behalf of the pic-

ture. He will go to Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago and Wash-
ington. Above, he gifts the

flight hostess with a "One-Eyed
Jacks" souvenir.

On March 30th, Paramount will premiere at Loew's Capitol Theatre
in New York, one of the most exciting, most controversial, most nerve-
shocking and withal most thrilling pictures our company has ever had
associated with its trade mark. It is called "One-Eyed Jacks" and it
will have the whole world wide-eyed with its sense s-blitzing action,
its brilliant acting performances and, in a large and important sense,
its powerful potential of popular entertainment There is no real
precedent to "0-E J" in Paramount history, and the launching plans
for this picture are likewise without precedent, since it gets its
send-off into the world at the time when Paramount's domestic distri-
bution force is taking the most forward step in its history, man-
powerwiae.

It is inevitable that "0-E J" will write film history of the most
sensational character.

BUSINESS-WISE EXHIBITORS
WHO HAVE SEEN
"ONE-EYED JACK S"
HAVE THIS TO SAY:

Ben Gladstone of the Century Circuit in New York said
that it "Has the high class that 'Shane' had and expect
it to do equally as well, or better". .. .Bemie Myerson of
the Fabian Circuit called it "A great picture, should be

a blockbuster" Minneapolis branch manager Jess McBride
reports mingling with exhibitors after their screening,
and says: "The comments were all fine, which is unusual
coming from exhibitors, as there are usually a few who are

negative - but not on this one" Bernie Brager, branch
manager in Dallas, gave this overall exhibitor reaction:
"Audience reaction to the picture was tremendous and comm-

ents were very good. I heard nothing but praise for the
picture" Here's one item out of the report of Ward
Pennington, Milwaukee branch manager, on his exhibitor
screening: "There were a number of women in our audience
and they all stopped by to tell me how much they enjoyed
this show. I feel that this is a great indication of the

power ONE-EYED JACKS will have."

Ulrik Smith, branch manager in Philadelphia, quotes
this exhibitor's comment: "This picture is like a tailor
who sets out to make a tailor-made suit and each piece is

dove-tailed to fit the model. It's a great picture and the

fact that Brando is in it should certainly make it a good

box-office attraction" A New York City exhibitor said:

"I came to this screening expecting to see a Western. ONE-

EYED JACKS is not a Western or a so-called outdoor picture.

It is a taut, tense, tenacious drama of an unyielding
conflict between two strong men - with a background photo-

graphed in breath-taking Technicolor."

Never the Same
Role Twice

Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks"
presents the Academy Award-winning
star in his 13th screen role, no two

of which have been the same.

Brando, who early in his acting
career vowed that he would never
play the same type twice, also
branches into a new field with "One-

Eyed Jacks." It marks his debut as a

director.
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JOSEPH HAZEN REPORTS
ON "SUMMER AND SMOKE”

Joseph H. Hazen, partner of Hal
Wallis in Wallis Hazen
invariably travels from
headquarters to Hollywood to view
the first editing of each new Wallis
production. His reaction to "Summer
and Smoke" is cogently stated in the
telegram he sent to George Weltner,
which said:

LAST NIGHT HAL RAN HIS FIRST EDITED VERSION
OF "SUMMER AND SMOKE" AND WHEN THE LAST FOOT OF
FILM HAD BEEN RUN THERE CAME INTO BEING A GREAT
CLASSIC OF THE SCREEN. LAURENCE HARVEY TOPS
HIS PERFORMANCE IN "ROOM AT THE TOP" AND EMERCES
AS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT MALE STARS IN THE
BUSINESS TODAY. GERALDINE PAGE'S PERFORMANCE
POSSESSES THE MAGIC-LIKE QUALITY OF GARBO AND
FULFILLS TENNESSEE WILLIAMS' PREDICTION AS
STATED BY HIM IN LIFE MAGAZINE THAT SHE WILL
BECOME THE AMERICAN DUSE. I BECAME SO COMPLETELY
ABSORBED IN THE STORY AND THE INSPIRED, DISCIP-
LINED PERFORMANCES OF HARVEY AND PAGE, THE PIC-
TURE CAMS TO LIFE WITH REAL FLESH AND BLOOD
CHARACTERS AND I LIVED AMONG THEM. THE SETS,
DeCOR, wardrobe and photography transpose one
INTO THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE PLAYERS. "SUMMER
AND SMOKE" SO COMPLETELY PERMEATES INTO ONE'S
VERY BEING T^AT FOR HOURS AFTERWARDS YOU ARE
STILL UNDeR THE SPELL OF THAT SUMMER.

"SUMMER AND SMOKE" WILL DOUBTLESS BE NOM-
INATED IN EVERY CATEGORY OF ACADEMY AWARDS,
FROM THE PICTURE TO THe EDITING. I HAVE BEEN

ASSOC I/TED WITH HAL FOR 17 YEARS AND ALWAYS
MARVEL AT HIS MASTERLY HANDLING AND GUIDANCE IN
MAKING CLASS "A" PICTURES. THIS TIME HE HAS
OUTDONE HIMSELF AND "SUMMER AND SMOKE" WILL
STAND OUT AS THE HIGH MARK OF HIS DISTINGUISHED
CAREER. THIS FIIM WILL BRING PARAMOUNT PRIDE
AND PLEASURE IN THE MOST PARAMOUNT OF PARAMOUNT
PICTURES.

(sgd.) JOSEPH HAZEN

Productions,
his New York

Spread throughout this issue are many glimpses of the
upcoming Paramount product which seems destined to make the

year 1961 perhaps the most memorable in the history of our
company. We showed a
packet of this prod-
uct last month, and
it is a sure bet we
will have more of it

next month, and all
of the months beyond
that one.

For we know, and
the exhibitors know,
and all of the indu-
stry knows, that Pa-
ramount really has
struck ’pay dirt’ —
and the solid gold
product bearing the
industry’s most cel-
ebrated Trade Mark
has begun an endless
flow.

And all manner
of entertainment pic-

tures, too — drama,
spectacle, comedies
of the heart-warming
kind, unusual thril-

lers like "Hatarii*’

Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard and
Buddy Ebsen face a moment of conflict
in one of the dramatic scenes of
"Breakfast At Tiffany's." Picture is
for the most part, however, a swift
and extremely funny comedy — one of a
flock of Paramount comedies for 1961.

eoooooo

Jerry Lewis seems a bit doubtful about the
range of Helen Traubel's voice in this scene
from "The Ladies' Man" — but audiences will
be delighted at the notes that the Metropoli-
tan Opera star pours forth every once in a
while in the course of this delightful comedy.

Laurence Harvey and Geraldine
Page in one of the many tender
scenes of "Sumner and Smoke."

SUPER-SIXTIES





EXTRAORDINARY PICTURE

ONe eyeo jacks
INFORMATION GUIDE
PROM PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION

Bearing the symbolic figure of Marlon
Brando as "a man haunted by the spirit of ven-

geance," this is the cover of an information
guide that has been given wide distribution
among critics, publicists, theatre public rel-
ations specialists and Paramount field repres-
entatives in the interests of the widest poss-
ible knowledge of "One-Eyed Jacks."

(" One-Eyed Jacks")
COMMANDS EXTRAORDINARY
FIRST RELEASE FORMAT* *

Marlon Brando’s "One-Eyed Jacks," already one of the

industry* s all-time precedent-setters, will world-premiere

at New York’s Capitol Theatre on March 30th. (We will detail

this important event next issue).

Precedent will be set again in the fact that the picture

will be presented under a special audience convenience pol-

icy, featuring both regular and 7-day advance sale of tickets

for continuous performances at popular admission prices.

Differing from usual continuous performance procedure by

enabling patrons to purchase tickets in advance to guarantee

seating at the showing of their choice, the unique lOne-Eyed

Jacks" presentation policy will also enable the public to
buy tickets at the box office for all showings in the regular

manner. Current and advance sale will be regulated so that

no performance will ever be sold beyond capacity.

As an additional convenience, tickets for advance perf-
ormances of "0-E J" may be purchased not only at the Capitol
but also at all Loew’s theatres in Manhattan, Brooklyn, the

Bronx, Queens, Westchester and New Jersey. Tickets will be

sold for all performances as far as a week in advance. Due

to the large number of neighborhood theatres selling tickets

to the public residing outside the vicinity of the Capitol

HOLLYWOOD - The Cinema Class of the University of South-
trn California, evincing deep interest in the making of
'One-Eyed Jacks," was invited by Pennebaker Productions to
convene in the Paramount Studio projection room and ask all
tanner of questions. Answering them would be Frank P. Rosen-
erg, the film's producer; Karl Malden, the film's co-star
rith Marlon Brando; and Arthur Knight, eminent film reviewer
if The Saturday Review, who is also an instructor at USC.

At top left, the battery of three answerers face their
udience (right). At lower left, Karl Malden supplies what
s surely a convincing answer. Lowbr right is the scene from
ear of the projection room.

Theatre, mail orders wi
plan is being prepared
other engagements for
the picture set across
the nation, and is ex-
pected to be put into
effect in other parts
of the world.

11 not be accepted. The
for use in all of the

For the entire month of Marcn
the main lobby of Loew's Capitol
Theatre in New York has been
raced by this compelling disp-
ay for "One-Eyed Jacks." Prem-
iere date of March 30th is at
the left. At rij^it is Edward
Brunner, manager of -the Capitol,
showing the display to a patron.
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NEWS- AND PICTURES FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES***

When you see what some

girls marry, you realize
how they must hate to
work for a living.

Helen Rowland

JOHN WAYNE (above) is
back in Hollywood for the
interiors of the Howard
Hawks animal thriller,
"Hataril" This exciting
saga of animal hunters is
approaching final editing
stages and will be ready
for release later in the
year.

He who will not

reason is a bigot; he

who cannot is a fool; and

he who dares not is a

slave
. M-m -jam Drummond

Visitors to New York
City - and especially the
ones who shop, or window-
shop, on Fifth Avenue -

will quickly recognize
this figure. It is the
Bearer of Time outside the
Tiffany store at 57th St.
It plays an important bit
in "Breakfast At Tiffany's ft

NEW ORLEANS Greetings from the land of
the Mardi Gras. All of New Orleans was in an
especially festive mood February 14th, celebrat-
ing Mardi uras day. Visitors couldn't have
asked for a better day as the sun shone bristly
and the temperatures were in the high 70' s.

On the subject of Mardi Gras, Jane McDonnell

was a maid in the Krewe of Iris and also rode

on one of the floats in the parade, which, in-

cidentally, was one of the prettiest parades

this season.

When "One-Eyed Jacks" was given a special

screening in Cincinnati recently, a member of

the audience was the highly influential film

critic of the Cincinnati Post-Times Star.

According to Paramount branch manager William

A. Meier, Mr. Stevens told him that he didn't

want to see any more pictures during 1961 be-

cause he had just seen the 1961 Academy Award-

winning picture, and also "one of the greatest

individual performances of all time."

The movie industry was siddened by the death
of Mrs. Carmen Smith, local President of the
WQMPI'S. Mrs. Della Favre, Paramount ass't.
cashier, succeeds Mrs. Smith as the new WOMPI

President.
Salesman Edaie Richard's daughter, nae Ann,

home from the hospital after a bout with pneu-
monia which kept her confined for about six

weeks.
Birthday greetings to branch manager bill

Holliday, who celebrated his birthday February
26 .

Ve're all looking forward to the opening of
the long awaited "Guzie *ong" and also to the

sneak previews of "All In A Night's work" and

"One-Eyed Jacks".
—Clsyton Casbergue

|CH I CAGQ Things are humming around the

Chicago Branch in anticipation of the first out-
lying runs of "Suzie »onfe

" and "Breath Of Scan-
dal" on march 10. The city drive-ins are open-
ing, and if we continue to be blessed with the

fine weather Chicago has been enjoyin
fc

for the
past month, it looks like a great day for the

drive-ins ana Paramount.
Zone 1 salesman, Lou Goldber fe , returned firm

a visit to the Kohlberg Drive-in Circuit, and

besides contracting for "Suzie Wong" end "Breath

Of Scandal" for 5 drive-in theatres, he sola 22

ola features as additional product for all 5

A Correct i on
At the time of preparation of

our 9 language columns, it was the
expectation of Mr. James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount Internat-
ional Films, that he would be in
England and Europe during March.

His plans, however, were alt-
ered and he is in Latin America
until about mid-April.

LONDON - Nancy Kwan, in the British metrop-
olis for the Plaza Theatre premiere of "The
World of Suzie Wong," decorates Piccadilly with
her charming presence. The Ray Stark product-
ion for Paramount continues to prove a British
hit of immense proportions.

drive-ins. This makes a total of 110 additional

pictures, all to be played during the Drive.

Jack Anugardt, Zone 2 Salesman, returned ftm

Springfield, Illinois, where he signed Kerasotes

Circuit for 59 pictures for their 6 drive-in

theatres. This, after he recently returned with

a handful of contracts from the same outfit for

84 pictures for their conventional theatres.

We more than welcome our new Zone 3 Salesman,

Carl Lind.

Mrs. Evelyn Vendling, our "girl" at the

switchboard, vacationed in Hollywood, California.

She post-carded us that she visited Paramount

Studios and would give us a deteiled briefing on

ell the good things she has seen.

This is our first drive under the able su-

pervisibn of our genial Branch Manager, Dick

Frank. Ihe enthusiasm and wonderful office

spirit that now permeates throu^iout this Branch

is bound to pay off in the final success in the

drive. One can feel this in the air one breathes.

Chicago is a dedicated branch.

—E. L. uoldberg

[CHARLOTTE Too often good pictures on to-

day's market fail to live up to expectations.

This, however/ cannot be said for "The Vorld Of

Suzie *ong". In this 6reat picture, we have a

real Blockbuster, not only from an entertainment

standpoint, but also at the boxoffice. The

measure of success for any picture is the im-

pression it makes upon the public and "Suzie"

is the talk of the territory.
In addition to our current success, we also

have other fine releases coming a? that we ex-

pect will be Blockbusters. Certainly they have

all of the ingredients to entertain.

As long as our production department gives

us these fine pictures,we will continue to lead

the film industry. _ Joe Cutpell



3 NEW APPOINTMENTS AS ASS'T
GENERAL SALES MANAGERS

ONE-TEAM RE-ALI GNMENT
Jerome Pickman Appoints Hugh Owen, Sidney G.

Deneau and Howard G. Minsky as Aides in Most

Progressive Step in Paramount's Distribution

HUGH OWEN
, ,

...in charge of the National
Sales Department.

SIDNEY G. DENEAU
...in charge of the Home Office
Sales Department

HOWARD MINSKY
...in charge of the Sales
Administrative Department

A RE-ALIGNMENT of Paramount

Pictures' domestic sales organ-

ization has been effected in a

far-reaching program to imple-

ment the most effective method
of marketing individual pict-
ures on an area-by-area basis
and to be of greater service Id

theatres of all types and
sizes, it was announced by
Jerome Pickman, vice-president
and general sales manager of
Paramount Film Distributing
Corporation.

Under the over-all superv-
ision of George We ltner,vice-

resident in charge of world sales, the new
tales and administrative system has been design-
id to meet changing marketing conditions. The
lomestic sales organization will be structured
inder Mr. Pickman into three departments, each
tupervised by an Assistant General Sale s Manager.

The new Assistant General Sales Managers
nd their respective departments are: Hugh Owen,

n charge of the National Sales Department;
idney G. Deneau, in charge of the Home Office
ales Department, and Howard Minsky, in charge

JEROME PICKMAN
General Sales
Manager

of the Sales Administrative Department. They
will continue to headquarter in New York.

The National Sales Department under Mr.
Owen will be responsible for the sales and ad-
ministrative functions of Paramount's 28 branch
offices, and will supervise branch selling at
the local level.

The Home Office Sales Department under Mr.
Deneau will be responsible for the sales of
Paramount product zo national and other major
theatre organizations throughout the country.

Assigned to the Home Office Sales Depart-
ment, but continuing to operate in the field,
will be the five division managers, who have
been designated as Regional Sales Managers.They
are: John G. Moore, Boston,New England and Mid-
East; W.Gordon Bradley, Atlanta, Southeast; Al-
fred R. Taylor, Chicago, Midwest; Tom W. Bridge,
Dallas, Southwest; and H.Neal East, Los Angeles
and West Coast.

"Freeing the Regional Sales Managers from
administrative responsibilities will enable
than to devote more time to constructive plan-
ning," Mr. Pickman noted.

The Sales Administrative Department under
Mr. Minsky will be allied with the other two
sales units as well as with the regional and
branch offices. This department, Mr. Pickman
said, "will in effect be a sales support unit
in coordinating the efforts (turn to Page 28)
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JERUSALEM - Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Ten Commandments" has experienced
a mammoth success at the Zion Cinema
here. Above is a view of the immense
wooden standee of Moses being readied
for display on the exterior of the
Zion. (Contrast its size with the men
standing beside it).

Here is the standee in place on
the Cinema Zion, high above the street.

Paramount manager Ladislav Koch adv-
ised that the standee was so big "it
could be seen from the neighbouring
Trans-Jordan city.

HAIFA, Israel - Crowds of hopeful
picturegoers clustered around tne May
Cinema here long after the box-office
had announced no more tickets avail-
able for that night's performance of
"The Ten Commandments."

ON AND ON CONTINUES THE MIGHTI-
NESS OF "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

Re-Opened by
"Commandments"

ALDINGA, South Australia:
Six months ago Exhibitor D.J.
Caffrey closed down his Aldin-
ga Theatre under competitive
pressure from TV and a Drive-
in. Late last month he opened
the cinema again - for a spec-
ial engagement only.

The reason for the reopen-
ing? Cecil B. DeMille's "The
Ten Commandments" — the
mighty film that's still big-
ger than TV.

STOCKHOIM - This car, with a

rotating billboard, is giving
out the news throughout the
city's streets that "The Ten
Commandments" was showing at
the Palladium.

KILLARNEY, Queensland,
Australia: - Manager A. Mac-
kenzie of the Capitol here
reports that "The Ten Conmand-
ments" drew patrons from more

than a 30-niile radius. Town
has a population of 846 - but
1102 saw the DeMille film....

many of the 1102 rarely att-

ending the cinema.

STOCKHOIM - This is the spectacular, modern
front of the Palladium Theatre which presented
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments" to the
picturegoers of this city.

The escalator of Stockholm's subway system

was a perfect place to announce that "The Ten

Commandments" was at the Palladium.

Seldom has a
city had lavished
on it such a fine
shower of show-
manship as did
Stockholm in adv-
ance of the com-
ing of "The Ten
Commandments." In

the scene above
is a car with a
revolving advert-
isement ror Cecil
B. DeMille ' s great

production, while
the wall bears a
sample of the city-

wide postering.
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LONDON - Fine book tie-up for

'"The World of Suzie Wong" on the

main bookstall of W.H. Smith in

the always-thronged Piccadilly
Circus Underground station.

BRITISH AUDIENCES HAVE HITS
FROM PARAMOUNT BOTH ON THEIR
SCREENS AND UPCOMING SOON

LONDON - A cherished moment
for young Michael Campbell Reed,
who has just presented a bouquet
to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
the Queen Mother at the 1961
Royal Film Performance at the
Odeon Theatre. Michael is the
son of Paramount head office
sales executive Peter Reed and
a nephew of Monty Morton,manag-
ing director of United Artists.

LONDON - Cover of the February
issue of British Photoplay Magazine

gives some indication of how the pub-

licity on Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed
Jacks" is really beginning to move

like an avalanche. Story on the Bran-
do film covered k pages, and was def-
initely provocative from any audience
standpoint.

LONDON - Two of
the fine window
displays for "The
Elvis Presley Story"

by R. We Ifare,Great
Suffolk St.,S.E.l.

LONDON - What
is forthcoming
for the British
film industry so
far as Paramount
supply is concer-
ned, was explosiv-
ely demonstrated
in this 'socko'
Paramount advert-
isement spread
across two pages
of The Daily Cin-
ema - the film
paper that the top
news is Reddin.

"G. I . Blues"
Sure-fire for Queues...

MANCHESTER - This is but one section of the
queue-line of fans who
Saints, on opening day
for the premiere of Hal
Wallis' "G. I. Blues" —
and it was this wayfor
the remainder of the
engagement. At right is

a close-up of the fan
line, all of whom hail
with glee the fact that

Hal Wallis again has
teamed Elvis Presley
and Juliet Prowse in
"Blue Hawaii.

stormed the Plaza, All

LEEDS - Valerie Betty and Lesley O'Brien
are a couple of most attractive Paramounteers
who believe in helping their company in every
way possible. That's why they donned cheongsans
( wnich had been used in the Ray Stark product-
ion) and travelled the thoroughfares of this
city, as shown above, calling at restaurants
and distributing posies to every lady dining.
All in the interests of "The World of Suzie
Wong," and so that Leeds branch manager Bert
Marshall would register an even greater distri-
bution success with the William H0lden-Nancy
Kwan romantic drama. Importance of the stunt is
noted from the fact that the Yorkshire Evening
News, one of the nation's most influential
papers, gave it editorial and picture mention.
Congratulations to you. Valerie and Lesleyl
(Lesley is at the left;.

Harold Syer, Paramount's traffic manager in
London, was one of the honoured guests on the
B.O.A.C. inaugural flight, London to Los Ange-
les, over the polar route. Harold subsequently
paid his first visit to Home Office in New
York before flying B.O.A.C. back to London,
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TOKYO - A fine
photographic disp-
lay for "G. I. Blues"
at the Nishi-Ginza
department store,
and

,
at right a

typical newspaper
advertisement for
the picture during
its highly success-
ful Tokyo run.

Below
ONE PRESLEY
EQUALS
TWO PRESLEYS

BANGKOK - Last .aonth we pictured the spectacular showing
of Hal Wallis' "G. I. Blues," as the inaugural attraction at
the magnificent new Paramount Theatre. It is now reported
that the picture ran for six weeks, and grossed as much as
did "Loving You" and "King Creole" combined. Moreover, the
demand was such that "G. I. Blues" is to be brought back for
a repeat engagement in a few months' time.

The above picture, taken while "G. I. Blues" still was run-
ning at the Paramount, shows the decoration hailing the re-
turn of Their Majesties the King and Queen of Thailand from
their around-the-world Journey of goodwill.
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FILM-PROCESSING
"MY GEISHA" ON

LOCATION IN JAPAN

The Technirama mobile printer as it appears ready
for service on location. All that it needs for oper-
ation is electrical power from the local supply, and
exposed film from the production unit.

Interior of the film-processing unit. Every part
of the unit has been properly reinforced and sclent-
ically balanced to provide perfection in negative and
positive results.

Major Advance

i n Fi eld Work

Although for many years it has

been common practice to send prod-

uction camera units from one land

to another to shoot "on location," the Technirama
mobile printer is probably the first example of simi-
lar operations for commercial laboratory work. Until
its introduction, Technirama negative shot in Europe
could only be processed and rush-printed at the Tech-
nicolor laboratories in London, Paris or Rome, where
the special anamorphic printers needed were available
to make 35-mm prints of Cinemascope format from the

double-frame image photographed in the Technirama
cameras.

Many Technirama features have been produced in
studios in other countries, particularly in Germany
and Spain, but it has been realized that sending neg-
ative for processing to a different country, even by
air, involves a delay which could be inconvenient to
the producer who normally expects to see his rush
prints on the day following photography.

TECHNICOLOR WIZARDY
KEEPS PACE WITH THE
CHANGING, MOUNTING
TECHNICAL PACE OF THE
FILM INDUSTRY....HERE
IS ONE FACET OF VERY
DEFINITE INTEREST TO
US ALL.

Last year, therefore, F. George Gunn, joint gener-
al manager of Technicolor.Ltd. (London), initiated the
project of building an anamorphic printed in a mobile
caravan which could be sent "on location" to operate

Yves Miranda , Shirley MacLa ina and Robert
Cummings in a scene from "My Geisha," first
production to give the Technirama mobile printer
a really practical try-out.

anywhere in the world at any
processing laboratory

equipped to develop color
itlT

>p <

negative.. .and so in Japan
it is serving Paramount via
"My Geisha."

February 17th issue of Life
magazine devoted its cover to
Shirley MacLaine as she appear

r

in "My Geisha." Issue also had
a major feature story on the
filming of the picture in Japan.
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RIO DE JANEIRO - Head table at the special
luncheon held here on March 2nd for an exposi-
tion on the "care and handling of 'Psycho'."
Shown L to R are: Francisco Newton da Frota.
branch manager, Curitiba; Pedro Germano,assis-
tant general manager; Charles P. Juroe, direct-
or of publicity and advertising. Paramount In-
ternational Films; A. Stephen Clug, general
manager for Brazil; Henry B. Gordon. Latin Am-
erican division manager: Adhemar Lelte Cesar,
sales manager for Brazil; Pedro de Souza Costa,
assistant sales manager, Rio de Janeiro.

me ltd r aproveitamento daqueles qua nSo entendem
ingles, essa reportagem devia aer traduzida nos

territories e agendas no exterior, 'ftido indica

qua este ano sera da grande prosperidade, cias-

mstograficamente falando, e o seu efeito poderd

atd se prolonger por vdrios ano a, oomo se yeti-
fica com o constants exito de 03 DEZ MANDAMKN-
TOS, de Cecil B. DeMille.

0 fato aclma requer explicar quo embora es-

sa bela produqfio tenha ja sido retirada do mer-

cado interne dos Bst. Unidos, no estrangeiio os

resultado do seu exito continuam crescentes. Sm
outra parte tratamos desse fato com pormsnorss,

pols 03 UBZ MANBAM5NTOS continuam verieendo.

### Bnquanto isto, a historia fabulosa, criada

em torno de "Ps loose ".continue aumentando. 5s-
te films fantdstlco prossegue em seus triunfoa

onde Ja foi exibido, e espanta ver que Mr. Al-
fred Hitchcock jd esteja trabalhando em em uma

novo produqffoj sobre a qual vein guardando ingje-

netravel segredo. Tal c omo seu deu com "Psi-

cose , " seu novo films e assunto fechado a se-

ts chaves. 5m outras palatras, "mistrfrio". ..

##£ 5 to Itando ao films de Brando, nSo se deve

delxqr possibilldade asm explorer, em se tra-

tando do "tour de propaganda" para o future e

luxuoso lanqamento de "A Faoe Oculta*.

TODOS OS ELEMENTOS DE

"Deadlock" is a fast-

paced drama of fast liv-
ing humans who go for
speed where others go for

caution. Jeffrey Hunter,
Stella Stevens and David
Janssen are the fastest
of the bunch - and the
harvests they reap are at
least spectacular and
breath-taking. Here, for
instance, Stella Stevens
is about to — well, you
had better wait and see.

because you wouldn't bel-
ieve us if we told you.

"Deadlock" i3 being
produced and directed by
actor Edmund O'Brien, for
Paramount release.

RIO UE JANEIRO - Delegates to the "Psycho"
sales and showmanship convention shown in the
Paramount projection room immediately prior to
the showing of the Hitchcock shocker. L to R,

front row: Michele A. Mancini, Sao Paulo branch
manager; Jose de Barros Monte iro, Recife branch

manager; Theorminio Barbuy, SSo Paulo sales
dept, manager; Jose' Vasco de Abreu Lopes, Rio
de Janeiro branch manager; Pedro de Souza Costa,

assistant sales manager, Rio de Janeiro. 2nd.
row: Ruy S.A.Ribeiro, Botucatu branch manager;
Jamil Selene, Porto Alegre branch manager;
Eugenio P. Freitas, RibeirSo Preto branch man-
ager; SebastiXo R. Carvalho, Belo Horizonte
branch manager; Francisco Newton da Frota,Curi-
tiba branch manager. (Two attendees in last rew
not identified in caption).

"A FACE OCULTA" CONTEM

VALOR I NTERNAC I ONAL

.

NOTAS VARIAS.....,..,.

A primeira produqfio de Marlon Brando para a
Paramount, "A Face Oculta", cuja filmaqSo come-
qou em Hollywood em Agosto de 1958, esta pronta
para ser lanqada no mercado sundial, para a sa-
risfaqfio dos "fans" do ator-produtor por toda a

parte, que se contarn em milhSes. 5m Nova York—
tratando-se de um films hi tanto esperado—esta
sendo organizado um grupo de peritos publicita-

rios para o lanqamento do mssmo na cidade. Des-

ta sorts, a estrs'ia de "A Faca Oculta" tera lu-

gar no Cinsma Capito'lio, devendo produzir o e-

feito e repercussSo de uma "super" de primeira

grande za. Naturalmsnte ,
tratando-se de aconte-

clmento de tal magnitude, daremos uma complete

reportagem, rica de fotos e detalhes.

$#§ Uma das importantes notfeias deste mss re-

fere-ee a Charles P. Juroe, que acaba de partif

em viagem a America do Sul oomo novo chefs depu-

blicidade e anuncios da Paramount International

Films. A sua funqfio, que cobre toda a Amsrica-

Latina, pffe enfase no showmanship e com especi-

alidade com relaqSo ao lanqamBnto de "Pslcose",

cujo exito assim mais assegurado se conta.

### Cabe ainda entre notes de viagem, a noticia

que damos, com boas fotos, da passagsm que fbz

Mr. George Wel-tner pels Australia e Nova Zehan-

dle em sua viagem de negocio pela Asia. 0 entu-

slasmo do ilustre via jante se manifests fotogra-

flcamente nas oenas que mostramos.

§#§ Os Bstudios da Paramount em Hollywood esti-

veram multo ocupados nestee ties mesas coma sua

intensa produqlo, marcha que promote contlnuar.

5m outra seqSo desta revista vSo detalhados to-
dos os trabalhos correntes nos Bstudios. 5 para

A reflective shopper is

Audrey Hepburn in the real

Tiffany store in New York,
one of the world's fore-
most jewelry establish-
ments. The store itself is

one of the major features
in "Breakfast At Tiffany's."

The love- there from
Marlon Brando's "One-
Eyed Jacks" has been re-
corded by the duo-piano
team of Ferrante and
Teicher for United Art-
ists Records.



M&LBOURNE - As in all other
instances on his journey,George
Weltner met top local exhib iters
here. He is shown with Garnet
Curwen, at left. Others in pic-
ture are - Robert McLeish, Bill
Howard

, Paramount • s managing
(director Robert L. Graham, and
Roy Gubbins, himself a former
Pa ramounteer

„

MELBOURNE - Three-way talk
between George Weltner (right),
Robert L. Graham (left) and
George Griffith, southern dist-
rict manager for Hoyts Theatres,
at film industry reception hon-
oring Mr. Weltner.

MR. WELTNER HIGHLY PRAISES
BUSI NESS, PERSONNEL STATURE
OF PARAMOUNT ORGANIZATION
IN AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND
George Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-president

In charge of world sales, found himself in the hands
>f a most competent organization during his recent
msiness journey to Australia and New Zealand, his
ITirst to that part of the world in 10 years. Such a
lappy circumstance, provided by managing director R.

i<* Graham and his splendid co-workers, enabled Mr.
'eltner, in 16 days in Australia and 5 in New Zealand
o: Attend Paramount's 1961 national sales conven-
ion in Sydney; visit Brisbane and Melbourne; meet
jeores of industry,press,
adio and TV personalit-
.es: attend private and
official receptions in his
lonor; appear as guest on
‘ive radio interviews;
live a number of key per-
sonal interviews for pub-
.ication in top newspapers
ind magazines: maintain
executive contact with
’aramount in other parts

I *f the world: discuss in-
iiividual problems with
i’aramount branch managers
nd salesmen from every
ustralian state as well
s New Zealand.

At hi3 departure, Mr.
eltner expressed to Mr.
raham his high appreci-
tion of the top effici-
ncy of the Australian-
ew Zealand organisation.

AUCKLAND - Paramount world
sales manager George Weltner, in
centre, ana Australian-NZ mana-
ging director Robert L. Graham,
at left, are welcomed to New
Zealand by Stanley H. Craig, NZ
general manager, and by a Maori
message of greeting.

SYDNEY - Paramount's fine head office proj-
ection room provided a fine setting for Mr.
Weltner to meet the combined staffs of head off-
ice and the New South Wales branch. And the
occasion obviously pleased all concerned.
front Row! Denis Mley, S.A. Branch Manager^ Charles
Hale, N.S.W. Branch Manager; Keith Farrands; Alan
Wardrope, Advertising & Publicity Manager; Anne Haley;
Sandra Allen; Mr. Veltner; Beverley brown; Connie
Agius; Peggy Crothers; Robin Ankers; George Nacard,
General Sales Manager; Robert L. Graham, Managing
Director; James A. Sixsmith, Secretary-Treasurer;
2nd Row t Neil Small; Joan Dan swan; Win Garrick; Carol
Kenny; Rene Talbot; Jeanne Linsdell; Wendy Morgan;
Beverley Paris; Edith Griffith; Anne Martin; Ray Hanje;
Jim Flannery; Bob Kent;
3rd Row : Bernice McDonald; Gladys Gamble; Cleo Andrews;
Fay Hardie; Judith Horvath; Pat Slo«n;
4th Row: Marjorie Jupp; Rhona Cox; Dorothy Cuthbert;
Heather Law; Kristine Alder; Pat Lowe; Mavis M&cmullen;
Leslie Dorahy; Barbara Brown; Stella Beale;
On Stage : Ron Steward; Steve Irombeta; Tony Green;
Frank Laird; Arthur Naylor; Len Jones; John Winterton;
Tom Bowden; Barry Uptin; Jack Tauchert; Non* Pearce;
Kal Bsgnall .

,

BRISBANE - Mr. Graham, Mr. Weltner
and Mr. E.P.Griffin, secretary-direc-
to^^f_th^rfintergarder^heat^^iere.
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AVENTURAS DE LA FAMILIA SUCARRAT,por Tinei
EL CORREO CATALAN. — Viernes. 24 febrero de 1961

aUE FASTIPfO/
,'siEMP^e- conJ

hJlNOONNO DEse
&\&riDc FUTBOLoe

Promo t ions in
Central Amer i ca

We reproduce with pleasure a humorous cartoon strip from "El Correo
Catalan" of Barcelona. This is the story: 1) He: "Come onl Have a quick
lunch..... 2 ). ..we have no time to lose." She: "What a mess I Always the
same with football matches." 3) He: "I am'not talking of footballl We
are going to see 'Psycho 1 1"

It J
PETER MCRENO (above)

has been promoted from
Paramount managership in
Trinidad to the post of
Paramount manager in Cen-
tral America, with head-
quarters in Panama, This
promotion follows splendid

service for Paramount in

Port of Spain.

HOWARD ROCHLIN, foll-
owing a period of intens-
ive training service in

Panama, has been made
Paramount manager in Trin-

idad, succeeding Peter
Moreno (above).

"JACKS EL TUERTO"
CONTIENE TODOS LOS
ELEMENTOS OE GRANDEZA
I NTERNAC I ONAL ........

La primera pellcula de Paramount
hecha por Marlon Brando, que se comenzo
a rodar en Hollywood en Agosto de 1958,
en breve estallara ante el mundo con
toda su grandeza y brillantez. Editada
cuidad osament e durante todos estos me-
ses, "Jacks El Tuerto" esta ya listo
para los millones de aficionados en to-
das las naciones que consideran a Marlon
Brando entre los "grancjes" del cine de
todoe los tiempos. En Nueva ^York, nna
unidad de especialistas estan prepara—
dos para el lanzamiento de lo que resul-
ta ser la pellcula esperada con mas
anticipacion durante aftos. En Nueva
York, "Jacks El Tuerto" debutara en
el Teatro Capitd. con una brillantez
reservada exclusivamente para pellculas
de grandeza superior. Sera^un aconteci-
miento que cubriremos pic toric ament

e

con el mayor detalle.

Uno de los eplgrafes de esta edicion
sera un reportage fotografico de la pri-
mera taraa de Charles P. Joroe en su
nuevo cargo de director de publicidad
para Paramount International Films.
Este cargo comprende la zona de todo
Latinoamerica, con atencion especial
a la presentacion de "Psicosis" en to-
dos los centros importantes de
reportage.

Tambien en el campo de noticias de
viajes, ofrecemos en esta edicion al-
gunas fotograflas adicionales sobre la
visita de Mr. George Weltner a Austra-
lia y Nueva Zelanda. El entusiasmo con
que fue acogido el Sr. Weltner durante
este importante viaje de negocios se
manifiesta claramente en estas foto-^
graflas. Otra noticia de viajes est^-a
relacionada con Mr. James E. Perkins,
presidente de Paramount International,
quien se encuentra en Europe en visita
de negocios en el momento que reporta-
mos.

El Estudio Paramount en Hollywood ha
estado extraordinariament e atareado
durante los tres ultimos meses, y en^
el momento que reportamos esta edicion
de Marzo, sigue tan ocupado. En otros
lugares hemos dado un resumen de toda
esta actividad de produccion y espera-
mos que se traduc^ran las noticias
para su informacion e indudable inte-
res. Todo serlala un afto de pleno^xito
por lo que se refiere a produccion,
con muchas pellculas de tal clase que
continuaran su exito en lo Feferente
a ingresos, durante varios afios, de
igual manera que la pellcula Cecil B.

DeMille, "Los Liez Mandamientos"

.

Lo cual nos recuerda gue aunque esta
grandiosa pellcula ha sido retirada
de la distribucion en el mercado do-
mestico, sigue sin cesar en el campo
internacional. Tenemos otra pagina
que se dedica a sus gctividades mun-
diales, en esta edicion, y proyectamoe
continuar editando por lo menos una
pagina en cada edicion sucesiva de-
dic^da a "Los Diez Mandamientos" du-
tante el perlodo en que continue
siendo de primer interes esta grandio-
sa pellcula.

Mientras tanto , naturalmente,
"Psicosis" continua siendo una noticia
fabulosa. Esta pellcula increible ,no
solamente deja palida la imaginacion
en lo que se refiere a resultados
dados hasta la fecha, sino que da
lugar a reflexionar como es posible
que el Sr. Alfred Hitchcock pueda
idear algo mejor que '^Psicosis"
cuando comience la proxima produc-
cion para Paramount. "Hitch" produjo
una estupenda "cortina de silencio"
relativo a "Psicosis" cuando se esta-
ba rodando; y^tiene levantada una
cortina aun mas impenetrable alrededor
de su proxima pellcula.

Mientras tanto, no dejen de investi-
gar cualquier posibilidad en prepara-
cion para los resultados mayores
posibles de "Jacks El Tuerto".
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BRISBANE - In Paramount's
branch here, Mr. Weltner again
admires the postered line-up of
forthcoming Paramount product.
L to R: Gordon Brookes, branch
manager: George Weltner; Alan
Wardrope, advertising and publ-
icity manager; Robert L.Graham,
ipanaging director.

WITH GEORGE WELTNER IN

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

WELLINGTON - New Zealand Paramoun-
teers in person, and a welcome in the
Maori language, greet Mr. Weltner in
the New Zealand headquarters. In the
front row: Robert L. Graham, managing
director for Australia and New Zeal-
and; Mr. Weltner: Stanley H. Craig,
general manager for New Zealand; W.A.
Malone, sales representative.

w ,
Middle row: Miss B.M.Gittus, typist;

Miss M. O'Shea, film examiner; Miss S.
A. O'Brien, typist; Miss B. Grice, typ-
ist; Miss N. Anderson, film examiner;
Miss R.D. Leigh,typist; Miss D. E.
Buckley, office junior; Miss R. Hew-
lett, typist.

Back row: K.M. Walsh, film despatch;
J .L.Steedman, assistant booker; A. R.
Grogan, secretary-accountant; J. Scott,
ad sales; K.W.Gerrard, booker.

IT STARTED IN NAPLES is a huge
hit at the Sydney Prince Edward The
atre, topped only by "G. I. Blues"
and "Psycho" as recent attractions.

Mel Lawton, general manager of
the theatre reports that many patr-
ons have named the cameraman as the
real star of the film, with his
fabulous shots of Naples, Rome and
the Isle of Capri.

A souvenir of Australia that Mr.
Weltner brought back with him bears
the caption "Sydney Harbor." It is
a glowing painting in oils by the
eminent Australian artist. George
Lawrence, himself a one-time Param-
ounteer.

The Paramount world sales head
has other fine examples of the work
of Mr. Lawrence, all of which he
cherishes, but was especially happy
to receive this newest canvas, pres-
ented at dinner in Sydney by manag-
ing director Robert L. Graham on
behalf of "the boys of Australia."

Staff Luncheon ....
SYDNEY - One of many important

Paramount events during Mr.Weltner'

s

visit to this part of the world was a
staff luncheon in the Kent Room of
the Hotel Australia, at which the em-
inent visitor met convention delegates
and department heads.

Clockwise, from lower left: Len
Jones, NSW film service mgr.; Frank
Heydon, head booker, Melbourne; Char-
les Hale,NSW branch mgr.; James A.
Sixsmith, secretary-treasurer; George
Weltner; Robert L. Graham, managing
director; Bert Kelly, Victorian branch
mgr.; Jack Edwards, West. Aust. branch
mgr.: Alan Wardrope, advertising and
publicity mgr.; Arthur Navlor, contract
officer,Sydney; Kal Bagnall, salesman,
NSW; Roy Chesteron,salesman,Qld.

; Jim
Train, sale sman,Qld.; Tom Bowden, int-
ernal auditor; Ray Harris, NSW head
booker: John Winterton, NSW salesman;
Denis Riley, Sth. Aust. branch mgr.;
George Nacard,general sales manager;
Gordon Brookes, Qld branch mgr.; Bert
Matts, NSW despatch mgr.; Norman
Pearce, NSW ad. sales mgr.; Jim Flan-
nery, NSW salesman; Roy Howard, cust-
oms and censorship manager; Wes Lonsy,
salesman, Victoria.

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - Film ind-
ustry matters are discussed by George
Weltner and Robert J. Kerridge, in
centre as Trevor Kerridge (LJ and R.
L.Graham listen. Group are at the re-
ception honoring Mr. Weltner' s visit
to the Dominion. Robert Kerridge is
governing director of the Kerridge
Odeon Circuit. Trevor Kerridge is a
director of the same organisation.

IEFT

SYDNEY - Group at reception for
Mr. Weltner. L to R - John Goulston,
director of Greater Union Theatres;
George Weltner; F. N". Leddy, managing
director of Philips Electrical Indus-
tries: Hon. L.S. Snider,MLC, managing
director Snider & Dean Theatres.



PARAMOUNT SHORTS
ARE LONG OM

ENTERTAINMENT
A very typical example of this proven

fact is the case of "Porpoise Posse," pictured
below. Here is a prime, paramount presentation
of picturegoing pleasure - a film that sends

audiences out of the theatre on a note of

better living, better liking for motion pict-

PANAMA - The cutout figure of Jerry Lewie
here is perched not on a car. but on a power
boat made available through the courtesy of
Johnson Motors. The double bill at the Central
Theatre was "The Bellboy" and "Boats A'Poppin"
and the combination of Jerry and the powerboat
told the populace of the treat they were In
for at the Central. Our manager's report indi-
cated that the audience found "Boats A'Poppin"
interesting and exciting.

This is Lau Tak Sam, central figure of the

fascinating and colorful "Lifeline to Hong-

kong." This powerful short feature in Techni-

color is the true-life story of what happened

to a brutally poor Hongkong boy who. despite a

crushing poverty, dreamed one day of having an

education - and of how his dream came true.

In the background (above) is the squalor

in which Lau Tak Sam lived before a miracle

from another world changed his whole life - vU
a "Lifeline To Hongkong."

AN ASSIST FOR THE PROGRAM

The increasing number of extra long features hitting the

market recently makes ever more apparent the value of short

subjects to theatre operation. Many exhibitors tell us that

features are becoming too long. In any event, there seems to

be no lessening of the trend, and proper theatre programming

is more a necessity now than ever before.

Recently, we caught a Paramount Sports Illustrated reel

titled “A SPORT IS BORN.” It was in vivid color and proved

to be a most unusual and interesting subject. The daredevils

whose audience-pleasing adventures have to be seen to be

believed have Founded a new sport, parachute jumping.

We don’t hesitate to recommend it to audiences in all the-

atres. Whatever their entertainment tastes, they’ll like it. It’s

shorts like this that will assist exhibitors no end in putting

together the kind of shows that longer features demand.

So don’t ignore them.

exhibitor
^ JANUARY 25, 1961

THIS IS SURE ABOUT PARAMOUNT SHORTS:
THEY ARE ACQUIRING GAT THEMES, FAMILY FUN,
AND FASCINATING GLOBAL LOCALES.

ures, and the desire
for demanding more of
this type of happy and

wholesome screen ent-
ertainment.

"Porpoise Posse"
is real and live and a

a whale (correction:
a porpoise) of a lot

of fun. See it with ar

audience and you'll
get what we mean.

Flashes!
NEWS ABOUT SOME UPCOMING SHORTS SCANDINAVIAN SPRING is the

tentative title Of a short
revealing the coming of

Spring in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Lapland. And of
course it will be filmed in these countries, in color, just as
soon as Spring 1961 gets ready to come forth Then there is an
Tint itled 2-reel color short to be photographed at Saratoga Springs
in New York State. It is the story of a boy who loves horses,
finally gets one of his own and attains his life's ambition of
becoming a big-time standardbred driver. (NOTE: Race horses are
called thoroughbreds; trotters and pacers are standardbred s)

And the next Sports Illustrated thriller is being photographed at

Daytona Beach, Florida. It will depict the most exciting stock-
car racing ever filmed in wide-screen and color.

In pursuit of fulfill-

ment of his dream of an
education, Lau Tak Sam
leaves the slums - the
bnly world he ever has
known - and goes into the
city of Hongkong. Soon he
becomes lost and bewild-
ered, and has to seek the
guidance of the police...
One of the many poignant
scenes in "Lifeline To
Hongkong" - one of the
finest shorts ever to bear
the Paramount Trade Mark.
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TELEMETER EXPANDS: HAS

MORE 'LIVE' ENTERTAIN-
MENT CREATED EXPRESSLY
FOR PAY-AS-YOU-SEE

A major phase of new programming for

Telemeter’s pay TV subscribers in Toronto be-
gan on March l6th.

Highlighted by a live telemetercast di-

rect from the theatre of "Show Girl," current

hit Broadway musical revue starring Carol
Channing with Jules Munshin, the first prog-
ram offered to Telemeter’s 6, OCX) subscribers
include a production specially taped for Tel-
emeter, an off-Broadway dramatic hit and a

top star performance filmed. . .(cont. below)

TELEMETER APPOINTMENTS

HY HQLLINGER WILL BALTIN

The appointments of Hy Hollinger
as Public Relations Manager of the
New York office of International Tel-

emeter Company, and of Will Baltin
as Administrative Assistant to the
President, were announced March 6th
by Louis A. Novins, President of the
company, a division of Paramount
Pictures Corporation.

"The creation of these new executive posit-
ions reflects the increasing volume of activity
and the constantly growing interest in Tele-etor's 'Theatre-in-the-Home 1 system." Novins
stated.

As Public Relations Manager of Telemeter's
New York office, Hollinger will work in close
association with Paramount's advert ising-
fxiblicity organisation. He has resigned from
the editorial staff of Variety, of which he has
been a member for the past ten years, to accept
the new position with Telemeter.

Baltin joined Telemeter as a staff executive
in 1953. A pioneer in the television industry,

W4S 008 of the first TV newspaper columnist^
and in 1940 was named managing director of
DuMont's New York TV station, WABD. From 1945 to
1950, Baltin served as executive secretary-
treasurer of the Television Broadcasters Ass'n.
He Joined Columbia Pictures in 1950 as TV cons-
ultant, and helped to organize the Screen Gems
division, producing its first film series in 1951

In the board room of Paramount Pictures Corporation the
press of the film and electronics industries receive news
of the new and forward-thinking entertainments to be telev-
ised over Telemeter's pay-a3-you-see system in Toronto. In
the background, L to R.: Leslie Winik, vice-president of
Telemeter; Louis A. Novins, International Telemeter's pres-
ident; Jean Dalrymple, Telemeter's director of live produc-
tions; and Will Baltin, newly appointed administrative
assistant to the president of Telemeter.

(continued) .. .in a Paris theatre. These programs were pro-
duced bv Jean Dalrymple, director of the New York City
Center Drama Company and Light Opera Company, under the
supervision of Leslie Winik, Telemeter vice-president.

The following schedule was announced:

Gian—Carlo Menotti’s musical drama, "The Consul,"
starring Patricia Neway who originated the leading role.This musical began March 15th, for a schedule nigntly
showing of one week.

The first direct-from-Broadway presentation, Carol
Channing in "Show Girl" with Jules Munshin, will be tele-
vised "live" from the Eugene O'Neill Theatre on Sunday
evening, April 2, only to Telemeter subscribers in Toronto.
A specially invited audience at the theatre will provide
Broadway color and atmosphere while the show is being
transmitted. "Show Girl" will be taped in Toronto during
tto wrforMnee for repeat showings there for the remainder
of that week. Other than this, "Show Girl" can only be seen
at the Eugene O'Neill Theatre, New York City.

The widely acclaimed off-Broadway David Ross production
of Ibsen s "Hedda Gabler," starring Anne Meachem and selec-
ted as one of the top performances of the New York current
season, for the week beginning on April 20.

"An Evening With Edith Piaf In Paris," at the Olympia
Theatre, Paris, where the internationally famed French star
is currently playing to capacity houses, for the week beg-
inning on May 4.

Scheduling of additional programs to follow the Piaf
show will be announced in April. Some of these are complet-
ed and others are in various stages of production.

Telemeter's Theatre-In-The-Home families will have
"first row" seats at performances of "The Consul" at SI. 50
per household. This price for the whole family is but a
fraction of current Broadway prices per ticket.

SHOWING ON TELEMETER, TORONTO, March 5-18... "Geisha
Boy" and "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure" (double-billed for
children's matinee); "It Started in Naples"; "The Blob."
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No man will ever bring
out of the Presidency
the reputation which
carries him into it.

Thomas Jefferson

SINGAPORE - In a sly
reference to another film,
the Cathay carried the
above message about "Li'l
Abner" clear across its
marquee. In the background
can also be seen another
"Li'l Abner" title, atop
the 200-ft Cathay Building.

LONDON - Arriving here
from location work on the
thrilling "Hataril" in
Africa, John Wayne auto-
graphs the signal paddles
of the London Airport
aides who brought the East
African Airways aircraft
to her berth.

Dean Martin will star
in the Jack Rose prod-
uction, "Who's Got the

Action." Story ‘deals

with a Park Avenue mat-
ron who becomes a book-
maker as part of a wild
scheme to reform her
horse-playing husband.

A GAY GROUP OF PARAMOUNTEERS

SALT LAKE CITY - We know it's mighty late
for Christmas party pix, but it's never too
late to picture a group of fine Paramounteers
having a good time. And here, L to R, are the
following Salt Lake City Paramounteers:

Standing: Bill Mason, Barbara Mason (Led-

f
er Clerk.CL), Mrs. Bus Campbell, Bus Campbell
Salesman), Don Foster (Branch Manager) ,Roland

Walters, Juanita Swonson, Gene Jones (Salesman),
Cal Graham, Bob Loftis (Office Manager).

Seated: Harry Swonson (Salesman). Mrs.
Harry Swonson, Mae Tripp (Inspectress), Veon
Walters (Ledger Clerk Cl)

,

Loralee Loftis, Jim
Steed, Mrs. Nancy Foster, Merrilyn Storrs
Cashier, Kayo Swonson..

When "Summer and Smoke" was screened for
|the officials of the Production Code Authority
jin Hollywood last month, it was proclaimed by
them "the best picture Hal Wallis has ever
made."

Towering praise indeed, when you consider
the parade of wonderful pictures Hal has made.

AUT OiViETR I C* NEWS

Open School Amid Historic Associations

WAYNE — The Schuyler-Coi-
f*x Junior High School was ded-
icated yesterday afternoon and
aside from the great educaUonal
Institution It U. the plaudits of
those attending were also for the

I historic pest which tied In the
i value of the hallowed ground of
the township and the fact that

1 the names such as Schuyler and
[ Colfax played an Important pert
! In writing the history of this
. Country
’ T.

he BUe,t °* honor w“ Richard
Colfax. Sr., a retired lawyer and
the great-grandson of Gen. Wll-

,
liam Colfax, chief aide to Gen.
George Washington The Colfax
mansion on Hamburg Tpke. Is the
home of the great grandson
The mansion was erected In

1696 and In It Hester Schuyler
married Gen. Colfax at the end of
the Revolutionary War.

Also living in the old Mansion
U Dr Jane Colfax daughter of,

I

Richard Colfax Sr She and her
brother. Dr Richard Colfax, Jr
of Pompton Lakes, were In at-
tendance

Relics of Past Era
Colfax senior, very active it

the age of 81
,
presented the schoal

h Tftnrii in i r rr -

Richard Colfax. Sr, great graDdaon of

tn the daya of the Revolution. The pres
school, Pictured left to right: Dr. J. H
rlco ClpoUro. principal of the school:

This clipping, part of a 4-column report
in the Evening News of Paterson, New Jersey, is
of particular interest to the New York members
of Autometric's staff. The young man in the
centre, indicated by an arrow, is Charles
Chambers, Jr., president of the Studen Council
of Schuyler-Colfax Junior High School, and son
of Charles Chambers, Autometric's Director of
Project Management.

The occasion was the presentation to the
school of historic documents relating to Gen-
eral William Colfax, chief aide to General
Washington in the days of the Revolution, and
for whom the school was named.

(*) Autometric, a division of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, is an important electronics organization
specializing in classified government work. Members of
the organization are regular readers of Paramount
World, and we hope to be able to bring to our columns
more and more staff news from Autometric.

mnmm

Triple-Decker Bachelor's Paradise lor Jerry l ew is

Life Magazine gave this exceptional and to be built for "The Ladies' Man," and which
most unusual 2-page spread recently to the has imparted a remarkable degree of mobility
massive studio set which Jerry Lewis caused and speed to an already highly comic picture.
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U . S . A . -CANADA
FILM EVENTS

Joseph F. Kauffman (left), vice-
president of The Jewish Theological
Seminary of America; Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount Pictures Cor-
poration, amateur historian and
collector of Americana; and Milton
Krents, producer for the Jewish
Theological Seminary, examine the
century-old map used by Jacob Idler
on his 40 day trip through the wil-
derness of Venezuela. Map is one of
a collection of several hundred doc-
uments brought to light by Mr. Bala-
ban which chronicle thd dedication
to freedom of a Philadelphia busin-
ess man.

The story of Jacob Idler, and his
support of Simon Bolivar's struggle
for Venezuelan independence, were
dramatically told in "To Plow the
Sea" by Irwin Gonshak, broadcast
coast to coast on Sunday March 5th
on The Eternal Light, award winning
weekly radio program produced joint-
ly by The Jewish Theological Semina^
of America and the National Broad-
casting Company.

NEW YORK - Russell Holman, second
from left. Paramount Pictures eastern
production manager, accepts a 1961
Brotherhood Media Award for "Conspir-
acy of Hearts" from actress Cornelia
Otis Skinner. Looking on at the annvel
media awards dinner of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews in
New York on February 16th are Taylor
Mills, Motion Picture Association of
America public relations director,and
Lewis Webster Jones, president of the.

National Conferfence.

Elvis Presley is shown, second from left,

with three eminent Memphis Paramounteers. They

are: Howard Nicholson, branch manager, at left;

Tom Donahue, salesman, Travis Carr, office book-

ing manager. At right is the truly celebrated

Colonel Tom Parker, Presley's manager and mentor.

Picture was taken February 25th. when Elvis
returned to his native Memphis as star of a

mighty Charity Show, proceeds of which went 100$
to charity. Everything wa3 donated and a matinee
and night show realized $50,000. So successful
was the event that Memphis may stage it annually

As the World Turns
The north-east corner of Sunset and Vine

in Hollywood once held the Paramount 3tudio,

including the barn in which "The Squaw Man"

was filmed.
Years later, when Paramount moved to its

present location, there arose upon this comer
the massive studios of the National Broadcast-

ing Company.
The plot of 5 acres has now been sold

again and will "yield to the construction of a

$75,000,000 hotel and office complex.

Quel complexl

The Music sss
reporter! ,..

Raise Fortune For Charities

The Music Reporter, nation-
ally renowned Memphis-published
magazine devoted to the record
industry, carried a* 40-page
section devoted to Elvis Pres-
ley on the occasion of the tri-
umphant return of the star to
Memphis. Above is reproduced
the opening page of this section.

STAMFORD, Conn. - One of the
sales meetings held in connect-
ion with the re-alignment story
on Page 7, was held in the calm
serenity of Mr. Weltner's home
here. Snown, L to R: Theodore
Kraasner, Ed Chumley, George
Weltner, Jack Parley, Jerry
Limata, Sidney G. Deneau,Arthur
J. Dunne, Ben Shectman, Ed
DeBerry, Jerome Pickman. TOP :

Sidney Deneau, George Weltner,
Howard G. Minsky, Hugh Owen,
Jerome Pickman.
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The end of the human
race will be that it will

eventually die of
civilization.

Ralph Waldo Qnerson

'mmmsEnm

LONDON - Every lover <

f

books who's ever been to
London knows Foyle ' s

one of the world's most
famous book stores. Here
is a window they gave over

to "The World of Suzie
Wong" when the film was
sucn a hit at the Plaza.

HOLLYWOOD - Erica Beer,
featured Swedish player in
the cast of Perlberg and
Seaton's "The Counterfeit
Traitor," chats with Bel-

§
ian correspondent Jennie
hont, right, at the press

luncheon given in her
honor by Paramount.

Danish correspondent
Sven Rye seems well plea-
sed at having been asked
to the Paramount press
luncheon in Hollywood, in
honor of Erica Beer, feat-
ured Swedish player in the
cast of "The Counterfeit
Traitor."

"ONE-EYED JACKS" - EN

I NTERNAT I ONELL
ATTRAKT ION....,,

Paramounts ffirst a Marlon Brando-film, som pa-

bfirjades i augusti 1958, stdr nu inffir sin

vfirldspremiHr. Efter ett ytterligt omsorgs-

fullt och tidsfidande klippningsarbete Sr "One-

Eyed Jacks" nu f&rdig att presenteras ffir de

miHioner mSnniskor av alia net ionaliteter ,
vil-

ka betrakta Marlon Brando som en av filmens

verkligt stora. I New York Sr de frSmsta av

specialister pd orarddet som bSst i ffird med

att bygga upp propagandan kring den film, som

Sr den kanske ivrigast motsedda pd dratal.Pre-

miSren dSr Sger rum pd Capitol Theatre, d&r

endast de yppersta av filmer far Sran att

framffiras. Det blir ett evenemang, som sd smd-

ningom i detalj koramer att beskrivas.

En redogfirelse i text och bilder rfirande

Charles P. Juroes ffirsta uppglft pd sin nya

post som chef for Paramount Internationals

publicitets- och reklamavdelning dterfinnes i

detta nummer. Uppgiften gallde att lancera

STOCKHOLM - Here's a prime example of tht

popular practice in this city of checkerboan
advertising, using one-sheet posters. Favore'

P
icture in this instance is of course Elvis
resley in "G. I. Blues."

BBBBBBB

Allt pekar pd ett mycket framgdngsrlkt dr vad
produktionen betrMffar, med filmer av den typ
som stdr sig dren igenom, sd son Cecil B. De
Milies "De tio budorden" har gjort det under
en rad av dr.

Vilket faktum erinrar oss om att denna mSk-
tiga filmskapelse, vilken visserligen numera
Sr indragen for distribution pd den inhemska
marknaden, dock fortsBtter sitt segertdg in-

ternationellt sett. Ni kan ISsa en hel sida

om den i detta nummer, liksora ni kommer att

fd lfisa om den i varje nummer for lang, ldng
tid frcmoyor.

Paramounts Studio i Hollywood har haft en
brdd tid de senaste tre mdnaderna och det snab-
ba tempot har inte mattats nSr detta marsnum-
mer gdr i tryck. Pd annat stSlle i tidningen
dterfinnes alia produktionsnyheter och det Sr
att hoppas.att de kommer att fiversfittas sd att

alia kan ta del av det som hfinder och sker.

Och sd har vi den fabulfisa PSYCHO, Man hSp-
nar inffir de otrollga resultat som denna otro-

ligt sp&nnande film ffirmdtt inregistrera, och

man undrar: Kan det verkligen vara mojligt
for Mr. Alfred Hitchcock att dstadkomma nagot
nytt.som fivertrSffar Psycho, nSr han nu ger sig

i kast med sin nya film ffir Paramount. Men, men

. . . "Hitch" fSllde en "tystnadens ridd" ffir

inspelningen av "Psycho", och den mur av tyst-
nad, med vilken han omgSrdar sin nya film.lSr
inte bli ISttare att forcera.

Till slut, ISmna ingenting offirsfikt nfir ni

planerar ffir- "One-Eyed Jacks".

BELOW

HOLLYWOOD - Erica Beer, featured Swedish
player in the Perlberg and Seaton production of
"The Counterfeit Traitor," was honored guest at
a press luncheon in the Paramount commissary
during her visit to California. Principal att-
endees were members of the Swedish, German and
French press corps.

Wooden matches have it all over book matches
in Sweden, and the boxes holding the wooden
matchsticks make ideal advertising media. Here
are four examples, with the messages all in
glowing colors. The Paramount pictures shown
are - "Li'l Abner," "The Bellboy," "Psycho,"
and "The Ten Commandments."

PSYCH) bland annat och resan gick till alia
stfirre stfider och platser i Latin-Amerika.

Ffir att fortsfitta med resenotiserna finns
det ocksd ndgra ytterligare bilder fran Mr.

George Weltners resa till Australian och Nya
Zealand. Att det var ett entusiastiskt och
hJHrtligt mottagand e, som bestods Mr. Weltner,
gdr inte att ta miste pd. NHmnas kan fiven

att Mr. James E. Perkins, Paramount Interna-
tionals president, Hr i England och Europa
vid tiden for presslHggningen av detta nummer.



HOLLYWOOD - Glimpsed at the
annual dinner at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel of the Screen Dir-
ectors Guild. L to R: Martin
Rackin, Paramount production
head; Mrs. Rackin: Joseph H.

Hazen, partner with Hal Wallis
in Wallis-Hazen Productions.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONAL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
Cl NEMA EVENTS

HOLLYWOOD - Visiting the

set of "The Pleasure of His

Company" during his recent
call at the studio en route

back from New York, Nobuo
Metori, Paramount general
manager in Japan, called on

Tab Hunter, co-star of the
Perlberg-Seaton production.
This was a reciprocal visit,
since Hunter a few months
previously had been in
Japan and had called on Mr.

Metori.

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. -

Danny Kaye congratulates
Adolph Zukor at the Screen
Producers Guild dinner on
receiving the Guild's very
much prized Milestone Award.

(At left) LONDON - Mr. and
Mrs. John Trevelyan attend a
showing of "The World of Suzle
Wong" at the Plaza. Mr.Trevelyan
is the British Film Censor.

Photo by ED SULLIVAN

NEW YORK - Laurence Harvey
arrives at Idlewild Airport
following completion of "Sumner
and Smoke" for Hal Wallis. The
noted British star shared acting
honors with Geraldine Page in
the tense filmization of noted
Tennessee Williams play.

SYDNEY - Group at Paramount's
press party for George Weltner.
L to R; David McNicoll,managing
editor. Consolidated Press Ltd.;
Mr. Weltner; Robert L. Graham,

,managing director; George M.
Nacard, general sales manager.

LONDON - Dana Wynter,
her superlative perform-
ance as leading woman for
Danny l£aye in H0n the
Double" completed,arrives
in England, where her
home is. She is shown be-
ing met on arrival at Lon-
don Airport by Richard
Patterson, managing dir-
ector of Paramount British
Pictures.

HOLLYWOOD - Alfred Hitch-
cork was pleased recently
to have as a visitor Mr.T.
Naito, a student at Stan-
ford University who writes
for the celebrated Japanese
publication,Tokyo Shimbun.

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - World
sales head George Weltner, U.S.
Consul J.P. Parker, and Robert
Kerridge. governing director of
the Kerridge Odeon Circuit,dis-
cuss world affairs at a recept-
ion here honoring the Paramount
Pictures vice-president.

HONGKONG - Edgar Fay, of the
Paramount production department
in New York, who flew here to
film the fine short feature,
"Lifeline to Hongkong," samples
Chinese food aboard the Tai Pak
Floating Restuarant at Aberdeen,
And of course eats the meal in
traditional Chinese fashion.

HOLLYWOOD - In the mak-
ing of the Spanish trailer
ana other film showmanship
material for "Psycho," Mr.
Hitchcock received invalua-
ble help from the eminent
Latin American correspond-
ent, Armando del Moral. The
two are shown here as the
producer-director of the
money-minting shocker looks
over one of Mr. del Moral's
articles.

Photo by ED SULLIVAN

NEW YORK - There is no
mistaking the Red Buttons
personality smile as he
steps from the Pan American
plane at Idlewild Airport
following his return from
Tanganyika where he was co-
star with J ohn Wayne in the
Howard Hawks wild-animal
saga, "Hataril"

NEW YORK - Howard Hawks,

f
roducer-director of the
hrilling "Hataril" and his
son, Gregg, who accompanied
him on the African saga.
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HOME OFFICE NEWS ITEMS

WITH SPRING, WE HOPE,

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Ve welcome a group of newcomers to Paramount

publicity who began their Paramount chores durig

February and March. First, Mike Selsman, who is

Domestic Publicity's newspaper contact man. Also

welcomed are Grace Beach "Dal Friday" in stills,

and Diane idslow, Secretary to Saul Cooper, both

in Domestic Publicity. Lastly, we introduce

Barbara ann Spink, secretary to Foreign Publicity-

Director Charles P. Juroe who began just at the

time of the re-decorations on the tenth floor

.

Reported in the last two issues were narra-

tives about a Philouendrum and a Ti-pLeaf plant.

Now for some information on an economical source

for these and other plants in New York. A new

area called the "Flower Market" was discovered

ty Louise Eckert, ^here any sort of "green" you

can imagine can be bou^it. Despite the tempta-

Trade Press Vi ews

” One-Eyed Jacks”

Headline of The Film Daily uses this
capitalized format: OUTDOOR FOLK TALE.
ENGINEERS DEPTHS OF HUMAN EMOTIONS.
SUPERB PERFORMANCES. BRILLIANT PHOTOGR-
APHY. SMASH BOX OFFICE PROSPECTS.

Beginning sentence of the review: "A

stunning display of skill, power and
sensitivity is touched off within the

traditional western framework in 'One-

Eyed J acks '
"

Concluding sentence of the Film
Daily's review: "'One-Eyed Jacks' eas-
ily ranks with the major pictures of
the screen."

S-iHHf-

Opening sentence of Motion Picture

Daily's review: "There doesn't seem to

be any question but that Marlon Brando's

'One-Eyed Jacks' is one of the films

most eagerly anticipated by the public,

as well as the trade , in recent years.

Concluding sentence: "As for Bran-

do's own performance, it is superb

a brilliant and complex piece of acting

that is one of the best in years."

tion to flock to the Flower Market,, it is a

case of curbing your flower purchases, or all

on Floor 10 will be competing with plants for

oxygen.
Harold Syer, Faramount' s Traffic Manager in

London, was welcomed on the last lap of his

"DEADLOCK"
That's the title of the picture, not a

description of the embrace between David

Janssen and Stella Stevens which Edmond O'Brien

is directing. This Academy Award-winning actor,

now a producer-director, is making "Deadlock"

for Paramount release, and wise observers are

already touting it as "a surefire sleeper."

ww.ww.te
"

London-Los Angeles-New York-London journey by

two days of sun. But on the eve of his return

to London, he flew away on the tail of snow

flurries.
Summer vacation plans are in full prepara-

tion by Varren Harris, who plans a return to

London to visit the site of his last tour. He,

also, expects to pass through sunny Venice, and

lovely Copenhagen.
Advertising Manager AVlort bock, an<* wife

announced the birth of their first child on the

xnight of the big snow-storm on December 12th, a

and months later in this column we congratulate

them. Also, Martin Arthur, circuit contract
analyst and his wife received their third boy
on February 18th, and, so congratulations to

them too.
-Lenore Sheindlin



LATIN AV.ER

WITH SOCKO
OF "SHANE"
IN BRAZIL
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CA ROCKS
SUCCESS
RE-RELEASE

"The PI a i nsman ,

" too !

At right is pictorial evidence of great success
emenating from the re-release of "Shane" in Brazil.
From Chile comes word that the re-release of Cecil
B. DeMille's "The Plainsman" has created a comparable
furore

.

Juan Laupheimer, manager for Chile, reports
that "The Plainsman," in its 3-weeks re-release run
in the City Theatre, Santiago, created a new record
for the house, topping even the record recent run
registered by the re-release of "Streets of Laredo."

Apart from all other considerations, there is a

wonderful moral here: the potentialities of really
great pictures are inexhaustible. Fine pictures can
be shown again every decade and in many instances
will prove to be even greater money-makers than when
originally released.

RIO Dfc JANEIRO - The path to the screening room
where "Psycho" was presented to the delegates to the
showmanship meeting on the picture, was covered in
every way possible with material on the Hitchcock
film. Some of the material shown was imported, but
many of the very effective posters and other aids
were locally made - and very fine, tool

CHARLES P. JURQE, Paramount International Films
director of advertising and publicity, will have
concluded his Latin American showmanship survey in
behalf of "Psycho" while this issue of Paramount
World is being printed.

Mr. Juroe has been in Brazil, Chile, Peru, Pan-
ama and Mexico. We have pictured his activities in
Brazil in this issue and will have pictures from
the other countries in next month's issue.

HATARI'
hAtart*
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RIO DE JANEIRO - "Shane," being given road-show release
here, has done "fantastic" business. Here is the substance
of a report from A. Stephen Clug, Paramount general manager
in Brazil:

"'Shane' is now (March 3) in its 3rd week in the Bruni
Flamengo, and has already topped the total grosses of many
of our new releases, despite the fact it is playing in only
one cinema, and still has the circuit release aneaa of it.
Also, as can be seen by the photograph, it is playing in
inclement weather."

mirrcoies i

BOGOTA - Norman Kost-
ich (above) has arrived
here as a special Latin
American representative.
He will receive a defin-
ite territorial assignm-
ent in the near future.

PANAMA - Bellboys of the El
Panama Hilton Hotel - as well
as the hotel manageqmnt itself -
did a swell Job of publicizing
Jerry Lewis' "The Bellboy" when
the comedy was a hit attraction
at the Teatro Central.

RIO DE JANEIRO - "Psycho"-planning luncheon presented here by
Charles P. Juroe for the complete discussion of the care and han-
ling of the celebrated Hitchcock thriller. Reading from the left:
Oswaldo Rocha, director of publicity, Rio; Miss Maria Tissi, sec-
retary, publicity department. Rio: Eugenio P. Freitas, Ribelrab
Preto branch manager: Theorminio Barbuy, sales department manager,
Rio: Michele A. Manclni, S8o Paulo branch manager; Pedro Germano,
assistant sales manager of Paramount Films of Brazil, Inc.; Charles
P. Juroe, director of publicity and advertising. Paramount Inter-
national Films: A. Stephen Clug, general manager of Paramount
Films of Brazil; Henry B. Gordon, Latin American division manager;
Adhemar Leite Cesar, sales manager, Paramount Films of Brazil;
Jose' de Barros Monteiro, Recife branch manager; Jamil Seleme, Porto
Alegre branch manager; Ruy S.A.Ribeiro. Botucatu branch managers
Sergio Pardo, publicity department assistant; Sebastiao R. Carvalho,
Belo Horizonte branch manager; Francisco Newton da Frota, Curitiba
branch manager; Pedro de Souza Costa, assistant sales manager^lio;
Jose' Vasco Abreu, branch office manager, Rio de Janeiro.
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Jerry Lewis will in-
troduce 5 new "Misses"
to international beauty
categories in his com-
edy production of "The
Ladies' Man."

The headings are
Miss Anxious, Miss Sexy
Pot, Miss Intellect,
Miss Vitality and Miss
Southern.

They are played, res-
pectively, by Hope Hol-
iday, Ann McCrea, Madlyn
Rhue, Lynn Ross and
Caroline Richter.

Women. . .women.

.

women — that's all
that Jerry Lewis
sees in "The Ladles'
Man." No wonder he
is so unhappy.

RIGHT

DUSSELDORF - Shown are
eight different-type del-
ivery cars, all with dis-
plays for "Cafe Europa"
( "G. I. Blues") which carr-
ied prints of the picture
to all towns of Western
Germany. Everywhere these
cars were surrounded by
masses of film fans, and
by a strange coincidence
tne drivers all had ample
literature on "Cafe Eur-
opa" for distribution.

BERLIN - Similar to the Dusseldorf delivery
cars shown elsewhere on this page was this van

f

used for delivery °T "Cafe Europa" everywhere
throughout Berlin. And of course the driver was
likewise equipped with ample Elvis Presley and
"G. I. Blues" literature.

ONE-EYED JACKS" HAT
DAS ZEUG ZUM INTER-
NAT I ONALEN SCHLAGER

************
Paramounts erster Marlon-Brando-Film, dcr be-
reits 1958 in Hollywood vor die Kameras ging,
ist dahei, auf der ganzen Welt einen ilbcrwu.1-

tigenden Eindruck zu machen. Nachdem in der
Zwischenzeit sorgfaltig alles vorhereitet wur-
de, wird "One-Eyed Jacks" jetzt endlich den
Uillionen Fans in aller Welt, die Marlon Bran-
do zu den "Grossen" der Leinwand fur alle Zei-
ten zahlen, vorgefiihrt werden. In New York
steht eine ganze Armee von Spezialisten bereit,
urn fur den sehnlichst erwarteten Film des Jah-
res den Start vorzubereiten. "One-Eyed Jacks"
wird im Capitol Theater erstaufgefiihrt werden
und einen Beifall erhalten, wie man ihn nur
ganz auBergewohnlichen Filmen spendet. Es
wird ein Ereignis ersten Ranges werden, von
dem wir in alien Einzelheiten Bilder bringen.

Mi t zum Interessantesten in dieser Ansgabe ge-
hort ein Bildbericht iiber Charles P.Juroe's
erste Amts handlung in seiner Eigenschaft als
Presse— und Werbechef von Paramount Internat-
ional Films. Diese Tiitigkeit betrifft gesamt
Latein—Amerika und besonders die Werbearbeiten
zu "Psycho" in samtlichen bedeutenden Auffiih-

rungsstadten.

Ebenfalls untcr den Reisenotizen zeigen wir
Ihnen weitere Bilder vom Besuche Mr.Weltner's
in Australien und Neu-Seelnnd. Die Begeiste-
rung fiir Mr.Weltner wurde wahrend Beiner wich-
tigen Geschiiftsreise augenscheinlich und wird
erst recht dargelegt durch unser Bildmatcrial.

In den Paramount—Studios in Hollywood war man

wahrend der vergangenen drei Monate auBeror-

dentlich geschaftig. Auch jetzt noch, zum

Zeitpunkt des DruckB dieser Marz-Ausgabe, sind
alle Hande tatig. Wir haben alle Einzelheiten
iiber diese Produlctionstatigkeit zusaamenge-
fasst und hoffen, daB diese Information zu Ih-
rer Eenntnis gelangen und Ihr Interesse finden
wird. idles deutet auf ein sehr erfolgreiches
Jahr hin, was die Produktion betrifft, mit ei-
ner ganzen Reihe von Filmen, die auf Jahre hi-
naus ein fin&ieller Erfolg sein werden, jihn-
lich dem von Cecil B.DeMille's DIE ZEHN GEBOTE.

Fred Astaire and director George
Seaton enjoy a joke on the set of
"The Pleasure of His Company."

bieee Tatsache erinnert iihrigens daran, daC,

obwohl dieser groBartige Film hierzulande
nicht mehr aufgefuhrt werden soil, "Die Zelm

Gebote" auf dem international en Markt inner

noch sehr gefragt sindj. Auf einer anderen Sei-

te dieser Ausgabe konmen wir noch einmal nuf

die Bedeutung dieses Filmes zuriick. Uberdies

ist geplant, in jeder koramenden Ausgabe min-

destens eine Seite den "Zehn Geboten" zu wid-

men, solange der Film noch im Geschaft ist.

Wahrenddessen setzt "Psycho", wie konnte es

anders sein, seinen Triumphzug fort. Dieser
unglaubliche Film iibertrifft mit seinen his-

herigen Einspielergebnissen nicht nur jede

Erwartung, man fragt sich auch, wie Mr.Alfred
Hitchcock es fertigbringen will, mit seiner

nachsten Produktion fiir Paramount etwas zu

schaffen, was "Psycho" noch uberrunden kann.

"Hitch" hatte es fertiggebracht, wahrend der

Produktion von "Psycho" iiber alles einen Vor-

hang zu breiten, und er hat einen noch un-

durchdringlicheren urn seine neue Produktion

gelegt.

In der Zwischenzeit bitten wir Sie, keine Mog-

lichkeit auszulassen, um an den Vorhereitungen

zu dem grofltmoglichen Erfolg von "One-Eyed

Jacks" mitznarbeiten.
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FRANKFURT, Germany - After six months of re-
building, the Olympia Theatre here, one of the
city's most distinguished cinemas, re-opened
with "Roman Holiday"
as its attraction.
Shown above is stage
of the theatre , with
flower baskets pres-
ented by exhibitors
and municipal admin-
istrative authorit-
ies. Shown at right :

Paramount '
s general

manager for Germany,
Hugo Stramer (left;,
and the Olympia's
owner ,Joachim Barndt.

FRANKFURT, Germany - Special streetcar which
toured all car routes of this city in the inter-
ests of Hal Wallis' production, "G. I. BlueB."

PARIS - Even witnout a caption you would
know how popular Sophia Loren proved to be at

the Paramount here when "It Started In Naples"
was the attraction.

HATARI I HATARI!
HATARI! HATARI!
HATARI! HATARI!
HATARI! HATARI!
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AMSTERDAM - First performance aud-
ience for "Psycho" streams out of the
Tuschinski Theatre on opening night,
and their still warm seats were quick-
ly occupied by the second capacity
audience. This was on January l3tn.

STOCKHOIM - Electric light
news on the Stureplan announces
that "De Tio Budorden" ("The
Ten Commandments") was showing
at the Palladium.

CAIRO, Egypt - Another of
those spectacular front-of-
theatre figures attracts vast
throngs to the Cinema Radio to
see Jerry Lewis in "Visit to A

Small Planet."

JAMES £. PERKINS

Before leaving for his present
extensive business journey through
Latin America, James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount International
Films, was personally invested by
the Government of the Republic of
Italy with the decoration of "A1
Merito della Repubblica." Ceremony
took place at the Italian Consulate
General in New York City, with the
Consul General doing the bestowal.

This is one of the highest awards
given any person in the American
film industry, and was bestowed upon
Mr. Perkins for his continued work
over the years in the international
distribution of Italian films.
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I believe with all my
heart that civilization
has produced nothing
finer than a man or woman

who thinks and practices

true tolerance.
Frank Knox

AMSTERDAM - Front and
rear views of a man enga-

ged by the Tuschinski
Theatre to interest the

AMSTERDAM - A dignified
window display for "But

Not For Me" in The Society
Shop. Clark Gable film was

at the Roxy Cinema.

Business is religion
and religion is business.
The man who does not mal®

a business of his relig-
ion has a religious life
of no force, and the man
who does not make a rel-
igion of his business
has a business life of
no character.

Maltbie Babcock

ROTTERDAM - The massive trailer continues
to be one of the most popular forms of mass
advertising in this country, and this one ex-
tolling the entertainment merits of the Jerry
Lewis comedy, "Visit To A Small Planet," is a
fine example of the showmanship medium.

jr-m

"ONE-EYED JACKS" HEEFT
ALLE ELEMENTEN VAN

I NTERNAT I ONALE
GROOTHE I D ************

Paramount's eerste Marlon Brando fi2m,

die in Augustus 1958 voor de kamera's

kwam, staat op het punt in al zijn ver-

bluffende schoonheid de wereld in te

schieten. Tijdens de afgelopen maanden met

angstvallige nauwgezetheid gemonteerd, is

"One-Eyed Jacks" thans klaar voor de tien-

tallen miljoenen fans van alle nationali-

teiten, die Marlon Brando rekenen tot de

grootste onder de filmgrootsten. In New

York is een speciale staf van specialisten

bezig met de voorbereidingen van de pre-

miere van deze film, welke beschouwd wordt

ale de grootste gebeurtenis sinds jaren.

In New York zal "One-Eyed Jacks" in pre-

miere gaan in het Capitol Theatre met een

luister, welke alleen voor films van een

superlatieve grandeur gereserveerd blijft.

Het zal een gebeurtenis worden, waarvan

wij een uitgebreid foto-verslag zullen

maken.

Een deel van dit nummer is gewijd aan

een foto-verslag van Charles P.Juroe's

eerste taak in zijn nieuwe functie van
publicity en advertising director voor

Paramount International Films. Deze taak

ligt in Lat$gs Amerika en wel speciaal wat

betreft de publiciteit voor "Psycho" en

het uitbrengen van deze film in de belang-

rijke steden.

Tevens brengen wij in het kader van

reis-notities nog een aantal foto's van

het bezoek van Mr. George V/eltner aan

AustraliB en Nieuw Zeeland. Het enthousias-

me voor Mr. Weltner aan de dag gelegd ge-

durende deze belangrijke zakenreis , spreekt

ook duidelijk uit onze foto's. Een andere

reis-notitie betreft Mr. James E. Perkins,

president van Paramount International , die

op het moment dat dit nummer op de pers

gaat in Engeland en Europe vertoeft voor

zaken.

De Paramount Studio in Hollywood heeft

het deze afgelopen drie maanden uitzonder-

lijk druk' en ditzelfde tempo wordt nog ge-

handhaafd als dit Maart nummer ter perse

gaat. Elders in dit blad geven wij een

samenvatting van deze gehele productie-

activiteit en vertrouwen er op, dat dit
nieuws voor U vertaald zal worden, daar U
er ongetwijfeld grote belangstelling voor
hebt. Alles wijst op een zeer succesvol
jaar, wat de productie betreft, waarbij
vele films van een type zijn, die hun geld
nog jaren en jaren zullen opbrengen, zo
ongeveer in de trant van Cecil B.Deliille's
productie van "De Tien Geboden".

v/elk feit ons er aan herinnert, dat, hoe-
! wel deze machtige productie voor de nationa-
|
le markt uit de roulatie is genomen, zij op
het international vlak nog steeds overal
vertoond wordt. Wij hebben hier een pagina
aan gewijd en zijn van plan toch steeds min-

If you wish, you can write your own caption
to express what Danny Kaye is thinking of in
this scene from "On the Double." But actually
he is expressing rather obvious lack of will-
ingness to make a mass parachute 'drop' because
actually he is not what he seems to be, and
down below, he knows, are forces which will
make him into something he doesn't want to be.

stens 44n pagina aan "De Tien Geboden" te
blijven wijden, zo lang als deze grote film
in het nieuws blijft.

Ondertussen blijft het "Psycho" verhaal
natuurlijk in juichtonen. Deze ongeloofli jke
film slaat niet alleen onze stoutste ver-
wachtingen wat de resultaten tot op heden
betreft, doch doet de vraag bij ons rijzen
hoe het voor Mr. Alfred Hitchcock mogelijk
zal zijn straks met een film te komen, die
"Psycho" zou kunnen overtreffen. "Hitch"
begint binnenkort met een nieuwe film voor
Paramount en zoals hij indertijd "Psycho"
omhulde met een "gordijn van stilte", zo
heeft hij een nog ondoordringbaarder waas
om zijn volgende productie hangen.

Ondertussen, laat geen mogelijkheid on-
benut in Uw voorbereidingen voor "One-Eyed
Jacks" om tot de grootst mogelijke resul-
taten te komen.
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A cute 'candid' snapped at the
Screen Directors Guild dinner at the
Beverly Hilton Hotel, and featuring
Frank Capra, Alfred Hitchcock and Ida
Lupino.
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HOLLYWOOD AGAIN IS MAKING THE BEST

PRODUCT IN ITS COLORFUL HISTORY

At the annual dinner of the Direc-
tors Guild of America on February 12,
Paramount vice-president Y, Frank
Freeman was given an honorary life
membership in the Guild, Above, in the
Beverly Hilton grand ballroom, he
accepts the honor.

Alfred Hitchcock was given an award

at the same Screen Directors Guild
dinner for his "Psycho." As pictured,
he is about to show the award to Mrs.
Hitchcock.

S eat of "The Pleasure of RIGHT
mpany Debbie Reynolds

receives U. S . Navy Recruiting Service
Certificate of Appreciation for her
time and efforts in publicizing Naval
Air Reserve and staging personal app-
earances for service men here and in
Hawaii. Captain R.B. Buchan ,USN, isafr
right; Comdr.C.C. Little is congratu-
lating the star. Also shown are Avia-
tion Machinists Mate Bill Marisee and
Chief Bemle Gozier.

The youngsters from the David and Margaret
Homs pictured above later were guests of Para-
mount at luncheon in the studio commissary. The
occasion was made even brighter by the appeara-
nce of singing stars Fabian and Tommy Sands from
the nearby set of "Love In A Goldfish Bowl." The

RIGHT
Stella Stevens gives Virginia

Gregg the back of ner hand, and
the power of her wrath, in one of
the many tempestuous scenes ofths
deadly powerful "Deadlock."

Fifty children from the
David and Margaret Home at La
Verne, California, tour the
celebrated Western outdoor set
at Paramount Studio. The home
cares for displaced children
aged 6-17. The children later
saw Jerry Lewis' "CinderFella."

SAN FRANCISCO - Against the
very picturesque background of
San Francisco Bay, high-perched
George Seaton directs his Holly-
wood unit through a scene for
"The Pleasure of His Company."
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If an opera cannot be

played by an organ-
grinder - as Puccini's
and 7erdi's melodies
were played - then that
opera is not going to
achieve immortality.

Sir Thomas Beecham

PARIS - This Paramount
Theatre display, which is
right by the executive
entrance to Paramount's
head office for Continen-
tal Europe, has a listing
of the five Paris cinemas
which ran "It Started In
Naples" day-and-date 1st
release

.

The Paramount, Lutetia,
Select-Pathe and Ritz all
showed the picture with
French dialogue synchron-
ized; the Elysees-Cinema
showed it with superimpos-
ed French titles.

BRUSSELS - Belgian
'apace men' set out to
spread word through the
streets of the city that
"Visit To A Small Planet"
was offering wonderful en-
tertainment at the Victory

business.

Earl Holliman plays a

travelling salesman in

Hal Wallis' production of

Summer and Smoke," which
co-stars Laurence Harvey
and Geraldine Page. Role

is in concluding scenes

of the picture, lasts but

a few minutes, but is

quite unforgettable
.

BRUSSELS - This crowd is outside of the
Eldorado Theatre waiting to see "Psycho." The
structure in the centre of the crowd ie a pub-
lic address system urging the patrons to be
patient, and to follow the theatre's instruct-
ions regarding seeing the picture only from
the beginning. Engagement of "Psycho" provided
an attendance milestone in the long and dist-
ingusihed history of the Eldorado.
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ONE-TEAM
RE-ALI GNMENT
Continued from Page 7

of the field sales organization and

designed to contribute maximum serv-

ice to Paramount^ customers."
This re-alignment of Paramount T s

key sales personnel, Mr. Pickman

asserted, "is a radical departure

from the company f s previous sales

George Weltner has received the following

cable from Henri Michaud in Paris relating to

the spectacular gala premiere

HAPPY REPORT THAT "SUZIE WONG" PREMIERE
AND SUPPER OUTSTANDING SUCCESS AND THAT RAT
STARK JUST TELEPHONED EXPRESSING HIS ENTIRE
SATISFACTION AND THANKS FOR WAT EVERYTHING
WAS HANDLED. THIS OPINION SHARED BY COUNT-
LESS PEOPLE WITH WHOM I CHECKED LAST NIGHT
AND THIS MORNING IN DIVERSIFIED CIRCLES TO
EXTENT OF NAMING THIS BEST CINEMA GALA IN
PARIS IN MANY A YEAR. AUDIENCE REACTION TO
PICTURE VERY GOOD AND APPLAUSE AT END WAS
SPONTANEOUS AND GENEROUS. THIS MORNING MOST
IMPORTANT DAILIES COVERING GALA EXTENSIVELY
WHICH CAN ASSURE YOU MOST UNUSUAL AND UNPRE*
CEDENTED FOR PARIS AND CONSEQUENTLY WONDER-
FUL ADDITIONAL PUBLICITY.

’’The World of Suz i e
Wong" Thr i 11s Par i

s

ation.

"

Mr. Weltner described the re-al-

ignment as "a new approach to the
distribution of motion pictures, de-

signed to meet changing marketing
and operating conditions that, in the

last five years, have resulted in

major revisions in distribution and

exhibition policies. Paramount T s

current production program indicates

that our distribution organization
will have outstanding boxoffice att-

ractions in ever increasing numbers
during 1961 and the years to come.

To guarantee maximum revenues from
every attraction, both for ourselves

and for our customers, we must be

fully prepared to give each picture

custom-tailored handling.

"

At a meeting of company executives and dep-

artment heads , George Weltner, vice-president

in charge of world sales, again complimented

Jerome Pickman on the wonderful work he has

done in the first four months in his new post

of general sales manager, and re-iterated his

complete faith that the Paramount sales organ-

ization, especially under its new, strengthened

alignment, will produce the greatest sales

performance in Paramount history.

set-up, and will enable its saleB

staff to devote greater time and con-

centration to the most effective
marketing of our product in Large

and small comrmnities and in theatres

of all types, sizes and capacities."
"We shall also be able to effect

an even closer coordination of sales

with Paramount* s merchandising acti-
vities, which are under the supervi-
sion of Martin Davis, director of
advertising, publicity and exploit-

PARIS - One of these days soma enterprising
Paramount showman is going to compile a book
containing nothing but the punchy displays that
the Paramount Theatre here has had for its
fronts over the past thirty years. Like this
one for "Chance Meeting."
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MANILA - Float for "Tarzan the Magnificent"

•floating' through one of the city' s main

streets. Children follow the float, their eld-

ers gaze in admiration at Manila s tarzan,

Orlando Miguel, who is Philippines' "I960 Mr.

Muscel Man."
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS OF FILM
INTEREST IN THE FAR EAST
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MANILA, Philippines - This
27-foot standee for "Tarzan the
Magnificent" is on a commercial
building on the city's busiest
thoroughfare, Spana Street. But
more importantly, it faces the
Sto. Tomas University, pride of
the Philippines for being one of
the oldest universities in the
world, with a student population
of 28,000 — none of whom would
miss the standee's message. The
thriller was shown at the lyric.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - When
Cecil B. DeMille's supervised

?
roduction. "The Buccaneer" had
ts multiple-run engagement in

this city, crowds formed early
in the morning to get tickets
for the evening performances.
Here is one such block-long
queue outside of the renowned
Menteng Cinema.

SINGAPORE - Part of the long
line (of all ages) strung out
from the Cathay Cinema's box-
office in testimony to the app-
eal of Elvis Presley in "G. I.
Blues." As Lim Keng Hor of the
Cathay Organisation reported on
the engagement: "Business has
been quite wonderful with this
Presley picture!"

Shirley MacLaine, Edward G. Robinson, Yves
Montand and Robert Cummings, making "My Geisha"
in Japan, have all scored great personal succ-
esses with the Japanese people*

TOKYO - Both sides of a
most effective display
board announcing "It Star-
ted in Naples," outside of
the Hibiya Theatre.

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. Shiro Kido,
eminent head of the Shochiku
Company of Japan, is honored
guest at luncheon in the Para-
mount studio commissary. Shown
from left are: Y. Frank Freeman,
vice-president; Jack Karp,vice-
president in charge of the Par-
amount studio; Mr. Kido; Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the board of
Paramount Pictures; Mr. Mizuno,
Shochiku representative in Los
Angeles.

TOKYO - Long "G.I. Blues"
queue at the Scala-za Cinema
to see the highly successful
Elvis Presley romantic musical.

BELOW

TOKYO - An attractive disp-
lay of typical Japanese post-
ars ,

with the eve moving in
some irresistible fashion to
the one for "G.I. Blues" and the

rather prominent Paramount
trade mark above it. Display
was at the Yurokasho railway
stat ion.
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HAT AR I !

BELOW

John Wayne arriving
in London from "Hatarii

"

location in Africa and
being welcomed byPara-
mount's Tony Reddin (Lj

and Richard L. Patterson.

in SWAHILI means "DANGER!

"

in PARAGJNIAN means "WQWI"

— and in ANY language it
is a '• WONDERFUL
PICTURE (»)

(*) You supply letters

HOWARD HAWKS, veteran director, and the
producer-director of "Hatarii” as he spoke
to the film industry's press in the Param-
ount board room in New York, March 13th.

PARIS - Back home after thrilling
work in Africa are Michele Girardon
(left-centre) and Susan Greenberg.the
latter a special photographer on the
Howard Hawks production. At right is

James Merrick, "HatariJ" publicist.
At left is Marcel Hamel, Paramount '

s

traffic manager in Paris. The scene:

Orly Airport.

NEW YORK - Mr. and Mrs. Red Buttons
arrive at Idlewild Airport from the
African location of "Hatarii" - and
they appear to have adopted two of
the minor, non-English-speaking mem-
bers of the cast of the mighty Howard
Hawks production. Red Buttons is co-
starred with John Wayne in the adven-
ture film about animal-catching.

Following the above press conference

with Howard Hawks, executives saw a

projection of about one hour of some

of the highspot scenes of HATARII We

want to go on record in stating that we, nor any other

viewing audience in the history of the screen, ever have

seen the likes — for excitement, for thrills, for sheer

human pulse-pounding -- of what audiences of the near

future have in store for them in HATARII

This picture is undiluted, unprecedented, wonder-

ful sensation-excitement. The footage screened left its

audience twice-times breathless; once from the action

portrayed, and once from delight at Paramount having in

its grasp this marvelous film made against a background

that also will leave you breathless.
HHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHH

Honest
Amazement
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The best way to know
God is to love many
things.

Vlnasnt van Gogh

If you've ever given
a thought to Audrey Hep-
bum' s back - here's what
you've been thinking of.
This is how Audrey looked
when she was looking at
one of the Tiffany wind-
ows in New York City, for
a scene in "Breakfast At
Tiffany's."

ROME - The balloon gag

in "It Started In Naples"
was played for all it was

worth when the Paramount
picture played here. Diff-

erent colored balloons
carried the names of the

film's three stars
Clark Gable, Sophia Loren
and Vittorio De Sica.

RIGHT

GENOA - Cinema Orfeo
made use of this unusual
truck display to create a
wide interest in the Hal
Wallis production, "Career."
Truck toured the city and
suburbs for a full week
prior to film's opening.

"ONE-EYED JACKS" SARA'
GRANDE NEL MONDO INTERO

*******
II prioo film di Merlon Brando per la

Paramount che A steto in levorazione e Hollywood
sin dall'agosto del 1958 sta per fare la sue
apparizione sugli scherml del mondo in tutta la
sua rsdiosa magnificenza. Dopo una meticolosa
opera di montaggio dureta mesi e mesi , ONE-EYED
JACKS A ora pronto per le decine di milioni di
ammiratori che in tutto il mondo annoverano
f.'arlon Brando tra gli astfi del cinematogrefb
piil famosi. A New York A atato assegnato un
apposito gruppo di apecialiati per il lencia-
mento dl questo film tanto anaioaamente atteso.
La pellicola uscirA al Capitol di Broadway con
la pompa riservata ai film dl velore superleti-
vo e non occorre eggiungare che au queato even-
to vi forniremo e suo tempo ampi dettagli e
fotograf ie.

In questo nuraero troverete notizie e illu-
strazionl sul primo giro all'estero compluto da
Charles P. Juroe nella sua nuova veste di diret
tore delle pubblicitA e lanclamento della
Paramount International Films, giro che si A

esteso a tutta l’America Latina, con particola_
re attenzione 8l lanclamento di PSYCHO nelle
cittA pid import anti.

Sempre in tema di vieggi, vi diamo quests
volte altre fotografle relative alia visite di

Mr. George Weltner in Australia e Nuova Zelan-
da dove egli A atato oggetto del pid schietto
entu8iasmo,come vedrete voi stessi dalle illu-
strazioni. Altre notlzia dl viaggi riguerda
Mr. James E. Perkins, presidents della Paramount

International, il quale si trova in America
Latina al momento in cui andiamo in macchina.

Gli Studi Paramount di Hollywood aono sta-
ti in plena ettivltA questi ultimi tre mesi e

continuano ad esserlo tut tore. Abbiamo giA
evuto occasione di darvi ampi dettagli su que-
sta attivitA di produzione e non dubitiamo che
dette notizie, le quell vi verranno certamente
tradotte sul posto, seranno accolte e seguite
da ognuno di voi col pid vivo interesse. Vedr£
te cost che abbiamo dlnenzi a noi un periodo
meraviglioso dal punto di vista delle produzi£
ne, con diver si di quel film che gerantiscono
megnifici incassi per enni ed anni, pid o meno
come nel caso di I DISCI COMANDAMMTI

.

A proposito di quest 'ultima pellicola che
sul mercato estero sta continuando il suo glo-
rloso cemmino, vi riassumiamo in altra pagina
le notizie pid salient! provenienti da verie

parti del mondo, e ci riserviamo di fare eltret
tanto in ogni nostro numero.

Me naturalmente c'A anche un altro lavoro
che continue a fere epoca nella nostra storie:
PSYCHO. Questo incredibile film non solo ha

dato flnore del rlsultati che venno assoluta-
mente oltre ogni immaginazione, ma comlncie
pure a farci pensare al come Alfred Hitchcock
riusclrA mai a ri solvere il probleme, quando
comincerA 11 suo nuovo film per la Paramount,
di venir fuori con qualcosa che batta il suo

PSYCHO. E purtroppo poco sapremo per ora in
argomento perchA Hitchcock che A riuscito a

creare quella splendida "cortina di silenzio"
lntorno a PSYCHO fin da quando era in lavora-
zione, ne sta escogitando une encore pid impe-
netrable per la sua nuova pellicola.

Per 11 momento, per6, pensiemo al prodott
ettuale. Dedicatevi con tutte le vostre ener-
gie a studiare il pid spettacoloso e redditizi
lanclamento di ONE-EYED JACKS.

One of the most estimable United States
weekly magazines given multi-million circulat-
ion via distribution as part of a number of
local newspapers, is "Family Weekly." A recent
issue, as seen above devoted its cover and its
main featured article to Shirley MacLaine,star
of "All In A Night's Work" and "My Geisha."
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MANILA, Philippines - The "door that you cannot

crash at 'Psycho' screenings" was presented symbolic-
ally in the lobby of the Galaxy Theatre here when the

Hitchcock shocker produced a success here that was
not only typical of the picturA, but of the Galaxy it-

self. The two ushers shown with the 'prop' door cert-
ainly dissuaded anyone - but anyone - from trying to

crash the auditorium after "Psycho" had started.

KUALA LUMPUR - Folks in
this area certainly got to
know about "Psycho" when
the Hitchcock shocker came
to Cathay's Qdeon here. This
travelling float not only
ave them the news in Engl-
sh, Malay and Chinese,but

also showed them "Mr.H."
with his internationally
famous injunction about see-
ing the film only from the
beginning.

SINGAPORE - Eighteen
paying customers were
kept out of the 1,300-seat
Cathay during the 105
screenings of "Psycho", be-
cause they came late.

Advertisements in all
local newspapers of four

language s( English, Ch ine se

,

Malay and Indian) stressed
film's exact starting
times, also that patrons
who came late would not be
admitted. 80,000 patrons
saw the picture - on time.
Eighteen didn't. But they
didn't miss the picture.

Their tickets were val-
idated for subsequent
days when, no doubt, they
came on time.

BELOW
RIO DE JANEIRO - Crimson footprints point the way

to the screening of "Psycho" in the Paramount project-
ion room here during the special meeting convened by
Charles P. Juroe in connection with tbs salesmanship
and showmanship session on "the care and handling or
'Psycho'." Shown in the scene also are some of the
special displays for the Hitchcock shocker made local-
ly, as well as those which are adaptationsof the U.S.
showmanship items.
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BRUSSELS - The night shot of this
city's eminent Eldorado Theatre shows
the manner in which the fans queued
up in the tens of thousands to see
Hitchcock's "Psycho"; the day shot is
information concerning the 3-stories-
high "Psycho" sign - largest and most
impressive in the Eldorado's history.

ROTTERDAM, Holland - Another of
those celebrated Dutch trailers which
carry film messages so effectively.
This one is in front of the Thalia
Theatre, but is advertising "Psycho"
also for the Passage Theatre in the
Rotterdam suburb of Schiedam.
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KUALA LUMPUR - It is
required that you ascend
these steps at the Odeon
Theatre here before the
beginning of "Psycho" -
or you know what will
most assuredly happen to
you.

"PSYCHO" is a towering success the world over.
We expect to go on devoting a page or more to
it for months to come. Next month, for instance,
we will have more news on Latin America's reac-
tion to the Hitchcock shocker, as well as more
news from many parts of Europe.
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TITLES
"DEADLOCK" is the

final title of the Edm-
ond O'Brien production
formerly known as "The

Soft Touch."
"HELL IS FOR HEROES"

is the final title of

the production, starring
Bobby Darin, formerly
known as "Separation
Hill."

One way to get away
from women is to out-walk
them. So decides Jerry
Lewis in "The Ladies'
Man." But when you're in

a house with 29 rooms,and
a lovely gal in each
room, tne plan is easier
than the practice . How-
ever, you know Jerry
things usually seem to
work out in the long run.
Excepting that this is a
much longer run than
usual.

STOCKHOLM - Pillaradv-
ertising here for the
Sophia Loren-Clark Gable
comedy, "It Started In
Naples."

The CashBox
VOLUME XXII—NUMBER 17 MARCH IB. 19*1

ELVIS PRcSLEY was on the cover of The Cash

Box, issue of March 18th. This magazine is

the foremost publication devoted exclusively

to the record business. The caption beneath
his picture reveals that to date the RCA rec-

ords made by Elvis have sold in excess of the

staggering amount of $76,000,000 - yes. Seven-

ty Six Million Dollars. Not bad for a young

man who was completely unknown 5 years ago.

KLAMATH FALLS. Oregon - George Mann, one of
the nation's most astute believers in £he fine
dividend that showmanship pays, gave "The
World of Suzie Wong" the full showmanship play
when the ace attraction came to his Esquire
Theatre. He travelled all the way to San Fran-
cisco's Chinatown for these Chinese costumes
for his ushers, plus one for house manager
Leona Row, top left in the above picture. The
doorman and cashier also had special cost'imes,
and the ushers handed out fortune cookies corn
taining plugs for "Suzie Wong" during the week
prior to the film's opening.

Ml NNEAPOL I S The other day Salesman Joe

Rosen was stranded in Grafton, North Dakota for

several hours due to icy highway conditions.

Joe used thi® to good advantage by spending all *

M
I t Started in Naples”

Starts
A New Kind of Trailer!

ROME - Italy has devised a new and fascin-
ating form of travelling trailer, shown above
in this city's Piazza Cinquecento. locale of
the Termini Station. Similar trailers also are
operating in Milan, Bologna and Florence. The
photo above, however, is simply preliminary to
this effect, in the picture below....

for the trailer has now spread its wings
in both directions to give all of the pertin-
ent information about "La Baia di Napoli" ("It
Started in Naples"). The locale is the same as
in the picture above, excepting that the disp-
lay is now ready to catch the attention of the
countless thousands pouring in and out of the
Termini Station. And there are other locations
for this unique display

this time with the exhibitor and sold and date'

all the current pictures, and also sold PARTY
CRASHERS, HOUSEBOAT, HELL BROKE LOOSE, TOKYO
AFTER DARK, THE TRAP, aid SEVEN LITTLr. FOIS.

Everyone in the Branch misses the smiling
face of our former Booker, Les Bird, tAio trans
ferred to the San Francisco branch on March Is

We all wish him the best of luck as he leaves

a gap in ow Booking department which will be

hard to fill.

Roger Hermann, Booker, recently purchased

a new Renault. We hope he can find a parking
space near the office, otherwise we expect to

see it parked under his desk some morning.
-H. Schneider



SHOWMANSHIP WILL BRING A

SHOWMAN'S SHIP TO PORT . .

FOR GOODNESS SAKE
1

SUZIE WONG say ...

This is Fine Place

to Dine....

?
Fine Film at....

KALLET
SHOPPINGTOWN

THEATRE
in DeWitt

For Goodness Sake

DEWITT, New York - A fine

and most appropriate piece of
showmanship on behalf of "The

World of Suzie Wong" was done
by Sam Mitchell in the Shopp-
ingtown Theatre here. Cards
bearing the "For Goodness Sake"
line used so charmingly by
Suzie were everywhere in evid-
ence throughout this city.

And when this evidence of
good showmanship was sent to
us, "Suzie Wong" was already in

its 9th week at the Shopping-
town Theatre.

AMSTERDAM - On the evening
of January 16th, most of the
more than 800,000 television
sets in Holland were turned on
to the LO-minute Alfred Hitch-
cock program. Six of the min-
utes were devoted to the special
Paramount trailer for "Psycho,"
a scene from which, with Dutch
superimposed titles, is shown
above. Priceless free publicity!

AMSTERDAM - We've shown pic-
tures of the large advertising
trailers which carry film and
star messages around the cities
of this country. But these ve-
hicles can traverse only the
larger thoroughfares. So there
was devised tne above 3-wheel
trailer for getting through the
narrower Dutch streets. .. .Not a
bet is passed up, in Holland.

New Medi a Hi tti ng
Showmansh

i p Spot
Paramount ' s new Press Book and

Showmanship Manual, extensively
noted last issue, has been meeting

with fine and practical response

from top national showmen.

Reaction to the initial public-

ation under the new order - the

manual on "The World of Suzie Wong"
- was most praiseworthy, followed

by wide acclaim for the manual on

"The Savage Innocents.

Exhibitors are really getting

the tools for business these days:

showmanship pictures and showman-

1ike showman ship

.

CAIRO, Egypt - The Radio Cin-
ema here does not show Paramount
product exclusively, but its
management does esteem the Para-
mount trade mark in the attract-
ing of patronage. Here, promin-
ently displayed, is the Arabic
version of Paramount’s trade
mark in the lobby of the Radio
Cinema.

MADRID - The horsemen shown
at top right couldn't carry
signs about "Last Train From
Gun Hill," but whenever - and
wherever - they stopped, they
handed out fac- simile railroad
tickets with the title of the
Hal Wallis film printed thereon.
Also the theatre's name.

LEFT

MANCHESTER - Here's quite an
idea - a "Sing or Mime" contest,
put on in connection with "G.I.
Blues" by the Plaza Ballroom at
All Saints, a suburb of this
English city.

itaiy - wnere else in the world
wouid you find individual theatre showmanship ofthis calibre? And this isn't in Rome, or Paris,
or Bombay, or San Francisco. This is in the
medium-sized city of Ravenna - the CinemaMoaemo's appreciation of Jerry Lewis' "Visit Tb
A Small Planet." Bravo

J

MADRID - Outdoor showmanship stringencies
in Spain required that these two horsemen par-
ade the main streets of this capital city minus
any word to the effect that they wer4 publici-
zing "Last Train From Gun Hill." Yet the pop-
ulace knew - and the fine Hal Wallis productin
benefitted accordingly.
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Improbable, implausible

but true, and very, very

funny Jerry Lew i

s

is a woman-hating, lone

male in a boarding-house
filled with lovely, pur-

sueable (and pursuing)

young lovelies, in
M
T HE LADIES’

” WOW-WOW-WOWWWWW!
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THIS IS THE MOST

DELIGHTFUL PARA-

MOUNT PICTURE IN

20 YEARS, ,,,,,,,
Its title is "The Pleasure

of His Company," and we dare
you to name a happier film
made by Paramount in the
past two decades.

The mother of the bride (the
truly delightful Lilli Palmer)

,

and her ex-husband (played by
the fast-stepping, gay and
quipping Fred Astaire) exchange
views on who should have first,
middle and last sav on the wed-
ding of their daughter (Debbie
Reynolds),

The long-absent father (Fred
Astaire) comes back to see what
kind of a guy (Tab Hunter) his
daughter (Debbie Reynolds) has
decided to marry. And he darned
nearly succeeds in breaking up
the impending marriage.

Gowns in the picture were of
course designed by Academy
Award-winning Edith Head. Here
Miss Head examines one of her
creations as modeled by Debbie
Reynolds.

Debbie Reynolds, Charlie Ruggles, Gary Merrill
and Lilli Palmer examine, with varied emotions, one of
the oddest wedding gifts ever to turn up in advance of
a marriage. The incident provides but one of a host of
honest laughs in this gay and rememberable picture.

"THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY" was previewed at
two theatres in Chicago on March 10 and 11, and at
a theatre in New Rochelle, NY, on March 17th. Audi-
ence reactions in all three instances were so won-
derful that these rank as probably the most gratify-
ing 'sneak' previews in recent Paramount history.

Father and daughter (Fred Astaire and Debbie Rey-
nolds) lend happy strength to the belief that dancing
is one of life's finest gaieties. 6

A grandfather's kiss is one
of the crowning touches to the
happiness of the bride in this
lovely, lilting film. Tab Hun-
ter, Debbie Reynolds and Charlie
Ruggles contribute a scene not
to be forgotten.
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SAN FRANCISCO - Here is
a glimpse of this city as
referred to in the story
at right. Here is one of
the steep streets where
the cars have to park in
horizontal positions. In
the foreground, a couple
of lovely people - Debbie
Reynolds and Charlie Rug-

f
les - remind us that San
rancisco is the locale

of the gav and delightful
Perlberg-Seaton product-
ion, "The Pleasure of His
Company.

"

PENANG, Malaya - Here,
where manpower is cheaper
than horsepower, handcart
floats were employed to
spread the word about the
Cathay Cinema's showing
of "Psycho." First hand-
cart told about the film,
the second one carried the
message about no one being
admitted to the Cathay
after the film's start.

Hal Wallis' "All In

A Night's Work* has been

recommended for adults
and mature young people

by the Protestant Motion
Picture Council.

The Paramount release
is a "lively farce.. well
cast and well acted,"
according to the Council'

s

review.

The Haunting Sounds
Of San JFr anc i sco

Ever since it was first issued
in the days when "Teacher’s Pet"
was being produced, the Perlberg-
Seaton bulletin called The Chron-
icle has proven to be an intrigu-
ing publication. Volume 5 , #1, of
January 25th was devoted to "The
Pleasure of His Company," and we
are sure that everyone who has
been in San Francisco (locale of
the heart-warming comedy) will be
intrigued by this account of the
basic concept of the film's musi-
cal score:

Few, if any, composers who create more or
less exclusively for pictures tackle their work
with more thoroughness than Alfred Newman. In
doing what he calls his "track and field" work,
Newman is now almost totally immersed in the
sounds of San Francisco; locale for "The Pleas-
ure of His Company." He has a theory that all
locales have a sound, and that unconsciously,
one can be made aware of those sounds of the
city through music, as well as hearing them in
actuality.

We'd never really thought about it, but San
Francisco does sound differently than New York
or Chicago. Cable car bells, fog-horns,grinding
of gears and engines laboring as cars go up the
hills, etc. All of these sounds, according to
Newman, should be in the music without any one
sound dominating. The music should say "San
Francisco" as well as setting the mood and pac-
ing tempo of the dramatic scenes. We look for-
ward to a particularly outstanding score for
"The Pleasure of His Company."

Mobilgas

MANILA, Philippines - 'Alfred Hitchcock,'
expounding what has now become one of the best
known 'warnings' in the world today, occupies
one of the most travelled spots in this city
to tell picturegoers what they can, and cannot,
do so far as concerned the showing of "Psycho"
at the Galajqr Theatre. Twenty (20) similar
'Hitchcocks' occupied 'warning' posts in other
popular parts of Manila.
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BROADWAYS

LONDON - A lot of good tongue-in-cheek hum-
our was used by Basil Clavering when he showed
"Li’l Abner" at his Cameo-Royal in Charing
Cross Road. Note the take-off on "Psycho" in
which "The Manidgement has instrucshons to let
yew in anytime, but enytime, to see 'Li'l
Abner," as well as the many other quips. Incl-
uding the "Cert. YEW " being a take-orf on the
censorship’s "U" (Universal viewing).

CHICAGO - Shown here, L to R, are Henry
Ehrlich, Paramount field representative; Jack
Armgardt, Paramount salesman; Cadet Gary
Creager, Onarga Military Acadeny, Onarga, 111.;

L. J. Bennett, manager, Mode Theatre, Onarga
(a Kerasotes cinema); and Richard Frank, Para-
mount branch manager, Chicago.

Recently the Mode Theatre, in connection
with the Jerry Lewis film, ran a "Lucky Cind-
erFella" contest, and Cadet Creager proved to
be the 'Lucky' one. His prize comprised a per-
manent pass to the theatre, a trip to Chicago,
visiting the Paramount film branch; luncheon
as the guest of Mr. Frank and Mr. Ehrlich, a

visit to the Roof Garden of the Prudential
Plaza, a meeting with Ralph Smitha, vice-pres.
and general manager of Essaness Theatres, and
being his guest to see "The World of Suzie
Wong" at tne Essaness Woods Theatre.

"Come Blow Your Horn,"
the new Broadway comedy
hit at New York's Brooks
Atkinson Theatre, will
be brought to the screen
for Paramount release by

Bud Yorkin and Norman
Lear.



SCREEN PRODUCERS
GUILD HONORS ADOLPH

ZUKOR WITH 1961

MILESTONE AWARD

This is the Mils stona Award, proudly held by
Mr. Zukor (with tha help of Jack Karp). Beautiful
Mary Pickford and Paramount's president, Barney
Balaban, complete the historic quartette.

One of the crowning moments in

the eventful life of 88-year-old
Adolph Zukor came the evening of

March 5th as he received, in the gay

and crowded ballroom of the Beverly
Hilton Hotel in California, the 1961

Milestone Award for his multiple
contributions to the greatness of the

motion picture industry. More than

1,200 persons, including the former

Vice-President of the United States
and the present Governor of Califor-

nia gathered to honor the founder of

Paramount and the reigning senior
citizen of our industry.

BEVERLY HILLS - Top table at
the Beverly Hilton as the ann-
ual banquet of the Screen Prod-
ucers Guild preceded the award,
to Adolph Zukor, of the Milest-
one AWard for his great contri-
butions to the motion picture
industry. Reading L to R: Jack
L. Warner, Debbie Reynolds,
Barney Balaban, Bob Hope, Gina
LolloDrigida, former Vice-Pres-
ident of the United States,
Richard M. Nixon; Walter Mirisdi,
president of the Screen Produc-
ers Guild; Adolph Zukor, Jimmy
Stewart, California Governor
Edmund 'Pat' Brown, Mary Pick-
ford, Y. Frank Freeman, Natalie
Wood, Jack Karp,

View of the dale at the Beverly Hilton as
Mr. Zukor spoke In acceptance of tne Milsetone
Award. Note the reproductions of early posters
of Paramount pictures in this photograph as well
as the one at top right.

In his acceptance speech, Mr. Zukor made a
number of nostalgic references to events in the
•*rly days of the motion picture, forecast that
"talented men and women will continue to join
our ranks and will help to raise the standards
of motion pictures to greater heights," and he

Former Vice-President Richard
M. Nixon and Adolph Zukor flank
Adolph Linnick, 92 years old and
member of the one-time firm of
Jones, Linnick and Schaefer,with
whom Mr. Zukor was associated in
the imperishable days of the
Nickelodeon.

H j_cjhs£ 0 1 s

When all was set for the dinner,
and the dais guests had entered, an
instant of consternation impended:
Mr. Zukor was not among the guests.
Then the vast ballroom darkened,all
but a pencil spot pointed at the far
end of the aisle. There stood Adolph
Zukor, arm in arm with Mary Pickford.

A heart-tugging hush as they
slowly made their way to the dais.
Then a storm of applause - and not a
few tears of sheer joy.

Richard M. Nixon, former vice-
president of the United States,
talked privately with Adolph Zukor
for more than a quarter of an hour.
Then he told friends that he had
travelled the world and met many
famous people, but had never learned
more from anyone in so short a span
of time as he had learned from Mr.
Zukor.

"If I measured up to half of what's been
said here tonight, I'm sure I would be
seated in the front row of Paradise. Long
live motion pictures! God bless America!"

Adolph Zukor' s words as he
accepted Milestone Award.

Former Vice-President
Richard M. Nixon and
Adolph Zukor enjoy a chat
before the dinner began.

"deeply appreciated the congratulations and good
wishes of the President of the United States,
John F. Kennedy, and prays for his good health
and happiness."
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MALDEN There are two sides to every man— good and bad. strong

and weak, tender and savage. Only one side

is revealed by some men at any given moment.

They are the one eyed jacks...

1 A SPECIAL PRESENTATION POLICY FOR THIS MAJOR MOTION PICTURE EVENT
-For your convenience, and to make it an occasion for you, a new presentation policy has been arranged:

you may purchase a regular admission ticket up to seven days in advance for the performance of your choice. You

WSStSffcts Start THURSDAY. MARCH » j

ioIws CAPITOL
1 will be guaranteed a seat at the start of this performance, for your fullest enjoyment of "ONE EYED JACKS." b«»d**y »* j.u s:*ur
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Advance tickets will go on sate on Friday, March 17 at the CAPITOL
1 Theatre boxo/fice and at at! Loew s Theatres in the metropolitan area m
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The one man -The one story •

The one motion picture to see •

But you have never seen the likes of this one eyed jack.

A man from nowhere, going nowhere, tne victim

of his own passions. One of a kind, a legend in the

flesh, battering his way toward his destiny.

You will expect v.olence from him, but you will

rever guess when it will come and where. You

will watc* him fight, loot, carouse-w'th all

the reckless animal intensity of a man without

tomorrows ..until a shattering betrayal and a

different kind of woman set off a great struggle

inside him. n his story, with all of its

power and magnificence, is inspired one

of the most explosive performances

ever to come to the screen.

And you will be caught up, su^ounoed,

overpowered by this briiiiant drama,

f imed aga rst a panorama of crashing

• sea and burning desert and the

forces that can tear a man apah-or

turn the face of a one eyed jack.

N/.assive readership
of The New Y ork T i mes

learned of the might-

iness of " ONE - EYEC

JaCKS" via this full-

page advertisement in

the issue of .V. a r c h 12

JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ iiii
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"Vengeance is Mine!" --

Swore this "One-Eyed Jack



M
0 N E - E Y E D JACKS”

"I have the obligation and the opportunity in a recently discovered

impulse, to try to communicate the things I think are important- I want

to make a frontal assault on the temple of cliches.

"Our early day heroes were not brave one hundred percent of the

time nor were they good one hundred percent of the time- My part is that

of a man who is intuitive and suspicious, prideful and searching. He has

a touch of the vain and a childish and disproportionate sense of virtue and

manly ethics. He is lonely and generally distrustful of human contacts.

"Properly handled, the folklore of the outdoor era contains all the

vital ingredients of powerful picture-making. "

— — Marlon Etando

Introduction to the
I nf ormat ion Guide
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"ONE-EYED JACKS" HAS

PREMIERES IN NEW YORK,

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA,

WASHINGTON, CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA - Front of the Fox Theatre
here with the special line of those who bought
tickets in advance for "One-Eyed Jacks," They
not only got good seats, but they had the pri-
vilege of seeing the Marlon Brando picture
from the beginning - a practice which is grow-
ing in popularity.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Nighttime line-up at the.
Capital's Town Theatre awaiting the start of
another performance of the receipts-getting
"One-Eyed Jacks."

Fine Tr i but e to
M 0-E J" Trai ler. .

.

Martin Davis, Paramount's advertising,
publicity and showmanship head has received
the following compliment on the "One-Eyed
Jacks" trailer from Ernest Emerling, vice

president in charge of advertising and publi-
city for Loew's Theatres:

The trailer for "One-Eyed Jacks" should
make a weighty impact on audiences, thanks
to its imaginative concept and dramatic ex-
ecution.

It is certain to create a desire-to-see
on the part of the viewer, as it promises a
staggering number of dramatic highlights.
This trailer is, in essence, entertainment,
because of its sheer novelty. And that can't
be said of many trailers.

NEW YORK - Lucky guys at the top
of the queue at the Capitol - all
with the idea of seeing "One-Eyed
Jacks" from the beginning. Opening
week of the Marlon Brando thriller
set a new Capitol record.

Our special cover this month honors one of the
most momentous motion pictures ever to bear the insig-
nia of the Paramount organization. Years connected
with its production have been climaxed by one of the
most thoughtful and provocative showmanship campaigns
devoted to a film in recent years. Furthermore it has
been given five special test releases as indexes to
the nature of the national release campaign which will

begin at the end of the next month.

With respect to the world market, interest in
this highly important production is running very high.
Paramount International's president, James E. Perkins,
who returned recently from a business trip embracing
all of Latin America, reports many exhibitor inquiries
concerning the early availability of "One-Eyed Jacks,"
as well as the possibility of at least one member of
the film's cast making a personal appearance journey.
This interest is heightened by the fact of having two
of the film's top players - Pina Pellicer and Katy
Jurado - being from Latin America.

Meanwhile in home office, the special productions
department headed by Milton Goldstein is preparing to
give "One-Eyed Jacks" the 'full distribution treat-
ment' in all respects, and in all parts of the world.
Paramount International is fully cognizant of the fine
box-office potential this film has in a vast territory
craving films with excitement, action and mighty scope— all of which "One-Eyed Jacks" has in full measure.

Paramount has enjoyed a world-wide reputation
over the past several decades of coming up regularly
with a mighty box-office production to make all show-
men happy. "One-Eyed Jacks" appears to be 1961 's con-
tribution to this timeless record.

—
As we go to press,

"One-Eyed Jacks" already
is in its 4th successful

I

week at the Capitol in
New York, has premiered
powerfully in Chicago,
and is very much the
talk of Boston, Phila-
delphia and Washington.
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New Chemi cal
Element May Be
Namec? for Dr.

Ernest Lawrence

A new element - Element 103
on the atomic scale - has been
announced by the Atomic Energy
Commission. Discovery of the
new chemical element was made
after nearly three years of re-
search by scientists at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
at the University of California
in Berkeley.

The University of Califor-
nia researchers have proposed
that the element be named
lawrencium, with a chemical sym-
bol of LW. in honor of the late
Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence, inventor
of the cyclotron and founder of
the laboratory that now bears
his name.

Dr. Lawrence also was the
inventor and developer of the
Lawrence Color Tube which is
now owned by Paramount and which
is a most important factor in
the company's television devel-
opments.

Such is the anticipation for

"One-Eyed Jacks" that here we
have tne Chicago Theatre , Chicago,

announcing its coming on the nBr-

quee along with the current film.

Paramount Wor Id - Copyright © 1961 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Puolished every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
ganization around the world who believe in the entertainment ap-
peal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Volume 7, Number 4 April, 1961 ALBERT DEANE, Editor

WITH THIS ISSUE we officially 'launch' another great Param-
ount production upon the sea of popular film entertainment. In

all parts of the world the advent of Marlon Brando in "One-Eyed
Jacks" has been awaited with deep interest and tense excitement.
Audience reaction to the picture in the five 'tryout' centres in

the United States — New York, Washington, Chicago, Philadelphia
and Boston — has produced the firm conviction that we have in

"One-Eyed Jacks" an
ace property from all
entertainment stand-
points. Because of this

valuable asset,all of
upcoming release enga-
gements are being pre-
cisely planned, with
advance screenings be-
ing set for opinion-
makers, newspaper pub-
lishers, editors, col-
umnists and reviewers;
radio and TV station
managers, news commen-
tators and disc jock-
eys; leading local
figures and celebrit-
ies; and record deal-
ers (to make sure that
the picture's dramatic
musical theme is given

H0LITW0QD - Monsignor Thomas Little, head of
the Legion of Decency, and a man deeply dedicated
to the best interests of the motion picture, was a

recent visitor to the working set of "Hataril" He

was the guest of Studio production head Martin
Rackin, and of the producer-director of the film,
Howard Hawks (right). He also learned interesting
details of the filming of the picture in Africa
from co-star Elsa Martinelli, at left.

the national attention it merits} All of these aspects of pre-

sentation are mentioned here principally to stress again the fact

that in Marlon Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks" we have a giant picture
that is destined to be not merely a national success, but a thun-

dering international success as well.

Danny Kaye's "On The Double" was

screened in Home Office on April 13

for the top company executives, and

the unqualified r eact i on , unan i mous

,

is that "thj_s j_s far and away the

lyQ!2i£§i» most u£roarj_ous
,
gicture

that Danny Kaye has EVER made!"
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THE WORLD IS

"SUZIE WONG'S"
Ray Stark's Paramount release

has had a thundering entertain-
ment impact wherever it has had
presentation. We show here some
(just a few) of these 'impacts'
as 'trailers' for many more to
follow as ’’The World of Suzie
Wong" progresses seductively,
sinuously - and successfully -

around the globe. i*.*.

/I

PARIS - Gala premiere of "The

World of Suzie Wong" at the
George V. Cinema brought out the
Garde ileFublicaine

.

HELSINKI, Finland - Front of
I he consistently successful and
irogressive Alona Theatre dur-
' ng the engagement of "The World
:f Suzie Wong."

TOKYO - Facing one of this
capital's main railroad stations
was this Trade Mark-topped sign
for "The World of Suzie Wong."

RIGHT

ROME - Shot at dusk of the
front of the Barberini Theatre
during the highly successful
run of "Th< World of Suzie Wong."

THE WORLD WAS CERTAINLY SUZIE WONG'S in
Paris when the saga of Hongkong's seductiveness
was the compelling attraction at the Paramount
Theatre there. The celebrated cinema never had
it so good, showmanship-wise, as the day when
"The World of Suzie Wong" moved in, bag and
baggage, and the box office got ready with sacks
for the francs.

BRUSSELS -THb
Ray Stark prod-
uction bore the
title of "The
Little World of
Suzie Wong" when
it has its very
successful rel-
ease here at the
celebrated Eldo-
rado Cinema (at
right).



BOSTON - Through the active
sparkplugging of field repres-
entative Arnold VanLeer, actor
Karl Malden engaged in a most
most heroic spate of activity
here in the interests of "One-
Eyed Jacks." He was made an
honorary Sheriff of Boston, did
a host of radio and TV appear-
ances, met all top press repr-
esentatives, visited the Jimmy
Fund Building and the Boston
Globe, and also Sammy's bowling
alley, owner of which is Samngr
White (catcher for the Red Sox),

In the scene above. Malden
and Dann Finn, general manager
of the Astor Theatre, display a
copy of the "One-Eyed. Jacks"
souvenir book in the lobby of
the Astor. At left is John
Moore, Paramount's Eastern reg-
ional sales manager.

NEW YORK CITY - Karl Malden
here is interviewed for "Coffee
Break" by Bob Sokoler, host of
the nationally syndicated radio
program. Just one more chapter
in a thoroughly fine national
program in the interests of
"One-Eyed Jacks."

0 . E . J .
--

Ci\!E ENOR.V.OUS

JACKPOT
The "Jack"
Picture of

All Time....

KARL MALDEN REALLY "HIT THE ROAD"

IN INTERESTS OF "ONE-EYED JACKS"

PHILADELPHIA - One of Karl
Malden's fine Interviews on the
national tour was given over
Station WCAU here. Malden is at
right. Others, L to R: Leo
Gottlieb, assistant editor, TV
Guide; Ed Harvey of WCAU; Jim
Kiss, public relations director
of TV Guide.

In New York, many thousands of tele-viewers saw Karl Malden on

the Mike Wallace show and were deeply impressed by Malden himself
and his philosophies about acting, and living. When the co-star of

"One-Eyed Jacks" was in Chicago on a 5-day whirlwind visit, Henry
Ehrlich, field representative, telegraphed "...Malden’s cooperation
was equalled by the fullest enthusiastic support and interest of

radio, TV and newspapers, including the ABC network. . .Malden a

great goodwill ambassador for 'One-Eyed Jacks' and Marlon Brando
(co-star of the picture)...." In Philadelphia, according to Mike

Weiss, field representative, Malden did the most comprehensive per-

sonal appearance job of any star in history. Among other things he

made the film's title come alive to everybody with whom he spoke.

Arnold VanLeer, New England field representative, wired Joe

Friedman, exploitation manager, in these terms: "Karl Malden came

to Boston yesterday on behalf of 'One-Eyed Jacks.' He went through

a series of activities which included interviews in seven daily
newspapers with first-line drama and motion picture critics, and

columnists. He was also interviewed on five of Boston's leading

radio stations and had three television interviews on WHDH-TV-ABC.

Malden, one of the most cooperative show business personalitie

in motion picture history, has done an ace job in shouldering the

load for all of the personalities in "One-Eyed Jacks." He later mad

the rounds in both Washington and Chicago, about both of which enga

gements we expect to have reports and pictures in our next issue,

along with further news from New York, Boston and Philadelphia,



TWO-EYED CRITICS
on

"ONE-EYED JACKS"
E NEW YORK TIMES, TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1961. L+ 43

Brando's Supreme Achievement-
EXTRAORDINARY! Hard and realistic . . . romantic and lush. Having reached

a towering pinnacle as an actor on stage and screen, Marion Brando has directed

himself and a fast cast in an extraordinary filml” -Bothy Gowt/w, Timw" HICHEST RATING! An exciting story, an unusual picture! I was
vastly impressed with Marlon's work as director and star. It is his skillful direction

and the fine photographic effects that he has achieved that make 'One Eyed

Jacks’ memorable I
” -Koi« Camvon.Jhwt

EXCITEMENT AND INTENSITY! 'One Eyed Jacks’ has an almost Venetian

sensuousness, a visual energy... Brando, the director, has invesfed his picture with

something of the quality that usually exudes from a performance by Brando, the

actor. So much of it bears the stamp of his personality— in its visual excitement

and intensity I” -Paul V. BecUey, Herald Tribune

"IMPRESSIVE, RICHLY RE-

WARDING! The utt«r simplicity of

the theme . . . and the imaginative

usa of color, spaca and sound ara

tha goldan coin of 'Ona Eyed Jacks’.

You’ve got to give Brando credit for

what he has wrought on filml”

—Justin Gilbert, Mirror

"EYE-FILLING! Stunningly photo-

graphed and dramatically interest-

ing . . . Brando gives a character-

istically Intense performance . .

.

the outdoor vistas are beautiful

. . . rugged action!”

Rose Pelswick, Joumol-Amencan

"RED-BLOODED ENTERTAIN-

MENT! Brando’s performance

is top-hole as usual, and his

directing is forceful, lively...

and possessed of a good sense of

character!” —ArJwr Wntttn. Pott

"'A MEMORABLE MOVIE EXPERIENCE! strong and

Piramount present!

MARLON

stirring... sets an entirely new mood and atmosphere...

the extraordinary force of Brando’s presence is well-

matched by Karl Malden's vigor. 'One Eyed Jacks’ is

startling in its detail, harsh in impact, altogether a

memorable movie experience!”—Aten Coo±. Worid-TW^rom

KARL

Set forth here, forB
the information and m
gu i dance of film fans
as well as serious \
Ml r>+iironrtrti-r i r- + k i o l \\

'

EXTRA!
BECAUSE OF THE

RECORD CROWDS—
EXTRA LATE SHOW
NIGHTLY 11:50 P. M.

picturegoers, is th i s ^

advertised summation
of the opinions of

the top New York
fi 1 m cri ti cs*** ******
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NEWS AND PICTURES FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES* * *

Hal Items' Hawaiian
musioal romance, "Blue
Hawaii," now being film-
ed in Blue Hawaii with
EItIs Presley as star,
has Joan Blackman os its
leading *lady instead of
the earlier announced
Juliet Prowae.

Miss.Blackman, one of
M* Wallis* 'discoveries'
at the time he was miring
"Career," Justified his
faith at that time by
turning in a brilliant
performance in that film.

Under the direction of
Norman Taurog she will
sipg and dance for the
first tlms in films in
"Blue Hawaii."

HOLLYWOOD - A Joke is
shared on the set of the
super-animal thriller,
"Hataril" by Red Buttons,
co-star of the Howard
Hawks product ion,and Avik
Gilboa, Israeli film cor-
respondent.

|NEW ORLEANS] "The world of Suzie V.ong"

has been released here and we are very enthu-
siastic about this winner, ke've also had our
sneak on "All In A Night's Work" which everyone
thoroughly enjoyed.

On the subject of screenings, the trade
screening on "One J^yed Jacks" was held and
from the female point of view (so we're told)

it's really something.
Booker Jacquelyn Drews is now floating on

"Cloud Nine" since she became engaged to Chester

Stolarek. Congratulations, Jackie.
Joan Troncoso, and her husband Lee, along

with Dave Hichoux and his wife Diane enjoyed a

DISTANCES, HUHl You think it's a long way
from San Jose to San Diego. Or from Butte to
Bowie. Well, take a look at the spot that Mr.
Weltner is at above, and get hep to some real
di stances.

The spot is the mileage marker at Internat-
ional Airport, Auckland, New Zealand. From this
beautiful spot to San Francisco is a mere 6892
miles. Rome is a mere 11,708 miles away, and
Calcutta is a mere newsboy run of 7204 miles.
On the other hand, London is a matter of Just
12620 miles if you want to fly to the East; bat
if you have an ornery streak in yoa like some
of the characters in "One-Eyed Jacks," and pre-
fer to travel in a Westerly direction, then
London is Fourteen Thousand and Seventy-eight
(14,078) miles away.

Scooters, anyone?

Hal Wallis has purchased screen rights to
Jean Anouilh’s "Backet," and will produce the
drama next year for Paramount release.

Peter Glenville, director of the current
Broadway production of the historical drama,

will also direct the film version. Glenville
recently completed direction of Wallis' "Snmm.

er and Smoke."

One of the current theatre season's top
hits, "Becket" opened with Sir Laurence Oliv-
ier and Anthony Qiinn as stars. Cast of the

film version has not been set.

"ni^it out" at the Blue Room of the Roosevelt
during the engagement of Sophie Tucker.

Branch Manager Holliday, the salesmen and
bookers enjoyed a deep sea fishing expedition
recently. Thqr caught plenty fish, but on
their way back to New Orleans they became fog
bound and had to spend the ni^it on the boat
waiting for the fog to lift. Vlhat an experiena.

*11 of them came to the office on Monday with
big smiles and nice suntans (or windtans?)

-Lea Collins

CHARLOTTE June is Lawrence Terrell Month.
The attractive colored sign in our office cstdra
the eyes of exhibitors, which is why it was de-
signed and painted ty our own Jake Neil, booker.
It was Jake's idea to honor our beloved boss by
designating a month to him. The entire office
force is joining in &ettin6 June playdates to

make this a "smash" month. Mr. Terrell joined
Paramount in the atlanta branch twenty-four
years agb as Form 40 Clerk; however, he has
spent the majority of his Peramount life in the

Charlotte branch. He is a most conscientious
and hard-workin6 executive and deserves this
honor

.

Old friends along film row were pleasantly
surprised when Dt ve Friedman paid them a visit
recently after a lupse of ten years. Dave came

up from Florida T-here Me CIFCUSTOkN of SARaSOTA

had been winter-quartering. He is a former of-

( Continued on Page 20)

MHMHMHMH
MHMHMHMH
MHMHMHMH
MHMHMHMH
MHMHMHMH

That glorious Paramount happiness film, "The Pleasure of His Company," the

especial gift of (producer) William Perlberg, (director) George Seaton, and

(co-stars) Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Lilli Palmer, Tab Hunter, Gary Merr-

ill and Charlie Ruggles, will world-premiere at the Radio City Music Hall in

New York City next month. A perfect booking for a perfect treat.
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AS ENDURING AS TIME
ITSELF "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS"

TEL AVIV, Israel - Premiere
of "The Ten Commandments” at
Cinema Peer was an event of top
importance, with top local per-
sonalities in attendance. Shown
L to R: Ur. Harari, MP, and Mrs.
Harari ; The Mayor of Tel Aviv
and Mrs. Namir; Paramount mana-
ger Ladislav Koch and Mrs.Koch;
and Mrs. Itzhackl, owner of
Cinema Peer.

R.E. -RETURN
ENGAGEMENTS
Herewith some proofs

of the timelessness of
"The Ten Commandments"

We have finally had a home office visit
from K. S. Vaidyanathan, our general manager
in India, whose superb organization has pro-
duced a veritable mountain of marvelous per-
formances with "The Ten Commandments." It is

quite a memorable experience to speak with
an inspired member of the organization such

as Mr. Vaidyanathan is, for here is a Param-

ounteer who states with innate simplicity

and dignity that the Cecil B. DeMille film

will play on and on for ten, twenty, even

thirty or forty years yet, for although it

has created many towering records in India,

the surface of the nation's potential with

this mighty picture has been but lightly

scratched.
It is a great pity that Mr. DeMille did

not live to meet and talk with Mr. Vaidya-
nathan, for in him the producer-director
would have met an advocate for the great
film virtually second to none in the world.

JERUSALEM - At right are Mr.
and Mr 3. Ish Shalom, with the
Moses statuette presented to
them by Paramount manager Ladi-
slav Koch. Mr. Shalom is Mayor
of Jerusalem. At left is Mr.
Guth, chairman of the C.O.A. of
Israel. Presentation followed
a special screening of "The Ten
Commandment s .

"

LEFT

TEL AVIV, Israel - Line-up at

the box office of Cinema Peer
was caused by none other than
Cecil B. DeMi lie’s enduring pro-

duction, The Ten Commandments."

In one of the busiest streets
of Tel Aviv, Dizengoff (known
locally as the Champs Elysees of
Tel Aviv)

,
the Cinema Peer had

erected this 50-ft-high standee
of Moses, with his immortal
message of "The Ten Commandments."

Statue was illuminated by night.

PUERTO RICO t The mighty Cecil B. DeMille production came back to the Matienzo

Theatre for its 4th engagement during Easter Week. Results were so high that they

topped the third return engagement during Easter Week of last year. It begins to

look as though "The Ten Commandments" will return to San Juan's Matienzo Theatre

every Easter. For the record, the initial engagement began on March 21, 1958
BRAZIL: Here again fantastic success is being experienced with area engagements

in both Sao Paulo and Rio De Janeiro, where groups of theatres in each city had

the picture as an Easter attraction. Box-office-wise it was the same story that

it has been since the beginning sensational attendances ARGENTINA : Here,

too, there was repitition of the Easter Week story COLOMBIA : And here, also,

the Easter story had many exhibitor contributors. In point of fact, it would seem

from this year's experience that virtually every country in South and Central

America has determined that a part of the observance of this time of the year is

to be a dignified presentation of "The Ten Commandments." Evident this year was

a spontaneous seeking of the picture by top exhibitors, who seemed to have long

ago set aside these specific dates for bookings of Cecil B. DeMille' s production,

PARAGUAY : And now we have a Latin American note which is not connected with

a return engagement, but which is a prelude to a return engagement next year. It

is a report on the initial engagement of "The Ten Commandments" in the Splendid

Theatre, Asuncion, which tells that the picture is still breaking new ground

And of course it was the same old story record-breaking success at the box

office of the Splendid.

And proof that this story will go on and on is found in the fact that we

already have a "Ten Commandments" page of news ready for next month.
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PARAMOUNT SHORTS
ARE FILM- GOING

F_ U _N

U/ p/ c/o/m/
i /n/g/

S / h / 0/ r/t/s/

A scene from the forthcoming Par-
amount short feature in color entit-
led "Pee-Wees On Ice.” Filmed in the
city of Quebec, Canada, the subject
gets further mention in the summation
of upcoming shorts elsewhere on this
page.

SSSSSSSS

This is Daytona (Florida)
International Speedway, locale
of Paramount's Sports Illustra-
ted short s-thriller devoted to
the excitement of stock-car
races.

At right is what begins to
happen when one of the speeders
begins to slip slightly out of
control.

The rewarding success of Sports Illustrated' s "A Sport Is Born"

certainly spurs boundless interest in the Sports Illustrated short

devoted to stock-car racing at Daytona, announced up above. This one

is jam-packed with thrills - in color And of course everyone who
has seen it is talking about "Lifeline to Hongkong," one of the most

colorful, human-interest shorts in years And now Canada is going
to be very much in evidence via Paramount short features in color. An
enthralling picture story built around the Gaspe Peninsula is one

short that we can look forward to soon. Another is a camera visit to
Banff and to Lake Louise, two of the fabulous beauty spots of the

Canadian Rockies. A third Canadian short is one from which we have

And hare is what happened to
one of the cars that got involn
ved in a 'friendly* argument
with another of tne competitors.

extracted the flash shown above. It deals in electrifying fashion

A CORNER OF HONGKONG

This is one of the extraordinary locales in which
some of the action of "Lifeline To Hongkong" takes
place. It is part of the floating city in which whole
families live out the entire cycle of their lives on
board junks, sampans and other craft.

with the juvenile ice-hockey teams of Canada from
whence come eventually the adult stars of speed and
fire whose prowess on the ice stir the nation to
wild excitement (and provide magnificent material
for Telemeter in Toronto). The short is called
"Pee-Wees on Ice," the name having Indian derivation
rather than being a colloquiolism referring to the
size of the players Then of course there is the
upcoming "Scandinavian Spring," to be filmed in Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, Finland and Lapland in May...
And also the two-reel color short on harness racing
to be filmed in Saratoga, New York in the next few
weeks Additionally there is the short on bowling
from the international standpoint, now being edited
and soon to be available for release ... .And don't
forget that beguiling "Porpoise Posse."
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TAIPEI, Taiwan - Every time we look at a picture of the

internationally celebrated Great World Theatre in this city

we know why motion pictures constitute the most popular en-

tertainment form in the world today* The Great World enter-

tains not in the hundreds, or the thousands, or even the

tens of thousands - but in the hundreds of thousands. Above

is a view of the theatre as the multitudes poured their cash

into the Great World's box-offices for the purpose of seeing

Elvis Presley in "G. I. Blues."

Lobby display for "G. I .Blued'

at Taipei's Great World Theatre.

(left)

HONGKONG - Both the State

and the Royal played "Under Ten
Flags" day-and-dale when the

sea thriller was released here
recently. The State's theatre
front was particularly striking.
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HONGKONG - This long queue outside the King's Theatre is

powerful testimony to the popularity of Jerry Lewis in this
part of the world. These hundreds of fans were waiting to see
Jerry in "The Bellboy."
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KIDS ARE THE

WORLD’S MOST

LOVEABLE
"COMMODITY"

I

Here are some of the beguiling
Chinese youngsters you’ll meet in I
Paramount’s extraordinary short
feature, "Life-line to Hongkong/ 1

1
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BOSTON - Not even inclement

weather kept the Boston Brando

fane from lining up at the

Aetor Theatre, the line girding

the block to Avery Street.

j, creator of

the~Li'i Abner comic atrip,att-

ends the opening of ]|MDne-Eyed

BOSTON - A1 Capp,"
• comic

_
opening of ----- ..

Jacks" at the Astor Theatre. At

left is Louis Krasnov, theatre

manager, describing the new
popular ticket policy.

OKLAHOMA CITY - This is merely

the head of the queue lined up for a1-

most three city blocks to see The

World of Suzie Wong" at the Plaza. It

is now quite legendary that the vice-

president and manager of the Plaza,

Farris Shanbour, is one of the top

showmen of the nation, and his .camp-

^ line ui ui

performances. No single phase ofshw-
manship was by-passed. And the pay-

off; queues three blocks longl

PARAMOUNT
IN THE U.

AND CANADA

EVENTS
S. A.

’Sew York World-Telegram
and

51)f Sun
' 11 v -|Af:CH "

Radio Engineers to Exhibit

Space Age Gadgets at Coliseum
The Institute of Radio En*

Hinoers will di.vplay sorre

2V>0(; different electronic pro-'

mis. ranging from miniatures

to giant*, at the international

convention to open Monday
for a four-day run at the

Coliseum.
i The latest technical develop-

ments of 850 electronic firms

will stretch along 2U miles of

the exhibits. Much of the ap-

paratus will he in operation,

burning up l 1* million watts

of power daily to keep going.

In addition. 54 technical ses-

sions at the Waldorf-Astoria

and the Coliseum will serve

for presentation of 265 papers

|on almost every field of phase

of the science.

One session will cover "This

World and the Adjacent One."

with special attention being

given to the moon. A report

on Project Lamp, which stands

for Lunar Analysis and Map-

ping Program, will cover the

Autometric Corp. study of

lunar surveying and mapping
systems carried out under con-

tract with the Army Map
Service.

The Autometric study will

indicate that Lunar mapping
will require 27 days in orbit

for the space vehicle because

the system to be used requires

illumination.

"It is feasible to prepare

from the information acquired .

by an unmanned lunar orbiter

maps of the entire lunar sur

face showing topography, sur-

face features such as frac-

tures, surface properties such

as the depth and particle size

of a loose surface layer, and
iurface composition," the study

will note.

Other subjects to be covered tronlc equipment displays at the Institute of Radio Engli

are optical radar, electronic w>i international convention opening Monday at tl>

Tiny components. such as Sylvania’s microminiature Par

cake transistors, in foreground, and mighty computers, sur

as IBM’s 7090 system. In background, will be among etc

aids for the blind and meteor-

ologicai electronics. Coliseum.

NEW YORK - Emergence of Automstric Corporat-

ion (a subsidiary of Paramount Pictvree Corp.),

into the international business area is indicat-

ed in the above report, in the New York World

Telegram, on the Institute of Radio Engineers'

international convention.

This information regarding at least one
phase of Autometric 'e activities should be of
considerable interest to all who follow the on-
ward progress of the overall Paramount company.

0-E J

AT A SUCCESSFUL SNEAK PREVIEW

CHICAGO - Well-pleaeed group following the

highly successful • sneak '
preview of "The Plea-

sure of His Company." Reading L to R: Hugh Owen,

William Perlberg (producer of the haopy fll*Jl,

Jerome Pickman, George Seaton 'the film s dir-

ector), Howard Minsky, H. Lustgarten *nd A1

Taylor. (Sidney G. Deneau also attended from..

New York but was absent when this picture st the

left was taken).
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TELEMETER TRIUMPHANT IN

DIRECT-FROM-BROADWAY 'LIVE'

TELECASTS OF HIT SHOW S

Following the triumph won
by Telemeter’s presentation
of "The Consul," the evening
of April 2nd. witnessed the

live Telemetering of "Show
Girl" from the Eugene O'Neill
Theatre on Broadway. A very
distinguished audience was on
hand as the Broadway cast,

headed by Carol Charming and
Jules Munshin gave an historic
performance which was trans-
mitted by wire to Toronto, and

put simultaneously on tape

for subsequently daily perf-
ormances later that week.

NEW YORK'S beautiful Eugene
O'Neill Theatre was the point of
origination of "Show Girl." The
Broadway show, on April 2nd.,
appeared on Telemeter screens In
Toronto the very Instant it was

|
acted In New York. It was also

i taped In Toronto at the same
time for showing to Telemeter
subscribers the remainder of the
week of April 3-9.—

ED SULLIVAN photo
NEW YORK - The pages of movie

history certainly rolled back for
Gloria Swanson as she attended the
Broadway Telemeter presentation of
"Show Girl," occurring simultaneou-
sly on 49th Street in New York City
and on more than 6,000 home screens
in Toronto. With Gloria is RoyDoum.

Paramount Acquires 50 # of
T alent Assoc i ates
*****************

Paramount Pictures announced on April 6th completion of an
agreement to acquire a 50 per cent interest in Talent Associates^
Ltd., David Susskind's independent producer and packager of
television programs and motion pictures.

Significance of this deal, according to Motion Picture
Daily, is that it gives Paramount a status in sponsored televis-
ion comparable to that enjoyed by Columbia through Screen Gems,
Warners through Seven Arts, and 20th Century-Fox through Natio-
nal Television Associates.

Announcement of the deal was made by Barney Balaban, Para-
mount president, and Alfred Levy, president of Talent Associates,
and Susskind, executive vice president.

£ EUGENE O’NEILL THEATRE i s— — V .a., crorrr mrer or a'wiv

_ __ -?>

CO 8
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APRIL

1961

SUNDAY EVE
;^

BALCONY jj!

SHOW GIRL

>zS

F3=

to
1961

CD

ro
CM

Ticket of admission to the
O'Neill^Theatre done in the ex-
act format of regular Broadway
theatre tickets.

ED SULLIVAN photo

Barney Balaban, Paramount Pictures Corporation
president, attends the New York presentation of
"Show Girl" at the Eugene O'Neill Theatre with his
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Burt Balaban.

Also attending the "Show Girl" presentation as
it was televised by wire to Toronto for its local
Telemeter showing, were George Weltner, Paramount
vice-president in charge of world sales, and Jean
Dalrymple. eminent New lork producer ana head of
Telemeter's department of special productions.

The New York Times devoted
three columns of space to a magnificent review
of Telemeter's production of "The Consul,"
stating among other things that Patricia Neway
repeated in this new medium the triumph she
had scored in the play on the Broadway stage.
The review closed on this Important note:

"....Pay-TV may or may not succeed. But
the civilized dignity and integrity of
every aspect of last night's experience
was lmmiinMly impressive .
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PARIS - At the Gala
premiere of "The World of
Suzie Wong" at the George
V. Cinema, free gifts for
the ladies were provided
by Chen Yu, the renowned
French beauty products
maker. Here Nancy Kwan,
co-star of the film, gets
her gift.

HOLLYWOOD - Michele
Girardon, charming French
member of the cast of the
super-animal thriller,
"HatariJ", reminisces on
the African sequences of
the Howard Hawks product-
ion to Avik Gilboa, film
correspondent from Israel.

Hollywood - At the
foreign press luncheon to
Sweden’s Erica Beer, some
questions are asked her by
French correspondent Ger-
ard Colliot. Mies Beer is

a featured member of the
caet of the Perlberg-
Seeton production, The
Counterfeit Traitor."

PARIS - Mezzanine of the George V. Cinema just before the Paris premiere
of "The World of Suzie Wong." Reading from left: Mrs. Barney Balaban, Mr.
Nicolas Vogel, Nancy Kwan, Mr. Ray Stark (producer of the film), Mrs. Stark,
Mrs. Michaud, Mr. Henri Michaud.

DES ANNEES D ' ATTENTE
QUI MENENT AU TRIOMPHE

tt If »» it ft M ft

Et ce triomphe s'appelle "VENGEANCE aUX DEUX
VISAGES". La Premiere Mondiale qui a eu lieu le
30 mars au Capitol Theatre de New York prouve
que le triomphe, oorame le gAnie, eet une longue
patience. C'avait AtA le meme cas pour "LES BIX
COVMANUEHENTS" et la patience avec laquelle nous
avona attendu cette 4pop4e de la vengeance qu'
eat le film du tout-puiSsant Marlon Brando est
enfin r4compens4e. Dans ce numero de Paramount
World, vous trouverez des preuves de cette sage-
sse. Vous apprendrez 4galement tout ce qui a 4t4
frit pour "VENGEANCE ATJX DEOX VISAGES" depuis sa
naissance A la fin de 1955 ,

c—A-d avant le voya-
ge de Brando en Orient au d4but de 1956. Depuis
ce moment, Brando a vieit4 d'autres pave et il
n'a jamais omis de mentionner "VENGEANCE ATJX DETJX
VISAGES", de sorte que ce film parait sur lee
4erans du monde pr4c4d4 d'une Anorme publicit4.
Le mole dernier, noue avona eu le itplaisir de

oua parler longuement du film de Perlberg-
Seaton "THE PLEASOHE OF HIS 'COMPANY"

, et noue en
avona chant4 lee louangee au coure dee mois qui
iennent de e'4cauler. Eh bien, ces louangee
semblent avoir 4t4 parfaitement justifi4es ei
l'on en croit lee milliers de spectateure qui
ant vu le film A Chicago et A New Rochelle, lore
de aee prAsentatione. Ces speotateurs eatiment
qu'ils ont eu beauooup de chance de se trouver
pexmi lea heureuz mortals appelAe A voir "THE
PLEASURE OF HIS OOMPANY"

. Quelques cartes rAdig-
6es par ces 4lus sont reproduitea dans ce num4ro.

Charles P. Juroe , rAoemment noramA Directeur

de la PublicitA de Paramount International, eet
revenu du premier voyage qu'il a fait A ce titi
II eet evident, d'aprAe les rapports abondants
que nous avona requa d'AmArique du Sud, qua Mr.
Juroe a remprtA un grand succAs non seulement
dans sa campagne de lancement de PSYCHOSE, qui
Atait la raison de son voyage, male Agalement ;
pour Paramount. Vous verrez quelques comptes-
rendus illustrAs de photoe dans les pages de ce

nuAmro.
One autre rubrique de voyage qui nous a fai

trAs pAaisir conceme la venue parmi nous de U.

V.S. Vaidyanathan. Ce dernier, comma la plupart
d'entre vous le savent, eet le directeur gAnAre
de Paramount en Inde. Depuis de nombreuses an-

nAes, nous publions dans nos oolonnAe lee rAsul

tats de son exploitation et de sa publioitA. Et

toujoure nous avona A prouvA le mAme orgueil en

raison du devouement m'il voue A Paramount. Nc

avona toujoure pensA que son "urient" se rappre

chait sensiblement de notre "Occident" car nou*

n'avons jamais AtA d' accord aveo Mpling an ce

qui concerns 4a discrimination de l'Occident el

de 1 'Orient. Nous sommes persuadAs au contraire

que, dans 1 1 organisation Paramount, 1' Orient ei

l'Occident merchant la main dans la main.

Toujoure dans le domains dee voyagee, eigr

lone que Martin Rackin, directeur de la produci

de nos Studios,et Russell Holman,directeur de I

Production A New York, se sont rendus en EXirop*

pour y discuter de projets qui font merveillsu-

eement augurer du programme Paramount pour I9&

et les annAes A venir. Tls ont ramenA des nou-

velles qui, lorsqu'elles seront annoncAes au

moment propice, riequent de fairs beaucoup de

peine A nos concurrents mais, par contra,

causeront une grande joie aux Paramount iers.
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f HE EUROPEAN FILM

SCENE IN PICTURES

VIENNA - These two sandwich-men did

.he streets of the heart of this city for

.hree days in advance of the coming of

'It Started In Naples" to the Tabor,Haydn

ind Heimat Cinemas. Street shown above is

;he very busy Mariahilferstrasse

.

FRANKFURT - Premier® of 'The World of Suzie
Wong* at the Gloria Theatre was a sell-out, and
satisfaction at this fa ct shows in the faces of
the four men above. L to R they are: Julius
Kalle, Paramount’s publicity director; Hugo
Strainer, General Manager for Paramount Films of
Germany; Siegfried Kobosil, assistant sales man-
ager or Paramount; Mr. Scheer, owner of the Glor-
ia Theat re.

AMSTERDAM - Opening night crowd gathered

at the Royal Theatre for the premiere of

Elvis Presley's "G. I. Blues."

PARIS - The advent of "G. I. Blues" at the

Paramount here caught the celebrated theatre

with its marquee down: well, not exactly down,

but undergoing renovations. Yet not even this

factor could stifle the artisans responsible for*

the front-of-house displays at Le Paramount, as

you can see above. And of course the Presley

film did sensational business.

COPENHAGEN - A night shot of
two things: sensational busines
at the World Cinema on "Last
Train From Gun Hill," and one of

the n»st dazzlingly effective
front-of-house displays we have
seen in ages.

VIENNA - Elvis Pr sley rec-
ords were given to the ladies
at the Austrian Film Ball, gala
annual event which brings all
phases of the industry together.
The records, supplied free by
the local dealer, provided exc-
ellent publicity for "G.I.Blues*
and also won fine newspaper
space. AFEX publicity man Josef
/5irg is shown above giving a
record to popular Austrian
singer Llane Augustin.

dept. , Frankfurt: Mrs. Nelly
Platt, Frankfurt publicity
dept.; Erich Wania, Hamburg
branch manager.

FRANKFURT - Scene during
a most enthusiastic two-day
sales meeting on new prod-
uct held in the office of
Hugo Stramer. general mana-
ger (shown at left). Julius
Kalle, publicity director,

is showing new poster des-
igns to (L to R) Artemijs
Stabins, administration di-
rector; Siegfried Kobosil,
asst, sales manager; Werner
Rochau , public ist , Hamburg

;

Hans Spoerer, publicist,

Dusseldorf; Willi Benninger,
Munich branch manager: Mrs.
Carola Werners, Dusseldorf
branch manager; Heinz Htameli
Frankfurt branch manager;
Hans Fischer, Berlin branch
manager; Hans Becker, 16mm
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CONVENCAO DE "PSICOSE"
CHARLES JUROE EXWC AOS PARAMOUNT ESES DO WASH AS NORMAS £ CM* ET SIZES PARA A

APRESENTACAO DA NOVA PROCHJsAO OC ALFRED HITCHCOCK
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" PSY CH0
M PROMOTIONAL JOURNEY

BY C.P.JUROE A GREAT SUCCESS

Front page of the
renowned Paramount em
Acao of Brazil is in-
dicative of the great
success scored by
Charles P.Juroe, Par-
amount International'

s

director of advertis-
ing and publicity,du-
ring his recent visit
to all of Latin Amer-
ica in the interests
of "Psycho" promotion,
and Paramount public
relations generally.

LIMA, Peru - Mr. Juroe' s •Psycho" congress
here was attended also by Paramount's manager In
Colombia, Andres Sanz. Shorn above, L to R:
Alfonso Caillour, Paramount's publicist in Peru;
Carlos Barretto, from the trade publication,
Semana Cinematografica

;
Charles F. Juroe; Peru

manager Lennart Bjorck; Andres Sanz.

SANTIAGO, Chile - His "Psy-
cho” mission here successfully
fulfilled, Charles P. Juroe is
farewelled at Santiago Airport
by Chile manager Juan Laupheimcr.

BUENOS AIRES - Soma of the
attendees at the very effective
press, radio and TV meeting in
the interests of "Psycho.” From
L to R: Jaime Jacobson - Fant-
alla Gigante Radio Splendide
and Channel 7 TV; Calki, of El
Mundo; L. de Thomas, La Razon;
J.R.Luna, Vea y Lea; Adele Marti,

Paramount publicity; Charles P.
Juroe; Sam Bekeris, Paramount’s
managing director; Charles de
Cruz, Radio Belgrano and Channel
T-TV.

RIGHT

BUEJJOS AIRES - Nothing spells
out showmanship success better
than crowds of satisfied spec-
tators - and that's what we have
here exiting from the Cine Opsra
following a screening of Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho."

LIMA - The press of Peru gave full attention to the

news about "Psycho" brought by Mr. Juroe (dark suit).
Seated at right is Paramount's manager for Peru, Lennart

Bjorck.

1
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LIMA, Peru - Effective
reminders of the appeal of

Jerry Lewis in "The Bell-
boy," placed at appropri-
ate spots in the lobby of
the Tacna Theatre.

LATIN AMERICAN FILM

NEWS IN PICTURES***

"Shane" SpellsSuccess
Latin American Division Manager Henry B.

Gordon has written to Donald H. Nathan, Home
Office, with particular reference to the out-
standing success of "Shane" during its re-
release in Brazil. The report says:

"Samson and Delilah," "The Greatest
Show on Earth" and "Shane" are the tops of
our re-release program and are the greatest
of all the greatest. These three pictures
are sold everywhere on the same basis as
new super-productions. The results of
"Shane" in Brazil constitute an example of
the success this picture has achieved
wherever it has been re-released. I have
advised every office to give you the
"Shane" success story.

HOLLYWOOD - Armando del Moral (at left),
noted correspondent of Mexican and other Latin
American publications, chats with Elsa Martin-
elli and Valentin de Vargas, of the cast of the
Howard Hawks production, "Hataril" Occasion
was the Paramount studio party marking the ret-
urn of the "Hataril" unit from Africa after 4
months of intensive filming of exciting animal
sequences.

BUENOS AIRES - Day view

of the fine and impress!*
front-of-house displayfor
"Psycho" at the Opera Cine.

(Night view is on the pe^
opposite)

.

HOLLYWOOD - Pepe Lud-
mir, noted broadcaster,
columnist and film writer
from Peru, interviews Elsa
Martinelli via tape, on
the set of "Hataril," in
which she co-stars with
John Wayne.

MAR DSL PLATA, Argentina - News of
"Psycho" was spread far and wide in
this locality prior to the premiere rf
the Hitchcock "shocker" at the Opera.
Attire of the onlookers leave no doubt
as to the kind of resort that Mar del
Plata is.

LIMA, Peru - Crowds thronging the box-

qffice of the Tacna Theatre during the
highly successful engagement of the Gable-
Loren comedy, "It Started In Naples."

MEXICO CITY - A very fine example of
the skilled artistry used in the lobby of
the International Theatre when "War and
Peace" was the attraction there.

v. .? frfc
-
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LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL
.....and it looks at though this 'goldfish

bowl' is the great, broad Pacific. In any
event, against such a background the sensati-
onally successful young disc singers, Fabian
(at left) and Tommy Sands (right; engage in a
discussion on modern romance with Toby Michaels
in "Love In A Goldfish Bowl," an upcoming
Paramount comedy.
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HOLLYWOOD - Edward
Schellhorn, studio censor-

ship head, and in charge
of Paramount International
operations, chatting with
Stella Stevens at the
Eighteenth Annual Golden
Globes Award dinner of the
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association on March loth.
Miss Stevens recently fin-

ished work on "Deadlock"
for Paramount release and
is currently co-starring
with Bobby Darin in John
Cassavetes' production of
"Too Late Blues."

YUL BRYNNER
Filming will begin on

May 15th on Paramount '

s

film adaptation of Michael

Barrett's novel, "Appoin-

tment in Zahrain. Yul
Brynner will star in the

adventure drama, which

will be produced and dir-

ected by Ronald Neame,di-

rector of "Tune s of Glory. 11

Robert I v er s

,

St ar- i n- 1 he-Mak i ng

,

Likes Para . World

Robert Ivers, who did a

superb dramatic job in the

exciting "Short Cut To Hell,"

and then showed his versatil-

ity by doing a great comedy

stint with Elvis Presley in

"G. I. Blues," has long been

a constant reader of Para-

mount World. Recently he let

us know about his feelings

for the magazine - and about

a few other things. Here is

what he said:

"Just a note to tell you

how much I enjoy Paramount World each month.

Particularly interested in the press people

discarding the term 'press book' and adding

'Merchandising Manual.' Using 'Showmanship'

instead of 'Exploitation' seems to be a clean

move also. The psychology behind these new

terms excites me. I now feel the artistic

work of the salesman as much as that of the

actor."

U. S. BRANCH NEWS
(Continued from Page 8)

fice mfc.ru. £,er oi this branch and served for a

time as rxploitstion Manager in the Chicago

brsnch. But the ouen road beckoned and he could

not resist, as prior to coming to Paramount, he

vt s connected with outdoor - entertainment.

As it has been months since the writer sent

in news of our branch, we would like now to

welcome beck into our organization Jake Neil,

former Office Manater, who resigned in July, but

missed us so much he returned in November as

booker, .'.Iso welcome to an attractive youn6
lady, Mary Ellen Furr, who joined our family

in January as booker's assistant.
-Mrs. Mildred Hoover

ROBERT IVERS

j

K A NS A 6 Cl TY Best wishes to Irene (Melon*)

Cole, Ledger Clerk, who was married March 24th.

Mary Meff, branch Manager's Secretary, has

announced her engagement to James Johnson and

is planning a June wedding.

NEW YORK made use of two popular theatres

for the showcasing of the comic antics ofDean
Martin and Shirley MacLaine in "All In A m*ht*

Work" — the Victoria, at left, and Normandie.

The Hal Wallis comedy has struck a real note of

both public and press appeal.

benedict
•

• G3
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JORGE ESCOBAR
It is with deep

regret that we ann-

ounce the passing,
on March 4th last,

of Jorge Escobar,
director of public-
ity for Paramount
in Chile for the
past several years.

Mr. Escobar was a

talented and highly
respected newspap-

erman who in addition to his import-

ant Paramount post was also a colum-

nist of "La Nacion," and radio comm-

entator of the radio program, "Cine

al Dia" of Santiago, Chile.

His funeral, on March 6th, was
attended by a vast throng, for Mr.

Escobar had a multitude of friends,
and his passing was deeply lamented.

Ve were recently honored with a visit Ant
Mr. Howard Minsky. He and Mr. Pickman were in

Kansas City to attend the Show-A-Raa& Convention

"The World Of Suzie Wong" has done tremendous

business throughout the entire area, and we are

eagerly looking forward to "One-Eyed •'acks",

"The Ladies' Man", "On The Double" and "The

Pleasure Of His Company" which we are sure will

be just as great.
-Mary leff

NEW ORLEANS Hello again from all of us
down here to all of you everywhere. I hope th£
Mr. Weatherman is treating you all as nicely as

he has been treatirg us. We are so glad to see

the sun that we can't justly complain about the

cold.
The weather good or bad hasn't kept the ftn-

loving people of Paramount from having fun.

Last night Mr. Qolliday and Della Farve attends

ed the installation banquet of the Variety Club

at the new Royal Orleans Hotel and our congra-

tulations go out to the "boss" as he was in-

stalled as Asst. Chief Barker. Everyone had a

grand time.
Elaine, Lea and yours truly enjoyed a night

at the races last week and boy, did we pull

those horses across that finish line. We mist
have been stronger than we thought, for we won.

If x didn't know better, I'd say that Dave

Hichoux, our Cashier, did as well or better for

he is driving a new Ford Galaxie. It is very

pretty and he is justly proud of it.

Well, last month we told you that Jackie
Drews is getting married. This month she is

building a new home. It sounds lovely, •'ackie

plans to furnish it with French Hrovincal. I

know that she can hardly wait to move in, es-

pecially since her sister is building next door.

Hew Crleans is known as the "City that Cere

(Continued on Page 36)
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LATIN AMERICAN
BUSINESS SURVEY

IS COMPLETED BY

PARAMOUNT INTER-

NAT'L PRESIDENT
JAMES E. PERKINS

In an intensive period

of U weeks, Mr. Perkins

covered Trinidad, Brazil,

Argentina, Chile, Peru,

Central America and Mex-

ico. His findings were

definitely upbeat, with

the entire territory in

full readiness for the

advent of Alfred Hitch-

cock's "Psycho."

Mr. Perkins has since

left for England and tht

Continent on business.

BUENOS AIRES - Mr. Perkins
(second from left) and Latin Am-
erican division manager Henry B.
Gordon (right), arriving from
Sao Paulo, are met by Sam Bekeris
(left). Paramount managing direc-
tor, and eminent exhibitor F.
Lococo.

SANTIAGO, Chile - On hand at
Santiago Airport was Chile Mana-
ger Juan Laupheimer (left) to
meet Messrs J.E. Perkins and H.B.
Gordon as they arrived from
Buenos Aires.

SAO PAULO - Following his
arrival here from Rio De Janei-
ro, Mr. Perkins is interviewed
at Gongonhas Airport by a rep-
orter from the local newspaper
0 Estado de S£o Paulo.

Among other matters connec-
ted with his business journey
Mr. Perkins stated that all of
Latin America is really agog in

anticipation of the advent of
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho."

The thriller has of course

opened in a few spots, with
sensationally successful res-

ults — and this has of course

whetted the appetites of show-

nen throughout the territory.

SAO PAULO, Brazil - Mr. J. E. Perkins is acc-
ompanied from the plane by Sao Paulo manager
Miguel A. Mancini after landing here from Rio de
Janeiro. At right are Henry B. Gordon, division
manager for Latin America, and Mrs. Gordon. The
setting is Sao Paulo's superb Gongonhas Airport.

PORT-OF-SPAIN, Trinidad - "Psvcho"-tims was
the keynote of the press meeting held for Messrs.
J.E. Perkins and Henry B. Gordon as they sped down
south on the Latin American circuit. L to R: Eric
Grunspan. manager for Venezuela; Howard Rochlin,
manager for Trinidad; Mr. Perkins; My. Gordon;
Peter Moreno, manager for Central America.

LIMA, Peru - Arrival at Lima Airport. Messrs
Perkins and Gordon are welcomed by Lennart Bjorck,
Peru manager, and Mrs. Biorck. (No indication was
given as to the nature of the interesting event out
of camera to the left).
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LONDON - The famous
British bus, far into the
thousands, carried word
of "The Greatest Show On
Earth" into the farther-
most corners of this city.

AT I£FT is the ever-
so-familiar Plaza Theatre
decorated in the tradit-
ional fashion of the cir-
cus for the timeless Cecil
B. DeMille production.

LONDON - Martin R&ckin,
head of production in Par-
amount's Hollywood Studio,
arrives here from Paris
en route back to Califor-
ia following business and
production conferences in
several European countries.

LONDON - Harold Syer,
Paramount's British traf-
fic manager, lands from
his B.O.X.C. flight that
took him, polar-wise, from
London to Las Angeles to
New York and back to Lon-
don Airport. It was first
trip to U.S.A. for Harold
- and he'll long recall It

BRITAIN THRILLS AGAIN

TO "THE GREATEST SHOW

ON EARTH"

LONDON - It was always the contention of Cecil B. DeMille
that the most needed thing in the world today is the continu-
ous laughter of children. And he got much of his wish on a

recent Saturday morning when more than 1,000 children crowded
into the Plaza Theatre for a special screening of his own
timeless production, "The Greatest Show On Earth" prior to
the film going into general re-release. The showing was com-
plete with several live circus clowns, and well as with the
edible requisites of circus-going, such as peanuts by H. S.
Whiteside and Co., ices from the Eldorado Ice Cream Co., and
balloons and chocolate coins from Whiteside.

The two-page spread above is from March 29th Daily Cinema
and many of the scenes show the active participation in the
happy event by Mr. and Mrs. F.E. Hutchinson, Mr. and Mrs. R.W.
Hadley, Jr., Messrs T.C.Reddin, L. Pound and M.Gayton, as
well as members of the Plaza staff.

Here's a close-up of Mr.and

Mrs. Hutchinson participating
with the youngsters in the gay

event.
And here, flanked by a pair

of clowns, in the permanent
portrait in the Plaza of Cecil
B. DeMille, producer of the
finest circus picture ever made
- "The Greatejst Show On Earth."
One really felt that "C.B." was
right there with the London
children, having a wonderful,
rewarding time.

MANCHESTER - Last month's
street showmanship for "The
World of Suzie Wong" was repea-
ted here, but the girls carried
cameras. Their snapshots wars
displayed in Odeon Theatre lobby
and persons 'ringed' received
free tickets to see "Suzie Vfcng."
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VIENNA - Popular local
bandleader and jazz expert.
Fatty George, planning with
Hans Menasse, AFEX public-
ity manager, arrangements
for the Marathon Ball. The
huge dance event featured
to the full the music of
"G. I. Blues" and was a
fine successor to the "Five
Pennies" function which
Fatty George organized to
perfection a year ago.

ED SULLIVAN photo

NEW YORK - Among the
attendees at the special
Telemeter performance of
"Show Girl" at the Eugene
O'Neill Theatre here on
April 2nd. were screen star
Lee Remick and her husband,
Bill Collerhn. Both were
deeply interested in this
dramatic show business dev-
elopment of televising
Broadway shows to distant
cities.

NEW YORK - Rene A. (Ray)
Durand is receiving well-
merited congratulations on
his elevation to the post
of Comptroller of Paramount
International Films, Inc.
Mr. Durand joined Paramount
International in 1956 as
assistant to Milton Kirsh-
enberg, the company's
treasurer.

HOLLYWOOD - K.S.Vaidyanathan
(at left). Paramount's general
manager in India, is welcomed to
the set of "Hataril" by Hardy
Kruger, one of the co-stars of
the towering Howard Hawks film
of animal-capture.

I NITER NAT I ONAL
PERSONAL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

NEW YORK - John B. Nathan
(above). Paramount general man-
ager for Continental Europe, is
here convalescing in wonderful
fashion from his recent success
ful operation. He expects to
return to his duties in Paris
early next month.

LONDON - Bruce Cabot, one
of the co-stars of the How-
ard Hawks production, "Hat-
aril" arrives here from the
exciting animal-catching
film’s location in Africa,
by way of Amsterdam. Cabot
was later expected to go to
Hollywood for 'interiors*.

ATHENS. Greece - Para-
mount's distributor In
Greece, Mr. Saves Pylarinos,
who is also one of the
world's foremost exhibitors,
is shown (at right) receiv-
ing a medal of Special Mer-
it in Social Services from
the organization of the Bqy
Scouts of Greece. Making
the presentation is Mr.
Procopiou, President of the
Boy Scouts of Greece.

RIGHT

LONDON - Louis A.Novins,
president of International
Telemeter Company (a sub-
sidiary of Paramount Pict-
ures Corporation), departs
for New York following a
business visit to Britain
in the international inter-
ests of Telemeter.

HOLLYWOOD - At the thirteen-
th annual screen writers’ awards
dinner at the Beverly Hilton
Hotel, George Seaton (above) was
given the eighth annual Laurel
award. Mr. Seaton, directorial
half of the enormously success-
ful team of Perlberg-Seaton,was
given the award as "the writer
who, over the years, has contri.
buted most to the literature of
the screen."

raramounu *t
in France, escorts Mr. Debrie
a
2 ..Sir

3
,

w
.

6 ^to the premiere
of "The World of Suzie Wong" atthe George V. Cinema. Mr.Debrie
is the internationally famed
cinematograph inventor and man-
ufacturer.
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Bob McKeown's
Bowl i ng Notes

Captain A1 LoPresti and his Audrey Hepburn squad of
Connie Glover, Dale McElroy, Marvin Fitterman and
Ralph Mlolla have the lead aa the Paramount Pictures
Club Bowling League heads down the stretch in a close
finish. With half a dozen sessions remaining Nancy
Ewan is two points off the pace and two ahead of Elvis
Presley, followed by Lilli Palmer and Michael Wilding.
McElroy leads the men in the coveted Bowler-of-the-Year
contest and in the gals' division Jackie Cicoarone
sports a small margin over Helen Dumbra, Linda Salzbergej
and Marilyn Bettinger.

HOLLYWOOD - Delegates to the Industrial Health Confer-

ence in Los Angeles from Paramount's New York home office

were Dr. Leon J. Warshaw, Paramount's medical officer, and

Mrs. Sally Kreger, R.N. , aide in Paramount's home office

dispensary. During an interlude in the conference they were

visitors to the Paramount studio as guests of the Studio's

radical officer, Dr. E. Strathearn. They also visited the

set of the Howard Hawks production, "Hataril" where they met

co-starjJohnJrfayne^with whom they^are^^own^above^.

NEWS ABOUT PEOPLE AND

EVENTS IN HOME OFFICE

At the start of this column it's appropriate
to allude to signs of Spring surrounding us -

fishing tackle and golf clubs prominent in

store windows, green bags of fertilizer placed
outside hardware stores, and daffodils in full

bloom.
harly this month, Paramount

1

s Dr. Leon «>

.

Warshaw and his department's nurse, Mrs. bally
Kreger, attended the Annual Industrial Health
Conference in Los An 6eles. Ihis is a combined
meeting of the Industrial A<iedical Association,
Industrial Nurses Association, and the Indus-
trial Cental association. The purpose is to

explore newer developments in its fields of in-

terest, and to compare methods of meeting
common problems used in different industries,
and in other parts of the country. Mrs. Kreger was

joined in the nurses meetings by Mrs. Patricia

Beer of Paramount's Sunset lot, and Nurses Cath-

erine Shaller and Isabel Imel of the emergency
hospital in the Paramount Studios, ‘•his being
Mrs. Areger' s first trip to Los Angeles, she

was thrilled by the opportunity of touring
Paramount Studios, and visiting the "Matari"
set. Here she met again members of the Com-

pany whom she had treated in New lork Medical
department on their way to location in Africa'.

A few people in Publicity are avidly pur-
suing their hobbies in leisure time. This usu-

Marilyn's un-bel leviable 277 game atill rates her pate
on the back as strangers come over to the lanes and
Inquire • Is that the little girl who hit 277?" It is
still the higiest game rolled by any of the 12,000
members of the New York City Woman's Bowling Association
and a publicity releaae from the New York State WBA
lists her as 5th. highest in the state, only one pin
behind the highest game oredited to the National
Champion, Phyllis Notaro, of Buffalo. A future edition
of the National Woman Bowler will run a story and plz
on the Paramount pixie of the bowling world.

al set of hobbies sparked by the interest of
these individuals is seen in a fascinating nei

light, barren Harris collects vocal jazz re-
cords, but is an avid fan of all types of jaz:

unusual among collectors of this sort of musii

who usually prefer a particular "strain",
diane Lisnow is completing her thesis, and is

also taking a modern dance class ; and urace
Beach has late classes several times a week
in thoughtful subjects that keep her schedule

at a hectic pace, acting, -frank Rodriguez'
former hobby, utilized his memory capacity,
and, consequently heightened its usefulness ii

his present job. with a little prodding he

revealed that he dabbled a little in "Off-

Broadway" some years ago, and now with the ai<

of his able memory trained in that field, he

is known in publicity as the "walking encyclo-

pedia" .

This corrects two errors made last month.

It was printed that Mort uock'

s

title was

Advertising Manager, but it is actually
Assistant advertising Manager, Saul Abramson

should receive con fo
ratulations on his third

boy, Martin Arthur, on February 18th instead

of reverse of what was printed. Belatedly,

we say "Hello" to Lewis Banci, writer in

Publicity, (Iloor 11) for local newspapers.

Bnding on this note..Harry Nadel was a

grandfather for the fourth time on Friday ^rEL

7th and his new grandchild's name is Andrew

David Nadel. Congratulations! -Ignore Scheindli
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A whole page of the February edition of
Far East Film News had the following expr-
essive message set squarely in its centre:

ON BEHALF of our wonderful cast headed
by Shirley MaeLaine

,
Yves Montand,

Edward G. Robinson and Robert Cummings
— for our brilliant award-winning
director Jack Cardiff, and on behalf of
the entire Company — we wish to thank
from the bottom of our hearts everyone
in Japan who is making the filming of
Tiily Geisha” such a pleasurable experi-
ence.

Steve Parker Productions

HOLLYWOOD - A recent most important visitor to the Para-

mount studio here was Mr. Yasujiro Tsutsumi, who came to the

United States as Prime Minister Ikeda's goodwill ambassador,

as well as chairman of Seibu Enterprises. He is shown with

his wife and son on the set of "Summer and Smoke" discussing

film-making with producer Hal Wallis.

HONOLULU - Here as leading woman for Elvis
Presley in "Blue Hawaii," Joan Blackman signs
a photo for an admirer, while producer Hal
Wallis looks on. Picture is now in production,
using all of the beauties of Hawaii for back-
grounds.
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TOWNSVILLE, Queensland - In all of

the showmanship evidence that has

poured in on us from all over the

world on "Psycho," this i3 the first

instance of the use of 'a spooky old

house' - an element of prime importan-

ce in the Hitchcock shocker itself.

In this case, the Wintergarden
Theatre found the rambling old build-
ing right across the street. It was an

ideal 'prop,' with its shuttered front
and its warped board walls. So up werib

the "Psycho" posters.

And to complete the record, "Psycho^
did re cord- smashing business at the
Wintergarden - second only to the mighty
"Ten Commandments."

BRISBANE - The tireless Harry
Greaves of the Wintergarden launch-
ed a comprehensive showmanship cam-
paign for Jerry Lewis' "The Bell-
boy," even digging into sequences
in the comedy for appropriate mat-
arial. For instance, he used the
dry-cleaning sequence for a tie-in
with Brisbane ' s Lowes dry cleaners,
in the neat fashion shown above.

He also used the enormously amu-
sing Volkswagen sequence to good
effect with the distributors of the
world renowned German car, who uti-
lised stills from the comedy's seq-
uence in their advertisements,
gently pointing out that it was poss-

ible for Australian motorists to
have a far more rewarding experience
than Jerry had.

Some of the distributor's Volks-
wagens, bearing a huge banner for
"The Bellboy," are shown below.

BUNDABERG,Queensland:
The Olympia Theatre's Des
Andrews never allows a
film to pass without giv-
ing it the maximum of
showmanship. Above is one
of the stunts he used for
Jerry Lewis' "The Bellboy"
These three boys are in
the uniform of the theat-
re's candy sellers.

RIGHT
BRISBANE - The Winter-

garden Theatre had its
very own bellboy, who
walked the city streets
for a month carrying the
jumbo-sized disc announc-
ing: "A record Jerry
Lewis' BELLBOY."
(PS: The bellboy's real
name happened to be
Jerry, too).

AUSTRALIA PRODUCING
AN ABUNDANCE OF

SPARKLING SHOWMANSHIP

GETTING THE CROWES

"Psycho," at the Toorak
(Victoria) Drive-in smashed
the theatre’s all-time record.
Also took in the all-time
money receipts. Hundreds of
vehicles were turned away at
early evening sessions because
of crowded ramps.

It was the same story at
the Village Drive-In, Tullar-
marine, where the Hitchcock
thriller broke attendance rec-
ords of the five-years-old
establishment.

Manager Charles (Chic)
Arnold used a neat showmanship
gag at the Adelaide Majestic
in connection with "Five
Branded Women." He showed a
picture of the mountain pool
with the 5 actresses in the
water up to their necks. Then
via a newspaper contest he
offered prizes to the fans who
correctly named the five actr-
esses in the order shown. He
got a real raft of answers.

ADELAIDE — "Suzie
Wong" is a magic name
these days among the
ladies discussing the
subject of fashions.

Latest innovation
to reach Australian
stores is the Suzie
Wong blouse; and Par-
amount ' s South Austr-
alian branch manager
Denis Kiley moved in
swiftly to secure a

prominent window dis-
play in one of this
city's top fashion
centres, Flairs.

In a corner pres-
entation fronting two
city streets, "Suzie
Wong" stills and pos-
ters nestle with silks

and satins.

With very real pleasure we
reprint the following from
The Australasian Exhibitor of
April 6th:

Receiving congratulations
is Arthur Andrews, Paramount
projectionist in Sydney. His
daughter Jan, the swimming
champ, set a world record last

Saturday in Japan for the 100

metres butterfly. Her time of

1 minute 8.9 seconds cut two-
tenths of a second off the
previous record.

(We add our Paramount con-
gratulations, too. -ED)
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" S AiviSO N" AND "PSYCHO"
SPARK SOCKO SUCCESSES
THROUGHOUT FAR EAST

Cabled Proof!
THIS FROM INDIA

"SAMSON” OPENING APRIL 14 AT REGAL, BOMBAY,
FANTASTICALLY SUCCESSFUL. NET TAKINGS EX-
TREMELY GOOD DESPITE PUBLIC HOLIDAY. THIS
IS HIGHEST OPENING DAY’S RECEIPTS ANY
PICTURE IN REGAL'S HISTORY.

- VAIDYANATHAN

THIS FROM THAILAND

APRIL TWELFTH ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE OF
"PSYCHO" IMPRESSIVE SUCCESS AS DISTINGUIS-
HED AUDIENCE INCLUDING CABINET MINISTERS,
DIPLOMATS, PROMINENT SOCIAL FIGURES APPL-
AUDED NEW HITCHCOCK MASTERPIECE. PICTURE
OPENED TO PUBLIC APRIL 14 AND FIRST DAY
NET FIGURES TREMENDOUS WITH PUBLIC REACT-
ION MOST ENCOURAGING. EXHIBITION POLICY ON
ADMISSIONS SUCCESSFULLY INTRODUCED AND
ACCEPTED BY PATRONS. ANTICIPATE OUTGROSS-
ING ALL PRIOR HITCHCOCK RELEASES.

- CHANA

NEW YORK - In the off-

ice of J. William Piper,

assistant to the preside*
of Paramount International

Films (at right), George
Veitheer and K.S.Vaidya-
nathan (centre) discuss
the film situation in the

Orient, with particular
reference to India. Mr.

Veitheer is an executive
of the Motion Picture Ex-
port Association in charge

of Asia; Mr. Vaidyanathan
is Paramount's general
manager in^India.

HOLLYWOOD - Not only did K.S.
Vaidyanathan, Paramount's gener-
al manager in India, view quite
a lot of footage of "Hatari!"
while he was here, he also att-
ended the party connected with
the film (whicn we have pictured
on Page 41) , and met a number of
the stars of the Howard Hawks
production. Here he is shown with

John Wayne.

HOLLYWOOD - Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the board of Para-
mount Pictures Corporation, ex-
tends the hand of hospitality
to Mr. Yasuliro Tsutsumi, who
was in the °nited States in the
capacity of Prime Minister
Ikeda's Goodwill Ambassador as
well as Chairman of Seibu Enter-
prises. Standing behind Mr.
Tsutsumi is Jack Karp, vice-
president in charge of the Par-
amount Studio. Other gentlemen,
from the Japanese consulate,
were not identified.

KLA1IG, Malaya - This very
effective front-of-house display
by the Cathay CinemB for Cecil
B. DeMille'B "Samson and Deli-
lah" contributed to capacity
attendances at all showings of
the film. Photo was made at the
end of a night screening.

DJAKARTA, Indonesia - Huge
standee for "The Buccaneer" —
54 feet tall — stood at a
curve in one of this city's
main thoroughfares and was
viewed by many thousands of per-
sons daily. The sign at right
indicates that the picture was
playing simultaneously at four
of Djakarta's major cinemas —
the Menteng, Kramat, Rukiah
and Krekot.
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IT’S ALL HER *S,NOW

Under terms of her

contract with Paramount,

Debbie Reynolds was able

to keep the $4,000
wedding gown designed

for her by Edith Head

for Perlberg-Seaton’s
"The Pleasure of His
Company." She’s had it

stored away in the hope

that it will be worn by

daughter Carrie, now

five.

Toby Michaels and the
popular record star.Fab-
lan, take a coffee-break
during the filming of
"Love In A Goldfish Bow]."

HOLLYWOOD - Janet Leigh
and Paramount producer
Gant Gaither at the recent
18th Annual Golden Globes
Awards Dinner of the For-
eign Press Association.
Miss Leigh won a Golden
Globe for her supporting
actress role in tne Alfred
Hitchcock production of
"Psycho."

ANOS DE INTENSA ESPERA
RESULT ARAM EM TRI UNFO

.

OUTRAS NOTAS MENSAIS.
************

0 triunfo referido e "A Face Oculta", cuja
estreia teve lugar no famcso cinema "Capitol"
de Nova York, a 30 de Marqo, sendo aclamada o
que ae esperava - urn grande exito. Ibr conse-
guinte, a paciencia de esperar foi bem paga e
foi exatamente o que antes se dera com outra,
uma "super", OS DEZ MANDAMENTOS

,
que foi an-

siosamente esperada. Mas quando a vimos na te-
la nos convecemos que valeu a pena esperar. 0
films extraordinario de Marlon Brando, que re-
presenta uma epope'ia de vinganqa, desde o dia
de seu lanqamento esta pagando bo ns dividen -

dos. Em varios lugares, no correr deste rnime-

ro
,
dames proves desse grande sucesso. "A Fa-

ce Oculta" e o resultado de urn projeto bastan-
te antigo, vindo de 1955; quando Brando voltoi
de sua viagem ao Orients corns qou a tratar dos
ddtalhes dessa produqSo. E desde esse tempo, o

famoso ator-produtor tern estado em varies par-
tes do mundo, e sempre que foi chamado a fazer
entrevistas, se referiu ao trabalho que 3empre
o interessava, a produqSo de "A Face Oculta". E
agora, que a temos em realidade, podemos dizer
que a propaganda antecipada feita pelo seu au-
tor meis concorrera para o seu exito.

### Tivemos o prazer, no mss passado, de noti-
ciar com fatos o proximo lanqamsnto da produ-
qSo de Perlberg -Seaton, "Papal Boa-vida", cujo
tom alegre temos sempre cantado. Vemos que os
elegios foram bem msrecidos e aprovados,em to-
da linha, pelos milhares de espectadores que em
Chicago e New Rochelle (N. York) tiveram a boa
sorts de apreciar a fita em "preview" de sur-
prise. Hoje lies se consideram reals felizardca.
Neste numero inclufmos alguns bilhetes para ou-
tras "previews".

### Charles P. Juroe, re centsmente escolhido na
Matriz para chefe do departamento de publicida-
de, anuncio e showmanship, acaba de voltar duma
visits aos paisas da Anerica Latina em benefi-
cio da Paramount International Films. E eviden-

SUPER-" S A M S 0 N"

"Samson and Delilah" seems destined to
break records eternally. Far East Division Man-
ager S. A. Henrik sen reports the following cable
from Lahore, Pakistan:

"SAMSON" AT REGAL, LAHORE, CRASHED BOX-
OFFICE WITH THUNDEROUS OPENING DAY GROSS.
TREMENDOUS CRCWDS JAMMED CINEMA ENTRANCE.
APPRECIATION AND APPLAUSE UNPRECEDENTED

.

MOST SUCCESSFUL RUN GUARANTEED.

te pelo Jorro de publicidade trhtando da visita

de Mr. Juroe, que nos tern vindo daquele hemlsto-

rio, que a sua viagem foi muito bem aucedida no

tocante a publicidade de "Psicose"—que era seu

principal bbjetivo—como com relaqSo as coisas

da Paramount geralmente falando. Nesta ediqSode

mos varios to'picos referindo a essa visita.

§§§ Bem, por falar em viagem e visitas, temos o

prazer de anunciar que £e acha entre no's o ge-
rente geral da India, Mr. K. S. Vaidyanathan.

0

ilustre visitante ha Aiitos anos que e admlra-
do e aplaudido nesta Matriz, nffo so como cape-
cfssimo gerente da paramount, mas ainda per sua
esforqada atuaqBo has vendas, propaganda, show-
manship e interesses gerals. Temos sempre pen-
sado naquele dizer de Kipling, de que o Este e

o Ocidente nunca se encontrario. UaturalmBnte

,

essa ideia se referia ao lado social da ques-
tSo, pois o geograflco e' de fixldez eterna. No
entanto, pelas relates comerciais os dole ex-
tremes se to cam. E na familia da Paramount es-
se fa to 4 facllmente aprecilvel, como se pode

verificar, agora, no caso da India.

### Ainda outro topico referents a viagens. It

o caso de Martin Rackln, chefe de produqSo do

nosso Estudio, e Russell Holman, a cargo da pto-

du<j8o no Lists, que estiveram viajando no ex-
terior a procure de materials de cenlrio e de

novas personalldades artfsticas, fa to que pa-
rece augurar enriquecimsnto da produqSo a par-
tir desde ano. Eles trouxeram boas noticias e

por certo 0 aproveitamento dos materials trazL-

dos sera notado nas nossas futures produces.

JAMES STEWART AND JOHN WAYNE
WILL CO-STAR FOR FIRST TIME
I N A PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

James Stewart and John Wayne have been
signed to appear together for the first time
in John Ford’s production of ’’The Man Who
Shot Liberty Vance,” it was announced by
Jack Karp, head of Paramount Studio. Prod-
uction is scheduled to start in August.

Wayne, who is currently starring in How-
ard Hawks’ "Hatari!,” has long been associa-
ted with John Ford. The film will also mark
the second association with the veteran pro-
ducer-d i r ector for Stewart, who has just
completed Ford’s ’’Two Rode Together

.
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THE HOLLYWOOD SCENE

THE ’ANGEL* OF "SUMMER AND aiOKE" - Here’s
Walter Tyler, unit art director on Hal Wallis*
picturization of Tennessee Williams* "Summer
and Smoke," and the Stone Angel, so dramatic-
ally symbolic to the dramtic story of the
Southern small town minister’s daughter and
her overwhelming love for the unregenerate
young doctor next door. Tyler chose the Angel
as the most important individual piece of work
he contributed to the over-all design on the
picture which co-stars Laurence Harvey, Geral-
dine Page, Rita Moreno, Earl Holliman, Una
Merkel, Pamela Tiffin and John Mclntire, with

|

direction by Peter Glenville.

In the office of Jack Karp (centre), vice
president in charge of the Paramount 3tudio,
k. S. Vaidyanathan (at left), general manager
for Paramount in India brings a report on ri'
conditions in that country to both Mr. Karp
and to Adolph Zukor, chairman of Paramount's
board of directors.

Janet Leigh accepting one
of the Golden Globe Awards of
the Foreign Press Association at
the 18th annual dinner of the
international cinema writers.
Event was held in the Beverly
Hilton Hotel on March 16th, and
Miss Leigh won her award by her
supporting role in Hitchcock's
"Psycho."

In an interlude during
the scoring of "The Pleas-
ure of His Company," Alfred
Newman, scorer of the film,
seems to be saying that the
music should 'ascend, 'while
co-star Fred Astaire seems
to favor a 'descend.' Both
must have agreed eventually,
for the film's music, like
the film itself, is a sheer
delight.

This is Edmond O'Brien in
the role of director rather
than as actor. He has just cam-

F
leted his first production
or Paramount release. It is

entitled "Deadlock," and early
word from most reliable spurces
indicates that it is a real gem
of a ' sleeper.

'

With director O'Brien, and
looking off with obvious inter-
est to his left, is Avik Gilbca,
Israeli film correspondent.

Many far-flung location
trips are regarded as won-
derful - but the topper of
them all appears to have
been the one to Hawaii for
"Blue Hawaii." Dazzlement
plus, quoted the crewj

Group on the scoring stage as music was
added to the directorial delight of "The
Pleasure of His Company." L to R are director
George Seaton, producer William Perlbarg, co-
star Fred Astaire and Herb Steinberg, publicity
director of Paramount’s studio.
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LIMA, Peru - At the
"Psycho" showmanship con-
gress here, Andres Sanz,
at left, Charles P.Juroe
and Lennart BJorck do a

’Hitchcock' in the matter
of synchronizing watches
to make sure that none of
the visiting exhibitors
and pressmen attend the
meeting "except from the
very beginning."

Laurence Harvey gives
a brilliant performance
as the pithless smalltown
doctor (ruthless in love
affairs, that is), in Hal
Wallis' brilliant produc-
tion of Tennessee Will-
iams' "Summer and Smoke."

Fred Astaire, the
international playboy
father of Debbie Reynolds
in Perlberg-Seaton'

s

"The Pleasure of His
Company," speak's a half
dozen languages besides
English in the happy
comedy. Since he already
knew French, German, It-
alian and Spanish, only
Chinese and Japanese re-
mained to be mastered
for the role.

Astaire went to Har-
old Fong, featured play-
er in the film, for
Chinese lessons, and
learned a smattering of
Japanese from Tokyo-born
Nodu McCarthy, who was
in the studio for a TV
film.

Paramount World

Los anos de tensa
espera nos trajeron
un triunfo

El triunfo ae llama "One-
Eyed Jacks". El estreno mondial en
Nueva York, el 30 de marzo, demostr6
una vez m&s, lo sabio que es saber
pacientar cuando de triunfoe ae tra-
ta, As! fu§ como actuamoa con "Loa
Diez Mandamientos" y nueatra pacien-
cia con el poderoso Spico de Marlon
Brando vuelve a pagamoa dividendoa.
En variOB lugares de eate nfimero de
Paramount World tendrdn Vds. pruebas
de eate acierto. Tambi6n podran per-
oatarae en parte de la raagnitud de la
obra realizada con "One-eyed Jacks"
desde que el proyecto de Marlon Bran-
do empez6 a ouajar a fines de 1955

»

poco antes de au azaroeo vlaje a Orien
te f a oomienzoa de 1956. Deade enton-
oea, Brando estuvo en otroa muohoa lu
gares del mundo y nunca sin llamativas
menciones de "One-eyed Jacka", de modo
que la pelicula Ileg6 a la a pantalia

a

del mundo preoedida de enorme y signifi
cativo revuelo publicitario.

El mes pasado oonstituy6 un
plaoer para noaotroa hablarles con de
talle del feliolsimo film de Pelber-
Seaton, "El placer de su compafila", un
film acerca del cual habiamos cantado
alabanzas durante largos meeea. Bien,
la oancifin ha demoetrado ser de la

a

muy pegadizaa, pues han sido muchoa
miles loa oinefstas que al ver la pe-
lfcula en aeaiones de pre—estreno en
Chicago y New Rochelle (New York) ae
conalderaron desde entoncee entre loa
m£a afortunados mortalea.

Reoiln promocionado Charlea
P. Juroe est& de vuelta de su primera
gira al territorio de au juriadici6n,
en calidad de director de Publicidad
de Paramount International Films. Es
evident e, a la viHtE de la riada de

publicidad procedente de Sud AmSrloa
que Mr. Juroe di6 precisamente en el
clavo no s6lo en lo que ae refiere a
"PSICOSIS", que era el objetivo inme-
diato del visje, sin6 tambifin a Para—

BARCELONA - Lobby of the Fantasio Cinema was
really transformed into the spirit of the title
of the Alfred Hitchcock shocker when "Psycho"
was the recent super-successful attraction here.

mount algunos de lps uomentos «cr4flcoe
m&B destacadoa de la gira pueden ha-
llarae en diatintaa paginaa de eate
hfimero.

Otro epiaodio de viaje ( y
tambiln una nueva aplicaoi6n a la pa-
labra "plaoer") constituye la grata
impresion que nos produjo de encontrar
finalmente entre noaotroa a K.S. Vaid-
yanathan de la India. Mr. K.S. Vaidya-
nathan es, oomo sabrin la mayorfa de
Vds., el manager general de Paramount
en la India. Durante muchos, muchoa
afioa hernOB publicado en nuestraa oo-
lumnas loa puntos de su talento de
vendedor y "showmanship", con el or-
gullo que aentimos por au profunda
entrega a Paramount. Est&bamos conven-
eddos que llegaria el dla del enouen-
tro entre su "Oriente" y nueatro "Oooi
dente", dado que nunca entramoa en las
conjeturas de Kipling sobre el "Eate"
y el "Oeste" y dimos siempre pruebas
de que en la organlzaci6n Paramount
los pares aiempre ae juntaron.

Y todavia una noticia de
viajes. Martin Raokin, director gene-
ral de produooi6n de estudios y Russell
Holiman, direotor de produccifin del
Eate, han estado fuera trabajando en
proyeotos que auguran un porvenir mag-
nffico al programa de Paramount de 1962
y afioa siguientes. Han regresado oon
Hotlolas que, cuando sean difundidas,
oausardn pena a nuestros competidores,
pero alegrfa a nueatroa miembros.

HOLLYWOOD - Although in
the film city to cover the
Acadeny Award proceedings,
Peru's eminent columnist,
broadcaster, author and
advocate of the beauties
of both Lima and Peru,
Pepe Ludmir, took time out
to tape interviews with
top personalities. Here
at left he talks with John
Wayne, co-star of Howard
Hawks' production, "Hatarli"
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"MY GEISHA"

LOOMS AS LOVELY
- AND LIVELY -

ENTERTAINMENT
tt-JHHHHHt-

Filmed in Japan in glorious
Technirama, and with present-day
customs, events, sports and ex-

citements packed logically into

the happy-go-lucky story, this
Steve Parker production for Par-
amount release bears all of the

solid gold markings of top-level
entertainment. Presented on this
page are a few glimpses into the

not-so-private life of MY GEISHA.

Edward G. Robinson and Robert Cum-

mings play a couple of Hollywood char-

acters who've taken plenty of gambles

before - but this one is different.

This one concerns a star and her hus-1

band. Quite a switchl

First big test of the Great
Impersonation: Shirley as the
•Geisha’ fools not only her bus-
iness manager, but even her own
husband. At left, Edward G. Rob-
inson, at right, Yves Montand.

How to kiss your husband
when he thinks ne's kissing
someone else is demonstrated
with devastating effect by
Shirley MacLaine in this fine
comedy film. Who's the fooled
husband? Better wait and seel

Shirley MacLaine, at left,
is the impersonating geisha,and
Yoko Tani is the real thing. It
all makes for a sparkling mix-
up of those complications which
make for uproarious entertain-
ment. It also proves that Miss
Sh iriey MacLaine is undisputed
queen on the screen today where
gay comedy is concerned.

Remember - "My Geisha" has
been f i lmed entirely in Japan

Here is true 'local color' that will add
add boundlessly to the appeal of "My Geisha"
around the world. In the foreground are Bob
Cummings, Yves Montand. Edward G. Robinson
and (partly hidden behind Montand), Shirley
MacLaine.

And here is the 'reverse shot' as Montand,
MacLaine and Cummings react to the wrestling.
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STOCKHOLM - It was a double pleasure to see
"It Started In Naples" here at the Palladium.
In the first place, the film itself was a fine
treat. In the second place, these attractire
Swedish gals, in Italian costumes, ^ve awqy
flowers and oranges to all attendees at the
film’s premiere.

STOCKHOLM - Paramount
production head Martin
Rackin (centre) with Paul
Flodin, general manager
for Sweden, and Mrs. Lil-
iane Lincoln, Paramount

f
ublicity manager for
weden.

COPENHAGEN - Posters
for "Last Train From Gun
Hill" were displayed in
quantity on the stations
qnd in the trains of the
municipal S-Train network.

RIGHT

STOCKHOLM - Gey engage-
ment of "It Started In
Naples" got a fine assist
from a multiple postering
of these green and lumin-
ous yellow posters in the
most important streets.
This street at right is
Hamngatan, one of the most
populated streets in the
city.

STOCKHOIM - Martin Rackin, head of Para-
mount production in the Hollywood studio, inter-
views the young talented Swedish actress,
Christina Schollin, during his recent business
visit here. mm n ii mi

varo lyckliga nog att se filmen i Chicago och
New Rochelle (New York), vid en fBrhandsvi suing

alltsd, instfimmer 1 lovsdngen Bver filmen, vil-
ket var och en kan Bvertyga sig om av uttalan-
den som dterfinnes i detta nummer.

SLUTLI G TRIUMF EFTER
MANGA ARS VANTAN

til
Triumfen fir "One-Eyed Jacks". Vfirldspremifiren

pd Capitol Theatre i New Yqrk City den 30 mars

bevisade fin en gdng att tdlamod IBnar sig nfir

det gfiller inspelningar av stOrre format. Det

lSnade sig vad det gfillde "De tio budorden"

och ihfirdigheten vad betr&ffar den mfiktiga Mar-

lon Brando-filmen om mannen som vigt sitt liv

dt hfimnden sfiger oss fin en gdng att vi har rfitt.

Fog for pdstdendet finns i det hfir numret. D&r

far ni veta litet om och kring tillblivelsen av

"One-Eyed Jacks" frdn det Marlon Brand o-projek-

tet f6rst tog form dr 1955,omedelbart innan

Brando antrfidde sin resa genom Orienten i bor-

jan av 1956. Sedan dess har Brando hunnit re-

sa kors och tvfirs i vfirlden och Bverallt har

han fBrstdtt att pd ett utomordentligt slag-

kraftigt sfitt gBra propaganda for filmen. Den

fir sdledes jacket effektivt forhandsreklamerad,

nfir den inom kort b6r jar sin rundvandring pd

biodukarna runtom i vfirlden.

I fBrra numret hade vi ndjet berfitta litet fak-

fa kring Perlberg-Seatanfilmen "The Pleasure of

His Company", en film a cm vi forresten hunnit

lovprisa en hel del vid det hfir laget. De som

Nyblivne chefen for Paramount International
Films' publicitets- och reklamavdelning ,Charles
P. Juroe, fir tillbaka frdn sin f6rsta nindresa
genom sitt nya verksamhetsffilt. Det framgdr
med all Onskvfird tydlighet av all den fina pu-

bliciteten frdn Syd-Amerika att Mr. Juroe ala-

git ett stort slag inte bara fbr "Psycho", som
ju var frfimsta syftet med resan, utan fiven f6r
Paramount scim sddant. Se vidare text- och
bildmaterial i tidningen.

Sd har vi gl&djen att presentera en annan "re-

sande", som vi fir mycket glada dt att se hfir

ibland oss, nfimligen Indiens K.S. Vaidyanathan,
som de fiesta vet Paramounts general manager
d&r. Under en ldng foljd av dr har vi hfir i

tidningen kunnat publicera mdnga bevis pd hans

skicklighet som sfiljare och reklamman. Vi har
den kfinslan att "6st" kan mota "Vast", i det

fallot fir vdr instfillning en annan fin Kiplings,

och att, inom Paramount-organisationen, "de tvd

alltid har "mbtts".

Annu en resenotis. Martin Rackin, vdr Studios
produktionschef

,
och Russell Holman har varit

utoralands pd jakt efter anvandbara filmideer
och nya at jfimfiranen, vilket ju bddar gott f5r
Paramount-programmet 1962 och framover. De ny-
heter, som de f6rt med sig tillbaka, och de
erfarenheter de samlat komraer, nar de sd smd-
ningom kommer till allmfin kfinnedom, sfikert att

fortreta konkurrentema, men sjfilva har vi all
anledning att se mycket ljust pd franrtiden.
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General Manager Hugo Strainer's first natio-
nal convention of the salesmen, branch manag-
ers and publicity men of Germany was a marked
succesa. The keynote of the meeting was the
enthusiasm generated for the continued
triumphs of "Psycho," "G.I. Blues," "It Started
In Maples" and "The World of Suzie Wong." All
of this as prelude to the announcement of the
release program for 1961/62.

EIN TRIUMPH NACH JAHREN
ANGESPANNTER ERWARTUNG

Und dieeer Triumph heiBt "One-Eyed Jacks". Die
Veltprendere dee Films am 30.1farz im Capitol
Theatre in Mew York City hat erneut bewiesen,
due Geduld zum Erfolg fiihrt. Wir haben diese
Taktik bei den "Zehn Geboten" befolgt, und un-
ere Geduld hat aich such bei Marlon Brando's
gresaartigem Filmwerk gelohnt. Sie werden dafiir

an varachiedenen Stellen in dieser Ansgabe der
Paramount World Beweise finden. Sie werden wei-
terhin -noch von der Bedeutung des Films erfah-

ren, an der "One-Eyed Jacks" noch in vielfacher
dinsieht gewonnen hat, seitdem das Projekt zum
eratenmal 1066 Gestalt annahm, unmittelbar vor

Marlon Brando 'a Reise durch den Orient zu Be-
gihn doa Jahres 1966. Seitdem war Brando in

iolen Teilen der Erde, wo er es niemala ver-
akumt hat, "One-Eyed Jacks" gebiihrend zu erwah-
non, ae dafi der Film in aller Welt mit einer ge-

waltigen Vorreldame anf der Leinwand erscheint.

Im letcten Monat batten wir das Vergniigen, Ih-
nan eine ganze Mengo iiber den Perlberg-Seaton-
Film "The Pleasure of his Company" berichten
zu ktinnen, desaen Lob wir bereits seit Monaten
singon. Dieser Lobgesang hat sich in der Tat
ala aehr einschmeichelnd erwiesen; er wurde be-

reita von vielen Tansenden von Filmbesuchern
anfgenoaaen, die den Film in Chicago und New
Boehelle (New York) in Testvorfuhrungen gesehen
haben und aich aeitdem zu den gliicklichsten

Storbllchen zahlen. Wir haben einige Testkarten
von dieaer Aktion zur Erforschung der Publikums-
moinung in dieaer Ansgabe zur Eenntnis gebracht.

Charles P.Juroe, der kiirzlich zum Pressechef

VIENNA - Entrance
to the celebrated
Fatty's Saloon,known
also as Vienna's
House of Jazz. Here
is where "G.I. Blues"
was given a momentous
send-off in Austria
by 'Fatty' George. A
picture report on the
event appears else-
where in this issue.

COLOGNE, Germany - This is the interior of
the Gloria Theatre here, and the audience is
not there to see "The World of Suzie Wong," as
you oan Judge from the fact that sane seats are
empty. But whatever film they had paid to see,
they certainly got an eyeful of "Suzie Wong,"
which happened to be the upcoming attraction -
and which played to capacity houses.

eeeeeeeeeee

von Paramount International Films ernannt wur-
de, ist von der ersten Reise in seiner neuen
Ei gens chaft zuriickgekehrt. Gemessen an der Welle
von VerSffentlichungen in Siidamerika, Eat Mr.

Juroe offenbar ins Xchwarze getroffen, nicht
nur, was seine Arbeit fur "Psycho" anbetrifft,
dem eigentlichen Zweck seiner Reise, sondern
fur Paramount uberhanpt. Ein paar anasergewohn-
liche Schnappschiisse aus dem Bildmaterial von
seiner Tour aind anf verschiedenen Seiten in
dieser Ansgabe abgebildet.

Eine weitere Reisenotiz soil diesmal die Freude
ansdriicken (urn nicht sehon wieder das Wort
"Vergndgen" zu gebranchen), die wir empfinden,
dafi Indien's K.S.Vaidyanathan endlich in unse-
rer Mitte weilt. Mr.Vaidyanathan ist, wie die
meisten von Ihnen wohl wissen, Paramount's Ge-

neral Manager in Indien. Wir haben jahrelang
die Ergebnisse seiner Verkanfs- und Werbear-
beit in Bildern veroffentlicht und das mit
verstiindlichem Stolz im Hinblick anf seinen
hnnderprozentigen Einsatz fiir Paramount. Es
war schon lamer unsere Uberzeugung, dafi sein
"Osten" sich mit unserem "Westen" treffen wur-
de, zumal wir mit Kipling's Behanptung iiber

den Osten und den Westen nieaals so ganz iiber-

einstisnen konnten und iiberdies mehrfach be-
wiesen wurde, dafi sich in der Paramount Orga-
nisation beide inner irgendwie trafen.

Noch etwas vom Reisen: Martin Rackin, unser
Studio—Produktionschef und Rnssell Holman,
Produktionschef fiir die ostliche Hend sphere,
waren im Ansi and und widmeten sich dort verecni
sehiedenen Unterne£mnngen, die fiir das Para-
mount-Prograan 1962 und zuldinftige Prograsane

grofiartige Voranssagen rechtfertigen. Sie ha-
ben Neuigkeiten adtgebracht, die, in geeigne-
ter Weise verbffentlicht, unseren Konkurrenten
sehlaflose Nicht#

,
unseren Mitarbeitem aber

eitel Freude bereiten werden.

FRANKFURT - One of a fleet of
trucks used to carry the message
of "The World of Suzie Wong" in
those cities which prohibit large
billboard advertising.

Franz Waxman is
composing the musical
score for Shirley
MacLaine's "My Geisha."

The composer has
created (and conducted)
the scores for such
hits as "Rebecca," "Mr.
Roberts" and "Rear
Window.

"

"My Geisha" also
stars Yves Montand,
Edward G. Robinson,
Robert Cummings and Yoko
Tani.

FRANKFURT - For weeks
in advance of the opening
of "It Started In Naples"
at the Turmpalaat, huge
posters of the stature of
the one shown above app-
eared all over the city.
No wonder the Gable-Loren
multi-colored musical ro-
mance was such a hitt
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Everybody is ignorant,
only on different subjects.

Will Rogers

1

A

MILAN - Front of the
Corso Theatre here with a

moat appealing invitation
fr«n Jerry Lewis to come
in and see him in "The
Bellboy.”

MILAN - popular singpr
Nico Fidenco autographs
covers of the record he
waxed on "The World of
Suzie Wong."

RAVENNA . Italy - One of
our favorite cinemas in
all the world is Cinema
Moderno of this city — a
theatre whose management
is ever alive to tne many
benefits of showmanship.
Above is a view of the
Moderno arrayed for the
advent of "It Started In
Naples."

Even the gods cannot
strive against necessity.

Pittacus

Paramount World

LA NOSTRA LUNGA ATTESA
E' STATA COtoPENSATA DA

II trionfo si chiax.e IL ROVESCIO DELLA
MEDAGLIA. Le sue "prime" mondlale el Capitol
di Nuov8 York il 30 Marzo ha confermato una
volte di pito che i trionfi non arrivano b 1-
l’improvviso me che sono di sollto 11 corons-
aento di una lunge, paziente attesa. Noi lo
ebbiemo giA esperimentato con I DIECI COMANDA-
MENTI , ed oggi ce lo prove di nuovo il potente
dramme di Marlon Brando, come potrete voi stes
ai constatare in varie parti del presente nume
ro. Vedrete anche come il march io di grandez-
za che distingue IL ROVESCIO DELLA MEDAGLIA
sia gib un fatto acquisito da anni in tutte le
parti del mondo, polchfe di questo colossale
lavoro si b tanto parlato dappertutto in occs-
sione del diversi viaggi all'eatero, in Orlen-
te e al trove, compiutl da Brando dal 1956 in
pol

,
ciob dopo ch'egli aveva gift oompletato il

progetto di questo suo film. SicchA IL ROVESCIO
DELLA MEDAGLIA arriverA sugli scherml del mon-
do preceduto da una fanfara di risonante pub

-

blicitA.

11 mesa scorso abbiamo avuto il piecere di dar
1 la nostra eccellente oplnione sulla dlver-
tentissima produzlone Perlberg-Seaton IL PIACE
RE DELLA SUA COMPAGNIA di cul vi aveva mo, del

resto, cantato le lodi per meal e mesl. Ebbe-

NAPLES - No matter what other sign was dis-
played here, the sign of the Paramount branch
for "It Started In Naples" topped it. Part of
the permanent Paramount trade mark is visible
above the start of the title at top left.

ne, si vede che la nostra canzone era di quelle

orecchiabili perchA esse & state perfettamente
af ferrate e ripetute dal numeroso pubbllco di

due locali di Cicago e dintorni di Nuova York
il quale si A vista inaspettetamente includere
le prolezione di questo film nel programme del

giorno. In altra parte di questo numero vi

rlproduclamo qualcuno del giudizi espressi in
merito da questo pubbllco, oosi vi renderete

conto della rngnlfice reazione provoc8ta da

queste due sporadiche anteprime.

Il nuovo direttore dell’Ufficio PubblicltA
della Paramount International Films, signor
Charles P. Juroe, ha recenteraente compluto il

TORIN - The Astor Theatre here really put
Elvis Presley’s name, and the title of hiB pic-
ture (’•Cafe Europa") in electric limits when
the Hal Wallis picture showed in super-success-
ful fashion here recently.

vvmmvm
suo primo giro ad elcuni paesi , preciaamente
del Sud America. L'enorme flusso di pubblici-
tA che ci sta pervenendo da quel territorio
dlmostra che la visita del sig. Juroe A atata

benefice, non solo egli effetti di PSYCHO,
scopo precipuo del suo giro, t® per il presti-

gio della Paramount in genere. Qualche illu-
strezione di questo viaggio troverete in varie

sezloni del presente volume.

Altra notizis di viaggi (nonchi sltra occasio-
ne di usare Is parole "Piecere") riguerda la

conoscenza personele che abbiamo finalmante
fatta del nostro direttore generale dalle
Indie, Mr. K.S. Vaidyanathan, vemuto a Nuova
York per qualche giorno. Per anni ed anni

vi abbiamo presenteto nelle nostre colonne i

megnifici risultati di noleggio e lanciamento
msssi in atto da questo funzionario, non aen-
za un certo orgogllo per le sue profonde devo
zione alia Paramount. Ed abbiamo sempre avuto

la certezza che il suo ’Oriente’ ha molto in

comune col nostro ’Occidents' giacchA, in con-
traato alia netta "aeparezione" tre queste
due entitA fatta da Kipling in una sue celebre
poesie, noi abbiamo avuto ample prove, in

seno ell ’organizzazione Paramount, della loro

perfetta "unione”.

Sempre in tema di viaggi, i Sig^. Martin
Rackin a Russell Holman, rl spettivamemte cepi
della produzlone alio Studio di Hollywood ed
a Nuova York, hanno fatto ultimamente un giro
di rlcognizione ell'estero per nuovi soggetti
cinema tografici nonchA elementi artistici.
Di tale giro si evvsnteggerA senza dubbio la

nostra produzlone del 1962 ed anni succeasivi.
I due dirigenti sono tornati lndietro con
notlzie che, quando saranno annunziate, daran
no filo da torcere al nostri concorrenti ma

—

gioie a tuttl i nostri membri.

ROME - The historic Colosseum provides an
unusual background for Paramount's publicity
trailer advertising "The Rat Race."
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SHOWMANSHIP IS a

CINEMA'S BEST

FRI END* * * *

BOGOTA, Colombia - Presentation
of "Jack the Ripper" at the Mexico
and Cataluna Theatres here climaxed a
very thorough showmanship campaign,
one feature of which was the ominous
’pedestrian* shown above. Another
unusual feature of the campaign was a
showing of the film to the police and
judges of Bogota (Just in case there
were any similar cases of depredation
locally. Radio, press, street-painted
signs and special Jumbo sized bullet-
ins were some of the other features
of a most compreh nsive campaign.

MANCHESTER - Here is how the idea
originating in Leeds, and pictured in
last month’s issue, is not only cat-
ching on in connection with showman-
ship for "The World of Suzie Wong,”
but is being expanded. Here are two
Chinese-clad young ladies who had
been followed by another in similar
attire, and who had been photographed
against bevies of onlookers. Photos
had then been placed in the lobby of
the theatre showing "Suzie Wong," and
all individuals who had been circled
in the snapshots were given free ad-
missions to the theatre - after see-
ing the manager.

RIGHT

PARIS - The alway3-cooperative
music stores of this city welcomed the
advent of Elvis Presley In "G. I.
Blues." Here's the window of Bisques
Nation at 13 Place de la Nation.

FRANKFURT, Germany - Premiere
of "The World of Suzie Wong" was
very effectively given a tea
link-up by the management of the
Gloria Theatre. Tea company was
allotted a booth in the Gloria’s
lobby, and comely attendants in
Chinese costume dispensed tea
samples along with Chinese fans
bearing the film’s title.

Showmanship that can be

by-passed by smart exhibitors
was used with 'boomerang' eff-
ect in a large American city
recently.

This showman advertised
that the first 100 women to

attend the theatre on opening
day would receive an exact
duplicate of a costume worn by
Shirley MacLaine in "All In A

Night's Work." He of course

purposely neglected to say

that the costume was a towel.

What the several hundred

women with another interpret-
ation of a 'costume' in mind
had to say about this mislead-

ing gag, can best be left to

the imagination.

LONDON - This double-spread, in color, in

The Cinema Daily of April 5th. carried word of
"The World of Suzie Wong" most effectively into

all quarters of the British film industry. Thus
implementing the resounding publicity gained by
the Ray Stark production in its Plaza premiere.

MANCHESTER, England - This giant-size
standee of Elvis Presley proved the right
kind of crowd-stopper at the Plaza, All
Saints, stopping a house full of fans in-
tent on seeing "G. I. Blues."
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Arriving in Hawaii for the dual purpose of

making "Blue Hawaii" as a Hal Wallis product-

ion for Paramount release, and to appear as

star of a massive benefit performance in aid

of the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial, Elvis Presley

attracted a massive crowd at Honolulu Inter-

national Airport.

Ronald Coulaon and Doris Hunter, two well-
known and popular members of Paramount's head

office staff in London, vere married recently.

"Ron" Coulson, manager of the ad-sales depart-

ment, Joined Paramount in 1929. Doris Hunter
came to Paramount in 1947 as a member of the

statistics department, in which she continues

to serve Presentations were made to Ron and

Doris from head office staff and also from the

departments with which they are connected.

BRANCH NEWS (Continued from Page 20)

*orgot", but never as the "City that Forgot to

Care". A onigfat the Spring Festival begins and

if you were to visit the French Quarter you
would see men and women dressed in old costumes

of yesterday, dancing and tours of the old homes
with the almost forgotten but beautiful patios
kith so many descendants of the French, Spanish
and English, populating New Orleans, we could
hardly forget to remember and enjoy remembering

At the Airport press conference, with Col.
Tom Parker at his side, Elvis told of his deep

pleasure in being privileged to be in a motion
picture that would show Hawaii to the world
more magnificently than any film has done to
date

.

those who have given us this beautiful city.
I wish that all of you could be here to enjoy
this wonderful time with us.-&a**en Humphreys

There are amusing

people who do not inter-

est, and interesting

people who do not amuse

.

Benjamin Disraeli

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The

midnight fans turned out
in force to see Marlon
Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks"
when the picture opened
at the Town Theatre here.
This is the head of the

J
ong queue set to catch
he film from the start.

Dot Records is of course a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, and the Dot

Trade Mark is virtually the Paramount Trade

Mark both in appearance and in fact.

Now Dot president Randy Wood has carried
the association a step farther by signing for

Dot Records a singing group named The Para-

mounts. Shown above is the label on one side of

their first release. On the reverse side is a

tuneful number entitled "You're Seventeen."
The Paramount s sound to our ears like a

very harmonious group.

DOT HAS A COUPLE of grand new records that
tie in very appropriately with the Seaton and
Perlberg happiness film, "The Pleasure of His

Company.

"

Debbie Reynolds, one of the film's co-stars,

has a fine disc with "Just A Little Girl" on

one side, and "Lonely People" on the flip-side.

Tab Hunter, another of the film's co-stars,

has a Dot disc entitled "My Devotion," with
"The Wild Side of Life" on the flip-side.

Dot dealers will have plenty of good disp-

lay material on both of these discs.

Welcomed in traditional fashion. Elvis was
soon so garlanded with leis that his throngs
of admirers could scarcely see his face or
hear his voice.

COMPACTS, INDEED!

Now that the automo-
bile industry in the

United States is referr-
ing to its smaller (but

top-standard ju3t the

same) cars as "compacts,"

Australia is referring

to those Paramount pro-

ductions usually termed

'short subjects,' or

'short features,' in a

similar vein.

In drawing exhibitor
attention to such great

shorter films as "Boata

A Poppin' ," "A Spxjrt Is

Bom," "Carnival in

Quebec," "King of the

Keys" and "Porpx>ise

Po s se , " Paramount ' s d ir-

ector of advertising and

publicity in Sydney,

Alan Wardrope," says:

"These shorter subjects

are truly the 'compacts'

of today's film indust ly"



SUMMER AND SMOKE, Hal Wallis'
finest drama to date, is the story
of a young doctor who knew too much
about life, and the girl next door
who didn't know quite enough.
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CAIRO, Egypt - Audiences at
Cinema Radio here received ad-
monitions in both Arabic (left)
and English about seeing Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho" from the
beginning only. As has been the
case everywhere else, the adm-
onition made very good sense...
It also made for very splendid
business.

9S.

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt - Cinema
Rio here, which experienced a
great success with "Psycho,"
displayed this request to audi-
ences in both French and Arabic.
It is, of course Hitchcock's
faipous plea: "After having seen
the film do not reveal the end-
ing to your friends. It's the
only one we have."

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt — Here, as elsewhere around
the world, security police were employed by the
Cinema Rio to make sure that none disregarded
the admonition that "Psycho" was to be seen by
all members of the audience from the beginning
only.

•59

"PSYCHO"
STAYS 'SOCKO'

BARCELONA, Spain - At bottom of the
page is a view of the mammoth queue of

Spanish fans waiting to see "Psycho"
at the Fantasio Cinema. Here is what
the scene was like at the head of the
queue, at the Fantasio 's entrance.

MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - Crowds
thronging to the Cinema Opera to see

"Psycho" during its memorable Latin
American premiere.

BOLOGNA, Italy:
Crowds fill the
lobby of the Met-
ropolitan Theatre
awaiting the start
of the next per-
formance of the
Hitchcock thrill
film, "Psycho."
Loudspeaker at
left keeps patr-
ons informed of
next starting
time of film.

CAIRO - Two huge posters, each 14x40 feet,
were placed strategically in this city to tell
Cairo picturegoers about "Psycho." The one
shown here was at the Midan (circle) ElMahattah
near the Cairo railway station.

BELOW

BARCELONA, Spain - Although Paramount's head
office for Spain is squarely in the centre of
the scene below, it is the Fantasio Theatre (at
which the attraction is "Psycho"), that is res-
ponsible for this fantastic, endless queue.
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AMSTERDAM - A really
fine musical display for

Elvis Presley and "G. I.

Blues" in the renowned
establishment of Simon i's.

AMSTERDAM - Sabena Air
Lines liked "It Started
In Naples" to the extent
of giving over this entire
window to extolling the
gay and capricious comecfcr.

JAREN VAN INTENS
WACHTEN HEBBEN ONS

EEN TRIOMF GEBRACHT
* * * * *

De triomf heet "One-Eyed Jacks". Zijn we-
reldpremiere in het Capitol Theater in New
York City op 30 Maart bewees wederom hoe
wijs het is geduld te beoefenen als er be-
langrijke dingen op het spel staan. We heb-
ben geduld gehad met "De Tien Geboden", en

ons geduld met dit machtige Marlon Brando
epos van wraak werpt wederom vruchten af.

Op vele plaatsen in dit nummer van Paramount
World vindt U bewijzen van deze wijaheid.

THE HAGUE - A most effective trailer display
for "It Started In Naples" set by the Metropole
Theatre against a very lovely background.

n ii ii it n ii ti

Ook TJ zult iets vememen van de grootheid,
welke via vele kanalen in "One-Eyed Jacks"
is samengebundeld sinds het Marlon Brando
project eind 1955 zijn eerste gestalte kreeg
kort voor Brando's reis door de Orient in

begin 1956. Sinds die tijd is Brando in ve-
le andere delen van de wereld geweest en hy
heeft steeds over "One-<-Eyed Jacks" gespro-
ken, zodat de film thans reeds met een gro-
te bekendheid de wereld ingaat.

AMSTERDAM - Here is
evidence of the spirited
fashion in which some of
the local bookstores tied
in with the engagement of
"It Started In Naples" at
the Tuschinski Theatre.

One cool judgment is

worth a thousand hasty
councils. The thing to

do is to supply light

and not heat.
Vfoodrow Wilson

Vorige maand hadden wij het genoegen U reeds

een en ander te kunnen vertellen over
Perlberg-Seaton' s vrolijke film "The Plea-
sure of his Company", een film, waarover wy
reeds vele lange maanden loftuitingen uit-
ten. En wij hebben gelijk gehad, want de

film is tijdens previews in Chicago en New
Rochelle (New York) door duizenden filmbe-

AMSTERDAM - The trailing trailer is now an

established (and very practical) part of the

showmanship of this country. Here is the one

used by the famous Tuschinski Theatre for "It

Started In Naples."
it it ii tin ti ••

zoekers met een enorm enthousiasme ontvang-
en, bezoekers, die zich zelf thans tot de
gelukkige stervelingen rekenen, omdat zij in
de gelegenheid werden gesteld deze film te
kunnen zien. Een aantal van de preview kaar-
ten zijn in dit nummer opgenomen.

De kortgeleden benoemde Charles P.Juroe is

terug van zijn eerste territoriale tour als
director of advertising, publicity and show-
manship for Paramount International Films.
Het is duidelijk door de vloed van publici-
teit uit Zuid-Amerika, dat Mr.Juroe daar
zeer goed werk heeft verricht, niet alleen
voor "Psycho", de directe aanleiding tot zyn

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN A REAL ANIMAL
THRILLER UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN SUPER-
STARRED, MULTI-ANIMALED "HATARI!"

reis, doch voor Paramount in het algemeen.
Op diverse pagina's in dit nummer vindt U

foto's van deze reis.

Een andere reisnotitie (evenals een ander ge-

bruik van het woord "Plezier") betreft de

emotie, die wij voelen door eindelijk India's
K.S.Vaidyanathan in ons midden te hebben.
Mr.Vaidyanathan is, zoals velen van U weten,
Paramount '8 general manager in India. Sinds
vele, vele jaren hebben wij foto's in onze
kolommen gebracht, die getuigden van zijn
showmanship en salesmanship, met altijd de
Btilzwi jgende trots, die wij voelden in de

diepte van zijn toewijding voor Paramount.

ROTTERDAM - The beautiful establishment of
Sabena Air Lines gave some of its very valuable

space to the Thalia Theatre's effective announ-
cement on "It Started In Naples."

ii ii n »t it it it

Wij hebben altijd gevoeld, dat zijn "Oosten"
ons "Westen" zou ontmoeten, daar wij altijd
overhoop hebben gelegen met Kipling's bewe-
ring over het Oosten en het Westen en al-
tijd overweldigende bewijzen hebben gehad,
dat in de Paramount organisatie "de tweetal-
len" elkaar altijd 'bntmoeten".

Nog een reisnotitie. Martin Rackin, ons
Studio productiehoofd, en Russell Holman,
productie hoofd voor het Oosten, zijn naar
het buite^land geweest op zoek naar nieuwe
onderwerpen en talenten, hetgeen veel goeds
belooft voor het Paramount programma van

1962 en de daarop volgende jaren. Zij heb-

ben nieuws mee teruggebracht dat, als het

op de juiste wijze wordt uitgebracht, ver-

driet zal doen aan onze oonourrenten, maar
vreugde zal geven aan onze leden.
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AFRICAN ANIMALS MAKE
SPECTATORS OF HUMANS
IN COLORFUL "HAT AR t

STUDIO PARTY

The return of the "Hataril " produc-

tion unit to the Hollywood studio after

many months of shooting in Africa was
marked by one of the most unusual rec-

eptions in the film city's history. For

the first time, animals were both guests

and members of the "receiving line, "and

the attending press really had a 'field

day' from the news standpoint.

Red Buttons lost no time in turning
the very friendly and cooperative
"Tembo" into an elephan-taxi - with
no charges for trunks.

And then "Tembo" Joined Elsa Mart-
inelli and John Wayne for a spot of
elephan-tea. -Qr

Elsa Martinelli's gracious

gaiety with 'Tembo,' the baby
elephant, keynoted the unique
character of this most unusual
Hollywood studio party. There
is an innate sagacity attribut-
ed to elephants, but not even
the wise parents of "Tembo"
could have imagined a year ago
that their child was destined
for a star-studded film career
in a far distant place called
Hollywood.

Paramount's general manager
in India, K.S.Vaidyanathan, was
certainly in his element as he
fortuitously timed his studio
visit to coincide with this
'jungle jamboree.' He was able
to tell producer-director How-
ard Hawks that, having seen a
lot of the film's footage, the
thrilling "Hataril" would be a
massive success in his territory.

Hardy Kruger brought as his "very-
special guest" an attractive three-
year-old cheetah named "Sonia," who
seemed to require a spot of handling.
That's producer-director Howard Hawks£ the background).

Howard Hawks with Michele Giradon
and her very unusual and interesting
little friend, a hyrax named "Croaky."

Bruce Cabot's "party friend" was a
wise and pensive baboon named "Kees."



This is Showmanship Plus --an

authentic Chinese junk sailing the

water-ways of Stockholm, Sweden, in

the interests of "Karlek i Hong

Kong" . . . ot herw i se known as "The

World of Suz i e Wong .

"



..a story as explosive
as a sudden
descent i nto
Hell!



This
Trade Mark
is Proudly
D i splayed
on a Great,

Great
Motion
Picture
"ONE-EYED
JACKS",*,,,
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LONDON ENTHRALLED AND EXCITED

BY SPELL OF "ONE-EYED JACKS"
"One-Eyed Jacks" had its first premiere outside of the

United States in London June 15th. It caught the public

fancy instantly, and as we go to press the Marlon Brando
starring film is a huge success at the Plaza Theatre. Below

is the first of many cables to New York from Russell W.

Hadley, Jr., assistant managing director in? London, and

specifically in charge of the merchandising of "One-Eyed
Jacks" in the United Kingdom:

EUROPEAN PREMIERE M ONE-EYED JACKS" LAST

EVENING LONDON PLAZA BRILLIANT SUCCESS.

AUDIENCE REPRESENTING EVERY SECTION OF

PUBLIC WAS COMPLETELY ENTHRALLED BY

TENSE UNFOLDING OF STORY, SUPERB ACTING

AND MAGNIFICENT COLOUR AND SETTINGS AS

EVIDENCED BY SPONTANEOUS APPLAUSE DURING

AND AT CONCLUSION OF PERFORMANCE STOP

CONFIDENT THIS GREAT FILM WILL JUSTIFY

EVERYONES EXPECTATIONS ON UNITED KINGDOM

PLAYOFF. WORD OF MOUTH ADVERTISING WILL

BE TERRIFIC. HADLEY

LONDON - The Plaza glowed, the notable a

swept up to the marquee usually reserved for
performances under royal patronage, and the

?
reat and wonderful public blocked the streets
or blocks around as "One-Eyed Jacks" started

an era of world conquest as one of the out-
standing adventure epics of the decade.

TOP RIGHT

Managing Direc-
tor F.E. Hutchinson
with Lady Audley.

RIGHT

Baron de Roth-
schlle. Lord and
Lady Mancroft and
Baroness de Roth-
schlle at the
"One-Eyed Jacks"
Plaza premiere.

The Cover ....
This is the nerve-rasping

stuff of which "Hataril" ia
made. The super-thrilling
Howard Hawks production is
packed with it.

Photo was made by Susan
Greenberg, special camera-
woman engaged for the film.
She not only got the picture
- she lived to develop it.

At the Plaza
premiere .Barone ss
Ravensdale is wel-
comed by Russell
W. Hadley, Jr.

u umuum
frfrwnWW

ADDITIONAL
NEWS OF THE

SPECTACULAR
LONDON PREMIERE

OF ONE-EYED

JACKS WILL BE

FOUND ON p.32.

I
•



Appointed Chairman of the

Executive Committee

Edwin L. Weisl, a partner of Simpson, Thacher k
Bartlatt and for 20 yeara a director of Paramount
Picture* Corporation, has been elected chairman of the

executive committee of Paramount, succeeding Stanton
Griffis.

Mr. Welsl served for the past three years as chief

counsel for the Johnson Preparedness Committee of the
U.S. Senate. He is a director of the One William Street

Fund, Union and American News Co., and the U.S.Vitmaln

Corp. He is also a trustee of New fork Law School and

a director of the School of General Studies, Columbia
University.

Mr. Griffis, who served as chairman of Paramount's
executive committee for 25 years, will continue as a

director and member of the executive committee.

PARAMOUNT STOCKHOLDERS LEARN OF COMPANY

STATURE AT INTERESTING ANNUAL MEETING

Elected a

3 1 rector
PAUL E. MANHglg

Paul E. Mkhhelm, a par-

tner of Lehman Brothers,
has been elected a director

of Paramount Pictures Cor-
poration.

Mr. Manhelm is a direc-
tor of Western Union Tele-
graph Co., Ekco Products
Co., Security Title Insur-
ance Co., One William Str-
eet Fund and the Lehman
Corporation.

Tuesday June 6th, in the New York
home office. Paramount President Barney
Balaban delivered a most interesting
and incisive report to the company's
stockholders at the annual meeting. He

was accompanied on the dais solely by
Edwin L. Weisl, newly elected Chairman
of the Executive Committee.

Marking a quarter of a century as

president of Paramount Pictures, Mr.

Balaban reported to the stockholders
that during the past 25

changes in the scope of

have been tremendous."

Chromatic Color Tube, Telemeter,
Autometric Corporation,KTLA were some
of the operational phases reported on
in addition to film production and dis-
tribution activities.

years "the

our operations

Page One of The Film Dally

the following day, June 7th.,

proclaimed a very pertinent
fact about the company which
grew to world eminence on the

merit of its filme.

Vice-president Paul Raibourn speak-
ing to the Paramount Pictures Corporat-
ion stockholders at the annual meeting
on June 6th during the demonstration of
the Laurence Chromatic Color Tube. TV
receiver in centre is for black and
white; side receivers contain Chromatic
tubes and show simultaneously with black
and white tube the same subject in glo-
wing natural colors. Chromatic tube can
also receive same picture in black and
white with same picture quality as top
black and white receiver.

'I
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Chromatic Color Set

Demonstrated by Para.

’’Summer and Smoke” flash
On Wednesday, June 21, Hal Wallis' "Summer and

Smoke" was screened at the studio for the important
exhibitors operating first-run theatres in the Los
Angeles area.

Thursday morning, 7 a.m. Los Angeles time, Neal
East was on the phone to New York, calling Sidney G.
Deneau. assistant general sales manager of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., to voice the bubbling,
irrepressible enthusiasm of every exhibitor present.
In Neal's words, "the enthusiasm was unprecedented,
in that the exhibitors ' iterally cheered the picture
at its end. It was theii unanimous feeling that Summer
and Smoke is one of the greatest pictures ever prod-
uced by our studio, or any other studio."

When Neal returned to his office after the scree-
ning, he had a booking call from every exhibitor who
had seen the picture.
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BALTIMORE - Manager Larry Jacobs of the Charles Theatre
rewards Mr. and Mrs. Charles Manger for jointly providing
the 100,000th patron to attend showings of "The World of
Suzie Wong". (Actual winner was undoubtedly Mrs. Manger,
who would naturally precede her husband into the theatre).
Their winnings included an air conditioner, a year's pass
to all Fruchtman theatres, and a banquet for four at Jimmy
Wu's New China Inn.

24-WEEK RUN AND 100,000
PATRONS CHARACTERIZE
BALTIMORE ENGAGEMENT OF
"WORLD OF SUZIE WONG"

TVENTYF0UR weeks and one hundred thousand
PATRONS - that was the sensational success won
by "The World of Suzie Wong" at the Fruchtman
Charles Theatre in Baltimore when the William
Holden-Nancy Kwan romantic film closed its run
on June 7th. At right
is one of the newspaper
advertisements appear-
ing as the approach of
the 100,000th patron
came near. This ad was
but one facet of a most
comprehensive showman-
ship campaign put on
for the picture by the
Fruchtman Circuit, of
which the Charles is

one of the chief thea-
tres It was a great piece of work, and the

strongest evidence of this was to be found in

what happened to "The World Of Suzie Wong" in

Baltimore even after it had run 24 weeks in the

Charles, and even after more than 100,000 per-

sons had seen it. Let's have the story in the

words of Paramount's Washington branch manager,

Herb Gillis:
"Immediately after the termination of the

24-week engagement of SUZIE WONG at the Charles

During the 24-week engagement of
"The World of Suzie Wong" at the
Charles Theatre, many interesting and
beguiling advertisements were used in
the Baltimore press. One such ad,when
the paid admissions had touched the
66,274 mark, is shown above.

Another ad, tied in with Jimmy
Wu's New China Inn, was virtually a
free admission to the Charles, with
the matter of a translation made very
easy. (At the Inn itself, cards on
tables indicated that waiters would
provide free translations).

Theatre in Baltimore, we opened a 30-theatre
and drive-in sub-run break.

"The grosses for the first 4 days are

blockbusters, and our results will compare fav-

orably with any sub-run break we have ever had

on a Paramount picture.
"We had a co-op advertising campaign high-

lighted by newspaper ads which simply headlined

'Suzie Is Now Near You'."

Across AustralU
Australian triumph in every respect, according to a cable recei-

ved by Paramount International president James E. Perkins from

Australia's managing director, Robert L. Graham. The triumph is

a direct offshoot of the wonderful showmanship campaign that the

Australian Paramounteers gave the Ray Stark production. News is

as follows:
"SUZIE" WEEKEND RESULTS AS FOLLOWS: BARCLAY, MELBOURNE, SET

ALL TIMe OPENING RECORD INCLUDING "COMMANDMENTS. " PICCADILLY

PERTH ALL TIME OPENING RECORD AND BIGGEST ADVANCE BOOKING IN

HISTORY THEATRE. MAJESTIC ADELAIDE ALL TIME OPeNING RECORD.

WINTERGARDEN BRISBANE BIGGeST SINCE "COMMANDMENTS. " STRAND NEW-

CASTLE BIGGEST SINCE "COMMANDMENTS." SECOND WeeK AT PRINCE ED-

WARD SYDNEY WILL BEAT PREVIOUS ALL TIMe FIRST WeeK ReCORD
FIGURE. WITH LOVE FROM SUZIE, ReGARDS GRAHAM
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SHOWMANSHIP SEMINAR
PRECEDES HISTORIC
LAUNCHING OF "THE

LADIES' MAN" ON THE

R. K. 0. CIRCUIT
Film distribution history was made in

the booking of Jerry Lewis' "The Ladies'

Man" over the R.K.O. Circuit in New York.
To Implement this development. Paramount
held a showmanship seminar in the head
office projection room under the direct-
ion of Martin S. Davis, national director
of advertising, publicity and exploitat-
ion. Jerome Pickman, general sales manag-
er of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
opened the meeting, and Jerry Lewis, in

person, attended the complete session and

demonstrated his ready willingness to
participate in every phase of the film's
showmanship campaign.

Attendants at the seminar comprised all

important members of R.K.O. 's advertising,
publicity and showmanship departments.

STARS IN THE NEW

JerfyhswiS
LadiQfMan

FILM

PAT STANLFf

'\\ \
f \

\ i

'

!

LAUGH METER
Watch the
Laughs Grow
AS MOOT PEOPLE

' 9

COME TO SEE

Jerry Lewis
Newest Laugh Hit

500000

Jerry
Lewis
'ik Ladies
Man'

One ofthemamr showmanship devices
on display was this Laugh Meter with
a scale measuring the "Ladies* Man"
laughs into the millions.

IMIC*
RKO WELCOMES JERRY LEWIS !

IN HIS FUNNIEST HIT
.... . a eeipept I I U'

MELVIN Tut flOPlST

And here was a marquee suggestion
taken right from an actual incident
in the picture itself.

LEFT . Effective cover of one of the
most comprehensive showmanship port-
folios we have ever seen. It encomp-
asses the complete comprehensive cam-
paign worked out between the Kroehler
Furniture Company and Paramount Pict-
ures. Kroehler furniture is used al-
most exclusively in "The Ladles* Man"
and as a result Kroehler dealers ev-
erywhere are ever-ready to cooperate
with Paramount field representatives,
and with exhibitors showing "The
Ladies' Man." Copies of the priceless
showmanship portfolio have been sent
to all Paramount field representatives.

Jerry Lewis sitting
in with the RKO Theatres
representatives at the
showmanship seminar. With
him is Martin Davis, Par-
amount's national director
of advertising, publicity
and exploitation.

Charles Oelreich,RKO
Theatres Division M&nagv,
and Jerry I^wis. BELOW

Michael Edelstein.RKO
Theatres Division Manager,
and Jerry Lewis.

(More RKO executives
with Jerry on Page 35).
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NEWS AND PICTURES FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN BRANCHES...

The worlds greatest

need... is mutual confid-

ence. No human being

ever knows all the sec-

rets of another's heart.

Yet there is enough con-

fidence between mother

and child, husband and

wife, buyer and seller.,

to make social life a

practical possibility.

Confidence may be risky,

but it is nothing like

so risky as mistrust.
Arnold J. Toynbee

SPIN TME LAUGH WHEEL!
/f/T5/OPS AT TUQ UPAD OfJQTDYLEWIS

'tOU will ota*vt A PRK GUEST TICKET

JACKSON V I LLfc.1 Friday,. May 19 ended em-

This is Abner, star,
hero, protagonist and
Just about everything
else in the sparkling
2-reel short feature,
"Abner the Baseball."

(See Page 15 for
further details).

ployment at Paramount for Walter Mock. Walter

began with Paramount in August of 1949# as

assistant shipper. He later moved to the book-

ing office as a contract clerk, at his resig-

nation, Valter's position with Paramount was as

salesman. It is with a great deal of sadness

that we in Jacksonville acknowledge that Walter

has left. He resigned to gp into a field other

than the motion picture business.

Spring has sprung in Jacksonville, and the

vaather ia wonderful. The fish are biting, and

the days are hot once again. We, in Jacksonville,

are approaching the opening, of "One-Iyed Jacks

We are approaching this event with a great deal

of excitement, for we feel that Paramount has

here, a motion picture destined to be great.

Shortly afterwards "The Ladies' Man" will open

in this territory, and we are, as always, ex-

pecting the greatest of Mr. Lewis. So far he

has not failed us, and indications are, this

one will surpass all previous performances.

Film now is still buzzing with the performance

of "The World of Suzie Wong". This is a won-

derful motion picture, and has certainly proved

itself at the box office.

As PARAMOUNT WEEKS approach, we are realiz-

ing, more and more each day, the 100% coopera-

tion we always receive from our exhibitors, in

placing the Paramount Trademait on every screen

in this territory during PARAMOUNT WEEKS. We

expect to report, in the very near future that

this has been accomplished in Jacksonville,

It would be unforgiveable to close our col

umn without making mention of "The Pleasure Of

His Company". This is one of the most delight-

f\il pictures we have ever seen, and promises to

be one of the big grossers of this time

-Herman Allen

One of the many very

effective showmanship
devices on display at the

showmanship seminar hero

for "The Ladies' Man' at

Paramount head office in

New York earlier this
month and reported on

Page 5.

Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens, as a pair

of curious-about-life characters in "Too Late

Blue e," subject their romantic notions to the

seamier side of Big City life - with results

almost too explosive for them to cope with.

To the nine lovely females here, Jerry lewis

is saying "Neinl" - or a word to that effect..
In a sense the tableau symbolizes part of the

theme of "The Ladies' Man " in which Jerry is

called upon to spurn all devoted, dedicated -

and determined - feminine sympathy. Until, ’of

course, the breaking point (or perhaps it was
a boiling point) is reached.

Anyway, it's all in good fun — good and
plenty. Ir you don't laugh at this one, you re

not all there! But you wish you were!

•irrarrm May 14-15 we were honored with

a visit from our Home Office executive and fxinlj

Mr. E. C. DeBerry. Having been our branch me-

ns ger a few years ago, it was a pleasure to

again remew our association. The two days with

Mr. DeBerry were filled with activity - going

you^ , m n n ii ii n ii ti it n n i' " ii H ii H " <* ii

over Form 15' s with the salesmen and bookers,
conducting meetings, private conferences with
Branch Manager Meier plus greeting and conferr-
ing with circuit heads and exhibitors.

On Saturday, April 29th we turned out in ful

force for the marriage of Booker Morris Hail to
Miss Patricia Sanford at Trinity Episcopal Churh
in Covington, Kentucky. Morris and Pat are now
ensconced in a lovely newly furnished apartment.
Former employees have called in to report the
arrival of the stork. Carol Fahmbach, former
branch manager's secretary, and Carole Harrison,
former receptionist, each delivered a baby boy

Madge Crabtree, branch manager's secretary,
surprised us when she arrived for work wearing
a beautiful dalmond ring. She is engaged to
marry Mr. Robert Gwinners. No wedding date has
been set.

Several dates have been coming in on "Con-
spiracy Of Hearts" "The Savage Innocents", and
"Foxhole In Cairo" on the strength of the
shortened running time. Exhibitors were all
pleased with the revision.

Needless to say, all Drive-In operators share

our enthusiasim for the beautiful sunny summer
weather thich has arrived at long last. With
the line-up of product, plus action we are get-

ting for Paramount Weeks, we are looking for-
ward to a successful 1961 Drive-In season.

The Theatre Owners Circuit, a local buying
and J*bo«ring combine, came thru with ten sheets

of &ort subject dates, totaling 250—many of
than in Paramount Weekel

-Lillian Ahern

” Pleasure M

MOTION PICTURE HERALD said

"The Pleasure of His Company" is such a
diverting romp that it is sure to win the
approval of the patrons and enrich the ex-

hibitor who plays it. Set in San Franeisco,
the film is a aeries of comic situations
and robust repartee that kept the preview
audience laughing all the way.
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THE SAGA OF

PERLBERG
AND SEATON!

The happy circumstance

of their initials — "P"

for Perlberg and product;

»S" for Seaton and success

is proven over and over

as one reviews the hits

given the world’s screen

audiences by this pair of

creators.
Just before departing

for Europe to resume prod-

uction on "The Counterfeit

Traitor," Mr. Perlberg in

New York spoke most constr-

uctively to the trade press

on the eve of the premiere

of "The Pleasure of Hi®

Company.

"

Before flying to Copenhagen. William
Perlberg met the trade press in Para-

mount 1 s board room in New York. He re-
constructed the making of "The Pleasure

of His Company," reported on the status

of "The Counterfeit Traitor." and ann-
production plans in connection with the

upcoming "Night Without End" and "The

Hook." He also spoke of the unit's
pride in having "The Pleasure of His
Company" America's invitation film for
the Berlin Festival. With him above,at

left, is Martin Davis, Paramount's nat-
ional director of advertising, publicity

and exploitation; at right,James Denton,

Perlberg-Seaton publicity manager.

NEW YORK - The queues at the radio City Music Hall for "The Pleasure of

lis Company" have been delightful
delightfully patient, and d

friends the news that this

NEW YORK - Prior to departing for

Europe with partner George Seaton to

resume filming of "The Counterfeit
Traitor," producer William Perlberg
conferred with Russell V. Downing,
managing director of the Radio City
Music Hall, at left. This was prior

to the highly successful premiere of

Perlberg-Seaton' e "The Pleasure of
His Company," which even now is de-
lighting hundreds of thousands of
New Yorkers, and millions of others
through the multiple runs of the
picture across the country.

RIGHT

William Holden and Lilli Pal-
mer, co-starring in Perlberg-
Seaton 's"lhe Counterfeit Traitor, 11

seem destined for Academy Award
nominations.

— i/ne oi tne linear pxocoo ui suuwnuuiouxp
registered anywhere in behalf of "The Pleasure of His
Company" was this one right in the heart of the city,
at State and Madison Streets, on one of the busiest
comers in the world. This stunt, signalling the
opening of the bridal season, had a model wearing the
Debbie Reynolds dress, and a male model garbed in
Gingiss top hat and cutaway. All four Chicago newspa-
pers and WGN-TV covered the 3tunt, which was arranged
ointlv between the famous department store, Carson
irie Scott & Co., Aaron D. Cushman and Associates,
public relations: and Paramount. The stunt was tied

with a wonderful "Pleasure Of His Company" window
display by Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

To
Pi

fX



^"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
CONTINUES TO DEMONSTR-
ATE ENDURING GREATNESS

It is fitting indeed that the page of
this magazine which has carried so much
news about the wonderful and dignified
showmanship that was associated with "The
Ten Commandments," should carry the ann-
ouncement of an international poster con-
test designed solely with our industry’s
progress in mind.

The attention of all publicists is
directed to this announcement, and also
to the special message at lower left of
the page, written by Charles P. Juroe,in
charge of international public relations.

CAXIAS DO SUL, Brazil - This magnificently impressive front of
the Guarany Theatre was one of the major reasons contributing to
the breaking of all house records by the cinema when it showed the
mighty Cecil B. DeMille production earlier this month.

^®Por’'^n8 the event, A. Stephen Clug, general manager for

i£u
Z 8a^ :

tr^® war® able to utilize the impressive standees for
The Ten Commandments' from one of our previous key city engage-

ments, a practice which we follow whenever possible and thus nave
been able to give this smaller situation an unprecedented front-
of-house display."

1961 M3TICH PICTURE POSTER DESIGN COMPETITION

Sponsored by

The International Film Relations Coomittee

of the Motion Picture Association of America

ENTRIES: Posters to be eligible in this competition must

be from original art prepared outside of the
United States for films released by members of

the Motion Picture Association in the U. S. as

veil as in other countries. Though the general

theme of an American piece of art may be fol-
lowed, a competing poster must be an original
presentation. Each company may enter as many
as six posters from one or more countries and

from one or more pictures. The name of the
artist should be included vith the entry.

DATES: Posters prepared between January 1, 1961 and

October 30, 1961 will be eligible. Posters

should be submitted to each company's home of-

fice in New York before November 1, 1961. Fol-

lowing screening and selection at the home of-

fice, official entries should be deposited with

the Motion Picture Association, 28 West U4th

Street, New York 36, N. Y., attention: Taylor
M. Mills....by November 1st, 1961.

SIZE OF The posters submitted as entries should be ap-

POSTrJlS: proxlmately the size of a one-sheet poster and

not larger than 40" x 55»" (101.6 x 130.7 cm)

JUDGES: A coomittee of three commercial artists, not
associated with the motion picture industry —
l.e., J. Walter Thompson, McCann-Erlcksan and

BBD&O, vlll select the winning entries.

PRIZES: The first prize will be a plaque and will be

presented to the distributor located in the
foreign country where the poster originated.
The name of the artist will be Included on the

plaque. Certificates of Honorable Mention vlll

be awarded to three additional posters selected

by the Judges.

SYDNEY - "The Ten Command-
ments" is still ranging far
and wide in Australia. And the
film is still coming up with a
wide variety of instances of
attendances far exceeding the
populations of towns setting
these records.

One such recent instance
occurred at Burrill Lakes, on
New South Wales' south coast,
where the population is 250.
However, 924 persons saw the
Cecil B. DeMille production -

representing 37056.

Charles P.Juroe. Para-
mount International’s dir-
ector of advertising and
publicity, has alerted all
territories on this poster
contest at right. He has
emphasized the restrictions
and emphasized the limit-
ations.

His letter hopes that a
Paramount poster wins top
prize, and naturally we
voice that same hope.

But whatever the out-
come we have a wealth of
space reserved already for
the reproduction of many
of the outstanding Param-
ount entries.



"ALL IN A NIGHT

NEWS TO BRITISH

LONDON - Whiteleys of Bayswater,
one of London's top department stores,
really went to town with towels In
their extremely effective tie-up with
the Plaza Theatre's hit film. Display
was right within the store and inclu-

I ded five scenes from the film. It was
arranged by Tony Reddin' s London show-
manship department. Actually the dis-
play began as a window show for a
week, then was transferred to a prom-
inent spot in the store for 3 weeks.

BIRMINGHAM - When "All In A
Night's Work" played the ABC Bristol
Road a leading hairdressing establ-
ishment loaned a model who paraded
on the stage following the trailer.
Suitably clad in a fluorescent total,
she caused quite a stir!

'S WORK" IS GOOD

EXHIBITORS

NO SMOKING

LONDON - This vital 'bulkhead' spot

in the London buses had never before
been used by a film company. So Para-
mount took the spot in 1,000 of the
renowned vehicles and brought word of
"All In A Night ' s Work" to the atten-
tion of millions of bus travellers —
the same buses bringing vast flocks oi

Londoners to the Plaza to see the Hal
Wallis hit comedy.

IN A NUTSHELL APPRAISAL of "All In A

Night's Work" by London's Daily Cinema:

That darling girl, Shirley MacLaine,
stamps this breezy comedy of errors with

special brand of dizzy magic. Infallible

co-star team and racy plot make it an

excellent box-office proposition. With
the two stars to bless it, it can't fail

to catch the public's fancy.

LONDON - The picture was "All In
a Night's Work," but lots of London-
ers had to make it "All in a day's
work" to get into the Plaza Theatre
to see this highly successful Hal
Wallis eye-winking comedy.

(Note that the queues stretch in
both directions, and later make right
angle turns, so that the camera shows
only a fraction of the people seeking
admission to the Plaza).

This is one of the turning points
in the Plaza queue, looking towards
the front of the theatre at left.

DUBLIN, Eire - The Atlas Furnishing
Co. on Henry Street gave this effect-
ive window display for "The Greatest
Show on Earth" when Cecil B.DeMille's
film played the Capitol recently.

KIRGATE, Wakefield - The Willow
Pattern Chinese Restaurant had a
special "Suzie Wong" dish on the
menu. Cheongsam-clad waitresses are
shown trying to persuade customers
to sample it.

Stunt was part of showmanship
campaign of tne Essoldo Circuit's
Wakefield Playhouse.
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ESTaO CONoSCO, iviA I S U1V1A VEZ,
OS DIAS DE l ND I SCUT I V EL ALTA
produced da paramount*, *****
Nestes ultimas semanas tamos apreciado muitos

axamplos da supremacia da produqSo da Paramount

e qua nos deixaram chaios da mais poderosa con-

fianqa. ‘ftsses axamplos prov9m do novo padrSo do

produto qua astd fluindo do a studio am respos-
ta ao apelo — "daem-nos boas pelfculas a pode-

hds mostrar-lhes altos apurados*1
!

One of the finest
newspaper and magazine
campaigns we have ever
seen on a single picture

has come in from Portu-

I

gal. The picture: "It

|
Started in Naples."

Sleek, slinky, svelte
young woman of the city
of New York - that's Aud-
rey Hepburn in "Breakfast
At Tiffany's."

Back in 1946, Fred
Astaire, with a flourish,

announced his "retire-
ment" from the screen.
Since then he has made a

total of ten films - the

tenth one being "The

Pleasure of His Company."

BRASILIA, Brazil - Mr. Luis Severiano Rib-
eiro,Jr. (at left), one of the nation's fore-
most exhibitors, together with Paramount's
general manager for Brazil, A. Stephen Clug.
receiving the former Mayor of Brasilia and Mrs.

Israel Plnheiro at the avant-garde premiere of
"Psycho" in the Brasilia Theatre.

### Ume deasas demonstrates proveio da reoente
exlbito em privado do soberbo drama Hal Hallit
denominado "Sumner and Smoke", no qual temos os

artistes Laurence Harvey e Geraldine Page como

principals do elenco. Ha meses quo recebemos as

mais calorosas afirmaqSes qu® esta fita ve-
ria provar ser o melhor drama de Mr. 'flallis, de
toda a sua longa lista de realizaqBes. Pols a

exibiqSo respectiva, feita a 29 do passado,pro-
vou que a informaqHo nHo fora exage rada.

## Male ainda, como prove da versatilldade de

Mr. Wallis, temos dele "Blue Hawaii", que nSo so

nos mostra Elvis Presley na sua melhor forma e

grande interpreted
»
cantando 13 canqffes, como

ostenta o fundo pictorico estupendo da esplendi-
da ilha do Facffico, que e uma festa para os a-
precladores das lindas paisagens. Vlndo em se-
gulmento a popular coms'dia "Saudadea de urn Pra-
cinha", essa nova fita de Presley serb capaz de

bater novos re'cordes de bilheteria.

### Os nossos bons amigos William Perlberg e

George Seaton, estSo agora de barabens. 0 moti-
vo disso sffo os aplausos recebidos pela exibi-
qHo em privado da sua esplendida come'dia "Papal
Boa-Vida" e logo sua apresentaqSo no Mo dlspu-
tado Radio City de Nova York e subsequentemente
em centenas de cinemas por todo o pais... S de-
pois, os mesmo produtores de "supers" continuam
na Suecia e Dinamarca obtendo mais cor local e

mais animaqgo para a sua comedia "Falso Traldar"
cuja exiblqSo esta escalade, com altos augvirloa
para o ano de 1962.

SANTIAGO, Chile - Scene in the lobby of the
Rex Theatre as important RCA-Victor executives
assembled for a special screening of Elvis
Presley's "G. I. Blues." From left: Alfredo
Patino, Paramount publicity manager; Paramount
manager Juan Laupheimer; Herbert Neumann, man-
ager of the RCA-Victor record division^ Miguel
Plncheira, manager of the Rex; Luis Azua, pub-
licity manager of RCA-Victor.

With Victor's cooperation. 15 store windows
were secured to feature the film's long-play
album, which went on sale 4 weeks before the
picture's opening. An instant hit was Presleys
singing of "Wooden Heart," which promptly sat-
urated the radio waves, proving to be one of
the greatest song hits in years.

### Baseados no proximo exito da produqfio Steve

Parker "My Geisha", com Shirley MacLaine no pa-

pel da protagonists, se vSo ultimando os con-

tratos da Sachiko Productions de Mr. Farker com

a Paramount Pictures Corporation para a films -

qgo de varies fitas nos prdximos cinco anos nos

Estados Unidos e no JapBo. Sste piano servlra,

como se ve, para aumentar o. programs de destri-

buiqBo de produqSes pela nossa marca em imsdia-

to futuro, dando-lhe tambem mais prestfgio.

### A prime ira prove de grande exito, obtida fo-
ra dos Estados Unidos pelo belo films de Marlon
Brando, "A Face Oculta", teve lugar a 16 de Ju-

nho, no Plaza Teathre de Londres. Na nossa prb-

Uma ediqSo daremos uma reportagem sobre esse e

outros eventos importantes do mss. E em meiados

de Julho havsra em Tdqulo a estreia de gala do

mesmo grandioso trabalho de Mr. Brando. Em de-

vido tempo daremos disso uma notfcia complete.

### As novas chegadas de Hollywood incluem per-

sonalidades e feitos em torno do novo produto e

sua mere ha de sxbcuijBo. Por examplo, em associ-

aqSo com Yul Brynner verencs o Jovem ator— Sal

Mineo na produqBo "Appointment in Bahrain", uma

brilhar.te histbria de aventura. Aquela outra a-

ventura dramatics, "HatariJ", que Howard Hawks

esta filmando para as delfcias do grande publi-

co mindial, lnclul uma Jovem artista de quern se

pode e spe rar um belo futuro: trata-se de Miche-

le Girardon, possuidora de uma personalidade es-

plendente d9 que a tela sempre precise. 15 pode-

mos nos regozijar com o fato de que ela Ja fir-

mou contra to de 7 anos com a Paramount. E por

falar em contra to, o resultado de sua produ^So

"Too Late Blues" foi tfio positivo, que o produ-

tor-diretor John Cassavets teve o seu contrato

renovado por espaqo de B anos. Pbdemos, portan-

to, esperar dele um grande mime ro de bons films.

### Ja estamos aptos de aminciar com prazer que

o films de Danny Kays "On the Double" estb fa-

zendo ae delfcias de milhffes de espectadores na

primslra llnha de exibiqSo noe Estados Unidos e

breve esse suoesso se repeetira no estrangeiro.
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cinema events of top

Latin American importance

BELOW

SANTIAGO, Chile -The
Flex Theatre gave wide
postering of the stars
of "The Jayhawkers" as
a couple or 'wanted'
desperadoes. Shown be-
low are a couple of
examples, with the
stars shown as their
character names rather
than their real ones.

“ LIMA, Peru - No other film in his-
tory ever won the tribute from the
eminent newspaper. La Prensa, that
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho" won with
this full page of cartoons. Readers
who know Spanish are in for a whale
of a lot of entertainment with this
comedy spread - which of course helped
business on the picture tremendously
at the Tacna and Pacifico Theatres.
(Cartoon appeared

v
in the newspaper's

issue of May 14th).

BRASILIA. Brazil - Lobby of the magnificent new
Cinema Brasilia in the nation's new capital the night
of the avant-garde premiere of Alfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho." Present was one of the most brilliant pol-
itical, social and business gatherings ever to greet
a new motion picture.

BRASILIA - Prominent
attendees at the "Psycho"
premiere were Deputy and
Mrs. Fernando Ferrari(one
of the most powerful pol-
itical names in BraziiJ
Deputy Ferrari is being
welcomed by Harvey Stone

,

MPEA representative in
Brazil. In centre are: A.
Stephen Clug, Paramount

f
eneral manager in Brazil
left), and Mr. Luis

Severiano Ribeiro Jr., one
of Brazil's foremost exh-
ibitors.

VALPARAISO, Chile - An
effective use is made of
24-sheet posters across
the front of the theatre
by th6 Valparaiso Theatre.
Feature involved in this
piece of showmanship was
Paramount's outdoor thril-
ler, "The Jayhawkers."
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NOUS SOMiViES REVENUS AUX JOURS
DES GRANDES PRODUCTIONS
P A R A M 0 U N T************

Au cours des demiferes semaines,nous avons

eu de non’breui examples de la supr4matie de
Paramount, ce qui nous comble de la plus mer -

veilleuse confiance. Ces examples ont et4

foumis par la quality de la production prove-
nant de not re Studio, laquelle rdpond au long
appel "donnez-nous une grande production et

nous vous donnerons de grands resultats"

.

Jerry Lewis does im-
personations of Charlie
Chaplin, Groucho Marx
and A1 Jolson in "The

Ladies' Man.
The stars are imper-

sonated by Lewis as he

puts on a one-man show
for the 31 beautiful
guests of a Hollywood
boarding house far women.

You try your hand at
captioning what George
Peppard wishes he could
sav to Audrey Hepburn in
this cute scene from the
fascinating "Breakfast at

Tiffany' s."

When a man sits with
a pretty girl for an
hour, it seems like a

minute. But let him sit

on a hot stove for a

minute - and it's longer
than any hour. That's
relativity.

Albert Einstein

>EFU»

j[W>»SE01

PARIS - Queues are news - always. And this
head of a queue assembled at the Paramount to

see "Under Ten Flags" is one of the longest and

densest in weeks.

Une telle d4monatration & 6t

6

faite par la
projection du drame superbe de Hal Wallis,
SUMMER AND SMOKE, dont les vedettes sont

Laurence Harvey et Geraldine Page. Pendant des

mois on nous avait dit que ce film se rdvele-

rait le meilleur drame que Mr. Wallis ait

jamais produit, et la projection suivante, le

29 Mai, a prouvd que cette prophetic etait en

tous points exacte.

Puis, comme nouvelle preuve de sa versati-

lity, Mr. Wallis nous a donne BLUE HAWAII, qui,

non seulement nous presente Elvis Presley dans

sa meilleure forme, chantant 13 chansons, mais

egalement nous montre Hawaii sous son plus bel

aspect, comme aucun autre film ne l'a jamais

fait. Venant immediatement aprfes les recettes

magnifiques realisees par CAFE EUROPA EN

UNIFORME (G. I. BLUES), ce nouveau film de

Presley est assure de pulveriser tous les

records.

Nos tres bons amis, William Perlberg et

George Seaton, ont toutes raisons d'etre fiers

ces jours—ci. Leur charmante comedie THE

PLEASURE OF HIS OOHPANY est un succfcs assure

au Radio City Music Hall a New York, et dans

des centaines d'autres excellents cinemas a

travers 1' Amerique. Ces deux faisenrs de succes

sont eux-m8mes dans lffl belles contrees de Su4de

et du Danemark,ajoutant encore plus d' emotions

et de couleur a leur film TRAHISON SUR COMAANDE,

le film le plus saisissant, destine a se classer

comme l'un des plus grands succ4s de 1962.

Largement bases sur le resultat excellent

de la production de Steve Parker, MY GEISHA,

JERRY LEWIS portrays "The Ladies Man"
through history in a 4-page, full-color pict-
orial essay in the May 9th issue of Look Maga-
zine.

Inspired by Lewis' production of "The

Ladies Man" for Paramount release, the Look
feature pictures the comedian as Casanova,Hen-
ry the Eighth, Napoleon, Valentino and other
figures who have made women's hearts flutter
through the ages. Lewis also wrote the captions

accompanying the photographs.

aveo Shirley MacLaine, des projets se sont

concretises pour les Productions Sachiko de
Mr. Parker, et Paramount Pictures Corporation,
en vue de realiser ensemble plusieurs films
prevus au cours des cinq prochaines annees, aux
Etats-Unis et au Japon. Ces projets sont desti-
nes a ajouter encore plus de saveur Internatio-

nale a la magnifiqUe lignee de productions dont

la sortie est prevue par Paramount dans les
toutes prochaines annees.

Le premier choc de Marlon Brando dans
VENGEANCE AUX DEUX VISAGES, a 6tre ressenti
au dehors des Etats-Unis, s' est produit le
15 Juin au Plaza Theatre de Lor.dres. Nous
aurons le mois prochain, le rapport sur cet

evenement tr4s important. Et le mois prochain
vers le milieu de Juillet, aura lieu a Tokyo
la premiere de VENGEANCE AIK DEUX VISAGES dont

1® rapport suivra plus tard.

Les nouvelles de Hollywood ayant trait aux

personnalites, demontrent egalement 1' attrac-
tion grandissante de la nouvelle production.
Le jeune Sal Mineo accompagne Yul Brynner dans

la realisation de APPOINTMENT IN ZAHRAIN pour
en faire un film de grande aventure. Et le

film remarquable que Howard Hawks offrira pour

1' enchant ement du monde, HATARI, a egalement

revel4 une jeune actrice que nous reverrons
souvent dans le proche avenir. C'est Michele
Girardon,et elle a une personnalite delicieuse

dont l'ecran a toujours besoin. Et elle a signs

un contrat de sept ans avec Paramount. Et

parlant de contrats, le resultat de la produc-

tion TOO LATE BLUES de John Cassavetes a re-

vele un tel succes, qu' il a ete retenu par

Paramount pour une periode de cinq annees, en

qualite de producteur-metteur en scene. Nous

devons dono attendre un nombre de films remar-

auables du fait de cette decision.

Et finalement, c'est un grand plaisir de

pouvoir annoncer qu' actuellement , le film de

Danny Kaye, LA DOUBLURE DU GENERAL (ON THE
DOUBLE), enchants des millions de spectateurs

d'un bout a 1' autre des Etats-Unis. C'est une

fameuse comedie et un fameux comedienl

Audrey Hepburn
is fashionable
as well as cute
and frolicksome

Tiffany' s."

This is one of
the creations
she wears in the
picture.

in her very app-
ealing role as
Holly Golightly
in "Breakfast At
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NEWS SHOTS OF

INTEREST FROM
EUROPE

COLOGNE, Germany - "The World of

Suzie Wong" has been aided in this

country by an imaginative and compre-

hensive showmanship campaign. Here the

Gloria Theatre of Cologne has shown

fine taste in this lobby display.

* ALCAMO,Sicily- Exhibitor Francesco
Pugliesi, shown here in the lobby of
his Esperia Theatre, is very proud of
the major success that Alfred Hitch-
cock's "Psycho" scored there, largely
because his own hard work, initiative
and enterprise contfibutea so much to
the success.

Here is another view of the lobby
of Exhibitor Pugliesi' s Esperia Thea-
tre, with all of the evidence needed
to convince the picturegoers of Alcamo
that "Psycho" was a picture they must
not miss, and also that they positiv-
ely hart to see it from the beginning.

PARIS - Two examples of very fine
postering for "Under Ten Flags, "which
premiered at 5 first-release houses.
This one was a painted canvas on the
Rue Royale

. TOP RIGHT

A 20- square-meter panel for the
picture at the entrance to Paramount
headquarters in the Paramount Theatre.

(These examples most interesting
in the light or Page 8 announcement).

CAIRO, Egypt - The pyramid-size
cut-out vogue continues as a part of
the Cinema Radio's showmanship here,
and most effectively, too. This one
is of course for Elvis Presley's "G.

I. Blues" - a real Cairo hit.

BASUC, Switzerland - The Rex here
had such a beautiful front-of-theatre
display for Paramount's "Blood and
Roses" that the exhibitor had it phot-
ographed in color. We reproduce two of
the shots above, and only wish that you
could see them in color. Shown with the
feature was the very striking short,
"Vadim 6l"

IN SPAIN - the lines lie mainly in front of the theatres showing Para-
mount pictures in general, and "Psycho" and "Last Train From Gun Hill" in
particular. ABOVE, the scene is Barcelona and the theatre is the Cine Com-
edia, showing Hal Wallis' mighty "Last Train From Gun Hill." BELOW, the
line leads to the box-office of the Lope de Vega Cinema, with ”Psycho” the
irresistible attraction.
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SYDNEY - The multi-phased showmanship applied to "The
World of Suzie Wong" throughout Australia by publicity and
advertising director Alan Wardrope, included a 'Suzie Wong'
fashion show at Fanner's, one of the world's foremost dep-
artment stores. Show was staged at peak-hour luncheon time,
with a Hongkong sampan setting, and used three models and a

charming female compere, all of whom wore cheongsams. In the

scene above, Jan Purcell is modelling, while compere Valerie
Cooney, at right, describes the winter cheongsam, and makes
various references to the picture, currently at the Prince
Edward Theatre.

(In the audience, left centre with arms folded, is Sydney

office staff member Sandra Allen, who was Miss Paramount at

this year's Movie Ball).

COLOURFUL NEWS FROivi

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND

SYDNEY - Paramount's complimentary luncheon in
the Hotel Australia honoring retiring Greater Unioi
Theatres officials. Edward R. Lane and Roy Barmby.
(Last month we pictured the cute 'Suzie Wong' invi-
tation to this function). Shown clockwise fromfbont
centre: Herb Hayward, assistant to chairman and
managing director Norman B. Rydge; Roy Barmby: Rob-
ert L. Graham, Paramount managing director; Edward
F. Lane; Jack Edwards, Paramount's Perth branch
manager who was visiting Sydney: Keith Mormon, sec-
retray of Greater Union; James A. Sixsmith, Para-
mount secretary-treasurer; Norman B. Rydge, chair-
man and managing director. Greater Union Theatres;
George Nacard, Paramount's general sales manager;
Bill Tinkler, Joe McGelligott and Horrie Nagel, all
Greater Union officials.

HOLLYWOOD - The superb
8-page "Psycho" supplement
of tne Auckland (New Zea-
land) "Star" is read with
deep interest by Alfred
Hitchcock. This was one of
the most comprehensive and
effective showmanship
supplements we have ever
seen, being filled with
worthwhile advertiser con-
tests inviting reader par-
ticipation. It certainly
reflected enormous credit
on the publicists of the
Kerridge Odeon Circuit
responsible for it.

There is such a vast
barrage of news from
Australia about "Suzie
Wong" that we are hold-
ing a lot over for use
next month. This is one
of the heaviest success
films Australia has had
In years.

ADELAIDE - Eminent group in

the foyer of the Majestic the
evening of June 2nd when "The
World of Suzie Wong" premiered
in aid of the Heart Rind. L to
R: Charles (Chic) Arnold.dir-
ector of theatres and public-
ity, Majestic Theatre; R. S.

Turner, chairman. National

Heart Appeal; Robert L.Graham,
Paramount managing director;
Mrs. Turner; Harry Wren, gov-
erning director. Celebrity
Theatres Ltd.; Mrs. D.Williams;
D.P.Williams, vice chairman of
the National Heart Appeal; Sir
Arthur Barret, president of the
Heart Campaign in S. Australia.

WILLIAMHOLDEN
b

Ray Starts

NANCY KWAK
A, SM&f

for* re** A PoroetuM Refcou

SYDNEY - Guests of honour
and their host at Paramount's
complimentary luncheon to two
Greater Union Theatres offici-
als. L to R: Edward F.Lane,
director of advertising and pub-

licity, retiring after 40 years
of service; Robert L. Graham,
Paramount managing director; aq
larmby, booking director, also
•ramiiinv nut. iiO wapn 1 MT*vlca

director: fcy

S

U
SUZIE

I

E

SYDNEY - Cheongsam-clad
usherettes of the Prince Edvmrd

Theatre during the engagement
of "The World of Suzie Wong"
?ave that celebrated cinema a

ouch that helped bring record-
breaking business to tne house
during the run of the William
Holden-Nancy Kwan romance of

the Orient.

*

i
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[‘ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK' .
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PARAMOUNT SHORTS ARE
COMPLETELY DIVERSIFIED

Short Features Digest - £
glee with which everybody has hailed "Abner the Baseball ." The people who
count in such matters have gone for this great novelty 2-reeler in a World's
Series kind of way. .. .Enthusiasm is hefty, too, for " Springtime In Scandin-
avia . " filmed in glorious Technicolor in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland,
to be released in two thrill-packed reels within a couple of months. .. .Early

in July, filming will start at Saratoga, New York, on " Fireaway ." a 2-reel

special on a trotter to be made by the man who made "Boats-A'-Poppin" and

the delightful "Porpoise Posse" Deing filmed in Australia right now, on

the nation's wonder reef, is a special reel entitled "The Great Barrier Reef."

a Technicolor-glowing film of one of the world's most unforgettable wonders

Newest of the Sports Illustrated reels to go into production is one

with a Mexican setting currently being filmed at Acapulco, and entitled
"World Champion Divers " Coming up on the production schedule are a film

depicting the fabulous workings, and the importance, of the New York "Stock

Exchange "
; and the musical two-reeler with a West Indies locale, " Caribbean

Rhythm . " with music and dances as modern as the latest minute... And also on

the production schedule is a thrilling subject dealing with "Wisconsin Hunt-

ing ," showing some of the little known thrills to be had in the U.S. with

gun and camera Then, too, there is the Cliff Arquette subject (Jack Paar

character) and the entrancing set of native characters Cliff has made natio-

nally popular In addition to all of which, there will be the regular

series of 20 theatrical cartoons The sum total of all of these notes

being the happy fact that Short Subjects business is upbeat, the revenue from

same is upbeat, and the long-range fact is that we are continuing to build a

priceless library of invaluable cartoon material for the entertainment benefit

of many generations yet to come.

Even the New York branch news column on Page 38 reports an

upbeat in business with sparkling Paramount Short Subjects,

1

1
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BRANDO In A NEW EXPERIENCE

In Excitement ... A New Height in Greatness!
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Tip and Oven at “Daytona./

Upcoming in Paramount 1 s short

features production schedule is an
entrancing color subject filmed in,

on and under Australia's 8th Wonder
of the World - "The Great Barrier
Reef;^Further details later.

This scene of
an actual crash
during one of the
top 1961 races
at Daytona (Flo-
rida) Internat-
ional Speedway
was caught by
the film cameras
for Paramount '

s

thrilling short
feature .SPEEDWAY.

ua a u u ii 11 a
rrWWTrfrWfrW

Here at left we have 'Abner,' hero
of this 2-reel comedy cartoon classic.
As you can see, 'Abner' is actually a

baseball - a globelike character who
lives and flies and suffers and is

buffeted as only a major league base-
ball can be. Our two-reel picture is,

therefore (and in color) the story of
the great sport of baseball as seen
through the eyes of the one character
inhabiting the sport in its every

phase - the baseball itself (in this case, 'himself').
Abner is quite a character, as colorful in speech as he

is in sports activity, and hi3 dramatic, passionate, bewil-
dered, exalted, frustrated and triumphant account of the
things that happen to him in the course of a major league
game makes for exciting entertainment for any audience in

every area of the world where the baseball diamond is the

sportsman's (and sportswoman's) best friend.

NEW YORK - Firm evidence of the
appeal-power of Paramount's 2-reeler,
"Lifeline To Hongkong" is found in
this directory advertisement by Loew'

s

Theatres for "One-Eyed Jacks."

the Baseball'* Is a

c Cartoon Comedy Gem
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SONO TORNATI I BE I TEMPI
DEI GRAND I FILM PARAMOUNT

In queste ultimo settimane abbiemo avuto
parecchie prove di quelle che potremmo chiama-
re la supremazia della nostra Merca, cid che
nature lmente non fa che accrescere il nostro
senso di fiducia. Quando diciamo prove ci ri-
feriamo al calibro della nuova produzione che
sta man mano uscendo dal nostro Studio in ri-
sposta ell ? insistent© richiesta di "buoni film
per buoni risulteti."

Sal Mineo, rising
young screen actor who
was nominated for an
Academy Award for his
performance in "Exodus,"
will co-star with Yul
Brynner in "Appointment
In Zahrain, which goes
into production this
month under the direct-
ion of Ronald Neame.

Mineo will portray an

Arab student and freedom
fighter in the film, set
in an oil-rich land of
the Middle East.

A standee of Jerry
Lewis for use in connect-
ion with "The Ladies'
Man." It is a little bit
different from the one of
Shirley MacLaine ("All In
A Night' 8 Work") - this
one nas no towel.

TURIN - Even without people in the fore-

f
round this is surely one of the most effective
isplays yet produced anywhere in the world fbr

"The World of Suzie Wong." The setting, of
course, is provided by the celebrated Cinema
Lux; and don't overlook those U long Chinese
banners and Chinese lanterns at both sides.

Tra 1 nostrl nuovi buoni film poaaiemo
sub 1 to annoverare SUIOOR AND SMOKE di Hal
Wallia, 11 magnlflco dramas affidato all'lneu-
parabile lntarprotazlone dl Laurence Harvey a

Geraldine Page. Sapevamo da meal oha questo
lavoro sarebbe atato una dalle pl& belle pel-
lioole prodotte sinare da Wallis, ad ora dopo
aver asslstlto alia sua prime prolezlone 11

Magglo aoorso, vi oonfarmiamo cba non o'

4

discussions in proposlto.

Ad ultariora prove della sua versatility,
lo ataaao produttore Wallia el ha pol dato
BLUE HAWAII oha be 11 dono non solo di presen*

tare llvla Presley In un ruolo almpatleo che

gli di oooaslona dl eantare ben 13 eansonl,
am anohe dl darol la pld belle vi alone panoM-
mloa della rlnoneta Hawaii ohe lo sehermo ol

abbla nel offer to. Zd 4 Tina fortune ohe que-

sto film ol arrivl sublto dopo 11 Dal euecaa-
ao dal precedents lavoro dl Presley, G. I.SLOB}
perchA ooal potrete pure eontare au lncassi
record*

I nostrl ottlnl anlol William Perlberg a
George Seaton hanno proprio dl che endere or-
goglloai queatl glornl. La loro grazioalssl-
ne ooamedla THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY ata
riaouotando iomanao auoceaao ala al Mualo Hell
dl New York ohe in cantlnala dl altrl clneoe-
tografl dl luaao In tuttl gll Statl Unltl.
Queatl due abill produttori al trovano attual.
menta In Iavezla a Danlmarea dove si aono ap-

poaitamente recati per oompletare qualche ul-
tima scene dell'altro loro nuovo film, THE
COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR ,

destlnato ad essere una
delle grandl attrazloml dello achermo dal
1962.

Dato 11 fellce eslto dal prlmo film di

Steve Parker per noi, do4 MY GEISHA oon

Shirley MacLaine, la Sachiko Productions dl

Mr. Parker e la Paramount Pictures £orpcrstlo

n

hanno concluao un accordo dl maaslma per la

eo -produzione di diverse pelllcole clnematogre-

1

ficha da effettuarsl, ala negll Statl Unit! che
[

In Giappone, entro 1 pro sal ml cinque annl. Z'

ovvio che un accordo del genere non pud che

portare ad un' lntenalfl cazlone del carattere
intarnazlonale della magnifies 11 ate di produ-
xioni che la Paramount ha in programme di espl«|

taaanto per gli annl prossimi venturi.

La prims presents zl one all'estaro dl

Marlon Brando In ONE-EYED JACKS ha avuto luogo

al Plaza di Londra 11 15 Oiugno. Nel noatro
proaalmo numero non asneharemo darvl dettagll
dl questo lmportante evento. Altra prosalma
premiere di ONE-EYED JACKS earA quelle dl

Tokyo, verso la metd dl Lugllo, a di quests
pure vl trasmetteremo a auo tempo tutte le no-

tizle che vl lntaresaano.

Anche in tema di alementl artlatici, 11

noatro Studio cl segnalp dalle novitd che rends
|

ranno ancora pi\l lnteresaante la nostra nuova

produzione. Coal, par esempio, gid aapplamo
che a flaneo dl Yul Brynner In APPOINTMENT IN

ZAHRAIN avramo Sal Mineo, 11 glovane astro che

al 4 gid fatto un noma dapertutto; e che lo

splendldo film d'awentura HATARI megistralmsn

ta reallzzato da Howard Hawks cl ha procurato

una giovana diva deatlnata a faral grande st«
da. SI trstta dl Michele Glrerdon che d 11

tlpo ldeala dl attrice cinema tograflea a oha

ha recenteaente flrmato un oontratto dl 7 annl

oon la Paramount. A proposlto dl oontrattl,

TOO LATE BLUES 4 rluscito coal bene che la no-

stra Casa ha acritturato John Caasavetea corns

produttore-reglsta per un parlodo dl cinque

annl.

E finalmente, prime dl chiudara quests

nostra colonna, alamo liedtl dl potsrvl dire

che OM THE DOUBIE dl Danny Kaye ata dellzlando

aillonl di parsons in tuttl gll Statl Unltl.

E’ una grands eonmadls lntarprstate da un

grande attoral

THE BLUE GROTTO OP CAFRI NOW HAS A VERT

SERIOUS RIVAL IN THE "BLUE HAWAII" OP HAL
WALLIS.... BOTH ARE GORGEOUS, AND BOTH WILL
THRILL THE WORLD FOR A LONG TIME TO COME.

iL



What Elvis Preslev
is saying here to v

Joan Blackman, they
make come true in
M Blue Hawaii.'’
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Good leadership is the

act of management, and

when it is applied to a

corporation or any group
adventure, whether mili-
tary, social or religious,

it calls for more risk
than prudence, more un-
derstanding than tact,

more principle than exp-

edl,ncy
' A. M. Sullivan

One of the many very
effective impersonations
done by Jerry Lewis in
"The Ladies' Man" is of
the unforgettable A1 Jol-
son singing "Mammy."

John Wayne, starring
in Howard Hawks' thrill-

ing "Hataril," recently
revealed that his famous

nickname, "Duke," belon-
ged to a dog.

Duke, a massive
airedale, always accom-
panied young Wayne to
school, so that people

not knowing the boy'*
name got into the habit
bf calling him "Little
Duke." When Wayne
reached 6 *4" the "LittW
was dropped.

JAMES STEWARD , who will co-star with John
Wayne in John Ford's Paramount production of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty Vallance." Picture
is scheduled to start 'shooting' In August.

Chancellor

C 107*

YOU'RE ONLY

YOUNG ONCE
Prom the PARAMOUNT Picture

' LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL
A JufO^ Sheppard Production

Aho Starring FABIAN

FABIAN
WITH THE FABULOUS 4

Produced by MARCUCCI i FAITH

DIST BY AM-PAR RECORD CORP

This is the sleeve of the 45 rpm record by
the youthful Fabian of the song featured by a
singing group in "Love In A Goldfish Bowl,"
which also co-stars Fabian with Tommy Sands
and Tohy Michaels.msm

BRANCH NEWS, from Page 6

JACKSON V I LLE What's the wood Wordl! Get

those PARAMOUNT WEEK dates; and that is what we,

at the Jacksonville Branch are doing. As of
this writing the branch is 98. 26$ booked some

service for PARAMOUNT VLEXS, with Dave Harris,
booker for Zone two, holding the 100$ Booked
Borne Service title. Of course, our plans arerit

for Dave to be the only one in that category.
I have a feeling it won't be long before the
Jacksonville Branch is 100$ Booked Some Service.

"Porpoise Posse" and "“peedway", our one
reel short subjects were recently screened at

the Jacksonville Branch, and everyone received
the subjects with great enthusiasm end enjoy-
ment. We are really proud to have the Paramont
Trademark on such fine subjects as these, es-
pecially since they were made right here in
FLORIDA.

"Une-Ayed Jacks", "The Ladies' Man", anu
"The Pleasure Of His Company", our three current
block-busters are reac^jr to burst the box offices
wide open. The LADIES and ONE-EYED JACKS should
should really get some PLEASURE and enjoyment
vfaen they see our big three on the screen this
month.

Hope everyone has a wonderful vacation and
maybe y'all can come see us in the "Sunny South".

-Vann Burney

CHARLOTTE With the close of school, we

ere now entering into the very important sum-
mer months in which we expect to corner the
market on entertainment

.

With our very fine "The Ladies' Man", "On

The Double", "One—t-yed Jacks", "The Pleasure
Of His Company", and "Love In a Goldfish Bowl",
we have every confidence that our company will
realize top results at the boxoffice and con-
tinue our upward business trend.

A review of the upcoming product for the
remainder of the year also gives a very bright
picture. It is encouraging to know that our
studio is concentrating on giving us fine pic-
tures, and can only result in healthy business
conditions.

-Joe Cutrell

NEW YORK - Edward Serlin, right. Radio City
Music Hall publicity director, chats with
WNEW-Radio's Kyle Rote, left, and William B.
Williams at the special Movie Party sponsored
by the station, the Music Hall and Paramount in
behalf of Perlberg-Seaton' a "The Pleasure of
His Company." Two hundred WNEW listeners were
awarded first mezzanine reserved seat tickets
to the event, held at the Music Hall June 12th.

Here radio personality William B.Williama
welcomes some of the "Pleasure of His Company"
contest winners in the foyer of New York RitVs
Radio City Music Hall. Mr. Williams is at left.

mhmhmhmhmhmhmhmh
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SIGNED AND SEAI£D - Seen* as former United
States President Harry S. Truman (second from
left) completed the signing of a television
contract with Talent A ssoc late s-Paramount Ltd.
for a aeries of 26 hour-long historic subjects.
Paramount President Barney Balaban is at left}
David Susakind , head of Talent Associates, is at
right, fourth member of group is Edwin L.WeiSl,

chairman of the executive committee of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, and a
director of the company.

On June 5th, Harry S. Truman, former
President of the United States of America,
signed a television contract with Talent
Assoc iate s-Paramount Ltd. to appear in
26 hour-long programs dealing with the
"major historic events of our time" and
the years when he occupied the White
House. The series will be produced by
David Susskind, a vice president of the
production company. It is expected that
the weekly programs will go on the air
next February.

The following is Mr. Truman’s offic-
ial statement, issued through the offices
of Talent Associate s-Paramount Ltd.:

PARAMOUNT
RE-CREAT I 0

OF HISTORI
THE TRUMAN

A PARTNER I N THE
N FOR TELEVISION
C EVENTS DURING
ADM I N I STRAT I ON

I have this day signed a contract with Talent Astoclates-Paramount, Ltd. to

do twenty-six one -hour television programs which will deal with the major histor'c

events of our time and of the years when I was President.

It Is my hope that the free people of our own land and free people every-

where as well as future generations will he helped by this series to understand

better the role of our nation in the world today.

We have been passing through a period in which the Inhumanity of man to man

has been without parallel.

It has been a period In which war has ravaged the world, leaving Its scars

on all mankind.

Apparently Its lessons have not been appreciated nor has mankind learned

from that terrible experience.

It has been a time of revolution. Peoples long submerged and neglected are

awakening.

Paradoxically, this has been a time of man’s boldest adventures Into science

and awesome achievements In exploring and harnessing the forces of nature.

By an act of fate — which I did not always regard as kindly to me — it was

ay lot to assume direction of the affairs of this nation on the death of Franklin

Delano Roosevelt during the culminating and decisive stage of the Second World War,

and the task of rebuilding and restoring Western Civilisation.

Hardly had the wounds of war begun to heal, than a new power emerged, bent

on hindering efforts to organize for world peace. And we found ourselves con-

fronted once again with a ruthless enemy, with whom It was necessary to deal with-

out appeasement while attempting to prevent a Third World War.

It is ly hope that through this series of television programs I can be help-

ful to more people of all nations to understand a little more clearly the dangers

and the opportunities that confront us today.

Certainly, I think that the mare light there is shed on that we have been

through, the better people will be able to cops with the danger that Is likely to

face the world for some time to corns.

Tbs material far these programs will be dnsra from many sources, including

my private flies and notes, as well as from what has been stored up In my memory.

I propose to Illustrate and supplement my comments with films from many

sources, here and abroad, adhering with complete fidelity to historic facts.

There will be no second guessing, nor Monday morning quarterbacking In any

of these programs, and where I have revised my opinions about an event of the pest,

In the light of current developments, I will state so frankly.

I have often wondered how much we have loet of our past because there were

no television and newsreels until recent times. How different our history might

be today if there had been in existence television and newsreel cameras In the

days of Washington and Jefferson, for example, or Jackson and Lincoln.

I think a more vivid sense of reality and meaning of those days would have

come down to us.

But since we have available to us now this modern method of recording, I

hope through it I may be able to preserve something of our recent history that

might otherwise be loet to us.

These are but a few of the subjects of the crowded hours we have lived

through which I expect to cover: the Atomic Age, Hiroshima and Nagasaki, China

Goes Red, Battle for Civil Rights, Restoration of Germany, Italy and Japan,

Meetings and Talks with Stalin and Churchill, Point Four and the Itershall Plan,

SATO — a check on Russian aggression, the Greek and Turkish Program, Korea, the

United Rations launched and Its growing pains. South America and Africa.

I am happy to have associated with me In this project Mr. David Susskind,

who will be the producer. He is a man who has displayed vision and courage In

television. I have every expectation that this series on which we are to begin

work at once will measure up to our high hopes and purpose.

And I am delighted to have associated with me, Mr. Charles Glett, a pioneer

In the field of motion pictures and television, who has received many honors ane

distinction In this field. We shall —w- use of his varied talents In this

project.

And Mr. David M. Boyes and Mr. Win lam Hillman, ay long time associates,

will work In close collaboration with me.
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Geraldine Page and Laurence Harvey in the
enormously moving "Summer and Smoke" give won-
derful credence to a couple of characters who
share secrets, a furtive romance, and a crash-
ing climax that rips one's sympathies like a
sudden summer sirocco.

op bekende figuren, dienen ook om het aan-
zien van ons nieuwe product te verhogen.
De jonge Sal Mineo zal Yul Brynner bij-
staan om van "Appointment in Zahrain" een
bijzonder apannende avonturenfilm te ma-
ken. Dat andere machtige avonturenverhaal

,

"Hatari", welke Howard Hawks bezig is voor
ons te maken, brengt ons ook een jonge
actrice, waarvan wij zeker in de toekomst
meer zullen zien. Haar naam is Michfele Gi-
rardon, en zij bezit dat soort van per-
soonli jkheid, waar het witte doek altijd
behoefte aan heeft. En het contract dat zjj

met Paramount afsloot is voor 7 jaar. Over

contracten gesproken; het resultaat van
zijn productie "Too late blues" bleek zo

succesvol te zijn, dat John Cassavetes
door Paramount in dienst genomen is voor
een periode van vijf jaar als producer-
regisseur. Als , resultaat van deze overeen-
ko$at, kunnen wij in de toekomst een aan-
tal bijzondere films tegemoetzien.

En tenslotte is het ons een groot genoeger
U te kunnen berichten, dat Danny Kaye's
"On the Double" voor miljoenen filmbezoe-
kers over de gehele Ver. Staten een ver-
rukking blijkt te zijn. Het is een grots
komedie met een grote man in de hoofdrol

1

BE TIJD VAN HET GROTE
paramount product is thans
if

E

l R aANGEdkOKEN**********
In de afgelopen weken hebben wij vele voor-
beelden van Paramount suprematie gezien,

die ons met het grootste vertrouwen ver-
vulden. Deze voorbeelden waren een under-
deel van onze nieuwe productie, die thans

uit onze studio's stroomt, zulks in ant-

woord op het vaak verhaalde pleidooi "geef

ons een groot product en wij geven U grote

resultaten"

•

SOUS

, Nog sen dsrgelijk bewijs werd geleverd door
sen vertoning van Hal Wallis' superbs dra-
ma, "Summer and Smoke", met Laurence Har-
vey en Geraldine Page. Reeds maanden lang
had men ons verteld, dat deze film de
beete zou worden, die Mr. Wallis ooit ge-
produoeerd had, en de betreffende verto-
ning op 29 Mel bewees, dat deze voorspel-
ling in alle opzichten juist is geweest.

Wederom als bewijs van zijn veelzi jdigheid
gaf Mr.Wallis ons daarna "Blue Hawaii",
welke ons niet alleen Elvis Presley op zijn

best toont, waarbij hij 13 songs zingt,
doch ons ook Hawaii laat zien, zoals geen
enkele film tot nu toe gedaan heeft. Tre-
dende in de voetsporen van het fantastische
zakelijke yuccas van "G. I. Blues", zal ook
deze film zeker een recordbreker worden.

Onze goede vrienden William Petlberg en
George Seaton hebben dezer dagen zeer veel
om trots op te zijn. Hun charmante komedie
"The Pleasure of his Company" is gegaran-
deerd een hit in de Radio City Music Hall
in New York, en in honderden andere thea-

ters over het gehele land. Het succesvolle
tweetal is thans in Zweden en Denemarken
om nog meer opwinding en kleur toe te voe-
gen aan "The Counterfeit Traitor", een
voortreffeli jke thriller, die voorb^stemd
is om een van de top hits van 1962 te wor-

den.

Grotendeels gebaseerd op het suocesvolle
resultaat van Steve Parker's productie van
"My Geisha", met Shirley MacLaine in de

hoofdrol, zijn de plannen thans voltooid
voor Mr.Parker's Sachiko Productions, en

Paramount Pictures Corporation, om gezamen-

lijk een aantal filmpro jecten in de komen-

de vijf jaar in de Ver. Staten en Japan te

vervaardigen. Deze plannen zullen dienen

om nog meer international roem te voegen
bij het schitterende productie-schema van
Paramount in de eerstkomende jaren.

De eerste invloed van Marlon Brando in

"One Eyed Jacks", die buiten de Ver. Staten
merkbaar zal zijn, vindt plaats op 15 Ju-
ni in het Plaza Theater, Londen. Volgende
maand zullen wij een verslag brengen van
deze zeer belangrijke gebeurtenis. Om-
streeks midden Juli zal "One Eyed Jacks"
in Tokio in premiere gaan, waarvan later
ook een verslag zal volgen.

Hollywood nieuwtjes, die betrekking hebben

Enormously effective
advertising oy the Para-
mount Theatre, Paris, for
"Under Ten Flags." Reverss
lettering carries names of
the five theatres showing
the Dino De Laurentiis
film day-and-date

.

WHO K UBHWTIIS- MYIENE DEMONOEOT
jOHitacwtaai unuocuwymldcwica^nawowgwwAoo

English, she sometimes is a very funny lan-
guage to those who do not readily understand.
Take this case, pertinent to our business, re-
ported by Jerome Beatty in the Trade Winds
column of The Saturday Review:

The manager of a movie theatre got a phone
call from a woman who inquired:

"What have you got on today?"
"A blue suit," he answered.
"Who’s in it?" she continued.
"I am," he said.
After a pause for reflection, the woman

said, "Oh, I’ve seen that picture already" and
hung up.

PARAMOUNT . i

lUmiA * f SETEtT-PATHE «i RITI «
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ED SULLIVAN photo

NEW TORE - Announcement
is made of the promotion of

Joseph Friedman from expl-
oitation manager to execu-
tive assistant to Martin
Davis, director of advert-
ising. publicity and expl-
oitation for Paramount.
Friedman Joined Paramount
in 1958 after twelve years
of service with Warner Bros.

r

HONOLULU, Hawaii - Hal
Wallis, producer, and Col.
Tom Parker, manager of
Elvis Presley, discuss the
progress of "Blue Hawaii"
in a most logical setting
- the heart of a pineapple
plantation.

SYDNEY, Australia - Alan
Wardrope .right, Paramount
advertising ana publicity
manager, discusses the film
version of "The World Of
Suzie Wong" with two execu-
tives of William Collins
Ltd. , publishers and distri-
butors of the novel in Aus-
tralia. They are sales rep-
resentative D.Sharman,left

,

and F.O.Howe ,mng. director.

ADELAIDE, Australia - Harry
Iren (left), governing director
>f Celebrity Theatres Ltd. and
lobert L. Graham, Paramount
oanaging director, with the drum
iajor or the Caledonian Pipe
iand at the South Australian
sremiere of "The World of Suzie
fong." Scene is the lobby of
;he Majestic Theatre ,where the
premiere was in aid of the Heart

‘‘und of South Australia.

BRASILIA, Brazil - A greet-
ing at the avant-garde premiere
of "Psycho" in the Brasilia
Theatre here last month. Shown
shaking hands with Paramount's

g
eneral manager for Brazil. A.
tephen Clug (at left) is Amb-

assador Souza Dantas, a great
friend of Brazil's President
Janlo Quadros.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
,PERS0NhL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
Cl N E M A EVENTS

HOLLYWOOD - Miss Izumi
Yukimura, star of the revue,

*
Holiday in Japan," took time
ff from her work at the Cocoa-

-nut Grove in the Ambassador
Hotel to visit the Paramount
Studio — and of course be pho-
tographed with producer Hal
Wallis and his eminent star,El-
vis Presley.

HOLLYWOOD - LimKengHor,
executive of the Cathay
Organisation of Singapore,
with Hardy Kruger on the
set of the Howard Hawks
production, "Hatarii"

. M yt

A V

V

HOLLYWOOD - Australian
newspaper correspondent
Regina Claire is told the
story of "Hatarii" by the
Howard Hawks film's co-star,

John Wayne. He tells it

with an amusing twist.

LONDON - Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Lom at the Plaza
Theatre premiere of "One-
Eyed Jacks." Mr. Lom is one
of the world's most talen-
ted character actors of TV,
stage and screen.

RIGHT

MIAMI BEACH, Florida -

Edward Emanuel, chief bar-
ker for Variety Clubs Int-
ernational, presenting the
special Humanitarian Award
to Danny Kaye at Variety's
annual convention here.

NEW YORK - Edith Head, who
has garnered seven ( or is it
eight?) Academy Award 'Oscars'
for her magnificent contribut-
ions to the screen's couture, is
ene of Paramount International's
most welcome visitors here. She
never fails to call when in New
York, and her ever-ready coop-
eration from the studio end is
already a fine Paramount tradi-
tion.

SYDNEY - Retiring after 40
years of service with Greater
Union Theatres, Roy Barmby,at
right, head booker of the circ-
uit, passes along a reminiscen-
ce or two to Horrie Nagel,also
of Greater Union. Occasion was
a Paramount luncheon at which
retiring Ted Lane, advertising
and publicity head, also was
honoured.
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Home Office Farewells a Long-Service "Great"

Hr 3. H.F.Wiramer .daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs.Howard
G. Minsky. (Story in col-
umn at right).

Definitely unexpected
surprise is registered by
Agnes Mengel as she finds
herself the honored guest
at the Paramount company
dining room function.

With her ie Aldyth
Ralchanbach, secretary to
president Barney Balaban,
who was an able 'confede-
rate' in promoting the
surprise element.

June 23rd saw the termination
of Agnes Mengel Grew's 41 years of
wonderful Paramount service as
head of graphic arts purchasing.
The occasion was fittingly celebr-
ated by about one hundred of her
associates at a buffet luncheon
provided by Paramount in the comp-
any diningroom.

President Barney Balaban headed
the attendees. Russell Holman, in
charge of the Eastern production
department, made the presentation
speech in handing to Agnes a pair
of wonderful gifts: a Remembrance
Book containing priceless messages
from her co-workers, and a wallet
of traveler's checks to be made use
of during the North Cape cruise
she and Her daughter are presently
enjoying.

Agnes with Eastern
production manager .Rusaell
Holman, who charmed and
delighted everybody with
witty and highlv complim-
entary presentation speech.

Mrs. Agnes Mengel Grew with Paramount
President Barney Balaban. At right, the guest
of honor's daughter, Miss Patricia Grew. At
left. Paramount's Medical Officer, Dr. Leon J.
Warshaw.

The stalwarts of Parar
mount's purchasing organ-
ization. At right, Harry
A. Nadel, purchasing
agent. At left, Linda
Lotti, a tower of strength
as Agnes Mengel' s assist-
ant In all graphic arts
purchasing.

The honored guest climaxed her Paramount
service of 41 years with a charming and most
(effective speech of thanks. She is holding her
two gifts or the occasion: the Book of Remem-
brance, and the wallet of traveler's checks.

Home Office Notes
As spring melts into summer, the glaring

sun rays beat down upon the streets of New York;

All photographs on
this page (except news-
paper Dhoto of Mrs.H.F.
Wimmer) ,by Ed Sullivan.

but we toil, providentially, under the balmy
air-conditioning that is provided ty Paramount.

This month we were supposed to follow-up
Miriam Kahn' s home-decoration plans, but being
in the midst of construction work in her pro-
ject she has postponed these plans for vacation
plans. Consequently, she'll be leaving August
18th on a flight to Europe which will take her
to France, Northern Italy and Salzberg via car.

One other expectant vacationeer, *ho will be
leaving for hastover, Massachusetts, June 25th
is Theresa Quealy, of the "Ten Commandments"
Unit. Good vacation, girls!

Clarice Hausman of the "Ten Commandmnts"
Unit is among new officers elected to serve the
Hew York chapter of WOMPI as their First-Hce
President; WOMPI is the short name derived from

the initials "Women Of The Motion Picture In-

dustry" vhich actively contributes to the Mo-
tion Picture Industry through work in 0S0,
public relations, service to their respective
communities, and through sponsorship of a room
at the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital. If you
are interested, or would like to come to meet-
ings held the last Tuesday of each month, ask
Clarice Hausman, who will gladly answer all
queries. "Members are very much needed and you

are more than welcome", says Clarice.
Mrs. Esther Richter, secretary to Mr. Hoterd

Minsky celebrated the birth of her grandson,
Alan Dean, born in Turkey to her daughter Mrs.

Rosalind Snyder on May 21st. With the advent
of Jet travel we hope Mrs. Richter will find

the time to breach the 4,000 or so miles be-

tween the U.S.A. and Turkey to see her new
grandchild. AND, Mr. Howard Minsky, Assistant
General Sales Manager, celebrated daughter
Marcia Carolyn's wedding to Mr. Harvey Wimmer,
June 18th at the Penn-Sheraton Hotel in Pitts-
burg, Pa. Marcia and Harvey willTlve in

Pittsburg, and Marcia will use her B.A. from
New York University to do some teaching in that

spot. Good luck to both!
There only being a limited number of prizes

to each raffle it is fortunate to hear of one

tho wins even third prize as did both Theresa
Quealy and Marilyn Bettinger of the "Ten Com-

mandments" Unit. They shared the prize of

$10.00 which they won with the raffle from St.

Raphael ' s Church that was bought from Danny
Jacobs, 12th floor receptionist.

-Lenore Sheindlin

When Constance Bachmann, publicity depart-
ment secretary, terminated several years of
fine Paramount Service, her co-workers gave her
an appropriate send-ofr and gifted her with the
Zenith transistor radio seen on the party table.

The attendees, L to R (front): Rose Heller,
Bernard Serlin, Constance Bachmann, Sada Snyder,
Martin Schank, Arlene Burg, John Guilfoyle,
Sidney Herman, Ed Chumley. (Rear): Gino Campag-
nola,Henry Bachmann, Steve Kolankowski, Carl
Clausen.



NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS
OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
. . .DOT RECORDS, AUTO-

METRIC, T-V PRODUCT-
IONS, K.T.L.A. ,TaLENT-
ASSOC I AT ES- PAR AMOUNT

.

Loa Angeles television station KTLA of

Paramount Television Productions, Inc. was

highly commended by the Forest Service of

the United States Department of Agriculture

for its expert and valuable TV coverage of

the recent disastrous forest fires in the

Hollywood Hills. A letter to Stretch Adler,
vice president and general manager of Para-

mount Television Productions from Sim E.

Jarvi, Forest Supervisor, said in part:

"KTLA is to be commended on the continued
public service activities with relation to
fires and other disasters in the Los
Angeles Metropolitan Area. We in the U.S.
Forest Service appreciate your station's
assistance in forest fire prevention educ-
ation during the year. This has been both
from the telecopter in the air, and the
control room at the studio. .. .Congratulat-
ions on a job well done by George Lew in,
Jim Karyan, Clete Roberts, Jay Elliott,

. . . HOUR LONG LIVE "SOVIET NEWS CONFERENCE" — MAY 18. 1961

Three Russian News Men, touring the United States with a group of Soviet Press, were interviewed by a panel of
American reporters headed by Bill Stout on KTLA TV 5. The Russians who took port - Daniel Fedorivich of the

Russian newsmagazine "Abroad”; Viktor Vasilevich Moevski, Deportment Editor of Provda; Aleksandr Aleksandro-
vich Vishnevski, Assistant Director of TASS - were questioned and were also given the opportunity to ask ques-
tions of the American press before a huge Southern California television audience. All three spoke English.

AMERICAN RfcPOSTaRS VsuRt CLc.Tfc ROBERTS, TOM FRANKLIN AND TOM HARMON .

(

Shown at right )

The program, on videotape, has been made available for airing throughout Russia - free of charge - by KTLA.

HHHHHHBBMHHflHHIHHHHHflHHHBii

Above Is a publicity-
release issued by KTLA,
Los Angeles, following a
Soviet News Conference
held in the California
city. This was another in
a long line of important
KTLA events in the public
interest.Mr. Seymour Adler

Manager, KTLA
5800 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California

Just a note to thank you for KTLA's

wonderful coverage of the Hollywood hills fire last

Friday night. I stationed myself before the tele-

vision and used your report as my official contact

with what was happening. I was especially pleased

with your drive to keep the people away from the area

because of the traffic Jam. This was a real public

service

.

.XTOt4

A clever girl is one
who is clever enough to
show a man how clever he
is before he finds out
how clever she is.

Anon

AUT OiviETR I C CORPORATION
r Sherer (his worn

from" the helicopter), and Harold
Larry >nderful coverage

Autometric's Electronic Research Group,
headed by Paul Neuvirth, has transferred its op-
erations from 1501 Broadway, ninth floor annex
to Autometric's 33rd Street Engineering and Man-
ufacturing Plant. This group is responsible fir

Chroma tron development operations, not only in
entertainment applications but in the field of
commercial and military display devices. Space
formerly occupied by Electronic Research has
been taken over by an expanded Special Projects
Section, headed by Mendel Halberstam.

a son, Abraham Mordecai Pressman, was born
on May 17 to Mr. and Mrs. Israel Pressman. Mr.
Pressman is a Physicist with Autometric '

3

Physics Research wroup
Howard Kreitcek, Autometric's transportation

expert, received a remarkable present on his
twenty-fifth wedding anniversaiy, May 30, when
his wife presented him with a daugh ter, Ann
Marie, their seventh child. "Howie" is one of
the few lucky enou^i to bounce a baby daughter
on one knee and a grandchild Howard 3rd on the
other.

Mildred Krug, Secretary to Albert Chesnes,
attended the June Week excersises of the United
States Military Academy at West Point as a guest
of her fiance, Todd Counts. & wedding is plan-
ned for shortly after graduation.

Maiy C. Killilea, fhgineering Staff Writer
for Autometric Corporation, was judge at the
Annual Publications Award Night of the Society
of Technical Writers and Publishers.

Morby. In fact all of those connected
with KTLA's news operation. We are
«ure that the fine cooperation bet-
ween our agency and your station will
continue for many years to come."

KTLA also received many wonderful
compliments in the press, and of
course the Mayor's praise (above).

James (Jim; Mattrtews, Assistant Director of
Promotion and advertising and Miss Velma McKnj^it

of Palm Springs and Los Angeles, were married on
Sunday, June 4, in the garden of the Lone Palm
Hotel at Palm Springs, California. Jim has bem
with KTLA for nearly two years. Prior to coming

to the West Coast he held a similar position
with KIV-TV in Cleveland, Ohio. The Matthews
will reside in Los Angeles and Palm Springs.

Chuck Walker, Director of Film Operations
at KTU, became the proud father of a son on
June 6, whaa wife Penny Lee gave birth to 71b.,
2}oz. David wlen at Hollywood Presbyterian
Hospital, i-huck has been with KTL^ for 3 years.

-Joanne Chaves

Interesting news concerning Talent Assoc-
iate s-Paramount Ltd. will be found on Page 19.
This is one of the most important happenings
in television circles in years.

Paramount ' s Pe rlbe rg-
Seaton production, "The
Pleasure of His Company"
has created a batch of
interesting records. One
is Liberty Records' orch-
estral number based on the
film's theme and music,
played by Felix Slatkin
and his Orchestra

...the other is Vic Damone
singing "The Pleasure of
Her Company," done most
pleasantly on a Columbia
Record.
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Plenty of

HULAbaloo
Without qualification, and on the

basis of having seen the completed film,
we want to place on the record the firm,
sincere belief that BLUE HAWAII , Hal
Wallis' matchless production for Paramourt
release, is one of the very greatest
entertainment pictures ever made. Also
that Elvis Presley was never more in the
element that the world wants to see him
in, than in BLUE HAWAII.

This picture performs the topmost
entertainment function of the screen.
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FAR EAST

NEWS EVENTS
OF INTEREST

Page 35 pictures action of a
filmed scene for Hal Wallis'
"Blue Hawaii." Above is the sans

scene involving Elvis Presley
and Joan Blackman, precisely as
audiences will see it. Below
them is the renowned Waikiki
area of Honolulu, Hawaii.

HOLLYWOOD - Shown here is one of the prelim-
inary discussions between Paramount Pictures and
Steve Parker's Sachiko Productions, objective
being the co-production of a number of film pro-
jects over a period of years. Some of the produ-
ctions would oe made in Japan, others in the U.S.

Reading right from Parker, with arm raised:
Martin Rackin. head of Paramount production: T.
Hashida, Mainichi Press; P.Yamada, Sanker-Jiji,
daily, Sagvo-Keizai, daily, Osaka Shimbrun,daily;
Ken Fujisaki, representing same papers as lamada;
Hashida' s assistant; Jack Iwata, Kyodo News Ser-
vice; Robert Kishita, Domei News Service.

Trade press present included: Dale Olson,
Variety; Vance King, Hollywood Reporter; Sam
Bems, Quigley Publications; Bill Weaver, Film
Daily; Norman Webb, Boxoffice Digest. Seated at
far right is Bernard Donnenfeld, newly appointed
executive assistant to studio head Jack Karp.

MANILA, Philippines Republic - Jerry
Lewis' "CinderFella" was a huge success
at the Capitol here, largely because of
heavily applied showmanship by Manager
A. S. Velasquez and his Paramount public-
ity director. Ric Javier. One superb
showmanship item was this giant Lewis
cut-out linked with 24-sheet poster at
the strategic traffic corner of Quezon
and Azcarraga Boulevards, where thous-
ands of Jeepneys, buses and pedestrians
pass daily. right

"CinderFella" float in heart of the
city. It covered suburbs also for day-
and-date release at both Avenue and
Capitil Theatres. Huge success in both.

Shirley MacLaine, impersonating a

geisha, successfully outwits a news
photographer by her strategem in one
of a host of amusing scenes in her
made- in-Japan comedy drama, "My
Geisha." Picture is to have an autumn

release

.
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SAIGON - One of many ads appearing
in magazines and newspapers when "It
Started In Naples" played successfully
at the Dai-Nam and Eden Saigon Theatr-
es. This ad was on back cover of a
popular magazine, and reverse of cover
carried words ana music of the film's
theme song. Altogether Paramount mana-

f
er Yuan Kao was proud of the film's
ocal success.
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NUEVAMENTE TENEtoOS ANTE
NQSQTROS UN MATERIAL PARA-
MOUNT DE EXCEPCION *******

1in la ultima quinoena hemos
sido testigoa de algunos ejemplos d©
la supremacia de Paramount que nos 11,©

na de la m&s absoluta oonfianza. Dicho’s
ejemplos nos los iian proporcionado el
nuevo nivel de produoclones que aflu-
yen desde nuestros estudios en rospues
ta a la invooaci6n de "dennos buen
material y les devolveremos grandee

Erich Grunspan, mana-

ger in Venezuela, is the

newest member of the

'chorus' singing the suo-

cess praises of the enor-

mous business being reg-
istered by the re-release

of "Shane" in Latin Amer-

ica. He already has the

basis of a magnificent
volume of revenue from

this extraordinary film.

Bobby Darin is a most
remarkable young man, as
the world is destined to
see from his spectacular
performance in "Too Late
Blues." Above he is seen
in an episode from the
azz-packed slice of life

today's hectic 'show
bus iness.

'

JS

RIGHT
SANTIAGO, Chile - The

Mexico-prepared 'Wanted'
poster for "A Touch of
Larceny" was put to most
effective use here when
the picture played the
Imperio Theatre. Paramourt
manager Juan Laupheimer
put 200 of the posters to
work in the area, as per
our illustration. Location
of this display was
Estado comer Moneda
one of Santiago's bus
spots.

St..
lest

resuitado Se
Una muestra de todo ello nos

lo ha dado el vlsionado del soberblo
drama de Hal ''Tallis, "Sunnier and Smo-
ke" oon Laurence Harvey y Geraldine
Bags de prinoipales protagonistas.
Durante meses nos dijeron que esta pe-
lfcula constituirfa el mejor drama rea-
lizado hasta la feoha y la consiguien-
te proyeooi6n del 29 de mayo demostr6
que la profeofa eataba en lo oierto en
todos bus detalles.

Luego, como prueba de su ver
satilidad, Mr. Wallis nos ha ofrecido""
"Blue Hawai" que no solajpente presen-
ta un Elvis Presley en la cuspide,
oantando 13 canoiones, sino quo ademds
nos muestra Hawai en su m&s esplendo-
roso aspecto como ningun film lo ha-
bfa logrado hasta ahora. Siguiendo la
senda del uagnffico negocio obtenido
por "G.I. Blues", este nuevo

#
film de

Presley batirA sin duda los ultinos
"records"

.

Hueotron buenos amigos 'Wi-

lliam Perlberg y George Seaton, pue-
den eatar orgullosos estoo dfas. Su
encantadora ooaedia "El placer de su
oompaiifa" tiene el 5xito garantizado
en el Hadio City Music Hall de Bueva
York y en otros fanosos teatros de
los Estado s Unidos. Ia miama triunfan
te pare ja se ha11a ahora en las mara-
villosns tieiras de Suocia y Btnamar-
oa, afiadiendo mayores alicientes y c£
lor a "The Counterfait traitor" un
"thriller" superexepcional que est&
predestinado a eonstituir uno de los
mayores 5xitos de 1962.

En vista del enorrne 6xito que
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CORDOBA, Argentina - One audience leaves
the Gran Rex after being thrilled by Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho," as another audience is
lined up at left ready to take over the still
warm seats. Management of the Gran Rex put on
a superlative showmanship campaign.

espera a la produooi6n de Steve Parker
"My Geisha" con Shirley Maclaine, se
han trazado unos planes de cooperacifin
ontre la Sachiko Productions de Mr.
Parker y la Paramount Pictures Corpora
tion, para la realizacidn de varios
proyectos do pelfculas, en un perfodo
de cinco alios, en Estados Unidos y Ja—
p6n.

Estos planes servirdn para
incrementar el sello cosmopolite de la
magnifies liota de material previuta
para ser distribuida por Paramount en
los illtimos alios.

El primer inpacto producido
por "El rostro impenetrable" ("One
Eyed Jacks") do Marlon Brando fuerB
de las fronteras de loo Estados Unidos,
ocurri6 on Londres el 15 do Junio en el
teatro Plaza de Londres. El mes proximo
publicareiios un extenso reportaje del
acontecimiento . A mediadoo de Julio,
"One Eyod Jacks" ser& estrenada en l’o-

kio, de lo cual tambi6n infomaremos
m&s adelante.

Ies noticias de Hollywood en
torno a personajes tambien sirven para
seiialar el I’ociente atractivo del nue-
vo material. Para secundar a Yul Brynnei
en la realizaci6n de "Appointment in
Zahrain", extraordinario film de aven-
turas, ha sido dosignado el joven ac-
tor Sal llineo. Otro superior film de
aventuras "

! Hatari !

" que Howard Hawks
ha produoido para delei te de todo el
orbe, tambi6n nos ofrece una nueva jo-
ven estrella de la que admiraremos mu-
chas actuaciones en el pr6ximo futuro.

Se trata de Michele Girardon
y es el tipo de encantadora personali-
dad que siempre precisa la pantalla.El
contrato que fim6 para Paramount es
de siete aiios. Y hablando de contratos,
la salida de "Too Icita Blues" ha resul-
tado tan afortunada para John Cassave-
tes que Paramount se lo queefia de pro-
duotor y director durante un perfodo de

5 afios. Podemos confiar en la produocio
de un buen numoro de films sobresalien-
tes como resultado de tal acuerdo.

Pinalnonte, por ahora, nos es
muy grato inforunrles que "On the Doubi
con Danny Kaye, eotd deleitando a miHo
nes de espectadores en tfcdos los Esta-
dos Unidos. Es una gran comodia de un
tipo formidable.
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NEW YORK, June 5 - Pay television, via wire
and supplemented by UHF broadcast transmission,
was envisioned today as the answer to Great
Britain's scarcity of television channels.

Authority for this statement was Robert A.

Allan, Chairman of British Telemeter Home View-
ing Ltd., United Kingdom franchise holder for
International Telemeter Company's pay-TV system.

International Telemeter Company is a wholly
owned division of Paramount Pictures Corporation.

Mr. Allan, a member of Parliament, pointed

out at a press conference at Paramount's New

York office that a wire system would provide six

or more additional channels without interfering
with the available free television service. Not

only would a combination wire-UHF operation

solve the problem of insufficient "room on the

air," but it would also provide a type of progr-

amming that is not economically feasible under
present conditions, Mr. Allan indicated.

He noted, for example, that it would be

possible to expand the box-offices of local rep-

ertory companies as well as such cultural insti-

tutions as Covent Garden. "Pay television prov-

ides a method to cater to smaller groups on a

profitable basis," Mr. Allan said. The former

Parliamentary Private Secretary emphasized that

the multi-channel setup also made it possible

"to give one channel free to education, local
governments, and to the universities."

Mr. Allan said the introduction of pay tel-
evision in the United Kingdom depended on the
approval of the government. He added that a

government decision would probably be forthcom-
ing in 1963 when the charters of the BBC and ITA

come up for renewal. "If pay television is per-
mitted in Britain, it would probably come in

1964," Mr. Allan said.

In the meanwhile, Mr. Allan asserted that
British Telemeter Home Viewing would arrange for
demonstration facilities in London and embark on
a campaign to disseminate information about the
Telemeter system.

Mr. Allan visited the Telemeter engineering
plant in Los Angeles and later went to Toronto
where the only pay-TV system in the world has
been in operation for over a year. On the basis
of his observations, he said that he was extrem-
ely encouraged by the possibilities of pay-TV,

While in Los Angeles, Mr. Allan witnessed
impressive practical demonstrations of Tele-
meter in both black-and-white and color, over
the-air . These government authorized showings
are carried out by Station KTLA during the
early morning hours, 1 to 5, when regularly
scheduled '’television is off the air. They

?
roved to be enormously effective and impre*-
e, according to Mr. Allan.

especially as it applied to Great Britain. He
noted that the average cost per program in
Toronto - including the charge for films, sports,
and Broadway shows - was about a dollar for the
family, and he felt that a comparable scale
would prevail in Britain where a half-crown
probably would be the average price.

HOLLYWOOD - Luncheon in the Paramount comm-
issary honoring Mr. Robert A. Allan, Chairman of

the Board of British Telemeter Home Viewing Ltd.,

fcho had been witnessing Telemeter activity and
progress in Etobicoke (Canada) , Los Angeles and
New York. Reading from left: Henry Blanks, A1

THE REAL THING!
THE TRUE HORROR OF HITLER!

Scenes Never

8efore Shown On The

Every Foot of Film

Authentic From Secret

Nazi Archives! American Screen!

Manuel, Martin Rackin, Jack Karp, Mr. Allan,
Alfred Hitchcock, Ronald Simms (public relations
consultant to Mr. Allan), Louis Novins,Melville
Shave Ison, Paul MacNamara, George Chandler (SAG
president), William Rubinstein, Walter Mirisch
SPG president), Valentine Davies, president of
Academy of Arts and Sciences; George Seaton.

Mr. Chandler, president of the Screen Actors
Guild; Mr. Mirisch, president of the Screen Pro-
ducers Guild; and Mr. Davies, president of the
organization which annual makes the Academy
Awards, are referred to in the New York press
statement occupying most of this page.

During his stay in Los Angeles, Mr. Allan

conferred with the heads of the various enter-

tainment labor unions. He said they were "wildly
enthusiastic" about pay-TV "from their point of

view." Unlike the United States, where film ex-

hibitors have been fighting the introduction of

pay-TV, Mr. Allan said he expected no opposition

from this source in England since both Granada

and the Rank Organisation have come out in favor

of pay-TV. He noted, too, that British Telemeter

Home Viewing expected to work "in connection

with the existing TV stations" in England.

Mr. Allan's visit to Toronto coincided with

that of the Pilkington Committee which is study-

ing all aspects of television in the United

States and Canada. "We met members of the Comm-

ittee in Toronto," Mr. Allan said, "but we had

no specific discussions." He pointed out, however,

that the Conmittee had surveyed the Toronto

pay-TV operation.

Mr. Allan described the Telemeter System -

both for wire and air - as "a most fabulous

technical achievement." He stressed that the

Telemeter unite would be manufactured in Ehgland.

Paramount, he pointed out, had spent about

110,000,000 over the past eight years to perfect

the Telemeter pay-TV system.

British Telemeter Home Viewing Ltd. compriass

a group that includes British Lion Films, The

Financial Times, Granada Group Limited, Manches-

ter Guardian and Evening News, Schlesinger Inv-

estments Limited, and N.M. Rothschild 4 Sons.

ITELEMETERsbI
I MAY 18 TO JUNE 3 y|ICE ‘‘ g|

TORONTO, Canada - The
channels of Etobicoke's
Telemeter are covering
all manner of subjects.
This is the Inside spread
of an announcement sent
to all subscribers late
last month.

LITTLE ROCK, Arkansas:
Excellent progress is be-
ing made by Midwest Video
Corporation, holders of a
franchise for pay TV
granted by International
Telemeter Company, in
their petition in connec-
tion with the construction
of a cable system for pay
television in Little Rock.

Hearings begun last
January 23rd have been
resumed, and a decision is
expected to be handed
down very shortly.

NEW TELEMETER SHOW
AT LEFT is a scene from

"The Second City Revue," the
show taped for a 3-day run
(with hold-over contemplated)
in Toronto on July 7,8,9.

The "Second City Revue" is
a satirical show originating
in the Second City night club
in Chicago. Its press criti-
ques indicate that it is an
enormous Chicago success.
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KOM.V.ENDE PARAMOUNT -ERFQLGE
ZEI CHNEN SI CH AB„

In den letzlen Wochen hat uns die Paramount
wieder einmal eine ganze Reilie von Beispielen
fiir ihre vormaclitstellung gegeben, die uns
mit der groBten Zuversicht erfiillen. Denn auf
die fortwlihrende Eitte,"gebt uns grolie Pro-
duktionen und wir bringen Eucli groBe Gewinne,"
antwortete die Parainount mit einem besonderen
Produktionsprograrara, das jetzt aus ihren Stu-
dios kormnt.

HAMBURG - Very effect-
ive foyer decoration for
"The World of Suzie Wong"
in the Strait' s Haus.

DUSSELDORF - Wherever
there was available space
in this city, the news
concerning "The World of
Suzie Wong" went up for
all to see. In this case,
the Kurze and City Theat-
res benefitted.

FRANKFURT - Book store
tie-ups on "The World of
Suzie Wong" were naturals
throughout Germany. Here
is a typical one in this
city.

Ein Bewei s fiir den beachtlichen Standard der
neuen Produktionen ist das Hal Wallis Drama
SOMMER UND RAUCII mit Laurence Harvey und
Geraldine Page. Monatelang wurde uns gesagt,
daB es sich hier um den besten dramatischen
Film handeln wurde, den Hal Wallis je gemacht
hat und die Vorfvihrung am 29. Mai bewies, daB
sich die Prophezeihungen bis in die Einzel-
heiten bewahrheitet hatten.

Als weiterer Beweis seiner Vielseitigkeit
konncn wir Hal Wallis' BLAUES HAWAII ansehen.
Ein Film, in den nicht nur der 13 Lieder
singende Elvis Presley von seiner besten Sei-
te gezeigt wird, sondem er bringt wohl auch
lie schonsten Aufnahmen von Hawaii, die je
in einem Film gezeigt wurden. Denkt man an
das groBe Geschaft von CAFE EUROPA, so kann
man fast sicher sein, daB der neue Presley-
Film ein groBer Kassenschlager zu werden ver-
spricht.

Unsere guten Freunde William Perlberg und
George Seaton haben dieBer Tage alien Grund
stolz zu sein. Ihre reizende Filmkomodic IN
ANGENEHMER GESELLSCIIAFT ist ein ausgesproch—
ener Erfolg in der Radio City Music Hall in
New York und in Ilunderten anderer Theater
liberal 1 in den USA. Das Erfolg gewohnte Zwie—
gespnnn halt sich zur Zeit in den sclionen
L tin.dem Schweden und Diinemark auf, um noch
mehr Spannung und Farbe fiir ihren Film VERRAT
AUF BEFEHL einzufangen, ein "Thriller in
Superlntiven"

,
der Spitzenreiter in der Pro-

iuktion von 19B2 werden soil.

Das erfolgreiche Anlaufen des Steve Parker-
Films 10I\I0 BEI NACHT mit Shirley MacLaine
war der AnlaB zu Pliinen, Parkers Sachiko Pro-
ductions und die Paramount Pictures Cornor-
ation zu weiteren Filmprojekten in den USA

Three baby elephants dining in the Studio
commissary during the filming of "Hataril"
raised no eyebrows among filmfolk assembled,
since they were guests of the stars of Howard
Hawks' film, and also themselves appear in the
picture.

"Duke II," two years old and weighing 2,000
pounds, is named after John Wayne.* He sat with
the actor regularly at lunch during filming.
"Elsa," also two, and slightly heavier, dined
with Elsa Martinelli; while "Red," named after
Red Buttons, "talked" to the actor when they
were alone, claimed Buttons.

The elephants did not leave tips. Their
trunks were locked.

oays Audrey Hepburn to George Peppard in a
scene from "Breakfast At Tiffany's": "You mean
to say you never saw anything like this in
All In A Night's Work"?" (or words to that

effect). Anyhow, she stays right where she is
- and George goes away disconsolate.

und Japan wlihrend der niichsten 5 Jahre zu-
cammenzuschlieBen. Diese Plane werden den fi : r

die Paramount vorgesehenen zukiinftigen Filro-

projekten ein intemationales Geprage geben.

Das erste Auftreten von Marlon Brando in DER
BLSESSENE auBerhalb der Vereinigten Stanten
ist fiir den 15.Juni im Plaza Theatre in Londoi

vorgesehen. V'ir werden Ihnen iiber dieses
iiufierst wichtige Ereignis niichsten Monat

bericliten. Ebenfalls niichsten Monat wird die
Premiere von DER BESESSENE in Tokio stattfin-
den. Lin Bericht dariiber folgt dann noch.

Zur wttchsenden Anziehuugskroft der neuen

Paramount-Produktion tragen wohl auch die

Neuigkciten aus Hollywood iiber die Rollen-
besetzung bei. So wird der junge Sal Mineo
an der Seite von Yul Rrynner aus APPOINTMENT
IN ZAHRAIN einen spannenden Abcnteuerf i lm

mnchen. Der nndere groBe Abcnteucrfi lm IIATARJ

mit dem Howard Hawks die Filmfreunde erfreucr

wird, bringt uns eine junge Schauspiclerin,
die wir in Zukunft sehr oft sehen werden. Sit

lieiCt Michele Girardon und ist von eincr sold

bezaubemden Personlichkeit, wie sic die

Leinwand inner brauclit. Sic hat mit der Par-

amount einen 7-Jnliresvertrng abgesehlossen
und da von vertriigen gcrade die Rede ist -

John Cassavetes war mit der Produktion von

TOO LATE BLUES so erfolgreich, daB ihn die

Paramount gleich noch fiir fiinf weitcre Johre

als Produzent und Regisseur verpflichtet hat

Wir konncn also noch eine Reihc von auBcr-

gewohnlichen Filmen erwarten.

Zum SchluB haben wir noch das groBe Vergniigei

Ihnen bericliten zu konnen, daB Danny Kaye in

DER GEFREITE GENERAL wieder einmal Millioncn

von Kinogangern in den USA in helle Begeiste

ung versetzt. Der Film: eine gelungene Ko—

mbdie mit einem groBartigen Bursclien in der

nauptrolle.
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SHOWMANSHIP IS THE
SUREST DIVIDEND
PAYER OF THEM ALL!

CASABLANCA, Morocco - Showmanship of the cha-
racter shown above is most rare in this country,
which is all the more reason why the management
of Cinema ABC is to be commended for the fine
work done for "The World of Suzie Wong.'*

BUENOS AIRES - "CinderFella" had a most successful
release here June 1st at these five (5) cinemas: Opera,
Premier. Pueyrredon, Roca and Argos. Co-released was
the thrilling short, "Boats A' Poppin'." Paramount man-
aging director Sam Bekeris secured wonderful cooperation
between Johnson Motors and Mr. Lococo, the exhibitor,
with the result that the above outstanding display app-
eared in the lobbies of the theatres. A similar tie-up
appeared in all of the newspaper advertising.

f

MOTION PICTURE HERALD. JUNE J. 1**1
'

Suzie Wong Lucky Seven" Contest Highlighted

All-Out Bally at Plaza Theatre, Oklahoma City

LIMA, Peru - Group of showmen assembled in
the lobby of the Tacna Theatre in connection
with the showmanship campaign on "Psycho."
From L to R: Paramount manager Lennart Bjorck;
manager of the Cine Porvenir; Cesar Barreto,
trade paper Semana Cinematograf ica; Salvador
Payet, Cine Alhambra, Lima: Paramount's chief
booker, Enrique Gaillour; Juan Celi, Cine
Ideal, Callao; Julio Chavez, Cine Brazil, Magd-
alena.

This is one of the several sizes
of the advertisement for the Paramount
short feature, "Speedway" (see Page
15), made up especially by Florida
State Theatres.

A solid indication of the deep in-
terest taken in this subject by the
forward-thinking Florida State Thea-
tres.

BOOKSTORE woi tied in with Farrii Shanbour's radio-sponsored "Lucky Seven" Contest for his

engagement of Paramount's "The World of Suzie Wong" ot the Ploza theatre. Oklahomo City.

Compaign details are in accompanying story.

The comprehensive promotion campaign
engineered bv Farris Shanbour, Plaza thea-

tre. Oklahoma City, for his engagement of

“The World of Suzie Wong” was prominent-

ly highlighted by a "Suzie Wong Lucky
Seven Contest.” which was so called because
of the seven prizes involved.

The contest, as worked by Mr. Shanbour,
as at no cost to Paramount, distributors of

the him. or the theatre, began with the pro-

motion of seven prizes, viz. 1 ) hi-fi stereo;

2) transistor radio; 3) wrist watch (man's
or lady's); 4) S50 worth of clothes; 5) 6 as-

sorted LP albums; 6) $10 savings account
at a local bank, 7) six-months’ pass to the

Plaza theatre. Each of the stores participat-

ing in the offering of the prizes also cooper-

ated bv devoting large window displays to

^:he contest and the film’s playdate.

Vied Daily Radio Spots

Two weeks before opening, radio station

WTOK ran 15 spots daily announcing, "Be
sure to listen to KTOK for information and
details on the Suzie Wong Lucky Seven
Contest, and explained the rules of the com-
petition. prizes, etc. The contest was keyed
to seven questions pertaining to information

about the picture, with one question asked
each day of the contest.

The competition proved very successful,

gamering more than 2,500 entries, with the

top winner presented with the prize on stage

of the Plaza, with radio station officials par-

ticipating in the event. Radio station LOCY
cooperated m "Suzie Wong” promotion by
playing the tunes from the picture 10 times

daily for two and a half weeks in advance,
with appropriate tags mentioning the pic-

ture’s title and its opening date.

Outside exploitation included the use of

two Chinese girls, attired in their native

146

dresses, to distribute some 20,000 heralds

containing contest information, plus stills

and ads on the film. The girls, who covered
every area of the city, attracted a great dea
of attention wherever they appeared.
The theatre marquee, which is visible for

quite a distance, featured, instead of the

usual marquee letters, a picture of Suzie i

Wong on each side. The picture was hand
drawn by Basil Lowry, a local artist.

Taking advantage of the fact that some
15,000 high school girls visited Oklahoma
City from different parts of the state for an
F.H.A. convention, held during the run of

"Suzie Wong," the showman arranged for

the distribution oi the heralds among the

young visitors. Arrangements also were made
for buses to make a special route between
the Plaza theatre and the Municipal Audi-
torium, site of the convention, to transport,

the girls. Buses carried banners calling atten-

tion to the film and its playdate.

Oklahoma City's
Farris Shanbour and
his Plaza Theatre
have been in our
pages before (and
undoubtedly will be
again). Here's Mot-
ion Picture Herald
evidence of his tAp
showmanship handling
of "The World of
Suzie Wong."

BOSTON - Metropolitan
Theatre offered free tick-
ets to first 50 men who
showed up wearing kilts
for the opening of Danny
Kaye's "On the Double."
Rad io-WEE I pe rsona 1ity Tan
Russell was not one to
pass up a free ticket - so
was there bright and early
to collect. Tom called the
q»ovie "Great!" - especially
since he didn't have to pay.

At the Showmanship
Seminar on "The Ladies'
Man" reported on Page 5,
Jerry Lewis was photo-
graphed wj£h each of
the individual theatre
managers in attendance.

These photos were
then enlarged to L0x60
size and displayed in
the lobby of each mana-
ger's particular theatre
with copy such as
"Manager John Thomas
greeted by Jerry Lewis,
'The Ladies' Man' coming
to this RK0 Theatre
Wednesday July 12th.
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BANGKOK - Advertise-
ment in Chinese for the
Alfred Hitchcock suspense
thriller. "Psycho," at the
Paramount Theatre here.

RIGHT

Another of the Para-
mount Theatre's ads,this
one in Thai. All of the
advertisements for PSYCHO
carried the admonition
that the picture could be
seen only from the begin-
ning. The ads also urged
those who had already seen
the picture not to divulge
the ending.

BBLQW

BANGKOK, Thailand -The
success of "Psycho" at
the Plaza in London was
made part of the showman-
ship campaign of the Par-
amount Theatre hers. In
both advertisements and
publicity releases the
Plaza triumph was played
up in the fashion shown
above. This ad was 8 Inches
wide.
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We are about to get a continuity of great

showmanship news from Hongkong. The glitter-

ing new Queen’s Theatre is about to open,and

Paramount's ever - alert manager, H. S. Moh,

has Jerry Lewis' "The Ladies' Man" set for

the premiere, to be followed by "On the

Double" and a whole chain of Paramount hits.

Counterfeit

Traitor

SffiSK*

<njg

®dc

Appointment
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HAWAII - Producer Hal Wallis
(centre), star Elvis Presley, at

rigfrt, and director Norman
Taurog not only enjoyed the sun

of the 50th U.S. state, but
their deliberations delivered to
Paramount, in the form of "Blue
Hawaii," the most entrancing
and enjoyable film yet made with

Hawaii as a background.

We have seen the film, so w
are simply stating a fact. "Blue
Hawaii" is by all odds one of
Paramount's all-time entertain-
ment 'Greats.'

When Jerry Lewis was making "The Ladies' Man" on
Paramount's Stage 15 he had something he wanted the
whole wide world to see. None of this "Closed Setl"
stuff for him. He wasn't imbued with any of that art-
istic temperament eyewash, nor was any member of his
eye-filling cast of feminine female3. So he really
spread the news across the front of the stage in
terms that were unmistakable.

Besides collecting Academy Award 'Oscars,'
Edith Head has made a most interesting collec-
tion of miniature (but workable) sewing mach-
ines. Here, at right, she is showing some of
them to Mr. Helmut Gschwilm, chief designer of
the fashion house of Schwichtenberg and Renate
Gebert, designer of the fashion house of Oest-
ergard. West Berlin.

Following completion of the
final scene of "Blue Hawaii,"
Elvis Presley was interviewed ty
a number of representatives of
the international press. Reading
from the top down, these were:

John Snoeys, Belgium and Hol-
land; Jonah Ruddy, various Brit-
ish publications: Armando del
Moral, Mexico ana Central Amer-
ica; Bert Reisfeld, Germany.

RIGHT

Producer-director Edmond O'Brien
indicates for David Janssen's and
Stella Stevens' benefit the piece of
dvnamic action he wants from them for
tne staircase scene in "Deadlock, "one
of the most stunning sequences any
film has had in a long time.
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LONDON - This is an angle on the Plaia that

ie seldom pictured. It is shown now because the

importance of "One-Eyed Jacks" has caused an
additional display to be set up for the first
time In years.

The uniforms of the Plaza staff are the ones
representing the type of treatment that is usu-
ally given only for a premiere with royal pat-
ronage. (Note the Brando painting, which is the
original we used for our April cover).

The members of the Plaza staff, L to R, are:
Miss M. Mayo; Miss Alexandra; Miss Solmer-Smith

;

Miss P. Davies, Miss M. Davies; Mrs. Woods.

This trumpet fanfare also is usually reser-
ved for premieres with royal patronage. It all
added up to a demonstration of dignified and
impressive showmanship for "One-Eyed Jacks."

CLEVELAND - Scene as a specially invited
audience filed from the Fairmont Theatre foll-
owing a special screening of "One-Eyed Jacks."
Standing at left are Messrs. Grif Thomas,
Harold Henderson (Paramount branch manager),
and Sandford Greenberger, owner of the theatre.

ft

ONE-EYED JACKS” IS

TO THE WORLD'S P I CTUREGOERS
London Trade p8F.r

The Daily Cinema had this summation
of "One-Eyed Jacks" to offer to the
industry:

RATING: THE COMBINATION OF BRANDO
IN THE SADDLE AND A SHOOT- 'EM-UP
WESTERN ADDS UP TO BOX OFFICE
MAGIC THb PLOT'S GRIPPING, THE
PHOTOGRAPHY SUPERB, THa ACTION
POWERFUL AND THE ROMANTIC INTEREST
APPEALING. MONEY-SPINNING
POTENTIAL: TERRIFIC!

LONDON - Attending premiere of
"One-Eyed Jacks" at the Plaza Theatre
were, L to R: Paramount managing dir-
ector F.E.Hutchinson and Mrs. Hutch-
inson, ana Sir Michael and Lady
Balcon. Sir Michael is one of the
principals in British Telemeter Home

Viewing Ltd.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGii, 2)

BUFFALO, N.Y. - One of
the interesting showman-
ship devices used here for
"One-Eyed Jacks" at the
Paramount Theatre was this
spinning wheel in the shop
of O'Toole's on Main St.
Wheel carried four one-ejed
jacks, and those who spun
the pointer to one of them
won a guest ticket to the
movie.

LONDON - Another attendee at the
"One-Eyed Jacks" premiere was Miss
Barbara Lyon, actress daughter of Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon. Flanking her
are Mr. F.E.Hutchinson. at right, and
Tony Reddin, Paramount's director of
advertising and theatres.

DENVER, Colorado - The
Towne Theatre had a very
shapely girl offer a pack
of cards to passing males,
and the sign she carried
tells the rest of the story.

BUFFALO - This poster got saturation display by all
music and record establishments in this area both in advance
of, and during the engagement of, Marlon Brando's "One-Ey®d
Jacks." The picture's theme music became extraordinarily
popular locally - and those who heard, wanted to see.

UP H U THE ENTRANCING MUSIC in “ONE-EYED JACKS”ntMn on LIBERTY SOUND track album (L0M-16001)

H * THEN SEE *

MARLON BRANDO
and KARL MALDEN in

“ONE *EYED JACKS"
fesFHMlYI9PARAMOUNT
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SPEAKING OF ANIMALS * THE ANIMALS OF "HATAR I

!

"

HAVE A FEW THINGS TO SAY THEMSELVES

.

"I say l - Let's not tell 'em we're really Tanganyika

Democrats!

"

"Now when you get to those film studios there's one

thing you've got to remember "

"If you don't put my brother in
'Hataril' I Just won't play!"

One of the wonders of modern film production
is the fact that we are able to make animals
talk. They have always been able to think for
themselves (oftentimes better than we have given
them credit for), but now we have gotten them to
translate their thoughts to the spoken word. On
this page are some examples brought back by the
Howard Hawks "Hataril" unit.

"I'm not really a sebra - "Boy! Will those toothpaste

I'm Just a mule in glorious advertisers go for me when we

black and white!" get to Hollywood!"
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PARAMOUNT PA TOPPEN
AN EN GANG

Under de senaste veckorna har vi haft till
fMlle att se m&nga exempel p£ Paramount s hog-
klassiga produktion, filmer son konmer oss att

se mycket ljust pd framtiden, Dessa Mr en pro-

dukt av v&r studios "nya giv" som svar pd vad
som sedan lMnge plMderats: "Ge oss stora fil-
mer och vi kommer att ge er stora pengar till-
baka".

COPENHAGEN - Two of the
city's top music stores
that cooperated most eff-
ectively when Elvis Pres-
ley's "G.I. Blues" was
launched day-and-date in
three first-release thea-
tres. This store is Fuga
Mus ikforlag .FaIkone ra 1le
J+3. At top is Fardings
Musikhandel, Istedgade 57.

(The tie-ups were at no
cost to Paramount).

COPENHAGEN - This working Danish windmill
is the beautiful setting for a dramatic incid-
ent in "The Counterfeit Traitor." It is owned
and operated by Havnsp's Miller and is right
on Denmark's lovely coast, where the Paramount
company filmed for three aays. Camera operator
Louis Stein is behind the camera. George Seat-
on, director, is seated, with Tom Pevsner,
assistant director, at right.

En av de filmer, sod lnger stora fgrhopp-
ningar, Br Hal Wallis' atarka drama "annum?
AND SMOKE" me <5 Laurence Harvey och Geraldine
Page. Det har lfinge ryktats, att detta fir

Hal Wallis' flnaste drama och det hfista hen ni-
gonsln slgnerat, och vlsnlngen av fIlmen den
29 maj kom lnte pistiendena pd skam.

"The Ladies r Man"
will have its first New
York showing Wednesday,
June 28th, at the Brook-

lyn Paramount Theatre.
"Love In a Goldfish

Bowl" also has its New
York premiere as the

companion attraction.

Ett ytterligare belfigg tOr Mr. Wallis' ming-
sldlghet fir "BUJE HAWAII", vllken lnte bare
ger oss Elvis Presley 1 absolut bfista utform-
nlng - han sjunger ocksd lnte mlndre fin 13 "li-

ter" - utan ocksi liter Hawaii framtrfida fOr
vira blickar si som Ingen film tldlgare fOr-
mitt gOra det. Den hfir nya Elvis Presley-fIl-
men kommer nog att tangera det fina resultat,
som uppniddes mod "G.I. BLUES"

.

Vira god a vfinner, William Perlberg Och Geor
ge Seaton, kan vi 1 dessa dagar vara verkllgt
stolta Over. Deras fBrtjusande komedi, "THE
PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY" . har bllvit en stri-

COPENHAGEN - In Denmark, where the bicycle
is King of the Road, the two-wheelers carried
the message of pleasure over the return of
Elvis Presley to the screen in "G.I. Blues." In
the background is the Colosseum, one of three
theatres playing "G.I. Blues" day-and-date for
first release.

lande sueci pi Radio City Uislc Hell l Raw Tori
llksom pi hundratals platser Over hela Amerika.
De bida storfilms-makarna fir sjfilva just nn 1
Sveriges och Danmarks fagra nejder fOr att lfig-

ga ytterligare spanning ooh ffirg till "THE
COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR", thrillern som tippas scm
en av 1962 irs stora slagnummer.

Den stora framgingen mad Steve Parker-filmsi
"MY GEISHA", mad Shirley MacLalne, har re suite-
rat 1 ett planerat samarbete mellan Mr. Parkers
Sachiko Productions och Paramount Pictures Cor-

poration, avsett att tficka flera fllmprojekt un
der de nfirmaste fem iren 1 FBrenta Staterna ocl

Japan, ett vfirdefullt tlllskott till den linga
rad av lnspelningar med internatianell anstryk-
ning som Paramount slfipper ut under de nfirmaati

iren.

Marlon Brandos "GNE-EYED JACKS" hade sin
fOrsta premlfir utom Amerika den 15 junl och de
skedde pi Plaza Theatre 1 London. Evenemanget
fir nl veta mere om 1 nfista nummer. Nfista mi-
ned, alltsi nigon ging 1 mitten pi jull, fir
den sedan premlfir 1 Tokio. Mer hfirom senare.

Nyhetema frin Hollywood ger oss ocksi

minga nya namn 1 den nya produktionen. Yul
Brynner fir till ezempel hjfilp av unge Sal
Mlneo att gBra den hBgeligen spfinnande fiven-

tyrsfIlmen "Appointment In Zahraln", och 1 den

fiventyramfittade "HATARI.'", som Howard Hawks

producerar till biopubllkens bitnad, fir vi

f5r fBrsta gingen se en ung aktrls, vara namn

flitigt nfimnts under den senaste tiden. Hon
hater Michele Girard on, en ung dam med just

det dfir odeflnlerbara nigot som fllmen si vfil

behCver. Det kontrakt, hah tecknat med Para-

mount lCper pi hela sju ir . Apropi kontrakt,

si har John Cassavetes "TOO LA3S BLUES" slaglt

si bra, att Paramount lagt beslag pi denne

producent-regissOr f5r fem ir framit och vi

har alltsi, som en fQljd av uppgOrelsen, att

se fram mot en rad "mllstolpar"

Till slut har vl den stora fgmCJelsen att

meddela, att Danny Kayes "CN THE DCIUBIE" vi-

sat sig vara den saama glfid jesprldaren Over

hela FBrenta Staterna. En strilande komedi

med en strilande aktgr.'

Paramount has a wonderful color short on
the way entitled "Scandinavian Summer." Ed
Faye was producer, and Paramount's Copenhagen
manager. John Aarsh^j . helped very materially
in the film's production.
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FILM EV

THE U.S
SCENE*

*

ENTS ON
.

-

CaN aD

A

£D SULLIVAN photo

HEW YORK - Scene at the Waldorf-
Astoria testimonial dinner at which
the motion picture industry honored
Eric A. Johnston on the 15th anniver-
sary of his presidency of the Motion
Picture Association oi America Inc.

Mr. Johnston, at right, is receiving
from Paramount vice-president Y.Frank

Freeman the film industry's citation.

NEW YORK - Trio at the Paramount-
RKO Theatres showmanship seminar on
"The Ladies' Man" reported on Page 5.
L to R: Fred Herkowitz, RKO Theatres'
National Director of Advertising and
Publicity; Jerry Lewis; and Matty
Polon, Vice President, RKO Theatres.

RIGHT

NEW YORK - The Radio City Music
Hall gets the Pleasure of a lot of
Company as the delightful Perlberg-
Seaton production, "The Pleasure of
His Company" opens to queues and
queues and queues.

HONOLULU - High above the Waikiki
area or this colorful city, Elvis
Presley and Joan Blackman prepare to
record a sequence of "Blue Hawaii."
Already seen by New York executives,
the finished film is regarded as the
most entrancing motion picture ever
made against the background of Hawaii

NEW YORK - former United States
President Harry S. Truman flanked by
Paramount President Barney Balaban,at
left, and David Susskind, head of
Talent Associate s-Paramount Ltd. The
occasion was the signing of a contr-
act for Mr. Truman to appear in a
series of 26 hour-long television stto-

jects for Talent Associate s-Paramount
(as reported on Page 19).

NEW YORK - Pat Stanley, popular
Broadway stage comedienne. and lead-
ing lady for Jerry Lewis in "The
Ladies' Man," was on hand at the RKO
58th Street Theatre for the 'sneak'
preview or the very funny comedy.
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MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - These three shots outside
the 18 de Julio Theatre have one thing in common
they all depict £he Uruguayan struggle to get inside
the theatre to see Alftfed Hitchcock's "Psycho." As of
May 24th, the picture was breaking all records in the
history of the theatre. Let us quote the words of Mr.

E. Wallfisch of Select Films, distributor of Paramount
product in Uruguay: "There has seldom been seen in
Montevideo sucn excitement for the release of a pict-
ure. Without doubt. 'Psycho' will stay, in our theatre
for many weeks - with terrific box-office results."

36

"PSYCHO
THE THR

CONQUERING
I LL-SEEKI NG

WORLD, SUITES URUGUAY
Uruguayan premiere of "Psycho" produced

the following exciting cabin from Sam Bekeris,
Paramount managing director in Argentina:

"PSYCHO" OPE(£D MAY EIGHTEENTH HOLIDAY
THEATRE 18 DE JULIO MONTEVIDEO WITH
CROWDS STORMING THEATRE FORCING EXHIBITOR,
CALL POLICE. "PSYCHO" GROSSED A FIGURE IN
URUGUAYAN PESOS ESTABLISHING AN ABSOLUTE
RECCED AND OUTCROSSING ANY PICTURE PLAYED
IN THIS THEATkE

.

RirviiUT^

Knowing what a property he had with this

Alfred Hitchcock picture, Mr. Bekeris kept the
pad of cable blanks handy. And sure enough a

few days later he again cabled Mr. Perkins in

New York:

"PSYCHO" CORDOBA THEATRE GRAN REX. EXHIB-
ITOR ANNOUNCED MIDNIGHT SHOW MAY TWENTY
TWENTYONE WITH RESULT PUBLIC FILLED
THEATRE BEYOND CAPACITY AND TO MEET DEM-
ANDS OVERFLOW EXHIBITOR FORCED TO OPEN
DOORS THEATRE GENERAL PAZ NEARBY. THIS
BEING FIRST TIME IN HISTORY OF SHCW BUSI-
NESS. OPENING DAY GRAN REX AND MIDNIGHT
SHOW BOTH SET ALLfIME RECORDS. NEWS LATER
REGARDING MONTEVIDEO AND MENDOZA.

-BEKERIS

New
Zealand. .

.

has Joined the
"Psycho"- success
ranks. A cable to
Mr. Perkins in New
York from Robert L.

Graham in Sydney
says:

CRAIG ADVISES QUOTE
AM PLEASED ADVISE
"PSYCHO" IN FIRST
WEEK MAJESTIC WELL-
INGTON HAS BROKEN
ALL TIME RECORD
GROSS UNQUOTE.
(Stanley H. Craig

is Paramount general
manager in New Zeal-
and).

It should be of great interest to all concerned
t« note that throughout the world "Psycho" continues
to be released and presented only under the plan

originated at the inception of release - namely,that

the policy of no one being admitted after the start

of the picture be rigidly enforced.

MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay - One of
the many effective window tie-
ups secured by the Cine 18 de
Julio in connection with the

BANGKOK, Thailand - A thor-
ough job of showmanship, in
Thai, Chinese and English, was
done on the exterior of the
magnificent Paramount Theatre
for the premiere of "Psycho."

f
vent was an enormous success.
Next issue we will have pict-

ures of the Royal attendance at
the Paramount).

LEFT
BANGKOK - Stairway of the

building in which the Paramount
office is located, with a spec-
ial admonition concerning the
ending to "Psycho." Mr. Hitch-
cock's message certainly has
travelled around the world.
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"HAT AR I
! " ISA

MANY THRILL-
PACKED THING

As a practical indication
of thanks, producer Howard
Hawks presented the Tanganyika
government with 14 motor veh-

icles in appreciation of help
given to the film unit by that

territory during shooting of

"Hataril"
The trucks, valued at

$50,000, were used by Hawks

for scenes showing chase and

capture of wild Jungle animals.

Types of trucks ranged from

Jeeps to heavy wagons.

Even darkest Africa is not beyond
the 'eternal triangle' belt; and in
this one, Michele Giradon appears to
be the 'hypotenuse,' with Hardy
Kruger (left) and Red Buttons the
other two sides of the geometric
pattern.

Here is how the score was kept on the cap-
turing of the animals in "Hatari!" Co-stars
John Wayne and Hardy Kruger are at left; prod-
ucer Howard Hawks at right. Indicated here is
the wide variety of jungle denizens to be seen
in this highly exciting adventure film.

GO BACK to Page 39 of last issue and in
the interests of accuracy note our three
errors (made only because we were captioning
from uncaptioned stills). The subject of the
page was "Hataril" and these were our errors:

The animal disturbing Elsa Martinelli is
a cheetah, not a leopard; the baby elephants
are Tanganyika natives, not from Kenya; and
Elsa was 'tubbing,' not showering. The only
shower in Arusha was installed by the tech-
nicians for Howard Hawks. Tubs for everyone
else.

How long has it been since you
leaped into your brand spanking new
compact car and rounded up a lumber-
ing old unfriendly rhinoceros? Well,
in the incident above, John Wayne
has just done something like tnis,
with special "Hatari!" photographer
Willy Rizzo catching the action for
all the world to see.

"Hatari!" elephants appear to be
free-thinkers and free-goers.
They like to go where the impulse
takes them. This one wants a drink
at the hotel bar, and although he is
taking his own drinking 'facility'
with nim. he's going to be told that
he '

s

a minor — and will have to be
content with Coca-Cola.

John Wayne and Red Buttons seem
scared that the small pachydem has
never heard of the famous drink.

Their animal-hunting comrade, Bruce Cabot, has
been badly gored in the rhinoceros capture, so
Michele Giradon and Hardy Kruger silently sit out
a grim hospital vigil. (P.S. Cabot recovers!)

LEFT
While uptown on separate shopping missions,both

Elsa Martinelli and tne baby elephant learned that
there was just one room left in the hotel, so they
marathoned back. As you can see, in the photo fin-
ish, the elephant won by a trunk - which incident-
ally was all the baggage he had.
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In Chicago, disc joc-
keys Millard Hansen, of
WCFL, Marty Faye (WAAF

)

and Mike Holiday (WJJD)
invited listeners to
write and indicate why
they would like "The
Pleasure of His Company
(meaning the company of
the disc jockey) for a
night on the town. The
night on the town inclu-
ded champagne dinner at
"Diamond Jin's" and two
tickets to see "The
Pleasure of His Company"
at the Chicago Theatre.

Responses to the three
stations ran far into
the hundreds.

George Peppard is quite
unforgettable in "Break-
fast At Tiffany's," so

you should get to know him

quite well. This close-up
shot should help.

SANTIAGO, Chile - This
special stand was placed
at the entrance to the
Imperio Theatre here dur-
ing the run of "A Touch
of Larceny" and attracted
a great deal of attention
- and also stimulated
enough curiosity to lead
a lot of people to the
theatre's box-office.

DAFFYNITION —
Guaranteed Annual Wage:

Alimony.

NEW YORK - Barney Balaban, third from left,
Paramount president, is cited by friends of
the United Jewish Appeal with the David Ben-
Gurion plaque for his "outstanding leadership,
devotion and vision in the service of philan-

thropy." Congratulating Mr. Balaban are, left

to right: Jack H. Levin, Irving H.Greenfield,

Edward B. Lawson, Emanuel Frisch and Burton

E. Robbins.

NEW ORLEANS] Vacations have started in

our branch. Clyde Daigle, Office Manager, has

returned from his third week of vacation. He

n.de some improvements on his home and we un-

derstand he is quite an experienced painter.

Milton aufdemorte. Salesman, took one week of

his vacation to entertain his family from out

of town.
Dave nichoux, Cashier, and Eddie Richard,

Booker, with their respective families, are

speeding two weeks at a camp in North Louisiana.

ihey expect to catch all the fish, go boating

every day and swimming too. Sound^ like great

fUn.
Clayton Casbergue, hooker, returned from a

week of his vacation also. He and his family

visited relatives in CottonPort, La. However,

we understand Clayton missed New Orleans with

TOP PRODUCT NEWS
"Escape from Zahrain " is the new title for

the forthcoming Technicolor advehture drama

starring Yul Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue

and Jack Warden, with Ronald Neame producing

and directing "Breakfast

at Tiffany's ," co-3tarring

Audrey Hepburn and George

Peppard, will be released

nationally in September
" Sylvia. " starring Paul New-

man, to be produced by Mar-

tin Poll, and directed by

Martin Ritt, will start pro-

duction in December of this

year. . . .Producer-director

William Wellman has entered ^dre^Sagg^
into a co-producing agree mart l —

with Paramount for the filming of the Max Evans

novel, "The Rounders " "The Counterfeit

Traitor," Perlberg-Seaton production co-starr-

ing William Holden and Lilli Palmer, resumed

production in Copenhagen on June 12th. . .Italian

actress Claudia Cardinale, one of Europe's

fastest rising young stars, has been signed for

the leading female role in " The Iron Men ," a

Paramount release starring Sidney Poitier and

directed by John Cassavetes Noted Holly-

wood cinematographer Ellsworth Fredricks is

filming "Escape From Zahrain ." now in product-

ion in California. Yul Brynner, Sal Mineo,

Madlyn Rhue and Jack Warden have the top roles.

”Suz i
e" Sweeps

Austral i a

News of the triumphant success
of "The World of Suzis Wong" will
be found in many parts of this issue.

The picture has developed into a
truly international bonanza. Typical
of this is the following cable to
Paramount International's president,
James E. Perkins, from Australian
managing director Robert L. Graham:

"SUZIE" BROKE ALL EXISTING
RECORDS PRINCE EDWARD, SYDNEY,
INCLUDING "COMMANDMENTS," "PSYCHO,"
FINISHING WEEK WITH (a figure that
proved the point) AND WITH ADVANCE
BOOKINGS VERY HEAVY. OPENS TODAY
OTHER CAPITAL CITIES ALL
AUSTRALIA LOVES "SUZIE" GRAHAH

On Page 4 there is an indication
of how "Suzie" did in those other
Australian cities. And here's a fur-

ther cablegram from Mr. Graham giv-
ing the facts on the second week:

SECOND WErJCSUZIE" PRINCo EDWARD
SYDNEY ONLY 58 POUNDS BoLOW RECORD
BREAKING FIRST, AND IS 500 POUNDS
ABOVE PREVIOUS ALL-TIME RECORD
BUSINESS ALL CITIES ABSOLUTELY
ASTOUNDING AND ASSURES PICTURE SET
FOR LONG RUNS EVERYWHERE.

it3 bright lights and entertainment.
Joan Troncoso's son, Mannie, celebrated his

first Communion Day recently.
*lthea Suarez, Ledger Clerk, became a grand-

aunt on June 6th. Congratulations, Althea.
Try not to spoil the little girl too much

*nn oalencie, former Paramount Cashier, gam
birth to a fine baby girl on June 15th. Con-
gratulations, Ann.

Branch Manager Bill Holliday's son, Hoppy,
recently graduated from High School and has
enlisted in the Na?y. All our good wishes go

with you, Hoppy.
Mr. Holliday, being a peach of a fellow

himself, distributed peaches to the entire
office force the other day. We were all de-

lighted with the gift.
butch Favre, son of Della Jean Favre, *ss't.

Cashier, was recently promoted to Airman 2/C fci

the U. t. Air force.
-Della Jean Favre

NEW YORK It is indeed a pleasure to see

the excellent grosses "The Pleasure Of His Com-

pany" has turned in at the Radio City Music Hall.
The Sales and booking staff are securing

play dates for Paramount Weeks July 12th througi
25th and are striving for 100$ representation,
and considerable emphasis on short subject book-

ings, ifclch have shown a definite increase in

dollar delivery.
We welcome Art Hessel, who has joined our

ranks as booker. Also a welcome to Rae Herman,

customers' ledger clerk. Vacationing at present

is Barbara Cook^ _ M#WBan

i n "Blue Hawa i
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DANNY KAYE ECES HIS
"KAYE-FQR-A-DAY"
STINT IN iVi I LWmUKEE

Named "King For A Day" in Milwau-
:ee, Danny meets his "Queen For A Day."

Ihe is Mrs, Ann Ammann, a Milwaukee
lousewife and mother ox U children,
>he was selected from contestants in
i 2-week letter-writing, contest cond-
icted by radio stat ionwRIT ,MilwauJee.

Arriving in Milwaukee, Danny Kaye is

met at the airport by (at left) Bernie

Strachota, Chief Barker of the Milwau-

kee Variety Tent, and Ben Marcus,Pres-
ident of Marcus Theatres and head of

the Milwaukee Variety Tent Children's
Charity.

Danny Kaye meets the members of
the Paramount sales organization in
Milwaukee. L to R; A1 Taylor, Region-
al Sales Manager;. John Stock, Edith
Glaser, Sondra Matheny and Ward Penn-
ington, Branch Manager.

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin — At the recent Variety Clubs

International Convention in Miami Beach, a raffle won for

the owner of the Riverside Theatre here the services of

Danny Kaye for a day in connection with the showing of "On

the Double," the comedy star's latest Paramount release. On

June 16th, Danny was on hand for a full day of activities in,

Milwaukee. Above, he is selling tickets in the box office

of the Riverside Theatre.

Danny Kave on the stage of the
Riverside Tneatre. He made three of
these appearances during his day in
the city.
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| Appo i n tment

s

Charles V.
McMains has joined
Paramount Pictures
as graphic arts
purchasing agent.
He succeeds Mrs.
Agnes Mengel Grew,
who retired last
month after more
than 40 years of
service with the
company.

McMains comes to
Paramount from J.C.

Penney Company, where he was prod-
uction manager of graphic arts.
Prior to that he was collateral
production manager for Fuller &
smith & Ross, New York advertising
agency, and graphic arts purchas-
ing agent for the U.S. Rubber Co.

C. V.McMAINS

Nicholas Mamula
has been appointed
publicity manager
for Paramount Pict-
ures, it was annou-
nced by Martin Davis,
director of advert-
ising, publicity and
exploitation.

With headquarters
in New York, Mamula
succeeds Harold
Rand, who resigned
to form his own pub-

lic relations office. Saul Cooper
continues as Paramount Pictures'
assistant publicity manager.

Mamula resigned as director of
informational services in the New
York office of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
advertising agency, to accept his
new post. Previously he was Eastern
publicity manager for the David 0.
Selznick Enterprises, and also
headed New York publicity for Uni-
ted Artists Corporation.

NICK MAMULA

PROVOCATIVE THOUGHT

The Hollywood Reporter of
July 7th carried an editorial
critical of certain types of
film sent into the internet ional
market these days. Squarely in

the centre was this tribute to
trade marks:

"...European moviegoers, he
(Mitchell Kowal) reports, are
strong for trademarks - MGM,
Warners, Disney, Paramount ,etc.
So when a couple of quickie TV
films stuck together are passed
off on them as a feature under
a Hollywood studio trademark
that took 30 or 40 years to
build up, the damage to the com-
pany' s reputation is consider-
able

SHOWMANSHIP PTUS 1

In connection with the
succese story on "One-Eyed
Jacks" in Japan, chronicled in
the adjoining column, do not
miss the astounding showmanship
story relating to this on Page
26 of this issue.

Paramount Wor Id * Copyright © 1961 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S. A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
ganization around the world who believe in the entertainment ap-
peal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Volume 7, Number 7 July, 1961 ALBERT DEANE, Editor

PARAMQUN-TQPICS More than any other issue within
history, this present number depicts the growth and extensiveness
of the Paramount Pictures organization under the far-seeing and
imaginative direction of our president, Barney Balaban. We have
growing news of Telemeter, KTLA, Paramount Television Productions
and Dot Records, to mention but a few of the wholly-owned Para-
mount subsidiaries. Inspiring, too, is the soaring growth of the
Autometric Corporation, another division of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, under its direction of its president, Paul Raibourn,

who is a vice-president of Paramount. Also being watched with deep

interest are the individual progressions of Chromatic Laboratories

and Talent Associate s-Paramount Limited, two other vital members

of the vast and growing Paramount family. All of these, taken in

conjunction with our fine current and future program of revenue-

producing pictures - the backbone of our organization - point to a

glowing picture for the immediate days ahead A very fine

example of the real
spirit of cooperat-
ion between Martin
Davis' national de-
partment of advert-
ising and publicity
and the internatio-
nal dept., is prov-
ided by the compre-
hensiveness of the
showmanship manual
reported on Page 31.

M Suzie Wong” Registering
Socko Philippines Business

Far East Division Manager Svend Henriksen and Philipp-

ines Manager A. S. Velasques smiled broadly as they affix-

ed their signatures to the following cable concerning "The

World of Suzie Wong":
OPENING OF "SUZIE WONG" MANILA ADVANCED IN ORDER TAKE

ADVANTAGE FOUR HOLIDAYS. HAPPSf ADVISE GALA PR&MIERE
WEDNESDAY NIGHT (June 28) ATTENDED BY CAPACITY AUDI-
ENCE AND SMASHING SUCCESS. OFFICIAL OPENING THURSDAY

GROSS VEST CLOSE TO RECORD OF ANY PARAMOUNT PICTURt.

EXCELLENT CAMPAIGN. WONDERFUL PRESS-AUDIENCE REACTION
VELASQUEZ HENRIKSEN

"ONE-EYED JACKS" I S/ARE
WINNING JACKPOTS OVERSEAS

The international news about "One-Eyed Jacks" to supplement
the London release story on Page 11 is beginning to roll in to
Paramount International's president, James E. Perkins.

JAPAN
Opening report from Tokyo, over the signature of general

manager N. Metori, said: JACKS OPENING DAY ATTENDANCE 5618,
SUNDAY 7171 (*) OPENING DAY'S FIGURE HIGHEST FOR WEEKDAY OPEN-
ING AT HIBIYA EXCEPT FOR "PSYCHO." (*) Grosses omitted.

SPAIN
A cable from Paris signed jointly by John B. Nathan,general

manager for Continental Europe, and Henri Michaud, assistant
general manager, tells of the presentation of the Marlon Brando
film at the San Sebastian Film Festival: FRANK SITER REPORTS
"JACKS" UNPRECEDENTED SENSATION AT SAN SEBASTIAN FESTIVAL WRIT-
ING FULL DETAILS.
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What Our Cover Girl is Gazing At.

M
B. A. T"

In her newest and most

shining picture, Audrey

Hepburn gives a glowing

portrait of a many-faceted

modern miss — one who scores

far more often than she misses.

She looks at life, love

and happiness, and all of the

schemings connected with them.

She practices living on next

to nothing while living next

to the lap of luxury. Among

other things, she reduces the

practice of going to the pow-

der room to an exact financial

science

.

In matters of love she can

cross Niagara Falls on a

tightrope without falling,and

can say the damdest things

without receiving a punch on

her pretty, pert nose; while

in a pinch she can retain her

THE GIRL ON THE COVER is the

f
irl on this page. The place on
he cover is the place on this
page. The girl is Audrey Hep-
bum; the place is Tiffany 4 Co.

Both are the genuine article.

Audrey's Paramount record is indeed a glowing

one, beginning with the hitherto unequalled "Roman

Holiday." We have always believed in her very early

declaration that she had a special affection for the

company that made that picture; and we feel that it

will be in this spirit that you will first view this

newest film of her's, and will then plan to have it

reach the multi-millions of Audrey's fans around the

globe Don't forget that Audrey also sings in the

picture. But the singing that will count most in the

long run will be the praises sung by the millions in

all lands for the gaiety, the glamor and the sheer

wonderful entertainment of

"Breakfast at Tiffany’s"

dignity and not punch the

pincher.

Her life, as pictured in

this merry Manhattan melange,

begins with the world's most

celebrated jewel establishment

- and the uses to which she

subjects the place are far more

those of hilarity than those

of adversity.

Everything she does is in

fun, and for fun, and audien-

ces everywhere will love her

for it.
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The Rhino of "Hatari!" is

no longer interested just in

charging. Now that he's heard
about box-office records, his

sole aim is smashing them!
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Crowds like these at the RKO
Theatres in Brooklyn (right) and
New Rochelle (left) indicate
measure of enthusiasm greeting
the peripatetic Jerry wherever
he went In his two-dav coverage
of 27 theatres.

. 11711i

A TYPHOON NAMED "LE»YIS" INVADES NEft YORK AREA

MAKING ENTIRE POPULATION "LADIES’ MAN"-CONSCl OUS

July 12 and 13, 1961, are registered on
New York City’s earthquake seismograph rec-
ords as "showmanship shock days." On those
two days, a peripatetic mirthquake-producer
named Jerry Lewis, aided by a Paramount-RKO
caravan, made personal appearances at 27
local RKO cinemas, delighting hundreds of

thousands of fans, and leaving in his wake
the conviction that a laughfilm called "The

Ladies’ Man", in which he just happened to
star, is pure, unalloyed fun, clear through.

All photograph coverage of
the Jerry Lewis personal app-
earance tour, by Sd SULLIVAN.

Occasionally Jerry
viewed proceedings from
the bus driver's point
of view.

Jerry's special air-
conditioned bus necessar-
ily had to be his dress-
ing room also.

The special policemen
were skilled in the fly-
ing-wedge formation that
is necessary to expedite
the passage of notables
these days.

Jerry's schedule cov-
ered both day and night
appearances, agd the
crowds were on hand both
day and night, making
"The Ladies' Man" virtu-
ally a twentyfour hours
attraction.

mbextraii
JERRY LEWIS IN PERSONON^T^GE AT THESE RKO THEATRES

DOORS OPEN 10:454. M

'7

t
JL

M

tea' la

Jerry lAWi5

New York Times advertisement
over three columns, detailing the
•tight' itinerary of Jerry's
personal appearance maratnon, and
also expressing the thanks and
good wishes of all of the mana-
gers of the RKO Theatres involved.

A Jerry Lewis production
that the world is NOT going to
see was made in conjunction
with this rather astounding
cavalcade of 2J personal app-
earances in 27 theatres in 2
days. Jerry engaged his own
film cameraman to shoot the
entire proceedings. The result:
An hour-long film made for the
benefit of the Lewis children,
Patti and Jerry Lewis, and the
great legion of Lewis friends.

OTHER GLIMPSES OF THE
JERRY LEWIS CAVALCADE
AROUND NEW YORK WILL BE
FOUND SPREAD THROUGHOUT
THIS ISSUE.
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NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR

Audrey Hepburn. George
Peppard and a feline
character known simply as
•Cat* hare a pretty soggy
time at this point in
"Breakfast At Tiffany' s" -

but all ends happily in
this madly mixed-up Man-
hattan merriment.

Klsa Martinelli in
"Hataril" has Just put on
her facial cream for the
night and is about to re-
tire when a cheetah pops
in to wish her "bonne
nuit." How'd you like
that, girls?

ICHARLQTTEl Joe Cutrell, Salesman, was the

envy of his pals recently when he served as

judge in the hoan Mountain, Tennessee, Rhododav

dron Queen Contest. The sponsors must be

pleased with Joe's service, as he has served

before as a judge.
Charlotte Music Theatre at Ovens Auditorium

is providing summer entertainment for theatre-

goers vho enjoy live acting, among shows to be

seen this summer are: "Vestry Rides Again",

with Hugh O' Brian; "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes",

with Betsy Palmer; and "Showboat" , with Dorothy

Collins.
North Carolina experienced the codLest May and

June in many a year, but now we think that sim-

mer weather has finally arrived.

The following Paramounteers have enjoyed

vacations! Jack U. King, at home and at the

beach ;
Sara Short, at home spring cleaning;

Stella Lavender, Trip to New Xork to see some

shows; Xates Pryor moved into brand! new home;

Polly Morris, at the beach; and Tommy Lambert,

at a Florida beach.

k'e welcome Teresa Wilkinson, booking clerk,

who replaced Anne Davis who resigned, to await

a visit from the stork.

We are happy to report that hleanor Helm'

s

ear operation at the Prestyterian Hospital in

New Xork in May was a complete success.
-Mildred Hoover

"Pleasure Of His
Companv" Ber 1 in Film
Festival Tri umph

John B. Nathan in Paris quotes German
general manager Hugo Stramer as reporting that
the presentation of Perlberg-Seaton' s "THE
PLLASURb OF HIS COMPANY" at the Berlin Film
Festival as being most successful. Said Stramer:

"The theatre was jammed and the reaction
of the audience was Just wonderful. They
enjoyed the picture immensely; there were
several applause breaks during the perfor-
mance. At the end of the picture there was
great applause "

NEW ORLEATTs! Main, Rain, Go Away

That's becoming the theme song of the New
Orleans Paramounteers. Ve've had continuous
rain for so long, then the sun does come out
once in a while it almost blinds you.

Branch Manager Bill Holliday's wife, Henrietta,

Just out of the hospital after a brief stay
after injuring her back She's doing fine
now.

Vacations are at somevhat of a standstill
during the months of July and August and every-
one is working hard to accomplish the 100/° goal

for "Paramount Weeks".
Beverly Oubre, Ledger Clerk, and her husband

trying to escape the rain by getting out of
town. They spent a weekend at a camp in
^hickapin, aa. Ahis weekend they'll try Hiloxi,

Af feet i onate T r i bute
To an Ace Paramounteer

Ulrik F. Smith, whose retirement from the
Paramount scene after 47 years of Paramount
service is reported elsewhere, was 'lured'
into an exhibitor luncheon in Scranton, Penn-
sylvania, and ended up with some nostalgic
souvenirs of the greatest personal merit.

Ulrik has been Paramount branch manager
in Philadelphia almost since the early days
of the Liberty Bell, and the Scranton lunch-
eon was but one facet of the enormous esteem
in which he is held by the film industry.

'Conspirators' in the luncheon plot were
13 members of the renowned Comerford Circuit,
many of whom, in Ulrik' s own words, he has
known for 'nigh on to 30 years.' Event was
held June 30th at the Scranton Club, and the
six shown with the honored guest (right) are:

Seated, L to R - William Salmons, Byron Linn,
William Yurasko. Standing - Lloyd Hause,
Edward Kelly, Willard Matthews.

ip* •nxcc*sffeUij compirted the course in

FILM DISTRIBUTORSHIP

- Summa Cum 1M1 *

iiAssam i* alltWiafUr 44vrarsof*tndp.
Up* Diploma crrlifitt t. Hi. H*htU IVtitlr of

3can of

A
This is the diploma presented to Ulrik

F. Smith by the Comerford Contingent. Note
that even though it cornea from an exhibitor
organisation. It still bears the Paramount
Trade Marie.

Mississippi. H0pe the rain doesn't follow them

there, "oan Troncoso, Branch Manager's secret^
and her husband also heading for the gulf coast

for a weekend.
ass' t. '-ashler, Della Jean R'avre, and hueball,

Bddie, celebrated their 28th wedding anniver-
sary July 15. Congratulations, Della and rddlm

Hope you have many, many more happy years. M»

(Continued on Page 18)

This issue literally glows with news of the
international success of "One-Eved Jacks"!
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AUSTRALIA'S MAGNI FI CENT

SHOWMANSHIP CAMPAIGN FOR

'THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG"

Superb, stunning showmanship by Paramount
forces led by Alan Wardrope, advertising and pub-
licity director, under the able generalship of
nanaging director Robert L. Graham, has produced
for "The World of Suzie Wong" a measure of success
Dn a national basis virtually without equal. On
this page, and on the regular Australian page, will
oe found some measure of this showmanship triumph.
Sven more powerful evidence will be found in the
revenue reports of both Paramount and the theatres
fortunate enough to present this film gold-mine.

BRISBANE - Miss £lma
Clarke, of Manly, won one
of the "World of Suzie
Wong" contests by correctly
estimating the value of the
"Suzie Wong Trip to Hong-
Kong." This contest was one
phase of one of the great-
est national showmanship
campaigns ever associated
with a motion picture. This
particular contest, sponso-
red by Paramount and the
Wintergarden Theatre, was
backed by Brisbane's daily
newspaper. The Telegraph.

Miss Clarke will be acc-
ompanied to Hongkong by her
sister.

PERTH - This West Aust-
ralian city's superlative
showmanship campaign for
"Suzie Wong" pulled out
all the stops — and
pulled in all the crowds.
Boans Limited, the state's

top department store,won
the admiration, and the
attention, of thousands
with this most effective
window display. AT TOP -

The arcade of the
-
Picca-

dilly Theatre, with its
thatched-top box-office,
ample posters and myriad
Chinese lanterns.

Mr. Graham was in New lork
at the time of our going to
press and cited some of the
records already achieved by
"Suzie Wong" in the Austral-
ian capital cities. For in-
stance, at the Prince Edward
in Sydney, where the picture
was then in its 7th week,the
receipts had far outstripped
the business for any picture
in the almost-40-year hist-
ory of the theatre. This in-
cluded "The Ten Commandments"
and "Psycho."

Asked what he thought
would be the length of the
engagement at the Prince Ed-
ward, Mr. Graham replied
that he had originally fore-
cast a run of 20 weeks, but
he now was sure that tnis
was an understatement.

More Australian show-
manship on "The World of
Suzie Wong" on Page 15.

PERTH, Western Australia - South Perth housewife
Eileen Rutter waj chosen Western Australia's Loveliest
Girl in a Cheongsam in a contest conducted by City
Theatres Pty. Ltd. in conjunction with The Sunday
Times. She thus won for herself and her husband (radio
announcer John Rutter) a week's holiday in Hongkong,
glamorous locale of "The World of Suzie Wong."

The 16 finalists in the Perth contest as they app-
eared on the stage of the Piccadilly Theatre. Present-
ing them is popular radio personality Johnny Fryer.
Winner, Eileen Rutter, is sixth from left. Being a
model, she knew what to do with her hands, especially
in a contest relating to the Orient.

(The Piccadilly, presenting "The World of Suzie
Wong," enjoyed record-shattering business).

ADELAIDE - Crowds
queue in the lantern-
lit foyer of the Maj-
estic Theatre,and the
overflow goes into
the street and into
the next block. Good
reasons why "The World
of "Suzie Wong" is
outgrossing "Psycho.''
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THUS GOES "THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS" -

EVEN UNTO THE 2ND

& 3RD ENGAGEMENTS!

We remain prouder than ever of
the fact that since the middle of 1953

there has been at least one page in
every issue of Paramount World devoted

to Cecil B. DeMille's product ion, "The

Ten Commandments." And whilever we

have news such as that from Singapore
and India, on the present page, this
inspiring state of affairs should con-

tinue for years to come.

^^§§ive_3rd^ zRun_Showj_ng
SINGAPORE - "The Ten Commandments" has returned here for

a third-run round of engagements and has met with a towering

success. Shown above is the scene at the Cathay Organisat-
ion's New Alhambra Theatre when the house scheduled a series

of only-for-schoolchildren screenings.

Oi the occasion of the two
earlier releases of the mighty
Cecil B. DeMille production,
the screenings arranged by the
Cathay Organisation resulted In
60,000 children, with their
teachers, seeing the picture.

Ten thousand more already
have seen the picture during
the present third run, and at
least 15,000 more are expected
at other screenings already
arranged during the daytime: so
that in all, a total of 75,000
school children will have seen
"The Ten Commandments" during
its three seasons here.

lAt left)
SINGAPORE - Two glimpses of

the throng of school children
on hand to see "The Ten Conm-
andments" at the New Alhambra.

How’’s Progress in the Inter-
national Poster Contest?

Last month we published details of a most interesting
poster contest, open to all film publicists throughout the
world.

If YOU haven't already sprung into action, get that
June issue and take your steps towards participation.

We are of course most hopeful that some Paramounteers
will share in the top honors when judging commences after
the close of the Contest on October 31st.

Whatever the outcome, however, we are going to devote
a good deal of space to top Paramount entries in issues
after the Judging has been completed. It is going to be a
wonderful way to demonstrate your poster-ability.

-NEW ALHAMBRA-
OPENS TODAY_

3 SHOWS DAILY AT HOOo m 3 30p m A 8 00 p n

NOW AT
POPULAR PRICES
SI- $2 - $3-

SCHOOL CHILOHEI C0HC!MI0l

The Supreme Motion Picture Of AulTimei

Cecil B DeMille's

HESTON • BRYNNER- BAXTER- ROBINSON • OE CARLO • P/EgCT • CJEREK

V;
"" 1 "

Half-page advertisement of the Cathay Organisation's
New Alhambra Theatre announcing the third engagement of "The
Ten Commandments" in Singapore, and placing special stress
on reduced prices for school children. Enormous success of
'this engagement presents further proof of the timelessness
of Cecil B. DeMille's production.

Still Paramount in India
"THE Tl,N COMMANDMENTS" continues to be an extraord-

inarily powerful motion picture medium throughout India.

Paramount's general manager, K. S. Vaidyanathan, writes

with understandable pride about this in

the following terms:

"I am sure it will be of special int-
erest to you to know that THE TEN COMMAND-
MENTS, which we released here in January
1958, still continues to establish new
records everywhere in India. We have just
completed the first week at the Mohan The-
atre, Chirala (an up-country town) with a
record gross of more than two and a half
times that of Indian films. The Mohan
usually plays only Indian language films.
The local population speaks Telugu and

normally see Telugu films only.
"I am also very glad to advise that THE TaN COMMAND-

MENTS has set an all-time record even for repeat engage-
ments in India. In the city of Bombay itself we have al-
ready had more than 25 engagements and will certainly
have many more. Even very outstanding Indian films do
not fret more than seven or eight runs in Bombay."

K S
VAIDYANATHAN

f
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NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-

ORATION AUTOMETRIC
CORPORATION, DOT RECORDS,

K.T.L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-

VISION PRODUCTIONS, TAL-

ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Members of the Society of

Women Engineers, en route from the National SWE
Convention in Boston, stop to visit Autometric
and Paramount in New York City. Seated at lunch
at Sardi's are, L to R: Miss Lenore Goodkin,
Document Control, Autometric. NYC; Miss Ann
Hanson, Civil Engineer.City orDetroit, Detroit.
Mich.; Miss Mary Killilea, Systems Staff Engin-
eer, Automtric, NYC; Miss Aldyth Reichenbach,
Secretary to Paramount President Barney Balaban;
Mrs. Stella Berbynuk, Management Engineer. Det-
roit, Mich.: Mrs. Olive Salembier, Packaging
Engineer, Phoenix, Arizona.

ED SULLIVAN photo

WILLIAM WEITZEN

William Weitzen, foi'-

mer Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the United
States Air Force for
Development, has been ap-

pointed regional vice

president, Washington,
D.C. Area Operations of

Autometric Corporation,
it is announced by Paul
Raibourn, president of

the company.
Mr. Weitzen' s extensive man-

agement experience in complex
technical programs and his broad
background in research and dev-
elopment will be directly appl-
icable to Autometric's present
interests in the fields <t data
reduction, reconnaissance,mapp-
ing and charting geodetic stud-
ies, and various advanced space
projects.

From January 1956 until Joi-
ning Autoraetric, Mr. Weitzen
was Deputy for Development in
the office of the Assistant Sec-
retary of the Air Force for Re-
search and Development

,
Washing-

ton, D.C. In this position, he
was responsible for directing,

evaluating and coordinating Tor
the Assistant Secretary progr-
ams and policies in the area of
military weapon systems, supp-
orting systems, technical de-
velopments and applied research.

Mr. Weitzen has been closely
connected with many top priority
national military Research and
Development programs, such as
Aerospace Plane, Ion Propulsion,
High Energy Fuels, SLAM, Nuclear
Propulsion, Laminar Flow Con-
trol Advanced Development Air-
craft, STOL and V/STOL. and
many missile and combat aircraft
weapon systems presently in our
Defense inventory; and he has
been instrumental in formulating
actions which initiated much of
this important defense work.

While on the Air Force Sec-
retary's staff, Mr. Weitzen
participated in top Department
of Defense committee activities,
and has worked with the Research
and Engineering Policy Council,
the Air Force's Scientific Adv-
isory Board, the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administrat-
ion, the Federal Aviation Agen-
cy, foreign air ministries, and
leading scientists of the Amer-
ican community.

Bom in New York City in 1915*
hr. Weitzen graduated from the
College of the City of New York
in 1936 with a Bachelor's degree
in Mechanical Engineering. He
further pursued advanced gradu-
ate studies at Ohio State; the
Air Command and Staff School;
George Washington University;
and he was the first Air Force
Research and Development civil-
ian to attend the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces.

RIGHT

RANDY WOOD, president of Dot
Records and a vice president of
Paramount Pictures Corporation,
electrified the stockholders at
last month's Paramount Pictures
annual meeting with his Dot
revenue figures for I960. Here
he is on tne cover of Cash Box
(the weekly voice of the record
industry) proving that successes
for Dot follow one another in
speedy succession. With him at
left is internationally popular
band leader, Lawrence Welk. In
centre: Sam Lutz,We Ik's manager.

NEW GENERAL SALES MANAGER OF

K T L A

Appointment of Jack Donahue
(left) as General Sales Manager
for KTLA, Paramount Television
Product ions, Inc. ,

was announced
July 3rd by S.L. Adler, Vice
President and General Manager of

the Los Angeles independent.
Donahue's elevation to this

post follows a three-year ten-
ure at KTLA, the past two as

National Sales Manager following

service as Assistant General
Sales Manager.

His background in broadcast-
ing began in 1941 when he Joined
the CBS owned and operated radio
station KNX in Los Angeles. He
left there to serve as a pilot
in the U.S.Air Force. In 1951
Donahue returned to CBS and KNX,
filling a number of posts, and
finally that of Sales Manager
for the Pacific Coast, CBS Radio
Network Spot Sales, which he
vacated in 1958 to Join KTLA.

TheCashBox
VOIUME XXII — NUMBER *3 JUlY ••
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WAKEFIELD - Showmanship for "The

World of Suzie Wong" throughout Brit-
ain was complete and far-reaching.
The Tony Readin forces again did an
ace Job with this one. An example is

the above glimpse into the establish-
ment of Homecraft Supplies Ltd., at
Kirgate. The Playhouse of the Essoldo
circuit got in some splendid work
here, with prominent mention of the
film and theatre in the display, and
with the attractive salesladies comp-
lete in cheongsams.

LONDON - FKra-
mount ' s nat ion-

mac
ins-

al campaJ
with the lei
"Suzie Wong" —
pired weather-
wear was the
basis for this
attractive win-
dow given by
Cullinores,Ltd.,
when the film
played the Odeon,
Bournemouth , one
of Britain's
foremost sea aids

vacation spots.

HOIOC\ —
THEWMU SUM WONG

oohm • '.wan

In connection with the release
of "All In A Night's Work" over
the A.B.C. circuit, the manage-
ment distributed 40,000 cards in

envelopes marked "HURRY, HURRY,
HURRY' » Cards bore the now famous
en-toweled figure of Shirley
MacLaine, the film's title and

star names, and the injunction to

"Come as you arel to see. .
.

"

LIVERPOOL - In advance of the
opening of "The Rat Race" at the
Gaumont here, the management made a

most effective display of winning
motor cycles from the world famous
T.T. races. Note the line saying
"This film is faster, rougher than
any T.T. race l"

NTEREST I NG EVENTS
IN THE BRITISH

FILM WORLD

LONDON - There are window displays and win-
dow displays, and the best of them all is the
10056 window display. As, for instance, this one
devoted entirely to the Fontana film paper-back
edition of "The World of Suzie Wong." Display
was arranged by the Cinema House, Hale, in tne
local branch of W.H. Smith & Sons, the eminent
booksellers and stationers.

O-Kaye Plus! in London
The Daily Cinema, Britain's eminent film

trade paper, suras up Danny Kaye's "On the
Double" in these terms:

DANNY KAYE PUTS UP A RIOTOUSLY FUNNY SHOW
AS THE RELUCTANT WARTIME HERO WITH "DOUBLE"
TROUBLE. THiu PLOT GuTS A HANDSOMc, PRODUCT-
ION AND YEOMAN SUPPORT FROM A LARGELY
BRITISH CAST. BOX OFFICE, POTuJJTlAL: DaFIN-
IT&LY O-KAYE PLUS1

AT LEFT

LONDON - Paramount is very proud of the use
to which the original paintings inspired by
"One-Eyed Jacks" have been put in this city. As
shown at left, two of them nave been placed in
the important tailoring fir* of Marshall A
Snelgrove Limited, Oxford Street, a renowned
establishment under Royal Patronage. This is
the first time that this firm's directors have
allowed a tie-up with a film.

Cards bringing the paintings to the atten-
tion of the store's clients were exhibited on
all counters. Furthermore, Paramount piblicist
Jack Upfold states that in addition to creating
widespread interest, clients have gone so far
as to make enquiries regarding the possible
purchase of the oils.

Following the run of "One-Eyed Jacks" at

the Plaza, the paintings were scheduled to be
displayed in the offices of the national news-
paper to coincide with London General Release.
After that, they will be consigned to Guenter
Schack in Paris, for Continental use.
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"ONE-EYED JACKS" HAD

LONDON GOGGLE-EYED
•

t

' it7
KSD 1 nmM jTi'iJM •w.S 1

,

LONDON - The Underground
had "One-Eyed Jacks" ann-
ouncements on all the tube
stations

...and the lifts bring-
ing passengers to and from
the tube trains had their
messages about "One-Eyed
Jacks" as well.

LONDON - Feldman's Rec-
ord Shop in Dean Street,
Soho, attracted many cust-
omers for both the movie of
"One-Eyed Jacks" and the
Ferrante-Teicher recording,
with this attractive window.

0 E J

0 £ J

0 £ J

LONDON - Selfridges, one of Brit-
ain's top department stores, gave this
impressive display to "One-Eyed Jacksf'
for the premiere run of the picture at
the Plaza. In the record department,
the display drew attention to the hit
Ferrante-Teicher recording of the
film's love theme. Note also the line
"The One Record You Must Buy" - a var-
iation of the picture's key showman-
ship line.

LONDON - Facing posters were devised here for
the fronts of those buses bearing the "One-Eyed
Jacks" message. This is the first time that this
technique has been employed. (The bus is passing
the Plaza Theatre during the run of the film).

LONDON - Main window of Paramount's
head office carried this realistic
display for "One-Eyed Jacks." Sand is
real, the cactus also, and the same is
true of the lively gentleman - none
other than Russell W. Hadley,Jr. assis-
tant managing director in the U.K..
and in charge of handling "Jacks" in
this part of the world.

ig
^ PINA 0*

f paucri I
~ Into^bpamx NjH

LONDON - This is the
sort of thing that the
Plaza is being ac-queues-d
of all the time. Latest
accusation has been leveled
against "One-Eyed Jacks,"
and the reason for it is
plainly shown above.

OEJ

LEFT

Foyer of the Plaza with
abundant "One-Eyed Jacks"
material on hand. Note
particularly the massive
oil painting which we used
on our April cover.
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JAMES MASON has an

important role in

"Escape from Zahrain,"
but will receive no ad-
vertising billing along
with co-stars Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo,
Madlyn Rhue and Jack
Warden.

This unusual casting
came about as a favor to
producer-director Ronald
Nearae. Their friendship
began when Mason was a
struggling young actor
and Neame was a camera-
man. Mason, who has stip-
ulated that his salary go
to his favorite charity,
the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, will portray a
humourous Englishman.

STELLA STEVENS, with
remarkably punchy roles in
"Deadlock" and "Too Late
Blues" to her credit
and we do mean credit
look 3 like being one of
the really top glamor gals
of 1962.

A man never tells
you anything until you
contradict him.

George Bernard Shaw

L ’EXCELLENCE DE LA
PRODUCTION PARAMOUNT
REHAUSSE SON PRESTIGE

*

L'abondance et la richesse des productions
Paramount ont donn4 naissance k la plus grande
"kre" d'optimisme qu'on ait jamais connue. D'a-
bord, il y a l'exemple de "/Ion S4ducteur de Pk-
re" qui bat les records de recettes au Radio
Oity Music Hall de New York

; ensuite il y a en
plus et surtout des films nouveau* qui ne sont
pas encore sortis et brillent d4jk de mille
feux.

Durant la dernikre
semaine de Juin, les
directeurs dels Societe
ont vu Elvis Presley
dans "Blue Hawaii",
Audrey Hepburn dans
"Breakfast at Tiffany's

etla production d'Edmond
O'Brien : "Deadlock". Voilk trois films admira-
bles qui posskdent une seduction capable d'at-
tirer tous les publics. Il peut parattre banal
de declarer que le film de Hal Wallis produit
k Hawaii est nlus attrayant que tous les autres
films d'Elvis Presley r4alis4s jusqu'k ce jour,
mais c'est vrai. Et, en plus, ce film nous fait
faire un merveilleux voyage aux lies Hawaii.
"Breakfast at Tiffany's ramkne Audrey Hepburn
k Paramount et cela, c'est une excel lente nou-
velle. Audrey s'attaque k un rfile de com4die.
Du moins s'agit-il d'une com4die jusqu'au mo-
ment ok elle se rend compte de 1' importance de
1

' amour. Et alors, l'histoire prend un tour 4-
mouvant. Les disaines de millions d'admirateurs
que compte Audrey Hepburn aimeront certainement
oe fils avec passion. Et une mention sp4ciale
ira sHrement k "Deadlock", 4tant donn4 que ce
film posskde des qualit4s extraordinaires de

"suspense".

PARIS - This is the lobby of the George V,
one of the five Paris cinemas showing "The
World of Suzie Wong" day-and-date . We know it
to be the George V, even though the sign at
left would seem to place it in the film's act-
ual locale in Hongkong.

•iHHHfr-iHHfr

Cependant "Vengeance aux deux Visages"
continue k enregistrer de formidables recettes
en Angleterre ok il passe au Plasa Theatre de
Londres. Le film de Marlon Brando a b4n4fici4
d'une exploitation exceptionnelle, exploita-
tion dont les rdsultats se font sentir sur les
recettes, comme c'est toujoura le cas. Au eours

de ce mois, "Vengeance aux deux Visages" sera
pr4sent4 au Japon en premikre exclusivity et
l'on salt que dans ce pays Sexploitation est
une science exacte et profitable. Nous sommes
persuadf que nous aurons de merveilleux r4sul-
tats lk-bas aussi.

Un autre pays ok lea efforts de publicity
et d' exploitation sont payants, c'est 1 'Aus-
tralia. Nous en avons eu la preuve pour "Le
Monde de Suzie Wong". A 1' occasion de la sortie
de ce film, Paramount avait organisy une syrie
de concours dans tout le pays. Les gagnantes
(les jeunes ftiles qui ressemblaient le plus
k Nancy %an) sont aliyes par avion k Hong-
Kong et ont pass 4 plusieurs jours de vacances
dans cette ville pittoresque. iflles ont repu,
en outre, d' autres prix de valeure Cette cam-
pagne a cryy un grand int'4r#t national k 1'4-

gard de ce film, intkrdt qui a eu une r4per-
oussion sur les recettes. Vous en verrez la
preuve ytablie sur plusieurs pages de ce num4-
ro du Paramount World.

Nous attirons Wotre attention sur un ar-
ticle que nous publiona dans ce num4ro et qui
concerns 1 'acquisition par Paramount d'un des-
sin animd qui a remportk un Oscar au mois d'A-
vril k Hollywood. Ce dessin animy a'appelle
"Munro" et il a gagn4 le prix de la cat4gorie
des dessins anirnks d'une bobine. Paramount a,

en outre, signy un contrat avec le producteur
de ce "cartoon", qui doit faire deux autres
dessins anipys d'ici la fin de l'annye. Les ar-

ticles concemant la politique de Paramount
pour les courts-sujets exigent une lecture at-
tentive car ils comport ent de fort intyressan-
tes nouvelles.

Les rumeurs sur "Hatari" continuant k #-

tre pleines de promesses. Ce film sur les ani-
maux sauvages, est actuellement au montage et

k l'enregistrement . On ne peut le comparer k

auoun autre et il fera certainement sensation
loraqu'il sortira au cours de la saison pro-
chaine. A l'heure actual le, John Wayne, qui 4-

tait le principal interprfite d' "Hatari" se

pr4pare k commencer aux c8t4s de James Stewart

son nouveau film "The Man who shot Liberty Va-

lance", qui sera l'une des productions majeu-

res de l'ann4e 1962, distribu4es par Paramount,

ratio - when Jerry Lewis' "Visit To A Small
rlanet was released recently at the Paramount
iheatre here, the entire front of theatre aswell as the lobby display was geared to thecurrent spectacular interest in space travel.
This special panel in the lobby intrigued the
younger element, with Jerry purporting to sayj

„
We

ntJ(?rou«h 3Pace the other way round. Iam a Martian and I came to visit the Earth. Onyour planet I had a lot of funny experiences
and I can tell you that you will laugh at them
too. - Jerry Lewis."
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•Best satire to be seen today!

TELEMETER , TORONTO, NOW

GETTING BROADWAY SHOWS
AHEAD OF BROADWAY
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Note the Toronto Telegram's
opening paragraphs: "Some of the
funniest TV that never hit the air
waves will be piped into the homes
of the pampered patrons of pay-TV
in StoblcoKe for the next three
nights. The Second City Revue,
taped by Telemeter in its natural
habitat in Chicago, is an hour and
a half of mad fun that no network
would dare carry.

AT IZFT is one of the
most searching critical
appraisals of "The Second
City Revue." The show in
its three days of presen-
tation made a definite
impact on Toronto viewers
and it seems inevitable
that it will be offered
again in the Fall.

Plans of the Telemeter Summer Theatre

specially-devised program
of motion picture enter-
tainment augments and com-
plements the regular sched-
ule of current films and
special shows offered to
5,800 Toronto subscribers.

By utilising all thrse pay-TV
channels - Channels 5A and 5B for
current films and special shows
and designating Channel 5C as thd

ner Theatre in the Home —

Cover of one of Trans-
Canada Telemeter's prom-
otion pieces for the Sum-
mer Theatre of Telemeter.

TORONTO - The flexib-
ility of Telemeter's 3-
channel system of wired
pay-TV is being highligh-
ted this summer when a

Summer
Trans-Canada Telemeter, operator
of the Toronto installation,
offers pay-as-you-see viewers a
wealth of movie entertainment at
a minimum cost for the entire
family. In effect, each pay-TV.
subscriber has three motion pict-
ure theatres in his home.

On July 16, the Telemeter Sum-
mer Theatre began spotlighting
specially packaged film present-
ations every week, including a
Sunnier Festival of Music. The cost,

per household for each Summer
Theatre film program is 50i for
single films, 75|6 for double fea-
tures, and 2$i for children's
matinees.

The Sumner Theatre schedule
includes:

Sty-Time: On Monday through
Saturday nights, Hollywood's top

(continued on the
following)

Full of

belly-laughs!

Absolutely

first-rate tunes!
- Chicago su* runs

Trans-Canada Telemeter made entertainment histcay

on the evenings of July 6,7,8 when Channel 5C pres-
ented to the Telemeter subscribers of Etobicoke,
Toronto, "The Second City Revue” months in advance of

its scheduled presentation on Broadway, New York.

Most

original and

delightful

entertainment!

Delightfully

provocative

artists!*

mmwa™
In the great tradition ot topical humor that is spreading across the country

trom the "hungry i" in San Francisco to the "Blue Angel in New York.

•Satire alive

with brilliance

and flourish!

Pantomime

both basic

and superb!*'

••They shred

current politics, arts,

entertainment events,

wickedly do in

foibles and phony

ways of life!**

Sparkle and sauciness, speed and irreverence 1 Daftest and

deftest of clever satires! Nothing but talent and taste!*

—CHICAGO TKtOuHC

Currently a

"> *ewy
ortl

tail!

’aSsis-

This was the pictorial centre-spread of the broad-
side. It was a major factor in providing such a heavy
viewer rating on Channel 5C at 9 p.m. July 6, 7, 8.
Note the price of $1.25 for an entire family, plus
friends, to see a forthcoming New York Broadway show
months in advance of its Broadway premiere.

TRANS-CANADA TELEMETER
YOUR THEATRE IN THE HOME

lakes great pride and pleasure in presenting

WWHSimGM)
The Second City Revue is the most unusual entertainment that has been shown on
Telemeter to date It is a collection of the best skits, sketches and songs performed
in The Second City, a Chicago night club that was the training-ground of Shelley
Berman Mike Nichols and Elaine May

The Second City Revue will be shown over Channel 5C from Thursday. July 6
through Saturday, July 8 at 9 P M Price $125

The Second City Revue is like no other show you have ever seen It is new. fresh,

intelligent, adult It has been applauded by every audience praised by every critic

TELEMETER

Colorful and informative broadside announcement
giving details of "The Second City Revue" was mailed
to all Telemeter subscribers in Toronto. Above is the
information contained in the first fold.

page

This is a further
miniaturization of the
fine press review shown
at top left. It's here to
show that "The Second
City Revue" was such a
hit that it was held over
for ONE WHQLc, Vfc&K

HHHHHHHHfr
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The leaping cat of the
delightful comedy , "Break-
fast At Tiffany's," really
startles George Peppard
when first he encounters
the feline. But when it

comes to handling Audrey
Hepburn as 'Holly Golign-
tly, ' that's a problem of
another hue.

M 0ne-Eved
Jacks" Is

Socko i

n

Stockholm
* * * *

Under date of July 18
Continental general man-
ager John B. Nathan has
advised James E. Perkins,
Paramount International
president, as follows:

FIRST EUROPEAN REL-
EASE "ONE-EYED JACKS"

PALLADIUM STOCKHOLM YES-
TERDAY. FLODIN ADVISES
TReNENDOUS SUCCESS. BOTH

PERFORMANCES SOLD OUT IN

ADVANCE. PUBLIC REACTION
EXCELLENT WITH AUDIENCE
BURSTING INTO STORMY
APPLAUSE MANY TIMES
PRtSS VERY GOOD WITH
BRANDO ,MALDEN , PELLICER
RECEIVING EXCELLENT
PRe<SS. FLODIN ASSURES
LONG TREMENDOUSLY SUCC-
ESSFUL RUN.

- NATHAN

We must have respect
for both our plumbers
and our philosophers or
neither our pipes or our
theories will hold water.

John W. Gardner

EN FIN PRODUKTION
HOJER
PARAMOUNT S_PREST I GE

Opt imiamen inom Paramount
ar storre nu an pa lange
after alia de utmarkta filmer
som konmit till pa senare tid.

Tag till exempel "The Pleas-
ure of His Company", som gor
stralande lycka pa New Yorks
Radio City Music Hall. Men
forutom de filmer som redan
hunnit slappas ut, finns en
ny stor och lovande produk-
tion.

Sista veckan 1 Juni sAg Paramount a toppmfiu
Elvis ft*esley i "Blue Hawaii", Audrey Hepburn
1 "Breakfast at Tiffany's" och Edmond Brians
film "Deadlock". Tre hfirliga filmer som be sit-
ter allt fOr en internationell publik. Det kan
kanske tyckas banalt att sfiga att Hal Wallis'
film, inspelad pA Hawaii, fir Elvis Presleys
bfista hittilldags - men sA fir det faktiskt. -

"Blue Hawaii" har publiktycke mer fin alia and-
ra Presley-filmer till sarinans - och den inne-
bfir en underbar tripp till Hawaii dessutom.
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" ger oss Audrey till-
baka i Paramount-kretsen igen, och det fir ny-
heter som tilltalar alia och envar. Audrey har
hfir en komediroll. itminstone fir det komedl
finda tills hon helt plOtsligt blir medveten can

hur betydelsefull kfirleken fir — och dA fAr
filaen sjfilvfallot en mere seriOs anstryknlng.
Audrey Hepburns talrika beundrarskara koramer

att tycka vfildigt mycket on den hfir filmen. -

En eloge fAr ocksA "Deadlock" f8r sin fbrmAga
att konstant hAlla spfinningen pA toppunkten.

Under tiden sfitter "One-Eyed Jacks" rekord
i England, den har gAtt sfillsynt bra pA Plaza
Theatre i London, dfir den nu slutspelats. Mar-
ion Brandos film har fignats en vfil gencantfinkt

reklamkampanJ , vilket ocksA avspeglar sig i de
goda kassaresultat, som en rfitt uppbyggi kampanj
alltid ger. Innevarande mAnad har filmen pre-
mifir i Japan, dfir reklamen fir en exakt och nyc-
ket lfinande vetenskap, varfBr vl kan ffirvfinta

nya rekord dfirifrAn ocksA.

Australian fir ett annat land som stAr hCgt

vad betrfiffar goda reklamkampanjer, vilket man
ser bevis pA i "Efirlek i Hong Kong"-sammanhang.

I samband med att filmen skulle ha premlfir ar-

rangerade Paramount en rad tfivlingar, dfir vin-

nama (alltsA de bfista keplorna av Nancy Ewan)

fick flyga till Hong Eong f8r en visit i den

ffirgrika staden, och dessutom fick de naturllgt-

rts en hel del andra priser. Eampanjen vfickte

ett enormt intresse 8ver hela landet - med fin-

fina resultat som f81Jd. Flera sldor hfirom i

detta nunmer av Paramount World.

En notis i detta nummer berfittar ocksA om

Paramounts f8rvfirvande av en kortfilm, som fick

pris i Hollywood i april i Ar. Den hater "Mun-

ro", vinnare i kategorien "enaktare". Paramount

har trSffat avtal med producenten av denna en-

aktare om levarans av ytterligare tvA kortfli-

ner senare i Ar. Notlsen om Paramounts kort-

filmsprogram fir vfil vfirt ett nfirmare studium,

dfir finns utmfirkta saker f8r en vfirldspubllk.

Fctrtfarande strSmmar det in strAlande lov-

ord om "Hatari.'" Kan hAller nu pA med de av-

slutande momenten, klippning, redigering etc.

Denna vlldmarksfilm fir helt olik allt annat,

som fbrut visats i genren.och kopmer sfikerli-

gen att bli en sensation under komnande Para-

mount- sfisang . Och under tiden fir fIT mens

stjfima Johh Wayne som bfist i ffird med att va-

ra medspelare till James Stewart i "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Vallance", starfilm som Para-

mount slfipper ut under 1962.

Bfittre och bfittre Ar f8r Ar f8r Paramount.'

A fine candid study of Bobby Darin, the

many-talented young man who scores a dramatic
triumph with Stella Stevens in "Too Late Blues"

and who will next display his skills in "Hell
Is For Heroes."

Telemeter Summer Theatre
(Continued from preceding page)

personalities will be seen on a fixed weekly
schedule — Mondays, James Stewart: Tuesdays, In-

grid Bergman; Wednesdays. Gregory Peck: Thurs-
days, Marilyn Monroe; Fridays, Elizabeth Taylor;
Saturdays, Frank Sinatra.

Summer Festival of Music :gTO ry Sunday night tie

’Iblemetsr Sumner Theatre will present outstanding
musical hits that originated on Broadway and
were later filmed in Hollywood.

Jarrv Lewis Matinee: A Jerry Lewis comedy
will be presented every Saturday and Sunday mat-

inee. Two cartoons will round out the children's
afternoon program.

Double Feature Laugh-Time: Every Thursday
night the Telemeter Sumner Theatre will offer a

double feature con»dv combination. For example,
such films as "Tunnel of Love" and "Please Don't

Eat the Daisies" or "No Time for Sergeants" and
"Dam Yankees" will be available for a single
admission for the entire family.

Thursday night, in effect, will be "block-
buster" night. Pay-TV viewers will have a choice
of Marilyn Monroe on Channel 5C, two outstanding
comedy hits on Channel 5B, and a top feature
currently playing the Toronto (cinema) circuits
on Channel 5A. ror the remainder of the msek,
Channels. 5A and 5B will be utilized for current
motion pictures and for Telemeter special shows.

As part of the Sumner Festival of Music. Tel-

emeter will present continuously throughout the

week the music from the Broadway shows that have

been converted into motion pictures. These
soundtracks will be played during daytime hours

on Channel 5C as part of the free music service

offered daily to Telemeter subscribers.
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AUSTRALIA CAPTIVATED BY
M THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG M

WILLIAM HOLDEN NANCY KWAN
n “THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG”

SYDNEY - Famous foyer of the

Prince Edward Theatre, with
queues for "The World of Suzie
Wong" entering from two direct-
ions. Picture was in its 7th
week as we went to press, with a

minimum engagement of 20 weeks
forecast.

SYDNEY - Ever since the
Prince ^dward Theatre opened in

1924, this podium in the lobby
ha*s been decorated by the
presence of a beautiful young
woman. A charming young Chinese
lady has the Job during the run
of "The World of Suzie Wong,"
and the indications are that

SYDNEY - Trio conferring on
showmanship for "The World of
Suzie Wong" following a special
strategy screening or the film.

L to R: Alan Wa rdrope , Paramount
advertising and publicity mana-
ger; Miss Joy Brown, fasnion
co-ordinator for the Walton-
Sears stores; Trevor Lane, gen-
eral manager of the June Dally-
Watkins model organization.

she will have the Job for many
months to come.

SYDNEY - The souvenir book produced in conjunction w

release of "The World of Suzie Wong" was a fine Paramount piece

of work. One feature was the U3e of handwriting for the text in-

stead of type, as in the illustration at right above. This gave

an unusual sense of intimacy to the publication. Cover of the

book also is shown, and it, too, assisted in the big sale the

publication enjoyed.

HOLLYWOOD - Sharing the spotlight with producer-

director Alfred Hitchcock and Robert L. Graham,managing

director in Australia and New Zealand, is the massive
pictorial record of "Hitch's" visit to that part of the
world in connection with "Psycho." The book crystalizes
the enormously effective job of work done by Paramount-
eers in connection with the visit, which was ranked seo-

ond only to the visit of Queen Elizabeth II in press

and public importance. (That's a koala kissing 'Hitch'

on the cover of the book).

’suzie

SYDNEY - The publishing firm
of William Collins gave over a
whole window to their local
edition of the book from which
"The World of Suzie Wong" had
been made. The luminous one-
sheet poster at left, created
in Paramount International's
home office by Armand Cardea,
is steadily in great demand by
Australian stores which are
featuring "Suzie Wong" displays
and motifs in their window
dressings.

ADELAIDE - The Governor
of South Australia,Sir Edrlc
Bastyan (at left) greeted at
the Majestic Theatre premi-
ere of "The World of Suzie
Wong," by Robert L.Graham,
Paramount managing director.



’’Abner” Tells the Inside
Story of a Baseball ^s Mind

What goes on in the mind of baseball's vital 'white

pill' when it is pitched, thrown, tossed, curved, hit,raissed

and sliced, is told with a mixture of gaiety, pathos, elan,

anger, thusiasm, passion, sarcasm, rancor and happiness in
"Abner the Baseball . " Paramount's two-reel sock cartoon

comedy.
"Abner the Baseball" is not only an enthralling cartoon

innovation - it is one of the most important and entertain-

ing comedy subjects Paramount has ever released. Reaching

fans at the height of the baseball season, it definitely

should attract fans in World's Series volume.
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Paramount Shorts Soaring

In Entertainment Quality

ABNER, FIREAAAY AND MUNRO

STARS OF PARAMOUNT SHORTS

"MUNRO" - A-21 Noveltoon Cartoon

in the Hay Street head-
quarters of Johnson Motore
- and reciprocally gave
the marine firm a Johnson
display in the Piccadilly
foyer. Cooperation plus!

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. - This is the sensational

harness*racing

finish. race, is ^g^basi^Fthe ‘ptramSunt film.
true-life story i3

Picture has been made
especially for Paramount
by Richard Matt, who prod-

uced the matchless "Boats
A'Poppin'" and "Porpoise
Posse."

important short 'feature sin
Paramount histpry.

Young Gerry Kazmaier,
who is actually a natural
actor, was most reluctant

an

at first to appear in the
film as he feared it would

interfere with his cheris-
hed career as a harness
driver. But he soon found
that he could still be him-

self and go on winning —
as he has done above.

"Fire Away" has every
attribute to make it one

of the most exciting and

The scene above depicts
event unprecedented in

the annals of harness rac-
ing. A harness race never
has been filmed close-up
from start to finish. But
Richard Matt figured it

could, and 'should, be. He
mounted camera, sound eq-
uipment, generator and
lights on this truck; had
his crew securely strapped,
and with racetrack permiss-
ion obtained, he secured a
flashing "Fire Away" win.

The purpose of this bulletin Is to announce that there will be
available for pre-release, in August, one of the most outstand-
ing cartoon short subjects - a winner in this year's Academy
presentations. This is the single reel, wide screen, color
cartoon - "MUNRO." And, "MUNRO" is now all Paramount'sJ

"MUNRO" is a nine-minute cartoon gem - a single reel of pure
comic wizardry told with an economy of line and a wealth of
heart and sentiment.

"MUNRO" is about something which couldn't, or shouldn't, or

wouldn't happen in a world peopled by folks who believe impli-
citly in what they want to believe, whether it makes sense or

not

.

For "MUNRO" is about a 4 year old boy who is drafted into the

Army and who remains a misfit by the simple device of telling
the simple truth.

It really couldn't happen - but it does, in "MUNRO." And the

sheer joy of the result should make the whole civilized world
happier as a result.

Prints will be available for shipment within a few days.

Once seen, I am sure you can convince every account that his

program will tie enhanced by booking "MUNRO."

Kindest regards.

Sincerely, /

//

This is the message
which formally introduced
"Munro" to the Paramount
organization. At right is
a glimpse of the young
man who won for his crea-
tors a coveted Acadeny
Award 'Oscar' last April
for the Best One-Reel Car-
toon subject.

We are mighty proud to
have "Munro" on our comp-
any's release program, and
we intend to do this sub-
ject fullest justice.

PKRTH . Australia - The
internationally popular
"Boats A'Poppin'" paired
with "The World of Suzie
Wong" at the Piccadilly
here. Manager Harry Stiles
got a spectacular window

I
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I MEREST I NG EVENTS I N

THE CONTINENTAL SCENE

FRANKFURT, Germany - The Gloria-Palast did some-

thing truly precedental when they set up this advance

notice about the coming of "The World of Suzie Wong"

six (6) weeks before the film actually opened. Same

super showmanship was used in Hamburg, Cologne and

Essen. (Letters were hinged and title was lowered to

stage level while films were projected).

PARIS - Arrival at Le Bourget Air-
port from Copenhagen of George Seaton
and members of his production unit
following completion there of filming
of "The Counterfeit Traitor." Shown
L to R: Michel Bemheim, head of Con-
tinental production for Paramount;
James Denton, publicity director of
Perlsea (Perlberg-Seaton) Company;
Guenter Schack, Paramount Continental
publicity director; George Seaton;
Ted Taylor, assistant to the producer,
Perlsea Co.; Alma Macrorie, film edi-
tor; Fred Gammon, business manager,
Perlsea Co. The date: June 22na.

FRANKFURT - A nation-
wide and practical tie-up
was effected with Lufthansa
in connection with "The
World of Suzie Wong," and
all branches of the famous
German airline carried dis-
plays like this alluring
one in the Munich office.

ROMS - 'Iron Men' gather for an "Iron Men" purpose.
Group of Paramounteers in Rome head office during the
visit of Richard Colby of New York Legal Department in
connection with the Galatea-Martin Poll production.
"The Iron Men," to be released by Paramount in 1962.
L to R: Vieri Niccoli,Mario Jacchia.Pietro Adonnino,
Harry Bruckman, Luigi Zaccardi, Ricnard Colby,Pilade
Levi, Franco Carton! and Ugo Senigallia.

LISBON, Portugal - The Condes Cin-
ema here has the same wonderful kind
of corner locale that the Plaza of
London, the Paramount of Paris and the
World of Copenhagen have - and fortu-
nately, also, a management that makes
the most of It from a showmanship
standpoint. Here, for instance , is the
use made, of it for "Cafe Europe" ("G.
I. Blues").

CAIRO, Egypt - Last month witnessed the
delightful wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Safwat
Fahmy, who are shown here receiving congr-
atulations as they leave the church. From
L to R: Mrs. Imtissal Fahmy. Mr. Safwat
Fahmy, and Mr. and Mrs. H. Donald Hunter.
Mr. Hunter is Paramount general manager
for Egypt. Mr. Fahmy is shipping manager.

CAIRO - Those massive
star figures are still
immensely popular with the
Radio Cinema here. Shown
above is portion of one of
the displays for Jerry
Lewis' "The Bellboy."

COLOGNE - The Gloria
Theatre here rarely uses
this type of front-of-
house advertising — but
the management did for
"The World of Suzie Wong."
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Danny Kaye ' s "On the
Double" has been adapted
by Dell Publishing Comp-
any as a Movie Classic
comic book. More than
500,000 copies of the
32-page , fill color book
have been released nati-
onally. Scene stills
from the Shave Ison-Rose
production illustrate
the front, back and ins-
ide covers.

The hilarious comedy
also has been novelised
by Roger Fuller and
published by Pocket Books,

Inc. , New York.

Edward G. Robinson and
Yves Montand come upon a

problem they'd hardly
Bargained for in this
scene from "Mv Geisha." A

cutie named Snirley
MacLaine is most of the
problem - and quite a

handful, too.

Turn Back, Oh Time!

Middle-age is when
you find out whether
you're over the hill or
not by climbing one

#

A real oldtimer is

one who remembers when
buying on time meant
getting to the store
before it closed.

*

About the only woman
eager to tell her age is

a 35-year-old grandmother.
»

You're getting along
in years if you can
remember when young men
climbed the ladder of
success instead of wait-
ing for the elevator.,

AlSmng, in The Wall
Street Journal

DALLAS, Texas - Assistant general sales
manager Hugh Owen (extreme left) conducted a
most useful and informative meetings of the
sales and booking force here June 21-22-23.
Shown above and reading continuously L to R:
Mr. Owen: Bernard H.Brager, branch manager;
Wavland Lillard. sales; Tom Bridge, regional
sales manager: James Broiles, booker; H. K.
Buchanan, booxer; Paul Chapman, sales: Paul
Rice, sales: Gerald Haile, sales; Mable Guinar^
booker: Buck Weaver, resident manager, Okla-
homa City; Ralph Frv, booking manager; Bill
Wood, booker: Dorothy Mealer, booker; Madee
Bradley, booker; Tom McKean, sales; J.L.Will-
iams, office manager; Everett Olsen, publicity.

Manager Brager reported: "The Dallas
branch is proud to have hosted Mr. Owen and he
left with us a lasting impression which I am
sure will result in increased sales, bookings
and collections."

BRANCH NEWS (from Page 6)

good news in the Favre household - son Butch's
wife and baby return from England after a year
with Butch, who's in the ^ir f orce.

Not as many years as Della and cddie, but
just as happy, '-ashier Dave Ricfaoux and wife,
Dianne, celebrated their 2nd anniversary this
month

.

Ledger Clerk, Frances Griffen, back after a

brief illness. Welcome back, Frances.
Congratulations to Bella Favre on her in-

stallation as President of the New Orleans
"W0«PI '

s. " ihe installation luncheon was held
at Fittari's, om of this city's famous old

restaurants on June 17.
-Althea Suarez

Paramount Pictures Corporation *

a

Annual Raport for 1960

has been selected for a 1961 Financial World Merit Award, the weekly

investment and business magazine announced.

Selection of the Paramount report for the second consecu-

tive year was made on the basis of content, design and typography

from among five thousand entries.

As a Merit Award winner. Paramount's annual report to

stockholders qualifies for further review by an independent board

of judges which will select Financial World's "Best of Industry*

awards. These prizes will be presented at a banquet in New York

on Monday, October 30th.

We nominate Howard McNear for a special
award as one of the funniest men in any of
this year's pictures. Howard is shown above
with Joan Blackman in his role as Mr. Chapman,
tourist bureau director, in Hal Wallis' Elvis
Presley romantic comedy, "Blue Hawaii."

Jerry Lewis in
his personal app-
earance tour or 27
New York theatres
in two days was
not above sounding
a high note him-
self whenever the
occasion demanded
- and he really
could reach the
proper notes call-
ed For in the mus-
ical score. All of
which contributed
greatly to the
showmanship success
of the tour a
tour unparalleled
in the history of
film business.

" Suz i

e

M
j n

I srael
John B. Nathan advi-

ses from Paris that the
second week of "The
World of Suzle Wong" at

the Yaron Theatre, Tel
Aviv, surpassed the rec-
ord breaking first week

and the first week
had already established
an all-time record for
the theatre.
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CHICAGO - Karen Kupcinet is two things
besides being the very attractive young
lady shown above: she is one of Jerry
Lewis' "ladies" in "The Ladles' Man," and
she is the daughter of the Chicago Sun-
Tlaes' prominent columnist, Irving Kupcin-
et. So when "The Ladies' Man" opened here
at the Oriental, Karen became very much a
local celebrity. With her here are, at
right, Mickey Gold, assistant manager of
the Oriental, and, L to R. ushers Larry
Bloon, Bdwara Domaracki and Richard
Snstroa.

NEW YORK - Dr. Leon J.
Warshaw, Paramount's Med-
ical Officer, addressing a
meeting of the N.Y. State
Society of Industrial Med-
icine held during the AMA
Convention he re, in honor
of the AMA Council on Occ-
upational Health, to which
Dr. Warshaw has been app-
ointed a Consultant. 3towt

L to R: Dr.Gradie Rowntnee,
President of the Industr-
ial Medical Ass'n,and Med-

ical Director of Fawcett
Dearing Printing Co., in
Louisville ,Ky. ;

and Dr.
Harry Lebroch, President of
the N.Y. State Society and
Medical Director of Sylv-
ania Electric Products Inc.

LOS ANGELES - They went to
Denmark as Perlberg-Seaton

f
uests to see "The Counterfeit
raitor" in production. Trans-

port was by Lufthansa, and the
travelers were, L to R: Herb
Krauch of the Los Angeles Herald-
Express and his wife; Vernon
Scott of United Press Internat-
ional and his wife, Jane Wooster;
and Mrs. Thomas with her husband,
Bob Thomas, of Associated Press.

WILLIAMSPORT, Pennsylvania - Via a close
personal link that director Jiel Shavelson has
with this city, Danny Kaye's "On the Double" was

given a special presentation at the Comerford
Circuit's Rialto Theatre. Event was in aid of
the Lycoming County Crippled Children's Society
and was sponsored by the Williamsport Rotary
Club. Above . at the Rialto, Tommy Richardson,at
right, presidpnt of the International Baseball
League, and m/c for the evening, is shown inter-
viewing Mayor and Mrs. Thomas Levering. Then he
is shown interviewing Dr. Arndt, president of
the Crippled Children's Society. The event was
reported in great detail in Williamsport's int-
ernationally renowned newspaper, Grit.

BELOW
TORONTO, Ontario - Crowds

watching an attractive artist
portraying Marlon Brando in
pastels, one of the showman-
ship devices to attain maxi-
mum publicity for ONE-EYED
JACKS, then playing at the
Imperial Theatre, flagship
house of the Famous Players
circuit in Canada. As each
picture was completed, the
artist donated it to one of
the onlookers, this adding
to the information coverage
of the picture as the recip-
ient carried the art work to
friends and families.
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AND NOW IT'S

MICHELE

MICHELt GIRARDON, young French actress who is making

her American film debut in Howard Hawks "Hataril", is the

subject of a two-page photo essay (above) in the July 21vt

issue of Life Magazine.
Michele, who learned English very well during the per-

iod of the film's production, really learned it the hard
way. She got It all wrong by learning directly from those
who spoke only in slang, and with accents that were all
wrong from the standpoint of her career. So she had to un-
learn it, and start all over again.

Michele is now under Paramount contract, and once you
have seen her in "Hataril" you will know that this is a
very good thing for Paramount.
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CAIRO - Postering of
"The World of Suzle Wong"
by the Radio Cinema dwana
All other announcements
on the billboards here:
and at the Radio it sell,
the giant-size 'Suzle 'at
right

,
dwarfs the people

attending the showing. A
whopping success was won
by the picture, according
to reports from Paramount
general manager, Donald
Hunter.
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Roger Vadim's BLOOD AND ROSES, Technirama-
Technicolor suspense drama starring Melferrer,
Elsa MartineUi and Annette Vadim, will have nat-
ional release in the U.S, and Canada in Sept.

This first American-made film by Vadim is

the story of a beautiful girl possessed by a

strange secret.lt was filmed in and near Rome.
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I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONAL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

NEW YORK - Fred A .Lutkin
has been appointed advert-
ising control manager of
Paramount Pictures' adver-
tising-publicity department.
Lutkin for the past three
years had been associated
with Buena Vista Distribut-
ing Co. as manager of co-
operative advertising. He
had previously been adver-
tising business manager fcr

RKO Radio Pictures.
Lutkin succeeds Carl

Clausen, resigned.

SYDNEY - Irving Maas. Motion
Picture Export Association vice-
president at pre?ent visiting
Australia(right) ,with F. McNeill
Ackland, chief executive of the
Motion Picture Distributors'
Association (centre), and James
A. Sixsmith, Paramount secretary
-treasurer, at the cocktail
party for Maas.

HENDAYE, Franco-Spanish
Border - Frank A. Siter,
Paramount's general manager
for Spain ana Supervisor of
the Middle East, escorts
Pina Pellicer from the train
to the headquarters of the
San Sebastian Film Festival
- where she was acclaimed.
Actress of the Year for her
glowing performance in "One-
Eyed Jacks."

TORONTO - Presently
based here at the headqu-
arters of Trans-Canada
Telemeter, is Phil Isaacs
(above). Mr. Isaacs is
Director of Franchise Oper-
ations for International
Telemeter Company (ITC),
New York, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures Corporation.

\ Ak M
BOGOTA, Colombia - Although

now only 39, Andres Sanz, Para-
mount manager for Colombia, has
spent 26 01 those years in the
film industry. He began at age
13 as a nessenger in the Madrid
office of Columbia Pictures, and
by 17 had advanced to salesman
and had sold his first contract.

Now he is making Paramount
history with his most able adm-
inistration of the company's
organization in Colombia.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -Joseph
H. Hazen (above) has been
appointed by the Board of
Overseers 01 Harvard Coll-
ege to a third term as a
member of the Visiting
f r~\ h'

itt i^ f aT f F A rt. w

Department and the Fogg
Art Museum of Harvard uni-
versity. Mr. Hazen is a
partner in Wallis-Hazen
Productions.

HOLLYWOOD - Red Buttons
with Australian newspaper-
woman Regina Claire on the
set of tne Howard Hawks
production, "Hataril"

MOSCOW, USSR - William
Perlberg, above, was repr-
esentative of tne U.S. State
Department at the recent
Moscow Film Festival.

— RIGHT

HONOLULU - Colonel Tom
Parker (Elvis Presley's
personal representative;.
Award-winning costume des-
igner Edith Head, Elvis
Presley, Mrs. Parker, and
producer Hal Wallis on lo-
cation during the filming
of "Blue Hawaii."

PHILADELPHIA - With just L7
years of Paramount service to
his credit (and we do mean
credit 1), Ulrik F. Smith will
resign from the Paramount branch
managership here on August 29.

It is not without fruitful
significance that for the first
six months of 1961. ending June
30th last. Philadelphia branch
topped all of the 28 U.S. off-
ices in improved revenue ret-
urns.

We shall have much more to
say about Ulrik 's departure
from the Paramount ranks in cur
September issue.

NEW YORK - Paramount's Med-
ical Officer, Dr. Leon J. War-
shaw (left) was a principal
speaker at a meeting of the New
York State Society of Industr-
ial Medicine held here during
the AMA Convention recently.
With him are Dr. Harry Lebroch
(centre) and Dr. William P.
Shepard, former chief medical
director of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, and re-
tiring chairman of the AMA Coun-
cil on Occupational Health,who
was the main speaker at the
luncheon meeting at Town Hall.
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This is the most important section of the center-spread of

the New York Daily News of July 5th. Entire spread was dev-
oted to ways in which New Yorkers spent the July 4th holiday.
Interest naturally gravitates to the photograph of the lady
ainting a waterfront scene. The caption identifies her as
rs. Paul Kreger, but home office readers of this page know

her better as Nurse Sally Kreger, able and highly efficient
aide to Paramount's medical officer. Dr. Leon J. Warshaw.
(Note: The art work is just as skilled, too).

PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN

THE HOME OFFICE NEWS
This little poem in

Italian by Edith Talcott
sums up the sentiments
of Paramount Internatio-
nal towards eminent Por-
tuguese translator Artur

Coelho, who entered retirement July 14th after

36 years of wonderful Paramount service. Among

other things, Mr. Coelho received a silve^Paul

Revere bowl engraved with the names of all of

his former associates in Home Office. The poem

wishes him well, especially in the world of his

two favorite delights - books and flowers

Morton Segal, eminent press agent from legit-

imate theatre circles, and former producer, has

joined Paramount’s public relations staff as

newspaper and syndicate contact man New-

comer in the Paramount secretarial field is

Lee Thompson. She is secretary to Burton Hanft,

assistant to the head of the Eastern Production

Manager. Lee came to the United States follow-

ing her final two years at the University of

The vital cause of Industrial Medicine is receiving
magnificent support these days fron the clinical writings
(in language that lay personnel and executive can fully
understand), of Paramount's Medical Officer, Dr. Leon J.
Warshaw. Recently we have read with deepest interest one
of his articles entitled "Human Factors and the Work
Environment," reprinted from the JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL
MEDICINE, June, 1961.

Ha vana , Cuba. She first worked as a teen-age
model, and in the television field she served
as production assistant and as sub-hostess on
some of the quiz shows. She is now a natural-
ized United States citizen.

Telemeter's Will Baltin and Hy Hollinger
are certainly experiencing an international
wave these days. Technical visitors from all
parts of the world are showing deep interest in

Paramount's pay-as-you-see television, with the

ninth floor spot the first stop in a circuit

that encompasses Toronto,
Ontario, and Los Angeles,
California. .... .Contract
analyst Dick Walsh is a

photography 'bug' and is
fortunate in having a pair

of wonderful youngsters
for models. A favorite pic-

ture of the little st one
is displayed prominently
in the Walsh family doct-
or's off ice .. .Janet Kirk-
man, secretary to Fred
Lutkin, publicity execut-
ive,has made a pet cat her
'hobby.' An alley cat not
unlike the fascinating

feline of "Breakfast At

Tiffany's," it was rescued

by Janet from a snow heap

in last winter's blizzard.

Its main beat is a bird-

bath in Janet's garden; its

objective, birds. But

birds these days learn all

about cats at a very earlj

age.
Vacationing Paramoun-

teerd are seeing the world

these days. John Rubinich

and Gino Campagnola took a

Nassau cruise and certain-

ly found the Bahamas air,

water and beaches wonder-

ful.... Paula Fraser jetted

to London, Paris, San Mor-

itz and Sorrento. A high

spot was the Imalfi Drive,

high above the matchless

Mediterranean. .. .As we go

to press, Evelyn Seeff is

off to Amsterdam, Geneva

and Paris as a prelude to

a ten-day tour of the It-

alian and French Rivieras,

with 10 days in Nice. Nioei

UN VIVO AUGURIO

PEL TUO FUTURO,
AMI 00 ARTURO,
TRA 1 BEI TU0I TMORI

DI LIBRI A FI ORI!

NEW YORK - On his re-
cent 'tour of duty' in
behalf of "The Ladies'
Man," Jerry Lewis not only
made 27 individual thea-
tre appearances,he also
met critics, commentators
and a host of other opin-
ion makers. Here he has
breakfast at 2:31 a.m.
with eminent radio and TV
commentator Barry Gray.

NEW YORK - in making
his round of the 27 Man-
hattan, Bronx, Brooklyn
and Long Island theatres
in behalf of "The Ladies'
Man," Jerry Lewis confor-
med to the prevailing
custom and traveled in the

tourist section of the
vehicle

.

Grasp an idea and
work it out to a success-

ful conclusion. That's
about all there is in

life for any of us.

Edward H . Harriman



Ausgeze i chnete
Produkt i onen verstarken
das Prestige derParamount
Die Vieloeitigkeit der fertiggestellten
Paramount Filme hat innerhalb der Gesellschnft
den groBten Optimismus Beit langem ausgelost.
Da ist zuerst einmal IM ANGENEID.IER GESELL—
SCIIAFT, der zu eincm ausgezeichneten Geschiift
in New Yorks Radio City Music Hall wurde.
Dock einer aus der ncuen Produktion iiber-

strahlt alle hi slier lierausgekommenen Filme.

In der letzten Juniwoclie sahen die zustnndigen
Herren der Paramount Elvis Presley in RLAUES
HAWAII

,
Audrey Hepburn in FR1.TISTUCK BEI

TIFFANY und Edmond O'Briens DER TOTE PUNKT.
Pies sind drei Filme, fur die sich das Aus-
1 and am meisten begeistern wird. Es mag ab-
gedrosclien klingen, daB es sich bei der in
Hawaii gedrehten Hal Wallis Produktion urn

den bis heute besten Elvis Presley Film
handelt - aber es ist wirklich so. BLAUES
HAWAII wird beim Publikum besser anltomnen,
als alle anderen Presley Filme zusammen.
Hit FltHS Tt’CK BEI TIFFANY ist Audrey Hepburn
zur Paramount zuriickgekehrt - dieses Mnl in
einer Koraodienrolle - Komodie wenigstens bis
zu dem Augenblick als sie merkt, wie wicktig
die Liebe ist. Dann schliigt sie eine emst-
hafte Note an. Die Millioncn von Audrey
Hepbum-Verekrer werden diesen Film besonders
lieben. Und von dem mit nie nachlassender
Spannung geladencn Film DER TOTE PUNKT kann
man erwarten, daB er eine Auszeichnung ein-
bringt.

In der Zwisckenzeit bricht DER BESES'HSNE mit
seiner auBergewohnlich gut vorbereiteten
Auffiihrung im Plaza Theatre in London alle
Rekorde. Fiir diesen Marlon Brando Film hat
man die Werbung besonders sorgfnltig durch-
gefiikrt, was sich in den Kinolcassen bemerk-
bkr raacht, wie es bei jeder guten Werbung
der Fall ist. Diesen Monat wird der Film
seine Premiere auch noch in Japan erleben,
dem Land, in dem die Werbung zu einer exakten
und eintriiglichen Wissenschaft geworden ist.
Deskalb erwarten wir von dort nur die aller-
besten Nackrichten.

Ein anderes Land, das groCe Fertigkciten in
seiner Werbung besitzt, ist Australien. Den
Beweis bringt uns DIE WELT DER SUZIE WONG.
Im Zusammenhang mit diesem Film veranstaltete
die Paramount eine Reihe von Wettbewerben in
siimtlicken Staaten, wobei die Gewinner (es
ging um das beste Double fur Nancy Kwan) zu
einem Ferienbesuch in die farbenpriichtige
Stadt Hongkong geflogen wurden und aulSerdem
noch zahlreiclie Geschenke als Gewinne er—
hielten. Diese Ranpagne erweekte in ganz
Australien das groiite Intercsse. Das Ergebnis
waren Kassengewinne, wic cie sie auf mohreren
Seiten der lnufcnden Ansgabc von Paramount

One of the most inspiring events
iii recent Paramount history has been
:he manner in which Paramount Inter-
lational’s world-wide forces have
;aken to the task of bringing Marlon
3rando*s "One-Eyed Jacks" to the
picturegoers of all countries. Init-
ial successes in Japan and Sweden
presage a global sensation with O-EJ.
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This is the Stella Stevens of "Too Late
Blues" — bow view, port side and starboard.
This gal is one of Paramount's true atomic
forces. You'll get much of the truth of this
when you see her in "Deadlock": vou'll get the
full impact when you see her with Babby Darin
in "Too Late Blues."

sSsSsSsSsSsSsSs

World nufgef'ihrt finlcn.

Line hesondere Anl.'indigung iber Kurzfilme in
dieser Ausgnbe berichtct -iber Paramounts Neu-
erwerbung eines Zeichentrickfilmes, der in
April dieses Jnhres einen Oskar erhielt. Der
Film heiBt "llnnro". Er war der Gewinner in der
Kategorie der Zeichentrick-Kurzfilme. Para-
mount scliloB mit dem Produzenten dieses Films
gleich noch einen Vertrng ulier zwei weitere
Zeichentrickfilme ab, die im Lnufe dieses
Jahres fertiggestellt werden sollen. Die An-
k'indignngen, die Paramounts Politik der h'urz-

filme betreffen, verdienen Ihr besonderes
Interesse, denn hier handelt es sich um eine
ganze Anzahl nusgezeichneter Themen von wirk-
lich intemationaler Anziehungskraft,

ILATARI bleibt weiterhin vielversprechend.
Dieser Film der wilden Tiere,jetzt kurz vor
der Premiere, ist mit keinem vorher gedrehten
Film zu vergleichen. Er wird hdchstwahrschein-
lich zur groBten Sensation der konnnenden Para-

mount Saison werden. In der Zwisehenzeit be—
reitet sich IIATARI Hauptdarsteller John '.Vayne

bereits fiir seine Rolle neben James Stewart
in THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALLANCE vor,

einem der groBten Paramount Filme fiir 19G2.

Es ist wirklich so, die Paramount Filme werden

im Laufe der Jahre imraer bedeutender.

"Moon River," a new
'mood blues' by Johnny
Mercer and Henry Mancini,
is introduced by Audrey
Hepburn in her role as
New York playgirl Holly
Golightly in "Breakfast
at Tiffany's."

Hepburn Singing the
Blues is quite a joy to
behold

l

FRANKFURT * All of the
major German cities —
Hamburg, Frankfurt .Essen,
Munich, Duesseldorf, Col-
ogne , to name but a few -
used city-wide poster
kiosk advertising for "The
World of Suzie Wong." The
photo above shows Kaiser-
strasse, Frankfurt.

DUESSELDORF, Germany -
Some effective advert isirg
used by the City Theatre
here for 3 weeks in adva-
nce of the opening of The
World of Suzie Wong."

PATRICIA NEAL comes back
to tfce sprecn to p^ve a

with Audr
- - * c

?ast
8
at !irfanyrs."”

S
lowing performance

_rey Hepburn ana

LEFT
FRANKFURT - The Film-

Palast used many effective
postering devices to att-
ract audiences to the re-
cent engagement of "Tarsaa
the Magnificent,'' one of
which Is shown nsre.
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Thirteen species of
African animals and
birds have been donated
to American zoos follow-
ing completion of their
roles in "HatariJ"

the
s incl-

ude hyenas and horn-
bills, elephants, mon-
keys, baboons, secretary
birds and crested cranes,
leopards, eagles, lions,
cheetahs and a lonely
hydrax.

"HatariJ" will be
released in 19o2.

Flown to Holl
from Tanganyika,
animals and biro

SANTIAGO, Chile - The
French production. "Le
Testament Du Dr. Cordel-
ier," released in South
America by Paramount Int-
ernational, received very
expert handling by the
Pacifico Theatre here, ac-
cording to Paramount man-
ager Juan Laupheimer. One
phase of the theatre's
campaign was this three-
storie s-high display at
the intersection of Band-
era and Huerfano3 Streets,
one of Santiago's busiest
corners.

Robert Cumainga and
Shirley Maclaine, in "My
Geisha," enact one of tne
most famous scenes in all
dramatic history - one
which is a climax to an
opera known to all civil-
ized mankind.

The most exhausting
thing in life is being
insincere

.

Ame Morrow Lindbe rgh

EXCELEMCIA DA PRODUCAO
ELEVA PRESTIGIO DA

‘

PARAMOUNT
*+ + ** + * + **

lb foraid&vel grupo de flimes Paramount, j4
prontos, est4 produzindo nas fileiras da
Cmpanhia una das maiores 4ras de otimiamo
qua se tan msmdria. an primeiro lugar, hi
o exanplo de "Papal Boa Vida", reglstrando
rendas fabuloeas no Radio City Music Hall,
de Nova York. Mas, al&n dos flimes agora
apresentados, hi a perspective de un novo
Programs que empolga e arrebata.

Durante a bltlma senana de junbo, os dirlgan-
tes da Companhia viran Elvis Presley an

"Feiti$o Havalano"; Audrey Hepburn em "Bone-
qulnha de Luxo"} e alnda aprodugao de Ecbond
O'Brien, "Deadlock", (Beso san Saida). Bis
ai tree "estouros" de miximo lnteresse para

as platiias intemacionaiel Pods parecer
lugar-comun a afiraativa de que essa produ^ao

de Hal Willis, filmada no Haval, 4 melhor do

que todas as anteriores fitas de Elvis

SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain - Pina Pellicer, lead-
ing lady for Marlon Brando in "One-Eyed Jacks,"
was adjudged Best Actress of the Year at the
annual Film Festival here. "One-Eyed Jacks"
was given the Golden Seashell as Best Picture
of tne Year."

JJJJJJJJJJJJJ

Presley, juntas! E vale ainda como una 6ti-
ma viigom turistica pelo Haval. "Bonequinha
de Luxo" trAs Aundrey Hepburn de volta a
Paramount, o que i una notlcia maravilhosa.
Audrey atua como comediante nesse films que

s6 4 comedia ati o momento am que Audrey
descobre o quanto 4 importante o amor, dal
passando o films a ser serio. As dozenas
de milhSes de fans de Audrey Hepburn adora-
rao esse seu novo trabalho. Mudando de runo

,

mas son alterar o lmpacto da tensao, surge
"Deadlock" como sSrio candidato a importan-
tes prmnios.

Knquanto laso ,
"A Face Oculta" vai ompilhan—

do recordes na Inglaterra, com o seu invul-
gar tempo de permanencia no cartas do Plaza,

de Londree. 0 films de Marlon Brando recebeu
us tretmnento excepcional dos publicistaa ,e

LISBON - The famous baby clothes shop of 0
Bom Bebe' gave this entire window display to
the Hal Wallis production, "Cafe Europe" ("G.
I. Blues") when the Elvis Presley film was at
the Condes Cinema.

esticorrespondendo plenamsnte no movimento
de bilheteria, aliis como soi acontecer cam

o filmes ban lan^ados. No mes corrsnte, o

films seri estreiado no Japao, pais onde a

propaganda 4 una ciencia exata e lucrative,

o que nos fas esperar de 14 volunoso noti-
ciArio a respeito da quebra de varios recor-

des.

lb outro pais que atlngiu ao tenits am matA-
ria de eficiencia publicitAria 4 a Austra-

lia . A prova disto viri male una vez com "0

Mundo de Suzie Wong". A propisito desta ea-

tr4ia, a Paramount laniyou una saris de con-

cursos para a escolha de sdsias de Nancy

Kwan, proporeionando 4s vencedoras fitimas

f4rias na encantadora Hong Kong, alfc de

outros valiosos premios. Esta campanha des-

pertou inteneo lnteresse nacional, traduzi-

do am rendas sensacionais cujo registro 4

feito am outran pAginas deste ntbero do

Parmnount World.

lb anftncio especial de shorts, nuna outre
p4gina desta ediplo, diz ter a Paranourt
adquirido o desenho que conquistou am abril
Ultimo o premio da Academia, em Hollywood.
0 short intitula-«e "Mvnro", e foi vencedor
na categoric de filmes de una parte. A
Paramount entrou tsmb&n am entendimentos para

adquirir dois outros desenhos do memno pro-
dutor. 0 referido anlncio concemehte 4 nova
politics de shorts, da Parmnount, merece uza

cuidadoSa leitura, dado ao seu grande valor
como una genuine e maravilhosa atraqSo de m-
bito international.

A palabra para definir "HatariJ " continue a

ser "Maravilha". Agora am vies de conclusio,

sate films de animals selvagens 4 diferente

de todos os gL feitos at4 ho Je e certamente

ser4 a atraqao m4xima do novo Produto da

Parmnount. Nesse interim, o co-astro do fil-

ms, John Wayne, apresenta-ee para atuar ao

lado de Junes Stewart em "The Man Who Shot

Liberty Vallance"
,
un dos grandes da

Paramount, em 1962.

Sim, nao hi duvida de que os filmes da

Parw>unt vSo brilhando cada ve* male can o

correr dos anosl

"Hatari !" HAT AR I

!
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SANTIAGO, Chile - The appeal
of Elvis Presley's "G. I. Blues"
here has been 3uch that fans
have taken to running to get in
the Victoria Theatre's queue.
This photograph, taken person-
ally by Paramount Manager Juan
Laupheimer, could only encompass
a fraction of the queue, which
continued for an extra block
around the corner. The picture,
acclaimed by Juan as "one of
the biggest successes in this
country during the present year
from any company," aid 184% of
weekly average the first week.
129% the second week, and 100%
the third week.

BOGOTA. Colombia - This is
Mary Carol Sana, born on January
30tn to Mr. and Mrs. Andres
Sanz. Father is Paramount mana-

?
er for Colombia. It almost
ooks from this snapshot as
though Mary Carol is tangling
with one or the animals from
"Hatari." But it isn't sol

LATIN AMERICA
STILL THRILLS
TO "SAMSON
AND DELILAH"

SANTIAGO, Chile - These shots

of his own showmanship via
t ruck-public-add re s s- system
were made by the manager of the
Centenario Theatre in La Serena,
where "Samson and Delilah" had
a sensational re-release succ-
ess. And it had a comparative
suscess in Coquimbo, where it
played the O'Higgins.

Paramount manager Juan Laup-
heimer, reporting on this twin
engagement, states that the
Cecil B. DeMille production did

143% of "Tempest." 133% of "The
Last Train from Gun Hill." 13

of "The Five Pennies" and 1C‘

of "Buccaneer."
Since "Samson" was a re-rel-

ease ,
this was certainly a re-

markable achievement.

"SHANE" STAYS SOCKO

Argentina managing dir-
ector Sam Bekeris, in a
message to New York's Don-
ald Nathan, says: "The re-
release of SHANE is doing
very big all over Argent-
ina. From results in some
interior cities, itis ev-
ident that SHANE will do
much better than STREETS OF
LAREDO and UNCONQUERED.

BOSTON, Mass. - Miss Mirtha
Comas, from the Dominican Rep-
ublic, a graduate of Garland
Junior College where she majorsd
in art, poses happily in the
wedding gown she won in a draw-
ing at Morton's Back Bay store.
Gown is a replica of the $4,000
design by famed Hollywood fashion
creator, Edith Head, for Debbie
Reynolds in "The Pleasure of His
Company." Film of course was
current at the Paramount Theatre
in Boston. Miss Comas, now emp-
loyed at a Newbury Street inter-
ior decorating shop, will be
married in August.

BOGOTA, Colombia - We have had from Andres Sans,
manager for Colombia, a fine account of some of the
showmanship campaign put on for Cecil B. DeMille'

s

"Samson and Delilah" by the three first-run cinemas
- San Jorge, Americano and Almirante - which presented
the mighty film day-and-date . One phase of the camp-
aign was entrusted to the truck with a public address
system, and it can be seen from the above scenes that
tnis truck carried the film's message into the farth-
ermost parts of Bogota.
Then there was the pow- HBHHKK
erful use of 24-sheet
posters in the heart of
the city, as in the in-
stance shown at right.
No phase of showmanship
was overlooked, and as
a result, all three of
the theatres registered
wonderful business.

"Suz i e Wong"
Takes Panama
Latin American division

manager Henry B. Gordon, rep-
orts from Buenos Aires notable
success for "The World of Busle

Wong" in Panama:

PERKINS
PARINTFILM NEWYQRK

"SUZIE" STARTED PANAMA OVER

FOURTH JULY HOLIDAY WITH OUT-
STANDING RESULT FOR FIRST WEEK
GROSSING 130% OVER AVERAGE

GORDON

BUENOS AIRES - Latin
American division manager
Henry B.Gordon (left) and
Argentina managing, direc-
tor Sam Bekeris (who had
flown to Montevideo to
meet him) arrive at Aero-
parque. See Page 28 for
additional particulars.
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Dar i ng , Effect i ve Showmanship
For "One-Eyed Jacks"...

TOKYO - Hero In sequence are phase* of the daring show-
manship staged for "One-Eyed Jacks" at the Junction of
Ginsa, Shinjuku and Shibuya. Two cowboy ballyhoo artists
were engaged for a week to simulate a gun duel in important
parts or the city, and to focus attention on the upcoming
release of "One-Eyed Jacks" at the Hibiya. In the sequence
shown above, outside the Shibuya Railway Station, the "Jack"
of SDades has just been 'shot' and is about to fall.

The moment 'Spades' hit the pavement, the "Jack" of
'Hearts' whipped out a small banner on which is printed
"ONE-EYED JACKS Opens at the Hibiya Theatre, July 8th."
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At an appropriate moment, a regular policeman arrives.

i
He is in profile at extreme left)} he wants to know what it
s all about, and becomes, we presume, so interested that he

decides to see "One-Eyed Jacks" himself when it opens at the
Hibiya Theatre. (July 8th was the opening date, and the fine
verdict of success was printed on our Page 2).
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FAR EAST BUSINESS
MARKED BY TOWERING
BUSINESS ENGAGEMENTS
ELA§H_ON_ 20 N|;EYED_JACKS"_iN_TOKYO
General Manager Metori cabled on
July 17 : "JACKS at Hibiva doing
excellent Saturday and Sunday even
better 'than first week. v okohama
opened Sa turdav , and Sunday figure
is record figure of this w ear

This is a scans showing Alan Ladd and Van Heflin
in "Shane ," one of the greatest Paramount pictures
ever made — artistically and financially. It is

hers because "Shane" has written entertainment hist-
ory ever since it was made. "Shane" is writing wond-
erful history around the world today.

Here's an excerpt from a letter written by Far
Sast Division Manager S.A.Henriksen to his territor-
ial managers.

"You are lucky to hare this All-Time-Western
unreleased in your territory. You will be happy
to hear that the re-release of this picture in
the Philippines recently was most successful and
it is now in release in South Vietnam. This is
a territory where no other company so far has
Imported any re-issues, in view of the extremely
tough release situation. SHANE is re-released
in Saigon simultaneously in two of the three best
first-run theatres and it is doing fabulous bus-
iness, outgrossing most of our pictures released
in several years...."

A letter from Latin American Division Manager H.
B.Gordon contains like information:

"VENEZUELA - a tremendous success; am increa-
sing the estimate TRINIDAD - tremendous
success throughout this territory PERU — am
upping the estimate in the sureness that the pie-
turs will be a tremendous success. .. .ARGENTINA -

l
icture a terrific success at the Electric Thea-

tre, Buenos Aires; outstanding business in Cord-
oba at the Cine Cervantes and Monumental
BRAZIL - will be one of the top grossing pictuies
of the year in this territory....."

BOMBAY - This is the celebrated Regal Theatre
during the record-breaking 7 weeks' engagement of

"Samson and Delilah." This is a re-release engagement
and K.S. Vaidyanathan, Paramount general manager, re-

ports that the Cecil B. DeMille production is doing
"phenomenal business" all over India.

After its 7 weeks at the
Regal, Mr. Vaidyanathan advi-
ses, "Samson and Delilah" did
5 weeks at the Globe Cinema ta If

^

Poona and 6 weeks at the Plaia X
in Bangalore. I r

At the Bombay Regal,for the nSfi
entire seven weeke, "Samson"

S5HS.‘.S*g? Rtti? 8S5*8*. ' f I.
,

In Bangalore, first week of I 'A J
the six was 187$ more than the T
normal weekly business of the
Plaza, and tne average for the
entire six weeks was 50% better /%»

m

than the house weekly average.
i

At time of Mr .Vaidyanatharfs
writing, "Samson and Delilah"
was in its 3rd week at the New
Globe, Madras. Had up to that

§
oint done better than 100*
etter than normal weekly bus-

iness and was set for an ext-
ended run. At the Central in
Ahmed&bad, first week's gross
was an all-time record for the
theatre, so was set for a long
run. Picture is also doing
outstanding business at tne
Rivoli in New Delhi.

"Samson and Delilah" is
making new records in Pakistar
also. On its original run In
Lahore it played 9 weeks at the
Regal; on Its recent re-release
run, also at the Regal, it did
"8 weeks with fantastic grosses"

(The original run of "Sam-
son" all oyer India was at en-
hanced admissions; re-release
run Is at normal admissions).

BANGKOK, Thailand - Awaiting
the arrival of Their Majesties
the King and Queen of Thailand at
the Paramount Theatre premiere oi
"Psycho" were many Thai notables
connected with The School for the
Deaf, for which institution the

f
remlere was a benefit. Shown L
o R: H.H. Prince S8 Premburachart

,

Chairman; Lady Chongkol, wife of
Vice Premier; Dr. Erb Na Bang-
chang; Mr. Lek Buranasiri: Dr. L.
Suthlpong: Lady Malakul; Mrs.
Sumall Jatikavanit: Dr. Dang
Kanchananran; Dr. Tawan Bunnag.

This ’Sun’ Ever Rises
Far East division manager S.A.Henriksen reports an

extraordinary story concerning "A Place In the Sun"
from K. S. Vaidyanathan' s India territory. Ceylon, to
be specific.

"A Place In the Sun," in re-release, played the
Liberty Theatre, Colombo, recently. It was a massive
success. Paramount's share of the receipts proved to
be exactly two and one-half times what the picture. In
original release, had grossed for all of Ceylon .

RIGHT
IPOH, Malaya - The

Cathay Cinema here used
every means at its dispo-
sal in telling the popul-
ace about Alfred Hitch-
cock's "Psycho," and about
the stern necessity for
seeing it only from the
very beginning.
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SANTIAGO, Chile - One
of the more than fifteen
music stores with special
displays of the Elvis
Presley "G. I. Blues" long-
play record album during
the highly successful run
of the Hal Wallis musical
in the Cinema Rex here.

SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain!
In the Hotel Maria Cris-
tina, at the Film Festiv-
al, Pina Pellicer is con-
gratulated by Argentina's
Olga Zubaray, at left, on
being named Actress afthe
Tear for her wonderful
Eerformance opposite Mar-
on Brando in "One-Eyed

Jacks."

"SUZIE WONG" SALES MEETING

BUENOS AIRES - During the presence here of
Henry B. Gordon, Latin American division mana-
?er, a sales meeting was held in preparation
or the release of "The World of Suzie Wong."

All of Argentina's branch managers attended, ac
well as Chile manager Juan Lauphelmer and Par-
amount's agent in Uruguay, Adolph Wallfisch.
(Last-mentioned two left before the above pic-
ture was taken)

.

Shown in the picture above, L to R: Branch
managers Pedro Polenta, Bahia Blanca; Salvador
Loreto Olliver, Rosario; Bernardo Cortes, Cor-
doba: Fernando Mendieta, Santa Fe; Enrique
Garcia, Mendoza. Seated : Sam Bekeris,managing
director, at right; and Alejandro Nuln, sales
manager, interior branches.

"The World of Suzie Wong" will be a follow-

up to the enormously successful "Psycho." In
reporting the meeting, Mr. Gordon said: "All
present were most enthusiastic over Paramount's
outstanding product and there can be no doubt
about Paramount's supremacy in the industry."

UNA PRODUCCI ON
EXCELENTE QUE REALIZA
EL PRESTI GIO DEPARAMOUNT

***********
El rumbo pr6spero que lie-

van laa reoien tenoinadaa produooio—
nea de Paramount ha oreado en laa fi
laa de la oompaflia un clima de eufo-
ria como dificilmente ae recuerda.
Por de pronto frenemoa el ejetaplo de
"El placer de au oompafiia", que estd
haciendo un magnifioo negooio en el
•Hadio Oity de New York. Pero por en—
cima de lo que auoede oon laa peliou
laa en ourao ya de diatrlbuoi^n, hay
un lote de nuevaa ointaa resplande-
cientea y de muoha chlapa.

En la iSltina semana de Ju—
nio, loa directorea de la compaflia
vieron a Elvla Prealey en "Blue Ha-
v»ai" a Audrey Hepburn en "Breakghst
at Tiffany' a" y la produccifin de Ed-
mond O'Brien "Deadlok" . Se trata de
trea maravilloaaa peli oulag de m£xi—
mo"gancho" para el mundo internaoio-
nal del egpeot&oulo. Puede parecer
un t6pioo el decir que la produccifin
realizada por Hal Wallis en Hawai ea
el film en que Elvis Prealey aupera
todaa aua anteriore3 adtuaciones; pe

ro tambiSn eato ea ciorto. "Blue Ha-
vre! " poaee mayoreg atractivoa que to
das laa dem&a peliculas Juntas de El
via Prealey. Y adeufia, ea un eatupen
do viaje a Hawai. "Breakfaat at Tif*
fany' a" nos ha devuulto a Audrey Hep-
burn a laa pantaliaa de Paramount y
eato ea ya una magnifica noticia de
superior categoria. En eate film Au-
drey depempefia un papel de alta oome
dia. Gunnel o nenoa se trafca de una oo
media haata el moment o en que, de
pronto, cae en la cuenta de la impor
tancia que tiene el amor} y entonoes,
aquello toma un cariz aerio. A las
docenaa de millonea de fan&tioos de
Aufrey Hepburn lea encantarA eata nue
va y admirable actuacifin. Y eatd cla-
ro que un premio debiera recaer en la
pelicula "Deadlock".

Mientraa tanto, "One-Eyed
Jacks" eatd aumando records en Ingla-
terra, traa haber logrado una coptra-
taci6n excepcionalmente buena en el
cine Plaza de Jiondrea » El film de liar
Ion Brando ha aido objeto de urn ex-
traordinaria campafia de preaentacifin
que lia reportado aua frutos en la ta-
quilla, como sienpre que ae cuida del
"ahowmanahip" . Durante el preaente
mea la pelicula aerd eatrenada en el
Jap6n, un paia donde el " showmanship"
tiene categorla de ciencia exacta
muy provechoaa, por lo que podemos
augurar un caudal de noticiaa que in
formen de loa auceaivoa records bati
doa.

Otro paia que ae aittia en
cabeza en punto a eficacea campahas
de "showmanship" ea Australia. Una
prueba de lo sucedido en "El Mundo
de Suzie Wong". En relacidn oon eate
fill?, Paramount pronovid una aerio
de concuraoa en todoa loa Eatadoa,
cuyaa ganadoraa (loa nejoreo dobloa
de Haney Kwan) fueron obaequiadaa
con un vuelo a Hong Kong en viaita a
eata pintoreaca metrdpoli, obtenien-
do ademda otroa preniadoa regaloa.
Eata canpana publicitaria deaportfi
general interna nacional con poaiti-
voa reaultad03 de taquilla. que que-
dan reflejadoa en vuriaa paginaa de
eate mismo numoro de Paramount World.

En eate nftmero aparece una
infonoacidn aobre aountoa cortos, en
la que se da cuenta de la adqui sici 6r.

por Paramount de un nuevo tema de
dibujo animado que merecifi el Premio
de la Academia de Hollywood en abril
de eate afio . El dibujo ae titula
"Munro" . Paramount ha encargado al
productor doa nuevos dibujos aobre
el mismo tema para aer entrehadoa a
finales de eate afto. Eata informaci6n
relacionada con laa peliculaa cortas
de Paramount vale la pena que aea
leida con detenimiento, puea revela
un nunero de magnificas novedades de
autentico nivel internaoional.

di, en verdad, el film Pa-
ramount resplandece cada vez oon ma-
yor bxd.Uo a medida que ruodan los
afios.
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| NTEREST I MG SI DELI GHTS

[ ON HOLLYWOOD AT .VORK

: AND AT PLAY"

#
I

Paramount Studio Club's Softball League

is in session again, with Victor Ramirez as

'Sport Commissioner.' There are four separ-

ate teams - Hal Wallis, Perlberg-Seaton,
John Wayne and Bobby Darin. We picture some

of the teams herewith, and will have the

others in next month's issue. Incidentally,
these teams are in great demand for exhib-
ition games, invitations having been recei-
ved from as far away as Pittsburgh, Pa. But
since the players have to be on virtually

; instant call for their professional studio
chores, most invitations have evoked a firm
but polite refusal.

HAL WALLIS TEAM : L to R - Actor John Pop. Rocco
Morlano, Church Kayne, Mascot Panels Echert (iron the
cast of "Blue Hawaii";, Mike Levery, William Campbell
and actor Joseph Hoover. Missing: Hugh Terrell, Barry
Cordon, Alex Maxwell.

_ JOHN WAYMs HATARI 1 st L to R - Wrestler Dennis
S?.?7 ' Aubrey Lew, Mascot Shirley Kosberg,
Pitcher (and actor) Ken Hooker, Janes Chireo and Paul
Huniston. Missing: John Wayne, Earl Raaires, Jeff
Cochran, Prank Brands and Jerry Isobe.

Here we have Laurence Harvey-

climbing aboard the venerable
Stutz automobile that plays so

important a role in Hal Wallis'

"Summer and Smoke." This car

belongs to that fine old era

when automobiles actually had

running-boards, comfortable seats

and perfect all-around vision.

N. L. DAHLMAN, police
chief of Paramount's Holly-
wood 1 Studio and a 30-year
veteran there, celebrated a
golden wedding anniversary
with his wife Frances on
July 11th. CongratulationsJ

BELCW

TANGANYIKA - Slsa Martinelli
found making "Hatari!" here a
great deal different from the
studios in Rome, London and
Hollywood. -But she survived to
give a splendid performance.

Actor John Wayne and
producer-director Howard
Hawks escort Turkish corres-
pondent Mrs.Perziat Alcaide
onto the set of "Hataril" to
have her see production on
the wild animal thriller at
first hand.
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Writer John Fenton
Murray is at work for
Jerry Lewis Productions
on tne development of a
story idea created by
Lewis for his future
schedule.

Lewis began production
of his next conedy. "The
Errand Boy," on July 24.
He is directing, ana
starring in, tne Para-
mount release, with Ern-
est D. Gluck sman produc-
ing.

This bit of by-play
between Shirley MacLaine
and Yves Montand in "My
Geisha" is one of the
cutest cinema situations
in years - especially in
view of the dramatic rel-
ation of the two player

8

in the film.

Elvis Presley became
really skilled with the
Hawaiian guitar during the
filming of "Blue Hawaii^"
and Joan Blackman was on
the receiving end of most
of the 13 songs he sings
in this enthralling Tech-
nicolored Hawaiian happi-
f ilm.

Jan Sterling and Edw-
ard Andrews have a quite
explosive time over a
comparatively minor natter
in "Love In a Goldfish
Bowl" - which also co-
stars popular singers
Tommy Sands and Fabian,
and introduces an eye-

KiS«f.l
een*8*''- TobT

This smile from Shirley MacLaine is exclus-
ively for you. It's the one she used so devas-
tatingly in "All In A Night's Work," and she
now has it turned on full power in "My Geisha."

0E VOORTREFFELI JKHEID
VAN HET PRODUCT VERHOOGT
HET PARAMOUNT PRESTIGE

***********
De rijkdom van goede voltooide Paramount
films heeft in onze gelederen een van de
grootste tijdperken van optimisme ingeluid
zoals wij one uit het verleden niet meer
kunnen herinneren. Als eerste is daar het
voorbeeld van "The Pleasure of his Company"
die grote zaken doet in New York's Radio
City Music Hall. Maar ver boven de voor-
beelden van reeds in roulatie zijnde films
steekt een nieuwe serie films uit, die
glinsteren en schitteren.

In de laatste week van Juni zagen leidende
figuren van onze maatschappij Elvis Pres-
ley in "Blue Hawaii", Audrey Hepburn in
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" en Edmond OAJrierfs
pfoductie "Deadlock". Men heeft drie uit-
stekende films gezien, die illes hebben
wat een internationaal publiek aanspreekt.
Het klinkt misschien afgezaagd als wij zeg-
gen, dat de Hal Wallis film, vervaardigd
op Hawaii, Elvis Presley's meest aantrekke-
lijke film tot nu toe is - maar het is ook
waar. "Blue Hawaii" zal meer aantrekkings-
kracht op het publiek hebben dan alle ande-
re Presley films tezamen - en het is tevens
een grandioze reis naar Hawaii. "Breakfast
at Tiffany's" brengt Audrey Hepburn weer
naar het Paramount-doek terug, en dat is
prachtig nieuws van de hoogste orde.
Audrey speelt in deze film een komische
roi. Tenminste. . .het is komedie tot het mo-
ment waarop zij plotseling gaat inzien hoe
belangrijk liefde is - en dan komt er een
ernstiger toon. De tientallen miljoenen
Audrey Hepburn fans zullen zeker dol op de-
ze film zijn. En voor louter, nimner af-
latende spanning, verdient "Deadlock" zeker
een onderscheiding.

Ondertussen draait "One Eyed Jacks" in Enge-

land en raaakt grote zaken in het Londense
Plaza Theatre. De Marlon Brando film heeft
een uitzonderli jk goede publiciteitscam-
pagne gekregen, waarvan het resultaat than:

aan de kassa merkbaar is, zoals goede pu-
bliciteit altijd doet. Deze maand zal de
film ook haar premiere beleven in Japan,
een land waar showmanship een exacte en
zeer nuttige wetenschap is, zodat wij ook
uit dit land zeer, zeer gunstige berichten
mogen verwachten.

Een ander land, dat zeer hoog aangeschreve:
staat wat showmanship betreft is Australia
Een bewijs hiervan werd nogmaals geleverd
met "De Wereld van Suzie Wong". In verband
met deze film heeft Paramount een serie
wedstrijden in alle staten georganiseerd,
waarvan de winnaars (de beste dubbelgang-
sters van Nancy Kwan) ger vliegtuig naar
Hongkong werden gebracht om daar in deze
kleurrijke stad een korte vacantie door te
brengen. Er waren ook vele andere prijzen
beschikbaar. Deze campagne heeft overal
zeer veel belangstelling getrokken, met ka;

sa-resultaten waarover U elders in dit num-
mer van Paramount World meer kunt vernemen

Een specials aankondiging over korte films
in dit nummer vertelt van Paramount's aan*
winst van een cartoon onderwerp, dat in
April van dit jaar in Hollywood een Academ.
Award heeft gewonnen. Het onderwerp is ge-
titeld "Munro", en het is de winnaar in de
catagorie eenacter-cartoons . Paramount
heeft ook een contract afgesloten met de
producent van dit onderwerp voor twee an-
dere catoons, die later in dit jaar afgele
verd zullen worden.

De aankondiging omtrent Paramount's korte-
film-politiek verdient aauwkeurige lezing,
want zij omvatten een aantal fantastische
onderdelen van echt internationaal formaat

De berichten over "Hatari" blijven geweldi
Thans in de laatste stadia van zijn vol-
tooiing, is deze wilde dieren film niet te

vergelijken met welke andere films ook, en
het zal zeker een top sensatie in het ko-
.mende Paramount seizoen worden. Ondertusse
bereidt de hoofdrolspeler van deze film,
John Wayne, zich reeds weer voor op een
andere belangrijke rol, met James Stewart
in "The Man who shot liberty vallance", ee

belangrijke Paramount release voor 1962.

Ja, inderdaad, Paramount films wofeden beta
en grootser naarmate de Jaren voorbij gaan

A special 2-reel documentary based on
footage filmed during the five-month East
Africa location of Howard Hawks' "Hatari!"
has been edited by Hawks' associate producer,
Paul Helmick, for distribution to service
groups, clubs and similar organizations.

Showing behind-the-scenes activities in

Tanganyika, as well as actual wild game trap-

ping episodes from the exciting Paramount
release, the color documentary will play an

important role in the advance opinion-making
campaign for the Technicolor adventure drama.
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SHOWMANSHIP PAYS

GUARANTEED
DIVIDENDS

LISBON, Portugal - So Important was

the music of "Caxe Europa" ("G. I.

Blues") considered here, that a total
of music and record shops gave window
displays to the Presley film. Allwere
of the calibre of this one of Disco-
teca Universal, which gave the entire
window to the film's music.

” Global Concept” is
.VI a n u a 1 f s Keynote
A comprehensive and invaluable manual expr-

essive of Paramount International's showman-
ship and public relations aids has been prep-
ared and distributed world-wide by Charles P.

Juroe, director of advertising and publicity.
Keynote of the effectiveness of the manual

is found in the following excerpt from Mr.

Juroe 's covering letter:
"There has been such a dramatic change in
movie-going tastes and habits in recent
years that audiences throughout the world
react identically to many types of films,
as has been our own experience with such
recent successes as 'The Ten Commandments,"
'Psycho' and 'The World of Suzie Wong.'
Consequently, we feel that many of the
promotional techniques effectively employed
In the U.S. can also be used with similar
results in many of the situations abroad.
On the other hand, your own ideas and spec-
ial promotions keyed to local tastes can be
copied here and in many other countries
throughout the world
Paramount International's showmanship rec-

ord abroad, already Paramount-tops and highly
regarded, should reach new heights aided by
this fine manual.

And Mr. Juroe and his small but tireless
staff in Home Office will thereby render still

greater service throughout Paramount Internat-

ional's world.

WAKEFIELD, England - On Page Ten
is one phase of the remarkable show-
manship campaign the Wakefield Play-
house devoted to "The World of Suzie
Wong." Here is the lobby of the Play-
house with an alluring display of the
actual cheongsams worn by Nancy Kwan,
Jacqui Chan and other players In the
Ray Stark production released by Par-
amount.

TORONTO - Another of the very
fine showmanship stunts reported
by Win Barron, Paramount public-
ist with Affiliated Pictures 6orp>
Ltd., is shown here. This contest
staged in connection with "The
Pleasure of His Company" at the
University Theatre, produced a
veritable avalanche of entries
from girls who wanted the privil-
ege of having a screening room to
snow the picture to their fiances— and then to treat them to a
steak dinner. Fine showmanship!

BOSTON - Morton's department
store on busy Boylston Street
tied in with the local showman-
ship campaign on "The Pleasure of
His Company" by staging a contest
for bride s-to-De. with this gown
as top prize. Note the liberal
display of stills from the film,
which was current at the local
Paramount Theatre.

This is the striking towel-
clad 'figure' of Shirley Macladns
that's been greeting visitors on
the 10th floor of Home Office for
the past few weeks. It of course
reveals the agile Shirley as she
appears in "All In A Night's
Work."

FRANKFURT * Some of the fleet of nationwide trans-
portation trucks which daily cover many hundreds of
miles performing two major tasks — carrying their
assigned freights, and spreading the good word about
"The World of Suzie Wong." This has proven to be one
of the most effective of all forms of showmanship in
Germany.

This is the sheet of instruc-
tions which accompanied the rep-
licas of the figure which have
been shipped to the major Param-
ount offices throughout the
world. Sheet tells how to mount
and display the poster.

r
L
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A pleasure is none

the less a pleasure be-
cause it does not please

forever.
W. Somerset Maugham

ROME - A most effective
poster for "Psycho" in the
lobby of the Flamma Thea-
tre. Poster was luminous
and stood 9 feet high.

I think breakfast is

so pleasant because no

one is conceited before

one o'clock.
Sydney Srith

\ni(Tic;m Wcckh

NEW YORK - The Ameri-
can Weekly, syndicated
magazine appearing in all
of the Hearst publicat-
ions, with a circulation
in the multi- millions,
had this fine Audrey Hep-
bum cover on its June 29
issue - and of course a
story inside relating to
a wonderful, whimsical
picture called "Breakfast
At Tiffany's."

@@@@@@@
@@@@@

RIGHT

ROME - These advertis-
ing 'shields* on the Via
Veneto carried luminous
posters for "Psycho," vis-
ible day and night.

L ' ECCELLENZ A DELLA
PRODUZIONE AUtoENTA IL
PRESTIGIO PARAMOUNT

II considerevole numero di bei film Paramount
pronti in questo moroento he genereto in seno al
la nostra Casa une delle piU grandi ondate di

—

ottimismo che la nostra mente ricordi. A pre-
ecindere dal caso di THE PLEASURE OF HIS CCKPANY
che ha avuto une magnifies resa al Music Hell
di New York, nonchA di altre nostra pellicole
gift usclte, possediamo un insieme di nuovi lavo
ri che non potrebbe formare un quadro pid pro-
mettente.

William Holden and Lilli Palmer in "The
Counterfeit Traitor" give performances of love
and understanding in an atmosphere of sheer
terror which may well be regarded later as
contenders for Academy Awards.

Durante l'ultima settimBna di Giugno i nostri
dirigenti henno per esempio veduto Elvis Presley
in BLUE HAWAII , Audrey Hepburn in BREAKFAST AT
TIFFANY'S ,

nonchi il film di Edmond O'Brien,
DEADLOCK, cioi tre belli ssime pellicole d ' immen

so richiemo internazionale. Potri sembrere
benale vi si dice che il film gireto a Hawaii
da Hal Wallis sia il migliore di tutti i levori
di Presley, tne e proprio cosi . Infatti BLUE
HAWAII ha piu elementi per piacere al pubblico
di tutti gli eltrl film di questo attore messi

insieme, senza contare che vedere quests pelli-
cola e come fere uno splendldo viegglo a Hawaii,

Abbiamo poi BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S che ci rlpor
ta sullo schermo la deliziose Audrey Hepburn,
ci6 che i gii di per si una notizia di prim'or
dine. In quests storia Audrey ha una psrte di

pure commedia, o per lo meno tale flno al rao-

M SHANE" STAYS SOCKO!
ITALY has come up with some staggering

box office figures on the sustained power of

the re-released "SHANE," especially in contr-

ast with other re-released product. Here are

some examples:
MILAN - "Shane" in a 2-weeks engagement
grossed 8 times what "Unconquered# did,
and 6 times what "Streets of Laredo" did.

CATANIA - "Shane" did twice the business
of both of the foregoing re-releases.

GENOA - "Shane" did almost three times the
business of "Unconquered" and one and a
half times the business of "Laredo."

TURIN - "Shane" did 3^ times the business
of "Unconquered" and twice that of "Lareda"

mento in cui la ragazza che esse interprete si

innamora sul serio, perchA allora le cose cam-
biano. E’ una pellicole che placard immensa-
mente a tutti i milioni di ammiretori di que-
ste brave e simpatice ettrice.

tute, DEADLOCK merlte indubbiamente l'Oscer.

Intanto, ONE-EYED JACKS di Merlon Brando conti
nua e battere records su records in Inghllter”
ra dopo le sue majpiifica programmazione al Pie
za di Londra. Il film ha avuto un lancio vere
mente eccezionele il cui eslto si ata eppunto”
constetando ore al botteghino, come generalmen
te si verifies dopo tutti i buoni lenciamentiT
Questo mese le pellicole uacird anche in Glen-
pone, e siccome in quel paeae henno creato une
vere e Droprie sclenza del lenci cinematograf

i

ci , ci aspettlamo anche da li notlzie di riauT
teti fantastic!.

Altre nezione dove sono divei.tnti maestri in

fatto di lanciamenti e 1 'Australia, come ci e

stato ultimamente dimostrato con THE WORLD OF

SUZIE WONG. Per questo lavoro la Paramount ha

infatti promosso una aerie di concorsi per le

ricerca della ragazza piu somigliante a Nancy
Kwan in ogni singolo Stato del peese. Le vincl

trlci hanno avuto come premio un viaggio aereo

a Hong Kong e brerve vacenze in quells pittore-

sce cittd, nonchi altri tipi di premi. Natural

mente quests cemoagne pubblicitaria he desteto

vivissimo interease in tutte 1 'Australia, con

quei risulteti di cassette che potrete voi

stessi constatare in diverse pagine del preaen

te numero di Paramount World.

In questo faacicolo troverete pure uno speciak

ennuncio in materia di corti metreggi circs

l’acqulsto da parte della Paramount di un car-

tone animeto lntitolato MUNRO che he vlnto

l'Oscar a Hollywood in Aprils scorso. La no-

stra Casa he anche firms to un contra tto col

suo produttore per altri due cartoni da conae-

gnarai tre qualche mese. Vi consigliamo di le£

gere attentemente tutte quests noviti sulle

direttive della Paramount in tema di cartoni

animeti perchi si tratta di ottiml lavorl che

hanno succeeso in tutte le parti del mondo.

In quanto a film eccitanti che si seguono con

la masslma tensione della prime all'ultima bat^
Continuano a pervenirci magnlfiche notlzie clr

ca HATARI I che si trova ormai alia faae finale

del montagglo e comment o musicals. Sembra ala

un belliaalmo film ed anche differente da tut-

ti i precedenti dello ateaao tipo, e aenza

dubblo esao costltuird una delle grandi aenaa-

zloni dello schermo della proaslma staglone

Paramount. Intanto John Wayne, l'lnterprete

princlpale del film, si sta preparando per la

sue parte oon James Stewart in TOE MAN WHO

SHOT LIBERTY VALLANCE, una delle grandi pelli-

cole che la Paramount distrlbuirA nel 1962.

Proprio coal/ Pih gli anni paaaano e pi&

promet tents • luminoso dlvente il quadro del

lavori che la Paramount ha dinanzl a a4/
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OUR "SPEAKING'' ANIMALS

THOSE "HAT AR I
!" ANIMAL

CHARACTERS ARE HAYING
MORE TO SAY THIS MONTH

"This man Howard Hawka ia Juat ao wonderful
with animal a - human a muat have taught him an
awful lot."

Not all of the animals of "Hataril" got
a chance to speak their minds last month. In

the spirit of good manners encountered so

often in the animal world, some of the film's
participants deferred until this month. Their
views and comments are set forth on this page
- and there are even some left over for next
month. The animals hope you understand.

"Don't worry, old cnap - Leap Year, Y'knowl"

i; "This. I presume
is what those film
people call being
'knocked for a loop'."

"Don't laugh at me - 1 never
miss ny train in the momingl"

"Those crazy men don't know
what they're missing, not eating
branch tops - delicious, and
they are mild I"

"I wonder what she means -
'Cheetah, I love you'?"

*i\

I * aJW
Li 11

"I suppose we'd better drink the old water - but just
between us, I'd much rawther have a Pepsi in me trunk."



Paramount World

Novelist Howard Fast is writing the screenplay for "Sylvia ," suspense drama to
be put into production in December for Paramount release. This story of a man's
search into the past of a beautiful and enigmatic woman will be produced by Martin

Poll and Martin Ritt, with Paul Newman starred, and Martin Ritt dir-
ecting Louis Gasnier, a leading director of the silent film era,
and for 56 years an active participant in the motion picture indus-
try, has a featured acting role in "Hell Is For Heroes ." The World
War II drama has Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin and Fess Parker heading
a notable cast ... .Gasnier is best known for his direction of the
silent serial, "The Perils of Pauline," starring Pearl White.. . .Nate
Monaster is co-writing with Edmund Be loin "Climate of Love ." modern
comedy set on an exotic Pacific atoll. The Be loIn-Monaster associat-
ion does not affect Beloin's partnership with Maurice

PAUL NEWMAN Richlin in the production of the forthcoming "Villa
Mimosa . " Paramount will release both films Yul Brynner and Sal
Mineo, once one of Broadway's most popular 'father and son' teems,
are reunited for the first time in ten years in "Escape From Zahr-
ain. " high-voltage adventure drama filmed in Technicolor. Mineo made
his acting debut as Brynner' s son in the Broadway hit musical, "The
King and I." Since then they have joined the ranks of Hollywood's
brightest stars, with Brynner winning an 'Oscar' and Mineo nominated
for one last year for "Exodus" The sole female role in the
otherwise all-male cast of "Hell Is For Heroes" was awarded to Mich- YUL BRYNNER

ele Monteau. She plays a Belgian barmaid Geraldine Page, portraying a Southern
small town music teacher in Hal Wallis' production of Tennessee Williams' drama,

"Summer and Smoke ." is offered a rare opportunity to demonstrate her
singing ability. She performs two numbers in this memorable picture:

"Everytime I Feel the Spirit," a familiar folk hymn, and "La Golon-
drina." Laurence Harvey stars opposite Miss Page, and also prominent
in the picture are Rita Moreno, Earl Holliman, Una Merkel, Pamela
Tiffin and John MeIntire Claudia Cardinale, dynamic young Ital-
ian actress, has won the leading female co-starring role opposite
Sidney Poitier in "The Iron Men ." which will be filmed in Italy com-

mencing in September. The picture will portray the exciting story of

the famous 99th Pursuit Squadron during World War II which was com-
GERALDINE posed of an all Negro complement with the exception of white ground

PAGE officers William Wellman will both produce and direct the cowboy
feature, "The Rounders ." for Paramount release. Picture will go into

production in November "Forever My Love .” starring Romy Schneider, has complet-

ed editing in London and will be previewed in final form before the end of the pres-

ent month .....

"

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance " is about to go into production witl

James Stewart and John Wayne co-starred.

Henry Blanke has been assigned as producer of "Hell Is For Heroes ." World War II

drama currently filming under the direction of Don Siegel. Blanke 's assignment marks
the first picture he will produce for Paramount under his multiple-film agreement
with the company. Other pictures on his schedule include "Dear and Glorious Physic-
ian " and "Mistress of Mellyn" William Gray, unit manager for Hal Wallis Prod-
uctions, has returned to Hollywood from Japan, after three weeks of scouting locat-
ions for " A Girl Named Tamiko ," which is scheduled to start shooting in November.
Laurence Harvey and France Nuyen will star under the direction of John Sturges.

"Restless" is the final title of the Edmond O'Brien-directed production formerly
known as "Deadlock." Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen
and Stella Stevens star in the drama (a scene from
which is shown at right). Based on a short novel by

John McDonald, "Restless" is the story of the ful-
fillment of a fateful promise made by two men dur-
ing a night patrol action in the Korean War
Henry Denker, whose hit play "The Fair Country" is

running on Broadway, New York, has been signed by
Perlberg-Seaton Productions to script "The Hook, "

from Vahe Katcha's novel of the same title. This is

a psychological story of three GIs aboard a small
freighter who are faced with an order to kill an
Oriental prisoner they have just captured during
the Korean War b bbbm bb b b bb bbb bb bhhhhh< b b b, b ,bb-bhhhhhh>

LANA TURNER (above)
will star opposite Dean
Martin in Jack Rose's
"Who's Got the Action'/

"

Daniel Mann will direct tie

comedy, which concerns a
society woman who turns
bookmaker to cure her hus-
band of his horse-playing
habits.

HOLLYWOOD - At right is
John Cassavetes, producer-
director of "Too Late
Blues," and under contract
to Paramount. He is recei-
ving the congratulations
of Othon Castillo, corres-
pondent from Ecuador.

Because of the inten-
se heat of the desert
outside of Barstow, Cal-
ifornia, Paramount issued
canvas gloves to all
members of the cast and
crew of "Escape From
Zahrain." This meant
gloves for Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue
and Jack Warden, and
also for Ronald Neame,
the producer-director.

The gloves were not
to keep the hands cool
but to protect them from
the scorching desert rocks
and company equipment.

If you break 100,
watch your golf. If you
break 80, watch your
business.

Walter Winchell



Breathholding Beauty
The scene above is by the greatest

scenic artist of them all - Nature. It is

background for much of the intriguing
action of "My Geisha," and dominating it

is the matchless beauty of Japan's Mount
Fujiyama.

At left is a close-up of this filmed-
ent irely-in-Japan Paramount release, and
at right a close-up of the film's stellar
cast, also in the same locale. They are,

L to R: Robert Cunnings, Shirley Maclaine,

Yves Montand, Yoko Tani, Edvafcd G.

Robinson.
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BANGKOK, Thailand - Their Majesties the King

and Queen of Thailand being officially met at

the Paramount Theatre charity premiere of "Psycho"

by Mr. Nark Thebhasdin, Under Secretary of the

Ministry of Education. Premiere was in aid of The

School for the Deaf.

Also on the official line of reception for
Their Majesties at Bangkok's Paramount Theatre
were, L to R: Dr. Dang Kanchanaran; Dr. Tawan
Bunnag; Mrs. Kamala Kraireog, principal of the
School for the Deaf: Mr. Maicree Tiatrakul.
eminent owner and director of the Paramount
Theatre; Mr. E. Uthai; Mr. Chana Chaikijkarana,
Paramount manager for Thailand.

THE WHOLE WORLD STILL IS

MIGHTY "PSYCHO" CONSCIOUS

LIMA, Peru - Showmanship for "Psycho" cer-
tainly won the crowds here. This scene is out-
side the Cine Pacifico; at top, the crowds at-
tracted to the Tacna, where tne Hitchcock pic-
ture played day-and-date

.

BANGKOK, Thailand - Their Majesties the
King and Queen of Thailand arriving at the
Paramount Theatre for the charity performance
of "Psycho."
I£FT - Display in the lobby of the Paramount
showing some of the successful engagements of"rsycho" in other countries.

New Zealand
Word from Robert J.

Kerridge, governing direc-
tor of the Kerridge-Odeon
Circuit:

"During the past few
days we have had the ex-
citement of the opening
of PSYCHO in Auckland
and Wellington. The pub-
lic have responded magn-
icently to tne publicity
campaign and promotional
devices. I am sure that
we will enjoy long seas-
ons and sustained peak
business."

SANTIAGO, Chile - One
interesting phase of the
highly successful engage-
ment of "Psycho" at the Re
Cinema concerned this door
man at the theatre. The
man was hired speciallyfo
the Hitchcock film (for
reasons enumerated in our
columns many times), and
since the Santiago public
is not accustomed to see-
ing doormen at theatres,
this fact was notable in
itself, in fact, it was a
precedent-setting event.
Then, too, the doorman ha<

the film's title in gold
lace on his peaked cap, an
he posed proudly while
Paramount manager Juan
Laupheimer took his photo

The enormous success o

the engagement will be
pictured next month.

BANGKOK - An inters si

ing close study of the
King of Thailand, and h:

charming Queen (at right
~ iramount

"Psycho.'
entering the Paramount
Theatre to see
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We 1 11 bet that in this duet-ish

scene from the exciting "Too Late

Blues/1 Bobby Darin is not saying

to Stella Stevens - "What have you

heard from Tierra del Fuego
lately?"



PINA PELLIC&R NAMaD

TOP ACTRESS . and...
39

MARLON BRANDO'S DYNAMIC
"ONE-EYED JACKS" WINS

TOP AWARD AT THE SAN

SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL

Along with winning the Golden Seashell, top
award at the San Sebastian Film Festival, “One-
Eyed Jacks" was accompanied by one of the most
thunderously successful publicity fanfares any
film has ever been accorded in Spain. Credit
for this, in the estimation of Paramount's top
executive echelon in Paris, goes with a 'golden

seashell' all his own to Paramount's ace publi-
cist in Spain, Jaime Arias. This inspired show-

man did a marvelous job, all the way from intr-
oducing radiant Pina Pellicer to the Festival
and to Spain, through expert coverage by radio
and television, and top-flight publications. In

every way possible, "One-Eyed Jacks" has enorm-
ously enhanced Paramount prestige in Spain.

SAN SEBASTIAN - Paramount
display for "One-Eyed Jacks"
in front of the Victoria
Eugenia Theatre.

BELOW. Outdoor stand telling
the public about Paramount’s
"One-Eyed Jacks."

Pina Pellicer, a charming
and radiantly happy guest of
honor at the Film Festival, is
led into the beginning dance by
the Festival's director, Sr.
Francisco Ferrer.

SAN SEBASTIAN. Spain:
Wherever she went here
during the Film Festival,
Pina Pellicer was beset
by autograph hunters. But
she remained calm and
charming, aided no doubt,
by the pacifying presence
or Paramount's general
manager for Spain, Frank
A. Slter, in background.

Pina Pellicer, accompanied
by her agent, Mrs. Lonka
Becker, and Paramount's gen-
sral manager for Spain,Frank
A. Siter, passes through bor-
der inspection at Hendaye.

The Paramount Pictures box
in the Victoria Eugenia The-
atre, where the main Festival
activities were held.

At the conclusion of the triumph in the Victoria Eugen-
is Theatre, Pina Pellicer is escorted to the reception in
the Maria Cristina Hotel. She is flanked by her agent, Mrs.
Lonka Becker, and Mrs. Jaime Arias. Also by Messrs Hochstet-
ter (Motion Picture Export Association), Maranon and Hopnan
(United States Consul at Bilbao).
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PARI NTFI LiVi, NEsV YORK

"ONE-EYED JACKS" WON
GOLDEN SEASHELL FIRST
PRIZE FOR BEST PI CTURE
SAN SEBASTIAN FESTIVAL
AND PINA PELL I CER BEST
ACTRESS PRIZE. COMPLETE
VICTORY FOR "ONE-EYED
JACKS" AND PARAMOUNT

NATHAN





2 Paramount World

LONDON - A lovely photograph

of Audrey Hepburn arriving at

the Plaza Theatre for the prem-

iere of "Breakfast At Tiffany’s."

This fine cover, in color,
decorated the October issue of
Global Film Marketing, the pow-
erful and informative motion
picture publication which orig-
inates in Tokyo and circulates
in strength around the world.
(It was formerly Far East Film
News, but changed its name when
its influence became global) #

"Breakfast At Tiffany's,"
which has a global appeal, thus
finds a perfect message carrier*

Cover Girl!
The girl on this month '

s

cover is Stella Stevens, the
Paramount personality who is

most surely headed for star-

dom by virtue of her glowing
performance in "Too Late

Blues." It is no mere accid-

ent, but the hand of Fate,

that decreed she should be
named Stella — which means
'Star.

•

Cover photo by Milton Greene

Paramount World - Copyright © 1961 by Paraaoun
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every morrtt
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
ganization around the world who believe in the entertainment ap-
peal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Volume 7, Number 10 October, 1961 ALBERT DEANE. Editor

This month our
star-making cover
of Stella Stevens
heralds much other
good news This
news, by the way,
is being carried
abroad by Mr. Welt-

ner, who is in Eur-

ope at the time these

Don’t miss all of the wonderful
news about

”0 N E - E Y E D JACKS"
on Page 39.

This picture is cracking a lot
of international records ... .Out-
grossing "The World of Suzie
Wong" and "Psycho."

lines go to

press.... And it was from Europe, Dermt-

ark’s capital of Copenhagen, to be

precise, that Paramount Internation-
al’s president, James E. Perkins, ann-

ounced the new Paramount product that

is covered on the opposite page, and

the one following Mr. Perkins saw,

and Mr. Weltner is seeing, the wonder-

ful examples of showmanship in connec-

tion with ’’One-Eyed Jacks,” "The World

of Suzie Wong” and other pictures that

have made the Paramount reputation for

solid showmanship on each and every
picture distributed by our company
abroad a by-word, and an envy, in all

sections of the industry abroad.

Meanwhile, the superb showmanship
exposure that ’’Breakfast At Tiffany^s”

is being given in the U.S. is being
relayed to the international field,
with the result that the end of this

One of the amenities conn-
ected with being Paramount Vice
President in charge of world
sales, is that you get to meet
the stars. Thus. George Weltner
was on hand at ^ondon Airport
to meet Audrey Hepburn when she
flew in from Rome to attend the
premiere of "Breakfast At Tiff-
any's" at the Plaza Theatre —
oi which event there are seven!
pictures on Page 25.

year and the beginning =====:
of 1962 will see this GERMANY'S TRULY MASSIVE
gatheri!lg

P
plau<iit

s

r
--

r OBSERVANCE OF 1961 's
and record receipts —
all around the globe.

Among the many other
matters that we would
like to call your att-

ention to in this iss-
ue is the uniqueness
of "Too Late Blues,"
one of the most unusual
pictures in Paramount
history. We have a
page on it this issue
- more next month.

PARAMOUNT WEEK

Paramount International president James E.

Perkins has received from Hugo Strainer, general

manager in Frankfurt, the following cable ind-

icative of the gigantic sales effort the West

German Paramounteers put into this year’s obs-

ervance of Paramount Week:

HONORED INFORM YOU PARAMOUNT WEEK PRODUCED

1,811 SHIPMENTS, WHICH IS 15# ABOVE WEEKLY

AVERAGE. IT IS ALSO 670 SHIPMENTS MORE THAN

I960. ENTHUSIASM AND EFFORT OF ENTIRE STAFF HAS

MADE THIS MEEK THE BIGGEST IN COMPANY’S HISTOBI.

STRAMER



Page Three

WORLD-WIDE APPEAL GIVEN
PRIORITY IN ANNOUNCEMENT
OF NEW PARAMOUNT PRODUCT
Key International Ciiies Synchronize
With New York in Multiple Press Release

PRODUCTIONS
The pictures announced by Mr. Weltner and dptailed

by Mr. Pickman, are listed here for the record, since
all areas of the company have received full particu-
lars through regular channels.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S, starring Audrey Hepburn
and George Peppard; BLUE HAWAII, Hal Walt is production
starring Elvis Presley and Joan Blackman; THE ERRAND
BOY, starring Jerry Lewis; SUMMER AND SMOKE, starring
Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page, a Hal Wallis pro-
duction; THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, starring William
Holden, Lilli Palmer and Hugh Griffith, a William
Perlberg-George Seaton production. I

MY GEISHA, starring Shirley MacLaine, Yves Mont-
and, Edward G. Robinson, Robert Cummings and Yoko
Tani, a Steve Parker production; HATARIi

, starring
John Wayne, Hardy Kruger, Red Buttons, Elsa Martinelli,
Gerard Blaine and Michele Girardon, a Howard Hawks
production; ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN, starring Yul Brynner
and Sal Mineo; HELL IS FOR HEROES, starring Steve
McQueen, Bobby Darin, Fe ss Parker, Harry Guardino,Bob
Newhart, Mike Kell in, Nick Adams and James Coburn, a
Henry Blanke production.

TOO LATE BLUaS, starring Bobby Darin and Stella
Stevens, a John Cassavetes production; THE MAN WHO
SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, starring James Stewart, John
Wayne, Vera Miles, Edmond O'Brien and Lee Marvin, a
John Ford production; THE EASTER DINNER, starring
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martinelli and Harry Guardino,a
Melville Shavel son production; THE IRON MEN, starring
Sidney Poitier and Claudia Cardinale; A GIRL NAMED
TAMIKO, starring Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,Martha

nHyer, a Hal Wallis production.

IT'S ONLY MONEY, starring Jerry Lewis; WHO'S GOT
' TH^ ACTION, starring Dean Martin, Lana Turnet and
Eddie Albert; MY SIX LOVES, starring Debbie Reynolds;

r THE HOOK, a Perl berg-Seat on production; SYLVIA, a
iMarrin Poll production starring Paul Newman; THE
IJACKALS, starring Ava Gardnefc, Louis Jourdan and Curt
Jurgens; VILLA MIMOSA, an Edmond Beloin production;
NIGHT WITHOUT END, a William Perlberg-George Seaton

1 production.

THE STEPMOTHER, a Henry Blanke production; THE
LONG PIG, an Aubrey Baring production; REUNION, a

! Stuart Miller production; THE WINSTON CHURCHILL STORY,
a Hugh French production; DEAR AND GLORIOUS PHYSICIAN,
a Henry Blanke production; AFFAIR IN ARCADY, a Henry
Blanke production; MISTRESS OF MELLYN, a Henry Blanke
production; CARNOT DE BAL, a Perlberg-Seaton product-
ion; IT 'S MUBDER

,
a Henry Hathaway production.

NO BAIL FOR TH^ JUDGE, a Gant Gaither production;
CLIMATo OF LOVc,, an Edmond Beloin production; THE
ROUSTABOUT, starring Elvis Presley, a Hal Wallis pro-
duction; DECISION AT DELPHI, a Hal Wallis production;
FJR&VER MY LOVE, starring Romy Schneider and Karl
kjBoehm, an Ernest Marischka production; SIEGE OF SYRA-
CUSE, starring Tina Louise and Rossano Brazzi; COME
BLOW YOUR HORN, a Bud Yorkin-Norman Lear production;
!BECKET, a Hal Wallis production; THc, WICKED ONE; ALL
THc, WAY HOMt, a David Susskind production; Bo^ING-
jpOilNG, a Hal Wallis production.

The announcement
on this page - and
on the page follow-
ing - was made sim-
ultaneously in

LONDON
COPENHAGEN
TOKYO
SYDNEY and
SINGAPORE.
It represents

the most important
product statement
made by Paramount
in decades.

It has been rec-
eived by exhibitors
and the industry,
everywhere, with
parallel importance.

George Weltner (right) Paramount
vice president in charge of world
sales, and Jerome Pickman, vice pres-

evfdence as Paramount*^ new program
of product was announced to the lnd’
try on October 13th „iHf

lus-

**
In New York, Mr. Weltner hosted a luncheon in

the Company diningroom and had a one hundred percent
representation by the trade press. His meeting,which
was attended also by Messrs Barney Balaban, Adolph
Zukor, Jerome Pickman, Russell Holman and Martin
Davis, received magnificent press coverage, particu-
larly Paramount ’ s dedication "to producing and dist-
ributing the best motion pictures for a vast inter-
national audience." Mr. Weltner pointed out that
the word 'international 1 had not been used lightly.
He graphically represented by his own experience how
^^£^£^_^he_^temational market has become to our

in speaking to the industry company and to our industry.
Chester B. Bahn, writing
editorially on Page One of
The Film Daily, headlined
his piece: "Weltner: He
Makes Sense about problem
and approach..." He was
writing of the internation-
al market, and of the only
calibre of product that has
a chance in today's market.
(On the following pages are
sidelights on some of the
overseas meetings).

press at Paramount ' s product
announcement luncheon in New
York home office on October
13th, Adolph Zukor stressed
again and again the fact that
the most 'priceless' ingredient
in our business is ENTHUSIASM— enthusiasm for the making,
for the selling and for the
showing of our product.

Paramount's founder at the
same time stated that he had
the same overwhelming enthusi-
asm for the upcoming production
of "Dear And_ Glorious Physician"
as he had for the making of
"The Ten Commandmsnts."
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HOW INTERNATIONAL
CENTRES RECEIVED
THE PARAMOUNT
PRODUCT _MESSAGE

The simultaneous international
presentation of Paramount's message
of towering product for the immedi-
ate future proved to be one of the
most successful examples of industry
public relations our business has
seen in decades.

LONDON - Another section of the
audience of Russell W. Hadley, Jr., as
the assistant managing director made
the Paramount product announcement.
L to R: Jack Upfold, Bill Pay, Mr.
Hadley, C.H.B.Williamson: Harold Mjiers,

Variety: Maggi Nolan, Hollywood Rep-
orter; Bernard Charman, Daily Cinema.

Singapore
Roy McAree, Paramount manag-

er, addressing representatives
of all language presses in this
city. Fine coverage resulted,
and Mr. McAree was pictured in
the press and widely quoted.

SYDNEY - Audience of press,

radio and TV representatives in

Paramount's Theatrette here

listen to managing director
Robert L. Graham's statement of

Paramount production plans.

London
A section of the British

press which heard Russell W.

Hadley, Jr., assistant managing
director, announce the new Par-
amount product. Left to right:

.
Bumup,

Motion Picture Herald; Jack

Motion ricture neraia, nuswn
W.Hadley,Jr.; C.H.B.Williamson,
Daily Cinema.

SYDNEY - Viewing an effect-
ive display of Paramount prod-
uct announcements are: Norman
B. Rydge, governing director of
Greater Union Theatres; Robert
L. Graham, Paramount managing
director; Horrie Nagel, Greater
Union executive; Paramount's
general sales manager George M.

Nacard.

The message covering the presentation
O InjU of the news to the entire Orient was

contained in the following cable from Far East div-
ision manager S. A. Henriksen:

VERY SUCCESSFUL RESULTS GUARANTEED FROM PARAMOUNT
PRESS MEETING TOKYO TODAY ATTENDED BY REPRESENTAT-
IVES OVER 25 IMPORTANT NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES.
MAILING PHOTOS AND CLIPPINGS SOON AS AVAILABLE.

HENRIKSEN
(Material had not come to hand at press time,
so will be published next month).



When the right picture appears,
the Radio City Music Hall queues
take in blocks and blocks of New
York City real estate. Which is just
what happened with "Breakfast At
'TMffanvVfl "

Uni que
I nv i tat ion....

This bottle of chaapagne
bore on its black and gold
label the following text:
Paramount Pictures is very
pleased indeed to invite
you and your guest to att-
end a special invitational
screening of

AUDREY HEPBURN
as that delightful darling

Holly Golightly
serving champagne kisses
and wonderful run in

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S
a Jurow-Shepherd production
in Technicolor, based on
the novel by Truman Capote

Thursday, September 28
at the

Capitol Theatre
Broadway at 51st Street

at 8:15 p.m.
OPENING AT RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL IN OCTOBER

The bottle, together with
Danish pastry, was delivered
in a Tiffany shopping bag to
film critics and top news-
paper personalities in New
York City by hand. The show-
manship was highly regarded
by the recipients of the very
novel invitation.

"BREAKFAST AT

TIFFANY'S" IS A

NATIONAL FEAST!

This full page advertisement by
Macy's in The New York Times of Oct.
5th is one of the finest send-offs,
in a co-operative sense, that any
film ever received in New York City,
Ad. was geared to the particular
spirit of "Breakfast At Tiffany's,"
and was widely applauded by both
the film and advertising professions,

RIGHT

A smart facet of showmanship
connected with the launching of
"Breakfast At Tiffany's" was a mass
interview given by George Peppard
at the Radio City Music Hall to ed-
itors of high school papers.

All photos on this page
by SD SULLIVAN

Paramount's public-information powerhouse
entrusted with the launching of the new popular
appeal product.

In rear centre, holding the widely-hailed
spread on "Breakfast At Tiffany's." is Martin
Davis, national publicity, advertising and show-
manship director. To his left is Joseph Fried-
man, his executive assistant: and to his right
is Bernard Serlin, exploitation manager, who
presided over the meeting. Mort Hock, or head
office advertising and jxiblicity department is
standing, second f^om left.

The seven field representatives are, stand-
ing, Leonard Allen, covering Atlanta .Charlotte,.
Jacksonville, New Orleans and Memphis (at left!
and Arnold Van Leer, Boston, Buffalo and New
Haven (at right). Seated, L to R: Mike Weiss,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Washington; Everett Olsen, Dallas, Des Moines,
Kansas City, St. Louis; Win Barron, all Canada;
Henry Ehrlich, Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Minneapolis and Milwaukee; Alan Weider, Los
Angeles, Denver, Salt Lake City, Sean Francisco
and Seattle.

At the opening session, the field represen-
tatives were greeted by George Weltner, vice-
president in charge of world sales, ana Jerome
Pickman. vice-president and general sales mana-
ger of Paramount Film Distributing Corporation.
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NEWS FROM THE U.S. SECTOR

MARIETTO (shown above
with Clark Gable), the
sensational Italian child
actor who drew critical
applause for his perform-
ance in "It Started In
Maples," is playing a top
role in Melville Share1-

son's "The Raster Dinner,"
which stars Charlton Hes-
ton and Elsa Martinelli.

It was Shave Ison, In
company with producer Jack
Rose, who originally in-
troduced young Mariettoto
world audiences in "It
Started In Naples."

No Will
This verse is address-

ed to my assignee.
Believe me, you've

nothing to fear.
I'm not going to take

it with me.

'Cause I haven't got

it while here.
Herb Gochros in The
Wall Street Journal

JACKSONV I L L El "Blue Hawaii" was screened
in Jacksonville yesterday, and from all reports,
it looks as if Elvis has done it againl The
informal attire (namely, bathing suits) worn by
the girls in "Blue Hawaii" was especially en-
joyed by the booking department. Everyone in
the office who attended the screening was so
impressed with the beauty of our youngest state,
that they began at once to save for a vacation
in Hawaii. Seriously, they said the scenery and
color were magnificent.

We are into GORDON BRADLEY MONTH now, and

it is apparent that our Jacksonville Branch
sales force has done a terrific job in securing
playdates in honor of Mr. Bradley, during the

month of October. They are due a great deal of
praise

.

Vacations are over for everyone here except
for booker, Howard Bunch. Most of us are now
looking toward Thanksgiving and Christmas Holi-
days.

Goodbye again till next month from the Sm-
shine State Branch, (which incidentally is ex-

periencing a bit of cooler weather - 70 degrees).
-Saundra J. Snodgrass

II a * || ... in re—re lea se in

^ M S H 6 Djakarta, Indonesia,al-
ready has far surpassed the receipts of the
original releases of the following Paramount
pictures:

"But Not For Me," "Career," "The Hang-
man," "The Five Pennies," "The Black Orch-
id," "Houseboat," "Visit To A Small Planet,'
"The Delicate Delinquent,"' 'JDon't Give Up
the Ship," "Thunder In the Sun."

....and many othersl

Goss
i p That 1 s T rue

!

Statuesque Felicia Atkins, Las Vegas show-

girl who plays the female lead in Jerry Lewis'

"The Errand Boy. " is an avid collector of

bikini swim suits. She currently owns 28 differ-

ent styles of brief beach garb but is continu-

ally looking to add new ones to her collection
— with 'scanty' success During filming of

"Escape From Zahraln ." Madlyn Rhue was in a

non-filming accid°nt. While recovering, Adele

Von was her stand-in. Adele was so good, shewn
a small role in the picture. Then John Ford saw

her, and gai* her a role in "The Man Who Shot

Liberty Valance ." That's how Cinderella stories

are made.
And in connection with that John Ford prod-

uction, its top stars, James Stewart and John

Wayne, are working together in it for the first

NEW YORK - Group at

Paramount's exhibitor
congress on "White

Christmas." Left to right:

Sidney G.Deneau, assist-

ant general sales manajpr,

Paramount Film Distribut-

ing Corp.; Sam Rinzler,

Randforce Theatres}Manny
Frisch, Randforce; Charles
Smakwitz, Warner's; How-
ard G. Minsky, assistant
general sales manager,
Para. Film Distrib.; and
Jerome Pickman, general
sales manager, Paramount
Film Distributing Cvp.

MARTHA HYER has been signed by
Hal Wallis to co-star with Laurence Harvey and
France Nuyen in "A Girl Named Tamlko." Martha
will play the other girl in Laurence's life.
The picture is now being filmed in Japan under
the direction of John Sturges.

— - HU.-.
time. Both have been top stars for 20 years,but

never worked together until now Veteran

comic Snub Pollard has been in 700 films since

he arrived from Australia 46 years ago. 285 of

the films were 'custard pie' comedies. Now he is

with Jerry Lewis in "The Errand Boy".

Ernest D. Glucksman, who produces Jerry's

comedies, thinks so highly of the Hitchcock

formula that he also personally appears in a

brief scene in each Lewis
comedy. In "The Errand

Boy " Mr. G. walks before

the camera in a sequence

taking place in the film
studio's property depart-
ment During the New

York run of "Blood and

Rosea , some of the city's

leading restaurants and

night clubs have featured
a special cocktail named
in honor of the Paramount
release. It's a variation on the pofwlar Bloody

Mary, served with a rose alongside.
Slim Talbot, long-time friend and film

double for Gary Cooper, has a featured role in

John Ford's production of "The Man Who Shot

Liberty Vallance ."

Sheer popularity prevented Elvis Presley

seeing as much of Hawaii as he would have liked

to when he was there making "Blue Hawaii." When

not before the Hal Wallis cameras, he was too

overwhelmed by fans for comfort, so took refuge

in his hotel room.

On his national television show on Sunday,
October 1st, Ed Sullivan asked Bing Crosby
what was the all-time-great song of his entire

career in show business. Bing answered, as he

has done so often in recent years to this same

question "WHITE CHRISTMAS."
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STELLA STEVENS -- NATIONAL

NEWS NOW: INTERNATIONAL
IMMINENT

In a business as star-

lighted as the film industry,

the advent of an attention-
compelling new luminary is top
news. And the top news in this area today is the ad-

vent of Stella Stevens as a brilliant new star in the

Paramount diadem of stars.

Stella's overpoweringly glowing performance in

the John Cassavetes production of "Too Late Blues"

Because 'Stella'
means 'Star,' it would
not be amiss to refer
to this promising young
luminary as

STAR-LA STEVENS

(in which she is co-starred with Bobby Darin) is a

nagnificent bid for stardom - a bid which will, in a

nonth or two, be affirmed by a delighted public.

Stella has been making a number of personal app-
earances throughout the United States in connection
tfith her role in "Man-Trap." Highlights of some of
:hese are shown on this page.

Paramount WOMPI ' s at the
8th Annual Convention of the
Association of the Women of the
Motion Picture Industry in the
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, Nth
Carolina, Sept. 22

, 23 , 24 . Left
to right: Della Jean Favre, New
Orleans; Jean Uttley, Toronto;
Clarice Hausman, New York; Stella
Stevens.guest; Myrtle Parker,
Charlotte (new Association pres-
ident); Mable Guinan, Dallas;
Mildred Hoover, Charlotte; Frankie
English, Atlanta.

LEFT
(Outgoing WOMPI president

Florence Long, of Toronto, pins
a Welcome-to-Charlotte orchid
on Stella Stevens at the air-
port, as Mildred Hoover, in
charge of convention publicity,
looks on.

CHARLOTTE - Stella
Stevens became a
fashion model at the
WOMPI Convention here,
modelling clothes she
had worn during prod-
uction of "Man-Trap"
and "Too Late Blues."

MEMPHIS, Tennessee - Part
of the crowd that .surged into
the lobby of the Malco Theatre
to get a close glimpse of
Stella Stevens, and to perhaps
get her autograph. She is shown
signing in centre above. Seated
immediately in rear of her is
lie Id representative Leonard
Allen.

MEMPHIS - Stella Stevens was
met at the airport here by El-
ton Howard (right), manager of
the Malco Theatre, and by Edwin
Howard, amusements editor of
the Press-Scimitar.

MEMPHIS - Stella
Stevens makes use of
a pair of broad
shoulders as a base
for autographing a
photo for Mayor Henry
Loeb of Memphis. Of
added interest is the
fact that the should-
ers belong to Mayor
Loeb.

(There's extra in-
terest in the fact
that Memphis is Stella's

home town).



LAUNCESTON, Australia- Signing of this contract is

of particular importance, and pride, to Bert Kelly, at

right. Bert is Paramount manager for the states of

Victoria and Tasmania, and the selling of "The Ten

Commandments" to Star Theatres, Pty. Ltd. of Tasmania

represented the culmination of three years' effort.

Shown completing the contract for the Cecil B. DeMille

production are Bev Lawrence, buyer and booker, and

Malcolm Wright, Star Theatres managing director. As

reported on Page 20, Bert Kelly retires at the end of

this year after U2 years of perfect Paramount service.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Front

of the Bruni-Flamengo

Cinema as Cecil B.DeMflle's

"Samson and Delilah"came

back as a highly success-

ful re-release attraction.

RIGHT

TOKYO - Part of the
special display at the
Tsukiji Chuo Gekijo for
the Japanese dubbed vers-
ion of Cecil B. DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah." In
another section of the
display, as reported last
month, a comprehensive
report in Japanese told
how, and why, the dubbed
version was produced.
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THE APEX OF GREATNESS FOR

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
YET IS TO BE REACHED

This must be so,

for nowhere else in

the world have we
encountered such a

tribute as the ed-
itorial at right
which appeared -in

Filipinas of Manila
on September 30th.

This comment, in the
words of Paramount
manager A. S. Velas-
quez, was neither
planted nor solici-

ted. He also said:

"I wish Mr. DeMille
were still alive so

he could read it,

and have it warm
his great heart."

Mr. Velasquez also re-

ported as follows regard-

ing the return of "The Ten

Commandments" to the

Galaxy Theatre , scene of

its earlier triumph:
"Opening was on Friday

September 30th and its

reception by the public

is tremendous. Second

and third days topped the

opening day, all three

producing jostling, un-

ruly crowds. The scalp-

ers had their field day

again.

"

BRISBANE, Australia -

Gordon Brookes, manager
for Paramount, has been
advised again by the
Corbett Brothers, of the
Empire Theatre, Helldon,
of the enormous drawing
power of "The Ten Con*n-
andments."

Sven though half the
town's population had
previously seen the film,
and despite an Important
school jubilee, attend-
ance rose by 3o0% and
many people were in the
theatre who had never
before been there.

Letter also said:
"'The Ten Comnandmenta'
is the greatest ever and
we think DeMille left
behind something that
will be an inspiration
to all men."

Page 6 FILIPINAS September 30, 1961

THE MOVIE OF THE CENTURY
Have you heard the good news? “The Ten

Commandments’’ of the late Cecil B. de Mllle Is

back In town! We mean, the movie epic of that
title which ran for a whole year at a downtown
theater sometime ago. It is back in the same mo-
vie house (Galaxy) and at reduced prices. Here
is one religious film that is a truly fine one, mo-
rally as well as artistically. It is not just a "clean”
movie that does not offend anybody’s moral sen-
sibilities; It is above all a magnificent work of
art that elevates the soul to noble heights and
stirs the heart to its very depths. This is more
than can be said of many a so-called “religious"
film.

For instance, take “Ben Hur”, sub-titled “A
Tale of the Christ.” Here Is a huge movie about a
trivial subject, (with Christ thrown In as an add-
ed attraction for the sake of the box office) tak-

en out of a purely fictional novel. Compared to
the lengthy adjectives with which It was expen-
sively advertised, and to “The Ten Command-
ments” which preceded it very closely, "Ben Hur”
Is a magnificent flop, absolutely incapable of be-
longing in the same category as Cecil de Mille's

great masterpiece. Or take “The Big Fisherman”
which was supposed to be all about St. Peter. We
are still wondering what source the movie was
based on. It could not possibly have been the
Bible — unless they have re-wrltten the New Tes-
tament since we last read It. Then, there Is

“St. Francis of Assisi,” based on a novel based on
the life of one of the Church’s greatest saints. All

told, It Is a disappointingly dull and sickenlngly

sugary and spineless specimen of a motion pleture.

Any similarity between the cinematic St. Francis

and the real St. Francis that the whole Catholic

world loves, admires and venerates is probably

purely coincidental. Oh, if only the makers of the

movie had heard of the existence of a book en-

titled "Lives of tb- Saints”!
Fortunately, we have nad the good luck of

not seeing the other religious-titled movies such

as “Solomon and Sheba”, “The Miracle,” "The
Day of Triumph” and several others. We art us-

ually forewarned by the reviews of movie critics

In U.8. Catholic periodicals. Of course, there have
been other fine religious movies such as "The
Nun’s Story,” “Quo Vadls,” “The Mysteries of the

Rosary,” "Marcelino Pan y Vino,” etc. But none

of them belong t)o the same category as “The Ten
Commandments,” which is a class all by Itself.

Cecil de Mllle will certainly go down In hist-

ory as one of the very greatest men of the motion

picture industry. Although not a Catholic, he was
a man with a high sense of mission and he used

the motion picture screen for conveying Christ's

truth and love to millions all over the world. He
was a rare kind of man who produced movies not

just to make money but In order to bring inspira-

tion, Joy, faith and hope to other people.

Rather than griping about low-quality mo-
vies which convert our movie houses Into trash

houses, we would accomplish more good by pa-

tronizing and advertising by word of mouth the

good ones in order to encourage their producers,

through our moral and financial support, to pro-

duce more good movies. “The Ten Command-
ments” is a magnificent movie that deserves our

all-out support. It is a more-or-less faithful In-

terpretation of the Biblical narrative about God’s

dealings with His Chosen People under the lead-

ership of Moses, and the Legion of Decency rates

it A-I.

Here Is one motion picture that you MUST see

and ask others to see — as a favor to yourself, to

them, and to the cause of better movies. Although

movies are oniy two-thirds of a century old, we

venture to dub “The ’Pen Commandments” as “The

MOTION PICTURE OF THE CENTURY” — unless

they can produce a greater one In the next 33 years.

This, notwithstanding so-called “epics” like “Ben

Hur” (ugh!) or "Spartacus" (double ugh! I).
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AT RIGHT

AACHEN, Germany - Front of the

Bavaria Theatre with its masterfully

effective display for Marlon Brando

in "One-Eyed Jacks." y4 4 r.T* 1

. ‘K ’ Lj4!, 1

"DER BESESSENE" ("ONE-EYED JACKS")

GIVEN MAGNIFICENT SHOWMANSHIP IN

30-CITY PREMIERE IN GERMANY

The Marlon Brando starrer is

doing business in Germany that
makes the conventional film ind-
ustry superlatives mere ’kinder-
garten stuff.' In reporting the
business registered by the 30-
city 'splash' release, general
manager Hugo Stramer parallels
the achievement with that of "The

World of Suzie Wong," which had
more performances per engagement
but which has been exceeded in
revenue “by "Der Besessene." The
title can be translated either
as "The Demoniac," or "The Dia-
bolic One."

As shown by the few repres-
entative examples on this page,
the German showmanship campaign
for this important picture was
in itself enormously important -
and effective.

BERLIN - Campaign truck for "One-
Eyed Jacks" passing the impressive
front of the new German Opera House,
and announcing the pictured presence

..at the Ufa-Pavillon.
BELOW

COLOGNE - Showcase on the always
busy Rudolfplat*, where all the young
couples meet. Note the blonde in the
foreground: she's waiting for her
"Two-Eyed Johann," who's going to take
her to see "One-Eyed Jacks." Picture
played to huge success at the Residenz.

COLOGNE - This is the front of the
Residen* Cinema. Regarding the cowboy
clad figures in front - these are not
paid showmanship aides. We quote the
picture's caption: "These young men
are not paid for their masquerade.
It's their way of running around all
dav - .lust for the hell of it!"

DUSSELDGRK - One of the most
interesting and effective adv-
ertising devices used by modern
German theatres is the illumin-
ated revolving pillar bearing
stills of a current or forthcom-
ing attraction. It allows the
prospective patron to stand in
orte spot and be fully informed.
Here is an example or its use by
the Camera Theatre in connection
with "One-Eyed Jacks."

Advices from Henri Michaud
in Paris continue to report the
upbeat business of "One-Eyed
Jacks" in Germany. In addition
to reports and pictures on this
page, the news in Hamburg is
that the picture builds by
leaps and bounds daily, each
day being at least 20$ above
the previous day.

Similar reports have come in
from Karlsruhe, Bremen and
Wiesbaden.

Further news about the huge
success of "One-Eyed Jacks" in

Germany is tc be found on Page s

28 and 39.
And note on Page 28 the fine

compliment paid to Paramount's
showmanship efforts in behalf
of the mighty picture.
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To me the charm of
an encyclopedia is that
it knows - and I needn't.

Fhancis Teats-Erovei

ROME - Charming young
Italian actress shown here
with her husband convers-
ing with Charlton Heston,
is Gabriella Pallotta,who
has a top role in "The
Easter Dinner." Locale of
the conversation is the
Residence Palace Hotel,
where producer Mel Shavel-
son gave a party for cast
and crew of the film.

r\

I'ti Aa. .

ROME - Marietto, the Italian youngster who
very nearly 'stole' "It Started In Naples"
from Sophia Loren and the lat<> Clark Gable, is
under Mel Shavelson's canny direction again,
this time in the f ilmed- in-Rome production,
"The Easter Dinner." He is shown being intro-
duced by Mr. Shave! son, right, to the film's
star, Charlton Heston.

NEL M0ND0 DEL CINEMA
BRILLA UN NUOVO ASTRO
CHE SI CHIAMA STELLA
ST EVEN S

La nostra oopertlna di quests mesa, non-
chi molts dalle noatre notizie di quests vol-
ta vi dieono l'loportanza attribulta della no
atra Casa al valors di une gl ovens blonde ar~
tlate cha per to li noma di Stella Stevens.
Legeta alia Paramount da un oontratto a lunge
acadenza, Stella Stevens eta dando le piu
ample promessa di diventare preeto in tutto il
mondo una delle plti note celebritA dello acher
mo. Una prova inequivocablle del magnetlemo
e talento di oueeta diva ci viene data in TOO
LATE BUIES recentemente eompletato a ehe ft

atato prodotto a diretto dall'abiliaolmo John
Cassavetes con Stella e Bobby Darin, pure que
at’ultlmo sotto contratto della Paramount, nei
ruoli prlnclpall. Infattl la nostra Case eta
progettando di promuovere un’ intense campagna
pubblicitaria a favors della Stevens, complto
queato cha sari aasal fadlltato da un’eocel-
lente cooperazlone da parte dell'intereasata
steasa. Questa campagna au Stella Stevens
( persino le due semplici lnlziall del nome
hanno qualcosa di aegioo) sari avolta au base
interna zionale, come da segnele che e gii sta
to lanciato in propoalto e tutti i prlnclpall
ufflcl. Cosl all’ lnlzio del 1962, quando l'at
trice avri termlnato il film successive a TOO
LATE BLUES, la campagna atesea sari gli a buon
punto.

Having fallen into
the studio tank in some of
the qction of "The Errand
Boy," Jerry Lewis signals
a rather important fact.

Mentre andiamo in macchina, Audrey Hepburn
ha etabilito nuovi record per il Music Hall di
Radio City a New York col auo apesaoslaslmo
BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S che e atato accolto con

lo atesso plauao di cui le Paramount i andeta
fiera anni or sono quando uaci VACANZE ROMANS.
In altre pegine del presents numero abblamo rl
portato qualcuna delle piu importantl recenslo
ni della atamps che BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S ha~
saputo ispirare, e non c'i dubbio che con que-
sto film Is Paramount ha in mano un si euro
trionfo in qualsiasi parte del mondo.

Ds un insieme di cose si espisce sublto
quando una pellicola in lsvorezione A veramen-
te buons, anche se dallo Studio non errivlno
notizie esplicite si riguardo. Questo i appun-
to il caso dells produzione John Ford lntltola
t a THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE che dev’ as

sere uns splendida pellicole a afondo drammati
co con lnterpretl d'eccszione quail James
Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles e Edmond O'
Brian nei ruoli di prime piano. Sari infatti
uno di quel lavori che promettono di contrlbui
re enormemente al valors del nostro gruppo
1962, cloi dell'enno che segna 11 50* annlver
aarlo della fondazione della noatra Casa per
opera di Adolph Zukor nei lontsno 1912.

Il 1962 sari anche l'snno in cui uaciri
HATARI di Howard Hawks che i uno del film pli
belli e lnteressantl che la nostra Casa abbia

mel prodotto. Sempra nei modes lmo anno avremo

da presenters SUMMER AND SMOKE e DECISION AT
DELPHI, entrambi di Hal Wallis, oltre ad altrl

lavori di questo ormai femoso produttore, oosl

come pure una serie di pellicole di William
Perlberg e George Seaton, a oominciare da THE

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR a cui fari pol seguito il

galo a dellzioao MY SIX LOVES con Debbie
Reynolds. Slcohi posalamo proprlo dire che il

gruppo di film dell'enno proasimo sari degno

della noatra celebrazione di Cinquant'Annl di

Progreaao e Preatigio Paramount.

Del resto, quanto a succassi, non i nean-

che necessario rlvolgera lo sguardo al futuro,

giacche in queato acorclo del presents anno

vedremo i brillentl rlsultati del magnlfld
noleggl ed esperti lanclamentl di cui sono at£

ti oggetto THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG e ONE-EYED

JACKS, nonchi i grandi progetti relativi el-

l'aspletamento di BLUE HAWAII e del proaalmo

lavoro di Jerry Lewis, THE ERRAND BOY. E poi

naturalmente abblamo anche 1 grandi colossi

del peasato, come I DIECI COMANDAMENTI , IL

CAVALIERE DELLA VALLE SOLITARIA, SANSONE I

DALILA e IL PIU' GRANDE SPETTACOLO DEL MONDO

che contlnuano il loro ininterrotto glorloso

cammino.

Harry Guardino (right) and Fess Parker
Hu

e
.^
w
? stars or the very realistic

"Hell Is For Heroes." Word filtering back
from the studio is that this is one of the
most devastat ingly real battle films ever
produced in Hollywood.
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CONTINENTAL DIVISION
GLOWS WITH SALES AND
PRODUCTION NEWS ****

PARIS - "Nyete," although a very
lively cheetah, is, as the sign says,
one of the stars of "Malefices." She
is shown as she was transported by
truck through the streets of Paris to
the studio where "Malefices," a Fhendi
film co-produced by Marianne-SNEG for
Paramount world-wide distribution, is

being made.
"Malefices," written by the team

of Boileau-Narce jac (responsible for
"Vertigo"), co-stars Juliette Greco,
Liselotte Pulver and Jean-Narc Bory.

"Nyete" (that's the cheetah) was
procured in the United States and
traveled to Orly Airport by air.

BELOW

STOCKHOLM - General manager
Paul Flodin (centre) and sales
manager Jan Persson watch as an
artist completes one of the an-
nouncements concerning the
forthcoming Paramount Week to be
enthusiastically observed in all
parts of Paul's territory.

"Naked Jungle"
Re-Visits
Oporto

General Manager Frank A.
Siter reports as follows reg-
arding the re-release of "The
Naked Jungle" in Portugal:

THE NAKED JUNGLE was re-
released on September 11
at the Batalha, Oporto,
and again had a remark-
able success. House was
sold out opening night
and business continued
strong. On the whole it
will give an excellent
week comparable,® far as
receipts are concerned,to
a fairly important new
picture.

When the cheetah completed its
tour of Paris, it was taken to the
home of co-star Juliette Greco, in
order that they might become better
acquainted. At left are: Jean Richard,
a well-known French comedian who owns
a private zoo: Pierre Boileau. co-
author of "Malefices"; and Juliette
Greco.

CAIRO,Egypt -
Arresting in the
highest degree
was this display
for "Tarzan the
Magnificent" on
the front of the
Rivoli Theatre
here. Figure of
Gordon Scott was
20-feet high....
Box-office gross
was correspond-
ingly high.

ROME - Abroad once again for
Paramount, Charlton Heston arr-
ives at Fiumicino Airport. He is
starring in "The Easter Dinner,"
being made 'on location' in and
around this city.

Heston offers his heavily-
visa-ed passport for the custo-
mary check. Vieri Niccoli, Par-
amount publicity head, centre,
and Luigi Zaccardi, head of the
Paramount production office in
Rome (he is in rear of steward-
ess), met the star at airport.



NSW YORK - Page advertisement by Famous Music

Corporation in October 7th Cash Box Magazine is

indicative of the wide disc coverage given to

"Moon River," the song Audrey Hepburn sings so

entrancingly in "Breakfast At Tiffany's."
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NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION AUTOMETRIC
CORPORAT ION; DOT RECORDS;
K.T.L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAMOUNT
LTD. ; FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

"The Power and
The Glory"

Paramounteers of the U.S.
and Canada within reach of
their television sets on Sun-
day, October 29th, are urged
to tune in on the production
of "The Power and the Glory,"
produced for Talent Associates
Paramount Limited by David
Sussklnd.

"The Power and the Glory,"
written by the internationally
renowned Graham Greene, stars
Sir Laurence Olivier, with
Julie Harris, Keenan Wynn and
Roddy McDowell in support.

Following television ex-
posure, the film will be dis-
tributed throughout the world
(excepting the US and Canada)
by Paramount International
Films, Inc.

K. T L. A. NEWS
LOS ANSELES

GIANT

MUSIC

PROMOTION

BACKS

Pictured at right
is Clete Roberts, one

of the nation's top
reporters, and an ace
in KTLA's hand of

star names in the
world of television.
For many years Clete
has spent eleven mon-
ths out of the twelve
tracking news stories CLETE ROBERTS

to their international origins. In

two decades he has covered more than

350,000 miles and logged 2,000 flying
hours in his usually-successful att-

empts to be on hand when new stories
broke... or soon thereafter.

It's another boy for KTLA's Dir-
ector of Publicity, Bob Reagan. Wife

Barbara gave birth to Christopher
James on Sept. 12 at Huntington Hosp-
ital in Pasadena. Statistics: 8 lbs.,

£oz.; 20^ inches. Brother Robert Tim-

othy is now two and a half.

KTLA's high-powered promotional
campaign, under the direction of Bob

Nashick, and styled "Programming For

the Millions," is proving to be just

that. Taking advantage of every show-

manship medium, including powerful

advertising in every newspaper, large

and small, in the mighty Los Angeles

county area, the word about the High-

Flying KTLA and its wonderful n-»w

video shows has penetrated to every
TViewer.

"BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S* RELEASE

Lee Morton, of Autometric's Mark-
eting Department, has been recalled
to active duty as a First Lieutenant
in the United States Air Force.

Photograph shows Lee (right) acc-
epting best wishes from Autometricyas
presented by Charles Chambers at a
testimonial luncheon at Rosoff's. Lee
is a Jet Fighter-Bomber Pilot attach-
ed to the 141st Tactical Fighter
Squadron.

Nicolette Postiglione of Autonet-
ric's Marketing Dept, becane Mrs.
Frank Franceschini August 19, 1961.
The ceremony took place at St. Leo's
Roman Catholic Church, Corona, NY,and
a reception followed at Riccardo's,
Astoria, NY.

Ezra R. Baker (shown
above) has Joined Param-
ount Pictures Corporation
as Eastern Representative
for the company's West
Coast TV comnercial and
industrial film subsidiary.

Formerly a partner in
Little Movies of Mount
Vernon, NY, Mr. Baker was
awarded an Academy Oscar
this year for his live-
action production of "Day
of the Painter," in which
he also starred.

Just prior to joining
Paramount, he co-starred
with Jeffrey Lynn in his
associate production of
the feature film, "Come
Thursday."

With 10 recordings by nationally famous artists al-

ready released on the featured song, "Moon River,"
Famous Music Corporation is working closely with Para-
mount Pictures in the national promotion and merchand-
ising of "Breakfast At Tiffany's" as an additional
service to exhibitors.

"Moon River" already is a national hit, and among
the famous artists who have recorded it are: Jerry
Butler for Vee-Jay; Mantovani, London; Fuller Bros.,
Challenge; Carmen Cavallaro, Decca; Calvin Jackson,
Reprise; Richard Hayman, Mercury; June Vail i,Mercury;
Hollyridge Strings, Capitol; Clebanoff & Strings,
Mercury; and Henry Mancini, for RCA-Victor.

Conducting the national promotional drive for Fam-

ous Music Corp. under supe.rvision of Edward A.Wolpin,
general professional manager, and headed by Dick Stone,

professional manager, are: Sam Fox, Tom March, A1
Friedman, Tony Richlin and Ed Penny.
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AT RIGHT - Cover of the October "'961 issue of "Hoof Beats," the

official publication of the United States Trotting Association. Note

at lower right the mention of the Paramount short, "Fire Away."

BfLqw _ Two-page article in "Hoof Beats", dealing with the making

of "Fire
-
Away" at Saratoga, New York. This exciting two-reel subject,

in PVff-rewarding color, is due for early Paramount release.
.

Harness KneiiifS Marie

Fire

Aimy!”

SHORT FEATURES BY NAME. .

.

IMPORTANT FEATURES BY RESULTS!
Substantial proof of this is to be found in the following

excerpt of a letter from Marvin J. Goldman, of KB Theatres in
Washington, D.C., to Herb Gillis, Paramount manager in the cap-
ital city:

"We are playing the Paramount short, "Munro,” vdth "Break-
fast At Tiffany's" in our Ontario Theatre and it is a pleas-
ure to report that the audience actually applauds after each
and every showing of the short subject. This, as you well
know, is most unusual.

"We feel that we have that we have a wonderfully balanced
program and wish to take this opportunity to thank you, and
through you, the people at Paramount, for giving us this

splendid combination."

Manager Gillis, in his report to Howard G. Minsky, vice
^resident, included this comment: "I withheld release of 'Munro'

intil we got a long run picture and it certainly is going to

>ay off. It will be used with practically every booking of
Breakfast At Tiffany's."

Tied in with the New York Times
review on "Breakfast At Tiffany's"
at the Radio City Music Hall is the
following tribute to Paramount's
"Munro":

"Also on the bill is a genu-
inely funny cartoon short,
'Munro' produced by Rembrandt
Films with the voices of Howard
Morris and Seth Deitch, about a
4-year-old who is drafted into
the Army."

The New York Post had much more
to say in praise of "Munro":

"Also on the program is a
short of outstanding merit. This
is 'Munro,' a cartoon taken from
the Post's Jules Feiffer's
'Munro,' the story of a little
boy of four who is drafted into
the US Army and given the 'usual
treatment there. Drawn in Feiff-
er's own style and treated tech-
nically in the manner best known
in the works of UPA and its
brilliant graduates, this cartoon
is a winner all the way, a de-
light, and an item you will have
to run down eventually if not
now "

Paramount Shorts
Get Important
New York Bookings

"Munro," the Academy Award-
winning cartoon of a 4-year-old who

was drafted into the Army, is being

presented with "Breakfast At Tiff-
iny's" at the Radio City Music Hall
In New York City.

"Spring In Scandinavia" is on

;he program with "Blood and Roses"
it the DeMille Theatre in New York
’.ity.

STOCKHOLM - Providing one of
the many beautiful episodes of

Paramount's "Spring In Scandi-
navia," three of the famous
Sofia Girls dance against a

background of Carl Milles'
sculptures here. "Spring in
Scandinavia," a two-reeler, is

in radiant Technicolor.

( The Sofia Girls, a dance
group of great skill and beauty,
will make a tour of the United
States in 1962;

.
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HELSINKI - In a land where
personal bathing is so world-
renowned, the spectacle of the
towel-clad Shirley MacLaine was
surefire box-office news - and
the celebrated Aloha Theatre
made capital of it (and revenue
with it) by advertising "All Irr

A Night's Work" in the fashion
shown above.

The Aloha also secured Quite
a few good window tie-ups for
"All In A Night's Work," one of
which is shown here. This one is
in Helsinki's Elanto Store.

EN STjARNA VIO NAMN
STELLA
INOM FI

VAr omslapsbild ner.na rrtfnad

liksom en stor del av vArt nyhets-
material, beratter fdr Er om hur
betydande vArt bolag anser den un-
ga damen Stella Stevens stjSrnliks
kvalifikationer vara. Stella
Stevens lover att i alia avseenden.
enligt sitt kontrakt med Paramount
som tecknats fdr lAng tid, utveck-
las till en av de mest valk&nda
personerna i be la vArlden. Ett
glSnsande bevis pA hennes ut strai-
ning och hennes skicklighet ges i
den nyligen inspelade "Too Late
Blues" som producerats och regis-
serats av den enormt skicklige
John Cassavetes, i vilken Stella
spelar en huvudroll mot Bobby
Darin, som ocksA tecknat lAngtids-
kontrakt med Paramount. Bolaget
plane rar en stort upplagd kampanj
for Miss Stevens och den unga
damen lamnar oss utraarkt bistAnd
harvidlag genom sitt samarbete.

Denna kampanj for Stella
Stevens (vers initial er ha en
magisk dragningskraft

, bara de)
kommer att bli av internationella
mAtt. Fbrhandsmeddelande har
redan utsants till a1 la vAra
storre kontor , och kampan.jen bor
sAlunda vara i full cAng redan i

borjan av 1962, vid vilken tid-
punkt stjarnan aven kommer att
ha avslutat den nya film som
planeras efter "Too Late Blues",

Nar detta pAt i nress har
Audrey Hepburn slagit nytt re-
kord i Radio City Music Hall i

New York med sin fantastiskt
underhAllande "Breakfast at
Tiffany's". Denna film har i

lika hog grad som "Prinsessa
pA vift" gjorde fbr ett per Ar
sedan, med samma st.jarna i hunid-
rollen, skankt glans At Para-
mount . Vi ha p4 annat stal le i

detta blad publioerat en del av
de mer anraar kningsvarda utlA-
tandena betr. "Breakfast at

Tiffany's" och det rAder inren
tvekan om att Paramount erenom
denna film fAtt en lAngkorare
av internationella mAtt.

Nar en bra film ar under inspel-
ning, sipprar ryktet harom ut fr^n
studion, visserliren i reserverade
ordalag, men tonen ar inte att ta
fel pA. Detta ar nu, fallet ifrAga
om John Ford produktionen "The Man,
Who Shot Liberty Valance". Har har
vi en utomordentligt spannande, dra-
matisk film med en rol IfBrdelning
som gor att man blir glad - James
Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles och
Edmond O'Brien, bara fbr att namna
ett par. Det ldfte som denna film
staller, ger oss goda fbrhoppning-
ar om produktionen fdr 1962, det
Ar dA bolaget firar femtioArs.jubi-
leum av sin tit lblivelse , vilken
agde rum 1912, dA Adolph Zukor
bildade detsamma.

Samma Ar kommer aven Howard
Hawks "Hatari.'" att slappas ut, en
av de mest spSnnande filmer Para-
mount nAgonsin gjort eller kommer
att gdra. AvensA kommer "Summer
and Smoke" och "Decision at Delphi"
bAda i Hal Wallis regi , att slap-
pas ut . Det kommer Aven andra
filmer som Mr. Wal lis gjort. Dess-
utom kommer det en raAngd filmer
av William Perlberg och George
Seaton, fbrst och frAmst "The Coun-
terfeit Traitor" sarat den glada och
fdrtjusande "My Six Loves" med
Debbie Reynolds i huvudrollen.
Allt tyder faktiskt pA att vAr
produktion under det kommande Aret
i alia avseenden kommer att raot-

svara firandet av femtioArsdagen
av Paramounts framsteg och prestige.

Och utan att ens tanka framAt,
se vi redan nu en strAlande fram-
gAng ifrAga om det arbete som ned-
lagts fBr "KArlek i Hongkong" och
"Revansch" och framtidsplanerna
fdr "Blue Hawaii" och Jerry Lewis
kommande "The Errand Boy". Och
naturligtvis rullar "De Tio Bad -

orden", "Simeon och Delila" och
"VArldens Stdrsta Show" vidare sA-
som hittills.

STEVENS TANDS
LMVARLOEN,

,

PARIS - The wonderful
response of the picture-
goers of this city to the
stunning front-of-house
display and the powerful
advertising and publicity
campaign in behalf of
"One-Eyed Jacks" at the
Paramount Theatre. Note
in both scenes, in the
foreground, the men in
Mexican attire, alluring
symbols of the Brando
film's theme.
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Those Paramounteers who have seen
"Too Late Blues" know that here is a

film without true parallel in company-

annals. The chances are strong that

it will bring us glory and gold
the gold in both medals and money.

The picture was made under the
whiplash of creative genius by John
Cassavetes, who is shown below, left,

giving dramatic instructions to Bobby
Darin and Stella Stevens.

TOO LATE BLUES, has been entered in the London Film Festival
this month, and judging most likely will not have been ended
before we go to press. In this event, the results will be given
you next month.

And next month, TOO LATE BLUES will follow "Breakfast At
Tiffany's" into the Plaza Theatre, London. This will be, in the
truest sense, a world premiere. The Plaza Theatre engageiwnt
will absolutely be the first paid-admissions screening of TOO
LATE BLUES anywhere in the world.

Here, again, TOO LATE BLUES will have made history, since
never before has a Paramount picture, made in Hollywood, bowed
to the world first in an overseas spot. Much more about this in
next month's issue.

Look hard at this girl, and re-
member her well. .. .Stella Stevens
becomes a star in the truest sense
in "Too Late Blues."

More searing than seductive
is the romance between "Ghost"
Wakefield and "The Countess."
As played sizzlingly by Bobby
Darin and Marilyn Clark it leaves
little to the imagination - but
plenty for remembering.

BELOW
"Ghost" strikes a responsive

chord wherever he goes — and he
really goes places!
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Advice for Women

There are two ways of
achieving success: By
putting your shoulder to

the wheel or putting
your head on the shoul-
der of the man at the

wheel.
Charles E.Daugherty

, • _ at paramount,
C3tr*66nS beg I n , in many cases,

in the mailroom. This has particularly been the

case in Paramount's studio. And it i3 the. case

at Paramutual Pictures Inc., where Jerry Lewis
begins his pyrotechnical career in "The Errand
Boy," latest of the juvenile careers given ex-
posure by this irrepressible star. First it was
"The Bell-boy," then the House-boy of "The Lad-

ies' Man," and now "The Errand Boy." Boy,oh Bey'.

NEW ORLEANS - Jerome
Pickman as he addressed
the T.O.A. Convention of
exhibitors here earlier
this month. The Paramount
Film Distributing Corp.
vice president and gener-
al sales manager spoke to
the gathering following
the luau, ana prior to
the screening of Elvis
Presley's "Blue Hawaii."

There are two kinds
of fishermen - those who
claim that they fish just

for exercise, and those
who catch something.

Hal Graham

EEN STER GENAAMD
STELLA STEVENS STIJGT
AAN HET FI LMFI RMAMENT

* * * * *

Onze omslag en veel van ons nieuws vertelt
U deze maand van het belang, dat onze maat-
sclqipij hecht aan de ster-kwaliteiten van
een blonde Jonge dame, genaamd Stella Ste-
vens. Onder een "long-term" contract bij
Paramount, vertoont Stella Stevens alle te-
kenen, dat zij een van de meest bekende fi-
guren van de gehele wereld zal worden. Een
bewijs van haar aantrekkingskracht en be-
kwaamheid treeat zeer duidelijk naar voren
in de kortgeleden voltooide "Too Late Bluee"
geproduceerd en geregisseerd door de bij-
zonder capabele John Cassavetes, waarin
Stella Stevens als tegenspeler Bobby Darin
heeft, die eveneens onder een langdurig
contract bij Paramount staat. Wij hebben
plannen voor een kolossale publiciteits-
campagne voor Miss Stevens, en in dit ver-
band worden wij op grootse wijze geholpen
door deze jonge dame zelf, die in alle op-
zichten mee wil werken.

De campagne voor Stella Stevens (wier ini-
tialen al een magische kwaliteit bezitten)
zal op een Internationale basis geVoerd
worden. De eerste richtlijnen zijn reeds
naar alle belangrijke kantoren gezonden,
zodat in begin 1962 de campagne reeds in

voile gang kan zijn, en de ster zal dan te-
gen die ti.jd haar volgende film na "Too
Late Blues" ook voltooid hebben.

Op het moment dat dit nummer naar de pers
gaat, heeft Audrey Hepburn nieuwe records
gebracht aan de Radio City Music Hall in
New York met haar glorieuze film "Break-

SCRIPTING "NIGHT _ T?d Taylor and Brock

without™." .... F'oSS'cSIlSrwiSjl^lr&r,
-George Seaton production, "Night Without End,
based on the Alistair MacLean best-seller.

Taylor, a former Paramount studio publi-
cist, has been executive assistant to Perlberg
-Seaton, and is also the author of four books.
Brock Perlberg, son of the producer, is a gra-
duate of the University of California Cinema
Arts Department and former story editor for
Perlberg-Seaton Productions.

Written by the author of "The Guns of
Navarone," "Night Without End" is the story of
the crash of a comrorcial airliner on a Polar
ice cap. Production is scheduled to start in
November.

fast at Tiffany's". De film heeft Paramount
in elk opzicht dezelfde graad van toe-
juichingen gebracht, welke haar "Roman

Holiday" ons jaren geleden gebracht heeft.
Wij hebben op andere pagina's van dit num-
mer enkele van de uitstekende kritieken
over "Breakfast at Tiffany's" gepubliceerd,
en Paramount bezit ongetwijfeld met deze
film een winnaar op internationale schaal.

Als er een goede nieuwe film wordt vervaar-

digd, komen de berichten uit de studio zeer

bescheiden door, alhoewel met een atmosfeer

rondom deze verklaringen, die onmiskenbaar

is. Dit is thans ook het geval met de John

Ford productie "The Man who shot Liberty

Valance". Wij hebben hier een buitengewoon

bewogen, dramatische film met een rolbezet-

ting, waarbij wij ons allemaal heel geluk-

kig moeten voelen -- James Stewart, John

Wayne* Vera Miles en Edmond O'Brien, om er

slechts een paar te noemen. De belofte, die

deze film inhoudt, verhoogt enorm de stan-

ding van ons product, welke wij voor het

jaar 1962 opbouwen, het jaar dat in het
teken staat van de 50e verjaardag van de

oprichting van de maatschappij in 1912
doof Adolph Zukor.

Het is ook het jaar, dat de premiere zal
beleven van Howard Hawk's "Hatari" - een
van de meest spannende films, die ooit het
Paramount handelsmerk gedragen heeft. In
dat jaar zal ook de roulatie beginnen van
"Summer and Smoke" en "Decision at Delphi",
beide van Hal Wallis. En Mr. Wallis zal ons

nog meer brengen. Er zal ook een grote
verscheidenheid van films van William Perl-
berg en George Seaton zijn, met op de
eerste plants "The Counterfeit Traitor",
en niet te vergeten de vrolijke en char-
mante "My Six Loves" met Debbie Reynolds
in de hoofdrol. In feite wijst alles er op,

dat ons product voor het komende jaar in

elk opzicht past bij onze viering van
Vijftig Jaar van Paramount Vooruitgang en

Prestige.

En om van de toekomst naar het heden terug

te kerenj ook in dfcze tijd zien wij

sprankelende sucoessen, mede door het

prachtige werk dat hiervoor verzet is, van

"The World of Suzie Wong" en "One Eyed

Jacks", en bestaan er prachtige plannen

voor "Blue Hawaii" en Jerry Le*s' komende

"The Errand Boy". En natuurlijk blijven

"De Tien Geboden", "Shane", "Samson and

Delilah" en "The Greatest Show on Earth"

steeds maar door lopen*
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TOP PARAMOUNT EVENTS IN

THE U.S.A. AND CANADA
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NEW iukk - Group of exhibition and distribut-
ion personalities at the congress of exhibitors
held in Paramount's executive diningroom in conn-
ection with "White Christmas." Seated, L to R.are:
Charles Smakwitz, Bob Smerling, Larry Morris(Moss)»
Standing: Howard G. Minsky, assistant general
sales manager, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.;
Myron Sattler, Paramount branch manager,New York:
Sam Rinzler (Randforce); Blanche Livingston (RKOj.

TORONTO, Canada - The Globe
Magazine, week-end supplement of
the Toronto Globe and Mail, the
issue of September 23rd,devoted
a double-spread and two addit-
ional pages to a magnificent
tribute to J. J. Fitzgibbons,
president of Famous Flayers
Canadian Corporation, and the
top figure in the entertainment
industry of Canada. Shown above
is the centre-spread with its
important heading: "J.J. Fitz-
gibbons rules an empire of 341
theatres.

Article is a merited tribute
to one of the finest and most
progressive executives the mot-
ion picture has produced any-
where in the world.

CINCINNATI, Ohio - Crowds
flocking to the Valley Theatre
to cash in (at the boxoffice)
on the national popularity of
Audrey Hepburn in "Breakfast
At Tiffany's." This is quite
the vogue throughout the land
wherever this happy film is
being shown.

NEW YORK CITY - Notables on hand in the executive
suite of the Radio City Music Hall for the premiere
of "Breakfast At Tiffany's." L to R: Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount Pictures Corp.} Captain Thomas
Walker, Commanding Officer U.S.S. "Constellation," the
largest aircraft carrier, to be commissioned in Nov-
ember; James Gould, vice-president of Radio City Music
Hall; George Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-presid-
ent in charge of world sales; George Peppard, co-star
with Audrey Hepburn in "Breakfast At Tiffany's."

ED SULLIVAN photo

NEW YORK CITY - While he was
at the Radio City Music Hall,
George Peppard took in all the
sights, including a visit with
the renowned Rockettes. Stage
show was entitled "Wings of
Glory, A Salute to Naval Aviat-
ion," a fine co-attraction with
"Breakfast At Tiffany's."

TORONTO - Canadian
industry toppers voice
great enthusiasm for
"White Christmas" at a
special screening arran-

§
ed by Joseph Friedman.
hown L to ft after show-

ing: Alfred Taylor, Para-
mount's topper in Canada;
Ben Geldsaler, Chief Film
Buyer.Famous Players
Canadian; Harvey Hunt,
Director of Buying ana
Booking,Odeon Theatres:
Harvey Hamick, General
Sales Manager,Affiliated
Pictures Corp. Ltd.; Hye
Bossin, editor,Canadian
Film Weekly.

IRVING Wf-
BERLINS \ ' *

V'.C'SJDrKFi 1.WIE
CRSMS
BING DANNY

CROSBY-KAYE
ROSEMARY VERA-

CLOONEY*ELLEN
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I often wish that I

could rid the world of

the tyranny of facts.

What are facts but com-

promises? A fact merely
marks the point where

we have agreed to let

investigation cease.
Bliss Carman

M
A

Girl
Named
T ami ko M

. .

.

Hal Wallis is prod-

ucing "A Girl Named

Tamiko" in Japan.
France Nuyen plays

'Tamiko,' and Laurence

Harvey is the man who

complicates her life.

Martha Hyer and Gary

Merrill are also promi-

nent in the cast.

Cinematographer
Charles Lang, Jr. and

Art Director Walter Ty-

ler are on hand to put

the action authentically

on film.
Dynamic John Sturges

is the film's director.

Paramount will rel-

ease "A Girl Named

Tamiko" early in 1962.

PHILADELPHIA - Six eminent exhibitors who

attended the sales and showmanship congress on

the re-release of "White Christmas." From left:

Bill Yurosko, Comerford Theatres; Gene Plank,

Gerry Wallaston, Ward Kreag and Jack Day, of

the Fabian Circuit; and Ed McGovern, Comerford

Circuit. Second from right is Ed Chumley, Par-

amount branch manager in Philadelphia.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Even in the rain the
Ontario Theatre had two-way queues for "Break-

fast At Tiffany's." This is one picture with a

party the whole nation goes for.
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HAL WALLIS, WALLIS HAZEN

PARAMOUNT PICTURES INC

5842 SUNSET BLVD HOLLYWOOD CALIF

ESTATICALLY PLEASED WITH HIGH ARTISTIC BEAUTY YOUR PRODUCTION

MOTION PICTURE SUMMER AND SMOKE. MOST CRATEFUL FOR YOUR

DEDICATION TO PLAY ALSO DEDICATION OF ALL ARTISTS WHO

CREATED IT INCLUDING OF COURSE GERALDING PAGE, LAURENCE

HARVY, PETER GLENVILLE

TENNESSEE.

1126A PDT AUG 25 61

"SUMMER AND SMOKE" is
going to have one of the
most careful and compre-
hensive showmanship cam-
paigns ever given a Par-
amount picture for its
release at the year's end.

Authors usually have a pile of chips as

high as the Paramount Building on their shoul-

ders when their 'brain children' are adapted

to the screen. Not so Tennessee Williams — at

least so far as the Hal Wallis* transference

of Mr. Williams' "Summer and Smoke" is concer-

ned. Read his wire and seel

Radio Station KBIG in Hollywood ran a

7-day contest asking listeners to postcard

in, in 25 words or less, why they would like

to "Have Breakfast At Tiffany's." First prize

was a weekend for two, with all expenses

paid, at the Hacienda Hotel, Las Vegas.

/VUDRE'

HEPBURN

KANSAS CITY, Missouri - And look at the

•ee of the populace in the direction of the

Theatre's box-office - and a satisfying

see at "Breakfast At Tiffany's."
Roxy
look-

BOSTON. Mass. - The fans of this city also
turned out queue-masse to see Audrey Hepburn
in her coffee-and-Danish performance as she

took "Breakfast At Tiffany's."

Film Daily and
M P Daily Concur

Sparkling reviews on "Breakfast
at Tiffany's appeared in both Film
Daily and Motion Picture Daily on
September 5th, the day of the Music
Hall premiere. Here are gem-like
excerpts:

MPDaily : "Exhibitors can rejoice
that 'Breakfast At Tiffany's'
promises happy customers and
plenty of them! It's a sparkling
gem of a film."

FILM DAILY: "With the probable
loot from it ("B.A.T."), Para-
mount Pictures could even buy
those Tiffany baubles that dazzle
Holly as she breakfasts on coffee
and buns outside the Fifth Avenue
jewelry store...."
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THE FAR EAST ILLUMINED
BY TWO MORE GLITTERING

CATHAY CINEMAS

SINGAPORE - The Cathay Organisation of Singapore,

Malaya, Borneo and Most of the surrounding territories,

continues, under the Chairmanship of Dato Loke Van Iho,

to build and equip modern new cinemas at a faster pace

than is to be found anywhere else in today's world.

Two new Cathay cinemas were opened In the ten days be-

tween September 11th and 20th.

These were the Cathay Cinema in Kuala Trengganu,

Malaya, which opened September 11th and is pictured

above, and the New Boontong in Brunei town, Brunei

State, which opened September 20th.

KUALA TRENGGANU - His Highness the Sultan of
Trengganu is shown here addressing the 8oo guests of
the Cathay management at ceremonies opening the new
Cathay Cinema here. His Highness wished the theatre
prosperity, and then cut a ribbon stretched across the
stage to declare the theatre open.

HOLLYWOOD - The Governor of the Reserve Bank of India,
Mr. H. V. B. Ieanger, and his wife were recent visitors to
the Paramount Studio and visited the set of the John Ford
production, "Hie Man Who Shot Liberty Valance." They are
shown above with Paramount vice-president Y. Frank Freeman
and three top members of the film's cast - L to R: James
Stewart, John Wayne and Andy Devine

HOLLYWOOD - Hit producer Hal
Wallis shows some of the stills
he recently took in Tokyo and
Hongkong to Far East division
manager Svend A. Henriksen, who
was in the film city on his way
back to his post in the Orient.

BANGKOK - Superb graphic dis-
play above the box office of the
Paramount Theatre for "Under Tfcn

Flags." Paramount manager Chana
Chaikijkarana reports that film
did 'extremely good' business.

LEFT
SAIGON, Vietnam - Manager

Yuan Kao forwarded picture of
this interesting window display
for "Li'l Abner" which played
day and date at 3 theatres
Majestic, Viet Long and Dien
Hong. To excellent business.

Onward, EverOnward.
On September 20th., the

Cathay Organisation of Singa-
pore opened the New Boonpang
Theatre in Brunei Town, capi-
tal of the oil-rich kingdom
of Brunei State.

This was the third Boon-
pang Theatre to be built in
22 years. The first one lasted
only five years before it was
bombed and destroyed during
the last world war; the second
cinema was demolished early
this year to make way for the
New Boonpang, which has twice
the seating capacity of the
New Boonpang.

Cathay theme song: There
Will Always Be a Boonpang

1

BOMBAY -Re-release of "Roman
Holiday" at ihe Regal (above)
topped by 10£ in tne first two
weeks the beginning two weeks
of the original engagement same
years ago. Paramount general
manager K.S.Vaidyanatnan also
enthusiastically reported that
Tc,#

3
v
r
Srrel5? s« engagement was

15/b better than the normal week-
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NEWS EVENTS AND SHOWMANSHIP
PICTURED IN AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND

SUZK

s.:i.

HOLLYWOOD - The Australian
Womens' Tennis Team visited the
Paramount Studio late last
month. Paramount film units wens
on location at the time,but the
players were welcomed on sets of
the television units being film-
ed. Above they have the 'drop'
on Richard Boone ,who was filming
an episode of "Have Gun, Will
Travel." The ladies, L to Rt
Jan LeLane, Margaret Smith,Mrs.
Nell Hopman, Lesley Turner and
Robyn Ebbrin.

BUNDABERG, Queensland -

Alert showman Des Adams did
plenty to get his Olympia
Theatre into the mood of
"The World of Suzie Wong."
Display pieces from Para-
mount. with silk, hand pain-
ted strips, 3-sifled board
spinners and Chinese lant-
erns formed the basis of the
display. AT LEFT: One of
members of the attractive
Olympia staff turns sales-
woman for the specially
produced souvenir programs
sold at the film's premiere.

Auss i_e_notes

Following the 18 weeks of "The World of Suzie

Wong" at the Sydney Prince Bdward, "All In A

Night's Work" opened splendidly, preceded by sane

superb publicity, especially a glowing 'preview'

in the Sydney Horning ^erald Headline of the

review was "Delicious Comedy in Luxury World"...

A scene from Danny Kaye's "On the Double" was

featured in one of Australia's top national TV

shows, 'Revue 6l. ' Scene was the one in which the

star is pursued through a German night club

Paramount has Joined forces with Greater Union

Theatres, Hoyts Theatres and M-G-M in co-sponsor-

ing a radio show called ''Let's Go to the Movies.'

Broadcast over 2CH, Sydney, Monday to Thursday,

•Let's Go To The

BUNDABERG, Queensland - Show-

man Des Adams certainly succeeded

in transforming the box-office of

his Olympia Theatre into an attr-

active place resembling the Hong-

kong atmosphere of "The World of

Suzie Wong" - one of the greatest

hits the Olympia has presented.

Movies' features
music from upcom-
ing releases and

a quiz based on

current films.

SYDNEY - Paramount's tele

phone operator, Lorraine Ludwig,

was married September 26th to
Englishman Neil Lockier.

Our warmest congratulations
to you, Mr. and Mrs, Lockier...

Personnel
Changes in
Austral i a

.

Bert Kelly, shown with

Bob Hope when the star visited

Melbourne a couple of years

ago, is retiring from Paramour!

as of December 31st, 1961,

after U2 years' service with

the Company. Thirty-four of

those years have seen Bert as

Paramount manager in Victoria.

He and Mrs. Kelly expect to

sfiend the next year or two

travelling in Britain and

Europe, following which they

will return to their home in

Melbourne

.

Bert will be

succeeded in

Melbourne by Jack
Edwards, presen-

tly manager in

Perth, and prior

to that, head
salesman in Mel-
bourne .

With this
change, Perth will become a

sub-branch, and

will be in chargs

of Vic Loffman,

who is at present

the booker there.

Vic's position

will be Sales
Representative
for Western Aus-

tralia.
These changes

were announced by Robert L.

Graham, managing director,

following his return from New

York recently.

JACK EDWARDS

VIC LOFFMAN

LAUNCESTON, Tasmania - Gil

Hamilton, manager of the Plaza

Theatre h<»re, put on an ace
showmanship campaign for 'The

World of Suzie Wong." Theatre
ushers were in Chinese costumed

two of the ushers being shown at
i _ ri . A W M'm'i (ta Ham 1 I T.OI1 *
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SINGAPORE - Dato Loke
Wan Tho, chairman of the
Cathay Organisation, has
been honoured by being
named a Fellow of the Phot-
ographic Society of America
(PSA), the world's largest
photographic organization,
"for his accomplishments as
a writer, lecturer and
Judge, and for his outstan-
ding contributions to orni-
thology through photography."
Dato Loke is also a member
of practically every other
important photographic or-
ganization throughout the
world.

HOLLYWOOD - Geraldine
Page, co-starring with
Laurence Harvey in "Summer
and Smoke," Hal Wallis pro-
duction, has been awarded a
special diploma by tte Ital-
ian publication. Cinema
Nuova, for the best perfor-
mance in a motion picture
at the XXII Venice Interna-
tional Film Festival.

TORONTO - George Pepp-
ard, co-star of "Breakfast
At Tiffany's," addressing
800 canvassers of the Unit-
ed Appeal during his pers-
onal appearance tour here.

LD SULLIVAN photo

NSW YORK - Glimpsed in the
Paramount executive diningroom
during the exhibitor congress on
the re-release of "White Chris-
tmas. 1' L. to R.: Manny Frisch.
Randforce Theatres; Wilbur
Snaper, Triangle Theatres; Jer-
ome Pickman, General Sales Man-
ager, Paramount Film Distribut-
ing Corp.

I NT ERN AT I ONAL
PERSONAL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

BRUSSELS - Paramount Inter-
national, president, James 5.
Perkins (centre) and Continental

f
eneral manager John B. Nathan
left) are met at Brussels Int-

ernational Airport by Julian
Bln stock. Paramount manager for
Belgium.

NSW ORLEANS - John Wayne,
co-star of "Hatari!" and "The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,"
was named Star of the Year by

« the T. 0. A. in convention here.

Harry
dino arrives at Fiumlcino
Airport from New York to be
in Mel Shavelson's Paramount
production of "The Saster
Dinner" and is met by Mrs.
Shave Ison and Paramount pub-
licity head Vieri Niccoli.

Ava Gardner (above) has
been signed to co-star with
Louis Jourdan and Curt Jur-
gens in the Galatea produc-
tion of "The Jackals." Film
is to be shot in France and
Spain and will be a top
Paramount release for 1962.

PARIS - Liselotte Pulver
and “cnri Decoin discuss script
of a current French film prod-
uction called "Malefices." Miss
Pulver is a German star of top
prominence, M. Decoin is a very
capable French director, and
"Malefices" is a Marianne-SNEG
production for Paramount world-
wide release. It was written by
Boileau-Narcejac, the authors
of "Vertigo."

OSLO, Norway - The locale is
the world-famed Frogner Park;
the sculptures are the extraor-
dinary creation of the renowned
Vigeland. The one breathing el-
ement in the scene, a sort of a
human leaning-tower (not of
Pisa), is Edgar H. Faye, prod-
ucer of

_
Paramount ' s glowing

in;two-reel travel poem, "Spr
in Scandinavia."

k
*

HOLLYWOOD - En route back to
his post in the Orient, Far Bast
division manager Svend A.Henri-
ksen pays a visit to the prod-
uction headquarters of Hal
Wallis in the Paramount Studio.
Above, Hal shows him some of
the stills he took in Japan in
connection with plans for the
making of "A Girl Named Tamiko."
Looking on at left is. Joseph
H.Hazen, Hal Wallis' partner.
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HEAD OFFICE NEWS

TRULY AFFECTIONATE FAREWELL

TO WILLIAM (Bill) O'CONNELL

William (Bill) O'Connell, whose Paramount

service began in 1920, terminated that service

by retirement on Friday, October 27th. He left

the post of Office Manager of Head Office an

honored, esteemed and beloved servant of the

company to which he had given 41 selfless,

service packed years. He carried with him the

affection and good wishes of every last member

of the Paramount organization, both in New

York and afield.
Bill O'Connell reminds us of many

them good. For one thing, he reminds

us of that Kipling line, "If you can

keep your head when all about you

which is from the famous poet's "If."

That indeed epitomizes Bill, for in

all the years we have known him -and

through all of the hectic transitio-

nary periods that have taken place

in the physical evolutions of the

Paramount Building, Bill has gone a-

long calmly, patiently and with for-

bearance, making everybody contented

and satisfied. Most of all, he has

been possessed with a sense of prop-

ortion which has told him that everything is important to

the person, or the department, concerned — and this has

been the yardstick of his operations. If there were a per-

sonal Paramount honor for devotion and service (as there was

in the Cecil B. DeMille organization). Bill O'Connell would

have won it with service stripes for repeats.

Parallelling his matchless business life has been a

wonderful personal life in the course of which Bill and his

wife reared a pair of sons of whom they, and their wide

circle of friends, are enormously proud. And in turn, the

Bill O'Connells became even prouder grandparents.

Now Bill O'Connell, enjoying full freedom to follow the

pursuits of retirement denied him by dedication to Paramount

service, becomes a Paramount memory - a living Paramount

memory. You have played a massive part. Bill, in maintain-

ing the organization which gives us pre-eminence in the film

industry, and we envy you the long years that will be yours

as you enjoy to the full your richly-merited retirement.

OTHER NOTES Late as it is in the year, the

theme of travel seems to dominate our notes.

One item concerns that inveterate traveler,

Ruth Mikles, secretary to Jack Perley. This

year, Ruth's Caribbean itinerary includes Fort

de France, Martinique and visits to Grenada,

Venezuela, Curacao and Haiti before returning

to New York late in November. Preceding her in

the Caribbean area is Linda Salzberger, of

Paramount International publicity, who sailed

on October 25th and is watching the flying fish

and dolphins in the sapphire waters right now.

One traveler whose recently completed vac-

ation right now is the deep envy of her fellow

workers, is Kitty Flynn, head booker of the

New York branch in the Paramount Building.

BILL O'CONNELL

STELLA STEVENS TEAM

LEADS PARAMOUNT

BOWLING LEAGUE

Appropriately enough
for the spirit of this
issue, after six weeks
of shakedown bowling,
the Stella Stevens
squad from the Auto-
metric Photo Lab holds
a 2-point edge in the
Paramount Pictures
Club Bowling League.

The Steve McQueen team trails by a pair
and has a one-point margin over Robert Cumm-
ings. John Wayne leads the trailers, followed
by the defending champions, Elvis Presley,
Bobby Darin, Yul Brynner, Angela Lansbury,and
tied for last place, Joan Blackman and Elsa
Martinelli.

Marilyn Bettinger holds high game among

the gals with 208, while Sara Sowers has top
average 153 and top series of 506. High game

for the men is Charles Hickey's 244, just

ahead of Harry Taylor's 242. McKeown has the
lead in average with 17B and top series of 615.

Other 'goodies' in the high game division in-

clude: A1 Konecny 203, John Grochowski 211,

Frank Stropoli 209, Les Nanton 204, Nick
Hatgis 211, Dale McElroy 219, A1 McQueen 204
and Tom Gianos and John Rubinich 200 even.

Kitty saved her pennies and had the time to go

as far afield as Japan, thus giving herself an

unforgettable experience.
A proud honor has come to the family of

Joseph Beller, a member of Head Office public-

ity. Joe's brother, the Rev. Hubert Beller,
pastor of St. John's Church in Beacon, New

York, has been elevated to a Domestic Prelate

by Francis Cardinal Spellman, archbishop of

New York. The honor gives the Beacon parish

priest the title of right reverend monsignor.

Although our tribute to Bill O'Connell is

on this page, his actual departure from 1501

will take place while we are in the press. So

there will be another story, with pictures, in

next month's issue A warm welcome is ex-

tended to Carol Goldman, new secbetary to

Robert J. Rubin, assistant to president Barney

Balaban. Carol has a B.A. in education, but

has chosen Paramount in preference to teaching.

October 15th marked a birthday celebrat-

ion for Home Office's Irene Anastasiou. There
were many presents and much enthusiasm.
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CINEMA EVENTS IN THE
LATIN AMERICAN SCENE

RIO DE JANEIRO - Notables at a screening of Para-
mount's "It Started In Naples," held at the United
States Embassy here with the cooperation of the MPEA
representative, Harry Stone. L to R: Sr. Gualberto de
Oliveira, Brazil's leading coffee exporter; Sr. Ruy
Gomes de Almeida, President of the Confederation of
Industries of Brazil; Sr. Arthur Bernardes Filho, son
of a former Brazilian President and Minister for Ind-
ustry and Commerce: Sr. Austregesilo de Athayde, Pres-
ident of the Brazilian Academy of Letters and owner of
the newspaper "Diario da Noite"; and Almirante Ayres
Fonseca Costa, Admiral in the Brazilian Navy.

Screening was attended by top social personalities
and was extensively covered Dy the press, including a
spread in Manchete, Brazil's equivilent of Life.

SAN JOSE,. Costa Rica - The
sustained fame of "Psycho" has
brought record crowds and very
gratifying revenue to the Rex
Theatre here, according to Par-
amount's Central American mana-
ger, Peter Moreno. Business ev-
idence is shown above. AT RIGHT
is a scene in the Rex lobby.
Shown L to R: Sr. Mas, publicity
manager, and Sr. Espinach,
treasurer, of the Raventos Cir-
cuit, San Jose; and Sr.Chaluja,
Paramount re pre sent at ive

.

PANAMA - A couple of Panama
Paramounteers had the pleasant
task of draping 'Shirley
MacLalne* in a massive towel as
part of the local showmanship
campaign for "All In A Night's
Work." Cutout figure is in the
entrance to the Paramount office
and the Paramounteers are Miss
Dennis Wing and Lorenzo Delgado.

BUENOS AIRES — Crowd of
fans at the Opera Cinema
waiting for start of "Suzfc
Wong" midnight show.

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica -

Scene, by infra-red phot-
ography, revealing a can-
did camera view of audien-
ce reaction to "Psycho" at
the Rex Theatre.

LIMA, Peru - Striking
lobby poster for "Under
Ten Flags" at the Tacna
Theatre. The thriller was
released day-and-date at
El Pacifico and Coloso
Theatres here also.
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Portion of the press report
on manager Roy McAree's state-
ment of product. This appeared
in Sin Chew Jit Poh, issue of
October 15th. (Actual item was
several columns longer).
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IPCH, Malaya —
Top of the massive
sign in front of
the Cathay Cinema
here for "One-Eyed
Jacks."

Here is lower section of the!

Ipoh Cathay's sign, which gives
an index to its size. Note the
public-address truck, and the
superb action scene at right,
painted by the Cathay Organisa-
tion for use around the Cathay
circuit of cinemas.

SINGAPORE - Paramount's own
billboard, opposite the city's
magnificent Community Centre,
recently carried this effective
poster tor "On the Double," the
poster designed by Mr.Kannappan
of the Cathay Organisation.
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KUALA LUMPUR -"One-
Eyed Jacks" did terrific
business at the air-
conditioned Odeon here.
Above, a banner for the
Marlon Brando thriller
crosses one of the busi-
est Kuala Lumpur streets
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AUDREY HEPBURN WOWS
THE BRITISH IN

"BREAKFAST AT

TIFFANY’S"
AND IN PERSON!

"TIFFANY" PREMIERE PLAZA LAST
EVENING ONE OF THE GREATEST IN
PARAMOUNT HISTORY. PICTURE WAS
RAPTUROUSLY RECEIVEO BY PACKEO
AUDIENCE REPRESENTING EVERY
PHASE IN BOX-OFFICE VALUE
AUDREY HEPBURN PERSONALLY APP-
EARED AND RECEIVED TUMULTUOUS
RECEPTION WHEN GRACIOUSLY PRES-
ENTED BY BOB HOPE AT CURTAIN.
TREMENDOUS UNANIMOUS PRESS AND
HAILED AS NEW, UP TO THE MINUTE
TOPS IN ENTERTAINMENT. HEPBURN'S
PERFORMANCE EULOGI ST I CALLY ACC-
LAIMED AS WELL AS GREAT APPREC-
IATION GEORGE PEPPARD. EVERY
INDICATION THIS WILL EXCEED
"ROMAN HOLIDAY."

HUTCH !

N

SON
The 'Tiffany Girls'

were one of the many
decorative features of

Audrey Hepburn shares the
"Breakfast At Tiffany's" prem-

iere spotlight with former
British premier Lord Attlee
and Paramount's George Weltner.

A sizzling postscript to the above was a cable
from Kr. Hutchinson at the end of the first four
days reading:

RECEIPTS AT END OF FOUR DAYS EXCEEDED "PSYCHO"
WITH SATURDAY BEING THE HIGHEST GROSSING SATURDAY
IN 36-YEAR HISTORY OF THE PLAZA. ALL SET FOR A
FABULOUS RUN.

the Plaza Theatre foyer
during the premiere
the Seven League Cigar-
ette Holders already
have set a new vogue.

Audrey Hepburn chatting with Lord
Attlee, former British premier, at
the London premiere of "Breakfast At
Tiffany's." Glittering event, at the
Plaza Theatre, was in aid of the Mus-
cular Dystrophy Group in association
with the Variety Club of Great Brit-
ain, and Mies Hepburn flew in from
Borne especially for the occasion.

This photograph was transmitted by
radio to every important city in the
world, United Press International
handling the transmission.

Bob Hope was in fine form
introducing Audrey at the end.

of the film. Many of his quips
were jewels that Tiffany's
could well afford to string.

Bob always likes to get paid
for his chores. (Crosby prefers
money, but Hope settles for —
what you see here! And who
wouldn ' t 1 )

.

LEFT

Barbara Rush, George
Weltner, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hutchinson at the
premiere. (That's a pic-
ture of Cecil B. DeMille
in the Plaza Theatre's
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RIO DE JANEIRO - This
massive banner across the
front of the Cine Opera
was a facet of the highly
successful showmanship
campaign of the managenwit
for "Under Ten Flags."

RIO DF JANEIRO - Among
those present at the very
successful screening of
"It Started In Naples" at
the U.S. Embassy were: Sr.

Roberto Marinho (left),
owner and editor-in-chief
of Brazil's leading news-
paper, 0 Globo; ana the
Minister of Education for
Guanabara, Professor Flexa
Ribe iro.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Also
adding color and glamour
to the screening of the
Paramount comedy romance
were Sr. and Sra. Cecil
Hime (he is the owner of
Brazil's most important
steel mill in Minas Ger-
ais); and Sra. Lucia Stone*

uma estrCla CHAMADA
STELLA STEVENS DESPONTA
NO MUNDO DO FILME

Nossa capa deste mes, assim como muitas
de noesas noticias, dizem da importanoia quo
a nossa Companhia esta dando as qualidadeB
estrelares de uma jovem lady loura chamada
Stella Stevens. Sob um contra to de longa du-
raqao oom a Paramount, Stella Stevens promo-
te ser uma das personalidades mais conheci -

das do mundo inteiro. Prova do seu magnetis-
mo e de suas habilidades, pode bem ser encon_
trada em "Camjao da Esperanga" (Too Late
Blues), um recem-completado films, produzido
e dirigido pelo capaz e competente John Cas-
savetes, com Stella dividindo as honras es -

trelares com Bobby Darin, tambem preso a
Paramount por um longo contrato. Nossa Compji
nhia planeja realizar uma compacta e massija
campanha promocional para Miss Stevens, con-
tando para isto com a valiosa ajuda da pro -

pria jovem lady , que esta pronta a cooperar
conosco

.

A campanha em tomo de Stella Stevens
(cujas iniciais possuem qualidades magicas
para um otimo inicio), sera de ambito inter-

r

nacional . As primeiras instruqoes ja segui -

ram para os esoritorios centrais, de maneira
a que nos prinoipios de 1962 a citada campa-
nha possa ser comejada e a atriz ja tenha
terminado seu novo films, que se seguira a
"Canjao da Espera^a".

Conforms a imprensa ja noticiou, Audrey
Hepturn estabeleceu novos recordes para o

Radio City Music Hall, de Nova York, com seu
maravilhoso entretenimento filmico, "Bonequi^
nha de Luxo" (Breakfast at Tiffany's). 0 fil_

me tem trazido a Paramount aclamajoes do mes^

mo elevado grau que a estreia de "A Princesa
e o Plebeu" nos trouxe ha alguns anos atras.
Inserimos em outras paginas desta ediqao al-
gumas das mais expressivas criticas que "Bo-
nequinha de Luxo" ja inspirou, o que prova
ter a Paramount, com este filme, um vencedor

RIGHT

RIO DE JANEIRO - Word
of Cecil B. DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah" was
carried through the city
streets by trucks such as
this one. Paramount is
the sole film company
user of this type of adv-
ertising, and nas a perm-
anent arrangement with
the transport company for
a continuance of this ex-
cellent publicity medium.

»» o u a n D ft ...in re-release in
O u a II C Brazil, is set to top

the business of several recent Paramount
first-release films. A. Stephen Clug, general
manager, states that on the basis of the
film's business in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo
and Porto Alegre, will top "Visit To A Small
Planet" by 50*, "G. I. Blues" by 33* and "The
Bellboy" by an equal percentage. The George
Stevens production, in re-release, will come
close to topping first-release business set
by "Last Train From Gun Hill," "Tempest" and
"The Buccaneer."

de categoria intemacional

.

Quando um novo otimo filme esta sendo pro
duzido, as informa;oes que nos chegam dos Ejs

tudios de maneira modesta, mas com uma atnws
fera em tomo do seu estilo, que e de todo
inconfundivel . Tal situaqao e agora evidente
no caso da produqao de John Ford, "The Man
Wh<? Shot Liberty Valance". Ai temos um filme
extremamente comovedor e dramatico, com um £
lenco que faz com que nos sintamos bem —
James Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles e Ed -

mond O'Brien, para so mencionar alguns dos
astros. A simples promessa deste faz crescer
ainda mais a elevada estatura do nosso pro -

grama para 1962, ano que assinala o 50 ° ani-
versario da fundaqao da Companhia, em 1962,
por Adolph Zukor.

8 tambem o ano que voce vera o lanoamen-
to de"Hatari", de Howard Hawke ,um dos male
emocionantes filmes ate hoje feitos sob a
Marca da Paramount. 8 ainda o ano da estreia
de "Anjo de Pedra" (Summer and Smoke) e "De-
cision at Delphi", ambos da Hal Wallis. E te-
remos outras peliculas do produtor Wallis. Ha
vera uma grande variedade de produces de
William Perlberg e George Seaton, encabeqa -
das pelo "Falso Traidor" (The Counterfeit
Traitor) e a alegre e deliciosa comedia "My

RIO IT JANEIRO - Paramount general manager
A. Stephen Clug. left, and Harry Stone, MPEA
representative in Brazil, at the U.S. Embassy
screening of "It Started In Naples."

Six Loves", estrelada por Debbie Reynolds.
Com efeito, todos os sinais indicam que, de
fato, o nosso produto para o ano proximo a-
tinge em cheio o objetivo de celebrar os Cin

quenta Anos da Paramount com Progresso e

Prestigio.
E, sem mesmo precisar olhar para o futu-

ro, estamos vendo o estrondoso_sucesso dos

grandiosos trabalhos de promojao e vendas
dos filmes "A Face Oculta" e "0 Mundo de

Suzie Wong"; nos gigantesoos pianos prevlos
para "Feitiqo Havaiano" e a nova comedia de

Jerry Lewis, ainda sem titulo em portugues,
"The Errand Boy". E, naturalmente, "Os Dez

Mandamentos", "Os Brutoa Tambem Amam", "San-

sao e Dalila" e "0 Maior Espetaculo da Ter-

ra", que oontinuam conquistando exitos sem-
pre crescentes.
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HOLLYWOOD REVIEWS THE

OLD AND THE NEW AS

CREATED AND INFLUENCED
BY EDITH HEAD

Here is the Audrey Hep-

bum costume from "Break-

fast at Tiffany's," com-

plete to long cigarette
holder and dark glasses
— modeled expertly by
Slaine King.

Many months ago, Lebanese exchange
student Abdullah Mina filled in an
entry form in the University of Rich-
mond, Virginia, in connection with a
college contest relating to Jerry
Lewis' "The Ladies Man." Then all of
a sudden he got a wire . boarded a jet

F
lane and was whisked to Hollywood
or a four-day, all-expense s-paid

whirl of the film city as the guest of

Paramount and Jerry Lewis. His guide
for the tour of the Paramount studio
was blonde Paula Lane, shown here
with him at the famed Cocoanut Grove
night club in the Ambassador Hotel.

The student from Lebanon, and the

blonde starlet, on the famous Western

set at Paramount.

fidith Head at the Foreign Press Association

Glamor Conference at the Hotel Ambassador, surrounded

by models wearing costumes she has created for past

and present motion pictures.
Reading clockwise are: Mae West in "She Done Him

Wrong," modeled by Maiken Thomberg; Audrey Hepburn

in "Breakfast At Tiffany's," modeled by Slaine King;

Gloria Swanson in "Male and Female," modeled by Lil-

ian Geddes; Hope Lange in "Pocketful of Miracles,"

modeled by Rochelle Ades; Clara Bow in "It," modeled

by Connie Allen; Jean Harlow, modeled by Pat Olson;

Geraldine Page in "Summer and Smoke," modeled by

Bettie Gardner; Joan Blackman in "Blue Hawaii," mod-

eled by Ann Davis.

In this presentation, Miss Head, standing at dais
in centre, presents the above models in hats as they
would be worn by (L to R) Sophia Loren, Grace Kelly,
Anita Skberg, Greta Garbo, Rosalind Russell, Slizatsth
Taylor and Shirley Temple.

Exterior of the Chinese

Theatre as a truly gala audi-

ence of screen notables hail

the California premiere of

"Breakfast At Tiffany's."

Wink Martindale, the
premiere's m/c, talks on
the air with George
Peppard, co-star of the
picture

.
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Werbequalitaten besitzen) aoll auf intematio-
naler Basis durchgefiihrt werden. Die ersten
Anwei srangen warden bereits den wichtigsten
Biiros unserer Gesellschaft erteilt, damit die
Werbekampagne Anfang 1962 gut vorbereitet ist.
Bis dahin wird der Star auch seinen nenen
Film, der auf TOO LATE BLUES folgte, beendet
haben.

Der New Yorker Radio City Music Hall hat
Audrey Hepburn mit ihrer neuen Glanzrolle in
FRUHSTUCK BEI TIFFANY wieder einmal Rekorde
eingebracht. Mit diesem Film hat die Paramount
genan den gleichen Beifall geerntet, wie vor
vielen Jahren siit Audrey Hepburns EIN HERZ
UND EINE KRONE. An anderen Stellen der vor-
liegenden Ausgabe haben wir einige besonders
bemerkenswerte Rezensionen iiber FRUHSTUCK BEI
TIFFANY abgedruckt. Zweifellos besitzt die
Paramount mit dieBem Film einen Volltreffer
auf internationaler Basis.

FRANKFURT - Wide use
was made of this city's
advertising pillars for
"One-Eyed Jacks," with
the one-sheet poster fav-
ored. One half of the
posters announced the
film's success at the San
Sebastian Film Festival.
Even small school girls
were fascinated by the
display.

DOUBLE LAUGHS — DOUBLE FUN!

DANNY KAYE
DANNY KAYE

A

DANA WYNTER
DANA WYNTER

IN
IN

"ON THE DOUBLE"
"ON THE DOUBLE"

CO-STARRING
CO-STARRING

WILFRID WVDC WHITf • MARGARET RUTHERFORD • DIANA DORS
Wliwno HYDE WHITE • MARGARET RUTHERFORD * DIANA DORS

TECHNICOLOR • PANAVISION • A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR • PANAVISION • A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

Comutt To Thr Cathay Orfannation Thrattn

SINGAPORE - This very”
cute institutional adver-
tisement, with all of the
text "on the double," an-
nounced the coming of the
Danny Kave comedy to the
scores or cinemas in the
Cathay Organisation's
world-renowned circuit.

FRANKFURT - James B. Perkins (left), Para-
mount International president, and John B.

Nathan (right), general manager for Continental
Burope, are n»t at Frankfurt Airport by Hugo
Stramer, general manager for Germany, and Mrs.
Stramer. In centre is Mr. A. Stabins, adminis-
tration manager in Germany.

EIN NEUER STERN GEHT
AM FILMHIMMEL AUF
-- STELLA STEVENS

**********
Unsere Titelseite und viele Berichte der

vorliegenden Ausgabe zeugen davon, dass unsere
Gesellschaft die Star-Qualitaten einer blonden
jungen Dame, mit Namen Stella Stevens, zu
schatzen weiB. Stella Stevens, mit der die Pa-
remount einen langjahrigen Vertrag abgescblos-
sen hat, scbeint eine der bekanntesten Person-
lichkeiten der Welt zu werden. In dem kiirzlich

abgedrehten Streifen TOO LATE BLUES, dessen
Produktion und Regie in den Handen des talen-
tierten John Cassavetes lag, konnte Stella
Stevens ihre Anziehungskraft und ihr Konnen
als Partnerin von Bobby Darin beweisen, der
anch unter langfristigem VertragsabschluB mit
der Paramount steht. Unsere Gesellschaft plant,
Miss Stevens in der Werbung fur obigen Film
groB herauszuBtellen, und wir werden in dieser
Hinsicht wohl am meisten durch die tatkraftige
Mitarbeit der jungen Dame selbst unterstiitzt.

===== A HAL WALLIS HIT =====
** W

{ Q h “t
f S management of the

m f . Weltspiele in Hannover,
II 0 I K IS Germany, found that they

A m i a • had sucn a hit on their
n I I i hands with Paramount's

"All In A Night's Work"
that they telegraphed Paramount's general
manager, Hugh Stramer, the following message:

"ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK" EXCEEDED IN THE
FIRST TWO DAYS EVEN THE GREAT PUBLIC SUCC-
ESS WHICH "THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG" HAD IN
OUR HOUSE. OUR PATRONS HAVING A CAPITAL
TIME AND TOE PRESS HAS PRAISED TOE PICTURE
WHICH ALREADY WAS WELL KNOWN THROUGH THE
BILD SERIALIZATION. THE FIRST PARAMOUNT
PICTURE OP TOE SEASON PROMISES ANOTHER BOX
OFFICE SUCCESS AND WE CONGRATULATE YOU ON
THIS GERMAN FIRST-RUN.

VELmELK HANNOVER

Die Kampagne fur Stella Stevens (deren
Initialen allein achon erfolgversprechende

Wenn ein guter neuer Film gedreht wird,

so dringt zuerst dariiber nur sehr schwer etwas

an die Offentlichkeit, und die ersten Berichte
sind von einer Atmosphare gepragt, die nicht
miBzuverstehen ist. Dies gilt auch ganz offen-
sichtlich fur die John Ford-Produktion THE MAN

WHO SHOT LIBERTY. Hier haben wir es mit einem

auBergewohnlich bewegten, dramatischen Film

zu tun, mit einer Besetzung, die allein schon

fiir Qualitat biirgt: James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles und Edmond O'Brien, um nur ein paar

Namen zu nennen. Dieser vielversprechende Film

soli mit dazu beitragen, unser Produktions fun-

dament fiir das Jahr 1962 zu bilden, dem Jahre

unseres 5o—jahrigen Jubilaums nach der Griin-

dung der Gesellschaft im Jahre 1912 durch

Adolph Zukor.

Die Premiere von Howard Hawks' HATARI,

einem der aufregendsten Filme, die je das

Paramount-Zeichen trugen, soil auch in das

Jahr 1962 fallen. Ebenso sind die Premieren

von SOMMER UND RAUCH und DECISION AT DELPHI,

MUNICH - A compelling poster for "One-Eyed
Jacks" on the busy Stachus, announcing the
film at the Schiller and Peterhof Theatres.

beidee Hal Wallis-Filme, fiir das Jahr 1962

vorgesehen. Von Hal Wallis erwarten wir iibri—

gens noch weitere Filme, genan so wie von

William Perlberg und George Seaton. Von letz-

teren sei hier alien voran VERRAT AUF BEFFIHL

genannt und dann noch die frohliche, ent—

ziickende Komodie MY SIX LOVES mit Debbie

Reynolds. Tatsachlicb, alles deutet darauf

hin, daB unsere Produktionen fiir das kommende

Jahr in jeder Weise unter dem Zeichen 5o-

jahrigen Fortschritts und Prestige der Para-

mount stehen.

Doeh anch ohne nur die Zukunft zu erwarten,

konnen wir gegenwartig die grossten Werbe-

und Geschaftserfolge mit DIE WELT DER SUZIE

WONG und DER BESESSENE verzeichnen. Fiir BLUE

HAWAII und die Jerry Lewi s-Komodi e THE ERRAND

BOY warden auch schon grofle Plane gemacht.

Und natiirlich feiem DIE ZEHN GEBOTE, SHANE,

SAMSON UND DALIHLAH und DIE GROSSTE SCHAU DER

WELT nach wie vor Triumpfe auf der Leinwand.



Suspense - bitter,
searing, sweaty sus-
pense - never leaves
"The Counterfeit
Traitor" for a single
i nstant

.



THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD IS

"THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG"
Beyond any doubt, Australia’s showmanship

campaign for ’’The World of Suzie Wong," with its
six special prizes (one for each state) of trips
by air to Hongkong for two persons, constituted
the finest showmanship seen in that country. The

BANGKOK - Day and night
views of the Paramount Theatre
here, showing surging throngs
seeking to see "The World of
Suzie Wong." According to Para-

mount manager Chana Chaikijkar-
ana, the Paramount has played

to 100^ capacity every perform-

ance since opening day. (Note

the sign turning the Paramount,
temporarily, into the Namkok
Hotel - the hotel in the film.)

BANGKOK - The all-important

scene in the lobby of the Para-

mount . where the management * 8

advertising and showmanship cam-

paign for "The World of Suzie

Wong" really paid off.

"FOR GOODNESS SAKE,

SUZIE, PLC.ASE STAY 1

"

When the 17th week of

"The World of Suzie Wong" be-

gan at the Majestic in Adel-

aide, Australia, business was

off just the tiniest bit, so

manager Chic Arnold announced

•last weeks.' But instantly

business rebounded, so Chic

devised some new advertising,

the keynote of which was:

"Suzie very happy - nice

Adelaide people say Suzie

please stay a little

longer for for

Goodness Sake l

"

The ads drew a lot of

most favorable attention, and

of course "Suzie" stayed orr at

the Majestic.

PORT CF SPAIN, Trinidad

This is the Photo Shop of Jac-

qui Chan, one of the principals

of "The World of Suzie Wong."

So naturally there was advert-

ising there for the picture at

the Globe

.

HONGKONG - The Queen's
and the Royal had the
'House Full' signs up all
the time during the enga-
gement of "The World or
Suzie Wong." We are also
informed by Paramount '

s

H.K. manager, H. S. Moh,
that the State, which
day-and-date 'd the film,
had the S.R.O. sign up all
the time, too.

campaign had many glowing human interest off'

shoots, one of which is recorded below.

fTHEWORLD OF
ISOBEL FROM

Droyton *»tee», Bowden, ho* \ ~\.T
a dreary look dominated by o § yy § §f’J / \
yawxneter and factory woH*.

But to . woman who harbor and chow the Ashi Any evening now they

vea there. In a neat little would eat as It swam can blot out Drayton
~ around In the tank street, and In their small

Drayton street. Bowden, sitting room the color and
seemed another world. i excitement of that other

Mother and daughter i
world of Isobel Faehr-

took photographs and mann will flash oo .to

brought home many color screen and memories
slides of Hongkong. 'Into life.

bouse It Is now the world
of Susie Wong

widow Mrs. Isobel
Paehrmann has just been
to Hongkong ss s prize

won in a contest based on
the Aim about Suzie
Wong

Mrs. Paehrmann.
pensioner, took
year-old daughter.
It was the first

Mrs. Paehrmann
had and Hongkong
her dream city
The world

Paehrmann widened Its

horlaons from the minute
she and Kaye stepped on
to the plane in Adelaide.

It was her Arst Alght
Mrs. Paehrmann and

Kaye lived In the luxurious
Park Hotel in Hongkong
which has IT Aoors and
4SO rooms 4

It was the Arst time
Mrs Paehrmann has ever
stayed at a hotel.
"You could At my whole

house Into the room we
had." she said "Now I

have only to close my
eyes and I can see It all

again III never forget
that view from my win-
dow

"

day she explored
'« world. She walked

%long the narrow streets,

hung with bright banners,
watched the lovely
Chinese girls In their
cheong-sams. the sailors,

the stallholders in an
ever-changing parade.
Like 8uzie. she went to

the Sea Palace, the float-

ing restaurant on the

Suz i e Wong"
Gave This
Australian
ConfesT'
Winner
A very real
Dream World.

BERLIN - Patr-
ons exiting from
the always crow-
ded Filmbuhne
Wien pa s» long
queues of those
waiting patient-

ly to get in to

see "The World of

Suzie Wong."
Further evid-

ence of the trem-

endous success of

the film in this
important city.

OlE-WELT

SUZiE
WONG
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Be sure and note the success story on

"One-Eyed Jacks" which opened day-and-date

at U Paris cinemas, including Le Paramount.

The basic, exciting facts are on Page 39.

UNE NOUVELLE VEDETTE,
STELLA
S T E V E N S, EST NEE

ss#ss*ss*ss*ss*ss»ss*ss*ss*ss

La couverture de ce mois-ci, ainai qua
nom-bre de nos nouvellea, montre 1' importance
que notre compagnie accorde aux qualites de ve-
dette d'une Jeune femme blonde nominee Stella
Stevena. Stella Stevens, li4e par un contrat a

long terme k Paramount, promet de devenir l'une
des pereonnalitsa lea plus connuee dans le mon-
de entier. Elle donne largement dee preuvea de
aa seduction et de aon talent dans "Too Late
Blue", film qui vient d'Stre termine, produit
et realiad par John Cassavetes, et dans lequel
Stella Stevena partage la vedette avec Bobby
Darin, dgalement engag4 par Paramount pour une
longue periods. Notre Society va lancer Mias
Stevena but une tr4s grande 4chelle et pour co-
la ncua aommea magnifiquement aid4 par la jeune
femme elle-meme.

La campagne de publicit4 sur Stella Ste-
vens, dont les deux lettres initialea consti-
tuent un atout magique, aera faite aur une base
Internationale. Dea indications aur cette cam-
pagne ont d4j k 4t4 envoyeea k toua lea bureaux
importanta, pour qu'au. d4but de 1962 cette pro-
motion aoit d4j4 bien avanc4e. La vedette, a ce
moment 14, aura termin4 aon nouveau film.

Au moment ou nous mettona soua prease,
nous apprenona qu' Audrey Hepburn a battu de nou-
veaux records au Radio City Music-Hall de New-
York avec aa magnifique interpr4tation dans
"Diamant8 but Canape". Ce film a remport4 le
meme franc aucc4a que "Vacancee Romainea" il y
a quelquee anneea. Noua avons publi4 dans lea
pages de ce num4ro quelquea extraita de prease
sur "Diamante aur Canap4" et il eat certain que
Paramount remportera avec ca film un euccea in-
ternational.

Quand un nouveau film eat en coura de tour-
nage, il transpire, dea studios, dea indica-
tions qui ne trompent paa. Tel est le caa de la
nouvelle production de John Ford "The Man who
shot Liberty Valance". C'est un film dramati-
que, extr4mement 4mouvant avec une distribution
bien faite pour nous aatiafaire : James Ste-
wart, John Wayne, Vera Miles, Edmond O'Brien,
pour n'en citer que quelquea una. Ce film a-
joute un 4clat suppl4mentaire a notre produc-
tion pour 1962, ann4e qui marque le 50’ Anni-
veraaire de la fondation de la Societ4 par A-
dolph Zukor, en 1912.

Cette ann4e aera ausai celle de la aortie
du film de Howard Hawks "Hatari" un dea filma
lee plus paasionnanta

, pr4aent4a aoua la mar-
que Paramount. Ce sera 4galement l'ann4.e de
sortie de "Et4 et Fum4es" et de "Decision at
Delphi", toua deux produita par Hal Wsllis.

Il y aura auasi une large gamme de films
produita par Perlberg-Seaton, en tete deaquele
noua pouvons citer "Trahiaon sur Commande", et
qui domprend 4galemert une com4die gale et di-
vertiasante "My Six Loves", dont Debbie Rey-

PARIS - Orly Airport was brightened by the
arrival from Munich of Liselotte Pulver, star
of the Billy Wilder film, "One,Two,Three." She
is now facing the cameras in Paris for the
Marianne-SNSG production, "Maleficea," which
will be distributed throughout the world by
Paramount.

nolda eat la vedette. En fait, tout prouve que
notre production pour l'ann4e a venir sera di-
gne de l'anniversaire dea 50 ana de Paramount
et de aa devise : Progrea et Prestige.

Sans meme pr4voir le futur, nous avons de
magnifiquea aucc4a d'exploitation et de publi-
cit4 avec "Le Monde de Su^ie Wong" et "Vengean-
ce aux deux Visages", et les campagnes de pro-
motion de "Blue Hawaii" et de "Errand Boy" le
film de Jerry Lewis. Bien entendu, "Les Dix
Commandement8", "L'Homme des Vall4ea Perdues",
"Samson et Dalila" et "Sous le plus grand Cha-
piteau du monde" continuant leur belle carriere.

CAMPAIGN STSPS

This was the first of
a series of teaser adver-
tisements announcing the

coming of "CinderFella" to

the Paramount Theatre in

Paris.

Then came this one,
with a hint of other news
following. . .

.

And in the fulness of
time, this one with the
film's basic facts. The
title , as indicated below,
means "Cinderella With
Big Feet."

PARIS - Jerry Lewis' spectacular spoof on the Cinderella these,
titled "CinderFella" in Hollywood, reached the French public at the
Paramount theatre under the title of "Cendrillon Aux Grands Pieds" (or
"Cinderella With Big Feet"). Both the picture and the title were huge
hits here, thanks also to a truly inspired newspaper advertising camp-
aign that really made the film's title a Paris catchword.
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Hockey Scoop for
T elemet er i t es ofToronto

THURSDAY, FRIDAY. SATURDAY.
SUNDAY. MONDAY. TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY SHOWN AT 9:45 P.M.

PRICE $1.00

Ray Starts

The "World ojf

SUZiE
"WQfiG

The Toronto publication,

Your Telemeter Guide, carried

this page for "The World of

Suzie Wong," which was the att-

raction over Telemeter's

Channel 5C for the 7 days, Sept.

21-27 inclusive.

PRICE $1.00

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY 6. SATURDAY SHOWN

AT 5: 00.7: 50

mm

"One-Eyed Jacks" was the

Telemeter attraction over

Channel
0
5B, also for 7 days -

September 21th to 30th. How-

ever, it was shown at 5p.m. and

7:50 p.m. , so was never in

conflict with "The World of

Suzie Wong," which was a 9:45

p.m. attraction.

The magazine Your Telemeter

Guide is now carrying advert-

isements, the most recent issue

having ads for The British

American Oil Company Limited,

and Dow Brewery (Ontario) Ltd.

£

Motion Picture Daily
October 20, 1961

Telemeter Signs for 35 Toronto
ockey Games for Pay Television

NEW YORK—Arrangements have been completed to bring pay tv subscribers
f in the Toronto suburb of Etobicoke, Canada, all 35 away-from-home games
of the Toronto Maple Leafs of the National Hockey League, it was announced!
jointly by J. J. Fitzgibbons, Sr., presi-

dent of Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, and Louis A Novins,

|
president of International Telemeter

I Company, a wholly owned division of

[Paramount Pictures.

“The acquisition of the rights to

these 35 contests, plus the televising

of all the five regular home games of

the Toronto Argonauts of the Can-
adian Football League on the Tele-
meter pay tv system, marks a major
breakthrough in the volume of special

events offered on pay television during
anv six months period,” Novins stated.

“The addition of a total of 40 sports

events will make available for the first

time to Telemeter subscribers in Tor-
onto all fall and winter professional

sports attractions presently not avail-

able on ‘free’ tv.”

Eight Last Year

The 40 sports events set for the
1961-’62 season contrast with only
two exhibition football games and
eight hockey games televised by Tele-

meter last year.

“The favorable response to last

years limited sports schedule encour-
aged a most comprehensive sports pro-
gram this year,” Novins declared.

“The availablity of these games for the
first time via pay tv assures Telemeter
subscribers of complete sports cover-

age in the home. It also marks a
historic reversal of the trend in recent

years which saw restrictions on sports

telecasts imposed by sports promoters
to protect the boxoffice of such attrac-

tions. By combining pay tv and free

tv facilities not a single local major
league professional hockey or football

game will be ‘blacked out’ from Tele-

meter homes in Toronto this fall and
winter.”

The 35 Maple Leafs hockey games
will be transmitted closed-circuit from
New York, Detroit, Chicago, Boston
and Montreal beginning this month
and “piped” to homes of Telemeter’s

pay tv subscribers. Transmission of

the five regular home games of the

Toronto Argonauts started in Septem-
ber and will continue until the end
of the football season. The charge per
home is $1 for each hockey game and
$2 for football.

“In the face of competition from
four outstanding major league pro-

fessional football games offered free

to viewers in Toronto by three Ameri-
can networks, the Canadian Broad
casting Company, and an independent
Canadian station, the exclusive Tele-

meter presentation of the Argonaut:
Ottawa Rough Riders game on Sep
tember 24 was purchased by more
than 15 percent of our subscribers at

$2 a home.” Fitzgibbons noted. “The
games available on free tv on that

s^me day included St. Louis versus

Cleveland, New York versus Pitts-

burgh, and Detroit versus Baltimore
in the National Football League and
Denver versus New York in the Amer-
ican Football League.. i

Market Research Gain

“Considering the number and cali-

bre of the competitive free games, the

15 percent at $2 a home represents a

remarkable response. This is the type

of market research information we
have been doing to determine public

acceptance of individual programs
and, over a period of time, the accep-

tance of a variety of programs under
various conditions.”

“On the basis of the results achieved

to date with hockey and football

games, it seems increasingly apparent

that pay television can expand the

seating capacities of sports arenas by
providing a box-office in the home.
The sports people are intrigued by the/

potentials and so are we.”

The agreement for the rights to

televise the hockey games was made
by Conn Smythe. president of the Tor-

onto Maple Leafs, and Leslie Winik,

vice president in charge of program-

ming for International Telemeter,J
This press announcement of

October 20th highlights the
'exclusivity' of Teleaster's
coverage, in Toronto, of the
top Canadian sporting events oi

the 1961-62 season. It aarks a

very forward step in the prog-
ress of Telemeter generally.
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SHOWMANSHIP IS A ’LIVING'
BUSINESS PARTNER THE
WHOLE WORLD OVER

DON!
AVOID
Vein*

J~T, LEWIS
I.
Paramount'"

TO

AVOID VERBAL ORDERS

KHOM

SUBJECT DA I K

•l»o welch fur

WAHID SATAY
in

"GADO GADO'

ODEON
attnaction

This intriguing showmanship
idea comes all the way from
Kota Bahru, Kelantan State,
Malaya. It was devised by Lim
Chin Huat. manager of Cathay
Organisation's Odeon Theatre in
that town.

Mr. Lim printed several
thousand of these memo forms
which urged employees to avoid
verbal orders, but not to avoid
seeing Jerry Lewis in "Cinder-
Fella"; bound the forms into
pads, and distributed them free
to business firms in his town.

Regarding the other feature.
-Wahid Satay is Cathay's topmost -

comedian, and "Gado Gado" means
"Pot-Pourri," one of the best
comedy films Cathay Studios has
produced in Singapore.

NEW YORK -
Showmanship
that truly car-
ried a contest
to the public is

displayed by
Walter Reade's
DeMille Theatre
in connection
with "Blood and
Roses." The "Is
She Ghoul or
Girl?" contest
is one of the
high and bright
spots of Broad-
way these days
(and nights;,
and we hear that
there is a whole
cascade of en-
tries into the
contest.

MOTION PICTURE

HERALD
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Close view of the DeMille Theatre entr-
ance, with the "Is She Ghoul or Girl?" Con-
test featured on all sides of the marquee,
as well as across the lobby entrance.

BTLOW

TOKYO - Japanese title of "Love In A
Goldfish Bowl" is an exact translation of
the original. Thus it was a cinch for pub-
licity manager T. Komaki to plant goldfish
bowls, each with a pair of fish, and a very
prominent announcement, in at least 100 of
the city's leading fancy goods stores,
accessories stores and tearooms in the
Ginza and Shinjuku areas. Theatre showing
the picture below is the New Toho Theatre.
Window is in the Tsukuba Store, Ginza.

CANADA, like many other parts of the world,
has supreme faith in the motion picture business* The
two pages from Motion Picture Herald of September 27
reflect this in a report on the "Big Parade of Hits"
campaign of Famous Players Theatres. First of the
pages depicts the cover of a 12-page brochure telling
how Famous Players "...leads the Fall Season with the
Greatest Array of Screen Entertainment in its 41-Year
History," Pictures of all companies were listed, the
Paramount section listing "The Counterfeit Traitor,"
"Breakfast At Tiffany's," "Summer and Smoke" and
"Hataril" Among other facets of the campaign: The
corporation is offering $2,000 in cash to be divided
equally among the staffs of the theatres in the East-
ern and Western divisions for showmanship during the
campaign weeks. The drum majorette pictured on the
cover was used as the campaign's key theme.
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Comedy, romance, poignancy

. . . above all, it Has the overpowering

attribute known as Audrey Hepburn who now is dis-

playing a fey, comic talent that should enchant. .. she is a genuinely charming, elfin waif

who will be believed ond adored I

”

BREAKFAST
atTIFFANYS

nmHMiiyn
Technicolor

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
AND ON THE GREAT STAGE

"WINGS OF GLORY~-<Uh «*!», w«cuci* uiviin, w» ORM*" •>

IMI N.w Yort N—»l SNRWrt OMr. RRCk.lfM, C<m
<!• «»caKy ,c». 0Mlt ,rt»U ."A SympWiy OrcHMtn.

THE NEW TORI: TIMES, MONDAY. OCTOBER *>, MSI.

••Lively enlerloinment . . . containing all there is of sentiment, sex ond affection to keep it perking. Brilliant

portrait of a young girl on the town ... a gay romp that makes you feel os if you hove seen that

world -without ’Visible- means- of-support I” . —A-.*- w..-, rv

••A jewel of a treat ... a kook's tour-de-force with Audrey Hepburn as its express train

traveler. The honors belong to Miss Hepburn here! Avery funny film!*’ — Juices G-ibsrt. MmV

••Real 'kookie' comedy 1 The principal members of the cast are exceptionally adept . . . Audrey Hepburn

is delightfully audacious os the New York playgirl!” -r*co««w, n™

••Gay a"d lively humor thol is o constant delight ... Audrey just great... she keeps you jubilantly alive

all the way!” —A>*.eoot.»vvr

•

vr-

••The gayest comedy Hollywood has served up in years!” -l

• Slick, lively ond crazily funny. . . a howler!*’

••As wacky a comedy as has been seen hereabouts for quite some time. Its gay mood is due

largely to Miss Hepburn as the amoral young hillbilly who has learned to live on her charm

and wits. She is not only lovely to look ot but an expert comedienne as well. Daffy ond

funny!

PRAISE B£ TO
THE CRITICS

When the reviews were
all in, and the gems of
praise had been selected
and proudly strung - this
was the Radio City Music
Hall* s advertisement in
The New York Times of Mon-
day, October 9th.

Supplementing these
comments on that particular
Monday was the fact that
"Breakfast At Tiffany' s"

had by then rung of a rec-
ord for the first four
days of its engagement.

In Australia, Para-

mount's 41 at annual cel-

ebration of Paramount

Week was held September

4 to 9.
An example from

South Australian manager
Dehis Kiley shows that

more hard-tops were supp-

lied this year than in

I960, besides a record
number of drive-ins.

* UANNYKAYE. *

0(i THE DOUBLE

5 i\0 KEITH S Thfjtir

SYRACUSE, N.Y.- Seeing
double was really the or-
der of the day in this
city as a parade of twins
was one of the highlights
of the showmanship camp-
aign for "On the Double"
engineered by Sol Sorkin.
manager of the RKO Keith's
theatre. Stunt got plenty
of local newspaper space.

NEW YORK - Attendees at the exhibitor con-
gress on "White Christmas." L to R: John
Murphy, Loew's Theatres; Howard Minsky, Assis-
tant General Sales Manager, Paramount Film
Dist.; Sam Goodman, Century Theatres; Hugh
Owen, Assistant General Sales Manager, Paramo-
unt Film Distr.; A1 Siclgnano, American Broad-
casting-Paramount Theatres; Frank Marshall,
Stanley-Wamer Theatres,

Records for "Suz i

e

H
. . .

.

Miss Suzie Wong (headquarters: Nam Kok
Hotel, Hongkong), reports as follows retarding
her international enterprise:

TAIPEI. Taiwan
"Ths World of Suzie Wong" completed its

5th week at the end of September, with Manager

Andrew Fan estimating that the picture would

be the all-time greatest success in the country

for any film of any company of any nation. A

measure of the success is that in its 4th week

it topped "Love Is a Many Splendored Thing "by

better than 362%.

MEXICO CITY
General Manager A. L. Pratchett reports

that in the second week, "Suzie Wong" soared

past the previous record-cracker, "Never On
Sunday." "Suzie," it seems, is a seven-days-

a-week enterprise.

WELLINGTON, New Zealand
Kerridge-Odeon Theatres head, Robert J.

Kerridge reports: "'The World of Suzie Wonf'
opened last week in Wellington and Auckland to
such outstanding figures that I am confident
it will be amongst our very biggest box office
performers."

The famous Paramount Portal to Positive
and Permanent Posterity has acquired a new
nan* since it became a 'prop' In the Jerry
Lewis comedy. "The Errand Boy." But Just
as soon as tne shooting was over, the name
reverted to Paramount normalcy.
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HOLLYWOOD - Nobusuke Kishi, former Prime Minister of

Japan; Mrs. Kishi, and several other distinguished persons

from Japan were recent visitors to the Paramount studio.

They are shown above on the set of the John Ford product-

ion, "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance."

Shown above, L to R: Martin

Rackin, head of product ion; John

Wayne; Mr. Kishi; Hideo Bo,Mem-

of Japanese Parliament; John

Ford; Mrs. Kishi; James Stewart;

Jack Karp, Head of the Studio.

AT RIGHT

Producer-director Alfred

Hitchcock joins Mr. Kishi and

Mr. Karp in the latter's office.

Having tea in the office of Vice-president Jack Karp.
Facing camera, from left: Former Prime Minister Nobusuke
Kishi, Mrs. Yoshiko Kishi, Mr. Karp, Alfred Hitchcock and
Martin Rackin. Other members of the visiting party were:
Takeo Fukuda, Member of Parliament and former Minister of
Agriculture and Forestry; Mrs. Miye Fukuda; Hideo Bo, Mem-
ber of Parliament; Los Angeles Consul General and Mrs.
Yukio Hasumi; Consul Shinichi Ut3umi; Toshihiro Fujisawa,
Consular Attache in Los Angeles.
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AT LEFT: Start of the Paramount studio tour of
rormer Prime Minister Kishi (in centre).
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T. 0. A. MEMBERS IN

CONVENTION IN NEW

ORLEANS, SEE -- AND

LIVE - "BLUE HAWAI I"

One of the finest pieces of Param-_

ount promotion in years was the Hawaiian
luau and screening of "Blue Hawaii" at
the New Orleans convention of the
Theatre Owners of America.

Here • s the audience of exhibitors

and their wires in the Pitt Theatre,

New Orleans, ready for a screening of

"Blue Hawaii" — every man and woman

(kanes and wahines) Hawaiian garbed

for the happy occasion.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Selig at left
(he's general manager of National
Theatres), with Paramount representat-
by star Stella Stevens and Jerome
Pickman, vice president and general
sales manager of Paramount Film Dist-
ributing Corporation. They are outside
the Pitt Theatre, where "Blue Hawaii"
was screened.

Fri edman wi red.

.

T.O.A. GOSS HAWAIIAN. OVER 1,000
KANES AND WAHINES COSTUMED IN MU-MU

AND ALOHA SHIRTS AND TRADITIONAL

LEIS HAD A HELEKAHAU (Hot Time) AT

THE "BLUE HAWAII" PREVIEW AND LUAU

IN NEW ORLEANS LAST NIGHT WHICH WAS
HOSTED BY PARAMOUNT AND HAL WALLIS.
NUMBER OF NAITAIS AND KAUKAU TOPPED
OFF AN EVENING IN BLUe, HAWAII AT

THE BALI HAI RESTAURANT IN PONT-

CHARTRAIN BEACH WHICH HAD BeEN MADE

INTO AN HAWAIIAN MOVIE SET RIGHT

OUT OF "BLUE HAWAII." EVENING WAS
BEGUN WITH INVITATIONAL PREVIEW OF

"BLUE HAWAII," ELVIS PRESLEY'S NEW-

EST FILM FOR PARAMOUNT AT THE PITT

THEATRE. SCREENING WAS ENTHUSIASTI-
CALLY RECEIVED WITH COMMENTS FROM
T.O.A. (Theatre Owners of America)
MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES SUCH AS

"Definitely pr&sley's finest film
AND THe. MOST COLORFUL AND ENTERTAIN-
ING FILM OF THE YEAR." IN ANY
LANGUAGE THe e.NTIRe. EVENING WAS A

BLAST AND BY FAR THE HIM POINT OF
THE T.O.A. CONVENTION.

JOE FRIEDMAN

Some of the more than 1,000
guests garbed as 'temporary'
Hawaiians, lined up in orderly
fashion for the 'luau' which
preceded the screening of the
Elvis Presley film.

BELOW

Darlene Tompkins, one of
Elvis Presley's six leading
ladles in "Blue Hawaii," was on
hand for the festivities also.
Note the additional Hawaiian
atmosphere in her surroundings.

A close view of some of the Theatre Owners
of America, and their wives, entering the Pitt
Theatre for the screening of "Blue Hawaii."

There was plenty of good-natured fun at the

luau, which featured authentic Hawaiian young
women, and pseudo-Hawaiian men. Our examples of

the latter are a couple of exhibitors and. at

left, a Paramount executive — Jerome Pickman,
a former baseballer observing a curve.

-
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We should expect the
best and the worst fro*
mankind, as from the
weather.

Vauvenargues

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica -

As so many other theatres
throughout the world have

done, the Rex Cinema took
stern measures to enforce

the "Psycho" regulation

about no admission to the

cinema once the film had

begun.

NBtf YORK - Geraldine
Page (left) Tennessee
Williams and Helen Menken
meet to plan the premiere
of "Sumer and Smoke” at
the DeMille Theatre here.
Event takes place on Nov.

15 , and will benefit the
American Theatre Wing's
scholarship fund.

Hugh French, who

will produce "The Win-
ston Churchill Story"

for Paramount, is at

present in England con-

ferring with the former

British Prime Minister
concerning the screen

treatment of Churchill's

life as a young man.

Paramount will make

this picture as one of

the all-time greats in

the company's history.

Una nueva estrella
llamada Stella Stevens

***************
la portada de eate mes, y

buena parte de nueatro‘’noticiario, 03
hablan de la importancia que nueatra
compaftfa dedica a laa dotea urtfaticaa
de una joven rubia llamada Stella Ste-
vens. Contratada a largo plazo por Pa-
ramount, Stella Stevrens promote conver
tirae en uno de loa prineroa persona-

-

jes del mundo cinematogr&fico. Buena
prueba del magnet! amo y de aua cualida
dea quedan patentee en la pelfcula re-
cien acabada "Too late Bluea", produci
da y dirigida por el enormemente capaz
John Oaaaavetes. Comparte loa honorea
de la im;erpretaci6n con Stella, Bobby
Darin, quien eat& aaimiamo aujeto a
largo contrato con Paramount.

la Compahfa tiene previata
una camparia maaiva de lanzamiento de
Miaa Stevens, y en eate aentido conta-
moa con la ayuda de una cooperacifin

GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala - Th-rc was just

no mistaking the fact that the Lux Theatre had'

"Psycho" as its record-breaking attraction re-
cently. And of course the manaasment of the
Lux adhered to the policy which has" been so
profitable - and practical - the world over,
namely of closing the doors with the start of
the Hitchcock film, and of allowing no one in

until the following performance.

-w-w—

ilinitada por parte de la propia joven
eatrella.

Ia campaila de Stella Stevena
(cuyaa inicialea ya tienen de por af
una m&gioa fuerza publicitaria) tendr£
carActer intemaoional. laa primeraa
instruccionea ya ban aido curaadaa a
nueatraa prlnoipalea oficinaa, por lo
cual, a comienzoa de 1962. la campaha
eatar& ya en vfaa de realizaci6n coin-
cidiendo con la terminaci6n de la nue-
va pelfcula que rueda la eatrella dea-
pu&s de "Too Late Bluea".

Mientraa ae editaba eate mi—
mero, Audrey Hepburn ha conseguido ba-
tir nuevoJ records en el Radio Gity Mu
sic Hall de Nueva York con su triunfaT
comedia "Breakfast at Tiffany's". Ia.

pelfcula ha proporcionado a Paramount
similar Ixito al que obtuvo la gran ee>

trella con "Roman Holiday" haoe unoa
afios. Hemoa publicado en otraa p^ginas
de eata edici6n algunaa de laa mas sig-
nificativaa crfticas de "Breakfast at

j

Tiffany's" y no catre d^da que Paramount

cuenta con una pelfcula campeona a ea-
cala internacional.

Guando tin buen film eat& prc

duciendoae, la informaci6n de loa esti
dioa auele aer parca aunque con una gi
rantfa inconfundible en aua t6riainos.
Ea lo que aucede actualmente con la
producci6n de John Ford "The Man Who
Shot liberty Valance". Aqul tenemoa
un film dram&tico y de acci6n, oon un
reparto del mayor peso. James Stewart
John Wayne, Vera Miles y Edmond 0'Bri<
por a6lo mencionar a unoa pocoa. Ie,

categorfa de eata pelfcula realza el

All-Time Colombia
Tops, says A.Sanz

Colombia Manager Andres
Sanz has reported from
Bogota regarding "Psycho”
premiere in El Cid and
Palermo Cinemas that in
spite of pouring rain, the
Hitchcock thriller is
running 160Jt above "The
Ten Commandments .”

Mr. Sanz also reports
that at capacity perform-
ances, "Psycho” is both
thrilling and terrifying
the public, and that the
publicity campaign is
iust perfect, "making
’Psycho* the biggest all-
time success in Colombia.”

nival de nueatro material para el aiio

1962, afio que marca el 50 aniveraarlo
de la fundacifin de la Compahfa en 191
por Adolph Zukor.

En eate miamo aiio tambi6n a

ra diatribufda "Hatari!" la auperpro-
ducci6n de Howard Hawks, uno de loa e

pectaculares films que hayan llevado
la marca Paramount. Veremos tambi6n e

lanzauiento de "Summer and Smoke" y
de "Deciai6n at Delphi" ambas de Hal
Wallis. Y habr£ todavfa mas coaaa de
Mr. Wallis. Habr& una variedad de pe-
lfculaa de William Perlberg y George
Seaton encabozadaa por "The Counter-
feit Traitor" incluyendo la alegre y
divertidfaima "My Six Loves" con Debb >

Reynolds. En realidad todo indica que

el material de 1962 eatar& todo el a

la altura de la celebraci6n de loa 5C

afLos de progreao y preatigio de Para
Y aun ain mirar al futuro,

la viata eat£n loa fulgurantea 4xitoi

y realizacionea de promoci6n y venta
conseguidos con "The World of Suzie
Wong" y "One-Eyed Jaoks" y loa grand*
proyectoa para "Blue Hawai" y el pr6-

ximo film de Jerry Lewis "The Errand
Boy". Y desde luego, laa repoaicione,
de "Los Diez Mandamientos" "Shane"
"3ana6n y Dalila" y "El Mayor eapecti
oulo del Mundo" que van de m£s a m&a



The avalanche of wonderful news about "One-Syed
Jacks'* is really rolling now. News cabled to Param-
ount International president, James S. Perkins,from
Henri Michaud in Paris tells of the ‘crash* opening
of the Marlon Brando thriller in 30 theatres across
the country. Business from these thirty top houses
almost twenty percent above business in the same 30
houses with "The World of Suzie Wong." And "Suzie
in turn had topped "Psycho." In Vienna, the open-
ing days of "Jacks" had equalled "Psycho," accord-
ing to word from Mr. Michaud.

The 'splash' release
in Germany had followed a

wonderful premiere at the
Turmpalast in Frankfurt
to top business revenue,
fine public reaction and
excellent reviews. .... .In
Gothenburg, Sweden, the
picture had a] so premiered
at the Paladium, with bus-
iness at once taking a

commanding lead over the
record figures achieved
by "Psycho."

i*

NAGOYA, Japan - Front-of-theatre display and the
opening morning queue at the Mei-Ho Scholar-sa as the
Marlon Brando thriller attracted the throngs of young
picturegoers.

In all important release centres to date, "One-
ed Jacks" has been the recipient of a truly inspired

showmanship campaign. A massive press-book received in
New York and given full distribution is magnificent
testimony to this fact. Paramount showmanship still
is tops in Japan - and this showmanship is paying
handsome dividends revenue-wise

.

(left)
DUSSSLDQRF, Germany -

A most effective display
for "One-Syed Jacks" at
the corner of Graf Adolf
Str. and Oststrasse, an
especially busy intersec-

and even more so attion, and e
rush hours.

"Jacks ’4 Shatters
All-Time Record
In addition to producing an

avalanche of business of stagg-
ering proportions in Germany,
Japan, Singapore and Sweden, the
Marlon Brando starrer has hit
the top brackets at the renown-
ed Paramount Theatre in Paris.

Cabled advise from Henry
Michaud concerning the opening
week’s Sunday states that 0-EJH established a new alltime rec-
ord for the Paramount.”

Picture also played day-and-
date at the Elysee, Select and
Lutetia.

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - Business is

high on "One-Syed Jacks" at the Odeon
(at left) here. The Cathay Organisat-
ion built six of these 35-feet signs
for the Brando picture, and having a
spare one, they planted it at their
own Pavilion Theatre (right). Film did
really fabulous business.

Manager of the City Film Theater
of Hamburg, Germany, was so 'enrap-
tured' by the success of "One-Syed
Jacks" that he telegraphed Paramount
general manager Hugo Stramer:

EXCELLENT PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN WAS
REASON THAT YOUR OUTSTANDING
BRANDO FILM BROUGHT FROM THE VERY
FIRST DAY FIRST-CLASS CAPACITY
AND BOX-OFFICE RECEIPTS. PRESS,
AUDIENCE AND OURSeLVeS ARE ENRAP-
TURED AND CONGRATULATE YOU ON
THIS SUCCESS.

RIGHT
BERLIN - This transportation

truck carried word of "One-Syed JacW
throughout the West sector of this
spotllghted-by-history city. In the
background is the Victory Pillar that
marks a Nineteenth Century war. Truck
of course marks the fact that the
Marlon Brando film is at the renowned
Ufa Pavilion.

IN COUNTRY AFTER COUNTRY -

"JACKS" TOPPING
"SUZI E, ""PSYCHO"
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This is the "Moon
River" Picturel

LONDON - So popular is the
song that Audrey Hepburn sings in
"Breakfast At Tiffany's" that the
film is being referred to as
"This is the 'Moon River’ Pictura”
All of which is part of the mag-
nificent showmanship given the
film throughout the United King-
dom by Jack Upfold and his corps
of Paramount showmen. The above
display at West End Record Repro-
ducers in Tottenham Court Road is

but one of a host of national ex-
amples. Additionally, the song
has had at least 9 British recor-
dings, all of which have been
most successful.

It is interesting to note that
in all of Mr. Upfold ' s pre-plann-
ing campaigns for "Tiffany's,"
the "Moon River" angle was power-
fully stressed as one of the top
selling factors of the film. The
angle nas certainly paid off in
handsome fashion.

Cover Story
There is good reason for our

cover caption: The Reel and The

Counterfeit Traitor."
At the table in the fore-

ground, William Holden and Ulf
Palme. Holden in the film plays

the role of Eric Erickson and

Ulf Palme plays the role of Max
Gumpel. At the table in the rear

are the real Eric Erickson and

Max Gumpel. In the actual shot

in the film, both Erickson, and

Gumpel are used as extras.

Paramount World - Copyright <£) 1961 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
ganization around the world who believe in the entertainment ap-
peal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Volume 7, Number 11 November, 1961 ALBERT DEANE, Editor

George Weltner' s Latest
International Business Survey

Mr. Weltner returned to New York on
Nov. 13 from one of the most fruitful
and optimistic journeys he has ever em-
barked on. He was in London for the
radiant premiere of ’’Breakfast At Tiff-
any’s,” in Germany for a tour of all
branches which gave him a perfect pict-
ure of the fine operation of that terr-
itory, and in Switzerland, France and
Italy for equally rewarding surveys of
local company activities.

In London, the vice-president in
charge of world sales was host at a
luncheon to the officers and directors
of Associated British Cinemas, the fine

and progressive theatre organization through which Paramount is

presenting its product to the British picturegoers. The function
was a practical expression of Paramount's appreciation of the

new business association, and in particular, of Sir Philip
Warter, Chairman of Associated British Cinemas and subsidiary
companies, and his executives. Notable among those also present
were: David John Goodlatte, Managing Director of A.B.C.; Robert
Clark, Director of A.B.C.; and C.J.Latta, Managing Director of

Associated British Picture Corp. It was a most cordial occasion

and promises exceedingly well for the future of Paramount rel-
eases in Britain. And, according to Mr. Weltner, he will long
remember the warmth and friendliness of Sir Philip's response.

The Paramount vice-president reported that the Plaza premi-
ere of "Breakfast At Tiffany's" was a highspot event in all Para-

mount history, reflecting enormous credit on all those behind the

scenes who contributed to its success. Audrey Hepburn was most
certainly a radiant contribution to the occasion, and Bob Hope’s
friendly and very pro-Paramount talk from the Plaza stage in in-

troducing Audrey was unforgettable.
In Italy. Mr. Weltner divided his time equally between matt-

ers of distribution and production, visiting one branch,Florence,
besides Rome, witfer more to follow next trip. He saw the complet-
ion of shooting on "The Pigeon That Took Rome," and attended the
colorful party given by producer-director Mel Shavelson at the
conclusion of Italian shooting.

In Paris, meanwhile, he had attended to many production items
as well as those of distribution, and had screened footage of the
intriguing "Malefices, to a sequence of which we have devoted
Page 7 And so to New York; and by the time these lines are

printed he will be in Hollywood again tackling further problems
of production.

That's the kind of activity that keeps the stars in the Para-
mount trade mark's diadem gleaming ever so brightlyi

Cable to Audrey
The following message was

sent to Audrey Hepburn in Rome
by Mr. Weltner in advance of
the premiere of "Breakfast At
Tiffany's" at the Fiammetta on
November 16th:

DEAR AUDREY: YOU CAN BE SURE
THAT I WILL BE WITH YOU IN
SPIRIT AND WISHING FOR YOU
THAT THE FIAMMETTA PREVIEW IS
A BRILLIANT REPEAT PERFORMANCE
OF THE WONDERFUL OFSNING IN
London, please give my best to
MEL AND MY APPRECIATION FOR
HIS HELP.

GEORGE WELTNER
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A Great International Leader
V i s

i

ts the Paramount Studio.

The Prime Minister on the set of the Hal
Wallis production, "A Girl Named Tamiko." The
three charming stars, L to R: Martha Hyer,France
Nuyen and Miyoshi Umeki.

Mr. Jack Karp, vice-president
and studio head; Prime Minister
Nehru: Mrs. Indira Gandhi,
daughter of the Prime Minister:
Mr. Eric Johnston, president or
the MPAA.

Prime Minister Nehru and Hal
Wallis on the set of the Wallis
production, "A Girl Named Tamiko."

BELOW

Prime Minister Nehru being

f
reeted by vice-president T.
rank Freeman. In rear, Messrs.

Jack Karp and Martin Rackln.

INDIA'S PRIME MINISTER
NEHRU MAKES IMPRESSIVE
PARAMOUNT STUDIO VISIT

As a visitor to the Paramouit
Studio on November, His Excell-
ency was hosted in behalf of the

Hollywood motion picture indus-
try by Mr. Eric Johnston, pres-
ident of the Motion Picture
Producers Association, Mr. Jack
Karp, vice-president in charge
of the studio, and Mr. Martin
Rackin, head of production. Mr.

Karp and Mr. Rackin are to the
right of Mr.Nehru above.

RIGHT

His Excellency on the set of
Mel Shavelson's product ion. "The
Pigeon That Took Rome." L to R:
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Prime
Minister, Mr. Shavelson, Charl-
ton Heston, Elsa Martinelli. In
foreground: Debbie Price and
Marietto.



u

Opening session of the conference began in
the office of Jack Karp, vice-president and
studio head. Here the agenda was set and plans
made to enlist the services of active producers
without halting or impeding actual production.
Reading clockwise from lower left: Herbert
Steinberg, studio publicity director: Martin S.

Davis, national director of advertising, public-
ity and exploitation: Nicholas Mamula,publicity
manager; Martin Rackln, in charge of production;.

Mr. Karp; Joseph Gould, advertising manager;
Joseph Friedman, executive assistant to the nat-
ional director; Bernard Serlin, exploitation
manager: Jerome Pickman, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager, Paramount Film Distributing
Corporation.

PERFECTING THE LIAISON
BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND

PARAMOUNT PUBLIC RELATIONS

On October 13th, in a series of announcements in

strategic points around the world. Paramount announ-
ced product plans for the balance of 1961 and for
the coming year, 1962. Paramount World carried the
details last month. A few days after the facts were
published a corps of company sales and public relat-
ions experts convened in the studio for the purpose
of conferring with studio executives, producers and

stars, the ultimate objective being the securing of

maximum world-wide exposure of the upcoming product.
There followed a series of hard-core meetings in

depth from which came producer and talent promises
of cooperation, the like of which our company has
not seen in many years. (More details on Pagu 20)

Luncheon in the 3tudio commissary given by William Perlberg and
George Seaton, at which "The Counterfeit Traitor" was discussed in much
detail. Rear, L to R: Herman Silver, Samuel Weissman (both of Lennon
and Newell Advertising, handling Paramount acct.); Martin Rackin, head
of production; Martin Davis; George Seaton: William Perlberg; Jack Karp;
Joseph Friedman. Front row: Robert Fels (LfcN); Bernard Serlin; Nicholas
Mamula; Lou Harris (Nat. Screen Serv.); Joseph Gould; Herbert Steinberg;
John Schneider and George Richardson (v.-p. 's, L&N).

A briefing session with exhibitors on "White Christmas" was also on
in the studio theatre (right). At left, L

„„„„ .Pacific Drive- Ins); Milt Hossfeld; George
/e-Ins - and a much beloved former Paramount sales

executive); Jerome Pickman; Charles Doty (National Theatres). In centre,
H.Neal East, Pacific division manager, with Jerome Pickman.

Discussing "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance"
with John Wayne, lower left, and James Stewart,
fourth from right. AT TOP: Producer Howard Hawke
speaks of the basic showmanship facts of the
recently completed, wholly thrilling "Hataril"



A PI CTUREGOER'S JOY!
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"MY GEISHA" I S BEAUT I FUl
BEGUILING SET AGAINST THE
MATCHLESS BEAUTY OF JAPAN...
AND ABOVE ALL, SUPREMELY
ENT ERT A I N I N G

•'.'V
jars s

s**

"My Geisha" is an entertainment joyl

It's a joy to the eye, the ear and

the heart. Audiences everywhere will

love it - and most of them will come

back a second time to drink in the ab-

solutely glorious Japanese scenery and

settings. Individual scenes dealing

with Japanese customs are spellbinding-

ly beautiful, as well as being delightfully Informative - and in Technicolor.

Shirlay MacLaine acquired not only
the looks of the geisha, but the arts
and talents and the bearing of one.

Shirley MacLaine further clinches her always secure hold on the title
of the screen's lovliest and most capable comedienne, turning in a perform
ance that will please exhibitors, fans and critics alike. Other members of

the cast are also most talented, with particular honors going to France's
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson and Yoko Tani, the last-mentioned playing
the role of an actual geisha who teaches Shirley the difficult, talented and
gracious art of being a true geisha.

For those who have always wanted to go to Japan - and for those unhappy
folks who have been teased by having but a flashing glimpse of that truly
beautiful land - "My Geisha" is the most fascinating example of travel econ-
omy today. In two hours one can see more of Japan's natural beauty and pic-
turesque customs than one could see in two weeks in the country itself.

And since the interwoven theme in the
film's story is actually the filming of the
celebrated opera, "Madame Butterfly," the
latter part of the picture is filled with the
glorious music of that opera.

Getting all of this, plus one of the most
riotously funny comedy romps in quite a lot
of years, all for the price of a single adm-
ission, certainly makes "My Geisha" one of
the top cinem-amusement bargains in years.

It '

s

a top Paramount treat - and will give

great revenue and prestige bounce to the
company's release program for 1962.

Banzai, "My Geisha"!

The warm and wonderful climax on a
Tokyo stage that brings husband (Yves

|

Montand) and wife (Shirley MacLaine)
j

together again in happiness.
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Deeply mindful of the Avadewy Award Oscar*

that his productions had won for Shirley Booth

("Come Back Little Sheba") and Anna Magnani

("The Rose Tattoo"), Hal Wallis views Geraldine

Page as a most probable winner next April via

her powerful performance in his "Summer and

Smoke." In the inset scene, Geraldine is shewn

with Laurence Harvey, also a powerful 'Oscar'

contender via his role in the same film.

cial New Jersey resident (Cherry Hill Variety).
...Seriously, though, the branch is mighty
happy on the choice of our new branch leader,
and we wish he and his family a long and happy
stay in our midst Mr. Chumley's son, Steve,
paid him a visit after his boot training at
Great Lakes Naval Station Booker's clerk
Nancy Tiedeken spending her well earned vaca-
tion in New Orleans and Florida Booker's
clerk Mae Orloff came up with the wonderful
news of her becoming a grandmother(ah tan pus

fugit, or something) Booker Stailey
Smithers will be leaving us in December for
greener pastures. .. .he will be missed, because
Stanley has a host of friends in exhibition, and
we wish him well in his new endeavor....Branch
was happy to meet Ken Lawson from Home Office,
who spent sometime in Philadelphia....we 're

sure the insight that Ken received in branch
operation will come in handy in his new duties

in New York....John Simonelli also spent a few

days with us, and we're always happy to renew

his friendship The branch was mighty
pleased over the results of "Breakfast At

Tiffany's" at the Arcadia Theatre in Philadel-

phia ... .seems the picture was contagious and

performed excellently in all of our key towns,

which has given a shot in the arm to our sales

and booking dept
-John Kane

CHARLOTTE Another attraction to North

Carolina will be the Cinerama Theatre which will

be opened December 1st by the North Carolina

Theatres Inc. It will be the only theatre of

(Continued on Page 18)

IPHI LADELPHI A) Branch Manager Chumley n<

settled in his new apartment, and is an offi-

Director John Cassavetes

looks with understandable
awe at the actor he has
created out of blues sing-

er Bobby Darin in his pro-

duction of "Too Late
Blues." And he did it with-

out Darin singing a song.
Tina had a little lamb, it was a cute

xcuse, to help her knit a tale about "The

lege of Syracuse."
And "The Siege of Syracuse,"

ina Louise and Rossano Brazzi. is a full-
cale Paramount thriller for 1962 release.

SS89SS8S833SSSS3SSS
S3S33S33SSSSS3SSSS

NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR

The straight and
narrow path would get a

lot wider if more people
used it.

Arnold Morse

Yves Montand, despite

his knowledgeability of

women, doesn't know that

the 'geisha' who is making

him forget the woes and

worries of the world, is

Shirley MacLaine, whe in

"My Geisha" plays his own

wife impersonating a real

geisha. The picture is a

lot simpler than that

and it’s darned good fun l

JACKSQNVI LLE a very popular phrase with

the exhibitors now is "Where can I book 'Blue

Hawaii"’ We (and the exhibitors ) think this

is the best Presley yet. That's not all - they

want to know where they can have Jerry's latest,

"Errand Boy". Of course, we're tickled pink

to have pictures like "Blue Hawaii", "Errand

Boy", and "Breakfast At Tiffany's", where

bitors are almost begging to book in their si-

tuations. (I don't blame them either.)

We recently held a sneak preview of "Break-

fast At Tiffany's", and everyone really enjoyed

this fine picture. All comments were good, as

was expected.
. . „ ,

Winter is almost here, and it s 88 degrees

outside now. Mr. Mathis brought back some &cd

fishing reports, (and facts) that the bass are

biting now. He talked a ten-pounder into the

boat via top-water plug.

Everyone has started counting the shopping

days left until Christmas. Speaking for the

Jacksonville Branch, I would like to wish

everyone a wonderful Christmas and a prosper-

ous New Year.
-Vann Burney

NEW YORK Myron Sattler, away on a much

needed vacation, cannot forget the office pro-

blems and oontinues to phone regularly.

Kitty Flynn still has that faraway look in

her eyes after her most thrilling trip to far

off places.
Sybil Mayer enjoying a brief respite from

the office.
Our deepest sympathy to Lew and Ivette

Wechsler, suffering the untimely loss of their

son, Howard. We sincerely hope that time will

lighten the heaviness of their hearts.

Richard Magan and family have taken up re-

sidence in Long Island, Best of luck, Richard

in your new surroundings.

It looks like v.e are in for some red hot

grosses with "Summer and Smoke".
—Gene Newman



We have for you at this
point no captions for these
stills... no whisper of the

THE TITLE OF THIS
MADE-IN-FRANCE
THRILLER FOR
PARAMOUNT
IS, AT THE
MOMENT....

plot... no hint of the nerve
searing denouement Not
a thing but the guaranteed
promise that this sequence
!of MALEFICES is something
that you will never forget.

And yet it is but one of
a host of emotional moments
that the pair of spell
merchants who created the
Hitchcock "Vertigo” and a

host of other chillers have
created for Paramount.



THE CECIL B. DeMILLE PAGE

MADRID RESOUNDS WITH THE
MAJESTY OF "THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS"
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PORT LINCOLN, South Australia - This is the
very effective advertising balloon used by the
Flinders Theatre to advertise "The Ten Command-
ments," and described in more detail in a separate
story on this page.

RIGHT

TEL-AVIV, Israel - Pictured here
is one of the pleasant interludes dur-
ing the announcing of the marvelous
1962 Paramount product to the critics
and press. Manager Ladislav Koch is
shown receiving the plaudits and con-
gratulations of those present, convey-
ed by Mr. S. Shamgar. chairman of the
Newspapermens' Association of Israel.
Pictured also is evidence that "The
Ten Commandments" is still in release
in Israel.

ADELAIDE, Australia - "The Ten Commandments"
has smashed all box-office records in Port Lin-

coln, Paramount's South Australian manager Denis

Kiley has reported. Matching the sky' s-the-limit
grosses was the balloon showmanship pictured on

this page. This famous skymark is operated only
on very special occasions, and on this one it

brought the folks from many miles around to see

the DeMille film.

Cecil B. DeMille’s production of M The
Ten Commandments” is, in its third time
around in Madrid, proving to be a contin-
uing sensation, according to Henri Mich-
aud, assistant general manager of the
Continental Division in charge of the b

i

film. The picture has just finished the
first three weeks of its 6-theatre break
after. the city run, and its peseta gross
is sensational on the basis of 236,721
admissions. Tied in with this is Mr. Mich-
aud’s overall story of the film's Madrid
tr i umph .

Here is Mr. Michaud's statement of the facts: "If we re-
capitulate, 'The Ten Commandments' played originally 28 weeks
at the Palacio de la Musica for a total
of 522,376 admissions, then was repeated

at the same Palacio de la Musica a year
later for 7 weeks to a total of 84,892
admissions; thus, with the present first

break, we have reached a grand total of

843,989 admissions for a total populat-
ion in Madrid between 1,600,000 and

1,700,000 We are now negotiating
another break in that city, in 5 thea-
tres, again strategically located thr-
oughout Madrid. Further news later."

mrppmmp
r:TTPTT P.TTP

Last month we publi-
shed part of a letter on

"The Ten Commandments"
from Corbett Brothers of

the Empire Theatre, Hel-

idon, Queensland, Austr-
alia. Our quotation ended

with "...we think DeMUle

left behind something
that will be an inspira-
tion to all men."

But the Corbett letter

had one additional line.

It said:

"It's a film all
should show if only for

its inspiration to make
a better world. "
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"BREAKFAST AT

TIFFANY’S" IS

TOP TABLE
TOPIC IN

GREAT BRITAIN

ABOVE

LONDON - Queue to the Plaza
along the Haymarket. Theatre ent-
rance is at extreme right, and
the line to the left continued
far beyond the camera's reach.

BELOW
LONDON - Queue to the Plaza

along Jermyn Street, with theatre
entrance at the extreme left. This
line also continued far beyond
the camera's reach.

I

How to wear The Little

Black Dress: three lessons

from Miss Hepburn
Three lessons by

Audrey Hepburn

little block drew

FASHION
by

BARBARA
GRIGGS A

COOPER 1 r/o.s

LONDON - The Penguin paperback
reprint of Truman Capote's novel
was the key to this simple but
effective "Breakfast At Tiffany*"
display in the Army and Navy
Stores, Victoria. On every piece
of merchandising material issued
in conjunction with the film in

the U.K., the Audrey Hepburn*“" followed.
RIGHT

motif was faithfully

Famous British publishers,
Chappell Ltd., who have issued
the sheet music of "Moon River"in
the U.K., are cooperating closely
with Paramount's showmanship dep-
artment to secure maximum promot-
ion for the lovely song. This win-,

dow display given by Chappell's
is in tneir contral Bond street
store window.

T I f f any ’ s
M Tops

!

First three weeks of "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
at London Plaza demolished the figures achieved
by "Psycho," holder of theatre's record till now.
First week beaten by 5%, second week by 12% and
third week by 8%. And the "Psycho" figures had
been regarded as 'absolute physical capacity.'

Evening Telegraph

BARBARA GRICCb reports on FASHION

LESSONS FROM MISS
HEPBURN . .

.

LONDON - A good fashion story here means a
syndication to other important national papers.
Thua the fashion story on Audrey Hepburn which
apn»ared in the London "Evening Standard," soon
was used by the Manchester "Evening Chronicle,"
"Nottingham Gening Post," "Blackburn Evening
Telegraph" and "Dublin Evening Pr^ss." Spreads
from the last three mentioned are shown above —
and their extensiveness of space is evid-nt.

KIRCALDY, Scotland -
Both before and during the
engagement of "All In A
Night's Work," the Regal
had a very effective tie-
up with R.D.Funkie and Co.

and their Linden Whitewocxl
Furbiture. Funkie gave the
Regal a couple of windows
and a give-away contest,
and the Regal gave the
store this very effective
lobby display. And the
film did "ace" business.

British actress Anna
Lee has a leading role
in John Ford's "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Val-
ance." The cast is head-
ed by John Wayne and
James Stewart and also
includes Vera Miles,
Lee Marvin and Edmond
O' Brian.

*
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I don't like a man to
be too efficient. He's

likely to be not human

enough.
Felix Frankfurter

"Blue
"Hawai i

Or ch j ds

Orchids of Hawaii Inc.

has named two of its

loveliest flowers in

honor of Hal Wallis' "Blus

Hawaii." Stella Stevens

is shown above wearing

the 'Blue Hawaii Orchid,'

a big blue bloom.....

...Darlene Tompkins,

a

featured member of "the

"Blue Hawaii" cast, disp-

lays 'Baby Blue Hawaii, 'a

smaller blue bloom.

Tie-up was the work of
Paula Fraser, of Head
Office publicity and pro-
motion department.

We had a flash Just
at press time that "One-

Eyed Jacks" had "Opened
big in Finland."

This means another
fine "One-Eyed Jacks"
story for next month's
issue.

HELSINKI - Notables assembled for the news
concerning the new Paramount productions for
1962. L to R: Mrs. A. Lius, Editor, Sos. Dem.

;

Mr. E. Udd, Editor, Nya Presseb; Mr.J .Kohonen;
Theatre Manager, Suomi-Filmi Oy.; Mrs. A.
Himberg, Astor-Filmi Oy.; Mrs. Soma Hallakorpi,
Editor, Helsinki-Lehti; Mr. Stahlhammar,Editor,
Maas. Tulevaisuua.

1962 Ars
PARAMOUNT-PRODUKTION
VINNER ERKANNANDE
VARLDEN OVER.,,

Paramount s produktionsprogram fBr Ar 1962,

vilket offentligg j ordee samtidigt ever hela

vfirlden fBrra mAnaden av herrar George Weltner

och Jerome Pickman i New York och av Paramount-

represent enter i olika delar av vfirlden, bar

vunnit erkSnnande och uppakattning. Det faktum,

att alia filmer son produceras och distribue-

ras av bolaget tillhor kategorien stora och

betydande sAdana.noterades med tillfredsstfillel-

se pA biograffigarhAll och av pressen.

Det uppbAd av storstjarnor och andra skide-

spelare.som fOrekoramer i dessa filmer, var span-

nande nyheter for alia paramountfirer som bfir

ansvaret fBr att millioner biografbesokare

runtam i vfirlden blir i tillffille att njuta av

god filmunderhAllning.

En av dessa topp-produktioner, "Breakfast at

Tiffany's", har mottagits med stor fbrtjusning

dfir den hittills hunnit visas. I London till

exempel har den slagit ett 35-Arigt rekord pA

Plaza-teatern och den brittiska pressen beteck-

nar Audrey Hepburns prestation som halt ofBr-

liknelig. FramfBrandet pA Radio City Music

Hall i New York, som nyligen avslutades, blev

en dundersucce och likadant har det blivit 6ver

hela den nordamerikanska kontinenten. I Ovriga

delar av vfirlden, dfir filmen hade premifir i

samband med present at ionen av produktionspro-

grammet fBr 1962, blev fraragAngen like pAtaglig.

FrAn initierat hAll i Paramount-studion her

vi att John Ford-fIlmen "The Man Who Shot Li-

berty Valance" lovar att bli en spfinnande upp-

levelse. Var och en av stjfirnorna - James

Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles,Edmond O'Brien

och Lee Martin - gBr briljanta insatser och

filmens handling laddar upp till en spfinnande

kllmax. En av 1962 Ars verkligt stare, giesar

vi.

En del bildmaterial frAn Vice President

George Weltners europaresa Aterfinns ocksA i

det hfir numret. Man ser hfir idel glada anleten

och femimmer den angenfima atmosffir, som antyder

stark tillfbrsikt infer framtiden.

David Susskinds "The Power and the Glory",

avsedd fBr televisionen sAvfil som fBr utlfindsk

filmdistribution som en vanlig lAngfilm, gavs

i TV via Columbia Broadcast System Bver hela

FBrenta Staterna sBndagen den 29 oktober. Hu-

vudrollen kreeras av Sir Laurence Olivier i en

strAlande framstfillning. Han bitrfids av en kva-

lificerad uppsfittning av Broadways teateraktB-

rer och -aktriser; Julie Harris, George D. Scott

och Roddy McDowell, fBr att niimna nAgra av dem.

Vi har tidigare haft mycket intressant att

berfitta frAn de mAnga fBrhandsvisningarna av

Hal Wallis-filmen "Blue Hawaii", innan den

verkliga premifiren Hger rum, men vi undrar

om inte den intressantaste av dessa "previews"

var den i Honolulu i bBrJan av mAnaden. Se

bilder pA annan side. I och med den fBrhands-

visningen ville Hal Wallis visa sin tacksam-

het mot alia dem, som pA olika sfitt varit ho-

nom till hjfilp vid inspelningen av filmen dfir

fBr nAgra mAnader sedan.

Fabian in Sweden

STOCKHOLM - Fabian, the handsome singing
star of "Love In A Goldfish Bowl," scored a
personal and personality triumph here, and at
the same time did an ace promotional job for
the Paramount comedy. Here he is autographing
photos at the press conference in the Forests

Hotel, while Paramount general manager Paul

Flodin looks on at left.

BELOW

Here Fabian is with the 15-year-old Danish
star of stage and TV. Gitte Henning. This was
one of scores of photographs included in one
of the most comprehensive publicity coverages
ever to be sent to New York head office.
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GREAT STARS BRING THRILLS AND

ROMANCE TO JOHN FORD’S PRODUCTION,
"THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE"

Who did shoot Liberty
Valance - and why?

And why was it such a

mystery until the very
last moment?

Lee Marvin (below) is

'Liberty Valance,

'

And h«re below, are

the four characters who

are vitally concerned

with the passing of

•Liberty Valance.' They

are played with great

skill by John Wayne,

Edmond O'Brien, Vera

Miles and James Stewart.

Threats don't scare

the man of courage and

strength and righteous-
ness that James Stewart

plays in this powerful
human story of the West.

He has the support of
the love of his adorable
wife (played with charm
and deep understanding
by Vera Miles), at left.

And he has (below)
the courage of, and the
belief in, his own deep
and abiding convictions
to carry him through any
crisis that might be
bred by the dark forces
of evil in the town he
loved so much.
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JULIETTE GRECO, one of the most magnetic
personalities in today's film world, co-stars
with Jean-Marc Bory and Liselotte Pulver in
Henri Decoin's nerve-tensing drama , "Malef ices,"
a sequence of which is pictured on Page 7.

L'ANNONCE DE LA PROD-
UCTION PARAMOUNT 1962
RECOIT L ' APPROBAT ION
DU MONDE ENT I ER
L'annonce simultan^e sur une 'chelle mon-

diale des productions 1962 de Paramount ‘’aite
le moi9 dernier par MM. George Weltner e‘
Jerflme Pickman k New York, et nar les direc-
teurs des territoites dans les villes les olus
importantes du raonde, a requ une amrobation
unanime sur une dohelle Internationale.

Le fait que tous les films qui seront pro-
duits et di8tri vu6s par la Society seront des
films de grande envergure a 4ty accueilli avec
enthousiaame aussi bien par les exploitants
que oar la oresse. La liste des vedettes et
des autres oersonnalit^s qui apparattront dans
ces films constitue une evcellente nouvelle
pour tout le oersonnel de Paramount qui aura
la resnonsabilit d’exp^iter ces films sur
une grande 4ohelle pour qu'ils soient vus oar
le plus grand nombre de spectateurs oossible.
Un des films les olus importants de cette

liste - Diamants sur Canape* - a dejk 4t4
acclamd avec un enthousiaame indescriotible
oartout ou il est sorti. A Londres, ^ar
exemple, il a battu tous les records dans
I'histoire du Plasa Theater, d '

.q H longue de

PARIS - A record shop
on the Boulevard de Clidy

f
ives prominent display to
he London album of the
sound-track music of Mar-
lon Brando's "Vengeance
Aux Deux Visages* the
internationally successful
"One-Eyed Jacks."

The members of the
"Girl lamed Tamiko"
company are back in
Hollywood after several
weeks of location shoo-
ting in Japan on the
Hal Wallis production.

Those who returned
are Laurence Harvey,
Prance Nuyen, Martha
Ryer, Gary Merrill and
Miyoahi Umeki.

Letterhead of Marianne Productions, the
French film production company which Is prod-
ucing "MalefIces" (see Page 7;. Trade mark of
the company was drawn for the organization by
the eminent French director, artist and writer,
Jean Cocteau.

35 ans. Les joumaux corporatifs britanniques
constatent que les recettes du film d'Audrey
ITep-'um n'ont jamais At6 *gal4es. Le film, qui
vient de terminer si premiere exclusivity au
Radio City Music Han i® New York et a rem-
port: le succks que l'on sait, continue sa
trks belle carriers k travers toute l'Aa'rique
du Nor"1

. Dans les autres oarties du monde, oil

le film a 4t4 nontrd k l'occasion de l'annonce
de la production Paramount, le m$me enthousia3 -
me s'e3t manifesto.

TTne ruraeur vient les studios ’e Follyvood,
selon laquelle tous ceux qui touchent de prv s

ou de loin au film de John Ford "The Han who
shot Liberty Valance" sont en admiration devant
cette oeuvre. Chacune de3 veiettes - James
Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles, Edmond O'Brien
et Lee Marvin - interprkte son rfile a merveil-

Parisians got news about Marlon Brando as
the Man of Two Faces in "Vengeance Aux Deux
Visages," even on their cocktail and drinks
napkins. So anybody seeing double actually
got 'quatre visages.'

le et les deux heures de oredeetion reront les
d'lices de millions de spectateurs k travers
le monde. Ce film sera certainement l'un des
olus excentionnels de 1962.

Quelques photos qui montrent quelques a^oec^s
du voyage en Europe du Vice “r'sident George
Weltner sont Dubli ; es dans ce nuorro. Toutes
ces ohotos montrent les visages joyeux et
l'heureuse atmosphere, irdiouant air.si l'enthou-
siasme du perso nel de Paramount devant les
persoective9 que leur offre l’avenir.

La production de David Sussking "La Puis-
sance et la Gloire" qui a 't4 rdalisde pour
la tdiyvision et sortira k 1' stranger comrae

un film ordinaire a 4t4 t^l^vis^e par
Columbia Broadcasting System k travers tous

le3 Etats-Unis le dimanche soir 29 octobre.
Ce film a pour vedette Sir Laurence Olivier
dont 1' interpretation est yblouissante. Il

est entourd par une excel lente distribution
d'acteura de Broadway, parmi lesquels citons:

Julie Harris, George D. Scott et Roddy Mac

Dowell.
Nous avons dejk parle des nombreuses pro-

jections du film de Hal Wallis "Blue Hawaii"

qui ont eu lieu avant la sortie du film mais

nous pensons que la plus int4ressante a eu

lieu ce mois-ci k Honolulu. Vous en verrez des

photos dans ce numyro. La raison de cette
projection ?tait celle-ci: exprimer les

remerciements de Hal Wallis k tous ceux qui

ont prSty leur concours lors de la realisation,

du film d 'Elvis Presley k Hawaii il y a

quelques mois.
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IN THE FAR EAST, SHOWMANSHIP WORKS
24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK, AND
52 WEEKS A YEAR. BELOW ARE SAMPLES

NEW BO0*7 PANC

BRUNEI, North Borneo - Above is the New Boonpang

Theatre, newest of the Cathay Organisation's chain of

modern cinemas. Dato L0ke Wan Tho, chairman of the

Cathay Organisation in Singapore, flew to Brunei for

the dedication ceremonies, which were performed by
the Yang Teramat Mulia Dull Pengiran Alan. D.K.,

D.S.N.B7, D.P.M.B. , P.O.A.S..O.B.E. The Boonpang

has a seating capacity of 1,120 and is completely
modem in every respect.

We have been privileged to

receive a copy of the most

interesting L8-page souvenir

book published by the Cathay
Organisation in connection

with the dedication of the New

Boonpang Theatre in Brunei.

The souvenir is printed in

three languages, which makes

it kin to our own Paramount

World in the multi-language
field.

An outstanding feature of the

booklet is a special supple-
ment which traces the history
of the entire cinema industry
in the state of Brunei, the
fabulous oil-rich kingdom in
the China Sea.

Last month on this page, re-
porting the premiere of the
new theatre, we said "There'll
always be a Boonpang Theatre."
Now we know why.

SINGAPORE - Para-
aunt manager Roy
cAree forwarded this

ouble-purpose shot,
n the background are
orkmen giving the
enowned Cathay The-
tre a 'facelift,' in

hich project Param-
unt representatives
ere consulted, .in the
oreground are three
aluable prizes don-
ted by Sanyo (with
,ee Say Keng of Cathay
,s liaison) for a
iQntest in connection
rith Danny Kaye's
,he Double." Contest-
mts were permitted
,o impersonate any ram-
ms personality they
rished to.

#######
it nir mi ii it

CINEMA

HERALD

Singapore's Cinema Herald
{the latest issue of which is
here shown) , was born of a local
newspaper publishing lmpasse.lt
proved to be so spontaneously
successful that when the trouble
was settled, it was continued In
the interests of local film ex-
hibition and distribution,under
the expert editorial guidance af
Carl V. Kannappan of the Cathay
Organisation. Its news is pub-
lished in English, Chinese and
Malay, and it is profusely ill-
ustrated. This issue's Shirley
MacLaine cover in particular was
an attention-getter. It aided
the engagement of "All In A
Night's Work" at the Cathay in
Singapore.

SHIRLEY MacLAINE

LOOKS AHEAD I

BANGKOK, Thailand - Crown
Prince of Thailand and the
Princess Ubolrat are receiving
a souvenir from Miss Nit Nit
Chaikijkarana, daughter of the
Paramount manager for Thailand.
Occasion was a visit by Their
Royal Highnesses to the Para-
mount Theatre for a private
screening of Jerry Lewis'
"CinderFella."

MANILA, Philippines - 'Standee
Shirley,' working in behalf of
"All In A Night's Work," has made
appearances all over the world in
the past several months. Doing
her showmanship Job in warm, cold
and torrid weather, in rain, snow
and sunshine, she nas done an ace
job on towels as well as on film
entertainment. Above, her standee
work is being done on behalf of
the Avenue Theatre, and Paramount
manager A. S. Velasquez reports
that scores of these standees got
prominent and attention-rating
spotting around the city. The one
at top is in the Mico Recording
House at Raon, in this city.

BELOW

SAIGON, Vietnam - Industry
and press assembled at luncheon
to hear Paramount's 1962 prod-
uct announcement. The facts
were delivered by Paramount's
manager, Tuan Kao, seated at
the extreme lower right. We have
seen the mass of clippings in-
dicating that the news was ext-
ensively reported.
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Losing Winner

"Stay to dinner." "Let
me pay!"

I've learned to my
chagrin

Are friendly little
arguments

I somehow always win.

D.E. Twiggs

UHV A1FBED HIT CH CO CXn w 1
P RESENT

A

PS1C0SIS

BOGOTA, Colombia - The
above-the-marquee sign fcr
"Psycho" display very eff-
ectively by El Cid Cinema.
(Other "Psycho" pictures
on Pages ly and 27).

BUENOS AIRES - A group
of young shoppers in the
celebrated Gath y Chaves
department store halted in
the bathroom department ty
this 'arresting' figure
of Shirley MacLaine urging
them to see "All In a
Night's Work" at the Operm
Cinema.

Keep your eyes open
to your mercies. The man

who forgets to be thank-
ful has fallen asleep in

life.
Robert L. Stevenson

MUNDIAL APROBAC I ON AL
PROGRAMA PARAMOUNT 62

**************
El anuncio sirault&neo en t<)

do el mundo del programa de pel£culas
Paramount pafca 1962, hecho el mes par-
sado por loa sefiores George Weltner y
Jerome Pickman en Nueva York, y por
loa jefes de zona de Paramount en loa
prinoipales centro s del mundo, ha re-
clbldo la aprobaciOn un&nime del mun-
do entero. El hecho que todaa lae pe-
llculas a diatribuir por la compafiia
aean de gran longitud e importancia

muy eloglado por loa empreaarioa y
la prensa, y la liata de eatrellaa y
otraa peraonalidadea que aparecen en
eataa cintaa constituia una emocionan
te noticia para todo el peraonal Para
mount que tiene la obligaciOn de con-
seguir que a eataa pel£culas ae lea
dO la maxima circulaciOn mundial para
que eate magn£fico entretenimierrto
llegue al maximo niSmero de aspect ado-
rea.

Una de las principalea cin-
taa anunciadaa -Breakfaat at Tiffany 'a'

ya estO recibiOndose con entuaiaamo
no auperado en dondequiera que ae ex-
hibe. En Londrea, por ejemplo, ha ba-
tido todoa loa recorda de la historia
de 25 afloa del Plaza Theatre, y loa
periodicoa ingleaea eapecializadoa di
cen que noa ea poaible auperar la in-
terpretaci6n de Audrey Hepburn en ea-
ta produce iOn. En el Radio City Mu-
aic Hall de Nueva York la pel£cula ha
terminado ya au compromiao de proyec^i
oiOn, con enorme Oxito, aimilar al lo
grado en todo el continente norteame-
rioano. En otraa parte a del mundo en
que ae ha proyectado en uniOn del pro
grama previato para Paramount, ha po-
dido apreciarae el miarao entuaiaamo.

Loa eatudioa noa hablan ya
del entusiamo de todoa con la creaciOn
de la cinta de John Ford "The Man Who

NEW YORK - At the DeMille Theatre premiere
of Hal Wallis' "Summer and Smoke," co-star
Geraldine Page was given an ovation by the
audience prior to tne start of the film. Peter
Glenville, director of the film made from the
Tennessee Williams play, is second on the
right, looking up at tne star.

BUENOS AIRES - The "original costume worn
by Shirley MacLaine" was worked with telling
effect by Radio Splendid LR4 in conjunction
with the showing of "All IN A Night's Work" at
the Metro and Metropolitan Theatres here. The
20 best letters brought the twenty writers to
the radio station for the presentations, here
being carried out by Miss Lidia Duran, official
announcer of the station, and Miss Adela Marti,
of Paramount's publicity department. Several
thousand letters were received in the contest.

Shot Liberty Valance". Cada una de lae
eatrellaa - James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles, Edmond O'Brien y Lee Mar-
vin?- hace tana labor insuperable, y la
pel£cula representa dos horas de emo-
ci<5n para los aficionados al cine que
se cuentas por millones en todo el
mundo. SerO sin duda alguna una de las
pel£culas mas destacadas de 1962.

En este nOmero se publican
algunas notas sobre el viaje por Eu-
ropa del Vice^Presidente George Welt-
ner. En las fotograf£as s<5lo se ven
caras alegrea y un ambiente feliz, to
do lo cual indie a el entusiasmo del
personal Paramount sobre las prespec-
tivas para un future inmediato.

La producci6n de David Suaa-
kind "The Power and the Glory", produ
cida para la Television y para la die
tribuciOn ext ran j era como pel£cula
ful televisada en la red de la Columbit
Broadcasting System a todos los Estap-

dos Unidos en la noche del domingo 29
de octubre. Su protagonista es Sir Lau
rence Olivier, que realise un trabajo
de gran brillantez. Colabora con Ol
un reparto de mucho talento de estre-
llas de Broadway, en especial Jule Ha-
rris, George D. Scott y Roddy McDowell.

Hemos recogido muchas reti-
cles interesantes sobre la producciOn
de Hal Wallis, "Blue Hawai", antes de

proceder a su distribuciOn, pero cre£
mos que la projtecoiOn m&s interesante
ha sido la realizada en Honoluld. En
otra pfigina ae ven fotograf£as de ea-

te acontecimiento. La preaentaciOn t£
n£a como bbjeto prinoipal que Hal Wa-

llis pudiera dar las gracias en gran
eacala a todoa ouantos tanto le ayu-
daron en la creaciOn de la pel£cula
de Elvis Presley en Hawai hace unoa
mesea.
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Hal Wallis' "Blue Hawaii" was given
a special invitational preview at the
Royal Chain's Queen Theatre in Honolulu on
the evening of November 1st. Mr. Wallis,
who was on his way back to Hollywood from
a business visit to Japan, was guest of t

honor, and no producer-guest could possi
ly have been made happier by the recepti
given the picture by the audience present
and the press the following day. It is
our real pleasure to reproduce on this
page some of the actual press comments.
All of the latter were in the spirit of
the writer in the weekend supplement of
the famous Honolulu Advertiser, who said:

"...Well, I'm telling you that
'Blue Hawaii' will do more for the
Islands this year than the HVB, the
Statehood Commission, Dole Corp. and
the macadamia nut division of the
Honokaa Sugar Company all put toget
her - and it won't hurt Elvis either.
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Domestic Help

Little Freddie was
looking in an album of
photographs of his par-
ents' wedding. His father
described the ceremony
and tried to explain its
meaning.

"Oh," the lad finally
exclaimed. "Is that when
you got mummy to come
and work for us?"

Neal O'Hara

RIO DE JANEIRO - Three
Brazilian film notables
pose beside a showmanship
standee for the French
film, "Winter, Holiday," a
Paramount release that is
breaking records in this
country and promises to be
an all-time record gross-
er. The three, L to R,are:
Jose' Vasco Abreu, Paramount
branch manager in Rio;
SebastiSo Gomes, manager
of the Opera Theatre here;
and Oswaldo Leite Rocha,
ace publicist.

MUNDI ALMENTE ACLAMADO
0 PROGRAMA DA
PARAMOUNT PARA 1962

*************
A divulgaqao simult&nea, no raundo intei -

ro, do novg Programa da Paramount, para 1962 ,

feita no mea passado em Nova York, peloa Srs
George Weltner e Jerome Pickraan, e naa princi -

paia oidades do mundo, peloa reapectivoa repre—
sentantes da Paramount, recebeu aprovaqao unani
me numa escala internacional. 0 fato de todoT
oa filmea a ser produz^dos e distribuidos pels
Companhia pertencerem a categoria especial de
super-produqoes, foi vivaraente aclamado, nao ao
peloa exibidore6, como pela imprenaa especiali-
zada; e a simples raenqao do none das "estrelas?
"astros" e outras peraonalidades quo ^aparecerao
naqueles filmea, conatituiu por ai ao uirm emo -

cionante notlcia para oa proprios funcionarios
da Paramount, que terao a responaabilidade do
fazer com quo esses filmea circulem por toda
parte, de maneira a proporcionar entretenimento
salutar ao maior numero poasivel dos railhoes de

eapectadores de cinema.
Uma das groduqoes maximaa mencionadas na-

quela divulgaqao—"bonequinha de Luxo"— esta
sendo recebida com entusiasmo aem paralelo onde
quer que seja apresentada. Em Londres,por exem-

plo, bateu todos os recordes eatabelecidoa nos

35 anoa da Historia do Cinema Plaza; e os cro -

niataa estao dizendo que nada exiate de igual a

RIO DE JANEIRO - Notables at the recent
buffet supper and screening of "It Started In
Naples" at the United States Embassy here und-
er the auspices of the MFEA. L to R: Sr.Rogerio
Marinho, director of the Brazilian newspaper.
0 Globo; Sr. Luis Severiano Ribeiro Jr. , lead-
ing Brazilian exhibitor: Sr. Victor Boucaa,
industrialist and director of the Department of
Tourism of the Brazilian Goverranent.

Bobby Darin may well
have plotted his own per-
sonal career in the same

way he plays chess - for
he is up in the champion-
ship class now - particu-
larly after his triumph of

acting, with Stella Stev-

ens as co-star, in "Too

Late Blues."

Every man has his
price and every woman her
f igure

. Aaron Henry

performance de Audrey Hepburn. Em^Nova York, no

Radio City i/.uaio Hall, o filme ja completou a

sue vitoriosa carreira, e a mesraa raedida de su-

cesso vem ae repetindo atraves de todo o conti-

nents norte-americ&no. Em outras partes do mun-

do, onde "bonequinha de Luxo" foi exibida conco

mitantemente com a divulgaqao do novo Programa

da Paramount, urn expressivo e acentuado entusi-

asmo se tornou evidente.
# m

Informaqoes dos estudios noa dao oonta do

estado de excitaqao de todos os qua estao liga-

dos ao novo trabalho de John Ford, "The loan Who

Shot Liberty Valance". Cada um dos artistes —
James Stewart, John Wayne ^ Vera Miles, Edmond

O'Brien e Lee Marvin—, tem a seu cargo um mara.

vilhoso desempenho, tudo indicando que o filme,

na opiniao dos fans do mundo inteiro, sera cer-

RIO DE JANEIRO - Paramount's powerful pub-
licity drive on "It Started In Naples" (Someaf
it was reported here last month), has paid off
handsomely. Above are some of the queues at the
Bruni-Flamengo Theatre. Figures for the first
4 days topped the theatre's average weekly
business by U0%, so that the full first week's
business was a really whopping total.

Paramount general manager A. Stephen Clug
says that on the basis of press raves and
attendance crowds the picture will be one of
the all-time-great-grosser s for Brazil. Publi-
city campaign was keyed around the film's
gaiety and the charms of Capri.

tamente aclamado como um dos melhores de 1962.

Alguns instantaneos fotograficos da via •

gem do Sr. Weltner pela Europe sao publicados

nesta edigao. E em todos eles aparecem rostos i

legres e sorridentes, deixando transparecer urn

real atmosfera de felicidade, o que bem tradu:

o entusiejBO d$s paramounteses pelos pianos pa-

ra o futuro proximo.

A produgao de David Suaskind,"The Power

and the Glory", feita nao so para a televisao ,

como para^a distribui^ao no estrangeiro oomo u-

ma produqao cinematografica usual, foi televi -I

sionada em cadeia pela Columbia broadcasting

System, e pratioamente vista por todos os pos-

suidores de TV, nos Estados Unidos.na noite de

29 de outubro findo. Essa produqao e ejtrelada

por Sir Laurence Olivier, ator^que esta,de fa-

to, magnlfico em seu papel. E ele secundado por

um elenco de talentosos artistes da Broadway ,

destacando-se dentre eles Julie Harris, George I

Scott e Roddy IdoDowell.
#

Temos recebido noticias interessantes a

respeito das exibiqoes privadas da nova produ -

9«o de Hoi Wallis, "Feitiqo Havaiano",feitas sd

tes do ^anqamento regular do filmej^e uma des-

sas noticias refere-se a uma exibiqao realizada

em principios deste mes, em Honolulu. FatjOgrafi-

as a ela referentes aparecem em^outra pagina. 0

•principal objetivo dessa exibiqao foi 0 de ex -

tender, em larga eaoala, os agradecimentos en-

viados a Hal Wallis, de maneira a abranger ajto

das as peaso*s que cooperaram na confecqao des-

se filme de Elvis Presley, no daval, ha alguns

meses atras.

"Blood and Roses" was a remarkably fine

prestige success in its gala premiere recently

at the Imperio Theatre, Lisbon.

The critics loved the film; the opening

night was completely sold out — and the aud-

ience was entranced.
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BUENOS AIRES - This is the exterior

of the Metro Theatre, and the crowds
are streaming away happily after hav-
ing seen Shirley MacLaine in "La Dama
de la Madrugada" (known otherwise as
"All In A Night's Work"). A lot of
elements brought this crowd to the
Metro

NEWS VIEWS OF FILM EVENTS
THROUGHOUT LATIN AMERICA

....for instance, there was the
city-wide use of these Shirley stand-
ees, towel-draped and quite beguiling.
They were used by the hundreds. This
one is in the Tea House Galeria Rodri-
guez Pena.

BUxUl'A, Colombia - One
of the smartest phases of
El Cid's showmanship cam-
paign on "Psycho" was the
painting of the film's
title on this particular
building. Viewpoint of the
camera taking this shot is
the viewpoint of countless
thousands who gaze at the
celebrated Montserrats
Monastery on Mont serrate
Hill, So one cannot see
one without being conscious
of the other.

BELCW

LIMA, Peru - It was
quite impossible to go to
any place in this city
and not be reminded or"La
Dama De La Madrugada," or
"All In A Night's Work."
Everywhere that one went,
there was Shirley Maclaine
-or a reasonable fac-
simile thereof. As a res-
ult . both the Tacna and El
Paclfico Theatres reported
their audiences packed
with Shirley MacLaine fans
- and Paramount manager
Lennart BJorck was happy.

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - A
"Psycho" poster, and a crowd to
see the film at the Rex.

Left
BOGOTA - Colombia

manager Andres Sanz, at
right, and his assist-
ant, Misael Russi, in
the lobby of the cid
Theatre, synchronize
their watcnes on start-
ing time of "Psycho" to
make sure that admiss-
ions policy is strictly
enforced.

BUENOS AIRES - Highly
esteemed department store-
of Harrod's gave over this
important window for show-
manship display in behalf
of "All In A Night's Woric"
at the Metro ana Metropol-
itan Theatres.

mmm

lilMKU*
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GERALDINE PAGE

If Tennessee Williams
had never existed, Geral-

dine Page, who stars in

his film version of "Sum-

mer and Smoke," wonders
where her Broadway and

Hollywood acting career

might be.

Miss Page, who played

in the revival of "Summ-

er and Smoke" at Circle

in the Square in 1952,
has also starred in the
summer circuit versions
of "A Streetcar Named
Desire" and "The Glass
Menagerie" as well as
the recent Broadway hit,

"Sweet Bird of Youth."

"Tennessee is my guid-

ing force," she claims.

"I came out of complete
obscurity in the theatre

in 'Sumner and Smoke' and

the very next season went

to Broadway, where I saw

my name at last in mar-
quee lights."

BOSTON - Effective
"Blue Hawaii" tie-up with

?
Supreme supermarkets in
reater Boston. First 100

customers purchasing Food
Club Pineapple Juice rec-
eived guest tickets and
leis to see the film at
the Metropolitan Theatre.
Additionally, 3,000 leis
were given to Juice pur-
chasers, compliments of
Elvis Presley.

The cruelest lies are

often told in silence.
-Robert Louis Stevenson

"A WELL-STOCKED SANTA
TAKES THE ROAD AGAIN”

This was the banner headline on the cover
of November 1st Motion Picture Herald. Inside
was a 2-page article, this time with the head-
line: "A Hardy Perennial Hits the Exhibition
Trail Once Again."

It all referred to the superb showmanship
campaign with which "White Christmas" has
been re-released and has proven to be an ace

revenue-maker for both exhibitor and distrib-
utor.

Three illustrations (all of which have
appeared in Paramount World), one advertise-
ment, and four columns of text comprised the

Motion Picture Herald's feature.

CHARLOTTE NEWS (from Page 6)

its kind in this part of the South. The Cax>]4»

Theatre, Charlotte, N. C. will be completely
remodeled into the Cinerama. The Carolina thea-

tre was built in 1927 and is located downtown.
We are proud to have in our office the first

lacty of WOMPI - Mrs. Myrtle Parker, wh6 is se-

cretary to our Branch Manager, Lawrence Terrell.
She is President of the Association of the

Women of the Motion Picture Industry. Congratu-
lations, Myrtle and best wishes for a good year
of progress for WCMPIl

Good News I The operation was a success.
That's v*iat the doctor said today about the eye

LlV/NO STEREO

;
rcaVictor

presents"
to ORIGINAL SOUND TRACI AIMS

l 14 GREAT SONGS

ELVIS’ LATEST!
14 GREAT SONGS FROM THE ORIGINAL BLUE HAWAII SOUNDTRACK

A HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION, A PARAMOUNT PICTURES RELEASE.

it BLUE HAWAII

it ALMOST ALWAYS TRUE

it ALOHA OE

NO MORE

I * CANT HELP FALLING IN LOVE

ROCK A HULA BABY

i
£ MOONLIGHT SWIM

LSP/LPM-2426
IN Limn STf PtG UNO MONAUPAI HI fl

ORDER NOW!
@ lUA\i<T(.)H@

The mo*' trusted name <n sound

it KU U I-PO

it fFO EATS

it SLICIN' SAND

it HAWAIIAN SUNSET

it BEACH BOY BLUES

ISLAND OF LOVE

it HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG

NEW YORK - This is the type of full-page

advertising that the RCA-Victor L/P album on

Hal Wallis' "Blue Hawaii" is receiving in the

music trade publications* This ad was in the

November 11th Billboard Music Week*

Goss
i p That f,s T rue

Not one of the four young actors - Frank
Atienza, Jose De Varga, Ralph Henalie and Lani
Kai - who play native beach boys in Hal Wallis'
"Blue Hawaii ." starring Elvis Presley, had ever
been to Hawaii until they went there for filming
of the Paramount musical comedy John Wayne':
famous old battered hat, now virtually his trad
mark, will not be seen in "The Man Who Shot Lib-

erty Valance ." The stetson, trampled, torn and
worn through many Western fights and desert
chases, has finally reached a
point where it can no longer
hold together. It is now rep-
osing in Wayne's trophy room,
while a new one is being made
and properly aged to match it.

The stars of "Liberty Valance"
— James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Hiies

,
Lee Marvin and

Edmond O'Brien — have been
joined by a grand group rf the
great stars of yesterday. Eva Novak, Stuart
Holmes, Dorothy Phillips, Gertrude Astor, Helen
Gibson and Bill Henry are some of those that Jolt

Ford signed for appearances in his production..
And by the way, Mr. Ford calls his picture an
"intimate Western," thus creating a new categor
to describe his important production.

\1
JOHN WAYNE

Martin Rackin, head of Paramount production,
is back in the studio from his European Journey
undertaken in the company of Vice president
George Weltner. In England he had joined produc

er Hugh French in a series of meetings with Sir

Winston Churchill on Paramount's forthcoming
filming of "The Churchill Story ." And again the

great elder statesman had said: "I only wish

Errol Flynn were alive so he could play igypert. 1

A
ed Taylor, who recently completed the scree

play on Alistair MacLean's "Night Without End ,"

William Perlberg-George Seaton production, has

taken leave from film production to revise a ne

novel scheduled for publication next year.

operation on Salesman Joe Cutrell's eye three
weeks ago. It will be a few more weeks until
Joe returns. His co-workers and exhibitors
have missed him and thought of him constantly
during his absence and look forward to his re-

turn.
Booker Yates Pryor is busy booking pictures

after an absence of two weeks, having been hos-
pitalized for surgery. We missed you, too,

Tates.
Tommy Lambert's father is doing nicely after

a serious back operation in Durham recently.
Eleanor Helms, booking stenographer, and her

husband, Jerry, have moved into a new home in

Clanton Park.
The November Luncheon of the Charlotte WOMPI

Club will present a silent movie, Iff. C. Fields

in "Hurry, Hurry", a comedy. The music for the

film will be done by a former silent movie

pianist, Mrs. Gertrude Pearce who played for

the silents from 1906 to 1927 (21 years) when

the talkies put her out of a job.
-Mildred Hoover

Now that "Summer and Smoke" has
been released - and reviewed - the
’Oscar' -look in Hal Wallis' eyes
( see Page 6) has grown even more
intent.
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS

ON THE U.S. -CANADA

FILM FRONT *******

TORONTO - G«orge Peppard on hia recent
visit here in connection with the release.of
"Breakfast
enrl
This
program.

sit here in connection witn tne release or
reakfast At Tiffany's," is shown being int-
riewed by Allan Walters of the "701" show,
is is CBLT-TV's biggest television interview

BELOW
KW YORK - Geraldine Page, co-star of "Sum-

mer and Smoke," made a guest appearance at the
merchandising forum of Quigley Publications,
where she was introduced by Martin Davis. She is

shown here speaking with Martin Quigley,Jr.

,

vice-president of Quigley Publications. At left
is Joseph Friedman, executive assistant to Mar-
tin Davis.

REAKFAST AT I FTAN S_

GEORGE PEPPARD

CHICAGO - Close observation of this scene
outside of the Esquire Theatre will reveal
that there are two lines of people in the
foreground. The nearer line Is of patrons
exiting from the Esquire after happily view-
ing "Breakfast At Tiffany's." The other line
comprises the three-abreast queue of those
waiting to enter the theatre.

DETROIT - Paramount star Stella Stevens
was beguilingly in attendance at the recent
42nd Annual Convention of Allied Theatres of
Michigan, Inc. She is shown above first with
Marshall H. Fine, president of Allied. In the
other picture she is with Milton H. London,
at left, outgoing president of Allied, and
Tom Duane, Paramount branch manager.

msmam mu urnsm mcrwrie *“»>/, rnmsur HalWaLUS~
9SBB SS sae SKS

MEW YORK - Cooperation with ASTA (The
American Society of Travel Agents has re-
sulted in this alluring poster for "Blue
Hawaii" being placed for display with
1.500 travel agents in the United States.
It is also being translated into several
languages, and through Paramount Internat-
ional's publicity department is being
channeled by Armand Cardea into important
distribution spots overseas.

NEW YORK - Appointment
of Warren G. Harris (above)
to the newly-created publi-
city post of manager of
creative services for Par-
amount Pictures, is announ-
ced by Martin Davis, direc-
tor of advertising, publi-
city and exploitation.

In his new post, Harris
will coordinate the creat-
ion and servicing of photo-
graphic and printed mater-
ials. He will also serve as
Paramount's liaison with
national consumer magazines
and paperback book publish-
ers.

Harris has been with
Paramount for two years as
trade press representative
and news copy editor. He
was previously on the edit-
orial staff or Quigley
Publications, New York.

Re-releases really
are for the bucks!

Recently the Martin
and Lewis comedy,
"Three Ring Circus" did
a 2-weeks' engagement
as a re-release at the
Liberty Theatre ,Colombo,
Ceylon.

It grossed nearly
twice as much as it did
during the two weeks of
its initial release.
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LISBON - Emilio Prister, Paramount

manager for Portugal (at left) giving

the company's product message to the

Portuguese press on October 16th.

Other pictures relating to the

European press meetings will be

found elsewhere in this issue, prin-

cipally on the language pages of

the countries concerned.

ANNOUNCING THE PARAMOUNT 1962

PRODUCT PLANS TO THE INDUSTRY

AND PRESS OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE

Beginning with the
Copenhagen announcement
of James E. Perkins, Par-
amount Intemat ional ' s

president, on October 13,
and repeating the same
news in other capitals
during the next 3 days,
the facts of the 1962
Paramount product were
given the most intensif-
ied dissemination of any
such film news that Eur-

AMSTERDAM - An obviously pleased
group of press representatives heard
the Paramount news as announced here
by manager Charles Wijsmuller, at the
extreme right. Gerard Tollenaar, pub-

licity manager, is second from left.

BARCELONA - Giving the news to Spain is gen-
eral manager Frank Slter,at left: his audience,
Sr. Ribas, Radio Espana; Sr. Menendez, Diario
de Barcelona: Sr, Garcia, La Vanguardla; Sr.
Malet, Hoja del Lunes; Sr. Abello, Cinemundo;
and Jose' Xaubet, sales manager.

HELSINKI - One of several groups
assembled by manager Kurt Troupp to
hear the momentous news. L to R: Mrs.
Wathen, editor, Ajan-Savel; Mrs. Cay
Idstrdm, radio-tv companies} Mr.Erkki
Melakoski, tv; Mr.R.Kaijanen, artist
and designer; Miss Tytti Niiles, editor
of Seura: Mr. Troupp; Mrs. Heli Lind-
gren, chief accountant; Mr.O. Virtamo,
head booker; Mr. J .Kohonen . Suomi-FIkl
Oy; Mrs.A.Himberg,Astor-Filmi Oy.

TEL-AVIV, Israel - Manager Ladislav Koch,
at left, has just handed news concerning the
new product to some of the press members invi-
ted by him for the announcement. (The Para-

ted for be-
*ood news). Shown L

mount manager was later congratulated
ing the dispenser of such good news)

_

to R: Mr. Koch, Mrs. Greiff, critic of Jedioth

ope has seen in years.

Following a carefully
prepared format ,

the
announcement was made in

Vienna, Helsinki, Frank-
furt, Amsterdam,Tel-Aviv,
Lisbon, Barcelona and
Athens. In every case,

a

gratifying cascade of
favorable publicity was
the result, evidencing
the skilled overall planning of general manager John B. Nathar
and the physical development of the details by publicity dir-
ector Guenter Schack and his able staff.

There seems no doubt whatsoever of the fact that the pres
and the exhibitors of Continental Europe are definitely aware
of what Paramount has in store for them for 1962 and tne years
beyond.

Hayom; Mrs. Stein, critic of Jedioth Chadashoth;
Mr. M. Alon, critic of Haboker; Mr.S.Shamgar,
Chairman of Newspapermens’ Association of
Israel, and Critic of Jedioth Achronoth; Mr.J,
Shrych, critic of Haaretz; and Mr. Z.Rav-Nof,
critic of Davar.



LONDON - Famous coutur-
ier Hubert de Givenchy, who
designed Audrey Hepburn's
costumes for "Breakfast At
Tiffany's," arriving at
London Airport en route to
attend the premiere of the
film at the Plaza Theatre.

ROME - The film company
making "The Pigeon That
Took Rome" will long remem-
ber the wonderful, friendly
party given early this month
by producer-director Mel
Snavelson (above) to celeb-
rate the completion of lo-
cation-shooting here on the
film. from all accounts,Mr.
Shavelson was a gracious
and bountiful host.

BELOW

HOLLYWOOD - Interesting
glimpse of India's Prime
Minister Nehru on the set
of "The Pigeon That Took
Rome," with Charlton Heston,
Elsa Martinelli. Debbie
Price and Marietto.

LONDON - Mr. F.E. Hutchinson,
Paramount managing director,
with Viscount Prestwood at the
Plaza Theatre premiere of Aud-
rey Hepburn's "Breakfast At
Tiffany's."

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONAL I T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
Cl NEViA EVENTS

PERTH, Australia - Quartette
of prominent West Australian
filmites co-honoring Jack Edw-
ards. promoted to branch manag-
ership in Melbourne, and Vic
Loffman, promoted from booker to
sales representative for Western
Australia. L to R: R.Elsegood,

LONDON - Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Griffith at the Plaza Theatre
premiere of "Breakfast At Tiff-
any's" last month. Mr. Griffith
is co-starred with William Hol-
den and Lilli Palmer in the
William Perlberg-George Seaton
production, "The Counterfeit
Traitor."

IjVJO nnKJEjL&O in« gxam-
orous Stella Stevens poses
on the set of a current
production with a copy of
the October Paramount World,
which features her on the
cover, and has much news on
inside pages concerning her
meteoric work with Bobby
Darin in John Cassavetes'
"Too Late Blues."

NEW YORK - Geraldine
Page, co-star, and Peter
Glenville, director, of
"Summer and Smoke" at the
DeMille Theatre premiere of
the Hal Wallis production.

LONDON - A most effective
study of Audrey Hepburn and Bob
Hope at the Plaza Theatre prem-
iere of "Breakfast At Tiffany's"
last month. Bob's presentation
of Audrey from the stage of the
Plaza will long be remembered
for its warmth and sincerity.

at the Plaza Theatre premiere
of "Breakfast At Tiffany's." Mr
and Mrs. Peter Reed, at left,
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Peverett.

PARIS - Arrival at Orly Airport of Vice-president George
Weltner and Continental general manager John B. Nathan from
their business survey trip in other countries. L to R: Henri
Michaud, assistant general manager for the Continent; Henri
Klarsfeld, general manager for France and territories: Mr.
Nathan: Mr. Weltner; Richard P. Edelstein, assistant to the

S
eneral manager; Guenter Schack, publicity and advertising
irector for Continental Europe.

I DO NOT ATTACH much importance to America's
bombs. I attach importance to her great vitallly
and integrity. The strength of America is

deeper and more significant than her financial
power.

Jawaharlal Nehru
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NEW YORK NEWS ITEMS FROM

F I FT EEN-O-ONE ,
BROADWAY*

The final act in Bill O'Connell's 40 years

of matchless service as office manager was

beautiful in its sincerity and simplicity.

Bill wanted merely to walk away from his desk,

but popular sentiment would not go quite that

far. All day long, friends dropped by to say

the things that perched on top of their hearts;

and then as the evening sun dropped down in the

sky, Arthur Israel, Irene Sullivan and Charlie

Hickey showed up bearing gifts - a barometer

set and a hefty 3-figure check representing

the contributions of Bill's co-workers in all

departments, and another check - a real

beauty - representing the Company's expression

of thanks for a selfless, wonderful service,

tirelessly performed.

And speaking of wonderful service, a salvo

of toots for the compact unit of tireless

toilers known as Paramount International pub-

licity and advertising - and comprising Aimand

Cardea, Linda Salzberger, Edith Talcott, Lori

Kantrowitz and Marguerite Bourdette. Linda,by
the way, is just back from a marvelous Caribb-

ean cruise. She is now definitely an authority

on that colorful part of the world.... And if

you want to hear more reminiscences on an un-

forgettable journey, speak with the Tenth

At press time the STELLA STEVENS team held a slim half

point rrergin over the defending champ ELVIS PRESLEY in the

Paramount Pictures Club Bowling League. Two points off

the pace was ROBERT CUMMINGS, with STEVE MCOUEEN another

point in arrears. All the "good" teams are way back in

the pack, six or more points behind as the lOOf handicap

continues to favor the so called "weaker" squads. Front-

running STEVENS receives a handicap of 134 while last

place BOBBY DARIN is gifted with only 30.

In the individual races, Marilyn Bettinger's 208 game and

Charley Hickey's 244 are tops while Sara Sowers has 156

average and 506 series and McKeown 177 and 615 to hold

their leads. During the month following noteworthy scores

were chalked upj Sara Sowers 193-505, Helen Dumbra 180,

Charley Hickey 202, Nick Hatgis 219-521, Tom Glanos 199-

509, Ted Cole 203-504, Dennis Navle 210-550, Gino Campag-

nola 201 and Gil Sullivan 500.
-Bob McKeown

Floor's Teas Klausner about her recent Europ-

ean vacation in London, Paris, Switzerland and

several Italian cities. .. .Edna Corton is secre-

tary to Milton Kirshenberg, Paramount InternA-

ional's treasurer, and her two trips to Europe

and her deep interest in international finance

are of immense help to her in her fascinating

work. She lives in North Bergen, New Jersey

but she crosses the Hudson as often as she can

to attend to another great interest, the Broad-

way theatre.
Ottawa, Canada's capital, recently played

Charlie Hickey,
manager of the

Head Office mailroom, has received from Miss Michi
Yasumura, director of the Children's Recreation Service

of Bellevue Hospital, the traditional invitation for

Paramount personnel to do their fine share in making
the spirit of "eagerly-awaited Christmas" come truly

true for the 300 under-privileged children in that great

institution.
Mr. Hickey has also received copy of the Service's

annual report thanking Paramounteers for their help JuA
one Christmas ago.

There'll be other notices posted; but in the meantime

get out those unused toys, feshen 'em up, and have them
ready for the big collection in a couple of weeksl

Chr i stmas Toy note

host to Arthur J. Dunne, head of Bidding and
National Sales, when he and several mambers cf

his family were there for a week. Arthur's
daughter is there as an officer in NATO's naval

forces.... In the better-late-than-never dept,
is a recording here of the pleasure Illona
Weiss got from her June vacation in Bermuda...
It's a first anniversary at Paramount for
Irving Nadler and Herbert Kampe, both of the
Contract dept. And both 'graduated' to Para-
mount from Warners. Irving was a recent visit-
or to California, where he met the Studio's Ed

Schellhorn, who sent 'Hello' to all friends in

the East.... A warm welcome to Sheila Kobren,
steno. in Contract - a Paramount eer since July.

Her first job since high school, too....And

one more 'Contract' note. Stephanie Weintraub,

after 2\ years with the "Ten Commandments"

unit, is now in the playdate dept ., recording

domestic grosses.
Congratulations to the former Marlene Ellis

who became Mrs. George Pekow on the evening of

Saturday, October 7th.

On International's tenth floor — A welocne

to Elena Dellarosa, billing clerk, who joined

Paramount on October 16th.
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AUSTRALIAN AND NEW

ZEALAND FILM EVENTS

PERTH - Industry-wide cocktail party honoring
Jack Edwards on his promotion from managership here
to the important branch managership in Melbourne,
and Vic Loffman on his promotion from Perth booker
to West Australian sales representative. L to R:
A. Chester, A. C.E. Theatres: Vic Loffman: Jack
Edwards: Film Weekly's W.Beecham: C. Spivey of the
Piccadilly Theatre; J .Pye,A.C.E. ' s managing director.

RIGHT

PERTH - Jack Edwards, in
centre, with the highly
capable staff he leaves here
in charge of Paramount '

s

operations. L to R: R.R.
Hudson, cashier; Vie Loff-
man, sales representative:
J.S.Polmear, booker; and R.
W.Harrison, ad. sales and
despatch.

....and of course Paramounteers
also were interested in the new
product. Here, L to R, are -
James A. Sixsmith, secretary-
treasurer; NSW salesman Jim
Flannery; exhibitor Mrs. Joyce
Dietricn of Wellington, NSW; and
Paramount salesman Kal Bagnall.

SYDNEY - Deeply interested
in the company's upcoming prod-
uct as announced as the recent
meeting held under the auspices
of Robert L. Graham, managing
director, are, L to R: Russ
Ayling. Radio 2SM; Rhonda Bigi-
low. Film Weekly executive, and
Bill Beecham, editor of Film
Weekly

Trip to Hong Kong" Contest Highlight of

All-Out "Suzie Wong" Bally in Brisbane SihSL’Ini:

“Sunr Wao|' style For Fi

ap- Also, mcenar «-«i burned durmf the peak By * Fortunate iHicut

pam| m . pubfcriwd pinto TV pricer pntek. rod round tracks From the FtCA found Brisbane > own Ma
‘ dnd an autographed book, in LP at- reradnij me played tn the ana during at the Clayhrld tu»Vr*art _

From the round track, and theatre 'be day. .wired as boat ear for many at the pre-

* This contest appeared Hi three a- F«u weeks tn advance al opening mere events,

of the publication with a total oF 74 tfcka* reflect, ticket taken and usherette. At a reault of the

ow arches at space resulting wtee colorful lapel badgea asmeam- ing the plsydate received as et

S cwhig of the attraction. TV theatre alao free TV and n

Amu i
a RCA which during tV plsydate.

IMtalh al other Facets of Mr Cresves' ongmal atmoapherW tomprehenaive campaign for the Urn 0m.
mcbrdsd the following TV theatre slated tV city's 10 main
TV Wmta Carden used slides on its bookseflen weeks tn advance of playdate.

to herald the playdate seven weeks so that they were able to stock up with

sihtaar* . with the teaser trailers started copses of the book and cooperate with
Ima weeks in advaace. and the tegular huge displays throughout the* shops
P«htOta trailer two weeks In advance A special screaitng of "Susie Wong'

For 'super - attractions, approximately was held For all oust drops and record
threr tarn a year." writes tV showman. bar department heads, which aided m get

'we completely revamp our normal sun bog attractive window displays to there

dard mcdiuma in Front of house to create stem Alao tn attendance at the preview,

dnsarBon and atmosphere* On the theatre which was held at a special theatre hired

1 1 a special bowl was mads up Fas- lor tbe occasion. •

JC ogn poioted to Penncys. br far the largest chain store in

jba leva-The Home of Susie Wcsig* Brisbane, which devoted Ful windows and
*•*» again, bamboo Framed this sign For doorways Hi then three block entrances to

^Mrt publicity For the attractne tn the Form of

TV Foyer was decorated with two 14- window snipes. One-threes and specially

at background, noth the remainder made up 1 1 a 1 4 cards TV idea of this pub-
ng hamboo strips and brinehex, licity tn advance was to thaw the attm-

•Dy imported For the bon of the public to thru two special in-

ly al Festooning. This tsde displays. tV Chinese novelty sections,

up In piano to re- and also to f'
’
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To Fabian Post
Appointment of Adrian Eftrkaoo as tha-

tnri manager of the upstate New York

Fabian Theatres was announced by Ed-

ward L Fabaan. operating bead of tV the-

Fabian Theatres in New Jersey. Six nan
ago. V was named district manager of the

Fabian Staten Island theatres

TV theatres under Ms aipervmoD wd
V the Palace, Albany. Praetors. TVoy.

thy and nights. For a senssboeial eflnct Players, one of the csty i

ta i

wm that srith
1 mg

'» moat tsckalvr
|

eral

va. Cohoes, and the Mohawk. Sara

and Rlvervsew Dnve-In theatres

te show changes have been brought

« by the larthrromg i e«uemail (af-

V fail of tbe year) of Louis R Cold-

|
who has been Fabian Theatres ten

d manager for iV past 17 years

MOTION nCTUtf MHLAAD. 0CT04M V

Motion Picture Herald, the eminent Quigley
publication, devoted almost a full page in its
issue of October 25th to the all-comprehen siv«
showmanship campaign of Harry Greaves for his

SYDNEY - Three other
eminent exhibitors who also
were deeply interested in
the news about the Para-
mount product they expect
to be presenting in 1962.
They are, L to R: Mel G.
Lawton, executive director
of the celebrated Prince
Edward Theatre; Here.
McIntyre, director of the
Prince Edward: and Horrie
Nagel, chief film buyer far
Greater Union Theatres.

presentation of "The World of Suzie Wong" at
the Wintergarden Theatre, Brisbane.

This campaign embraced, one phase of the
national. contest arranged in cpllaborat

"

national co
Paramount F
lines, wher

range
ice a

abor|t^(

"The World of Suzie Won,

Pacific A^?-
each of the
to Hongkong
depicted in

This was one ofe
^

the greatest feats of showmanship in Australian
film history.

A prime feature of Mr. Greaves' campaign
report above is the fact that it shows a full
use of every facet of film sheshowmanship.

Bob Kent, managing

director Robert L.Graham*8
staff driver, and Lois
McGrath were married in
Sydnejr on October 28th.

A few days earlier,
Mr. Graham, on behalf of
the staff, had presented
the happy couple with a
beautiful silver tray.

Our best wishes to the
couple for a life filled
with happiness.

oOStTff'Q



Tonight the CBS Television Network presents one of the most important dramatic events of the season-a

stirring.two-hourdrama ofthe ruin and redemption ofa renegade alcoholic priest, portrayed by one ofthe fore-

most theatrical talents of our time. Tormented from within by guilt and from without by the barbarous cruel-

ties of an anti-clerical government, the priest finds ultimate salvation in a heroic act of sacrifice. Be sure to see

this enthralling drama adapted by DaleWasserman from Graham Greenes famous novel; produced by David

Susskind, directed by Marc Daniels, and performed by one of the greatest casts ever to appear on television:

SIRLAURENCE OLIVIER
,THE POWERAMD THE CLORY

WITH FHAHK CQHW, CYRIL CUSACK. HTTt DUKE. MILOKED DUHHOCK,

MARTIH 6ABEL. THOMAS GOMEZ, JULIE HARBIS. RODDY M'DOWALL.TIM O'COMMOR.

GEORGE C SCOTT. FRITZ WEAVER AMD KEEMAM WYHH.

T0NIGHT9to11PM
CHANNELS

2U

"THE POWER AND
THE GLORY" IS
TO BE A
PARAMOUNT
I NTERNAT I0NAL
S P E C I A L

It was of ’’The Power
and The Glory'’ that
Harriet Van Horne, the
perceptive TV reviewer
of the New York World-
Telegram, said:

"For my part , thi

s

is the sort of film I

should prefer to see
i n a mov i ehouse . I t i

s

beautiful, disturbing,
demanding and occasion-
ally painful. It be-
longs on a large screen
in a darkened theater
as surely as a symphony
belongs in a concert
hall. One must be alone
with it

"

In distributing this prod-

uction throughout the world.

This full page advert isement in The New York (Sunday)

Times of October 29th invited millions of American tele-

vision viewers to watch what proved to be one of the most

compelling dramas viewed in any medium. And this same dy-

namic creation does not cease as an attraction with this

televised exposure j
as a motion picture film it will be

released around the world (US and Canada excepted), by

Paramount Intemat ional

.

THE POWER AND
THE GLORY— was —
authored by^~

Graham Greene

mm
##

Paramount International is

mindful of the fact that the
New York Daily Mirror called

it "one of the finest televi-
sion productions ever to grace

the video waves"; the Daily
News called it "A drama of

searing emotion, a relentless
account of the hunting down of

a priest..." and said that it
is "a presentation marked by
Sir Laurence Olivier’s memor-
able performance"; and the New

York Journal-American said

that "in Laurence Olivier's
role as the tragic priest it

certainly had a fine, richly
modulated powerful performance
of a beautifully drawn role."



RIGHT

BARCELONA, Spain - Signing of the

contract for "One-Eyed Jacks" to be the

Christmas attraction at the Coliseum
Theatre here. Importance of the Colis-

eum in Spain parallels that of the

Radio City Music Hall in the U.S. The

contract for "One-Eyed Jacks" is of a

stature comparable to that of "The Ten

Commandments."

With contract are. right,Sr. Pedro
Balana,leading exhibitor and showman in
this territory, and Henri Michaud,asst,
general manager for Continental Europe,
and in charge of distribution of Macks."
Entire group,L to R: Sr.Jaime Tarrazon,
General Manager of Balafia Enterprises:
Pedro Balana,Jr.; Mr.Michaud; Sr. Balana;
Frank A. Siter, general manager for Spain
and supervisor for Middle East; Jose'
Xaubet, sales manager; Valentin Feixas,
Barcelona branch manager.

NmOH BUKOS
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NEWS CONTINUES UPBEAT IN

THE CONTINENTAL DIVISION

George Weltner
-- Linguist.

In reporting the visit of

Vice-President George Weltner
to Frankfurt, and his presen-
tation of the new product to

the German organization, Hugo
Strainer, general manager in

Germany, wrote:

"Mr. Weltner' s presentat-
ion of the new product was
most inspiring for everybody
present. .. .To most of our
people and to myself it was a
thrilling surprise to hear Mr.
Weltner' s command of the
German language. I heard many
express the wish that they
could speak English as well as
Mr. Weltner speaks German."

{Of course Mr. Weltner
also speaks French add It-
alian with great fluency,
and Spanish well-nigh per-
fectly).

RIGHT

LISBON - Emilio Pris-
ter, Paramount manager
for Portugal, announcing
the company' s product
array for 1962 to the
press of this city.

ANTWERP - Eminent Belgian exhibit-
or Georges Heylen certainly gave his
Metro Theatre a wonderfully effective
front when he presented .Jerry Lewis'
"CinderFella." Yet this was custom-
ary, since M. Heylen is by nature of
being one of the country's great and
progressive showmen.

FRANKFURT - Some of the top members of the
German Paramount organization on hand to meet
Mr. George Weltner (second from right) on his
arrival at Frankfurt Airport. Reading L to R:
Julius Kalle, publicity director; Hugo Stramer,
general manager; Artemlis Stabins. chief of
administration; Mr. Weltner; Siegfried Kobosil,
assistant sales manager.

MUNICH - Arrival at Munich Airport of Vice-
president George Weltner and Continental general
manager John B. Nathan. Show L to R: Mr .Prechtei,
salesman; Munich branch manager Wilhelm Bennin-

f
er; Mr. Nathan: Germany ' s general manager Hugo
tramer; Mr. Weltner; and Mr.Jarosch, salesman.

First Big Banzai! for "My Geisha"
PERKINS
PARINTFILM NEWYORK
( from PARIS ) JUST SCREENED "MY GEISHA" WHICH IS SO ABSOLUTELY MARVELOUS IT LEFT US PRACTI-
CALLY SPEECHLESS. KLARSFELD EDELSTEIN SCHACK PRONT AND MYSELF ENTHRALLED FROM OPENING
SCENE TILL END. PICTURE HAS EVERYTHING PLUS FOR EUROPEAN AUDIENCES AND AM THROWING WHOLE
WEIGHT ENTIRE DIVISION BEHIND THIS ONE TO ENSURE ITS BEING ONE OF OUR GREATEST GROSSERS.
WRITING REGARDS

NATHAN
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CHASE WEBSTER

Chase Webster was born at the
age of 22 when, in the spring
of 19ol, Gary Bruce, songwriter,
used the name Chase Webster to
record his own hit tune "Moody
River." His explanation: "I
thought it would be confusing
to have my name appear as both
the artist and the composer."

When that recording was node,
on a small independent record
label (Southern Sound), neither
Webster nor his manager, Noel
Ball, imagined it would catch
the ears of Dot Records presid-
ent and founder, Randy Wood; or
that Pat Boone would re-record
the song on the , Dot label,
thereby making it one of the
year's biggest song hits.

It did not end there, how-
ever. Randy Wood was so impress-
ed with Webster's talents as a
singer and composer that he
asked if the youngster was av-
ailable to sign a contract with
Dot Records.

In October of 1961, Chase
Webster was launched world-wide
as a recording star with his
first Dot Records release:
"Sweethearts in Heaven" b/w
"Could This Be Magic."

NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION AUTOMETRIC
CORPORAT ION; DOT RECORDS;
K.T.L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAMOUNT
LTD. ; FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

KTLA HIGHLY COMMENDED

Edmund G* Brown, Governor of

California, Samuel Yorty, Mayor
of Los Angeles, the Los Angeles
Board of Supervisors, and the
Los Angeles City Council joined
the press and public of Southern

California in praising televis-
ion station KTLA for its tire-
less on-the-spot coverage of the

worst fire in the history of

Los Angeles.
Governor Brown called station

manager S. L. Adler to congratu-

late him for the station's out-
standing example of television
journalism and to notify him
that an official letter of com-

mendation was on its way.

Mayor Yorty, in a letter
dated November 7, stated "Stat-

ion KTLA and its entire staff

are to be commended for the un-
paralleled coverage. The cover-
age constitutes a public service

of the highest order, deserving
the highest praise."

N.v«d*f 13, 1961 SO Cm
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Dot Records, a wholly-owned Paramour
subsidiary, was front-page news in Bill-
board Music Week, issue of November 13th
It is interesting to note from this news
story that by the end of October last, Do
had already passed the company's I960
figure for the entire year.

HOLLYWOOD - In addition to visiting
the sets where Paramount's theatrical
films were being made, India's Prims Min-
ister Nehru also visited some of the sets
of Paramount Television Productions' act-
ivities. At left he is on the set of "The
Outlaws," a filmed television production.
L to R: Don Collier, Slim Pickens. Prime
Minister Nehru, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the
Prime Minister's daughter, Rodd Redwing,
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"PSYCHO" AND

"SUZIE WONG" ARE

STILL THRILLING

ASUNCION, Paraguay - Opening day
was a mighty crowded day when "Psycho"
came to Juan Biederman's Gran Splendid
Cinema here. And the same excitement
continued for the two crowded weeks of
the Hitchcock thriller's run. Fine
showmanship displays around the cinema
also contributed to the film's success.

CAIRO - So important was the advent
of "The World of Suzie Wong" to the
Radio Cinema that this huge display
board appeared in the theatre's looby
five weeks before the picture opened.
And of course "Suzie" was a huge hit.

BANGKOK, Thailand
Day and night shots of the

exterior of the lavish
Paramount Theatre during
the enormously successful
engagement of "The World
of Suzie Wong."

BOGOTA, Colombia — Three queues for "Psycho"
at the El Cid Cinema here. The two queues in the
centre (one originating in the street, the other
from the left-hand side of the theatre) extend
to the twp box-offices. The line at right compr-
ises persons who already have tickets, but who
must await the ending of the screening already
in progress. Even at this, Paramount's Andrds
Sanz, manager for Colombia, advises that the
camera still didn't cover all of the three queues
completely.

BOGOTA - Loud-speaker truck
which traversed the entire city
area for 4 days in advance of
the opening of "Psycho."

Por V«/«*/•

Taipei’s All-Time Top
Taiwan manager Andrew T. Fan in his

weekly business report to Far East Division
manager S.A.Henriksen, advises that THE WORLD
OF SUZIE WONG at the New China Theatre played
42 days to 200,277 admissions. As a result,
SUZIE WONG becomes all-time-record-grosser
in Taipei for 3$ mm pictures of all countries.

RIO DE JANEIRO - Janet Leigh, co-3tar of
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho," is presently in
Brazil. According to Paramount's general mana-
ger, A. Stephen Clug, she has been instrumental
in gaining a great deal of publicity for the
film not only in Rio, but also in Belo Horiz-
onte, which she also has visited, and which
has yet to play "Psycho."

In the scene above, Janet is seeing Rio from
the yacht of Antonio Sanchez Galdeano, famous
Brazilian industrialist. Shown L to R: Jorge
Guinle (famous society figure), Janet Leigh,
Oswaldo Leite Rocha (Paramount publicity dir-
ector), and A. Stephen Clug.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Manager
Andres Sanz forwards this pol-
itical cartoon bythe country's
most famous cartoonist, Velezefe,
to show the extent to which the
title of "Psycho" has penetrat-
ed into the language and the
thinking of the people. Cartoon
appeared in "El Tiempo" and re-
fers to the forthcoming elect-
ion in which a new president of
the nation will be elected.

The wife is berating her
husband, telling him that this
is the end. He is so calm and
undisturbed - perhaps he is
thinking of being a candidate
for the presidency.

ing of the word is "Psicosis."
However, many have dropped the
.f ” and common usage has made
the word 'Sicosis.'
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TOROUTO - Ths Telemeteritas of

Etobicoke are getting a full

msasuro of diversified entertain-

ment on their metered screens

these days. Above is cover of a

brochure sailed to thea and ann-

ouncing 6 Best-Seller Specials

to be seen during November and

December.
The six, in order of present-

ation, ares "Ice Palace," "Island

In the Sun," "Green Mansions,"

"Where the Hot Wind Blows," "Butr-

terfield 8," "Rally Round the

Flag, Boys."

WASHINGTON - International

Telemeter Company has applied

to the F.C.C. for a new exp-

erimental TV station on UHF

Channel S3 In Los Angeles.

ELEMETER VERY MUCH ON SHOWMANSH t f

QUI VIVE’ IN ET03 1 COKE , TORONTO

t'SSSIFFr
Wednesday, November

Sports Lure Big

In Toronto Test
Paramount execs were elated

this week over results of an out-

side survey showing an “A” per-

formance at the boxoffice on the
part of this film company’s In-

ternational Telemeter run in Eto-
bicoke, Toronto suburb, with sports

as the programming.
Canadian Facts Ltd., one of Can-

ada’s topnotch market research or-

ganizations, reported that on Oct.

29, a total of 35% of the Tele-

meter audience paid $2 per home
to see the otherwise-blacked-out
football game between the Toronto
Argonauts and the Montreal Alou-
ettes, which was piayed in Toronto.

In contrast, 33% of the Tele-
meter subscribers tuned in for free

on the four other pigskin contestsi

available, all involving United
States teams and emanating from
the States. Particularly impres-
sive to Par, as owner of Tele-
meter, is that the Telemeter buy-
ers obviously had their choice of

games and 35% were willing to pay
$2 for the local set-to rather than
paying nothing for Cleveland vs.

|

St. Louis, New York vs. San Diego,

Chicago vs. Philadelphia or San
Francisco vs. Pittsburgh.

Further, the Telemeter paid
•programs, including the football

game and motion pictures on two
other Telemeter channels, picked
up 47% of the potential audience
which had pay or free tv to choose
from.

Telemeter states also that the
Toronto-N. Y. hockey game on the

evening of Oct. 29 drew 29% more
subscribers than the football game.

SUNDAY AT 1 PJA.
STARTING OCT 1

MONDAY AT *t2S
(following AU STAR NEWS)

YOUR COMMUNITY HOUR
ON TELEMETER • CHANNEL 5C

Bill Walker and Doug Maxwell co-emcee

a new controversial series discussing every-

thing from sports to unemployment on

COMMENT & CONVICTION

The women's world both in and beyond the

home... from child care to finance with helpful

hints on homemaking weekly on...

WOMEN’S WORLD
OCT. 2nd "ASSIGNMENT LUNCHBOX"

"FASHION 61"

OCT. 9th "ITS ALL IN KNOWING HOW"
"THE MAY FLOWER STORY"

WIOMUOAT AT 4t29
(following AU star news) For the men (both young and old) an

exciting series on science, sports careers,

ond just plain fun, for

DAD AND I

OCT. 4th "BUILDING A HIGHWAY-
FORGING IN CLOSED DIES"

OCT. I 1th "TO GOD AND MY COUNTRY"
"RED LETTER DAYS"

ETOBICOKE RECREATION NEWS
TUCSOAY AND
THURSDAY AT AtlS

dntfunty RcuUo
TV & HI-FI SERVICE

S‘*H**«***** ********
5C YOUR COMMUNITY HOUF
SUNDAYS AT 12J0 Ml.

SUNDAYS AT 1.00 Ml.

MONDAYS AT AJS F.M.
IMtxtg AU STAR NCWSI

FATHKR STONK

COMMKNT AND CONVICTION

WOMEN’S WORLD
OCT. 16 MOW DO YOU STAND’

CREDIT: MAN S CONFIDENCE IN MAN

OCT. 23 TREASURES IN THE HOME
PREPARING FORMULA

FOR DAD AND I

OCT 1 8 STAINLESS STEEL I

THE TRANSISTOR

l ARCHITECTURE

TUCS.iTHURS.«f*.1SP

CHIROPRACTIC STORY

SPACE SCIENCE AND TIME

OKI KICRIATION Ml

Telemeter's Conran ity Hour over
Channel 5C has become Increasingly li

portant to Ulemeter subscribers in

Etobicoke, Toronto. Shown above are

two examples of the telecasts over 5

These transmissions are of course fh
of charge to the subscribers.

5B
NOV.
n, 22, 23

/iCIfcREflT MOVIES FHUM^NOVELS

BEST-S LLER CHANNEL 5C-NOV.20, 21, 22-MON.
TUES. WED. SHOWN 8:30 PM ONLY

* * * * H * * * * * * * ilk * *

starring

JAMES MASON JOAN FONATINE STEPHEN BOYD
HARRY BELAFONTE DORTHY DANDRIOGE

for ALL the family!

Section of & page of "Your Telemeter Guide"

(November 12-25) illustrating the Telemeter Best

Seller Special that was being offered at the

time this issue of Paramount World was published.

This same issue of "Your Telemeter Guide" also

listed "White Christmas," which was a Telemeter

offering for a full week over Etobicoke's 5B

Channel
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"Waters of Bangkok".
Venice and Bangkok hare much in comm-

on. Each has an infinite number and var-
iety of structures of eye-filling beauty.
Each is criss-crossed by canals of spec-
tacular interest. Each is a city that
lives on the water and by the water. Such
is the spirit of "Waters of Bangkok," one
of the most interesting short features in
color that Paramount has ever distributed.
See it soon, and plan to give it a wide-
spread booking.

PARAMOUNT'S FINE SHORTS
REALLY FILL THE BILL

Paramount short features

continue to use the wide world

as a canvas, and to receive

in return, the admiration of

the world. "Sprin*? In Scandinav-

ia" is a case in point, and in

addition, it is reasonably cert-

ain that this lovely two-reeler

will be on the receiving end of

many votes when nominations for

the Academy Awards receive their

annual consideration within a

month or so.

"SPRING IN

SC A N D I NAV I A"

IS SHEER

BEAUTY

One of the many sequences of outstanding beauty in the
Paramount two-reeler, "Spring in Scandinavia," deals with the

Milles Gardens, adorned with a number of the outstanding
sculptures of Carl Milles. Above, in the Technicolored sub-

ject, is one corner of the Gardens showing works of the cele-

brated Swedish artist. Many of Carl Milles works are to be
found in the United States, notably in Detroit and St. Louis.
"Spring in Scandinavia" is already in U.S. release and is

meeting with decidedly popular acceptance by both audiences
and exhibitors.

ALVIN'S SOLO FLIGHT was the
Paramount short feature selec-

ted to share preview honours
with "Breakfast At Tiffany's"
at the Plaza Theatre, London.

The short drew many highly
favourable comments from the

highly critical London motion
picture press.

b
v

Tributes to
Stella..
Following screening of

John Cassavetes' "Too Late
Blues" at the London Film Fes-
tival last month, some fine
tributes to Stella Stevens'
performance have been forth-
coming from rather unusual
sources.

THE NEW STATESMAN of Lon-
don says: "Stella Stevens as
Jess is superb."

THE LONDON TIMES reports
of John Cassavetes that "he

extracted faultless perform-

ances from almost all his cast,

particularly from the heroine.
Miss Stella Stevens..."

Here's another aspect of "Waters of
Bangkok" - more evidence that the colorful.

Thai has vital dependence on water for man

and for beast.
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The world cannot lire
at peace without the
United Nations. For this
reason: it creates a

reasonable guarantee that
all this change in the
world, these tremendous
political and economic
developments, can be
channelized, kept orderly.
The United Nations is a
mold that keeps the hot
metal from spilling over

Dag Hannarakj old

DUSSELDORF - A most
interesting display board
used here in connection
with the release of "One-
Eyed Jacks." Scenes from
tne film highlighted the
production's dramatic
indidents - but left the
outcomes open to the on-
looker's imagination. The
Marlon Brando film was
presented with conspicuous
success at the Thalia and
the Fita Palast Theatres.

RIGHT
FRANKFURT - This huge

and effective poster for
"One-Eyed Jacks" is direc-
tly opposite a tram-stat-
ion, and therefore is
unescapable to those wait-
ing for the cars.

DUSSELDORF - Vice-president George Weltner
and John B. Nathan, general manager for Conti-
nental Europe, were warmly welcomed by the
Paramount staff on their visit here. Shown
left to right: Mr. Hugo Stramer, general mana-
ger for Germany; Mr. Hansen; Mrs. Carols
Werners, branch manager; Mr. Hiibner; Mr. Nathan,
Mrs. Nathan; Mr. Freyer and Mr. Weltner.

Par amounts
Produktionsankundigung
fur 1962 mit weltweitem
Beifall aufgenommen

***************.
Die weltweite Ankiindigung der Paramount

fiber daa Programn der Filmproduktionen fur 196^
die letzten Monet von den Herren George Weltner
und Jerome Pickman in New York und von den Pa-
ramount-Generalvertretern in den einzelnen Lan-
dern der Welt verlesen wurde, ist auf intema-
tionaler Ebene mit einstimmigem Beifall aufge-
nommen worden. Die Tatsache, daB alle Filme,
die von der Gesellscbaft hergestellt und ver-
liehen werden, groBe und wichtige Filme sein
werden, wurde in gleiclier Weise von den Thea—
terbesitzern und der Presse begriiBt. Die Liste
der Stars und anderer Persiinlichkeiten, die in
diesen Filmen zu sehen sein werden, bedeutete
eine freudige Nachricht fiir das Paramount-Per-
sonal, das die Verantwortung dafiir triigt, daB
die Filme auf groBer Basis verliehen werden,um
Millionen von Kinogiingfern gute Unterhaltung zu
bieten.

Einer der Spitzenfilme dieser Ankiindigung
— FRUHSTUCK BEI TIFFANY — ist bereits, iiberall

wo er aufgefiihrt wurde, mit noch nie dagewesen-
er Begeisterung aufgenommen worden. In London
zum Beispiel hat er jeden Rekord in der 35-
jiihrigen Geschichte des Plaza-Theatres gebroch-
en, und die britischen Fachblatter sagen nus,
daB es fiir diesen Audrey Hepbum-Film einfach
keinen Vergleich gibt. In der New Yorker Radio
City Music Hall hat der Film seine auBergewohn-
lich erfolgreiche Erstauf fiihrung fortgesetzt

und nun genieBt er auf dem gesamten amerikani-
schen Kontinent den gleichen uneingeschriinkten
Erfolg. In anderen Teilen der Welt, wo der Film
im Zusammenhang mit der Produktionsankiindigung
der Paramount vorgef'ihrt wurde, erweckte er
iiberall die gleichen Begeisterungsstiirme.

Aus den Studios horten wir von der erre-
genden Atmosphare, die die John Ford-Produktion
THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE verbreitet.
Jeder der Stars - James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles, Edmond O'Brien und Lee Marvin -
uberzeugt in seiner Rolle und der ganze Film
wird die Fans iiberall in der Welt zwei Stunden
lang in hochste Spannung versetzen. Uier han-
delt es sich bestimmt um einen der auBerge-
wiihnlichsten Filme des Jahres 1962.

Einige Fotos - Streiflichter von der In-
formationsrei se unseres Vize-Prasidenten George
Weltner nach Europa - sind in dieser Ausgabe
verbffentlicht. Auf diesen Fotos sieht man
iiberall lachelnde Gesichter. Sie spiegeln die
frohliche Atmosphiire und den Enthusiasmus des
Paramount-Personal s im Ilinblick auf die nahe
Zukunft wider.

Die David Susskind-Produktion DIE KRAFT
ITND DIE HERRLICHKEIT, die sowohl fiir das Fern-
sehen, als auch fur den ansi iindi sehen Film-
verleih als regelrechter Spielfilm hergestellt
wurde, ist am Sonntagabert^ dem 29. Oktober,
als Femsehfilm durch Columbia Broadcasting
System iiberall in den Vereinigten Staaten
iibertragen worden. Star dieses Filmes ist Sir
Laurence Olivier, der wieder einmal ein brill-

When Shirley MaeLaine looks like that

.

and Yves Montand winks - something is really
cooking. And you'll see what it is when "My
Geisha" comes your way.

iantes Beispiel seiner Darstellungskunst gibt.

Er wird dabei von einem sehr talentierten Stab

von Broadway-Schauspielem und Schauspielerin-
nen unterstiitzt, unter ihnen Julie Harris,
George D. Scott und Roddy McDowell.

Wir haben zahlreiche interessante Neuig-
keiten iiber die verschiedenen Vorschauen der

Hal Wallis-Produktion BLAUES HAWAII gebracht,

die vor der eigentlichen Premiere des Filmes

stattgefunden haben, aber die interessanteste
dieser Art wahr wohl die Vorschau Anfang des

Monats in Honolulu. Aufnahmen dieses Ereig-
niases sehen Sie an anderer Stelle. Mit dieser

Filmvorfiihrung wollte Hal Wallis vor alien

Dingen alien denjenigen seinen Dank aussprechen

die ihn so tatkraftig bei seinen Dreharbeiten

in Hawaii unterstiitzt haben.
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PLENTY OF GLOW

IN THE NEW YORK PREMIERE

OF "SUMMER AND SMOKE"

Co-star Geraldine Page
and director Peter Glen-
ville welcome Lillian Gish.

Mr. Balaban shown arriving
at the DeMille Theatre with Mrs.
Balaban.

RIGHT
Co-star Geraldine Page, Mr.

and Mrs. Paul Newman (Joan
Woodward), and the film's direc-
tor, Peter Glenville.

All photographs on this
page by ED SOLLIVAN.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hazen
flank the talented Pamela Tiffin
who makes a shining debut in
"Summer and Smoke."

Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount, on behalf of Hal
Wallis and Joseph Hazen, presents
Helen Menken, president of the
American Theatre Wing, with a
check for the Wing's scholar-
ship fund.

Attending the premiere were
Mr. and Mrs. George Weltner.
Mr. Weltner is Paramount Pict-
ures vice-president in charge
of world sales.

BELOW

James E. Perkins, Paramount
International president, and
Mrs. Perkins.
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RCA-Victop Records
has relaasad two special
recordings of tha music
from Hal Wallis' "Suaner
and Smoka."

One is a single rec-
ord of tha film's thama
dona by Patar Nero and
his Orchestra. Tha
othar is a soundtrack
album of ths original
background score by El-
mar Bernstein.

Famous Music Corp.

,

through its field staff,
will work closely with
Paramount Pictures in
tha national promotion
and merchandising of tha
highly dramatic film.

|
t

1*1

It is a great pleasure
to see Andy Devine on the
Paramount screen again.
Here he is as he appears
with James Stewart, John
Wayne, Vera Miles,Edmond
O'Brien and Lee Marvin in

John Ford's production of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance.

"

Sal Mineo (in front)
and Yul Brynner struggle
through a Middle Eastern
crowd making their "Escape
From Zahrain."

Paramount World

B^lQi^nmessage

This is the attractive cover of the fine
and impressive Paramount publication issued
regularly by Julian Binstock's ace publicity
force in Brussels to keep the Belgian and
Flemish exhibitors thoroughly informed on the
industry's best product.

Centre- spread of the Belgian publication
carried this forceful and highly attractive
spread of some of the stellar performers to be
seen in the upcoming Paramount attractions.

PARAMOUNT'S PRODUCTIE
AANKONDIGING VOOR 1962
OVER DE GEHELE WERELD
MET INSTEMMING
ONTVANGEN
Onze gelijktijdig over de gehele wereld aan-
gekondigde productie plannen voor 1962, wel-
ke afgelopen maand in New York bekend ge-
maakt werden door de Heren Ceorge Weltner
en Jerome Pickman en in verschillende be-
langrijke centra in de wereld door de plaat-
selijke managers in die landen, zijn overal*
met grote belangstelling ontvangen. Het feit
dat alle films, welke door de naatschappij
vervaardigd en gedistribueerd zullen worden,
producties van uitzonderl i jke grootte en
belangri jkheid zijn, werd zowel door de ex-

ploitanten als door de pers met gejuich be-
groet; en de lijst van sterren en andere
bekende figuren, die in deze films te zien
zullen zijn, was opwindend nieuwe voor al
het Paramount personeel, wiens verantwoor-
delijkheid het zal zijn, dat de films in
zoveel mogelijk theaters in roulatie zullen
komen, opdat dit rijke assortiment van
amusement aan het grootst mogelijke aantal
diljoenen bioscoopbezoekers gebracht zal
worden.

Een van de top films van die aankondiging
- "Breakfast at Tiffany's" - is reeds met
een ongegvehaard enthousiasne ontvangen
overal waar deze werd uitgebracht. In Lon-
den bijvoofbeeld heeft het alle records in
het 35-J arig bestaan van het Plaza Theater
gebroken, en de Engelse vakbladen vermeld-
den dat de vertolking van Audrey Hepburn
in deze film een unlcum is. In New York's
Rsdio City Music Hall heeft de film thans
zijn uitzonderli Jk succesvolle engagement
beSindigd, en geniet thans dezelfde mate
van succes over het gehele Noord Amerikaaa-
se continent. In andere delen van de we-
reld, waar de film vertoond werd in ver-
band met Paramount's productie aankondi-
ging, werd overal hetzelfde enthousiksme
waargenonen.

Er komen berichten uit de studio, die ver-
tellen van de blijdschap van alien, die
betrokken zijn bij de vervaardiging van
John Ford's productie "The Kan who shot
Liberty Valance". Ieder van de sterren —
James Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles,
Edmond O'Brien en Lee Marvin -- geeft een
prachtige vertolking, en de gehele film
zal aan miljoenen filmfans over de gehele
wereld twee uur van ongekende spanning be-
zorgen. Dit wordt zeker een van de groot-
ste films voor 19c2.

In dit nummer plaatsen wij enigk foto's ter

illustratie van het verslag van de Europese
reis van Vice President George Weltner.
De foto's tonen allenaal vrolijke gezichten
en een gelukkige stemming, en alles wijst 0
het enthousiasme van het Paramount personee
over de vooruitzichten in de nabije toekoms

De David Susskind productie van "The Power
and the Glory", welke vervaardigd werd zowe
voor televisie als voor buitenlandse film-
disbributie als een normals film, werd op
Zondagavond, 29 October, via de Columbia
Broadcasting System over de gehele Ver. Sta-
ten op de beeldbuis gebracht. Hoofdrolspele
is Sir Laurence Olivier, die hierin een bri
jante vertolking geeft. Hij wordt bijgestaa
door een zeer talentvolle cast van Broadway
toneelspelers en speelsters, waarvan wij oa
noemen Julie Harris, George D. Scott en Rod-
dy McDowell.

Wij hebben reeds veel interessant nieuws ge
bracht over de verschillende voor-vertoning
en van de Hal Wallis productie "Blue Hawaii
vooruitlopend op de eigenlijke release van
de film, maar wij zijn van mening, dat de
meest interessante van deze voorvertoningen
is geweest die, welke in het begin van deze
maand in Honolulu werd gehouden. Foto's van
deze gebeurtenis vindt U Aiders in dit num
mer. Hoofddoel van de vertoning was om na-
mens Hal Wallis op grote schaal iedereen te

bedanken, die enige ^naanden geleden behulp-
zaam is geweest bij de totstandkoming van
deze Elvis Presley film in Hawaii.



KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - The always
good 'gimmick' of "Laugh-Sick Pills"
was put to excellent use when the
Martin and Lewis "Three Ring Circus"
played the Odeon here recently. The
harmless 'pills' constituted one
phase of the fine showmanship camp-
aign executed by Cathay's director of
publicity, Chu Chi Wang, in liaison
with Paramount's manager in Singapore,
Roy McAree.

This Packet Contains 3 “Laugh -Sick Pills”

DETROIT, Michigan - One of the smartest, most
unusual and most-talked-about pieces of showman-
ship in years was the recent "Breakfast At Wright
Kay," suggested by "Breakfast At Tiffany's." The

Wright Kay advertisement is at left, and the scene

inside the eminent jewelry store is shown above.

Note from the ad. that those attending were guests
for coffee and crumpets, after which they were
given complimentary tickets for an 11 a.m. showing

of "Breakfast At Tiffany's" at the Madison Theatre
(where the gay film has since played with such

conspicuous success). Showmanship stunt got wide

publicity and is very repeatable.

RICHMOND, Virginia - Highly controversial, but also
particularly effective, was this macabre display in a
shop window next door to the National Theatre snowing
"Blood and Roses." Manager Charles Hulbert of the Nati-
onal also had his theatre, along with the Capitol, par-
ticipate in the "Ghoul Or Girl" contest, distributing
5,000 heralds announcing same. Showing of film covered
Friday the 13th of October, sothe National ran midnight
'Horror Show,' for which the theatre received wonderful
cooperation from Richmand's disc jockeys.

CHICAGO - Field representative
Henry Ehrlich and Cushman Agency
rep. Herb Baum worked a timely
tie-up between the B/G Restaurant
chain and "Breakfast at Tiffany's"

at the Esquire Theatre. Breakfast
guests received envelopes, some
of which contained 2 tickets to

the Audrey Hepburn film. Also a

"Hepburn look-alike" (Barbara
Dunbre) toured the restaurants as

extra added 'color'. Above, Miss
Dunbre with Richard Frank, Para-
mount branch and regional manags*.

LONDON - A natural tie-up with

In the Double" here was with
•osse it Blackwell "Double" soups,

lis imposing foyer display was
Lven in advance of the playing
’ the Danny Kaye comedy at the

5C Theatre, Elephant and Castle.

I

You're invited to have

Breakfast at

Wright Kay

Friday, October 20

9:30 to 10:45 A.M.

followed by a

complimentary showing of

tha new Technicolor movie

Breakeust

starring Audrey Hepburn,

at the Madison Theatre

Be our guest for "coffee and

crumpets ' and then receive a

complimentary ticket for the

1 1 a.m. showing at tha Madison.

Wright Kay, 1500 Woodward

to be taken BEFORE. DURING
and AFTER you have seen
Paramounts "3 RING CIRCUS".

You will laugh vourself s'ek

when you see this Martin ft

Lewis picture at the Odeon.
Kuala Lumpur.

So take our advice and follow

the above instructions!!!

you see, ve do not want anythin*!

to happen lo. especially. YOTT! .

.

BEFORE

L'.F. (10BII) Ltd
. K I.

We do not want you DIE LAU6HING

GOING TO 3 RING CIRCUS ..AND
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MANCHESTER, England -

The young lady's 'economy
size' handbag tells the
world that "I'm Holl^

Dag t«
"I'm „

Golightly. Meet me at the
ABC Deansgate in Breakfest

At Tiffany's." We do not
know the young lady's real
name

,
but do know that

she is a member of the
sales staff from the ABC,
that she ' s a f ine look-
alike for Audrey Hepburn,
and that in her peregrin-
ations around Manchester
she did a 3well job of
selling "Breakfast At
Tiffany's." (Note in the
background, two rows of
the Penguin paperback of
the Truman Capote novel).

ERIE, Pennsylvania -

This sleigh-borne Santa
Claus in the lobby of the
Warner Theatre handed out

candy kisses in cellophane
envelopes to each patron
the week before "White
Christmas" opened there.
Envelope also contained a

slip urging the patron to
get more kisses at the

5. C. Murphy Company, and to

be sure to see "White
Christmas."

(Manager of the Warner
Theatre Is Henry ftestettar).

Fine Goodwill Showing
of ** W h i te Chr i stmas”

On Saturday, October 14th, a very special
showing of "White Christmas" was held at the

Esquire Theatre in Chicago. Organized by
field representative Henry Ehrlich in cooper-
ation with the Chicago Daily News, the presen-
tation of the Bing Crosby-Danny Kaye musical
film was for teachers and student press repre-

sentatives of all parochial, public high and

local colleges and vocational schools. Navy
personnel from Great Lakes Hospital were also

invited.

Shown here are: Father Banahan, director
of Radio-TV for the Chicago Archdiocese:
Sisters Superior from St. Mel Convent High
School, St. Mary of the Lake High School, and
Resurrection High School; and Henry Ehrlich.

Here are members of the Navy group looking
over "White Christmas" literature in advance

of the screening.

Sam Lesner, popular motion picture critic

of the Chicago Daily News, was master of cere-

monies for the screening, which attracted a

capacity opinion-making audience to the popular

Esquire Theatre.

1% A UJLrt*_.A
-T..S33HHS3ES

AUDREY<
- * HEPBURN

JUKOW SMtPMtHO

GEOROE PEPPARD fc'fe-B& MICKEY ROONEY
TECHNIC L R

’ll

HOLLYWOOD - Close shot of the beguiling
advertisement on the parking-lot side of tne
Chinese Theatre prepared in advance of last
month '

s

fast at
highly sue
Tiffany' s.

successful premiere of "Break-

Romy Schneider and Karl Boehm bring to the

screen in Paramount's "For»ver Ky ^ove," one

of the tenderest and most glorious romances

seen in many a long year.

SCHENECTADY . N.Y. This magnificent float . ^

-

rJ'SSB
depicting Santa's workshop was created in * ^
Albany and has been in constant use throughout T ^„Aoany and has been in constant use throughout
this area in the interests of the 'splash' re-
lease of "White Christmas." The re-release of

this all-time favorite has been enormously
successful at the box-office, and both the

film and the float above have won prime space

in important newspapers. At left in the scene

above is Seymour Morris, representative of the

public relations firm handling the film's
showmanship in this area. (Others were not

entifled).
id-
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I°!<Z2_!r2ves_"Tj_ffany^s"

First word on the triumphant premiere of "Breakfast at

Tiffany's" at the Scalaza Theatre in Tokyo was contained

in the following cable from Far East division manager S.

A. Henriksen to James E. Perkins, Paramount International
president:

"TIFFANY'S OPENED SCALAZA TOKYO SATURDAY NOVEMBER U.

PUBLIC AND PRESS REACTION EXCELLENT. SATURDAY-SUNDAY
RECEIPTS REPRESENT BEST WEEKEND FIGURES ANY PARAMOUNT
PICTURE THIS THEATRE.

TOKYO - Hire is the reason why the cables to New Yorfc
are telling of the terrific success of "Breakfast At
Tiffany's" at the Scala Za. Here's the head of the line at
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the theatre's box-office. .. .Now follow it

on down the street past one of Tokyo's magnificent
new office buildings on and on

past the establishment of Air-India. ... .on and on out
of the range of our camera. That's how good "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" is in Tokyo. And general manager Metori and his
ace Paramounteers are ever so happy. Especially since the
pictures were taken at 11 O'clock in the morning.
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Other Meet i ngs
With Producers.

In addition to the meetings shown
on Page Four, the New York showmanship
executives and the agency representatives
met with other active producers working
on the Paramount lot.

A conference on "My Geisha" with
Steve Parker and his wife, Shirley
MacLaine, produced a fine agenda of act-
ivities scheduled before the release of
the fine, made- in-Japan comedy romance
with music.

Then there was a completely activat-
ed strategy meeting with Jerry Lewis on
the subject of releasing "The Errand Boy"
with the accent on Hoop-la.

Another meeting was held with prod-
ucer Henry Blanke and Don Siegel relating
to plans for "Hell Is For Heroes," a
powerful piece of Paramount realism.

And there were important discussions
on the handling of the exciting "Escape
^rom Zahrain."

A fine agenda of practical creativeness
indeed - and congratulations to the national
director of advertising, publicity and expl-
oitat ion 1

FILM OF THE MONTH
AWARD 1961

' •
LONDON - The top popular British publicat-

ion nTit-Bits" enjoyed Audrey Hepburn's per-
formance in "Breakfast At Tiffany's" to the
extent of giving her the Award of the Month
(November), which also named the film as Film
of the Month. "Tit-Bits" has a circulation of
3,923,000 copies per issue.

***********»*•»***

"H A T A R I !”, previewed at
Stamford, Connecticut, on Novem-
ber 16th, is excj_t ement-glus . As
thrilling entertainment, Tt”is
without precedent in Paramount
production history. Start laying
your plans for this truly great
film r

i
ght now

.
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The above letter was sent to V

President George Weltner in Euro
owing a promotion and sales visi
Studio by Jerome Pickman, Martin
and several of the latter’s aide

On the sets, on the stages,

i ce-
pe foll-
t to the

'i

Here is direct, practical

liaison between the events

pictured on Page 4, and the

people of the film industry

the exhibitors, the
press, the sales force and,

eventually, that priceless
ingredient known as the
picturegoer.

Here is thoroughly desir-
able film information
dissemination, done up in

compact, believable form, and

understandable world-wide.

the product
letter

.

In turn, the
Germany by Mr.
ciled notation
ed the news to
ment which has
always avid for

Dav
s

.

d on
they

hat inspired Mr. Pickman’

an

studio’s projection room screen
the
saw
s

rece
i
pt of this 1

Weltner inspired
which promptly tr
a trade paper adv
since reached an
such news.

etter in
the pen-
ansf err-
ert i se-
i ndustr

y

Accompanying the message were
Mr. Weltner* s congratulations to Mr.
Davis on an inspiring series of
fruitful meet ing
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The Pigeon That

Took Rome," starring

Charlton Heston and Elsa

Martinelli, is the final

title of Melville Shav-

el son's Lienroc product-

ion formerly called "The

Easter Dinner." Harry

Guardino, Baccaloni, the

opera star, and Italian

child actor,Marietto,

are also starred in the

comedy, which is being

filmed in Borne.

Toko Tani wasn't like

this in "The Savage Inno-

cents." But she is like It

in "My Geisha" - which

also co-stars Shirley

MacLaine, Tves Montand,

Edward G. Robinson and

Robert Cunnings." It was

filmed in Japan in the

most beautiful color you

were ever dazzled by

.

NEW YORK - Shown atten-

ding the premiere of the
Hal Wallis production,
"Summer and Smoke" at the
DeMille Theatre, are Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Pickman.
Mr. Pickman is general
sales manager and vice-
president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp.

Paramount World

L ' ANNUNZ 1 0 DELLA
PRODUZIONE PARAMOUNT
1962 ACCOLTO CON
ENTUSIASMO GENERALE*************

L'ennunzlo dato contemporaneemente e tut-

te le parti del mondo da Mr. Weltner e Mr.
Pickman do New York.e dei capl delle diverse

divislonl ei singoli territori locali, circs le

produzione Paramount 1962 ha deateto deppertut

to enorras entusiaamo. La notizie che tanto le

pellicole glfc pronte per la di stribuzione che

quelle di prossima levorezione sono tutte gran

di e important! b state accolta molto favore-

vol.i»nte dagll Esercenti e dalle stamps, mentre

il personals Paramount a cui incombe 11 compl-

to di distribulre al mondo il nostro prodotto

per il d list to di milionl e mllioni di pubbll-

co ha lotto con immense gioia la amplifies li-

ste d'interpreti di queste pellicole.

Uno dei film principali compresi nell'annunzio

in questions - COLAZIONE A TIFFANY - ste intan

to riscuotendo un pleuso senza precedenti do-

vunque esso esca. A Londra, per esemplo, ha

pi Ci che battuto qualsiesi record in 35 enni di

storia del famoso Plaza, e le stampe cinemato-

grafica non ha esiteto a dichierare che nessun

film he mai evuto tanto successo. Al Music

Hall di New York questo levoro ha terminato in

ouesti giorni le sue splendide programnazione

e gli stessi magnifici risultati si stanno ot-

tenendo man mono in tut to 11 continents nord

americeno. In altre parti del mondo, altret-

tento entuaiesmo per queste preziose pellicola

hanno dimostrato tutti coloro che hanno gid

avuto il placers di visionerla contemporanea-

mente sll'ennunzio di che trattaai.

Dal nostro Studio epprendiemo d'eltro canto

che la levorezione del film di John Ford, THE

MAN VHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, sta procedendo

a mere vi glia . Tutti gli interpreti, ossia

James Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles, Edmond*

O’Brien e Lee Marvin, non potrebbero essere piU

splendidl nelle loro parti, sicche possiamo

Further word on the Rome premiere of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" in Rome is contained
in the following cable received by Mr. J.S.

Perkins in New York from Continental general
manager John B. Nathan in Paris:

DELIGHTED PILADE LEVI'S NEWS ON TIFFANY

OPENING. RED CROSS DONATION PROCEEDS TO
AVIATORS' FAMILIES NOT ONLY WONDERFULLY
HUMANE BUT SHOULD RESULT IN COMMENDATION
EVERYWHERE. WE CABLING ALL OUR OFFICES AND

INSTRUCTING NICCOLI RUSH PHOTOS DIRECT TO

EUROPEAN DIVISION.

star sicuri che verri fuori un belli ssimo le-
voro di quelll che piecclono a tutti* Infatti
questo film sari uno dei pezzi forti del 1962.

In questo numero troverete quelche fotografia
press in occasione del giro d'ispezlone fatto

recentemente in Europe da Mr* Weltner. Sla i

viai che l'etmosfera di queste fotografia

riflettono un car to buon umore che evidenteaen

te conforms l’entuaiasmo che regne nell'amblen
te Paramount per 1 progremmi dell 'immediato
futuro*
Il film THE POWER AND THE GLORY prodotto de

David Sussklnd per la televisions americane
nonchi per di stribuzione clnematograflce al-
l'estero come una regolare pellicola a lungo
metragglo fe usd to in televlslone in tutti

gli Stati Unltl Domenica sera 29 ottobre.

E* un levoro interpretato de Sir Laurence
Olivier in manlera aesolutamente lnsuperablle*

A auo fienco egll ha un gruppo di ottimi att£
rl a attrlcl di Broadway tra cui sono de no-
tarsi Julie Harris, George D. Scott e Roddy
McDowell.
Abbiamo gli evuto occasione di mettervi al
corrente delle varle anteprime che si sono
tenute per BLUE HAWAII, me riteniemo che la
pl& lntsressente sia quelle che he evuto luo-
go a Honolulu al prlmi di queato mesa. Corns
rlleverete da elcune illustrezloni che pubbli
chlamo in questo numero, scopo preclpuo di

~

tele visions specials A etato quello di poter
estendere su vasts scale de parts di Hal
Wallis 1 plb vivi rlngrezlementi a tutti colo
ro che henno preatato 11 loro valido aiuto

~

quando queato film di Elvia Prealey b ateto
' glrato eul posto pochl maal or sono.

PREMIERE NEWS BY CABLE

ROMAN HOLIDAY ATMOSPHERE PREVAILS
AT "BREAKFAST AT TIFF ANY'S" PREMIERE

Last night f s charity gala '’Tiffany's'* at
Fiammetta exceptionally successful. Hepburn
and Ferrer attended the beautiful perform-
ance. Lobby decorated as a Tiffany display
very effective. Great press, photographers
and newsreel coverage. U.S. Ambassador
Reinhardt attended with top names of Roman
aristocracy. Hepburn and Ferrer delighted
with evening. All present loved picture and
applauded Hepburn's performance. Red Cross
donated receipts to families of Italian
aviators killed in Congo. Expect consider-
able publicity results. - Levi
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PARIS - "One-Eyed Jacks" has become synony-

mous, abroad, with queues stretching almost fran

'here to eternity.' Here's one at Le Paramount,

the entrance to the theatre being at extreme

left, and going on to the iJpera House, at right.

Huge sign, showing names of three theatres itfiere

the picture is showing in dubbed version, and

one where it is shown in original version, with
French superimposed titles, was placed in posit-

ion two months before the film premiered. m »

”

"0-E JACKS'’ IS ROLLING
UP THE INTERNATIONAL

- TO THE DELIGHT
EXHIBITORS

’JACK’

OF ALL
The international stature of

"One-Eyed Jacks" continues to
grow swiftly, and mightily. The
news takes some keeping up with
and we expect to be running an
"O-EJ" page an issue for a long
while to come.

So just don't read our news
of the picture - send us some
news of your own

l

"A Turning Point
the Evolution of
Western

i n
the

»

This is the substance of the reactions
of the two leading literary weeklies of France
in reviewing "One-Eyed Jacks." Highspots of
the reviews follow:

ARTS (October 11th)
....With "One-Eyed Jacks," Marlon Brando

has not only made a masterpiece, he has also
created a completely new type of Western
the real aim of this unusual Western is to
destroy the conventional Western

CANDIDE (October 12th)

....This week in Paris, the "Western"
receives an ovationl "One-Eyed Jacks" marks a
turning point in the evolution of the Western.
It is a contemporary film, meaning that the
psychology of "Rio" (Brando) is more that of
today's American than of the (historic) Man
of the West

KIRCALDY, Scotland - Marlon
Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks" seems
to be turning this Scottish
group into "Dead-Eye Dicks, "aco-
ording to the data on this
"quick-on-the-draw" contest from
the A. B.C. Minors Club of the
Regal Theatre here. The theatre
manager, D. C. Adams (at left)
smartly saw to it in photograph-
ing the group that "One-Eyed
Jacks" was indicated as a forth-
coming attraction for the parents
of the children participating.

A RECORD [N ROME
"JACKS" NOW STAMPEDING ROME AND

BREAKING OPENING DAY RECORD HUGE
2 , 000-SEATER ADRIANO. SUNDAY RECE-
IPTS MISSED RECORD BECAUSE REDUCED
NUMBER OF SHOWS DUE LENGTH OF PICT
URE. AUDIENCE AND PRESS REACTION
excellent.

MICHAUD
In comparative terms, receipts for first three days
w«re fifty percent above average house business for
an entire week.

PARIS - The vast fleet
of newspaper delivery
trucks that penetrate to
every corner of thie vast
city, plugged "One-Ryed
Jacks" far and wide.

Cairo, too..
Henri Michaud relays

from Parle the report
from Donald Hunter, gene-
ral manager for Egypt,
that "One-Eyed Jacks,
which opened at the Radio
Theatre, Cairo, on Nov. 6,
provided the biggest
opening day the theatre
has ever had (excepting
only "Psycho").

SAPPORO, Japan - Mt. Moiwa
here has a thrilling rope
railway that annually attracts
hundreds of thousands of hardr
tourists. During the run,many
of them wish they were back an
earth again. So Paramount's
publicists in Sapporo devised
this paper fan so that when
the tourists got back to terra
firma, they would know where
to go and what to see. 10,000
of these "One-Eyed Jacks" fans
were distributed.
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PLENTY CF NEWSPAPER
ATTENTION FOR

"SUMMER AND SMOKE"

Summer
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

I

Geraldine

nilibly the onefate

lect for immortality.

Talented and

beautiful. she is the

most disciplined ami

dedicated of actresses

- 'f.MVfSSfc tttt. AM3

There is a heze . . .

a smoke in summer . . .

perhaps from the smoldering

fire in this, the season

of her longing . . .

During the week prior
to its premiere in New
York City, "Summer and
Smoke" dominated the adv-
ert iaing pages of The New
York Times. This was the
advertisement of the
DeMille Theatre on Sunday,
November 12th.

Technicolor’

IIPIOOIIS 01 TH( sc«Efi

Pamela R.ta Moreno -Una Merkel
T* i John Mclntire Thomas Gomez

...EARL

HOLLIMAN
Peter James Poe and

!
Paramount

Meade Roberts 1
I PANAVISION*

mu wnunoaii ptanm at n* oemiui tkatk
vbumt mins

>• '•*** mri |.nea f i^1
- HB V SraM"* *H« ve r-nu* tfrt

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES START
THURSDAY AT 2 THEATRES

D MILLS whn.fvw.icv.SUTTON
co»wo pviSiiim**

This full-page ad. in

The New York Times gave
indication of the interest
that Macy's department
store had in Hal Wallis'
production of "Slimmer and
Smoke."

PARTIES AT HOME

is in fullswing

...AND ONE OF THE MOST

IMPORTANT EVENTS OF THE

1961 SEASON IS ITS NEWEST

MOVIE, TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’

Summer
and

Smoke

THE 1961 SEASON AT MACY’S

IS IN FULL SWING:

NEW FASHIONS,

NEW FRIVOLITIES,

NEWS FOR ENTERTAINING



London’s Eros
Favours Stella



2 Paramount World

Shirley
In London

A very appealing picture of

Shirley MacLaine aa she arrived

at London Airport en route to

meet the British press and to
lend her charming presence to the

release promotion of "My Geisha."

MADRID - Earlier on her trip,
while in this city, Shirley
MacLaine had visited the famous
night club, El Corral de la
Moreria, to see the flamenco dan-
ces and had warmly congratulated
the famous flamenco dancer and
gipsy, Maria Albaicin, shown here
with her.

OUR COVER shows Stella
Stevens beside the celebrated
statue of Eros in London's
Piccadilly Circus. The glowing
story of Stella's personal
triump in London and Paris be-
gins on the page opposite.

Paramount World ~ Copyright © 1961 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. PuDlished every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount or-
ganization around the world who believe in the entertainment ap-
peal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Volume 7. Number 12 December. 1961 ALBERT DEANE, Editor

MONTAND DUBS MONTAND

In the New York studio of Titra, Yves Montand
records in French the dialogue he had earlier rec-
orded in English in Tokyo and Hollywood for "My
Geisha." He is shown at, left actually recording
his voice in synchrony with the action in the back-
ground involving him and Edward G. Robinson. At the

is shown with Isy Front, extreme
Mr. Pront is Paramovt
and regarded as the

world's pre-eminent exponent of lip synchronization
Mr. La Grande is Paramount's technical head in the
East, his duties covering a multiplicity of labor-
atory, projection, exchange and print activities,
to which have now been added supervision of several

bbing and editing projects now under way h

We are bringing 1 9 6 1 to a conclusion in a fashion which
augurs well for upcoming 1962. In this final quarter of the
year we have seen notable successes scored by "Breakfast At

Tiffany’s" and "Blue
Hawaii." We have seen
a demonstration of
alert showmanship dis-
played in the sponta-
neous production of
the timely "Hey, Let's

Twist!" and its mir-
aculously speedy dis-
tribution throughout
the world. We have
seen a commendable re-

birth of the always
rewarding practice of
personal appearance of

stars on an internat-
ional basis, as exem-
plified by the fine
work of Stella Stevens
and Shirley MacLaine.
And we have seen a
great and mouting in-
terest by exhibitors
and public alike in
what Paramount has in
store for 1962.

We shall commence
highlighting the lat-
ter next month, when
we give forth news
concerning the Howard
Hawks production,
"Hatari!" which will
be proof conclusive
that here is one of
the greatest Paramount
box-office attractions
of all time. There
will also be news on
the world-wide accep-
tance of "Hey, Let's

othar' great §1° ESUlO Reall* Jells
The palatial Ipiranga of Sao Paulo has probably

the highest marouee of any cinema in the world. It has
' je advantage of being able to project titles like

attractions already
completed and ready to
be released right after
New Year's Day.

the advantage __ „ .....
"Psycho" with the largest letters ever used beneath a
marquee. Each letter of this title is close to twenty
feet high. Not a person in Sio Paulo missed it.



STARDOM IS TOUGH WORK, BUT
3

STELLA STEVENS LOVES

LONDON AND PARIS, AND

LAP LOVE STELLA S.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Stella Star,
Work you must to go afar;
Meet the B.B.C., the Press,
Keep your Smile Despite the Stress.

During her memorable vis-
it to London, Stella Stevens
rendered a service of public
relations cooperation that
was deeply reminiscent of
film-star help in the early
days of our industry. It was
indicative of her ambition,
and of her deep desire to be
of assistance to the company
that is aiding her to star-
dom .

We can best illustrate
this by printing in its ent-
irety the letter from Jack
Upfold, Paramount director
of public relations in Lon-
don, to Ed Schellhorn in the
Hollywood Studio:
Dur Ed:

This letter cones as s resume covering the
wonderful week of work Stella Stevens has done
for both "Too Late Blues" and Paramount, during
her stay in this country.

From the moment she stepped off the 'plane
last Sunday, virtually at the crack of dawn,
nothing has been too much trouble for this girl,
and all the way along the line it has been 100SJ

co-operation.

Despite her dawn arrival, Stella sade a quick
start on Sunday by taking a trip down Petticoat
Lane, the world-renowned market place. This
could come under the heading "relaxation" as we

did not plan to work her at all on Sunday l As
it has turned out, this was the only "time off"

that she has hadl

On Monday we held the press show of "Toe Late

Blues* at the Plasa, and then the leading cri-
tics went over to the Hungarla Restaurant to

meet Stella, who had already done a big camera

session there with the agency boys, etc. Be-
lieve me, seldom have I seen any star so charm
the gentlemen of the press. She handled herself

like a seasoned trouper in every way, and I

think it is a long time since such intelligent

conversation was heard at a receptienl

Prior to meeting the press, Stella had tra-

velled out to the Londom suburb of Maids Vale to

(Continued on Page 36)

(Ewnrag Bros - ^ gg
THE 1i A C INC
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MOST

Driver And Mate Dumped In Field

KIDNAP GANG
GET £50,000’|T^'”nSi
Haul In na K m mm LLOYD —

, -7 FACES PMCILIEB Smart Barberyn

n^ -- - ~ PAY ROW TO MAKE Can Start Hi*
gg

v> - - HIS MARK Winning Way*
”

LONDON - Stella's arrival
here 'made' the front page of
The Evening News, a feat rarely
performed by a visiting screen
star.

LONDON - At the truck pull-
up stop on Battersea Bridge.
Stella asked for coffee, outtea
was the best they could do
and it still made Stella a big
hit with the truck drivers.

Regarding the Paris visit
of Stella Stevens, publicity
and advertising director
Guenter Schack wrote:

"We can only confirm every
word which Jack Upfold has
used in his report concerning
the willingness to cooperate,
her poise and the wonderful
way In which she handled her-
self with the press."

The London press found Stella a

fascinating new personality as they
besieged her for news and views at

the Hungaria Restaurant.

Just for the fun of it, imagine
facing the cameras of the press like
this......

....then turning at once and meet-
ing the incisive and provocative
questions of, among others, Freda
Bruce Lockhart, of "Woman": Thomas
Wiseman, Sunday Express: Fergus Cash-
in, Daily Sketch; Pauline Richardsort,
New Daily

....then standing up to meet the
intriguing inquiries of Felix Barker,
Evening News: Jock MacGregor, Motion
Picture Exhibitor; and Molly Hobman,
Westminster Press. Yet these were but
three glimpses of one of the most in-
tensive press sessions seen in London
in years.



This performer 'mimed' Danny
Kaye In synchrony with the words
and music supplied by a Danny
Kaye record.

The winner of the contest.
Her impersonation of the late
Carmen Miranda was Judged tops
— excepting that 'her' is not
correct. The performer was a
stale. So he is shown here with
his prise.

This was the Second Prise
winner. He Impersonated 'Pepe.'

His prize is being handed him
by the Cathay's manager, Wee
Eng Whatt.

BELOW

Manager Wee with the useful

and valuable prizes presented

by the eminent Sanyo Company.

CATHAY'S CONTEST FOR

"ON THE DOUBLE" MADE
ALL OF S INGAPORE HAPPY

Singapore's celebrated Cathay
is one of the world's foremost
exponents of practical showman-
ship. Every picture shown there
gets top treatment - but Danny
Kaye’’s M 0n the Double" seems to
have gotten double-top treat-
ment in the 'impersonation'
contest to which we have devot-
ed this page. Here was a case
where some patrons got even
more than their money's worth.

Contest permitted impersonations of
stars of any picture or period, and even
of stars of the stage. Organization of

the event was in the hands of manager Wee
Eng Whatt, of the Cathay Cinema, with an
assist from Roy McAree, Paramount manager
for Malaya, who furnished us with pictures

and contest details.

Some of the contestants on the stage of the
Cathay after they had performed and were awaiting
the decision of the audience.

BELOW

A section of the Cathay's capacity audience,
obviously having a good time. (Empty seat belonged
to the photographer;

.
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GLOWING GALA

PREMIERE DEBUTS
"BREAKFAST AT

TIFFANY'S" IN ROME

A really glittering audience was

on hand at the Fiammetta Theatre in

Rome last month to pay personal trib-

ute to Audrey Hepburn, and critical

tribute to her glowing work in the

internationally-popular "Breakfast At

Tiffany's." Below are a few glimpses

of the event, which was internation-

ally reported by press,radio and TV.

A lovely picture of Audrey
Hepburn with her husband, Mel
Ferrer, completely surrounded
by press photographers at the
Fiammetta Theatre premiere of
"Breakfast At Tiffany's."

Mel and Audrey backgrounded
by the Fiammetta lobby's glow-
ing Tiffany display.

The battery of press cameras that
faced Audrey Hepburn and Mol Ferrer
at the Fiammetta premiere. Audrey is
indicated by arrow; her husband is to
her left. Event was completely cover-
bv press, radio and television, and
the audience's enthusiasm was excit-
ingly unanimous.

The star of "Breakfast At Tiff-
(the
eted
gen w*

ilade Levi, and Mrs. Levi.

any's" and her husband
partly hidden) , are gpremiere by Paramount
ger. Pilade T.ev1 . anrf

latter
reeted at the
's general mana-

Press coverage of this glittering
premiere was flashed around the
world, duplicating the success of the
London Plaza's memorable event of a
few weeks ago.

Some of the distinguished audienci
at the Fiammetta premiere. Front rowfmam I . r* a. r\ _ n n _ . i. w

rev ^ #4w<fc w * v*
a z z i-Agnell i7~Mr s*. * Chea^Prilavicini^
actor Michael Thor. Second row- thin
and fourth from left, Count and Coun-
tess Crespi: Count Pio Teodorani,

Marquess Drigo. Fourth row: third from*
left. U.S. Ambassador Frederick Rein-
hardt and Mrs. Reinhardt. Fourth row,
second from left. Metropolitan Museum
president Roland and Mrs. Redmond,
Lady Barclay and Count Cigala Fulgosi
of the Italian Foreign Affairs Minis-
try, Mrs. and U.S. Ambadsador James
Dunn.
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HEY, LET'S TWIST rated the import-

ance of a full-page advertisement in

the New York Times, December 1st,

Don't miss the demonstrat-
ion of exhibitorial glee at
"Hey, Let's Twist" shown on
Page 40. When showmen are
this happy, that's really
something!

HONOLULU - Among the many valuable souven-
irs that Hal Wallis took from here to the

mainland was Governor Quinn's commendation
for the service the producer had rendered to

Hawaii. Roger Coryell, executive assistant to

the governor, is shown presenting the citat-
ion. (The governor was unable to attend in

person.)

Barney Balaban, president, Paramount Pictures
Corp.: Harry Romm, producer of "Hey, Let's
Twist!": Paul Raibourn, vice-president. Para-
mount Pictures Corp.; Martin Davis, national
director. Paramount advertising, publicity and
exploitat ion.

NEW YORK Alex Fodor wrote a comedy titled

"Virgin King", which played at the Gold Theatre

in Los Angeles. It received very excellent re-

views. Goed Luck, Alex, we hope your play tame

out to be a smash hit.
The HEY LET'S TWIST party at the Peppermint

Lounge was a huge success. Exhibitors »i>o at-

tended got into the swing of things and twisted

with the Peppermint Loungers. Joey Dee and his

Starlighters beat out their exciting rhythm and

there wasn't a still foot in the place. The

effect was tremendous. Our sales booking staffs

are losing no time setting dates for this at-

traction.
We extend a hearty welcome to Susan Miller

and Mary Dorrity, who Joined our Accounting

Department recently.
-Gene Newman

I
CHARLTON HESTON proves

in "The Pigeon That Took
Rome" that he is Just as
good at comedy as he was
with his dramatic roles
in "The Ten Commandments"
and "The Greatest Show on
Earth."

NEW YORK - Present at Paramount's showman-
ship seminar on "Hey, Let's Twist!" in the
Paramount Building. L to R: Jerome Pickman,
general sales manager, Paramount Film Distrib-
uting Corp.

; Sheldon Gunsberg, Walter Reade
Theatres; Manny Frisch, Randforce Circuit;

OUT OF NEW YORK'S FAMED PEPPERMINT L0UN0E.
WHERE IT AU BEOAN-THE STORY. THE SENSATION THAT IS SWEERINO

THE WORLD. ..AND INTO THE HEARTS OF TOUNO AND OLD I

THE ONE THE ONLY THE AUTHENTIC THE MOTION PICTURE

THAT IS BEING FILMED TODAY- FILMED WHERE IT

HAPPENS EVERY NIGHT-WILL BE PRESENTED FOR THE

HOLIDAY SEASON BY PARAMOUNT PICTURES „
FOR THE SCREENS OF THE WORLD I

K sitesMl Mfiso *»Sm Mil=5=^
In; fWMIl tfUHRS wi-m - —» KS.-.M 5

DALLAS, Texas - A case
of long-range announcing.
This display for the Dec-
ember 22nd. premiere of
"Sumner and Smoke" went up
in the lobby of the famed
Esquire Theatre a full 5

weeks ahead of the actual
opening.

IPHI LAOELPHIAI Hey, Let's Twist!...Those
three words took on a real meaning for Toqy
Lomonaco and his wife...Seems Tony and his
spouse, Shirley, were at the Latin Casino dur-
ing Jerry Lewis's personal appearance.... durlig
his act, Jerry invited Shirley on stage to
teach him the "Twist"...needless to say, Mrs.
Lomonaco has been on Cloud Nine since then....
To top the evening, Tony and Shirley were guests

of Jerry backstage, spending some time alone
with the star of "The Errand Boy". ...Tony came
away with a tremendous respect for Jerry's
ability, not only ea a performer, but one who
is familiar with every facet of our business.

Salesman Harry Dressier on vacation in the
sunny climate of Florida.

Branch is happy to welcome our new booker,
Norman Falk...with Honan's background in the
business, we feel he will be a definite asset
to the branch All are anxious to fi. nd out
the location of our new home Since our
building has been sold, rumors are flying.

He 're all happy over the performance of
"Blue Hawaii" in the territory In every
situation playing the picture over Thanksgivlig,
we were able to come up with extended runs
"White Christmas" also lived up to oir expecta-
tions giving a wonderful account of itself
especially in the small towns.

-Jehu Kane

Jerry Lewis loses no
time between pictures.
Having completed - and
previewed - "The Errand
Boy," he has begun work
on "It's Only Money" —
the search by the wealth-
iest family in the world
for a long lost baby,
lost 25 years ago.

It's a howl!

NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR



Hey, Mr. Showman!
Here is your chance to capitalize

on this great sensation!

You can set your bookings now for

New Year’s Eve and January 1st for

v- v-

WITH THI M«ADLINB-MAK«R* OF TMB
TIMPLI OF TWIST. THS PIFFIFMINT LOUMOSI

Met THE JO-ANN TEOO*

OEE™STARLITERS CAMPBELL RANDAZZO

inguma* PEPPERMINT LOUNGERS

HARMIM 6RE6MRRB0N •STS? » PWAMOUW RELEASE

MOTin^^njRj

WfKY
l -l Go
Jubilre

Merlin,
^^bhibitorl
SEE PACES 3,4&5-
AND THIS PAGE-FOR
THE MOST IMPORT-
ANT AND EXCITING
MONEY NEWS OF
THIS OR ANY YEAR!

OiMff/rr AwerNt poro t0 Move Original Twist «•»••
WteMr. CfcaoM WcturataodflarYaor-IndHolidor* P'W

(juuila Ira

All

„

fc Hey, Mr. Showma^ m

PARAMOUNT 'SCOOPS' SHOW BUSINESS WITH

FIRST 'TWIIST' FEATURE. . ."HEY! LET'S TWIST!"

LEFT Paramount president

Barney Balaban with Joey Dee,

star of "Hey, Let's Twietl"

RIGHT The Peppermint Lounge

in West 45th Street, New York,

where The Twist sprang to inter-

national fame, and which has a

featured spot in the Paramount

film.

Plenty of ad.-power was packed behind the ann- Photos
ouncing of "Hey, Let's Twistl" to the industry.... by
Here are four pages of the Motion Picture Daily of ED
November 27th carrying the news of Paramount being SULLIVAN

'First In the Field* with a "Twist" feature film.

’%/>/
We’ve got the first, the only

authentic feature filmed in the

place where it all started... with

the stars and music and

personalities who started it...

at New York’s world-famous

Peppermint Lounge.

The whole sensational Twist story

is in this week's Life magazine...

and the sensation js coming

to your screen from Paramount !

Completion of actual filming on Paramount's
"Hey, Let's Twist!" was celebrated by a Broadway
party at the Peppermint Lounge on the night of

December 5th. Accommodation at the tiny night
club was definitely restricted, so much so that
tickets had been delivered to invitees by armed
guards of the Brink's Armored Cars organization.
Top Paramount executives joined with the stars
of the production and columnists and columnar
celebrities in toasting the showmanship film that

came into being just about a month ago. Gaiety
of the occasion augurs well for a bubbling
success for the picture that Harry Romm and his
organization made so swiftly for Paramount.

HARRY ROMM, producer of "Hey,

Let's Twistl" for Paramount re-
lease. Film was made in record

time at the Pathe Studio in New
York

President Barney Bal-
aban (3rd from left) and
Mrs. Balaban, centre,
were part of the party
from start to finish. In
foreground is Telemeter
executive Jean Dalrymple.

LEFT
Stella Stevens, just

back from London and
Paris, gets the spirit of
the Twist from the film's
star, Joey Dee. Other
stars are Jo-Ann Campbell,
The Starliters and Teddy
Randazzo.
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TOKYO - A new gen-
eration of Japanese
film fans are enjoy-
ing the greatness of <

Cecil B. DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah." .

AT RIGHT
is a reproduction of
the famous Pillars of
the Temple scene, 28
feet high, at the en-

trance to the Tsukiji
Chuo Gekijo.

» i

IXKXKXKK!

Here is the fine front-of-theatre
display for "The Greatest Show on
Earth" created by the Cathay show-
manship forces. Both Pa remount ' s Roy
McAree and Cathay's Lim Keng Hor
have reported, at the 10-day mark,
on the phenomenally fine re-release
business that the perennial Cecil B.

DeMille masterwork is enjoying.
Noteworthy was the point,reported

by Mr. McAree, that revenue on the
5th day topped that of opening day.
This was most unusual, for the 5tn
day was Monday.the day in Singapore
when film receipts traditionally
experience a dip.

RIGHT

One of Paramount ' s own posters
in Singapore that are doing a great
job of selling not only "Tne Great-
est Show on Earth," but the Para-
mount trade mark as well.

In Singapore, a couple
of push-carts carry the
title of "The Greatest
Show on Earth." in Chinese
and English, into every
part of the city.

The following excerpt of a letter from general
manager A. Stephen Clug, of Brazil, indicates the

huge measure of success that Cecil B. DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah" is enjoying in that country.

f, As expected, SAMSON AND DELILAH in
its first week in the circuit has toppec
any picture we have played in the circ-
uit in Rio de Janeiro, with the except-
ion of THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and PSYCHO.
If it hadn't been for a football game, I

have a feeling we would have even toppec
PSYCHO’S first week in the circuit. The
figures for SAMSON in 12 houses came to

within a fraction of the figures for the

Hitchcock film in 15 houses. You can set

from this that relatively speak i ng ,, SAM-

SON AND DELILAH beat PSYCHO on a house-
by-house average."

SINGAPORE - Here's just the impressive type of
massive cut-out that Cecil B. DeMille's "The Great-
est Show On Earth" is entitled to. It stands 40 ft.
high, is on the outskirts of this city, and directs
countless thousands to the Cathay Theatre. (Note
the Academy Awards 'Oscar' in lower left corner).

"SAMSON AND DELILAH"
IS A CIRCUIT SENSAT-
ION IN RIO

"THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH" CONTINUES
TO LIVE UP TO ITS

MIGHTY TITLE .....



James

Stewart,

Vera

Miles

and

John

Wayne

are

the

central

figures

in

this

rather

peace-

ful

scene

from

John

Ford's

production,

"The

Man

Who

Shot

Liberty

Valance."

Later

on,

the

peace

erupts

into

thunderous

drama.
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If there were in the
world today any large
number of people who de-
sired their own happiness
more than they desired
the unhappiness of others,

we could have a paradise
in a few years.

Bertrand ftissaU

ROME - Audrey Hepburn
with a Red Cross nurse at
the Fianunetta Theatre
premiere of "Breakfast At
Tiffany's." Proceeds cf the
performance were donated
f,o the families of the 15
Italian aviators killed in
the Congo.

Paul Newman (above)
has agreed to star in a

new film, a 3 yet untit-
led, set in modem
texas, which will be
made by Salem Product-
ions and Dover Product-
ions for Paramount rel-
ease. It will be prod-
uced and directed by
Martin Ritt.

Newman's role will be
a reckless, hard-hitting
type of characterization.

RIGHT

ROME - Mrs. Melville
Shavelson and Pilade Levi,
Paramount general manager
in Italy, dancing at the
Easter Dinner party hosted
by Mr. and Mrs. Shavelson
at the conclusion of fil-
ming in Italy of "The
Pigeon That Took Rome."

TURIN - Once again the renowned Lux Cinema
has come up with an ace front-of-house display,
this time for "The Pleasure of His Company."
Art work was copied from Italy's /-sheet post**

for the Perlberg-Seaton film, and is most eff-
ective

UN ANNO
PIENO 01 PROMESSE

SI, proprlo cosi, stiamo appens incammi -

nandoci verso il 1962 me gift vediamo che easo

e un anno piano di promesse per la Paramount.

A tenere alto il nome della nostra Marca in
questo importante periodo evremo un magnifico
gruppo di pellicole di cui molti peramountiati
hanno glA avuto occaaione dl vedere e apprezz^

re diverse. Del resto, quando si principle un

anno con levori del callbro di HATARIJ, LA MIA
GEISHA, BLUE HAWAII, IL FALSO TRADITORE, THE
MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE ERRAND BOY,

THE PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, MALEFICES, TOO LATE

BLUES, L ’INFERNO E* PER GLI EROI - tento per

menzionarne qualcuno - come si fa a non crede-

re che quell’anno endrA bene sino alls fine.

Me oltre alls quelitA del prodotto c’A qualco-
s’altro che A di magnifico auspicio per il

1962, ed 4 precisamente l'abilit4 di cui el 4

dato prove in tutto il mondo nel lanciare film

come IL MONDO DI SUZIE WONG, I DUE VOLTI DELLA

VENDETTA , nonch4 PSYCHO che continue a batter
records in molti paesi.

Mr. Weltner che all'inizio di questo mese

si 4 recato a Hollywood per seguire il progrejj

so della produzione in coreo, he avuto agio di

vedere 11 film di John Ford THE MAN WHO SHOT
LIBERTY VALANCE, fini to. Esso ha per protago-
nisti James Stewart, John Wayne e Vers Miles,
e a detta del nostro vlce-presldente tutti e

tre interpretano la loro parte merevlgliosa-
mente e il lavoro ha tutti gli eleraenti per

piacere molto deppertutto.

In questo numero vedrete anche come la

popoleritA di Stella Stevens veda sempre eu-
mentando. A tal proposito vi riferiemo alls

pagina di notizie e fotografie sulla recente
visits di quest 'attrice a Londra per TOO LATC
BLUES, e vedrete voi stessi come quests diva
si stla realmente imponendo all’attenzione
del pubblico. Infatti dopo tale visite la

Paramount guards con encore magglore ottimismo

ai film che ha in programme per quest 'artiste

e sul quail vi terremo man msno lnformati su

queste colonne. Me intsnto prendete pure in

conslderazlone tutte queate notizie agll effet

ti della vostrs future campagna pubblicitaria

per l'uscita di TOO LATE BLUES nel vostro ter-
ritorio, campagna che naturalmente dovrA anche
richlemare l'attenzione sul protagonists ma-
schile del film, Bobby Darin, nonchA sul pro-
duttore-regista John Cassavetes.

Sin da quando nel 1956 Elvis Presley fu

presentato per la prime volte a tutti gli ep-
passionati di cinema, il mondo intero aspetta-
va un film come BLUE HAWAII in cui poter vede-
re il vero Elvis. Quests produzione di Hal
Wallis non poteva rispondere meglio alio scopo

non solo perchA offre un Presley migliore di

sempre, me anche perchA la pelllcola 4 uns vara

delizia degll occhi per le msgniflche vedute
di Hawaii. Tutto 4 cosi bello e reale che par

quasi di sentire il profumo del fiori tropica-
li nonche il sapore salato delle onde che s' in

frangono sulla splendida spieggia di Waikiki.

Richiemlamo nuovemente la vostre attenzio
ne sull 'lmportanza del buoni land pubbllcite-
ri, come vedrete ds quanto pubblichiamo in ma-

teria in ogni nostro numero. L'srte del len-

ciementi 4 il vero oseigeno della nostra Indu-

strie e potete rendervene conto de voi stessi

nel constatare gli splendldi risultati che si

possono ottenere per merito dl una campagna
indovinsta. Guardate, per esempio, nel pre-

sente volume quanto 4 stato fetto a Singapore,

specialmente in occasions dell'uscita di ON

THE DOUBLE al Cathay. Da parte nostra non
chlediamo di meglio che rlcevere prove di buo-

ni lend e slamo encore piii felicl se ci ven-

gono contemporeneamente segnaleti i nomi delle

persona responsabili in merito, giacchA deside-

riamo sempre dare ed ognuno il dovuto credito.

Il mese scorso v'informammo dell'acquiato

da parte della Paramount International Films
della produzione televiaiva di THE POWER AND

THE GLORY (Potenza e Gloria) interpretata da

Sir Laurence Olivier. Il film verrA distritnu

to dalla Paramount in tutto 11 mondo, eccatto

Stati Uniti e Canada. E lasclate vi si annun

zl da quests colonna che ai tratta di un lavo-

ro effettivamente carloo dl "potenza" a che

effet tivamente arreca "gloria" alio acharmo.
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FRED HUTCHINSON
HAILS "MY GEISHA". . .

Paramount's managing director in the
United Kingdom lost no time in transmitt-
ing his enthusiasm (and that of the Brit-
ish staff) for "My Geisha" once they had

screened the Shirley MacLaine film. His
letter to Paramount International's pres-

ident, James E. Perkins, contained the
following sentiments:

"What a picture! It's just terrific!

"The original story, the superlative
performance of Shirley MacLaine, the

wonderful colour, settings, and

brilliant photography, all give an

entertainment that should appeal to

everybody

.

"We were all thrilled at the first
viewing this morn i ng

.

"MY GEISHA" is such a breath of

fresh air!"

aSTAIBE
REYNOLDS
palmer
hunter

imusMrffai at tk (fadtmlouKl

LONDON - When Stella Stevens
was here in connection with the
premiere of "Too Late Blues,"
she met as many of the Paramount
staff members as she could. She
is shown here with Mrs. Barbara
Kerr (left) secretary to 'Leslie
Pound, exploitation manager, and
Doreen Senior of the publicity
department.

London Likes
"B. H."

Trade press reviews do
not come any better than the
following highlights of the
review in London's Daily Cin-
ema on Hal Wallis' "Blue
Hawaii":

Light-hearted romantic
fun and games in a dazzlingly
colourful Hawaiian setting,
packed with songs and youthful
gaiety. A film feast for Elvis
Presley farts and an outstand-
ing box-office proposition....
With Elvis as star bait, it's
an exhibitor's dream come true.

LONDON - Shirley MacLaine' s arrival here in connection
with plans for next month's release of "My Geisha" brought
the news cameramen flocking to London Airport. With Jack
Upfold escorting her, she heads a true retinue of retain-
ers down the airport escalator.

LONDON - Shirley MacLaine an 'island' in a 'sea' of BritlA
press representatives at a special reception for the star of
"My Geisha" at the Dorchester Hotel.

Below: Crowds surging around the Plaza, where "Too Late
Blues" was premiering. At right: Stella is with Paramount's
managing director, Fred Hutcninson and Mrs. Hutchinson.

LONDON - With "The Pleasure of His Company"
in general release throughout the Northwest of
the city via the A.B.C. Circuit, considerable
favorable attention was focussed on the Perl-
berg and Seaton production Aria this attractive
float which toured extensively.
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Glow i ng
Calendar

Once again the Japanese
Paramounteers have come up
with a calendar that must be
a very much prized item in
Japan. Twelve top personalit-
ies appear in superlative
lithography, and so that you
might know to whom the months
have been allotted in Japan,
we list them here:

JANUARY Audrey Hepburn
FEBRUARY Annette Vadim
MARCH Pamela Tiffin
APRIL Elsa Martinelli
MAY Debbie Reynolds
JUNE Stella Stevens
JULY Elvis Presley
AUGUST Diana Dors
SEPTEMBER Shirley MacLaine
OCTOBER Juliet Prowse
NOVEMBER William Holden
DECEMBER Michele Girardon

TOKYO - An 8-column ad.

for Cecil B. DeMille's
"Samson and Delilah" when
that famous Biblical spec-
tacle began a re-release
engagement at the Tsukiji
Chuo Gekijo recently.

The picture was given a
full showmanship campaign,
including posters in the
tram-cars, as shown above.

AT LEFT
A charming study of

Shirley MacLaine in London
as she met the British
press and told of the
pleasure she had experien-
ced while making "My
Geisha" in Japan.

Moon River," the song
that Audrey Hepburn ren-
ders so entrancingly in
"Breakfast at Tiffany's,"
is now available on Jap-
anese records in Tokyo.

King Records has iss-
ued the song as recorded
by popular Japanese art-
ist, Mis Misao Rakahara,
and Toshiba Records is on
the point of Issuing a
disc.

Also, Victor, London
and Angel Records are re-
leasing the American ver-
sions of the song in
Japan this month.
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FAR EAST A SPARKLING
SHOWCASE FOR PRACTICAL
SHOWMANSHIP **********

TOKYO - This attractive double-spread shows
how the internationally-circulating Global Movie
Marketing treated editorially the momentous ann-
ouncement of Paramount's forthcoming product for
1962. Full details of the product are on the
left-hand page; and an interesting touch is the
identifying of the illustrations at right by
handwritten titles of the films depicted. Oct

TOKYO - Shown announcing the 1962
Paramount product are Far East division
manager Svend Henriksen, centre, Saburo
Hatano, sales manager, left, and Toshi-
haru Komaki, advertising-publicity mgr.

HOLLYWOOD - Noted Ceylon
industrialist, S. M. Hussain on
the set of "The Pigeon That Took
Rome," with star Charlton Heston
and producer-director Melville
Shavelson as guides. Mr.Hussain
is a close friend and associate
of Exhibitor Cader. chairman
and managing director of Liberty
Theatres of Ceylon, for whom he
has undertaken a world survey of
latest techniques of production,
projection ana exhibition. It is
expected that Mr. Hussain will

i
oln the board of directors of
iberty Theatres on his return

to Colombo.

. RIGHT

AUDREY HEPBURN
urn a i r\

SINGAPORE - In the Far
East, Shirley MacLaine is
big — really bigl This
towel-clad cut-out of our
favorite cut-up is 32 feet
high and was but one of a
number in the Singapore
area announcing "All In A
Night's Work" at the famed
Cathay Cinema.

SINGAPORE - Another
version of the Cathay'

s

'towelmanship' in reveal-
ing "All In A Night's
Work." The Cathay cutely
embroidered the word 'HlS'
on the towels draped about
Shirley in city locations.

SINGAPORE - Another
highly effective front-of
-house display for the
Cathay provided by that
theatre's Lee Say Keng.
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NEW YCRK - The incom-

?
arable, timeless and
rrepressible Maurice

Chevalier was an honored

E
uest at Paramount's tley,
et 1 s Twist 1

" party at the
Peppermint Lounge. At ritft
is Variety's managing ed-
itor, Abel Green. Centre:
noted columnist Hy Gardn»r
of the New York Herald-
Tribune, and Mrs. Gardner.

MICHELE MGNTAU, sole
female player in the dram-
atic thunderbolt of war,
"Hell Is For Heroes." The
film is the first product-
ion contribution of Henry
Blanke since Joining Par-
amount .

Experience is a poor
guide to man, and is

seldom followed. What
really teaches a man is

not experience, but
observation.

H.L. Mencken

1962 S ' ANNONCE
COMME UNE ANNEE
EXTRAORD.NA,RE

iiiiiiiii
Eh oui, 1962 s'annonce fort bien pour Pa-

ramount. Deja de nombreuaes peraonnes de notre
compagnie ont vu et applaud! quelques una de
noa filma lee plua importanta qui feront flot-
ter la baniiere Paramount dana le monde pen-
dant cette annee capitale pour notre Societe.
De8 films tels que "Hatari", "Ma Geisha", "Blue
Hawaii", "Trahiaon aur commande", "L'Homme qui
a tue Liberty Valance',' "The Errand Boy", "Li-
ner de P&ques" ,

"Malefices" , "La Ballade dea
Sana-Eapoir" ,

"d«ll is for Heroes", pour n'en
mentionner que quelques una, garantiasent , en
ce debut de 62, une annee exceptionnelle. De

plua, grace a la aplendide exploitation faite

a travera le monde pour "Le Monde de Suzie Won£',

"Vengeance aux deux Visages", sans oublier
"Paychose", ces films continuent a battre dea
records dana bon nombre de pays, ce qui eat

d 'excellent augure pour 1962.

M. Weltner etait k Hollywood au debut de

ce moia pour dea questions de production et il

a vu "L'Homme qui a tu6 Liberty Valance" qui

oat maintenant termine. Lea vedettes de ce film

sont James Stewart, John Wayne et Vera Miles

et le vice-president de Paramount a declare que

ces vedettea interpretent admirablement ce film

qui reunit toui lea elements pour remporter un
auccea magistral dans le monde entier.

Ce moia-ci, nous vous montrons le paa im-

portant accompli par Stella Stevens dans sa

carriers de vedette. Nous avons toute une page

de nouvellea et de photos aur la visite de Stel-

la a Londrea pour le lancement de "La Ballade

deB Sana-S8poir" et il semble evident que Miss

Stevens possede cette incontestable peraonnali-

te qui fait lea grandea vedettes. Cette visite
a rendu Paramount encore plus optimiate quant

a la liate dea films prevua pour Miss Stevens

et dont nous voua tiendrona au courant dana nos

colonnea. Cependant, il aerait bon que vous te-

niez compte de cea nouvellea pour le lancement

deTla Ballade dea Sana-Eapoir" dans votre pays,

aana oublier toutefois ni Bobby Darin ni John

Caaaavetea, le metteur en scene.

Depuia 1956 , date ou Elvia Presley appa-
raissait aur les ecrans pour la premiere foia,
juaqu'a ce jour, le monde attendait impatiem-
ment un film comme "Blue Hawaii", qui revel&t

le veritable Elvis. La production de Hal Wallis

repond parfaitement a cette attente car elle
noua donne non seulement le meilleur Presley
que nous ayons jamais vu, mais encore un film
qui eat une joie pour les yeux gr&ce a ses mer-
veilleuses vues de Hawaii. L' impression d'au-
thencite est telle, qu'on croit sentir les
fleurs tropicales et avoir aur les levres le
gout sale des values qui baignent la raviasante
plage de Waikiki.

Une foia encore, nous desirons attirer vo-
tre attention sur 1* importance qu'il faut accox»-

der aux campagnea de lancement. Le lancement
est un element vital dans notre metier et voua
vous en rendrez compte loraque vous verrez les
merveilleux resultata obtenus par une bonne
campagne de publicite. Regardez, dans ce numero,

le lancement fait a Singapour et en particulier
ci Cathay pour "La Doublure du General". Noua
sommes toujours ravis de recevoir les preuves
d'une bonne campagne, et encore plus ravis
quand les photos mentionnent les noms de la
personne ou des peraonnes responsables. Nous
essayons toujours de rendre hommage a celui
qui le merite.

Le moia dernier, nous avons donne des in-
formations aur 1 'acquisition par Paramount In-

ternational, du film de television "La Puissan-
ce et la Gloire" dont Sir Laurence Olivier eat
la vedette. Ce film sera distribue dans le mon-
de entier par Paramount, sauf aux Etats-Unis et

au Canada. Et vous pouvez nous croire : ce su-
jet a vraiment de "La Puissance" et il appor-
tera de "La Gloire" k l'ecran.

Stella | n Pari

s

This shot of Stella Stevens before the
Cathedral of Notre Dame is proof that our star
got to Paris. But we have more than this
much, much more. So rather than crowd it into
this issue, we have saved the report for next
issue, when we trust that we can do justice to
the fascinating pictures and the engrossing
detailed report on Stella's activities from
Mrs. Odette Ferry. It should make a fine feat-
ure with which to start off 1962.
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TELEMETER CONTINUES
EXPANSION AS NEW VITAL
FORCE IN

ENTERTAINMENT WORLD

Concurrent with a najor expansion of programing,

Talaaatar la ©ring ahead to broaden the pay TV teat area In
%

Toronto by extending the cable system to encompass an addi-

THE KEY TO A NEW WORLD
OF ENTERTAINMENT”

tional 1,000 subscribers, it was announced by J.J. Fitzgibbons,

President of Famous Players Canadian Corporation.

Plans have been completed to construct pay TV cable

facilities in an area adjacent to the Toronto suburb of

Etobicoke, site of the pilot Telemeter operation. The cable

extension will be in the Mimico-New Toronto section.

Nr. Fitsgibbons said that the wiring of the new area

by the Canadian Bell Telephone Company, scheduled to start

shortly, is expected to be completed early in 1962.

The Famous Players executive pointed out that the

new 1,000 subscribers will strengthen representation of certain

economic levels of the population, and will provide a more com-

prehensive population mix. Moreover, he stressed that the new

subscribers will give Telemeter an opportunity for additional

oo^iarative analyses of buying habits.

Motion Picture Daily
December 4, 1961

Telemeter Data
Given Parliament

From THE DAILY Bureau

LONDON—British Telemeter Home
Viewing—holders of the British rights

\ to Paramount’s Telemeter system—has
circularized members of Parliament

setting out some of the arguments for

Pay tv in Britain.

The company claims that the sys-

tem can be made part of the U.K.

broadcasting service and points out

that the introduction of Pay tv, either

over the air or by a wired system,

would exclude an extension of the

present ‘free television’ services.

There is no doubt that pay tv could

prove an immense stimulus to the

‘live’ theatre, opera such as Glynde-
bourne, and to the production of first

class films. The reason is—a very mod-
est rating on pay tv could produce as

much revenue in one night as a play

or an opera might reasonably expect

to take in several months.

It would be wrong, the company
continues, for it to put forward de-
tailed proposals for the allocation of
frequencies as between the BBC ( Brit-

ish Broadcasting Corporation) and the
ITA (Independent Television Author-
ity ) . These are matters for decision on
grounds of national policy, and they
ought to be decided by the Govern-
ment, and considered in Parliament
solely in terms of public interest.

British Telemeter Home Viewing is

a British-controlled company with
Paramount having a minority interest.

Included among the original subscrib-

ers of the company were: British Lion
Films, The Financial Times, The Gra-
nada Group, The Manchester Guard-
ian and Evening News, Schlesinger

Investments (with whom Sir Michael
Balcon is associated) and N.M. Roths-
child and Sons.

A Government decision on whether
pay tv should be permitted in Britain

hinges on the findings of the Pilking-

ton Committee report which are not
expected to be made public before
mid-1962.

December 12, 1961

Telemeter Granted New
Experimental Permit.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—International Tel-

emeter has been given the green
' light for another “research and
technical” test of on-the-air pay
TV. The FCC’s broadcast Bureau
has granted the Paramount Pic-

tures Corp. subsidiary, a construc-

tion permit for a new experiment-
al TV station on UHF Channel 83

for the purpose, although hedged
with restrictions.

f

Public participation must not

be solicited and the company is

warned that the FCC will give no
weight to any expenditures of

funds which International Tele-

meter might make in the event

the company asks in the future

for a different type of authoriza-

tion.

This means that if the company
should decide it wants to go into

pay TV on a permanent, public

and full-scale basis, or even with
a three-year public trial under
the FCC’s present pay TV rules,

that application would have to

start from scratch.

International Telemeter will be
required to provide the FCC with
quarterly progress reports on the

experimental station, which has

] been given the call letters

\ KM2XOG.

An announcement of
particular importance
concerning International
Telemeter Company will
be made on January 1st,
1962.



Taken by the Gestapo to the dread Moabit

Prison to see if he would crack under the strain

of what he saw, Eric Erickson (William Holden)

looks with horror upon the execution courtyard.,

and sees the woman he has loved, her lips

sealed forever, led with two others to face

the ripping bullets of an implacable foe.... It

was one of the most brutal moments in the life

of the daring Erickson, who put the fate of

nations above personal feelings.

SEAL OF GREATNESS IS STAMPED

ON "THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR"

Lilli Palmer, at right, who

is co-starred with William Hol-

den, gives a performance of

Academy Award greatness with the

role of a secret agent who pays

with her life.

Hugh Griffith has the role

of the chief British agent in a

Scandinavian country. His perf-

ormance is a thriller.

LEFT A moment of tenderness when
Erickson seems about to succumb to the
charms of Frau Klara Holtz (Erica Beer).

BELOW A moment of maddened frustrat-
ion as Erickson fails to find the papers
that are a life-or-death matter to him.
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"BLUE HAWAI I

,

" BY MANY

LENGTHS, WINS THE

ELVIS PRESLEY ’DERBY'

In every release engagement to date across

the United States, "Blue Hawaii" has splintered

every existing Elvis Presley record. The gay

and happy film likewise has delighted every ex-

hibitor and Paramount executive overseas who

has seen it, and multiple launching plans mark

it as certainly a 1962 top-notcher in revenue.

Our thanks to show
minded Hal Wallis for
another great global
audience-attractor.

TOLEDO, Ohio - Girls of
this city certainly didn't
hide their feelings for El-
vis Presley when "Blue
Hawaii" came to the Princees

Theatre. The leis and the
Presley picture were worn on
all occasions.

"B.H. "Mystery
Song Contest
Paramount and the Inter-

state Circuit of Texas
devised a novel radio con-
test for Hal Wallis' "Blue
Hawaii" which already has
been used effectively in
many cities. Based on the
hit songs in the picture,
the contest hinges on
'naming the mystery tunes'
in "Blue Hawaii."

Of the 14 numbers feat-
ured in the picture and
used on an RCA-Victor LP
album, a tape has been
made of eight of the songs
using from 12 to 20 second
segments of each song.

All disc jockeys have
used the idea of playing
the tape and inviting
their listeners to identi-
fy the tunes. The basic
idea is that listeners must
identify four, five or six
of the mystery tunes to
win. The station spaces the
tunes over a three-hour or
more period, thus keeping
listeners tuned to the
disc jockey program.

HONOLULU - Crowds lined up for the premiere

of Ml*lue Hawaii" at the King, oge of 3 Honolulu
theatres world-premiering the Hal Wallis produc-
tion (the others were the Palace and the Waialae
Drive-in). Queue extends in both directions.

POPLAR BLUFF, Missouri - Engagement of "Blue
Hawaii" brought out a real case of reciprocity
between the Rodgers Theatre and a local record
shop called 'Record City. ' The latter gave the
theatre a fine window display, and manager Bill
Griffin of the Rodgers reciprocated by giving
the above prime lobby space to 'Record City's'
display for the "Blue Hawaii" RCA-Victor album.

RIGHT

LOS ANGELES - The Skipper Frank Show over

KTLA-TV proved to be an excellent medium far

popularizing the distribution of Hawaiian
leis as a showmanship adjunct to "Blue

Hawaii." Many hundreds were given away.

HONOLULU - Indicative of the state-wide
approval in Hawaii of the Hal Wallis-Paramount
production is this massive store-wide display
given "Blue Hawaii" by Sears-Roebuck here. As
far back as the eye can see in this picture,
it is "Blue Hawaii" all the way. (Car in the
foreground is a Japanese Datsun Bluebird .which
of course carried the 'Blue' theme forward).

BOSTON - Cashier of the Supreme Super-
market, at right, who is herself wearing one
of the Elvis Presley "Blue Hawaii" leis, lands
one to a customer with h«* purchases. Note
the stack of leis atop the cash-register.
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Just think, at one
time in history a man
could clear up his defcfca

simply by going to Jail.
-Charles Ruffing

LONDON - A radiant

Stella Stevens attends

the premiere of "Too Late

Blues" at the Plaza The-

atre here. She won fine

applause from a glitter-

ing audience.

TOLEDO, Ohio - Two of

the Princess Theatre u

3r.psiri rt: sit?
1
!??:

anged for by the manager
of the Princess, Lawrence
Mallory. RIGHT

NEW YORK - Enjoying
themselves at Paramount's
"Hey. Let's Twist 1" party
at tne Peppermint Lounge
were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Kalmlne. Mr. Kalmine is
general manager of Stanley
Warner Theatres.

Last month we reported the electrifying
cable sent by John B. Nathan, Continental gen-
eral manager, following a screening of Shirley
MacLaine's "My Geisha." Mr. Nathan followed up
that praise with a letter to James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount. International, of which
the following is an excerpt:

"I just cabled you our tremendous enth-
usiasm on screening 'My Geisha* to the
executive staff here, which of course in-
cluded the Production Department's Michel
Bernheim.

"I meant just what I said in the cable,
We were actually speechless for several
minutes. Tears were in Klarsfeld's eyes,
which I had not seen in years since ne is
pretty hard-boiled at screenings. I expeo-
ted something big, but never anything as
big as what we saw.

"In my opinion, this is one of the
greatest pictures we have had. excepting
'The Ten Commandments.' I am thinking in
terms of European audiences. For France,
it has the added asset of Yves Montand.

"The story is terrific, fresh, new,and
in the opinion of all of us, superior to
even 'Roman Holiday.'

"As for the cast, I should think that
Shirley MacLaine should get an Oscar for
thi3 one. She is just perfect. Montand
gives a real performance. And Robinson,
Yoko Tani and Cummings are all perfect in
their parts.

"Will keep you advised of release
plans, but I would definitely not want to
rush this picture in view of its huge
importance and value."

PARIS - France's best known screen comediai
- Femandel - celebrated his 30th anniversary
in motion pictures during production of "Cet
Imbecile de Rimoldi," a Marianne-Gaumont co-
production. He is shown above, at left, at the
studio party in Joinville with Michel Bernheim,
Paramount's production representative; John B.
Nathan, Continental general manager: and
Guenter Schack, advertising and publicity dir-
ector for Continental Europe.

|0 B I T U A R Y|

MADELINE BOURLAND

Madeline Bourland, a fine Para-
mounteer with almost twenty years rf

wonderful service to the company,
died at her film inspection desk in

the Dallas, Texas, branch on Novem-
ber 8th. She had joined the company
on October 14th, 1942.

In reporting her passing,branch
manager Bernard Brager said: "She
was a very friendly out-going person

whose friendship was held in high
regard by everyone in the office.
She was a willing worker of the kind

that is always willing to put forth
the extra effort whenever needed...

"

Madeline Bourland' s husband died

two years ago. She is survived by
two sons - R.W. Bourland and B.E.

Bourland of Dallas, a daughter -Mrs.

Paul Boyd of El Paso, Texas, also
four grandchildren, and a sister.

Our deep condolences to them on the
passing of a fine lady.

DAVID SUSSKIND, producer of the TV-film
production, "The Power and the Glory," on the
set of the dynamic picture. "The Power and
the Glory" will be distributed throughout the
world (U.S. and Canada excepted) by Paramount
International Films, Inc.

*****

Ik
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS OF

INTEREST IN THE

U.S. AND CANADA

HOLLYWOOD - Mr. and Mrs. Jack Karp

and producer Hal Wallis chatting at

the premiere of "Summer and Smoke" at

the Fins Arts Theatre in Beverly Hills.
In the rear is Hamil Fields, owner of
the Fine Arts.

HONOLULU, Hawaii - Much of the
success of the civic reception
accorded producer Hal Wallis here
in connection with the world pre-
miere of "Blue Hawaii" must be
credited to Herman Rosen, of Royal
Hawaiian Theatres, shown herewith
Mr. Wallis. In foreground are the
Key to the City and State Citat-
ion presented in recognition of
the excellence of the Presley film

NEW YORK - Trio at the
"21" party following the
premiere of "Summer and
Smoke" at the DeMille and
Baronet Theatres. L to R:
Helen Menken, president of
the American Theatre Wing
Pamela Tiffin, charming
featured player of the Hal
Wallis production; Hedda
Hopper, eminent reporter
of the motion picture world.

PHILADELPHIA - A pair
of shots of trucks that
deliver this city's magaz-
ines, both of them carry-
ing announcements for the
paperback edition of the
enormously popular "Break-
fast At Tiffany's." Film
was the attraction at the
Arcadia Theatre.

HONOLULU, Hawaii - During the ceremonies att-

endant upon the premiere of "Blue Hawaii" in thi3
city early last month, producer Hal Wallis was
presented with a citation and the key to the City
by Mayor Neal S. Blaisdell, in recognition of the

magnificent service rendered the Hawaiian Islands

by the production of the Elvis Presley starrer.

In the centre is 'Chuck' Braden, chief of the

Hawaiian Visitor's Bureau.

At left, Grace
Buscher, of Coco
Palms Hotel,Kauai,
surprises Wallis
with a handsome
replica of the
double outrigger
used in "Blue
Hawaii," one of
many souvenirs of
the 50th State
given to the prod-
ucer.

NEW YORK.- Theatre execut-
ives love "The Twist," too.
Among those attending the Par-
amount "Hey, Let's Twist!"
party at the Peppermint Lounge
were Robert Shapiro, manaj

J

director of the New York
mount, and Mrs. Shapiro, at
right, and Brooklyn Paramount
manager Gene Pleshette, and
Mrs. Pleshette.

boungt
aging
Para-

«:*• $
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(at left)

Symphony i n Mot i on
One of many scenes of the Technicolor short feature,

"Symphony in Motion," filmed in Sweden by Winik Films, and
having Paramount release this month. . .Special music was
written for this Winik Films sport short and was scored by
members of the Stockholm Royal Opera Orchestra under the
direction of Emil Lasko. mmmmmmmmmm
PARAMOUNT’S ENTERTAINMENT SHORTS
READY FOR ANY AND EVERY SEASON**

And one of the greatest of them
all is the Sports Illustrated
short, "Gold Medal Divers ," a gem
of purest cinematic brilliance.

Here is an exciting sport short,
excitingly directed, superbly
photographed, a poem of motion
a film that through wizardy of ed-
iting achieves a tempo seldom met
with in short features. The demon-
strations of seemingly effortless
diving have seldom been equalled,
never surpassed in any comparable
film within our recollection. And
the background of the Pacific
coastline adds even more to the
magic of "Gold Medal Divers."

Surely we shall
find this entrancing
short nominated for an
Academy Award in the
upcoming contest.

SEASON FOR SHORTS

I

IKE the "season to be merry," the season for shorts

should be one that is not confined to any particular

I
period of the year but one which runs continually

and indefinitely. Although often treated as "step chil-

dren" of the industry, short subjects have an amazing

vitality. Distributors frequently complain that ezhibitors

do not want to pay rentals high enough to justify shipping

costs. Producers complain of the difficulty or impossibility

of making a profit on shorts. Nevertheless, shorts are still

made and are still widely distributed. The reason is simple

and fundamental: the theatre patrons like them. In any

industry serving the public, wishes of patrons must be

respected.

The first thing necessary in the development of great

interest in short subjects is care in booking. Shorts should

be chosen on their merits and with proper regard for the

nature of the feature picture. Shorts can do a substantial

job in enhancing audience satisfaction. They deserve the

chance to do the best job possible.

This issue of The HERALD includes special attention to

short subjects.

ANNE MARSTON (above), Miss Michigan of 1959 and winner of
the Talent competition at Atlantic City that year, will be
featured in the next sport short, on archery, to be produced
by Leslie Winik for Paramount release. Miss Marston holds all
world records for women's archery and is acknowledged as the
greatest woman archer in the world today.

The short, not yet titled, will be filmed in color at Sea
Island, Georgia. Richard Winik will direct and Peter Garbarini
will be director of photography.

Shorts Will Cultivate

New Flow of Patronage

by HOWARD MINSKY
Eiecutive in charge of shorts, Paramount

Wuh the current shortage of feature product in today's

markets, shrewd exhibitors are surrounding their feature

programs with the most attractive short sublet ts obtainahle

m order to cultivate a continuous

flow of patronage and maintain a

well-balanced show

The essential value in a company's

short subject program to increase ex-

hibitor patronage is best summed up

in these important subject matter

requirements: timeliness, variety and

action — with color an additional

strong plus factor. Opinions from

leading exhibitors on the most de-

sirable type of short subjects patrons

prefer, almost invariably revealed

cartoons leading ail other divisions w

and novelty films running closely behind according

ent company plans.

For its current program of short subjects. Paramount will

have available a brighter, newer array of iO assorted short

subjects encompassing a wide variety of colorful subjects

geared to meet any showman s present theatrical program

requirements.

The 1961-1962 lineup on the Paramount shorts program

includes a two-reel cartOon special on ’ Abner, the Baseball

which documents the life of a major league baseball from

the time if is sruffed and sntched in a factory to the time

it gets the stuffing clobbered our of it on the baseball

diamond It has already played some successful lirst-run

engagements

Tins subject was shown to various baseball writers as well

as major league cluhs. Phil Ruvuto, luvc-hall radio com-

mentator. declared it one of the funniest jncturcs about

baseball 1 have ever seen

There will be 20 other colorful cartoons of four series

ith sports, travel shorts

pro-

Our Short Features
page in every issue of

Paramount World for many

months past has borne

ample evidence of the

truth of Mr. Minsky's
statements in the adjoin-

ing Motion Picture Herald

article. .. .and more very

effective evidence is to

be found on this very

page via the announcement

of two more fascinating
subjects in the Winik
Films Sport Series.

each: seven Noveltixrns including Munro a lartoon wh*h

won tins year's Academy Award. Tunic Scoop Kormn

Goes to School" and Perry Popgun.' Seven Modern Mad

caps consisting of "The Plot Sickens.
- '

"Crumlcv Cogwheel

and Popcorn and Poliricv'' Six Coma Kings with Mouse

Blanche and Hits and Runs now ready and dn Mu
ing six Popcyc Champions

—
‘ Fireman's Brawl Toreador-

able,' "The Ace of Space. Shaving Muggs Taxi Rurvy

and " Floor Flusher
'"

For the sports enthusiasts the program contains six Sports

in Action subjects, and two-reel specials m color consisting

of unusual subjects. The company has launched a global

production program for its live-action shorts with subnets

currently being filmed by Paramount in color in various

parts of the world.

MOTION PICTURE HERA10 NOvEMitR H
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LONDON - Stella Stevens

with her new British poss-
ession, Yorkshire Terrier
"Roval Rose of Wimpal." A
full report on another
page of this issue.

NEW YORK - Laurence A.
Tisch, president and chief
executive officer of Loew*s
Theatres, Inc., with the
eagerly-sought tickets that
took him ana Mrs. Tisch to
Paramount's "Hey, Let's
Twist l" party at the Pepp-
ermint Lounge on Dec. 5th.

MADRID - Shirley (Sun-
shine) MacLaine poses here
with a copy of tne noted
Spanish illustrated magaz-
ine, Triunfo. And guess
whose picture is on the
cover

1

SAO PAULO, Brazil - Mr.Julio
Florentino, left, general mana-

f
er of the Serraaor Company, and
aramount's Sao Paulo manager,

Miguel Mancini, in the lobby of
the Ipiranga Theatre observing
the obviously endless line of
patrons queue-d up to see Alfred
Hitchcock's "Psycho."

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONaLI T I ES
IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

LONDON - We wonder what
Oswald Croft, Paramount head
office executive, has just said
to visiting Stella Stevens to
have caused that quizzical look.
Stella was a big hit on her
visit to the London Paramount
staff, and met as many of the
personnel as time permitted.

MADRID - Shirley MacLaine,
arriving at Madrid Airport, app-
ears to be concerned over the
handling of her baggage. She is
shown with Frank A. Siter,gener-
al manager for Spain and super-
visor for the Middle East.

NEW YORK - Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Owen at Paramount's
"21" Party following the
premiere of "Summer and
Smoke" at the DeMllle and
Baronet Theatres. Mr. Owen
is assistant general sales
manager of Paramount Film
Distributing Corporation.

LONDON - At the Plaza
Theatre premiere of "Too
Late Blues" - co-star Stella
Stevens and noted British
screen star Leo Genn.

NEW YORK - Shown at the
Paramount showmanship sem-
inar on "Hey, Let's Twist!"
are Joseph Friedman, left,
and Fred Herkowitz. Former
is executive assistant to
Martin Davis, national dir-
ector of advertising, pub-
licity and showmanship. Mr.
Herkowitz is district man-
ager of RKO Theatres.

RIGHT
SYDNEY - Managing Direo-

tor R.L. Graham with hula
girls at Paramount's spec-
ial "Blue Hawaii" screen-
ing for exhibitors.

n _

ROME - Host and Hostess Mr.
and Mrs. Mel Shavelson at their
E« stfr Dinner marking the end
of Italian filming or "The
Pigeon That Took Rome." At left
is production manager Mario Del

NEW YORK - Mrs. Mildred Loew
(centre), daughter of Mr.Adolph
Zukor, with Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Newman at the^ party at "21"
following the DeMllle premiere
of "Summer and Smoke." Mrs.
Newman is known professionally
as Joan Woodward.

LONDON - During her color-
fill visit here, Shirley
MacLaine met some of tne top
figures in the British theatre
world. She was thrilled by the
John Osborne play. "Luther. "and
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NEWS FROM THE CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD

HEY, LET’S
ttitl BOWL!

§hown above is one section of the truly mammoth job of
work that was done the weekend of December 15-16-17 to get
prints and ad sales of "Hey, Let's Twist" from New York
Head Office into every part of the Paramount world with the
least possible delay. Activity above shows part of the 10th
floor hallway turned temporarily into a shipping department
and (L to R) Joe Diana, Raymond Brandow, A1 Lo Presti and
Harry Doldus readying shipments. At right is Charlie Urling
of the maintenance department standing by to shift the
shipments to trucks. This crew worked around the clock and
throughout the weekend, in cooperation with Larry Flynn,
Bob and Vera Guilfoyle, and Helen Dumbra to make sure that
every office got its "Twist" material at the point nearest
to "instantly."

But that was far from all. The offices had to have
Prints, negatives and master negatives and positives. And
here is where the organizational wizardy of Prank La Grand*
and his laboratory aides came in. They, too, did an around-
the-clock-and-around-the-weekend job in the tradition which
built our company — and all of the film went out around
the world.

Now let the bookings and revenue match that kind of
devoted, selfless service 1

The annual Christmas Turkey Sweep of the Paramount Pictures
Club Bowling League held most of the interest of the keglers
as we prepared for our holiday hiatus or two week vicarious
vacation ( regular bowling is suspended but the hustlers will
spend most of their free time "practicing" to keep their
handicaps high until the next sweep). Not all the "Tats" got
fat but the following did oarry home long-necked dinners:

John Oroohowskl of Autometrio - Machine Shop

John Rubinlch of Paramount International Films

Dennis Havle of Autometrio - Charting

Joe Valoskl of Autometric - Machine Shop

Hal Abrahams of Paramount Distributing - Branch Serric

Andrea Llpka of Autoemtrlc - Machine Shop.

V* are not suggesting that all the Paramount Pictures' bowlers
are not bustlers or that they are too honest to keep their
averages below their abilities but it might be that they are
not as adept as their Autostrlo competitors. Among the hot-
shots who competed for the top average turkey, only Johnny
Oroohowskl could roll better than his sverage.

OTHER NEWS ITEMS FROM
FI FTEEN-O-ONE BROADWAY

SECRETARIAL ITEMS: Eleanor Diamond, a native New Yorker,
is secretary to Bernard Kalman; and Herta Kindler is taking
precise legal dictation from Thomas Gibbons. Herta came
from a South Bavarian village of just 600 industrious pers-
ons, and completed her education at Elizabethtown College In

Virginia. During college years she did some European touring
in the course of which she crossed the Atlantic seven times,
three by sea and four by air Still on the secretarial
survey: Sandy Wexler, secretary to Daniel Hynes, chose
Christmas Eve to exchange marriage vows with Ben Dressier.
Good luck and much happiness to you both) And Rose Heller,
formerly secretary to Bernard Serlin, is now on the seventh
floor as secretary to Richard Colby.

They are only memories by the time these lines appear,
but the Christmas decorations on all floors of Home Office
were'a sheer delight this year. Time was found for the sen-
timental touches despite the fact of its being the hardest-
working December in quite a few years. Principally because
of "Hey, Let's ^wist!" Another fine Christmas touch was
the way in which so many pitched in with toys and cash for
the Children of Bellevue Hospital. Charlie Hickey and his
grand crew deserve full applause.

Location chanees in Head Office: Helen McCarten, for so
many years able secretary to office manager William O'Conn-
ell, is now in Room 1173A as aide to Office/Purchasing

In the team race STELLA STEVENS (Autometric Photolab) be* a 3
point lead over ROBERT CUMMINGS ( Autometrio Machine Shop) wltl
the remaining ten teams ranging all the way down to BOBBY DAUB
(ParaPix) 25 points off the paoa. In the individual average
race Sara Sowers of Autometrio holds a 17 pin edge over Zaira
Vlale of Attoaetrio and Marilyn Bettlnger of Para.Int. Film*
while Paramounti Fix' MoKeown leads Charley Hickey of Faramounl

A1 Koneony «nd John Orochowski of Autometrio 178 to 13S»

manager Charles McMains. Eastern representative for KTLA of

Los Angeles, Don Taffner, is now in Room 706. .. .Welcome to

the eighth floor's central accounting unit (covering seven

Eastern branch office). Helen Huber is the unit's supervisor.

Well-wishers are very busy wishing well for Dick Walsh,

contract analyst. Although in Physicians Hospital, he was

able to spend Christmas Day with his family. His co-workers

contributed a Christmas check to help speed his recovery.

In the few months that he has been in publicity's
still department, Frank Rizzo has won much popularity with
his accurate information and ready service.

WEDDING BELLS AND BELLS-TO-BE: This is belated news,
but David Steinberg, accountant, and Mildred Kofsky were
married September 22nd. and spent the honeymoon in Washing-

!

ton.... Betty Schmierer chose last Thanksgiving Day to become

engaged to John Hamilton.

And now to all that Nineteen Sixty-two has to offer!

- Lenore Sheindlin
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SHOWMANSHIP NEWS FROM
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

BELOW

MELBOURNE - Presentation to
Bert Kelly on his retirement as
branch manager after more than 40

HOLLYWOOD - Robert J. Kerridge (center), top
New Zealand exhibitor, and governing director of

the Kerridge-Odeon circuit, receives the latest

Paramount production news from Jack Karp (left),

vice-president and head of the studio. At right

is Martin Rackin, production head.

ABOVE

MELBOURNE - Pres-
entation of company
tributes to Bert,
Kelly as he retired
from the managership
of Melbourne branch.
L to R: Paramount's
auditor Tom Bowden,
secretary-treasurer
James A.Sixsmith,
managing director R.
L. Graham, Bert Kelly,
general sales manag-
er George M.Nacard,
advertising and pub-
licity manager Alan
Wardrope, visiting
New Zealand manager
Stanley H. Craig, and
Jack Edwards, who is
Mr. Kelly's success-
or as Melbourne mgr.

LEFT TOP

Sydney - At the
Paramount exhibitor
screenings of "Blue
Hawaii" and "Break-
fast At Tiffany's,"
hula girls Luce Carm-
agnola and Jan
McConnell 'decorate'
Pararaounteers James
A.Sixsmith ( right )and
Max Allen.

LEFT

And here four ex-
hibitors — Fred Gaw.
ler, David Williams,
John Frazer and George
Condon — get the
same lovely treatment.

Large group sporting leis posed with the “Hawaiian" beauties at Para-
mount’s “Exhibitor’s Day” screening of “Blue Hawaii” and “Breakfast At
Tiffany’s”. Pictured are (back row, from left) George Conson, Chris
Papandreas, David Williams, Bill Camphin, Robert L. Graham, Bob
Heathcote, Len Brennan, Tom Lawson, Bruce Spence, Arnold Spry, Tom
Virgona, Ken Woods, Norman Browne, George Hatsatouris, Max Allen,
Mel Lawton, Peter Medich, (Cabramatta), (Chester Hill), Jack MacCauley!
Jack Matheson, Fred Gawler, Jim Flannery, Charlie Hale and James’
sixsmith (partly obscured). Front row (from left) are David Joel, Reg
Payne, John Frazer, models Jan McConnell and Luce Carmagnola, George

Nacard, Stan Craig and Kal Bagnall.

E ey oJyj
j Brrrlkplst 'mth

I Audrey Hepburn

Hreakfdst srith Audrey Hepburn

SYDNEY - Everybody's Magazine
featured a three-page article on
Audrey Hepburn, with prominent
cover mention, and plenty or
credit to "Breakfast at TiffanyW'

on inside pages

MELBOURNE - Retiring branch
manager Bert Kelly, who recei-
ved silver souvenir trays from
both the Paramounteers of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, also
got a Paramount cartoon gift to
chuckle over in the calm years
ahead. At left is managing di-
rector Robert L. Graham. Behind
the cartoon is George Heron.



LOS ANGELES - Paramount Television Product-
ions' Station KTLA cooperated superbly in con-

junction with the local release of Hal Wallis'

"Blue Hawaii." Bozo the Clown (above) devoted
several plugs to the Elvis Presley film and

distributed "Blue Hawaii" leis to his guests.

Wink Mart i ndale 's Talents

Wink Mart indale is

one of the most tal-
ented performers
starring on Dot Rec-

ords. But he also is

a skilled master of

ceremonies and is in

great demand. As, for

instance, at the

premiere of "Break-

fast At Tiffany’s"

at the Chinese Thea-

tre in Hollywood. He

is shown above at
that event , introdu-
cing Mr. and Mrs.
Fes s Parker. And at
right above is cover
of his latest - and
enormously popular -

Dot album.

AUTOMETRIC NEWS

Here's information for those
who would like to send Season's
wishes, or any other word of
cheer to Lee E. Morton (of Auto-
metric's Marketing Dept.). His
address is:

1/Lt.Lee E. Morton,A02211940
141st TacticalFighter Squadron (TFS)

A P 0 119
New York City, N.Y.
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Awesome_Coveracje

NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION AUTOMETRIC
CORPORAT ION; DOT RECORDS;
K.T .L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAMOUNT
LTD. ; FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

This is the KTLA Telecopter covering the recent dev-

astating fire in the Santa Monica Mountains above Los

i Angeles. The aircraft was in the air day and night trans-

mitting the progress of the catastrophic inferno to KTLA
from whence the action was transmitted nationally. This
coverage was among the most epochal ever televised, and

because it served as guide and warning to all residents

menaced by the fires, it proved a service of incalculable

worth. As such, it also won for Paramount's KTLA a host

of commendations, notably those of the Governor of Calif-

ornia and the Mayor and city officials of Los Angeles.

MOON RIVER
AUDREY

HEPBURN

This is an off-the-TV-screen
shot of KTLA general manager S.
L. Adler carrying possessions
from a menaced house. Mr. Adler
was on the spot covering ground
filming for telecasting, and the
house he was at was demolished
by flames seconds after this shot
was made.

"Moon River," the
song Audrey Hepburn
sings entrancingly ii

"Breakfast At Tiff-
any's," is a music-
publishing world hit
a triumph for Famous
Music Corp.. and one
of Paramount's succ-
ess stories for 19ol

Above is cover of
the Australian edit-
ion of the song.
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SINGAPORE - One of the
Cathay Organisation's
many fine regional poster
locations, this one with
a "Greatest Show on Earth"
message in English and
Chinese.

BELOW
Effective handbill produced

by Cathay for their showmanship
campaign on Danny Kaye's "On the
Double." It really produced
results.

THE TROUBLE IS DOUBLE AND SO IS THE EUN,

IN DANNY KAYE'S MERRIEST MADCAP MIXUP!

A CATHAY ATTRACTION

“MUKA DU A”
(ON Till: ImiI BI.K)

» ijk >\ u a . & -x- . pi ;

* * & * i a it t

tw .Km
A.

yet
wri

SINGAPORE - What more appropriate place
for planting a banner for "All In A Night's
Work" than on the headquarters of the Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors' Association of Malayal And
of course mentioning the fact that the Shirley
MacLaine comedy romp was at the Cathay Cinema,
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I have been told that

one of the reasons the

astronomers of the world
cooperate is the fact

that there is no one

nation from which the
entire sphere of the sky

can be seen. Perhaps
there is in that fact a

parable for national
statesmen, whose politi-
cal horizons are all too
often limited by national

horizons.
Altai E. Stevenson

FES3 PARKER contributes
one of the finest perfor-
mances of his distinguish-
ed film career in "Hell Is

For Heroes."

“Twist”
Winner

Trinidad won the un-
official race to be the

first spot in the world

to release "Hey, Let's

Twist l"

Manager Howard Roch-

lin released the picture

in Port-of-Spain on

Thursday, December 21st.

We'll have a report

on the engagement next

month, along with a lot

more international news

on "Hey, Let's Twist!"

RIGHT

STOCKHOLM - Another
splendid window show for
"The Pleasure Of His Com-
pany," and a young couple

fairly obviously headed
for matrimony, looking at
the Edith Head creations
with deepest interest.

VI GAR MOT ETT
STRALANDE GOTT NYTT AR

************
Ja, sA nfirmar vi oss dA 1962, som ser ut

att bli ett gott Ar f8r Paramounts vidkomman-

de. MAnga av oss har redan sett och frbjdats

At flera av de nya toppfilmerna. "Hatari.'",

"Blue Hawaii", "The Counterfeit Traitor", "The

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance", "The Errand

Boy", "The Pigeon That Took Rome", "Malefices",

GREETING FROM FINLAND

Cover and inside message of the Christmas

greeting received by the editor from Helsinki

manager Kurt Troupp and the Paramounteers of

Finland. Undoubtedly they were all deeply im-

pressed by Audrey Hepburn and "Breakfast At

Tiffany's."

"Too Late Blues", "Hell Is for Heroes” - fbr

att endast nfimna nAgra fA - fir den lovande

ingressen pA ett Ar son bAdar gott fbr fort-

sfittningen. Vidare — den utomordentligt ef-

fektlva och sfiljande reklamen fbr filraer son

"The World of Suzie Wong", "One Eyed Jacks"

- fbr att inte nfimna "Psycho" som fortfarande

gAr segrande fram i mAnga lfinder - fir ocksA

glfidjande tecken.

Ur. Weltner besBkte i bBrJan av mAnaden

Hollywood fbr att diskutara produktionsange-

lfigenheter. En av de filmer han dA sAg i

fullt ffirdigstfillt skick var John Fords "The

M«n Who Shot Liberty Valance". I huvudroller-

na se vi James Stewart och John Wayne till-

sammans med Vera Uiles och enligt Paramounts

vice-president fir samtligas spel av toppklass.

En film som har allt den skall ha f6r att bli

en vfirldssucoe.

Stella Stevens fir namnet fbr dagen. Vi har

en helslda nyheter och bilder frAn hennas be-

abk 1 London i samband med "Too Late Blues",

vilket material tydligt ger vid handen att

unga Stella besitter dot dfir odefinierbara
"nAgot", som slAr hos publiken. Store fbrhopp-
ningar ffistas sAledes vid hennas konmande fil-
mer f8r bolaget, om vilket ni skall fA lfisa

emellanAt. Detta fir nyheter som inte fAr
glbmmas nfir ni pA olika hAll planerar fbr pre-
mifiren pA "Too Late Blues" ,

dfir ocksA Bobby
Darin bfir nfimnas i samnanhanget samt, natur-
ligtvis, producenten-regis36ren John Cassave-
tes.

Anda sedan 1956, Aret dA Elvis Presley
ffirst blev synlig pA biodukarna vfirlden runt,

till denna dag har man sett fram mo$ en film
sAdan som "Blue Hawaii", som lAter oss se den
verklige Elvis. Denna Hal Wallis-film fir

verkligen nAgot alldeles extra; det fir inte

bare det att Elvis Presley hfir gor sitt livs

roll, det fir ocksA en film som bjuder Bgan-
ffignad i rikaste mAtt. Alltsammans fir sA

naturtroget, sA nfir a, att man kan kfinna dof-

ten av de tropiska blommorna och salt smaken

pA tungan frAn vAgorna vid det underbara Wai-

kiki Beach.

in en gAng fir vl angelfigna att betona bety-

delsen av god reklam. Reklamen fir Ju sjfilva

k-Brnan sA att sfiga i vAr "business", och kan-

ske fBrstAr men detta sA mycket bfittre nfir man

blir i tillffille se resultaten av dessa strfi-

vanden i olika sammanhang att fbra fram fil-

STOCKHOLM - Original Edith Head drawings
of the fashions she created for "The Pleasure
of His Company" have been popular showmanship
items throughout Europe, and the very best or
stores have welcomed them for window display
purposes. Above is a fine example of this prao-
tical cooperation secured from the famous store
of Pagelle in this city.

merna till publiken pA slagkraftigast mojliga
sfitt. Se till exerapel vad Singapore gjort, ta
en titt sfirskilt pA den sida, som visar vad Cat!

gjort f8r "One Eyed Jacks". Det fir allt id

till stor glfidje att fA dylika bevis pA genom-
arbetat sfiljande fBrhandsreklam, speciellt trev

ligt tycker vi det fir om vl fiven fAr vet a nam-

net, eller nanmen, pA vederbfirande som gjort

arbetet. Vi vill mycket gfirna ge rosor dfir ro-

sor fir berfittigade.

I f8rra numret berbrde vi Paramount Inter-
national Films fSrvfirvande av TV-framfbrandet

av "The Power and the Glory" med Sir Laurence

Olivier. Filmen kommer att slfippas ut av Para-

mount ttver hela vfirlden, utom i FBrenta Stater-

na och Canada. "Uakteu och hfirllgheten" - Ja,

titeln lAter oss ana en film av det riktigt

stora och pampiga formatet.

The mass shipment of prints and posters on

"Hey, Let's Twist l" repreeents the finest and

most spirited accomplishment of its kind in

many years of Paramount history.
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS
IN CONTINENTAL
EUROPE

TOLEDO. Spain - Shirley MacLaine's
comprehensive tour of Spain naturally
brought her to this city, where she paid
a visit to Domingo Ortega, dean of Spaniel
bullfighters. At left is Jaime Arias,
Paramount's publicity head in Spain.

COPENHAGEN - Bill Holden strikes an
obvious 'touristy' pose as he stands with
producer William Perlberg, centre, and
director George Seaton in a lull during
filming of "The Counterfeit Traitor."

BELOW
MADRID - Wherever Shirley MacLaine

went on her European tour, sne reallyww the place, north, south, east and
west. Here she is in 'this city's his-
toric Plaza Mayor.

This is the label on the
bottle of wine that Charlton
Heston is examining at right.
The individual depicted is Mel
Shavelson himself, and the text
of the label reads:

Holy Wine of Father ?
Aged fast in the pigeon-coop
or "Ciccio Massimo's Castle"
while the light was right.
The allusions are of course

to action and settings in "The
Pigeon That Took Rome."

ROME - John B. Nathan and
Charlton Heston exchange greet-
ings at Melville Shavelson'

s

"Easter Dinner" party, other
scenes of which are shown else-
where on this page. In the
foreground is Mrs. Isa Bartalini,
and in the background is dialog
coach Harriet Medine.

*

RIGHT

CAIRO - Magnificent
above-the-marquee displgjr
at the Rivoli Theatre fbr
"Tarzan the Magnificent."
....And the picture did
'Magnificent' business.

ROME - Charlton Heston examines the label
on a bottle of special champagne at the Easter
Dinner Party given by producer-director Mel
Shavelson to mark the end of Italian filming of
his production, "The Pigeon That Took Rome."
Shown to the right of Heston are: Mr. Shavel-
son, co-star Gabriella Pallotta, co-star Harry
Guardino and assistant director Danny MacCaulsy.

Mr. Shavelson was a most genial host ^o
the party of 115 persons at the Tuscolo Restau-
rant in Grottaferrata, near Rome. Every guest
had his or her individual bottle of champagne,
each bearing a special label shown elsewnere
on this page.
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une section ox the big press table at the
"Easter Dinner" party in Rome. Reading clock-
wise from left: Mario Jacchia, Mrs. Rose Nicc-
oli, Sam Steinman of Hollywood Reporter,
Alberto Torissi of Associated Press, Vieri
Niccoli (part hidden): Harriet Medine, dialog
coach; Renato Barneschi of "Gente." TWA'sMartc
Golinelli, and Tom Wood, unit publicist.

Tables were dressed in Easter Dinner fash-

uiouu.* uaiauiAj l/djiIdUoilO
(home-made noodles), lamb roasted on a spit,
and the chocolate eggs filled with pastry and
cream.

The party ended at 2 a.m. after Baccaloni
had sung some famous old Roman and Neapolitan
songs.
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Noted Oriental charac-
ter actor Philip Ahn has
an important role in Hal
Wallis' "A Girl Named
Tamiko," starring Laur-
ence Harvey and France
Nuyen.

Ahn portrays the owner
of a Japanese resort
hotel in the Technicolor
drama. The actor's
brother, Ral]* Ahn, also
is featured in the film.

Diploma won at the
Mexican Film Festival by
"El Lazarillo de Tormes."
Spanish-language product-
ion being distributed by
Paramount throughout most
of Latin America.

BUENOS AIRES - A most
effective display was
given by the Fausto Book
Store to "El Pais de las
Sombras Largas" (Country
of Deep Shadow) , the book
on which "The Savage Inn-
ocents" was based, when
the film opened at both
the Opera and Metropolitan
Theatres. A special strip
around the book's jacket
mentioned the Paramount
production, and its stars,
Anthony Quinn and Yoko
Tani.

Paramount managing
director Sam Bekeris was

RMSrF.ite 5°f& ,t
all bookstores making a
special display of tne
volume. (We have pictured
another display on Page 33)

BAHIA BLANCA, Argentina - A blast in the
adjoining premises which killed three persons,
wrecked the Paramount office here recently. The
Paramount staff had left only minutes previou-
sly. Picture above shows manager Pedro polenta
and an unidentified employee digging for the
records and documents. These and all salvaged
prints and other material were moved to tempo-
rary quarters where Mr. Polenta and his fine
staff, despite adverse conditions, carried the
company's business forward without a hitch.

Latin American division manager Henry B.
Gordon telegraphed Mr. Polenta as follows: "To

you and all Paramounteers my congratulat-
ions on your miraculous escape from the
horrible disaster. All of our executives
greatly appreciate your efforts and the
work of your employees to protect our comp-
any's interests under these difficult cir-
cumstances. Best wishes to all."

PARECE_QUE SERA
UN ANO MARAVILLOSO

*************
Si, a la vista del afto 1963

parece que sera un aho maravilloso pa-
ra Paramount . Ya muchos miembros de
la compania han visto y evaluado va-
ries peliculas de primer orden que 11a-
varan la marca Par;amount en bate aho
vital. Peliculas de la categoria de
"Hatari", "My Geisha", "Blue Hawaii",
"The Counterfeit Traitor", "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance", "The Errand
Boy", "The Pigeon That Took Rome",
"Malefices", "Too late Blues", "Hell
Is For Heroes" - para mencionar unas
cuantas - son la mejor garantia al co-
menzar un ano de que el ano antero se-
ra bueno. Aun mas — el formidable ar-
te de exhibir demostrando por el mun-
do entero en lo que se refiere a pe-
liculas como "The World of Suzie Wong"
"One-Eyed Jacks" sin olvidar "Psycho",
que continua batiendo "records" en mn-
chos paises, es otro maravilloso au-
gurio para 1962.

Mr. Weltner ha estado en
Hollywood atendiendo asuntos de pro-
duccion a principios del mes actual,
y una de las peliculas que vio com-
pletadas fue la produccion de John
lord "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valan-
ce". Esta pelicula comprende los ac-
tores James Stewart, John Wayne y Ve-
ra Miles y el vicepresidente de Para-
mount dice que los tres actuan magni-
ficamente en esta pelicula que contie-

ne todos los elementos para convertir-
lo en un exito feliz y bienvenido al-
rededor del mundo.

Otro paso en el camino del
estrellato de Stella Stevens puede sa~
reportado este mes. Tenemos una pagi-
na de noticias y iotografias sobre la
visita de Stella a Londres con rela-
cion a "Too Late Blues", y es clara
esta evidencia que Miss Stevens goza
del atractivo personal que convierte
en astro. Esta visita confirms para
Paramount aun mas el optimismo que
tiene sobre el programs de peliculas
que ha proyectado para los servicios
de Miss Stevens, sobre el cual podran
leer en nuestras columnas de vez en
cuando. Mientras tanto, estas noti -
cias deben ser tomadas en cuenta en
todos sus proyectos para futuros pla-
nes locales de "Too Late Blues", ha-
ciendo mencion tambien de la co-es-
trella Bobby Darin y del productor-
director, John Cassavetes.

Desde 1956, cuando Elvis
Presley fue exhibido por primera vez
a los entusiastas del cine en todo el
mundo, hasta hoy, todo el mundo ha es-
tado esperando ver una pelicula como
"Blue Hawaii" para ver el verdadero
Elvis. Esta produccion Hal Wallis ver-
daderamente fue la ccntestacion per-
fecta, dandonos no solamente al mejor
Presley de todos, sino tambien una pe-
licula que es un placer ]oara la vista
por sus magnificas panoramicas de Ha-
waii. Es todo tan real, que se pueden
oler las flores tropicales y saborear
la espuma salada del mar bafiando las
bellas playas de Waikiki.

Una vez mas quisieramos di-
rigir su atencion al dnfasis aparente
en el reportage mondial sobre el arte
de exhibir. El arte de exhibir es el
oxigeno de nuestro negocio, y esto lo
comprende uno de verdad cuando apre

-

cia los magnificos resultados que pro-
duce un arte de exhibir sensato. Vea
algo del arte de exhibir de Singapur
en esta edicion, especialmente la pa-
gina sobre las actividades de Cathay
referent e a "On The Double". Es moti-
vo de un placer editorial para noso-
tros recibir la evidencia del arte
de exhibir y estamos aun mas conten-
tos cuando los titulos que nos envian
con esta evidencia conti enen los nom-
bres de la persona, o personas, res-
ponsables para ello. Siempre tratamos
de reconocer los meritos a la persona
que se los merece.

El mes pasado dimos la noti
cia sobre la adquisicidn por Paramoun
International Films de la exhibicion
televisada de "The Power and The Glo-
ry” en la que figura Sir Laurence Oli-

vier. Esta pelicula sera estranada por
Paramount en todo el mundo menos en
los Estados Unidos y Canada. Y puede
estar seguro que este asunto tiene
realmente "poder" y realm^nte lleva
"gloria" a la pantalla.
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LATIN AMERICAN
SCENE AGLOW WITH
PARAMOUNT EVENTS

BELO HORIZONTE, Brazil - The
arrival here of Janet Leigh on
a personal appearance visit was
an event of great local import-
ance. Above, she is being wel-
comed at the airport by ur. Vic-
tor Marcio Campos, Director of
Cinemas e Teatros Minas Oerais
S.A. of Belo Horizonte.

SOCKO
'PSYCHO

SANTIAGO, Chile: A sentimental
party was held here last month to
wish Mrs. Rosario Paredes a happy
•bon voyage' as the very loyal and
wonderful worker left Paramount
after 33 years in order to travel
to New York. Pictured in the group
above are, seated L to R:

Miss Julia Rodriguez, cashier;
Mrs. Alicia O'Brien, branch con-
trol; Miss Elba Vega, Manager's
secretary; Mr. Sergio Rosenbaum,
sales manager; Mrs. Rosario Par-
edes; Manager Juan Laupheimer:
Miss Delfina Harms, ad- sales clerk;
Mr. Ernesto Ccfrdova, Valparaiso
branch manager.

Standing: Mr. Eduardo Lagos,
accounting clerk; Mr.Hector Carr-
asco, accounting clerk; Mr. Alfredo
Patino, publicity manager; Mr.
Pedro Vergara (part hidden) office
boy; Mr. Roberto Cooper, account-
ing clerk; Mr. Atilio Galvez,film

untlng clerk: Mr. Gohza|o San
hipper; Mr. Enrique Ovanadel,
^sslstant accountant; Jo3e Mor
janitor. (The accountant and two

reno,

other employees were absent from
the picture.)

High Praise for Janet
Last month and again this month we have

word on the wonderful personal visit made by
Janet Leigh to Brazil. The visit of the co-
star of "Psycho" coincided with the release
of "Psycho" in the great South American rep-
ublic, and Janet's work on behalf of the
Alfred Hitchcock thriller was virtually of a
priceless nature. Here are the facts in the
words of A. Stephan Clug, Paramount general
manager in Brazil;

Hara are photograph* of Janet Leigh's visit to Belo
Horiionte, where she visited the theatre in which we will
shortly be releasing "Psycho .

1 She plugged 'Psycho' on TV
and in the newsreels. The visit also Included Brasilia and
Ooiania.

All I can say about her trip is that it is the most
successful one any Hollywood star has made to this country.
She was sensational everywhere she went and in everything
she did, and was so natural. Intelligent and charming that
she left a wonderful impression with people, from ex-Pres-
ldent Kubitschek to the students of schools she visited in

Various cities along the way *

Here Janet Leigh is speaking
with Dr. Jacques Luciano Resende
Pereira at the Metropolitan
Cinema in Belo Horizonte, where
Paramount's Alfred Hitchcock
thriller
leased s

, "Psycho,"
nortly •

is to be re-

1 ’
'-I !

1

1

L L— LL. L—

*

Another wonderful "Psycho" despatch
is this cable from Andree Sanz, Colombia
manager:

’’Psycho" first week
Lido Theatre, Medel-
lin, 310% over
average of house.
Same terr i f i c succ-
ess as ach i eved in

Bogota.
Sanz

This is the gold brooch given
to Mrs. Paredes from the entire
Santiago staff. Centre is an old
Chilean gold coin, with a special
inscription engraved on back.

(left) BOGOTA, Colombia - Lunch
in honor of visit by Henry B.
Gordon, Latin American division
manager. L to R: Humberto Man-
rique. Cali branch manager; IvAn
Jaramillo, Barranquilla branch
manager; Ismael Russi.assistant
manager; Mr. Gordon; Andres
Sanz, Colombia manager; Luis A.
Mendoza, general accountant; and
Norman Kostich.
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Sorry

!

There should have been a column of news in

Portuguese on this page — but,fate was against

us. The original column, sent to Rio de Jan-

eiro for translation, was lost in the mails. A

repeat column, sent post-haste, likewise had

not come to hand even though we delayed press

time 48 hours.
It must have been the heavy pressure on the

mails at Christmas time!

£0 SULLIVAN photo

NEW YORK - An interesting camera study of
star Yves Montand and Paramount dubbing director
Isy Pront during the recording of the French
language track of "My Geisha" at the Titra Stud-

io nere earlier this iponth.

SANTIAGO, Chile - This lobby of the Rex
Theatre is certainly 'charged with a Paramount

. » • E* J —X. Ta i U a„ rge_
atmosphere.' First there Is the central fig-
ure of Jerry Lewis' "The Bellboy." Background-
this is the huge poster f<JT "The World t>f Susie

Wong," which Paramount manager Juan Laupheimer
termed "The biggest success this year." And

finally, beneath the Lewis standee is an ann-
ouncement concerning the exciting Paramount
short feature, "Boats A' Poppin'."

ERIE ,
Pennsylvania - The fifteen members

of the YMCA-YWCA Hula-Twist Party foY teenagers

staged in conjunction with the local showing of

"Blue Hawaii" at the Warner Theatre. According

to Bob Bowman, Warner district manager, party
was a big success and a fine aid to the Him.

NEW YORK - Eminent exhibitor in very good

company. The showman, at right, is Merton
Shapiro, from Philadelphia. His nearest 'com-

pany' is the fascinating Stella Stevens. And

not too far away are Paramount Film Distribute

ing's general sales manager, Jerome Pickman,
ana Mrs. Pickman. The occasion: Paramount's
"Hey, Let's Twist!" party at the Peppermint
Lounge in the Times Square area.

NEW YORK - Section of the reception
at "21" following the premiere of
"Summer and Smoke" at the DeMille and

I
Sutton Theatres. James E. Perkins,

I president of Paramount International,
> and Howard G. Minsky, assistant gen-

eral 3ales manager or Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. . at left. Mrs.
Perkins and Mrs. Minsky opposite them*

LEFT

SAO PAULO - Inside of
the lobby of the Ipirangj
Theatre which gave first-
release to "Psycho" day-
and-date with the Astor.
(Elsewhere we have given
top space to the display
in the Ipiranga's outside
lobby - one of the most
sensational flashes ever

any theatre any-seen
where

SAO PAULO - Displays
of this type carried the
"Psycho" message from a
host of stores in this
city. We received a list
of the co-operating shop*
and it is much longer thar

from here to there.

It's good to have
money and the things that

money can buy; but it's
good to check up once in

a while and make sure

you haven't lost the
things that money can't

buy.
George Horace Lorlmer

about
next
month

If a dog will not

come to you after he has

Looked you in the face,

you ought to go hone and

examine your conscience.
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UMMER AND

MOKE" HAS
TAR-

TUDDED
HOW I NG IN HOLLYWOOD

The Screen City's stellar figures responded

in full force to the invitations of producer

Hal Wallis, Paramount studio head Jack Karp and

P
roduction head Martin Rackin to come to

he Fine Arts Theatre in Beverly Hills
and behold the film masterpiece that had

been wrought from Tennessee Williams'
stage classic, "Summer and Smoke."

Hal Wallis, producer of "Summer
and Smoke," was on hand with two of
his finest contract players - Dolores
Hart and Earl HAlliman.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Karp.

Geraldine Page, left, and Laurence Harvey,

co-stars of the film, with Dick Haynes, m/c of

the premiere, in the lobby of the Fine Arts.

John Wayne, a familiar figure on
the Paramount lot these days, brought
his daughter. Toni, to see the Wallis
production wizardy and the acting
genius of Geraldine Page and Laurence
Harvey.

France Nuyen, who is giving a
glowing performance in the name role
of Hal Wallis' "A Girl Named Tamiko,"
is introduced to the premiere throng.
AT LEFT

Italy's Marietto, who scored so
tellingly in "It Started In Naples,"
and who is co-starred in "The Pigeon
That Took Rome," is over-awed by his
first Hollywood premiere.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Rackin.

At left is a lovely Paramount star of

yesteryear - Patricia Morison. At right is the

opera-star-tumed-f ilm-player, Baccaloni, who

has an important role in "The Pigeon That Took

Rome."

"Summer and Smoke" already is con-
firmed as a massive box-office success
wherever released in the U.S.A.
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In New York, Para-
mount ' s showman sh ip
forces are joined with
those of the RKO Theat-
res Circuit in an agg-
ressive campaign in be-
half of Jerry Lewis'

"The ^rrand Boy.

"

Among the stunts
slanted for newspaper
space is a contest on
"My Funniest Experience
As An Errand Boy." Also
a special showing for
newspaper route boys.

Yes, this is really
Shirley MacLaine in the

role she performs magnif-

icently in "My Geisha."

Gower Champion, who
achieved international
screen fame with his
wife. Marge, as a dance
team, is to direct his
first motion picture.
It is Debbie Reynolds'
"My Six Loves." Gant
Gaither is to be the
producer.

The story centers on
a famous musical comedy
star who adopts six
children orphaned
through an automobile
accident.

RIGHT

One of the ballroom
scenes of "Hey, Let's
Twist!" In the centre
foreground, really twist-
ing, is the celebrated
film star, Hope Hampton.

HET ZIET ER NAAR UIT
DAT WIJ EEN SCHITTEREND
JAAR KRIJGEN **********
Ja, nu wij aan het begin van 1962 staan,
ziet het er inderdaad naar uit, dat het een
prachtig jaar voor Paramount zal worden.
Reeds vele leden van de maatschappij hebben
een aantal van onze topfilms gezien en toe-
gejuicht, films welke in dit belangrijke
jaar het Paramount handelsmerk zullen dra-
gen. Films van het kaliber van "Hatari!",
"My Geisha", "Blue Hawaii", "The Counterfeit
Traitor", "The Man who shot Liberty Valance"
"The Errand Boy", "The Pigeon that took
Rome", "Malefices", "Too Late Blues", "Hell
is for Heroes" — om er slechts enkele te
noerten — zijn aan het begin van een jaar
de beste garantie, dat het hele jaar goed
zal worden. Wat meer is - de uitnuntende
publiciteit over de gehele wereld aan de dag
gelegd ten aanzien van films als "De Wereld
van Suzie Wong", "Vergelding" en niet te
vergeten "Psycho", welke nog steeds in vele
landen records breekt, is een ander schit-
terend voorteken voor 1962.

Mr. Weltner was aan het begin van deze maand
voor productie aangelegenheden in Hollywood,
en een van de films welke hij in voltooide
vorm zag, was John Ford's productie van
"The Man who shot Liberty Valance". De film
heeft James Stewart, John Wayne en Vera
Miles in de hoofdrollen, en de Paramount
vice-president zegt dat zij alle drie een
schitterende vertolking geven in een film
die klles heeft om een wereldsucces te wor-
den.

Deze maand berichten wij U wederom over
Stella Steven's weg naar de roem. Wij hebben
een pagina met nieuws en foto's over Stellate

bezoek aan Londen in verband met "Too Late
Blues", en uit alles blijkt zeer duidelijk,
dat Miss Stevens de juiste persoonli jkheid
heeft, welke nodig is om een grote ster te

worden. Dit bezoek heeft Paramount zelfs nog
optimistischer gemaakt omtrent het productie-
schema dat is uitgestippeld voor films met
Stella Stevens, en waarover U van tijd tot
tijd in onze kolommen zult kunnen lezen.
Cndertussen, houdt U rekening met dit
nieuws voor Uw voorbereidingen voor het uit-
brengen van "Too Late Blues", waarbij uiter-
aard 00k aandacht besteed moet worden aan
tegenspeler Bobby Darin en aan producer-
regisseur John Cassavetes.

Van 1956 af, toen Elvis Presley voor het
eerst voor zijn filmfans over de gehele we-

Belgian ’Foot’-note.
In connection with the Brussels engagement

of Jerry Lewis' "CinderFella" at the Victory,
LeRoy and Astrid Theatres, we quote the follo-
wing showmanship item from Paramount manager
Julian Binstock's weekly report:

For the publicity campaign a most amusing
tie-up was arranged. The principal Belgian
shoe manufacturer contributed one thousand

F
airs of shoes of a style speaclaiiy created
or Paramount's CINDERFELLA. He set up a
•throne' in each of the theatres and as each
male patron bought a ticket he had a chance
to try on a pair of shoes. If the fit was
okay, the shoes were his, free. Tie-up was ad
vertised for four weeks In advance of the
opening.

Showmanship stunt had particular signific-
ance in view of the film's French title -
which translated as "Cinderella With Big Feet.

reld op het witte doek verscheen, tot van-

daag, heeft de wereld uitgezien naar een

film als "Blue Hawaii", waarin mem de fecht

Elvis te zien krijgt. Deze Hal Wallis pro-
ductie gaf hier inderdaad het enige juiste
antwoord op; niet alleen geeft deze ons de
beste Presley, raaar het is 00 k een film di
een genot voor het oog is met zijn schitte
rende opnamen van Hawaii. Het is allemaal
echt, dat je de geur van de tropische bloe
men kan ruiken en het zout kan proeven, da
opspringt uit de golven van het mooie
Waikiki Beach.

Wederom willen wij nadrukkelijk Uw aandach
vestigen op het belang van wereldwijde be-
richtgeving van publiciteitsactiviteiten.
Publiciteit is de zuurstof van ons bedrij
en U zult dit des te meer beseffen als U d

prachtige resultaten van wat goed gerichte
publiciteit kan bereiken, aanschouwt. Be-
kijk in dit nummer eens de Singapore show-
manship, in het bijzonder de pagina van de
Cathay's activiteiten met betrekking tot
Jin the Double. Het zal onze redactie een
groot genoegen zijn op de hoogte te blijve
van publiciteitscampagnes

, en wij zullen
zelfs nog gelukkiger zijn als de captions
die met de foto's meegezonden worden de na
of namen van de verantwoordeli jke personen
bevatten. Wij proberen altijd zoveel raoge-

lijk van het standpunt uit te gaan: ere wi
ere toekorat.

De vorige maand brachten wij berichten ove
de verwerving door Paramount International
Films van de televisie voorstelling van
"The Power and the Glory" met Sir Laurence
Olivier. Deze film zal door Paramount over
uitgebracht worden behalve in de Ver. State
en Canada. En U kunt het van ons aannemen,
dat deze productie waarlijk "Power" heeft
en waarlijk "Glory" op het filradoek zal

brengen.

NEXT MONTH WE SHALL START OFF
1962 WITH A PANOPLY OF EVIDENCE
ATTESTING TO OUR BELIEF THAT THE
HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION, "HATARI!",
IS NOT ONLY A HIGH-SPOT PICTURE
FOR 1962 - BUT FOR ALL TIME. THE
MIGHTY PICTURE IS NOW COMPLETED,
AND WHEN YOU GET A LOOK AT IT, OUR
ENTHUSIASM WILL BE UNDERSTOOD.
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SHOWMANSHIP
EVERYWHERE IS

DECIDEDLY ON
THE UPBEAT . .

.
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Conducted In Association with tho Qulglny Awards for Showmanship

SIDNIT H. MCHETMIK. MHer

Sorkin s Miss Teenager of Syracuse" Stunt

Highlight of Big White Christmas' Bally
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SYRACUSE, N.Y. The wonderful
showmanship accorded Paramount's
"White Christmas^' throughout this
upstate New York area has been fur-
H?u

r
u
af?olaS?

d
i
by tbis P«*« ^ Dec.

6th Motion Picture Herald. Illustra-
tion and text laud Sol L. Sorkin,
manager of RKO Keith's Theatre here
Tor his "Miss Teenager of Syracuse"
showmanship which won the support of
all high schools in the area, and
which was linked directly with the
“ass

ive..
camPaiCT on "White Christ-

mas." Mr. Sorkin is at the right in
the group illustrated.

. NEW YORK - Three girls, patrons
Loew's 116th Street Theatre (Irv-

ing Gross, manager) ,display the
rhyming verse designed to call att-
ention to "The Pleasure of His Com-
Pan3r » The girls covered the busin-
ess section of the area, and created
much favorable comment In the film's
behalf.

first Come , first Served. mck-a^u^J

EL PASO, Texas - As part of
his showmanship for the opening
of "Blue Hawaii" at the Plaza
Theatre here, the manager arran-

f
ed a Hawaiian luau inside the
heatre, with all patrons invi-

ted to be guests. Above is the
setting before the hungry patr-
ons descended on the succulent
Hawaiian foods.

SDCAPORE — A most effective
showmanship device that is not
used often enough is the mobile.
Here's a very effective mobile
prepared by the Cathay Organis-
ation in connection with the
engagement of Danny Kaye's "On
the Double" at the Catnay Thea-
tre. (It is demonstrated here
by Lenore Sheindlin, secretary
to Paramount World's editor).

BELOW
CHICAGO - Disc Jockeys Ernie

Simon (WJJD), Jerry Healey
(WBBM), and Gene Taylor (WLS),
seem delighted over their parti-
cipation in the showmanship
campaign for Jerry Lewis' "The
Errand Boy" at the Chicago
Theatre. (More pix on Page 37).
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ABILENE. Texas - For the opening of "Break-

fast At Tiffany's" at the Paramount Theatre,
manager Truman Riley located an actual 'Mr,
Tiffany' and engaged him as host at a special
breakfast matinee where free coffee and donuts
were served. Showmanship got plenty of local
attention and materially helped the box-office.
In the photo: Mr. Tiffany in chef's cap, and
manager Riley welcome an early-bird patron.

Hawaii" at the St.
At the opening of "Blue
Francis here, the manager

3 of Station KEWB to
ilm and to distribute

arranged with disc jockeys
Play hit songs from the Ti^u a»u w a-LotriDupeleis to members of the Elvis Presley Fan Club..Ink 1 _ * * J j . ,7 •

WW 1UVIMWW* Vi WIlU Ctlf 19 r I
in turn, fan club members also 'decorated'
disc Jockeys Chris Borden and Ken Knox, shown
above. Stunt garnered lots of good press space.

Next Month . . .

.

We will feature a
showmanship story from Singapore which, at the
outset of 1962 will demonstrate why active,
physical showmanship is the very best source
material for providing a firm flow of revenue
at the box-office. Our report will concern
Jerry Lewis' "The Ladies' Man." The theatre:
the Cathay Organisation's flagship, Cathay.



The artistry of Sir

Laurence Olivier was

never demonstrated
more magnificently than

in "The Power and the

Glory" Paramount
International will dis-

tribute this dramatic
p i ctur i zat ion of

Graham Greene’s novel

world-wide, excepting
the U.S. and Canada.
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"A Member of the Team,"

a twenty-minute, 16am
documentary film, was made

by Perlberg-Seaton Prod-

uctions, on the logisti-

cal support by Lufthansa
German Airlines, during
the filming in Europe of

"The Counterfeit Traitor."

Considerable footage is

devoted to the behind-the-

scenes film production as

well as the passenger and

cargo support Lufthansa
contributed in the United
States, Germany, Denmark
and Sweden. The picture
was produced by Theodore
Taylor.

ROMY SCHNEIDER, lovely
co-star of "Forever My
Love," an early 1962 rel-
ease by Paramount.

No question is so

difficult to answer as

that to which the answer

is obvious.
George Bernard Shew

HOPE HAMPTON, former screen star and a New
York City celebrity at opening nights, wore a
fortune in jewels and mink when sne came to
the Pathe Studio for her role in "Hey. Let's
Twist l" She put aside her furs and bijoux for
this scene with Joey Dee, the showmanship
film's dancing and singing star.

ES SIEHT NACH EINEM
WUNOERVOLLEN JAHR AUS

**********
Tatshchlich, das Jahr 1962, auf das wir

zusteuern, sieht ganz nach einem wundervollen
Paramount-Johr aus. Viele Mitglieder unserer
Gesellschaft haben bereits eine ganze Reihe
Spitzenfilme, die das Paramount—Gutezeichen
in dieses wichtige neue Jahr tragen werden,
gesehen und gelobt. Filme vom Kaliber "Hatari"

"Heine Geisha", "Blaues Hawaii", "Verrat auf

Befehl", "The Han Who Shot Liberty Valance",
"The Errand Boy", "The Pigeon That Took Rome",

"Ualefices", "Auf falschen Wegen" und "...die
ins Gras beiCen" - um nur einige zu nennen -

sind fiir einen Jahresstart die beste Garontie,
daB auch das ganze iibrige Jahr gut werden wird.

Pariiberhinaus ist die aasgezeiclinete Schau-
mannsarbeit, die iiberall in der Welt fiir sol—
che Filme geleistet wird, wie "Die Welt der
Suzie Wong", "Der Besessene" und nicht z\i ver-

gessen "Psycho" - die inner noch in vielen
Landera alle Rekorde brechen - ein weiteres
guten Vorzeichen fiir 1962.

Mr. Weltner hielt sich in Produktionsan-
gelegenheiten Anfang des Honats in Hollywood
auf. Einer der Filme, die er in fertiggestell-
ter Form sehen konnte, war die John Ford-Pro-
duktion "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance".
Der Paramount-Vizepriisident sogt von James

Stewart, John Wayne und Vera Miles, den Stars

dieses Filmes, daB alle Drei groBartige schau-

spielerische Leistungen zeigen und daB der

Film alle Voraussetzungen mit sich bringt,

iiberall in der Welt ein groBer Erfolg zu wer-

den.

In diesem Honat wurde uns auch berichtet,

daB Stella Stevens eine weitere Stufe der Lei-

ter zum Starruhm erklommen hat. i.'ber Stellas

AT LEFT One of the many impersonations
carried out by William Holden in the exciting
drama of World War II - "The Counterfeit
Traitor."

Karachi

:

M Psycho M Socko
The sun, it seems, never sets on a

"Psycho" success. For many months we have
been reporting them in type - and they all run
true to type. Here's the latest one, reported
from Karachi, Pakistan, by Far East division
manager S.A.Henriksen, who happens to be in

Hongkong:
"PSYCHO" OPENED PALACE THEATRE, KARACHI,
NOVEMBER 24, ALL SHOWS SOLD OUT. ADVANCE
BOOKINGS BIGGEST IN THEATRE'S HISTORY.
AUDIENCE REACTION SENSATIONAL. (Figures
of receipts showed this to be unmistak-
able) .

Besuch in London im Zusammenliang mit dera Film

"Auf falschen Wegen" bringen wir eine Seite

mit Naclirichten und Fotos. Dieses Ereignis

hat es bewicsen, daB Stella Stevens jene per-

Siinliche Anziehungskraft besitzt, die fi’r ei-

nen Star unerliiBlich ist. Paramount ist durcli

diesen Besuch noch optimisti seller im llinblick

auf die geplanten Stella Stevens—Filme gewor-

den, ijber die Sie in unseren Artikeln von

Zeit zu Zeit lesen werden. In der Zwisclien-

zeit werden Sie wohl unsere Bericlite bereits

in die Vorwerbung fiir Ihre jeweilige Erstauf-

fiihrung von "Auf falschen Wegen" unter gleich-

zeitiger Beriicksiclitigung von Stella Stevens

Partner Bobby Darin und deci Regisseur John

Cassavetes miteinbezogen haben.

Seit 1956, als Elvis Presley sich zum

ersten Hal den international en Leinwandfans

vorstellte, bis heute hat die ganze Welt auf

einen Film wie "Blaues Hawaii" gewartet, der

Elvis zeigt, wie er wirklicli ist. Diesen

Wunsch hat die Hal Wallis-Produktion in voll-

kommener Weise erfiillt, denn der Film zeigt

nicht nur Elvis Presley von seiner besten

Seite, sondern er begliickt auch das Auge mit

seinen wundervollen Aufnahmen von Hawaii. Es

ist alles so echt, daB Sic vermeinen, den

Duft der tropischen Bliiten einzuntmen und die

salzige Gischt zu sclimecken, die die Wellen

iiber den lieblichen Strand von Waikiki ver-

spriihen.

Noch einmal mochten wir Sie darauf auf-

merksam machen, welche Wichtigkeit wir den

Reportagen iiber die Schaumannsarbeiten bei-

messen.Schaumannsarbeit ist fiir unser Geschiift

so wichtig, wie fiir den Menschen die Luft zum

Atmen. Auch Sie sind davon iiberzeugt, wenn Sic

sich die wundervollen Ergebnisse einfiihl samer

Werbung vergegenwartigen. Betrachten Sie sich

z.B. in der heutigen Ausgabe einige der Singa-

pur-Schaumannsarbeiten, besonders die Seite

iiber Cathays Bemiihungen zu "Unternehmen Papp—

kamerad". Uns macht es ganz besonderes Ver-

gniigen, Zeugnisse dicser Schaumannsarbeiten

zu veroffentlichen und wir freuen uns sogar

noch mehr, wenn die Dokumentationen die Namen

der Personen tragen, die fiir die Werbung ver-

antwortlich sind, denn wir bemiihen uns inner,

diejenigen herouszustcllen, denen eine Aner—

kennung gebiihrt.

Vergangenen Monat berichteten wir iiber

Paramount International Films' Neuerwerbung

des TV-Streifens "Die Kraft und die Herrlich-

keit" mit Laurence Olivier als Hauptdarsteller.

Der Film wird von Paramount iiberall auBer in

den USA und Kanada verliehen werden, und Sie

konnen versichert sein, daB diesem Unternehmen

wirklich "Kraft" innewohnt und es wirklich

"Herrlichkeit" auf die Leinwand bringen wird.
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Stella Stevens Conquest of London and Paris

The press didn't have Stella Stevens' att-
ention all of the time. Here she does a camera
shot with her host. Fred Hutchinson. Paramount
Film Service managing director, at left, and

Howard Hsrrison, Paramount British Pictures
managing director.

SSSS3SSSS

(Continued from rage 3)

do a special recording at tha B.B.C . Studio#

there. She was interviewed fay Peter Haigh, one

of our leading radio and TV comperes, for the

seond programme, "Movie-Go-Round". This has a

top Sunday listening figure. Stella's recorded
Interview will be used in conjunction with 15
minutes of clips from "Too Late Blues" to be

broadcast in the edition of the progress# set

t# coincide with the Loodon general release of

the picture.

On returning to her hotel following the press

reception, Stella did seme more press photos for

one or two callers at the hotel. In the even-

ing she went to a performance of "Luther" at the
Phoenix Theatre, and during intermission, wait

backstage to meet the star of the play, Albert
Finney, Here again, our girl swept all before

herl

On Tuesday morning, Stella was due to de an
interview spot for the B.B.C. with Gordon Cow
but, unfortunately, Gow was indispossd and this

had to be cancelled. However, two very success-

ful private interviews were arranged for Teny
Voiles of "Today”, a leading national weekly,

and "ABC Film Review", whioh is on sale at emiy
ABC house throughout the country* Interviewer

here was associate editor Peter S. Haigh (not

to be confused with the Peter Haigh of the BBC),

Fallowing these interview sessions, Stella

lunched with Denald Zee, film columnist for the

national Daily Mirror, and the men we had ar-
ranged to interview her on BBC television in

"Picture Parade*. Donald had already net Stella

in the D.S., so he was, to us, a friend and ally.

The actual live telecast went wonderfully
well. Stella had a top spot in the show beii^

Introduced by Robert Robinson and, as already

mentioned, interviewed by Zee* She spoke about

•Too Late Blues", Cassavetes, etc. and cairn

across as a very intelligent person obviously

dedicated to ifcat she is doing* Slips from

Shadows", "Blues" and "Li'l Abner" were also

shown, and I should point out that it is very

anmeusi for this programme to give such a build-

up to one star and feature.

On Wednesday morning, the keystone Photo

Report from
Mr . Hutch i nson . . .

Following the press showing of

"Too Late Blues," Fred E. Hutchinson,

managing director, wrote to Mr. J.E.

Perkins in New York as follows:

A great promotion Job on Stella
Stevens has been done by Jack
Upfold and the publicity department.
I attended the press show and moving
among the critics I gathered that
they were very much impressed by
Miss Stevens. They surrounded her
and bombarded her with questions
which she answered intelligently
and with superb calm and poise. I
think she will get a great press.
She has been most co-operative and
anxious to meet every request, and
has acquitted herself excellently
through a very busy week. Her T.V.
interview in 'Picture Parade' was
excellent.

Agency, one of the foremost in this country, did
a special "Across London” photo layout on Stella.
This took her down to Battersea Bridge, where
she mixed with transport lorry drivers, drunk
"hot tea” (not ceffeet) from a roadside stand;

did a series of pictures in the leaves by the
Albert Memorial and in Kensington Gardens and
then to other top pictorial spots such as the

Embankment, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace^

Tower Bridge, etc.

On returning to her hotel in the mid-after-
noon, after the morning that had seen tor, at

various times, shoeless and ceatless, despite

the English winter, Stella went straight into a
picture session with "Vogue" being interviewed

at the earns time by Mary Holland of this maga-
zine. Although she had only just come in, out

she went again with the "Vogue" people to get

some special shots in a Piccadilly car sales

roemt

Immediately following this session, she did

(Continued on Page 38)

LONDON - Stella talks
with the noted columnist
of the Daily Mirror, Don-
ald Zee, prior to being
interviewed by him on th«
B.B.C. television progr-
amme, "Picture Parade."
On the air they discussec
"Too Late Bluas" at lengh
and clips from "Blues,"
"Shadows" and "Li'l Afanm-
were shown.

As might be expected,
the one question which
everywhere confronted
Stella Stevens was: "Now
that we have seen you in
•Man-Trap' and 'Too Late
Blues' — what does Par-
amount now have you set
for?"

We hope to announce
in next month's issue
the next picture in which
Stella Stevens will star,

j

!

Stella -Stevens took in a great deal of London during her

stay. Here she is backgrounded by the simple but regal beauty

of Buckingham Palace.
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"THE ERRAND BOY" ALREADY

LOOMS AS 'THE GREATEST

JERRY LEWIS SHOW ON EARTH'
At the Chicago Theatre, Chicago

OPENS TO THE
BIGGEST BUSINESS
ANYJERRY LEWIS
PICTURE FOR ANY
OPENING DAY,

OR HOLIDAY 0
OR ANY OTHER DAY * **
IN THE HISTORY
OFCHICAGO!
And It's off to a smash
record-breaking first week

I

Watch It go to smash
record-breaking business
everywhere - anywhere!

¥
The above 3-page trade paper spread, and the

pictorial evidence at right, represent but the beg-

inning of a Jay-Ell Avalanche that seems destined
to smash a lot of records as 1962' s momentum gets
under way. Jerry, whose supply of tricks, gags and
fac-simile impersonations seems endless, brings a

veritable stack of them to bear on the audiences of

the world in "The Errand Boy."

Some of the thousands of orphans who attended the special
morning screening of "The Errand Boy" at the Chicago Theatre.
They also had the thrill of hearing Jerry Lewis as he spoke to
the audience by telephone from Las Vegas.

JERRY: LEWIS
FRACTURES HOLLYWOOD

1 BRIAN DONLEY

Y

: HOWARD MC NEAR
; ; DICK; WESSON

J,

CHICAGO - Many elements of showmanshi]
oy „ ‘

.
' „

of B & K Theatres, in cooperat
by Ed Seguin, advertising

:s of showmanship devised
and publicity director
jeration with Paramountssx a u niuoi/iuoi jui atiOU sioil raiOJJlvuui

showmanship executives, brought record-breaking
business to the Chicago Theatre with the world pre-
miere of Jerry Lewis' "The Errand Boy."

Included in the showmanship campaign were: full
cooperation from leading disc jockeys, a number of
contests, and a huge morning showing for the larg-
est charity orphanages in tne Chicago area. One of
the contests, which attracted thousands of entries,
had radio ana TV listeners describing in 25 words
or less "Why they would like to be Jerry Lewis'
'Errand Boy."'

Through Maggie Daly
of the Chicago American,
the oldest Errand Boy in
Chicago was located. He
is John Bredies, 87,and
is shown at right as he
receives a plaque from
former Olympic track
star (the world's fast-
est errand boy) in honor
of 70 years of service
to Chicago's business
enterprises.

Jerry Lewis selected
Owens to make the award
because Jesse was, in
his younger days, an
errand boy in the United
States Senate and was
considered to be "the
world's fastest errand
boy."

CLIFTON, New Jersey - The entire fleet
of 2,000 trucks of North American Van
Lines will carry three-foot banners ann-
ouncing Jerry Lewis' "The Errand Boy"
throughout tne entire month of December.
North American Van Lines go completely
across the United States, and cover every
main highway in the country.
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Stella - and "Royal
Rose of Wimpal"

Stella Stevens with "Royal Rose of
Wimpal," the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hutchinson, shown with her.

Stella Stevens was a surprised and happy

young woman when she left London en route to

Paris. As a parting gift, and as a token of

appreciation for the excellent work she had

done for the London promotion of "Too Late

Blues" and "Man-Trap," Paramount's managing

director, Fred Hutchinson, presented Stella

with a 10-weeks old Yorkshire Terrier puppy.

Himself a Yorkshire-man, Mr. Hutchinson

had heard that Stella's own dog of the same

breed was recently stolen, and this seemed a

very good time to make good her loss.

Stella's new dog is named "Royal Rose of

Wimpal," and comes from a long line of champ-

ions. She is registered at the British Kennel

Club, the registration having now been trans-

ferred to Stella. To avoid European quarantine,

the dog was shipped direct to Los Angeles, and

has since been reunited with Stella.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36

an interview and photo session with the influen-
tial "Evening Standard" newspaper and reporter
Gerard Carett. This was followed by another pic-

ture session for Bob Hope (yes, that was the raws

11) of the Daily Mirror. Incidentally, for
each of these sessions, Stella, without a murmur,

changed her wardrobe* The last interview was

with one of the leading Sunday newspaper writers
Jack Lewis, of Reynolds Mews.

Despite a really hectic day, Stella was as
fresh as a daisy when she went to the evening
performance of the hit show "Oliver"!

Further interviews followed on Thursday worm-
ing, namely with Ken Ferguson of "Photoplay",
John Cutts of "Films and Filming" and Peter Ar—
mitage of "Film"* Here again, the questions
were of a high order of intelligence; but the
answers were even higher.

A hairdressing appointment in the afternoon
was the prelude to the climax of Stella's visit,
the world premiere at the Plasa of "Too Lato
Blues". She arrived at the theatre with Mr*
and Mrs* Fred Hutchinson, and really looked
every inch a star. She met aany of the trade,
social and entertainment personalities in the
foyer, and received a bouquet from Mrs* Hutchio*
son. At the end of the picture, two special
blue spotlights picked out Stella in her Royal
Circle seat, and ehe stood to take an ovation
from the crowd*

Immediately following the performance, a car
took her to the Kingsway television studios of
the Independent Television Newsreel, where she
did a live guest spot in "Mews From London",
keyed to the premiere and the picture. The in-
terviewer was Ten St. John Barry* She then wort
to a supper party given in her honour by Mr. F*
I* Hutchinson at Los Ambassadors. Mr* and Mrs*
Howard Harrison aid my wife and I were happy to
bo among those present.

In Kensington Gardens,
during her London tour,
Stella had a chance to
admire the work of one of
the city's many hopeful
but struggling artists.

While in London, Stella
saw some of the shows, in-
cluding the Anthony Newley
musical. "Stop the World
- I Want To Get Off." She

meet

.

is
seen here. Also tnere was
Joan Collins, popular
screen and stage star.

it / •;.

irn'XPL
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B.B. and S.S.

In other words, BigBwi
d Stella Stevens, one rf

ny characteristically
naon background shots
lustrat ive of the fine
y in which Miss Stevens
w the British capital.

HOLLYWOOD - Going back to a moment before
Stella Stevens even left here for her momentous
visit to London and Paris - she is shown at a
luncheon for the British film press at which
the plans for the journey were divulged. Stella
is at left centre. In rear row, second from the
left, is Rose Goldstein, able assistant to Ed
Schellhorn in handling international matters.

One of Stella's many happy meetings was
*ith executives of Associated British Cinemas,
ihe alert organisation that will present "Too
Late Blues" and other Paramount product over
heir British circuit. She is shown above with
some ABC showmen. L to R: Clifford Ellson, ex-
ploitation manager; Douglas Ewin, director of
publicity; Stella; Harry Dodge, publicity dept.

I must apologise for the length of this let-
ter, but I wanted to give you as full a picture
as possible of Just what Stella has dene. Vs
all feel that her visit has been very benef i-
eial and hope that, during the next few months,
printed evidence will bear out the foregoing*

As a closing note I will say that London really

knew that Stella Stevens was in tom. Not only

for the work she herself did so afeirably, but

also by the series of special teaser ads we

placed in the London press. This fltminatad yes-

terday in our special ad on Stella in the "Even*

ing news”. On the opposite page, a picture of

her appeared in conjunction with the review of

•Toe Late Blues" • I can seldom remember seeing

two different photographs of a star on facing

pages in the same paper.

Ha la a good man who
can receive a gift well.

Ralph Waldo taeraon
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MANILA, Philippines - "One-Eyed
Jacks" was released here in the heat
of the recent political elections.
Above is a poster for the Brando film
entirely surrounded by political pos-
ters. A strange setting for a picture
called "One-Eyed Jacks." Actual area
is North Harbor, Tondo, the most den-
sely populated area in Manila.

A RESOUNDING SUCCESS

IN' THE INTERNATIONAL
MARKE

AROUND
WORLD
"ONE--
JACKS"

THE

WITH
EYED

* * * *

"JACKS" TOPPLES RECORDS IN LISBON
AND HELSINKI. FANS LOVE THE FILM

Cables from Henri Michaud in Paris announce that "One-Eyed Jacks*
has notched some more international records. This time the contribut-

ing countries are Finland and Portugal, the cities Helsinki and Lisbon.

In both Instances the openings were memorable, the coments
admirable, and the grosses exceedingly gratifying.

Of particular importance is the fact that- both dispatches indic-

ate that the audiences loved the film.

Next month we expect pictorial evidence to round out these fine

reports on this important Marlon Brando film.

TOO LATE BLUES bristles with stunning
performances besides those of the Cassavetes
film's co-stars, Bobby Darin and Stella Stev-
ens. One such thespian Job that stays long in
the memory is that of Everett Chambers, shown
here with Miss Stevens. Mr. Chambers, as the
specious, meretricious booking agent, with
about as shoddy a set of divided loyalties as
has been seen in show business, remains a
glowing standout in one's recollections of the
obviously off-beat "Too Late Blues."

MANILA, Philippines - "One-Eyed Jacks" had
a 3-theatre premiere here - at the Avenue,
Rizal and Capitol. Function at the Rizal, shown
above, was sponsored by the Manila Jaycees
(The Junior Chamber of Commerce).

uroup responsible for the success of theJaycee-sponsored premiere of "One-Eyed Jacks."
Setting is the lobby of the lovely Rizal Cin-ema, and shown L to R are: Ric Javier of Para-
mount. ace showman; Mrs. Roy Kendall: Mr. and

r/? Araneta, Jaycee Governor; Mr. and
j
a
o
T ^nl A. S, Velasquez, Paramount man-ager, and Roy Kendall, Jaycee public relations

oiricer.

PARIS - Typical boulevard billboard used to
tell Paris picturegoers about Marlon Brando's
"Oie-Eyed Jacks." Film was day-and-date show-
ing in four top cinemas, three of them showing
the French-dubbed version, the fourth showing
the original version with French titles.



The FIRST group of

exhibitors* in the big

wide wor Id to see

Paramount's ” He

y

x Le t _|_s

Twist" -- and how they

loved it!

Show-wise showmen from th* Mew York

a r»a — t.ourh -it. .times, touyher at

others. .. .harpi*st. (as above) when
they know they've got a hit.

AT TOP, front row: Larry Morris, Moss Theatres; Ted
Minsky, Warners; Bob Dietch, Eastern Drive-In Theatres;
Nat Stem, Sales Manager Paramount New York Branch. Rear;
Gene Newman, head booker, new York branch; Jerry Horowitz,
Triangle Theatres; Wilbur Snaper, Triangle Theatres.

BELOW: Eddie Fabian, Fabian Theatres; Murray Miller,
Hecht Theatres? John McKenna, Warners; Larry Lapidus, Gen-
eral Theatres.
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Arthur Israel, Jr.

Pres. of M P P A , I n

c

Arthur Israel,Jr. has been

elected President of the Music

Publishers' Protective Associat-

ion, Inc.

Assistant to Paramount Pres-

ident Barney Balaban, and a pro-

minent executive in the music

and amusement fields, Israel is

Chief Executive Officer of Famous

Music Corporation and Paramount

Music Corporation. He is a grad-

uate of Yale Law School.
Israel succeeds the late

Louis Bernstein, one of the foun-

ders of the Association, which is

comprised of major music publish-

ers in the United States.

PARIS - At a special luncheon
for press, radio and television
representatives, held prior to a
screening of "My Geisha," Yves
Montand, co-star of the picture
is flanked by a couple or charm-
ing ladies. Luncheon, by the way,
was held at Maxim' s. On Mr. Mon-
tand's right is .Monique Berger,

Paramount World - Copyright © 1962 by Paramount

Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month

by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount org-

anization around the world who believe in the entertainment app-

eal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and

allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Vol. 8, No. 3 March. 1962 ALBERT DEANE. Editor

AS THE CURRENT YEAR DAWNED, we spontaneously cited it as a
year that would see extraordinary things happening in Paramount's
favor. One of these (and by all odds the most important), was that
the quality of Paramount product would take a sharp upsurge, and
that in 1962 we would have a continuity of many of the finest
films in our company's long and distinguished history. This devel-
opment already has come to pass, and is in fact summarized in the

report by Mr. Weltner beginning on the page opposite. Those who
have seen "HatariJ" , "My Geisha," "The Man Who Shot Liberty Val-

ance," "The Counterfeit Traitor," "Escape From Zahrain," "Hell Is

For Heroes" and those rip-rip-roaring comedies, "The Pigeon That

Took Rome" and "Who's Got The Action?", know from the evidence of

their own eyes, as well as their quickened pulses, that the 1962

Paramount product has that inescapable imprint of great enter-

tainment.

Another index to the new Paramount of 1962 (our 50th Anniver-

sary Year, by the way)
,

is the panorama of surpassing optimism
which is everywhere being presented to Paramount International's
president, James E. Perkins, as he proceeds around the globe on

what is one of the most important world-wide business surveys

ever undertaken by him. In

every land he is finding
that the matchless combinat-
ion of personnel and product
has placed Paramount as an
organization in the fore-
front of the local motion
picture industry. And as a
corollary to this, he also
found massive interest in,

and impatience to see, the
new top-flight Paramount
product about which there
has been glowing news pub-
lished in every form for
so long.

eminent representative of the
French National Broadcasting Com-
pany. On his left (and to our
right in the picture), is Para-
mount's equally eminent Mrs. Odette

Ferry, assistant director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Cont-
inental Europe. Her magnificent
participation in the "Breakfast at

Tiffany's" campaign (of which the
screening on the liner France was
but one chapter) ,

was in turn but
one example of indefatigable Par-
amount showmanship through many
wonderful years.

We have often thought, in a sentimental way,

bout what happens to Paramount World in its

oumeying around the globe; whether some copies

emain as a permanent record of Paramount hist-
rv, or whether some of our readers keep their
opies stacked up year after year. Well, our
nspoken question has been answered from one

art of the world in the scene above. This is in

he Helsinki office of Kurt Troupp, manager for

inland. Mr. Troupp is very proud_ of these

ays in his covering letter: "I am glad to tell

ou that these books are often studied by our

oreign auditors, and are also of great interest

o our local exhibitors." .

Paramount World (and all of its predecessors;

n annual bound volumes is on file permanently

t the New York Public Library, and in the off-

ces of Adolph Zukor, George Weltner and Edward

chellhorn in the studio.
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PARAMOUNT'S VICE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF WORLD SALES is in the

organization's most strategic spot to know the revenue and entertain-
ment worth of the pictures we have in actuality, those in production,
and those scheduled to be made. He as much a 3 anyone else in the

world knows that our product is our progress; without it we are
nothing, with it (in the measure that we have it in this vital year
of 1962), there is nothing short of ourselves that can stop us.

Mr. Weltner has written a letter to the five division managers of
Paramount International based on the product that we have in actual-
ity. An instruction directs that it be translated for all company em-
ployees who cannot speak or read English. On this page we give some

of the highlights of that letter The letter was also addressed
to all Paramount employees in the domestic branches, where it was re-
ceived with satisfaction and enthusiasm.

GEORGE
WELTNER
APPRAISES
THE
WONDERFUL
NEW

PRODUCT
"This letter is being addressed

to our Paramount people throughout
the world," wrote Mr. Weltner. "It

is not important that they be members

of the Sales Department because what

I will try to say in this letter is

of the most extreme importance to

every Paramount executive, although

it is directly addressed to our sales

(Continued on Page 6)

Mr. Adolph Zukor
letter, and the ever-present "A.Z." optimism right

away sparkled in a letter to the head of worldwide
sales. Among Mr. Zukor’ s quotes were:

"I am most optimistic and enthusiastic about

Paramount's future. I know that the studio is now

on the right track. I feel assured that Paramount
can look ahead to a very bright future. I talked

to Barney (Balaban) yesterday and so expressed my-

self to him I feel confident that Paramount
will stand up against any in the motion picture

industry, and that the next 12 months are going to

prove the experience gained through many trials

and problems, are going to show results and will
bring applause and approval from all."

"The beautiful and

pathetic love story bet-

ween Bill Holden and
Lilli Palmer will grip

the hearts of the audi-

ence, but it is the over-

all realism and truth of

the story that raises

this production to its

heights of brilliance and

permits it to take its

place also amongst the
great and long remembered

pictures."

"This picture, which I

saw in the studio, is in

the grand tradition of

'Shane,' 'High Noon,'

'Gunfight at the O.K.

Corral' and perhaps one or

two other unforgettable
films of the We3t. When I

congratulated John Ford

for his magnificent prod-

uction, he told me that he

considered it the best
picture he has ever made."

(And Mr. Weltner listed
some of Mr. Ford's finest
films for comparison pur-

poses) .

"Many of us have had

the thrill and the supr-

eme excitement of seeing

this picture, which has

in it the possibilities

of being one of Para-

mount ' s all-time-great
grossers through its ap-

peal to the whole family."

mmtmmmmmmm#
THE COUNTERFEITTRAITOR

THE MAN WHO SHOT
LIBERTY VALANCE
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AUDREY HEPBURN was one of five great stars nomin-

ated as "Best Actress," this for her enchanting per-

formance in "Breakfast At Tiffany's." And the song

she 3ang in this scene in the picture - "Moon River" -

was nominated as one of the 5 top film songs. So this
very scene may indeed prove prophetic.

PARAMOUNT SECURES
TWO OUT OF FIVE ACADEMY

AWARD NOMINATIONS FOR

TOP ACTRESS. . .ALSO

SEVEN OTHER NOMINATIONS

THIS YEAR, Paramount has a hefty stake in

the Academy Awards, and interest is going
to run high in Los Angeles on April 9th as

’the entire industry reaches out for the big
news.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S provided five of

the nine nominations. Audrey Hepburn was
named as Best Actress. George Axelrod’s very
witty script was named as one of the five
best screenplays; and "Moon River,” by Johmy
Mercer and Henry Mancini, as one of the five

best songs 0 Mr. Mancini also won a nod for
his musical score, and in the field of best

art direction, Hal Pereira and Roland Ander-

son were named.

SUMMER AND SMOKE has Geraldine Page vying
with the star above as one of the five top
actresses. Una Merkel, playing another of
author Williams' 'deranged mothers,' won a

nomination in the category of Best Supporting
Actress. Elmer Bernstein won a nomination
for his musical score; and Walter Tyler won
one for his Art Direction.

GERALDINE PAGE and UNA
MERKEL, shown at right in a

scene from Hal Wallis' produc-
tion of Tennessee Williams'
"Summer and Smoke," have both
received Academy Award nomin-
ations for their brilliant
performances in the picture.

S&S&S&S&S&S&S&S&S
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"MY GEISHA" IS SPINNING
A WEB OF SHEER DELIGHT

ALL AROUND THE WORLD

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya
Geisha" at the

- At the all-

Asia premiere of "My
Cathay Cinema here. Paramount Inter-
national's president, James E. Perkins,
is presented to His Majesty the Tang
di-Pertuan Agong, King of Malaya.

^3

t
7T *1

*

NEW YORK - In advance of a sdsc-
ial screening of "My Geisha," this
message in Japanese was sent to 120
top editors and columnists in the New
York area. No translation accompanied
it. However, what it did say was:

"Mr dear Friend: We think 'My
Geisha' is one of the funniest and
most beautiful pictures of all time.
You will be receiving an invitation
to see 'My Geisha' soon.

Paramount Pictures."
The invitation duly followed, and

B
he screening took place at the
eMille Theatre. Red Book Magazine

will shortly reproduce both the above
message and the invitation.

Steve Parkers

TOKYO - This very intriguing advertisement for "My
Geisha* appeared in the February issue of Global Hnrie

Marketing in a most unusual shape. Two pages in width,
it was on the inside of the fold-over cover. It was
also in two colors, and represented the joint enter-
prise of producer Steve Parker and Paramount Pictures,
Limited, of Japan. We particularly like the advert-
isement's over-all line: "In Any Language. . .Anywhere
on Earth... MY GEISHA is the wannest, wittiest love
story the East Ever Whispered to the West!"

ROME - Screening of "My Geisha" in the CIDA
Theatre for the benefit of Kindergarten S.Pius
X. At far left in front row are producer Geoff-
redo Lombardo and Mrs. Natali, who organized
the showing. Fourth and fifth from left are Min-
ister Giuseppe Togni and his wife. Next to them
at right. Minister Alberto Folchi. Paramount
general manager Pilade Levi at extreme right in
front row. Behind him, co-star of the film, the
attractive Yoko Tani.

STOCKHOIK - With the cooperation of Scandin-
avian Airlines System (SAS), a true-life geisha.

Miss Ushiba, was flown from Tokyo to Stockholm
for the "My Geisha" premiere in the Roda Kvarn.
At left is Guenter Schack. Paramount Fublicity-
advectising head for Continental Europe; then
Mr. Ake Blomquist, head of the SF-Theatres; Miss

Ushiba, and Paul Flodin, Paramount general mana-
ger for Sweden. "My Geisha" was glowingly recei-
ved by the Swefish audiences and press.

PARIS - Co-star of the film
Yves Montand and his wife.
Academy Award-winning Simone
Signoret, greeting the crowd at
the Elysees Cine'raa. where "My
Geisha" was given its invitat-
ional preview before a most dis-
tinguished audience.

NEW YORK - Among those att-
ending the 'sneak' preview of
"My Geisha" at the DeMille The-
atre was the eminent exhibitor,
Sam Baker (centre) with a chain
of theatres across the nation.
(He thought the picture wonder-
ful entertainment - a perfect
woman's picture). With him, at
right, is Nat Stern, assistant
branch manager for Paramount in
New York. At left is Paramount
salesman Lou Wechsler, also of
the New York branch.

'’iriMMi, |w«l wMfcrfd I*n storr Jutiil ti A* WET1

SHUift rvt»

MacLAINE • MONTAND

ROBINSON • CUMMINGS
•3 *OKO TANI

4 Mm-MiW MvAKMh- 0k
TICHNICOIO* mn4 1KMNIIAMA “
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NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR
"

Dean Martin and Lana

Turner find plenty of

cause for happy celebrat-
ing in "Who's Got the
Action?" This is one of

the gayest and funniest
Paramount films in years.

CL E V ELAN D We not only celebrated Lincoln's
and Washington's birthday during February, we

also celebrated Carol Credico's birthday on
February 16th. Carol is all of Twenty now (not
old enough to vote yet) how sweet it is

Carol, booker's clerk, will also be sporting a
new car in a few days, a Tempest no less,

Beatrice Hart, transferred from the Pitts-
burgh Branch is slowly getting acclimated to
what she refers to as "The Plateau". After all,

it is quite a change from "dem dar hills,"
Concentrated effort is being made to frost

the feature cupcake with our Top Flight Shorts.
We are attaching a copy of letter made up by
the girls in the Cleveland Branch. This letter,
with short subject release schedule, has been
sent to every exhibitor in the Cleveland terri-
tory. This morning(Febsuary 27) we received
a letter addressed to "The GirV with dates for

short subjects. This is Just the beginning;
many more dates are anticipated.

-Jack Gaiser

There will be two
•Debbies' in "My Six
Loves" — star Debbie

Reynolds, and eight-

vear-old Debbie Price.

Picture already is in

process of shooting.

Little Miss Price made

her screen debut in "The

Pigeon That Took Rome,"

recently completed at

Paramount.

GENOA, Italy - Para-
mount's branch office in
this city makes splendid
use of its fine display
window. As, for instance,
in this case of "Breakfast
at Tiffany's."

DALLAS, Texas - James Broyles has been

named to succeed Ralph Fry as head booker here.

HEI ORLEANS] How that the festivities of
|

the carnival season are over, everyone having
a wonderful time, all are back at their desks

Just working like "eager beavers" to get to the

top place. We are very confident that this win
be accomplished with all the dates that the

salesmen and bookers are securing.
Mr, and Mrs. Hamea donned their formal at-

tire and saw their first carnival ball on March

9th. Mr. Hames also received his first call

out that evening given him by one of the girls

in the office. They were amazed at the beauty

of the ball of the Krewe Of Iris.

Saturday night, February 17th, a welcome to

our crescent city party was given out at Fitz-

gerald's Sea Food Restaurant, in honor of Mr.

and Mrs. Hames. Needless to say a good time

was had by all.
Last week seemed like "Ole Home Week" here

at Paramount. Karen Humphrey, new Mrs. Crendiaw

paid us a visit. Frances Griffen, brought her

new baby girl, Tamny, in to meet us. She is a

precious little girl with plenty of black hair

for such a young one . Both Karen and Frances

were formally ledger clerks. Joan Trcncoso,

former secretary to Mr. Hames, visited with us

and had lunch with Irnm Rogers. Joan seems very

happy in her new position. Nice going Joan, ard

lots of continued success. While on the subject

of former employees of Paramount, we were very

Two of the men who shot "Liberty Valance"
are here. One is John Ford (right). As the
director of "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,"

he shot the picture from beginning to end. The

other two men are John Wayne (left) and James
Stewart, one of whom 3hot "Liberty Valance."
The charming lady is Vera Miles, who was very
glad that someone finally shot "Liberty Valance."

sorry to hear about the loss of Jackie Drews'

baby. Foster Hotard, once Atlanta Branch Mana-

ger, now with Martin Theatres was in to see us.

It is so nice to see all of your Co-Workers
once again.

Dave Richoux. is now stationed in Korea so

we've heard. We are all wishing you the best,

Dave, and hope you will soon be back in the good

ole U.S.A.
'Hell is For Heroes," was trade screened and

comments were that it is an exciting war story,

with Bob Newhart, a newcomer adding quite a bit

of comedy to this suspenseful picture.
-Jane McDonnell

Mr . Weltner ’’s letter....
(Continued from Page 3)... forces around the

world. This is the day of the big picture. It

is the day when as many big pictures as possible

must be added to the production program of a

motion picture company in order for it to com-

pete in this difficult world market.

"Never, however, in the widest stretch of

imagination did we or any other company hope for

or expect all super productions.

"The purpose of this letter is to inform

you of the fact that commencing with the domes-

tic releases this summer (in the United States

the summer is an exceptionally good time to re-

(Continued on Page 18)

"Forever My Love,” Ernest Marischka' sumptuous Technicolor
production starring Rosy Schneider (right)

and Karl Boehm, which was filmed against the background of the pomp and splendor of
the Austrian Empire, was scheduled to have its American premiere at the 72nd Street
Playhouse on March 27th. The Paramount release (in the U.S.), which is the true
story of Emperor Franz Josef of Austria and his bride. Princess "Sissi," documents
the lasting effects their romance and marriage had on 19th Century Europe.

"Forever My Love," filmed in actual locations in Austria, Spain, Greece and
Italy, utilized such famed sites as Vienna's Schoenbruen Castle, St. Augustine's
Church, Milan's La Scala, and Venice's St. Mark's Square.

In addition to Miss Schneider and Mr. Boehm, two of Europe's biggest box-office
stars, the film also features Gustav Knuth, Magda Schneider (Rosy's real-life
mother, who also plays her mother in the film), and Vilma Degischer. L
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NEW YORK - Concluding arrange-
ments for the Overseas Press Club's
sponsorship of the world premiere of
"The Counterfeit Traitor" at New
York's DeMille Theatre on April 17
are, from left, Quentin Reynold s,hon-
orary co-chairman of the O.P.C. prem-
iere commitee} John Luter, president
of the O.P.C. ;

Barney Balaban, Para-
mount Pictures president; Hal Lehman,
chairman of the O.P.C. premiere conro-

ittee; and Anita Daimant, member of
the O.P.C. premiere committee.

LAUNCHING PLANS FOR "THE COUNTERFEIT
TRAITOR" IN KEEPING WITH THRILLING
FILM'S ENTERTAINMENT MAGNITUDE

The gala world premiere of r,The Counterfeit Traitor" will be held
at the DeMille Theatre in New York City on April 17th. It will be spon-
sored by the Overseas Press Club, and its proceeds will go to the Club's
World Memorial Press Center at 54 West 40th Street, New York City. In

the meantime, a preview of the Perlberg-Seaton production is scheduled
for the DeMille Theatre on April 3rd, with co-star William ^olden pres-
ent, and press, radio and tv representatives on hand.

Below we have London's cabled response to the picture. The word
from Paris, over the signatures of John B. Nathan and Henri Michaud, is:

HEARTFELT TOANKS FOR "COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR." FOLLOWING CABLE SENT PERKINS
QUOTE "COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR" IS GREAT, ONE OF OUR GREATEST. EXTRAORDINARY
DRAMA FILLED WITH SUSPENSE. HOLDEN AND PALMER AT THEIR ALL-TIME BEST.
THIS IS THE GREAT PICTURE WE HAVE BEEN HOPING FOR. ALL HERE ABSOLUTELY
OVERWHELMED AND DELIGHTED UNQUOTE.

Exhibitor interest in the film, everywhere, is building to a pitch
of excitement comparable to the film's own 'thriller' quality.

WILLIAM HOLDEN came to
New York for the advance
planning relating to the
film's premiere, and was
scheduled to be on hand
for the colorful event.

i-Jw

u
£
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TRAITOR SCREENING UNANIMOUSLY ACCLAIMED WITH EVERY OVERWORKED

ADJECTIVE STOP SUPERLATIVE PERFORMANCES BY HOLDEN AND PALMER CONSIDERED

THEIR INDIVIDUAL TOPS PLUS UNDOUBTEDLY GREATEST SPY STORY EMERGING

WORLD WAR TWO FAULTLESSLY PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY PERLBERG AND

SEATON SHOULD RESULT IN FABULOUS PUBLIC APPROVAL STOP IT WOULD TAKE

KJNDREDS WORDS TO EVEN ADEQUATELY CONVEY IMPACT AND I THINK WAS

ADMIRABLY SUMMED UP BY THE WORDS WE ASKED FOR SOMETHING REALLY

BIG AND HAVE GOT IT STOP KIND REGARDS FROM ALL

HUTCHINSON.

Here, in a cable to Mr. Weltner from Fred Hutchinson, managing
director in Great Britain, are the sentiments of the British Para-
mounteers with respect to "The Counterfeit Traitor."

NEW YORK - Eric Erickson ( second
from left) arriving at International
Airport for press, radio and TV inter-
views, and to be on hand for the gala
premiere of "The Counterfeit Traitor,"
which was filmed from his true-life
exploits in World War II. Shown in the
photo, L to R: Robert Guilfoyle, Para-
mount transportation rep.: Mr.Erick-
son; George Seaton, director of the
film; Nick Mamula, publicity manager;
James Proctor, public relations man
on the film's promotion; Hv Hollinger,
Paramount publicist.
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HOLLYWOOD - First stop on the
global journey of Mr. Perkins was the

studio, where he joined with Mr. Welb-
ner in stating the entertainment req-
uirements of the world. Seated around
the abore studio lunch table are, left
to right: Y. Frank Freeman, vice-
president; George Weltner, in charge
of world sales; Jack Karp, studio
head; Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board: James E. Perkins; Bernard Don-
nenfeld, executive assistant to Mr.
Karp.

1

THE TRANS-WORLD
BUSINESS JOURNEY

OF JAMES E. PERKINS

MANILA, Philippines - Beneath
a massive sign already heralding
the greatness of "HatariJ," the
Philippines Paramounteers gather
to pay tribute to Mr. Perkins
(seated, 4th from right). Reading
L to R. seated: Fermin Sanchez,
accountant: Marcelino Torrente,
salesman; Mrs. Concha P. Tuason,
secretary; Mr. S.A. Henriksen. Far
East division manager; Mr. J. E.
Perkins; Mr. A. S. Velasquez, mana-
ger; Miss Conchita de Leon.typist
clerk; Ricardo Javier, publicity
man. Standing : Ambrosio Celestino,
chief film inspector; Rodolfo In-
galla, film inspector: Bienvenido
Dungca, accessories clerk; Luis
Mariano, asst, booker; Arturo
Fajardo, shipper; Crisanto Macas-
aet. bookkeeper; Reynaldo Perez,
poster mounter; Emilio Villanueva,
35mm booker; Juan Torres, office
boy; Francisco Arellano, 16mm
booker; Mer Trinidad, cashier.

The visit of Mr. Perkins
to Tokyo was given profession-

al and comprehensive coverage
by the Japanese lay press as

well as by the industry publi-

cations. It was a tribute to
the high esteem in which both
Paramount and Mr. Perkins are

held in Japan.

LEFT
TAIPEI, Taiwan - Impressive

film industry luncheon tendered
to Messrs. Perkins and Henriksen
by the exhibitors and film per-
sonalities of this country.

TOlCYO - At top is the important
Japanese press conference held for Mr.
Perkins in the Imperial Hotel on Feb.
23rd. Abore is a close view of the
principals - James E. Perkins in the
centre, Far East division manager S.A.
Henriksen at left, and Japan's general
manager Nobuo Metori at right. With
them is meeting's interpreter.

HONGKONG - Long-time exhibitor friends of
Paramount International's head were at the
airport to welcome him. Reading from left: H.S.

Moh, Paramount manager; Mr. Perkins; Mr. C.H.
Liang of King's Theatre; Mr . Y.K.Yeung of Lib-
erty: and Mr. S.T.Wu of Queen's, State and
Royal Theatres.

BELOW

HONGKONG - Mr. Perkins is
advised of the newest Chinese
dishes by Mrs. Robert Chung
and Mrs. H.S.Moh (left), with
Mr. S.A. Henriksen listening in

with interest, at right.

Additional picture news of
Mr. Perkins' global journey on
Pages 24, 25, 30.
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RIGHT

TURIN - The publicity-

trailer for "Breakfast at

Tiffany's" pictured at

this city's world-famous
castle.

James Stewart, who

stars with John Wayne in

John Ford's "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance,"

nearly broke his neck as

a boy trying to fly a

contraption he built out

of wood, some iron bars,

a few wires, paper and

glue, which was his ver-

sion of an airplane. The

experiment was a disas-

ter.
Stewart, who finally

got his wings during

World War II, became
commander of a bomber

group, winning the Dist-
inguished Flying Cross,

and ultimately a Brigad-

ier General in the U.S.

Air Force.

TURIN - Our steadfast
cinema 'friend,' the Lux
Cinema, fashioned this
compelling front-of-house
display for "Breakfast at
Tiffany's."

Broadway star,Eileen

Heckart, will co-star

in "My Six Loves" with
Debbie Reynolds, Ralph

Taeger and David Janss-

en. Presently starring

on Broadway in the mus-

ical, "A Family Affair,"

she will leave the play

this month when actual

filming of "My Six
Loves" commences at the

Paramount studio in

Hollywood
.

cocciute, gli dimostr8 il contrarlo. Non si sa

encore chi interpreter# Is ports della donne
me 11 conflitto tra i due protegonistl ne for#

un film interessentissimo.

JAMES STEWART E JOHN
WAYNE, I NTERPRET I DEL
NUOVO E MERAVIGLiOSO
FILM D I JOHN FORD****************

Abbiemo finelmente visioneto THE MAN WHO
SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE e possiamo dire che A vers
mente un levoro splendido. E' delle stesse ce-
tegorie di IL CAVALIERE DELLA VALLE SOLITARIA
e degli eltri grandi film di queeto tipo. Tele
notizia & state subito diremate a tutti gli uf-
fici Paramount del mondo giecchA questo film
aarA certemente uno del piil importanti della
produzione cl n ernetograflea lnternezionale del
1968. Un particolare interessante: 11 produtto-
re John Ford ste progettendo di fare un altro

film Paramount con John Wayne ed eltri grandi

attori come quelli di THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY
VALANCE. L'autore del nuovo lavoro e Jems

a

Mi chener.

Il presents numero contlene preziose noti-
zie circa i candldati agli Oaear del 1961. Sia-

mo molto orgoglioai che tra le cinque attrlol

in lizza ce ne siano due per la loro rispettiva
lnterpretazione in un film delle nostra Marca,

cioA Audrey Hepburn per COLAZIONE DA TIFFANY e

Geraldine Page per ESTATE E 1TJM0. E* anche pr£
babile che l'Oscar par la migliar catzone vada

a "Moon River," il delizioao motlvo centato da

Audrey nella suddetta grande commedie.

Nel campo della produzione, abbiemo da se-

gno larvi qualcosa d 'important*: la Paramount
ha impegneto l'eminente direttore della televi-

sions George Schaefer per la produzione di tre

film per la nostra Casa. Schaefer, che ha vln-

to tutti i primi premi nel campo della televi-

sions, apporterA certamente anche a quello del

cinematografo il contributo del suo particolare

tolento. Vi comuni cheremo quanto prime il tito

lo della sue prime pellicola., Tutti i auol

film, a colori, con grandi artiati, saranno la-

vori di alto costo, concepiti con particolare

riguordo al gusto del pubblico di tutti i poeei

del mondo.

Paul Newman A oggi considerato uno degli

attori pifl in voga dello achermo. La Paramount

ha concluso un accordo con Paul Newman e col

registe Mmrtin Ritt per la realizzazione di

vari film nel corso del prosaimi anni. Il pri-

mo, che ear# comlnciato subito, A intitolato
WILDEST 07 THE THOUSAND me A un titolo prowl

-

aorlo. E' la storia di un cocciuto cittadino
del Texas 11 quale crede imbattibile la potenza

della sua rlcchezza. Ma une donne, eltrettanto

Si awicina il momento di lanciare HATARII
di Howard Hawks che tutto il mondo ata aspett®
do con impazienza. Questo grandioao racconto”
di caccia grossa nella Jungle ofricana A incon
testabilmente uno del film pid intereaaenti
che siano mel atati fatti su questo soggetto.

E' un film che semplicemente affaacinerfe qual-
siesi cotegoria di pubblico, compresl i glova-
ni e i ragazzi. Negli Stati Unltl si sta lav£
rando da mesi per la prepare zione di una cemp£
gna pubblicitario pid complete poaslblle per

il loncio di quests eccezionoli asima pellicola.

Del resto, avrete giA ricevuto parte del mate-

riale reletivo. In altre pagina, vl diamo

quelche dettaglio sull' accordo che A atato con

cluso con la Willys Motor Company, la SocletA

che ha fornTto tutti gli autoveicoli per la

caccia degli animali in Africa. Slocona la

Willys Company, come la Paramount, A une dltta
lnternezionale, potrete in quasi tutti 1 paesl
contare aulle sue collaborazione per il vostro
lenclamento di HATARH

Prima di chiudere, una piccola egglunta:

Il redattore di questo. pubblloazione aarebbe

lieto di ricevere in continuitA l'espreseion*

del vostro apprezzamento per la mole, varietA

e utilitA delle ca^agne pubbllcitarie rlport£

te ed illustrate in ogni nostro faacicolo.

[ntanto, una cosa A ben certa, osaia che il

numero di buonl lanciementi non ha mai raggiun

to un livello cosi elevato. Cerchiamo di ale-

verlo encore di pid ora che abbiamo una serle

di pellicola tanto imponenti.

HOLLYWOOD - A couple of journalists from
Italy - Mr. and Mrs. J.L.Melega of Milan - get
first-hand news on film production problems
and procedures from one of the industry's
pioneers. He is Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice-president, who met the hushand-and-wife
writing team in his office and gave them much
newsworthy material for the four publications
they represent.

Cover of the

Italian edition

of "Moon River,"

the song Audrey

Hepburn swept to

international
favor in the op-

ening sequences

of "Breakfast at

Tiffany's."
WWW m U H H H

COLAZIONE DA TIFFANY
(MOON RIVER)

AUDREY
HEPBURN

COLAZIONE
DA TIFFANY

GEORGE PEPPARD
PATRICIA NEAL

BUDDY EBSEN

MICKEY ROONEY
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PEOPLE AND SHOWMANSHIP IN

THE CONTINENTAL SCENE

ZURICH - Grieder &
Co..one of the city'

a

best specialty shops
for man's and ladies'
clothes, gave 6 of
their top Bahnhofstr-
asse windows to dis-
plays for "Breakfast
at Tiffany's." Title
of film was painted in
gold on the window.

TEL AVIV, Israel - Continental general
manager John B. Nathan reports that "Breakfast
at Tiffany's" did 'terrific' business at the
Ophir Theatre (which is the oldest theatre in

town, but still a very good one). Paramount
manager Ladislav Koch reports that business on
the Audrey Hepburn 'joypic' shattered by a wide
margin the all-time record held by "Psycho."

Another happy note in John Nathan's
report was the fact that "Chance Meeting" did
excellent business during a 2-week run at the
Allenby Theatre.

More and more Paramounteers are finding
that this Hardy Kruger-Michilene Presle
thriller is real cinema.

Hiauv

HOLLYWOOD - A couple of recent
interesting visitors from Italy
were Mr. and Mrs. J.L.Melega.from
Milan. He represents the Italian
publications, II Giorno, Avanti
and Illustraziani. His wife, who
is a Dane, writes for the Danish
daily, Infonmation. In the scene

STOCKHOLM - Shirley smiled
at the snow here when "My
Geisha" opened at the Rdda Kvam
because she knew that the thea-
tre was already packed with
patrons whose nappy r-ssponses
indicated that they loved the
made- in-Japan comedy.

above they are on the set of
"Who's Got the Action?" with co-
star Dean Martin between them,
and producer-writer Jack Rose.

ATHENS, Greece - Continental general mana-
ger John B. Nathan is shown in the Greek capital
with eminent film producer and exhibitor Savas
Pylarinos (centre), and Frank A. Siter (left),
general manager for 9pain and supervisor for the
Middle East. Messrs Nathan and Siter have been
on a business survey of film conditions in the
Near and Middle Eastern countries, visiting,
among other places, Istanbul, Beirut, Baghdad
and Teheran. In all of these places, Mr. Nathan
reported, "Paramount holds a number one position."

DUSSELDORF, Germany - This busy corner is
truly a Paramount show spot with its trade-
marked-flanked posters for "All In A Night's
Work" and "The Pleasure of His Company."

RCME - Four notables glimpsed at the CIDA
Theatre preview of "My Geisha." L to R: Director
Hugo Fregonese, Paramount general manager Pilade
Levi, Yoko Tani, co-star of the film: and Minis-
ter Alberto Folchi.

AMSTERDAM - A "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
breakfast in the lounge of the Alhambra Thea-
iT? a

.

s a Prelude to showing the Audrey Hepburn
I J- I TW t>0 A nfl rtf f rtrt newenn & T j lfilm to a host of top personalities* oJ radio,'

films and television. Famed radio per-
press, iijLma ana television. Famed radio per-sonality Bob Spaak was master of ceremonies.
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NEW ROCHELLE, NY - The excitement
of "HatariJ" (unnamed in all of the
local announcements), brought a capa-
city attendance to Loew's Theatre the
evening of February 27th.

PARAMOUNT SHOWMANSHIP AND

WILLYS MOTORS SALESMANSHIP
ALLIED TO MAKE "HAT AR I

!" A

FAMILY SYMBOL OF THRILLS

Howard Hawks’ "Hataril" was given a true sneak
preview at ^oew's Theatre in New Rochelle, New York,

the evening of February 27th. Something of the
nature of the super-thriller was divulged by the
display of the rhinoceros, mounted in a Willy s jeep,

which toured the city throughout the day, but the
film's title was kept a Darke st-Africa secret.

Some of the aspects of the showmanship and the
preview are depicted on this page; but what acnnot
be shown in pictures, nor expressed in words, is the
imagination- staggering enthusiasm manifested by the
capacity-plus audience both during the film's show-

ing, and as the end title came up. We have been
going to prestige previews, regular previews and to
sneak previews since the 'silent' days, but never
have we seen such distilled excitement and sheer

joy as this New Rochelle crowd registered. Here was
an unmistakable verdict — a mandate to take this
mighty film before any audience anywhere in the

world and have "HatariJ" acclaimed as the greatest

all-family thriller of all time.

No wonder Paramount and Willys Motors are so

delighted to work as a team in giving this picture

to the fans of the world.

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. - Seen at the special

sneak preview of "HatariJ" at Loew's Theatre
here. At left, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence A.Tisch.

Mr. Tisch is chairman of the board and acting
president of Loew's Theatres, Inc. With them
are Howard G. Minsky, assistant general sale3
manager. Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

,

and. at right, Martin S. Davis, Paramount 's
national director of advertising, publicity and

exploitation.

Close view of the Willys jeep

that toured New Rochelle. Head

of the rhinoceros will be trade

mark of "HatariJ" throughout the

world

.

This Willys jeep toured New Rochelle all

through the sneak preview day. It advertised

the theme of the picture, but not its title,
and the young people of the city evinced lots
of interest.

ON PAGE 37 THERE IS

A PICTURE REPORT OF SOME

EXTRAORDINARY "HATARIJ"

SHOWMANSHIP AT THE AUTO

SHOW IN CHICAGO, DONE IN

COOPERATION WITH THE

WILLYS MOTOR COMPANY. BE

SURE AND SEE IT.'



"Humans use shopping baskets in the super-markets,"
says one of the elfin-like baby elephants in HATARI,

"but I prefer my trunk,"
JRHBHBBHHHfr-JBHHHHHBHBBHHHHBHHHHfr

The HATARI Humans,

reading from the left:

Bruce Cabot, Red But-

tons, Elsa Martinelli,

John Wayne, Hardy
Kruger, Michele Girar-

don, Valentin de Var-
gas, Gerard Blain.
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MELBOURNE — Pictured at a re-

cent screening of "My Geisha"
are: William Bacon Caldwell,
First Secretary of the United
States Embassy, Mrs. Caldwell,
Lord Casey, Lady Casey, and Rob-
ert L. Graham, Paramount's mana-
ging director. Presentation of
the film raised funds for the
Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons and was held at Bill
Howard's Esquire Theatre, Elst-
ernwick.

AUOREY
HEPBURN

BREAK*
AT

w

SIDNEY - Scene in the block-
long lobby of the Prince Edward
as "Breakfast At Tiffany's" hit
the all-time record "Suzie Wong"
set so hard that nobody believed
the figures at first - not even
Holly Golightly herself.

SYDNEY - Popular TV per-
sonality Elaine White(left)
with Joanne Lynch, who mod-
eled the 'Tiffany' collect-
ion - specially designed in
Sydney and inspired by the
jewelry worn by Audrey Hep-
burn - at a recent press
gathering held at the Aust-
ralia Hotel. Entire collec-
tion was later televised in

connection with a colorful
•breakfast' at Angus and
Coote, a prestige Sydney
jewelry store.

PEOPLE AND EVENTS OF

PARAMOUNT INTEREST IN

AUSTRALI A, NEW ZEALAND

SYDNEY - A real crowd-stopper was a recent typing
marathon held by Waltons-Sears department store
which scored wide newspaper and TV coverage. Backing
the finger-tapping contestants are "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" blow-ups, showing the typewriter for which
Audrey Hepburn buys a ribbon so that leading man
George Peppard can further his literary career. En-
trants typed from a copy of the film script for more
than two days.

SYDNEY - Queues - always queues - at the Prince

Edward. This time the lines are for "Breakfast At

Tiffany's," one of a long line of Parampunt hits in

Australia these days.

SYDNEY -
-i r r ::=

Pictured signing first
release deals are Paramount's manag-
ing director Robert L. Graham (ri#it)
ana Greater Union Theatres chairman
of directors Norman B. Rydge. Looking
on is Paramount secretary-treasurer
James A. Sixsmith. The contracts con-
cern the Prince ^dward, Sydney, the
Barclay, Melbourne, ana Wlntergarden,
Brisbane. — —
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS IN

THE BRITISH SCENE

DUBLIN, Eire - The Presley fans went for Hal
Wallis' "Blue Hawaii" at the record-breaking
presentation of the Hono-lulu attraction at the
A.B.C.Adelphi here. (This shot is really a clas-
sic example of unrestrained enthusiasm).

) (

: t

J t

3 C

LONDON - Among the film industry notables presented to
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth at the Royal Film Performance
of "West Side Story" at the Odeon Theatre, was Paramount
managing director F. E. Hutchinson. On left is Mrs. Hutch-
inson, and on right is Sir Philip Warter.

LONDON - The jet-alert showmanship
forces of the A.B.C. Circuit went out
for "My Geisha" in a really big way

—

with tnis massive trailer display that
covered all of the North East area of
the city.

LONDON - Paramount's "Forever My
Love," spectacular romantic drama
in Technicolor co-starring Romy
Schneider and Karl Boehm, will have
its United Kingdom premiere here
April 19 at the Odeon-Marble Arch.
The attraction will go into release
in the greater London area in May.

LONDON - A capacity crowd of very
thrilled fans exits from the Plaza
after viewing "A View From the Bridge."
This Paramount release is being dis-
tributed by the company throughout the
world, with the exception of the U.S.
and Canada.

BELOW
LONDON - Plaza manager May Gayton

with the Plasa Geisha-ettes who were
such a hit with the public during the
recent engagement of "My Geisha."

Her Majesty shaking hands
with Yul Brynner. (Mr. Brynner
recently completed a starring
role in "Escape From Zahrain"
for Paramount)

.

BELOW

DUBLIN, Eire - The Emerald
Girl Pipers parading through the
streets of tnis city to welcome
Elvis Presley's "Blue Hawaii" at
the A.B.C. Adelphi Theatre.
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Charlton Heston in a

somber moment of the Mel
Shavelson comedy, "The
Pigeon That Took Rome."
Heston helps mightily in
making this picture a real

laugh riot.

"GIRLS' GIRLS! GIRLS!"

is the final title of

producer Hal Wallis'

next Elvis Presley pict-

ure, formerly titled

"Gumbo Ya-Ya."
Stella Stevens will

be one of Presley's two
leading women. Director
Norman Taurog starts

the film in Hawaii next

month

.

A minimum of words, a
maximum of effectiveness,
and of course the Para-
mount trade mark, charac-
terize the standard one-
sheet poster prepared by
the German Paramount org-
anization for "Breakfast
At Tiffany's."

First week of the
re-release of "Shane" in

the Liberty Theatre in

Colombo, Ceylon, produced

75% more than the gross

of the initial release's
first week.

"Shane" is still a

mighty powerful film.

EINE NEUE GROSSE
JOHN FORD-PRODUKTION

Endlich hahen wir "The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance" - einen groBartigen Film ge-
aehen und glauben, ihn in jene Sonderklasae
von "Shane", "High Noon" und "Stagecoach"
einreihen zu konnen. Deshalb wird die geaamte
Paramount-Organisation dieser Produktion ihre
beaondere Sorgfalt widmen. Von besonderer Be-
deutung iat auBerdem die Tat9ache, daB John
Ford, der Produzent dieses Streifens, bereits
Plane fur einen neuen groBen Paramount-Film,
ebenfalla mit John Wayne und anderen groBen
Stars - ganz ao wie in "The Man Who Shot Li-
berty Valance" - in Angriff nimrat. Der Autor
dieses neuen Filmes iat James Michener.

Diesen Monat veroffentlichen wir Para-
mounts Beitrag zu den Oscar-Nominierungen
fur 1961. Wir aind atolz, daB von den 5 ge-
nannten Schauspielerinnen 2 fur ihre Lei-
atungen in Paramount-Filmen nominiert wurden:

Texaner, der glaubt, daB gegen die Uacht sei-
nes Wohl8tandes nicmand aufkomjnen lcann. Eine
ebenso hal sstarrigc Frau beweist ihm das Ge-
genteil. Bis jetzt wissen wir noch nicht, wer
diese Frau sein wird, doch sind wir bereits
sicher, daB der ZusamraenstoB dieser beiden
Mcnachen einen unterhaltsamen Filmstoff ab-

geben wird.

Wir niihern uns jetzt imroer mchr jenem

Zcitpunkt, an dem wir Howard Hawks groBartigcs

"llatari" ai’f die wartende Welt "loslassen"

werden. Dieses Wildf Singer-Epos ist eincr der

erregendsten Filme, die je gedreht wurden -

ein Film, der auf Jung und Alt die gleiche

Faszination ausiiben wird. Line umfangreiche

Werbekanpagne fur diesen Film befindet sich

seit vielen Monaten in Vorbereitung, und

zweifellos haben auch Sie achon manches fiber

den Film gelescn. Auf einer anderen Seite er-

ziihlen wir Ihnen mehr iiber die Ililfe, die wir

der Willys Company sowohl zukommen lieBen als

auch verdanken. Sie war es, die uns die vielen

Fahrzeuge zur Verfiigung stellte, die wir zum

Tierfang in Afrika notig hatten. Die Willys

Audrey llepbum fiir "Friihstiick bei Tiffany"
und Geraldine Page fiir "Sommer und Rauch".
AuBerdem hat "Moon River", das von Audrey
Hepburn in ihrer groBen Komodienrolle ge-
sungene Lied, alle Chancen einen Oscar zu ge-
winnen.

Eine weitere Produktionsankundigung von
grofiter Wichtigkeit ist, daB der bekannte
Femseh-Regisseur George Schaefer einen Ver-
trag ala Produzent von drei kommenden Para<-

mount-Filmen unterzeichnet hat. Schaefer hat
bereits die hbchaten Preise auf dem Gebiet
den Fernsehens gewonnen mid wird sein groCes
Konnen jetzt auch in der Filmwelt beweiaen.
Der Titel seines eraten Filmes wird in Kiirze

bekannt gegeben. Die hochsten Budgets sind
fiir alle seine Filme vorgesehen, die spezi-
finch fiir den Weltmarkt, in Farbe und groBer
Starbesetzung hergestellt werden.

Einer der beliebtesten Filmschauspieler
ist zur Zeit Paul Newman. Paramount hat mit
ihm und dem Regisseur Martin Ritt ein Pro—
duktionsiibereinkommen iiber mehrere Filme in
den kommenden Jahren abgeschlossen. Der erste
dieser Filme steht kurz vor Drehbeginn und
triigt gcgenwiirtig den Titel WILDEST OF TIIE

THOUSAND. Er handelt von einen halsstarrigcn

FRANKFURT - The renowned fashion shop of
Mariann on this city's famous and busy Kaiser-
strasse used blow-ups of costume expert Edith
Head's designs, and blow-ups of the stars of
"The Pleasure of His Company" for a two-way
showmanship result — for its own creations,
and for the very attractive comedy.

Company ist wie die Paramount iiber die ganze

Welt verbreitet, so daB es in fast jedem

Land moglich sein wird, mit der Unterstiitzung

der Willys Leute in der Werbekampagne fiir

"Uatari" zu rechnen.

Ihr Redakteur mochte abschlieBend mit

einem Wort auf die Tatsache hindeuten, daB

er laufend lobende Kommentare iiber die GroBe,

die Vielfiiltigkeit und den Nutzen von so

manch guter Schaumannsarbeit hort, die hier

schon veroffentlich wurde. Es ist ganz offen-

sichtlich, daB unsere Werbung noch niemals

auf einer so hohen Stufe stand wie in den

letzten zwei Jahren. Deshalb versuchen wir in

Zulcunft noch besser zu werben, gerede jetzt,

wo wir eine soldi groBe Auswahl neuer Pro-

duktionen haben.

PARAMOUNT SHOWMANSHIP IN GERMANY

TODAY IS AT AN ALL-TIME HIGH*****



HIGHSPOT NEWS
OF TELEMETER

NOMINATED FOR

9“US!!
AWARDS the HUSTLER

,, BEST picture -»IE'ScB?

NOW YOU CAN SEE IT

TELEMETER
CHANNEL 5A MARCH 1,2,3 at 5:45,8:25 P.M.

Telemeter kept its Etobicoke subscribers up
to the minute, so far as the Academy Awards were

concerned, by presenting films, stars and play-

ers nominated for Awards. Above is a postcard

sent subscribers concerning "The Hustler."

'i THE TELEGRAM Sincerely
I —eesamee tiwiimu. nt»t» u*mut >, im » • mow nr»

^
Trustees Want Federal School Frank Tumpane

TORONTO - The McGuire Sisters (at left) and the
Kane Sisters (triplets) as they put on their show
'live' over the network of Trans-Canada Telemeter. In
the foreground are some of the Telemeter subscribers
who were invited to the studio presentation, and who
were Incorporated into the show itself.

Education For

A Changing World
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Another view of the Telemeter subscribers who be-

came part of the actual show in which the stars were
the McGuire Sisters, the Kane Triplets and comedian
Bill Dana, who is known qlso as Jose Jiminet in his
appearances with the McGuires. Larry Mann was master
of ceremonies for the show.

The advent of the next
Trms-Canada Telemeter att-

raction, the team of Gracis
Fields and Stanley Holloway,

was front page news in The
Telegram of Toronto. There
was also a 3-column story
about the renowned intern-
ational entertainers.

RIGHT

Fac-simile of telegram
received by Phil Isaacs
from Grade Fields, which
was sent to all Trans Can-
ada Telemeter subscribers.
This stimulated great int-
erest in the advent of the
team comprising Miss Fields
and Stanley Holloway.
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C— “ SEE The Fabulous —

fc McGUIRE
SISTERS
on Telemeter

Theatre In The Home
February 23

rd

HearThem Exclusively on

CORAC RECORDS gj
One of the many facets of the superb

showmanship campaign preceding the appear-
ance of the McGuire Sisters on Toronto
Telemeter was this mailing piece covering
their Coral Record albums, sent to every
subscriber by the Toronto distributor of
Coral Records.
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George Marshall, ace
director where comedy is
tops, will direct "Papa's

Delicate Condition,"
Corinne Griffith's best-
seller which Jack Rose
will produce for Para-
mount release with Jackte
Gleason in the starring
role. The comedy is sch-
eduled to begin filming
in mid-June.

FRANKFURT - This very
realistic, life-size
standee of Audrey Hepburn
was placed (with official
sanction) in a showmanly
showcase right inside tne
main post office of this
city. And everybody goes
to the post office,y'know'.

In mid-March ,William
Holden spent two days
conducting a seiwies of
telephoned press confer-
ences from Hollywood in

the interests of "The
Counterfeit Traitor."

From the Paramount
Studio he discussed the
filming of the World
War II thriller with
leading newspaper edit-
ors and columnists in key

cities throughout the
U.S.

)()()()()(

RIGHT

LOS ANGELES - White
Front Stores (supermar-
kets) have a particularly
heavy plug to Jerry
Lewis' "The Errand Boy"
during the comedy's mul-
tiple run here. Especi-
ally with these 10-foot
cutouts of the star.

TORONTO, Canada - Although the scene above
was pictured during the 13th week of Audrey
Hepburn's "Breakfast at Tiffany's" at the
Hollywood Theatre, the gayandjoyous film was
in its 15th week as we went to press. Respon-
sible for this were a) the entertainment qual-
ity of the film itself, b) the 4 Academy Award
nominations it had won, and c) the administra-
tive showmanship of Len Bishop, the manager of
the Hollywood.

Her Name Is Mud !?
ot

!l

er °5
Elephants"

is the nickname Masai tribesmen gave Elsa Mar-
tinelli during the East Africa
location filming of "HatariJ"
Honored for her skill while
working with three baby eleph-
ants, Miss Martinelli was
"treated" to a ceremonial nat-
ive mud bath, which now assures
her perpetually high standing
in the tribe.

Surrounded by shouting, dancing members of
the warrior tribe, Miss Martinelli had her be-
autiful caiffure smeared in red mud; her face
"rouged" with volcanic ash and her slim figure
encased in a flapping dark brown smock for the
initiation rites.

Mr . Weltner ....
(Continued from Page 6)

lease pictures), our Studio is giving us an
uninterrupted succession of tremendously impor-
tant pictures beyond anything that we have been
privileged to receive from that source in the
40 years that I have been with the Company...."

Mr. Weltner then proceeded to list and to
describe the productions he was referring to. In

the beginning were the three that we have named
and pictured on Page 3 - "Hatarii", "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance" and "The Counterfeit
Traitor." Then the two comedy gems, "The
Pigeon That Took Rome" and "Who's Got the Act-
ion?" Then the new Jerry L4wis picture, this
time not directed by Jerry - "It's Only Money."
And then, Debbie Reynolds in "My Six Loves,"
Elvis Presley's "Girls, Girls, Girls," incompar-
ably produced by Hal Wallis; and the Wallis
touch again in "A Girl Named Tamiko." And the
Paul Newman picture tentatively titled "Hud" ;

another John Ford production, "Climate of Love,"

starring John Wayne; Audrey Hepburn and William
Holden in "Together in Paris," and Frank Sinatra
in "Come Blow Your Horn."

And then there was the closing challenge in

Mr. Weltner' s letter...and we quote: "We cannot,

in our own mind, group this program or any part

of it. Each picture must be analyzed, must be

merchandised and must be sold on its own tremen-

dous merit. Anything less than this is insuffic-

ient. If we, who are charged with the selling,

the merchandising and the publicizing of these

pictures, can meet this challenge, and I know

that we will, Paramount will emerge in the only

position that can satisfy us, namely first, the

leader of the industry, Paramount."

pACKSONV I LLE 1
"The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance" was sneaked here Sunday. Aid ience

reaction was terrific. Plenty of laughs.

Plenty of edge of seat sitting. Ladies' comment

"The first western I really liked", ken's

comment: "A wonderful picture that has every-

thing". James Stewart and John Wayne are al-

ways good by themselves, but together - WOW 1

General Sales Manager Jerry Pickman visited

our Branch, as he did all other branches in

the states. The meeting we held was a most

wonderful experience, enjoyed by all members

of the Jacksonville Branch. The comment, "I

wish he could visit us more often", was »de
over and over. We were most appreciative of

his explaining ways and means to get more

bookings and dollars from our prints on hand,

as we here in Jacksonville are always working

for that extra playdate and those extra dollar.

We have put his suggestions into practice and

they are paying off.

The 9 Academy Award Nominations on "Break-

fast at Tiffany's" and "Summer and Smoke" are

bribing in many extra bookings and dollars in

this area, as I am sure they are in ether areas.

Summer vacations will be here in Just a few

months, so here is an invitation to each and

every one of you to come on down to see us.

-Dave Harris

A NEW AGE HAS DAWNED FOR STIRRING, MOVIMS
AND BEAUTIFUL FILMS OF THE CALIBRE OF "FOR-
EVER MY LOVE."
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COME IN AND GET L

TORONTO, Canada - One of the shop-
ping high spot s of this city is Honest
Ed's emporium of bargains, with its
massive interchangeable sign, claimed
to be the largest in North America.
As displayed, Ed staged a 48-hour
Twist Marathon with nigh cash prizes.
He also tied in with tne Midtown
Theatre, next door, where "Hey, Let's
Twistl" was the attraction, by making
announcements over his public address
system regarding the picture, and by
displaying the stand for the Midtown
Theatre shown at right. Standing be-
side the stand is Morris Appleby,the
Midtown's manager.

-wj
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NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y, - Mayor Stanley
Church extends a welcome to the city
to Barney Balaban, left, president of
Paramount Pictures Corp., on the occ-
asion of the 'sneak' preview of How-
ard Hawks' "Hatari!" at the local
Loew's Theatre.

NEW YORK -Sneak
sign at
Theatre

for "My Geisha."

HOLLYWOOD - In the studio for a periodic look-see at thnew Paramount product, George Weltner, vice-president in
charge of world sales, lunches with Martin Rackin (left) in

the
r
fction?"°

dUCti0n ’ **** Jack Rose » Producer of "Who's Got

KEY WEST, Florida - A fine day's
fishing here recently by four film
industry toppers produced this mixed
program of roadshows, features and
short subjects of the marine world.
Pictured L to R: 'Iggy' Carbonell.top
exhibitor of this southernmost U.S.
city; James H. (Jimmy) Harrison, gen-
eral manager of the Wilby-Kincey Cir-
cuit of Southern U.S. theatres;Edwin
Dennis Martin, head of many important
Martin Circuits in the southern states,
an industrialist heading many top US
enterprises, and an important execut-
ive in the Cinerama empire; and stan-
ding at right, George Weltner, Para-
mount vice president in charge of
world sales. Who caught which fish is
not, and will not be, recorded here.
D'you thing we go fishing for trouble?

NEW YORK CITY - Lee Marvin (r.),
who co-stars with John Wayne and
James Stewart in John Ford's "The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance," dis-
cusses the film story with George
Scullin. noted writer-editor and
authority on the Old West, during
his (Marvin's) recent visit to New
York's in the picture's interests.

RIGHT
NEW YORK CITY - Discussing

plans for the invitational dress
premiere of "Forever My Love" at
72nd Street Playhouse on March 26
are, L to R: Paul A. Gold schmidt,
executive secretary of the U.S.-
Austrian Chamber of Commerce: Dr.
Johanna Nestor, Acting Consul
General of Austria; Otto N. Spitz,
Austrian Trade Delegate to the U.
S.; and Kurt Hampe, head of the
Austrian Information Service.
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THE THEATRE
Exterior of the 72nd Street

Playhouse, New York City, the
evening of the official prem-
iere. Audience was one of the
city's most distinguished in

years.
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This compelling and dominant advertisement
for the spectacularly beautiful "Forever My
Love" appeared in The New York Times on March
25th. Diplomatic and social premiere of the film

occurred the following evening, and the public
presentation on the day following that event.

Attending the Official
New York Premiere of
’’Forever My Love”

Dr. and Mrs. Matsch. He is Austrian Ambassad-
or to the United Nations, and his wife is a sculp-
tress who did the U.N. statue to the late Secret-
ary General, Dag Hammarskjold.

Photos by ED SULLIVAN

Arriving at the 72nd Street Playhouse for the

'black tie' premiere of "Forever My Love" are, L

to R: Mr. Peter Goldschmidt; Austrian Consul Gen-

eral Dr. Hannah Nestor; Mrs. Barney Balaban; Mr.

Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures.

HOLLYWOOD previewed "My Geisha"
the evening of March 21st, and the
following day this significant tele-
gram was despatched to New York by
Herb Steinberg, studio publicity
head:

AS LATE AS FIVE O'CLOCK TODAY
WE ARE STILL RECEIVING ENTHUSIAS-
TIC AND CONGRATULATORY PHONE CALLS
FROM NEWSPAPER MEN AND EXHIBITORS
WHO SAW LAST NIGHT'S MOST GRATIFY-

ING PREVIEW OF "MY GEISHA ". PACKED

THEATRE OF MAGAZINE, TRADE, PRESS

AND EXHIBITORS AS WELL AS SUBSTAN-
TIAL PAID AUDIENCE THOROUGHLY EN-

JOYED THIS FILM FROM BEGINNING TO
END. GENEROUS APPLAUSE AND HAPPY

LAUGHTER THROUGHOUT FILM PUNCTUATED

BY HEARTFELT OVATION AT END TITLE.

OUR EXPERIENCE HERE EXACTLY CCMPAR-
ABLE TO DESCRIPTION NEW YORK PREVIEW
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MELBOURNE, Australia -

Among the notables attend-
ing the first Australian
screening of "My Geisha"
were Melbourne 1 s Lord Mayor,
Cr. Maurice Nathan (right)
and Lady Mayoress, Mrs. M.
Nathan. At left is Robert
L. Graham, Paramount manag-
ing director. Screening was
at the Esquire Theatre in
Elsternwick and was held to
raise funds for the Royal
Australasian College of
Surgeons, in which aim it
was splendidly successful.

ED SULLIVAN photo

NEW YORK - James Stewart
arrives here as one of the
stops on his national tour
in behalf of "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance," and
is met at International
Airport by Nicholas Mamula,
Paramount publicity manag-
er. Mrs. Stewart is at the
right.

/
/

NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y . - Present

at the exciting 'sneak' preview
of "Hatari!" at Loew's Theatre
here were, L to R: New Rochelle
Mayor Stanley Church, John F.

Murphy, executive vice presidert
of Loew's Theatres, Inc. ;

and

Howard G. Minsky, asst, general
sales manager, Paramount Film
Distributing CorD.

I NTERNAT I ONAL
PERSONmLI T I ES

IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

TOKYO - Three Paramounteers
in Japan's Imperial Hotel. In
the eentre, James E. Perkins,
president of Paramount Interna-
tional; at left, S.A.Henriksen,
Far East division manager; at
right, Nobuo Metori, general
manager in Japan.

LEFT
NEW YORK CITY - Attending

the official premiere of Para-
mount ' s "Forever My Love" at the
72nd Street Playhouse were Mr.
and Mrs. Hans Von Wallenberg.
He is Consul for West Germany in
New York.

ED SULLIVAN photo

NEW YORK - Eric Erick-

HOLLYWOOD - John Wayne (at
left) and Andy Devine enjoy not
a common joke but a joke in
common on the set of "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance."

son, whose real-life story
from World War II was the
basis of "The Counterfeit
Traitor," is met by George
Seaton, director of the
Paramount production, on
arrival at International
Airport.

NEW YCRK - Herman (Hi)
Smith, with Paramount's
domestic advertising and
publicity department since
1956. has been appointed
staff assistant to Armand
Cardea, director of adver-
tising. publicity and exp-
loitation for Paramount
International Films, Inc.

PARIS - Yves Montand is
interviewed by Monique Ber-
ger of the French Broadcas-
ting Company at the Elysees
Theatre premiere of "Mv
Geisha."

RIGHT

TAIPEI, Taiwan - On an
official visit to the great
studio of the Central Motion
Picture Corporation, Mr.J.
E. Perkins, centre, and S.A.
Henriksen, left, are shown
the vast organization hy
its General Manager,William
C. Lee.

VOOD

LONDON — Shown at the Plaza
Theatre premiere of "Hy Geisha"
are, L to R: Paramount managing
director F.E. Hutchinson, actress
Yolande Donlan and her producer
husband, Val Guest.

HOLLYWOOD - Present at the
Foreign Press Association ban-
quet at the Beverly-Hilton,
were Paramount star Stella
Stevens and John Saxon.
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NEWS FROM THE CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD
VACATION NOTE Burton Hanft, assistant

Eastern production manager, is absorbing sun-
shine at Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico. Holding
the fort for him back in the area of receding
winter is his able secretary, Lee Thompson.

A welcome newcomer to the purchasing
department headed by Charles McMains is Dorrie
Cavaleri, clerk intermediate. A native New
Yorker, just a year and a half out of high
school - and situated very close to the publi-
city department - Dorrie is quickly absorbing
the motion picture business A change from
sales to production was experienced by Esther
Richter, former secretary to Howard Minsky.
Mrs. Richter is now secretary to Boris Kaplan,
head of the talent department. Earlier, Mrs.
Richter had come East from San Francisco,where
she had been a most valuable member of the
Paramount staff there. Her high value to Para-
mount continues in her newest post.

Valerie Testa, assistant secretary to Mr.
George Weltner, announced on March 9th her en-
gagement to Frank Constantino. Our very best
wishes to the happy couple.

One of the happiest items of news it has
been our pleasure to report in a long while is
the return of Aldyth Reichenbach to her desk
as secretary to President Barney Balaban. Miss
Reichenbach experienced a grievous fall at the
Christmas season when a telephone wire at her
desk caused her to take the kind of a trip
that nobody enjoys taking. Her next trip will
be negotiated through a tourist agency.

Her fourth year of highly successful sec-
retaryship to i'

ir. Weltner has just been regis-
tered by Harriett Miller. Highest of all the
tributes paid her on this occasion came from
her 'boss.' Congratulations', Harriett.

With all of the scene- shift ins and moving
of furniture around Home Office these days it

is a priceless asset to the atmosphere of
things generally to have functioning under
Maintenance Chief and Assistant Office Manager
Harold Wilson, so cheerful and agreeable a

Pn'A/1 i nn • Two weeks ago, Bowling
D U /V _L I l I y » Hews 'gave' the championship
of the Paramount Pictures Club League to
Stella Stevens But now the title race has
started all over again, with Bob Cummings
getting to within two points of Stella's lead.

It now looks like a dogfight between these
two, with John Wayne given an outside chance.
....Nick Hatgis set a new series mark with
618. only to have Bob Guilfoyle get to 620 the
following week. Sara Sowers upped her 3-game
tally to 551. _ Bob McKeown

P
i ij ,

. <| our company also
SramOUnt M©di C 3. 1 shared in the honor

Department Notes. of havln* D]> Leon
J. Wa rehaw invited

by New York Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller to participate
with the Governor's Committee in the March 16th meeting at
the Plaza Hotel on the subject of "Employ the Physically
Handicapped." Four days later, Dr. Warshaw was in Cleve-
land participating in the National Health Forum. He had
been designated to represent the field of Occupational
Medicine in a three-day conference devoted to Safety and
Accident Prevention. Four days later, on March 24th, he
was scheduled to be banquet speaker at the annual banquet
of the New Jersey Heart Association in Atlantic City. In

April, Dr. Warshaw will take an intensive refresher course
on "Cardiology in Industry" in Chicago, and while in that
city will attend the convention of the Industrial Nurses
Association.

We recently read an informal and very revealing inter-
view with Dr. Warshaw published in "Medical Economics." It

indicated his basic and human concept of industrial medi-
cine, of which so many Paramount personnel are the benefi-
ciaries . Interview showed how and why "a good medical pro-
gram is concerned primarily with keeping employees healtfy

" At one point Dr. Warshaw says: "You see, the ind-
ustrial physician is much more interested in preventing
sickness than in curing it He has to anticipate
illness so that it can be treated before it lays the pat-
ient up. And it's the little complaints that provide the
clues "

Another note on the many-faceted, enormously useful
activities of Leon J. Warshaw, M.D., F.A.C.P.: As of the
first of the year, he has been a member of the editorial
board of The Journal of Occupational Medicine.

group of Paramounteers as Simeon Anderson,

Charles Urling, Adolphus Harriott and Joseph
Garcia. Thanks, men!

Lou Silberling, head of Famous Music, must

have been a mighty proud man as he read The

New York Times of February 27th. His son,Edwyn,

who was noted as "the ideal crusading type for

racket-busting," was profiled in that issue in

two major stories which occupied most of Page

25. Edwyn Silberling, who was in the U.S. Air

Force during the War, now heads the Organized
Crime and Racketeering Section of the Justice
Department's Criminal Division in Washington.
And, as The New York Times puts it, "The sec-

tion is a pet project of Attorney General
Robert F. Kennedy." No wonder Lou is proudl

Peter Warshaw, son of the head of Param-
ount's ^edical Department, was the winner of a

New York State Regents Scholarship, awarded by
the NY State Educational Department. Peter,

a

senior at NcBurney High School, was the victor
over all comparable students in the state.

Paramount International's noted analyst,
Alex Kiralfy, an author renowned over the
years for perceptive writing and uncanny
forecasting, receives particular mention in

Volume VIII of the History of the United
States Naval Operations in World War II. For
many years Alex has been a much respected con-
tributor to the internationally renowned maga-
zine, Foreign Affairs.
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BRUSSELS - Throngs of ardent picturegoers on hand to greet

the presentation of "Breakfast at Tiffany’s" at the celebrated

Eldorado Cinema. The Audrey Hepburn comedy was given a magnificent

advance campaign by Paramount manager for Belgium, Julian BinAock

and his able publicity and showmanship staff.

JAMES STEWART ET JOHN
WAYNE, VEDETTES DU
NOUVEAU ET MERVE I LLEUX
FILM DE JOHN FORD

Nous avons enfin vu "The Man who Shot li-
berty Valance" et nous pouvons dire que c'est

un grand film. II est de la classe de "L 1 Homme
des Vallees Perdues", du "Train sifflera troia

foi8" et de "La Chevauchee Fantastique". Toute
l'6quipe Paramount dans le monde entier est a-

lertAe car ce film sera certainement l'un des
plus importants de la production cinematogra-

phique internationals de 1962 . Un signe par-

ticular : John Ford, le producteur, projette
de realiser un autre film Paramount avec com-
ma vedette John Wayne qui sera entoure d'autree
grands acteurs comme dans "The Man who Shot
Liberty Valance". L 1 auteur de ce nouveau film
est James Michener.

Nous vous donnons ce mois-ci des nouvellee
des candidate aux Oscars 1961. Nous sommes
tres fiers que parmi les cinq actrices desi-
gnees, il y en ait deux qui soient candidates
pour leur interpretation dans des films Para-
mount. Audrey Hepburn pour "Diamants sur Cana-
pA" et Geraldine Page pour "Ete et Fumees".
Rous avons une grande chance d'obtenir l'Oscar
pour la meilleure chanson qui est "Moon River"
le refrain obsedant chatate par Miss Hepburn
dans cette grande corned ie.

Sur le plan de la production, nous vous
faisons part d'un fait important s 1' engage-
ment de 1' eminent metteur en scene de la tele-

vision George Schaefer comme producteur de

trois nouveaux films Paramount. M. Schaefer a

gagne tous les premiers prix dans le domaine
de la television et il apportera ainsi un ta-

lent particulier dans le domaine du cinema. Le

titre de sa premiere production vous sera an-

Keynote of the wonderful showmanship
campaign launching "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
in Belgium was a prize of a diamond bracelet
valued at 80,000 francs.

nonce prochainement. Tous ses films, en cou-
leur, avec de grandes vedettes, seront des
films a gros budget qui seront conqus specia-
lement pour attirer le public du monde entier.

Une des vedettes les plus populaires au-
jourd'hui est Paul Newman. Paramount a conclu
un accord avec Paul Newman et le metteur en
scene Martin Ritt pour la realisation de plu-
sieurs films dans les annees a venir. Le pre-
mier, qui commencera incessamraent ,

s'appelle
provisoirement "Wildest of the Thousand".
C'est l'histoire d'un Texan tetu, qui croit
que la puissance de sa richesse est imbattabla
Une femme, egalement tdtue, lui demontre le con-
traire. Nous ne savons pas encore qui interpre-
ters le r61e de la femme mais le conflit entre
les deux protagonistes en fera un film passion-
nant.

Le moment approche ou nous allons lancer
"Hatari" de Howard Hawks, que tout le monde at-
tend avec impatience. Cette saga de la chasse
aux fauves con3titue incontestablement un des
films les plus passionnants qui aient jamais
ete faits et il exercera un egal attrnit sur
les jeunes et les raoins jeunes. Une campagne de
lancement extremement complete a ete mise au
point depuis de nombreux mois pour ce film ex-
ceptionnel et vous avez deja regu sans aucun
doute une partie du materiel. Sur une autre pa-
ge nous vous donnons des details sur notre ef-
ficace collaboration avec la Willys Motor Com-
pany, la Societe qui a fourni tout le materiel
automobile pour la chasse des animeux en Afri-
que. Willys Company comme Paramount est une cop-
pagnie intemationale. De cette facon dans pres-
que tous les nays, vous pourrez compter sur la
collaboration avec Willys pour votre campagne
de lancement de "Hatari".

Votre redacteur aimerait aj outer qu'on
lui adresse constamment des louanses sur 1' ex-
tension, la variete et la grande utilite des
campagnes de lancement illustrees, publiees
dans ce magazine. Il est evident que les lance-
ments n'ont jamais auparavant atteint un niveau
aussi eleve. Qu ' il 8'eleve encore davajjtege,

maintenant que nous avons une serie de films
aussi imposants.
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BRUSSELS - Prominent
in-store displays for the
novel on which the film
was based, and for the
RCA record album of the
film '3 music, character-
ized some of manager
Julian Binstock's massive
showmanship campaign for
"Breakfast At Tiffany's."
Above is one of more than
oO displays arranged in
this city, and of course
each display named the
Rex as the cinema showing
the Audrey Hepburn film.

AOPRfy HEfBW
(5EOR6E PEPPARD

MiUfVfcOONty

Glitteringly effective
2-sheet poster prepared
by the French organization
for Audrey Hepburn in
"Breakfast At Tiffany's."

PARIS - Seated among
the audience at the prem-
iere of "My Geisha" atthe
Elysees Cinema were the
film's co-star and his
equally famous wife,
Simone Slgnoret.
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Mr . J.E.Perki ns in Japan

Paramount International's president has lunch with the
top members of the Paramount staff in Japan at the Imperial
Hotel, Tokyo, on February 28th:

Left row, L to R: Mr. M. Fujita, accounting; Mr, T.
Komaki, publicity; Mr. S. A.Henriksen, Far East division man-
ager; Mr. J.E. Perkins; Mrs. Nagai, secretary. Right row, L
to R: Mr. M. Mizukami, sales; Mr. H. Ozawa, Kyusnu branch
manager; Mr. S.Hatano, sales manager; Mr. N. Metori, general
manager: Mr. K. Sgkamoto, Osaka branch manager; Mr.H.Otake,
Nagoya branch manager; Mr. Y.Yamamoto,Hokkaido Dranch manager.

TOKYO - His visit to
Japan completed, a cordial
good-bye is said by Mr.
Perkins to Mr. J. Mori,
managing director of the
great Shochiku organizat-
ion.
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"Pigeon That Took Rome" Composer
Makes Paramount Visit in Tokyo..
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TOKYO - Noted Italian
composer A^Cicognini,
who composed the score
of "The Pigeon That Took
Rome ,

" met Paramount
general manager N. Metori
in the Ginza Tokyu Hotel
on a recent visit to
Japan. They are shown
above exchanging greet-

AT RIGHT
Mr. Cicognini being

interviewed by represen-
tatives of the 750,000-
circulation Tokyo Shim-
bun. Interview as pub-
lished following day had
plenty of mentions of
"The Pigeon That Took
Rome , " and Pa ramount

.
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KUALA LUMPUR - This "Blue Hawaii"
sign on the side of the Odeon measured
22 x 30 feet, and since the theatre
is strategically situated (as all
Cathay cinemas are) , at the junction
of K.L. 's two main streets, the poster
was certainly seen by everyone.

Further scenes of Mr. J.E. Perkins

in the Orient will appear in next

month's round-up story of Paramount

International's president's journey.

TOKYO - Arriving here on the
first leg of a business journey
around the world, James E. Per-
kins, president of Paramount In-
ternational Films, receives a
welcoming gift of flowers from
Miss Yumiko Suzuki, Shochiku
screen star, at Haneda Airport.
Partly hidden by the star is
Paramount's general manager in
Japan, Nobuo Metori.

SINGAPORE - A private dinner in honour of Mr 0 and
Mrs. James E. Perkins was given by Dato Loke Wan Tho,
chairman of the Cathay Organisation, at the hilltop
bungalow, "Bukit Yew, 1

' overlooking the Straits of
Singapore. Sitting at the main table, reading clock-
wise: Mrs. Loke Yew, mother of Dato Loke Wan Tho; Mr.
S. A.Henriksen, Paramount Far East division manager;
Miss Latiffah Omar, Malay film star of the Cathay
Organisation's Catnay-Keris studios; Mr. W.K.Way, re-
presentative of M-G-M; Mrs. Perkins; Dato Loke Wan
Tho; Mrs. Mary McAree, wife of Mr. Roy McAree, Para-
mount manager in Singapore, Malaya and Borneo; Mr.
Mike Boxhall, representative of J. Arthur Rank Organi-
sation; Mr. V.S.Padbidri, 20th Century-Fox manager;
Miss Noni Wright, Cathay-Keris studios; Mr. Perkins.

IPOH , Malaya - Hal Wallis'
"Blue Hawaii" set a record in
box-office receipts when it was
presented over the Chinese New
Year at the Cathay Cinema here.

Total receipts were highest
on record in the five years
since the Cathay's opening,with
the exception of "The Ten Comm-
andments," which played at road
show prices, whereas "Blue
Hawaii" was at normal prices.
The Presley picture also set a
record for a single day's tak-
ings.

HOLLYWOOD - On the set of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty Val-
ance," John Wayne, co-star of
the John Ford production gets a

gift of a Sony transistor tele-
vision receiver. Presentation is
made by Hiro Ohkochi, manager of
the western regional office for
the Sony Corporation of America.

(Sony is the huge Japanese firm
which is now licensed to develop
Paramount's Chromatron televis-
ion tube, as announced in these
columns last month).

As an important phase of
his business journey around
the world, Paramount Internat-
ional president, James E.
Perkins, scheduled himself to
be in Kuala Lumpur, Malaya,
for the all-Asia premiere of

Geisha."
The presentation of the

Shirley MacLaine comedy took
place at the Cathay Cinema
there on March 16th. It was
sponsored by the American
conmunity in Malaya for the
benefit of the National Monu-
ment Fund (the War Memorial),
and was under the patronage
of the Prime Minister, Tengku
Abdul Rahman.

We shall picture-report
the event next month.

LEFT
MANILA, Philippines - Mr.J.

E. Perkins speaking to the
Philippines press, with his
words being taped for broadcas-
ting later. Far East division
manager S. A. Henrik sen at right.
Philippines manager A. S. Velas-
quez in rear of Mr. Perkins.
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LISBON - Fast becoming
one of the best known
theatre fronts in the
world is that of the Cin-
ema Condes here. Here is

the front announcing the
Jerry Lewis comedy, "Cin-
derfella."

Elmer Bernstein is

scoring Hal Wallis* "A

Girl Named Tamiko," in

which Laurence Harvey,
France Nuyen and Martha
Hyer are starred. Bern-
stein's most recent
assignment for Wallis
was his highly acclaim-
ed music for "Summer
and Smoke," which won
him an Academy Award
nominat ion.

LISBON - Anybody who
missed Audrey Hepburn on
the front of the Cinema
Imperio, lust wasn't in-
terested In looking at
anything. And naturally
"Breakfast at Tiffany's,"
known here as "Boneca de
Luxo." did business in
keeping with such a title.

JAMES STEWART E JOHN
WAYNE ESTRELAM UMA„
MARAVILHOSA PRODUCAO DE
JOHN FORDVVMIl I VW**************

Vimos finalmente THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY
VALANCE, que e ura grande films. Sem duvida
alguma faz parte da elevada classe que ino-
lui OS BHUTOS TAMBEM AMAM", "MATAR OU MORRER
e "NO TEMPO DAS DILIGENCIAS". Os paramoun-
teses do mundo inteiro estao recebendo inst-
ru50es para ficar alerta com este filme que
por certo estA destinado a emergir oomo um
dos maiores da industria em 1962. De parti-
cular significa$ao e a oircunstanoia de j&
estar John Ford, seu produtor, fazendo gran-
des pianos para produzir outra importante ob

ra para a Paramount, com John Wayne como

astro, acompanhado de outrae importantes

CURITIBA, Brazil - Crowds thronging the
Lido Cinema here, where Alfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho" shattered the Paramount record and the
theatre record despite some of the most dianal
feather in years.

personalidades, tal como aconteceu com THE
MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE. 0 autor da
historia e James Kichener.

Divulgamos este mes as notlcias referen-
tes a participa9 ao da Paramount na disputa
dos premios da Academia, de 1961. Estamos
ultra orgulhosos pelo fato de que das oinco
grandes estrelas indicadas para conoorrer,
duas. foram escolhidas p>or desempenhos em
filmes da Paramount. Audrey Hepburn, em
BONEQUINHA DE UJXO, e Geraldine Page, em Q
ANJO DE PEDRA^ Ha tambem uma grande chanoe
para a obtenjao do Premio da Academia cor-
respondents "a melhor canjao", MOON 'filVER,

que dispoe de um assombroso estrabilho canta-
do por Miss Hepburn naquela 6tima oomedia.

Outra noticia de grande importancia re-
ferente a Produ9 ao futura, diz respeito ao
contrato com o eminente diretor de TV, Geor-
ge Schaefer, para dirigir tres filmes para
a Paramount. 0 sr. Schaefer vem conquistan-
do 03 principals premios da televisao e por
certo fomecera uma nota tipica do seu ta-
lento ao cam; o do cinema. 0 titulo do seu
primeiro filme sera divulgado em breve. A-
lias, todos os seus filmes serao de elevado
or9amento de produ9ao, para atender as exi-
gencies do mercado mundial, dispondo pois de
cores, grande elenco de estrelas e forte aj^a

lo as massas.
Uma das figuras masculinas mais popula-

res do cinema de hoje e Paul Newman. A Pa-

ramount fez um acordo com ele e 00m o dire-
tor Martin Ritt, para fazer varios filmes
nestes proximos anos. 0 primeiro deles es-
ta prestes a ser "rodado", com o titulo pro-

vavel de "’Wildest of the Thousand". Diz res

peito a um teimoso texano que julga ser in-
destrutlvel a for9a de sua fortuna, e de u-
ma jovem igualmente teimosa que pensa o

contrario. Ate o presente momento, nab sa-

bemos quern interpretara essa jovem, mas por

certo sera alguem capaz de formar uma dupla a

altura do grande valor do filme.
Estamos agora nos a; roximando do ponto

em que ofereceremos a gig'antesca rrodu9ao de

Howard Hawks, "HATARIl", a um mundo em ansio-
sa expectativa. Esta "saga" em tomo da cap-
tura de animais selvagens constitui, indiscu-
tivelmente, um dos mais excitantes filmes ate
hoje feitos, capaz de fascinar igualmente j6-

vens e adultos. Uma das mais compreensivas
car.-panhas de showmanship ja idealisadas para
um filme, vem sendo preparada ha muitos mese^
sendo que parte da mesma ja chegou certamente
as suas maos. Numa outra pagina, estamos ci-
tando alguns do3 auxllios que demos, e out-
ros que estamos recebendo da ’Willys Motor,

companhia que fomeceu varies dos velculos u-
sados no transporte de animais, na Africa.

A ’Willys Motor, tal como a Paramount, e con-

hecida mundialmente, de maneira que em todos

os territ6rios os paramounteses poderao con-

tar com o auxilio do represen tan te local da

Willys Motor, para cooperar na campanha pub-

licitaria de "HATARIl" ^
0 editor desta publica9ao deseja fazer

um comen tario a respeito do fato de estar

sempre ouvindo elogios extensa, variada e

muito util divulga9 ao, em nossas paginas, do

maravilhoso trabalho de showmanship feito pe-

los paramounteses. fi que, realmente, a oien-

cia do showmanship nunoa esteve em nlvel tao

alto como nos dois ultimos anos. Vamos pois

eleva-lo ainda mais, ja que agora dispomos

de uma produ9ao muito melhor.

SAO PAULO, Brazil - Premiere crowd at the
inauguration of the magnificent new Barao
Cine earlier this month. Opening attraction
was "It Started In Naples," which Paramount
general manager A. Stephen Clug states will run

"a minimum of two months in this theatre before

going into the circuit."
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NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION. . . . : AUTOMETRIC
CORPORATION; DOT RECORDS;
K.T .L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAMOUNT
LTD. ; FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

Mew York Now Head-
quarters for
Talent Assoc i at es-
Par amount Limited.

Alfred Levy, left, with David
Susskind, vice-president of Talent
Associates-Paramouirt Limited.

Alfred Levy, president of
Talent Associates-Paramount Limited
television company, which has been
occupying West Coast headquarters
at the Paramount Sunset Studio,
moved his base of operations to New
York late last month in order to
more efficiently supervise a rush of
new commitments to be produced on
the East Coast.

The Talent Associates-Paramount
Ltd. president stated that practic-
ally all activity of the company
will be centered in and around New
York within the next few months, in-
cluding filming of the property,
"All the Way Home," which David
Susskind will produce for Paramount
release. It was therefore decided
that the current move would allow
for more efficient staff supervision
of the Paramount feature production
and a number of new television en-

”Fire Away” to be
Released with "The
Counterfeit Traitor”

When "The Counterfeit Traitor" world-
premiereo in New York on April 17th (and in a
number of other release centres a few days
later), the accompanying short feature will be
the electrifying two-reeler, "Fire Away." This
is the thrilling and absorbing story of the
great attachment of an American youth for a
trotter of championship calibre. The picture
was filmed in color at Saratoga Raceway in New
York State, and it is tense excitement and
drama from the first fade-in.

Pictured above is a page article from the
March 1962 issue of "Hoof Beats," the monthly
publication of The United States Trotting
Association, located in Columbus, Ohio. Pict-
ured at top left is cameraman Russ Ervin; at
top right are producer Dick Matt and Russ
Ervin again. The third picture shows Gerry
Kazmaier, the hero of the two-reeler, and a
professional actress, Jayne Davis. Kazmaier is
an amateur so far as acting is concerned, but
his dedicated performance is a joy to behold.

terprises on which Talent Associates
will spon embark.

Paramount Pictures Corporation
is a fifty percent partner in Talent
Associates-Paramount Ltd 0

AHHHHHHh*

Another interesting production made under
the auspices of Talent Associates-Paramount ltd.#
is a record of the White House concert by Pablo
Casals, renowned cellist, given in Washington
last November 13th. This magnificent musical
event will be one of ten hour-long programs to
be presented on television on "Festival of
Arts," the first to be presented on April 3rd.
over Station WNEW-TV in New York and WTTG in
Washington. Sponsor of the series is the Stan-
dard Oil Company (New Jersey). James Fleming is
to be the host for the series, which will be
co-produced by Mr. Fleming and David Susskind,
vice president of Talent Associates-Paramount,
Limited.

Paramount's Los Ang-
eles television station,
K T L A, Channel 5, has
been honored by the
award of a certificate
of merit from The Leuk-
emia Society, Inc.

The citation was given
"as an expression of
appreciation for distin-
guished service in the
community-wide volunteer
effort to combat leukem-
ia." Miss Gene Karagan-
ies, manager of operat-
ions for KTLA, accepted
the plaque for Bob Quin-
lan, assistant general
manager of the station.

TORONTO, Canada - A
new record has been set
by "Breakfast at Tiff-
any's" at the Hollywood
Theatre here.

As of March 16th.,
the great comedy began
its 14th week , and was
still continuing whan we
went to press. This
particular week brought
the picture level with
"The World of Suzie
Wong."

"Psycho" played 10
weeks and 4 days.

Aut ometr j c
JAMES McGLINCHEY ,top

maintenance man here,
this month rounds out 30
years of Paramount serv-
ice at this West 44th
Street address in New
York City. Greater part
of that time was spent
during the building's
occupancy by the New
York branch staff of
Paramount Film Distrib-
uting Corp. (now in Head
Office). Autometric Org-
anization considers it-
self most fortunate to
have the services of so
skilled a maintenance
man as Mr. McGlinchey,
and looks forward to
having him in that post
for some time to come.
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There must always be
a struggle between a

father and a son, while
one aims at power and

the other at independence.

Samuel Jchn son

BARCELONA - Close view

of the young lady impers-
onating a geisha in the
showmanship campaign for

"My Geisha" depicted else-

where on this page.

SOMEWHERE IN CALIFORNIA
- Two toughies. One is

director John Ford, the
other is a fairly large
cactus. Shot was made (tar-

ing the filming of "The
Man Who Shot Liberty Val-
ance," in which James
Stewart, John Wayne, Vera
Miles, Lee Marvin,Edmond
O'Brien and Andy Devine
have the top roles.

No pan can keep a

chip on his shoulder if

you have him take a bow.

- Pranklin P. Jones

RIGHT

ROME - A lovely night
shot of the Barberini's
very effective front-of-
house display for "Break-
fast at Tiffany's."

JAMES STEWART Y JOHN
WAYNE ASTROS DE UNA
PRODUCCI ON MARAVILLOSA
DE JOHN FORD ***********

Hemos visto finalmente "The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" y es un
gran film. Est£ realmente en la linea
de las maravillosas obras que incluyen
a "Shane", "High Noon" y "Stagecoach".
Todo -el mundillo de Paramount est4
alerta ante este film, destinado sin
duda a sobresalir entre las me j ores
peliculas del afio 1962. De singular
importancia es el hecho de que John
Ford, su productor, est& haciendo pla-
nes para producir otro poderoso film
Paramount con John Wayne de principal
protagonista, rodeado de otras grandes

Timely Showmanship

BARCELONA, Spain - Early this month, about
100,000 gathered near this city for the very-

popular automobile Rally Barcelona-Sitjes,for
old cars. Taking advantage of this, Paramount
publicist Jaime Arias arranged for an appropr-
iately decorated modern Jeep to be on hand,
with a charming young Spanish lady garbed as
a geisha, its sole passenger. He also arranged
for the vehicle to be seen by the entire crowd
of one hundred thousand, all of whom duly took
note of the Shirley MacLaine picture which was
obviously "My Geisha."

The showmanship was scheduled to be repeat-
ed by Mr. Arias in Madrid, Zaragoza, Bilbao
and Valencia.

figuras. como fu6 el caso en "The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance". El autor
del gui6n de la nueva cinta es James
Mi chener.

Traemos este mes las noti-
cias de la participaci6n de Paramount

en las nominaciones para los premios
de la Academia. Estamos bastante or—
gullosos de que de las cinco estrellas
nominadas, dos de ellas lo fueron por
su labor en peliculas de Paramount.
Audrey Hepburn por "Breakfast at Tif-
fany's" y Geraldine -Page por su actua
ci6n en "Summer and Smoke". Tambi6n

“
existen muchas probabilidades de un
premio de la Academia para la mejor
canci<5n "Moon River", la estupenda me—
lodia cantada por Audrey Hepburn en su
gran comedia.

Otro anuncio de nueva pro-
ducci6n del mejor significado es el
que se refiere a la firma del eminen-
te director de Televisi6n George
Schaefer como productor de tres films
Paramount. Mr. Schaefer gan<5 todos
los principales premios en la Televi-
si6n y traer& consigo, por lo tanto,
tui singular estilo propio a la panta-
11a grande. Los titulos de las pr6xi-
mas obras se sabr^fi pronto. Todas
ellas se realizar&n con presupuestos
a gran escala, y se hardn de cara al
mercado mundial, en color, con gran-
des figuras y con todo aparato publi-
citario.

Una de las m4s populares fi-
guras varoniles del cine actual es
Paul Newman. Paramount tiene un contra
to de producci<5n con el Sr. Newman y
con el director Martin Ritt, para la
realizaci6n de varias peliculas en los
pr6ximos anos. La primera de ellas es-

a punto de iniciarse bajo el titulo
de "Wildest of the Thousand", '-^rata de
un tejano de fuerte personalidad que
cree que su dinero lo puede todo. Y
una mujer, igualmente de armas tomar,
que le hace ver las cosas de otra ma-
nera. Todavia no sabemos a quien corree
ponder4 la interpretaci6n femenina, pe-
ro el choque de los dos personajes ha-
br& de traducirse en una pelicula muy
entretenida.

Estamos ahora a punto de
lanzar la producci6n de Howard Hawk
"Hatari!" ante un mundo expectants.
Esta pelicula de captura de anj

m

ales
de la selva constituye ya una de las
cintas m£s incitantes que se hayan he-
cho jam&s, igualmente fascinadora para
publicos j6venes que mayores. Desde
hace meses se ha estado preparando un
importante material, del que ya les
habr4 11 egad o buena parte. En otra p&-
gina de este niimero detallamos la ayu-
da recibida de la Willys Motor Compa-
ny, que nos suministr6 la flota de au-
tomoviles para la captura de animales
en Africa. La Willys es, como Para-
mount, una compahia de ambito mundial,

y por lo tanto en casi todos los pai-
ses podr&n contar con el apoyo de la

gente de Willys para la campafia de
"Showmanship" de "Hatari!".

Vuestro editor quisiera afla-

dir un comentario por el hecho de es-

tar oyendo continuas felicitaciones
ante la extensi6n, variedad y utilidad
de las magni ficas campahas propagan-
disticas que ilustran esta publicacion.
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN

THE LIFE OF HOLLYWOOD

In the days of the Western saloons there
was usually a sign on the piano reading, "Don't
shoot the piano player, he's doing the best he
knows how." In our scene above. It looks as

though someone had disregarded this admonition
and had pot-shotted Jimmy Stewart for his play-
ing of tne accordion in "The Man Who Shot Liber-

ty Valance." Actually, Jimmy is an accordion
virtuoso, and was merely relaxing following a

tough screen fight with Lee (Liberty Valance)
Marvin — a villain you'll love to hate.

HOLLYWOOD - Paramount's distributor in
Switzerland, Jules A. Gendre (left) and Mrs.
Gendre welcomed onto the set of "Girls, Girls,
Girls" by Elvis Presley and producer Hal Vfellis.

Es cierto que la ciencia del "Showman-
ship" no habia alcanzado antes tal al-
tura como en estos illtimos dos alios.

Es cosa de superarnos todavfa m£s,
ahora que tenemos entre manos tal can—
tidad de magnified y nuevo material.

En route around the globe on a business journey, James
E. Perkins, president of Paramount International, visits the
set of "Who's Got the Action?" in the Paramount studio and
meets some of the film's toppers. L to R: Jack Rose, prod-
ucer; Mr. Perkins; co-star Eddie Albert; Director Danny Mann.

Eddie Albert and his
wife, Margo, also atten-
ded the Foreign Press As-
sociation Awards dinner
at the Beverly-Hilton. .

.

Both are in Paramount '

s

Jack Rose production,
"Who's Got the Action?"

Lt. Col. Sam Layton,
Commanding Officer of the
9450th Air Reserve Squad-
ron, has announced the
promotion of John L.
Hathorn (above) to the
rank of Major.

For the past 9 years
Major Hathorn' 8 civilian
occupation has been that
of Film Librarian in the
Film and Cutting Depart-
ment of Paramount Studio,
specializing in the Armed
Services requirements.
His military occupation
is Training and Guidance
Staff Officer, 9450th Air
Force Reserve Squadron. He
is assigned to the Secre-
tary of the Air Force,Los
Angeles Branch, for active
duty.

The Hollywood Foreign Press Assoc-
iation, at its annual Golden Globes
Award banquet at the Beverly-Hilton
Hotel, bestowed one of its Globes on
Geraldine Page for giving the Best
Dramatic Performance by an Actress in
Hal Wallis' "Summer And Smoke." Here
she is showing the award to producer
Wallis.

Charlton Heston, who stars in Par-
amount's "The Pigeon That Took Rome."
was voted The Male World Film Favorite
for 1961. Shown with him are Ingrid
Clairmont (left) , president of the
Hollywood Foreign Press Association,
and long-time screen favorite, Sylvia
Sidney.
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iVlr. Perkins in Taiwan

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The Taiwan film industry's welcome to
Messrs J. E. Perkins and S. A. Henriksen at the Taipei Air-
port. Every exhibitor in Taiwan is in this group, and their
pleasure at meeting Paramount International's president was
very obvious. Persons in the front row L to R Include: Par-
amount manager Andrew T. Fan, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Henriksen,
William C. Lee, general manager of Central Motion Picture
Corporation; Y.C.Chow, general manager of Shin Sheng Theatre}

Mrs. Andrew T. Fan, Miss Linda Fan; Chwang Fu, general man-
ager of Far East Theatre.

Hearty Welcome to China

President and Mrs.

James E. Perkins

of

Paramount International Films Inc.

with

Gifnpftmcntb aj'

Exhibitors of Paramount Pictures
t

l TAIPEI
Chiu Theater

8hin .shrug Theater

J Par East Theater

!

Cosmopolitan Theater

Cathay Theater

A1 Kuo Theater
Oucral IhMtor

t KAOHallWG

t Asia Theater
Wan Long Theater

Tien Hwe Theater

TAINAN
Deh Orau Cheag Theater
Chian Cheng Theater
8lilh CtieB Cinema Hall

TAICHUNG
Ho(Wh Theater
Golden Capitol Theater
Tang Ping Theater
Wu Chou Theater

OHIA VI
Ching Using Theater
C.sand Theater

HSEN CHU
National Theater
Hsln Chu Theater

PING TUNG
ParadLse Theater
First Theater
Dah Kang Theater

CHANG HUA
8Uver Palace Theater
Chang Mua Theater

SAX CHUNG PU
Chin Yu Theater
Chin Kuo Theater
Hung Ming Theater

FUNG SHAN
Fung 8hang Thome

TOU LU
Kuo Chi Theater
Yuan Tung Theater

KEELING
Far East Theater

TAITFNQ
Dah Tung Theater
Tattung Theater

TAO YUAN
Dah Tung Theater
Central Theater

CHUNG LI
Kuo CW Tlieater

Dah Tung Theater

pei rtru
Chun IKIn Theater
CTiltiire Theater

Both the China Post and the China News of Taipei,Taiwan,
ran this quarter-page advertisement in their March 1st iss-

ues as a film industry welcome to Mr. J.E. Perkins. The news
columns of both newspapers also fittingly reported the arr-
ival of Paramount International's president, who spent three

days in Taiwan meeting exhibitors and visiting theatres.
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HONGKONj - Welcome for James E. Perkins, Paramount Inter-
national Films president, at the airport here. Reading L to
R; David Green, travelling auditor; Yuan Kao, Sth. Vietnam
manager; Mrs. and Miss Henriksen; S. A. Henrik sen. Far East
division manager; Mr. Perkins; S. T. Wu: C. H. Liang; H. S.
Moh, Hongkong manager; Y.K. Yeung; K.F.Tso, accountant, Hong-
kong office; Mrs. Moh; Mrs. Kao; William Wong, booker, Hong-
kong office.
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MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - Para-
mount managing director Sam Bekeris
saw to it that the cinematic 'image'

of Audrey Hepburn in "Breakfast At
Tiffany's" was faithfully adhered to
in all showmanship. Here's a poster
standee in the lobby of the news-
paper El Mundo announcing the film's
engagement at the Cine Opera. And,by
the way, one of the most successful
engagement the Opera has ever had.

8

I!

r

Re-Releases , WOW

A Stephen Clug, general manager
in Brazil, reports in a whoopee
strain about the high level success
scored by a number of re-releases,
particularly "The Bridges At Toko-
Ri." In Porto Alegre, in what is

industry-wise regarded as the poor-
est time of the year," this picture
outgrossed the original-release
business of "G. I. Blues," "Winter
Holiday," "Li'l Abner" and "Tarzan
the Magnificent."

Re-release business with Para-
mount product is so upbeat in Brazil

that even "The Redhead and the Lady, 1

imported originally for 'footage,'
is registering "average to strong
business" everywhere.

Good westerns, it seems, are
still ace businessgetters all over
the world.

,,; r 7T ! W. .

MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - One of
the world's top beach resorts heard
about "One-Eyed Jacks" in this fash-
ion when the Marlon Brando thriller
was the highly successful attraction
at the Roxy here recently. Sign was
seen by hundreds of thousands of
bathers and sun devotees. (Later on.
the same showmanship device was used
for "Breakfast At Tiffany's").

—
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SHOWMANSHIP SHOTS
FROM THE LATIN-
AMER I CAN AREA
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BOGOTA, Colombia - Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier and John Gavin proved so irresisti-
ble an attraction in "A Breath of Scandal"
that the picture played dav-and-date in three
first-run cinemas here - the Cid, Palermo and
Almirante. It ran 2 weeks in all three houses,
with the first week's gross being 50^ above
average in all three. Above is one of the local'

advertising displays for the film.

CURITIBA, Brazil - "Psycho" at the Lido
Cinema here smashed so many house and attend-
ance records that they stopped counting. This
despite weather best described as 'atrocious.'
Shown above in the Lido lobby are four who
contributed enormously to the Lido's success.
They are, L to R: Zito Alves, publicity man of
Empress H. Oliva, owners of the Lido; Newton
Frota, Paramount branch manager here: Antonio
Gemin, manager of the Lido; Homero Oliva, of
Empresa H. Oliva.

LEFT
MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - Entrance to the

Lococo Theatre had plenty of evidence of Aud-
rey Hepburn when "Breakfast at Tiffany's" was
the recent record-breaking attraction there.

Publicist
Henry B. Gordon, division

manager for Latin America, has
engaged Mr. Luis Acevedo to
perform the duties as special
liaison to handle publicity and
advertising matters on Paramount
releases for the Latin American
Division.

Mr. Acevedo, an experienced
publicist, will have his office
in divisional headquarters in
Mexico City.

We look forward with much
interest to recording his act-
ivities and accomplishments in
our pages.

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - "Psycho"
was adjudged by the Universadid
Centroamericana to be "the best
suspense picture of 1961." and
was accordingly awarded the dip-
loma shown above. (The delicate
art work on the diploma was too
faint to be photographically re-
produced). BELOW

Don Alberto Rondon (left) of
The University of Central America

it to New fork via Paramount's
manager for Central America,
Peter L. Moreno in Panama.
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Some men succeed by
what they know - some by
what they do; and a few
by what they are.

Elbert Hubbard

O' »

STOCKHOLM - Here indeed is Paramount poster-
ing on an heroic scale — two lots of it for
Danny Kaye's "On the Double," and the third lot
for Jerry Lewis in "CinderFella."

rollerna, blir mycket pfikostade och
gbrs speciellt med tanke p& vSrlds-
marknaden.

En av dagens popul'draste filmsk&-
despelare Sr Paul Newman. Paramount
har tecknat kontrakt med honom samt
med regissbr Martin Ritt, vilket
ger hopp om ett flertal filmer under
de narmaste &ren. Inspelningen av
den f*rsta p&borjas inom kort.
Dess namn ar f.n. "Wildest of the
Thousand" och handlar om en egen-
sinnig man fran Texas son tror att

ingenting g§r upp mot hans rikedo-
mar. En lika egensinnig kvinna
sbker bverbevisa honom om motsatsen.
Vi vet i skrivande stund inte vem
som skall spela kvinnans roll, men
av samspelet mellan dessa tvfi. kan
inte bli annat an en underh&llande
film.

Nu kommer snart den dag da vi kan
s lappa ut Howard Hawks imponerande
"Hataril" till en fbrvBn tans full
publik. Denna berattelse, som
handlar om inf&ngandet av vilda
djur, ar en av de mest spBnnande
filmer som n&gonsin gjorts - lika
fascine rand e for unga som gamla.
Forarbetet - det mest omfattande
som n&gonsin gjorts for en film -

tog atskilliga m&nader i anspr&k
och Ni har sannolikt redan sett
en del av materialet. PS. en annan
sida i denna publikation Sterges
detaljer betr. vSrt samarbete med
Willys Kotor Company, som tillhan-
dahbll de mSnga motorfordon som
anvandes vid infSngandet av
djuren i Afrika. Willys Company
ar, liksora Paramount, en vBrlds-
omsp&nnande organisation och Ni
kan darfdr rakna med att fS bi-
stSnd av deras lokala representan-
ter praktiskt taget var som heist
i he la vSrlden nar det gSller Er
kampanj fbr "Hatari.'".

VSr redaktor onskar framhSlla,
att han st'sLndigt hor komplimente-
rande uttalande med anledning av
den utomordent liga ykresskioklighet
som dokumenterats genom denna film.

Det framgSr tydligt att yrkes-
skicklighe ten aldrig varit stbrre
an under de sista tv&,tre Sren.
Men l&t oss h»Ja den annu mer,

nu nBr en rad eSdana fdrnamliga
filmer kommer.

JAMES STEWART OCH JOHN
WAYNE SPELAR HUVUD-
ROLLERNA I EN SAGOLIK
JOHN FORD-FILM
Antligen har vi sett "The j^an Who

Shot Liberty Valance" - en fantas-
tisk film i samma utsbkta klass som
"Shape", ’.’High Noon" och "Stage-
coach". Paramounts alia utposter
har varskotts om denna film, som
tvivelsutan kommer att bli bolagets
stdrsta framgSng under 1962. SBr-
skilt torde bemarkas att filmens
producent, John Ford, redan planerar
ytterligare en Paramount -film av
stora mitt med John Wayne i huvud-
rollen och med andra, lika fdrnamli-
ga med spela re som i "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance". James
Michener ar forfattaren till den
nya filmen.

Vi kommer denna mSnad med nyheten
att Paramount skall medverka vid
utdelandet av Akademiens priser fbr
I96I. Vi ar faktiskt stolta over
att bland de fern framstSende film-
stjarnor som nBmnts, tv° blivit
omnamnda fdr sin medverkan i
Paramount-filmer. Audrey Hepburn
fbr "Breakfast at Tiffany's" och
Geraldine Page for "Summer and
Smoke". Det finns ocksS gott hopp
om att vinr.a Akademiens pris for
den basta s&ngen, "Moon River" vars
refrang, slungen av Miss Hepburn i
hennes stralande komedi, blivit ett
veritabelt brhBnge.

En annan nyhet av stort intresse
ar att kontrakt tecknat s med den
berbmde televisions -artisten George
Schaefer, som skall regissera tre
kommande Paramount-filmer. Mr.
Schaefer har vunnit sina lagrar inom
televisionen men kommer nu att l&ta
sin skicklighet komma filmen till
del. Titeln p& hans fbrsta film
kommer att tillkannages inom kort.
Samtliga hans filmer, som blir i

farg och med kBnda stJBmor i huvud-

BELOf

STOCKHOUt - The snow*
of this city had little
chance of survival under
the happy smile of Shir^
MaeLaine as a massive job
of postering announced
the presence of ^ Geisha"
at tne Roda Kvam Theatm
It was virtually imposs-
ible to be anywhere in
this city and not respond
to the Smile of Shirley.

STOCKHOLM - Advertis-
ing car with revolving
drum is used to spread the
word on two major Para-
mount films - "The Pleasu-
re of His Company" and
Dannv Kaye's "On the Dou-
ble. 1''

STOCKHOLM — Subway ad-
vertising for Danny Kaye's
"On the Double" was both
popular and effective.
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SHOWMANSHIP PAYS
STEADY DIVIDENDS

i* «>«....
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TEL AVIV, Israel - "Hey, Let's
Twist J" inspired this most unusual
window display in the Hemderunatz
Store here - one of the cleverest uses

of a film title we have ever seen.
Apart from the very extensive use of
posters from the film in the back-
ground. note the way in which every
pair oi pants in the window (and there
are more than 20 pairs), is arranged
in a "twist" position. This is true
showman shipl We bet that Paramount
manager Ladislav Koch was happy, too.

r

B5

MOOSE JAW, Sask.,Canada - Recent-
ly. Jay Leddy of television station
CHAB-Tv went on a vacation to Hawaii,
and this event was of such importance
to the Capitol Theatre (which just
happened to be playing "Blue Hawaii"),
that the theatre created the massive
lobby display shown above. This all-
owed patrons to be kept in touch with
Jay while he was in Hawaii. Of course
Jay had shown "Blue Hawaii" trailers
for three weeks in advance of the
picture on CHAB, and as a disc jockey
he had shown a very friendly dispos-
ition towards the "Blue Hawaii" RCA-
Victor album - so it was very chummy
for all concerned, and very good
showmanship overall.

SHOW man ship

STOCKHOLM, Sweden - Real cooperative
showmanship was displayed by the Para-
mount putH-icists of this city in sec-
uring free window space for six (6)
forthcoming Paramount pictures in one
of the city's top stores. Pictures are
"Blue Hawaii," "Too Late Blues." "My
Geisha," "Breakfast at Tiffany's",
"Summer and Smoke" and "The Ladies'
Man."

BOGOTA, Colombia - Fifteen start-
led Shirley 3, all ready to be
standee-d up in strategic spots in
Bogota as part of manager Andres
Sanz's showmanship campaign for "All
In A Night's Work." The comedy that
co-stars Shirley MacLaine and Dean
Martin opened day-and-date at four
theatres - Carrera, Lucia, Atlequin
and Almirante.

The highly successful engagement
was also highlighted by the opening-
day presentation of Shirley MacLaine
'costumes' to the first six ladies
entering the theatre. The costumes
(towels) were imprinted and boxed.

DUSSELDORF, Germany - Winner
of a Shirley MacLaine 'costume'
in connection with the showing of
"All In A Night's Work" at the
Rudolfplatz Theatre in Cologne, ia
congratulated bv Paramount's
Dusseldorf publicity manager
Spoerer

.

TEL AVIV, Israel - One of the
most effective standees seen in
years is this one prepared by the
management of Cinema Ophir here
for "Breakfast at Tiffany's."
Size can be judged by comparison
with the two tall men. A special
feature was the cigarette tip,
which was fluorescent and glowed
intermittently. The standee was
made under the direction of Para-
mount manager Ladislav Koch. It
was also made to be folded, and
therefore can serve many other
theatres in the territory.
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A true friend doesn't

sympathize with your

weakness - he helps

summon your strength.

-Arnold H. Glasgow

MILAN, Italy - That
peripatetic and very eff-
ective travelling display
for "Breakfast at Tiffan-
y's" certainly gets around
in Italy. Here is the
trailer, massive in itself,

but somewhat dwarfed by
the towering Pirelli Buil-
ding (that tires built).

Jack Gleason, Acadeny

Award nominee far his
work in "The Hustler,"
will star in "Papa's
Delicate Condition," a

Jack Rose production
based on former screen
star Corinne Griffith's
best-selline book.

Picture will start
Paramount production on
June 11, and will deal
with Miss Griffith's
early screen career and

the life of her faither,

Jack Griffith, whom her
grandfather character-
ised as "a preposterous
adventurer." Story is

set in the early border
days of Texas and Ark-
ansas.

RIGHT

France Nuyen and Lau-
rence Harvey in one of
the many tender and tran-
auil moments of the Hal
Wallis, filmed- in-Japan
drama, " A Girl Named
Tamiko."

JAMES STEWART EN JOHN
WAYNE HOOFDROLSPELERS
IN EEN SCHITTERENDE
JOHN FORD PRODUCT I

E

Wij hebben eindelijk "The Man who Shot
Liberty Valance" gezien en het ie een groot*
ee film, welke zeer beslist in dezelfde oa-
tegorie thuishoort ale "Shane", "High Noon"
en "Stageooaoh". De gehele Paramount wereld
sal enthousiaat zijn over deze film, welke
zeer zeker voorbestemd is om een van de
grootete films van 1962 te worden. Van bij-
zondere betekenie ie het feit, dat de pro-
ducer, John Ford, al wear plannen aan het
maken ie voor een andere maohtige Paramount
film met in de hoofdrol John Wayne, omringd
door andere grote eterren, evenals dat in
"T>e Man who Shot Liberty Valanoe" het ge-
val was. Auteur van deze nieuwe film is
James Miohener.

Wij brengen deze maand het nieuws van Para-
mount's aandeel in de nominaties voor de
1961 Academy Awards. Wij zijn tamelijk trots
op het feit, dat van de vijf vermelde top
aotrioes, er twee zijn voorgedragen voor
hun werk in Paramount films. Audrey Hepburn
voor "Breakfast at Tiffany's" en Geraldine
Page voor haar werk in "Summer and Smoked
Er bestaat 00k een grote kans op een Aoade-
my Award voor de beste song, nl. "Moon
River", gezongen door Miss Hepburn in haar
grote komedie.

Eon andere aankondiging van grote importan-
tie betreft het oontraoteren van de eminen-
te televisie regisseur George Schaefer als
producer van drie komende Paramount films.
Mr. Schaefer heeft alle top onderscheiding-
en op het gebied van televisie ontvangen en
hij sal due nu zijn bijzondere kundigheid
naar het terrein van de film overbrengen.
De titel van zijn eerste film zal binnen-
kort bekend worden gemaakt. Al zijn films
zullen in de hoge budget-olassifioatie val-
len, en zullen speoiaal voor de wereldmarkt
vervaardigd worden, in kleuren, met bekende
sterren en in het genre, dat de grote massa
zal aantrekken.

Een van de meest populaire mannelijke ster-

ren van heden is Paul Newman. Paramount
heeft een produotie overeenkomst met Mr.

Newman en met regisseur Martin Ritt, voor
een aantal films in de komende vijf jaar.

De eerste van deze films gaat zeer binnen-
kort voor de camera's en heeft op dit mo-

ment tot titel "Wildest of the Thousand".
Het gaat over een bijzonder koppige knaap

uit Texas, die gelooft dat de macht van
zijn rijkdom onweerstaanbaar is. Een even-
eens zeer koppige vrouw vertelt hem het te-
genovergestelde. Wij weten op dit moment
nog niet wie deze vrouw zal zijn, doch deze
twee met elkaar in botsing komende figuren
zullen er zeer zeker voor zorgen, dat het
een onderhoudende film wordt.

Wij naderen nu zeer dicht het moment, waar-
op wij Howard Hawk's machtige "Hatari!" op
de wachtende wereld zullen "loslaten". Dit
verhaal over het vangen van wilde dieren ie

zeer positief een van de meest opwindende
films ooit gemaakt - een film welke zowel

voor jong als voor oud een even grote aan-

trekkingskracht zal hebben. Reeds vele

AMSTERDAM - The new
consul-general of the Un-
ited States of America in
this city, Mr. Byron E.
Blank in ship, was one of
the official guests at
Paramount's "Diamonds At
Breakfast" party in the
Alhambra Theatre on Jan.
31st. L to R: Mr. Blankin-
ship: Paramount manager
Charles Wijsmuller; and
Paramount publicity mana-
ger Gerard Tollenaar.

maanden is een van de meest uitgebreide pu-
bliciteitsoampagnes ooit voor een film ont-
worpen in voorbereiding, en veel van dit
materiaal zult U ongetwijfeld reeds ont-
vangen hebben.

Op een andere pagina brengen wij bijzonder-
heden over de hulp, welke wij geven aan,
en ontvangen van de Willys Motor Company,
welke de vele motor-voertuigen leverde, in
Afrika gebruikt om de dieren op te sluiten.
De Willys Company is een wereldconoern,
zoals Paramount, zodat U in practisoh elk
land plaatselijk op de Willys mensen kunt
rekenen voor een uitstekende hulp in Uw
showmanship campagne voor "Hatril”.

Uw redaoteur wil graag een opmerking toe-
voegen en wel, dat hij voortdurend loffe-
lijke commentaren hoort over de uitgebreid-
heid, de verscheidenheid en de goede bruik-
baarheid van zeer veel van de schitterende
showmanship toegelicht in deze publioatie.
Het is duidelijk, dat de wetenschap van
showmanship nooit eerder op zo een hoog
peil gestaan heeft als dit in de laatste
twee jaar het geval is. Laten wij het nog
hoger opvoeren, nu dat wij zo'n grote reeks

van nieuwe films hebben.
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GALLERY OF CINEMA EVENTS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

ZURICH, Switzerland - With
the release here of "Breakfast
at Tiffany's," precedent was
set by the famous department
store of Grieder, which devoted
eight top store windows to the
Audrey HeDburn film. In addition
to enlarged stills on display,
the s^,ore painted the title of
the film in gold on the inside
of each of the windows. Para-
mount distributor Jules Gendre
classified the showmanship as
being an extraordinary action
on the part of the store.

AT RIGHT

BANGKOK, Thailand - On his
arrival here by air. Paramount
International president James
E. Perkins was traditionally
garlanded before engaging in a
most informative interview with
the local press.
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GENEVA, Switzerland - Indicative of the popularity
features in general, and Popeve Cartoons in

particular, the Cinebref here played "La Parade du
Hire," consisting entirely of Popeye cartoons. In other
words, A Popeye Festival. Queues were on hand for each
session, and the grosses delighted the management.

LEFT

SINGAPORE - A couple of
days Uter, Mr. Perkins
found himself 'featured' orthe marquee of the world-
renowned Cathay Theatre hen- and this was but the be-
ginning of a round of most
cordial hospitality which
in turn was a tribute both
to Paramount as an organiz-
ation, and to Mr. Perkins
as its representative.

RIGHT
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Mrs.

James Stewart and Joseph,
the Ma itre d 'hotel at the
Mayflower watch with inter-
est as James Stewart signs
the famous guest book in
the Presidential Room. The
star was on his nationwide
tour in the interests of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance."
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COMEDIES MAKE THE WORLD

GO AROUND *****

AND PARAMOUNT HAS SOME

HUMDI NGERS
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JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP

1501 BROADWAY NYK

PREVIEW AUDIENCE LAST NIGHT COMPLETELY CONFIRM OUR ENTHUSAIASM

IN PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. JAMMED HOUSE HOWLED THROUGHOUT SHOWING

GENUINELY ENJOYING COMEDY TO FULLEST EXTENT. GENEROUS APPLAUSE

AND EXCELLENT COMMENT AT END OF FILM FURTHER CONFIRMATION

WE HAVE VERY FUNNY HIT REGARDS

HERB STEINBERG.

22

I

A laughing Charlton Heston is but

one of the host of hilarious ingredi-

ents that were compounded by producer

Mel Shavelson to make "The Pigeon That

Took Rome" one of the comedy treats of

this or any other year.

Adolph Zukor, who will be 90 next
January 7th, comes onto the set of
the new Jerry Lewis comedy to find out
what Jerry means by calling the fun-
film "It's Only Moneyl"

Take a look at your ind-
ustry today and you'll see
very plainly that much of
the top business is being
done with comedies that rad-
iate good straightforward
fun. Paramount is right
there with the funmakers,
too. Some of them are shown
on this page. Others, like
the one in the telegram
above, are in prospect. A

list includes "Who's Got the
Action?", "My Geisha," "The
Pigeon That Took Rome," the
Elvis Presley "Girls, Girls,
Girls," Frank Sinatra in
"Come Blow Your Horn," the
Jackie Gleason comedy,
"Father's Delicate Condit-
ipn," Jerry Lewis' "It's
Only Money" — and there'll
be many more because, as
Jerry Lewis says: "Comedy -

It's Only Moneyl"

LEFT

Shirley MacLaine and Edward G.

Robinson in one of the many hil-
arious scenes in "My Geisha."

FAR LEFT
What Dean Martin and Lana

Turner are doing out of bed is,
believe it or not, horseplay.
You'll see why in "Who's Got the
Action?

"



"TANGANYIKA 'JEEP' RIDE" AT CHICAGO
AUTO SHOW IS ALSO SUPER SHOWMANSHIP
FOR PARAMOUNT’S
"H ATARI !

"

The showmanship association

between Paramount Pictures

and the Willys Motor Company

in connection with the release

of "Hatarii" is in a great

many respects the finest and

friendliest of its kind we

have ever known. Of particular

interest is the fact that the

association is global in char-

acter, since Willys also is a

world-wide organization and

all of its branches, agents

and subsidiaries have been al-

erted to cooperate with Para-

mount whole-heartedly, just as

all of our forces will cooper-

with Willys personnel.

General view of the Willys
Motors exhibit at the Chicago
Auto Show. Immediately above is
the Tanganyika Jeep Ride
and this novelty feature is
shown more closely at the RIGHT
with C.M. Ritchey, Director of
Advertising and Public Relations
for Willys Motors Company ,about
to introduce Jim Beattie, Vice
President and General Sales
Manager of the company (right),
and to tell the Chicago public
about the Jeep Ride over WGN-TV.

II
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»ur adiwuk is always youk rMROUOH YOU* Jeep WINDSMIEI

The two bare-headed adults taking this part-
icular Jeep Ride are Dave Wallerstem (rigntj,
president of Balaban and Katz Theatres, and Tony
Weitzel, columnist on the Chicago American.

Close view of the Tanganyikan Jeep Ride,
a real hit of the Chicago Auto Show. The
basis is a real Willys Jeep, the front
closed off at windscreen level. Ten feet
beyond the glass was a film screen, upon
which a wild, zigzagging chase sequence
from "Hatarii ," with commentary bv Red
Buttons, was projected. Jeep itself was so
sprung as to give a rocking motion. Sound
came from circular loudspeaker shown above
windscreen. Ten passengers at a time could
take a 'ride,' and there was a queue all
the time. The Howard Hawks Paramount rel-
ease was given full and illustrated credit
on the two side panels shown above, and in
all press, television and radio publicity
released by Willys Motors.

Willys Motors is all set to give
"Hatarii" full one-minute plugs on

their two top-flight network televi-
sion shows, "Maverick" and "Follow
the Sun." These 'breaks' will occur
close to the Paramount film's actual
release dates. A national newspaper
advertising campaign, on the local
Willys Motors dealer level, will
break at about the same time.
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Part of the advance
promotional campaign
for "The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance" consis-
ted of a series of city
visits by James Stewart.
The always cooperative
star visited Washington,
Chicago, New York, Boston
and Detroit, in all of
which cities he has a
heavy radio and press
schedule.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Arr-
iving in the nation's
eapitol on his tour in bo-
half of "The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance," James
Stewart is met at the air-
port by Herbert Gillis,
Paramount branch manager.

Marietto is an even
more appealing figure in
"The Pigeon That Took
Rome" than he was with
Sophia Loren and Clark
Gable in "It Started In
Naples.

"

Before I got married
I had six theories about
bringing up children;
now I have six children
and no theories.

Lord Rochester

Rememberable Tribute to
Verlin Osborne's Great
Paramount Service

********
The Paramount gals pictured above represent

349 years of Paramount service. They are gath-
ered at the Ports o' Call restaurant in Dallas
in farewell tribute for Verlin Osborne, secret-

ary to the division manager, whose position was
abolished with the transfer of Tom Bridge to
New York Home Office. Miss Osborne (shown at ths

top center) had rounded out 37 years of truly
wonderful Paramount service, in addition to very

special service to the industry over these same

years.
She served as the first president of WGHPI

(Women of the Motion Picture Industry), when the

first organization of film women was organised
in Dallas, and went on to take a leading part in

its growth to most exchange centers in the U.S.

and Canada. She also is active in the Seroptlm-
ist Club, which sponsors the camp for crippled
children at Lewisville, Texas. She is also a
member of the United Cerebral Palsy Association.

In the photo, reading from lower left, are:
Marvel Lee Sullivan, Dixie Fields, Virginia
Stevens, Florence Lowry, Willie Simmons, Haxel
Byrom, Madee Bradley, Dorothy Mealer, Verlin
Osborne, Louise Kay, Bernice Cole, Pat McCoy,
Mary Scully, Ethel Hodge, Kathleen Litsey,Ossie
Hendry and Mable Guinan.

Wherever you go, Mies Osborne, and whatever
you do, you must know that you shall forever
have with you the best wishes of an entire,
world-wide organization, one that you served so

very, very well — Paramount.

DUBLIN, Eire - When the green of Eire
meets the blue of Hawaii you have four
lovely colleens enthusiastically plugging the
renowned Elvis Presley film. Occasion was the
recent charity presentation of "Blue Hawaii"
at the A.B.C. Adelphi in aid of the Actors
Church Union, and these four 'lovelies' were
programme sellers.

"M y Geisha”
Del

i
ghts Canada

Mr. Weltner has received the following
enthusiastic telegram from Mr. H. A. Black of
the Famous Players Canadian Corporation:

TODAY WE SCREENED THE PARAMOUNT PICTURE
"MY GEISHA" IN OUR FAMOUS PLAYERS SCREEN
ROOM HERE IN TORONTO. THE REACTION TO THE
SCREENING OF "MY GEISHA" BY THOSE IN ATT-
ENDANCE WAS TERRIFIC. THE PRODUCTION,
DIRECTING AND ACTING ARE OF TOP GRADE. THE
MAKE-UP JOB DONE ON SHIRLEY MACLAINE IS
FANTASTIC AND HER MAGNIFICENT PORTRAYAL OF
THE 'GEISHA' MAKES THE CHARACTER THAT MORE
AUTHENTIC....WE ARE ALL VERY ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT THIS PICTURE AS IT HAS ALL THE BASIC
INGREDIENTS TO DO EXCELLENT BUSINESS.

WASHINGTON, D.C.- Press luncheon for James
Stewart in the Mayflower Hotel during the
nationwide journey of the star in the interests

i Who Snc
.cArthur (

, is O'Niell Jr. ,vuaiJ.y ^ews;.
Dick Coe (Washington Post), Mrs. James Stewart,
Mike Weiss (Paramount field representative).

Bullet i n

!

Added to the other wonderful
news contained in Mr. Weltner*

s

message on Page 3, are these power-
ful items:

John Wayne has been signed to
a multiple-picture contract calling
for 6 feature films, these in add-
ition to "Hataril" Howard Hawks
has signed a three-picture contract,
these also in addition to "Hatarii"

Filming will begin in Hawaii on
April 9th on Hal Wallis’ new Elvis
Presley musical picture, "Girls,

Girls, Girls." Debbie Reynolds is

already filming "My Six Loves," and

Jerry Lewis has "It's Only Money"

in full circulation. May 11th will

see the start of "Wildest of the
Thousand," with Paul Newman as its

star, and June 11 will see the start
of "Together in Paris," with William
Holden and Audrey Hepburn . Same day
will also touch off ’’Father's Deli-
cate Condition," with Jackie
Gleason as star.
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ONE-EYED JACKS" IS

A WORLD-EYED WINNER!

GENOA, Italy - An im-
pressive view of this
city's Piazza della Vitt-
oria, with the exhibition
trailer in the foreground
publicizing "One-Eyed
Jacks."

RIGHT

OSLO, Norway - These
are municipally owned
easels advertising Marlon
Brando's "One-Eyed Jacks"
and they are securely an-
chored against the blasts
of the North. Posters are
the ones made in Spain
for this picture, with
fluorescent type standing
out brilliantly against
the snowy background.

TEL AVIV, Israel - The very nature
of the Chen Theatre advertises the

T
olume of business that each picture
s doing. Each floor of the foyer is

?
lass-fronted to keep the public in-
ormed. This was the front of the

Chen during the phenomenally success-
ful run of "One-Eyed Jacks .

11

MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina - "One-
Eyed Jacks" also got the sandwich-man
treatment during its very successfql
run at the Roxy Theatre in his famous
coastal resort city. Paramount manag-
ing director Sam Bekeris gave high
praise to the fine and extensive show-
manship utilised by the management of
the Roxy.

LEFT
TEL AVIV, Israel - Exterior of

the Chen Theatre during the enorm-
ously successful engagement of "One-
Eyed Jacks." Boxofflce queue at rl^it.
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Much of the success
connected with the
unharmed capturing of
the 4-legged animals
in H A T A R | ! can
be at tr i buted to the
4- wheel power and
maneuverability of
the Willys vehicles
used by the hunters
and the film's cast
of players. Some of
these vehicles are to
be seen at the left.
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’’Rear W i ndow”
Wide Open in
London

Don't miss the fabulous

success story of the re-release

of Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear

Window" at the Plaza Theatre in

London. It's on Page 36.

ED SULLIVAN photo

n,k°ULMiwodftt
Its Broa
^miere

650

NEW YORK - Producer-director
Mel Shavelson and Mrs. Shavelson

at the RKO-86th Street Theatre

the evening recently when "The

Pigeon That Took Rome" was sne^k

previewed to an audience that

had a rollicking good time.

(As a matter of fact, based

on the experience at this scree-

ning of so many of the best lines

being 'drowned' in sustained

laughter, a suggestion is afoot

to have patrons supplied with a

brief script, of the picture in

order that they be not deprived

of the genuine fun that the pro-

ducer and the author and the di-

rector and the cast have pat into

the film. However, please remem-

ber that so far, this is merely

a whimsical suggestion.)

The Cover
HATARI! represents a most

important 'breakthrough.' For

the first time, the animals of

the world seem as interested in

seeing what we do with their

picture as we are ourselves.

They say that our's is the easy

job, since we've never in our

lives had an easier picture to

sell than HATARI1

Paramount World - Copyright © 1962 by Paramount

Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, Mew York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount org-
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allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Vol, 8, No. 4 'April, 1962

THIS SCENE AT RIGHT depicts a

current Paramount picture accomp-
lishing the miracle of outgross-
ing Alfred Hitchcock’s "Psycho" -

and at the very same theatre, the
DeMille in New York's Times Sq.

The film, as you can plainly
see, is "The Counterfeit Traitor"
— but there's nothing meretric-
ious about the grosses it stacked

up (to beat the first week's take
of "Psycho"), the mounting gale of

word-of-mouth advertising it is

getting, and the prestige it i3

building for its creators and for

the company releasing it to the

world.
And speaking of the world, we

are in the midst of much world
news, some of it actual, some of

it imminent. The actual is the world-encircling journey of James

E. Perkins, Paramount International's president, which will have

been concluded by the time you read this, and which is detailed
at some length in this issue. The 'imminent' news is related to

the recent journey to Rome of George Weltner, vice-president in

charge of world sales. This news, which will be a top feature of

next month's issue, will have co-featured with it some of the
highspot announcements relating to Mr. Perkins' journey, to make

Paramount news of paramount calibre.
News about the launching of "Hataril" continues to pile up

in a fashion powerfully indicative of the fact that the massive
showmanship picture we have all been awaiting since "The Ten

Commandments" is, at long
last, in our midst. Years ago,

when the Cecil B. DeMille
film was nearing release, it

was submitted to a host of
opinion-making audiences of

all calibres right across the
country. A summation of the
reactions was that we had a

film that was perfect for all
audiences. We have now been
through a similar testing per-

iod on "Hataril" and the same
glorious result has been ach-
ieved all across the nation.

"My Geisha” Really
Dizzies Lisbon

A cable from Emilio Prister, manager
in Portugal, puts into the priceless lang-
uage of reality the fact that "My Geisha"
has set Lisbon gaga and agog about Shirley
MacLaine's delightful film. Says Emilio:

"GEISHA" FIRST WEEK LISBON FANTASTIC.

SOLD OUT SEVEN NIGHTS AND MATINEES TERR-
IFIC. PUBLIC RAVING ABOUT FILM AND AD-
VANCE SALES UNPRECEDENTED. SO FAR AS
TOPPED "BREAKFAST," "SUZIE," "NAPLES" AND

"HOUSEBOAT." RELEASED OPORTO YESTERDAY
TO PRACTICALLY CAPACITY BOTH PERFORMANCES
WHICH UNUSUAL. OPORTO PUBLIC ENCHANTED
AND PRESS CALLS PICTURE EXCEPTIONAL.

ALBERT DEANE. Editor
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"THE COUNTERFEIT TRAIT OR"

IS A SOLID-GOLD HIT *****

Broadway Premiere of Ho lden-Palmer
Starrer Really Wins Critics' Stars

At the time of our going
to press, "The Counterfeit
Traitor" was pulverizing
(and we really mean that!)
the long-standing records
of the DeMille Theatre in
New York. Aided by the
most glowing critical rev-
iews any film has received
in years, the picture has
generated that measure of
electrifying excitement
that makes for a wonderful
feeling right down the
organizational line.

Exterior of the New
York premiere theatre,
the De Mille, the night
of April 17th,

RIGHT

President Barney
Balaban, at left, with
Eric Erickson, the man
upon whose true-life ad-

rentures "The Counterfeit

Traitor" was based.

PROMINENT ATTENDEES * At the
left, Walter Reade, Jr., right,
welcomes two of the film indus-
try's most distinguished citiz-
ens to the premiere. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd. In
photo at right, Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. rice-presid-
ent Jerome Pickman stands bet-
ween Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Jaffa. Mr. Jaffa is one of the
nation's foremost attorneys in
the publications field. At the
right are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Hazen. Mr. Hazen is partnered
with Hal Wallis in Wallis-Hazen
Productions.

LEFT

Paramount president
Barney Balaban, left;
Paramount director of
adrert ising

,
publicity

and exploitation Mar-
tin S. Daris, centre;
and New York Post
columnist Earl Wilson
at the premiere.

Pamela Tiffin, who scored a
personal hit in the Hal Wallis
production of "Summer and
Smoke," is greeted in gallant
fashion by Eric Erickson at the
premiere of "The Counterfeit
Traitor."

All photos this page
by ED SULLIVAN....:.

The New York City critical
reviews on "The Counterfeit
Traitor" are uniformly magnif-
icent. All offices will get
them through official channels--- we merely wished to set
down the fact that the picture
has been accoladed as has no
other espionage film in the
long hi story of the screen.

An interesting pictorial
record of William Holden and
Eric Erickson meeting press
representatives and Paramount
executives will be found on
Page 37.
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” Psycho” Hits
Mexico City Solidly...

This 3-picture reportage shows the solid
manner in which Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho"has
clicked at the famous Chapultepec Theatre. Top
picture shows the cinema's entrance. The other
two trace the patient queue down the long
street and around the adjacent street. And, as
reported on Page 17, the end of the 2nd week's
business saw the cinema still 115^ ahead of
the previous best week in the theatre' s histoiy.

SAN FRANCISCO - The man who is 'Liberty

Valance' in "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance"
dines with, and talks to, the film and drama
critics of this city. L to R: Roy Nolan , Oakland

Tribune; Mrs. Lee Marvin: Paul Speegle. Drama
Editor, News-Call-Bulletin; Paine Knickerbock-
er, Drama Editor, Chronicle; Lee Marvin (who
plays 'Liberty Valance'); Martin Russell, The

Examiner; and Bob Hudson, m/c for Lee Marvin's

stage appearances at the Golden Gate Theatre
in connection with the shewing of the John Ford

production.

INTERESTING PARAMOUNT EVENTS
FROM THE FOUR CORNERS OF

THE GLOBE

"HATARI.'" NOTE

George Weltner, vice-president in charge
of world saies, has been on many a sales
safari, and always with top results. But now
he can go on a big-game safari, since the
plaque he is shown with has been awarded him
by the Mount Kenya Safari Club of Kenya. Brit-
ish East Africa. The plate is inscribed: "This
Is To Certify That George Weltner is a Member
of the Mount Kenya Safari Club." It is signed
by William Holden, President and Ray Ryan,
Vice-President.

Bill can usually be found there between
pictures, and recently had Mrs. Holden and the
children out there to see the lions and ele-
phants at close range. The animals will miss
Bill when he goes to Europe soon to co-star
with Audrey Hepburn in "Together In Paris."

BROOKLYN, N.Y. - Eric
Erickson, whose lifestory
is the basis of "The
Counterfeit Traitor," re-
turns to the home he left
here to go to Sweden. It
was at 1253 Sterling Place
- and Erickson is shown
with the present occupants,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bamea

HONOLULU - Close view
of part of the helicopter
shown below, revealing
the ever-present public i-

tv sense of Hal Wallis
where his productions are
concerned. No wonder
Hawaii is not only Elvis
Presley-conscious, but
"Girls,Girls.Girls"-cons-
cious as well.

HONOLULU, Hawaii - Off on a manager, Col. tom Parker, centre,

location hop for "Girls, Girls, and the pilot, at left. Crowds
Girls" are Elvis Presley, his were everywhere during filming.
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PARAMOUNT INTERNAT'L'S
PRESIDENT, J.E. PERKINS,

CIRCLES THE GLOBE ON

VITAL BUSINESS MISSION

The business journey around the world

of James E. Perkins, president of Paramount

International Films, begun in mid-February,

is scheduled to come to an end during the

first week of May. It has been in all prob-

ability the most important mission of its

kind ever undertaken by Mr. Perkins. Some of

the developments stemming from it will emer-

ge in the near future and will add in great

measure to the continuing progress of the

Paramount organization around the globe.

Mr. Perkins' itinerary included business

stops of first magnitude in Tokyo, Taiwan,

Hongkong, Manila, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur,

Singapore, Colombo, Bombay, Beirut, Athens,
Rome, Barcelona, Paris and London.

This page and Page 24 add to Pages 9,

24, 25 and 30 of last month's issue in pic-

turing high spots of the journey of Paramount

International's top executive.

BOMBAY - Paramount International's president, James E.
Perkins, with Far East division manager S.A.Henriksen and the
general manager for India, K.S.Vaidyanathan, and the staff of
Bombay head office.

Sitting,front row, L to R: Pandu, Darau, Malhari, Ramphal,
Ramchandra (office boys). Seated, second row, L to R: C.A.Ram-
chandran, Mr. Vaidyanathan, Mr. Pereira, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Hen-
riksen, Mr. Arur. Third row: Mr. Ragade, Mr. S.M.Pai, Mr. S.
Kalyanasundaram, Mr. G.Ramchandran, Mr.B.B.Bhattacharjee, Mr.C.
V.R.Nath, Mr.C.S.Vishwanath, Mr.S. V.Vishwanathan, Mr. B. S.
Ramaswamy, Mr. Unnikrishnan, Mr. Subramanian, Mr. P.M.Nair,Mr.
N.G.K.Rangan, Mr.M.D.Kumpta, Mr. Fernandez, Mr. Babu.

HONGKONG - Mr. Perkins
reminisces at the Miramar
Hotel with Mr. Robert
Chung, who is head of Date

Loke Wan Tho's organisat-
ion here - The Motion Pic-

ture and General Invest-
ment Co.

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - Paramourt and Cathay
personalities joined in welcoming Mr., and Mrs.
Perkins on their arrival here. Reading L to R:
Mr. Chu Chi Wang, Cathay publicity manager,
Kuala Lumpur; Mr. Richard Yeo, manager, Odeon
Cinema, K.L.; Mr. Ee S. Mong, personal assist-
ant to Dato Loke Wan Tho; Mr. Yeoh Guan Yew,
Cathay Organisation supervisor, Central Malaya;
Mrs. Mary McAree; Paramount Manager Rov McAree;
Mr. J.E. Perkins; Mrs. Perkins; Dato Loke Wan
Tho, Head of Cathay Organisation Ltd.; Mr.S. A.
Henriksen, Paramount Far East division manager;
Mrs. Yeoh Guan Yew; Mr. Cornelius Vlug, Para-
mount manager in Indonesia; The Hon. Mr. Chew
Kok Leong (Dato Loke's brother-in-law): Mr.
Ngau Kim Leng, manager, Cathay Cinema, K. Lumpur.

ATHENS - At the conclusion of
their flight from Beirut, Lebanon,
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins are met here
by Mr. Savas Pjrlarinos, top film
distributor, exhibitor and prod-
ucer of Greece - who obviously
had good news for the travelers.

KUALA LUMPUR - At the
premiere of "My Geisha,"
Mr. Perkins reminisces
with Ambassador Baldwin,
United States Ambassador
to Malaya. When Mr .Perkins

headed Paramount's Great
Britain organization, the
Ambassador was then MFEA
representative in London.

The global Journey of
Mr. Perkins is continued
on Page 2U.
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NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR
1

When you are informed
that Nita Talbot (above)
is a featured player in

"Who's Got the Action?"
you may well believe that
you have arrived at the
basis for the picture's
cute title. But you'd be
only partly right. There
are other reasons, and
Dean Martin, Lana Turner
and Margo are responsible
for most of them — but
keep Miss Talbot in sight
for' a little while; the
others can wait a moment!

IN EW ORLEANS Now that spring is here

everyone feels cheery and gay because the
weather is so beautiful this time of year in
New Orleans.

Our office manager, Clyde Daigle, is not
up to par these days, recovering from a kidney
operation. We are looking forward to his re-
turn to the office soon.

The boys in the New Orleans branch are
looking forward to their annual fishing trip
in the Gulf of Mexico and hoping that no one
gets "Sea Sick" this time and that the "catch"
is larger than it was the last trip.

The audience's reaction to our trade
screening of "the Man Who Shot Liberty Valance"
was very favorable, and we are looking forward
to the multiple first-run break to make a real
good record. We were very honored by the
visit by Lee Marvin on his personal tour some
few weeks ago and everyone enjoyed meeting him.

-Clayton Casbergue

ISEATTL E We opmed the Seattle World's Fair

Saturday, April 21 and what a gala affair, even

the weathe'r nan cooperated and gave us a beauti-

ful sunny day. Dignitaries from all over the

world honored us with their presence. We under-

stand Dato Loke Wan Tho and Dr. Salim A13, two

very prominent gentlemen from Singapore, and

friends of our foreign department, will be here

late in June. Our very best wishes for a

pleasant and happy visit in Seattle. Sometime

during the Fair, two of Paramount's "greats"

"OUR PRODUCER HAS FUN MAKING PICTURES"

PATRICIA NEAL, so very
effective as the 'other

woman' in "Breakfast at

Tiffany's," will portray
the role of Alma, the sejgr

housekeeper of a Texas
ranch in "Wildest of the
Thousand," starring Paul
Newman. The film, under
direction of Martin Ritt,
starts production May 14.

At least once a year
everybody is a genius.

-G.C.Lirhtenburg

Paul Jones

with unidentified friend

and we're only 30 d*y» behind schedule—So What IT $ ONLY MONEY !

What money does to some people! This ad.

appeared recently in The Hollywood Reporter.

The sartorial gent at left is Paul Jones,who

is the producer of the picture starring his

"unidentified friend. The latter, whose

initials are believed to be "J.L. ," was the

author of the caption at the foot of the ad.

itumtiutmmm

TORONTO, Canada - Winston Barron, Ceremon-
ial Barker of Variety Club, Tent 28, Toronto,
inducting several new members (Barkers) into
the Club. At left, facing camera, is Metropol-
itan Toronto's chairman, William Allen,who was

f
iven an honorary membership. Seated in center
s ex-Mayor of Toronto, Allan Lamport. Seated

(partly hidden) is Frank Fisher, First Assist-
ant Chief Barker of the Tent, and Executive
Vice President of Odeon Theatres(Canada) Ltd.

’’Breakfast'* for
Hundreds of Thousands
TORONTO, Canada - At the time of going to

press, "Breakfast at Tiffany's" was in its
19th week at the Hollywood Theatre here, and
had set a new long-run record for the theatre.
It had then been seen by approximately 160,000
persons in this one theatre.

will be shown -"Shane" and "Sunset Boulevard",
We have all been busy working to improve

our shameful start (27th place) in the LEADER-
SHIP DRIVE and the last report we have April
14, shows Seattle in 5th place (from the top
that is) so we have to pass over only 4 more of

our good friends to achieve what we started out
to do. When we refer to Seattle, we of course
include our friends and fellow workers Vete,
Tom and Sharon in Portland who contributed
substantially toward our improved position.

Congratulations to booker Larry Blair and

Mrs. Blair whose new .daughter Terri Sue ar-
rived on schedule April 11.

See you atop the Space Needle at the Fair.
-Hannah Trager

PHILADELPHIA - Glimpses of the Phila. Par-
amounteers in their new quarters (via Mike
Weiss' Polaroid camera). First of course we
have branch manager Ed Chumlev. Then also at
top, booker Ralph Garman and cookers' clerks
Nancy Tideken, Nancy Hornick and Mae Orloff.At
lower left, L to R: bookers Norman Falk and
Ralph Garman, and office manager-head booker
John Kane. And finally, but far from least,
Evelyn Moore and branch manager's secretary
Mary Dooley.
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RE-ASSIGNMENTS AND NEW

APPOINTMENTS IN THE

DOMESTIC ORGANIZATION

A series of major executive assignments

for Paramount Film Distributing Corporation's

sales and administrative activities, both in

home office and in the field, was announced

April 10th by Jerome Pickman, vice-president

and domestic general sales manager,,

Effect ive immediate ly , the new ass igmnent s

include Tom W. Bridge, recently aopointed
assistant domestic general sales manager,who
will assist Mr. Pickman in the over-all sup-
ervision of the domestic sales organization Re- A1

j
gn i ng

Hugh Owen will function as Eastern Sales Manager and Howard Minsky

will serve as Western Sales Manager. Each will have 14 offices under their

supervision. Minsky will also be responsible for Paramount's Canadian dis-

tribution, which is handled through Affiliated Pictures.

Edmund C. DeBerry, formerly executive assistant to Mr. Owen, will

serve as Circuit Sales Manager, handling the national circuit operating out

Discussing the new U.S. -Canadian
sales and distribution responsibilit-
ies. L to R: Ed DeBerry, Hugh Owen,
Howard Minsky, Jerome Pickman and Tom
Bridge

h-si— h--r-k- k-r—

Appo i nted
Advertising Manager...

of New York.

The branches under Mr. Owen's supervision are: New York, Boston,

Buffalo (Albany), Cincinnati, Cleveland, New Haven, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,

Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte, Jacksonville, Memphis and New Orleans. The

branches under Mr. Minsky's supervision are: Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis,

Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Dallas (Oklahoma City), Des Moines, Kansas City,

St. Louis, Los Angeles, Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Seattle

(Portland)

.

Assisting Mr. Owen will be Jerry Limata. Mr. Minsky will be as-

sisted by Jack Perley.
-oOo-

Appointed Publicity Manager
Hy Hollinger, at loft, has boon promoted

to Publicity Manager for Paramount Picture

s

Corporation, it was announced April 24th by
Martin Davis, Director of Advertising, Pub-
licity and Exploitation. He succeeds Nick
Maraula

.

For the past year, Hollinger 1 s duties
have included public relations activities
on behalf of International Telemeter Comp-
any, a wholly-owned division of Paramount
Pictures. In his new post, he will continue
to be associated with the press functions
of the subsidiary, in addition to supervis-
ing the publicity activities of the parent
company.

Before joining the Paramount organisation
in March, 1961, Hollinger had been a staff writer for Variety for
ten years. Previously, he held posts with Warner Brothers, and with
newspapers in New York and Pennsylvania.

AT RIGHT are Elsa Martinelli and one of the
wonderful baby elephants of "Hataril" - a film
that the people on this page are going to help
resolve into one of the greatest Paramount
triumphs in this, our 50th Anniversary Year.

Leo A. Gutman, at
left, has been appoint-
ed advertising manager
for Paramount Pictures
Corporation, it was an-
nounced April 13th by

^ w Martin Davis, director
r of advertising, public-

ity and exploitation.

I An executive with
IL broad experience in the

entertainment field,
Gutman has resigned as

director of advertising and sales promotion for
iv-United Artists Television to accept the new

post. Associated with Ziv for the past 15 years,
he previously operated his own advertising
agency in Cincinnati.

Gutman will assume all responsibility for
the creation and administration of Paramount's
advertising program. In addition, he will work
closely with Lennen & Newell, Paramount's adver-
tising agency.
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THE

COUNTERFEIT

TRAITOR IS

“A MUST...A

T1NGLER FOR

THE NERVES.

SUPERIOR

SKILL

AND

STYLE...

(HIGHEST
RATING)

WuiamHolden • Lou

M

mer
h ThePERLBERG’SEATOHProduction of

theCounterfeitTraitor
TammorftuGH Griffith Produod br WILLIAM PtRlKRG • tar I* screen and D*«t*db» GEORGE SEATON

*»•» % MJJMW ROM • *MMOKf NUA*

A WALTER READS THEATRE

A HEART-

TWISTER FOR

THOSE WHO

UST TO LOVE!'

Th^n*
47th St. 4 7th Ave. • CO 5-8430

Own Op» K) :00A.M. t •! 10 JO. ISO, 330. »:». MS, 11:10

—Bosley Crowther,

NewYorkTimes

They walked

a tightrope

every minute,

yet loved with

desperate

intensity lew

have ever known.

THE COUNTERFEIT
TRAITOR...“
Fascinating cloak and dagger
adventure...A thriller of all

around excellence.”
—Wanda Hale, Daily News

"FIRST RATE. ..Be careful

not tO miSS it.”—PaulV. Becldey, Herald Tribune

“TOP DRAWER. ..Exciting,

intriguing entertainment!

Holden giving one of his

most effective performances.”
—Rose Pelswick, Journal American

“EXTREMELY
ENTERTAINING^
EXCITING,
THRILLER.

Lilli Palmer one
of the all-

time beauties.”
—Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

“FULL SHARE OF ACTION
AND SUSPENSE... Brisk...

Compelling."—Justin Gilbert, Daily Mirror

“Academy Oscar, take a long,

ClOSe lookl "—Alton Cook, World Tele-Sun

SUSPENSAT10NAL!
—Walter Winchell

Here in capsule form, spread
across five columns of The New York
Times, is the genuine critical app-
raisal of "The Counterfeit Traitor"
in terms of pure entertainment
and the public is responding magni-
ficently

########*##################
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"Don't you know, Jo
Wayne, that visiting
elephants always send
their trunks ahead?"



BOSTON - Willys vehicles bring a
flock of young enthusiasts to the
Capitol Theatre to attend a sneak pre-
view of "Hataril" But....

....but when Curator Walter Stone of
Franklin Park Zoo showed at the Capi-
tol with a lion cub, theatre manager
Louis Kenny had to sav that not even
a tiny cub could sneak into a sneak
preview of "Hataril" That's one adm-
ission we lost. Bet it's the only one— and the lion cub will see the film
when he's grown to lionhood, because
it'll still be running then.

DENVER, Colorado - This picture
shows salesmen Jerry Ashton (left)
and Carl Bishop, of Rocky Mountain
Jeep, Inc., and the decorated Jeep,
which took them to the "Hataril"
sneak preview at the Denver Theatre
on March 26th. Banner was not per-
mitted to name the film, but the
inset clipping from the Denver Rsst
said in the caption "....The Jeeps
were promoting the sneak preview
of the movie 'Hataril ', starring
John Wayne. The movie will offici-
ally open in Denver this July."

NEWS SIDELIGHTS ON
"H A T A R I

!

"

ADVENTURE-TOPPER
OF THEM ALL

Up until moments
before going to
press it had been
our editorial inten-

tion to bring you
up to date on all of

the showmanship and
promotional plans in

work on behalf of
"Hataril" But some
new and breathtaking
developments occur-
red — especially
in connection with
a nationwide safari
starring both ani-
mals and film stars
— so we deferred
the details until
next month. That’s
why you have a page

like the preceding
one. .. .Albeit ,

a

very practical page

that gets across
the idea once again
that "Hatarii" does

star both animals
and humans — and
that it is the
picture of pictures
for children to
take their parents
to see. . .the most
family picture in a

decade]

Cover of the March issue of 'Jeep' News, publicat-
ion of Willys Motors, Inc., Toledo, Ohio, emphasizes
the success of the "Tanganyika Jeep Ride" at the Chic-
ago motor *ow, which we featured in last month's issua.
Page 2 of 'Jeep' News carried the overall picture of
the display which we also used, and which emphasized
the powerful showmanship link between Paramount's
"Hataril" and the Willys vehicles used in the filming
of the Howard Hawks epic of animal-capturing.

RegistrationsUp

4th Year In Row

Write Your Own Ticket

Contest Proves Popular

World-Wide Use Of ‘Jeep Vehicles

Emphasized In Exhibit At Chicago

hi! fAIIAA'IVlM
Sump-cde Winners

Plan Holiday Trip
Tt» Sain St*m|>««J.

7a.-voi.Uo
I Imp Unl.m.1

Scholastic Magazines, Inc. has given its annual

Bell Ringer Award to the Howard Hawks' production of

'Hataril, ' spectacular African wild animal adventure film

starring John Wayne for Paramount release.

The magazines, which are circulated among the

nation's schools, made the award to 'Hataril'' on the basis

it being an outstanding motion picture.

Jeep Stt
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TENNESSEE

WILL

BRITAIN'S FILM FANS 'FIRED'

SEE HAL WALLIS' "SUMMER AND

BY DESIRE TO

SMO KE
M

* * * * *

SHOWMANSHIP OF THE TOP ORDER has been working full
force in London the past few months bringing the Hal
Wallis production of Tennessee Williams' "Summer and
Smoke," and Ernest Marischka's production of "Forever My
Love" to the attention of the greatest number of pros-
pective picturegoers. The widely diverse themes of the
two pictures American small-town of forty years ago,
and European royalty of almost a century ago has
called for a real diversification of both showmanship
and salesmanship In the meantime, there are big
build-ups afoot for "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,"
"The Counterfeit Traitor" and "Hatarii" - three major
pictures expected to provide outstanding appeal for all
classes of British filmgoers. So far as "The Counterfeit
Traitor" is concerned, you will recall that last month
we published the reaction of Fred Hutchinson, managing
director in Great Britain, who paid the picture one of
the most resounding tributes he has
ever paid a picture in his long and
distinguished Paramount service. He
made it quite evident that all of
the British Paramounteers have al-
ready determined to make the picture
one of the all-time 'greats' in the
annals of British motion picture
exhibit ion.

LONDON - At right,
top and bottom are just
a Tew glimpses of tne
excitement engendered in
and around the Plaza
Theatre by the advent of
"Summer and Smoke," one
of the most provocative
films to reach the Brit-
ish capital in years —
and one which has really
reached the hearts of
the moviegoing public.
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Holland produced a

very fine film edition
of "Breakfast at Tiff-
any's," published by
Scheltens 4 Giltay of

Amsterdam. It had a

ready and popular sale.

ER IS 2EER VEEL NIEUWS i

-- EN ALLEMAAL GOED
N I EUWS* **********

Het is zeer juist te konstateren, dat
het jaar 1962 in het teken staat van de op-
bouw van Paramount's productie prestige
naar een nieuw hoogtepunt. Wederom bavinden
wij ons in het tijdperk van de grote kassa-
films, en het algehele productie panorama
wordt met de dag groter en indrukwekkender

.

En wat meer is, wij bouwen weer "star
power". Wij hebben John Wayne gekontrak-
teerd voor nog zes grote films, behalve
"Hatari!" en "The Man who shot Liberty
Valance". Wij hebben een kontrakt gemaakt
met producer-regisseur Howard Hawks om nog
drie machtige films voor ons te maken,
waarvan de eerste reeds in de eerstkomende
paar naanden in productie zal gaan. En de

AMSTERDAM - One of the
most cooperative depart-
ment stores in the world
when it comes to showman-
ship is Vroom 4 Drees-
mann's, in this city. The
above display for "Break-
fast at Tiffany's" was in
their branch store in
Utrecht.

AMSTERDAM - This most tasteful window dis-

play for "Breakfast at Tiffany's" is in the
establishment of one of the city's foremost
ladies' hairdressers. The figure at right is

the only index to the establishment's nature.

Note on the table, at left, a copy of the

Dutch edition of Truman Capote's novel, with
Audrey Hepburn occupying the entire cover.

AMSTERDAM - Display at
the record bar of Vroom 4
Dreesmann's department
store here for "Breakfast
at Tiffany's."

A major music promot-

ion, highlighted by re-

cordings of the title

song by Gene Pitney for

the Musicor label and

by the Fairmont Singers

for Dot Records, ha3

been set in conjunction
with "The Man Who Shot

Liberty Valance."
Both records are rec-

eiving the full support

of distributors and re-

cord dealers, and have

been serviced to all tcp

disc-jockey shows thr-

oughout the nation.

studio heeft wederom zijn politiek om nieuw
talent op te bouwen bekrachtigd, om er zo

doende zeker van te zijn, dat het filmbe-
drijf altijd op een continulteit van nieuwe
sterren en spelers, evenals nieuwe regis-
seurs en producers, kan rekenen.

De Paramount Studio zelf is een --nieuw

tijdperk van activiteit ingegaan, en heeft
zich thans niet alleen ingesteld op het
vervaardigen van Paramount's maximum be-
hoefte aan grote nieuwe films, doch heeft
ook zijn onvergeli jkeli jke vaardigheid be-

schikbaar gesteld voor andere filmproductie
maatschappi jen, en ook voor televisie pro-
ducers. A1 deze extra productiviteit is sa

mengebundeld onder de uitvoerende leiding
van Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vice-presi-
dent. Dit alles betekent ook enorme extra
inkomsten, welke voortvloeien uit het feit,

dat wij onze studio-ruimten benutten tot

een maximaal gebruik.

Vorige maand maakten wij reeds melding
van de uitzonderli jk belangrijke wereld-
zakenreis van Paramount International's
president, James E. Perkins. Deze reis zal

volgens schema eind April ten einde zijn,

zodat wij ook deze maand zeer uitgebreid

"Who's Got the Action?" Who, indeed?
Well, Lana Turner is showing a lot of very
peeved action over the piece of jewelry sne
has just gotten from Dean Martin. And Dean is
not lacking in action either — yet neither
of these displays is the kind of "Action* that
this hilarious, fast-moving, zippy, sassy and
rambunctious comedy deals with.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

kunnen berichten over de buitengewone en

vriendelijke samenwerking aan Mr. Perkins
betoond overal waar hij op zijn reis kwara.

Deze maand heeft ook Mr. George Weltner zich

bij Mr. Perkins in Home gevoegd, en hiervan

brengen wij ook een aantal foto's in dit

nummer. Deze twee reizen zullen weer belang-

rijke hoofdstukken toevoegen aan Paramount'

International's vooruitgang, en de gebeur-

tenissen in de nabije toekomst zullen dit

zeker demonstreren.

Tegen het einde van vorige maand, toen

"The Counterfeit Traitor" enige nalen in

New York voor belangrijke figuren vertoond
werd, vloog William Holden naar deze stad
voor interviews en andere publiciteits-
doeleinden. Holden, die altijd tot raede-

werking bereid is, nam deze gelegenheid met-

een te baat om zijn grote genoegen uit te

spreken over het vooruitzicht wederom met
Audrey Hepburn in een Paramount film te gaan

werken, nl. "Together in Paris", waarvan de

opnamen in het najaar in Parijs zullen be-

ginnen. Wat betreft "The Counterfeit Trai-

tor", de wereldpremilre van deze film vond

plaats in New York City op de 17e van deze

maand, onder auspici^n van de Buitenlandse
Pers Club; de recettes van deze eerste ver-

toning zijn bestemd voor het nieuwe gebouw

van deze beroemde Club in New York City.

Foto's over deze bijzondere gebeurtenis
vindt U in dit nummer. Deze grote film

heeft zeker hierdoor een schitterende start

gekregen, een start die weerklank op weer-

klank over de gehele wereld zal vinden!

De aankondiging dat Prinses Gracia van

Monaco (de vroegere Grace Kelly) weer een

film voor Alfred Hitchcock zal gaan maken,

viel, toevalligerwi Js ,
gelijk met het mo-

ment, vaarop Paramount "Rear Window" opnieuw

in roulatie ging brengen, de film onder re-

gie van Mr. Hitchcock met Miss Kelly en James

Stewart in de hoofdrollen. "Rear Window" is

met groot succes ontvangen in Londen en in

tal van andere steden waar de hervertoningen

zijn begonnen, en dit succes duurt voort

waar de film ook vertoond wordt. Weer een

voorbeeld van Paramount's "good fortune"

voor 1962.



In the Opinion of

Many Privileged
V i ewers

,

WHO’S GOT
THE ACTION?
Is the Funniest
Paramount P i ctur

e

i n

X Years

Lana Turner (centre) and Nita Talbot are
involved in feminine matters, but Eddie Albert— what's that that he's involved in? Small
wonder that this joyous frivolity is called
"Who's Got the Action?"

"I co-star in it, too.
See me on the back page.”

- Dean Martin

9 9 9 9 9

9

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
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A tiny fugitive in

Prague, seeking frantic-
ally to elude the secret
police, rapped at the
door of a side street
cafe and whispered
hoarsely, "Do you supp-
ose you could cache a

small Czech?"
-The Wail Street Journal

STOCKHOLM - The snows

of this city have gone hy
now, but the delightful
memory of Shirley MacLaine

in "My Geisha" lingers on.

COPENHAGEN - Almost 100
of these posters for
"Breakfast at Tiffany's"
were utilized on the
intra-city S-Train system
to great showmanship adv-
antage during the run of
the film at the Imperial.

Never put a man in

the wrong. He will hold
it against you forever.

Will Durant

COPENHAGEN - Here are the entrance doors of
the Imperial Theatre. They show the excellent
use to which the standee poster of Audrey Hep-
bum was put in connection with the extremely
popular engagement of "Breakfast at Tiffany's."
At top is a long view of the front of the Im-
perial at show time,

ren hHndelse, att saramanfalla med reprispre-
mifiren pd "Fonstret dt garden". Den filmen fir

ju, som kSnt, regisserad av Mr. Hitchcock och
har miss Kelly och James Stewart i de ledande
rollerna. Filmen har fdtt en strdlande fram-
.gdng i London och pd flera andra platser och
detsarana blir sdkert forhdllandet var den Bn
kommer att visas. Annu en lycklig tillfBllig-
het fBr Paramount 1962.

BELCM

HELSINKI - One of 16

flower shop windows that
gave handsome cooperation
when "Breakfast at Tiff-
any's" was the successful
attraction at the Aloha.

MASSOR AV NYHETER
- OCH GODA NYHETER

*********
Man kan nog lugnt se fram mot en topp-pro-

duktion frdn Paramount under 1962. An en gdng
befinner vi oss i den lyckliga belfigenheten

att kunna presentera idel topp-filmer, och
framtiden ter sig synnerligen lovande. Vad

mera dr, vi fBrfogar ocksd 6ver store namn.

John Wayne har tecknat kontrakt pd sex -stor-

filmer utBver "HatariT" och "Man Who Shot Lib-

erty Valance".- Vi ha forsBkrat oss om produ-

centen-regissoren Howard Hawks for ytterligare
tre filmer; den forsta pdbBrjas inom de ndrmas-

te radnaderna. Och vdr Studio har fin en gang

gett bevis pd sin strfivan att till sig knyta

nya fBrmdgor fBr att sBkra nytillskottet av

stj&rncfi: och skadespelare ,
liksom av regissB-

rer och producenter.

SJftlv arbetar Paramount- stud ion for hBg-

tryck, inte bare med att fd fram filmer for

eget behov utan dessutom for att ge rum dt and-

ra filminspelningar. liksom dt televisionens

TOPS ORIGINAL RELEASE, 1955

’TOPS RE-RELEASE, I960

"Rear Window" was re-re-released at the
Aloha Theatre, Helsinki, Finland, on April
13th. The firwt three days represented

300$ of the Hitchcock film's re-release in

I960, and 150$ of the film's original rel-
ease in 1955. That's show business for youj

producenter. Vad det betyder i ekonomiskt av-

seende att kunna utnyttja Studion till dess

fulla kapacitet forstar var och en.

I forra manaden rapporterade vi Mr. James

E. Perkinsbetydelsefulla resa vorlden runt

som vSntas avslutad i och med april. Vi kan

ddrfor fiven denna gang presentera, i text och

bilder, en sammanfattning frdn de platser som

Paramount Internationals President besokt. Den-

na manad har ocksd Mr. George Weltner anslutlt

sig till Mr. Perkins i Rom. Aven detta finns

rapporterat. Viktiga kapitel skrivs for n&rva-

rande i Paramount Internationals historia genom

dessa bada resor, ndgo3; som den nftrmaste fram-

tiden kommer att ge belSgg fBr.

I slutet av fBrra manaden, dd "Counterfeit
Traitor" framfBrdes i ett par viktiga samman-

hang, flBg William Holden till New York fBr

intervjuer och andra engagemang i samband med

filmens framfBrande. Den populfira stjeman,
som alltid mycket samarbetsvillig, tog till-

fBllet i akt att ge uttryck fBr sin store glfid-

je Bver att inom kort dter fd spela mot Audrey

Hepburn i Paramountfilmen "Together in Paris",

vilken inspelas 1 Paris senare i dr. Vad be-

trdffar "Counterfeit Traitor" gick vfirldspre-

miSren pd filmen av stepeln 1 New York City

den 17 i denna manad, under beskydd av Overseas

Press Club. PremiBrdagens intfikter gick till

den fBrndma klubhens nya byggnad i New York

City. Det lysande evenemanget skildras i det-
ta nummer. En lovande borjan fBr en stor
film, som kommer att ge eko vBrlden over.

Meddelandet om att prinsessan Grace av
Monaco (fBre detta Grace Kelly) skulle gBra
dnnu en film fBr Alfred Hitchcock kom, av en

^AUDREY
HEPBURN

i ALOHA
fAAMIAINEN
» IFFANYLLA

TECHNICOLOR M,
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BEAUCOUP DE NOUVELLES

ET TOUTES TRES BONNES!

1962 eat l'ann4e temoin du prestige de la
nouvelle production Paramount qui attaint le
zenith. De nouveau nous sonnnes dana l'&re des
grande films a succea et le panorama de notre
production devient de plus en plus important au
fur et k meaure dea joura qui paasent. Maia aur-
tout noua nous efforqons de retablir le pouvoir
de la vedette. Noua avons engage John Wayne pour
six films importants qui a'ajoutent a "Hatari"
et k "L* Homme qui a tue Liberty Valance'.' Howard
Hawks, Imminent producteur et metteur en scene,
fara pour nouB troia autre a films dont le pre-
mier sera mia en chantier dans lea mois qui
viennent. La politique du studio eat de lancer
de nouveaux talents auasi bien en tant que ve-
dettes que metteurs en scene qui aasureront la
continuity de l'industrie cinematographique.

Lea studios de Paramount abordent mainte-
nant dana una nouvelle &re d'activite. II s pro-
duiront non seulement lea faouveaux films impor-
tants de Paramount mais ils pretent au83i leur
materiel a d'autres compagnies de films et aux
producteura de television. Toute cette activite
supplementaire a ete groupee sous la direction
de Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president de Para-
mount. Tout cela signifie des revenus supple-
mentaires qui permettront au studio de travail-
ler au maximum de son rendement.

Le mois dernier noua vous avon3 montre le

tr&8 important voyage d'affaires effectue par

le president de Paramount International, M.

James E. Perkina. Ce voyage doit se terminer a

la fin du mois d'avril. Done ce mois-ci, nous
aurons de3 articles et des photos, montrant la
merveilleuae et amicale cooperation qu'a trou-
vees M. Perkins a chaque escale de son voyage.
Ce mois-ci egalement, M. George Weltner a re-
joint M. Perkins k Home et nous parlons de cet

I evenement dans notre numero. Ces deux importants
voyages aideront grandement au progres de Para-
mount International, ainsi que le prouvera l'a-
venir.

A la fin du mois dernier, tandis qu'on
montrait "Trahison sur Commande" au cours de

projectiohs importantes et speciales a New-York,
William Holden est venu dans cette ville pour
accorder des interviews et aider au lancement

PSYCH 0

S 0 c k 0

M e x i c 0

The Hitchcock saga of murder, mystery and
mayhem "Psycho" by name is still
stalking theatre box-office records, and is
still rubbing them out with deft Hitchcock
dexterity.

The process has reached Mexico City, with
the Chapultepec Theatre being the X that marks
the spot of the latest records decimation. A
wire from Arthur L. Pratchett to John Rubinich
in Home Office contains this moneyed 'clue':

"PSYCHO" FIRST WEEK 188 PERCENT OF THEATIE
WEEKLY AVERAGE AND 117 PERCENT OF LONG-
STANDING THEATRE WEEK'S BUSINESS RECORD

"Tiffany’s” Winner!

BRUSSELS, Belgium - Last month we gave
brief mention to one phase of the excellent
showmanship campaign organized in this city
by Paramount manager Julian Binstock in be-
half of "Breakfast at Tiffany's." That phase

had to do with the awarding of a diamond
bracelet valued at 80,000 Francs to the best
and most human answer^ to a set of questions
relating to the film. Above, we have a photo

which provides a most dramatic and appealing
climax to that contest.

It 3hows Mr . Binstock presenting the very
valuable piece of jewelry to Mrs. Anny De
Schryver, the winner. And here are Mr. Bin-
stock's own words regarding the presentation:
"....when I asked for this young woman's
carte d'identite' I discovered that she was
22 years old and already a widow. She won
the contest on the merit of her answers to
the questions, but I cannot imagine anyone
to whom it would have pleased me more to
award the prize."

du film. Ce grand acteur, qui est toujours ex-

tremement co-operatif, profits de cette occasion
pour exprimer son plaisir a l'idee de travailler

de nouveau dans un film Paramount avec Audrey
Hepburn. Ce film, c 'esf'Together in Paris",
dont les prises de vues vont commencer a Paris
dans quelque temps.

Revenant a "Trahison sur commande", notons
que la Premiere de ce film a eu lieu a New-
York le 17 de ce mois, sous les auspices du
Club de la Pres.se Etrangere. Les recettes de la
premiere soiree ont ete versees integralement
pour la construction du nouvel immeuble de ce

club a New-York. Nous donnons ci-inclua un re-

portage illuatre de ce brillant evenement.
Cette presentation exceptionnelle a dome un
magnifique depart a ce grand film et nous som-

mes surs que le bruit s'en repercutera a tra-

vers le monde entier.

L'annonce que la Princesse de Monaco (ex-

Grace Kelly) va sortir provisoirement de sa re-

traite pour revenir au cinema et faire uh film
pour Alfred Hitchcock a coincide exactement
avec la reprise sur les ecrans de-"Fenetre sur

Cour", dirige par M. Hitchcock et dont lea ve-

dettes aont Grace Kelly et James Stewart. Ce

film a remporte un groe succea a Londres et

dans de nombreuses autres ville3 ou il est res-

sorti. Ce succes continuera partout ou ce film
sera presents. Voila un autre exemple de chance

qui accompagne Paramount en 1962.

"'HATARI* " EST FORMIDABLE!

RICHARD QUINE (above),
who directed "The World
of Suzie Wong." and who
will direct William Holden
and Audrey Hepburn in
"Together in Paris," was
a recent New York visitor
to confer with executives
on the picture. Filming
on the project, with
George Axelrod as produc-
er, is scheduled to begin
in Paris around June ll.

"The Pigeon That Took
Rome" was both produced
and directed by the vers-
atile Mel Shavelson. Here
he directs Charlton Heston
and Arthur Shields in one
of the scenes in which
they masquerade in the
attire of priests - all in
the interests of victory.

When the Paramount
film version of "Come
Blow Your Horn" starts
production on September
10th, Frank Sinatra
will be the star, and
the Academy Awards-win-
ning actor, Lee J. Cobb
will portray his father.

The picture will be
filmed partly in New
York and partly in the
Paramount Hollywood
studio.

Meanwhile the play

from which the film
will be made is now in

its second year on

Broadway.



VALPARAISO, Chile - In

addition to the striking
cable on "One-Eyed Jacks"
on this page we have some
samples of the showmandiip
which accompanied this
top-level engagement.

Here, for instance, is

a display in the window
of the Montalbetti Store
in Pedro Montt Street .the
main thoroughfare of this
city.

VALPARAISO - And here
is a display in a watch
store

,
al so on Pedro Montt

Street. Actually, "One-
Eyed Jacks" set a number
of records, including that

of the Valparaiso Theatre
holding a picture over for

a second week.

THIRD COL .

This is one of the
reasons why the Valp-
araiso Theatre held
over "One-Eyed Jacks."
Whoever wants to change
pictures in the middle of
capacity business!

BOGOTA, Colombia - This truck, advertising

"The World of Suzie Wong" at the El Cid, Pal-
ermo and Almirante Theatres, covered the whole

city for 7 days in advance of the premiere.

Muchas not i c i as . . .
.

y

todas estupendas.
**************
Es cierto que en este afio

de 1962 estamos presenciando la culmi
naci6n del prestigio de Paramount en
una nueva fase cenital. Noe hallamos
nuevamente en la era de las pellculas
de fuertes taquillajea, y en general
las produccionea van a maa y aon cada
dia m&a impreaionantea. Hem03 contra-
tado a John Wayne para aeis poderosas
peliculas, eato adem&a de "Hatari!" y
de "El Hombre que mat6 a Liberty Valan
ce". Hemoa concertado con el productor
y director Howard Hawka la fiimnci6n
de otraa trea grandea produccionea, la
primera de laa cualea empezard a todar
se en loa pr6ximoa meaes. Y loa estu-
dioa han vuelto a afinnar au politica
de intri)ducci6n de nuevos talentos, de
foma a aaegurar a la industria una
continua cantera de eatrellaa y acto-
rea, asi como de directorea y produc-
tores.

Loa propios eatudioa Para-
mount han entrado en una nueva etapa
de actividad, dado que ahora no a6lo
ae dedican a producir todo el programa
de grandea filma Paramount, ain6 que
ademds ofrecen incomparablea facilida-
dea a disposicifin de otraa companiaa
productoraa y tambidn a los producto-
rea de television. Toda eata nueva ac-
tividad productora estd bajo la direc-
ci6n de Y. Prank Preeman, vice-Preai-

How’s This for
Smashing a Record?
When he was last in New York, Chile mana-

ger Juan Laupheimer was most eager to get his

hands on "One-Eyed Jacks" and show what really

could be done in Chile with this epic of the

outdoors. Well, he got his chance, and the re-

sults pulverize the senses, to say the least.

Here's his cable to John Rubinieh in Home Off-

ice:

"JACKS" FINISHED FIRST WEEK VALPARAISO

THEATRE IN VALPARAISO WITH NETT AN ALL-TIME

RECORD FOR THEATRE, AND ACTUALLY 320* OF THE

THEATRE'S AVERAGE WEEKLY BUSINESS.

Among the records splintered in this

theatre by "One-Eyed Jacks" was that of "Psycho."

dente de Paramount. Todo eato signifi-
es un nuevo y tremendo rendimiento su-
plementario como consecuencia del pia-
no empleo de laa inatalacionea de Pa-
ramount •

El mes pasado cubrimos haata
cierto panto el viaje de vital impor-
tancia realizado alrededor del mundo
por el Preaidente de Paramount Inter-
national, James E. Perkins. Este viaje
debe concluir a finales de abril y por
lo tanto traemos aqui otra gran parte
de la informaci6n, demoatrativa del
magnifico espiritu de cooperacifin con
que fu6 recibido Mr. Perkins en cada
una de las escalaa de su viaje. Tam—
bien este mes Mr. George Jeltner acom-
pan6 a Mr. Perkins a Roma, de cuya vi-
sits publicamba una informaci6n en es-
taa plginas. De eatoa viajes surgirdn
otros importances capitulos en el de-
sarrollo de Paramount International,
confonne podra comprobarse en pr6ximas
fechas.

A dltimos del mes paaado,
con motivo de unas proyeccionea pri-
vadaa de "The Counterfeit Traitor" en
Nueva York, .ViHiam Holden eatnvo en
esta ciudad para aer entrevistado y
trabajar en la campana de lanzamiento.
Este actor, aiempre tan cooperative,
aprovech.6 la ocaaifin para proclamar
au aatisfacci6n por volver a actuar
junto a Audrey Hepburn en una pelicu-
la Paramount "Together in Paris" que
serd rodada en Paris a finales de ea-
te afio • Con relacidn a "The Counter-
feit Traitor", el estreno mundial tu-

vo lugar el dia 17 de eate mes en Nue

va York, bajo el patrocinio del Over-
seas Press Club, a beneficio de las
obraa de construcciOn del nuevo edi-
ficio de dicho Club. El brillante aeon
tecimiento queda reflejado en las fo-
tos que se publican en este rnimero.

Un magnifico comienzo para eata gran
pelicuLa, cuyo eco dara la vuelta al
mundo

.

El anuncio de que la Prince
sa Grace de Mfinaoo (nacida Grace Ke-
lly) sale temporalmente de su inacti-
vidad cinematogrifica para realizar
otro film con Alfred Hitchcock, ha
coincidido con la redistribucion de
"La Ventana Indiscreta", dirigida por
Mr. Hitohoock e interpretada por Miss
Kelly junto a James Stewart. Ia peli-
cula ha sido acogida con enonne 6xi-
to en Londres y otraa capitales y el
Sxito preseguir4 en donde vuelva a
proyectarse esta film. Otro indice de

la buena suerte que tiene Paramount
en 1962.
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SAO PAULO, Brazil - Crowds
always supersede words when it

comes to telling a theatre's
success story. A very good ex-

ample of this is shown above, at

the Ipiranga Theatre during the
engagement of Elvis Presley'

s

"G. I. Blues.''

IVCHfj

SHOWMANSHIP AND

IN LATIN

ion with the release of "The Pleasure
of His Company" at the Tacna and El

Pacifico Theatres was a huge success
and delighted Paramount manager Lenn-

art Bjorck greatly. Contest was run

in the eminent newspaper La Cronica.
which featured it solidly for 2 weeks
and received thousands of coupons
return. An entire window of a promin-
ent Lima store was devoted to the
dress for this same length of time and

attracted wide attention.

The final drawing for the winner
took place in the Tacna Theatre. The
prizes included, besides the wedding
dress, annual passes to the Tacna and

El Pacifico Theatres.
It all added up to superlative show-

manship, and the picture benefitted
very materially.

MEXICO CITY - At the end of
the second week's business at the

Chapultepec Theatre, "Psycho" was
still 11556 ahead of the previous
best week in the theatre's fine
and distinguished history. . .And
the story is continuing.

BOGOTA, Colombia - "The World of Suzie Wong" did
a measure of business equal to 190^ of average when
released dav-and-date at the El Cid, Palermo and
Almirante Theatres here recently. Scene above is of
the exterior of El Cid, with a queue prominently evid-
enced. "Suzie Wong" continued for a second week in
all three theatres, and according to Paramount manager
Andres Sanz, "this was the first time that the Almir-
ante has played a picture for a whole second week."

Argent i na Gets T o See

"One-Eyed Jacks"
The Marlon Brando thriller has finally been

seen by the Argentine film fans, and the glow-

ing reception really drips from the following

enthusiastic cable from managing director Sam

Bekeris:

AFTER INTENSIVE PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN AT LAST
RELEASED "ONE-EYED- JACKS" IN BUENOS AIRES
YESTERDAY (April 3) WITH TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
AND MASSIVE COMBINED GROSS FROM FIVE DAY
AND DATE THEATRES - THE OPERA, METROPOLITAN,
PUEYRREDON, ROCA AND ARGOS. PUBLIC REACTION
EXCELLENT AND LOOKING FORWARD REPEAT SUCC-
ESS IN OTHER COUNTIES.

SHOWMEN
AMERICA

High for
" Br i dges” .

.

Excerpt from a letter
from Brazil general man-
ager A. Stephen Clug to
Horae Office executive
Donald Nathan:

"...Re-release of
THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI
in Sao Paulo at the
Ipiranga and Astor Cin-
emas has produced abso-
lutely sensational fig-
ures.... Bill Holden,
excellent Technicolor
and lots of action will
give us more money the
second time round than
the first with this pic-

ture. "

RIGHT

LIMA - Sequel to the
picture at left, actual
presentation of the wedd-
ing dress by manager
Lennart Blorck, to the
winner, Miss Dora Canales

BELOW

The stack of entries
in the lobby of the Tacna
Theatre viewed by Sr.
Francisco Otinaino, of
the newspaper La Cronica
which co-sponsored the
contest; Sr. Alfonso
Gailiour, Paramount ' s ace
publicist: and Sr.Ramirez
Gaston, Lima public not-
ary who certified the
drawing of the winning
entry in the contest.
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This is Hal Pereira.

You have seen his name
in credit titles of Par-
amount pictures for at

least thirty years - and
because of that name, and
the artistry that goes
with it, the scenic, cul-
tural and artistic level
of our productions has
been tops.

Hal Pereira is head of
the skilled department
which creates the physi-
cal format of each and
every Paramount picture
before even the first
foot of film is exposed.

Even before a picture
'goes on the floor' in

the studio, Hal and the
imaginative men and
women of his department
have created its settings

in miniature. Where a

picture has remote sett-
ings, either in this
country, or overseas, a

member of Hal's depart-
ment has preceded the
production unit.

Hal's work over the
years has won the indus-
try's highest commendat-
ions. He has several Ac-
ademy Award 'Oscars,' a

host of Academy Award
nominations, and count-
less other accolades.

Hal Pereira is one of
the top reasons for the
consistently high produc-
tion level of Paramount
Pictures.

JAMES C. GREENLEAF

JAMES C. GREENLEAF died on April 7th. He
was 48 years of age, head of the tax depart-
ment of Paramount Pictures Corporation, and

had been a member of the company since 1944.
These are vital statistics of one kind. But

there is another kind of vital statistic
that belongs here. It is this:

Jim Greenleaf was most talented in his
special field - an expert, a friendly consul-

tant. Yet he was more than these, for he was
kindly, ever ready with help and advice, a

gentle soul who counseled with quiet author-
ity. He was the kind of man whose passing is

all the more shocking because this world has

much need of 3uch men of thoughtfulness and

goodwill.

We shall always revere the memory of Jim
Greenleaf. Our organization is much the
better for his passing our way, and for so

much of lasting value that he gave to us. We
mourn deeply with those he left behind, the

more so because we are merely telling what

they have always known about J im Greenleaf

.

OSCAR A. MORGAN
OSCAR A. MORGAN passed from our midst on

Easter Sunday, April 22nd. He died at his
home in Ormond Beach, Florida, and was placed
to rest in the family plot in Asbury Park,
New Jersey.

Oscar Morgan retired from active Para-
mount service in 1959 after having first
joined the company in 1915. Since 1959 he has

been a consultant to the company, as well he-
might be, for in the forty-four years encom-
passed by these dates he has been in virtually

every phase of Paramount activity. This work
has covered the foreign department, sales
and domestic distribution, production of short

features, and not forgetting booking, selling
and certain phases of exhibition. Furthermore,

it is believed that no other single individ-
ual in the entire film industry had a wider
circle of tried and true friends all across
the North American continent, than did Oscar
A. Morgan.

Added to all of this was his sense of
devotion to the Paramount organization, a

patriotism that went beyond the emotion of
loyalty to the point of being a fierce dedic-
ation. Truly, the two-score years of Oscar
Morgan service added massive lustre and sub-
stance to the film company called Paramount.

To Mrs. Morgan, and son Richard, the full
sympathy that comes from our hearts.

r

When Louise Fazenda died on April 16th,
she left an unhappy gap in the thin line of
true human beings.

Louise Fazenda, in the sixty-five years
of her fruitful and very worthwhile life,had
lived three memorable careers. First of all,
for about thirty years, she had been the
foremost comedienne of the screen, portraying
a character that was fallible, sometimes
blundering, sometimes practical, yet always
human, kind and very much beloved. A great

part of this time, and right up to the moment

of her passing from our midst, she had been
Mrs. Hal Wallis, mistress of a fine home,

mother of a son to be proud of, and wife and

helpmeet of a film producer whose works have

massively enriched the screen.

Her third life was one that was lived in

proud anonymity. For both Louise Fazenda and

Mrs. Hal Wallis became completely submerged

in the tireless woman who gave of her stren-

gth and her substance and her limitless time

to help the poor, the needy, the hopeless
and the helpless in the slum areas of down-

town Los Angeles. Garbed so that no one would

ever recognize her, but with liberal funds

made available to her by her producer husband,

this anonymous lady raised vast numbers of

unfortunates from the depths of despair and

ill-health, so that hosts who never knew her

name or her fame as an actress, came to re-

gard her simply as an angel of mercy.

Certainly none could have made a life

more meaningful, more bountiful, more useful

and rememberable to those she aided, than did

the Louise Fazenda who became Mrs. Hal Wallis

and who, as a benefactor in the truest sense,

passed from our midst but never from our
memory

.

MRS. HAL WALLIS
( LOUISE FAZENDA)

Our sincere sympathy goes

out to Gladys Shy, of our

Inspection Department, whose husband passed

away recently.

The St. Louis WOMPI Club, in which Para-
mount girls are very active, have been very
busy over the Easter holiday period. Through

their efforts, 60 dozen eggs were cooked, col-
ored and delivered to the St. Louis Chronic
Hospital and the Sunshine Mission. In addition

to this, the girl3 took the time to sew and
stuff 100 toy animals for the three Children's
Hospitals here, to bring the kiddies a little
extra cheer at Eastertime.

-Jerry Bahner

ST. LOUIS
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PARAMOUNT EVENTS, U.S. & CANADA

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Austrian Amb-
assador Wilfried Platzer was host on
March 26th at a special screening of
"Forever Mv Love." Screening was held
in the Motion Picture Association's
screening room. In attendance were
staff members of the Austrian Smbasy
and their families, and especially
invited guests from other foreign em-
bassies.

Shown above are the Ambassador and
his wife, and Herbert Gillis. Para-
mount branch manager in Washington.

On the same evening of March 26
at the premiere of "Forever My Love"

at the 72nd Street Playhouse in New
York, Paramount Pictures received a

special citation from the Austrian
government for "fostering closer
cultural relations with European
nations. Dr. Johanna Nestor , acting
consul general of Austria .presented

the award to Barney Balaban, presi-

dent of Paramount Pictures Corp.

NEW YORK - Star William Holden and General
Sales Manager Jerome Pickman discuss the
overall salesman ship- showman ship campaign
e
0r Counterfeit Traitor" at a reception

for Holden in the Time-Life Tower here.

Opening day's receipts for
"The Counterfeit Traitor" at the
DeMille Theatre in New York were
a prelude to a week which broke
the record-breaking week of
"Psycho" in the very same house.

COVINA, California - Jerry
Lewis was right on deck with the
bail-point pen at an autograph
party staged in one of the White
Front supermarkets as part ofthe
local showmanship campaign for
"The Errand Boy."

NEW YORK - On arrival at New York
International Airport for work in
connection with "The Counterfeit Trai-
tor," William Holden visited the
flight deck of the American Airlines
Astrojet to compliment Captain W. H.
Dunn on a superb flight, and also to
study the flight plan of the journey
just completed.

VANCOUVER, B.C.,Canada - After
giving "Blue Hawaii" a magnificent
launching at the Famous Players Orph—
eum Theatre here, manager Ivan Ackery
(above) headed a group of Vancouver-
ites on an actual tour of Hawaii that
took 16 days, and covered all of the
top spots pictured in the Hal Wallis
picture. Tour left Vancouver March 10
and was a huge success.

(Manager Ackery has won a number of

Quigley Awards for his showmanship in
recent years).

TORONTO - When satirist Mort
Sahl appeared on Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation's "Parade"
on April 8tn, he chose for his
background the exterior of the
Hollywood Theatre where "Break-
fast at Tiffany's" was then in its
18th Week. Show was telecast nat-
ionally. so the Audrey Hepburn
film got a real national plug.
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NEWS ABOUT THE NEW
PARAMOUNT SHORTS

"FIRE AWAY," A SHORT THAT'S
LONG ON THRILLS, BEAUTY AND

TRUE HEART-INTEREST
Howard Minsky, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.

vice-president, has received this letter from Don R.

Millar, executive vice-president of The United States

Trotting Association, Columbus, Ohio:

The players who co-star with the wonderful

•Fire Away' are, L to Rt Bob Allen, Jayne

Davis and Jerry Kaimaire. Bob and Jayne are

professional actors; Jerry has never faced a

camera before - yet you'll find him unforget-

table as a born horseman.

This is the kind of a close-up view of

harness racing that audiences will be getting
from Paramount's ace quality two-reeler, FIRE
AWAY - one of the finest short features Para-
mount has ever released.

OTHER SHORT FEATURES
IN PROSPECT ********

"I am writing to express my delight and tnthusiasm
over the marvelous photography and delightful product-
ion job on FIRE AWAY. It was beautifully done, and it

is the most authentic and true-to-life film that has
been done in the harness field.

"When we saw this in New York, the members of the
committee were so surprised that they did not seem as
enthusiastic in their comment as I found them to be
afterwards. In discussions of the film, they all com-
mended it enthusiastically. I can't tell you how
pleased we are with it." , , N

(sgd.) Don R. Millar

Several fine Paramount short features of the calibre of "Fire Away"
are upcoming. Some have actually been filmed and are in process of editing.
Others are in production now. All are without final titles, so we shall
have to describe them.

Learning to train a trotter is
all very well — but not for twenty-
four hours a day. There has to be a
spot of time for romance, too.... And
Trotter "Fire Away" knows this.

One, a two-reeler, graphically pictures the epic adventure of boring
into the crust of the Earth in order to learn what we are actually living
upon. Basis of the subject is the project, now under way in the Caribbean,
engaged upon what is known officially as "Operation Mohole." ....Another
subject deals in most exciting fashion with Skiing (on snow) in Winter, and
(on sea) in the Summer. It will have the same degree of thrills that "Boats

A' Poppin'" had And a third subject will be concerned with a Round-
the-World Whirl, touching all important cities, all of the continents, and

much else besides, done at a pace that will leave you breathless.

All are really 'class' short features and should find high favor with
film audiences everywhere.

FIRE AWAY is in

color of truly magical beauty.

Both day shots, and the shots

of harness-racing by night, are

really breath-taking.
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KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya -

Arriving here on his busi-
ness journey around the
world . Paramount Internat-
ional's president, James E.

Perkins, found that he was
indeed 'good news' for the
local radio stations.

PARIS - Among the atten-
dees at the premiere of the
Paramount French thriller,
"Malefices," at the Param-
ount Theatre were the pop-
ular American-born singer,
Eddie Constantine and his
daughter Tania. At left is
Paramount's traffic manager,
Marcel Hamel.

HEW YORK - Dina Merrill
was all shining radiance as
she arrived at the DeMille
theatre for the premiere of
"The Counterfeit Traitor,"
the evening of April 17tn.

INTERNATIONAL
PERSONALITIES
IN PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

£

- nuwwaiotric
ixecutive Charles Chambers
left ) extends best wishes

-or success with his new
enterprise to Robert Gaert

tha latter leaves tc
k*8 mm industrial

fiim company - Valley Films-
in Rochester, Mew York.
Garetner was formerly man-

°Oh* Art and Publi-
cation Dept, of Autometric
Corporation, a Division of
Paramount Pictures Corp.

NEIW YORK - Arthur Israel,
Jr.,assistant to Paramount
president Barney Balaban,at
the "Counterfeit Traitor"
premiere with Margaret
Phelps,a noted attorney.

NEW . YORK - At a Paramount
reception in his honor in the
Time-Life Tower here, William
Holden describes a sequence in
"The Counterfeit Traitor" to
New York Times top motion pict-
ure editor, Bosley Crowther.

BOSTON - James Stewart,
visiting here in behalf of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty-
Valance," is presented with
a souvenir book of the' city
by Robert R. DeSimone, act-
ing Mayor and Secretary.

NEW YORK - New York Mayor
Robert Wagner accepting ticket
for the Overseas Press Club

P
remiers of "The Counterfeit
raitor" from Mrs. Eleanor

Fitisimmons, the club's public-
ity coordinator. Premiere, at
the DeMille Theatre, is reported*
on Page 3.

VIENNA - Among those
attending the glittering
premiere of "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" at the Kolosseum
was the famous Austrian
stage actress and singer,
Renate Holm.

SINGAPORE - Screen star Joan
Fontaine, Mr. Jules C. Stein
(Chairman of MCA) and Mrs. Stein
arrived here on March 30th and
were greeted by Dato Loke Wan
Tho, Chairman of Cathay Organi-
sation. Shown above, L to H,are
Misses Latiffah Omar and Rose
Yatimah, Cathay-Keris film
stars; Dato Lofce Wan Tho; Miss
Fontaine and Miss Rahmat Ali,
Cathay-Keris star.

NEW YORK - Group at the re-
ception in the Time-Life Tower
for William Holden and Eric
Erickson, whose life adventure
Holden portrays in "The Count-
erfeit Traitor." L to R: Wend-
ell Lether, of the Overseas
Press Club, which sponsored the
film's New York premiere; Eric
Erickson: William Holden and J.
William Piper, Secretary of
Paramount International Films.

BELOW

NEW YORK - Audrey Hepburn
and her husband, Mel Ferrer,arr-
iving in New York via American
Airlines, en route to Europe,
where Miss Hepburn will co-star
with William Holden in "Toegther
in Paris." At left is Maximil-
ian Schell, 1961 Academy Award
winner as Top Male Star.
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NEWS FROM THE CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD
You are promised some good pictures on

this page next month. Interesting shots of the
pre-wedding office party given Louise Cohen,
secretary to Howard G. Minsky; and of Paramount
International's send-off for Anne De Leonardis,
secretary to William Piper, who has left the
company to be married and to accept the full-
time job of housewife Anne's replacement
is already on the job on the 10th floor. She
is Illona Weiss and she comes to International
from the legal branch of the production dep-
artment in the East by way of a recent trip to
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One of the most eagerly-scanned pages in
any newspaper is the section devoted to class-
ified ads for homes. It comes next to the jobs
wanted section. Yet only rarely does anyone
have the notion to advertise a motion picture
in this area of a newspaper. Up in Syracuse,
Mew York, the RKO Keith' s Theatre had the not-
ion for "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, "and
Blanche Livingston has forwarded this page. At
the bottom of the ad was this notice: 'Tour
full name may be anywhere on these pages.,...
Find it and call in person at Herald-Journal
Classified Dept., and receive your guest tick-
ets to RKO Keith's Theater." (The advertisement
ran for 6 days).

STELLA STEVENS AND BOB
CUMMINGS BATTLE FOR BOWLINGCHAMPIONSHIP

At press time there are five sessions remaining in
the Paramount Pictures Bowling League, and long-time
leader STELLA STEVENS has just a sliver of a lead over
BOB CUMMINGS to show for all its terrific bowling. The
two squads are sure to meet each other at least three
more times and the margin between them is just one point.
Both teams are deliberate bowlers and often find them-
selves bowling with an audience composed of all the other
teams. To an outsider it might appear as though some Met.
Opejra claques have migrated to Queens to applaud every
good shot and hiss every miss.

Individually, most of the contests are still undeci-
ded. In the Bowler-of-the-Year competition, Armin Remestat
of STEVENS has no competition among the men, while four
gals are alternating as leaders, present figures showing
Zi Viale 20^, Raye Klinger 20, Vera Guilfoyle 18^ and
Kathy Kelleher 17. Sara Sowers still has a 10-point
lead in average, 159 to 149, over Zi Viale and holds
hi-series of 559, while Zi has hi-game, 210. McKeown's
average lead has been cut to 4 points, 174 to 170, over
A1 Konecny, while Bob Guilfoyle' s 620 series and McKeown's
246 game are still tops.

Bob McKeown

California. Formerly secretary to Mrs. Gladys

Semel, Illona had gone with her family to the

Coast state where they had expected to settle.

They returned to New York, however, and Illona,

a graduate of Martin Van Buren High School in

Queens and of the StenType Institute in New
York, is already deep in the ramifications of

Paramount's global operations.

MEDICAL NOTE
Those reportorial gremlins had a field .day

last issue when they had Dr. Leon J. Warshaw
"taking" a refresher course on "Cardiology in

Industry" in Chicago instead of "giving" one.

Quite a diff'rence, y'knowj Chicago also
was graced by the talents of Mrs. Sally Kreger,

Charge Nurse for Paramount Pictures Corp. ,whd

was there from April 9th through April 13th to

attend the Industrial Health Conference and to

participate in the annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Association of Industrial Nurses.

Mailroom head, Charles V. Hickey made no

secret of the good news of the arrival of

Granddaughter Laura Louise Ritchie, who arri-

ved March 31st and who 'weighed in' at 8 lbs

3 ounces. Mother is Mira Ann Ritchie (Charles'

daughter) and father of the lovely baby girl

is Donald F. Ritchie.
With so much concentrated activity on

"HatariJ" in Home Office, and so many stacks

of scene stills from the picture around, lots

of folks are beginning to converse with each

other in animal talk.
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS IN THE
CONTINENTAL SCENE

HOLLYWOOD - Jules A. Gendre (r.),
head of Starfilm, Paramount distribu-
tor in Switzerland, and Mrs. Gendre
meet Eric Erickson in the Paramount
Studio. Occasion was a luncheon hon-
oring both Erickson and William Hol-
den. v#io enacts the World War II role
of Erickson in "The Counterfeit Trai-
tor."

TEL AVIV, Israel - Here are the
Paramounteer s of this busy segment of
the world-wide Paramount organ ization.
L to R: Arie Schwartz, messenger;
Jacob Ishvi. ad-sales: Kalman Pipe,
film inspector and shipper; Mr. Laais-
lav Koch, manager; Mrs. Carolina Rosen,
cashier and sales; Peter Oelsner,bock-
er; Chaim Schneiderman, accountancy-
clerk. The occasion marked congratul-
ations to Mrs. Rosen on having compl-
eted 25 years of wonderful service to
Paramount.

BELCW

HAMBURG, Germany - Gay posters for
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" helped lift
the spirits of travellers on the
city's subway system.

"PSYCHO" continues to
produce a continuity of rec-
ords with the regularity of a
disc-pressing machine.

A letter from Henri Mich-
aud in Paris states thAt the
Hitchcock juggernaut, at the
Kinopaleet in Oslo, Norway,
produced in its first week a
sensational gross represent-
ing 83/£ of capacity for all
performances . , . . And of course
the picture went into a
second week.

COLOGNE, Germany - Interest-
ing shot* of postering for "Mv
Geisha," with the twin steeples
of Cologne Cathedral looming in
the background. The Shirley
MacLaine comedy has been a fab-
ulous success throughout Western
Germany, as well as in Berlin.

VIENNA - One of the outstan-
ding events connected with the
engagement of "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" at the Kolosseum,
was a marathon ball at the cel-
ebrated "Fatty's Saloon." One
of the stars of this non-stop
affair was Vienna's star disc
iockey, Fred Ziller, here shown
(at right) receiving an album
of the sound-track music c£ the
Audrey Hepburn film from AFEX
jwblicity managerHans Menasse.

Breukmst S
' TIFFANVS I

Breakfast
pSJFIFFANTS

CAIRO, Egypt - In this country Miss Hepburn
is attaining the stature of both the Pyramids
and the Sphinx. "Breakfast at Tiffany's" was
accordingly given showmanship treatment in keep-
ing with this belief, both at the New Roxy,Hel-
iopolis (at top), and at the Radio Cinema. Gen-
eral manager H. Donald Hunter's publicity force
aided materially in both campaigns, and the
crowd evidence In both photographs are indexes
to the success of the efforts.

VIENNA - Front of the Kolosseum the even-
ing of the "Breakfast at Tiffany's" premiere.
The audience included scores of Austria's top
personalities of stage, screen and radio, as
well as political and civic figures, and not-
ables of the world of sports. X really glitt-
ering galaxy, which pleased AFEX manager Louis
Kanturek greatly.

ZURICH, Switzerland - Two very sff-

ective uses of Audrey Hepburn like-
nesses in the windows of Griedor & Ob,

during the enormously successful run
of "Breakfast at Tiffany's."



OF JAMES E. PERKINSGLOBAL JOURNEY
(Continued from Page 5)

BOMBAY - The Film Critics Club

of this city gave a reception in

honor of Mr. Perkins. Photo above
shows Mr. Perkins and Mr. Henrik

-

sen garlanded in the traditional
fashion, together with Paramount
general manager Vaidyanathan and
the members of the Club. Reading
L to R: Mr. AJit Merchant, presi-
dent of the Club; Mr. Perkins,Mr.
k.D. Japheth, Mr.Khale, Mr.L.P.
Rao, Mr. Pavri, Mr.Harin Mehta,
Mr. Vaidyanathan, Mr. Henriksen,
Mr.Nadkami, Mr.Sakhal and Mr.
Chandavarkar.

COLOMBO, Ceylon - Greetings for Mr. and Mrs. J.E.
Perkins and Mr. S. A.Henriksen at Katunayake Airport.
They were met by Mr. Jabir A.Cader, Chairman of Lib-
erty Cinemas Ltd., and Mrs. Cader. L to R: Mr. Aamir
Sheriff, Mr. Henriksen, Mr. Jabir Cader, Mrs. Aamir
Sheriff, Mr. and Mrs. Perkins, Mr. Yusuf, Mrs. Jabir
Cader, Mr. Vaidyanathan, Mr. Don.

MANILA, Philippines - Mr. and
Mrs. Perkins, and the eminent
exhibitor ana industrialist, Mr.

Ernesto Rufino, are flanked (at
left) by Far East division mana-

f
er S. A. Henriksen, and Philipp-
nes manager A. S. Velasquez.

LEFT

PARIS - Section of the luncheon
table at the Cafe de la Paix trib-
ute to Mr. J. E. Perkins. Shown,

L

to R: Henri Klarsfeld, Mr. Perkins,
John B. Nathan and Henri Michaud.
Also present were: G.Scnack, F.

Siter, Supervisor for Middle East;

Savas Pylarinos, Paramount distri-
butor in Greece; G. Renault, G.
Hoff, Counsel and Assistant Secre-
tary; M. Hamel, R. Rochefort, E.

Maillet, I. Pront, Mrs. 0. Ferry ,M.

Lebreton, E. Bechet, Technical Mgr.

of the Paramount Theatre: M. Barou-
che, M.Bernheim, R.P.Edelstein and

G. Chapal.

"FOREVER MY LOVE" PLEASES VIEWERS

CHICAGO - Group of notables at the special

screening of "Forever My Love." L to R: Gerh-
art Seitman, Coordinator, Volkswagen Midwest
Sales; Richard Frank, Paramount branch-divis-
ion manager, Chicago; Lars Erlandson, film
critic, National Svenski Americana Tribune:
Alfons G. Kleindienst, Chancellor, German Con-

sulate General, Midwest; Astrid Kamann, Direc-
tor of Stewardess Personnel. Lufthansa Air-
lines, Midwest Div.; Rolf Kleind least, German
Consulate economist; Hans Alins, Editor, Scan-

ATHENS - A press close-

up of Paramount Internatio-

nal 1 s president, James E.

Perkins (at left) and Savas

Pylarinos. Paramount's dis-
tributor in Greece, and also

a top personality in that
country* s exhibition and
production world.

In India and Ceylon, due to ex-

pert planning by Mr. Vaidyanathan,

Mr. Perkins had an all-encompass-

ing schedule. Both in Colombo and

Bombay he met top exhibitors and

visited first-run theatres. In

Colombo he and Mr. Henriksen att-

ended a reception in their honour

by the Chairman and Directors of

Liberty Cinemas Ltd. Reception

was in the Galleface Hotel and

was attended by film industry

leaders, government officials and

prominent citizens, Mr. Perkins

also held a press conference in

the hotel. In Bombay, in addition

to theatre visits and calls on ex-

hibitors, the Paramount executive

was honoured by the reception of

the Film Critics pictured above.

The world-wide Journey of Mr. Perkins

is scheduled to end with his return to New

York on May 3rd. A number of important

developments in our Company's business are

expected to result from this journey. Some

of them will be announced and detailed in

next month's issue of Paramount World.

dinavian newspapers.



AND FILM EVENTS
COLORFUL ORIENT

HONGKONG - That towel-wrapped Miss
MacLaine has gotten to Just about all
places in the world in the interests
of "All In A Night's Work." Here she
is (or at least) here her standee
stand-in is), in the lobby of the
State Theatre here, where her film
effort was vary much liked.

• SINGAPORE - Screen star Joan Fon-
taine doing the 'Twist' with Dato
Loke Wan Tho, Chairman of the Cathay
Organisation. Miss Fontaine was on a
world with Mr. and Mrs. Jules C.
Stein (he is Chairman of MCA) and a
dinner was given in their honour by
Dato Loke In the magnificent hilltop
mansion, "Bukit Yew." attended by top
international film distributors/the
press and radio, and leading members
of the Cathay Organisation.

LEFT
Thailand - The Para*Bangkok.

mount Theatre, where they really

e
o all-out on every attraction
he house presents, had this fins

front-of-house display for the
nedy, "The Ladies'

Man.”
Jerry Lewis comedy,
an _ N

BELOW

SINGAPORE - The Straits
Times on January 30th noted the
10th anniversary of the found-
ing of the Cathay-Keris Studios
with a six-page section. We
have reproduced the six pages
below, not for readability, but
as evidence of the tribute paid
Cathay-Keris by the celebrated
newspaper.

PEOPLE
IN THE

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya - At the
conclusion of the All-Asia premia*
of "My Geisha" at the Cathay Cin-
ema, Her Majesty the Rajaftnnaisuri

Agong, Queen of Malaya, received
in her car as she departed from the

by the manager of the Cathay, Mr.
Nyau Kim Ling. His Majesty the
Yang di-Pertuan Agong, King of
Malaya, is seated in the rear of
the car.

RIGHT

HONGKOfC — "On the Double"
was a 3-cinema, day-and-date
attraction here. Shown at the
right are the front of the
Royal, lobby of the Queen's,
and the effective front-of-
house display of the State.

A

A true pioneer industry and
4

~ Jiot a cent in aid
I tom

L»fb< 10 InHUn jifrctof

(•
! CATHAY-KERIS
1961 -A RECORD YEAR
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e1306 S Michigan Ave Chicago 5. Ill 15

April 19, 196 2

Dear Friend,

At one Erickson to another, nay I extend my greetings and
an unutual invitation.

l an the Erickson portrayed by N'iltioa Holden in the new
notion picture,

"THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR”

On my recent visit to Chicago, I prevailed on Paramount
Pictures and Balaban & Katz to give fellow Ericksons of the City
the opportunity to tee the picture at my guest.

If at all convenient, it would be much appreciated if you
would join other Ericksons out front of the UNITED ARTISTS
THEATER (on Randolph Street at Dearborn) at

12: 00 NOON ,
this

SATURDAY, APRIL 21

This will be for the purpose of making a group press picture

Then, if you can stay, you and a guest are most cordial ly

invited at my guests to see "The Counterfeit Traitor." It will
start at 12:30 and be over at 3:10 p.u.

I realize this it short notice but it is our hope a repre-
sentative number of the Ericksons of Chicago will be able to

make it.

Hay I also say Paramount has trade me very proud of my name
(and yours) in turning out so fine a notion picture.

Cordia l ly,

Eric Erickson

P.S. --Please bring this letter with you.

CHICAGO - In a fine piece of promotion set
ap by Henry Ehrlich, field representative, this
letter was sent to 300 Chicagoans named Erick-
son during the visit of Eric Erickson, on whose
World War II adventures HThe Counterfeit Trait-
or" was based. A great many of the recipients
or the letter responded, and the press covered
thegathering quite extensively - all for good

NEW YORK - So successful has ’’The
Counterfeit Traitor” proven to be
at the DeMille Theatre, that it is
now playing day-and-date at the
72nd. Street Playhouse also. Sure
sign that this is one of the Para-
mount ' Greats .
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PARAMOUNT HAPPENINGS

IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW

ZEALAND

MELBOURNE - This is the record-bs
of .Myers Emporium, this city's bigges
department store, which devoted many
displays to the extraordinarily popu-
lar "Breakfast at Tiffany's," showint
just a few blocks away at the Barclaj

"COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR"

ENTHUSIASM SOARING

After they had viewed "The Counterfeit Traitor"

— and had calmed down from the exciting picture's

thrill-upon-thrill — Robert L. Graham, managing

director, and George M. Nacard, general sales mana-

ger, cabled Mr. Perkins in Paris. Said Mr. Grahams

WE HAVE JUST SEEN "COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR" AND ARE

TREMENDOUSLY EXCITED. IT IS UNDOUBTEDLY ONE OF THE

FINEST PARAMOUNT PICTURES IN ALL THE COMPANY'S HIS-

TORY AND IS WONDERFULL SUITABLE FOR EVERY TERRITORY.

CONGRATULATIONS TO PARAMOUNT. REGARDS.

Mr. Nacard's message was equally enthusiastic:

NEVER BEFORE IN MY FORTY YEARS FILM LIFE HAVE I

VIEWED SUCH A MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION AS "COUNTERFEIT

TRAITOR." HITCHCOCK-LIKE SUSPENSE AND THRILLING

SITUATIONS COME REEL AFTER REEL. INTERNATK&AL PHO-

TOGRAPHY SUPERB. BEAUTIFUL AND TOUCHING ROMANCE

BETWEEN BILL HOLDEN AND LILLI PALMER UNFORGETTABLE.

THIS GRAPHIC ADVENTURE ADDS UP TO PINNACLE-HIGH

ENTERTAINMENT THAT MUST APPEAL TO ALL PEOPLES.

SYDNEY - "One-Eyed Jacks" is
next on the action-agenda in
this country, and the group here
assembled outside the Little
Paramount Theatre after viewing
the Marlon Brando thriller is
preparing to do the film just-
ice. From L to R: Pat Condon,
TCN Channel 9-TV; Bill Fenn, ad-
vertising and publicity direct-
or of Matson Line; Jack Needham,
Dri-Glo Tcwels; Barbara Pritchard,
Paramount advertising and pub-
licity; and Alan Wardrope, Para-
mount's advertising and public-
ity manager.

PERTH - Attendees at 'Holly
Golightly' s Party' for radio and
press representatives following
a City Theatres screening of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's." L to
R: Vic Loffman, Paramount sub-
branch representative: Holly
Golightly usherette; Mr. C. Spivey,

manager, Piccadilly Theatre;
Mrs. C. Searl; Nr. F. Davenport,
Chairman of Directors, City
Theatres: Holly Golightly, ush-
erette; Mr. C. Searl, Managing
Director of City Theatres.

Paramount's two-page tribute to the Golden Anniversary
of Greater Union Theatres as it appeared in both The Film
Weekly and The Australasian Exhibitor. Photograph shows
Paramount's managing director, Robert L. Graham, left, ex-
tending Paramount's congratulations to Greater Union's
chairman of directors, Norman B. Rydge.

RIGHT
SYDNEY - George M.

Nacard, Paramount general
sales manager, and his
daughter. Helen, aboard
the F8c0 liner, "Strathna-
ver. " Miss Nacard was
about to sail for London^,
where she will be until
next December.

at Paramount extent!
® "our rontfrat illations ami
brst wishes to renter
I iiion Theatres on its 50th
\nniYorsar.v, and to

!\orman B. II.' dao as the
man behind the sueeess of

this great %ustralian eompan.s.

Grrairr I TValn

•ad I'nraraaaal bate

partner* In bantiling

naan* •asdarlnl

AUSSIE NOTES: Showmanship ’highs' have
been registered in Perth and Brisbane. In
Perth, imaginative Colin Spivey of the Picc-
adilly re-created the sawn-in-nalf bath of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" and set it up in the
street right outside his theatre - to the
unconcealed amazement of the populace. In
Brisbane, TV Channel 7 carried some footage
of Charlie Ruggles 'fluffing' his lines dur-
ing the filming of "The Pleasure of His Com-
pany" and the show attracted wide attention
lor the film at the Wintergarden. Some more
of Harry Greaves' talked-about showmanship.

.SYDNEY - Miss Wendy
Edwards, secretary to
managing director Robert
L. Graham, became Mrs.
Weiger Sloot at Saint
Philip's Church on March
20th.

The happy couple
spent a fortnight's mot-
oring honeymoon on the
north coast, and Mrs.
Sloot has now returned
to Paramount.
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A woman was annoyed
by her husband* s lack of
displeasure at being
crowded next to a pretty
blonde in the elevator.
Suddenly the blonde
turned around

,
slapped

him and said, "That will

teach you!"
A 3 the couple got off

the elevator, the con-
fused man asked his wife,

"Now, what was that all
about?"

She replied, "I

pinched her."

MELVYN DOUGLAS will co
star with Paul Newman and
Patricia Neal in "Wildest
of the Thousand," which
starts production in Para-
mount ' s stud io on May 14
under the direction of
Martin Ritt. Douglas por-
trays the role or the
fatner of Newman in the
dramatic film of a rugged
Texas family.

RIGHT

RIO DE JANEIRO - This
ery effective lobby dis-
play (with cottonwool
'snow' for tropical Braz-
il). was repeated in a

number of Rio cinemas as
part of the showmanship
campaign for the Paramount
release, "The Savage Inn-
ocents." The display here
depicted was in the lobby
of the Cine Opera, and a

similar display in the
Caruso lobby also was pho-
tographed.

LISBON, Portugal - Just about everything in

sight in this glimpse into the music establish-

ment oT Sassetti conveys a message about the

Imperio Theatre’s presentation of Audrey Hep-
burn in "Breakfast at Tiffany's."

_

This is an
instance of cooperative showmanship at its

peak of practicality.

NOVIDADES EM PfNCA - E
TODAS ELAS 6TIMAS!

***********
£ mais do que certo ser 1962 o ano tes-

temunha da definitiva eatabiliz&9ao do Pres-
tigio da Produjao da Paramount, atingindo a
urn novo zenite. Mais uma vez estamos ocu-
pando a area dos grandee campeoee de bilhe-
teria e o panorama geral do nosso Produto
ee toma maior e mais impressionante cada
dia que passa. E, o que e mais important*,
estamos di.spondo novamente de urn poderoso
elenco de astros e estrelas. Contratamos
John Wayne para seis grandiosos filmes, em
adisao a "HATARI'." e "0 HOMEM QUE MATOU 0

FAClNORA ". Contratamos tambem o produtor-
diretor Howard Hawks para fazer tree novas
super-produ90es, a primeira das quais sera
iniciada nestes proximos dois meses. Os
nos80s Estudios voltaram a boa politics de
preparar e lan9ar novos talentos, de maneira
que a industria cinema tografica fique segura
de poder oontar sempre com novos artistas,
assim como diretores e produtores.

Os Estudios da Paramount, eles prop-

rios, aoabam de entrar numa nova area de
atividade, estando agora aptos nao so a

atender a qualquer numero de pedidos de novos
filmes, feitos pels Paramount, como tambem
por outras companhias oinematograficas,
assim como por produtores de TV. Toda esta
gigantesoa atividade adicional fioara agru-
pada sob a dire9ao executiva de Y. Frank
Freeman, vice-presidente da Paramount. Signi
fica isso que uma vultosa renda extra sera
obtida por funcionarem os nossos bem aparelha
dos estudios em seu l6gioo aproveitamento
maximo.

No mes passado, fizemos a cobertura
parcial da proveitosa viagem de negocios que
o presidente da Paramount International,
Sr. James E. Perkins, esta fazendo a volts do

mundo. Essa viagem devera terminar em fins

de abril, e na presents edi9ao estamos divul-
gando novas provas das demonstra9oes de ami-
zade e coopera9ao prestadas ao Sr. Perkins em

sua rota. Ainda no mes em curso, o Sr.

George Weltner ira ao encontro do Sr. Perkins,

em Roma, conforms estamos mencionando em

outra pagina. Varios importantes capltulos
referentes ao progresso da Paramount Inter-
national resultarao dessas duas viagens, como

se constatara num futuro bem proximo.

Nos ultimos dias do ra8s findo, quando

0 FAL30 TRAID03 foi mostrado em importantes
exibi9oes privadas, em Nova York, William
Holden voou ate aquela cidade para conceder
entrevistas a imprensa e outros trabalhos

Another "Jacks” Triumph
In South America ***

RIO DE JANEIRO - "One-Eyed Jacks" has done
it again in this part of the world. General
manager A. Stephen Club has cabled about the

"sensational" public and press reaction to the
Marlon Brando thriller at the Bruni Flamengo

Theatre, where the film in the first 2 days
surpassed 8056 of the theatre's average weekly

gross.

promocionais. Este astro que esta sempTe
cooperando conosco, aproveitou-ss da ocasiao
para falar do seu grande prazer era voltar a

atuar com Audrey Hepburn num novo films da
Paramount, TOGETHER IN PARIS, que sera feito
na capital francesa, ainda este ano. Com
respeito a 0 FALSO TRAIDOR, informamos que
sua estreia foi realizada em Nova York no
dia 17 do corrente, sob os ausplcios do

Overseas Press Club, revertendo a renda para
a constru9ao da nova sede do clube, em Nova
York. 0 grande acontecimento que foi essa
estreia acha-se graficamente registrado na
presente ediQao. E nao ha duvida de -ue

este drama teve uma estupenda partida que
por certo ecoara pelo mundo afora.

A notlcia de que a Princesa Grace, de

Mflnaoo (anteriormente Graoe Kelly), deixari
temporariamente seu retiro voluntario, para
ressurgir na tela num novo filme de Alfred
Hitchcock, foi divulgada, por coincidencia,
na mesma ocasiao em que a Paramount estava
relan9ando "A JANELA INDISCRSTA", dirigida
por Hitchcock, com Miss Kelly * James Stewart
na dupla protagonica. Este filme registrou
enorme sucesso em Londres e em muitas out-
ras pra9as onde esta sendo reprisado, tudo

indicando que tal sucesso ser& igual em toda

parte. £ urn outro forte indloio da boa
fortune da Paramount em 1962,
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NEWS FROM THE TELEMETER
FRONT CONT I NUES TO

BE 'UPBEAT'

This is the third year of 'the operation
of Trans Canada Telemeter’s home-viewing
operation in Etobicoke, the western suburb of
Ontario's massive city of Toronto. Earlier
this month, at the annual meeting of the
stockholders of Famous Players Canadian Cor-
poration, it was announced that the Telemeter
operation continues to flourish and expand
and that, furthermore, big things are in im-
mediate prospect for this medium which has
opened a new world of entertainment.

It is also a matter of record that more
and more interested persons from all over the
world are journeying to Etobicoke to view at
first hand the actual operation of Telemeter,
and also to personally interview subscribers
in their homes in order to learn the plusses
and minuses of Telemeter.

f- TELEMETER, FIFESHIRE SHOWS
Telemeter’s seventh outstanding and special offering to its 6,000

Etobicoke (Toronto) patrons, starring Gracie Fields and Stanley

Holloway in A Music Hall Revue, won an enthusiastic reception at

the studio in CFTO from which it emanated and in the homes of

subscribers. The show followed a recent one with The McGuire

Sisters which, like the Fields-Holloway starrer, was emceeded by

Larry Mann, conductor of the CBC’s Midnight Zone. Jean Dalrymplej

of New York was executive producer and Norman Campbell of Tor-

onto director.

Playing all week at a $1.50 charge per home, A Music Hall Revue,

like other Telemeter shows, goes into the library being built up by

the company for future use in the USA and the UK. At present the

Toronto project is the only one anywhere. Under the direction of

Phil Isaacs, franchise chief for International Telemeter, it is part

of Famous Players’ operations through a subsidiary company, Trans

Canada Telemeter, which Eugene Fitzgibbons heads.

The project, just over a year old, will be followed by others in,

three USA areas.

(

Leslie Winik, International Telemeter vice-president, was in Tor-

onto for the presentation and he was accompanied by Will Bolton*

and Hy Hollinger.

- ,1.00(1 Torontoniaaf inrl Himi

10 LIVE BUNNIES 10

ON GOOD FRIDAY & EASTER SUNDAY AT THE
START OF EACH PERFORMANCE
A MAGIC NUMBER

WILL APPEAR ON YOUR SCREEN

WATCH FOR THE MAGIC NUMBER
Lucky winners will be announced

at 5.55 p. rp. April 27th, channel 5c

MAIL TO . . . TELEMETER BUNNY
3010 Bloor St. W., Toronto 18, Ontario

SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON

TORONTO - Typical show business

an entry blank mailed to 1 subscri-
bers in connection with a special
Easter show linked with a pair of fem-
ily style films.

Many printed tributes were
paid the glowing Telemeter show
that starred Gracie Fields and
Stanley Holloway. Here's on that
appeared in Canadian Film Weekly.

Writing in The Toronto Daily
Star of the latest Telemeter
offering, Morris Duff headlined
his report: "Gracie and Stanley
Bask in Nostalgia." And his
very complimentary review ended
on this note:

"Their personalities pour
through. It is nostalgia at its
wonderful best."

5C
BOBBY DARIN

at his coolest as the musician . .

.

STELLA STEVENS
to stardom as the way-out girl. .

.

In reporting the Stanley Holloway
-Gracie Fields Show over the Etobi-
coke Network, Variety's review end-
®d on this note:

Miss Fields and Stanley Hollo-
C*£jJ£

r
? ?" f

*
ine f«ttle.

7
Trans^Canada Telemeter adds a good bet

later
ftrchive8

» for repeating

A Paramount Release

FEATURING

VINCENT EDWARDS
TV'sBEN CASEY

TORONTO - Excerpt from Tour
Telemeter Guide, mailed regularly
to all subscribers, indicating
that "Too Late Blues" for a ree-

*

ent offering over the Trans-Canada
Telemeter home-viewing betwork.
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Superb Showmanship!

HONGKONG - When Danny Kaye's "On the Double" was released
day-and-date in the Queen's, Royal and State Theatres, manage-
ment of the three houses, in cooperation with Paramount manager
H. S. Moh, arranged a contest. Object of the competition was
to state on which eye Danny Kaye first put his eye-patch in
the comedy, and on which eve he put the patch last. Cospondor-
ing the contest was the only color newspaper, Tin Tin Daily.
In the scene above at left are some of the 5.000 replies that
came in. Shown are, L to R: Mr. M.C.Lai, of National Transistor
Radios: Miss Lau of Tin Tin Daily; Mr. S. T. Wu of Queen's-
State-Royal Theatres; and Paramount's Mr. Moh, who drew the
winning names. In scene at right are, L to R: Mr. M.W.Mong.
agent for National Transistor Radios; Mr. T.Mizutani, of Nat-
ional Transistor: Mr. Wu, of the three theatres; the 3 prize
winners with their trophies; Miss Lau; Mr. Moh; and Mr. H. A.

Lok, chief editor of Tin Tin Daily. Scene was at the Luk Kwok
Hotel Restaurant.

MORE AND MCRE THE
SPECTACULAR SHOWMAN-
SHIP CF THE FAR EAST

IS PAYING INCREASIN-

GLY VALUABLE DIVID-

ENDS.

HONGKONG - "One-Eyed Jacks"
was released here day-and-date at
the Royal. Queen's and State, and
enjoyed strong popularity. Here,
are two phases of the showmanship
campaigns put on by the three
cinemas. At left, a 12-foot-high
lobby display at the Royal; and
at right, a really actionful dis-

iy in theplay lobby of the Queen's.
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ationally renowned newspaper with 100,000 circulation, as
it announced the arrival from Hongkong of Miss Yu Ming.one
of the Cathay Organisation's stars, here for a personal ap-

?
earance at Cathay' 3 Odeon Theatre, and for location shoot-
ng for her new picture, "A Star in Hongkong." Singapore's
tumultuous reception for Miss Yu was without precedent.

SINGAPORE - Cathay-Keris film stars are big news here.
This is Page One of the April 6th Straits Times, an intern-
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HOLLYWOOD
PEOPLE AND EVENTS

A many-splendored quintette in the Para-
mount commissary on the occasion of a lunch-
eon in tribute to William Holden and Eric
Erickson for their participation in "The
Counterfeit Traitor," L to R: George Seaton,
who directed the film; Jack Karp, Paramount
vice president and studio head; Eric Erickson,
whose true-life exploits inspired the film;
Adolph Zukor. Paramount founder and board
chairman; and William Perlberg, who produced
"The Counterfeit Traitor."

Another photo shot of the luncheon. Eric
Erickson at right, George Seaton in centre,
and the third man is Sven Rye, Consul for
Denmark in Los Angeles. A great deal of "The
Counterfeit Traitor" was filmed in Denmark.

Visitors from Switzerland with
Paramount studio toppers, Jules .

A. Gendre (at left), of Starfilm,
Zurich, Paramount distributor,
and Mrs. Gendre with Jack A. Karp,
studio head; Adolph Zukor, Para-
mount chairman of the board; and
Martin Rackin, production head.

IMPORTANT NEW POST FOR
VICE-PRES. Y. FRANK FREEMAN

In an important move to util-
ize Paramount Studio's physical
facilities to their maximum pot-
ential, Jack Karp, studio head,
announced on March 28th the app-
ointment of Y. Frank Freeman to
head a Special Facilities Divis-
ion.

Karp said that Freeman will
coordinate, direct and generally
supervise the management of ren-
tals for outside pictures, theat-
rical and television, in which
Paramount has no financial or dis-
tribution interest. He emphasized
that such activity would in no
way interfere witn or interrupt
Paramount's own theatrical prod-
uction which, Karp stated, is ex-
pand ing.

The announcement stated that
the new Special Facilities Divis-
ion was a result of a growing de-
mand for studio space in Holly-
wood, together with pressures
brought on by an accelerated de-
mand from independent production
companies for expert professional
and technical facilities.

Karp stated that both NBC and
CBS have renewed agreements for
the production on the Paramount
lot of such TV shows as "Bonanza,"
"Have Gun Will Travel" and "Gun-
smoke," and added that "we are
delighted with these continued
pleasant relationships, as wellas
those experienced with the Bob
Hope Enterprises, the recent Frank
Capra production, "Pocketful of
Miracles," and the other fine
companies that call the Paramount
lot their production headquarters,"

A signing of great importance.
The setting: The office of Jack H.

Karp, vice president in charge of
the studio. Howard Hawks is adding
his signature to a contract calling
for three productions (in addition
to "Hataril") . Seated beside him is
a 'bearded' John Wayne, who has
just signed for 6 Paramount produc-
tions. Mr. Karp is standing at left;

Martin Rackin, in charge of produc-
tion, is at right. And a very
cheery and well satisfied Adolph
Zukor is standing in the background.
"Just like the great product days
of yore," opined Paramount ' s founds*.

A study in expressions which
seems to augur well for the future.
Messrs. Rackin, Hawks and Karp imm-
ediately after the signing of the
contract for three productions by
Howard Hawks.
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Disc jockeys right

across the nation are

giving plenty of merited

plugs to Jane Morgan's
sDirited and melodious
rendition of the title

song of "Forever My
Love." These tie in most

effectively with the

superb romantic film's

release in a number of

key spots nationally.

VIENNA - World-famed
Austrian opera singer
Hilda Guden ( above; not
only attended the premia*
of "Breakfast at Tifftev1#
at the Kolosseom Theatre,
but also greeted the ffiMts
on behalf of the organiz-
ation called "Actors Help
Actors." for whose benefit
the gala charity premiere
was held.

HOLLYWOOD - At right
is Eric Erickson, the man
whose real-life adventure
in World War II provided

tSSfSHtiSo#’ '®h
him is noted German film
correspondent Frederick
Porges,

RIGHT

DUSSELDORF - Material

from two German 24-oheet

fS*”Bi5S
m
5ji.n5

and "My Geisha" in this

street scene.

•Together in Paris," co-starring Audrey'

Hepburn and William Holden, will commence

filming in Paris under the direction of

Richard Quine, early in June.

fugling hahen, welches die freundliche, ent-
gegenkommende Mitarbeit, deren sich Ur. Per-
kins bei jedeu Aufenthalt in seiner Route
erfreuen konnte, demonstriert. Diesen Monat
trafen sich auch Ur. George Weltner und Ur.
Perkins in Rom. Dieses Ereignis ist auf
mehreren Seiten der vorliegenden Ausgabe do-
kumentiert. Das Ergebnis dieser beiden Reisen
wird, wic es die Geschehnisse in der nahen
Zukunft beweisen werden, ein iiuBerst wichti-
ges Kapitel in der Geschichte von Paramount
International sein.

Ende letzten Uonat, als"Verrat auf Be-
fehl” cinige bedeutsame Auffiihrungen in New
York erlebte, flog William Holden zu Inter-
views und anderen Propagandaarbeiten in
diese Stadt. Der inner zur Mitarbeit bereite
Star nutztc diese Gelegenheit aus', um seiner
groBen Freude Ansdruck zu verleihen, mit

ESSEN - A really stunning windowcase disp-
lay for "Breakfast at Tiffany's" by the Film-
Studio here. And it definitely stops passersby,
despite the rain.

T1
-
1

. .

ri ri
. lill .

1
.

i
.

Audrey Hepburn in einem neuen Paramount-Film
ZUSAMMEN IN PARIS vor der Kamera zu stehen.
Der Film soli noch in diesem Jahr gedreht
werden. Um noch einmal auf VIRRAT AUF BEFEHL
zuriickzukonmen, die Weltpremiere dieses
Filmes fand am 17. des Mcmats in New York
City statt, unter. dem Schutz des Overseas
Press Club, fur dessen neues Gebaude in New
York City der Reinerlos bestimnt war. Dieses
schillemde Ereignis, das in einer Bilder-
folge in dieser Ansgabewiedergegehe^i wird,
hat sicherlich unserem gxoflen Film zu einem
wundcrvollen Start verholfen, von dem wir
sicher sind, da£ er in der genzen Welt ein

Echo finden wird.

Die Ankiindigung, dsITPrinzessin Gracia
von Monaco (die friihere Grace Kelly), die
sich vollig von der Leinwand zuriickgezogen

hatte, in einem neuen Alfred Hitchcock-Film
spielen wird, traf zufiillig mit der Wieder-
auffiihrung von Hitchcocks DAS FENSTER ZUU
HOF ndt Grace Kelly und James Stewart, zu-

sammen. Der Film wurde mit rlesigem Beifall

in London und in einigen anderen Wiederanf-
fdhrungsstadten aufgenommen und dieser Er-

{
olg wird wohl dem Film in alien StiLdten

eschieden sein, wo er gezeigt wird. Ein

veiterer Beweis,. daO die Paramount im Jahre

1062 nur Gldok hat.

BERLIN - Wherever Berliners went during the

engagement of "Breakfast at Tiffany's" at the
Gloria Palast, Audrey Hepburn in poster form
was never far away. Here's an instance at the
annual International Agricultural Fair, which
usually attracts an attendance of U-5 million
persons

NICHTS ALS GUTE

NEUI GKEITEN
************_

T)as Jahr 10C-2 schcint wirklich dazu aus-

ersehen zu sein, Paramounts Produktionspres-

tige auf einen neuen Hohepunkt zu bringen.

tfieder einmal befinden wir uns in einer Ara

der groBen kassenfiillenden Filme, die allge-

meine Produktionsiibersicht wird mit jedem Tag

groBer und eindrucksvoller. Daruberhinaus

festigen wir wieder die Zugkraft unserer Stars.

So haben wir John Wayne vertraglich fiir 6

GroBfilme verpflichtet noch IIATARI und DIR

MANN DER LIBERTY VALANCE ERSCIIOSS. Desweiteren

wurde der Produzent und Regisseur Howard Hawks

verpflichtet,, fiir uns drei neue grofie Filme zu

drehen, von denen der erste bereits in den

niich8ten Monaten ins Atelier gehen wird. Und

das Studio ist wieder einmal seiner Politik

treu geblieben, neue Talente herauszubilden,

damit der Filmindustrie eino Kontiuitiit neuer

Stars und Schausnieler, sowie neuer Regisseure

und Produzenten gewahrleistet wird.

Im Paramount—Studio selbst hat eine neue

Tiitigkeitswelle eingesetzt, deren Ziel es

nicht nur ist, ein Maximum von Parnmounts

Bedarf an groBen neuen Filmen herzustellen,

sondem auch unsere groCartigen Mbglichkeiten

anderen Filragesellschaften mid Femsehprodu-
zenten zur Verfiiyung zu stcllen. Alle diese

zusiitzlichcn Produktivitiiten wurden unter die

Leitung von Paramounts Vj zeprilsident Y.Frank

Freeman gestellt; sie bedeuten riesige zu-

satzliche Einnalimen, die dnxous resultioren,

dah die Moglichkeiten unseres Studios bis

zum Maximum ausgenutzt werden.

Letzten Monat haben wir ausfuhrlich

iiber die wichtige Geschiiftsreise rund um die

Welt von Paramount Intemational-Prasident,
James E. Perkins, berichtet. Wie geplont,

soil diese Reise in der zweiten Aprilhiilfte

ihr Ende finden, sodaii wir auch diesen Uonat
wieder reidhliches Belegmaterial zur Ver-

Tr'mirwmi»



DALLAS, Texas - "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance" inspired
a unique "Who Shot Whom?" con-
test being conducted by Inter-
state Theatres here in conjunc-
tion with Tom Thumb Supermarkets.

More than 250,000 entry
blanks and imprinted grocery
bags were distributed throughout
the greater Dallas area to pro-
mote the contest in conjunction
with the Palace Theatre opening
of the John Ford film.

8

Rules of the contest require
entrants to identify the men
who shot such noted Western fig-ures as Jesse James, Wild Bilr
Hickock, Bob Dalton, Belle
Starr and Joe Younger. Free
guest tickets to "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance" were togo
to the winners.
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SHOWMANSHIP SPINS THE
SHOW WORLD AROUND

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Here was
indeed a novelty in bus adver-
tising-card showmanship.

Every card in the bus was
for "Forever My Love", and the
twist made the action a conver-
sation piece right throughout
the nation's capital.

IPOH, Malaya - Hula dancer
at the Rinta night club here
plugged "Blue Hawaii" so eff-
ectively in song and dance at
an 'Hawaiian Night' that the
Night ' was repeated a week

later - and it all meant more
business for the Presley film
at the local Cathay Cinema.

KARLSRUHE, Germany - A
most tasteful department
store window, and a card
in the foreground, ann-
ounce the 8th week of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's"
at the Studio 3 Kinema.

STOCKHOLM - Posters
in the public telephone
booths here made Shirley
MacLaine's "My Geisha" an
easy topic of polite con-
versation.

300 booths carried
this attractive poster in
all parts of the city.

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya —

—

The candy counter of the
Cathay Cinema here did areally 'sweet' job in mak-
ing every patron conscious
ol the star-power of "My
Geisha." Entire theatre
was hung with Chinese lan-
terns, Illuminated, of
course.

RIGHT

VANCOUVER, B. C. , Canada - Two
nore phases of the strikingly
iffective showmanship campaign
>f Ivan Ackery, Orpheum Theatre
lanager, for "Blue Hawaii. Else-
rhere we have reported that a
.op feature of. Ackery 's show-

i
Pv
Wa^

.

a
n
Personally cond-

icted (by him) tour of Hawaii.
ne two scenes shown here are
n the Orpheum lobby, and the
wo 'live* ladies in the right-
anded scene are Orpheum ca3h-
ers, decked out in Muu-Muus.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden -
These comely young Swed-
ish ladies, dressed as
bridesmaids, distributed
flowers to the ladies at-
tending the first day's
presentation of "The
Pleasure of His Company"
at the Palladium Theatre
here. They certainly are
charming representatives
of the young people of
Sweden. mmm
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A dramatic depiction' of Sir Laurence Olivier

and an unnamed character player in "The Power

and the Glory," which was produced by Talent

Associates (now Talent Associates-Paramount Ltd)

and being released outside of the U.S. and Can-

ada by Paramount International Films, Inc.

NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION. . . . .AUTOMETRIC
CORPOR AT ION; DOT RECORDS;
K.T .L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCIATES-PARAMOUNT
LTD. ;

FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

KTLA NEWS WINS NATIONAL HEADLINERS AWARD

FOR BEL A I R-H0LLYW00D HILLS FIRE COVERAGE

KTLA is the only West Coast broadcaster among
the 21 winners in the 28th annual awards of the National

Headliners Club released on April 6th. From hundreds
of entries, KTLA was the unanimous choice for "consist-
ently outstanding local TV coverage of news events as

exemplified by its coverage of the Bel Air-Hollywood
Hills fire."

The plaque and silver medallion that goes to all
winners will be accepted by S. L. Adler, vice-president
and general manager of Paramount Television Productions^

at the annual awards dinners, in Atlantic City, N.J.,on
Saturday, May 5th. Attending the banquet with Adler
will be Clete Roberts, KTLA’s editor-in-chief.

'OSCAR 1 WINNERS
Arthur Israel, Jr., centre, chief execute

ive officer of Famous Music Corporation,

shares the spotlight with Henry Mancini.left,

and Johnny Mercer during ' Oscar

'

Hollywood. Famous Music is Pub^®h®’’ °f ,<oon

River," the^Acade^-Awart-wlrming^ong ^
score, for
‘ Oscar.

'

AUTOMETRIC

JAMES B. McGLINCHEY 'S

ROth YEAR AT PARAMOUNT

Jim McGlinchey was feted at

New York City's Blue Ribbon

Restaurant on March 30th in

celebration of his thirtieth

year with Paramount Pictures

Corporation. Mr. McGlinchey is

Building Supervisor at the 44th

Street Data Reduction Laborat-

ory (Autometric Corporation),

which formerly housed the New

York film exchange of Paramount.

K T L A PERSONNEL NOTES

Ann-
Bonnie Gockel has Joined the KTLA publicity
— replacing Judy Morrow, resigned,

nt was made by Bob Reagan, d

i

tv. Miss Gockel comes to KTLA
Ihlcago

ouncement was made by Bob Reagan, director 01

publicity. Miss Gockel comes to KTLA from
Chicago, where she was a member of the WBBM-T
fxiblicity staff.

TV

Liz and Jerry Birdwell (he is KTLA's direc-

tor of sales service), became the parents of a
- lb., 1 oz. baby boy on April 11th. Zlven
ocott Birdwell entered the world, under the

direction of Dr. R.N.Stapelton, at Los Angeles

Kaiser Hospital. Mother and son both well

and congratulations to the father, also!

I

Attending the luncheon were

thirty members of the Data Red-

uction Lab, who presented a gift

certificate and other tokens of

their appreciation to the "white-

haired gent," better known to

everyone as "Mac."

AUTQMETRIC

On being notified of this high honor, Adler
stated: "I am extremely proud of this award
and the crew that worked so hard to earn it.
The reporters, cameramen, engineers and others
who risked their lives to cover this important
story are worthy of the highest praise. This
'vote of excellence' belongs to them.*

The National Headliners Club is comprised
of leaders in all fields of news dissemination.
In the past quarter-century more than 400 men
and women, radio and TV- stations, magazines and
newspapers have received Headliner medals.
Entries are evaluated by a select board of

Judges comprised of working members of all news
media.

This award is the latest in a series of
citations received by KTLA for its 27-hour live
coverage of last November's disasterous fire.
Commendations from California's Governor Brom,
Los Angeles Mayor Yorty, The Loa Angeles City
Council, Los Angeles County Board of Supervi-
sors, Department of Civil Defense and many oth»
civic and industry bodies have been presented.

When the fire broke out, at 8:30 a.m. last

November 6, KTLA's Telecopter was soon over the

scene and transmitting words and live picture

to Channel 5 viewers. Under the guidance of

Clete Roberts, eight reporters, two live remote

units and film crews were dispatched to the

scene. Roberts himself spent some fifteen hours

on the fire line, at one time actually inside

a burning home, to give the KTLA audience the

best possible report.

As soon as the enormity of the blaze was

confirmed, Adler canceled all commercial pro-

gramming and KTLA presented uninterrupted live

coverage

.

Although the National Headliners award is

for KTLA's consistent news coverage, it was the

Hollywood Hills fire telecast which provided

the focal point.

Notes about some Interesting news

concerning Dot Records, a wholly-

owned Paramount Division, appear in a

box on the opposite page. Dot has be-

come quite a power in the record world.
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UN SACCO D I NOT I Z I E . . .

E TUTTE MOLT 0 BUONE
E’ proprio vero che il 1962 serA l’anr.o

che vedrA assurgere a un nuovo zenit il pre-
atigio dalla nostra Marca. Siamo infetti
un'altre volte in plena era di grendi film di

cassette e ogni giorno che passe il programme
di produzione che abbiemo dinanzi a noi sembra
diventare sempre plil interessante ed imponen-
te. Mo c’A di pill. Abbiemo anche nuovemente
principiato ad assicurarci une forze di ele-
ment! artistici. Cosi' per esempio abbiemo
scritturato John Wayne per un contretto di

sei eltri poderosi levori
, oltre HATARIt e THE

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE* Il produttore-
regista Howard Hawks ci ha firmato un contret-
to per tre altri grand! film di cui il primo
andrA in levorazione di qui a due meal* E lo

Studio ha ripreso il sistema di preparare e

lenciare nuovi telenti artistici effinchA il

cinema togrefo posse fare assegnamento su un
continuo gettito di attori e attrici di primo
e secondo piano, nonchA di registi e produt-
tori*

Anche per lo stesso Studio Paramount
comincia, del resto, une nuove era di attivi-
tA giacchA d'ora innanzi esso non si limiterA
a produrre tutti i grand! film che ci occorr£
no, ma presterA altresi le propria attrezzetu-
re e facilitA ad eltre Compegnie di film e

produttori di televisione. Tutta questa atti-
vitA suppleraentare che A state effidata alia
direzione di Y. Frank Freeman, vice-presidente
della Paramount, reppresenterA naturalmente
una nuove fonte di rendimento e consentlrA al

nostro Studio di sfruttare al masaimo le pro-
pria risorse*

Il mese scorso vi abblamo informati lun-
gamente sull' important! ssiino vioggio d 'afferi

fatto dal Presidents della Paramount Interna-
tional, signor James E. Perkins. Siccome qu^
sto viaggio si concludera alia fine d'Aprile,
anche in questo numero troverete notizie e il^

lustrazioni in merito che stanno a dimostrare
la magnifica e cordiele collaborazione presta-
ta a Vr. Perkins in ciascuna tappa del suo

giro. Questo mese, pure Mr. George Weltner

The Film Daily says

of THE MAN WHO SHOT

LIBERTY VALANCE
"

. . .Has wit, exc i t ement

and appeal. Major box-

office cast has

qualities that should

win it a wide, popular
recept ion.”

THE EVENING OF APRIL 23RD. , "The Pigeon

That Took Rome" was liberated from the coop
and previewed in New York City to an audience
that loved every moment of it. Above are the
folks who, under Mel Shavelson's skilled dir-
ection, contributed their very best talents
to the film. L to R: Baccalonl, Charlton Hes-
ton, Elsa Martinelli,Gabriella Pallotta and

Harry Guard ino.

ha raggiunto Mr. Perkins a Roms, come vedrete

da quanto pubblichiamo in eltra parte. Sono

stati due important! viaggi che, come evrete

agio di constatare in ewenire, contribuiranno

grandemente al progresso della Paramount Inter

national.

Alla fine del mese passeto, mentre eveva-

no luogo a New York diverse importanti vision!

specieli di IL FALSO TRADITORE, William Holden

ha fatto una visits a questa cittA per conce-

dere alcune interviste e cortribuire al lancia_

mento della pellicola. Questo simpatico atto-

re, che A sempre pronto a dare la propria col-

laborazione, non h8 mancato in tale occasions

di esprimere il auo compiacimento all 'idea di

fare presto un altro film Paramount con Audrey

Hepburn, e cioA TOGETHER IN PARIS che serA

girato prossimamente a Parigi. Tornando a

IL FALSO TRADITORE, prendete note che la prime

mondiale di questo film ha avuto luogo a New

York il 17 di questo mese, sotto gli auspici

del Club della Stampa Estera. I proventi della

serata sono ststi interemente devoluti alia

costruzione del nuovo immobile del suddetto

Club a New York. Troverete in questo numero

una relazione dettagliata di questo brillante

evento che ha assicurato a questa grande pel-

licola un magnifico inizio la cui eco, siamo

certi, si ripercuoterA man mano nel mondo

intero.

L'annuncio che la Principessa di Monaco

(ex Grace Kelly) interromper A prowl soriamente

il suo ritlro dallo schermo per interpreters

un altro film diretto da Alfred Hitchcock e

stato per combinazione lenciato proprio al mo-

mento in cui la Paramount stave a sua volte

lanciando la ripresa di LA F1NESTRA SUL CORTI-

LE diretto per noi da Hitchcock, con la Kelly

e James Stewart. Il successo di questa ripre-

sa a Londra A stato addirittura enorme, cosi

pure in altre cittA, e non dubitiamo che lo

stesso siripeterA dovunque sarA presentata.

^Itra prove che 11 1962 serA un anno fortunato

per la Paramount.

ROME - Almost every-
thing about "The Pigeon
That Took Rome" produces
merriment. Even this off-
the-set conversation bet-
week Vieri Niccoli, Para-
mount publicity head, at
left, and one of the Mel
Shavelson film's co-stars,
Harry Guardino.

Dot
Records*
Notes!
Wink Mart indale, who

came to Dot as a ballad

singer, and who won in-

ternational fame, is

now assistant director

of artists and repert-

oire, and national dir-
ector of promotion at

Dot.
Billy Vaughan has won

3 goldisks for Dot Alb-
ums that passed the
1,000,000 mark at the
manufa cturer ' s level

«

This brought to 5 the
number of Goldisks won
by Dot. All of the
albums were produced by
Randy Wood, Dot presi-
dent.

(*) Dot Records is a
wholly-owned division
of Paramount Picture®
Corporation.



Press Re-Rev i ews
Just as the picture itself has

out-grossed its original release
figures of 1954 at the Plaza, so the

critics have surpassed their origin-
al comments in their 1962 re-reviews.

Here are samples:
SUNDAY TIMES: "...A superb ex-

ample of Hitchcock at his most
frighteningly frugal. I can't see
it too often."

SHOW PICTORIAL: "This revival
onlv serves to emphasise Hitch-
cock's brilliance."

DAILY TELEGRAPH: "..Time has
left this fine film quite untouched
and what might be called 'the case
of the invalid chair murder'
remains well worth re-opening...."

THESE ARE JUST A FEW. THERE

'WERE MANY, MANY MCRE.

ZJtjLd.

SL- ways
to express
your Fashion
Personal Ity

The re-release of "Rear Window"
was set for the Plaza Theatre many
weeks before the story of the return
of Grace Kelly to the screen became
public news. The happenstance of

both 'breaks' coinciding was one of
those things that make show business
exciting. And the London newspaper
features, of which two out of more
than a hundred are illustrated ,added
pounds, shillings and pence to the
tinkling Plaza till.

WWWWWWWWWWW

LONDON'S RE-RELEASE OF

"REAR WINDOW" AT THE PLAZA
PRODUCES BONANZA BUSINESS

The re-release of
"Rear Window" at the
Plaza Theatre,London,
has been a resounding
success. The familiar
facade of the Plaza
(shown at left) has
announced many Para-
mount triumphs in the

S
ast, but few have
een more gratifying
than that of *Rear
Window." For here we
have the situation of
a fine picture abun-
dantly outgrossing
the spectacular busi-
ness registered by
the film’s original
release 8 years ago.

Hitchcock staking
too much on

Princess Grace?

your nerves
can stand it

affer
PSYCHO

£(K$(vt

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
SUSPENSE MASTERPIECE STARRING

JAMES STEWART
t/jiiow

GRACE KELLY- WENDELL COREY-THELMA RITTER
TECHNICOLOR"

with RAYMONO BURR • Directed by ALFREO HITCHCOCK • Ser«.npl.y by JOHN MICHAEL MAYES '

^ M Du s.-i turf », Cmo • A PtrameuM R.-R.l.ai. <—
SEE IT FROM THE BEGINNING. OF COURSE: 11=00 U.SO 3.00 5.10 7,75

This strikingly provocative adver-
tisement was the keynote of the brand
new campaign devised for the overseas
re-release engagement of "Rear Window"
by Armand Cardea. Paramount Internat-
ional's advertising and publicity
director.

Early proofs of this campaign
were rushed to London and proved to be

upr
att endances to the Plaza.

In Focus
Drawing a fine bead on* the Plaza

engagement we find these facts about
the re-release of "Rear Window":

The first week's results outgros-
sed any Paramount re-release to
date. Furthermore , this re-release
engagement outgrossed, in its first
week, the original first week of
the 1954 engagement by almost Seven
Hundred Pounds - a truly massive
overage in a theatre the size of the

Plaza.
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NEW YORK AND HOLLYWOOD PAY
PRESS AND COMPANY TRIBUTE
TO WILLIAM HOLDEN

HOLLYWOOD - Reunion here of
four who had been together much
during filming of "The Counter-
feit Traitor" in Europe. Locale
is the Paramount commissary at a
luncheon honoring Bill Holden
(right) and Eric Erickson (left)
the man whose World War II ex-
ploits form the basis of the
thrilling film. In centre are
producer William Perlberg,left,
and director George Seaton.

Very much interested in the
out-of-picture conversation of
another guest are Betty Furness
and Bill Holden. Miss Furness,
earlier a screen star, is now
one of the nation's top telev-
ision personalities. (Backdrop
by courtesy of the Empire State
Building).

RIGHT
NEW YORK - Eric Erickson

(centre) being interviewed
over WOR of the Mutual Net-
work by Ed and Pegeen Fitz-
gerald. Subject: "The
Counterfeit Traitor."

New York photos
by ED SULLIVAN

A delightfully informal shot
of Bill Holden and Paramount's
vice president in charge of
world sales, George Weltner.

Years of film success, business success and
world activity have made William Holden a very
poised International figure. Here he discusses
past successes, present potentials and future
plans with Paramount's president, Barney
Balaban. Deeply interested in the conversation
is Mrs. Balaban.

President Balaban makes a point which is
listened to by top New York Times motion pict-
ure critic Bosley Crowther (left) and pondered
upon by vice president and general sales mana-
ger Jerome Pickman. Subject under discussion
was the marketing of "The Counterfeit Traitor."

Bill Holden,
Bosley Crowther,
of The New York
Times, and Radio
Harris, columnist
of The Hollywood
Reporter .are in
gay spirits over
an anecdote.....
But who told it?
And how did it
apply to "The
Counterfeit Trai-
tor"? UMMM

wwww



SjStllfc:

She's not a

scripter doing
a 'soap opera'
-- she's just
Lana Turner i

m

a sudsy scene
from "Who's
Got the Action

?
r
' putt-

ing the facts
on paper for
lawyer Eddie
Albert, who is
"mi ke- i ng" a

record at the
same time
This one ' s for
the howls, the 1

yocks, the
snickers and
the tee-hee's.

i
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When "Malef ices" (which

will have a new title in U.S.

and other English-speaking

releases) was premiered in

Paris, it played day-and-date

in five Paris cinemas. These

were the Paramount ( shown at

right), the Lutetia, Select,

Mistral and Elysees. It was a

thundering hit with both the

picture goer3 and the press.

"M A L E F I C E S"

IS AN UPCOMING
PARAMOUNT CHILLER

OF TOP THRILL-IENCE

MALEFICSS is a

filmed- in-Franee
thriller that is a

Paramount release in

all parts of the
world. It will have
another title given
it in the near future.

But here are some of

the things that you should know about it: It

has been made for thrills from a story by the
writing team of Boileau-Narcejac, who gave us

"Vertigo," It stars Juliette Greco, who is

shown 'alive' above, and 'drowning' at the
lefto It will reach English-speaking audien-
ces in English, and it has one of those stories that

make you sorry that seats have sharp edges, because
that's where you'll be sitting from the first scene
to the last. Perhaps you'll recall that a few months
ago we ran, in sequence, the highlight incidents of

a tidal scene in this picture — a scene in which a

couple, engaged in an escapade that they should not
be doing, were caught by an angry tide in a place
where they should not have been. Well, the breath-
lessness of that sequence is but a fraction of what
will surely be one of the most exciting films ever
to be released by Paramount So that whether it be

"Malef ices," or whatever other title we give this
nerve-tingler

, you can be sure
that it will be something to give
audiences their money's worth.
And plenty to talk about!

Another of the five cine-
mas to play "Malefices" day-
and-date was the Elysees.

Eddie Constantine,
RIGHT

American-born popular French
singer (left) with Henri
Decoin, the film's director.



"Who's Got the
Action?" is a

comedy knockout
i n a phy s i cal
as well as a

risible sense •

•

as you can very
well see from
this scene , i n

which Dean
Mart in is the
'knocker ,

' and
Eddie Albert is
the ' knockee ' .

.





Paramount World

Star To Be?
'

LAUREL GOODWIN, shown here on

the set of "Girlsl Girls! Girls!"
with director Norman Taurog, not

only made good as Elvis Presley's

leading lady in this picture,but
has been assigned a leading role
with Jackie Gleason in his forth-
coming Paramount comedy, "Papa's
Delicate Condition."

Perhaps the best news about
this announcement is its confir-
mation of Paramount's policy of
building up new talent.

The Cover . .

.

The Tanganyika Jeep Ride —
created by the Willys Motor
Company and introduced with the

greatest success at this year's
Automobile Show in Chicago - is

presently a great public success

in Pennsylvania Railroad Station
in New York City. It is free, it

is fun, and the line-up for
rides is continuous. It is also
one more proof of the fact that
"Hatari!" is the one film that
will disappoint nobody.

Paramount World . Copyright © 1962 by Paramount
Pictures Corporation. All rights reserved. Published every month
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, 1501 Broadway, New York 36,
New York, U.S.A. Issued by and for members of the Paramount org-
anization around the world who believe in the entertainment app-
eal of their motion pictures, their television enterprises and
allied products, and in the business future of their company.

Vol, 8, Ncs. 6 & 7 June-July, 1962 ALBERT DEANE, Editor

Prophetic picture
Many important events in our comp-

any' s history have had a way of fore-
casting themselves, sometimes even
years before. Such seems to have been
the case with this picture of Mr. Bal-
aban and Mr. Meitner, taken in February
of 1955. This was the moment when the
company's president advanced Mr. Weltner
from his post as head of the internatio-
nal branch of the company and made him
head of both the domestic and foreign
operations. In short, head of world
sales. And now, by direction of the
board of directors of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, Mr. Weltner has been elect-
ed executive vice president of Paramount

,

thus bringing into his sphere of execut-

ive activity all of the diversified ram-

ifications of the Paramount organization, no matter in what part of the

spinning globe which, shown here in miniature, revolves beneath the hands of

both Mr. Balaban and Mr. Weltner, and which symbolizes the world-wide inter-

ests of Paramount Pictures Corporation.

J nhn P RrniA/n pictured on the page opposite, was on JuneOnn r. DlUfli!, to the post of Assistant Treasu-

rer of Paramount Pictures Corporation. He joined Paramount in January, 1962,

coming to the company from General Dynamics Corporation, where he had been far

4 years. He graduated from St. John's University, Brooklyn, in 1949 with an

Accountancy Major (B.B.A.). He also holds a Corporate Finance Major (M.B.A.),

I960, from New York University's Graduate School. He is a C.P.A., New York

State; a member of the N.Y. State Society of C.P.A.'s and a member of the com-

mittee on state taxation; a member of the American Institute of C.P.A.'s, and

a member of the Domestic Tax Committee of the Motion Picture Association of
America. He served with the United States Army in the Pacific Theatre of

Operations, 1944-46. He is married and has two children. In addition to his
being with General Dynamics, he also was from 1950-58 with the C.P.A. organi-
zation of Arthur Young & Company.

Cable News Such a wealth of upbeat business re-

• -j. • r • ports. More on "Psycho" from India, with
IS I 0PP I T I C general manager K.S.Vaidyanathan turning

'verbal handsprings.' In Madras, all
performances at the Minerva were sold out, and police called to
handle crowds. At the Lighthouse in Calcutta it was the same
story — packed houses, tumbling records, perfect manifestation
of the 'admissions' policy (which, incidentally, is being main-
tained around the world). Another of Mr. Vaidyanathan' s cables
tells of the spread of the "ex-PSYCHO-ment" to Rangoon, Burma,
where the same wonderful success story is making exhibitors
happier than they have been for a long while From Zurich,
Starfilm's Jules Gendre reports wonderful business registered
by "My Geisha" at the Rex, with excellent press and public re-
action, and fine business at the Capitol, Berne, also.



3 AUL RAI BOURN

GEORGE WELTNER

The election by the board of directors of
Paramount Pictures Corporation of George
Weltner as executive vice president air* Paul
Raibourn as senior vice president was announced
on June 5th by Barney Balaban, president.

At the same time the board, at a meeting
following the company's annual stockholders'
meeting, named John P. Brown assistant treasur-
er and reelected all other officers of the com-

GEORGE WELTNER ELECTED EXEC-
UTIVE VICE PRESIDENT: PAUL
RAIBOURN ELECTED SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, PARAMOUNT PICTURES

MR. WELTNER . who Joined Paramount 40 years

ago upon his graduation from Columbia Univers-

ity, was formerly Paramount's vice president in

charge of world sales. He is also a director of

the company. Prior to his appointment in 1955

Pany.

These officers included Mr, Balaban, pres-
ident; Adolph Zukoj*, chairman of the board

;
Edwin

L. Weisl, chairman of the executive committee;
Y. Frank Freeman, Jacob H, Karp, Randolph C.Wood,
Louis A. Novins, vice presidents; James H. Rich-
ardson, treasurer; Arthur Israel,Jr,, Russell
Holman, and Bernard Donnenfeld, assistant secre-
taries; and Joseph P. Fryer, comptroller.

Weltner was president of Paramount Tntemat ion-

al Films, Inc.

MR. RAIBOURN. also a director of the comp- ^ \
any, has been associated with Paramount since

1921 in various executive capacities. In recent

years as vice president of the corporation his \ ^ 9T. »»

duties have included supervision of budgets and u>

planning and all of the company's interests in

television, electronics and related fields. Mr.

Raibourn is also secretary of the corporation, Nr-

a post to which he was reelected on June 5th.

m&m

John P. Brown,
who has been namsrt Assistant
Treasurer of Paramount Pictures
Corporation.

(A career sketch of Mr.
Brown appears on the opposite
Page)
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A Salute from
the Heart to

A. L. P.

MEXICO CITT - Arthur L. Pratchett, who ba-
gan a career in the filn industry in 1910, and

who Joined the Paramount organisation in 1926,

to become eventually Latin American division
manager, retired from the company on June 1st.

and was feted by the industry here. Paramount
International president James E. Perkins flew
from New York to attend the funotion.

Shown above, at the cocktail hour, L to Ri

Gabriel Alarcon, Gabriel Alarcon, Jr., Carlos
Niebla (MGM) ,

Mr. Pratchett, Mr. Perkins,
Quirino Rocha, general manager, Operadora de

Teatrosj Manuel Espinosa Iglesias, president.
Bank of Commerce.

Mr. Pratchett, who will be 79 in August,

is remaining active by entering another busi-

ness outside of the film industry.

I

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
OF TOP IMPORTANCE

RCME - Paramount Films of Italy, Inc., arvJ the

Italian production-distribution organization, Lux
Films, have completed an amalgamation of their dis-
tribution activities in Italy. The new operation
became effective as of June 1st. In all other res-
pects, both organizations have retained their cor-
porate identities.

Photo above, made in New York City during pre-
liminary negotiations, shows Renato Gualino (left),
executive vice president of Lux Films, and James E.
Perkins, president of Paramount International Films
Inc. Standing: Pilade Levi, general manager of
Paramount Films of Italy, Inc.

Motion Picture Daily Friday, June 15, 1962

EDITORIAL

Rewards at

Paramount
»!/ Sherwin Kanc

%

THE RECENT appointments

of George Weltner as executive vice

president of Paramount Pictures Corp.,

and Paul Raibourn as senior vice pres--

ident, are being hailed in the industry

as extremely well-merited recognition

of the high order of capabilities of

these two widely experienced execu-

tives, each of whom has a record of

40 years with the company.

Although both have held key posts

in Paramount operations for years,

the new appointments give even great-

er range and responsibility to each,

and reflect planning for the future by

president Barney Balaban and the

Paramount board of directors.

•

Weltner is now second to Balaban

in the operation of the company.

Associated with Paramount since

his graduation from Columbia Uni-

versity, today his is one of the broad-

est fields of experience in the indus-

try. He has served in key posts for

Paramount both here and overseas,

and is recognized throughout the in-

dustry as a resourceful business execu-

tive and keen analyst of industry con-

ditions.

In the face of the challenges of to-

day's changing industry and its in-

creasing competitive forces, Weltner s

wealth of experience inevitably must

prove a source of strength in his new

management post.

Surely, Edwin Weisl, chairman o

Paramount’s executive committee,

echoed the sentiments of everyone
|

in the industry who has had the priv-

ilege of knowing George Weltner

.when he told the company’s stock-
|

holders at their annual meeting re-

cently that “Mr. Weltner is one of

our most faithful and capable execu-

tive employes. He not only is a great

sales manager, but lie is also a won-
|

derful organizer and a wonderful

executive.”

Praise, indeed, from one who him-

self lias been in an unrivalled position

over the past quarter century to ob-

serve and appraise the accomplished
|

.members of Paramount’s management

group.

•

Raibourn, too, is recognized inside

and outside the industry as a master

of finance and an authority in elec-

tronic and technological areas.

As vice president in charge of budg-

ets and financing, he was one of the

i.
:me movers in establishing and

maintaining the company in the strong

financial position it has occupied for

years.

Highly versed in science and engi-

neering, he also has led Paramount

into new and productive fields, as

exemplified by its interests in Telem-

eter, Autometric and color television

operations.

The full significance of the latter to

the future of the company remains

to be measured. It could be one of

the most rewarding in the long and

remarkable history of Paramount.

“Motion Picture Daily” joins the

industry in congratulating Weltner

and Raibourn on the signally well-

deserved recognition accorded them,

and congratulates Paramount on its

possession of such outstanding execu-

tive manpower as the two exemplify.



"WHO'S GOT THE ACTION?" 0

. . .PARAMOUNT'S GOT THE
'ACTION' IN THE FASTEST AND

ZIPPIEST COMEDY IN YEARS

As a gay and wonderful note ushering in the month
if June, the cable below was sent to Paramount Internat-
onal's division managers throughout the world:

To F.E. Hutchinson in London, J.B. Nathan in Paris,
.A.Henriksen in Tokyo, H.B. Gordon in Mexico City, and
:.L. Graham in Sydney.

Is it any wonder that it made them all very happyl

AT SNEAK PREVIEW LAST NIGHT WE SAW A

IRILIIANT, BEAUTIFULLY DIRECTEO PRODUCT-
ON, WITH A CAST THAT MADE ENORMOUS
HEMISTRY, LAVISHLY PROOUCED, RESULTING
N ONE OF THE SLICKEST COMEDIES THAT WE

AVE SEEN FOR A VERY LONG TIME. WE

EFER TO JACK ROSE'S PRODUCTION "WHO'S
OT DJI ACTION?" STARRING DEAN MaRtTn"
NO lana'turner

WELTNER PERKINS

Much of the time when
Dean was all right, Lana
was all-write.
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NEWS FROM THE U. S. SECTOR
Evelyn Moore, former

PBX operator, retired

this month after many, many years with Param-

ount. Evelyn was with the company 38 years on

May 19th. Our best wishes go with Evelyn, and

she will be missed by everyone in the branch.

We have settled '’own in our new branch

quarters and are going all out to make this
year's Paramount Weeks the best in the history

of Philadelphia.

Branch also welcomes new employee Jacquel-
ine Patrizzi. We feel sure Jacqueline will like

being among us.

All of the gal employees attended a shower

for Nancy Tideken, who will be married in the

fall. The gal3 had quite an experience making

the tour to Nancy's home in New Jersey.

- John Kane

I
PHILADELPHIA!

In this scene from
"The Pigeon That Took
Rome," Charlton Heston
passes by Gabrielis Pall—

otta and Harry Guard ir~
as though notning had
otta and' Harry Guard ino
as though notning had
happened, was happening,
or was about to Happen.- - -appen.
It helps make for darned
ood fun in one of the
oiliest Paramount films

quite a few years.I!

On June 14th, "The

Pigeon That Took Rome"

was again ' sneak '-prev-

iewed in New York City,

this time at Loew's

Sheridan Square. And

again the fact was

punch ily registered that

in this Mel Shavelson
comedy we have one of

the funniest pictures

Paramount has ever rel-

eased.

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaya:
Driving along the well-
ordered roads of this

f
art of the world recent-
y, it was not unusual to
'Shirley MacLaines ' thirty
feet high among the coco-
anut palms, decorously
announcing a film called
"My Geisha."

ATLANTA
We are still thrilled over

the impact of the glowing sales

meeting Mr. Owen held in this office on June

12th. To call it merely a sales meeting is

the understatement of the year, for it was

not alone the news that the Eastern sales

manager brought us, but the inimitable way in

which he delivered it. And he gave us not

alone the product news, both present and fut-

ure, but the factual realities of the busin-

ess we are in. Even more specifically, he de-

tailed just where and what Paramount is in

the motion picture business of thi3 day and

age; the part that the company is playing, as

well as the part that we all must play as in--

dividuals in keeping Paramount forward-moving

in today's wholly realistic world.

Over the years we have known Hugh Owen in

all of the 'climates' in which our company
has found itself. We have a deep and abiding

affection for him, and above all, a profound

faith in his words, his declarations and his
promises. He has brought many messages to us
and we believe that he has always found us as

responsive as it was within our power to be.

But somehow or other we feel that this new

one was just 'the greatest,' and so this

message is from all of the Atlanta branch to

AT SEA OFF OAHU - This is part of the crew

of cameramen that filmed "Girl si Girls! Girls'."

off the coast of Hawaii. Chief cameraman
Loyal Griggs is at the extreme left, and dir-

ector Norman Taurog is seated, hatless. in the
centre rear. Star Elvis Presley was out of

camera range — but the rugged mountains of

Hawaii were not.

HOLLYWOOD - Silent screen star Corinne
Griffith keeps a Paramount lunch date for dis-
cussions on her book, "Papa's Delicate Condit-
ion," which will be filmed at the studio by,
left to right: George Marshall, the director;
Martin Rack in, executive in charge of product-
ion, and Jack Rose,the producer, w^o will also
write the screenplay. Jackie Gleason will star-
as "Papa."

say, with more sincerity, more emphasis and

more sureness than at any other time in the
branch's history, that Atlanta will really
and positively deliver everything expected of
it — and of us.

-W. R. Word,Jr.

*• CpLTtu/rs. •

That's what "Shane" did in its latest

re-release engagement in Japan — five

times the business of the average American

release.
The poster above (with the Paramount

trade mark), outside the Yurakucho railway

station in Tokyo was but one of hundreds of

phases of the intense publicity and sales

campaign which brought such overwhelming

success to this re-release of a timeless,

wonderful motion picture.

The showmanship campaign of publicity

manager T. Komaki is one of the most compre-

hensive and inspiring we have ever seen on

any picture, in any country, and certainly
contributed very materially to the success

of "Shane" in this newest release.

FIVE TIMES NORMAL BUSINESS
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"HATARI!" CAMPAIGN WILL MARK AN
INDUSTRY SHOWMANSHIP MILESTONE

Paramount showmanship was never
more active, anH diversified, than it

is right now in the case of "Hataril"
This great, great motion picture is in

the process of being given to the
world with such eclat, zip and zing
that we have not seen in a long while.

You will find "Hatari!" showmanship
news spread right through this issue.

NU FUNNU NA KUNDU

This is the spelling of
Red Buttons' name in Swahili,
the native language of Tan-
ganyika, the African territ-
ory where "HatariJ " was
f ilmed

.

Vote that the first three
letters of the second word
spell FUN, an element which
is synonymous with Mr. Buttons.

NEW YORK - This is the "'Hatari'
Hat" designed especially by the mill-
inery world's eminent "Mr. John," and
inspired by the Howard Hawks product-
ion. It will be featured at the July
millinery show here and will be seen
by at least 750 fashion editors from
all parts of the world. Also, it is
being worn by Elsa Martinelli on the

* lUVOi -* •

Tie-up was arranged by Paula Fraser
ol Paramount ' s showmanship department
and the model wearing the hat in ourpicture is Dale Feinberg, secretary
to Saul Cooper, national publicity
coordinator. J

BELOW

NEW YORK - Red Buttons, at lower
right, demonstrates that "Hataril" is
great fun for the youngsters also, as
he prepares to lead a New York Boys
Club 'safari' to the Tanganyika Jeep
Ride in Pennsylvania Station, (see
cover for another picture).

John Wayne reminiscing on "Hataril" with a
group of West Coast exhibitors and Paramount
sales representatives at the showmanship meeting
on the film in the studio's main projection
room. West Coast division manager Neal East is
at the far right rear.

F L A S H

!

...and ws do mean
Flash! Word is just
in on the pr °mi eres
of Howard Hawks'
mi ghty please-the-
publ i c thriller at
the Paramount i n

San Francisco, and
the Egyptian in Los
Angeles

.

WHOOPEE*E*E*E*E*E*
HATARI * E* E* E* E* E* E (More on Page 30)





r
*
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PARIS - The gay front
of Le Paramount for "Blue
Hawaii" seems to hare been
prophetic insofar as the
title of the next Presley
film ("Girls! Girls!
Girls!") is concerned. A3
is now traditional, the
theatre's display was one
of those things to be
really seen by the city's
picturegoing public.

The Southern Calif-
ornia Motion Picture
Council has presented
Paramount with an Award
of Merit for the Perl-
berg-Seaton production,
"The Counterfeit Trait-
or." Presentation was
made by Mrs. William A.

Burk, president of the
Council, at the monthly
meeting held at the
Assistance League.

Classified by the
Council as "an artistic
triumph for intelligent
youth and adult audien-
ces," the summation
lauded producer William
Perlberg and director-
writer George Seaton for

excellence of production,
direction and writing.

CAIRO, Egypt - Radio
Theatre's massive display
format is undergoing an
interesting variation
these days. Here's the
conception that was devi-
sed for "Summer and
Smoke." And very effective
it proved to be.

A theory is an educ-
ated hunch.

-Arnold Glasgow

PARIS - And here is the front of the Lute-
tia, one of the four Paris cinemas releasing
"Under the Blue Sky of Hawaii" day-and-date.

The other two cinemas were the Select-Pathe and

the Elysees-Cinema.

PARAMOUNT FERA POUR
"HATARI

!

M
, LA PLUS

IMPORTANTE CAMPAGNE
PUBL I C I T A I RE DE TOUTE
SON HISTOIRE

Au moment ou vous recevrez ce numero,
la production d' Howard Hawke "Hatari !" qui
aortira aux Etats-Unia aura recueilli 1* appro-
bation unanime dea apectateura am4ricaina.
(A l'etranger, k une ou deux exceptiona prea

,

ce film ne sera preaente qu'au d4but 1963 afin
de profiter au maximum de toute la publicity
d4j& faite. ) La 8ortie americaine marquera le
point culminant de la plus grande campagne de
publicite que Paramount ait jamaia faite. Vous
en avez d4j& eu un aper?u dane lea deux der-
niera num4ro8 de Paramount World et voub trou-
verez encore de plua ample a renaeignementB
dans ce num4ro. En outre, le aervice de publi-
cite et de lancement de Paramount Internatio-
nal k New-York fait en aorte que tout le mate-
riel do publicite disponj.ble et valable aoit
envoye a toua lea aervicea Paramount k tra-
vera le monde.

Un dea films lea plua drdlea ayant ja-
maia paru sous la marque Paramount a 4t4 pro-

jete en prive k New-York le dernier jour de
Mai. Son titre : "Who's got the action ?" et

aea vedettes : Dean Martin, Lana Turner et
Eddie Albert. C'eat une comedie qui se passe

dana le milieu dea courses et dont le sujet

d4crit lea plans qu'4chafaude une femme aiman-
te pour guerir son mari de la fiivre dea paris.
C'eat le brillant debut au Be in de la Soci4t4
de cea comedl«fl moderne a qui remportent un
tel succ4s aupres du public. Ce film sortira
k la fin 1962 aux Etats-Unia et on peut le

conaiderer d4a maintenant comme l'un dea films
champions de l*an prochain.

Le moia dernier, M. James E. Perkins,
president de Paramount International, a'aat
rendu k Mexico pour aseister au dejeuner don-
ne en l'honneur de M. Arthur L. Pratchett qui
prend sa retraite. On aait que M. A. L. Pratchett
a 4t4 un membre act if de Paramount pendant de

nombreuses ann4es. Nous avona dans ce num4ro
deB photos de cette c4r4monie et de ltommage
rendu k cet homme qui a si magnifiquement par-

ticip4 «u progres de notre compagnie en Ameri-
que Latine.

Paramount eat de nouveau 4tablie a son
propre compte au Canada. L'aaaociation d'un
an et demi avec lea films Columbia, aoua le

nom d'Affiliated Corp. Ltd., a et4 dieaoute

d'un coD—iun accord et paramount Film Service

a recommenc4 a fonctionner seul.

La mention ci-dessua au sujet de "Who's

got the actiota ?" nous permet d'insiater aur

1' importance que nous accorderons k la. sortie

dea comedies qui aortiront k la fin de 1962.

La date de sortie de "Ms Geisha" eat fix4 ;

ce film qui a remport4 le succ4a que vous sa-

ve z dans le monde, battra certainement lea

records de recettes aux Etats-Unia. Puis lea

troia grands films du second aemeatre de l'an-

nee seront : "The Pigeon that took Rome",

DUSSELDORF - This carrier-van display was
contributing factor in the great national suco-

ess of "My Geisha," since counterparts of the
vehicle carried word of the Shirley MacLaine
comedy into all parts of the country.

avec Charlton, Elsa Martinelli et d'autres
excellents acteurs, "It's only money" avec

Jerry Lewis, plus drdle que jamais, ei dirige
par un autre metteur en ac4ne que lui-meme, et

bien stir, indue dans ce trio, le film d 'Elvis

Presley "Girls i Girls .' Girls !" dana lequel

Hal Wallis nous donne le plus gai, le plus
joyeux et le meilleur film de Presley a ce

jour. Vous trouverez dans ce numero des photos

de cea troia films que nous avona paasees a

bon eacient.

"Fire-away", le court m4trage Paramount

mur la vie d'un cheval de eourse a ete l'ob-

jet de pluaieurs premieres enthousiastes aux

Etats-Unia. Ce film eat manifeatement l'un

des meilleurs courts m4trages que nous ayona

Jamais distribu4a. C'eat le genre de film qui

•devrait faire l'unanimit4 dans le monde.



INTERESTING GLIMPSES

OF SHOW BUSINESS IN

CONTINENTAL EUROPE

VIENNA - Some of the prominent personalit-
ies concerned with the enormously successful
singing contest promoted in the interests of
"Blue Hawaii." (Details on Page 33). Left to
right: Bandleader Fatty George, in whose House
of Jazz the contest was staged; Miss Renate
Lupant. winner of one of the early rounds;
MC Walter Scherling; Austrian international
footballer Hanz Buzek: Israel's singing star
Carmela Corren; AFEX (Paramount) publicity man-
ager Hans Menasse.

STOCKHOLM - The Swedish Elvis
Presley Fan Club's members are as^ and enthusiastic as are to

und anywhere in the world.
Here are some of them at the pre-
miere of "Blue Hawaii" at the
Olympia Theatre, bearing signs
that read: "We like Elvis," "Elvis
is the Best," "Elvis is the Top of
Everything." "Elvis is Funny.
Swinging, Charming and Nice." The
fans of course received Elvis
photographs from the management of
the Olympia, and also from the
Alcazar, which released "Blue
Hawaii" day-and-date.

CAIRO, Egypt - Management
of the Ra^io Cinema - and the
picturegoing public of this
city - were definitely intrig-
ued by the idea of Jerry Lewis
being so completely surrounded
by attractive women in "Ladies'
Kan." And they showed their
spirit of intrigue in this very
effective display.

RIGHT
LISBON - A s part of its very
tacular front-of-house dis-E for "My Geisha," the noted
rio Cinema decorated all of

the entrance doors in the high-
ly artistic Japanese fashion
shown here. And within the
theatre itself there was a great
deal of similar artistry displ-
ayed, all of which created much
favorable notice in the film’s
interests.

BEIRUT, Lebanon - This section of the lobby
of the Colisee Cinema certainly had plenty of
attention focussed on both Elvis Presley and
"Blue Hawaii" when the Hal Wallis production
was a highly successful attraction at the well
known theatre.

LISBON - This city's great
Imperio Theatre continues to
fascinate us with the towering
effectiveness of its front-of-
house displays. Here is indeed
a magnificent one for Shirley
MacLeine's "My Geisha."
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Nobuo Metori is with us no more!

One of the truly great figures of Para-
mount's international echelon has gone from
our midst, and he has left a train of sorrow
with his passing. He died in Tokyo on June 16.

It would be a seemingly impossible task to

top the gentle, astute pillar of integrity and

dedication that Nobuo Metori was in his every
waking moment. If ever a man lived and breather

and served the company he worked for, that man
was our late head of our organization in Japan.

In his country, no man in any business enjoyed

a higher measure of respect and esteem.

He was 5S years of age, and his humble
beginning with Paramount thirty years ago was

as accountant at the Hogaku-Za Theatre, Tokyo,

(now known as the Piccadilly), then one of the

Paramount chain of theatres in Japan. In 1934

he became chief accountant of Paramount Films,

Limited, in Tokyo, which post he held until the

war.
During the war, his Government assigned

him to set up motion picture distribution in

Asia. At the conclusion of hostilities, he sen

ved with the Central Motion Picture Exchange,

a

combine^ operation of American motion picture

companies set up by the MPEA.

When Paramount resumed operations in Japa

in 1952, Mr. Metori returned as general mana-

ger. At the time of his death, he was vice

president and general manager of Paramount Pic

tures. Limited.

The last time he visited the U.S. was in

November, 1961. He was ill at that time, yet

nothing swerved him from his dedicated object-

ive of carrying back to his organization every

possible aid in having his co-workers retain

Paramount's position of supremacy among the

foreign companies operating in Japan.

He is survived by his wife and two sons,

to whom we extend our deepest sorrow.

TOKYO - Shirley MacLaine an* Yves Montand flew at very

short notice to attend the premiere of "My Geisha" at the

Scala-xa here on May 23rd. They are shown arriving happily

at the theatre. Premiere was sponsored by the Japan Animal

Welfare Society.

Prince Yoshi is shaking hands with Mr. Montand. Others

in the picture, left to right: Mrs. Uriu, director of JAWS;

Shirley MacLaine; Steve Parker, Shirley's husband and prod-

ucer of "Hy Geisha"; and Mr. P.R.Gains, chairman of JAWS.

Shirley is shown addressing the audience in Japanese,

quite un-fazed by the battery of cameramen. Yves Montand is

standing in back of her, readying his lines of Japanese.

The picture was a huge success and received a wonderful

press, with special praise for Shirley's performance.



PAUL NEWMAN is the
star of M Hud Bannon,"
now nearing complet-
ion on location in
Texas

. Melvyn
Douglas , Patr i ci a Neal
and Brandon De Wi lde
lend notable support.
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MORE ABOUT "THE
PI GEON THAT TOOK
ROME" - A 4- FEmT HER
FUNFl LM

Preview audiences, impartial critics,
company staff members, film fans picked
at random and trade paper reporters - to
say nothing of a host of hard-shell
exhibitors - have proclaimed "The Pigeon

That Took Rome" to be one of the most
refreshingly funny pictures of the past

five years.

The climactic Easter Dinner scene,
when the actual "Pigeon That Took
Rome" is the only bird missing from
the great family festive board a
board that could have been much more
festive but for reasons that audiences
are going to delight in.

The articulate Marietto, a

popular sensation in "It Started

In Naples," carries his thesp-
ian triumDhs several steps for-
ward in "The Pigeon That Took
Rome." What a boy,!

Opera's Baccaloni. as the father,
and American army officer Charlton
Heston, in disguise, take a hazardous
walk to plot new strategy.

I

Four of the principals of "The Pigeon That
Took Rome" in a domestic scene which has much
more significance than is simply indicated at
top. The players, L to R: Charlton Heston,
Harry Guard ino, Gabriella Pallotta and Elsa
Martinelli.

Not often enoueh does one
see Charlton Heston as a comed-
ian. This picture provides the
versatile Charlton with a number
of rememberable opportunities,
one of which, beside a renowned
fountain, is shown above.

BELOW

Another of the hilarious Ital-

1

ian domestic scenes that producer !

director Mel Shavelson has woven
into this priceless comedy. Feat-
ured here are Martinelli, Bacca-
loni and Marietto.



This is Elv i s , too

,

and he's not punch-

ing home a song!

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE PRESLEY
f
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Yachting, motorboating, deep-sea fishing,
fighting, singing and double-crossing are but
a few of the activities that make "Girls!

Girls! Girlsl" the most interesting, alluring
and provocative of all of the Elvis Presley
musical romances to date. All of this in glow-
ing Technicolor that's really something!

"GIRLS” WOULD ORDINARILY
BE SUFFICIENT, BUT HERE
ARE "GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!"

Jeremy Slate and Laurel Goodwin prove to
be two of the most powerful influences in the
life of Elvis Presley in "Girls! Girlsl Girls."'

Jeremy is a conflicting influence, punch-wise;
Laurel is an afflicting interest, heart-wise.

Paramount is an organization
with perhaps a better-than-
average muster of fisherman
so getting exhibitors interest-
ed £n this Hal Wallis marine
romance should be a cinch.

One of the
"girls" — and a
female , fet ch ing

,

feminine one at
that, is Stella
Stevens as
delectable a
platter of pulch-
ritude as Elvis
has faced in any
and all of his
musical films.

#mm

Like most folks with a real
yen for each other, the charac-
ters portrayed by Elvis and
Laurel in tnis rollicking film
do a powerful lot of arguing
and scrapping — but it all
comes out okay in that best-of-
all clinchers' — the fade-out.



y *

"Maybe 1

T

1 S ONLY MONEY
-- but there are other

things in life, you

know !"

MORE "MONEY" NEWS OVERPAGE
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JERRY LEWIS never stands on ceremony (in

his pictures) when he wants to get one person

from this place to that. And so it is with his

'transportation problem' involving attractive

Pat Dahl. How do we know she's attractive?

Well, Just take a look at those shoes she's

wearing — and that hair-do.

IF "IT'S ONLY MONEY," HOW

ABOUT GIVING IT EVERYTHING
YOU'VE GOT?

IT'S ONLY MONEY deals with
the ancestors of the character
that Jerry plays — and from the
look on the face of Jerry, it

appears that he's on the right
tracks. Not Just one track, but
a flock of then.

LEFT

And since our hero in this
full-bodied spoof on ancestry is
so interested in forebears, it
looks from this post-nuptial pio-
ture as though he is about to
begin a family tree of his own.
Joan O'Brien is the lovely who
unwittingly promised to love,
honor and o-baby.
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HOLLYWOOD - Sturt io publicity
manager Herb Steinberg presenting
the showmanship campaign on the
mighty "Hataril" to West Coast
exhibitors anrt rtistribution rep-
resentatives.

HOLLYWOOD - Former screen star
Corinne Griffith (anrt now a very
successful author), appends her
signature to a copv of her newest
book. "Antiques I Have Known,"
for Jackie Gleason, who is starr-
ing in the picturization of her
book on her father's life, "Papa's
Delicate Condition."

NEW YORK - Shown L to R at the
Overseas Press Club showmanship and
merchandising presentation of the
"Hataril" campaign - Joseph Friedman,
assistant director of national adver-
tising, publicity anrt exploitation;
Herbert Steinberg, studio publicity
head who came to New York for this
anrt other meetings; Martin Davis, nat-
ional director of advertising, publi-
city anrt exploitation; Gene Arneel,of
Variety, anrt Martin Starr of Harris-
on's Reports.

HOLLYWOOD - Notables at the sturt io press luncheon marking the start
J ftck Rose's production of "Papa's Delicate Condition," from the book

by silent screen star, Corinne Griffith. Seated are - Miss Griffith,
the film's star, Jackie Gleason, anrt Linda Bruhl, seven-year-old who
will play Miss Griffith as a child in the story of her father's life.
Standings Jack Karp, heart of the studio, anrt Jack Rose, producer.

HOLLYWOOD - A fully-represented executive
studio luncheon was given in honor of Luigi
Zaccardi on the occasion of his visit there
from Rome, where he is the studio's official
representative. Shown above is a section of the

gathering, anrt those pictured, L to R, are:
William Stinson, producer Mel Shavelson, Mr.
Zaccardi, vice-president and studio heart Jack
Karp, ann Paramount Pictures treasurer James
H. Richardson.

HOLLYWOOD - At left, an'4 second from the
right, are the Akhavan Brothers, prominent ex-
hibitors in Teheran, Iran, who were ruests at
a luncheon in the Paramount Studio. Others,
reading L to R: Jack Karp, vice-president and
head of the studio; A1 Manuel; and Y. Frank
Freeman, vice-presi-4 °nt and Droduction execut-
ive in charge of outside producers.

HOLLYWOOD - Academy Award-winning
costume designer Edith Heart adjusts the
bow of seven-year-old Linda Bruhl, who
has been cast as Corinne Griffith as a
girl in "Papa's Delicate Condition" (see
details at left). Miss Heart will also de-
sign the clothes for Linda.



Everywhere that '’Fire
Away"

I s play i ng i n the u.

S. A

Folks are saying "It's
the Most!"

"Leaves all others at
the Post!"

SHORT FEATURES TO PLAY A

GROWINGLY IMPORTANT PART
IN PARAMOUNT'S 1962-1963
PROGRESS PROGRAMME *****

Highly Diversified and
Fascinating Programme of
Short Featur°s for 1962-63

%%*%*****%*
The programme of Paramount short features for

1962/63, known officially as A-22, is being planned as
one of the most interesting and diversified line-ups
in the long history of our short subjects.

Heading the aggregation will be three two-reelers
in the tradition of "Boats A'Poppin ,M and "Fire Away."
Titles an^ themes of these will be announced shortly.

Then there will be six "Sports In Action," each
subject devoted to an individualized national sport of
one of the world's top countries.

A new category will be titled "Paramount High
Toppers." There will be five of these subjects, and
their range will cover items and themes of outstanding
interest from all over the world.

Single reel cartoons will number 20, an^ here
also the subject matter will be highly diversified.
And in the "Popeye" area, six of the best of the Pop-
eye subjects will be re-released as "Popeye Champions."

Yet to be released in the 1961/62 group is the
two-reel subject, "Journey To Understanding." This is
a true, round-the-world subject, filmed in more than
20 countries, and made by the maker of "Boats A' Pop-
pin'." It is presently set for October release.

It is expected that all of the short features
will be in color.

RIGHT

This story, from the Columbus (0)
Star, is typical of the press attent-
ion that "Fire Away" is receiving
across the nation. So far as exhib-
itors are concerned, scores are rep-
orting the popular appeal that tMs
2-reeler is registering with their
patrons, who are asking for "more of
the same."

Paramount already has four more
2-reelers on the upcoming programme,
as reported above.

GARRY, TROTTER AND FRIEND

Trotter Kid Eyes
Career in Racing

Scioto Downs and the U S
Trotting Association have a

great ambassador of harness
racing in town this week.

He’s a shy lad of 18, car

ries the dignity of an adult,

knows horses, talks to horses
l and has starred in a movie.

\ In a press preview MondayJ night at the Deshler Hilton,

Garry Kazmaier who alter-

nates between home at Far
Hills, N.J., and Saratoga,
N.Y., gave private interviews
and left one with the fresh

I feeling that there's no juve-
nile delinquency anywhere,
anyplace.

Later guests saw him on

,|
the screen in a featurette.

I “Fire Away,” which opens

\
Thursday under the auspices

of the USTA and Scioto
Downs at the RKO Palace,

teemed with the opening of

the Downs June 1.

Garry’s own saga is even
better than the short movie
because it covers a longer
pattern of years.

He began with ponies and
westerns at 5. Summering at

the family farm at Saratoga

j

Springs, 10 minutes from the

'Raceway, attracted him to

trotters. He drove his first

mare the night of graduation
and won but it meant getting

his diploma in absentia.

GARRY admits: "I used to

think I wanted to be a

jockey, but I got too big.

Anyway, I believe there’s

more of a future in harness
horses than flat racing. Any
horse can run but to put
them to trotting isn’t always
easy.”
He knows. He is the owner

of five now and three will be
racing this year, but his initi-

ation to the track was hard.
“I had been working with

Lavonn e,” he relates, “La-
vonne Hanover. She was
problem to train but I was
quite fortunate later. The[i(

first day I drove her it took
seven men to get her to the
track. She broke three kick-

ing straps in a half mile. In

the next race Lavonne had an
accident. She overpaced her-

self and went down on her
nose at the turn. I landed on
my feet but she was out foH
two months. Stanley Dancer
he’s the greatest, won twoi

races with Adios. He came to

the barn and gave me confi

dence. I’m lucky to get
started so young.”

It was Lavonne that
brought him his first win. He
had six wins last year, four
on the matinee track.

‘COLLEGE?” he answers.
“I’m putting it off for awhile.

This is my college education.
You have to stick to it and
do it right. The USTA is

doing so much for the sport

that a lot more young fellows

are getting into it.”

The movie, “Fire Away,"
was an act of fate. Garry de-

scribes his initiation to film-

dom:
“Paramount brought actors

from Hollywood and New
York to Saratoga. They
worked around for awhile and
decided it was easier to make

’

an actor out of a driver than
a driver out of an actor. They
saw me on the track and that

as it,

Garry Kazmaier is no hot

rodder.

He says: “Sulkies cost $350
apiece. I’m saving speed for

the race track.”—M.J.

J IJ M I MJJ III -IJ
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NEW YORK - Morton Segal
(above) has been promoted
to assistant publicity man-
age!* of Paramount Pictures,
it was announced by Hy
Hollinger, publicity mana-
ger. Segal joined Paramount
one year ago as national
newspaper and syndicate
contact.

HOLLYWOOD - Corinne
Griffith, famous star of
the silent screen, as she
appeared at a recent Para-
mount studio luncheon that
marked the start of the
film version of her novel,
"Papa's Delicate Condition."

NEW YORK - H. A. Class, Para-
mount branch manager in Liver-
pool, England, was a visitor to
Home Office here late in May.
Mr. Class, who already has
rounded out 4.6 years of contin-
uous Paramount service, was in
the U.S. on a vacation visit to
members of his family here.

INTERNATIONAL
PERSONALITIES
I N PARAMOUNT
CINEMA EVENTS

AUDREY HEPBURN, currently
in Paris filming "Paris When It
Sizzles," has won Italy's cov-
eted 'David of Donatello' Award
as best foreign actress of the
year for her performance in
"Breakfast at Tiffany's."

The awards for best achieve-
ments in motion pictures are
made by the Rome Open Gate Club
and the Italian International
Cinema Club under the patronage
of President Antonio Segni of
Italy.

VERA MILES, who is so
lovely opposite James
Stewart in "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance."

SINGAPORE - Visiting
the Paramount office here
on her journey around the
world, Rita Moreno poses
beside a poster for the
Hal Wallis production,
"Summer and Smoke," in
which she has a featured
role.

HOLLYWOOD - After his
punchy role in "It Started
in Naples," Marietto was a
certainty to be up on the
screens of the world again
in an equally diverting
role. And he is - in "The
Pigeon That Took Rome." It
is one of the finest and
funniest Paramount comedies
in years.

LONDON - Paramount's Jack
Upfold. left, general manager
of publicity in the United
Kingdom, discusses the promotion
of "Hataril" with Henry Mancini,
composer of the brilliant score
for the Howard Hawks epic. Man-
cini, who also composed the
score for "Breakfast at Tiff-
any's," was on a vacation in
Europe, and this picture was
taken at a Paramount-RcA recep-
tion held in London.

MEXICO CITY - Earnest conver-
sation between two international
figures at the luncheon in trib-
ute to Arthur L. Pratchett on
his retirement from Paramount.
Discussing the world situation
are Manuel Espinosa Iglesias
(at left), president of the Bank
of Commerce of Mexico, and James
E. Perkins, president of Para-
mount International Films, Inc.

ion toppers at a special showing
of "Hatarii" at the DeMille The-
atre. Left to right they are:
Jerome Pickman, Paramount Film
Distributing's general sales
manager; Matthew ^olan. RKO The-
atre 1 s executive: Tom Bridge,
assistant general sales manager
of Paramount Film Distribution
Corp. ; anHT Harry Mandel, presid-
ent, RKO Theatres Corp.

appealing role
That Took

her warm and Q
in "The Pigeon iWVJIV
Rome," Gabriella Pallotta
seems destine^ to become a
Quick favorite with film
fans the world over.
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EVENTS AND PEOPLE PICTURED AROUND THE WORLD

FRANK SINATRA

Singing star Frank Sinatra (who

will shortly star for Paramount in

"Come Blow Your Horn") returned to

New York on June 17th from a two and

a half months tour for handicapped

and orphaned children. He reported

that he ha'* raise-* about $1,200,000

for the children in performances in

Mexico, Japan, Hongkong, Israel,

Greece, Italy, Monaco, France and

England

.

Of his work in the Far East, Mr.

S.A.Henriksen reports: "Of Sinatra's

performances in Tokyo and Hongkong,

all his concerts were completely

sold out in both cities, and the

press and public reactions were

extraordinarily successful. I am

sure his Paramount picture will ben-

efit from this visit, both in Tokyo

and Hongkong...."

Of the London concert, Mr. F.E.

Hutchinson wrote Mr. Perkins: "..His

visit has caused enormous publicity
and the concerts were sell-outs, even

to the extent of 'black market'

trafficking in tickets. It cannot

fail to have increased his stature."

Word from Mr. J.B. Nathan in

Paris was equally enthusiastic.

"Frank Sinatra was a huge success on

his recent visit here. I personally

witnesse-* hi3 triumph at the charity

show at the Lido, and he was simil-

arly successful at a charity shew he

gave at the Olympia Theatre. He rec-

eived accolades from the press and

plenty of newspaper space."

LIVERPOOL - One of the most eff-
ective tie-ups arranged by Paramount
publicists in Great Britain wa3 that
with the nationally popular drinks,
Guinness, in connection with Shirley
MacLaine's "My Geisha." The line
used is "My Guinness - My Gei3ha,"
and above at left is shown a display
arranged in the lobby of the Forum
Theatre here during the engagement of
the picture. At right is shown how
Nems Music Store plugged the "Madame
Butterfly" music in the wonderful
score of "My Geisha."

LONDON -John
Ford's "The Man
Who S&ot Liberty
Valance" was the
Kay selection as
"Film of the
Month" by the
noted British
humour magazine,
Tit-Bits .

The publicat-
ion reaches more
that h, 000, 000
readers per iss-
ue, and its cit-
ations have a
profound influ-
ence on filmgoers
and exhibitors
alike .

Further Honor for
Paramount’s Nurse

P
Mrs. Sally M. Kreeer ,R.N. , Charge

Nurse, Paramount Pictures Corporation,
New York City, has been appointed

Chairman of the Committee "To Study

Industrial Nursinr Service" for the

American Association of Industrial

Nurses, Inc. The Association is the

national organization of nurses empl-

oyed in industry.
In addition to her work with the

national Association, Mrs. Kreger is

a director of the Greater New York

Association of Industrial Nurses and

a f9rmer chairman of the Education

Committee of the local group.
NURSE KREGER

Copenhagen's Paramounteers prepared this
.superbly effective poster in brown and gold
for the Hal Wallis production, "Summer and
Smokp 11

HAL WALLIS

FLYVE
SOM

PAMELA TIFFIN rita moreno unamerkii john mcintire thommgomi
*EARl HOlUMAN
TECHNICOLOR* •• PANAVISlON* ISCENESAT A# PfTlROlENVIue
MARUSKR1PT JAMESTO •» MEADE ROBERTS

NORFOLK, Virginia - All across the country
for the past couple of months, crowds have
been flocking to the 'sneak' previews of the
mighty "Hataril" and the word-of-mouth buildup
has been enormous. Here's the exterior of the
local Norva here, the night of the preview.
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MANCHESTER, England - For seven
days prior to the opening of "Blue
Hawaii," and throughout the run of the
Presley film at the Broadway Cinema.
Eccles. this lavish Crosse and Blaclc-
well exhibit remained in the theatre's
lobby. The tie-up incorporated a
"Holiday in Switzerland" contest, and
the comprehensive and colorful dlspOmr
was lit by coloured spots and powerful
floodlights.

LONDON - At a Paramount-RC

A

reception, Henry Mancini, noted
composer of the scores for
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" and the
thrilling "Hataril," meetsDamy
Wilson, favorite British singer.
It was Danny who put Mancini's
"Moon River" into the No.l spot
on the British Hit Parade.

LIVERPOOL - The local distributor
of Smith-Corona Typewriters not only
had this very effective window display
favoring "Breakfast at Tiffany' s," but
also had a demonstrator on hand every
evening to bring a 'live' touch to
the showmanship. And of course the
A.B.C. Forum Cinema benefited consid-
erably as a result.

LONDON - Howard Harrison, left, managing
director of Paramount British Productions, ex-
tends a welcome at London Airport to Mr, and
Mrs. Martin Rackin. The head of production at
Paramount Studio in Hollywood and his wife
have been touring Continental Europe for the
past several weeks studying film trends and
meeting authors, stars and directors with an
eye to future Paramount production.

LEEDS - "Blue Hawaii" has been a
•natural' for outstanding window di»*
plays throughout Britain, as instance
this gem in Vallances' music store in
this city.

HOLLYWOOD - William Cartlidge, assistant
managing director of the Associated British
Cinemas (ABC) Circuit, and his wife, were recent
visitors to the Paramount Studio here. They are
pictured lunching with vice-president and studio
head Jack Karp, left, and vice-president Y.
Frank Freeman.

Here Mr. and Mrs. Cartlidge visit one of the
sets of the Hal Wallis production, "Girlsl
Girlsl Girlsl" and meet the film's star, Elvis
Presley, and the film's director, Norman Taurog.

BRITISH FILM EVENTS
OF INTEREST

3 Out of 10 for
Paramount
The alert and showmanlike ABC

Circuit of Great Britain produces
an equally alert magazine of film
matters called "Film Review." It is
a monthly publication, expertly ed-
ited, which sells at Sixpence a
copy.

The June issue has two items of
distinct Paramount interest. One is
the concensus of readers who have
been asked to name "The Ten Greatest
Films." The poll has been running
for months, and the June issue gives
the winning Top Ten Titles. Of the
ten, covering all films, all countr-
ies, and for all time. Paramount
has the following three:

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
SHANE
ONE-EYED JACKS

The other item of Paramount int-
erest in this issue of "Film Review"
is a 2-page illustrated review of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance."
Concluding paragraph of the glowing
review by Philip Bradford reads:

"The film reminded me of those clas-
sic westerns 'Shane' and 'High Noon, 'for
all share the gripping theme of the cour-
ageous individual refusing to be intimi-
dated by thugs and restoring law and
order to a terror-ridden community."
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MEXICO CITY - One of

many newsstands in this

city that seem to have

made the presence of the

Hitchcock thriller —
"Psycho" — at the Chap-
ultepec Theatre the top
news of the day.

SANTIAGO, Chile - This
is the renowned display
window of the equally re-
nowned Rex Theatre, and
the effective display de-
picted is for Jerry Lewis'
"The Ladies' Man."

It is not a measure
of economy to send phot-
ographs through the mail
without adequate packing.
Many times the editor
receives photographs
improperly packed

, that
are pulverized , creased
and crumpled. If the pio-

ture is considered worth

publishing, it then is
a matter of several
hours work, immersing it

in a bath, uncreasing,
stretching and drying it.

All of which costs a

great deal more than
would the small extra
postage entailed by ad-
equate packing.

"HATARI ! " RESPALDADA
POR LA MAYOR CAMPANA
DE LANZAMI ENTO DE LA
HISTORIA DE PARAMOUNT

******
Cuando eata revista llegue

a sus manoa, la producci6n de Howard
Hawks "Hatari!", recibird las respues
tas del p&blico norteamericano, en

~

los estrenos de la pelicula en todos
los Estados Unidos. (El estreno en
Ultramar, salvo una o dos exoepoiones,
queda aplazado hasta principios de
1963 al objeto de que la pelfcula pue
da beneficiarse de toda la publioidaE
aoumulada )

.

Con las exhibiciones en los
Estados Unidos culminard la mayor cam
pafla de lanzamiento de toda la histo-
ria de Paramount. Algunas muestras de
este "showmanship" ya fueron publioa-
das en los dos ultimos Paramount World
y en el presante ndmero encontrardn
todavfa mds. Ademda, el departamento
de publicidad de Paramount Internatio-
nal de Nueva York se a segura de que
cualquier material de lanzamiento
aprovechable, sea canalizado hacia to-
dos los "showmeiV'de Paramount en el
mundo

.

Una de las pellculas mds di-
vert!das que haya llevado nunca la
marca de Paramount fu6 visionada en
Nueva York a dltimos de Mayo. Se titu-
la "Who's got the action?" y tiene por

E
rincipales intdrpretes a Dean Martin,
ana Turner y Eddie Albert. Es una do-

media oon carreras de caballos por te-
l6n de fondo, pero el asunto esencial
gira en torno al empeho de una bella
seflora en combatir la aficidn a las
apuestas de su marido . Se trata de
una excelenoe entrada de la companla
en el glnero de comedias modernas que
tan magnffico negocio estdn consiguien
do hoy en dfa. No serd distribudda has
ta finales de 1962, por cuanto puede
pron03ticarse que serd uno de los r6-
cords de taquilla del ano pr6ximo.

El mes pasado, el Presidente
de Paramount International, James E.
Perkins, fue a Mlxico para asistir a
un banquete de despedida de Arthur L.
Pratchett que despuds de largos ailos
se retira del marco de Paramount

.

Publicamos unas fotos del acto en
este mismo ndmero, as! como algunos

MANILA, Philippines - Set at strategic
traffic intersections and junctions, these
'triions' for "Breakfast at Tiffany's" caught
the attention of countless thousands of the
travelling public and contributed enormously
to the success of the charity premiere of tne
film at the Avenue Theatre on May 10th.

de los muchos elogios que se hicie-
ron de este hombre que en fonna tan
espldndida ha participado en el pro-
greso de nuestra Compahfa en toda la
Amdrica Latina.

Paramount vuelve & estar ei

su lugar en Canadd. De comun acuerdo,
la alianza de ario y medio con Colum-
bia Pictures bajo el nombre de Affi-
liated Pictures Corp. Ltdi ha sido
disuelta, y vuelve a funoionar inde-
pendientemente Paramount Films Ser-
vice.

Como decfamos antes "Who's
got the action?" sirve para demostrai
la importancia que se concede a las
comedias en la distribucidn de fina-
les de 1962. A punto de ser distri-
buida tenemos ahora "Mi dulce Geisha'
de la que 'tenemos buena medida de dxj

to oon los resultados obtenidos en
el resto del mundo y que ahora se
duplicard en los ^stados Unidos. Iue
go las tres grandes para la segunda
mitad del afip, a saber: "The Pigeon
that Took Home" oon Charlton Heston,
Elsa Martinelli y otros estupendos
actores, "It's Only Money", con Jerrj
Lewis proporcionando su mejor crea-
ci6n hasta la feoha, y con una peli-
oula no dirigida por el mismoj y, dee

de luego, la tercera de este tipo de
comedias es la de Elvis Presley
"Girls, Girls, Girls"! Con la que Ha]

Wallis nos da el mejor, el mds colo-
reado y mds mel6dico de los films de

Presley. Encontrardn que hemos inolui

do estas tres pelfculas en el presen
te numero —y por muy buenas razones.

The showmanship challenge which HATARI]

has presented, and which is being magnific-

ently met in the U.S., will be just as succ-

essfully met all around the world.

"Fire Away" el documental
Paramount (de dos rollos) sobre la
vida de un oaballo de trote, ha me-
recido los honores de estreno en va-
rios lugares de Estados Unidos y lie
va trazas de convertirse en uno de
los mejores cortos distribuidos has-
ta la feoha. Es un tipo de corto que
deberfa agradar en cualquier parte
del mundo.
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NEWS, PICTURES AND

SHOWMANSHIP EVIDENCE
FROM LATIN AMERICA

RIO DE JANEIRO - Notables at the gala premiere
of "Breakfast at Tiffany's." held at the Bruni-
Flamengo as a benefit in aid of the Fundacao Otavio
Man-gabeira. Shown L to R: Mrs. and Mr. Oswaldo
Leite Rocha; Mr. Fernando de Barros, Brazilian film

general
rector
Mylene

Demongeot; Mr. Kurt Heoglund, director of SKF; and
Mrs. A. S. Clog.

GEORGETCWN, British Guiana —
These, and many other, cutout
figures of Marlon Brando domin-
ate^ the landscape of this city
during the highly successful en-
gagement of "One-Eyed Jacks" at
the Globe Theatre here.

singing co-star of Paramount's
In A Goldfish Bowl."

"Lore— -- — — a. is shown being
welcomed to this city by Miguel A.
Mancini, Paramount branch manager
here. Fabian was singing at the Teatro
Tupi. He also made television appear-
ances here and in Rio de Janeiro, in
the course of which his Paramount
picture was mentioned.

Mi ghty Success of
’’Psycho ' 1

in
Mex i co City

The card shown above has stapled
to it the actual admission ticket
that brought the gross of "Psycho" at

the Chapultepec Theatre in Mexico
City to the Million-and-a-Half Pesos
mark. This was registered during the
10th week, and Paramount manager
Antonio Sastre in sending it to us
advised that "No other Paramount pic-
ture has been exhibited for so long
in the past several years."

Subsequently, in a cable to Mr.
Perkins about this engagement, Latin
American division manager Henry B.

Gordon reported a highly successful
beginning of the 11th week of the
Hitchcock thriller, as of June 5th.
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HI0 DE JANEIRO — A trio of
beauties entering the Bruni-
Flamengo Theatre for the char-
ity benefit premiere of "Brea-
kfast at Tiffany's." From L to
R: Miss Nicole Bernhardt, Miss
Mylene Demongeot and Mrs. A.
Stephen Clug.
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VALPARAISO, Chile - Scene of an exiting
capacity crowd at the Valparaiso Theatre
and. at right, what they had paid their
goon Chilean pesos to see - "Breakfast at
Tiffany's."

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY - Included in
a most comprehensive and effective
showmanship campaign for "One-Eyed
Jacks" at the super cinema Censa, was
this Varig Airlines window display.

PCRT OF SPAIN, Trinidad - Largest of
this city's jewelry establishments gave
over this window to a fine "Breakfast at
Tiffany^" display when the Audrey Hepburn
film was the audience-packing attraction
at the Globe Theatre.
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HOLLYWOOQ - Shown here is a Mexico-U.S.
Inter-parliamentary group visiting the Paramomt
studio's set devoted" to production of televisjon

shows. This production activity is under the
direction of Paramount vice-president Y. Frank
Freeman, shown 6th from the left in rear.

Later, the group visited the set of the TV

show, "Bonanza," where they are shown with two

members of the cast of that production, Dan

Blocker and Lome Greene. "Bonanza is one of a

host of television 3hows produced and filmed in

tne Paramount studio.

LOS ANGELES - This is
John Scott Fitzgerald, who
was bom to Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Fitzgerald on May 25.

2
e weighed in at 8 pounds
ounces. His mother, hona-

lie, is secretary to Bob
Nashick, KTLA's director of
advertising and promotion.
His father is a night club
and recording artist.

NEWS OF THE DIVISIONS OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP-
ORATION. . . . . AUTOMETRI Cj

CORPORAT I ON ; DOT RECORDS;
K.T .L. A. -PARAMOUNT TELE-^
VISION PRODUCTIONS; TAL-
ENT ASSOCI ATES-PARAM0UNT1
LTD.; FAMOUS MUSIC CORP..

ATLANTIC CITT, N.J. - KTLA general
manager S. L. Adler is shown receiving
the National Headliners Award of the
National Headliners Club at the annual
awards dinner on May 5th. Award was re-
ceived by Mr. Adler on behalf of Para-
mount Television Productions, operating
television station KTLA, and was pres-

ented for "consistently outstanding
local TV coverage of news events as ex-

Paramount Television Buys
Skelton Color Units

To further expaand and diversify its facilities rental divi-

sion, which now is believed to have the industry's finest mono-

chrome electronic production and recording equipment. Paramount

Television Productions, Inc. has purchased Red Skelton's mobile

color equipment, it is announced by PTP's vice-president S. L.

Adler.
The new equipment is available for direct color broadcasting

as well as recording, and works on monochrome as well as color.

The equipment is housed in three, forty-foot, air-conditioned

Crown coaches.
The acquisitions will be housed on PTP's Hollywood lot on

Sunset Boulevard for use with the company's famous Stage 6, rec-

ognized as the largest and finest tap>e designed television sound

stage, and other Paramount Sunset Studio's sound stages. It can

leave its Hollywood base for remote assignments anywhere throu^v-

out North America.
The announcement followed Paramount's active entry into the

color receiver field with the licensing of Japjan's Sony Corp»r-

ation to manufacture sets using Paramount's Lawrence Chromatic

color tube.

Cover of Famous Music Corp-
oration's "Baby Elephant Walk;"
published as a piano sold and
serving as a particularly useiftil

segment of the massive promotio-
nal campaign which has been
stacked up behind "Hataril"

amplified by its coverage of the (Bel

Air) Hollywood Hills fire" last year.

(Full story of the background of the
award appeared in our April issue).

ACQUIRING TOE REP SKELTON EQUIPMENT

Group at the contract signing whereby Paramount Tele-
viaion Productions, Inc. acquired the color equipment
owned by Red Skelton prior to the purchase of his studios
by CBS. Shown L to R: James Hesen, general manager, live
operations. West Coast, CBS-TV network; S. L. Adler,
vice-president and general manager. Paramount Television
Productions, Inc.; John T. Reynolds, senior vice-pree.,
CBS-TV network; Robert Quinlan, asst. gen.mgr., PTP.
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TELEMETER BROUGHT MUCH GOOD NEWS TO
PARAMOUNT STOCKHOLDERS AT CORPORATION'S
ANNUAL MEETING ON JUNE 5TH ***********

Reproduce^ below is that portion of Pres-
ident Barney Balaban's letter to the company's
stockholders relating to Telemeter. This was
incorporated in the annual Stockholders' Rep-
ort, and wa3 enlarged upon by Mr. Balaban at
the meeting in New York on June 5th. Some of
the supDlementary remarks will be found else-
where on this page.

International Telemeter Company

With regard to our International Telemeter

Company Division and its pay television systems,

I plan to report in more detail on recent develop-

ments at our Annual Meeting. A good deal of new
information, resulting from the expanded pro-

gramming in Toronto during the fall and winter

months is now being compiled and analyzed.

In addition, a leading firm of consultants has

been engaged for the past couple of months in de-

tailed cost analyses of the Telemeter system.

Both efforts should contribute greatly to a better

understanding of the economics of pay TV. At
this time, there are a number of indications that

encouraging progress has been made in various

areas of this pioneering venture.

All signs point to the emergence of pay tele-

vision during the coming year as a subject of

intense interest in the entertainment field. A re-

cent court decision has affirmed the validity of

the F.C.C.’s authorization of pay TV tests over-

the-air. Also, our associates have recently won
a victory in the Arkansas courts which, com-
pelling the telephone company to provide wire

service, advanced the advent of cldsed circuit pay
TV. It seems that the day is approaching when
the new medium' can operate in the American
market. Telemeter has developed both over-the-

air and closed circuit system^ of pay television

and is preparing for either eventuality or an
integration of both.

Because of the desirability of an adequate

proving ground for technical and program evalu-

ation, as well as general public acceptance of the

medium, Paramount entered into new financial

arrangements -with Famous Players Canadian
Corporation last fall covering the Toronto opera-

tion. These arrangements provide for certain

contributions by us during the testing period and
are terminable by Paramount. Obviously, the ex-

perience and results being obtained in Toronto
are important in the development of Telemeter.

During the past year, additional subscriptions

to the original stock of British Telemeter Home
Viewing, Limited, Telemeter’s franchise holder

in the United Kingdom, were received. Para-

mount has subscribed to a minority interest of

about 15 percent in the British company. The
other participants consist of leading entertain-

ment, communications and financial interests in

Great Britain. They include : British Lion Films
Limited, The Financial Times, Granada Group
Limited, The Manchester Guardian and Evening
News Limited, N. M. Rothschild & Sons, Schles-

inger Investments Limited (representing the

Schlesinger interests of South Africa) and Welsh
Telepay Limited (representing the Llewellyn in-

terests in Wales)

.

Our British associates are now awaiting the re-

port and recommendations of the Parliamentary
Committee inquiring into all phases of television.

Should the Government authorize pay TV, the
prospects for its success in the United Kingdom
appear to be particularly promising.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AT 6:35,9:30
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President Barney Balaban promised to report
"in more detail'* at the Annual Meeting - and he
certainly did. As The Film Daily reported, Mr*
Balaban stated that ”The results of a study made
by 'a leading consulting firm* of the Telemeter
operation in Toronto were hailed as a major
break-through for the toll TV system.

”

The president also reported that in the
Toronto suburb of Mimic o, into which Telemeter
had expanded from neighboring Etobicoke since
the beginning of the year, the first results are
still coming in, and they are encouraging.

’’Based on what we know now, I believe that a
new industry has been born at Etobicoke, Canada,”
Mr. Balaban stated. ’’There is no longer any doubt
that people will pay for a pay television service
and for programs of their choice.”

Louis A. Novins, president of International
Telemeter Company, told the stockholders that
”we now know that it is comparatively easy to
sell Telemeter to the public,” He also stated
that ”We definitely intend to cone into the
United States at the first opportunity.

”

A great deal of stockholder interest x*as man-
ifested in the subject of Telemeter, and both Mr.
Balaban and Mr. Novins had a number of pertinent
and very thoughtful questions to answer.
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"BLUE HAWAII" was the big
Telemeter attraction over
Etobicoke's Channel 5A on
June 7, 8, 9.
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It usually takes more
than three weeks to pre-
pare a gooH impromptu
speech.

-Mark TVain

VIENNA - After she had
won a highly publicized
singing contest in conn-
action with "Blue Hawaii,
(see Page 33 )» the winner,
Sylvia Elischberger, had
to do it all over again
for the local television
cameras. And, some say,
her performance here was
even better than her act-
ual winning one.

JACKIE GIEASON made
new screen history with
his role of 'Minnesota
Fats' in "The Hustler."
and is now making further
history with a different
type or characterization
in Paramount's production
of "Papa's Delicate Cond-
ition."

All of the proceeds
of the gala presentation

of "Hataril" at the

fabulous Egyptian Thea-

tre in Hollywood on June

19th, held under the
sponsorship of the Holly-

wood Friends of Africa,
went to the "Food for
Millions" fund.

Mary Pickford is

chairman of the Holly-

wood Friends of Africa.

01 E GRfiSSTE
WERBEKAMPAGNE IN DER
GESCHICHTE 0E
PARAMOU NT FUR "HAT AR I

!"

Ungefahr na die Zeit, wenn Sic dies#
Ausgabe unserer Zeitschrift erhalten, wiasen
wir, wie die Howard Hawka-Preduktion "Hata-
ri ! " worn Publikum in den Vereinigten Staaten
aufgenonmen wurde. (Die Premieren im Ansland
ind bis auf ein oder zwei Ausnahmen auf das
Friihjahr 1963 verschoben worden, damit dem
Film dann der voile Werbeerfolg zugute konmrt^.

Die Auffiihrungen in den Vereinigten Staaten
werden von den gr&Bten Werbekampagnien be—
gleitet sein, die die Paramount je fur einen
Film aufgezogen hat. Einige dieser Schau-
aannsarbeiten haben Sie-in den letzten Aus-
gaben gesehen, noeh vi el mehr davon bringt
die heutige Ausgabe. Dariiberhinaus sorgt
unsere Werbezentrale in New York dafiir, daB
alles zur Verfiigung stehende Werbematerial

,

das sich als brauchbar erweist, an die Mit-
arbeiter in aller Welt weitergeleitet wird.

Einer der lustigsten Filme, die je das
Paramount-Zei chen trugen, wurde kiirzlich in
New Yprk in einer Sondervorfiihrung gezeigt.
Sein Titel: "Nur Deinetwegen" mit Dean Mar-
tin, Lana Turner und Eddie Albert. Es han-
delt sich um eine Komodie im Pferdesport—
ndlieu, aber in der Hauptsache um den Plan
einer liebenden Frau, das Wettfieber ihres
Marines zu besiegen. Ein Film, wert in die
Reihe jener modernen Komodien aufgenommen
zu werden, die zur Zeit geschaftlich so er-
folgreich sind. Die Premiere wird Ende 1962
stattfinden, so daB man ihn jetzt schon zu
den Filmen rechnen kann, die im nachsten
Jahr neue Kassenrekorde aufstellen werden.

HATARIS is just what Paramount's internat-
ional showmen have been waiting fori

Letzten Monat ist Paramount—President
James E Perkins nach Mexiko geflogen, um an

einem Bankett zu Ehren von Arthur L. Prat-
chett teilzunehmen, der sich nach langen
Jahren erfolgreicher Tatigkeit bei der Para-
mount zur Ruhe setzt. An anderer Stelle die-

ser Ausgabe veroffentlichen wir Bilder von
diesem Ereignis und den Ehrungen, die diesem
Mann zuteil wurden, der in so hervorragender
Weise um die standige Weiterentwicklung un-

serer Gesellschaft auf dem lateinamerikani-
schen Markt bemiiht war.

Die Paramount in Kanada ist wieder
selbstandig. Die anderthalbjahrige Verbin-
dung, die sie mit Columbia Pictures unter
dem Namen Affiliated Pictures Corp. Ltd.

eingegangen ist, wurde im beiderseitigen
Einverstandnis gelost, so daB der Paramount
Verleih dort wieder unabhangig arbeitet.

Mit dem oben erwahnten Film "Nur Deinet-
wegen" wollen wir die Tatsache betonen, daB
bei den Premieren in der zwei ten Halfte von
1962 der Akzent auf Komodie liegt. "Meine
Geisha" ist iiberall in der Welt bereits mit
groBem Erfolg angelaufen, der in der Verei-
nigten Staaten noch verdoppelt wurde. Die
drei grofien Filme fiir die zweite Halfte des
Jahrea sind "Es begann in Rom" Ait Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli und vielen anderen
ausgezeichneten Darstellern, "Geld spielt
keine Rolls" mit Jerry Lewis in seiner bis

heute komichsten Rolle und dieses Mai nicht

INQMH) minus fflONKTIi
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A very striking and attractive advertis-
ing montage prepared by the Paramount public-
ists of Frankfurt, Germany, for the Hal Wallis
production, "Summer and Smoke."

BERLIN - The superbly effective front of the

Gloria Palast, which was kept solidly packed

with Berliners eager to see Audrey Hepburn in

"Breakfast at Tiffany's."

verantwortlich fiir die Regie und, als dritter

in diesem Komodien—Trio, natiirlich Elvis Pres-

ley's "Girls, Girls, Girls, dem besten, far-

bigsten und melodienreichsten Presley—Film,

den Hal Wallis bis heute gemacht hat. Wie Sie

sicher bemerken werden, haben wir diese drei

Filme in der vorliegenden Ausgabe besonders

beriicksichtigt - und dies mit gutem Grund.

"Fire Away", der Paramount—Kurzfilm iiber

das Leben eines Trabcrpferdes wurde groBartig

in den Vereinigten Staaten aufgenommen. Alles

deutet darauf hin, daB es sich hier um eines

der besten und anziehendsten Themen handelt,

die wir auf die Leinwand bringen konnten.

Ein Kurzfilm, der uberall in der Welt Anklang

finden wird.
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AUSTRALIA AND NEW

ZEALAND ARE SCORING A

"TIFFANY'S" TRIUMPH

SYDNEY - New South Wales Premier Mr. Heffron and

senior Cabinet ministers celebrate their "coming of
age" - politically, that is - with dinner at a Sydney
hotel, then off to see "Breakfast at Tiffany's" at the

Prince Edward Theatre.
Pictured with their wives, are: Attorney General

Mr. Downing, Chief Secretary Kelly and Premier Hefftan.
They were sworn in as government ministers 21 years
ago and have retained Cabinet rank ever since. Their
"night out" at the movies was noted pictorially by
Sydney's Daily Mirror, with credits to the Paramount
picture.

ADELAIDE - Radio announcer Eldon Crouch
goes 'to great lengths' to give Miss Du Bois a
light - while colleagues, 5AD men Mortimer
Marsh, Mike Norman and Alec McA skill look on.
Event took place at the special preview of the
Audrey Hepburn starrer, "Breakfast at Tiffany's."

ADELAIDE - Two versions of lovely Audrey
Hepburn confronted guests at the recent preview
here of "Breakfast at Tiffany's." On the right
is Audrey, cardboard version — and on the left
is Audrey again, this time the home-grown var-
iety, or more correctly, glamorous model Miss
Anna Du Bois. So strikingly does Miss Du Bois
resemble Audrey,that she recently won a quest
for Miss Hepburn's double.

NEW YORK - Ken Evans, of Sydney
radio station 2CH, one of Australia's
ace interviewers, holds a microphone
and wears a "Hatari!" game-capturing
hat as he interviews Red Buttons, co-
star of the thrilling and very wonder-
ful Howard Hawks production. Interview
brings out the fact that the picture
is rich in comedy as well as thrills,
with Red himself demonstrating how
the laughs belong logically in a film
of this character.

"Hatari!" Fanfare
of release of the great animal thriller, Alan
Wardrope, Paramount's director of advertising
and publicity in Australia has started a thun-
der roll of news about the picture across the
land. He will certainly have all Australia
agog by the time "Hatari' s" release date rolls

around

.

It could be that Australian radio
commentator Ken Evans is comparing a
kangaroo with the rhinoceros that Red
Buttons tangles with in "Hatari!"....
Or it could be something else — but
"Hatari!" was the main subject.
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ED SULLIVAN Photo

NEW YORK - Proof that there

is plenty of fun in "Hataril" A

vista of happy faces of Boy's

Club members who have Just been
on the Tanganyika Jeep Ride in

Pennsylvania Station. And in the

centre - always a boy at heart -

is Red Buttons, chief provider
of so much of the fun in thrill-

filled "Hataril"

These are the days when you
are liable to find the name -

"Hatari!" on almost anything. In
this case it's on one of the
fast- selling units of Pocket
Books, Inc. Because of the exci-
ting nature of this book, it is
illustrated with actual scenes
from the Paramount thriller.

....and here's the Bell
Ringer Award given by Scholas-
tic Magazines, with a notation
that "Hatari!" was voted OUT-
STANDING by the Editors of
Scholastic Magazines.

A novelization by MICHAEL MILNER of

this year's most exciting motion picture.

HOWARD
HAWKS'
production of

X

§
TO

: z
l J

-JOHN WAYNE

HARDY KRUGER. ELSA MARTINELLI. GERARD BLAIN

& RED BUTTONS « mramount relcasc in tech* cot or
1

The awards won by "Hatari!"
are coming thick and fast these
days. Here's the one given by
Seventeen Magazine

MORE SI DELI GMT S ON

PARAMOUNT ' S "HATARI'

henry» mancini
ranters h«*e«

THEME FROM HATARI” #8037
Smash hit single from the great new African adventure film' Com
posed and conducted by the double Academy Award winner and Holly

wood's hottest musicman (TIME MAGAZINE), c/w "Your Father's

Feathers.' bright 4-color sleeve watch for the album, coming soon'

RCA VICTOR
The most trusted same in sound

Full back cover, in color, of the
June 9th issue of Billboard Music
Week advertising the "Theme From
Hatari" on RCA Victor's hit record.
Flash heading in red, which did not
reproduce effectively, proclaimed BIG
NEW FEATHER IN MANCINl'S HAT!

SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES

BELL RINGER
AWARD

to the Motion Picture

A TW«Ai0uJf IIiiuAt

voted OUTSTANDING
by the Editors of Scholastic Magazines

PCHUSHES

Presented

:

/he*

EXECUTIVE EDTTOS

(p/uiy y
motion pictvsc norms
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FAR EAST SHOWMANSHIP
CRACKLING WITH RESULTS

2nd. Week A
Record , Too

!

The news from 3ombav, In^ia,

on "Psycho" at the Re?al is as
spellbinding as the Hitchcock
picture itself is.

A cable from Paramount gen-

eral manaeer K.S. Vaidyanathan
reports that the second week's
takings represented an all-
India record for the second

week of pictures screened at

normal admission prices. The
indication was that the third
week would likewise be preced-
ental - with a very long run a

definite certainty.

3rd Week Also
BOMBAY, India - As the

third week of "Psycho" at the
Regal was completed, Mr. Vaid-
yanathan reported that it,too.
was a record. And he added that
the record was all the more
remarkable considering that the
Hitchcock picture had an "A"
(Adults Only) certificate,and
when they say "Adults Only" in
India, they really mean it.
Naturally, such a rating takes
away a large chunk of audience
potential.

THE FOURTH WEEK was just
beginning as we went to press,
and on the basis of bookings,
Paramount's general manager
forecast a record for it, too.

SINGAPORE - A colorful sign
for "My Geisha" is designed In
the spirit of the film for its
engagement at the' Cathay.

BANGKOK, Thailand - Exterior of
the Paramount Theatre at about the
time that Paramount manager Chana
Chaikijkarana was cabling Far East
division manager S.A.Henriksen in
Hongkong an idea of the terrific box
office success Marlon Brando's "One-
Eyed Jacks" was proving to be. TOP:
A close-up of the expertly executed,
massive sign for the picture above
the marquee.

SINGAPORE - Many wonderful front-of-theatre
displays have graced the facade of the Cathay
Theatre in the "past, but certainly none has
topped the beauty and effectiveness of this one
for "My Geisha."

BOMBAY - The locale is India, but the
sentinel-at-the-theatre door routine is just
the same as it has been for every theatre in
every part of the world showing "Psycho." The
theatre in this instance is Bombay's celebrat-
ed Regal, which has had, with the Hitchcock
picture, the greatest and most sustained succ-
ess in all its history.

HONGKONG - A disappointed
patron in the lobby of the
Royal, Kowloon, looks at both
the sign and the figure of
Audrey Hepburn and knows that
he'll have to see "Breakfast
at Tiffany's" some other day.

BOMBAY - Two of the many
methods of getting the "Psycho"
message spread throughout this

-- motorpower and manpower.
Irie Hitchcock picture, or course,
has given the Regal Theatre the
greatest and most sustained
volume of capacity business in
the theatre's long and wonderful
history.
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An archaeologist is

the best husband any
woman can have: the old-
er she gets, the more
interested he is in her.

-Agatha Christie

STOCKHOLM - One of the
renowned advertising cars
with the revolving arum
carried the word about
"Blue Hawaii" far and wide
in the Stockholm area and
added materially to the
success of the Elvis Pres-
ley film at the Alcazar
and Olympia Theatres.

HONGKONG - This very
striking display for
"Breakfast at Tiffany's"
attracted a great deal of
attention in the upper
lobby of the Queen's The-
atre. It featured the
Academy Award nominations
and the special massive
necklace decoration con-
sisted of small flicker-
ing electric lights.

I can never understand
how two men can write a

book together. To me,

that's like three people

getting together to have
a baby.

-Evelyn Waugh

"HATARI !" LANCERAS SOM
INGEN FILM TIDIGARE

************
Ungeffix nfir ni fAr detta nunmer her man

hunnit fA in publlkens oadBmen on Howard Hawke
"HATARI.'" after alia da s.k. amygpreml fixer aom
figt rum pA skllda hAll 1 FBrenta Staterna. (TBr-

handsvi sningar av datta slag utcoi FBrenta sta-
terna kommar att uppak Jut a a till i bBrJan av
1963 fOr att filoen akall hinna dra full nyt-
ta av all den publieitet den fAtt under mel-
lantiden. ) Dasaa s.k. sneak previews av fil-
men i FBrenta Staterna utgBr kulmen pA an re-
klamapparat fOr "HATARI.'", son kanaka fir dan
stBrsta Paramount nAgonsin byggt upp krlng an
film. I da senasta numran av Paramount World
bar vi avslOjat litat av vad aom passerat i

sammanhanget
,
och hfir finns mere. Paramount

Internationals publioitets-, annons- och ra-
klamavdelningar 1 New York fttrsfikrar att varje
uns av reklammaterial.soa fir tillgfingligt och

STOCKHOLM - Although the 18 posters give a
hail to "Summer and Smoke," the Swedish lasses
seem to indicate that summer has not yet arr-
ived. Nevertheless, the Hal Wallis picture
had arrived at the Rods Kvarn Theatre, where it
was doing exceptional business.

vfirt publloering, ocksA slussas ut till Para-

mounts shcsr-mfin vfirlden runt.

En av da allra roligaste filmer, aom burit
Paramount a mfirke, hade s.k. smygpremifir i New
York sista veckan i maj. Den heter "Who's Got
the Action?" och her Dean Martin, Lana Turner
och Eddie Albert i huvudrolleraa. Det fir en

komedi mad h&stkapplBpning som bakgrund, men
sjfilva historien berfittar om den filskande hust-

runs brydari mod mannens spelpasslon, och hfir

fir karuaellen i full gAng. Filmen slfipps ut 1

slutet av Aret och efterscm den kan inrangeras

bland det slag av komedier, som brukar ge vack-

STXKHOLM - Effective, strategically placed
advertising for to Hal Wallis production,
"Summer and Smoke."

ra slant ar, sA har vi bara att se fram mot nya
fine kasaarekord.

Paramount International's president, James
E. Perkins, flOg fBrra manaden till Ifexiko fOr
att nfirvara vid en avakedslunch fOr Arthur L.

Pratchett, som nu lfimnar Paramount after mAnga
Ars tjfinst. Bildreportage Aterfinns i detta
nummer, liksom ocksA nAgra av alia da hyll-
ningstal, som hfills fBr mannen, sen sA fOrtjfinat-

fullt bidrag. t till Paramount s framgAng i La-

tin-Amerika.

Paramount fir Atar endast Paramount 1 Canada.

SamgAendet mad Columbia, sen under namn av
Affiliated Pictures Corp. varat i ett och att

halvt Ar, har mad bAda bolagens goda minne upp-

lBsts, och Paramount Film Service fir nu Ater-

lgan oberoende dfir, llkaom tldlgare.

Vi nfimnda nyss "Who's Got the Action?" ,vil-

kat fSranleder oss kanstatera, att just komedfer

'dominara utslfippen under senare hfilften av
1962. "MY GEISHA" fir redan klar fBr utslfipp,

den har haft stor framgAng i Bvriga delar av

vfirlden och det ser ut, son ora suoofesen inte

blir pA nAgot vis mindre 1 FBrenta Staterna.
Annars heter de tre store: "THE PIGECN THAT
TOOK ROME", med Charlton Heston, Elsa Marti-
naHi och mAnga andra fina namn; "IT'S ONLY
MCNEY" med Jerry Lewis, rolig sem aldrig fBir,

och han har fBredragit att anlita en annan re-

gissBr fin sig sjfilv; sist 1 trlon kommer Elvis
Presley 1 "GIRLS.' GIRLS.' GIRLS.'", dfir Hal Wal-

lis presenterar sin allra bfista, ffirg- och lAt-

rikasta Presley-film tills dato. Ni kan lfisa

on den pA annan plats i tldnlngen och, som ni

marker, finns det verkligen anledning till att

vi tagit med den.

"Fire Away", Paramounts tvAaktare om en trav-

hfist.har ffirekomnit flitigt pA biografdukama
i FBrenta Staterna. Efter vad det ser ut blir

den gAngbar vfirlden Bver, det fir en av de kort-

filmer, Paramount slfippt ut,som slaglt bfist.

Elvis Presley ranks with royalty in popu-

larity with the British public, according to

a poll just completed by London's "Daily

Mirror.

"

In response to a readers' poll asking:

"What famous living personality would you
most like to meet?," Queen Elizabeth came in

a predictable first, with Prince Phillip
second and Presley a surprisingly solid

third. He was well ahead of Princess Margaret
who took fourth place.
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THIS FINE AUSTRI
SHOWtaANSHI P FOR

"BLUE HAWA II" IS

TYPICAL OF THE
CALIBRE OF WORLD
WIDE ALERT NESS

VIENNA, Austria - Something brand new in

I Elvis Presley contests was stared by Paramount
publicists when "Blue Hawaii" had a 3-cinema
day-an^-date release here at the Tuchlauben,
Flotten and Kolosseum Cinemas. Paramount mana-
ger ‘'ouis Kanturek reporte 4 on the contest at
great length, and with priceless photographic
evidence, some of which we have used here, and
more will be found on other pages.

The contest, which was sponsored by the
only local evening paper, 'Abend-Zeitung,'
asked: "Where Is a Female Elvis Presley? //here
Is a Star of Tomorrow?" The prizes offered
were really fabulous - a film contract with a
local company; a flight to Spain and back with
living expenses for 14 days; local singing and
night club contracts; a television engagement;
and many others. Enough of these incentives
for the top 12 contestants, and Presley rec-

|

ords and theatre tickets for all others in the
i contest.

Par amounts Showmen
wonderful product

on tap, it was timely and practical to bring the field repr-
esentatives into Home Office from the field for a comprehen-'
sive briefing. The 2-day pcwer-charged meeting ran from
early morning unti] late at night each day. and the men ret-
urned to their field posts fullv charged. Standing, L to R;
Lige Brien and Lowell Benedict ("Hatari!" unit), Winston
Barron, Canada; Joseph Friedman, assistant national director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation; Martin havis,
national director, advertising, publicity and exploitation;
Bernard Seri in, exploitation manager: Leonard Allen, Atlanta;
(seated, L to R); Everett Olsen, Oallas; Alan Wieder, Los
Angeles; Robert Miller, Chicago; Henry Ehrlich, New York;
Mike Weiss, Philadelphia; Arnold Van Leer, Boston.

SINGAPORE - Every section of the Cathay
Theatre was put to showmanship use with the ad-
vent of "My (Geisha." Here, in centre, is a
display facing the cinema's box-office, with
close-ups of the two figures shown to emphasize
the effectiveness of the idea.

Singing heats were held every day, so that
the contest covered many days, an 4 the spon-
soring newspaper devoted a great deal of space
to what went on. To get back to the picture at
the top of this report - here are some of the

I

more than 100 contestants.

Here are the three finalists, with the 1

winner in the centre. She is Sylvia Elischber-
ger. At left is Evelyn Muller, v+io placed
third, an4 other young la 4y is Irene Peters,
who got second. Walter Scherling, the master
of ceremonies, is at right.

Judging was by numbers, and the judging
was carried over three separate nights in order
to heighten suspense. Shown above is the final
decision, delivered in Fatty George's Saloon
of Jazz. L to R: "Abend-Zeitung" chief edit.o’'

Kurt Frischler, prominent reporter Hellmul
Andies, AFEX-sales manager Heinz Donnenbc g.
Austria's famous football international cent
forward Hans Buzek. local stage actor Erich
Padalewski and, with backs to camera, Israel
singing star Carmela Corren and music manager
Sigfried Rothemund. A cardboard Elvis Presley
at right rear watched the proceedings.

er

SINGAPORE - One of
the many effective ways
of telling the people of
this city that Gregory
Peck and Audrey Hepburn
were together in "Roman
Holiday" at the Cathay.
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There are two reasons
for the proverbial per-
sistence of anglers. The
first is that the fish

are biting; the second

is that they are not.

Either is a sufficient
justification for fish-
ing a little longer.

-FVed Streever

LINDA BRUHL. who has
the role of Corlnne Griff-
ith as a chiH in "Papa's
Delicate Condition," is

expected to become one of
the most interesting of
the Juvenile players in
recent years.

Censure is the tax a

man pays to the public

for being eminent.
-Jonathan Swift

The difference between

a good school and a poor

school I 3 often the diff-

erence between a good
and a poor principal.

James B. Conant

Our greatest oblig-
ation to our children is

to prepare them to un-
derstand and to deal
effectively with the
world in which they will

live and not with the
world we have known or
the world we would pre-

fer to have.
-Grayson Kirk

TjRONTO, Ontario - Canadian Paramounteers

f
athered on the occasion of farewelling A1
avlor as he departed for Dallas, Texas, to

become southwestern division manager there.
Reading L to R: Harry Madorsky, revisor: Wally
Blair, shipper; Jim O'Brien, shipoer; Klki
Pappas, booker; Bill Turrell, booker; Sandra
Abrams, contract sales analyst; Bob Innes,head
shipper; Jo-Anne Kitamura, secretary; Jean
Hendry, revisor; Ute Freier, biller; Alice
Jardine and Amy Mitchell, revisors; Max Apple-
baum, 16mm manager; A1 Taylor; Marcelle Lee,

secretary; Jean Uttley, control clerk; Mickey
Stevenson, Paramount general manager; Mollve
Nisker, secretary; Bud Copas, accountant; Edna
Gordon, booker; Win Barron, Paramount publicity
director; Clara Rogers, ledger clerk; Robert
Smith, accountant; Morgan French, booker's
assistant; Barbara Rosenberg, secretary;
Elizabeth Romer, ledger clerk; Marvwynne Parke,
secretary: Sharon Battle, ledger clerk: Jack
Allen, salesman; Lil Kawchak, ledger clerk;
Leo Haag, chief accountant; Burt Playter, acc-
ountant.

DEBBIE REYNuLDS in "My Six Loves" has the
challenging role of a Broadway actress who all

of a sudden acquires a family of six tots and
one mutt. No wonder she gazes from the window
of her Long Island home and ponders the problem
of the family versus the stage. It's one of the
most heartwarming roles in a host of Pink
Tuesdays, and the film will make tens of mill-
ions of picturegoers glad that thev saw it.

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Crowds were both outside
and inside the Colisee Cinema when Elvis Pres-
ley's "Blue Hawaii" was the recent attraction
there. Need we add that the Hal Wallis picture
was a huge success?

- Viewing the "Phil-
ilbits at the

MANILA, Philippines
ippine Cancer Society" photo exhJ
charity premiere of "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
in the Avenue Theatre lobby are, L to R: Ric
Javier of Paramount, Mrs. Mario Marquez, Mrs,
Salicup, Mario Marquez, president of the
Philippine Bankers Association and chairman of
The Philippine Cancer Society, and Dr. Roman
Salicup, administrative officer of the assoc-
iation, which sponsored the showing of the
Paramount picture. (The background of "Summer
and Smoke" related to a forthcoming picture).
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PER "HATARI !" LA P I

U

’

GRANDE CAMPAGNA
PUBBLICITARI A NELLA
STORIA DELLA PARAMOUNT

***************
Quendo voi riceverete questo numaro

,

"HATARI!" dl Howard Hawks avrb gib cotnlnclsto

a ricevere il plauso del pubblico in vari lo-
cal! degli Stati Uniti. (All'estero, salvo
uns o due eccezioni, il film non uscirb prime
dell'lnlzio del 1963 in tnodo da trarre il me_3

simo vant8ggio dall'enorme mole di pubblicitb
che si serfe accumulate fino ellora). A quests
proposito, vi facciamo notare che la progrem-
mazione della pellicola in America b state

sreceduta della pill colossale campagna che la

Paramount abbie mei riservato a nessun film.
Del reato, nei nostri due ultimi bollettini
vi abbiamo dato diyersi parti colari in merito,
ad altri ne troverete nel presente fascicolo.
A vostre tranquillitb

,
vi aggiungiamo che l'\t

ficio pubblicitb della Paramount International
a New York non manca di assicurarsi giorno pa*

giorno che tutti i nostri uffi ci all'estero
ricev8no ogni e aualsiasi elemento dl materia
le recl8mistico disponibile onde vedersi faci

litato a suo tempo il proprio lanciamento lo-
cale.

Une delle Dellicole piu divertenti che la

nostra Casa abbia :®i prodotto ha fatto une

breve eoparizione in anteprima a un cinema di

New York 1 'ultimo di Yaggio. E' intitolata

|

"WHO'S GOT THE; ACTION?" ed e ottimamente in-
terpretata da Dean Martin, Lana Turner ed
Eddie Albert. E' una commedia su sfondo di

corse di cavalli, con una moglie affettuosa
che escogita un piano per guarire il marl to

da} vizio di scommettere. Proprio uno di quei

HELIOPOLIS, Egypt - Management of the New
Roxy put plenty of imagination to work in
telling the, local picturegoers about "Summer
and Smoke."

lavori moderni pieni di movimento e di brio

che al giorno d'oggi vanno raagni ficement e el

botteghino. Uscirb alia fine del 1962, sicche

i buoni risultoti d'incassi si vedranno nel -

1
' anno nuovo •

Il raese scorso il nresidente della Para-
mount International, Tames E. Perkins, si b

recato in aereo in Messico onde presen ziare

ad un banchetto in onore di Arthur L.Pratchett

in occasione del suo ritiro dopo i lunghi sn-

ni spesi al servizio delle paramount. In el-
tra parte troverete illustrazioni di questo
evento nonchb notizie circa qualcuno dei tri-
buti real a questo funziorario che ha psrteci-
peto cosi megnificamente al progresso della
nostra Casa in America Latina.

HOLLYWOOD - Luigi Zaccardi. Rome represen-

tative of the Paramount production department,

is shown on the set of the Hal Wallis product-

ion, "Girls! Girls! Girls!" with the film's

star, Elvis Presley, and director Norman Tau-

rog, at right. Mr. Zaccardi was an honored

guest in the studio during his visit.

In Canada, le Paramount he ripreso a fun

zionare per conto proprio. Ls societb che

aveve formato con la Columbia Pictures un anno

e mezzo fa sotto il nome di Affiliated Pictures

Corp. Ltd. e state sciolta di comune accordo,

e la Paramount Film Service ha rioreso la sue

ettivitb ir.di oendente in quel territorio.

Quanto dicevemo piTi sopre a proposito di

"WHO’S GOT THE ACTION?" conforms una volta di

pill che i film che oresenteremo durante 1 'ul-

tima parte del 1962 sarenno quasi tutte comme-

die. "MY GEISHA", che ha riscosso e sta ri-

scuotendo un bel successo in diverse parti del

mondo, farb presto la sue apparizione negli

Stati Uniti dove siamo certi darb gli stessi

ottimi risulteti. Le altre tre commedia riser

vate alia seconda metb dell'anno seranno tutte

grandi e sono preci samente : "THE PIGEON THAT

TOOK ROME" con Charlton Heston, Else Marti nel-

li e molti altri ottimi ertisti; "IT'S ONLY
MONEY" con un Jerry Lewis pib comico di sempre

e, questo volta, senza la sua regia; ed infine

"GIRLS! GIRLSt GIRIS!", ciob il plvl divertente

lavoro di Elvis Presley che Hal Walliq ci ab-

bia dato finora. Su tutti e tre questi film

abbiamo a ppositemente tenuto a pubblicare pe-

recchio materiele in questo numero.

"FIRE AWAY", il cor to metraggio Paramount

sulla vita di un cavallo da trotto he evuto

diverse megnifiche prime negli Stati Uniti e

sta dando prove di essere uno dei migliori e

pi& lndovineti soggetti che abbiamo mai distri_

buito. E' il tipo di short che indubblemente

piecerb molto anche in tutte le altre parti

del mondo.

CLAUDE, Texas - The
entire population of this

Panhandle town, including
men, women, children and

animals, was hired by
Paramount to appear as

extras in "Hud Bannon,"
starring Paul Newman,
while the picture was
being filmed here. Its

population is 748.
Producer-d irector

Martin Ritt assigned
400 people to work in a

rodeo parade, 300 for a

baseball game crowd and

the remaining 48 in

daily street scenes.

HONGKONG - The Mode
Elite dress establishment
presented this effective
window display as a con-
tribution to the general
local and very happy acc-
eptance of "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" as one of the
gayest films to play the
Queen's, Royal and State
theatres in a long while.

Much more is known

about the stars than

about rheumatism.
Henry S. Haskins

IS THIS A BULLET FROM THE GUH OF . . .

THE MAN WHO SHOT
LIBERTY VALANCE?

VISIT THE

A.B.C. CINEMA . BRISTOL ROAD
During WEEK COMMENCING MAY 13th

. . TO FIHD OUT

LONDON - This message
was on an envelope con-
taining a plastic bullet,
and was part of a fine
showmanship campaign in

behalf of "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance" at
the A.B.C. Cinema, Bristol
Road. Envelopes were dis-
tributed by the thousands
- and of course the
•bullet' was completely
harmless.
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HONGKONG - Elvis Presley's "Blue Hawaii" was the recipisrt
of a resounding showmanship campaign when it played the Royal,
Queen's and State Theatres dav-and-date recently. A typical
newspaper advertisement, as it apoeared in the Kung Sneung
Daily News, is shown above. Advertisements for the picture,
some of them in color, appeared in just about every publicat-
ion in the Colony.

HONGKONG - One of the moot internationally gratifying

signs in the world contains an H, an 0, two U's, an S, anE,

an F and two L's. Put them all together and you have HOUSE

FULL. Above you see the sign as displayed continuously by

the Queen's Tneatre during the engagement of Breakfast at

Tiffany's." What is more....

Here you see the very same sign displayed by the Royal
in Hongkong, where "Breakfast at Tiffany's" was served up
day-and-date with an equal measure of public acceptance. In
both instances the theatres matched the picture with wonder-
ful showmanship campaigns.

"My Six Loves"
Si x Wonderful Ki ds
- and a Shaggy Mutt

Dainty and delectable Debbie Reynolds foun-' herself outside

one bus in "My Six Loves" , and before she knew it, she got

another buss this one from the loveable, lumbering 'mutt'

that's one of the delights of this happy, homespun picture.

Due to this issue of Paramount World having been advanced

somewhat on publication date, we regret to advise that our

Japanese and Chinese columns did not reach us in time for

publication. The columns will appear regularly in all future

issues, conmencing with the August one.
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MORE INTERESTING NEWS

FROM THE SHOWMANSHIP-
MINDED FAR EAST

MANILA, Philippines -

The night of the special
charity showing of "Break-
fast at Tiffany's," at the
Avenue Theatre, the Band
of the Philippine Air
Force played popular music
in the theatre's lobby.
Included of course was
the enormously popular
"Moon River" from the fUm.

MOVIE MARKETING/MARCH 1962/PAGE 3

SWELL JOB: It’s natural that country f
and market managers should do a fine

job in public relations and press coverage
of the top brass when latter visit their

territories . . . and that they do without
any exception all over the world. How-
ever, now & then the exceptional job is I

turned in and thus we like to give credit
|

where credit is due in such a case. Here’s
\

one:
It happened early this month on the

occasion of the first visit to Taipei by
James E. Perkins, President of Para-
mount Int’l, and Mrs. Perkins. The man
who made it happen was Andrew T. Fan,
the American major’s longtime manager
in the Republic of China. Highlights: 3-

column by 8-inch “Hearty Welcome to

China” advertisements in Taipei’s two
English-language newspapers, sponsored
by 60 theatres in 33 cities & towns of the
island republic; same ads in 8-column by
4-inch size and 2-column by 4-inch in cap-
ital’s leading Sino-language dailies; half-

page pictorial splash in Sino-language
Screen Graphics fan magazine; feature
stories in all media drawing attention to
fact Paramount is releasing in Taiwan
its two Oscar nominees, Breakfast at

r Tiffany's and Summer and Smoke; or-
j

f ganized airport welcome by 40 national
exhibitors, who later tendered a luncheon

;

press conference covered by 14 leading \

publications; dinner hosted by Central
Motion Picture Corp.
Boys & girls, that’s a campaign rem-

I

iniscent of the days when movies were
sold with showmanship.
We are mighty happy to give Andy Fan

this kind of notice, because he’s one of
the best distribution men in Asia (and
who said that an accountant—that’s how
Andy started in the industry—can’t be-
come a showman!).
We are also happy that Jim & Isabel

Perkins were on the receiving end of this
wonderful hospitality. They are among
the elite for whom it’s a real pleasure to
roll out the carmine carpet. They always
like everything that’s done for them . . .

and they always say so in a genuine and
\ heartfelt fashion.

SINGAPORE - Two views
of tha front of the Cathay
Cinema during the highly
popular re-tfelease or
"Roman Holiday," co-stan>
ing Gregory Peck and Aud-
rey Hepburn.

ANDREW T. FAN

Extremely capable Paramount
manager in Taipei, Taiwan, to
whom grand editorial tribute is

paid in the adjoining column
from Glenn T. Ireton's interna-
tional and authoritative publi-
cation, Global Movie Marketing.

HONGKONG - One of the most
popular publications in this
part of the world is the Hit
Parade Songbook. It containsthe
words and music of more than
100 of the top songs of the day
and is published regularly.
Front cover of Number 13 is
here depicted. It features Elvis
Presley, who was also on the
back cover, as well as on Pages
11 , 21 , 45 , 63 , 71 and 6*. In
fact, just about all of the il-
lustrations in the book showed
Elvis Presley in "Blue Hawaii."
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RIO DE JANEIRO - One
of a host of standees
placed strategically in
important parts of the
city in advance of the
gala charity premiere of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's,"
at the Bruni-Flamer.go
Theatre. The cigarette
holder and the cigarette
itself were three-dimen-
sional and attracted a
great deal of attention.

Each $1 CARE Food

Crusade package sent to

Pakistan gives 432
children a half-pint of

milk.

SINGAPORE - One of the
towering, 30-ft high
signs for "My Geisha" on
the outskirts of this city
when the Shirley MacLaine
comedy romance was a huge
3ucce3s at the Cathay
Theatre.

Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window" is

proving to be a most solid success in its

re-release engagements in Japan. At the
1

Nippon Gekijo in Sapporo and the Scalaza in

Fukuoka, the suspense thriller is outdistanc-

ing, by almost 100$, the prior record estab-

lished by "Samson and Delilah."

"HAT AR I
!"' ESTA RECEBENDO

A MAI OR CAMPANHA PRO-
MOCIONAL DA HISTdRIA DA
PAR AMOUNT,,

Mais ou mends na epooa em_que sets edi-

<jao ohegar a sues maos»
#
a produgao de Howard

Hawks, "HATARll", estara reoebendo as^reagoes

das plataias* atraves das exibigoes publioas

nos Estados Unidos* (Exibigoes no^estrangeiro,

com uma ou duas exoegoes# n&o serao feitas an-

tes dos prinolpios de 1963* de maneira a qua o

film possa reoeber todos os benefioios da pu-

blioidade aoumnla^a)* As exibigoes nos Estados

Unidos atingirao a oulminanoia da maior barra-

RIO DE JANEIRO - Important group in lobby d
the Bruni-Flamengo Theatre the evening of the

glittering premiere of "Breakfast at Tiffany's."

L to R: Mr. Oswaldo Netto, director of Nova
America Cinematograf ica; Mr. Oswaldo Leite
Rocha, publicity director of Paramount Films in

Brazil; Mrs. Mangabeira; Mrs. Lacerda with
Governor Lacerda; and Mr. Armando Ribeiro, dlr-

ector of Livio Bruni,S.A.

gem de showmanship que a Paramount jamais pro-
poroionou a qualquer outro films* Amostras do
que ja foi feito, nossos leitores viram nos
doig mais,reoentes numeros do Paramount ljorldj
e ha tambpm muita ooisa neste numero. Alem dis-
so, o Departamento de Publicidsuie .Propaganda e
Promogao da Paramount International* am Nova
York* esta providenoiando para que oopias de
todo o material promocional aeja remetido aos
publioistas da Paramount pelo mundo afora*

Uma das mais engragadas comedias que ate
hoje os tent aram a M&roa da Paramount* foi mos-
trada am sneak preview, an Nova York* no ul-
timo die de maio* Seu titulo e "Who's Got the

People who look down

on others may be living

on a bluff.
-Good Impressions

Action",* tern come oo-estrelas Dean Martin* e
Lana Turner e Eddie Albert* Trata-se de uma
oomedia que fez uma entrada fell z no pro grains

da nossa compsnhla, uma dessa oomedias moder-
ns s que hoje em dia fazem estrondosos movimen-

tos de bilhetejia* Seu langamento est a previs-
to gara fins deste ano, mas o oerto e que esse
comedia pode deeds ja ser

#
olhada oomo uma que-

bradora de reoordes no proximo ano*
No mes passado* o presidents da Para-

mount International* James E* Perkins,voou ate
ao Mexico para tomar parte no almogo em homana-
ges a Arthur L* Pratohettj, que se apoeentou a-
pee grandiosos anos de agao no cenario da Para-
mount*Publioamos fotgs em oytra parte deste nu-
mero,assim oomo tambem os varios tributos de-

dioados ao homem que tao esplendidamento parti-

oipou na maroha do progresso ga nossa oompa-

nhia *em suas atividades na America Latina*

A Paramount esta novamaate agindo por eon

ta propria no Canada* A alianga de ano e meio
~

oom a Columbia^Pictures.aeaba de ser dissolvi-

da de comma acordo, pa ssando a Paramount Film

Servioe a funoionar indep endentemente , oomo an-

tes* desaparecendo assim a Affiliated Pictures

Corp* Ltd*

A mengao feita acima a "Who's got the

Aotion", seryiu para salientar o fato de que

as oomedias e que vao dar a note de destaqu#
e

nos langamentos dos ultimo s meses de 1962* Ja

pronta para ser apresentada, enoontra-se ^Nis
nh* Dooe Gueixa",films que no momaato esta ten-

do 'imn boa modida do seu suoesso ao ser elibi-
do em cartas partes do mundo, suoesso que por_

oerto sera duplioado nos Estados Unidos* Virao

depois as tres grande s da metade final do snot
*0 Pombo que Conquistou Roma", oom Charlton

Heston, Elsa Marlinelli e varios outros otimos

interpreter; "It's Only Money", oom Jerry Lewis

no seu mais gozado desempenho ,^num films diri-

gido por outra pessoa^que nao elet e, e olaro,

a ultima deste trio oomioo e "GirlsIGirlsl

Girlsl", de §lvis Presley, comedia em que Hal

Wallis nos da a melhor, a mais oolorida e a

mais melodiosa das fitas de Presley* Os lWlto-

res notarao que estamo s dando um^destaque •s—

peoial a estas oomedias# neste numero — e bo-

as razoes temos para isto*

"Fire Away”#o short de duas partes da

Paramount* a resgeito da vida de^um oavalo tro-

tador# ja teve varies apresentagoes sensaoio-

nais nos Estados Unidos e tudo indioa que se

tornara urn dos mslhores e mais atraentes shorts

ate hoje ofereoidos pela nossa oompanhi^.E o

tipo do films de curta metragem que fara suoes-

so em qualquer parte do mundo*

CHICAGO - A further chapter on the show-
manship stunt for "The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance" reported on Page 4. This scene is on
State Street, directly outside the State Lake
Theatre and shows the crowd attracted by the
colorfully staged episode.
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"HATARI !" KRI JGT DE
GROOTSTE PROMOTIE
CAMPAGNE IN PARAMOUNT’S
GESCH I EDEN I

S

**********
Omstreeks de tijd, dat dit blad U bereikt,
zal Howard Hawks' productie "Hatarit" de
reacties van het publiek ontvangen tijdens
de openbare vertoningen in de Ver. Staten.
(Overzese vertoningen, met een of twee uit-
zonderingen, zullen uitgesteld worden tot
begin 1963, opdat de film ten voile zal
kunnen profiteren van alle bi jeer.gebrachte
publiciteit) . De Amerikaanse vertoningen
zullen het hoogtepunt vormen van de groot-
ste publiciteitscampagne

,
welke Paramount

ooit voor een film gevoerd heeft. lets
hiervan hebt U reeds in de twee voorgaande
nummers van Paramount World kunnen zien,
en in dit nummer kunt U er nog veel gieer
over lezen. Voorts zal de Paramount Inter-
national publicity, advertising en promo-
tion department in New York er voor zorgen,
dat al het beschikbare publiciteitsmateri-
aal naar alle Paramount showmen over de ge-
hele wert-ld gezonden zal worden.

Een van de vrolijkste films, die ooit het
Paramount handelsmerk gedragen hebben, be-
leefde eind Uei in New York een voorver-
toning. De titel is "Who's got the action"
met Dean Martin, Lana Turner en Eddie Al-
bert. Het is een komedie met paardenraces
op de achtergrond, doch het hoofdthema van
de film is een plan, dat een liefhebbende
echtgenote sraeedt om de goklust van haar
man te bestrijden. Het is een waardevol
nieuw lid in het gezelschap van de moderne
komedies, die tegenwoordig zulke prachtige
kassa-successen zijn. De film zal tegen
het einde van 1962 uitgebracht worden, doch
men kan hem thans reeds beschouwen als een
van die films, die volgend jaar kassa-
aagneten zullen worden.

Vorige maand vloog Paramount International^
president, James E. Perkins, naar Mexico
om een lunch bij te wonen ter ere van
Arthur L. Pratchett, die zich na vele jaren
van het Paramount toneel gaat terugtrekken.
Elders in dit nummer vindt U foto's van
deze gebeurtenis, alsmede een aantal van
de vele eerbewijzen, deze man betoond we-
gens zijn uitzonderli jk aandeel in de
vooruitgang van onze maatschappij in de
Latijs Amerikaanse sector.

CAIRO, Egypt - If you have wanted to know
what the title, "Summer and Smoke." and the
names of the stars, look like in Arabic, then
the management of the Radio Theatre here have
certainly obliged you.

Laurence Harvey, as the man who wants to
change his national allegiance, learns some-
thing of true and unswerving loyalty from
Miyoshi Umeki in Hal Wallis' penetrating prod-
uction of "A Girl Named Tamiko."

Paramount heeft weer zijn eigen kantoor in

Canada. Het gedurende anderhajf jaar samen
gaan met Columbia Pictures onder de naam
Affiliated Pictures Corp. Ltd. is met we-

derzijds goedvinden beSindigd, en Paramount
Film Service functioneert daar wbderom on-
afhankeli jk.

De vermelding Jiierboven van "Who's got
the action" dient 00k om de nadruk te
leggen op het feit, dat de komedies een
belangrijke plaats innemen in de pre-
mieres in de tweede helft van 1 962. Bin-
nenkort gaat "My Geisha" in premiere, een
film welke reeds elders in de wereld mooie
successen geboekt heeft , die in de Ver.
Staten zeker nog verdubbeld zullen worden.
Dan zijn de drie grote films voor de
laatste helft van het ^aars "The Pigeon
ithat took Rome", met Charlton Heston,
Elsa Martinelli en vele andere goede ver-
tolkdie; "It's only money", met Jerry
Lewis in beslist de grappigste rol van zijn

leven, en een film welke niet door hem-
zelf werd geregisseerd; en de derde van
‘dit komedie trio is natuurlijk Elvis
Presley' 8 "Girls, Girls, Girls", waarraee
Hal Wallis ons de allerbeste, meest kleur-
rijke en meest melodieuze Presley film tot
nu toe aanbiedt. U zult zien, dat wij
van deze drie films foto's hebben geplaatst
in dit nummer — en waarlijk met goede re-
denen.

"Fire Away", de Paramount twee-acter over
het leven van een renpaard, heeft ver-
schillende mooie premieres in de Ver. Sta-
ten gehad en alles wijst er op, dat dit
filmpje een van de beste shorts is, welke
wij ooit uitgebracht hebben. Het is een
short, welke het over de gehele wereld
goed zal doen.

According to a cable
received by Mr. Perkins
from Far East division
manager S. A.Henriksen,
"Blue Hawaii" opened in
Tokyo, Japan on May 12
to superb business. The
first 3 days were almost
double the business re-
gistered by "G. I. Blues"
in the same comparative
time period.

SANTIAGO, Chile -Where
else could this Shirley
MacLaine cutout (for "All
In A Night's Work") be
more effective than in a
men's store. This is the
Arlequin store here, and
the benefitting cinema was
the Rex.

CHARLIE RUGGLES, long
time Paramount favorite,
and a great hit in "The
Pleasure of His Company,"
has been signed for a
major role in Jack Rose's
production, "Papa's Deli-
cate Condition."

The Paramount release
stars Jackie Gleason and
Glynis Johns, and introd-
uces seven-year-old Linda
Bruhl.

Picture is being made
from the best-selling
book by former screen star
Corinne Griffith.

THE WORLD is full of
willing people — some
willing to work, the
rest willing to let them.

Joan WincheU



France Nuyen
brings to the

title role of

"A Gi rl Called
Tami ko" a qual-

ity that is at

once spiritual
and earthy. She

will be long
remembered for

this outstand i ng
performance

.
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